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I, On the occurrence of Maestrichtien fossils at Kacch
station in British Baluchistan.

By Hem Chandra Das Gupta.

was described by Mr. Oldham as

from
The fossils obtained from them have been examined by Dr.

Noetling % who assigned a lower cretaceous, neocomian (hauteri-

vien) age to these rocks. Fossils from the belemnites shales have

also been obtained by Mr. Tipper. 3 These belemnite shales

are overlaid by another group of upper cretaceous (maestrich-

tien) shales which are often lithologically much alike. Moreover

as there is a stratigraphical gap between the upper and lower

cretaceous , and as either one or the other may be missing in

certain sections, some oare is needed to distinguish them. As

an instance of this I may cite the case of an exposure of shales

at Kacch, a station on the Sind-Pishin section of the North

Western Railway, which was visited by me in the summer of

1907 with the Presidency College Geological party.

A geologically coloured map of British Baluchistan has

been published,* and it appears from the map that a

neocomian age has been assigned to this locality. A few

fossils collected from this locality, however, go to prove that

1 Bee. Geol. Surv., Ind., Vol. xxv, pt. 1,

2 Pal. Ind., Ser. XVI, Vol. i, pt. 2.

8 Rec. Geol. Surv.. Ind., Vol. xxxvm, pt.

4 Rec. Geol. Surv., Ind., Vol. xxxi. pi. 18.
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the shales exposed here are maestrichtien in age. Fossils from
the maestrichtien beds of Baluchistan have been described by
Dr. Noetling, 1 and we are indebted to Prof. Vredenburg for a
paper dealing with the zonal distribution of the upper cretace-
ous fossils of this area.* The Presidency College collection
includes Trochosmilia sp., Pachydiscus sp. (an immature
specimen), Heteroceras polyplocum, Roem., and Baculites
binodosws, Noetl. It may be mentioned here that two species
of Pachydiscus and Heteroceras polyplocum have been recorded
from the upper cretaceous rocks by Prof. Vredenburg in his
work above alluded to.

The specimen of Trochosmilia has been found to be speci-
fically different from the only species of the genus described
from the unoer p.rataceons beds by Dr. Noetling. 8 The height

mm
47 mm., and the small diameter is 32 mm. The corallum seems
to have been widened at a short distance from the base. The
calyx is elliptical, and the upper surface being worn out, the
number of the septa could not be distinguished. The columel-
lar fossula is marked, narrow and elongated and occupies
about two-fifths of the major axis of the calyx. The corallum
is markedly bent in the direction of the small axis. The
surface is covered with continuous costae which are alternately
equal and the intercostal space is very finely granulated. The
basal portion is lost and there is no trace of an epitheca.

The specimen described above differs from Trochosmilia
protectans, Noetl., found in the upper cretaceous beds of Balu-
chistan. This difference consists chiefly in the shape of the

dimension
specimens of his species, and, with the exception of the small
specimens the large diameter of the calyx of his species has
been found to be more than double the length of the small
diameter of the calyx, but the corresponding ratio in the
present case is only 1-46. The costae of T protectans are
granulated at the upper margin, a feature not noticed in the
specimen described here while the intercostal granulation is

enttW frS? 'I \ Noetling' s specimen. The absence of

S urT Thet ^ if
Pedmen iS als0 another noticeable

wfrl7rrnIn!J?r
C™7 hlV 80mewnat general resemblance

from ZtZw m^*eu^4 which has also been obtainedfrom the Tnchmopoly beds of Southern India « There is

mentTf ^7?^ *?*"%» between them in the arra^:ment of the costae as in Reuss's species a group of three

1 Pal. Ind., Ser. XVI, Vol i, Dt 32 Rec. Geol. Surv Ind Vni \~ • * o
» op. ou., p. 9> pi: i, figs'.^'i o '

pt- 3j pp - 172~ 182 -^ Denk. Akad. Wien. Math. Naturwiss . Klasse ^ p ^^ ^
• Pal. Ind.. Se, VIII, Vol. iv

, no . 4-5, p. 15, pl. II, figB . !_4 .
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unequally thinner costae is bounded on two sides by two stronger
ones. After consulting all available information, I have very

little doubt that we are here dealing with a new species of

Trochosmilia, but I have advisedly refrained from naming it on
the evidence of a single and rather ill-preserved specimen.





2. A dubious tDassaee in the Ilminsky

rnama

By H. Beveridge.

In an interesting passage of his Memoirs the Emperor
Babur gives some particulars about the birth of his third son

Hindal Mlrza. This took place at Kabul early in 925 A.H.,

and about the end of February, 1519. Babur was out in camp
at the time and in a valley north or north-west of Peshawar,

and was engaged in a raid against the Yusufzais.

The passage in which he refers to the coming birth of

Hindal occurs at p. 220a of the imprint of the Haidarabad

MS., and at p. 250 of Leyden and Erskine's translation, and

is as follows :

" After Humayun's birth, his mother bore several other

children, but none of them survived. Hindal had not yet been

born. While I was in these parts, a letter came from Mahim
in which was written, 'Be it a boy, or be it a girl, give me
whatever my Fortune grants me, I shall regard the child as

mine, 1 and shall rear it.'

On Friday, the 26th of this month (Muharram 925 equal to

28th January, 1519), I, in this very camp, gave Hindal to

Mahim, and I wrote a letter to this effect and sent it to Kabul
by Yusuf 'All Rikabdar. As yet, Hindal was not born."

In a subsequent passage, 258 of Leyden and Erskine, and
227a of the Haidarabad text, Babur says that on Friday

2 Rabl'u-l-awwal (4th March, 1519) he received a written report

of Hindal' s birth. He adds, cl As the news came at the time I

was making an expedition against India, I took the birth

l In the Elphinstone MS. and in the Haidarabad text the words are

^Jl^Lo ^lU. *j\J f arzand chalal saJchlal. I cannot find the word chalal,

but possibly it is connected with the word jll JU^ which according to

Pavet de Courteille's Diet, is a word added to other words and has the

meaning of " like to." Ilminsky, 281, has farzand qllal u sakhlai. Very

likely the word qllal ^JU.i is right, and what is wrong in Ilminsky is

the conjunction u after it. This conjunction does not occur either in

the Elphinstone MS. or in the Haidarabad!. It is perhaps the occurrence

of the conjunction that has made Pavet de Courteille to translate <l met

tre F enfant an monde." If we read qllal and omit the conjunction we
can take farzand qllal to mean M regarding it as my child," literally

"making it a (my) child I shall rear it. " The qllal would thus agree

with the Persian translation of 'Abdu-r-Rahim u farzand handa," or

with the farzand gufta of the older translation by Muhammad QulL
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as a good omen and called the child Hindal {i.e., taker of India)."
By this time he had left the Yusufzai country and was in
India, near Bhera and the Jhilam.

With the exception of the Kehr MS., which is the founda-
tion of the Ilminsky edition, the above is all that the manu-

Mem Persian, tell about
Hindal's birth. The Ilminsky edition, however, p. 281. pp. 45,
46, vol. ii, of Pavet de Courteille's French translation, has the

wi
" The explanation of the above statement (i.e., the state-

Mahim
had been several children by the same mother as HumayunV,
namely, one boy, younger than him, but older than vail my
other (male) children, and three girls, of whom Mihr Jan was
one, but they had all died in infancy. I wished much for a
full brother or sister to Humayun. At this time Dildar
Aghacha conceived, and I kept on saying, « How nice it would
have been if it were the offspring of Humayun's mother !

' Her
Highness my mother (Hazrat Walida)' observed (honorific
plural), < If Dildar Aghacha bear a son, how would it be if I
took him and brought him up.' I said, ' Capital.' Now, the
usual way in which women take a prognostic about the sex of
a coming child is to take two pieces of paper, and write on one,AH or Hasan and on the other, Fatima. Then they shut up
tUose in two balls of clay and put them into a cup of water. The
hrst to open is to them a prognostic of the sex. Should it con-

nZ~ f
0J S

n
n
u
me

'

tl
1

le Child wiU be a bov: if there be a girl'sname it w.ll be a gir . The experiment was made, and a bov's

and JTVn
\\.

When I *0t the g°od news
>
T <* *ce wr«".te

son ™„ *^ A
,

ieW davs Awards, Qod bestowed ason upon me. Three days after the birth, and before mv
wXirh f,

( °' they
,
t0
.°
k the Chi,dfr0- fche nmt her with o^

reared Wh.nT' rdbrou«ht * t0 our house "h™ i*"i
the new,^ th.

Sen
t
th

!
n
f
WS °f the birfch <™re probably,mi ^H^' -^ ?P
i ?Periment

)' 8he (my mother)nm^l" kT had been fu,filled
>
gave the child the

arraLeLn T V ^\ ™8 0ne of 8ood ^gury. By this

T^lL^* b
°f

a vounger brother and a son."

into th £xt b ?h ^ °^ u
this Pa™g™ph " that it comes

tZ Vi y he head and shou ders, so to sneak That is

texts
,
but comes i^r ?Jh l'

a"d Which occurs in »« the

and is descnWn" how he put Un *1 g°TO f <° TV 1" 8U,>iect »

valley. Tliis ,eem,7„ „,? P a
,

rge stone P^tform in the
belong JZIZ f ZMeEtut

tUeT |,h d°eS not
which in the courec nf!1"T ' .

,s an explanatory note

But theZZ £nSf^7hif£^T^ the text '

reference to Babur's^^Z^^^^
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of fact, she died 14 or 15 years previously, in the beginning,

namely, of 911 A.H., or July, 1505. This at once disposes of

the idea that the paragraph is the work of Babur. Nor can

we get out of the difficulty by supposing that Hazrat Walida

is equivalent to Walida-i-Sultan, mother of the king, or of the

heir, and that it is Mahim the wife of Babur and mother of

Humayun to whom the words refer. Against this interpreta-

tion there is the fact that Pavet de Courteille, the experienced

Turk! scholar, has taken the words to refer to Babur' s mother,

and there is the still more convincing circumstance that the para-

graph ends by saying that the result of the arrangement was

that the writer (i.e., Babur) got both a younger brother and a

son. If the child was made over to the grandmother, that is,

to Babur 's mother, he might say that the child became his

younger brother. But the expression has no meaning if the

infant was givfen to his wife. It certainly seems to me that

the writer of the paragraph, whoever he was, had forgotten or

>w that Babur 's mother had died in 911. He also,kn
-hin

The and we are indebted to

whoever wrote it. But it seems impossible that either Babur

or Humayun was the writer. Apart from the mistake already

referred to, there are the errors of making the lady give the name
Hindai to Mali

the mother of three daughters before Hindai' s birth. Accord-

Main
had only had two daughters, Mihr Jan (or Jahan) and Ishan

Daulat (p. 90 of the translation of the Memoirs). The boy

om Mahim
Mihr

father to Samarkand in 916 or 917 (Gulbadan Begam's Memoirs.

91).

Nor do I think that strict Sunnis like Babur and Huma-
yun would in exemplifying the names written on pieces of

paper have only referred to three specially Shi^a names, viz.,

Fatima, 'All and Hasan. \vr

the paragraph, but one would expect him to have been better

informed about the date of death of his great grandfather'**

mother.





3* Note sur les denominations a donner aux sabres

hindous.

Remise par M. P. Holstein de Lyon.

Dans son ouvrage *
' A Description of Indian and Oriental

Armour " (new Edition, Londres, 1896), LordEgerton of Tatton
donne frequemment aux sabres les noms de * 4 Shamshir " et de
"Talwar."

Le mot " Shamshir," ou " Shamsher " n'est-il pas le mot
persan qui veut dire Sabre d'une fagon generate, et lemot " TaU
war '

' n'est-il pas le terme Hindou ayant la meme signification ?

S'il en est bien ainsi, " Shamshir " est le terme generique

de tout sabre persan, ou d'origine persane, quelle que soit la

forme, mais dont la poignee est generalement en forme de crosse

de pistolet, souvent revetue de deux plaques de corne, d'ivoire,

de morse ou autre matiere recouvrant la soie. Tels sont les

types qui sont representee dans la Planche XV du dit ouvrage
sous les numeros 658-659 et 755-757.

" Talwar " serait le terme generique de tout sabre hindou
ou hindo-musulman, quelle que soit la forme de la poignee,

munie ou non d'un arc de jointure, la courbure ou la nature et

qualite de la lame, aPexception duKhanda, ouKhounda (Sabre
de Sacrifice) et de la Pata (epee a-gantelet) qui constituent Tun et

Pautre des types tres speciaux faciles a reeonnaitre.

Ce qui precede est-il exact ?

Dans le catalogue de "Tsarkoe-Selo," (museedePEmpereur
de Russie) il n'est question que de trois noms :

L Le " Johour" qui, d'apres les reproductions, aurait

la poignee munie d'un arc de jointure.

2. Le ' Poulouar" dont la poignee est ouverte, sans arc

de jointure.

3. Le * Khounda.'
Lord Egerton ne parle du Johour (ou Jauhar) qu'une fois :

Page 132, en note du Sabre No. 652 qu'il appelle simplement
"Talwar."

fois

7 ">

Le meme Lord Egerton ne parle du 4; Poulouar *' que deux

Page 51, With a hilt of a characteristic outline, and with
drooping quillons. Page 109 en note du sabre No. 392 qu'il

appelle aussi
'

' Talwar.

II sembledonc bien que nous voila en presence de trois termes :

1. Talwar, nom du sabre en general.

2. Johour, sabre dont la poiirnee est munie d'un arc de
jointure.
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3. Poulouar, sabre dont la poignee ouverte est sans arc de
jointure.

v i tt ?
1

o^
lair'^n8 rindian Antiquary (Edited at Bombay,

vol. 11, 1874, p. 216) cite de son cote les noms suivants :

1. Surm, nom mahratte du sabre droit jusqu'aux f de sa
longueur et de la courbe

;

2. Ahir, nom mahratte du sabre dont la courbure com-
mence des la poignee :

3. Phirangi, nom mahratte d'un sabre a Ja.ne droited ongine europeenne ou fabriquee en imitation de celle-ci.
4. Patta, nom dans l'Hindustan d'un sabre a lame tongue,

mince, avec garde a gantelet et prise a angle droit
avec la lame, utilisee par les tireurs de profession.

« chiull
e nT / n

S
J

r°hir L°rd E«ertoaparlo (page 105) du

nnt ?!
faTr

in
°f aU th

? various swords found throughout Raj-

e r,h *W F
Y

i

C
iT

ed bl^e
»

shaPed like that of Damascus ''

e, plus loin (page 113), sous le nom de " Serve "
(Sirol.i)

" Oneot a hard temper, consequently brittle and very sharp " porte

hi "t"'"*.™" 3
Ue

T
Ie ", Sumi " de M - Sinclair et le " Siro-

e toe le „JrZ c, "f^ Ff^ 80nt la ,nSme a'">e
.
"'aiaest-cee genre de courbure de la lame qui determine ce nom ?D apres Tod ( Annals of Rajasthan , I

, p 640) leShohi est ,,„sabre legerement eourbe ayant la forme deCde D™ rf„i

tZuht/v T * '* P
i
US 8rande P-dileetion tee

KoTsans 'alW STt ? ° " *? qUe rccoPier ceW« descri,,

fi^res"ucu„ typt
8

" " d°nnant ^ "« Ph"""eS

usage^bez^WR^r"^''/^''' nn lar8" «*" «"rbe en

ee no!fde ^TeX7
6

et

tr&
"""•l* de la Ia™ <l»i ««t«mine

chose i
g de Lord E8erton seraient-ils la meme

Lord^ertontCnetsl ST**," ""^ ««*-*
mais c'est bien laX. »r ,? ?, ,

FarmV> ou " Kra^i ";

est „ne lameTepeHu de^breTr„ f1™°^

'

1<>ngUe*™™
poignee munie d'un arc 1 ?

.

dr0,» eur0Peen, montee avec une
fig 24, No. 579).

J " Ct «™«alement ouatee (voir

le M^SS^kZ^f q"e
.

L°rd Egerton donne aussi

figure 24 sous leSa« ewlftS '

IT
Pr0duit

(P 1041 danB la

«* introduit par tal*^.^^.1"*""-* V***
d'europeen dans cette arme et ,'•„,( I " JV™ <le P°rtugais ™
No. 523, que Lord Eeert ^ if ^ ''

e" r de nla P"*. ce sabr«
a 14 une inad v e rtlof o, "!*£

el
J
e ?"»« * "" Khanda. II y°" une confusion que je ne m'explique pas?

<)U
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Voici encore un autre nom qui je trouve dans l'ouvrage de
Lord Egerton, celui de

c;
Abbasi.

Les descriptions qu'il en fait sont si differentes que Ton
ne sait a quel genre de sabre ce nom doit s'appliquer :

Ainsi (page 110), No. 400 (Abbasi) estdecrit: Straight blade
of Damascus steel, strengthened at the back with perforated

steel supports. No. 401 : watered Khorassan blade.

(Page 118), Les Nos. 539 et 540: Deeply curved blades,

et en note : (c/. from Codrington collection) Abbasi, scimitar

of superior steel.

(Page 132), le No. 653: Slightly recurved fluted blade
of bright steel ; hilt with knuckle guard and griffin-head pommel.

Voila done trois sabres portant le meme nom (Abbasi),
dont l'un a la lame droite renforcee sur le dos par des renforts

d'acier, l'autre tres courbe comme celle d'un cimeterre, la

troisieme au contrail e tres legerement courbe.

Cela n'est pas vraisemblable ; trois types si different^ ne
peuvent pas porter le meme nom ; alors, que veut dire le terme
'

' Abbasi i

'

'

Vient maintenant 1' "Asseel " ou " Asil

Ala Page 113, Lord Egerton, d'apres 5

? ?

more
tough (than the Serye) and less sharp ; et a la page 124 (en note) :

Slightly curved sword of watered steel with two grooves
;
plain

handle. Time of Tippoo.
Qu'est-ce done que V " Asil " ?

Lord Egerton donne le nom de " Paitisa " a un sabre large,

droit, a double tranchant s'elargissant vers la pointe (page
117, No. 526). D'apreslareproductionquMlendonne (p. 104, fig.

24), la lame setermine effectivement en forme de spatule : elle est

droite, a double tranchant et lapoignee se termine enun pommeau
a coupole et est munie de quillons se prolongeant en un long
ecusson ou languette de chaque cote du plat de la lame.

Sauf contre indication, je retiens ce nom pour tout sabre de
cette forme. Suis-je dans le vrai ?

Le " Sosunpattah" (voir page 124, et fig. 24, No. 578) serait

un sabre court, large et lourd, legerement incurve, la pointe inclin-

ant du cote du dos. D'apres la figure, la poignee ressemblerait
beaucoup a celle du Khanda. Est-ce que e'est la forme de la

lame (Susanpatta : Lily Leaf) qui affecte en effet un peu celle

nom
Katti

ainsi nomme parce qu'il aune lame presque droite, dont la pointe
est formee par le dos qui se recourbe legerement du cote du tran-

chant ou parceque la poignee, surmontee d'une pointe beaucoup
plus courte qu'elle ne Test generalement, est munie d'un arc de
jointure en simple arc de cercle. Que veut dire le mot '

' Katti '

' ?

.
7
—— —

Egerton dans la fig. 24 (page 104) :

reproduit

No. 528 : lame legerement courbe, a un seul tranchant,
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la pointe se relevant legerement du cote du dos
;
poignee, avec

are de jointure en double courbe, couronnee d'un pommeau en
coupole surmonte d'un petit bouton

;

No. 530 : lame large et droite avec nervure mediane et

paraissant etre a double tranchant
; poignee semblable a celle du

No. 528
;

No. 576 : lame droite a double tranchant dont la pointe est

a forme obtuse
; poignee comme celle des precedentes

;

No. 405 : lame analogue a celle d'un grand couteau, a do>
droit, et tres pointue, tranchant en dents de scie

;
poignee

ayant la forme des scies a main des menuisiers.
Lord Egerton, malgre les caracteres differents de ces sabres

ne leur donne aucun nom ; dans quelles series faut-il les classer ?

Ce n'est pas tout. Lord Egerton cite d'autres noms, mais,
malheureusement, ses descriptions sont des plus sommaires et
aucune reproduction ne les accompagne :

Page 118, No. 537 et 538 :—" Farang Katti " ; lames canne-
lees (Vizianagram)

. D' apres le mot '

' Farang, '
' ces lames seraient

d'origine ou d'imitation europeenne ; consequemment elles
seraient droites et minces comme des lames d'epee ou de latte
de cavalerie.

Le " Katti '

' par contre (voir ci-dessus) aurait une lame
tres legerement courbe

; comment ces deux noms peuvent-ils
se concilier ?

Page 117, En note du N° 527 :—" Dk<mp," straight blade
used by most of the Deccanees (Ain-i-Akbari).

Le mot " Dhoup " est-il le nom d'un sabre et en ce cas la
description du No. 527 se rapportant a un Firangi, les mots
Dhoup et Firangi '

' voudraient-ils dire la meme cliose ?

Ailleurs, page 123, Lord Egerton publie un longue note
accompagnant le No. 581,dans laquelle il passe en revue d'autres
noms tires des collections de la Tour de Londres, de Codrington
et autres :

1. " Sultani "
: Very heavy clumsy sword of coarse

waved steel. Plain handle (Seringapatam). Time of
lippoo. Invented by him for the use of officers in
his service. 338, Tower, additional collection. The

stripes.
inscri

2. Jumgheerdha '
: Long, narrow, straight sword at,

T?™ t?x %
k,1

J v
°f basket-handle slightly plated.

o . , ^r \ »
Hyder'Al1

- Worn by the poligars of Nugger.

wZS l ?
eaJy ,

8word
'

slightly bent, made of fine

mSLl**' ,
ba

?
k and handle inlaid with silver.

of tZ ?d Lahore
'

178°- Tak*n at the ^iege

^

of Senngapatam
. Used by men of rank.

nT^f.eC :

J1
Sabre of fine waved steel, blade

with
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Hindostan, 1794. Taken at the siege of Seringa-

patam.
'

: Narrow curved sword, made of waved
verv broad back and srilt hilt. Hindostan.

5.
c< Lall-i-wall

steel, with
Tippoo Sultan's time.

6. " Mahmud Bandar": Large broad sword slightly

curved, with two wide grooves of very fine waved
steel with old plated handles. Used by men of rank

in Tippoo' s time.

7
Ci Nimcha," or " Tegha," or " Goliah" : Small light

sword, slightly curved, made of hard waved steel

(pigeon's eye); plain handle. Hindostan, 1760.

Boorhampore. Taken at Seringapatam.

vu
un

legerement recourbe ; comment peut-on assimiler un

sabre (Nimcha) petit et leger, au ' Tegha ' large et au

"Goliah" lourd ?).

8. " Shah Nawaz Khani "
: Pour celui-ci nos incertitudes

sont encore plus grandes
;

Lord Egerton en cite trois et chacune des descriptions que

donne la note sont differentes :

A. A broad heavy sword of coarse waved steel. Scythe

shaped, figured iron handle.

B. Point inclined downwards. Plain handle.

C. Handle of watered steel. Back strengthened by plates

of figured iron, ornamented with gold and silver.

This weapon taken at Seringapatam was invented

by a Persian Officer of Hyder's army (Nawaz Khan)

whose name it bears. It was used chiefly by men of

9. "J lamani
'

' : Shaped like the old German Hussar sabre.

Hence probably its name. Fine, hard, clouded steel

;

gilt handle. Guzerat, 1600. Used probably by

Hyder's German cavalry.

1600

H>

waved
allemands !) ,

10. " Saif
'

' : long, heavy, two-edged sword of good

steel. Plain handle.
, .

Voila done dix noms de sabres qui paraissent dater des

dernieres annees du XVI siecle. Pour etablir les distinctions qui

les font differer les uns des autres, et qui les font differer aussi

des autres sabres cites plushaut portant tous des noms toutdiffer-

ents, il faudrait en avoir des reproductions ou photographies.

Comment et ou puis-je me les procurer ?

Ces reproductions seraient d'autant plus necessaires que je

remarque que des personnalites aussi autonsees que e Col. H.

Yule,C.B. dans la note qui figure en premiere page de 1 ouvrage

4
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traduire

(probably Telugu qu'est ce que Telugu ?),
" Jum

Kassidgode ,

" " Lall-i wall
, " " Mahmud-Bander , '

'

k dire des trois derniers qu'ils sont '
' apparently nam

in Hyder's dominions."

Kathi



4* List of Portuguese Jesuit Missionaries in Bengal

and Burma (1576-1742),

Bv Revs. L. Besse, S.J., and H. Hosten, S.J.

From the end of the XVIth century down to the middle
of the XVIIIth, Bengal was one of the mission-fields of the
Society of Jesus. But, the Jesuits were not alone. The
Augustinians, who came to Bengal in 1599 and withdrew only
in 1867, were a much They were
the principal missionary body. About 1714, we find the
Capuchins with a house at Chandernagore. French Jesuits

were settled there c. 1693-1778. There was, besides, always a
certain number of the secular clergy doing parish-work in the
Portuguese settlements. The whole of the Coromandel Coast,
Orissa, Bengal, Pegu, etc., all depended on the Diocese of

Meliapur from the time of its erection in 1606 to the modern
times when the Vicariates Apostolic were created (1834).

Of the work done by the Augustinian Friars, the
Capuchins and the secular clergy, we are less able to speak.
The literature on the subject, though not wanting, is difficult

to reach. We are somewhat better situated with regard to the
history of the Jesuit Missions, though here, too, we wish we
were in possession of fuller information. Printed records of
the work done in the first decade of the XVIIth century are,

relatively speaking, plentiful. The newly arrived missionaries
lived in eventful times and wrote long accounts ; but, it did
not last. After 1610 little appeared in print; after 1632, the
history of the Portuguese Jesuits is almost a complete blank.
By way of compensation, the French Jesuits of Chander-
nagore (1690-1778) are repeatedly heard of in Lettres edifiantea

et curieuses.

To write a detailed history of our early Missions in Bengal
is yet an impossibility. The materials for such a history have
not been collected.

Meanwhile, we must welcome, as a valuable contribu-

tion towards that history, a list of Portuguese Jesuits in

Bengal communicated by the Rev. Fr. L. Besse, S.J., and
derived from the Catalogues of the Malabar Province S.J. I

have translate 1 it from the Latin and annotated it. adding at

times details descriptive of persons to be found in Catal. Miss.
Ma<lurensis, Trichinopoli, 1910, Appendix. However incom-
plete this list will appear, every name, every date will serve

as a landmark on the path of the historian.
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At no time in the XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries were
the Jesuits very numerous in Bengal. The following statistics

culled bv Father Besse from
this

and Annual Letters

1601

1613

1615
1616
1617

1618
1620
1623

1626

7

3

6

7

7

8

9

4

7

1628
1630
1632
1633

1640
1642
1654
1688
1697

7

7

8

2

3

4

3

4

4

1705
1708

1718
1729
1730
1731

1737
1740

• •

2
1

1

2

1

I

9

1

H. H., S.J.

1604

IN BENGAL [BENGALLA].

In the Residence of Chandecan [Chandrcanensi \.

Confi

Oonf

THE

d Confessor.

Preacher and Conf

J
Cf. Catal. Miss. Madurensis, Trichinopoli, 1909, App.

mL"
41?*?* Boves : a letter of his, dated Siriam. in Pegu, March 28,

1600, is found in Copia d'nna del P. Nicola Pimento, Visitatore della
O. d% G. nell India Orientale. . . . Roma. 1601. 8°. pp. 80-X3. < '/•

SOMMEBVOGEL

S'n? * « 9

;

*drmtted in 1 586 ; taught Humaniora ; a missionary in
1600-06

; Procurator of the Province of Cochin in 1606-10 ; was 7 years in
the Mission of Mogor [this means probably Bengal 1600-06], and died in
Malabar m 1634. He had come to India in 15!)7, not yet a pri t
(Franco). His arrival is noted only under 1602 in da Camara Manoel's
list : Mtssoeados Jeamtaa no Oriente, Lisboa, 1894, p. 153.

JJITaT^ £"**: b°rn at Boeyro '
Diopese of Braga, in 1555 ;

was
admitted to the Society m 1586; taught Grammar ; went to India in ? ;came to Bengal in ;,98 No trace of him being found in the records of

ll'hitrn**? 6died in 1608
'
though, on the other hand, he

nfJ If Dominic de Sousa, of the Province of Entre Douro e Minho,
Diocese ot Braga, who died at Cochin in 1623, aged " 65 years." 38

a Pn^Z^T.l p ?hittago,lg died in 1612 Father Blasius Nunes,

snent iHn ni 5
6 P"orat<\of Crato, aged 41 years, of which he had

spent 24 in the Society, and 12 on the Bengalpanion Fa-her Emmanuel Pire,, was away at theof Sundiva. Father Xunes had come to IndiaCamara Manoel mentions him
priest.

* Natalia Salerno: a Sicilian, died on April 3, 1608, in the Bay of

111

Mission. His com-
\n the Island

da
in his list under

time
1597
1597

(Franco).
as not yet a
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1610.

In the Residence of the Island of Sundiva

Fr. John Mary Grecus, 1 Professed of 4 vows.

Fr. Blasius Nunez, Professed of 4 vows.

Deceased.

Fr. Balthasar de Sequeira , on his way from the Kingdom
of Siam [SiSo] to the Port of Tenasserim, in the month of

November of the year 1609. 2

In the House of Pegu with one Residence only.

Fr. Emmanuel Pires, Superior ; Prof, of 4 vows.

Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca 3 [a Fonsequa], Preacher and

Confessor.

1611.

In the House of Pegu with one Residence only.

Fr. John Mary Grecus, Superior ; Prof, of 4 vows.

Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca [a Fonseca], Preacher; Ccm»

fessor.

In the Residence of the Island of Sundiva.

Fr. Emmanuel Pires, Super, of the Resid. ; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Blasius Nunes, Prof, of 4 v.

Bengal. He was doing duty as Chaplain to the Portuguese fleet, then

at war with the king of Arrakan , when , in the course of the engage-

ment, the ship which bore him caught fire. All perished to a man.

Father Salerno had come to India in 1600, a priest {Franco), and had

laboured some years among the Portuguese stationed in the fortress of

Siriam (Pegu).
1 John Mary Grecus : we find mentioned under 1600 as leaving for India

11 P. Joao M> Graeci, Italianus. " (Da Camara Manoel). Franco calls him

P. Joannes Greco, Siculus. He cannot be identified with Fr. Jean Maria

of C. Sommervogel, op. oft.. Vol. V, Col. 546. The works ascribed to

him by Sommervogel are those of Fr. John Mary Campori, who came

in 1597. Cf. ibid., Vol. II. However, Greco's biography as given by

Sommervogel may be accepts!. Born at Catania in 1572; admitted in

1587; taught Grammar and Rhetoric, in 1604, at Punicael, Fishery

Coast; in 1608 in Pegu; died at Coulam (Quiion) on September 25, 1641.

a Balthasar de Sequeira : came to India, already a priest, in 1578, a

Portuguese. Cf. Francos and da Camara Manoel's list. Ho is certainly

tho same as Bartholomew Sequeira in Sommervogel.
s One Emmanuel de Fonseca came to India in 1599 ; not yet a priest

(Franco); "humanista," writes da Camara Manoel.
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1613.

{From the 3rd Catalogue).

House

In this house of Pegu there are two, whereas in that of
Bengal there reside three. Commander [dux] Sebastian Gon-
salves gave them 1 ,000 gold tangas.

(From the 1st Catalogue.)

3. 1 Fr. Emmanuel Pires : from Monte Mor o Novo, in the
Diocese of Evora; mediocre strength ; aged 46 ; 29 of Society :

after completing his course of Philosophy, he studied Theo-
logy during 4 years; taught Humaniora ; has spent 16 years in
the Missions [in Christianitate]; was during 9 years Superior of
the Residence of Pegu, that of Bengal and others ; Prof, of
4 vows.4

4. Fr. John Mary Grecus : a Sicilian from Catania- ro-
bust ; ased 40 ; 25 years of Society

; after his Philosophy he
)logy during 3 years

; taught Rhetoric 1 year' in
tudied

the Mission 7 years; Superior 3 yu..„, AIUIl ^ ^ VUW8 .

5. Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca : from the town of Cabeca
de Vide, in the Diocese of Elvas ; mediocre strength

; aged 35 •

18 years of Society
; studied Philosophy; nearly completed his

Theology
; has now been over a year Superior in Pegu.

7. Fr. Didacus [sic] Nunes : from Monte Mor o Novo in
the

;

Diocese of Evora
; aged 31 ; 15 years of Society

; studied
Philosophy; Theology during 4 years; taught Grammar dur-
ing one year and a half.

I T?a•*!
the 8erial number in the Catalogue.

M^,« i?^- al
°ug ?? ea8tem embouchure of the Ganges died onMay8, K. 16, m the fulness of his labours ^//i«. Fmml^;' p

Portuguese, born at Monte Mor, in the AroSiocese"of^oT^TeaSmthe Annual Letters of Cochin (1617) that wl,Pn fh„ v» * f£
Sundiva, Father Pir*s betook hirnself to SiVapur raSfaS^SETl

left

offering an easier road to reach Dacca where he torenH^ «' P
u"

] ' ?
as a substitute for the Superior of tta'£n ttaS^R 1??having spent 10 years in Pe»u and nn mW -

P er# Hed,ed
>

Philip di Brito Ntoeto, the^mr^^r^^J^^ " B^'
saves Thibao the Lord nf SnnHiJ t ?

m
?
and Sebastian Gon-

revered and loved him bu he made tfiuSfVE
™ h

™*T'^^they coveted, that he would hear in , r ™f! • ^ fr,
l

endshlP. which
hi. Superior/and before hetouldte^tf^^^*men carry out manv things for the good of thefJ ™i™t- a

S
,

WO
pening to pa-s through SVipur during his line I £ p

A pr 'est haP;
Extreme Unction. He told Hi * I,«, Jl* a*

S)
,
"' Psres receiver!

the next Sunday" th" t^?^&Htl„ ,m
H
th
1 ?° W°Uld die °"

one day a church would ./bunt on the sdT vL ," ^f' and that
th prophecy was fulfilled, the Annual Letters of ^7 ^ ^ W* ° f

but they insist that the othA,. „" • 1
° "'17 do not tell us;

Pires ha
y
d arritd at Goa in lo88! ^^^ true

'
fc

« E™»anuei
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1619.

In the Mission of Bengal [Missio Bengalensis].

Fr. Andrew Pereira, Superior ; Visitor ; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Michael de Faria, 1 Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. James Gomes [Gomesius], Preacher.

Fr. Francis Nunes [Nonius],- Preacher.

Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Rodericus] ,

s Preacher.

Fr. Benedict Rodriguez [Rodericus] , Preacher.

Fr. Simon de Figueiredo,4 Preacher.

Fr. Francis Pinto [Pintus], Preacher.

Fr. Emmanuel de Fonseca, Preacher ; in captivity since

ars in the Kin

1620.

In Bengal [in Bengala] : 8

Fr. Andrew Machado, Visitor. 5

Fr. Michael de Faria, Superior

Fr. Francis Pinto.

Fr. Benedict Rodriguez [Roiz].

Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Roiz).

Fr. James Gomes.
Fr. Simon de Figueyredo.

[R,

1623.

In the College of Hugli [Collegium Ogulense]

and one Residence, there are 4.

Fr. Peter Gomes
,

6 Rector of the College ; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Rodericus] , Consultor ;
Admomtor

;

Prof, of 4 v.

1 "P. Michael del^*r~fa,Lus:' came to India in 1605 (Pmnco).

a "P. Franciscm Nunes. Lus." came to India in 1611 (franco).

3 One " P Antonius Rodriguez, Lus. came to India in losi
,

. .,
'

, i 21 i ;„ ir.aa. Ait.t.n in lfill (Franco).
'ranco).

One™ P AndTels MaXdo Lus." came to India in 1614 iFranco).

« One «• P. P-iru. <*>»»«. £*••" came to India £ 1607 ^T^ I th_
On Jan I 1623, died at Hugli Fr. Peter fl_»iez, Rect >r

of
the

Ho™
j8
He was born at Onadia (Diocese of Coimbra), had taught Latin

and Rhetoric and came to India probably in 1607 lr A exande
r
de

vtu ______ x«»..4-__o nf Viim • "He who was Rector of our College 01 iua

Scca^Sel wis "ere [A*. 16221. was called Fr. Diego Rebel^ a

person o high virtue ; and Fr. Peter Gomez, on his departure for Ben-

gala, bidding him farewell and embracing him, said : I leave you now

mv road Father to go where my superiors send me ;
but, 1 know that

w^th^a^Iwmonths
g
we shall both find ourselves on aV^J^fj^

we ahall meet and enjoy great conflation. The prophecy wa, fulfilled^

They died on the first day of the year li>23, the one at Malacca, the
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Fr. Simon de Figueiredo, Theologian.

Fr. Benedict Rodriguez [Rodericus], 1 Theologian.

1627

In the Kingdom of Ava.

Fr. Emmanuel da

f

Conf

These last 13 years he has been in captivity [concaptivus]

in the Kingdom of Ava.

In Bengal [Bengala].

Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Rodericus], Super.; Preacher;

Conf. ; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Gonsalvus [Gondisalus] Paes, Preacher ; Conf. ; Prof.

of 4 v.

Fr. Simon de Figueiredo [a Figueiredo], Preacher ; Conf.;

Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Aloysius Orlandini [Orlandinus] ,* Preacher : Conf. ;

Prof, of 4 v.

Sent to Cathay [in Catayum].

Fr. Stephen [Estephanus] Cacella, 3 S'uper. ; Preacher

;

Conf. ; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. John Cabral/ Preacher ; Conf.

Bro. Bartholomew Fontebona, 5 Formed [Coadjutor] ; Painter.

other at Bengala.'* (67. A. de Rhodes, S.J., Voyages et Missions du
P. A. de Bh., Paris, Julien, 1854, p. 51).

The Annual Letters of Cochin (Dec. 5, 1027) tell us that Fr. Gomez*
body was found incorrupt on June 8, 1626, while the Fathers proceeded
to disinter it in order to deposit it in a place where the faithful, who
greatly revered his memory, might more easily satisfy their devotion.

) Father Benedict Bodrigues died in 1626. Though only 39 years old
at the time of his death, he was a man of singular holiness of life. He
was commonly called *« the saint," and many instances of his prophetic
insight are on record. Many minute particulars of the fall of Hugli
(1632) had been foretold by him, and, as Father John Cabral, S.J., an
eye-witness of the catastrophe, points out, they came true to the letter.
One year before his death, while preaching before the Sodality of the
Bl. Virgin, Father Benedict suddenly interrupted his discourse, and
asked to count those present, beginning with himself . This done, he
declared openly and plainly that, within a year, 15 of them, himself
among the number, would be dead. The prediction was fulfilled.

Fourteen of fche Sodalists died the same year, Fr. Benedict closing the
number. He had been 20 years a Jesuit.

9
4
* P. Ludov. Orlandino, Lus." came to India in 1623. {Franco).

8 " Stephanus Cacella, Lus. M came to India in 1614. (Franco). He
accompanied Father John Cabral to Thibet in 1627 and died in Guge,
Western Thibet, in 1629 or 1630.

* M P. Joannes Cabral, Lus." came to India in L624. (Franco). Cf.
SOMMKKVOGEL.

6 Barth. Fontebona [Fonteboa, de Fuente buena] came to India in
1602, a temporal coadjutor. (Franco and de Camara Manoel.)
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1628.

f Bengal in the town of Ogolim [Hugl
with two Residences.

Prof
Prof, of

/

Fr. Louis [Ludovicus]

[Gondisalus] Paes, 1 Prof, of

In the Mission of Cathay [Catay], in the Kingdom of
Bhutan [in regno Potentis].

Fr. Stephen Cacella, Super. ; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Emmanuel Dias, Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. John Cabral, Preacher and Conf.

In the Kingdom of Ava.

Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca [a Fonseca], Prof, of 4v. ; in
captivity.

34. Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Rodericus] ; a Portuguese
;

from Lisbon ; mediocre strength ; aged 40 ; 26 years of
Society ; Prof, of 4 v. ; after his Philosophy, he completed his

Theology ; was Minister at Malacca 2 years ; at Cranganore 1

year ; has laboured 11 years in the Missions [in conversione\.
9. Fr. Gonsalves Paes: from Ormuz, in the Diooese of

Goa ; good health ; aged 44 ; 29 years of Society ; after his

Philosophy, he studied Theology 4 years ; taught Grammar
3 years ; taught cases of conscience over 1 year ; Prof, of 4 v.

68. Fr. Simon de Figueiredo : a Portuguese; of the Dio-
cese of Coimbra ; robust; aged 38 ; 22 years of Society ; after

his Philosophy, he studied Theology 3 years; has spent. 11

years in the work of conversion ; Prof, of 4 v.

81. Fr, Emmanuel da Fonseca ; . . . . these 15 years in

captivity in Pegu ; Prof of 4 v.

107. Fr. Stephen [Estephanus] Cacella : from the town of

Avis, in the Diocese of Evora; health good [integris viribw]
;

aged 43 ; 24 years of Society ; studied Theology 3 years ;

taught it 3 years ; for nearly 1 year Minister in the College of

Cochin ; Master of Novices during nearly 2 years ; Prof,

of 4 v.

108. Fr. Emmanuel Dias : from the town of Alpanham,
in the Diocese of Portalegro ; health good [integris viribus]

;

aged 39 ; 21 years of Society ; completed, studied, taught

1 In 1632 he is said to have been one year Rector of Bengala ; but,
that year he was Rector of Negapatam and a Professed of 4 vows.
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Philosophy 3 years ; Theology 2 years ; was during 1 year
Minister {Collectorum) ; during nearly 3 years Rector of the Col-
lege of San Thome [Meliapur] ; worked as a Missionary [in
conversione] another 3 years ; Prof, of 4 v. 1

166. Fr. Louis Orlandini : from the Diocese of Sarzana
;

. . . ;
health weak ; aged 33; 11 years of Society; com-

pleted his studies in 3 years ; labours as a Missionary [in con-
versione]

; Preacher and Confessor.
181. Fr. John Cabral : from the town of Cerolico, in the

Diocese of Guarda; health good; aged 29; 13 years of Society
;

completed his studies ; has been for 2 years in the Mission of
Missione

1632.

110. Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Roiz] :.•... has how been
Rector of Bengala during several years

; knows Bengali [callet
linguam Bengalicam],

4. Fr. Simon de Figueiredo : .... knows Hindustani
[callet linguam hidosta.nam].

Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca ..... has been kept in80.

captivity in the Kingdom of Pegu 18 years.
65. Fr. Anthony Farinha: from the town of Golegam, in

the Diocese of Lisbon ; health good [integris viribus~] ; aged 30
;

16 years of Society; completed his studies of Philosophy and
Theology

; labours in the work of conversion.
34. Fr. Ignatius Fialho .- from the town of Onrique, in the

Diocese of Evora
; health good ; aged 31 ; 18 years of Society;

completed his studies of Philosophy and Theology.*
66. Fr. John Cabral : . . . . is now for 6 years in the

Mission of the Kingdom of Bhutan [in Missione Reqni
Potentis.f

1634.

In the College of Bengal [Bengala].

Fr. Anthony Rodriguez [Roiz], Rector; Prof, of 4 v.
Fr. Anthony Farinha, Preacher.

Dias (Diaz) Emmanuel : nephew of another Jesuit of the samename
;
born at Aspalham o. AlpalhSo in 1692 ; entered in 1G08: left for

o?S
a
Thn^nA4^ht Ph

;'f°P
hy ««d Theology at Cochin ; Rectorof S, Ihome

( 62,
;
2K); went to Cathay, 1628 : died in the " kingdom "

S5wff\£ Pa '
Ta™^PP^t'.v, Nov. 13, 1629 (Lin. Ann.

blo^deTlSK "" k,1,eddown^ Hugli Rive,, while running the

CaU*<?
list

,

com
P;ied »nder 1632 is mere guess-work, a, nothing in theCatalogue shows the place of residence of the Fathers. Further the

.nSuSfi^mV
010/ 1"^- LLB., S.J.] Father Cabral was backin ±iugn in 1632, and wrote an account of the fall of that place.
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In the Kingdom of Ava.

mmm -*" • ^^ A.LX Li.lCVXX Vi U^ V((

Preacher ; in captivity.
i. of

.1

1639.

11. Fr. Anthony Rodrigues, junior : . . . . health good;
aged 54; 35 of Society; .... was several years Rector in
Bengal, where he is now Superior; knows Bengali.

44. Fr. Anthony Farinha : . . . . aged 37 ; 23 years of
Society

; .... he is now kept in bondage in Bengal by our
enemies, the Moors, and though he was not cast in bonds for
religion's sake, yet, he has been more than once threatened
with death, and would have been set free before this, if he
had renounced our holy faith.

29. Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca : . . . . now for 25 years
detained in captivity in the Kingdom of Pegu.

1644.

Fr. Francis de Silveira : from Barcellos, in the Diocese of
Braga ; health good ; aged 30 ; 11 years of Society ; studied
Philosophy 3 years ; Theology 2 years ; labours now in the
Mission of Bengal.

Fr. Anthony Soares ; of Porto
;
good health ; aged 28; 5 of

Society; completed his studies; at present in the Mission of
Bengal.

Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca: .... already 30 years in

captivity in the Kingdom of Pegu.

Mi
Fr. Anthony Farinha ; . . . . was visitor of the Bengal

,
in which he now lives.

Fr. Melchior Garsao : from Cuba, in the Diocese of Evora
;

mediocre strength ; aged 41 ; 26 of Society ; after his studies,

he taught Grammar 1 year ; w^as Vice-Rector of the College

of San Thome 6 months ; employed as a Missionary [in conver-

sione] 7 years; now chosen Visitor and Superior of the Bengal
Mission.

Fr. Emmanuel Madeira : aged 40 ; 20 of Society ; was
Superior of the Bengal Mission 4 years; Prof, of 4 v.

Fr. Anthony Rodrigues, junior : (as in the Catal. of 1639).

Fr. Denis Anlunes : from Lisbon ; robust ; aged 46 ; 22 of

Society ; after studying Philosophy, taught Grammar 1 year

;

studied Theology 2 years ; employed in the work of conversion

1 years ; is now in the Mission of Pegu.*

1 He is always said to be a Professed of 4 vows ; in reality, he was
not, for want of a Father to receive his last vows. He made them later,

when Fr. Denis Antnnes went to take his place, and as he refused to

leave the Christians of Ava, they were both captives. [L.B., S.J.]

* In 1648, it is not said whether he has left or not. [L.B.]
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1648.

29. Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca : . . . . good health ; aged
68; 51 of Society ; already 34 years a prisoner in the Kingdom
of Pegu.

47. Fr. Melchior [Belchior] Gargao : .... was commis-
sioned by Fr. Provincial to visit the College of Bengal ; and
now he is Rector of the same College ; Prof, of 4 v.

11. Fr. Anthony Rodrigues, junior: .... was during
some years Rector of Bengala, where he now resides. 1

Deceased.

Fr. Anthony Farinha : | at Bengala [Bengalae], March
1645.

t

19 of Society.
•2

t

1652.

Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca ..... aged 72 ; 55 of Society
;

already 39 years in captivity in the Kingdom of Ava ; twice
appointed Provincial of this Province, but the choice did not
take effect because of his absence.

1655.

In the College of Bengal

Fr. Anthony Pacheco [Paciecus]
9
Rector.

Fr. Didacus de Oliveira. 3

Fr. Roderic [Roderisius] Gomes, Visitor.

t

found].

In the Residence of Pegu.

Fr. Simon Rodrigues.
[The name of Fr. Emmanuel da Fonseca is not to be

1659.

22. hrRodenc Gomes: of Cochin, in this India ; health
good; aged 44 ; 26 of Society

; completed his studies ; laboured
tor some years as a Missionary

; taught Grammar 2 years ;wa« Rector of the College of Bengal.
20. Fr Simon Rodrigues [Roiz] : from Bataiha, in the

diocese of Leina [Liriensis]
; good health ; aged 47 ; 23 of

1,1 - warn n *l«n„ , _i._.i ii L j._ ii M j iM ii ii

J One^V^T* h
-

m S the C
?
UeSe of Cochin [L- B -l

3 One « Li H, COTea
V
iM4 " came to llldia in l^30 (Franco).°De Dtdacus de Ohvetra

, Lu*.» came to India in 1614 (Franco).
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Society; has been working many years for the conversion of
Pegu.

1664.

In the College of Bengal, in the Residence of
Chandecan [Chandecanensi]

.

Two Fathers : Preachers and Confessors.

Finances

.

Expenses for the year 1666

—

Sent to the Fathers of Bengal, considering that the
College has not the wherewithal to provide for them :

Expenses for the year 1667
Pardaos : 0037 : 4 : 10 '

Given for the passage of Fr. Manoel Gonsalves, when

0085: 4: 04

he went to Bengal :

Expenses for the year 1668
Sent to the Fathers of Bengal for their support, at the

time that Fr. Manoel Gonsalves was Rector :

0052: 3: 4
Expenses for the year 1670

Sent to the Fathers of Bengal for their support :

0081 : 3: 00

1671.

In the Mission of Bengal.

Fr. Emmanuel Gonsalves.

Fr. Anthony de [a] Figueiredo.

Fr. John de [a] Magalhacs.

1673.

Fr. John de Magalhais : a Portuguese ; from Porto ; not
yet professed; aged 38 ; 21 years of Society ; now Rector of the

College of Bengal; robust health. [In 1677, he appears as

Procurator at Goa.]

Fr. Anthony de Figueiredo.

1 " The principall and commonest money is called PardansXeraphijns,
and is silver, but very brasse(read ' base '), and is coyned in Goa. They
have Saint Sebastian on the one side, and three or four arrowes in a
bundle on the other side, which is as much as three Testones, or three
hundred Reija Portingall money, and riseth and fallet little lesse or more,
according to the exchange.*' [Van Limchoten, Ch. 35. circa 1596.] Yule
in his erudite article on the values of the Pardrio estimates it as worth
4:8. 2d. to 4s. tid. at the end of the XVIth century. Cf. Hobson-Jobson,
1886, p. 840.
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1677.

Fr. Benedict da [de] Costa : from Ceylon ; of Portuguese
parentage ; aged 40 ; 21 of Society ; not yet professed ; . . . .

at the end of his studies he was applied to the Madura Mission,

and laboured some years in that Mission in the condition of a
Brahman [Sanyasi] ; was next occupied for a short time in the
Missions of the Travancore Coast and the Fishery Coast ; finally,

was sent to the College of Bengal ; there he lost the use of his

reason ; but, remedies are at present applied. 1

Fr. Emmanuel Gonsalves .... was Rector of the College
of Bengal ; he is now again Rector of the same College : weak
in health and sometimes ill.

Fr. Anthony de Figueiredo : from Negapatam; formed
spiritual coadjutor ; aged 70 ; 50 years of Society ; was twice
Rector of the College of Negapatam ; then Rector of the Col-
lege of San Thome ; finally Rector of the College of Bengal, in

which he was once before and is now again acting as Visitor.

Finances (1077).

In this College there live three Fathers of the Society of

Jesus : a Rector and two companions ; all priests. The Hector
and one companion are supported by the revenues of a certain
property [praedii] liberally granted by the Prince of that King-
dom for such purpose; the third is maintained by the revenues
of Betti. 2

1 Cf. Catal. Miss. Madur. Trichinopolv : 11)10, Appendix, p. 43, (1673)
and (1677).

*
M The coconut-garden of Betim the great (o grande), in the village

of Pilerne, in which was the casa of the Catechumens, from the year
1762, with its hill and annexes; 1,400 xs. : 100 t. : 00 6. [yearly revenue.]
"That coconut-garden belonged to the Mission of Manduerem

[Madura] in Malabar, and was bought by an order of the Viceroy
Count da Ega, of September 11, 1762, for lodging and maintaining the
Catechumens and those charged with their casa, which a Royal Letter
of April 9, 1704, ordered to be kept, in order that the Catechumens
should not be educated out of it.

%i The casa of the Catechumens, situated in Betim, in the village of
Pilerne, on the right bank of the Mandovi river [Goa], is a small building
with nothing remarkable about it ; in charge of it were the Father of
the Christians, 1 Chaplain, 1 Sacristan, 1 Clerk {escripturario) and ser-

To?«
8'\ Cf

* pp ' 303
'
304 of An™*<* Maritime* e Coloniaes, Lisbon,

1843; also pp. 300, 301, 302.
This garden of Betty or Betti in the territory of Bardez (Goa) is

mentioned in 1667, 1688, 1667. (Cf.CW. Miss. Madurensis, 1910, pp. 38,

\n^ 1734
'

ifc yielded 2500 Xs ; was devastated by the Mahrattasm
' ;i »*nd

o|
aveS°00Xs.inl7^and 1746. (Ci.CataL Miss. Madur. 1911,

pp. 7.., 79, 83, 86.) The King of Portugal ought to have provided for the
maintenance of the Missionaries of the Madura Mission. In reality, onlyfinn serafins ' J - J * -

1 ...... . __ J>
-

7wuwannswereawamed tor the upkeep of 4 Missionaries. Hence with
thepermission.of the Governors, Francis [?] de Mello de Castro and Anthonyae aousaCoutmho, the revenues of the palm-grove at Betty were applied
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1685.

15. Fr. Didacus Leitad ; a Portuguese; from the town of

wasAlcaide
; admitted in Portugal ; aged 34

;

Rector of Bengal, where he is still; health good; last year, I
let him know he might make his profession ; but, whether lie

did, I am not yet aware. 1

48. Fr. Louis de Sylva, senior : a Portuguese ; from Faro
[Pharensis]

; admitted in Portugal ; aged 56 ; 39 years of Society
;

professed of 4 vows ; was during some months Vice-Rector in
Travancore, and Rector in the College of San Thome ; now he
went to Bengal both as Visitor and Rector ; health robust. 2

Deceased.

Fr. Emmanuel de MagalhaZs, Rector of the College of
Bengal, departed this life in the beginning of 1685 at the same
College. 8

1688.

[Four Fathers are said to be in Bengal in 1688, but their

names are missing. Cf. Catal. Miss. Madurensis, 1910, p. 47.]

From another source : Three Fathers live in this College
[of Bengala] : one a Professed of 4 vo*s ; the others not yet
Professed. They live on revenues left to them ; in future, when
the permission will have been obtained from Rome, they will

enjoy ampler resources, since Don Nicholas de Payva has
recently left for the foundation of the College a sum of xerafins

sufficient, according to all. for the maintenance of three Der-

sons.

1694.

37, Fr. Louis Fernandes : a Portuguese; from . . . • ;

admitted at Lisbon ; aged 40 ; 20 years of Society ; Professed

of 4 vows ; has been Preacher for about 10 years in the College

of Bengal, where he was Vice-Rector during some months, and
now he is Rector there ; strong and in good health.4

co the Madura Mission. A. de Sousa Coutinho was Com missioner in

1052-53; Anthony de Mello e Castro was Governor in 1662-3. Cf. also

on Pilerne, p. 29 of Index in Felippe Nery Xavier's Bosquejo Histo-

rico
9 Nova-Goa, 1852, a work containing much rare information on the

village communities of the Ilhas, Salcette and Bardez. At pp. 45-55 of

mous Jesuit.

an anony

J M Dirlacus Leitam, L?*8." came to India in 1673 (Franco).
9 u Ludov. Silva, Las. " came to India in I6S2 (Franco).
" Emmanuel Magalhans. Lus." came to India in 1673 (Franco).

* " P. Ludov. Fernandes, Lus" came to India in 1681 (Franco).
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Finances.

(From the 3rd Catalogue.)

Though the College of Bengal be at a great distance, no

Provincial ever neglected to send thither at the right time

the necessary labourers. If, at any time, it had not sufficient

revenues for the maintenance of its subjects, the Superiors did

not omit maintaining them ; and now, that according to the

will of the founder, there ought to be in it three of ours, we
must all the more endeavour that subjects be not wanting to

minister to the salvation of the neighbour. But, alas ! for the

Provincials to send ours two by two to Bengal is the same (God
allowing) as for death to summon them to the tribunal of God,
either on the way, or shortly after their arrival in the College.

So, last year, and shortly before, it happened that five of ours

men
to take their place.

will

nly

if they can be found—from the revenues of the foundation.

Deceased (1682—1694) : 34. ]

16. Fr. Boniface da Costa, in the College of Bengal.

17. Fr. Alphonsus Ribeyro,*2 do.

18. Fr. Anthony de Proen^a, 3 do.

19. Fr. Joseph de Sylva,4 do.

20. A French Father. 6 do.

21. Fr. Francis de Vejga, 6 at sea during the voyage to

Bengal. [He was studying Philosophy at Goa in 1685.]

22. Fr. Dominic Carvalho, at sea during the voyage to

Bengal.

1 This applies to the whole Province of Malabar or Cochin.
2 " P. Alfonsus Ribeir >, Lus." came to India in 1682 {Franco).
3 Fr. Anthony de Proenza; from the town of Solodacasa ; admitted in

Portugal; aged 26; 11 years of Society; went to the Madura Mission
last year; robust health. (Cat. of 1685, cf. Cat. Miss. Mad., 1910). " P.
Antonius Proenza, Lus." came to India in 1681 (Franco).

* Fr. Joseph da Sylva : a Portuguese ; from Lisbon ; admitted in Por-
tugal ; aged 35 ; 20 of Society ; Professed of 4 vows ; was at first in
the Madura Mission : was nfivt spnt. tn thn Vrr\\/\r\ofH c\i rinn. t,n Anh as
Procurator of this our Province [of Cochin]; falling ill, he returned at
once ; is not yet very strong. (Cat. of 1685. Cf. Cat. Miss. Mad, 9 1910).
One " Josephus de Silva, Lus. " came to India in 1673 (Franco).

* James Duchatz: born at Sens, March 16, 1652; admitted September 2,
1668; taught Grammar 6 years, Rhetoric 2 years; left for Siam in
1687; died at Ougoul [Hugli], in Bengal, in April 1693. Some of his
astronomical observations were published by Father Gouye, S.J., at

«^ 1688 "92
' °f- Sommervogel, Vols. III and IX, Col. 254.

« » ." P
* Franc Veiga, Lus:' came to India in 1066: another

Uranciscns Veiga, Lus. " in 1682 (Franco).
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1697.

38. Fr. Louis Femandes : from Scalabi has spent
about 13 years in the College of Bengal, preaching the Word of
God ; was Rector there formerly during 3 years ; at present he

[Born,ain

Sept. 7, 1655; joined, Jan. 31, '74; Prof, of 4 v., Aug. 15,
*91

; in 1705, Super, of Travancore. Catal. 1705,]

Deceased (during this triennium).

Fr, Didacus Leitao, in Mozambique, on his voyage to
Rome. He had been elected Procurator to Romp, in 1 fi05>

Finances.

Formerly, the College was not founded; now, a few years
ago, a certain nobleman gave 20,000 serafins towards its

foundation. In it resides the Rector, with two companions,
priests, and one temporal Coadjutor Brother. Until now they
were maintained by means of the revenues of the foundation
which was placed out at interest. Now, there is question of

buying a certain palm-grove, that they may be supported from
the income thereof.

1705.

36. Fr. Frederic Zech [Zex] : a German; born, March 22,

1667 ; entered the Society, August 24, 1695 ; before entering
the Society, he studied Philosophy and Theology ; lias laboured
for 2 years in the Missions [Ghristianitatibus vacavif] ; is now
at the head of the College of Bengal ; mediocre health ; aged
38; 10 years of Society. 1

29. Fr. Nicholas Missoni : an Italian : born in January
1667 ; entered the Society in November 1687 ; not yet pro-

fessed
; after spending less than two years in this Province,

he was sent to Goa, whence he was sent back hither ; is now in

the College of Bengal; in full health; aged 38; 18 years of

Society 2

Finances.

We learn from the Rector and his companions : they are

maintained from the foundation left to the College ; they

devote themselves to preaching and hearing confessions, as is

1 "P. Federcius Zech, Breilens." [Bractens, ?] came to India in 1699
(Franco). Of the Province of Upper Germain ; laboured at the Fishery

Coast (Ramesuram). Of. Sommervogrl, sub Czech and A. Huoxder,
Deutsche Jesuitenmissi ndre, p. 180.

* One •« P. Nicolaus Missoni, Italus" came to India in 1699 {Franco).
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customary in the other small houses of the Society ; in this

in

souk, though we undertake this charge in our other houses.

Bengal.

1708.

From the 4dh Catalogue.

6. Fr. Frederic Zech [Czech, elsewhere Czeth], Rector of

Fr. Nicholas Missoni.

1711 and 1715.

[The residence of the Missionaries is not indicated.]

45. Fr. Frederic Zech; born near Bracten, March 22,
1667; entered the Society in 1695; made his profession of 4
vows at Hugh [Ugulini] in 1710 ; health sufficiently good; gov-
erned [sic] the College of Bengal.

[The Catalogue of 1718 states that he has been appointed
Rector of Meliapur.]

19. Fr. Nicholas Missoni: born at Friuli in January
1671 ; entered the Society in November 1687.

[Professed of 4 vows on November 1, 1717. Catal. of
1718.]

1715.

Catal. of the Churches of the Malabar Province.

In the Kingdom of Bengal, in the town of Ugulim, there
is the Church of our College dedicated to Our Lady's Na-
tivity.

1722.

Fr. Frederic Zech [Czech] .... governed and now governs
the College of Bengal.

1729.

In the College of Bengal.

Fr. Peter Dias, appointed Rector in June 1726. l

Fr. John de Andrada, ordered to go elsewhere.*

1730.

In the College of Bengal.

Fr. Peter Dias, appointed Rector in June 1726.

Dias l.™- came to India in 1703 (Franco).
Joannes Andrade, Ltis." came to Tndia in 1699 {Franco).
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1731.

In the College of Bengal.

As in 1730.

Finances.

In the College there resides only the Rector. For the

expenses of the College, 1,200 serafins are given from the

income of the Gantacomprem estate. 1

1734.

In the College of Bengal.

Fr. Anthony Huetlin, sent thither quite lately to govern

the College, owing to the death of the Rector, Fr. Peter Dias.

36. Fr. Anthony Huetlin: a German; born at Constance,

March 6, 1700; received into the Society, October 9, 1715; was

in charge of parishes on the Travancore Coast ; then appointed

Vice-Rector of the College of Bengal. 2

Deceased.

Fr. Peter Dias, at Bengala, December 21, 1733

Finances.

The Rector only. 200

serafins are given from the income of Gantacomprem.

1737.

In the College of Bengal.

Fr. Anthony Huetlin: appointed Vice-Rector in April 1734.

29. Fr. Anthony Huetlin: [the same word for word as

under No. 36 of 1734 ; then :] made his profession ; is in

good health.

1 This estate must have been in the Ooa territory »/»JJrf
«"

nually 004300 xerafms, more or less In 740, the Mahrattas had taken

possession of it. Cf. Catal. Miss. Mad., 1 9 1
1 pp. 73

,
74, 79.

* Huetlin Antho,y; born at Comtance, on March 6 1700 ;
received^to

the Society on October 9, 17 IS;, professed Gramma -and Humanmra

embarked in 1730 for the Mission of Malab".where he »bo^ 2

years. He returned to Germany about 1740 to collect alms for theM^s

sions; but remained in Germany, ^^J^J^JS f Studies
Law at Amberg. Munich and Trent, and d.ed while/^ °* f

*

f»*
at Landshut, March 31, 1761. Cf. Sommebvooel and A. Huokdkb, S.J.,

op. cit, p. 176.
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Finances.

Only the Rector.—1,200 Xerafins from the income of

Gantacomprem.

1740.

, 17. Fr. George Deiterman [sic] : born at Munster, May
11, 1692 ; entered the Society on June 7, 1710 ; strength shat-

tered ; laboured in Missions in Germany ; now Rector of the
College of Bengal since June 20. 1738; made his profession on
August 15, 1725. 1

27. Fr. Anlhoyw Huetlin as

district

1735.

1742.

The College of Bengal.

Since the death of Fr. George Deisterman [sic], of happy
memory, no one else has been sent thither.

1743.

Deceased (during this triennium).

Fr. George Deiterman [sic], at Bengala, in 1740

1752.

#
The College of Bengal.

No one of Ours lives in the College, for [want of subjects
and for] reasons exposed by the last Provincial Congregation
and often represented at Rome.

We subjoin an alphabetical list of those missionaries
whose names are mentioned in the above Catalogues. The
years show under what dates they are found.

Andrada de, John, 1729. Carvalho, Dominic, f between
Antunes. Dents, 1644. 1682-94 at sea.
Boves, Andrew, 1604. Correa, Ambrose, 1648 (f
Cabral, John 1627, '28/38. Bengala, 1648).
Cacella, Stephen, 1627, '28. Costa da, Benedict, 1677.

1 Deutermann George; born on Mav 11, lf>92, " ira Miinstersehen "

;

entered the Society on June 7. 171o (Rhen. Inf.); accompanied Father
Bischopinck to India in 1726; Superior of the Missions on the coast of

T^an^ ;
. 'L^ 1

!
011

'
1727-34; *ick, 1734 ; consumptive atManapad,

1737; died in 1740 m Bengal (C.L). Cf. A. Huonder, S J.. Deutsche
Jt9uitenrmas%onare dea 17 und 18 Jahrhundprt* F^iKn^ igoo ~ 171
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Costa da, Boniface, f between
1682-94 at the Coll. of Ben-
gala.

Deistermann , George, 1740,

( f at the College of Ben-
gala 1685).

Missoni, Nicholas, 1705, '18,

'11, '15.

'42, '43 (f at Bengala, 1740). Nunes, Blasius, 1604, '10, '11,

Dias, Manoel, 1628. '13.

Dias, Peter, 1729, '30, '31, Nunes, Francis, 1619.
'34.

( f at Bengala, 21 Dec. Oliveira de, Didacus, 1655.

1733). Orlandini, Louis, 1627, '28.

Duchatz, James ( f 1693, Hug- Pacheco, Anthony, 1655.

li).

Faria de, Michael, 1619, '20.

Paes, Gonsalvus, 1627, '28.

Pereira, Andrew, 1619.

Farinha, Anthony, 1632, '34, Pinto, Francis, 1619, '20.

'39, '44, '48
( f at Bengala, Pires, Manoel, 1610, '11, '13

March 1645).

Fernandes, Louis, 1694, '97.

Fialho, Ignatius, 1632.

Proenca de, Anthony
( | be-

tween 1682-94 at the Col-

lege of Bengala).

Figueiredo, Anthony, 1671, Ribeyro, Alphonsus (f be-

'73, '77.

Figueiredo de, Simon, 1619
'20, '23, '27, '28, '32.

Fonseca de, Manoel, 1610,

tween 1682-94 at the Col-

lege of Bengala).

Rodriguez, Anthony, Bro.,

1620.

'11, '13, '19, '27, '28, '32, Rodriguez, Anthony, Junior,

'34, '39, '44, '48, '52. 1619 '20, '23, '27, '28,

Fontebona, Bartholomew,
Bro., 1627.

Garsao, Melchior, 1644, '48.

Gomes, James, 1619, '20.

Gomes, Peter, 1623.

Gomes, Roderic, 1655, '59.

Gonsalves, Manoel, 1671, '77.

1610,Grecus, John Mary,
'11, '13.

Huetlin, Anthony, 1734, '37 Silva de, Louis, Senior, 1685.

'34, '39, '44, '48.

Kodriguez, Benedict, 1619,

'20, '23.

Rodriguez, Simon, 1655, '59.

Salerno, Natalis, 1604.

Sequeira de, Balthasar, 1610.

Silva de, Joseph (f between
1682-94 at the College of

Bengala).

'40. Silveira, de Francis, 1644.

Leituo, Didacus, 1685, '97. Soares, Anthony, 1644, '48 (f

(t at Mozambique between
1694-97).

Machado, Andrew, 1620.

Madeira, Manoel, 1644.

Magalhaes de, John, 1671, '73. Zech, Frederic, 1705, '08, '11,

at Bengala, Aug. 22, 1646).

Souza de, Dominic, 1604.

Veiga de, Francis ( f at sea

between 1682-94).

Magalhiles de, Manoel, 1685 '15, '22.

Besides these 58 names found in our Catalogues, we have

met with the following 20

:

Anonymous : 1

Barbier, Claude.

Capputi, Fulvius.

Castro de, Joseph.

Coelho, Manoel.

Fernandes, Francis.

Ferreira, Gaspar.

Fonseca, Melchior.
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Gomes, Andrew. Santucci, Mark Anthony.

Gomes, Ignatius. Sarayva, Manoel.

Gomes, Paschal. Sehipani, Anthony Octavius.

Laynez, Francis, Bishop. Secco, Manoel.

Morando, Francis. Sequeira, Simon.

Rodrigues, John, Bro. Vaz, Anthony.

A few particulars on each.

In 1576, two Jesuits came to Bengal and insisted with

the Portuguese traders on their refunding to Emperor Akbar the

moneys due for anchorage and annual taxes of which they had
defrauded the exchequer. But through the influence of Pedro
Tavares, the Captain of Hugli, then [1578J at Fathpur Sikri, all

arrears were condoned. The Fathers' conscientious scruples and
Pedro Tavares' petition favourably impressed the Emperor, and
led eventually to the first Jesuit Mission at Fathpur Sikri in

1580. The name of only one of these Fathers in Bengal has
been preserved : Father Anthony Vaz. Cf . F. de Sousa,
S.J., Oriente Conquistado, Lisboa, 1710, Vol. II, p. 148, and
D. Bartoli, S.J., Missione at Gran Mogor, Roma, 1714, p. 8.

Francis Fernandez came to Bengal with Dominic de Sousa
in 1598, and died in prison at Chittagong, Nov. 14, 1602.

He was born in the Diocese of Toledo, Avertensis, in 1547
"Fr. Francis Hernandez, a Spaniard, came to India in 1574,
and was martyred." (Franco), da Camara Manoel mentions
him as not yet a priest. Cf. P. du Jarric and C. Sommer-
vogel, S.J., Vols. VII and IX, Col. 325.

yr Fonseca must have arrived in Bengal in 1599,
letters being dated from Chmidecan, Jan. 20, 1600.

He died at Chandecan on Jan. 1, 1603. Born at Linhares
(Portugal), in 1554; admitted in 1573; sent to India in 1595,
already a priest {Franco)

; Minister 11 years ; Socius to the Pro-
vincial. Cf. du Jarric and Sommervogel, Vols. Ill and IX,
Col. 351, and da Camara Manoel, p. 151.

^a^f
aSCha

}
G°mez died in the island of Sundiva in or before

1615, aged 28, of which he had spent 12 in the Society of
Jesus. J

Fulvius Capputi : a Neapolitan, according to Franco ;

perished in a shipwreck along the coast of Arrakan, on Octo-
ber 11, lbl7. He had come to India in 1609, already a
priest (franco). Fr. Laerzio destined him to be the compa-

Sougtt^therJise
** Madm; bUt

'
the following Provincial

p,^"?°*? Octavius Sehipani died in 1623 in the " Gangetic

Reonr
U
nf

a
r i^ i«L

NapleS ab°ut 1540
>
^red » ^59;Ki^J80

-

8, gf. Sommervogel. He must be iden-

IndtTn l^^V
ntTU

^?Z^uiPano '
Italus>" wl>° came to

Va^r w
{ nC

°\ ?L ab0 DA Camara M^oel, P- 146.Caspar Ferreira, Andrew Gomez and ftinum. si^ltn Ai*A

Melch
one of his
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of the plague at Hugli in 1626. One " Gaspar Ferreira, Lus."
came to India in 1614; one "Andrew Gomes, Lus." in 1603.

(Franco).

Joseph de Castro wrote on Nov. 20, 1631, from " the

Kingdom of Bengala," that he had been in Bengal during the

last two years, as Chaplain to a Governor of several provinces,

Mirza Zu-1 Qarnin, an Armenian Catholic. The place was
more than 250 miles from Agra and more than 300 from Hugli.

On August 8, 1632, he mentions Father Francis Morando as his

companion. Cf. J.A.S.B., 1910, p. 529. " Joseph de Castro

,

Lus.," had come out in 1602; " P. Francis Morando, Lus."
in 1629. Cf. Franco and da Camara Manoel.

Two Jesuits were among the casualties on the Hugli

River after the capture of Hugli : Father Ignatius Fialho, cut

down with a scimitar (t 26 Sept. 1632), and Bro. John Rodri-

guez, shot dead with arrows.

Three others

—

Manoel Coelho, Manoel Secco, and Louis

Orlandini'— died shortly after (before the end of 1632) of the

pestilence which decimated the Portuguese fugitives entrenched

in the island of Saugor. Two of the name of Emmanuel
Coelho, both Portuguese, and neither a priest, left Lisbon, one

in 1609, the other in 1623.

Between 1678 and 1681, a movement of conversion among

the ryots of Don Antonio de Rosario, son of the Raja of Busna,

had brought to Bengal Father Mark Anthony Santucci. In a

letter from Nalua Cot, Jan. 3, 1683, in which he reports un-

favourably on Don Antonio's motives, he mentions two other

Jesuits then in Bengal : Manoel Sarayva and Ignatius Gomez.

Cf. da Cunha Rivara's O Chronista da Tissuary, 1866, Goa,

pp. 319, 320; also J.A.S.B,, 1910, pp. 449 451, where a number

of letters, now in the Brit. Mus., and dated 1678-84, are pointed

out. Father Santucci had come to India in 1668, already a

priest; one "Emmanuel Saraiva, a Portuguese, not yet a

priest," came in 1672; one "Ignatius Gomes, ditto," in

1670. (Franco). I believe that Saraiva must be identified

with Manoel Saray (read : Sarayva), Provincial at Goa in 1711.

Cf. Lettree Edif., 1781, X, 99.

For Bishop Francis Laynez 1

visit to Bengal, the nrst

episcopal visitation on record (1712-1715) see Fr. CI. Barkers

letters in Benaal : Past and Present, 1910, Vol. II, pp. <W-2Z7.





5* ' Mundari Phonology and the Linguistic Survey.

By Professor Sten Konow, Ph.D.

ft

The Revd. C. Mehl has written a review of the Mundari
section of the Linguistic Survey of India in this Journal,
vol. vi, pp. 247 and ff., in which he asserts that the sounds of

Mundari have there been wrongly described and noted. The
Munda Volume of the Survey has been written by me, and as the
questions raised by Mr. Mehl are of some importance, I hope
that I am justified in stating the reasons which lead me to

differ from him.
There are two points in which he maintains that I am

wrong, viz., in stating that Mundari like Santa] I possesses

double sets of the vowels e and o. and that the Mundarf semi-

consonants are hard and not soft. If I am not mistaken the

latter point, the marking of the semi-consonants as hard in the

Linguistic Survey, is, in the opinion of my critic, the most
serious mistake.

With regard to the sounds e and o I have said in my
treatise of Mundari phonology that there are apparently two
e-sounds, one which I mark e and another which I mark a.

Similarly I have distinguished two o-sounds. an o and an a.

Mr. Mehl states that the sounds a and a do not exist in

Mundari. Now I have not put any stress on this point. I have
not distinguished the two sets in the specimens printed in the

Survey. I have only tried to do so in the List of words. I

think it is necessary to state this because Mr. Mehl's words

cannot fail to give the impression that I have carried the dis-

tinction through in all specimens. Then I must confess that a

mere dictum like Mr. Mehl's does not carry immediate convic-

tion. He has not given us a description of the sounds in ques-

tion which enables us to judge. It will be necessary to go a

little into detail in order to explain what is meant. Before

doing so, however, I should like to say a few words in explana-

tion of an expression I have used in the Munda Volume, and

which seems to have given offence to Mr. Mehl. I refer to my
remark that the materials collected for the purposes of the

Linguistic Survey have not been prepared by scholars with a

phonetical training. The systematic study of phonetics is of

recent date and of a highly technical kind, and I do not under-

stand how my words can be understood as reflecting any dis-

credit on those excellent linguists to whose unselfish assistance

the Linguistic Survey owes its best materials. It is a well known

fact that very few people, even among good linguists really

know which sounds they use in speaking their own language
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and the difficulty is still greater when we have to do with

strange tongues.

To return to the Mundarl vowels it wTould have been
impossible in a work like the Linguistic Survey to give an
exposition of the phonetic system on which the marking of the

various sounds has been based. The ear is often a very unsafe
guide, and the marking of vowels in phonetic books is

therefore based on an analysis of the various positions of the
tongue. I cannot do better than to quote Mr. Sweet ' in order
to explain this. He says : —

' As each new position of the tongue produces a new
vowel, and as the positions are infinite, it follows that the
number of possible vowel-sounds is infinite. It becomes neces-
sary, therefore, to select certain definite positions as fixed points
whence to measure the intermediate positions.

The movements of the tongue may be distinguished gene-
rally as horizontal and vertical—backwards and forwards, up-
wards and downwards. The horizontal movements produce
two well-marked classes : (1) 'back' (guttural) vowels, formed
by the root; and (2) 'front' (palatal) vowels, formed by the
fore part of the tongue. In the formation of back vowels,
such as a in father, a in fall, the back or root of the tongue is

brought into prominence partly by retraction of the whole
body of the tongue, partly by pressing down the fore part of
the tongue. In the formation of front vowels, such as i in it

and a in man, the front of the tongue is raised towards the
front of the palate, so that the main body of the tongue slopes
down from the front of the mouth backwards. There is a third
class of ' mixed ' (gutturo-palatal) vowels such as the e in err,
where the whole tongue is allowed to sink with its neutral
flattened shape, in which neither back nor front articulation
predominates.

The vertical movements of the tongue, which are gener-
ally accompanied by lowering and raising of the jaw, produce
various degrees of ' height ' or distance o*

Jl
'

' il "from
fill

tongue is raised as high and as close to the palate as possible
without causing audible friction, or buzz. In [pronouncing
thee] in men, it is somewhat lowered, and in [pronouncing
the a in man ] it is lowered as much as possible. From among
the infinite degrees of height three are selected: (1) ' high'
[as in fill], (2) mid' [as in men], (3) Mow' [as in man].
Ihese distinctions apply equally to back and mixed vowels, so
we have altogether nine cardinal vowel-positions :

high back high mixed high front,
mid back mid mixed mid front,
low back low mixed low front.

I A Prim<r of Phonetic. Second edition. Oxford, 1902. pp. 13 and >
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Mr. Mehl explains the neutral a of Mundari as the sound of
a in Hindi rakhna or of e in German after or of a in English
oral. Now the a of rakhna is mid back; the e of aber is mid
mixed, and the a of oral is mid mixed or low mixed. I do
not doubt that Mr. Mehl himself knows the sound in question
well enough. But it is impossible to form a clear idea of its

precise character from his description, such as we could obtain
from the experiments of a scholar trained in the methods and
technicalities of modern phonetics. The example will, I hope,
show that my words in the Munda volume about phonetic al
training ought not to give offence to anybody, and I am very
sorry to learn that they have done so.

The sound which I have marked e in the Linguistic

Survey is mid front as the e in men and the first stage of the

vowels in say and take ; a is low front as the a in back, man or

the beginning of a in care. Similarly o is mid back (with

rounded lips) as the beginning of the vowel in so, sow, or the o

in German Sohn, Sonne. A is low back as the o in not or the

initial vowel sound in saw, naught.

Now it is not easy to state in all cases whether a word is

pronounced with an a or an e, an a or an o, respectively, with-

out a careful training of the ear. Mr. Mehl denies the existence

of the two sets in Mundari. Similarly most of the missionarie

among the Santa Is long maintained that there was only one

e-sound and one o-sound, is Santall, where we now know that

each of these vowels has two sounds. I have already remarked

that 1 have not distinguished between the two sets in the

Mundari specimens printed in the Linguistic Survey, and I do

not think that any practical inconvenience can arise from my
mention of the two* sets in the introduction. I should feel much
obliged to my critic if he would let us have not a categorical

statement but an exact description of the formation of the

Mundari vowels, with indications of the position of the tongue

in each individual case. The value of such a description would

be greater still, if it gave information whether the individual

vowels are narrow or wide, and so on. It would then be pos-

sible to judge about the actual sounds. Mr. Mehl's criticism

does not, in this respect, add anything to our knowledge of

Mundari phonology. We must remember that Mundari orthogra-

phy has not been settled, and the fact mentioned by Mr. Mehl

that an educated Munda failed to recognize Father Hoffmann s

Mundari specimen as Mundari, does not prove anything but

that he was accustomed to another orthography. I have my-

self tried to show a phonetic English text to an excellent

English scholar, who did not at all think that it was English

before it was read aloud.
%

,

I now turn to the second question raised by Mr. Mehl,

about the character of the Mundari semi-consonants which he

maintains are soft, while I have marked them as hard Above
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all it is necessary to know exactly what is meant with hard and
soft sounds. A hard consonant is pronounced without voice,

it is breathed, i.e., to quote Mr. Sweet, " the glottis is wide open
and no sound is produced by the outgoing breath, except that
caused by the friction of the air in the throat, mouth, etc."
Soft consonants, on the other hand, are voiced, i.e., the glottis

is at least so inueh closed that the vocal chords vibrate.

With regard to the semi-consonants we are here not con-
cerned with the open consonants such as the nasals, liquids

and s-sounds, but only with the so-called stops, gutturals,
palatals, dentals and labials, and with these only as finals.

Like other consonants the stops ' consist acoustically of

three elements, the consonant itself, and its on- and off-glide.'

Glides are ' transitional sounds, produced during the transition
from one sound to another.' ' The on-glide after a vowel is

generally voiced.' The off-glide is always voiceless after voice-
less stops. In the case of g, j, d, b we may, according to Mr.
Sweet, distinguish three different kinds : (J) voiceless stop and

o vowel precedes
; (2) voice-stopas

and voiceless glide as in egg
; (3) voice-stop and voic

in eager. It will be seen that many 'soft' consonants are
actually voiceless, i.e., hard, if we do not consider the off-glide.
Final stops are, more especially, very often voiceless. Accord-
ing to Mr. Sweet, 1 English and Swedish are the only Teutonic
languages which possess voiced (i.e., soft) final stops. Most
people would, I think, protest against this statement, because

ade Simi-
larly the French and South German k, t. p will strike an
Englishman as g, d, b, respectively.

Mr
Mund He says :

1 The process of pronouncing a consonant may be divided
into two parts, (1) the putting into position the organs with
which it is pronounced, and (2) the relaxing these organs and
causing the air from the lungs to strike against them. Now the
difference between the consonants, whether they are to be soft,
hard, or aspirate, is caused solely by the second part of this
process and depends on the more or less abrupt relaxation of
the respective organs and on the measure of force with which
the air is made to pass over them. For instance, in pro-
nouncing labials, the lips have first to be closed. This being
done, 1 can pronounce a p, or b, or ph, or bh, as I like. Now

first part of

Mundari consist only of the sound

, ... the process described . . . They, there-
tore, naturally cannot be hard, but must be neutral. A neutral
sound, however, stands, I think, nearer to a soft than to a
hard sound.'

1 Handbook of Phonetics, p. 154
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I confess that I absolutely fail to understand this. If the

difference between ' hard' and 'soft ' rests with the final part

of the consonant, i.e., with what phonetic scholars call the off-

glide, and this off-glide is missing, the vocal chords cannot

vibrate. The consonant cannot accordingly be voiced, or, to

use the popular expression, ' soft.' It must consequently be

voiceless, or, popularly, • hard.' Mr. Mehl's definition of the

semi-consonants is therefore to the effect that they are, as I

have marked them, ' hard ' sounds. The term voiceless is a

negative term, and such sounds as are devoid of voice, must

necessarily fall under it. To call them neutral is simply to

abstract from phonetic
,
physiological considerations and to refer

the question to that most unreliable judge, the human ear.





6. "Inscribed Guns from Assam ."

By Rakhal Das Banerji, M.A.

In a previous paper I have dealt with two Inscribed Guns
from Assam, which are now in the possession of Mr. W.
Simson of London. Mr. Gait in his history has mentioned
several guns, which the Ahom Bangs captured from the
Mughals of Gauhati and Ghoraghat. 1 Various other travellers
have, from time to time, noticed the existence of inscribed
guns in various parts of the now depopulated province of
Assam. The present paper deals with seven inscribed guns,
of which four are, at present, in Assam, two in the house of a
Zemindar in Bhagalpur, and one in the Industrial Section of

the Indian Museum*
In January last I paid a visit to Gauripur in the Goalpara

district of Aissam. In the courtyard of the palace of the
Hon'ble Raja Prabhat Chandra Barua I found six iron guns, four
only of which were inscribed. The Raja is descended from a
Bengali Kayastha, who was appointed Qanungo by the Mughal
Emperor Jahangir. Most probably, he accompanied Islam
Khan Fathpuri or Shaikh Qasim. According to the Padishah-
nama, Sayyid 'Abu Bakr, the governor of Hajo under Qasim,
attacked the Ahom kingdom."2 The Raja possesses numerous
Persian documents among which are to be found a number
of Sanads and Farmans issued in the name of the Mughal Em-
perors from Jahangir downwards, conferring the Qanungoship
of different villages on the family.

The oldest gun hitherto discovered in the province of

Assam is in the possession of the Raja of Gauripur, It is an
exact replica of the gun described by Mr. Stapleton of the
Indian Educational Service. 3 A monster field gun in the

grounds of the Gauripur palace stands next in order. Next to

it comes the gun in the grounds of the Jhawa Kothi, the pala-

tial residence of Babu Saurendra Mohan Singha of Bhagalpur.
The gun in the Industrial Section of the Indian Museum was
taken from the Mughals in the time of Gadadhara Simha of

Assam. One of the guns, in the grounds of the Gauripur
palace, bears a short Persian inscription, which cannot be

correctly made out on account of the absence of all diacritical

marks. This one and another gun in the grounds of Babu
Saurendra Mohan Singha come last of all. The gun in the

1 Gait's History of Assam, p. 534.
'2 Ibid., p. 105. 3 Ante, vol. v, p.
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Industrial Section of the Indian Museum is of brass, the rest

of the guns dealt with in this paper being made of iron. I

have heard that there are several inscribed guns in the civil

headquarters at SibSagar, and at Gauripur I learnt that the
Zemindars of Bijni possess several inscribed guns. In a future
paper I hope to deal with_the guns at Bijni and Sibsagar.

(1) Gun of Sher Shah.—I have already mentioned that
one of the guns in the Gauripur collection bears a striking re-

semblance to the gun of Sher Shah recently discovered in the
village of Dewanbhog, subdivision Narayanganj, of Dacca, and

Mr issue of this Journal.
very

with great difficulty. Some portions of it have entirely peeled
off. Had it not been for Mr. Stapleton's gun, I would never
have succeeded in deciphering the whole of the inscription.
The Gauripur gun differs from that of Narayanganj in one
respect only. The long projection behind the breach notice-
able in Mr. Stapleton's photograph is absent in the Gauripur
gun, but I believe this portion was broken off by some acci-
dent. This projection demonstrates that both were naval
guns (Nawwara top). Small guns of various sizes were em-
ployed by the subahdars or naibs stationed in Dacca in the
flotilla of boats.

as

tt^* *l
*t iri# r

li * e>W >** J*l' &>j&

The gun measures 4'-9i" in length and the diameter of the
muzzle is 4".

(2) Inscribed Field Piece.—This gun also is of iron and
measures 3'-9" m length, while the diameter of the muzzle is

cl'-i
The mscriPtion consists of four or five lines in very bad

bhikast I failed to make out anything of this inscription
with the exception of a portion of it where it says that the
piece was cast in the 21st year of the reign of acertain emperor,
lhe inscription is also very faint and I could not get either
a satisfactory impression or a rubbing of it. If it can be read
by anybody it might possibly be of great interest, as in the

has
Mr

Whoever
has been
power withi

power was c

ascribed Field Piece of Raghudeva of Cooch Behar.
has studied the rise of Kochs of Northern-Bengal,

Mughal
gradually extending its boundaries towards the East, Mr.
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Gait has done ample justice to the subject in his History of

Assam and in a paper in the Journal of this Society. 1 Raghu-

deva was the grandson of Visvasimha, the founder of the

Koch Kingdom, and the son

Koch General who gained the surname of "Cilarai," 4 the

" Kite King," on account of his fleetness of manoeuvre of

troops. During the first part of his life he was the heir-appa-

rent to the Koch Kingdom, but, subsequently, on the birth of

a son to his uncle Naranarayana or Malladeva, he revolted and

was only appeased by the division of the Koch Kingdom.

According to the vamsavali of the Darrang Rajas, Raghudeva

was given the portion of Narananayana's kingdom that lay

East of the Sankosh river. 3 On Naranarayana's death his

nephew threw off the allegiance and declared himself indepen-

dent. The Society possess one coin of this Prince dated

saka 1510.

Obverse.

(1) S'n -Sri (2) Raghudeva

sake (5) 1 510.

Reverse.

(1) S'n-S'rl (2) Haragaun- (3) carana- kama- (4) la-mad-

huka (5) rasya.
Madhava

he is said to have repaired that temple in the year 1583.

The Hon'ble RftjS Bahadur of Gauripur possesses two guns

of Raghudeva. The larger one is in a good state of preserva-

tion. The muzzle is shaped as a tiger's head and the portion

behind the trunnions is decorated with parallel ribs of iron.

Close to the breach is a vertical projection with a parrot on

each side of it : see pi. There is a parrot on the lion's head also.

The length of the gun is 7'-4* and the diameter of the muzzlr

11". The inscription runs as follows:

Sri-S'rI-Raghudeva-narayanasya-sa[ka]sam 1514; i.e., 15?>2.

(4) Inscribed Field Piece of Raghudeva.—This gun is of mo-

derate proportions, the barrel being dodecagonal in shape. It

measures 4'-6|" in length and the diameter of the muzzle is

5£", but the inscription on this gun is of great importance, as

it proves beyond doubt that Raghudeva did not die in 1593

A.D., as supposed by the chronicler of the Darrang Rajas.

The inscription runs as follows :—
S'ri-S'n-Raghudevanarayana-karitam-idam-saka 1519 ; i.e.,

1597 A.D.

1 J.ASB.Partl, 1^93, p. 268. .

* Silarai in Bengali becomes Cilarai, as Ca is invariably pronounced

in Assam &<* Sa
3 Gait's History of Assam, p. 60.
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This proves beyond doubt that Raghudeva was alive in

that year, and the proof is based upon a contemporary

record and not upon a modern manuscript. 1 Babu Dwijesh

Chandra Chakrabarty, Dewan of Gauripur, has kindly supplied

me with notes regarding the discovery of the guns now in the

possession of the Hon'ble Raja. According to him these guns

were found during the time of Vira Chandra, who came to the

gadi in 1808. They were found in the bed of a river called

Chataguri and their existence was made known to the Raja in

a dream,

(5) Inscribed Gun of Jayadhvajasimha.—During the last

session of the Literary Conference of Bengal I had the oppor-
tunity of inspecting this gun at Bhagalpur in the grounds of

the residence of Babu Saurendra Mohon Singha. This gun
bears three separate inscriptions, one of which is in Sanskrit
and the remaining two in Persian. The Sanskrit inscription

runs as follows:

na
(2) jitva-gubakahattyarn idam astram praptam saka 1580,

i.e., 1657-58 A.D.
Jayadhvajasimha is said to have attacked the Mughal domi-
nions near Gauhati immediately after the death of Shah Jahan
I, thus following the footsteps of Prananarayana of Cooch
Behar. The Muhammadan Faujdar of Gauhati fled without
waiting for the attack and twenty cannon are said to have
been captured by the Ahom King. 2 This led to the celebrated

M It
-eems that the gun was recovered by the Muhammadans under
Mir Jumla and then removed by them to Behar. They were
found by the present occupant of the Jhawa Kothi on the
banks of the Ganges, close to a Muhammadan mausoleum,
which from its technique can safely be assigned to the later
Mughal period. This building also is included within the vast
compound of the Jhawa Kothi. The gun measures 9' 10"
in length.

The larger Persian inscription has been incised on a square
plate of brass rivetted on the gun. It is almost illegible and
only the following words were made out with great difficulty
by Prof. Jadunath Sarkar, M.A., of the Patna College :\r a^jlu
There are no diacritical marks in this inscription. He is

of opinion, however, that this should be read as \f**&jV
and the regnal year should be referred to the reign of Shah
Jahan I, as Mir Jumla's invasion of Assam had taken place
long before the twelfth year of Aurangzeb. He notes that
the usual expression on similar inscriptions is Rekhta Shud,
< i ...r*« ««nf 5 'cast instead of " was manufactured. * 1

1 Cf. ibid., p. 62, and J.A.S.B., 1893, Part I, p. 304. « Ibid., p. 162.
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The smaller Persian inscription is incised on a tiny plate of
brass rivetted near the muzzle of the gun, and is quite unde-
cipherable. The gun is made of a thick spiral ware, similar to
that already described by me in the pages of this Journal.

(6) The other gun shown in the photograph is a Held
piece and bears four Persian letters without any diacritical
marks as in the inscriptions mentioned above, thus :—Jj sjJ

It measures about 9' in length.

(7) The Brass Gun of Gadadharasimha. -This gun is at
present in the Industrial Section of the Indian Museum to
which it was transferred by the Asiatic Society of Bengal in
1867. They are said to have been presented by Capt. Butcher.
The gun seems to be a field piece and measures 4' 5|" in length
The muzzle is shaped like a lion's head and its diameter is

4|". The barrel of the gun bears two different inscriptions.

one in Persian and the other in Sanskrit. The Persian inscrip-

tion is a long one and consists of a main inscription and three
small ones. It refers to the reign of the Mughal Emperor
Jahangir, The inscription has been deciphered by Maulavi
Khair-ul-Anam of the Hare School. A complete restoration of

the whole inscription be believes to be impossible. The follow-

ing proper names with the exception of the reigning emperor
are to be found in the inscription .—Hakim Haidar AM, Shei

Muhammad, Billardas Karigar, Khanzad Khan Dilawarjung,
Akhwand Maulana. The third line of the main inscription

contains the date of the regnal year 21 of the Emperor, The
smaller inscriptions contain the following details ;—the weight
is four garis and the gun belongs to the detachment called

Muhammad!- ris Hah. The officer superintending the eastm
was

peror. The serial number of the gun in the Mughal artillery

seems to be 619, which is given at the bottom of the inscrip-

tion. Near the trunnions appear the English numeral 419 and
near the breach the word u Bundoolaw M has been incised by
means of a sharp instrument. The Sanskrit inscription occurs

on the barrel of the gun in the space between the trunnions

and the breach. It runs as follows :

a) ad

(2) Gadadharasimhena-javanam jitvd Guvaka-

(3) haltyam4dam-astram praptam Sake 1604

i.e., 1596. The Muhamraadans recovered Gauhati in 1679,*

and it was retaken by Gadadharasimha in 1681. Summarily the

history of the gun seems to have been that it was cast in the

twenty-first year of Jahangir and was employed most probably

by the Muhammadans in one of their expeditions against

Gauhati and was left by them at that place. It was re-

1 Above vol. v, p. 465.
* Gait's History of Assam, p. 157.
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tured by Gadadharasiriiha in 1581 when he succeeded in re

covering Gauhati. The name " Bundoolaw " ] proves beyond
doubt that the Burmese Commander Mingi Maha Bandula suc-

ceeded in capturing this gun during the civil wars in 1882-84
and that it was wrested from the Burmese before the Treaty of

Yandaboo.'2 The Persian text runs as follows:

liV ^f ;> isvySmj , Ji* )t% JL aI>U ... Ji t,k+ l^U

*»

^ ••••• ^U *t& J <^>K u-'^ JV
•»

• I

" ^TS?-
th<

;
reign of the kin§ of km£*s, the refuge of the

wor.d Nur-ud-dln JahangTr Khanzad Khan Diliuvar-
]ung, by the order .... Akhwand Maulana, the preceptor

. . . .from the order of the Hakim Haidar 'All ... the
artisan Bir ballar das . . . was . . . the year 21

Postscripts.

Kumarr,t d • v.- .Li
"1 " il "ul ,muu AK»nay ivumar Alaitraya

Sh«i fJf i^u
h
?f

e WaS an inscrib^ gun of Muhammad Adil
fc&ah at Maldah. During my recent visit to that place I had

&,,»? V?1H 7
tu

exami
.

nin« the inscribed gun at English

Mnl;S ^ P* gun is now lying in the grounds af the

tioTtnrnlV
qi

l
a
fT • P"

examina«on the gun and its inscri p.

Jun n7hf ?«*
^»?°S\e

,
Xact ^P'i^ues of Sher Shah's

fn length L??r
PUr^ J"*8

' ™e #"> measures
~
4' 8

"

0«. ~v £,* £ . *ikL. , *u alif *k^ Jib^ v ^
•«

^^^aTtTe SSSS
1

„
thl

"
°ne nn" the Gaurip"'

•idft w tu
™e Maldah gun was cast a vpat aan ip

Constant

ast a year ago, i.e.,

; Sayyid Ahmad of

same i„ the g from D^J^« «!»•-•* e

gun

"^p.226. '*/**,
p . 282 .
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7. Frey Joao da Cruz, O.S.A. ( + 1638).

By Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

M The venerable John da Cruz was born of pious parents

in the town of Alpedrina, Diocese of Guarda, in the Kingdom

of Portugal. From his tenderest years he was vested—a pious

custom with children—in the habit of the Friars Minor. When
bigger, he went to India with his uncle, our Father Frey Sebas-

tian of the Purification, who was sent thither in 1586 by Frey

Denis of Jesus, the Superior of this Province, with the follow-

ing companions :—Fathers Louis of Paradise, the Provincial;

Francis of St. Stephen, Prior of Goa; Peter of the Cross;

Sebastian de Moraes ; Fulgentius of the H. Ghost
;
John of

the Trinity ; Didacus of the Trinity ; Francis , commonly Arpa,

and the Chorister Matthew of St. Joseph. After landing in

India, he took the habit in 1588, his uncle proffering his help

in the matter. After his vows he applied himself successfully

to his studies. Next he was sent to Bengal, there to preach

the faith to the heathen. His efforts were admirably rewarded :

he converted to the true faith numberless souls and bore

for Christ mighty labours and wounds, for on June 24th, 1632,

during the siege of Ugolim [Hugh ] the Moors wounded him in

the back with a keen-edged scimitar, and only by a miracle

was he saved from death. Recalled at last to Goa, he lived

there in high sanctity, until he happily ended this life in 1638,

on a Friday of June or July, as is variously related in our

Indian histories. Sinco Easter was celebrated in 1638 on April

4, the Ascension on May 13, Whitsunday on May 23, and Corpus

Christi on June 3, it follows that the first Friday was on June

4, the second on the 11th, the third on the 18th, the fourth on

the 25th. Hence, I speak of him on the second Friday of the

same month, believing him to have died then. His body was

interred in the chapter of the monastery ;
but later, in loVM,

through the care of his nephew, Frey Francis da Cruz it was

placed in a raised tomb of black stone, where it is held in

great veneration. All this is found related in a MS history of

Goa entitled Breviloquium rerum Congregatioms Indiana, re.

1 This date is apparently wrong. It mast »«™^ «* *£ °f
°f

September, when Hugh fell. The siege commenced only on June 4
P

4 Complete reference : Brevilogio das notices das ™™a\°^*** e

\^
da Congregatfo da India dosEremitas de Santo Ago^nho^ M8. Jho., fol 1.

180, formerly in the Convent de Nossa Senhora da Graca Lijbon IA

Habbosa Machado, ^«^^^11^a '

t?B^vpl^,

d.
I am told by Fray Tirso Lopez, O.S.A., \ allaaoua.ina^i j
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2, notice 13, fol. 117 ; notice 15, fol. 133 ; notice 19, fol.
172, and in his Life edited ? by our Frey Lawrence of Grace,
a Portuguese. 1 He is also mentioned by our historians, the
illustrious Joseph Sicardo in his history of Japan [Christiandad
del Japon] Bk. I, ch. 3, fol. 24, and Joseph of St. Anthonv in
Flos Sanctorum* Tom. Ill, fol. 231. "*

Ven. Joannes a Cruce natus est in oppido de Alpedrina in Dicecesi
bgitanensi, in regno Lusitamae piis parentibus A primis annis habi-tu Minorum, ut solent puen devotione, indutus est. Grandior factus,

avunculo
fl~^ Tm*^ • V^n " u auu

>
nostro Jr. Fr. Sebastiano a Puri-

ficatione illuc misso anno 1586, ab hujus Provincial Prsesule Fr Dionisio

Spiritu
lano

vulgariter Arpa j Chorista Math*oTs. J^ephV InTnZm' £SEE
>

avuncuh ope habitum assumpsit anno 1588. Votis lieaTus stud isoperant egreg.e navavit. In Bengallam missus est, uf ibTgendb sndem Dromn \trarot nhi m»K;ii ~.— *._ • ' . _ _
gemiDus

„, . ,

.

innumeros
Christ

Tiftrn. ntr^r.ta X,,; •„ u "r"—" "'""D«aus exantiavit labores, & vul-S & S? •

q
"J

obs
\
dlone P°rfcus Ugolinensis anno 1632 die 24Junn a Mauris per terga harpe acutissima apertus est, Vrnfracdose" amortis penculo sersratus est. Goam tandem vonat,, . *w .

m,racu
]

) ose a

sanctitate, anno 1638 felici eSu v?t ft^ Q ^ + • ' ' ,

m,rab,b de«ens
menus Jnnii ™l T„1« , 1

C^A? V1*am solvit in quadam sexta feria

anno 1 638 Pascha celebraretur
,""»l,u' "» iiistorns incnanis.

Penteco
t

stes"l3 "^"SSTSSK J^t A
.

SCenSi° 13 Maii *

' "i! , ,, ,
Junn

- sequitur primam sex-secundam 11. tfirt.ium is *_JL o^

in vita

corpus in coenobii ranitnio t,™3«i.
IUOIls '8

'
cre<aens in ilia obiisse. Ejus

Fr^Francis^rCrucTanno SwT ?' ? P°St6a indus^a sui nepotis

MS. Goana titulo BreHloauiir^ n
omnia

.

referuntur in historia

notitia 13, fol 117 SSk?? Congregation** Indiana
;

" "

e,usdemeditaa"NFr' Lltlt^ n°\ U?
' -

& l9
>
foh "*. *

NN. Illustrissimus J«JSS sS.-iS'**-* *Tltano
-
D* *"<> etiam agunt

24 * Josephus a Attfn^Stom^ fifS** h °'
*'<*

[Campi filiorum f¥ AugusSn"cl
™ l Pintado*, regados e brotados,

plantati.rigati, et fructibus aucti 1 In !h Ti?
Indi* °rien*a«sab ipsis

da Ctoha Rivaba's GatoZ of tw t
•k

L
T
lbrary of Evora. Cf. J. H.

larger work than the former I8 thif^'
h 331 *** This is a much

same author which Barbosa MachaHn /
»

-ifi

SE
-
me Work as that °y the

in the National Library of Lisbon T i^l Lw,iL>
> ^ was formerly

/ndia da «ua /imaa
f(J ao vrutto'tJtTt

d
°r

8e
?
ut08 *" Congrega^ao da

question of - the Christianftirs^ertSf \ 5?
the 5th chapter there i

the original): tfofWa 5-^MOjESSrfS
t0 °Ur Mi8Sion °« Bengal » (in

de Bengala. The convents, parishef^ Vftenecente* a No**a Mi**ao
are there dealt with. Faustinus » Pn!

res,dences of the Augustinians
toy

;
some of his writings wereZhX^^Tr -

h&ve lived in ^IBth ce,:

.
1 Complete referencf •^ 11 a' L,8bon in 1728, 1734, 1736.

Joao da Cruz de Goa. XVJIth C?£
& (:^a

'
°'SA

>
Vid» *> P- **•

P
:
29). I ^nnot say whether the bool^' -

(Cf
"
Barbosa Machado, iii.

^J™"™m of***" re^tZeothe^ P'
11^ ?

r not
'
A

" Bnrnen in
1880, is silent too.

g t0 the Portuguese in India, Mangalore,
« Frey Manoel de

Lisbon, 1737. Augustinianorum™. m.nology of tlM Friar is taken from ^^ o[ j
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The commonly accredited opinion in modern works on

Hugli l is that Frey Joao da Cruz was taken to Agra (1632-33)

with other priests and 4,000 prisoners and cast before an infu-

riated elephant. However, by a miraculous interposition of

Providence, he escaped unhurt and obtained from Shah Jahan

not only the release of the captives, but a grant of 777 bigahs

of land near the Bandel of Hugli.

Asiaticus quotes a Portuguese text obtained from the

"Archives " of Bandel (cf. Pt. I, Sketches respecting Bengal,

Calcutta, 1803, p. 49), and as he speaks elsewhere (cf. p. 52)

of the Life of Frey Joao da Cruz , we are led to believe that

the passage was copied from the Life by Frey Lawrence of

Grace.
The text is as follows :

'
' The day came when the martyr-

dom was to be accomplished. This was in the year 1633. The

Emperor ordained that the Very Rev. Father Frey Joao da

Cruz be cast at the feet of an infuriated elephant, to be

torn to pieces in his presence and that of the whole of

his court; but, the elephant forgetting his natural fierceness

knelt at the feet of the said Father and paid him his obei-

sance (fez Ihe cortezias) and defended him

The whole Court and the Emperor too, seeing so great a pro-

digy, were unanimous in confessing that the said Very Rev.

Father Frey Joao da Cruz was a servant of God. He was

instantly brought before the Emperor and was told by him to

ask whatever he wished, for he would be granted it all. For

this he gave him three days' time ; but the said Father an-

swered he did not need so much time [for reflection] :
he

wished only that His Majesty should let him free to return to

Bengal, and together with him all the Christian captives."

Unfortunately for Asiaticus and a host of writers who seem

to have taken their inspiration from him, nothing allows us

so far to believe that the Friar was taken to Agra. Mannque

gives us (cf. Itinerario, Ch. LXXXI) the names of the

four priests, two Augustinians and two secular priests, who

were led to Agra, and, though he relates at length the

vicissitudes of Frey Joao da Cruz (Ch. LXXXII), he men-

tions nowhere his captivity nor the interesting scene of

his rescue. And yet Manrique was in Arakan from 1629 to

1635; he passed through Banja, Tumlook and Pipli in 1636,

Mai ex

typogr^ Vol. H June 11th p. 182.

1 Cf all Hudi District Manuals and Gazetteers ; also :
Bengal Catho-

advocated

and

the Archdiocese oj Agra, Simla, 1907, pp. 211-214.

2 Asiaticus, commenting on the text, rather than translating it,

wrote: » The elephant, at sight of the friar, Jost his native ferocity

and gently ' caressed ' him with his proboscis.
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and visited Bengal and Agra in 1640 and 1641. He states
merely thatFrey Joao by applying certain native remedies
recovered from his wounds in a village near Hugli, and that
he was eventually recalled to Goa, where he died. Such too
is the account apparently borrowed from Manrique, which we
read in Mgr^L. M. Zaleski's Les Martyrs de I' Inde, Lille,
Desclee MDCM pp. 204-205. The Friar's menology in the
Martyrologium Augustinianum does not say more, and it is
hardly likely that the author would have omitted a reference
to the miracle had he met it in the sources before him, theBremhgto and Frey JoHo s Life by Frey Lawrence of Grace.

rb. J
C<

?

nc 10n Whl
,°
h

,

inevitablv ^rces itself on us is that
the miraculous escape of the Friar at Agra is a very late version

tilJit x"-

ThG faCtS connected with the Augustinian
prisoners at Agra appear, in some unaccountable way to havebecome associated with the saintly memory of Frey Joao daCruz. Indeed we read in Manrique, that, shortly after theirarrival at Agra, and by Shah Jahan's order, tl/priests were

square ^whTeTh
J^^ ^^^ °£^ * the^

device to shake them in tbMMU ^ha" adventon the wise representations of Asaf Khan wTio winspereTmtohis ear the name of the Vicerov of (h™ La„?u
wmsPeiea into

of warning, the EmperordS ^ °ther gra'VG W°rdS

Mav
S
l?38

ar

alT t
W6re rtn^d ^ Dacca, but this was in

da Cru7 could n^l °
W

,

irom ™V»Mished letters. Frey Joao

besides thetZ^lT^ been inBengal at that *>™ «"*.bes.de,, the accounts mention only Father Anthony Farinha,

fled to Goa or back to TW* i u ,

e were ran30™d, others

of the defenders of Hugh Th' "^^^^ the remnantS
Hijili and Pipli.

S
'

n scattered round about Banja,

1 Probably, the 8auaro noon *u
criminals were generally executed !

nVer g&fce ° f the A«ra Fort
'
where

\ A V>



8. The Composition of Indian Yams.

By David Hooper.

In the Report of the Industrial Section, Indian Museum,
1903 -

number of tubers of species of Dioscorea, collected by the

Reporter on Economic Products to the Government of India.

About 30 kinds of these roots had been analysed with a view

to determine their comparative food value. Since that time

further varieties of the roots from plants, critically determined

by Mr. I. H. Burkill, have been examined; and it has been

considered desirable to publish the collective results. Since

some of these roots have, in their natural state, poisonous

properties, and are eaten after being washed and cooked, an

investigation has been made of the effect of washing by show-

ing the composition of the tuber before and after the process.

Tubers of authenticated plants have been tested for poisonous

principles and a record has been made of those species in which

they are either present or absent, with remarks on the influence

of cultivation in reducing the noxious properties. In the

majority of cases the roots were received in a fresh condition,

they were dried in the sun or in warm air, and the chemical

examination was made on the powdered root. The amount of

moisture in the fresh tubers ranged from 70 to 85 per cent., but

the results of the analyses, for the sake of comparison, are

exhibited in the following table calculated to the absolutely dry

sample.

The tubers of the following species and varieties of Dioscorea

were examined

:

D. aculeata (No. 20490), "Chaee," N. Thana, Bombay.

D. alata (No. 20671), Fiji, skin and flesh white.

* 7

5>

? >

f

drying

(No. 20688),' Fiji,' skin and flesh pink.

Aerial tubers, Basirhat.

?> >

farciniformis (18114), (ianjam.

(18972), Jalpaiguri.

„ globella (17751), Trichinopoly.

saccijormis, "Myauk-u," Burma.

rubella (No. 18942), Salem, flesh yellow.

purpurea (No. 19566), Bhopal, CI.

5 y > j

J5 ?J

>> yj

D. anguina, small tubers.
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D. anguina, large tubers.

Z>. belophylla (No. 18180), BetuL
7~) hiilhif&ra. (Nn lf>fi37^ "Rnnihnv milt.ivo.frw'l

/

5 5

> 5

J ?

5 5

J 5

5 ?

(No. 18097), "Manakund," Surat, crial

tubers.

(No. 18185), "SuarAlu," Malda.
(No. 18269)

: " Moeha or Pita Alu , *
' Angul.

(No. 18563), "JungliAlu," Dinajpur.
(No. 3326s), "Getlii," Gorakhpar.
origin not record* I.f f ^^h — _^— — » ^m -^ ^ ^^ _ <vv ^^ ^w V

i). dnemona (No. 20309), Betul. C.P.

" 5J Burma, run-climbing-

>> ,, Burma, climbing
jD. fasciculata (No. 19562), « Pind Alu." Bhopal.
Z). gtfa&ra, Chota Nagpur, cultivated.

,, Chandwara,
D. Hookeri (No. 33352), Rajmehal, Bengal.
D oppositifolia (No. 18967), Jajpur, Cuttack.
D. pentaphylla, cylindrical, small tubers.

? 5 large,, mOHtiO

,, clavate, small toben
>>

5 J

large

var. Cardoni (No. 18669), Bn helkhimd.
»' >> hortorum (No. 18187), Birbhum

(No. 33361), Banji Raja-

mehal, cultivated.

„ Jacquemottiii (No. 17!>?7), "TUshi/'
Thana, Bombay

«

m Rheedei (No. 17762), i luldapali,

(No. 18943), S. Salem,
(No. 18946), . Salem

;irtides

boli dratos^^ 1
~. , . , ;

-.^ ^v ^^ wuli ol (;ari>onv(irares uum-
posed mainly of starch. The nit* mious u terial has rather

S' rf
/ P^ ^ of fa"y matter. In the wild yams the

ttP onlL fT?6
5
bre and ash is *"quentlv exc rive, hut in

thL on ,!
k
.

md8
'

rePre«ented by the D. aJala of Fiji,
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placed side by side with one of the potato, both calculated on
the dry material, shows this similarity :—

Yam. Potato.

Fat .. .. 102 -46
Albuminoids.. .. 10-87 1014
Carbohydrates .. 7701 i

Fibre .. .. 6 . 16
' 84-79

Ash .. .. 5-94 4-61

It has long been known that the tubers of various species
of Dioscorea contain a bitter and acrid principle which renders
them unfit, in a raw state, for edible purposes. Some tubers
are used medicinally, either powdered and applied to sores or
as a plaster, or in a fresh state, to disperse swellings. Occasion-
ally the tubers are given internally with some spice and sugar
tor syphilis, dysentery and diarrhoea. In Sanskrit the tuber
bears the name of « Pashpoli "or « strangle cake '

' on account
Ol its causing areaf. Irn'tofmn ;~ +u~ ~ Jli. i ii

1 1 iroatmg of blood and a sense of suffocation. The bruised root of
n.sikkimensis is used as a fish poison among the Lepchas of
feikkim, and according to Dr. Thwaites, the tubers of wild\am are used in Ceylon for the same purpose. Among the

«!?rZf
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poison by chopping up the roots covering them with ashes and
placing them in river water for twenty-four hours. Boorsma
separated an alkaloid, dioscorine, which he found to be the
active principle. Later Dr. H. W. Schutte of the University of
Groningen (Onderzoekingen over dioscorine. Diss. 1897) isolated
dioscorine, studied several of its salts, and, by elementary
analyses, established its composition. The results obtained
may thus be summarized :

1. Dioscorine is a crystallizable alkaloid of the composi-
tion C, 8 H l9

NO;. Melting point 43-5°C.

2. It is a monatomic base.

3. The formula of the chlorohydrate is C,g H 9
NO., HC1,

2H20. Melting point of anhydrous salt 204°!

4. Platinum salt C
l8

H, n NO*, Pt, Cl
4 , 3H20. Melting

point of anhydrous salt 199—200°.

5. The gold salt C
13
H ]0 NO,, HC1, AuCl . Melting point

171 o

6. The picrate melts at 183—184°.

7. Physiological experiments have shown that dioscorine

is a poison producing cramps in the same manner as

picrotoxin ; dioscorine however is less toxic than

this substance.

K
1910, 385) obtained 0*21 per cent, of this alkaloid in the dry
tubers, which is equivalent to 04 per cent, on the fresh tubers,

and further investigated its constitution. The alkaloid is sepa-

rated by extracting the powdered tubers with alcohol (96 per

cent.) acidulated with hydrochloric acid. The filtrate is eva-

porated, dissolved in water rendered alkaline by sodium car-

bonate, and agitated with chloroform. After distillation of the

chloroform, the dioscorine is determined in the residue by
titration with centinormal acid.

The alkaloid was sought for during the course of examina-

tion of all the above samples of Dioscorea species. It was
found to be most abundant in D. daemona, it was generally

present in D. bulbifera, D pentaphylla and its varieties and in

some kinds of D. alata ; it was not detected in D. anguina,

D. belophylla and I). fasiculata. The tubers under cultivation

appeared to lose much of their acridity and bitterness. While

wild tubers of D. bulb ifera and D. pentaphylla as a rule contain

alkaloids, the cultivated tubers were in some cases devoid of

this constituent. Some of the tubers contained a tanning

matter The alcoholic

extract of the tubers contained varying amounts of glucose

and cane sugar.

Reference has been made to the practice in various parts of

the world of treating the wild yams with water to remove the
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nauseous properties. The fresh tubers are usually sliced and
cut into squares and soaked for several hours in water ; in some
districts the sliced roots are covered or placed in lime or ashes

roastbefore soaking.

or baked on a fire in order to render them palatable and des-
troy the poison. An experiment was made with three kinds of
bitter yams by reducing them to coarse fragments and analysing
them, and then soaking another portion in water, extracting the
soluble matter and analysing the residue. The following
interestin

•->
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o. Some Asiatic Milk-Products.

By David Hooper.

At the March Meet

was exhibited by Mr. Burkill of dried cheese among a collec-

tion of curious products found in a Lepcha's medicine bag.

The substance was light brown or ivory coloured, hard, tough

and horny in consistence, with a slight rancid odour and taste.

It occurred in cakes 1\ inches square and half an inch in thick-

ness, several of them being strung together by means of a string

passing through holes in the centre. It was said to have been

prepared from yak's milk. Dr. Hope, of the Indian Tea Asso-

ciation, has met with the same article at Kalimpong where

it is used by Tibetans. A similar substance was received a

few years ago in the Indian Museum from Baluchistan under

the name of krut, This was a preparation of milk, and as a

food was credited with sustaining properties. This substance

has been known for a long time and is frequently used in coun-

tries bordering on Northern India, and since it is not described

in modern works on animal and dairy products, I have endea-

voured to bring together a short account of its distribution

.

manufacture and composition.

In Richardson's Persian Dictionary, revised by Francis

Johnson in 1829, karut is termed dried oxygal. About seventy

years ago Mr. C. Masson > gave an interesting account ot its

preparation and uses :

" Shelanch of the Brahuis, or krut of the Afghans, is

another preparation from milk (from ewes and she-goats), it

is made by boiling butter-milk until the original quantity is

reduced one half. The thickened fluid is then placed in a bag

of hair or wool and suffered to drain exposed to the solar heat.

When the draining ceases the mass in the bag is formed into

small dumps, which are dried into hardness in the sun. When

required for use, these dumps are pounded and placed in warm

water, where they are worked by the hands until dissolved.

The thickened fluid is then boiled with a share of roghan gin),

and provides a meal by having bread saturated m it, Was is

a favourite article of food in Afghanistan and Western P«m*.

The Afghan preparation excels the Brahui. It is a convenient

food for travellers, being easy of transport and readily served

Dr J E. T. Aitchison visited these regions in 18J0 and

has described - the so-called cheese of the count.7 in some

detail. He defines it as dried oxygal or curd^^^^
milk and gives the vernacular terms as karut, kurut, rmstwa,

l A Journey to Kalat, 1843, p. 436.
Persia D. 112.

* Notes on Products of Western Afghanistan andN. B. Lersia,p.
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mastawa. The curd is prepared by rendering buttermilk sour
by adding to it some karut, or the dregs of some stale butter-
milk ; it is then placed over the fire until half the liquid is

evaporated, and then strained or compressed by the hands, or
placed under a weight until the whole of the whey is pressed
out. In the Kuram Valley the curd is expressed by placing it

between two slabs of fresh bark from Deodar trees, with a large
stone on the top. The whey so removed is called ao-karut, and
the compressed curd, which is afterwards exposed to the heat
of the sun to be dried, is called karut. Dr Aitchison adds:
" It is usually to be seen in pieces of an irregular shape the
size of the fist, of a grey-brown colour, and of an apparently
sandy consistency, covered with finger marks, the impression
left on it in trying to squeeze out the last drops of whev ; in
consistency it is much harder than any ordinary cheese.
Among the nomads, and in all households where butter is made,
there karut is largely prepared, and by them traded with
throughout the whole country. It is excessively acid, and
tastes as if it were made of very acid vinegar. It is largely
used in the diet of the people. A piece of it is broken into a
basin of milk, and the milk is drunk when it has become sour,
which it does m a few minutes

; or a small piece is mixed in
water, and this acidulated water is drunk with the food:
most of the meat stews have karut thrown into them to aid in
sottemng the usually tough meat of these parts ; or it is eaten
as a condiment along with bread, as we do cheese anion the
very poor.

In the Baluchistan Gazetteer references are made to the
use ol tout as an article of food in the Quetta-Pishin and
upper Zhob districts, where it occurs as cakes made of boiled
whey to which salt has been added. An infusion of knit or

u!?/?*.^!11 as *"*' 9hori
t

is sometimes pourr, I overread to which boiling ghee is added. All Afghans have a
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uiai ihe Uujars and Pathans««M Lolab make a kind of cheese which they call milk bread.'

'

' Lawren<*, Valley of Kashmir, 1895, 860.
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Travellers in Tibet and Mongolia frequently speak of

chura or dried cheese prepared from yak's milk as ait article of

diet among the people. Mr. W. W. Rockhill refers to it in the

account of his interesting travels in 1891 and 1892,
'
and distin-

guishes between chura (dried curd), ti (a mixture of butter,

sugar and chura), djo or tarak (sour milk) and pima (cream

cheese). It is therefore a preparation of casein similar to the

karut of Western Asia. Chura is also a substance of great

antiquity in Upper Asia, and Rockhill furnishes an interesting

extract from Rubruk a as showing that it was used by the

Mongols when the first account of them was written. " Resi-

duum lac quod remanet post butirum, permittunt acescere

quantum acrius fieri potest, et bulliunt illud, et coagulatur

bulliendo, et coagulum illud siccant ad solem, et efficitur durum

sicut scoria ferri, quod recondunt in saccis contra hyemen.

Tempore hyemali, quando deficit eis (Moal) lac, ponunt illud

acre coagulum ,
q uod ipsi vocant grice (griut aut grint), m

utre, et super infundunt aquam calidam,et concutiunt fortiter

donee illud resolvatur in aqua, que ex illo efficitur tota

acetosa, et illam aquam bibunt loco lactis." Here the coagu-

lum of acidulous whey is separated and dried in the sun.

The cakes are hard, they retain their virtues for long periods,

and when required for use they are placed in warm water

milk.

The sample of dried cheese found in the Lepcha's medicim

bag on the Nepal Frontier was a preparation of this *™d -
lfc

had the appearance and odour of cheese, but l*
-""

cribed by experts as harder and drier than any

met with in Switzerland.

Submitted to analvsis it was found to have the compos,

tion of a dried skim cheese. No. 2 is the analysis of a sample

fromage

of karut kindlv

Museum.

MoistureD

Fat
Casein

Sugar, etc.

Lactic acid

Ash

• •

Cumming, of the Quett

No. 1. No. 2.

9-0 8-8

30 71
74-4 58-0

7-0 8-7

traces 1*4

6-6 lfi'O

Nitrogen
Phosphoric anhydride

• •

1000 ioo-o

9-87 7-70

2-93 187

1 liockhill, Journey through Mongolia and Tibet, 1894, 176, 278.

2 Rubruk, Itinerarium (1253), 229.
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The casein in No. 1 , calculated from the nitrogen , amounted
to 62-2 per cent. By adopting the method of Trillat and Santon
(Compt. rend. 1906, 143, 61-63) it rose to 80 per cent (with the
ash) agreeing with the above figures. No. 2 contains about
10 per cent of common salt. The phosphoric anhydride is

casein
The relation of this casein compound to the preparations

of curd made in this country from milk was considered worthy
of investigation. In Bengal there is a caste of Dahiyars or

las who keep cattle and sell milk. These curdmen li ve together

meats ft "h*^^ "^ in the m»nufacture of sweet-

duri™ thpf f$ H°U^' a 8tory written in CalcuttaKl"6
?
f ^ arrf Ha
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Water
Fat
Casein

Milk sugar
Lactic acid
Ash

62 45
19-80

15-63

1 2 3
6276 57-95
18-78 2112
16-20 1843

•49 -63 -37

l'*l 166 1-25

100-00 loo-OO 100-00

Phosphoric anhydride 52 65 -57

rich ^tttTpletan't'JKT** *"* °m*oM
as mimVi n«L:^ * Pieasant acidulous taste. T* .nnfo;.casein M taste. It contains twice
portion of fat. If demfLfT?ean crea«* and a lower pro-pped °f lts moi«ture, it would afford a
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residue containing half its weight of butter-fat—chhana

With
r karut.

following analyses represent the

composition of two Calcutta samples :

Water
Fat
Casein
Milk sugar

Lactic acid

Ash

1

90-92

2-06

2-78

318
•60

•46

2

89-58

2-40

315
3-70

•57

•60

100-00 100-00

Phosphoric anhydride 14 19

The alcohol and carbonic acid present were not estimated.

The liquid has the composition of butter-milk in which the

lactic fermentation had developed. When evaporated to

dryness it left a light brown acid cake having a pleasant taste.

It is probable that a liquid of the description of dahi, con-

taining less fat, is the mother substance from which the dned

karut and chura are prepared, by heating and removing the

casein

9





io # Plantarum Novarum in Herbario Horti Regii Calcut-

tensis Cognitarum Decas.

Auctore

W, W. Smith.

Oritrephes septentrionalis, W. W. Smith, Species

Anplectri pallentis, BL, facie, Ob stamina sequalia cum genere

Anplectro non quadrat. Oritrephes pulchra, Ridley (Journ. Linn.

Soc. vol. 38, p. 309), hujus generis adhuc unica species cognita,

in Herbario Kewensi et in Herbario Calcuttensi deficitur; sed

ex descriptione hsec nova species ejusdem generis haberi potest,

et foliis omnino glabris minoribus, filamentis glabris, fructu

minore distinguenda.

Frutex ramosus. Caulis juvenis teres, flexuosus, glaber, no-

dis paulum crassatis. ellip-

tica vel laneeolata, caudato-acuminata ad 15—25 mm., 6—10cm.

longa, 1-5—3 cm. lata, basi cuneata vel subrotundata, margine

paululum incurva, undulata, remote serratulata vel in eodem
specimine subintegra, 5-nervia; duo marginales nervi obscu-

rissimi ; tres intermedii infra elevati, nervulis secundariis fere

horizontalibus, Paniculce axillares et terminates, foliis breviores r

graciles, patentes, glabrae, pauciflorae (1—5). pedicellis ± 1 cm.

longis erectis, bracteis minutis subulatis. Calyx 5 mm. longus,

2*5 mm. latus
:
cylindricus, glaber, leprosus, limbo brevi 4-lobo

undulato. Petala 4, obovata, obtusa, glabra, 6 mm. longa,

4 mm. lata. Stamina 8 mm.
longse, apices albidos versus attenuate, falcatae, poro terminali,

basibus perbreviter hastatae et eodem loco parvo circulari pro-

cessu dorsali onustse, filamentis 5 mm, longis glabris. Stylus

1 cm. longus, stigmate punctiforrai. Ovarium 4-loeulare, fere

ad basin tubi chartacei calycis liberum, vertice depresso-conca-

vum. Fructus baccatus, globoso-ovoideus, ad apicem const ric-

tus, 5 mm. diametiens, leprosus ; semina plurima, placentis

axillaribus suffulta, angulata, subcochleata, 1 mm. longa, ni-

tentia.

Burma superior :—In montibus kachinensibus, ShaikMo
kirn

;
prope Bhamo, ad 4000 ped. alt. Cubitt, 375A. ; apud pagos

shanenses australes, MacGregor, 751. China :—in provincia

Yunnan, Henry, 11705 in Herb. Kew.

biltgulatus, W. W. Smith Species sectionis En-

?r liimalaicas congeneres Senecioni gracifloro, D.C.

,
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proxima
;

foliis sessilibus auriculatis, floribus biligulatis distin-
guenda.

Caulis 60—90 cm. altus, erectus, flexuosus, simplex, stria-
tic minute fulvo-pubescens, infra mox glabrescens, inflores-
centia late corymbosa terminali. Folia caulina 5—8, superiora
7—12 cm. longa, 1-3 cm. lata, pinnatifida, runcinata, amplexi-
caulia magnis denticulatis auriculis, sessilia, lobo terminali sa>-
pius 8 cm. longo 2-5 cm. lato deltoideo-sagittato irregulariter
dentata, supra subscabride pubescentia, infra pubescentia; in-enora simiha, sed frequenter interrupte-pinnata, 6-12 folio-
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latis uniseriis ± 1 cm. longis acutis oarnosulis viridibus apice

villosulis. Ligulce 12—16, minores ab 1 cm., ad 4 mm. lata,

lanceolatse, Havse ; floris tubulosi 3 mm. longitudo. Antherm

ecaudatse. Achenium 5 mm. longum, 1-5 mm. latum, anguste

oblongum, infra subattenuatum, 5—6-striatum, pappo perbrevi

1 mm. longo exiguo scabrido sordide albido.

Sikkim:—In montibus pluviosis Chola dictis; Too-Koo La,

Kingii mercenarius , 4324 ; apud Kapoop, in valle Dikchu,

prope hospitium Changu circ. 13000 ped. alt. Smith, 3414, 3516,

3748 ; ibidem Ribu et Rhomoo, 4380, maturo fructu.

w. w va

ginatus, Kin
hycarpi

amplexicauli , W all. , separata caule velutino, capitulo augusto

paucifloro, pappo albido.

Planta herbacea, perennis, robusta, 60—90cm. alta. Cauli

erectus, superne late corymboso-ramosus, 1—2 cm. diametiens,

denso minuto velutino tomento indutus. Folia radicalia 1—3,

orbicularia, ita profunde cordata ut peltata videantur, 20—35

cm. diametientia, petiolo 40—50 cm. longo hand alato, subre-

gulariter denticuiata, denticulis indurato-muoronatis, supra

glabra, infra plus minus pubescentia nervis velutinjs. Folia

caulina 2—3, alternata, orbicularia vel late reniformia, 10—30

cm. diametientia, denticuiata ut radicalia ; vagina magna ve-

lutina, 6—10 cm. longa, multum dilatata, etiam usque ad 12 cm.

alata, nonnunquam suum folium excedens
;
petiolus 2—4 cm.

longus, interdum brevissimus. Corymbi multi, late ramosi,

longe pedunculati, velutini. Capitulum angusta basi cunea-

tum, 1 cm longum 3—4 mm. latum, floribus plerumque

5_7. Bracteoe et bracteolce 3—5, subulate, 1—4 mm. longse

Phyllaria oblonga, subobtusa, rarius acuta, margine parum

scarioso. Ligulce plerumque tres, 10—15 mm. longse, lineares

breviter 3—4 denticulatse. Achenium 5—6 mm. longum , anguste

oblongum, pappo breviore primo albido deinde nonnunquam
rufescente.

Sikkim:—In regione pluviosa circ. 11— 13000 ped. alt.,

apud hospitium Changu dictum, Smith, 3131,3401, 4292 et Ribu,

4556 ; apud castra Gnatong, Gammie, 1327 ; in faucibus

Patang-La dictis, Kingii mercenarius, 4410. Nomen specificum

datum in honore Georgii Kingii equitis qui primus indicavit

(in scheda speciminis manci sub nomine nudo 8. vaginatus

nomine praeterea pre-occupato) speciem esse novam, habitu et

floribus ad Senecionem Mortoni, Clarke, spectantem sed foliia

longe diversam. Plantas cum fif. Mortoni nascentes in ilsdem

locis vidi.
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Senecio Chola, W. W. Smith. Species Senecioni quin-
quelobo, Hook. f. et Thorns., proxima ; foliis 9—lllobatis, inBores-
centia robusta, phyllariis obtusis, pappo rubescente ita differt

ut vix eadem haberi possit.

Caulis erectus, simplex, 80—100 cm. altus, glaber vel parce
albo-villosulus, racemo robusto ramoso terminali. Folia radi-
calia delapsa ; caulina 6—10, plerumque 8-12 cm. longa, 7—10
cm. lata, ovata, cordata, ad quintam partem 9—1 1-lobulat'a, inter
lobulos indurato-denticulata, carnosula, infra glauca, interdum
omnino glabra, interdum utrinque parce pilosula, 4—9 cm.
petiolata (plerumque 8 cm ), parvis auriculis orbicularibus vel
ovatis deciduis adpressis. Bacemus elongatus, parce araneoso-
pubescens, ramis robustis 4—7 capitula gerentibus. Capitula
mediocria 1—3 bracteolis instruct*. Phyllaria 5-6, oblonga,
obtusa, 5 mm. longa, glabra perlatis scariosis marginibus.
Flores in capitulo 4—6, omnes tubulosi ; floris pars campanulata
parti angustse subsequans. Achenium 2 mm. longum, angus-
tura, striatum

; pappus rubescens achenio multum longior.

Sikkim:—In valle Chaking Chu dicta in montibus plu-
viosis cholaensibus circ. 12—13000 ped. alt. Smith, 4134, Bibu
et Hhomoo. 4501. 4680.

Saussurearum
proposal, Mihi aliquatenus magistri sunt C. B. Clarkius et G.
Kmgiusqui multum laborem in tforo^fo indicia dederunt. Duo
cl. vin Saussuream (cui nunc nomen nimborum est—vide infra)
in affimtate S. piplatherce posuerunt ; Kingius S. fibrosam
iiovam speciem esse in scheda scripsit. De S. Pantlinqiana et S.
Laneana non dubitavi.

Saussurea fibrosa, King, MS. Forsan varietas bhuta-

dZ£ 'TTi^
8amr™ 8^hoo, Clarke; sed ita habitudiversa ut cl. Kingms nomen S. fibrosam in scheda dederit. In

tur TZZTnt^ Pla
!l

ta Pr°prius SPecies **"* i"S
emrata ^ °

mUltlS minoiibus agglomeratis capitulis

Fo/ia 8-12. omnia r»AiJ?™AJ Cm
*.

atum mire °ontorta.

2
,
-^c.cu^ud, d,a«j cm. petiolata, 8— 12 cm lontra

3 en, lata, angusteoblonga,
, uncinato-pinnatifida, sTgmenUs

but ol^^,1^^%^^ 9^^^ H.f. and T.
Clarke pointed out inC^lw /S S

' ^V^bus i8 however as
regards' the leaves. I have ^olfe^'-f^ ^"""Phio species, as
including the Chola Range but
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n if/"
VarioUS Parts of Sikki™

Chu plant. The point? of dHT««Zl *" f°rmS aPProach *"« Chaking
permit of its beingconspecific '" m "* °Pinion to° ™»J to
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mucronato-dentatis, supra scabride pubescentia, subtus albido-

tomentosa. Capitula 4— 12, congesta, 5—15 mm. pedunculata,
iis magnitudine multum minora Saussurece Sughoo. Phyllaria

lanceolata, longe acuminata, basi ovata, subaraneosopilosa.

Receptaculi setae acheniislongiores. Antherarum caudae lanatae.

Achenium oblongum, lmm. longum, glabrum nee muricatum
;

pappi albidi series interior 1 cm. longa, plumosa; exterior multum
brevior, plumosa.

Bhotan:—Apud Kupchee, Dungboo, 2Q0.

Saussurea Pantlingiana, W. W. Smith. Species apud
Corymbiferas posita, Saussurece piptatherce, Edgew., affinis, sed

minor ; foliis loriformibus fere integris, laxo corymbo facile

distinguenda.

Planta perennis, pro sectione inter minores, radice fibrosis

foliorum reliquiis obtecta. Caulis 20—30 cm. alt us, infra simplex,

glaber, corymbo late-ramoso sed paucicephalo terminali. Folia

radicalia 0-6, in petiolum 2—3 cm. longum sensim attenuata,
5—10 cm. longa, 8—12 mm. lata, lineari-lanceolata, remotedenti-
culata vel subintegra, acuta, apiculata, supra glabra rugoso-

coriacea, infra dense niveo-tomentosa, costa lata straminea;
caulina 4—10, radicalibussubsimilia sed amplexicaulia, sessilia,

subdecurrentia, caule ideo internum sub-alato. Capitula 2—10

inter angustiora gracilliora, 2 cm. longa, 7—8 mm. lata, minute
pubescentia. Phyllaria ovato-lanceolata, acuminata. Becepta-

culi setae acheniis longiores. Antherarum caudae lanatae.

Achenium laeve, oblongum, paululum angulatum. Pappi series

interior plumosa, exterior brevior, parca, setosa.

Sikkjm :—In regione septentrionali prope viculum Tallum
Samdong dictum, et apud Yakthang, ad 12000 ped. alt. Prainii

mercenarius, 213, Ribu et Rhomoo, 2968. Nomen memoriae
Roberti Pantlingii Florae sikkimensis olim clan studentis.

Saussurea nimborum, W. W. Smith. Species apud
Corymbiferas posita, Saussurece Pantlingiance, W. W. Smith,
affinis ; eodem habitu et eodem capitulo sed minor

;
paucis

eapitulis, foliis caulinis petiolatis grosse dentatis distincta.

Saussurea piptathera, Edgew., in " Compositis Indicis" a

CI. C. B. Clarkio in parte (speciminibus sikkimensibus) est

eadem. CI. Hookerius in FL Brit. Ind. Vol. Ill, p 372 sub
Saussurea piptathera, Edgew. , easpecimina evidenter noncitavit.

Saussurea piptathera ex Himalaya occidentali foliis sessilibus

auriculatis est sine dubio alia haud proxima species. S. Pant-
lingiana et S. nimborum sunt propinquae, intermediis tamen
omnino carentes.
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Planta perennis, pro sectione inter minores, radice fibrosis

foliorum reliquiis obtecta, in forma normali 15—20 cm.

alta, frequenter nana, 1—2 cm. alta (specimina Hoo-
keriana in Herb. Calc), etiam acaulis et reducta ad unum
capitulum et 1—3 folia radicalia. Caulis simplex, striatum

parce furfuraceopubescens, 1—4 capitulis terminatus. Folia

radicalia 1— 4. in petiolum 1— 5 cm. longum attenuata, 2—9 cm.
longa, "5— 3 cm. lata, elliptica vel oblanceolata, grossiusirregu-

lariter dentata, dentibus apiculatis, etiam sub runcinata,
acuta, apiculata, coriacea, supra minute scabrida, subtus
niveo-tomentosajCostastraminea; caulinaO—4, radicalibus sub-

similia sed angustiora; superiora sessilia nee decurrentia.
Phyllaria ovatolanceolata, acuminata. Receptaculi setsB

acheniis longiores. Antherarum caudse lanato-lacerse. Achen-
ium laeve, oblongum, paululum angulatum, Pappi series

interior plumosa, exterior brevior, parca, setosa.

Sikkim:—ad 12—16000 ped alt. Hooker; in valle
Sebuad 11000 ped. alt. Gammie 1122; sub faucibus Jelep-La
dictis, Kingii mercenarius

; inter Than<?o vicu
1

im et Sittone,
Pram.

Saussurea Laneana, W. W. Smith. Inter himalaicas
con^eneres species Senecionis Lappa. Clarke, vakle affinis sed
minor, foliis albo-tomentosis, caudis antherarum lanatis facile
distinguenda.

Planta perennis, robusta, radice crassa reliquiis vaginaruni
multis induta. Caulis 60—90 cm. altus, simplex, 5— 10 capitulis
aggregate terminatus, fulvo vel albido-araneoso-tomentosus,
plus minus bialatus. Folia radicalia 1 -3, 20- : cm. longa, 6—8
cm lata, insequaliter in 5—7 lobos triangulares runcinato-pin-
natifida petiolo 6-9 cm longo latissime alato (ad 7 mm) lobo
terminal! 5-7 cm. longo. subregularitertriangulari-denticulata,
denticulis apiculatis, supra sparse scabride puberula subtus
dense lanata

;
caulina 7-9, radicalibus subsimilia, minora,

superiora sessiha. decurrentia. Gapitula foliis bracteata, perbre-
viter pedunculate (±5 mm.), robusta, 2 cm. longa, 1 cm. lata,
fere m globum congesta. Phyllaria permulta? pluriseriata,
elliptico-lanceolata elongate acuminata, tomentosa. in fructu

RrrqU
i

m
!
ub«Ub

1

ra Pauci8 dorsalibus pilis, nigrescentia.
Receptaculi setae multae, lineares albid;,-, ad 7 mm longa?aehenia conspicue excedentes. Antherarum caudle long*, lana-

nnJ'TTJ-*™-, "**»• ««™tum, glabrum/apice
moso

cS Ph l

P"2 7,
CUl

??n^
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»
et aPud Wbil et sub fau-cibus Chola, ad 11-14000 ped. alt., Smith, 3920, 4130 4263
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Ribu et RJwmoo, 4549, sine numero, Kingii mercenarius. CI.

G. T. Lane curatoris Horti Botanici Regalis Calcuttensis honori

nomen specificum datum. Typi in Herbario Calcuttensi et in

Herbario Kewensi conservati.

Veratrum shanense, W. W. Smith. Species ad Veratrum

Maximowiczii , Baker, spectans, sed robustior; rachidibus sinu-

osis nee strictis, pedicellis quam floribus brevioribus, segmentis

perianthii ovatis obtusis distinguenda. Cum nullo Veratro in

Herbario Kewensi vel Herbario Calcuttensi congruit.

Radix ignota. Caulis erectus, (media pars cum inflores-

centia in scheda adest), ut videtur circiter 120 cm. altus, (inflo-

rescentia enim ad 45 cm. attinet), 10—12 mm. latus, robustus,

striatus, basin versus glabrescens, apicem versus apud inflores-

centiam flocculoso-puberulus. Folia intermedia (caetera desunt)

ad 50 cm. longa, 5—6cm. lata, angustelineari-lanceolata, utrin-

que attenuata, vix petiolata sed in vaginam amplexicaulem

contracta, utrinque glabra, nervis prominentibus. Panicula

ramosa, angusta, ad 45 cm. longa; racemi ad 10 cm. longi,sim-

plices vel iterum divisi, ± 20-flori, sinuoso-flexiles nee stricti,

iflocculoso-pubescentes, bracteis 1—3 cm. longis ovatis-acumi-

natis instructi . Bractece sub pedicellis + 5 mm. longae, ovatse

vel lanceolatse, cymbiformes. Pedicelli 3—4 mm. longi. Flores

polygami
;
perianthii segmenta sex, fere libera, (viridula?) late

ovata, obtusa, basi breviter unguiculata, integra, patentia,

5 mm. longa, 4 mm. lata, 7-nervia. Stamina 2 mm. longa, ad

basin perianthii inserta, apice curvata, antheris reniformibus

transverse extrorsum dehiscentibus. Ovarium glabrum, carpellis

tribus tantum apice liberis et in stylos tres valde aduncos ex-

currentibus, seminibus immaturis planis disciformibus.

Burma :—In montibus apud pagos shanenses, MacGregor,

826. Altitudo ignota.

Intra regionem Indo-Burmanicam Veratrum aliud adhuc

repertum non est.





II* A new Gentian and two new Swertias from the East

Himalaya.

By W. W. Smith,

The three new species described below were obtained while
on a tour in South-East Sikkim during July-August 1910,
under the auspices of the Botanical Survey of India. Plates

1 and 2 belong to this paper. Plate 1 represents Gentiana pluvi-

arum and Swertia Burkilliana
;

plate 2 represents Swertia
ramosa.

Gentiana pluviarum, W. W. Smith. Inter Chondro-
phyllas ex affinitate Gentiance squarrosce, Ledeb

Planta annua, 2— 4 cm. alta, omnino glabra, caulibus 1—40,

ssepius 8— 10, gracilibus subdecumbentibus. Folia radical ia

4—6, rosulata, 5—6 mm. longa, 2— 3 mm. lata, ovata, subacuta,

sub anthesin marcescentia (inter gramina celata), obscure 3-

nervia
; folia caulina 3—5 paria, 1— I- 5 mm. longa, linearia,

recurvata, apice apiculata, breviter vaginato-eonnata, interno-

dis multum breviora. Flores solitarii
,
perrarius duo, terminates,

tetrameri, albi. Calyx tubulosus, quatuor-dentatus ; tubus us-

que ad 2 mm. longus, 1-5 mm. diametiens, teres ; dentes I mm.
longi, lineares, recurvati foliis persimiles. Corollce tubus
3 mm. longus, 1 mm. diametiens; lobi breves, quadrati. integri

;

plicarum lobuli lobis angustiores sed fere ;equi!ongi. Stamina
vix ad fauces pertinent. Ovarium ovoideum breviter stipita-

turn ; semina irregulariter elliptica.

Sikkim ;—In regione pluviosa orientali apud ovile Cham-
nago et apud hospitium Changu haud procul a faucibus Cho-la

dictis, circ. 12-13000 ped. aAt., Smith, 3527, 3662, 3907. Typi
in herbariis Horti Botanici Regal is Calcuttensis et Horti Bota-

nici Regalis Kewensis conservati.

Swertia ramosa, W. W. Smith. Inter Ophelias tetra-

meras; habitu nescio quo modo Swertiam bimaculatam. Hook. f.

et Thorns., in memoriam reducit; forsan ex affinitate Swertice

dilatatce, Clarke, melius posita est.

Herba robusta, subdiffusa, ad 15 cm. alta, glabra, inter-

dum ramosa.. ramis subdecumbentibus fere ex radice sat crassa

natis, interdum (rarius) singulo. Caules 1—4 subquadrangu-
laris, sub nodis alati. Folia radicalia multa, 3— 8 cm. longa

>
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1—2 cm. lata, lanceolata vel oblanceolata, nonnunquam obo-
vata, in brevem petiolum sensim attenuata, obtusiuscula, sub
anthesin persistentia sed nigrescentia

; folia caulina opposita
nee connata, radicalibus similia, ad 5 cm. longa, 12—18 mm.
lata, 3—5-nervia, omnia ramos axilligerentia. Pedunculorum
longorum in apice /lores 3—5 nascentes formam umbellatam
simulant, vero unus terminalis et 2—4 ultimis foliis per paria
axillantes, etiam in medio ramo 2—4 positi, sat conspicui, testi-

bus incolis coerulei; marcescentes tantum vidi. Sepala quatuor,
late ovata, nonnunquam fere orbicularia, obtusa, 6—8 mm.
longa, 5 mm. lata, 5—7-nervia. Petala paulum sepalis majora,
elliptica

L
unifoveolata

; foveola magna longefimbriata, 3quama
fimbriata obtecta. Ovarium maturescens ovoideum, 8 mm.
longum, stylo fere nullo, seminibus multis fere sphsericis.

Sikkim :—In montibus pluviosis apud hospitium Karpon-
ang dictum circ. 9000 alt., Smith, 3032.

Swertia Burkilliana, W. W. Smith. Inter Eu-Swertias
ponenda; Swertice Thomsoni, Clarke, proxima, sed floribus
minonbus tetrameris claro distincta.

Planta robusta, erecta, glabra. Radix perennis, lignosa,
10—12 cm. longa, 2—3 cm. diametiens. Caulis singulus, 30 cm.
altus, subquadrangularis

, solidus, subflexuosus. Folia radicalia
4—6; lamina 7—10 cm longa, 2 -2-5 cm. lata, petiolo 10—15
cm. longo, elhptica-spathulata, obtusa

; folia caulina 3—6 paria
quorum sub mflorescentiffi regione 1—2 paria posita, usque
ad

>
cm longa sed sarins 4-5 cm., usque ad 3 cm. lata, ses-

8

in
a,

io
PtlCa Vel elliPtico-°vata, obtusa, basi non connata,

n — 1 2-nervia. Flores permulti
, pro sectione Euswertiarum m i no-

res, m cymisdensia paniculate, terminalibus et in foliis superio-rs axillantibus compositi
; pedunculi ad 4 cm. longi, pedi-
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Restat ut meo amico I. H. Burkill qui harum specierum
affinitates mihi indicavit gratias iustissimas aaam.

Tabularum explicatis.

Tabula I :—7 Swertice Burkilliance planta flos, ovarium,
figure i, ii, iii.

Gentiance pluviarum planta, et fructus cum calyce, et

corolla cum staminibus, figure iv, v, vi.

Tabula II :

—

Swertice ramosce planta et flos.





12. Swertias chinenses quatuor Novas
t

ex herbario G. Bonati,

dcscripsit

I. H. BURKILL.

Swertia (Pleurogyne) Bonatiana. Planta annua, glabra,

ramosa, ad 15 cm. alta; rami ex tertio et superioribus inter-

nodiis quadrangulares, anguste quadri-alati, purpurei. Folia

lanceolata, sessilia, apice acuta vel acutiuscula, trinervia,

nervis lateralibus obscuris, majora ad 15 mm. longa et 5 mm.
lata. Flores numerosissimi, eonspicui; pedicelli ad 10 mm.
longi, angustissime quadri-alati. Sepala quinque, fere ad basin

libera, linearia, acutissima, ad 9 mm. longa, obscure trinervia,

parte connata ad 1 mm, longa. Petala fere libera, elliptico-

ovata, ad 14 mm. longa, ad 6 mm. lata, (teste Ducloux) alba

coeruleo-striata, ad basin ut videtur bifoveolata. Stamina ad
basin corollae affixa ; filamenta 5 mm. longa ; antherae dorsi-

fixae, 4 mm. longae
;

pollen tetrahedroideo-globosum, laeve.

Ovarium 9 mm. longum ; stigma ad tertiam partem basin versus

descendens.

China Australis. In montibus provinciae Yunnan prope
Yunnansen, legit Ducloux, 526. Floret mense Decembri.

Swertia (Ophelia) Duclouxii. Planta 50—60 cm. alta,

erecta, annua, pyramidato-fastigiata, glabra. Caules quad-
rangulares, virides, anguste quadri-alati. Folia inferiora ad 30
mm. longa, late lanceolata, ad 6 mm. lata, superiora ovata
breviora, omnia acuta; nervus medialis conspicuus; nervi

laterales duo inconspicui. Flores numerosissimi, pentameri.

Calycis tubus 1 mm. longus, infundibuliformis, quinque-angu-

latus ad
mm. lati. Corollce tubus *5 mm longus; lobi anguste ovati,

acutissimi, ad 10 mm. longi, 2*5 mm. lati, bifoveolati; foveolae

2 mm. longae, in parte inferiori poculam parvam formantes, et

in parte superiori ob membra nas laterales setigeras ex cornubus
poculae extensas canaliculatae. Stamina ad basin corollae lobo-

rum inserta ; filamenta 3 mm. longa; antherae 15 mm. longae,

dorsifixae
;

pollen tetrahedroideo-globosum. Ovarium 7 mm.
longum : stylus perbrevis ; stigmatis lobi latiores quam longi-

ores. Semina subglobosa, 25 mm. diametro, subtuberculata.

China Australis. In montibus boream versus urbis

Yunnansen, legit Ducloux, 933. Floret mense Septembri.
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Swertia (Ophelia) rosea. Planta annua, erecta, pyrami-
dalis, glabra. Gaulis quadrangularis, anguste quadri-alatus,

nigro-purpureus . Folia petiolata, elhptico-lanceolata, ad 20
mm. longa, ad 8 mm. lata, trinervia, acuta vel subacuminata

;

petiolus ad 4 mm. longus. Flores magni, 30 mm. diametro,
(teste Ducloux) rosei, pentameri. Sepala libera, linearta, acuta,
ad 11 mm. longa, 1*5 mm. lata. Corollce tubus 1 mm. longus;
lobi ovati, ad 18 mm. longi, 8 mm. lati, 5—7-nerves, ad basin
bifoveolati; foveolse in parte inferiori poculiformes , supra
ob membranas fimbrilliferas ex cornubus pocularum ad 2 mm.
extensas canaliculatse. Stamina ad basin loborum inserta;
filamenta 6 mm. longa; antherae dorsifixse, 3 mm. longse; pollen
subellipsoideo-globosum. Ovarium ovoideum, 6 mm. longum,
stigma versus angustatum.

China Australis. In montibus Tching-chan dictis prope
Yunnansen, legit Ducloux, 323. Floret mense Novembri.

Swertia patens. Planta depressa, 1'orsan perennis, glabra.
Radix singula. Caules decumbentes, subquadrani;ulares, virides.
Foha lineari-oblanceolata, ad 45 mm. longa, 3 mm. lata,
crassiuscula. Flores conspicui, 4-meri. Sepala libera, ad 15
mm. longa, ex basi ovata 4 mm. lata in acumine lanciformi 6
mm. longo extensa. Corollce tubus 15 mm. longus: lobi
sepaks paullulo breviores, ovati, acuti, ad 13 mm. longi, 5 mm.
lati^ m parte inferiori bifoveolati ; foveolse conspicuissimse, in
parte inferiori 1 mm. longa poculiformes , in parte superiori ad
^ mm. longa ob marginem pocula3 fimbrilligeram indusiatse.
btamina ad basin corollse loborum inserta : filamenta 7 mm.
longa; anther* 2 mm. longae, dorsifixse; pollen orbiculare.
Ovarium ovoia&nm crmVUfi'm ;« „+,.i„ i i

Chinav^miN a australis. Ad Mou-tchou-ka in regione Kiao-kia
provmcise Yunnan, collegit Simeon Ten, 934. Floret mense



13* Descriptions of three new species of Alg« associated

with Indian Freshwater Polyzoa.

By Prof. Wm. West, with notes by N. Annandale, D.Sc.

[The algae described in this paper were taken in the Sur
Lake, near Puri in Orissa, in October 1908, and in Igatpuri Lake
in the Western Ghats, Bombay Presidency, in November 1909.

The specimens examined by Professor West were preserved in

formalin or spirit.—N. A.J

Tolypothbix lophopodellophila (W. West), fuscescens,

floccosa, trichomatibus pseudoramulisque dense intricatis ; eel-

lulis ssepe distinctis, interdum indistinctissimis, quadratis vel

aliquo modo longioribus quam latis ; vaginis amplis, subirre-

gularibus ad marginem; heterocystis 1—3 ad basin pseudora-

mulorum, oblongo-rotundatis, diametro l\—2-plo longioribus,

trichomatis diametro paulo crassioribus.

In stagnis cum Lophopodella carteri associata.

[This alga was found coating the stems of shrubs that grew
in the water at the edge of Igatpuri Lake. It formed irregular

w of a dark green colour. More or less distinct-

ly embedded in these masses were numerous colonies of the
polyzoon Lophopodella carteri (Hyatt), a species also found,
often gregariously, on the lower surface of stones in the same
lake. Those colonies, however, which were

masses

associ

alga were of unusually vigorous growth, occurred in unusually
large numbers in a comparatively small space, and did not
avoid the light as the species usually appears to do.—N. A.]

Dactylococcopsis pectinatbllophila (W. West), cellulis

anguste ellipticis, fusiformibus, vel interdum oblique sublanceo-
latis et subirregularibus, contentu cellularum pallide aeru-

gineis et homogeneis. Lat. cell. 3—55 fx ; long, cell. 8—13 p.

[The cells of this alga were found embedded in the com-
mon gelatinous investment of compound colonies of Pectinar

tella burmanica which encased the stems of reeds growing, in

very shallow water, in the middle of the Sur Lake near Puri*

In life they had a dark green colour. From the biological

point of view the main interest of the species lies in the ques-
tion raised by its occurrence in the gelatinous investing mem-
brane of a species of Pectinatella, one of the generic peculiari-

ties of which is the existence of an investment of the kind
common to several or many colonies. It has hitherto been
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assumed that the investment was produced by the polyzoon,
but there seems to be no direct evidence that this is the
case, and the question naturally occurs, is not it rather pro-

duced by a symbiotic alga ? The polyzoon does not appear to

possess any special mechanism for its secretion, whereas algse

of the genus Dactylococcopsis are usually contained in a gela-

tinous mass. I am not aware that any such alga has been des-
cribed from the Palaearctic species of Pectinatella, but the fact
that in their case also the investment has a greenish colour
would suggest that one is associated with them.—N. A.]

Microcystis orissica (W. West) ; colonise subsph seric se

,

sordide olivaceae, 24—40/* lat.
; interdum 48/i lat.; cellulis

subellipsoideis, serugineis, 08—09 ,< lat., rarius 1*0 n lat.

Colonise cum Pectinatella burmanicd associatse.

[The colonies of this alga were found associated, perhaps
fortuitously, with the compound colonies of Pectinatella bur-
manica in the investment of which Dactylococcopsis pectina-
tellophila occurred, the locality being Sur Lake near Puri,
Orissa.—N. A.]

EXPLANATION OF PLATE III.

Figs. 1—5, Tolypothrix lophopodellophila
, sp. nov

Fig. 6, Dactylococcopsis pectinalellophila , sp. nov.
Fitrs. 7—

9

5 Microcystis orissica, sp. nov.
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14. Note on Sterculia alata Roxb, var* irregularis,—

a

remarkable instance of leaf variation*

By W. W. Smith.

In the Royal Botanic Garden, Sibpur, Calcutta, there is a

Sterculia alata which has attained the normal size of the species

in this area and which has been known for many years as

affording a very striking instance of leaf variation. The tree

measures at four feet from the base, just over five feet in cir-

cumference and is about 70 feet high. In growth it is not dis-

tinguishable from a typical tree of this species and is prob-

ably one of a batch of Sterculias planted out at the same
time, approximately 40 years ago, the majority of which form
an adjoining avenue. The flowers and fruits are quite normal
but, whereas the leaves of the ordinary Sterculia a?zia are

cordate, ovate, acute, with an entire or slightly undulating
margin, the leaves in this abnormal form present a great

variety of shapes and it is difficult to find any two alike. As
far as I am aware, the amount of irregularity is without
parallel. Crotons show variation on somewhat the same lines

but the remarkable feature here is the amount of variation in

the leaves of the single tree.

The leaves are palmi-nerved with normally 7 main veins

(more rarely 5-6) radiating from the apex of the petiole. Of
these the outer two are much weaker than the others. The
chief lines of variation are:

(1) Deep lobing.

(2) Excessive elongation of one lobe, generally that of

the central vein but not always so.

(3) Elongation of one lobe with contraction at its base

so as in some cases to leave only the midrib and
thus cut off a leaflet.

(4) Development of only one half of the leaf—on one
side of the midrib only.

(5) Variation in size.

Several of these variations may occur in one and the same
leaf. The accompanying illustration (plate 4) gives some idea
of the degree of variation. The local name for this tree is the
pagla gdchh or mad tree.

Some years ago experiments were made with a view to

finding out what percentage of the seeds of this tree produced
plants like the parent. The seeds of the first three fruit-bear-

*ng ysars were sown, with the result that 3 to 5 per cent, of
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the seedlings showed variation, and about 1 per cent, as great
a variation as the mother tree. During these three years the
percentage of abnormality apparently rose as noted by Lieut.

-

Col. Prain to whom I am indebted for the information concern-
ing these experiments. In 1910 the trial of seeds was re-
peated; out of 100 planted, 91 germinated, and from these 89
healthy potplants were obtained. Of these only six show
variation, and of these only two very marked. This gives a
higher percentage than wa3 observed in the first fruit-years.

It is impossible to say from the young stages of the plant
how far the mature tree will continue, decrease or augment
these variations, and experiments on the young trees are being
proceeded with. One young tree planted out ten years ago is
growing well and promises to be as aberrant in foliage as the
original. As nothing has been published regarding this tree,
and as it is desirable that the abnormality should be on record,
1 nave written this preliminary note for the consideration of
the members of the Society.
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15. A Visit to Kapala-Muchan.

By Anand Koul.

During my last inspection tour towards Supayan, I paid a

a place
Kapala-Muchan or Digom on 20th June, 1909. This is

Hindu pilgrimage situated in the south-western
corner of the Valley about 24 miles from Srinagar. There are
three springs here close to one another. At the main spring is

an old lifigam, rough and unhewn, and also some old sculptured
stone images said to have been unearthed from the adjacent
fields.

2. Recently the priests of this place, named Laksman
Bayu and Visna Bayu, while digging near the point
where the waters of the three springs meet, discovered a stone
with a Sanskrit inscription in Sarada character. As this is

only a fragment, the exact meaning of the inscription cannot
be made out.
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It would seem that there was an ancient monument here
into which this stone, giving an account of the builder, had
been set up. There is at present no visible sign of any monu-
ment at this place, but if excavations are conducted some of its
relics might be unearthed.

The priests have since succeeded in unearthing another
fragment of the inscribed stone, and it is far more important
than the one previously found , inasmuch as it gives the date

the monument in which the engraved stone had been erected.
This inscription, like that of the stone previously dis-

covered is in Sanskrit in the Sarada character and of the same
style and purport. I give below a hand copy of it

:
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but Brahma, who then had live heads, told Siva falsely from

his fifth mouth that he had seen the end of the lingam.

Siva knew that what he had said was untrue ; so he, getting

enraged, cut off Brahma's fifth head for having told a lie,

and then dismissed them both saying that neither of them

was greater than the other. But the sin of cutting off the

head remained attached to Siva. In order to get rid of it, he

performed different pilgrimages, yet it did not leave him.

Afterwards he went to Kapala-Muchan, and lo ! here the sin left

him. Since then this pilgrimage is called Degrami (now short-

ened into Digom) or Kapala-Muchan, the former implying " the

village where afterwards Siva had to go " and the latter " the

place where the sin of cutting off the head went away," When
was

children

by their Sraddha being performed here.

4. A fair is annually held here in August on the 12th of

the bright fortnight of Sawan. Thousands of people collect

here that day, and those who have lost their children during the

past twelve months perform their Sraddha and give their

clothes, ornaments, etc., in charity . The priests keep a

number of young boys and girls here on the occasion, and
people make them wear the clothes, ornaments, etc. A boy is

made to wear a deceased boy's things, and a girl a deceased

girl's, and then the articles are given away as offerings in the

name of the deceased. It is also believed by the Hindus that

if a living creature is accidentally killed by any one and he

gives an image of it, made of gold or silver, in charity here,

he gets rid of that sin as Siva got of his, so at the annual

fair several people may be seen giving golden and silver

images of different creatures in charity.





i6, Methylamine Nitrite (Methylammonium Nitrite).

i

By Prafulla Chandra Ray and Jitbndra Nath Rakshit

(Preliminary note.)

When mercuric nitritie solution is treated with dilute

ammonia, a precipitate of dimereurammonium nitrite is

formed and ammonium nitrite remains in solution (Trans.,

Chem. Soc. 1902, Vol. 81, 644). Recently, a solution of mer-
curic nitrite was similarly treated with dilute methylamine.
The precipitate which was thus obtained proved on analysis to

be dimercurammonium nitrite, pure and simple. 1 The filtrate,

amounting to about 25 c.c, was distilled in a vacuum at tem-
peratures gradually raised from 45°—50°. (Gf. decomposition
and sublimation of ammonium nitrite, Trans., Chem. Soc. 1909,

Vol. 95, 345).

In the earlier stages of the operation water distilled off

with minute bubbles of nitrogen; but later on the " click
M

remained persistent and water alone was given off. When the

solution had attained the consistency of a thick syrup the

temperature was raised to 60°; minute bubbles once more began
to be evolved. This stage was maintained from 3 to 4 hours,

after which on removal of the distilling tube from the water-bath,
the liquid crystallised en masse. On heating the crystals to
-reo
i 5 rapid decomposition took place, the products being methyl
alcohol, water and nitrogen—the characteristic reaction

between a primary amine and nitrous acid. The crystals

which were of a pale yellow colour also copiously liberated

iodine from an acidified potassium iodide solution.

We are at present engaged in preparing the homologues of

the series by the above method and also by the double decom-
position between the corresponding methylamine halides and
silver nitrite. We hope to communicate the details of the
experiments at an early date. It may be added for the
present that by this latter method we have obtained a much
larger and purer yield of methylamine nitrite.

1 The following two equations evidently represent the two reac-
tions :

(1) 2Hg (N0 2 )a + 4 NH4 OH=NHg2 NO* + 3 NH4 N0 2 + 4 H20.
(2) 2Hg (NOa )* +4NHs CH3OH=NHg 2 NO*+ 3 NH8 CH3 NO a

+ CH8OH +3HqO.
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shirsha*

By B. A. Gupte.

M

In the Shiva-ratri-vrat-katha of the Linga-Puran, there is

a story about Shivaratra, the 14th or dark night of the month
of Magh. It runs :

—

In the mountainous border-land of Pratyanta there lived
a hunter named Lubdhaka. He earned his livelihood by shikar.
On the day just named, he was arrested by his creditors and
confined in a Shiva's temple. There he saw the emblem of
Shiva and heard his name repeated by the devotees. * Shiva/

'

" Shiva." he began repeating out of jest; the result was that
his sins began disappearing in proportion. In the afternoon
of the day, some of the worshippers subscribed a sum sufficient

to meet the demand of the creditor and released him. He
then went to the south to hunt Night overtook him, he had
no food ; that worked as a fast. He went to a tank and sat
on the branch of a tree of Bad (Mgle marmelos) sacred to
Shiva. In order to clear the vision, he plucked the leaves of
the tree and threw them down. They fell on Shiva that lay
hidden below. All these unconscious acts added to his credit.
At the end of the first quarter of the night, there came to the
tank a doe big with youngs* He aimed an arrow, she spoke
to him in human voice, promised to return after laying down
her foetus, and went away. Then came another doe in heat.
It was her breeding season. She spoke, she swore, she was
allowed to go. She was followed by a black buck in search of

her. The same thing happened. Lastly .came a doe with
young ones : she also was allowed to go. They all returned to
the hunter as promised. He was a changed man. He refused
to kill them. He and the antelope family were all taken to the
Nalcshatra-lok or heaven.

The story has been published in the Shivalila-mrita, but
there is no mention of the constellation. The following ex-

tracts from the text give the origin of the Mriga-nakshatra or
the fifth mansion of the Moon. (Fig. 4.) The meaning is :

" Oh Mriga, go to the position of a Nakshatra, with your
family, that constellation shall be named after you. The way
the two does went to heaven is still visible. There are two
bright stars near the constellation. They represent Lubdhak,
the hunter. Below these, there are three more bright stars.

They are called Mrig-shirsha, literally the head of an antelope.
In front of the constellation are two stars representing the
young ones, and a third one to mark the position of the doe.
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This bright King of Antelopes still gloriously shines in the
sky."

Colebrook and Burgess say that Lubdhak or- Sirius is a
star m the belt of Orionis, but Bentley says that it is Tauri '

A. A. Macdonell 2 says that Sirius is Lubdhak. Sir Monier
Williams 3 also calls it Sirius, but adds another story. He savs
that while Brahma was pursuing his own daughter as an
antelope Shiva threw an arrow at him. It is seen in its head.
In the Puran under consideration, it is said that the first doe
was an apsara or celestial maiden. She loved a demon and wa.
cursed by Shiva that she would become a doe, and that her
lover would be turned into a black buck. In the Hindu Sid-
dhanta, Lubdhak is the Yog-tara of the constellation. In the
Ratna-mala this constellation is shaped like the head of an
antelope as its name indicates. (See fig. 4

)In the Zodiac, the 9th mansion is Sagittarius shaped like a
hunting centaur^ (Fig. 1.) ] t is god Negal of the Assyrians.
Egyptian and Hindu astronomers give merely the bow as its

S. ' St *,°
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\Greek8-* (Figure 3 is however taken from

Brennand s Hindu Astronomy.)
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* Encyclopaedia Britannica.
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yanas or attendant spirits of Shiva. Thus (1) Shiva, and (2)

Parvati as Gemini, (3) Taurus as his sacred bull Nandi, (4) Leo
asParvati's charger Lion, and (5) the group of stars called Cancer

as the ganas of Shiva with their ish or chief Ganesh complete

what is known as Shiva-Panchayatana— five in one (Fig. 5).

This, I believe, is a new idea not recorded before. I therefore

submit it to the Society for further investigation. If Sagit-

tarius is god Negal of the Assyrians, if Virgo is the Venus of

the Grsecians. if Lubdhak is a manifestation of Shiva of the

Hindus, there is reason to believe that Gemini or Mithun is the

eternal Yugma of Shiva, and that Taurus, Leo, and Cancer are

its concomitants. I reproduce the figures for ready reference

and for contemplation of the celestial origin of god Shiva.

(Fig. 6).

The southern border-land Pratyanta points to the equatoft

The confinement of the hunter means his disappearance below
the horizon, the intervening stars in the celestial orb between
Sirius and Gemini are possibly the bael leaves, and the way the

antelopes took is possibly the well-known milky way.
This is not a new way of thinking. E. W Maunder in his

" Astronomy without a Telescope " tells us at page 11, that
1 In several cases there are groups of figures which form some-
thing like a connected story; Hercules and the Dragon, Perseus

and Andromeda are examples.''

The story of the hunter and the antelope with the con-

nected group of the Shiva's Panchayatana are but examples
of the same process when examined through Hindu spectacles.

Extracts from the Text.

II HT*lf facra *fanft ITzfM nwre fif II

ft

II
e\&& *l*l cTT^imt fafatf flfq *rft»f II ^» n

II <TI*T f*f«* «f*W *WIift* a^J% || *^ ||

ii wivrwr fecrtf ma ga^T w*\ awFt 11

ii tome f^^Tfir ^?^f srNanjwr ii m 8 II
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.

The following extract speaks for itself

:

" The Vedas do not seem to inculcate this form of worship,
and the lingam is undoubtedly one of the most ancient idol

objects of homage adopted in India, subsequently to the ritual
of the Vedas.
The worship of Shiva seems to have come about the begin-

ning of the Christian era, from the basin of the Lower Indus.
through Rajputana, and to have displaced the nature worship
of the Vedas. 5

Cychpaed India
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18. Father A. Monserrate's Description of Delhi (1581),

Firoz Shah's Tunnels.

By Rev. H. Hosten, S.J,

JNow that the coming Darbar turns all eyes wistfully towards

the old capital, special interest attaches to Father Anthony

Monserrate's (S.J.) description of the place, the earliest on

record by a European. Though the work from which I am
about to quote (Mongolicae Legationis Commentarius, MS.)

was completed only in January 1591 , and that under pathetic

circumstances, the writer being then in prison at Sena in

Arabia, his description of Delhi is in reality ten years older.

There can be no doubt that Monserrate recorded his impres-

sions of Delhi in 1581, * when he passed through it in the suite

of Akbar, then on his way to Kabul. In May 1582, Monserrate

left Fathpur Sikri for Goa never to return to Akbar's

Court.

[55a. 3] "From Matura we arrived in six days at Deli, a

most opulent and large city situated on the Jomanes. Here had

stood, from the time of the Christian Kings, the throne of the

Indian [Hindu] Kings; here sat, after them, the Patan Kings.

Here, too, it was that Emaum [Humayun], Zelaldin's [Jalal-

uddin Akbar's] father, who delighted to reside here, so long

as he lived, closed his days through an accident.* He lies

buried in a tomb of great size which his son Zelaldin con-

structed [556] amidst most beautiful gardens. Such was the

love and fidelity felt for him by one of his wives, the mother

of Mirsachim, the King of Chabul, against whom Zelaldin was

marching, that she built a house near the tomb and watched

over it during the remainder of her life. 3 Up to her death she

spent there her widowhood in prayers to God and alms-deeds

1 Akbar left Fathpur Sikri on a warlike expedition against his

brother Mirza Muhammad Hakim, King of K&bul, 'on the 6th before

the Ides of February 1581/ i.e. February 8.

2 " As his [Akbar's] father, whose name was Emaum, was walking

on the terrace of the palace, he bent, as people do, over the parapet,

leaning on a reed (arundini); his staff fell, and he was precipitated

headlong into the garden. To this awful and sudden fall he suc-

cumbed."—(Monserr. MS., fol. 226.)

3 Cf. Saiyad Ahmad Khan, Description des Monuments de Delhi

en 1852, d'apres le texte Hindoustani, transl. by Garcin de Tassy,

Reprint, Imprimerie Jmperiale, 1861, Pt. II, Ch. 67, p 136, or Journ.

Asiat, 5e Serie, Vol. XVI, 1860, p. 445. " La Begam Nabab Haji, veuve

de Humayun, fit entreprendre. en 973 de V hejire (1565 de J. C.), la

construction de ce tombeau, qui fat termine dans l'espace de seize ana,
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to the poor, five hundred of whom she used to feed- Example

worthy of a heroine, no doubt, had she been a Christian. 1

"The Agarenes [Muhammadans], as some one has aptly

written, are the apes of the Christians;*2 indeed, in many
things they imitate Christian piety, without deserving the

reward of piety, for they stray from the true faith, [the true]

religion and [true] charity.

"The ornaments of Deli are its public edifices, the

citadel in particular, which was built by Eamaum, the wall

surrounding the city, and several temples [mosques ?] , especially

that which King Peruz [Firoz Shah, 1351—1388] is said to have

made. It is a magnificent structure, built of white marble,

excellently polished. The mortar, which is dazzling white,

mixture makes it shine

like a mirror. This mixture of milk and lime binds the parts

so firmly together as to prevent cracks, and, when polished, it

gives a most beautiful gloss. Peruz, a Patan by birth, was a

man much given to piety. All over his kingdom, at every

second mile, inns were built by his order; [near by] large

spreading trees (patulam arborem) were planted for shade and
beauty; [56a] a well was dug where men and beasts could

slake their thirst, and a temple [mosque?] erected where
travellers might pray to God. On both sides of the roads,

wherever the land allowed it, were planted long avenues of

trees affording shade to the weary wayfarer. He bridged
torrents, rivers and ravines; levelled roads, and built cause-

ways of stone (lapides stravit) over marshy and boggy places

;

in a word he left nothing undone that tended to magnificence
and public comfort

"On a ridge (in saltu), about three miles from Deli, he
constructed a palace of wonderful size and beauty, and erected
on the terrace a massive marble pillar, all of one piece, thirty
feet high and about five feet thick. 8 Again, he tunnelled out
a subterranean passage about forty stadia in length , as far as

et qui lui couta quinze lakhs de roupies. Depuis lora il a servi de
sepulture aux membres de la maison royale do Timur." For a descrip-
tion of the mausoleum and garden, see ibid.

. «
l

.

C1JSaiyaD Ahmad Khan, cp. ciL
y Vt. II, Ch. 64, or Jour. AsiaL,

5e Sene, Vol. XVI, 1860, p. 431 :
" Ce fut la B6eam Nabab Haji, veuve

de Humayun Padschah, qui fit batircecaravansSrail ['Arab Sara] aupre
du tombeau du Sultan Humayun, en V an 6 du regno d' Akbar, 968 de
I Mgire (1560 de J. C). Cet edifice servit k loger trois cents Arabes,
et ce fut amsi qu'on le nomma le caravanserail des Arabes ('Arab

i i

* ^expression is strong, but the meaning is c*ear : there is a great
deal of natural piety outside the pale of revealed Religion.

* ihe golden
,
pillar is a single shaft of pale pinkish sand-stone,

feet 7 inches in length, of whieh the upper portion, 35 feet in length,
has received a very h.gh polish, while the remainder is left quite rough.
Its upper diameter is 25-3 inches, and its lower diameter 38-8 inches"
Of. Oev. Cttnntngham, Arch. Report, 1862 p 17
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old Deli, (where Christian Kings are believed to have lived).

This he did that he might, whenever he pleased, withdraw

from the affairs and cares of state, and repair alone and

without attendants to that pleasure-seat for the sake of dis-

traction. Man\ if they were

was

true and had been coupled with faith in Christ—would have

merited him for these benefits a place in heaven. With the

exception of the Mongol garrison, the town is inhabited by

rich and wealthy Brachmanas. Hence, the private buildings

add not a little to the splendour of the town. The country

abounds in stone and lime, [566] and the well-to-do build, not

low and tumble-down houses, but substantial, lofty, well-

adorned residences. Thanks to Emaum, who delighted in

fond of magnificent cities and broad roads,

the streets are large, contrary to the custom of the Agarenes,

and picturesque. The splendid avenues of trees in the middle

of the streets are an ornament in themselves, while their

leafy green sheds a pleasant shade around. It would be too

long to descant on the suburbs, which are many, or to enlarge

on the beauty of the gardens on both sides of the Jomanes,

which nearly fringes the town on the east. Suffice it to say

that under a benign sky they produce in abundance every

variety of crops and fruits. Indeed, the country round about

Deli is extremely rich and fertile. The ruins, towers, and

half-crumbling walls of old Deli still attest that it was once a

famous town ; it lies about thirty-two stadia from and some-

what to the west of the new city.

I need add little in comment. To residents in Delhi or

to those who have visited the place, the allusions are clear

enough. All will recognize in the marble pillar erected by

Firoz Shah the famous Asoka lat. We can only wonder why
Father Monserrate, generally so detailed in his descriptions,

should have made no allusion to the inscriptions. Not so

W. Finch, or rather Purchas, his editor.

It matters little if Monserrate'spet theory about Christian

Kings having once ruled at Delhi cannot be defended. The
general accuracy of his description of Firoz Shah's reign is amply

borne out by the Muhammadan historians, notably by the

Tahakdt-i-Akbari and Firishta. They mention among his works

of public utility:—"Five canals (band-i-jiu)
,

[Firishta says

TO"]; 4 Mosques [Firishta says "40"]; 30 Colleges; 20

Monasteries (khdnkdh) ; 100 Palaces (kushk) ; 200 Caravanserais

(rabdi) ; 300 Towns ; 5 Tanks {Muz) ; 5 Hospitals ; 100 Mausolea

;

10 Baths; 10 Monumental Pillars {mindra); 150 Wells; 100

Bridges; and gardens beyond number." Cf. Elliot, Hist of

India. IV, 18 n. 1.

9 5

t i r

E. Thomas writes :

—

4 'One of the many deficiencies a modern mind detects
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in the long list of buildings, canals, dams, bridges, and other
works enumerated by him, is the total omission of even the
name of a road. India's greatest want, and the deficiency of
which the Sultan had so signally experienced while personallym command of retiring armies." (Cf. The Chron. of the Pathdn
Kings of

It should not surprise us, if some of the works executed
under Firdz Shah had been attributed by fulsome flatterers to
ater rulers, m particular to Akbar and Jahanglr. It has been
the casein so many other instances. At any rate, let it be
noted that Monserrate, who was Prince Murad's tutor, derived
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,
mself
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gical Reports; but, though both Mr. Maclagan and myself

examined independently every reference to Delhi in Mr. V. A.

Smith's General Index to Vols. I—XXIII, we failed to discover

it.

We were more successful in another direction. In Descrip-

tion des Monuments de Delhi en 1852, d' apres le texte Hindous-
tani de Saiyid Ahmad Khan, par M. Garcin de Tassy, Paris,

Imprimerie Imperiale, 1861, pt.I, p. 26, ' we have a much clearer

reference to the tunnels with sufficient proof that even as late

as 1852 the tradition concerning them was not yet extinct.

[Ch.] XIII. Kuschak of Firoz Schah, or Kotila of Firoz

Schah.

In the year 755 of the hegira (1354 A.D.), when it was
Firoz Schah's turn to reign, he had this castle (kuschak) erected

on the border of the river, 2 on the confines of the place called

Kddin
y

s and near to [attenant a) this kuschak, he built a town.
In this palace, they had made three subterranean passages

(conduits), so as to be able to ride out that way with the

women of the palace (afin de pouvoir sortir par la sur des mon-
tures avec les femmes du palais)* There was a passage of three

jarihf on the side of the river, another near the belvedere, 6

two cosses long, and a third on the side of Old Dehli, five

cosses in length. Now, it is evident that by Old Dehli we
must understand the castle and town of Raja Pithaura, for

the third passage is in that place, and very old people say that

he went as far as a marvellous place and a special basin
[tank.]" 7

1 Reprinted from Journal Asiatique, 5e S6rie, Vol. XV (I860),

pp. 508—536; Vol. XVI (I860), pp. 190—254; 392—451 ; 52 1—543; Vol
XVII (1861), pp. 77—97. Mr. J. P. Thompson, Divisional Judge, Delhi,
does not know of any edition of 1852. He writes to Mr. E_. D. Maclagan :

There are four editions of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's Awru-s-sariadid;
the 1st ed., which came out in 1847 ; a Newal Kishor ed.. of which
I do not know the date ; the very rare 1854 ed. ; and the Cawnpore ed.

of 1904 (Nami Press). Most of the copies of the ed. of 1854 were
destroyed in the Mutiny. That must have been the ed. used by Garcin
de Tassy. The 1904 ed.,.as the preface states, was intended to combine
the strong points of the eds. of 1847 and 1854, It came out six years
after the author's death. We may assume, therefore, that, where the
1904 ed. differs from that of 1847, it reproduces with verbal alterations
only theed. of 1854."

* [The next four references belong to the original here quoted.
1

Tartkh-i Firischta. [Cf. Elliot, Hist, of India, vi, 225.]
8 Tarikh-i Firo^ Schdhi and Shams-i Sirdj 'Aftf. [Cf. Klliot, Hist,

of India, III, IV, VIII.]
Ayin Akbery. [I note that there is nothing corresponding to this

passage on Delhi in Gladwin's translation of the Ain Akbari. Vol. II,

pp. 104-105]
5 Land-measure varying according to localities. (Cf . Elliot, Glossary

of Indian terms.

)

The Kushki Shikar, as will be seen further.
7 Thespecial basin of which there is question here must be the Hauz

' Alai or Hauz-i Khdss (special basin) described by Ahmad Khan, Pt. IT,

«

.
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Clearest of all is the text in the Ain, Colonel Jarrett's

translation, ii, 279. It brings us back much nearer to the

passage in Carr Stephen.
" Sultan Firoz (1351—88) gave his own name to a large

town which he founded, and by a cutting from the Jumna
brought its waters to flow hy. He likewise built another

palace at a distance of 3 kos from Firozabad, named Jahdn-
numd (the world-view). Three subterranean passages were
made wide enough to admit of his passing along in mounted
procession with the ladies of his harem; that towards the

river, 5 jaribs in length; the second towards the Jahdnnumd,
2 kos, and the third to Old Delhi, 3 kos.

1 '

We may remark at once that, according to the Ain, the
third tunnel to Old Delhi was only 3 kos long, whereas the
text of Ahmad Khan and Carr Stephen speaks of 5 kos. This
divergence may be due to a different reading in the work con-
sulted by Ahmad Khan. We note also that whereas, according
to the Am, the tunnel to the Jahdnnumd was 2 kos long, tin-

distance between Firozabad and the Jahdnnumd is said to have
been 3 kos in length.

The Jahdnnumd is identical with the Kushk-i Shikar.
"The same king {Firoz Schdh) had had another palace con-
structed at a distance of three cosses from the town of Firoza-
bad (of. Tdrikh-i Firischta)

: besides the edifices of which we
have

.

spoken, and had given it the name of Jdhan Numd
(belvedere, literally, the world-viewing edifice). Between the
Kushak of Firoz Shah, and this palace, a subterranean passage,
two cosses in length, had been constructed. It is that way
that the king would go out in palanquin with the women of
the palace." Cf. Saiyad Ahmad Khan, op. cit., Pt. I, Ch.

< h. 19, p. 9S; in Journ. Asiat. ,
5e Serie, XVI, 397. Itis near Firoz Shah's

^T?/-
"
^
nFirozSMh '

8timeit hadbecomefilled with mud {FutuhdtFiroz
ScMht and Akhbdr Ulakhbar) and there was no water ; but this Sultan
had it completely cleaned about the year 755 of the hegira (1354 A.D.)
and^ had all the parts repaired which had suffered (Futuhdt-i Firoz
bchah). Mr. J. P. Thompson writes concerning the above passage in
the text: 'The 1854 ed. of the Amnt-sannadld seems to differ from

f

S
*i r a<<

lJ*' ?' P\ 2
,

12-1006 ed.. Pt. I, p. 85. In the description
of the Badi Manzil. which is, of course, the • endroit merveilleux ' of
farcin de Tassy, Sayyid Ahmad says: "It is said that Firoz Shah
made an underground passage (naqb) by which he used to go mounted
trom the fortress of Firozabad [i.e. the Kotla] vid this building to the
™p'?;aM -P?

18 1S tlT only »&*ence to tunnels in the 1847 ed.
The Badi Manzil ,a popularly and, I imagine, correctly known as the

Mandate about here : one in
rughlaqabad

;
the Bije Mandal, and the Sher Mandal, in the Purana

Qil a, where Humayun met his death. In the 1904 ed. occurs the

KSS5 £s ^ by farcin de Tassy. Apparently, in 1847, Sayyid

£&2 ^ t
n

.

ot
.
kno* °f the account in the Am i-Akbarl. The

original, car le troisieme conduit se trouvre en ce lieu '
is simply:

v^TSS!Jff^ ™"> "I
^^ k° hai'=h<*»™ the third tunnel is inthis

xery direction, wh.ch ,s not so definite as de Tassy's translation."
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XIV, p. 29, or Journ. Asiat., 5e Serie, XV, 535. There was
another Jahdnnumd in Tughlaqabad, but that is not the one
meant here. Cf. ibid., Pt. I, Ch. X, p. 22, or Journ. Asiat.,

ibid., p. 529.

From this it is clear that, whoever be the author of the

passage quoted by Carr Stephen, it is a correct interpretation

of either Saiyad Ahmad Khan or of the Am.
It is, certainly, interesting to note that in Carr Stephen's

time (1876) traces of the tunnel between Firozabad and the

Kushk-i Shikar were still visible. They are there still. "Within
a few yards on the north of Hindu Rao's house on the ridge,

is a deep hollow, and on its northern side there are two low
openings together forming one entrance, which seem to lead

into a tunnel. The people in the neighbourhood also point
out an air-shaft about 150 feet to the north? of the entrance. All

attempts to explore the tunnel have hitherto failed." ] Cf. op.

cit., p. 126. We may well ask whether any serious efforts had
been made, and by whom ?

Mr. E. D. Maclagan writes to me: " My brother, Col. R. S.

Maclagan, R. E., Superintending Engineer, P.W.D., Amballa,
says that a few years ago [in or about 1891] in a baoli (a well

with galleries round it) near Pir Ghail, the P.W.D. found a
passage about 6' x 2', which they cleared for a little distance in

the hot weather, till they came to a hedgehog and a snake.
They put off cleaning till the winter, and then went on for about
100', till they came out on the side of the hill (the Ridge). He
knows of nothing else corresponding to Firoz' passages ; but
he says that a considerable tunnel has been found running from
the Hammam in the Fort to the Shah Burj."

11 One * passage ' pointed out to me on the far side of

the ridge," says Mr. Thompson, " proved to be merely a
water-course, so far as I could see. What we want is a
passage leading in the opposite direction."

Father Monserrate and W^ Finch, as we have seen, are in

perfect agreement with the Am* Throughout Monserrate's
MS. there are many indications that Abu-1 Fazl and Mon-
serrate were writing their histories side by side. Abu-1 Fazl

1 There are also underground passages in the Kali Masjid or Kalan
Masjid of Delhi. Cf. Saiyad Ahmad Khan, op. cit.

y
Pt. II, Ch. XXXV,

p. 44, or Journ. Asiat., 5e Serie, Vol. XVI, 1860, p. 413.
2 The only difficulty I feel about Monserrate's description of Delhi

is that he places Firozabad at a distance of 3 miles from the Delhi of his
time, and that the tunnel to Rai Pithora was 40 stadia long, whereas the
distance between Delhi and Old Delhi was, as he remarks, about 32
stadia. My doubts may be merely due to my ignorance of the topo-
graphy of Delhi, old and new, and the extent of the town in 1581.
Compared with che length (3 kos or 5 kos elsewhere ?) ascribed to the
tunnel by the Am, Monserrate's measurements (40 st.) do not appear
excessive, especially if we suppose that they cover the distance from Old
Delhi to the Jalwnnumn bv wav of Firozahnd.
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was frequently consulted. It was but natural. He was Mon-
serrate's Persian master. Whether Abu-1 Fazl has recorded in
the Am an engineering feat forgotten by former historians, or
copied some earlier author, I cannot say. I have searched in

History of
Historians. It is possible, though not

Elliot's translations are in many cases abstracts, the passages
I was looking for have been omitted. I feel confident, however,
that other texts must exist. 1 The boring of tunnels on so large
a scale and with such vast proportions must have created a
stir even in Firoz Shah's time. Was it not altogether
unprecedented ? It would be strange, therefore, if Firoz
Shah's own historians had left the event unrecorded. We
know how punctilious were the scribes of the Mogul Emperors.
Monserrate notes that every action, every order or prohibition
of Akbar's was instantly picked up by his secretaries, as if they
had feared that his words should fall to the ground and be
lost. (Cf. fol. 1116, 4.) This "superstitious" practice, he
suggests, they had inherited from the Medes and the Persians.
Daniel, Esdras and the Book of Esther show with what
religious care their historians chronicled every event. Doubt-
less, the same practice flourished under Firoz Shah.

I have taken much pains, though to no purpose, to discover
later allusions to the tunnels by European travellers. Hakluyt,
Purchas, Coverte, A. Sharpey, R. Rowles, R. Harcourt,
Methold, Hawkins, Coryate, Roe, Terry, Herbert, Mandelsloe,
Mannque, Fryer, Bernier, Thevenot, Tavernier , Peter Van den
Broecke's travels, Van der Aa's collection, Van Twist, afford
no further clue.

The only objection which some of my friends have formu-
lated against the above quotations is that the tunnels may have
served the purpose of aqueducts. We know, for instance, that
the underground aqueduct of the Anlkpur tank, built by Anlk
Pul Tannor at Delhi, is large enough to allow of a man stand-
ing upright, 4 We read also that iroz Shah connected the
Sarsuti River with the Salimah by running a tunnel into the hill
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of earth through the midst of which the Sarsuti was flowing. 1

These instances notwithstanding, the theory advanced by ray
friends cannot, in the light of the Am, be encouraged. Other
texts should be brought forward. We have none. Future
excavations may show that the Am is wrong; meanwhile, we
must be satisfied that it is correct.

Aqueducts terminate in tanks or wells, or connect rivers.
We have no allusions to the Delhi tunnels having had such
exits. Had they been aqueducts, the explanations of the Ain
could not have been entertained, as the matter was easy to
verify, at a time when the passages were in a much better state
of preservation than they are now. They were certainly not
used as aqueducts in Abu-1 Fazl's time, i.e. before 1596-1597,
when the Ain was completed, nor in Monserrate's time (1581)!
nor in the lifetime of Akbar (1542—1605), or else. Akbar's
favourite historian should have known. From Firoz Shah's
death (1388) to Akbar's birth, only 151 years had intervened.
This leaves scarcely time enough for a public fact attested by a
public monument to be lost sight of. Old men must have been
living in Akbar's time who had conversed with octogenarians
born under Firoz Shah's reign. Besides, even if oral tradition
could have become altered in so short a time, there were the
written records, daily read and daily consulted by Akbar's
secretaries and historians. At Akbar's death, the inventory of
his treasures shows that his library contained 24,000 volumes,
most of them ancient works, the whole being valued at
Rs. 6,463,731.*

Emperor, something will be

Is it too much to hope that, before the arrival of the King-
_ '" done to restore, or at least to

explore, these tunnels \ However great the difficulties may
have been to construct them,—and I am told that the nature
of the ground near Delhi must have made the work one
of exceptional difficulty—Firoz Shah overcame them. What
difficulty could there be to examine what purpose the tunnels
served ? We are told that they exist, and where they are.
What more can we wish ?

While
some further correspondence, which, though not affecting our
main argument, it will be useful to record.

1 Cf. Tdrikh-i Mubdrak-Shuhi in Elliot's Hist, of India, IV, p. 11.
2 Manrique, Itinerario Oriental, Roma, 1653. p. 417.
Maxdelsloe, Voyages and Travels into the East Indies, 2nd Ed

London, 1069, p. 37.
Van Twist : Generate Beschryvinghe van Indien in Tweede Deel van.

hct begin ende voortgangh der Vereenighde Nederl. Qeoctr. Oost. Indische
Compagnie, 1646.

De Laet, De Imperio Magni Mogolis, Lugd.-Batav., 1631. n 139
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Mr- W. Kirkpatrick informs me that Miss Wagentrieber

wrote a pamphlet—now out of stock—stating that during the

mutiny at Delhi Simon Fraser escaped by hiding in a hollow

which had the reputation of being the entrance to a disused

tunnel.

Q
Society Rooms , has consulted, though in vain, the following

works : _
1. Ain-i-Akbari , the text . and the translations by Gladwin,

Blochmann and Jarrett.

2. Akbar-nama> the text and translation by H. Beveridge.

3. Elliot's Hist of India, 8 vols. ; the portions containing

the reign of Firoz Shah, his public works, descriptions of Delhi,

Firozabad, Jahannuma, etc.

•/

4. Malfuzat-i Timuri; the portion given in Elliot's Hist.

5. Matla
in Elliot.

6. Muntakhabu-l Tawarikh of Badauni. accounts of Firoz

Shah.
7. Muntakhabu-l Lubdb of Kltafi Khan, id.

8. Tabaqat-i Akbari, id.

9. Tarikh-i Firishta, the text and translation by Dow,
especially the chapters devoted to Firoz Shah's reign, and the

descriptions of Delhi, Firozabad, etc.

10. Tarikh-i Firoz Shdhi of Barni and Sham8-i- Siraj, the
text throughout, and the portions in Elliot.

11. Tarikh-i Mubarak Shdhi of Yahya bin Ahmad, a rare

history of Firoz Shah and his successors,—the portions in

Elliot.

12. Tuzak-i Babari , the portions in Elliot.
13. Zafar-nama of Yazdl : the chapter dealing with

Tinrar's conquest of India and the portions given in Elliot.
Finalh

, Mr. J. P. Thompson completes his bibliographical
notes on Ahmad Khan's Asdru-s-sunddtd. " Chance has
thrown in my way a copy of the rare edition of 1854. It

has two title-pages, one in English, the other in Urdu. The
English title-page runs: < Asaroos-sunnadeed,. .composed by
Syud Ahmed Khan. . . .in the year A.D. 1852 Delhi, printed
at the Indian Standard Press, by William Demonte, 1854.'
The Urdu title-page shows that the Urdu lithographing was
done in the Royal Press in the Palace. It too bears date 1854.
It has Sayyid Ahmad Khan's seal on it, and the words: ';**

ri H hai .' The*iiuu pur musannif let motor na ho, wah kitab chori ki hai.
inferences I drew formerly are, I find, correct."

I have also come across a reference to a second edition,
Lucknow, 1876.



19* Interaction of Hydrazine Sulphate

with Nitrites, and a new method for the determination of

"Nitritic" Nitrogen.
*

By Biman Behari Dey, M.Sc, and Hemendra Kumar
Sen, B.A.

Consequent upon the discovery of the unstable alkyJamine
nitrites (vide Trans. Chemical Society 1911) by Ray and Raks-
hit, we undertook the preparation, if possible, of the nitrites

of Hydrazine and Hydroxylamine which are strong bases.
The possibility of a hydrazine nitrite was further strengthened
by the existence of a dithionate of the same base which has
been described by Sabanieff (Journ. Chem. Soc. 1899, Ab-
stracts, Part II, page 364). Accordingly, we tried to prepare
the salt by a double decomposition between Barium-Nitrite
and Hydrazine Sulphate. On mixing the solutions of the two
substances there was immediate precipitation of Barium
Sulphate, with greater or less evolution of gas, according as
the reaction was carried out at the ordinary temperature of
the laboratory (32°C.) or at 0° by immersing in melting ice

;

the action in each case was, however, found to be progressive,
the evolution of gas being accelerated with the lapse of time.
The very slight evolution of gas at the lower temperatures,
together with the precipitation of Barium Sulphate, seemed to
point to the formation of Hydrazine Nitrite in solution in the
cold, which readily decomposes with the rise of temperature.
The isolation of the pure nitrite had therefore to be given up,
and our attention was directed to a systematic examination of
the gases evolved, hoping thereby to gain some information as

to the nature of the reactions occurring. It was at first sup-
posed that the nitrous acid liberated would act upon the
Hydrazine or amido-amine, in the same manner as it does with
ammonia or amines, the reaction proceeding according to the
following equation •

H.NH
2
+ HO.NO - H.OH + N, + H,0.

NH, HO.NO OH N2 HO
+ =| + +

NH
2

HO.NO OH N
2
H 2

It would appear from the above that the reaction would
be accompanied by the formation of hydrogen peroxide in
solution, and a regular search was therefore made for the
latter* On applying the ether-chromic acid and titanium solu-
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tion tests, however, hydrogen peroxide was found to be absent.

The next step was to analyse the evolved gases collected in a

eudiometer placed over an inverted funnel remaining under
water in a beaker. The eudiometer was, to begin with, filled

with a solution of Barium nitrite, the beaker water having
some hydrazine sulphate dissolved in it. As the two solutions
came in contact with each other, there was a slow evolution of

gas observed, the evolution increasing with time. The gas was
allowed to collect over night. A rough analysis of the gas
next morning showed that it was a mixture consisting of

almost equal proportions of nitrogen and nitrous oxide. As
will be shown later, this proportion was a mere chance, and the
large volume of water over which it was collected dissolved
out a considerable amount of the soluble gas, namely nitrous
oxide. Starting with this preliminary observation, accurate
experiments were next made in the following way : A fairly
strong solution of barium-nit rite (the barium nitrite available
in the market being found rather impure, a pure solution ob-
tained by the interaction of Silver Nitrite and Barium Chloride
was used instead) was sucked into a Crum's Nitrometer over
Mercury sulphate in excess
was introduced at the bottom. As soon as the hydrazine salt
came in contact with the nitrite solution , a steady evolution of
gas increasing in vigour with time, was noticed. To complete
the reaction quickly, the Nitrometer was vigorously shaken.
When there was no further evolution of gas , the Nitrometer was
inverted over a cylindrical jar full of water at the ordinary tem-
perature, and the volume immediately read off. Fresh water
was now introduced through the "*cup" of the Nitrometer
and vigorously shaken up until all the nitrous oxide was dis-
solved and the volume constant. On repeating the same
experiment, it was found that although the volume of nitrogen
was always constant for the same amount of Barium Nitrite
solution, the total volume of gas (N and NO) collected in
two different experiments were hardly coincident. The reason
wasnot far to seek

; for, as the dilution of the same quantity
ot Barium Nitrite solution inside the Nitrometer was varied, the
gas volume varied also, increasing with the concentration of the
Barium Nitrite and diminishing with the dilution. The diver-
gence between the total volumes of gas is thus obviously due
to the increased or diminished dissolution of the nitrous oxide
in the water employed to dissolve and wash down the Barium
Nitrite solution into the Nitrometer. In order, therefore, to
obtain the total volume of gas due to the reaction, the
solvent water must be reduced to a minimum

; indeed, it might
oe said that the theoretical amount of gas can onlv be obtained

Ltt t

W° sub8tan
,

ce* cou^ be made to interact in the solid

sotntinn ,*% ?tual "P^'ent, by using a very concentrated
solution of Bar.um Nitrite and emploving the minimum quan-
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tity of water to wash it down (about 2 c.c ), the maximum
amount of gas was obtained, and the proportion of nitrous

oxide to nitrogen was found to be no longer 1:1, but approxi-

mately 2 : 1 ; in fact, on the assumption that the deficit in the

amount of gas was due to nitrous oxide dissolved in the water

employed, and applying the usual corrections for the solubility

of nitrous oxide in water at the temperature of the experiment

(32°C), the proportion of N
2

: N2
was found to be exactly 2:1.

The ordinary decomposition of the di-acid hydrazine

nitrite, excluding the hydrogen peroxide theory, would seem to

proceed along the following lines :

NH
;

ON.OH N : N.OH
+ m> > I (hypothetical) im > N a + NO

NH
2
ON.OH N : N.OH

This equation, though quite analogous to the equation

representing the reaction between hydroxylamine and nitrous

N—OH
II

acid giving rise to hyponitrous acid N—OH, fails to explain

the gasometric relations between nitrous oxide and nitrogen

actually observed. The fact should not be lost sight of , that

the experiment was conducted with excess of the Hydrazine
salt, and consequently, the formation of the monacid hydrazine

nitrite is only too possible, which would decompose thus:

NHa

+ NO.OH = NH + N,0 + HO.
NH,

Taking the two equations together, we find that the pro-

portion of nitrous oxide to nitrogen actually observed, exactly

agrees with that demanded by the above equations conjointly.

As, according to the above equations, ammonia is one of the

products of reaction, it must have remained in solution as the

sulphate. That ammonia is really formed, was demonstrated

beyond doubt by treating the solution remaining after the

reaction, with caustic alkali, when a strong smell of ammonia
was perceived. As will be shown subsequently, the quanti-

tative determination of the ammonia formed is useless, in so far

as the determination of the ratio of the nitrogen evolved to the

total nitritic nitrogen of Barium nitrite, would be a better

evidence and check as to the reactions actually occurring. It

is important to note here, that the above statements have been

found to be true not only of Barium nitrite, but also of the

nitrites of the alkalis, the alkaline-earth metals, of those of the

heavy metals, etc., and in fact of nitrites in general. In sup-

port of what has preceded, the actual data of a few of the

numerous experiments done are given below:
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Experiment with Barium Nitrite Solution.

I. O'l c.c. of the stock Barium Nitrite solution gave

nitrogen = 3-2 c.c. at 30° C by the " Urea " method.
Therefore real

$i
nitritic" nitrogen = 1-6 c.c.

0*5 c.c. of the above solution diluted to 8 c.c. in the " Crum"
gave with solid excess of hydrazine sulphate 11*5 c.c. total gas,

and 53 c.c. nitrogen.

The solubility of nitrous oxide in 8 c.c. of water at 30* C
(temperature of the experiment) is given by the following

formula: C = 1305- 0453 t + -00068 t*= 1-305- -0453 x 30 +
•00068 x 900 = -55 nearly.

Hence for 8 c.c. dilution, solubility= 8 x "55 = 4'4 c.c.

Adding this to the 11*5 c.c. gas actually obtained, we have
total volume of mixed gas equal to 15*9 c.c. ; that required

according to the equations stated above is equal to 16'0 c.c.

The amount of "nitride" nitrogen in 0*5 c.c. of the Barium
nitrite solution, as found above, is equal to 8 c.c. The nitrogen

obtained in the present experiment by the action of hydrazine
sulphate upon the 0*5 c.c. Barium nitrite solution is equal to

5-3 c.c. The ratio of the latter nitrogen to the former is there-

fore equal to |^ = f, which is the ratio expected.

A better confirmation of th9 above equations cannot be

expected, and the quantitative estimation of ammonia has hence
been thought useless.

II. 0*5 c.c. of the same solution diluted to 5 c.c. gave

total volume of gas equal to 131 c.c. and nitrogen = 5 %3 c.c.

Allowing for solubility by the above formula, S = 5 x #55= 2'75 c.c.

Therefore total volume is equal to 13*1 4- 2*75= 15*85 c.c.

Theoretical volume = 16*0 c.c.

III. 05 c.c. diluted to 2 c.c. gave total volume of gas

equal to 147 c.c. and N = 5-3 c.c.

S = 2x-55 = 11 c.c.

Therefore total volume is equal to 147 + 1*1 = 15-8 c.c.

Theoretical volume equal to 16 c.c.

Experiment with solution of Potassium Nitrite.

I. 0-5 c.c. of the stock KN0
2 solution gave by the

"Urea" method N = 4-2 c.c.
;

Therefore real "nitritic " nitrogen = 21 c.c.
2-0 c.c. of the above stock solution, with solid excess of

hydrazine sulphate, diluted to 6-4 c.c. in the Nitrometer, gave
total gas equal to 131 c.c. and N= 565 c.c.

Allowing for solubility by the above formula, S = 6*4 x '55

3 #52 c.c.

Therefore total volume = 131 + 3-52 = 16-62 c.c.
Theoretical volume = 16-8 c.c.
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II. 2*0 c.c of the above stock solution of KN0
2

with

solid excess of hydrazine sulphate diluted to 4*8 c.c. gave total

gas equal to 14*4 c.c. and N = 5*6 c.c.

Allowing for the solubility, S = 4'8 x '55 = 264 c.c.

Therefore total volume equal to 17*04 c.c.

Theoretical volume equal to 16*8 c.c.

Nitrite

Since water

the nitritic contents of convenient volumes of this solution were

very small, and the gas obtained also small, most of the nitrous

oxide being held in solution by the large amount of water used

in dissolving the salt.

2'0 c.c. of the stock solution gave by the u Urea " method
N = 2"6 CO., therefore real N = 1'3 c.c.

80 c.c. of the above solution diluted to 10 c.c. in the
11 Crum " gave total volume of gas equal to 5*0 c.c.

and N = 345 c.c; S= 10 x -55 = 5-5
; therefore total volume

5 + 55 = 10*5 c.c. Theoretical total volume = 104 c.c.

Experiment with tetra-methylammonium nitrite.

A pure sample of this substance prepared by the double

decomposition of silver nitrite and tetra-methylammonium
iodide was taken.

<< „„~„ »>
I. 2*0 c.c. of the stock solution gave by the " urea

method N = 4-6 c.c, therefore real u nitritic " N = 2*3 c.c

4 c.c. of the above stock solution with solid excess of

hydrazine sulphate gave at a dilution of 6 c.c , total volume of

gas equal to 6-1 c.c and nitrogen = 31 c.c

Allowing for the solubility, S = 6 x '55 = 3*3 c.c.

Therefore total volume equal to 6*1 + 3*3 = 9-4 c.c.

Theoretical volume = 9-2 c.c

II. 4-0 c.c. of the stock solution at a dilution of 10 c.c

gave total gas equal to 40 c.c and N=3*l c.c.

Allowing for the solubility, S = *55 x 10= 5-5 c.c

Therefore total volume is equal to 40 + 5-5 = 95 c.c.

Theoretical volume equal to 9-2 c.c.

Obviously the 10 c.c. of water was not saturated with

nitrous oxide, and the volume, therefore, a little in excess.

Experiment with benzylamine nitrite.

(Benzylamine nitrite has been isolated recently in this

laboratory by Ray and Dutt as beautiful pale yellow plates,

subliming in vacuo unchanged).
1-0 c.c. of the stock solution gave by the f< urea " method

nitrogen = 2-0 c.c, therefore real N= 1 c.c

4-0 c.c of the above gave at a dilution of 8*0 cc inside
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the

'

£ Crum V with solid excess of hydrazine sulphate, total volume
of gas equal to 37 c.c. and N = 2 7 c.c. ; S = 8x -55 = 4-4 c.c.

Therefore total volume = 8-1 c.c. ; theoretical volume = 8*0 c.c.

The nitrites of ammonium, sodium, calcium, strontium, etc.,

behave analogously, and it is useless to multiply examples. It

is singular that amylnitrite did not respond to the above
reaction, and in fact no gas was at all evolved. The reason
for it is evident Non-ionised nitrites cannot take part in the
reaction.

Estimation of Nitritic Nitrogen.

The most far-reaching result of the reactions indicated
above, is the very easy and convenient estimation of the nitritic

content of nitrites in general, as well as those of allied organic
bases, e.g., tetralkylammonium bases. On comparing the
figures above, it will be seen that in all cases, the volume of
nitrogen evolved is strictly 2 3rds of what is contained in the
amount of nitrite taken for experiment. It will not be useless
to repeat that this exactness of the volume of the residual gas,
namely nitrogen, confirms undoubtedly the two equations laid
down before. It can be claimed that the present method is at
least as convenient and as accurate as the "Urea" method,
and the operation requires not more than 15 minutes. Nearly
60 determinations of nitritic content have been made up to
date, and the two-thirds rule has been found to be unswervedly
correct. The following figures will justify this assertion :—

"Nitritic" nitrogen required bv the "Urea" method
given under " A ", and that by the hydrazine method, under
B

A. B.

1-35 4.35
8-7 8 .7
8'7 '

8-75
5-8 rvs

665 e-7
etc. etc .

It is worth while to note, that in practice, three washings
with about 20 c.c. of water in each case, are quite sufficient
to dissolve the nitrous oxide, and the extremely slight sola-
Dinty of nitrouen hardly interferes with the result. We can
very

method, if not in preference to it"

We are at nrpa»nf Q«r»r.„^j :_.

"Urea"

the «Q 1 u i.

~"gc*g^ in investigating cne actions uime persulphates upon hydrazine and hydroxylamine salts, and
hope to communicate the results in a short time.

T*»v t?u
n °n

'
We be8 t0 exPre88 our thanks to Dr. P. C.

Wnl 1

encour
1

afment, and for allowing Us to use some of
bis newly prepared Amine nitrites.



20. M Gaveta."

By William Irvine

In Father Ho3ten's article on " the Marsden MSS. in the
British Museum," Journal, A.S.B., Vol. VI, No. 8, 1910,
pp. 437 to 461, Mr. Philipps remarks (p. 445) that on the
documents we have sometimes the word Gaveta, and Father
Hosten's note (3) adds: "a drawer, in reference to the
'drawers in which the papers were kept." I think this
explanation can be made more definite by a reference to
p. vi in the Introduction to F. C. Danver's " Report on the
Portuguese Records , 1892." " The Gavetas Antigas (old
"drawers) is a miscellaneous collection of 195 bundles
** They were originally kept in 20 old drawers in the Archivo
" da Torre do Tombo." The documents in the Marsden MSS.
which are marked Gaveta possibly belonged originally to the
same collection as the Gavetas Antigas, now in Lisbon.

Another point in the article may be cleared up. On
p. 454 Mr. Beveridge, referring to a mention of Sir Thomas
Roe by Father Botelho, S.J., suggests that "it might hint
"to some MSS. of Roe which have disappeared." At Mr.
Beveridge's instance I consulted the Portuguese version (the
original text) and found the Father spoke there of " a
little book" and called it a " Commentario. " On submitting
the matter to Mr. W. Foster, he recognized at once that the
reference was to J. deLaet's " Commentarius," published
in 1631. The full title is " De Imperio Magni Mogolis, sive
" India Vera, Commentarius, e variis auctoribus congestus."
Leiden, Elzevir Press. 1631. Among the various authors used
(Preface, p. 4) was "Thomas Roeus, Eques."





21. Some Notes on Urdu Grammar*

By Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., Secretary,

Board of Examiners.

The following points of Urdu grammar appear to have
escaped the notice of grammarians :

1. The precative form of the Imperative (tyt?i&? kijiyega)

is both masculine and feminine.

2. While the verb lia> rahna suffixed to the Conjunctive

Participle of transitive or intransitive verbs, signifies ' to do after

effort or determination' (vide Hind. Man.), its future suffixed to

the root of an intransitive verb indicates indefinite time—" some
time or other." Fath ho-hi-kar rahegl i^*) / <^a j* <J* means

victory is certain," but fath ho-hi rahegl ^^A; ^A**> J&
victory will be ours some time or other.

'

'

3. The shortened form of the Conjunctive Participle

indicates haste. Thus in U^y* \ytf £ -LjJ ^«^*> u&j$3 ^3* ij

wuh kham (honk mujh se larne ko khara ho-gaya. the shortened
form thonk, indicates more haste than thonk-kar would.

The finite verb, too, after the shortened or hasty form,
must be compound, or intensive, or separated from the

participle by other words, as : Mainsalam kar champathuwa (but

not the simple verb, bhaga, (!fl# not) \y* ^$**> j£ f&* im° \ wuh

sir jhuka baith-gaya (not baitha), (1<J*j not) Uf a«H j fy+j** *j ;

wuh lathi le mere pichhe daura fjja <s*?4g *—jfe* 1 ij^^ *J ; not

wuh lathi le daura, though lathi le daur-gaya might be used. It

should be noticed that in the Imperative, the case is reversed,

as : Rotl kha a,o, and not kha a-ja,o ; if the final verb is to be

emphatic, you must say khdkar (jaldi) a-ja,o.

4. The repetition of an adjective is not merely intensive

as indicated in the grammars, thus cJ^Lr* if**** s^"^ thandi

thandi hawd
y
en does not mean " very cool breezes," but

" pleasantly cool breezes." Examples :

(a) Cji Hf**- cLfV? chhote chhote larke, " various, or many

small, or very small children " (according to the tone of voice)

;

here the repetition would usually indicate plurality only,

as also in uski chhotl chhotl ankhen hain, " it has small eyes
'

'

(or very small eyes)
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(b) u*^ lsj* i£j* hari hari ghas, "grass pleasantly green

all over, green everywhere"; lal lal chihra, "a face red all

over " (in a flattering sense or otherwise).

(c) &*d)d »jU 8)13 tarn taza dudh, "milk quite fresh, still

warm" (i.e. milk fresh from amongst fresh milk). Here, too,

the idea is * fresh for the time '
: vide (d).

trf*. \£ym Itfym SUkhfi

face (for the time) " : udas udas chihra, M a somewhat sad face

(for the time) ": if sulcha or udas were not repeated, the idea

would not be temporary sadness, but sadness either permanent
or lasting a long time.

(
e

) ji/ o'iJ £« *** sack sack bayan Jcaro
}

u tell the whole

truth and the truth only."

It will be seen that the repetition of the adjective before a
plural noun may be either intensive or simply plural, thus,

achche achche parhanewale= " many very good teachers M
; chhotl

ckhoil kitaben alag rakko, bari means
small books apart together and all the big ones apart together."
Before a singular noun the repetition does not signify l very \



22. A Dictionary of the Pahari Dialects as spoken in the

Punjab Himalayas.

By Pandit TiKA. Ram JosHI, Author of a Grammar and
Dictionary of Kan&wari. Edited by H. A. Rose, C.S., Punjab.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

Reference may be made to the Supplements to the Punjabi
ionary, No. 1, by the Revd. T. Grahame Bailev. CMS.

published by this Society.

A

com
as having said; jdia = having gone.

A, adv. Yes. (Also anhdn
A\ v. Is. As : Se keti a? Where
Abe, adv. Now, at this time.

Abkhora, n.m. (P. dbkhord.) A small deep pot with a rim.
Achhu or -a, adj. ; f. -i, pi. -e. Good, adv. Very well.

Adda, n.m. A wooden frame.
AM, n.f. (1) Moisture, wetness. (2) Half, -o-ad, m. The h.-ilt

(3) (H. ydd) Remembrance, -awni, v.t. ir. To remember.
-rakhni, v.t. re. To keep in memory.

Adhu or -a, adj. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Half, semi-

Adkan, n.m. Elbow.

/

Mid
Adr, n.m. (S. Adara.) Homage, respect.

/

/

pro

f. (S. Agni.) Fire. (Also dgi.)

Aga, n.m. Fore.

/

Agardan, n.m. A vessel for burning incense.

Aggal (S. Argala.) A wooden bolt for a gate or door. -n\i
f
v.L

re. To shut in.

Aggar, n.m. (S. Ageru, or Aguru.) A fragrant wood = (^4guilaria

agallocha).

Atje, adv. Before, a little before (this).

Agi, adv. (1) Some time ago ; (2) lately
; (3) fire.

Agjhara, jhara, n.m. A tinder-box.
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Agla or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. The former.

Agri, agre, adv. Before this, some time ago.

Ai, v. art., second person singular of Honu, to be. See U.

Tu gi nokhd michh : " Thou art a wonderful man."

Aimbu, n.m. A kind of deer, said to be like a mule, found on

the Shali hill in the Bhajji State.

Aimrai, n.f. The wild grape.

Ain, n.m. The flying-fox. (Also en, een.)

Ajn'i ad. Good ; -honi, to be good : Ain howi yam jetit uwi guwdn,
" Friend, it is well that you have come."

/. -i, pi. -e.

Ainshu, adv. This year.

Aiiithnu, v.i. re. To twist, to strut

;

Aiya, int. Oh, ah.

A'j. adv. To-day. Ajje, adv. Just to-day.

Ajku, adj. ; m. -a
; /. -i, pi. -e. Of to-day.

Akal, n.f. (P. aql.) Wisdom, sense, -bir, n.m. A medicine (Datis-

ca cannibima).

Akhar, n.m. (S. Akshara). Letters, characters (pi).

f.
(S Akshin.) Eyes. {Dim. Akhti, pretty little eye).

Akhtai, n. pi. See Athkai.
strut

; /

A'], n.m. An esculent root, like the potato (kachalu).

Alakh-jagawna, v.i, re. To ask for alms.

Alti, n.f. A drink, -bharni, v.i. re. To drink.

Ama, n.f. (S. Amba.) Mother.
Amal, n.m. Intoxication.

Amb, n.m. (S. Amra.) Mango. (Also dmb).

Ambar, adv. Up.
;

pre. above. (Also ambr.) S. Amvara, the

sky
; • uAminehari, n.f. A post held by the Kanwar, said to be

equivalent to Private Secy, (used in the Mandi State).

Amju, -a, m. ; -is, a ; pi. Sour, acid.

A'n, n.f. An oath, a curse.

Anchal, n.m. (S. Anchala, a cloth.) Corner of a doth or scarf.

Aiichla, n.m. Ribbon which is more than two fin era in breadth.

Afidgal, n.m. A wasp
;

pi.

Andha, m.
; /. -i, ph 6 ; adj. Blind.

Anrllia = dhundh. n.f. Misrule; -mdehni 9 -hoijdni. v.i. re. & •*"•

To suffer from misrule or bad government.
Andhou, -a, adj. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Unwashed, unclean.
Andi, n.f. See Anni.
Andr, ad. (H. andar.) Inside, -o da, adv. From inside.

Andrela, n.m. The auspicious time at which a bride enters hei

husband's home (Syn. wdsni).
Andro-da or -fa, adv. From the inside.
Andro-khe , adv. To the inside.
Androl, n.m. See Narol.
Angalu, v.i. re. To be entangled, to be embroiled : /. -u />(. •*.

Angant, ad. Innumerable, numerous. (Alike in all gender*.)
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Anguji, n.f. A linger.

Ani, n./. (1) An edge
; (2) a band of soldiers

; (3) a battle.
Afi-iii, adj. A little. -jya,.a<£ m. A small quantity.
Ani-rakhnu, v.t. re. To keep ready, -derm, v.t, re. To allow to

bring.

Xh), n.f. ;
pi. -o. Sinews.

Arikar, n.m. Revenue in kind (used in the Mandi State),
inmuk, adj. Durable, imperishable (alike in all genders).
Annal, n.f. (S. Anjali.) The cavity formed by putting the

palms of the hands together.

/
Anri, «./. A small piece of land lei

Ant, n.m. pi. -o (S. Anta). End.
A'nt, n.f. pi. -o. Enmity, discord.
Anthi, v. Is. Ni-. Is not.
Anwala, n.m. (S. Amalaka.) Emblica myrabolan {Phylanthus

emblica). pi. -e.

Apnu, -a, pro.
; /. -i, pi. .e . One's own.

Appe, pro. See Appu. (Baghal,Kuniharand Naragarh.) Appe
kun ghar nd basdi, hordnu sikh dasdi. "The girl herself
doesn't live with her husband, but she gives hints to
others."

Appu, appi, pro. Myself, yourself, himself, herself.
A'r, n.m. (H. ydr.) A friend.
Ara, n.m. (1) A friend

; (2) a kind of long saw.
Ara, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Aslant, crooked.
Arha, n.m. (S. Adhaka.) A grain measure equal to 4 pdthds.

f

/

/

adj
Jubbal.

Arie-kharie, adv. In trouble.
Arj, n.m. pi. -o (P. arz.) A request.
Arnu, v.i. re. To insist

; /. i. pi. -e.

Arshu, n.m. (H. drshi.) A looking-glass.
Aru, n.m. The hill apricot (pi. no singular).
Arusa, n.m. A medicinal plant.
Asau, v. Is, or are. (From the irreg. verb honu, to be.)
Ase, v. Art (2nd pers. sing. pres. of honu, to be).
Ase, pro. We (1st pers. pi. nominative).
Ase, pro. 1st per. pi. We. (From Punjabi, asl.)

A'sh, n.f. (S. Asha.) Hope.
Ashi, ad. 80; -wan, 80th.
Ashiya, n.m. (S. Ashiti = 80.) A fine of Rs. 80 in cash, paid

to a ruler at a ja>/rd.

fahu, n.m. (S. Ashru.) Tears. Share muin shdshu shdnwne
dye dshu. " Her mother-in-law died in June, she weeps for
her in July" (implying inconsistency). (Also dssu.)

Asklu, n.m. A pudding, made of rice-flour.
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L

Asra, n.m. (S. Ashraya.) Hope, -rakhna, v.t. re. To rely

on,

Astaj, n.m. (P. ustdd.) Clever man. (Also stdj.)

Asthan, n.m. (S. Sthana.) A place, especially of a deity.

Astmi, athen (S. Ashtami.) n.f. The eighth day of the bright

or dark half of a month.
Astii, n.m. pi. Human bones sent to the Ganges, after crema-

tion. (Also ful.)

Athkai, athke, n.m. pi. The forget-me-not. (The word is

only used as a plural and is also applied to the burrs which
get entangled in woollen clothes.

Athth, ad. (S. Ashta), 8.

Athwara, n.m. (S. Ashtavara, 8 days.) Daily begdr or corvee,

in which each pargana has to supply three coolies a day for

various duties to the State (Kuthar State) : lit. = 8 days' free

labour in the darbdr (Jubbal), In

/
Atkarki-jeola, n.m. A term for exceptionally inferior land, for

which cash payment was made. (Kullu, LyalTs Sett. Rep.,
1875.)

Atta, n.m. (H. did.) Flour.

/

/

Aunshu, adv. See Ainshu.
Aura, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. 1

unluckiness

(Also aura.)

Auth, n.f. The right of the youngest brother to an excess

share for his marriage expenses, if he be unmarried.

/ * JL

f. -i, pi. -e. (Also ciwnu.)
Kwuh, pro. I (1st pers. sing.) (Also Aw). It becomes muwen

with the past tense of a transitive verb. As : MuweH bob''

tu nd de, "I said, * you should not go.'
"

Awn'i, -a, ad. m. ; f. -i. pi. -e. Somewhat empty, not quite full.

B

Baba, n.m. Father, progenitor.
Babru, n.m. A kind of cake (always used in the plural).

Bachar
/

Bachawnu, v.t. re. To save.

A curse, -dene, v.t. re. To curse.

Bachchha, n.m. (P. pddshdh.) A king, emperor.
Bacher, n.m. Storing curds and butter (instead of eating them)

in order to make clarified butter.
Bachno-de-annu, v.t. re. To conciliate, to compromise

; /. -i, pi- *•
Bachhawani, n.f. A subscription, -pdni, v.t. re. To subscribe.
Bachhawnu. v.t. re. Tn nnroorl nf u„ rt,",f /„ Ur.A\
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liachhawul, n.m. A broom, -deiw, v.i. re. To sweep.
Bachhanu,i;./. re.

'««••***••— —
(2) To subscribe.

/

/
Badal, n.m. An answer, a reply, -dend, v.i. ir. To replv
Badam, n.m. pi. (H. bdddm.) Almonds.
Badar, n.m. A kinsman. -n«, v.i. re. To act like a kinsman.
Badaru, n.m. (1) A sept of Kanets. (2) A pargand in the Koti

State.

Badha, n.m. Enhancement, increase in taxes.
Badhawnu, v.t. re. (1) To extinguish, to put out; /. -i, pi. -e.

(2) To enlarge.

Badhi, n.m.
f. -an. A carpenter.

Badhku or -a, ad. m. f. -i, pi. -e. Without limit.
Badhnu, v.t. re. To cut; /. -i, pi. -e.

Badli, n.f. (H. bddal.) Clouds. Hyun ghalald badlie. The
snow will melt with the clouds.

Badlu or -a, adj. m. Cloudy.
Badra, -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Larger.
Badru or -a, adj. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. The eldest.
Badu, n.m. An enemy.
Baduk, n.f. (H. banduk.) A gun or rifle.

Bafar, adj. Spare.
Bdfta, n.m. (H.) Silken cloth.

Baga, n.m. A dress of honour, a robe.
Bagana, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Another's, of other person.

(Fr. H. bigdnd.)

Bagar, n.f. Forced labour, unpaid work, cx>rvee.

Bagaru at -i, n.m. A cooly, a porter.
Bagher, n.m. A boy, a child

; pi. -o.

Bagi, n.m. pi. Lawless, disloyal, -honu, v.i. ir. To be disloyal
Bagotii, n.m. Clothing, a dress.

Bagur, n.f. (S. Vayu.) Air, the wind.
Bagti, n.f. A small plot of land.
Bahar, adv. Out or outside.
Bahar, n.f. Enjoyment, pleasure; pi. o.

Bahat, ad. 62. -wan, 62nd.
Bahera, n.m. Terminalia belerica.

Bahkanu, v.i. re. (1) To become mad. (2) To stray.

/

/

, n.f. (S. Vayu.) (1) The wind. (2) Bile. (3) 22.
chhar, n.f. An unchaste woman.

Baih, ad. 22. -wan, 22nd.

j, n.f. (H. bydj, interest.) Interest.

Bai-lani-rato, v. To go by night.
Bail. n.m. An ox, a bull.

Baili, n.f. A small kind of adze.
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/. Sister.

Baindke-honu, v.i. ir. To be out.

Bajiidku or -a, ad. m.
; /. -f, pi. -e. External, adv. Outside.

Bainsh, n.m., (S. Bansha.) (H. bans). A bamboo.
Bairi, n.m. (S. Vairi.) An enemy.
Baithnu, v.i. re. To sit down. (Also Bethnu).

Ba'j, n.m. Madness. -lagnd, v.i. re. To be mad.
Baja, n.m. (H.) A musical instrument. Music.

Bajantri, n.m. pi. Musicians. (Also Bajgairi, and Tnri.)

Bajar, n.m. (P. bazar.) Market, mart.
Bajaura, n.m. The wheel of a stone mill.

Bajawnu, v.i. re. (1) To cause to sound. (2) To beat, to hit.

Bajgajri, n.m. pi. See Bajantri.

Bajhaini, n.f. (H. bujhni.) A riddle, a puzzle, -bujni. v.i. re
To solve a riddle.

Bajj, n.f. An ulcer on the joints.

Bajnu, v.t. re. (H. bajdnd.) To sound (a musical instrument).
Bajuwa-hunda, ad m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Mad, insane.
Bajuwnu, v.i. re. To be mad or insane; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bajwi-janu, v.i. ir. To become mad
;

/. -i, pi. -c.

Ba'k, n.f. (S. Vakya.) A speech, a sentence.
Ba'kh, n.f. Udder (of a cow).
Bakh, adj. Cut up. -karnu, v.t. re. To cut off.

Bakhal or bakkhal, n.f. Land which is not artificially irrigated.

Bakhar, ad. f. A buffalo, she-goat or cow, whose young is

more than 6 months old and whose milk has become thick.

Bakhat, n.m. (P. waqt.) Time, period.
Bakher, n.f. Scattering coins over a bridegroom.
Bakhera, n.m. (H.) A dispute, tumult, complication.
Bakheria, ad. m. One who disputes.

t

Bakhernu, v.t. re. To scatter.

Bakh-honu, v.i. ir. To be cut in

Bakhiya, n.m. Double sewing.
Bakhleli, or bakleli, n.f. Breakfast.
Bakhyain or pakyain, n.m. (S. Vyakhyuna.) A proverb, a

saying, folklore.

Bakilie, adv. As a messenger.
Bakilo, n.m. A messenger.
Baki-muwan (a phrase). A curse.
Baklu or -a. adj. m.

; /. -i, pi -e. Thick.
Baknu, v.i. re. To stretch the mouth; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bakra, n.m. A he-goat; /. -i, a she-goat. pi. -e.
Bakratha, n.m. See kharcha.
Baktu, n.m.;

f. -i, pL .e . A kid =chhelu and chhdi.
Ba'l, n.m. (H. bdl.) Hair.
Bal, 71 m. (S. Vala.) Strength, might, power.
Ba a shahtu lana, v.i. re. To be unhappy, to pine.
Ba ak, n.m. and /. (S. Valaka.) A babe or infant,
nalcha, n.m. A piece of rope to fasten the plough on its yoke.
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Bald, n.m. (S. Barda.) Bullock, an ox. -jo?ne. v. To plough.
Balda, -u , ad. m.

; /. -i . pi. -e. Can. As : se dewi ni balda. "He
cannot go." Tu hi dewi balajld ?

Ci Can you go ? " Hdmi ni
dewi haldi. " We cannot go." \

Baliclih, n.m. Income tax (used in the Mandi State).

Balnu, v. To be able.

Balnu, v.t. re. To burn, to kindle, to light

Balnu, v.i. re. To burn
Balri, n.f. The French bean.
Ba]tu, n.m. A small nose- ring.

Balu, n.m. (1) A nose-ring. (2) Sand.
Banian, n.m. Clothing, a dress. (Fr. bam mi, to wear].

Bamman or Baman. n.m. (S. Brahman*). The sacred cast* of

the Hindus.
Bam-nu, v.t. re. To wear, to put on

; /. -i, pi. -e.

Ban or b6n, n.m. A forest, a jungle. (S. Vana).

Ba'n, n.m. An oak tree, or oak wood.
Bana, n.m. (H. bannd.) Boundary.
Bana, n.m. A disguise.

Banai, n.m. A bear, especially the black bear.

Banakri. n.f. A kind of wild creeper bearing earring-like yellow-
ish flowers with broad leaves. (Also bndkri.)

Banar, n.m. The name of a deity, also called Mahasu.
Banasat, n.m. (S. Vanaspati, a tree in general.) A female

spirit which dwells in forests or high mountain slopes.
(attle are believed to be under her charge, and when they
are taken to graze in the forests, she is propitiated.
(Chamba).

Banawnu. v.t. re. (H. bandnd.) To make; /. -i, />/. -e.

Banbo.W. 92, -wan, 92nd.
Ban-bir

,

n.m. A tree spirit whose special influence is usually evil.

Hanchni, n.f. A reading, or recitation.

Banchnu. v.t. re. (H. bdnchnd.) To read.

Banda, n.m. (H. bdnti.) A share, a part.

Baft de, n.m. pi. Lichen, Aaron's beard.

Bandi, n.m. Prisoner, confinement.
Bandru. n.m. pi. (H. band.) The fastenings of a cloak.

Baftduwe, n.m. pi. Prisoners.

Bandar, n.m. pi. (S. Vanara.) Monkeys.
Baftdh-nu, v.t. re. (H. bdndhnd.) To bind up.

/

divide; /. -i. pi. -e.

/. -i, pi. -e. Crooked (also binr/u).

See

/

/ A speech.

Ban-in, tt.nt. An arm.
B^niya, n.m. (H. banid.) A banker or the 3rd caste of the

Hindus.
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Banjar, n.m. Uncultivated land, grazing ground.

Ba'njh, n.f. (S. Vandhya.) A childless woman, a barren cow.

Ban-lau, n.f. The Virginia creeper. (From ban, a forest, and
lau

9
a creeper.)

Ban-nu, v.t. re. To fold up, to bind; /. -i, pi. -e.

Banu a ki nahi, (phrase.) Whether agreeable or not.

Banrai, n.f. An oak forest.

Banslochan, n.m. (S. Vanshalochana.) A white substance,
found within the cylinder of the bamboo; a kind of manna
highly valued for its cooling and strengthening properties.

Baiishti, n.f. A medicinal drug.
Baiith, n.m. The servant of a chief's kitchen.
B&iithiya, ad.m. Handsome, pretty, n.m. A young man.

Bhohru im -mmw -w mr v* ww m mm

( Thind ghalo bdhthiyd, kdnjri ehheori age.

I The snow will melt with clouds, and gold melts
A couplet

J

with borax.
' So a handsome youth is melted by the harlots.

Ba'nu, v.t. re. (1) To strike, to hit. (2) To fire. (3) To
plough. /

/

/ A dwarf. [wind.
Baonal, %.w. A whirl-wind, -awna, v.i. ir. To blow, of a whirl-
Baori, n.f. (S. Vapi.) (H. bdoli.) A water pool.
Bapu, n.m. See Baba.
Bar, n.m. Fortification, a fence, -dena, v.i. ir. To enclose.
Mr n.f pi..o. (1) A song. (Syn. har). (2) A day.

/ n. A kind of cake.
Barakhri, n.f. (H. bdrdkhari.) The alphabet.
Barat, n./. (1) A wedding procession. (2) Dunning, -i-bethna

v.i. re. To sit at one's door.
Barchha, n.m.

; pi. -e. A spear. /. -i. A small spear.
Bardhu, n.f. (1) Defeat. (2) Failure, -machni or -parni, v.i.

re. To be defeated, to fail.

Bardnu, v.i. re. To walk, to go on. (Bashahr.)
Barewe, n.m. A jack-'o-lantern, will-of-the-wisp.
Barf, n.f. See Hyun. -parni. To fall, of snow.
Bargat, n.f. (H. barakat.) Prosperity, a blessing.
Barge, n.m. Side, part. pi. -o.
Barho, n.m. A male spirit which causes sickness (Chamba).
Ban, n.f. A turn.
Bari-khe, adv. For the whole life.
Barkawnu, v.t. re. To beat, to hit, to strike: /. -i, pi. -e.
Barke, n.m. A guest, a person entitled to hospitality.
Barma, n.m. (H.) A gimlet.
Barne, n.f. A kind of fern.
Baro, n.m. Rations, provisions.
Baro, baru, n.m. Rations.
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Baro, ad, 12; -wan, 12th.

Barto, n.m. A mudfi, or revenue-free grant (Mandi).
Barto-jeola, n.m. A free grant for service (Mandi).
Baru, n.m. The name of a tune (rag) called barvva.
Barwe, n.m. pi. Cotton seed.
Bas, n.m. (S. Vasha.) Control.
Basna, n.f. (S. Vasana.) Fragrance, sweet smell.
Basat, n.f. A herd or a flock. (Also Basatri.)
Basera, n.m. A house or home.
Bashaftdar, n.f. (S. Vaishwanara.) Fire.
Basha, n.m. A small kind of hawk culled bahri in the plains.
Bas or bass, n.m. See Bashula.
Basetri, n.f. Cattle, quadrupeds.

/

Trust, faith, confidence.Bashah,
Bashakh, n.m. (S. Vaishakha.) The first month of the Hindu

year, corresponding to April.

Bashana, n.f. A wish, desire, inclination (S. Vasana).
Bashafi-waii, n.m. A kind of swelling, a disease.
Basha'r, n.m. turmeric. See Bihan also.

Basharam, ad. (H. besharm.) Shameless. (Alike in all genders
and numbers.)

Bashatri, n.f. Trouble, hardship, difficulty, distress.

Bash-kaj. n.m. (S. Varshakala.) The monsoon, the rainy season.
Bashmati, n.f. One of the best kinds of rice.

Bashna, n.f. See Bashana.
Bashnu, n.m. A tenant, v.i. re. (1) To settle, to live, to lodge.

(2) To rain.

Bashnu, v.i. re. To warble.
Biishtala, n.m. The oracle delivered by the diwdH of a deity.
Bash tang, n.m. See Bishtang.
Bashula, n.m. An adze.

lBashulnu, v.t. re. (1) To realize. (2) To settle, to restore order:

(2) An adze.

/
Basnu, v.i. re. (See Bashnu).

Bass, n.f. (1) Smell, scent, Cri

Bast, n.f. (S. Vastu.) A thing

Basfc, n.m. (S. Vastu, the site of a habitation.) A stone brick

deposited in the foundation of a house and worshipped, and
called ckakka or bdstu.

Basta or -u. adj. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. (1) Uncultivated. (2) n. Fallow.

Bastr, n.m. (S. Vastra.) Cloth, dress, clothing.

Bastu, n.m. (S. Vastu.) The deity of a house, the house deity.

(Also bdstu punish).

Basulnu, v.t. re. (1) To set right. (2) To realise; / -i, pi. -v.

Bat, n.f. (S. Varta.) A word, a thing, a matter, -lani, v.t. n
To converse.

Ba't or bat th, n.f. A path, way, road, -lani, v.i. re. To mak
a way. -haftdni, v.i. re. To travel.
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Bataira, n.m. A stone vessel maker, one who works in stone.

Batali, ad. 42; -wan, 42nd.

Bater, n.m. (H.) A partridge.

Batetii, n.m. The little son of a Brahman.

Bathanu, v.t. re. To seat, to allow to sit down.

Batholi, n.f. Bread made of pot-herb flour.

Bathu, n.m. (S. Vastuka.) The pot-herh seed or plant; a kind

of vegetable.

Batna, n.m. A substance used for rubbing the pair before a

marriage.

Bati, n.t. (1) A small vessel of brass. (2) A weight of two sers.

(3) A wick.

/. -i, pi. e. (Also batna).

Batti, ad. 32; -wan, 32nd.

Batuwa, n.m. (H.) A small purse.

Batawnu, v.t. re. To let one know, -/. i. pi. -<f\

Batawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to knead.
Batri, n.f. A short cut. Lit. a little path.

Bau, n.m. Swimming, the act of swimming, -dene, v.i. ir. To
swim.

Bauiisu, n.m. A kind of loaf made with fat, and cooked in

steam (used in Balsan and Punar).
Bawan, ad. m.\ f. -i, pi. -e. Left. (S. vama.)
Bawna, n.m. See Baona.
Bawne, n.f. A kind of plant which bears blue Mowers.

/

/. See Baori.

Bayali, ad. 42; -wan, 42nd.
Bdar, n.m. A kinsman: kith or kin. -nn. v.i. re. To act like a

kinsman.
Bdhajwni, v.t. re. To extinguish.
Bebi, n.f. Sister. The vowel i is changed into e in the voca-

tive case as : Bebe tu kindi chdli '.
" O sister, where

are you going to ?
1

1

Bedan, n.f. (S. Vedana.) An ache, a pain.
Bedi, n.f. (S. Vedi.) The ground on which is lighted the sacri-

ficial fire at weddings or other religious ceremonies.
Bedni, n.f. A pain.

Bednu, v.t. re. To call, to invite, to send for: /. -i, pi. -©
Beduwnu, v.i. re. To be spoken, to be .ailed.
Bege, adj. m. or adv. Too much.

u, adj. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Very much, too much, ixces-

sive.

Bei, n.f. (S. Vipadika.) A kibe. A sore or blister on the foot.

or empty-handed

Bejkhre, n.m. pi. Uglv or unclean feet.
Be'ka or -h, adj. m.; /. -i, pi -e. Empty, r .

rf
„„

B61
v ».«. (S. Vilwa.) The tree, or its fruii , called hd. (Affile

marmelos.)
Beora, n.m. (S. Vvavahara.) A matter, a subject.
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Beora or -u
5
ad. m.\ f. -i, pi. -e. (1) Reversed, upset, contrary.

(2) Left.

Be'r, n.f. Delay.
Ber, -o, pi. A village, a house or home.
Hera, n.m. A palace, especially the female apartments in a

chief's palace; pL -e.

Beri, n.f. (1) Iron fetters. (2) A boat.

Beri, n.f. See bdri.

Bes6, n.m. See Majnu.
Beta, n.m: (H.) A son. /. i. A girl or daughter; pi. -6. Sons.
Bethu, 7i. w. A low-caste farmer who works under a zaminddr.
Bethmi, v.i. re. (H. baitAnd.) To sit down.
Bglaiwnu, v.t. re. To clear off; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bhabar, //.//>. The scorpion plant, from which jute is obtained.
Bhabi, n.f. Brother's wife. Also bhdoj.

Bhadar, ad. m. (H. bahddur.) Gallant, brave.

Bhado, n.m. (S. Bhadrapada.) The 5th month of the Hindu
year, corresponding to August. (Also bhajjo.)

Bhadu, n.m. (H. bhaddu.) A white-metal ve-sel used for cook-

ing pulse.

Bhaer, n.m. Brother. /. -i, Sister ; m. -a, A ]>olite term of

address to anyone.
Bha'g, n.m. (S. Bhagya.) Luck, fate, fortune.

Bhag-khouwane, v.i. re. To be ill-fated, to be unlucky.
Bhagnu, v.i. re. To run away, to escape.
Bhahattar, ad. 72.

Bhai, n.m. (H. bh&i.) (S. bhr4tri.) A brother.

Bhainchal, n.m. (S. Bhumichalana.) An irthquake.

Rhains, n.f. (H.) (S. Mahishi.) A buffalo; m. -a, pi. -c.

Also mainsh.

Bhaish, n.m. (S. Abhyasa.) Practice.

Bhaishnu, v.i. re. To practise; /. i, pi. c.

Bhaithu, n.m. Au adopted brother. /. -an. An adopted
sister.

Bhajjo, n.m. See Bhado. -we, adv. In August.
Bhajnu, v.t. re. (H. bhajn/i.) To preserve, to keep in memory.
Bhajnu, v.t. re. To deny, to disagree, to refuse; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bhaji, n.f. Vegetable.

Bhala. or -u, ad. m. Good; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bhala, n.m. (H.) A spear; pi. e.

Bhalawa, n.m. (H. bhUdwd.) A medicinal tree, or fruit.

Bhalk, n.f. Morning, daybreak, -e. At daybreak.

Bhalla, n.m. A kind of cake, made of pulse flower; )>L -e.

Bhalli, n.f. A kind of food.

Bhalnu, v.i. re. To re< over from illne>s, to be restored to-

health.

Bhalnu. v.t. re. To keep in sight, to observe, to witness.

Bhalu, n.m. One who keeps anything in sight.

Bhalu, n.m. (See Banai.)
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Bha'n, n.m. Small coins.

Bhanda or -u, n.m. pi. -e. A brass, copper or iron vessel.

Bhande-babar-honi, v.i. ir. To be in menses.

/

/

/

Bhaiiji, n.f. Injury, -marni, v.i. re. To injure.

Bhanju or -a, n.m. sister's son; nephew. /. -i. Sister's daug

niece
;
pi. -e.

Bhang, n.f. The hemp plant, or leaves, or smoking hemp.

Bhangolu, n.m. pi. Hemp-seed.

Bhiinoi, n.m. (H. bahnoi.) Sister's husband.

/

measure upon which was

cient unit of land (Kullu).

Bhara, n.m. (I) Hire, rent. (2) To give some corn to a calfless

cow or buffalo at milking.

Bhara, n.m. (S. Bhara = weight.) A load, luggage; pi. -e.

Bhara or -u, adj. m.
; /. i, pi. -e. Full, filled up.

Bhara, n.m. Fare, rent, -dena, v.i. ir. To pay the fare.

Bhari, ad. (H.) Heavy.
annas per rupee (Kullu)

Bharnu, v.t. re. (1) To pay. (2) To fill up.

Bhart, n.m. A kind of pulse, flat and black in colour.

Bharuwanu, v.i. re. To be filled; /. -i, pi. -6.

Bhash or bhakh, n.f. (S. Bhasha.) Language, a dialect. Pcr-

hdri bhdshbi jdnai. ? ' Do you know the Pahari language ?

Bhash, n.m. The lungs.

Bhasma, n.m. (S. bhasman.) Ashes.

Bhat, n.m. (S. Bhatta.) A term for a Brahman.
Bha't, n m. (S. Bhakta ) Boiled rice.

/

(Kullu)

/

regain one's caste; one's beiu^r out of caste by doing some-

thing wrong.
Bhatkanu, v.i. re. To stray, to wander; /. -i. pi. -<•

Bhatte, n.m. pi. (H. bhatta.) Brinjals.

Bhatu, n.m. A Brahman's son whose duty it is to serve a chief

at the time of worship.
Bhau, n.m. A chief's son. A polite term used in addressing

any boy of good birth.
Bhaun, n.m. (S. Bhavana.) A temple.
Bhauii, n.m. A thought, a supposition. Mnebhau» se >"

dwnd, " I suppose he won't come.'

'

Bhaw, n.m. (H. bhdw.) A rate.
Bhdar, n.m. A granary, a store-houst-.
Bhdari, n m. One in charge of Limarv. store-keeper.
Bhed, n.m.

f. -i, pi. -o. A sheen.
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Bhekhal, n.m. A kind of plant with sharp thorns; pi. <>.

Bhet, n.m. (H.) A secret.

Bhet, n.f. (1) A present offered to a deity. (2) An offering.

(3) A benevolence made in cash by officials and by land-
holders in land to the Rana at the Diwali festival (Kut-
har). (4) An offering made on appointment to office by a
mahr (Bilaspur).

Bheta (see the preceding). A present made to a deity or ruler,
-deni or charni, v.i. ir. and re. To give or offer a
present.

Bhetnu, v.t. re.
/

Bhetu, n.m. (H.) One who knows secrets, -karna, v.t. ir. To
introduce, to acquaint.

Bhijnu, v.i. re. To be wet; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bhikh, n.f. (S. Bhiksha.) Alms, -deni v.i. ir. To give
alms.

Bhirnu, v.t. re. To fight, to struggle.
Bhit, n. f. (S. Bhitti.) A wall.

Bhithka or -u. ad. m /. -i, pi. -e. Inside, in.

Bhithla or -u, ad. m.
; /. -\.,pl. -e. Of the inside, inner.

Bhlaitha, n.m. The main beam of a roof.

Bhlekha, n.m. (H. bhulkdlekhd .) A mistake, an oversight.
Bhofar, n.m. Shoulder, pi. -o.

Bhog, n.m. (S.) An offer, -lana; v.i. re. To offer cooked food to
a deity.

Bhoglu, n.m. See Bihan.
Bho'j, n.m. (I) A feast. (2) Birch, -ru, n.m. Picnic. (3)

-pattar, n.m. Birch-bark.

Bhola or -u, adj. m. /. i, pi. -e. Simple-minded.
Bhonr or -a, n.m. (S. bhramara.) A black bee; /. -i,

pi. -e.

Bhoiiru, n.m. A song, a couplet : poetry, such as :

Kuje ru fulru

mano
11 The wild white rose is sucked by a black bee,

Roasted grain never grows, nor isadesired object gained."

Siti luindoli harno, bikro de mow,
Mdnu dekhe mukhte, terd latkd horo.

" Deer will walk, and peafowl too,

I've seen a good many men, but your gait is of another
kind.

Bhoiitha or -i, n. A sept of Kanets in Kaimli pargana and else-

where in these hills; pi. -e.

Bhoshe, n.m. pi. Roasted green wheat or gram.
Bhrungnu, v.i. re. To roar like a panther.

Bhryiirish, n.f. pi. -o. Eyebrows.
Bhu, n.m. (H. bhus.) Fodder.
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Bhubhal, n.m. A fire of hot ashes to fry potatoes in.

Bhubri, n.f. Mouth.

/, (S. Bhurai.) Earth, land. ~su, adj. A one-storeyed
house.

/

Bhukh, n.f. (S. Bubhuksha.) Hunger, appetite.

Bhukhie-raunu, v.i. ir. To remain hungry.
Bhul, n.f. (H.) A mistake, forgetfulness.

Bhulka, n.m. Vegetables, -ehannu, v.i. re. To cook vegetables.
Bhulnu, v.t. re. To forget; -/. i, pi. -e.

Bhunchu, ad. Sucked, or licked.

Bhuiidu, n.m. A fool, an ignorant man.
Bhu-ro-paral, ad. Good for nothing.

ni, n.f. Daybreak.
Bhyan-ni, n.f. Daybreak, -e. At daybreak.
Bhyansar, n.f. Morning, dawn, -i, adv. This morning.
Bhyass, n.m. (S. Abhyasa.) Practice, exercise.
Bhyasuwnu, v.i. re. To be accustomed, to be in practice; /. -i,

pi. -e.

/ (Also tong.)
f

9 >

Bi, ad. (S. Vinshati.) 20; -waft, 20th.
Bi, adv. Also, too. £e bi dwnd (hid. "He too was to come.
Bi, adv. (1) Also, even. Proverb:—

Take ri bi, " Of six pies,

Ghajqu ri bi. Yet beautiful."

(2) adv. As well as.

Biah, n.m. See Bya or Byah.
Bich, n.f. A crack, adj. Middle, n. Centre.
Bicha-bichi, adv. Through or hy the middle.
Hidana, n.m. Quinces.
Bidhni, v.i. re. To be extinguished.
Bidhnu, v.i. re To be extinguished.
Bigai, n.f. A tax levied per bighd (Kuthar).
Bighe, adv. In the fields.

Bihan, n.m. Coriandrura sativum. (Also bashdr.)
Bij, n.m. (S. Vija). (1) Seeds. (2) (S. vajra.) Thunderbolt.

^ -gajnu, v.i. re. To be no more.
" ri,w./. (S. Vijapura.) A kind of citron,

dn, n.f. A furrow left unsown in a field.

n.f. (S. Vidyut). Lightning.

/

/

B.kh, n.m. (S. Visha.) (1) Poison. (2) -ru or -ra, ad w.; /. -i

pi. -e. Difficult, dangerous (way).
Bikh, n.f. A step, a footstep, -deni, v.i. ir. To tread, to walk.
«i, n.f A hole, chasm, a crack, -parni, v.i. re. To crack

/
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Bilkhnu, v.t. re. To scream, to cry.

Binayak, n.m. (S. Vinayaka.) The deity Ganesh.

Bifichi, n.f. A plant called gulmanhdi in Hindi.

Bifichu, n.m. (S. Vrishchika, H. bichchhu.) A scorpion.

Bifid, n.m. A handle of a sickle or a hoe. -lana, v.i. re. To fix

a handle.

Binda, n.m. A truss (of hay). Bindku.

Bifida, n.m.; pi. -e. A big grass bundle;/.-!. A small grass-

bundle. (Also puld and pidi.)

Bifid] u-tara, n.m. The morning star

Bingu. See Banga.

Bini, ad. (H. bind.) Without.

Bir, n.m. (S. Vira.) (1) A hero. (2) The deity Hanuman or

Bhairab. (Also used in compounds, e.g., Banbir, Lankrabir.)

, n.f. A green twig u

To brush the teeth.

•lani, v.i. ir.

Birie, n. A polite term used in addressing a maiden.

/ 20

Bishka or -u, ad.m.\ /. -i. pi. -e. Empty, -hathe, adv. Empty-
handed; /. -i, pi. e.

Bish-tang, n.f. (1) The remuneration of a headman at the rate

of 6 pies per rupee of land revenue (Kuthar). (2) A
present to an officer in cash: (all the Simla Hill States).

-deni, v.i. ir. To give a present. (3) A bribe (also ko'r.)

Bishtx, n.m. (S. Vishuva.) (1) The moment of the sun's reach-

ing Aries. (2) A song sung by low-caste people in April.

Biu,ad. m. Good, -honu, v.i. ir. To be convalescent.

Biya or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi -e. Good. adv. Quite well.

Biye-re-muftde, ad. pi. Disciples of wise men.
Blaj, n.m. (S. Valiraja, the King Vali.) A night fair. (Also

barldj or brldj.)

Bla'k or biilak, n.m. A nose-ring.

Blair, n.m. A low caste (often called ' mate'). (Also halmaridi.)

Blawla, n.m. Condolence, -dena, v.t. ir. To condole.

Blel, n.f. Evening, eve.

Biiya, m. my; /. -e.

Boa, n.m. Flight.

Bobo, n.f. (I) A sister o

used in addressing a woman.
(2) A very polite term

Bodri, n.m. A kind of disease, chicken-pox. -nikalni, v.t. re.

To suffer from chicken-pox.

Boe, v.p.p. Passed away.
Bohit, ad. m. (H. bahut.) Much, abundant.

Bohu, n.f. (S. Vadhu.) Daughter-in-law.

Bojha, n.m. (H. bojh.) A load.

/

/

/
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136' 1, n.m. A high wooded place.

Bo'l, n.m. (1) A speech, a saying. (2) An oral agreement where-

by one's daughter is bethrothed to a boy ; in default the

sum of Rs. 20 is paid as damages.

B61, n.m. (1) A speech. (2) The term used for paying Rs. 20

to validate a betrothal

.

Bolnu, v.t. re. To speak; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bon, n. f. See Baori.

Bon, n.m. See Ban.

Boii-nu, v.i. re. To flow.

Bonu, v.t. re. See Bijnu.

Bo'ti, n.f. See Bohu.
'

Boti or botiya, n.m.
; /. -an. A cook.

Boti, n.f. A bit of flesh, -boti-karni, v.i. ir. To cut in pieces

Bou, n.f. (H. bahu, S. Badhu.) Daughter-in-law.

Boumen, v. pi. We will, or should, sow.

Bownu, v.i. re. To roll down, to flow; /. -i, pi. -e.

Bpari, n.m. (H. bydpdri.) A trader, a merchant.

Bra, n.m. A weight equal to 4 thdkris or 6 sers. The area*

sown with one drhd is reckoned equal to a bigha

(Jubbal.).

Braga, n.f. The wife of a bairagi.

Bragar, n.m. Ear-rings.

Bragi, n.m. Bairdgi
f
a Vaishnava.

Bragan, n.f. A lioness or tigress.

Bragg, n.m.; f. -an (S. Vyaghra.) A leopard or panther, -tu.

A leopard cub.

I, n.f. (S. Vidala.) A cat. (Also brqili) Dim. -tu or -ti. A
kitten

.

Brass, n.m. The rhododendron.
Brat, n.f. (1) Dunning. (2) (H. bdrdt.) A wedding proces-

sion.

Brati-bethnu, v.i, re. To dun. (Also brdt-ldni.)

Bresht, n.m. (S. Vrihaspati.) Thursday.
Bthith, n.m. Flour of pot-herb grain.
Btholi, n.f. Bread made of pot-herb grain.
Buara or bwara, n.m. A helper; one who helps a fellow vil-

lager and gets food, but no cash, in return; pi Buare or

bware -lane, v.i. re. To engage helpers, -dewnu, v.i. re. To

go to help.

Buba, n.m. The husband of one's father's sister. /. -i, Father's

sister, pi. -e.

Buber-bhai, n.m. Father's sister's son.
Buda, n.m.;

f. -i, pi -e. A bar.
Buddh, n.m. (S. Budha.) (1) Wednesday. (2) Wisdom.
Bug, n.m. A cover, especially for a gun, a pillow or bedding*
Bugcha or -u, n.m.

; /. -i, pi .£. A bundle.
fiuggl, n.f. Wrapping up the body in a sheet; -pani, ••*• re '

To wrap up one's body in a sheet.
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Bujhnu,v.£. re. (H.bujhnd.) To understand, to know; . /-i,pZ.-e.

Bujhnwala, n.m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. One who understands or knows.

Biilak, n.m. See Bla'k.

Bulanu, v.t. re. (H. buldnn.) To call, to invite.

Bunja, ad. 52.

Bun-nu, v.t. re. (H. bunna.) To weave; /. -i, pi. -c.

Bura or -u, ad;, m.
; /. -i, p/. -e. Bad, wicked, not good.

Bura-bhajana, v.i. re. To cease unhappiness.

Bura-lagna, v.i. re. To be unhappy, -manna, v. i. re. To be

displeased.

Buri-ghalni, v.t. re. To harass, to put to trouble, to plague

Buri-honi, v.i. ir. To be in trouble

Buri-lagni, v.i. re. To pine in love, to feel unpleasant.

Bwa'l, n.ni. (H. ubdl, S. Udgara.) (1) Overflowing. (2) Heat.

Bwal-ianu or dewnu, v.i. re. To overflow.

Bwalnu, v.t. re. (H. ubalnd.) To boil.

Bwara, n.m., pi. -e. See Buara.

Bya, n.m. (S. Vivaha.) Marriage. (Also byah. -ahunda, adj.

m.
; /. i, hundi ; pi. -ehunde. Married.

Byaij, n.m. (H. bydj.) Interest.

Byali, n.f. Dinner, -channi, v.i. re. To cook the dinner, -e,

adv. In the evening. Bydle re pahre dyd Ludro—
\
Sliib came

in the evening.'

Byalke-bakte, adv. In the evening time.

/

/

/

I'yafthdd, n.m. A tax levied at a chief's wedding and on his

children's marriages. (Also Byaol or Byaoji.)

Byaol or byaoli, n.f. See Byanhda.
Byashi, ad. 82; -wan, 82nd.

Byo'], n.m. A kind of tree, the leaves of which are given to

cattle as fodder.

/ (2) n.m.

Detailed account. (3) ad. contrary, left (beord).

C

Cha'b, n.m. A food made of rice and sugar.

Chabhoknu, vd. re. To dip.

Chabnu, v.t. re. To chew; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chabtitra, n.m. A raised bank or terrace, open or covered.

Chiibutra-wazir or Shri-wazir, n.m. The prime-minister, the

chief minister. (The former form was used in Kullu and

the latter in Bashahr.)

Chacha, n.m. Uncle. /. -i, Au
Chachenu, v.i. re. To cry or sc

Chadar, n.m. A sheet of cloth.

/
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Chadr, •*./. A scarf. (H. chaddar.)

Chaer, n.f. See Char.

Chaetu or chaethu or -a, ad. m.\ f -i, pL -e. (1) Desirable.

(2) Easy.

/. -i, pi. -e. Thin, straight.

Chagarnu, v.t. re. See Chagrnu.

Chagrnu or chagarnu, v.t. re. To know, to come to know, to

/

/

-nu. v.t. re. To wish.

/

Chair, n.m. The true or Golden Pheasant.

Chajara or -u., ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. e. Good, fine.

Cha'k, n.m, (1) An ornament. (2) A miller's wheel.
Chaka. n.m. Service in cantonments. (Obs., Kullii.)

Chakar, n.m. (H). A servant; /. -i. Service.

Chakchuiijri, n.f. A squirrel.

Chake, n.m. pi. Roofing slates; -a, sing.

Chake-bethnu, v.t. re. To realize a fine by sitting at one's door.

Chakhauni, n.f. A taste.

Chakhnu, v.t. re. (H. chakhnd.) To taste.

Chaki, n.f. (H. chakki.) A handmill.
Chakka, n.m. See Bast.

Chakkar, n.m. (H.) Circle, round, -lanu, or -denu, or -bahnu;
v.i. re. To turn round.

Chaknu
/

/. -i, pi. -e. A round

Chako'r, n.m. See Chakru.
/

Chakri, n.f. Service, -karni, v.t. ir. To serve.
Chakru, n.m. The chikor (also chakor).
Chaku, n.m. (H. chakku.) A knife.
Cha'l, n.f. (H.) (1) Gait. (2) A custom.
Chala, n.m. Shaking, -hona, v.i. ir. To be shaken.
Ohalana-deria, v.i. ir. To go on, to proceed.
Chalher, n.m. Breakfast time. (Also chalh'ir.)
Chali-janu. v.i. ir. To go on. -jan-nu, v.i. re. To know how to

walk.

Chalni, n.m. See Piilgari. (Bashahr.)
Chalnu, v.i. re. (H. chalnd.) To walk, to go on, to proceed;

/

/. -i. A shoemaker
Chamasha, n.m. (S. Chaturmasya.) The monsoon, the rainy

season, wet weather.
Chamba, n.m. (1) Copper. (2) A fragrant yellow flower.
Chamba, n.m. (S. Champaka.) A tree bearing a fragrant yel-

low flower {Michelia champaca). Proverb -.—Chdmbe mult
bhekhlqi jdmi : " Under a fragrant flower tree there grew a

_ (Used of the son of a well-to-do man who
has none of his father's qualities.)

thorny plant.
'

'
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Cham-ehamat. n.m. (1) Shining or blazing. (2) Flashing.
Cham-gadar, n.m. (H. changidar.) A bat.

Chamkawnu, v.t. re. To cause to shine; /. -i, pL -e.

Chaniknu/v./. re. (1) To shine. (2) To flash. (3) To be in full

power; / -i, pi. -e.

Champkali, n.f. An ornament worn by women on the neck.
(It is made either of gold or of silver.)

Chamri, n.f. The skin, -twarni, v.i. re. To whip.
Ghana' 1, n.m. A low caste, e.g., a shoe-maker.
Cha'n-chak, ad. Vain, in vain, without reason.

Chand, n.m. (S. Chandra, P. chand.) The moon.
Chandal, n.m. (S. Chandala, sweeper.) A wicked man.
Chandol, v.m. A swing made of wood, to seat four.

Chandra, ad. m.; f. -i, pi. -e. Wicked, bad.
Chaftga, -u, ad. m. ; /.-i., pi. -e. Good, fine. (H. changd.)
Changar, n.m. The upper storey of a house.
Chanhnu, v.t. ir. To desire, to wish; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chani, n.f. A bit, a very small part. Mddu mango ddhu, Rani
nd deo chani. " Madu wants the half, Rani will not give a

^
bit."

Chanknu, v.t. re. See Chdbnu.
Channa, n.m. The kernel of a fruit; pi. -e.

Chan-nu, v.t. re. (1) To make. (2) To cook; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chant a' I, ad. See chandal.
Cha'nu, v.t. re. (H. chdhna.) To want, to wish, to desire.

/. -i, pi. e.

Chao, n.m. See Chaw.
Chapnu, v.t. re. (See Chabnu.) To chew, -e-jogu, -a, ad. m.;

/.-i, />/. e. Fit to chew.
Cha'r, ad. (H.) Four. Chautha, m.; /. -i, pi. -e, fourth.

Char, n (H. dchdr.) A kind of sauce.

Charan, n.m. pi. (S. Charana.) Feet.

Charan, n.m. Grazing ground.
Char-deni, v.i. ir. To drive game.
(harawnu, v.t. re. To graze; /. -i, pi. -e.

Charhai, n.f. (1) An ascent. (2) An invasion.

Charhnu, v.t. re. (1) To climb up. (2) To mount, to ride;

/. -i, pi. -e.

Charj. n.m. (S. Ashcharya.) Wonder, surprise.

Charj, n.m. (S. Acharya.) A Krishna Brahman, who accepts

the death-bed gifts.

Charkha, n.m. (H.) Spinning wheel, -katna, v.i. re. To spin.

Charnu, v.i. re. (H. charnd.) To graze; /. -i.

Chaska. n.m. Fondness, eagerness, -parna, v.i. re. To be fond.

Chatar, ad. (S. Chatura.) Clever, wise, active.

Chatiknu, v.i. re. To crack; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chatnu, v.t. re. (H. chatnd.) To lick; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chatrai. n.f. (S. Chaturi.) Cleverness, wisdom.
Chaubi, ad. 24; -waft, 24th.
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Chaudash, n.f. (S. Chaturdashi.) The fourteenth day of the

bright or dark half of a month.

Chaun, ad. Three; chiu, chijd, or chiyd; f. -i, pi. -e. ; third.

Chaunla, n.m.
;

/.-i, pi. e. A wild beast with a white tail.

Chaunr, n.m. (S. Chamara.) A chowri, the tail of the yak used

to whisk off flies, etc.; also as an emblem or insigne of

princely rank*

Cliaura or-u, ad. m.; f. -i, pi. -e. (H.) Wide, broad.

Chaura, n.m. (1) A terrace, a courtyard. /. -i. (2) A yak's

tail.

Chauth, n.f. (S. Chaturthi.) The fourth day of the bright or

dark half of a month.
Chau'-thi, n.f. A small hole near the hearth of a cook-room in

m m 7 I

which salt and red pepper are put.

Chaw, n.m. Pleasure, ambition. (Also Chao.) -bona, v.i. ir.

To be ambitious.

Chawanu, v.i. re. To absorb; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chefar. n.m. A long shelf or plank to keep things on. (Syn.

Parchh.)

Chennu, n.m. A pole with two horns.

Chen-uii, n.m. The edible mushroom.
Chela, n.m.; /. -i, pi. -6. A disciple, a scholar.

Chele, n.m. See Diwdn
y Diliwan.

Che'li, n.f. (1) Breakfast. (2) The second morning meal, -chan-

ni, v.i. re. To prepare breakfast.

Cheol, chewl n.m. A beam of timber.
Cher, n.m. See Chair.

Chera, n.m. A wooden bolt.

Chet or chech, n.m. (S. Chaitra.) The 12th month of the

Hindus, corresponding to March.
Cheta, n.m. (1) Memory. (2) Treatment, -chaujshi, n.f. Care-

ful treatment.

Chetha-chethi, n.f. Teasing, bothering.
Chetha-hunda or -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Spoiled.
Cheta-rakhna, v.t. re. To take care of. [pi- -&•

Chetlinu, v.t. re. To spoil, to bother, to render useless; /• -i

Chetnu, v.t. re. (1) To feel. (2) i. To be cautious /. -i, pi -<'•

Chetta or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi - e . Narrow. (Also chydid.)

Chetuwanu, v.t. re. To recollect, to recall to memory; /. -i, pi •*•

Cheuii, n.m. A kind of edible toadstool, morel. Also chyatin.

Chewaj, n.m. A beam, of timber. (Also ddsci.) [curd.

Chha, n.f. Watery curd, -dhun-ni or chholni, v.i. re. To churn
Chhabra or -u, n.m.

; f. -i, pi. -e.' A large wide basket of bamboo,
to put bread in.

Chhabtu, n.m. A grain measure, equal to 2 sers.
Chhachha, n.m. pi. -e. A minute kind of gnat of yellow colour.

It is found in Shungri, Khadrala, etc., in the Bashahr terri-

tory. When it bites a prick is felt and the pain increases
and lasts for six months.
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f

/

Ohhain, n.f. (S. Chhaya.) Shade, shadow, -parni, v.i. re. To
become shady.

Chhaka, n.rn. A day's labour paid with 2 sers of grain and a

meal (Bilaspur).

Chhakar-dada, n.m. The great-great-grandfather.
Chhakku, n.m. A small basket.

Chhaknu, v.t. re. To eat; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chhal, n.m. Fright, terror (from an evil spirit), -chhiddar, n.m.
A trick, pretension.

Chha'l, n.f. A wave. Nhane ri-. Bathing.
Chhala, n.m. Ring (of finger.) (Also chhalla.)

Chhalaka, n.m. A long wave; pi. -e.

Chhalang, n.f. A skip, or jump.
Chhalla, n.m. A ring. (Also chhdp.)
Chhalli, n.f. Indian corn. (Also chhalli.)

Chhalnu or chhalwnu, v.i. re. To be frightened or terrified by
an evil spirit.

Chhalnu, v.t. re. To wa:
Chhalu, n.m. A blister.

/. -i. A sieve; pi. -e.

Chhalii t, ad. Selected, the best (alike in all genders and num-
bers).

Chhamai, n.f. Half-yearly, -mangni, v.i. re. To ask for grain
at each harvest.

Chhambar, n.m. A kind of plant, adj. m.f. -i, pi. -e. Spot-
ted.

Chhamchhamat, n.m. The tinkle of metal ornaments.
Chhadmo, n.m. (S. Chhadma.) Deceit.
Chhadnu, v.t. re. To release, to leave; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chha'n, n.f. A leafy roof, a cattleshed.
(hhaiide, n.m. Entertaining. -rakhnu, v.t. re. To enter-

tain. CkhdOde kanie rdkhuv. "What am I to entertain
with? "

Chhande, ad. Entertaining.
Chhanga or -w, ad. m.\ f. -i, pi, -e. One who has six fingers or

toes.

Chhanite, ad. By chance.
Chhan-nu, v.t. re. To shift; /. -i, pi -e.

Chhaiitnu, v.t. re. (1) To select. (2) To cut, to lop.

Chhanu, v.t. re. To roof; /. -i, pi. -e. (Also chhdwnu.)
Chhap, n.f. (1) A ring (of a finger). (2) A seal.

Chhapar, n.m. A roof; /. -i. A small roof. pi. Chhapro.
Chhapawnu, v.t. re. (H. chhipdnd.) To hide; /. -i, pi. e.

Chhapka, n.m. A sudden blow or stroke.
Ciihapnu, v.i. re. (1) To set; /. -i, pi. -e. (2) To hide.
Chhapnu, v.t. re. (H. chhdpnd.) To print, to impress.
Chha'r, n.f. Ashes. See Bhasma.
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Chhar, n.f. A basket to keep a chief's robes in.

Chharawnu, v.t. re. To take back, to take away; /. -i.

pi. -e.

Chhari, n.f. A gold or silver mounted pole kept bv a sate-
keeper.

Chhariya, n.m. A gate-keeper of a chief 's palace.
Chharnu, v.t. re. To pound, to beat in a pestle; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chharnu, v.t. re. To set free, to release, to leave; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chharownu, v.t. re. To take by force; f.-i, pi. -e.

Chhatar, n.m. (S. Chhatra.) A deity's silver umbrella
; /. -i. An

umbrella, a canopy.
Chhati, n.f. A stick.

Chhath, n.f. (S. Shashti.) The sixth day of the bright or dark
half of a month. Also a ceremony observed on the sixth
day after the birth of a son, when Shashti Devi is wor-
shipped and a grand feast is given to all.

Chhati, n.f. A small stick.

Chhatta, n.m. (S. Chatra.) An umbrella; f.-i, A small um-
brella; pi. -e.

Clihau, ad. (H. chhah.) 6; -wan; m.j. -win; pi. -weft, 6th.
/. An agricultural implement (used in Bashahr).

Chhautu, n.m. A kind of implement to cut leaves and branches
for cattle bedding. It is like a small hatchet.

Chhawnu, v.t. re. See Chhanu.
Chhdawnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause or allow to release or leave:

f.-i, (2) To take off.

Chhe, ad. See chhau.
Chhechar, n.m. (S. shot, six, and upachdra . a gif t .) A ceremony

observed at weddings in Chamba and the Simla Hill States.
when the bridegroom reaches the bride's house with the
wedding procession; at the gate the bride's father give.^
him (1) water to wash his feet, (2) a Hlak of sandal.
(3) a garland, (4) a robe, (5) a betelnut, and (6) an orna
ment, i.e., a gold ring.
ei, n.f. A store c*

/

-lani, v. To store fuel.

m Mm v k ^v m m «^k

Chhe'k n.m. A tearing, -nu, v.t. re. (1) To tear. (2) To |>»t

aste

Chhekan, n.m. A tear, separating.
Chheknu, v.t. re. (1) To tear, to break. (2) To put out of caste

To excommunicate.
Chhekuwanu, v.i. re. To be torn or separated.

/

/

f.-i, pl.-e. A kid.
Chheo, chhew, n.m. End. -hona; v.i. ir. To be no more.
Uiheori, n.f. (1) A woman. (2) A wife (also rhhewri).
uiner, n.f. (1) War, a battle. (2) Sound, -u, >,.m. One who
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Chhera, n.m. A stirring about, -dena, v.t. re. To give a stir.

Chherawa, n.m. (1) Irritation. (2) An invasion. (3) An in-

vitation.

Chherawnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause to stir; /. -i, pi. -e. (2) To
cause to irritate.

Chherawnu, v.t. re. To fight; /. i, pi. -e.

Chhernu, v.t. re. To irritate, to annoy, to trouble.

Chhete. adv. Once on a time.

Chheti, n.f. A married woman's private property (in Kullu).
In Bashahr it is termed Istri-dhan.

Chhew, n.m. See Chheo.
Chhewnu, v.t. re. (I) To pay off. (2) To settle; /. -i, pi. e.

Chhibar or Clihibr, n.m.
;
pi. -o. A sept of Kanets found in the

Chhabrot par<jnn<\ and elsewhere.

Chhichhra, n.m. f. -i, /)/. -e. A bit, pieces.

Chhiddar, n.m. (S. Chhidra.) A hole.

Chhij-bij, n.m. The balance of an account.
Chhijnu, v.t. re. To be destroyed, to be no more, to end.

Chhik, n.f. (S. Chhikwa.) A sneeze.

Chhika, n.m.; f. -i, pi. -e. A net made of twine, used to

hang a vessel in.

Chhiknu, v.i. re. To sneeze.

Chhilnu, v.t. re. To bark, to peel: /. -i, pi. -e.

Chhilnu, v.i. re. (1) To make faces. (2) To mock; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chhiniba, n.m. A washerman; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chliimchhi, n.f. The eve, evening, -e. In the evening.
Chhimehhi, n.f. Sunset, -honi, v.i. ir. To become evening.

-ye, adv. By sunset.

Chhimpa, n.m. A goshawk.
Chhinchhri, n.f. A kind of wild plant.

Chhini, n.f. \ chisel.

Chhin-nu, v.t. re. To lop, to cut; / -i, pi. -e.

Chhinw, n f. pi. -e. The shadow of the setting sun.

Chhir or chhira, n. Wood, fuel,

Chhir, n.f. A noose, a splinter, -gadni, v.i. re. To be pierced

with a wooden noose or splinter.

Chhirkanu, v.t. re. (H. chhirkrvi.) To sprinkle.

Chhirki, n.f. Fuel or wood. (Also jhukri.)

Chhiti, n.f. A drop or drops of water, etc.

Chhitar or chhitr, n.m. Old shoes.

Chhitwnu, v.i. re. To get wet
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chho, n.m. pi. A spring of water, -fatne, v.i. re. To spring

from the earth (used of water in the rainy season).

Chhoi, n.f. Soap water distilled from ashes to wash clothes.

-lani, v.i. re. To distil water from ashes.

Chhoi, n.f. Soap water, made from ashes, -lani, v.i. re. To
distil water from ashes to wash clothes.

Chhokra or -w,9t.m. : pi. -c. Son, lad. boy. (H.) fern. Chhokii.

A female attendant on a chief.
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Chholnu, v.t. re. (1) To churn. (2) To dissolve; /. -i, pi. -e.

/

/

/

• /

-jana, v.i. ir.

Chhot
/

/

Chhotli, ad. f. Defiled, polluted, m. -a, pi. -e. Menstruation.

Chhubkuwe-nachnu, v. See Chubkuwe-nachnu.
Chhukra, n.m. A musical measure.

Chhulnu, v.i. re. To jump and skip to avoid an arrow.

Chhunli, n.f. A term used for 2 bighas of land.

Chhiiiiwnu, v.t. re. (H. chhund). To touch; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chhtiru, ad. m. A handful.

Chhut, n.f. (1) Leisure. (2) Remission.
Chhut, n.f. Leisure, -ni-honi, v.i. ir. To have no leisure.

Chhutnu, v.i. re. To get rid, to escape, to be left
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chhutt, ad. See Chhanite.

Chhwain, n.m. Leafy bedding for cattle, used to make
manure.

•

roof.

/. -i, pi. -e. (2) To set, (3) To

Chhwanwa, n.m. The act of touching, -lana, v.i. re. To touch.

Chhwanuweii, adv. At the setting place, the west.
Cham, n.m. (H. chard.) Fodder.
Chaura, n.m. A courtyard.
Chi, n.f. A pine tree. (Also chir.)

Chij, n.f. (H. chiz). A thing, an article, -o. Things.
Chija, ad. See Chaun.
Chiji, ad. See Chaun.
Chik, n.f. Mud or earth, -lani, v.i. re. To clean the bands with

mud and water after going to stool (also chik).

Chiknat, adj. Slippery, n.m. A patch of smooth mud.

/

/

/

/. Mouthpiece
-lig-

ni, v.i. re. To appear, of sunshine on the peaks, -lagi-

jani, v.i. ir. To have appeared, of sunshine on the peaks.

Chilra or chilta, n.m.
; pi. -e. A kind of bread.

adhere, to cling to; /

/

bhimn, n.f. The yellow wasp.
Chimta, n.m. (H). Tongs. /. -i. A
Chimtnu, v.i. re. To be hurt.
Ching, n.f. Cry, screaming, -nu, v.i

Chini or chine, n.f. A kind of corn.

Chin-nti
/

/
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Chin tha, n.m. The back of the head.
Clrinta, n.f. (S. Chita.) The funeral pile, for cremation, -lani,

U.t, re. To prepare a funeral pile for cremation.
Chiftwaft, n.m. A plant that grows near water and is used as a

medicine for burns.

Chira

,

Chiran

/

/

/. An ache, a pain
Chirkhu-masan . n.m. A male spirit which swings, whence it-

name. It haunts cross-roads and frightens the passers-by
(used in Chamba).

Warbling
i. To warl

ad. m.
; /

/. -i, pi. -e.

/

/

/

Chirwnu, v.i. re. To be torn; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chirwijanu, v.i. re. To be torn; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chish, n.f. Water, -lagni, v.i. re. To be thirsty.

Chisha or -u, adj. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Thirsty.

Chishe-raunu, v.i. ir. To remain thirsty.

Chit, ad. Flat, -honu, v.i. ir. To be flat, -raunu, v.i. ir. To
die.

Chit, n.f. pi. -o. An ant. (Also chiuhti.)

Chita or -u, ad. m.\ f. .i, pi. -e. White.
Chita, n.f. (S.) A funeral pile.

Chitera, n.m. (S. Chitrakara.) A painter, a picture-maker.
nu, v.t. ir. To remain in memory: /. -i, pi. -c

Chithi, n.f. (H.) A letter. (Chinthi in Madhan). Theo^r.

Chithra or -u, n.m.
;

pi. -e. A rag.

Chito, n.f. pi.; sing. Chit. An ant. (Also ckyuOti and mnkori
in Baghal and Kunihar Statf\s.)

Chitra, n.m. (1) A medicinal herb. (2) Name of a constellation.

Chitwnu, v.t. re. To remember; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chiu, ad. See Chaun.

Chiuri, n.f,

Chiuti, n.f

f

Chiya
/

/. (H. chqulai.) A kind of green s

Chochla, n.m. A jest, -u, n.m. f. -i, pi. -e. A jester.

Choga, n.m. (H.) A kind of long cloak.

Choi, n.f. A spring of water.

Chokan, n.m. Cooked pulse or vegetables, or meat.

<"hokhu, adj. m.; f. -i, pi. -e. Clean, chaste.

-Choknu, v.i. re. To dip, to plunge; /. -i, pi. -<\
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Chokwnu, v.i. re. To be dipped or plunged.

Chola or -u, n.m. A dress, a cloak; pi. -e.

/

Choltu, w.ra. A small cloak.
i

(2) The gum of a tree

/

Chonr, n.m. (S. Chamara.) Chowry, the tail of the Bos grunni-

ens, used to whisk off flies ; also as an emblem or insigne

of princely rank.

Chop, n.f. (1) A pole, a tent-pole.

Chopar, n.m. Butter.

Choparnu, v.t. re. To rub with butl

Chopdar, n.m. (H.) See Chhariya.
Chor, n.m. and /. (H.) A thief, a robber. /. -i. A theft,

thieving or robbery.

Chor, n.m. A white sorrel.

Chora, n.m. Leaking, -lagna, v.i. re. To leak.

Chornu, v.t. re. To steal; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chornu, v.t. re. f. -i, pi. -e. To plu

/
Tinien meri dingli chori pcii, " He has broken my stick.

Chorwnu, v.i. re. To be concealed or stolen.
Chosha, n.m. pi. -e. A burn.

y >

/

/

A (H.) A hurt, -deni, v.t. re. To throw away

Baskets
basket. /. -i. A small basket. pl.-&

Chothra, -u, n.m. A basket used to keep grain, etc. /

small basket, pi, -e. Baskets.
Choti, n.f. (1) A top, a peak. (2) A pigtail.
Chrai, n.f. (H. ckmimi.) Breadth or width.

• —- . 7 --.-»»
j

Chrassi, ad. 84.

Chrel, n.f. A hi

pregnant.
Chreori. nJ. T\

f

It is hung on every house at the Bais&kki SaitkrantodX
Bishu.

Chreru, n.m. pi. Birds. Chnrii bdshdildgi: "The birds began
to warble."

Chrin, n.f. A bad smell
Chrira, n.m. pi. -e. A kind of insect having long hair on the

body, long in size, and with many feet,
thnpu, v.t. re. To stretch, to spread

; /. -i, pi. -e.
Chtiknu, v.i. re. To crack, to jump

; /. i, pi. -e.
Umbhnu, vi. re. (H. chvbhnd.) To pierce: /. -i, pi. -e.
Umbki, n.f. A dip. .marni, v.t. re. To take a dip.
Umbkuwe-nachnu, v.i. re. To dance to the tune called Chub-

ku, also idiomatically, • to be much pleased.'
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Chug, n.f. Grain for birds. (Also chugd.)

Chugal or chugl, ».*», A small piece of charcoal or stone placed
on the aperture of a pipe to prevent the tobacco from going
down into the pip<

/

/. (11.) A backbiter.

-pani, v.i. re. To backbite.

Chugawnu, v.t. re. {See Charawnu.)
Chugnu, v.t. re. (See Charnu.)
Chuhra, n.m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. A sweepci
Chui-jani, v.i. ir. To miscarry.

Chuj, v.m. A young hawk.
Chuk, n.f. (1) An oath on the ruler. (2) A mistake.
Chuknu, v.i. re, (1) To take an oath on the ruler. (2) To en

forget.

/

/. (S. Cliulli.) A stove.

/

/

A beak, a hill. Alsoclnmj.
Chuiichu, n.m. (S. Chuchuka = nipple of the breast,) Breast.

/ A distich goes :

Chia chundie ghugti bd&hau, bono chundie totd
;

Kali jugo rd pohrd Idgd , dddi Idi-guwu potd.

" A dove is warbling on the top of a pine, and a parrot on
the top of an oak

;

'Tis sad of this iron age, that a grandson lias taken away
a grandmother."

Chundu, n.m. A. pinch. -6deni, v.i. ir. To pinch.

Chungnu, v.t. re. To take up. to lift up
; /. -i, pi. -r, to pick .

Chungnu, v.t. re. To pick up; /. «i, pi. -e.

Chuiigu or chungu-bir, v.m. A male spirit, under a sorcerer's

control, and employed to bring things to him. It also

drinks the milk of cows and brings milk, ghi, etc., to itfl

owner (used in Chamba and the Simla Hills, respectively).

Chun-pun, n.m. Goodness.
Chup, v.m. (H.) Silence, -karni, p.t. re. To be silent.

Ohupa or -u, ad.m.
; /. i, pi. -e. Silent, quiet, tranquil.

Chupe-raunu, v.i. ir. To keep quiet, to be silent.

C'hura, n.m. Powder, dust, saw-dust.

Churi, 7i. f. Bangles made of lac or glass.

Churk-churk-lani or karni, v.t. re. To chew anything.

Churnu, v.t. re. To crush
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Churnu, v.i. re. To leak
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Churwnu. v.i. re. To be crushed
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Chushnu, v t. re. To suck, to absorb : /. -i, pi. -e.

('hut, n.f. (1) Breakage. (2) The act of breaking, or decrease.

(3) Deficiency.

Chutiya, ad. m. and /. pi. -e. Fool, ignorant.

Chutnu, v.i. re. To he broken. ti-ianu, v.i re. To bo broken.
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Chutpana, n.m. Folly.

Chwanni, n.f. (H. chawanni.) The coin of four annas.

Chyauii, n.m. See Cheuii.

Chyawan, n.m. (Ft.cM, pine, and ban, forest.) A pineforest.

Chyetta, ad. m. See Chetta.

D

D& or -u, mase. affix, /. -i, pi. -e. In, into, within ; examples :—
T 7/7 7 • / V * 7 • /• ml •

_ _• 1 1 • • a. y '

/ttda rfwrf m a^i. f< There is no milk in it.

Lotridi chish ni rauwi. li There is no water in the jug.
7 j

Tinde michh bi rqu ?
i

' Do men live in them \

Tindu kun ihu? u Who was in that (house) ?
M

Da, n.f. A jump, a spring, a bound.
Da'b, n.m. Pressure, -adena, v.i. ir. To press

pi. -e.

/

Daba, n.m. Plaster (medical), -dena or -lana, v.i. re. To apply

a plaster.

Dabaw, n.m. Pressure, -dena, v.t. re. To press.

/

/

/

/. A small pond or tank
; /

/

or

f
Dadhana, n.m. The melon fruit, tarbuj in Hindi.
Dadiya. A term of address

; /. -i. my friend.
Daf, n.m. A kettledrum, -ru, n.m. A kind of small kettle-

drum.
Dan. A small recess in a wall. (Syn. Tira or Tiri.)
Da^g, n.f. A witch, -lagni, v.i. re. To be influenced by a witch.

Da'g, n.m. Cremation. (2) A spot, -dene, v.t. ir. To cremate.
Daga, n.m. (P.) Pretence, a trick, -dena, v.t. re. To play a

trick.

Dagandra, n.m. A kind of disease in which an itching sen-

sation is felt on the body, -lana, v.i. re. To suffer from
that disease.

Dagetu, n.m.
; /. -i, pi. .& The children of a Dagi.

Daghelu, n.m. Heels.
Dagi, nm. and /. A low-caste people who render menial ser-

vices. (Also koli and darjhi.)

Dagle, ad. Bitter.

A Proverb
Hat merie Bayhale,

<(

Jethi ban but bi ddgle.

What is to be said of Baghal State,
Where even the wild plants are bitter ?"
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Dagnu, v.i. re. To fire. (2) To burn with fire ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Dagrasa, n.m. (H. gardsd.) A kind of instrument used to cut
plants, etc., as fodder for cattle.

Dagyali, n.f. The 14th and 30th, i.e., the Chaudas and Amavas
of the dark half of Bhado are termed " Dagyali," on which
days the Dags are believed to assemble at the Karol mountain
in Baghat territory.

Dah, n.m. (S. Daha — combustion.) A burning, -lana, v.i. ir.

To cremate.
Dah, n.m. Envy.
Dai, n.f. (H.) A nurse. (2) A sister. Example : Date kd

bole. " What do vou sav. sister V
f

f

Daiii, n.m. (S. dadhin, H. dah.) Curds; curdled sour milk.
tithi, n.f. Chin.

Daiya, int. O God ! my God !

Da'j, n.m. (H. dahez.) The articles of a dowry.
Dak or Daki, n.f. Vomit, -awni or -lagni, v.i. re. To vomit.
Da'k, n.f. (H.) The mail.

Da'kdhar, n.m. (E. doctor). A doctor.
Dakenni, n.f. A kind of small fox. (Also dakdnni.)
Da'kghar, n.m, (H.) Post office.

Dakhl, n.m. (P. dakhl.) Interference, -dena, v.i. ir. To inter-

fere.

Daki, n.f. Vomit, vomiting, -awni, v.i. re. To vomit.
Dakiya, n.m. (H.) A postman.
Dakkh, n.f. (S. Draksha.) Grapes, pi. -o. -lani, v.i. re. T.

plant grapes.

Dakhn, n.m. (S. Dakshina.) The south.

Daknu, v.i. re. To vomit.

Da'l, n.f. (H. ddl.) Pulse (cooked or uncooked.)
Da'l, n.m. A tree. /. -i. A small tree or plant

;
pi. -o.

Dala, n.m. Cooked corn for cattle.

Dalasha, n.m. (H. dildsd.) Condolence, encouragement, -dena.

v.i. ir. To condole, to encourage.

Dalki, n.f. Meat, flesh.

Dajnu, v.t. re. (H. dalnd.)

pi. -e.

/

/

/

Dalta, n.m. An esculent root like the potato.

/

/ (2) A kind of tree.

Dam, n.m. A burn, -dena, v.i. re. To burn.

Dam, n.m. A box made of bamboo and covered with leather,

used for travelling (Bashahr).

/

/
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Dan, n.m. A long stick used to pluck walnuts.

Di'n, %.m. (S. Dana.) A donation, a gift, -dena, v.i. ir. To
make a gift, -land, v.i. ir. To get a gift, -karna, v.t. re.

To offer a gift.

Dana, ad. m.\ f. -i, pi. e. Wise, clever, expert.

Dana, n.m. A pimple, seed, corn, grain; pi. -e.

Dand, n.m. pi. or sing. (S. danta.) Tooth or teeth, -chorne,

v.i. re. To break one's teeth

Dand, n.m. (S. Danda.) A fine, penalty, punishment.
Danda, n.m. (1) A pole. (2) A bachelor.

Dandi, n<f.- (1) A small palanquin. (2) Earrings.

Dandnu, v.t. re. To fine, to punish, to impose a penalty.

Dangra, n.m. A small weapon like an axe.

Dangu, n.m. A gatekeeper. (Used in Maiidi State.)

Daiigru, n.m. See Dangra.
Dano, n.m. (S. Danava.) A demon, a ghost.

/

/

Danwan, n.m. A sinew, pi. eh.

Dahwthe, n.m. pi. See Chilra.

Dao or daw, n.f. A chance.
Dapet, n.m. A blow.
Dar, n.f. (H.) Fear, fright, -lagni, v.i. re. To fear.

Da'r, n.m. (S. Daru=wood.) Timber.
Da'r, n.f. A flock of birds, such as wild pigeons.
Da'r, n.m. Grinding the teeth, -dukhne, v.i. re. To feel toothache.
Darain, n

Sandi.)
(Al

/

Darawnu, v.t. re. (H. dardnd.) To cause to fear, to put in

fear; /. -i, pi. -e.

Dari, n.f. (H.) A durree.
Dari, n.f. (H.) The beard.
Dariya, m. f. -e. my dear.
Darknu, v.i re. To crack; /-i, pi. -t-.

Darnu, v.t. re. To take away. (Used in Balsan.)
Darpok, ad. (H.) Coward (alike in all genders.)
Darii, n.m. (H.) Gunpowder.
Daru, n.m. and /. One who fears.
Daru, n.m. Pomegranate fruit. -6. n.m. The pomegranate

tree.

JJaryaw or draw, n.m. A river. (H.)
Dasa, n.m. A long beam. (Also chewal.)
Dash, ad. (S. Dasha.) Ten. -wan, ad. The tenth.
Dasha, n.f. (S.) Fate. Buri-, n.f. Bad luck.
Uashanda, ad. m.

; /. i, pi .$. a fool. Pdnde khe dashdndd.
'

' 4 foo1 before a learned man. '

'

Dashmi n.f. (S. Dashami). The tenth day of the bright or
dark half of a month.
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Dashmi, n.f* (S. Dashimi.) The tenth of the light or dark half

a month,
Dashnu, v.t. re. To point out, to let know; /. -i, pi. -e.

Dasshi, n.f. A Frill, a fringe.

Dasiini, n.f. (S. Devashayini.) A term for the Ekadashi or 1 1th

of the bright half of Asharh month.
Dat, n.m. A threatening or warning.
Datnu, v.i. re. To threaten, to warn; /. -i, pi. -e.

Dauda, n.m. A water place made for putting children to
sleep in shade in summer so that a trickle of water gently
falls on their heads (also dodo).

Daune, n.m. pi. A kind of food.

Daur, n.f. (H.) A run.
Daur, n.m. (H. Dar.) Fear, terror, lagna, v.i. re. To fear.

Kygj_h daur ni. " There is no fear.
1 '

Daura\vnu, v.t. re. To cause to run; /. -i, pi. -e.

Daurnu, v.i. re. To run, to walk with hasty steps; /. -i,

pi. -e.

Daya, n.f. (S.) Benevolence, tenderness.
Dayi, >./. See Dai.

De, A particle. See Da.
Debi, n.f. (S. Devi.) A goddess.
Debri, n.f. A small temple.
Debta, n.m. (H.) See Deo.
Debu, n.m. and /. A giver, a donor.
Dedli. ad. See Der.

De*g, n.m. A cauldron, a boiler.

De-ghalnu, v.t. re. To give away; /. i, pi. -e.

Dei-jonu, v.t. ir. To give away; /. -i. pi. -e.

Dekhde-akhi-kharni, v.i. re. To tire the eyes with looking.

Dekhi-a, dekhi-ro, c.p. Having seen.

De'n, n.m. (S Rina.) A debt. -dari. n.f. A debt.

Denu, v.t. ir. (H. dend.) To give, bestow upon; /. -i, pi. -e.

Denu, v.i. re. See Dewnu.
• • •

Deo, n.m. (S. Deva.) A deity, a village god. -lu or -hi. ad. m.

f. -li, pi. -le. Pertaining to a deity.

Deola, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Relating to a deity.

Deoru or -a, n.m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. A small temple of a deity.

Deotha, n.m. (From Deo, a deity, and pdthd
t
a grain measure.)

A term for the grain given to a village deity. Two pathas

per lih of land (8 bighas) is given for the village deity.

Deothan, n.f. (S. Devothapini.) A festival observed on the
11th of the bright half of Kartik.

Deoti, n.f. A goddess.
Der, ad. (H.) One and a half. (Also dudh or dur.)

Dera or -u. (H.) (1) A lodging, a dwelling. (2) A small tent,

Desh, n.m. (S. Desha.) A country.

Deshkt or deshkat, n.f. Banishment, deportation, -deni, v.i.

ir. To exile, to banish, to deport.
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Deso, n.m. (S. Desha, a country.) A country, a place, a room.
Deshr, ad. Of one's own country, a native.

Dess, n.m. (S. Divasa.) A day. -ru, n.m. pi. Short days.
-are, n. pi. Long days.

Deur, n.m. Husband's brother.

Dewnu, v.i. re. To go.

Dewijanu, v.i. re. To go away.
Dgaiidra, n.m. See Dagahdra.
Dha, n.f. A sad or mourning keen.

anyone's death.

Dhab, n.m. Manner.

-deni, v.i. ir. To keen at

o

/. -i, pi. e.

Dhablu, n.m. f. -i. A white blanket
; /. -i. A small blanket.

Dhabnu, v.i. re. To settle, to be all right; /. -i, pi. -e.

Dhabnu, v.t. re. To mix water in watery curds.
Dhafer, n.m. pi. (H. thappar.) A blow, -ba'ne, v.t. ir. To

give a blow. (Also draffar.)

Thread.
Dhagule, n.m. pi. Bracelets.

or dhaini, n.f. A daughter.
Dhaja, n.f. (S. Dhwaja.) A flag.

Dha'k, n.m. A rock, a precipice (also dhdnk). -ru, n.f. A small
precipice.

Dhakh, ad. A little quantity.
Dhaka, n.m. (H. dhakkd.) Jolt, push, shove, -dena, v.t. ir.

To push, to shove.
Dhaka, n.m. A cover, a lid. -dena, v.i. re. To cover.
Dhakam-dhaka, n.m. A violent shove or jolt.

Dhakan, n.m. (H.) A cover, a lid, a pot-lid.

/

Dhakh, ad. A little, a small quantity.
Dhakiyawnu, v.t. re. To cause t<

'

"

Dhaknu, v.t. re. To cover
; /. -i.

Dhakri, n.f. A small precipice.

"

Dhakru, n.m. See Dhakri.
Dhakuli, n.f. A drum like an hour glass.
Dhakuri, n.f. A small ridge.
Dhakii, n.m. and /. pi. Monkeys. (So called because they live

among precipices.)

Dha'J, n.f. Abortion, -jani, v.i. ir. To produce abortion.
Dhal, n.f. (I) Asalutation. -karni, v.t.ir. To bow down. Dhal

thakra, miyafiji jai. Pars Rama, pairi pai. " Thakur, I
beg to salute you, O Mi van, I salute you Pars Ram, I
bow down to you." A hail. (2) A tax on land levied to
pay tribute (used in Mahlog).

Dhala, n.m. A peak, the top of a hill.
Dhalde-awnu, v.i. re. To decay; /. -i, pi. -6.
Dha nu, v.i. re. (1) To set in. (2) To be melted

;
/. -i, pi -e.

)ha nu, v.t. re. To cause to melt.
Dhalnu, v.i. re. (].) To be poured down. (2.) To fall down.
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Dha'm, n.f. A grand feast in which rice and meat are

distributed, -deni, v.t. re. (1) To give a grand feast. (2)

To applaud.

Dhamaka n.m. A loud sound.

Dhamka, n.m. (1) A sound. (2) A fright.

Dhamkaw, n.m. Threatening, -dena, v.t. ir. To threaten.

/

/

Dhan, n.m. (S. Dhana.) Riches, wealth.

Dha'n, n.m. pi. (S. Dhanya.) (1) Rice seed. (2) Paddy.
-bone, v.i. ir. To sow rice.

Dhan-bachri, n.f. pi. Winged ants. Tlieir wings grow in tin

rice-sowing season (March), hence the name.
Dhanda, n.m. (H.) Work, an engagement, -karna, v.i. ir. To

do a work, -lana, v.t. re. To be engaged.

Dhang, n.m. (S. Dansha.) A gadfly.

Dhang, n.m. (H.) A manner or mode, -lana, v.i. re. To
devise a plan

; /. -i, pi. -e.

Dhaiigiya, a<i.m. Cunning, deep.

Dhania, n.m. See Bihan.
Dhaiikh, n.m. See Dhak.
Ehankhar, run. A wilderness.

/

as

/

Dhanu, n.m. (S. Dhanusha.) The weapon, bow.

Dha'r, *./. (H.) A ridge. (2) A pouring. (3) An edge.

Dhar, n.m. (H.) A body without its head.

Dhara, n.m. (EL.) A robbery, -parna, v.i. n. To rob.

Dharam, n.m. (S. Dharma.) Virtue, goodness, duty.

Dharaptu, n.m. An assistant clerk (u d in Mandi State).

Dharmaurji. n.m. (S. Dharma hata.) An earthen pot filled with

water, and a little milk, hung on a tree or house for 10 days

after a death. It has a small hole at the bottom through

which the water drips and is refilled every morning.

Dharnu, v.t. re. To put, to keep, place
; /. -i, pi. -<\

Dharor or dhror. (H. dharohar.) A pledge.

Dharadhar, ad. By way of the ridge.

/

/ -

/. (S. Dharitri.) The earth.

Dhashnu, v.i. re. To plunge in.

Dhasrala, n.m. A loud noise or sound.

Dhat, n.f. (H.) Passion.

Dhatu or dhathu, n.m A kerchief worn on the head by females.

(Madhan, Theog, Balsan. Kmnharsain, Bashahr and Kullu.)

Dhaula or -u. ;
'/. -i, pi. -e. See Chita (11.).

Dhauh-nu. v.t, re. To earn
; /. -i. pi. -e.
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Dhaunsa, n.m. A large kettledrum which is sounded on horse-

back on the marriage of a chief (also dhonsd).

Dhauiithi, n.f. A small bow, used to card wool.

Dhauri, n.f. The hide of an ox or buffalo.

Dhauwanu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to earn.

Dhawa, n.m. (H.) An invasion.

Dheka, n.m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. A fool.

Dhela, n.m. (H.) Half-a-pice; /. -i. Half-a-rupee ; eight annas.

Dhe'n, n.f. (S. Dhenu.) (1) A cow. (2) A donation.

Dheota, n.m. A maternal grandson
; /. -i. A maternal grand-

daughter.

Dher, n. Aheap, a mass, -lagnu, v.i. re. To be heaped.

Dhera, adv. (S. Dhairya.) Wait a little.

Dhi, n.f. (Punjabi.) A daughter.

Dhij, n.f. (S. Dhairya.) Belief, confidence, -dharnu, v.i. re.

To have patience, or reliance.

Dhijawnu, v.t. re. To make believe
; /. -i, pi. -e.

DhijnU; v.t. re. To believe, to trust; /. -i, pi. -6.

Dhikki, n.f. The hiccough, -lagni, v.i. re. To hiccough.

Dhima or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -6. Mild, tender.

Dhindhra, n.m. pi. -e. A kind of food made of esculent leaves

mixed with gram flour and cooked in vapour or ghi.

Dhinga-dhifigi, n.f. Violence, force.

Dhifiga-dhingiye, adv. Forcibly.

Dhinko, n. /. pi. Humblings.
Dhinko, n.f. pi. Beseeching.
Dhira, adv. In a waiting manner, -ho, v. Wait a little.

Dhirj, n.m. (S. Dhairya.) Patience. -dharnu, v. To be

patient.

Dhishiiu, v.t. re. (S. Drishir.) To see; /. -i, pi -e. (Also

dishnu.)

Dhiye. A polite phrase used in addressing boys.
Dhnichha, -u, ad. m.

;
/. -i, pi. -e. Brown.

Dhobbi, n.m. (H. dhobi.) A washerman, ni-, /. The washer.

man's wife, -tu, n.m. The son of a washerman, -ti, »</•

The daughter of a washerman.
Dhofa, n.m. See Dhoka.
Dhoh or -a, n.m. A place.

Dhoka, n.m. (H. dhokhd.) Misunderstanding, -lagnu, v.i. re.

To misunderstand. (Also dhop't.)

DhcVl, n.m. (H.) A drum, -bajawnu, v.i. re. To beat a drum-

-chi, n.m. A drummer, -ki, n.f. A small drum, -iya

One who beats a drum.

w .m

Dhoftsa, n.m. See Dhaunsa.
Dhoftsi, n.f. A grain measure equal to 9 seers and 8 chhitaks.

(Two kansis make one dhonsi) : used in Kullu.
Dhonu, v.t. re. (H. dhond.) To wash

; /. -i, pi. -e.
Dhonu, v.t. re. To carry

; /. -i, pi. -e.
Dhora, n.m. Management. (Also skem.)
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Dhoti, n.f. (H.) A piece of cloth worn between legs.
Dhow. See Dhoh.
Dhowa, n.m. A place, a room.
Dhowawnu, v.t. re. To cause to carry

; /. -i, pi. -e.

ul, n.f. (Fr. dhdr, a ridge, and bdgur, the air.) The air
that blows on a ridge.

Dhrari, n.f. A wild plant which bears white flowers and pro-
duces a cotton-like substance, which when dry is used for
tinder.

Dhui, n.f. The female organ.
Dhuinshlu or -a, ad.m.

; /. -i, pi. -6. (S. dhusara.) Grey (in

colour).

Dhui, n.f. (H.) Dust.
Dhum-dham, n.m. (H.) Pomp.
Dhumru or -4, ad.m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. See Dhuiftshlu.
Dhunawnu, v.t. re To cause to shiver.
Dhun-fri, n.f. A kind of plant used as a vegetable.
Dhun-nu, v.i. and t. re. (1) To shiver. (2) To churn.
Dhuii-wan, n.m. (S. Dhuma.) Smoke.
Dhup, n.f. (H.) Incense.
Dhur, n.f. (1) The uppermost part of a roof. (2) A peak.

(3) Direction.

Dhur, n.m. pi. The four quarters or directions. Chqu dhure.
" In the four directions.''

Dhuri or dhuru, adv. All over the country.
Dhurpat, n.m. A plank used for teaching letters, written

with red powder, to boys.
Dhushli, n.f. Mismanagement.
Dhuwa, n.f. See Dhui.
Dhuwari, n.m. Smoke, -lagna, v.i. re. To feel smoke.
Dhwala, n.m. A kind of tax, levied at one rupee per landholder

(used in Koti).

Dhwali, n.f. (1) A descent, down-hill. (2) A tax. (See
dhwala.)

Dhwa'r, n.m. (H. udhdr.) A borrowing, -denu, v.t. re. To
make a loan, -lenu, v.t. ir. To borrow.

Dhwawi, n.f. A milkmaid.
Dhyan, n.m. (S. Dhyana.) Meditation, -lanu, v.i. re. To

meditate.
Dhya'n, n.f. See Dhain.
Dhyara, n.m. pi. -e. The day. -i % n.f. Daily rations.

Dhyari-dhyari, adv. Every day.
Diali, n.f. (S. Dipavali.) The Diwali festival.

Dib, n.m. (S. Divya = Divine.) An oath. -denu. v.i. re. To
give an oath, -lenu, v.i. ir. To take an oath.

1 )ibr, n.m. A pond, -i, n.f. A small tank.
Dibru, n.m. -i, n.f. A small vessel used to cook in.

Dihnu, v.i. re. To snow. (Also dinhnu.)
Dik,' n.m. (P.) Trouble.
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Diku, n.m. Snowfall, -lagnu, v.i. re. To fall, of snow.

Diku laga Jahruwe
,

Jhotd kdtd Baddruwe.
• • • •

c< It began to snow at Jahru, 1

And a male buffalo was sacrificed by the Badaru'

people.
* 9

Dil, n.m. (P.) The heart, mind, -derm, v.i. ir. To give heart,

-lanu, v.i. ir. To be attentive. -dekhnu, v.i. re. To

examine one's heart, -o du honu, v.i. ir. To be in good

heart.

i, ad. f

wards.
-ri. n.f*

adv. With

/

reli-

Dinwaii, n.m. The man who speaks on behalf of a deity.

Diwaii or dewa.

Dinwan, n.m. Snowfall.

Diii-uk, n.m. pi. (H. dimak.) White-ants.
Din-win, n.f. The wife of a dinwdn.
Dishnu, v.t. re. (S. Drishir.) See Dhishml
Dita or-u, m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. v.p.t. Gave. (See Drnu.) (Also dittd.)

Diuii-nu, v.i. re. To snow.
Diuti, n.f. -tu, n.m. A small earthen lamp.
Diut, n.m. (H. diwat.) A lamp or lamp-stand.
I)iv]i, n.f. A firefly. (Also dyuwli.)

Diwa, n.m. (S. Dipa.) (H.) A lamp (of earth).

Diwaii, n.m. See Diiiwan.
Diwi, n.f. A small lamp lighted with clarified butter at a

gious ceremony.
Diwt, n.m. (H. diwat.) A lamp-stand.
Dlanga, ad. m. A pine or cedar tree having two long branches :

/. -i, pi. e.

Dlicha, n.m. (P. gdlichd.) A rug, a carpet.
Dlucha, n.m. A torch (of torch-wood).
Dnau, n.m. A kind of wild cat.

Do, ad. (H.) Two.
Doba, n.m. Destruction, ruining.

Dobnu, v.t. re. To destroy.
Dobru or -a, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi -e. Of twofold.
Do'chi, n.f. A hamlet, -lagni, v . re. To look after two

villages

.

Doda, n.m. A soap-nut. -e-ra-da'l, n.m. The soap-nut tree.

Dofa, n.m. (See Dhofa.)
Dob. (S. Droha.) Enmity.

3 Jahru is the name of a place in Simla.
2 Badaru is a sept of Kanets in Koti State.
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Doha, n.m. (H.) (1) A couplet. (2) A poetry.
l>ohai, n.f. (H. duhm.) Exclamation.
Dohar, n.f. A sheet of cloth.

Dohi, n.m. (S. drohin.) Enmity (used in Kuthar).

/

/

Dohri-purni, v. -i. re. To cross or penetrate.
uonru, n.m. A large blanket.
Dokh, n.m. (See Dosh.)
Do'l, n.m. (H.) Swinging.
Do'l, n.m. (H.) A bucket. Dolaj or dole. With a bucket,
l>o]a, n.m. A kind of palanquin for a bride; /. -i, A small

palanquin.
Dolri, n.f. An ornament, a garland.
Don-ne, n.m. pi. A kind of food.
Doii-ru, n.m. (S. Damaru.) A small drum of the hour-glass

shape.

/
Doru, n.m. (1) A field. (2) An ornament of women.
l>o'ti, n.f. A very small plot of land,

Bdro hath do'ti—Thdro hath moi.
• • •

" A little field 6 yards long, and a smoothing plough
9 yards wide."

Do'tu, n.m. A small field. (Also 46'ti, n.f.)
Dottai, adv. To-morrow. Se dwnd a dottoi, "He is to come

to-morrow/'
Dotte, adv. To-morrow.
Dpohr, n.m. (S. Dwi-prahara

;
midday.) Midday, -hona, v.i. ir.

To become midday.
Drani, n.f. The wife of one's husband's younger brother. (Also

dre n i
.

)

Drat, n.m. A long kind of sickle used to cut thorns, -i, n.f.
A sickle used to cut grass. (Syn. Da'ch.) (The vowel a is

prolated.)

Drati, n.f. See Dach.
Dreni, n.f. See Drani.
Dres, n.f. A chintz.

Drotu, n.m. Earrings.
Drub, n.f. (See Jub.)
Drubda, n.f. (S. Dwividha.) Doubt.
Dselu or -a, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. That which is not level,

Dsiini, n.f. (S. Deva-shayani.) A festival observed on the Nth
of the bright half of Ashar.

Dualnu, v.t. re. See Duwalnu.'
Diihna, n.m. A milking pot.

Dfij, n.f. (S. Dwitiya.) The second day of the bright or dark
half of a month. Bhai- n.f. A festival which takes place
on the second of the bright half of Kartik. One's sister
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is visited and food taken from her hands ; she is rewarded

according to one's means.

Duja or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Second.

Dujrie, adv. Secondly.

Dukh, n.m. (S. Duhkha.) Trouble, -honu, v.i. re. To be-

troubled.

Dukhawnu, v.t. re. To put to trouble.

Dukhi or dukhia, ad. Troubled.

Dukhna, n.m. pi. -e. An ulcer, a blister, a hurt.

Dukhnu, n.m. (1) A blister, an ulcer. (2) v.i. re. To feel pain

Duleha, n.m. A torch of torchwood. -karna, v.i. re. To light a

torch

.

Dum, n.m. The name of a village deity.

/

dead
Duiigu, or -a, ad. m.\ /. -i, pi. -e. Deep.
Duiikar, n.m. A precipice.

m.\ f. -i. 7)1. -e. Doubled: -karnu. v. t. ir. To
„ ad

make two-fold.

/

Dunu, n.m. A kind of wild onion.

Dupatta, n.m. (H.) A sheet of cloth.

Diipo'hr, n.f. (S. Dwiprahara.) Midday.
Dur, ad. See Der.

Dur, ad. Far away. n.m. Distance.
Durb, n.m. A grain measure. 100 kharshas make one durb.

Durbhag, n.m. (S. Durbhugya.) Misfortune, complaint.

-deria, v. To complain.

/

Durr, phrase. A cross word, to say "be off."

Dushella, ad.m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Sloping.

Dusilla, n.m. Two ears of wheat or barley or maize in one,

supposed to be an ill omen.
Duwalnu, v.t. re. To enter.
Dwadash, n.f. (S. Dwadashi.) The twelfth day of the bright or

dark half of a month.
Dwarmi, n.f. (H. dowanni.) The coin of 2 annas.
Dwa'r, n.m. A cave.
Dwa'r, n.m. (S. Dwara.) Doors.
Dwd't, n.f. (H. ddwdt.) Inkstand. Syn. Miisajan.
Dyala, n.m. A play in which fire is burnt.

Dyanu, v.t. re. To cause to give.
Dyawar, n.m. dyawari, /. He or I

to a chief.

Dyar, n.m. Cedar tree.
Dyuwli, n.f. The fire-flv.

the nurse-
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E

9 >

E. A termination to nouns and pronouns which denotes the
plural; as: Ejld = th\&, Ejli = these. A vocative particle

used in addressing anyone; as: Eji ore hdndo, Sir.

come here.

Ebe, adv. Now. Ebe kd kari. What's to be done now?
Ebii, adv. Just now. Si dewd ebu. He lias gone just now.
Eja or -u, pro. m.s.

; /. -i. This. pi. -e. These.
fiji, phrase. O Sir, O Madam.
Ejla or -u, pro. m.s.

; /. -i. This one. pi. -e. These ones.

Ek, ad. (H.) One. Mun fdbd ek rupoiyd. " I got one rupee."
Ekho> pro. Some.
Eki. See Ek. Eki jane eti khedai. "Send one man here.

Eki, ad. Only one.

Eki-bari
?
ad. Once. adv. At one time.

fin, n.m. See Ain.

Era, ad. See Ishu. Used in Baghal, Kunihar and Xalagarh.
Ere, phrase. O you. fi-ro-la. " O you Sir."
Erka or -u, n.m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. This side.

firu, ad. See Ishu. (Balsan and Madhan.)
Es, pro. m. and /. (1) Him or her. (2) To this. (Also eskhe.)

Esi, adv. By this way.
Esru or -a, pro. m.

; /. -i. Of this. pi. -e. Of these.

Etai, adv. See Ethi.

Ethi or -a, adv. Here, at this place.

,
adv. Here, at this place.

1 hya-age, adv. Hereafter, in the future.

F

Fabnu. v.t. re. (1) To get. (2) To meet
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Faddi, ad. The last.

Fadi. n.m. One whose turn is last in a walnut-game.
Fafra, n.m. A kind of coarse corn.

Fa'g, n.m. The Holi festival of the Hindus.
Faggan, n.m. (S. Phalguna.) The 10th Hindu month, corres-

ponding to February.
Fai, n.f. (H. phdnsi.) A hang.

Kair, n.f. (E. fire.) The sound of a gun. -karni. To fire.

Faiwta, n.m.
; /. -i. pi. -e. A kind of jackal.

Faka n.m. A mouthful of roasted grain . -emarne, v.t. re. T<

chuck roasted grains.

Fakhir, n.m. (H. fakir.) A mendicant.

Faki, n.f. Complaint.
Fal, n.m. (1) A fruit. (2) The result. (S. fala.)

Fa], fali, n.m, and /. Vomit, -awna or -awni, r.i.re. To
vomit.
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*

Fala, n.m. A plank; /. -i. A small plank, pi. -e.

Fala, n.m. A sheer (of a plough).

Fall, n.f. (1) A bean. (2) A small board.

Falta, n.m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. A small plank.

Fan, n.m. (H.) The extended hood of a cobra.

Fana'r, n.m. A cobra.

Faiid, n.f. Subscription, -pani, v.i. re. To subscribe.

Fanda, n.m. (H.) A noose, a snare.

/

* W*v*yv*, v.v. -v. -».^ V****V^.V, vw

Fang, n.m. A slit
;

pi. -o.

Fang-farali, a. Cunning, deep.

/

/. A kiss, -leni, v.i. re. To kiss, -deni, v.t. it.

To give a kiss.

Fan-nu, v.t. re. To card (wool).

Far, n.f. The sound of a bird's

Farangi, n.m. A European.

/

/

Fard, n.f. Crookedness, -a, ad.. Crooked.
Fardii, n.m. A hare.

Fari, n.f. The lungs.

Fark, n.m. (P. farq.) Difference, -panu, v.i. re. To make a
difference, -deonu, v.i. re. To differ, -honu, v.i. ir. To be

different, -lagnu, v.i. re. To seem different.
Farka, n.m. The lap. -pana, v.t. re. To receive in one's lap.

farku

f

f. -i ;
pi. e. Syn. shetnu

Farkuwe, «efa. In the lap.

Farnai, n.f. A large saw.
Farnu, v.t. re. (H.) To tear, to slit, to break.
Farrata, n.m. A sound of flying.
Farru, n.m. A hare.
Farshi, n.f. (P.) (1) The Persian language. (2) An ironical

speech.

Faruwa, n.m. A mattock, a hoe.
Fashawnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause tn entangle; /. -i. p*. •&> (

2 )

To put to trouble.
£ashnu, v.i. re. To entangle, to ensnare, to en
£at, n.m. The act of cutting off with a sword,
bat, n.m. The width of a river.
Fatawnu, v.t. re. To cause to break

;
/. -i, pi.

bat-bai n.m. One who slays a goat or sheen.

o seize, to put to trouble
; /

/• (1) A 1 rni used for a e

/

/

20 hamlets (used in Kullu). (2) -hundi, ad. i

f
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Fa'tu, n.m. A small bundle of wool or cotton.

Fatu or -a, n.m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Broken, torn.

Fatrala, n.m. A loud sound.

Fawra, n.m. See Faruwa.
Fefra, n.m. (H.) The lungs.

Fegu, n.m. A fig-tree. (Also phegu.)

Fegra, n.m. A fig-fruit. (Also phegra.)

Fer, n.m. A distance.

Fera, n.m. Rounding.
Fera, n.m. A bad turn, a swindle.

Ferawnu, v.t. ir. To cause or allow to walk.

Fernu, v.t. re. (1) To return. (2) To send for a walk
; /. -i\ pi. -e.

Fetu or -a, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Flat, -parnu, v.i. re. To be Hat.

-panu, v.t. re. To make flat.

Feu, n.m. Burning charcoal. (Also fewtu.)

Fewata, n.m. A kind of jackal.

Fewtu, n.m. A burning charcoal. Agird fewtu dend ji :
" Please

give me a burning charcoal."

Fikar, n.f. (H. fiqr.) Care, anxiety, -parni, v.i. re. To be

anxious, -lagni, v.i. re. To feel anxiety, -rakhni or karni,

v.i. re. To be careful.

Fil, n.m. (1) A snail. (2) -a, n.m. A kind of plant.

Fila, n.m. A snail; pi. e.

Fimfri, n.f. A butterfly.

Fim, n.f. (S. ahifena.) Opium.
Fimi, aA. m. and /. sing, and plural. One who takes opium.
Fimshu, n.m. A small ulcer.

FnVhawnu, v.t. re. To cause to rub or press.

Finchnu, v.t. re. To rub, to press; /. -i, pi. e.

Fiftchwanu, v.i. re. To be pinched; /. -i, pi. -<\

Fingla or -u, ad. m. : /. -i, pi. -e. One who walks crookedly.

Fini, n.f. The heel.

Firang, n.f. Venereal disease, a chancre.

Firawnu, v.t. re. (1) To turn up. (2) To cause to return.

Firg, n.f. Chancre, -awani or lagni, v.i. re. To suffer from

chancre.

Firi. con. Again, adv. Afterwards. (Also fire.)

Firkan, n.m. Turning round
; /. i-.

Firknu, v. To come back.

Firnu, v.t. and i. re. (1) To return. (2) To whirl, /. -i
?
pt. e.

(3) To wander, /. -i. pi. -e.

Firwdn. ad. m.\ f. in, pi. -en. Returnable.

Fisalnu. v.i. re. To slip.

Fishknu, v.i. re. (See Fisalnu.)

Fittemu, a. phrase. A curse for a wicked deed.

Fittesul, phrase. A curse for the wicked manner of doing something,

Fofa or-u, ad. m. : /. -i, pi -e. Having no strength.

Foka or -u, ad. m. : /. -i, />/. e. Empty.
Fora <>r -u, n.m

; f.
-i, pi. An ulcer, a blister (H.).
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/

Fo't, n.f. (1) A kind of melon.

To sow dissension.

Foz, n.f. (P. fauz.) An army.

Frej, frejo, adv. The day before yesterday.

Frusht, n.f. (U. fursat.) Leisure.

/

(2) Dissension, -pani, v.i. re.

/

Fuknawla, n.m. A blow-pipe ; a bamboo cylinder used to blow

up fire.

/

up the fire.

a,te; /. -i, pi. -e.

-deniorlani, v.i. ir. To blow

Ful, n.m. (H.) (1) A flower. (2) Bones taken to the Ganges.

(Syn. Asthu.)

Fula, n.m. A cataract, an eye disease.

f

f

f

Fulnu, v.i. re. (1) To bloom. (2) To be aged; /. -i, pi

Fulru, n.m. (1) A floweret. (2) The flower of a fruit.

Fungshi, n.f. An ulcer, a blister.

Furu, n.m. The tail of a turban.

Fusa n.m. See Dhuwa.
•

Fusi, n.f. See Dhui.
Fut, n.f. Disunion, dissension.

Futawnu, v.t. re. To cause to differ in opinion.

Futnu,V*. re. (1) To break. (2) To burst : /. -i, pi.

G

able

ird

Gaa, n.m. A kind of big lizard. (2) Sowing of vege

-lane, v.i. re. To sow vegetables.

Ga'b, n.m. Pregnancy.
Gabru, n.m. A young man, pi. -o.

Gabu, n.m. A lamb.
Gachhyawnu, v.t. re. To string.

Gachi, n.f. 'The waist, -banni, v.i. re. To ti<- up the waist, gir

one's loins.

Gachiye (phrase). With a girdle, girt.

Gachrornu, v.t. re. To agitate; /. -i. pi. -e. T
Gada, ad. ».; /. -i, pi. e. Deep. Gade-khanu, v.t. re. * c

trouble much
; /. -i, pi. -e. ,

Gadar, n.m. A kind of marriage observed by low-caste pe<>P e -

Gadawnu, v t. re. To cause to fight; /. -i, pi. e.

Gaddi, n.f. A load of hay or leaves for cattle.
Gadha, n.m. (H. gadhd.) An ass. a donkey.
Gadhilnu, v.t. re. To melt on a fire; /. -i, pi. e.
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Gadi, n.f., A load of grass; also Gddkd; /. -i, pi. e.

Gadi, n.f. (H. gaddi.) (1) Throne, -deni, v.i. it. To instal.

(2) A shepherd.

Gadijanu, v.i. ir. To be fought; /. -i, pi. e.

Gadnu, v./. re. To throw in.

• adnu, v.t. re. (1) To quarrel. (2) to fight
;
/-i, pi. e.

Gade-tha^nu, v.t. re. To cheat unmercifully, -jhafignu, v.t. re.
' To kill.

Gadri, v.t. pi. A kind of worm that lives in multitudes in a

damp place.

Gaff, ad. (H.) See Bakla. -u, n.m. A bribe.

Gagar or gagr. n.f. (H.) A metal water- vessel.

Gahiin, or ga'n, n.m. A harrow, with 8 or 10 teeth, drawn by
oxen, used for loosening the soil round young corn. (Dan*

drala in Kangra.)
G&hlu or -a, ad, m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Muddy, dirty.

Gdhlu gdhlu bahijd,

Nimlu irtrnlu rahijd.

•' Dirty water flows away,
Clearwater remains."

Gain, gaini, n.m. and /. The sky. -ra-goja, n.m. A thunder-
bolt, -ra-jya-gola, n.m. Like a thunder-bolt.

Gaj, n.m. (H.) A ramrod.
Gajnu, v.t. re. To sound.
Ga'k, n.m. (S. Grahaka, H. gdhak.) A purchaser.

G&'l, n.m. (H.) (1) The cheek. (2) n.f. An ill name, a curse.

Gala, n.m. (S. Gala, H. gold.) The throat.

Galgal, n.m. A kind of long citron.

Galawnu, v.t. re. (I) To cause to melt. (2) To cook well.

Gaji, n.f. Ill names, -deni, v.t. re. To call ill names, -e-

bhandnu, v.t. re. To curse.

Galim, n.m. (P. ganhn.) An enemy.
Galiya, ad. m. Idle, unfit.

(ialnu, v.i. re. (1) To melt. (2) To be dissolved; /. -i, pi. -e. (3)

To be destroyed.

Galnu, v.t. re. To cause to melt or destroy
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Galti, n.f. (P. yalti.) A mistake.

Ga'lu, ad. See Gahlu.

Gam, n.m. (P. g,am.) Patience, grief, sorrow, -khanu, v.i.

re. To have patience.

Gampawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to bear or have patience.

/. -i, pi. -e.

Gampnu, v.t. re. (1) To bear, to undergo. (2) v.i. re. To have

patience. /. -t, pi. -e. Gampawnu. Casual v.

re. To be patient.

Gan, run. (1) A swarm. (2) The name of a village deity.

Ga'na, n.m.; pi. e. (H. gahnd.) An ornament, -tu, n.m. A
-mall ornament or ornaments.
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Oanawnu, v.t. re. To cause to reckon. (2) To cause to count

;

/

Gaud
/

Gandi-janu, v.t. ir. To let

him go.

/

•Gandhi, n.m. (H. gandhi.) A perfumer.

Gane, n.m. pi. (1) Sugarcane, ad. pi. Thick.

Ganes, n.m. (S. Ganesha.) The deity called Ganesh.

Ganga, *./. (S. Gan'ga.) The river Ganges.

Gani-karnu, v.t. ir. To count, to enumerate.

Ganj, n.m. (H.) (1) A mass, a heap. (2) A grain market.

/

/

/

/

/

To be hard.

/

Gafithnu, v.t. re. To mend, to repair
; /. -i, pi. -e.

•Gaftthi, n.f. A bundle, -de-panu, v.t. re. To pack.

Ganu f

Ga'nu, v.t. re. To do farmyard work.
Gan-unka, -u, ad. m.\ /. -i, pi. e. Before, in front. Se gan-

unka dewi gawd. " He has gone before.
1 '

Gaiiw, n.m. (S. Grama, H. gdnw.) A village, a town.

•Gaiiwra, n.m. See Gaoftra.

Gaftwuft, n.m. The future, the time to come, -ka or ku, ad. m. ;

/. -i, pi. -e. Before, in front.

Gaftwra, n.m. A hamlet.

Gaoftra, n.m. A hamlet, a small village. (Also gdnwrd.)

Gap, n.f. Gossip, -marni, v.i. re. To talk a great deal, to

run on

.

Gaporia, ad. m. Talkative.

Gappi, ad. m. One who gossips.

Ga'r. n.m. (S. Angara.) Burning charcoal.
Gara, n.m. (H.) Kneaded clay, mortar.
Gara, n.m.; pl.-e. Maize plants heaped at one place to dry.

-lana, v.i. re. To heap the maize plants.
Garam, ad. (H.) Warm, hot. -karnu, v.t. ir. To make warm.

Gar&wnu, v.t. re. (See Gudawnu.)
Gard, n.f. (H.) Dust.
Gardan, n.f. (H.) The neck. (Also gelni.)
Garh, n.m. A fort, -i, n.f. A fortress! -ia-negi, n.m. One m

command of a hill fort (Kullu).
Gaii. n.f. Cocoa.
Garj. n.f. (P. <jaraz.) Need, necessity, -parni. v.t. re. To be

in need of or to be needy.
Garji-janu. v.i. ir. To roar

; /. -i. pi. -e.
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Garjnu, v.i. re. To roar.

Garka, ad. m.
;

/. -i, pi. -e. Heavy, weighty. (Syn. Gam,

Garuwa.)
Garka, -u, ad. m.

;
/. -i, pi. -e. Heavy, weighty. (Also pom.)

Gark-janu, vi. re. To waste
; f. -i, pi. -e.

Garmi, n.f. (H.) Heat, warmness.

Garnu, v.t. re. See Gadnu.

Gaftha, n.m. (S. Angaraka.) A small burning coal.

Garu, ad. m. See Garka. (Alike in number and gender.)

Garu, n.m. (H. garuwa.) A deity's waterpot.

Garuwa, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi -e. Heavy, weighty.

Garuwa, n.m. (H.) A water-jar.

Garwi, n.f. A small water-pot. . . .

Gas, n.m. (S. Grasa.) A mouthful, a morsel. Syn. Gra, t*rali.

or Grass.

Gasbel, n.f. (S. akashabela.) The air-creeper.

Gaski, n.f. A heavenly nymph.
Gat, »./. (S. Gati.) (1) The last duties of a deceased U A

tune for a guitar, -karni, v.i. re. To perform the last

duties, -banawni, v.t. re. To beat severely, -satlani, 9.*.

re. To have the last duties performed.

Garbh, n.m. (S. Garbha.) Pregnancy. Proverb :

Sargo rau garbho ru kun jdno ?

C C Who

(H
Gateru, n.m. A ghost. (Bhajji.)

.
.

aa t; ' « / A c=m oil «f rtn*» found among main, -clnmgm, v.i. /e.

/

To pick Znes from grain. -ba>, v.t. n. (1) To thro,

small stones at. (2) -mayikarni, v. To make a union.

GmlC'n"
1

™.^road by which the cattle leave the houses to

go out for grazing. It is a big road in front of a v.lla.

and runs between fences.

Gauft, ad. Forward.
Gaunt, or gaunch, n.m. (S. Gomutra.) Cow-urine.

Gaunch. See Gaunt.
m A ^, v

fliw »; a n^w .ra ™ /. Aweaklvcow. (Also swm.j
/. A cow. -ra, n.f

ad. m. : /

/

/

Gelra, n.m. The throat or windpipe.

Genda, ».m. A kind of flower. Mangold.

Gera, ».m. Giddiness ochre colou ,

(H.)(l) Red ochre, -wa, (2) ««• "i

• „ / -i -»*. -e. A hearth, a fire-pot.

/
/

fi_ _ t

ad. m. ; /

.de-panu, v.t.re. To burn

Geuft, n.m. (S. Godhuma, H. pMM.) Wheat, (Also gmft.)
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Geunwaii, ad. m. ; -win, /. -wen, pi Of the wheat colour.

Gha, n.m. (S. Ghasa, H. ghds.) Grass.

Ghach-ghach, n.f. Bothering, -lani, v.t. re. To bother.

Ghachrol, n.f. Bothering, -lani, v.i..re. To bother, to linger.

Ghaghri, n.f. (H. ghaghrd.) A gown.

Ghai, n.m. A grass-cutter, -an-ni, v.t. re. To put to trouble.

-karni, v.i. ir. To act prudently, -awni, v.i. re. To be in

trouble.

Ghain, n.f Grass land, -ti, n.f. A piece of grass land.

Ghaini, n.f. Grass lands.

Ghalnu, v.t. re. To dissolve. /. -i, v.i. re. To be loyal ;
pi -e.

Ghamrnu, v.i. re. To be unhappy.
Gha'n, n.f. So much grain as can be roasted in a vessel.

Ghana, n.m. A small wall, -dena, v.i. ir. To build a wall.

Ghandali, n.f. See kachawli (used in Bilaspur and Kangra).

Ghandi, n.f. (H. ghanti.) A bell.

Ghandu, n.m. The throat.

Ghangheri, n.f. A kind of vegetable.

Gha'nu, v.t. re. To kill, to slay, to put to death
; /. -i, pi -£•

Ghanta, n.m. (H. ghantd.) A large bell, -dena, v.i. re. To

give nothing.

Ghaprala, n.m. A plunging sound.
Gha'r, n.m. (See Ghaur.)
Gha'r, n.m.

; /. -i. A precipice.

Ghara, n.m. (S. Ghata.) An earthen water-pot.
Ghara, n.m. A waterfall.

Gharawnu, v.t. re. To cause to manufacture
; /. -i, pi -6.

Gharchi, n.f. Property, an estate.

Ghare, n.m. pi Curves.
Ghari, n.f. See Gharchi. Proverb: Ghari ro munhtd dpnai

dashi :
'

' One has to show his own estate and face."

Ghari, n.f. A precipice, -parnu, v.i. re. To fall from a preci-

pice.

Ghari-ro-khanu, v.t. re. To harass, to greatly trouble; /.
mh

pi -e.
'

Gharnu, v.t. re. To mend, to make, to manufacture; /. -i, P l
-

- e '

Ghartu, n.m. A small dwelling. (From H. ghar; a house.)

Ghartu, n.m. A family or its member (used in Bashahr).
Gharu, ad. Homely, household, relating to a house.
Gharu, n.m. A term for the men on corvee work.
Ghasawnu, v.t. re. To cause to be worn off.

Ghaser, n.f. A kind of play.
1 hasi-janu, v.i.ir. To be worn off.

Ghasni, n.f. See Ghaini.
Ghasnu, v.i. re. To wear off

; /. -i, pi -e.

Ghassa, n.m. A beating, crushing, -dena, v.t. re. To beat.

Ghat, n.f. Revenge.
Gha't, n.m. A quay.
Ghata, n.m. (H.) Decrease, decay, loss.
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Ghatanu or ghatawnu, v.t. re. (H. ghatdnd.) To deduct
; /. -i.

Ghatnu, v.i. re.' (H. ghatnd.) To be less
; /. -i, pi -e.

ad (Alike in both genders.)

Ghatru, n.m. See Ghat or Ghaut.

Kneadin
Ghau-nu, v.t. re. To knead ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Ghaur', n.m. (H. gto.) Home, house, a dwelling.

Ghaur, n.m. A heap, a mass, -lagne, v.i. re. To be in heaps.

Ghaut, n.m. A stone-mill, -pishnu, v. t. re. To grind in a

stone mill.

Ghaw, n.m. (H
Ghehgna, n.m. as

for grass lands. (Also ghydngnd.)

Ghe'p, n.m. Goitre or bronchocele. -i, n.m. and /. One who

has the goitre. (Also ghepu.)

Gher, n.m. Circumference.

Ghera, n.m. (1) See Gher. (2) Surrounding.

Ghera-fera, n.m. A visit.

Gherawnu, v.*. re. To cause to surround ; /. -i, p*. -e.

Gher-fer", n.m. A response, -denu, tn*. re. To respond.

Ghernu, v.f. re. To surround ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Ghesa, w.m. A fall, a bruise, a crush.

Ghesawnu, v.*. re. To cause to bruise or crush ; /. -i, p*. -e.

Ghesnu,'i>.*. re. To crush, to bruise ; /. -i, pi- *©•

Gheta, n.m. A coarse neck.
,

Gheur, n.m. (H. ghewar.) A kind of sweetmeat

Ghiari, ghyari, n./. An earthen pot for clarified butter.

Ghiartu ghyartu, n.m. A small earthen pot for clarified

Ghich"p£h' n / A great crowd, -honi or -maclmi, v.i re To

be
P
much crowded, -karni, v.i. if. To crowd, -hatawm,

v.i. re. To disperse a crowd.

Ghin,w./. Compassion, tenderness.
(Rashahr )

^hin-nu v.t. re To buy, to purchase; /. -i, plj- ^^
Ghin/n./. (1) Sympathy. (2) Love.

f*f>J^''
To love

/
(2) Sympathy.

^rninanu, v.t. re. xo »pun, ™ -
, hnttpr

Ghir4,V». (H.^«.) A ve
?

el of cbr.fied butter.

Ghiri-awnu, v.i. re
i

f

i

Ghiri-firi-ro, ad. In a wandering manner.

Ghisawnu, v.t. re. See Ghasawnu.
f

Ghisnu," v.i. re. To slip down ; /.
-J,

P'-
-©•

Ghiu', n.m. (H. ^i.) Clarified batter.

Ghiya-tori, n.f. A kind of vegetable.

Ghmaw,n.m. (H. ?to^) A winding path.

Ohmer
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L

/. The act of troubling, -a-ghachi, n.f

again and again.

/

/

Gho'l, n.m. A kind of wild goat, -an, »./. Wild she-goat, -ta

/. i, pi. e.

or -tu. A wild kid ; -ti, /.

Ghol-matho'l, n.m. The act of mismanaging.
Gholnu, v.t. re. To dissolve, to mix into water;

Gholto, n.m. A pony (Bashahr).

Ghora, n.m. A horse. /. -i. A mare, -u, n.m. A pony.
Ghorlu, n.m. See Gholto.

* •

Ghra'ru, n.m. pi. Snoring, -dene, v.i. ir. To snore.

ishni, n.f. (S

a new house.

The ceremony of entering

Ghawru, n.m. See grawru.
Ghra't, n.m. (H. ghata.) A water mill to grind grain.

Ghratiya, n.m. One who has a water mill.

Ghraul, n.m. A kind of bell (like a dish) used in Hindu temples.

Ghryaun, n.f. A tune played at a village deity's dance.

Ghryaunu or ghryaun-lani, v.i. re. To play the tune called

Ghryaun.
Ghugi, or Ghuggi. See Ghugti.
Ghugnu, v.i. re. To bark of a dog.
Ghugti, n.f. A dove, -lani, v.i. re. To play.

/. A small shed in a farmyard to keep grain in whei^

it rains.

Ghiim, n.m. A long way.
/

/

/. Fragrant.
Ghumaw, n.m. Turning.
Ghumawnu, v.t. re. To cause to turn.

Ghumnu, v.i. re. To turnback; /. -i, pi. e.

Ghun, n.m. An insect that destroys timber.
Ghuiid, n.m. A veil, -karnu, v.i. re. To put on a veil.

Ghuiighru, n.m. pi. Small bells used by dancers.
Ghurkaw, n.m. The act of threatening, a threat.

f. (H. ghurki.) A threat.
/

Ghurknu, v.t. re. (H." ghufknd.) To threaten
; /. -i, fl &

Ghuri-ro, adv. Strongly.
Ghurnu, v.t. re. To gird up; /. -i, pi. -e.

Ghusernu, v.t. re. To throw in
; /

/

Ghushu, n.m. A kind of game in which there are two parties

of men : each party taking in their hands small bundles o

I

straw alight on both sides, throw them at the other party.

This takes place on certain days of October.
Ghusnu, v.i. re. To enter, to be admitted

; / -i, pi e.
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Ghusrnu, v.i. re. See the preceding.

Ghutj n.f. The act of swallowing.

Ghutawnu, v.t. re. To cause to swallow up.

Ghutnu,V*. re. To swallow up; /. -i, pi. e.

Ghwa'rnu, v.t. re. To open, to uncover, to remove a hd; /. -i,

pi. e.

Ghyaiigna, n.m. See Ghengna.

Ghyanna, n.m. A fireplace.

Ghyari, n.f. An earthen pot; used to divide clarified butter.

Ghyu, n.m. See Ghiu.

Gi, n.f. Gums of the teeth.

Gi\ n.f. A kind of tune, -lani, v.i. re. To play a particular

tune. (Also -bajni or -bajawni.)

Giawan, n.m. A kind of tax (used in Kuthar State).

Gich-pich, n.f. See Ghich-pich.

Gijawnu, v.t. re. To cause to accustom.

G\\xm',v.i. re. To accustom, to practise ; /. -1, pi. e.

Gil,' n./. A term for the 16 days, the last week of Ashar and 1st

week of Sawan, respectively. Trees planted during this

fortnight flourish and flower well.
_

Gila or -u, ad. m.; f. -i, pi. e. Wet. -karnu, v.t. ir. To wet.

-honu, v.i. ir. To be wet.

Gillar, n.m. See Ghep.
Gin-uii, n. (8. Godhuma, P. gandam.) Wheat.

Ginawnu, v.t. re. See Ganawnu.
Ginda, w.ra. A tom-cat. n , , ,

Gindu, n.m. (S. Kanduka or Genduka). A play-ball, -knelnu.

v.i. re. To play with a ball.

Gin-nu, v.t. re. See Gan-nu.

Gint, n./. An account. (From Hindi gini.)

< i.ra-giri, n.f. A hue and cry. -inachm v.t re. To 'j^eatno >-

Girawnu v.t. re. To spoil, to throw away. (From Hmdi

girdnd

.

)

/

Giri-firi-awmi, ».i. re. To take a walk; /.-i, p«. -e.

down ; /^riri-ianU, V.I. IT. XO iau uuww , /• -* i- - T^tl,incr
n- i

• t • • t-^ i^ wo^tpd to be given away tor nothing.
Girk-janu, v.i. ir. To be wasted, to ue K j

Girrra, tf.t. re. (

Gla'b, n.m. (H ose orf/

f.-i,pl.e. (2) To turn.

/

Glain,w.ra. A kind of pine tree. fMnm root
G14i; n.m. (H. pAK.) (1) Red powder. (2) Hu (

lima root,

madder (raajith).

Gla'm, n.f. (H. Idgum.) A bridle ,,
r<i

'

m ' ~, J* /W /////7<? 1 A cui>, a tumfolei.
Glas, or Glass, n.m. (xi. f/uns.j ** ^ t

bow.
Glista, n.m. (P. M/isAf.) A span.
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Gobar, n.m. (H.) or gobr. (1) Cow-dung. (2) Manure

>brai, n.f. Tl

manure land.

-lani, v.i. re. To

Gobraush, n. /. A heap of manure.

Gobrila, n.m. An insect found in manure, a chafer.

Gochha, n.m. (H. angochhd.) A towel.

Go'd, n.m. The lap. -lana, v.t. ir. To adopt a son.

Godi, n.f. The lap. -lana, v.t. ir. To take in the lap.

Godi, n.f. A kind of wild edible root.

Gokhru, n.m. (1) A kind of ear-rings. (2) A kind of medicine.

Go], ad. (H.) Round, -chan-nu, v.t. re. To make round.

Gola, n.m. Thunderbolt.

Goiakh, n.m. (1) A fund. (2) The fund out of which alms

were given (used in Mandi).

Goli, n.m. pi (1) Apes. (2) A bullet, -bahni, v.i. re. To

shoot a bullet

Gon, n.m. Desire, wish, pleasure, -dekhna, v.i. re. To go one's

own way.
Gonch or Gofit, n.m. (S. gomutra.) Cow's urine.

Goiichawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to make water (used

of cattle only).

Gonchnu, v.i. re. To make water (used of cattle only).

Goiitraia, n.m. The naming ceremony of a child.

Go'r, n.m. A lizard {goh is a kind of big lizard, also found in

'the Simla Hills).

Gornu, v.t. re. To weed, /. -i, pi. -e.

Goru, n.m. Cattle.

Goshtha, n.m. A cake of dry cow-dung.
Got, n.m. (S. gotra.) Parentage, lineage ; stock (of a family).

Gota, n.m. (H.) A dip, a dive, -khana, v.i. re. To miss, to err.

-marna, v.i.re. To take a dip, to dive.

Gota, n.m. (H.) Lace, -lana, v.i. re. To lace.

Gothi, n.f. Blame, -lani, v.t. re. To blame.
n.m. A wild anima
/. Odd. -noti, n.f

f

Gra or grah, n.m. A morsel, a mouthful, -lana, v.i. re. To

take a morsel. rasa

/

Gra'nu, v.t. re. (1) To collect revenue. (2) To realize ; /

pi. -e.

Grass, n.m. See Gra.

Kull
/

Grawru, n.m. A little bird. (Alike in singular and plural.)

Greut, n.m. A long way, turning here and there.
Grewanu, v.t. re. To turn back;/, -i, pi. -e. , .

Grhaiwan, n.m. A tune played to make a deity dance. -lani>

v.i. re. To play the deity's dancing tune.
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Grhaiwnu, v.t.re. To cause or allow a village deity to move or

dance.

Grib, ad. (H. yarib.) Poor, helpless.

Griknu, v.i. re. To roar (of thunder). Also gariknu.

Gro or Grau, n.m. pi. The nine planets, which are: (1) The

sun. (2) The moon. (3) Mars. (4) Mercury. (5) Ju-

piter. (6) Venus. (7) Saturn. (8) Rahu. (9) Ke*u.

(From Sanskrit Graha.)

Gron or graun, n.m. (S. grahana.) An eclipse, -lagnu, v.i. re.

To appear, of an eclipse, -dekhna, v.i. re. To witness an

eclipse

.

Gu, n.m. (S.) Excrement. (Also kH.)

Gubar or Gubr, n.m. See Gobar or gobr.

Gubrai, n.f. See Gobrai.

Gubrila, n.m. See Gobrila.

Gudla or -u, ad. m.
; f. -i, pi. -e. Sweet, tasty.

Gufa, n.f. (S.) A cave or grotto scooped out of solid rock.

Kh
/

/

/

Kul , n. f

corn

Gujchhu, n.m. The flesh of the buttocks.

Guje, n.m. pi. Grain (used in Bashahr State).

Gum-honu, v.i. ir. To disappear; /. -i, pi. -e.

Gun. n.m. (S. guna.) Obligation, -man-na, v.i. re. To be ob-

liged. . ,

Guna, n m. (P. gundh.) A crime, a fault, a ""stake

Guiidawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to knead or braid

Gundnu; v.t. re. (1) To knead. (2) To braid ; /. -i, pi. •«•

Gunjo, n.m. pi. Moustache.

Gun lagna, v.i. re. To be indebted.

Guhth, n.m. pi -o. Pony.

Gur,'n.w. (H.) Brown sugar.

Guri, n.f. A knot, knob. , , .

Gusa, n.m. (P. ^umoA.) Anger, indignation, -karna, v.t. ir.

To become angry or indignant.
n „ nluhn \ The

Gutha, n.m. (S. angushtha, the thumb.) H
; *»ff«)

°

'

thumb, -dashna, v.i. re. To deny, -lana, ».». re. To put

the thumb, e.g., on a deed, -i, nj. A hnge.

.

Guthra, n.m. See Gutha. -i, w./. A finger.

Cuwa or Gowa, ». The past tense of the verb janu, to go,

GwaTm. (H. gawdh.) (D A witness, also (2) evidence.

Gwachi-janu, vi. ir. To be lost ; /. -i, p. -e.

Gwachnu, v.t. re. To lose, v.u re To be lost
;
A-i-Pj- "<\

Gwii, n.f. (ll.gawdhi) (1) Evidence. (2) A witness, -dem,

v.i. ir. To give evidence.
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Gwali, n.f. (1) A shepherdess. (2) A kind of insect, green in
colour and long in size, like a grasshopper.

Gwa'r, ad. Uncivilized, ignorant, a fool. (H. gaiiwdr.)

H

Well.

ad. m.
; / Good. Adv.

HAehhe, n.m. pi, A kind of thorny plant that bears edible
berries.

/. (H. haddi.) A bone.• . w

Ha'd, n.f. Conversatio ... __, „,

Ha'd, n.m. pi. Bones.
Hadd, n.f. A limit, boundary, -honi, v.i. ir. To get

bounds.
Hadi, n.f. Conversation, -lani, v.i. re. To converse.
Hadri-lani, v.t. re. To converse.
Hae, int. Oh, alas, ah !

» a»w uu.

/
/

Hagnu, v.i. re. (H. hagnd.) To go to stool.
Hail nf. (pronounced hel.) A hard task, to be done with the

help of many persons, -deni, v.i. ir. To work collectively.
Hamgo. A form of address to a relative, meaning, ' mv

dear.'

Hajtila or hajiire. A form of address :
< O vou '

Hajar, ad. (P. hdzir.) Present.
Ha'k, n.f. A halloo, -deni, v.t. ir. To halloo.
Hakawnu,vX re. (H.kaMnd.) ~

f

f

fHaj-bai, n.m One.who ploughs, a ploughman.
Halie. n.f (Vf hnlAZ \ t\,„, •

F °
f. (H. haldi.) Turmeric.

ria Kawnu, v.t re. io cause or allow to shake
; /. -i, pi. -e.

H«U Zm InTk^^•*•. ^- halkd
-) Light, not weighty,

nana, n.m. (H.) A noise, a hue and cry. -pana, v.i. re. To
make a noise. * ' rsain .,
make a noise. u }

Halmandi, n.m^ See Bjair. (Used in Bashahr and Kumhar-
Ha nu, v.t. re. To shake, to tremble.
Ha o n.m. A kind of greens called in Hindi, chamchur.Ha sh or .,, %j The long piece Qf woodHa tu, n.m. A kind of small plough.
Halwa,n.m. (H haluwd.) A kind of cake.
Hambai, adv. ' Yes,' or very well.'
Hamen, pro. pi. We. -in, /.

H^y^?"/v
Enmit>'' °PP03ition. -karni, «.». ir. To oppose.

'J?*
YeS

- *
n4

'
ndv

> Yea or no. '-karni, *.». »>. To sa5yes
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Hana, n.m. (S. hani.) Loss, injury, -jana, P.i. ir. To sustain

a loss.

Hand, n.f. A walk, travel, -i, ?i.f. An earthen cooking vessel.

Handi-na balu (phrase). I cannot walk.

Han do) a, n.m. See Chandol.
• • ' m

Hanjar, n.m. (H. hazdr.) A thousand.
Hans, n.m. (S. Hansa.) A goose.

Hansili, n.f. (P. hdsil.) Revenue or tax. (Used in Kullu.)

Har, n.m. A flood, -awna, v.i. re. To wash off.

Har,n./. (S. Hara.) (1) Abduction. (2) A garland.

Har-karn, n.m. The sum paid, in addition to the marriage ex-

penses, by a man who abducts another man's wife, to her

husband. (Used in the Dhami State.)

Ha' re. adv. Kindly, -karne, v.i. ir. To entreat.

Hara or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. (H.) Green.

Hara, n.m. (1) A small field. (2) A trial, -karna, v.t. ir. To
try.

Harawnu, v.t. re. (H. harwdnd.) To cause or allow to defeat.

Harawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to flow away ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Hargat, n.f. (A. harkat.) Injury, loss, fault, -karni, v.t. ir.

To make a mistake.
Hari-janu, v.i. ir. To be washed off

; /. -i, pi. -e.

Hariyaga, n.m. An allowance for the Raja's kitchen. (Used in

Mandi.)
Harja, n.m. (P. harz.) Mischief, injury, -hona, v.i. ir. To be

lost.

Ham, n.m. (S. Harina.) A buck. /. -i. A doe.

Harnu, v.t. re. To fail
;

/. -i, pi. -e. (H. hdrnd.)

Harnu, v.t. re. To try, to examine, to scrutinise; /. -i, pi. -e.

Har-r or har-ri. A medicinal fruit, bellow or (hebulic myro-

balan (terminalia chebula) : seven varieties of this are

distinguished. (From Sanskrit haritaki.J

Har-ri, n.f. The wooden pipe of a huqqa.

Haryawul, n.m. (H. haridwal.) Meadows.

Has'avvnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to laugh ; /. -1, pi. -e

HasL n.f. (S. Hasya.) Laughter, -chhutni, v.i. re. To laugh.

-karni, v.i. ir. To laugh at.

Hasi-kheii-ro lane, v.t. re. pi. To beguile the time with pleasure.

Haali, n.f. An ornament worn on the neck by women.

Hasnu, v.i. re. To smile, to laugh. (From Hindi hnnsw,.)

Hatawnu, v.t. re. (H. haiand.) To cause or allow to prevent

.

HatawAu. v.t. re. To cause or allow to return :
to prohibit.

Hath or h at th, n.m. (S. hast a.) A hand.

Hath, n.m. (S. hatha.) Insistence, -karna, v.i. re. lo insist.

Hathange, n.m. pi. Commutation for begdr or corvee (Bilaspur).

Hathar ad. f. A cow or she-buffalo, which only allows one
a 5 /

person to milk her.

Hathaura. n.m. (H.) A hammer.
Hathi, ad. Obstinate.
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Hatho-joriro, c.p. With joined hands.
Hathru, n.m. pi. Hands. (H. hath.)

Hatnu, v.i. re. To turn back; /. -i, pi. -e.

Hatnu, v.i. re. (1) To return, to come back. (2) To be off.

-lani. v.i. ir. To cause to

/

Hatya, n.f. (S.) The act of killing.

trouble, -karni, v.t. ir. To kill.

Hatth, n.m. See Hath.
Hatti, n.f. (H. hatti.) A shop, -karni, v.i. ir. To open a shop.
Haul, n.m. (S. Hala.) A plough, -banu, v.i. re. To plough.
Haunsla, n.m. (H. hausild.) Ambition, desire, capacity.
Hawa, n.f. (H.) The air, wind.
Hazri, n.m. (P.) An attendant, -ka, n.m. A term for a free

grant in lieu of serv
Hega, n.m. Carefulness.

Mandi

)

He'l, n.f

f

offer a goat sacrifice.

ice. -karni, v.i. ir. To insist,

or sheep, -deni, v.i. ir. To

Held, n.m. A special begdr or corvee leviable for repairs to

roads or buildings, and on special occasions, such as a

wedding or death in the chief's family.
Heli, n.f. Wisdom, activity.
Hera, n.m. Game, shikar, hunting, -lana or -karna, v.i. re. and

ir. To go on a shooting excursion, -i. n.m. A shikari, a
shooter.

He'r-fer, n.m. An answer, a reply, -dena, v.i. ir. To reply.
Hernu, v.t. re. To work

; /. -i, pi. -e .

Heru, adv. Perhaps, -la, v. Look here!
Hesr-lana, v.i. re. To chant a song in union (by all persons

carrying a heavy load, or moving a heavy mass) in order
to keep time. [time

Hessa, n.m. The cry of a number of persons at work at on«
He t, n.m. (S. Hita.) Affection, -lana, v.i. re. To be affec-

tionate.

Hethe adv Down, -pana, v.i. re. To spread a bed (used in
JtJhajji State).

Hethi, adv. By the lower way (used in the Bhajii State).
Hethla, ad. m.

; /. -i, pl. .e . Lower.
Hiaji n.f. Supper (used in Keoftthal).
Hichhawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to promise or agree.
Hichhnu, v.t. re. To promise, to agree

;
/. -i, pi. -e.

H.chki, n.f. (H.) See Dhiki.
Hij or hijo or hijau, adv. Yesterday, the past dav-
Hij-bhyansn, adv. Yesterday morning. (Also hijo-bhydnsri.)
Hii-bvale or hiio-hv^ i.a^ ~—:~f -J^^-j- ' i:«-

/

Last evening, yesterday evening
A -i> pi. -e. Yesterday's, of vesterdav

Hila? or hillan
7 n.m, See Bhaiftchal' (used in Bilaspur and

Kangra).
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Hirnat, n.f. (P. himmat.) Courage, -harni, v.i. re. To di>-

hearten.

Hindne, n.m. pi. The legs of a quadruped.

Hiftg,' n.f. (S. Hingu.) See Suridha.

Hini, ad. f. Decaying, decreasing.

Hin-ne, n.m. pi. See Hindne.

Hir, n.m. pi A kind of wild fruit.

Hiyaw, n.m. (H.) Courage, -awna, v.i re. To be courageous.

rtiye-lanu, v.t. re. To embrace; f.-i, pl.-e.

Hochha", ad. m
;

/. -i, pi. -e. Short, -jana, v.i. ir. To fall short.

/. i, pi. -e. Lisping.
/

Holi", n.f. (S. Holika.) The Holi festival, -khelni, e.». re. To

enjoy the Holi festival.

Holi, v. ' (She) may be.'

Homeft, humeri, »./.«. 1st p. ^- We will be. In f. Homin,

humift. .'. >i
•'' «nL '<

Honi,w./. The act of taking place. As Hom hoi-la >n
.

lhat

'which is to happen will happen."
•

Honu, ».t. ir. To be, to become, to take place; /. -i, p*. -e.

Hor, pro. Other. -tVL By the others.

Hor, con. (l)And. (2) ad. Eke. "*« W at ***
you say S

'
' (3) ad. More. < Tan hor M cAaym ? Do you

want more? "

Hoth or hotth, n.m. (S. Ostha.) pi. Lips

Huka, n.m.' (P. At^,) The hubble-bubble. totrimooajHp.

-pina> «.•'. »r. To smoke, -bharna, *.*. re. To put hre on

H^THom,) Burnt offering, the.cjjjtjng
^

of dan

fied butter, dried fruit, etc., into the sac red hie
invoca

' i j. -~ 4-,,.w» .L-nrna. ??.J. II. lO ittti

v.t. re. To sound a certain tune, -karna, v.i. »:

the sacred flames with calrified butter, etc

di *> / »H ) The amount of revenue, -den, v.i. n
.

xo
di, n.f. {tt.) r '«

„r xi,ni vi re To collect revenue
pav revenue or taxes, -grahni, v-ire. io ^

Huiigrnu, v.i. re. To low like a cow
; /. -i, />«• *

Hur, w'.m. A bolt above a door.

Huro, n.m. Roaring or thundering.

Huwarnu, v.t. re. See Hwarnu.

Uwarnii, huwarnu, v.t. re
m

to a rest; /. -i, pi- -e

Hyao, hyaw,«.w. Courag<

unload load

^ Snow, -knan, »./. i ne «in u* ="»" >

Hyun, n.m. (S. Hima.) »n0*
(Pro verb.)

a glacier, -ghalnu. v.'- re. *»> i

Am''Mo, bdnthiyd, kanjn rand, dgL
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" The snow will melt with clouds, and gold with borax,

So is a youth, young man, before a harlot.'

'

Hyund, n.m. The winter season.

I

Ichhya, n.f. (S. Ichchha.) Desire, wish, -karni, v.i. ir. To
wish.

Iji, n.f. Mother. Ijiye, tu led karat \
" O mother, what are

you doing ? '

'

Ikki, ad. Twenty-one. (H. ikkis.)

Iktali, ad. Forty-one. (H. ikchdlis.)

Ham, n.m. (P. ilm.) Knowledge, cultivation of the mind.
In, n.m. See qin.

Indar, n.m. (S. Indra.) Also Indr. The deity of rain, the deity
presiding over Swarga or the Hindu paradise, the deity of

the atmosphere and' rain, -ni bashda. It does not rain,

-bashda bhaja. The sky refused to rain.
Ine, pro. pi Agent case. 'By these.'
Iiikh, n.f. (S. Ikshu, H. Ikh.) Sugarcane. (Kamdndi in

Kangra.)
In 6

,
pro.pi. To these . (Also iyon

.

)

inoh, pro. To these.
Inu, adv. So. ad. Such. (Used in Bashahr.)

re
'
n

:
m

- Pl
- A kind of salty pudding made of the pulse called

kolth (Dolichos biflorus).'
In-re, pro. pi. Of these.
Irai, ire, n.f. A kind of nlanl i baskets are made.
isnft or-u, adv. m.

; /. -i, pi. .e . So, such. Ishu kishu japan.
"Why do you say so ? " Ishi bhald ddmi. " Such a good
man." Ishi bdto nd Iqi. "Don't sav such things."
Ishe ghqur band

.

- Build such houses.
'

'

"

ishar n.m. (S. Ishwara.) Heavenly Father, God, the Creator,
isnka or -u, adv. m.

; /. -i
}
pi. .e . To this side. (Erh'i in Bal-

san, Jubbal and Punar.)
l^iur, n.m. (S. 1 shwara.) God.

J

J;i. v. (Jo.

•Jaa. adv. When.

Jaa din a bdt'h/e,

Tundd mdro ddnge.

When times are not good,
Then every one can''give trouble.'
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response, -no, v.t. re.

Whenever. (H. jabkabhi.)

adv. Whenever (vou please

7
Jachnu, v.t. re. To try, to estimate, to examine;/. •£,

pi. -e.

Jag, n.m. (S. Yajna.) A sacrifice, -dena, v.i. n. To perform a

sacrifice, a religious ceremony.

Ja'g, n.f. Awaking, -awni, v.i. re. To awake
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Jaga. n.f. <H. jaqah.) A place, a room.
?

Jaga, v. The past tense of the verb jdgnu, to awake, ' awoke
;

/. -i, pi. -e.

Jagar, jagr. (1) n.m. A small wall. (2) ad. m. and /. Mute

or dumb, -deni, v.i. ir. To build a wall.

Jagarn, n.m. (S. Jagarana.} Keeping ceremonial vigil the

m

/. (P. zaqdt.) Tax, octroi.

/

Jag-jup, n.m. A picture of the deity Ganesh carved in stone

or wood and set up in the house-door when ready. (Used

in Kangra).
/

Jagra, n.m. (S. Jagarana.) A religious cereniony ved

throughout the Hill States. The principal rite is to invite

the village deity to one's own house for worship, and give a

grand feast after performing hum. -dena. v.i. ir. lo otter

• /

a jagra.

Jagrul, n.f. A subscription for a jagra. -deni, v.i. ir. lo sub-

scribe for a jagra. . , A
Jaguli, n.f. A catching in the throat from eating uncooked

zimiqand , ox ghuiKydn . -Kgni, *.*. re. To suffer from eat-

ing uncooked zimiqand, etc.
.

Jaidya-bolni, v.i. re. To pay one's respects to a chief.

Jaikar, n.f: Victory. As : J«ikar dewa mahnra^a. roMMd
bale howe. ' Victory to thee. village deity, protect us b3

all the means in thy power.'

Jaiiid, ad. A fool, ignorant.

Jakawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to be rubbed.

/

/

Jal,'n.m. (S.Jala. Water. (Syn. Chfa )

Jalab, ».m.p*. Purgation, -lagne. p.». r lo purge.

hund
/. -i. /'/. e.

Jajawnu, v./. re. To cause or allow to oum .

fmin f-in
Jal-jogan, *./. The nymph, residing near a wate f« am

who is believed to oast spells over women and cmWren

and has to be propitiated with sacrifice. (Chamba). (Syn.

Jal-matri.)
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/

/

Jamat, n.f. Shaving, -karni, v.i. ir. To shave, -banawni,
v.i. re. To shave.

Jama't,n./. (H.) A gang of mendicants, especially Vaishnavas.

Jamaw, n.m. (H). A gathering.

Jamawnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause or allow to grow. (2) To cause

/

/

Jamnu, v.i. re. (1) To grow. (2) To become sour, of milk;

/

/

/

Jamtu, n.m. pi. A kind of citron.

Jan, n.f. (H. jdn). Life, strength, -awni, v.i. re. To survive,

-jani, v.i. ir. To end one's life.

Ja'n, n.f. A huge stone.

Jana, n.m. A person.

Janas, n.f. Wife, woman (used in Bilaspur and Kangra).
Jafi-un, adv. As long as. Jan-un se ni dyd, tdn-un an ni dend/t :

" As long as he has not come, so long I won't go."
Janawnu, v.t. re. To acquaint, to introduce; /. -i. pi. -e.

Janda, n.m. A lock, -dena, v.i. ir. To lock up.
Janet, n.f. (H.) A wedding procession.
Janeu, n.m. (S. Yajnopavita.) The sacred thread, -honu, v.i. ir.

To celebrate the sacred thread ceremony.
Jani, con. Perhaps (III. God knows). [caste.

Janja, n.m. Abstinence, sobriety, the act of putting out of

Janjnu, v.t. re. To put aside, to excommunicate, to put out of

caste; /. -i, pi. -e.

Janmantro, n.m. (S. Janmantara.) The next world.
Fanmastmi, n.f. (S. Janmashjarai.) The birthday of Krishna,

which falls annually on the 8th of the dark half of Bhado,

and men and women all fast on that day and perform

the pujd of Sri-Krishna. It is a great feast among all the

hill-men, cooked food as prasdd being exchanged among
relatives.

/

/

/

Janu, n.m. (S. Janu). Knee.
Janu, v.i. re. To be born

; /. -i. pi. -e.

Japan or jappan, n.m. (1) Conversation. (2) A talk.

Japawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to speak ;

Japda, pre. par. Speaking : /. -i, pi. -e.
Japnu, v.t. re. (H. japnd). To speak, to converse; to talk. /•

•»»

pi. -e.

Japor, ad. m. Foolish, ignorant.
Deshl kd }u,io japor,
Kiahe karia'khdi khnr.
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The men of the plains are fools,

They know not how the walnut is eaten."

Japu-hundu, pas. par. Spoken
; /. -i, pi. -e

Jar, n.m. A grinder tooth.

Jar or zar, n.m. A term for the Tibetans, whose religion is

* _ *

Buddhism.
Jar, n.m. (S. Jwara ) Fever, -awna, v.i. ir. To suffer from

fever.

Jaroli, n.f. Bread of barley-flour, -channi, v i. re. To mak.

bread of barley flour, -khani, v.i. re. To eat barley food.

Jas, 'pro. Whom. -kas. pro. Whomever.
Jash, n.m. (S. Yashas.) Glory, -hona, v.i. ir. To be glorious

-kamawna, v.i. re. To gain glory.

Jasra or -u, pro. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Whose.

Jat, n.f. (1) Caste. (2) A fair. (From Sanskrit yatra.) -o-khe-

janu, v.i. ir. To go to a fair.

Jataji/w.m. A messenger, a watchman (used in Kullu).

Jatt," n.m. (H.) The Jats of the plains.

Jaulu, n.m. pi. Twins, -jane, v.i. re. To bring forth twins.

Jaur, n.j. (H. jar.) Root.

Jawa, n.m. A kind of wild tree.

Jaz or Zaz, n.f. (H. dad.) Ringworm.

Je, con. If. As: Je ah dewndd. " If I had gone.

Jeb, n.f. (H.) Pocket. (Syn Guja, Khisa.)

Jebbu, adv. As soon as. (Also jebri.)

Jebri, adv. See the preceding.

Je'k. v.m. A kind of tree.

Jeiishi, adv. On which day. *,. , • „* i„„,i

Jeola, n.m. A term used in Kullu for Ubharsm area of land,

'

half of which was held rent free in lieu of service, winch

as

/

Jeota, n.m. A kind of thin rope.

Je'r, n.f. The womb, of cattle. B;1 - „- ...j

Jera, ad. See Jishu. (Used in Baghal, Kumhar, B.la.pur and

Nalagarh.) .. , .

Je'ru, adv. See Jishu. (Balsan and Madhan.)

Jes, p\o. See Jas. (Used in Bashahr and Kumhars™

Jes-kes. pro. See Jas-kas. ^„*u
Je't, ,,./ Mouth, -bakni, v.i. re. To open the mou-h.

/

/

The wife of the husband's elder brother.

Where.
Whence

Jethiva. n.m. Husband's elder brother.

Jethtil, n /. A term used for an extri

the eldest brother.
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adv

f

ad. m.
; /

Jewta, n.m. A small rope.

/

<-e. par. Watching
; /. -i, pi. -e.

ftli, n.f. A guard, a watch, -karni. v.t. ir. To watch, to

guard.

Jgwalnu, v.t. re. To watch, to guard.

du or -a, m.
; /. -i, p

1
. -e. Watched.

Jhabbal, n.m. A jumper, an iron instrument used for mining.
Jhafan, n.m. A kind of palanquin. (Also japhdn.)
Jha'g, n.m. Foam, -awna; v.i.re. To foam.
Jha'k, n.f. Care, -honi or-rakhni, v.i. ir. and re. To be care-

ful, -rauni, v i. ir. To be anxious about.
Jhakhr, n.m. A shrub.
Jha'j, n.m. A water-fall.

Jhalara, n.m. Swindling, -dena, v.i. ir. To swindle.
Jhall, n.m. pi. Thorny shrubs, -fukne, v.i. re. To burn

thorn s.

/. -i, pi. -e. Mad, insane.

/. Itch, -lagni ; v.i. re. To feel an itching.
Jhamaka, n.m. A sudden light, lightning.
Jhamman, n.m. The cover of a doli or palanquin.
Jha'n, n.f. (P. jahdn.) The world, c/. Jihan.
Jhanaokha, n.m. Moonlight.
Jhanwan, n.m. (1) Light. (2) The filth of iron used to wash

the feet, etc., also used to wash an elephant.
Jluinda, n.m. A flag

; /. -i. A small flag. (Also jhandd.)

f

f

Jhangsh, n.m. The snake-plant, (Its root when dried and
pounded is made into a powder and is a great remedy for

cattle-itch. A small quantity is given with kneaded flour

to the animal to eat.)
Jhanj, n.f. Cymbals, made of bell metal and used in pairs-

(H. jhdnjh.)

Jharito, n.f. pi. Hair of the private parts (H.).
J hapeta, n.m. Struggle, strife, a quarrel.
•Ihar, n.m. pi. Continued rain, -lagne, v.i. re. To rain continu-

ously. (Also jhafi, n.f.)
•lhara, Agjhara, n.m. A tinder-box.

r jar

• narawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to drop ;
/. -i, pi -e.

.liarfa, n.m. Care, anxiety, -man-na, v.i. r*. To bp in the care of.

Jhan, n.f A chiefs water vessel or watt. JB,
tinart, n.f. Continued rain, steady rain, or drizzle, -lag'.11

v.t. re. To rain continually.
•JUarnu, v.i. re. To drop, to fall down (fruits, <

-Jhatawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to call
; /

/
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/

Jhatu, n.m. An illegitimate son (Bashahr).

1, n.f. Fire, -lani, v.i. re. To burn lire.

Jhe'l, n.m. The act of undergoing.

Jhelawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to undergo.

Jhelda or -u, m.\ f. -i, pi. -e. pre. par. Undergoii

Jhe'lkhana, n.m. (H.) The jail.

Jhelnu, v.t. re. To undergo, to bear.

/. -i
?
pi. -e.

>rne; /. -i,

/

/

/

/

/.

Jhirk or jhirki, n.f. Scolding, threatening, -deni, v.t. re. To
'

scold, threaten, -khani, v.i. re To get a scolding.

/

/

Jhirnu, v.t. re. To drag, to draw. Jhirda or -u, m. ; /. -i, yl -«'•

pre. par. Dragging, drawing.

Jhiru-hundu or -a, m. ; -/. i, pi -e. pas. par. Dragged, drawn.

Jhish, jhiBhi or jhiahd, adv. Yesterday (Bhajji).

Jhithke, n.m. pi. Clothes.

Jhokkii, n.m. Burning fuel.

Jhoknu, v.i. re. To throw fuel on the fire. (H. jhoknd.)

Jho'l, n.f. See Jhaul.

Jhola, n.m. (H.) A wallet, -bharna, v.i. re. To fill a wallet.

Jhoji, n.f. A small wallet, -lani, v.i. ir. To become a mend.

cant.

Jho't, n.m. A root, origin, foundation.

diri, n.f. Firewood, fuel, -chan-r

-bkndni, v.i. re. To distribute fuel.

To cut fuel.

swin
/

Jhulda, pre. par. Swinging.

Jhulkawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to shake.

Jhujkda/pre. par. Shaking, quaking, trembling fy\t**'
Jhulknu, v.i. re. To shake, quake, tremble; /. -1, pi. -e.

Jhujku-hundu, pas. par. Shaken; /. -h pi- *e -

Jhulnu, v.i. re. To swing round.

Jhum, n.f. A covering, made of a blanket, used to protect one

from rain.

•Ibumi-rauni. v.i. if. To hang. .

Jh«mku7*'.m. pi. A kind of earrings, -lane, v.t. re To wear

earrings, -gharne, v.i. re. To make earrings (of gold or

J\mmnu?v.i. re. (
I

) To hang down. (2) To dose, to slumber.
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Jhumr, n.m. (H.) An ornament worn on the head.
Jhunfri, n.f. (H. jhopri.) A cottage.

Jhuriga, n.m. (1) Property. (2) Estate.
Jhunjri, n.f. A kind of wild plant.

/

Jhutnu, v.t. re. To drink, to quench; /. -i, pi. -e. (

Jhutth, n.m. (H. jhuth.) Untruth, fabrication, lie.

Jhwa'r, n.m. (1) A present. (2) Salutation.
Jhwarnu, v.t. re. See Juharnu.
Jja-de-rakhnu, v.t. re. To keep in mind, to love;
Jia-ra-aftto, n.m. That which is in the mind.
Jia-ra or -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pl. -e. Of the mind.
Jibh, n.f. (S. Jihwa.) The tongue, -e japnu, v.t. re. To

speak. (Also Jibti).

/. (P. zidd.) Opposition, persistence, -karni, v.i. ir.

To persist.

/
Jidwanu, v.i. re. To persist, to oppose.

f
pas. par. Pressed down

; /
pas. par. Eaten; /. -i, pi.

par. Feeding; /

•e. To feed; /.'-i,

/

/
Jimi, n.f. (P. zamin.) Land, -jaga, n. Landed property

estate.

Jimnu, v.t. re. To take food. (H. jimnd.)
•Jimpar,w.m. (S. Yamapura.) Death, demise.
• inda, -u, pro. m.

; /. -i, pi. .e . In which.
Jindri, n.f. (H. jindgi.) Life, existence, the course or period o

life.

Jindri, n
.f. (p. zindagi.) Short life.

•Jine, pro. By whom.
Jinie, pro. Who or by whom.
Jino, pro. To whom.
Tishka or -u, adv. m.

; /. -i, pl. -e. Wherever.
Jishu or -a , ad. m.

; /. -i, pL .6 . As. (H. jqisd.)
•Jitawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to win

;
/. -i, pl. -e.

••tda,^ ^ Winning; /. -i, pl. .e .

Jitm or jitiro, c.p. Having won.
Jitmi, v.t. re To win, to overcome, to cor
•ntu, n.m. Conqueror.
• itu-hufidu pas. par. Won, conquered; /. -i, /,*. - ,

t

'

rtkl £ J
i
Va) The 80ul

«
life

> disposition (Also ftp.)
• or ,yun

( Sj Yama.) (1) Death. (2) The deity of death-

• unda or jyunda,arf. w . Living . ' * ' *

J IWanil 4f* ** Tt i- o»

J

/

/. -i, p*. -e

e's life
; /

/
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Jiwe-jai-janu, v.i. ir. To perish, to he bereft of life; /. -i.

Jiwiro, c.p Having lived.

Jmhai, n.f. (H. jamhdi.) Yawning, -awni, v.i. re. To yawn.
Jmhyali, n.f. (1) Chin. (2) The lower part of the mouth.
Jo or Ju, pro. Who, which, or that. As: Ju kdl diru4hu

y
se

hun thu ?
M Who was the man, who came yesterday ?

"

Jo, n m. See Jau.
Jo'ch, n.f. A rope to fasten the yoke to the plough. (Also jot.)

Jo'k, n./. (S. Jalauka.) A leech, -o, pi. Leeches. Aim, v.i. re.

To apply leeches.

Jo'r, n.f. (H. jar.) A root, c.f. Jaur.

Jor, n.m. (P. zor.) Might or power, strength.

J6'r, n.m. (1) Joining, junction. (2) Total, -dena, v.i. ir.

To add. -pana, v.i. re. To add (a piece).

Jora. n.m. (1) A pair. (2) A pair of shoes, -marna, v.t. re.

To beat with shoes. (Syn. Pani.)

Jorawnu, v.t. re. See Jrawnu.
Jorda, pre. par. Joining; /. -i, pi. -e.

Joria or joriro, c.p. Having joined, having added.

Jornu, v.t. re. To join, to add; /. -i. pi. -e.

Jor-nu, v.t. re. (H. jornd.) To join, to unite by repairs.

Joru-huiidu, pas. par. Joined, added; /. -i, pi. -e.

J6% n.f. (1) See Joch. (2) Flame of a lamp. (3)^ A hill peak.

Jotawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to plough; /. -i, pi. -e.

Jotda, pre. par. Ploughing; /. -i, pi. -e.

Joti, n.f. (S. Jyotish.) Light (of the sun or a lamp).

Jotia or Jotiro, c.p. Having ploughed.

Jotnu, v.t. re. To plough; /. -i, pi- -&•

Jotu-hundu, pas. par. Ploughed; /. -i, pi- -6.

Jpor, n.m. A fool. (Also japor.)

Jrainth, n.m. A kind of wild pear.

Jrawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to join; /. -i, pi- -e.

Jroli, n.f. See Jaroli.

Ju, pro. See Jo.
fc

Ju, re. pro. Who or which. (Agentive Junien).

•Tii, n.f. Louse, -wo, pi. Lice, -parai, v.t. re. To suffer from

lice

J6b, n.f. (S. Durva.) Bent grass (Panicura dactylon) said to

mean lit.
' That which hurts sin.' -o-n-dai, n.f. A plant

of bent grass, -jamni, v.i. re. To grow, of bent grass.

Jubar or Jubr, n.m. Meadow, a level space with grass on it.

-bahnu, v.i. re. To make a new field, to cultivate waste

land.

Jubr, n.m. See Jubar.
Jubri or jubti, n.f. A small meadow.
Jubti, n.f. See Jubri.

Judh, n.m. (S. Yuddha.) War, a fight.

Judh-mamla, n.m. Fighting.

Jugale, n.m. pi. Watchmen.
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L

Jugtie, adv. Carefully, attentively.

Jugut, n.f. (1) Fitness, good accommodation. (2) Connection.

Juhar or jhwar, n.m. (1) A present. (2) The present in cash

made to a chief at an audience, or greeting,

irnu, v.t. re. To offer on
pi. -e. (Also jhwdrnu.)

f

v w w

Jujh, n.m. (S. Yuddha, a fight.) Fighting, war. -lana, v.i. re.

To fight, -lagna, v.i. re. To begin fighting.

Jujhda, pre. par. Fighting; /. -i, pi. -e.

/

or

Juiiju-huiidu, past par. Fought; /. -i, pi. -e.

Jukham, n.m. (P. zuqdm.) Cold and cough, -bona, v.i. ir. To
suffer from cold and cough. (Also -awn a.)

Julfia or julfiya, n.m. One who has curls.

Julfo, n.m. pi (P. zulf.) Curls.
Jummo, n.m. (P. zimah.) Responsibility, -karnu, v.i. ir. To be

responsible.

Jun, n.m. Yoke.

agentive.)

Who or by whom. (The latter form is

Jun, n.m. (S. Drona.) A grain measure equal t<> 16 pdthds or 4

arhds.

Ju'n,'w./. Moonlight or the moon. -lagni.w.*. re. To shine (of

the moon).
Jun, n.f. A meal. Duji-jun. The next meal.
Jundku, n.m. See Juti.
J/

/ * •

uni, w./. Revenue in kind. (Also kdrd-juni.)
Junien, re. pro. (Agentive.) By whom or by which.
Juri-janu, v.t. ir. To be engaged (in battle).
Jurji-pani, v.i. re. To set against, to set by the ears.
Juth, n.f. Uncleanliness, pollution.
Jutha or -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e . Polluted by tasting.

-J

uthan, n.f. Pollution by tasting

)wisthaniva.) The second son of a chief.

(Also duthafiyd.)

mouth food.

Juthia or juthiro, c.p. Having cleaned the hands and mouth.
Juthnu, v.i. re. To clean the hands and mouth after taking

food.

/
•'uraa, pre. par. Being engaged in anv work : /
•luti, n.f. Braided hair of a maiden.
•lu^ia or Jutiro, c.p. Having been engaged.
•Jut

/

Jttwri, n.m. A broom fused in Bhaiji).
Jwadri, n.f. A butterfly. pL Jwadri.
.Twain, n.m. (S. Jamatri.) Son-in-law.

Syn. Fitnfri.
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Pi ^./. (S. Ajamoda.) (1) The common carroway (('arum
carui), a kind of lovage (Lingusticum ajwaen, Rox.). (2)
A kind of parsley (Apium involucratum) ; said to mean,
lit. ' That which pleases a goat.'

Jwan, n.m. A youth, an adult, ad. Young, -ta, n.m. t\. n.f.

One in his teens.

Jwans, ii. f. A female, a woman.
Jyu, n.m. See Jiu.
Jyuh, n m See Jj'uii.

K

Ka; pro. What? Which? As: Kd bolo ji ? "What do
you say ?

5 ?

Kaa ? or kau ? acfa;. How many ?

Kabai ? ocfo. When, at what time ? -kabai, adv. Some-
times.

»

Kaba't, n.f. (P. qabdhat.) Inconvenience, objection, -honi,

v.i. ir. To be inconvenient.
Kabre I adv. At what time ?

Ka'ch, n.m. (H.) (1) Glass. (2) A necklace of heads.

Kachu or -a, ad. m.
;

/. -i, pi. -e. Unripe, not well cooked, only

half cooked.
Kachh, n.m. The armpit. (S. kaksha.)

Kachhri, n.f. A rope to bind a load, -lani, v.i. re. To bind a

load to carry it away.
Kadash, n.f. (S. Ekadashi.) The eleventh day of the bright or

dark halt of a month.
Kadi? adv. When ? At what time ? -ni, adv. Never.

Kadi-j ah, adv. Long ago.

Kadi-ni, adv. Never.
Kadka, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Long ago. (Also kadh'i.)

Kafal or kaffal, n.m. pi. A kind of wild tree or its fruits,

-pakne, v.i. re. To ripen, of wild fruits.

Kafan, n.m. Coffin, shroud ; /. -i, A coffin.

Kafni, n.f. See Kafan.
Kagat, n.m. (P. kdgaz.) Paper.

Kahat, ad. Sixty-one. -wan, ad. Sixty-first,

Kahattar, ad. Seventy-one. -wan, ad. Seventy-first,

Kahlu-bir, n.m. A spirit who lives on the mountains and whose

anger causes landslips. It must be appeased with sacri-

fice (Chamba).
Kai, ad. (H.) Too many, a great many.
Kai, n.f. (1) Moss. (2) Desire.

Kail, n.f. The blue pine, -ti, n.f. A smail blue pine tree

Kuli, n.f. Uneasiness, -parni, v.i. re. To be uneasy, -awn..

v.i. re. To become uneasy.

Kain-ni, n.f. (H. kahdni, a story) A riddle.
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Kqini Idu bjhqin-ni Idu, bujh bajhdiyd bird

,

m ... 7
'7- .._/ -*—n fa j lage, king, jwdn, jird.

" I tell you a riddle or a puzzle, understanding hero

:

There are three fruits on a tree, assafcetida, lovage and

cummin." (The reply is * a large spoon.')

Kain, n.m. See Jun.

Kain or Kyeii, ad. Something, -ni, ad. Nothing.

Kainal, n.f. The green pigeon.

Kainchi, n.f. (H.) (1) Scissors. (2) The slope of a roof.

Ivaifith, n.m. A kind of wild pear; c.f. Jrainth.

Kairi, kanri, kyari, n.f. The neck. Bali Rdje kdnri ddi

:

(i Bali Raja bent his neck.
3 9

Kait, kaith or kayath, n.m. (S. kayastha). An accountant,

a writer. (Bashahr, Kumharsain, Mandi and Suket.) In

the Simla Hill States he is called Bagshi or Bagsi.

Kaith, n.m. See Kait.

Kaiti, n. f. Moss, lichen.

Kaj, n.m. (S. Karyya.) Work, business.

Kajo % adv. What for ? (Kangra, Bilaspur and Xalagarh.) (In

the Simla Hills kwe or kwai is used.)

Kakh, n.m. A straw. Proverb:

Bhari muihldkho ri,

Kholi kakho ri.

' A closed fist will hold a million,

An open one will not hold a straw.
1 J

(Meaning that honour is the best thing, and disgrace a

thing worth nothing.)

kakkar, n.m. A tree which yields valuable timber.
Kakkar, n.m. The barking deer.

Kakri,V/. (S. Karkati.) (1) A cucumber. (2) The lungs, -ra

rog, n.m. Lung disease.

Kaku, n.m. A polite term used in addressing a boy.
Kal or kaU, adv. Yesterday, -byaje, adv Yesterday evening.

-bhyansri, adv. Yesterday morning. . .

Kal, n.f. (S. Kalaha.) Dispute, quarrel, struggle, -honi, r.i. »r.

To be disputed , to struggle.
Ka'l, n.m. (S. Akala, and Kala.) (1) The time of death. (2)

Famine, -parna, v.i. ir. To be a famine year.
Ka}, kalo, n.m. (S. Kala, time.) Death, demise.
Kala or -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Black. (H.)
Kalam, n.f. (H.) A pen. -banawni, v.i. re. To mend a pen.

Kalan or kalne, n.f. A variety of coarse rice sown on dry land.

Kalao or kalaw, n.m. A kind of pea. cf. lvlaw (Bashahr).
Kalewa, n.m. Breakfasl. -karna, v.i. ir. To take break****;

Jvalgi, n.f. (H.) An ornament worn on a turban.
Kah-marcho-re dane, n.m. pi. Black pepper seeds,
valja, n.m. (H. kakjd.) Liver. (Also kdlju.)
Kalka or -u, ad. m.;

f. .{. pi. -e. Saltish, too salty.
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Kalu-bir, n.m. See Kahlu-bir.

Kam, n.m. (S. Kama.) Work, business, -kaj, n.m. Domestic
duties, -kar, n.m. Office or household duties.

Kam, ad. (H.) Less, -honu, v.i. ir. To be less, -karnu. v.t. ir.

To make less, -i, n.f. Deficiency.

Kama, n.m. A servant. (Kangra, Bilaspur and Xalagarh.)

Kamai, n.f. (H.) (1) Earnings, wages. (2) Fate, fortune.

Kamal, n.m. A kind of grass.

Kamandi, n.f. See liikh. (Kangra.)

Kamawia or kamawiro, c.p. Having earned.

Kamawiida, pre. par. Earning
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Kamawnu, v.t. re. To earn.

Kamawu-hundu or -a, pas. par. m. ; f. -i, pi. -e. Earned.

Kamdar, m.n. An official, -i, n.f. Officialdom. Generally used

to denote the officials of a pargand. Each pargand has

five officials : the mahta or mauta, karauk or krauk. siana,

ghenghna, and piada. The mania corresponds to a naib

tahsildar and decides petty cases. The brink collects tin

cash revenue and hands it over to the man to for payment

into the State treasury. He has also to manage the

corvee in his pargand. The siond examines the revenue

accounts to see if anv land-revenue remains unrealized.

The ghenghna 's duty is* to realize the clarified butter levied

on certain grass lands. The pi<i<l/rsis to carry out tin

orders of the mqut'i . krduk and sidnd. (Also kdrddr.)

Kamdari, n.f. See Kamdar.
Kamdhenu, n.f. (S.) The cow of plenty: also used for any cow

that never calves yet always gives milk.

Kamhalu, n.m. A kind of basket used to keep wool in for

spinning;. . , .

Kamhaltu, n.m. dim. A small long basket to keep wool in.

Kami. n.f. (H.) Decrease, deficiency, -karm, v.i. »: lo de-

crease, -ho ni, vi. ir. To be decreased.

Kammal, n.m. (H. kambal.) A blanket. (S. Kamvala.)

Kamr, n.f. (H. kamar.) The waist, -ban-ni, v.i. re. (I) lo

gird up one's loins. (2) To be ready.
, , .

Kamwanu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to earn
;

/. -l, pi- -e.

Ka'n, n.m. pi. (S. Karna. H. kh,. Ears, the organs of

Kana
ie

a7m.
;

/. -i. pi. e. (H.) One-eyed. .Also faint*.)

Kana, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi -e. The youngest.

Kanait, n.m. See Kanet. w

Kanak, n.f. (H.) Wheat. (Syn. Ceiift or Gm.u.)

Kanali, n.f. A large wooden vessel used for kneading ttcmi etc.

Kanawara, n.m. An inliabitant of Kanawar ;
;

/. -i. pi. -e.

Kanbal, n.m. The ceremony of boring a child sears.

Ivanbaii.n./. (H.) An earring. (Also fawtf£.)

Kanbicha. n.m. A heavy earring worn in the middle of fch<

ear.
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youngest.

/

ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. (S. Kanishtha.) Younger or

over and above his share as one of the brothers.
Kahda, n.m. (H. kdntd.) (1) A thorn, -chubhna, v.i. re. To

pierce with a thorn. (2) A ridge.
Kand Groaning.
Kan-de-lagnu, v.i. re. To begin to groan : /
Kaiidei, n.f. (S. Kantakdrikd.) A medicinal plant, a sort of

prickly nightshade (Solanum jacquini.)
Kandyai, n. f. A kind of thorny herb used in medicine.
Kaneru, kanheru, n.m. An iron tip for an arrow.
Kanet, n.m.; -an, n. f. The term for the fourth class of the

Hindus in the Simla Hills. The Kanets are divided
into several hundred septs, some of which are de-

scended from the original inhabitants of these hills known
as mawis. A proverb runs : Kaneto
" A Kanet has one mother and eighteen fathers.

9 ?

Kangano, n.m. pi. Bracelets. (S. Karik
Kangru, n.m. A small comb. (Fr. H. k

f
Kanhor, n.m. Chestnut. Wild chestnut. (In Bashahr they

make flour of wild chestnuts by keeping them for some
time in running water.

Kani, n.f. (H.) A very small bit. As: Hire ri kani. A small
bit of diamond.

Havin
T IKame '. pro. With which \ adv. Win

Kani-joga? phrase. For what purpose, what for \

Kahki, n.f. Lingering, delay, -lani, v.i. re. To linger.
Kankori, n.f. A Brahman girl given in marriage to a Brahman

and dowered by a chief's wife
Kann n.m. (S. skandha.) houlder. -o-pande, adv. On the

shoulders.

Kanna, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. See Kanchha.

van-nu, vi.re. To groan
; /. -i, pi, \ e .

Kann, n.f. See Kairi.
Kansa, n.m. (S. Kaftsya.) Bell-metal, white metal.

/

/. See Kanbal

Kantt (H.) A big necklace.

/

Kanthi, n.f. A small necklace, -ban-ni, v.t. re. To make a
disciple.

Kanthi, n.f. A necklace of tulsi (worn by males).
Kanu, ad. m. See Kana
Kanu, n.m. pi. Husks of rice

audu man an enemy, a foe.
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Kanyai or knyai, n.m. Xoise. -pana or -lana, v.i. re. To make
a noise.

Kapat, n.m. (H.) Deceit, -i, ad. Deceitful.

Kapti, ad. (S. Kapatin.) Deceitful.

Kar or ka'r, n.f. (S. Kara.) Duty, work, business. As: Deo
kar. The work of a godling. Rauli-kar, State business.

Jai jai-kar. A blessing used in greeting a god or deity.

Kara, n m. Revenue, taxes, -bharna, v.i. re. To pay taxes.

Karam, n.m. (S. Karmma.) Work, duty. Kriya- n.m. (1)

The last duties performed after cremation. (2) An act.

Karattan, n.m. (H.) Bitterness.

Karawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to do or make; /. -i,

pi. -e.

Karbar
:
n.m. (H.) Business, -karna, v.i. Ur. To be engaged.

Karbari, n.m. One who manages, a manager.

Karchha, n.m. A large spoon used in cooked pulse. /. -i. A
spoon, -u, n.m. A small spoon.

Karhaul, n.f. A loan, -karhni, v.i. re. To borrow.

Karhawnu, v.t. re. To cause to borrow,

rvarhnu,'*;.*. re. (lj To boil. (2) To take out.

Karj, n.m. (P. qarz, a debt.) (1) A debt. (2) Revenue

Proverb: Karjori jimi thinde, pdni rd »h<n> sarte fabo.

"Land on payment of taxes and a cold bath can be had

everywhere.
'

'

Karkhana, n.m. (H.) Workshop.
Karnal, n.m. A long kind of musical instrument made of brass

-bajni, v.i. re. To blow the karnal. -chi, n.m. One who

blows the Jcarndl.
iKarnu, v.t. ir. (H. karnd.) To do, to make, to worn /. -i,

pi. -e. pas. ten. Kiftvaft; /. -i, >>( ;* P™> V°?' Karda >

/. -t pas. par. Kiu-hundu. cp. Karia or Kanro.

Karta, n.m. Household work.

Karii ! v. May I do ?

Karuwi-roti, n.f. See Kauri-rot i.

Karuwu or -a, ad m.
;

/. -i, pi -e. Bitter, distasteful.

Kas ? pro . Whom i
" Kas bolai \

'

' W aom do you say

Kash £ kaush, n.m. (1) An oath, an ordeal (2
»

Contamina-

tion, "chama, v.i. re. To be contaminated with ver* ris

Kashatu, n.m.
' A species of rice, red in colour (Also Ksha t u )

Kashi,' n.f. A hoe. -lani. v.i. re. To work with a hoe.

Kashi, If. (1) Pasture. (2) Branches of forest trees cut

fodder for goats, etc. -chdn-ni r.'.re. Tc
>
make pasture

for cattle, -khe-deunu, v.i. re. To go to bring leaves for

C£tt;tlP

Kash-karna or -lana or -thwawna, v.i re. To take an oath.

Kashokra. n.m. An agreement by which one party who agrees

to the other's taking an oath has to pay a rupee to the ruler.

•pana, v.i. re. To pay a rupee to the ruler for the other

party's agreeing to undergo an ordeal.

a<
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Kashmal, n.m. Burbis barbra. A thorny shrub bearing long
sharp thorns and black berries which ripen in June. The
root, which is like turmeric in colour, is boiled and slices

are used as poultices for diseases of the eye. Rasaut in

Hindi.

Kashnu, v.t. re. (H. kamd.) To tighten, to bind, to tie.

Kamr-kashni, v.i. re. To be ready; to gird up one's loins.

Kashra or -u, pro. m.
;

/'. -i. pi. -e. See Kasra.
Kashri, n.f. The act of presenting butter to a village deity.

The people store clarified butter in the name of village
deity, and when the ghira (clay receptacle for ghi) is full.

offer it first to the deity 'and then use it.

kasht, n.m. Kasht i, n.f. (S. Kashta.) Trouble, pain, -parna,
v.i. re. To be in trouble, -thwawna, v.i. re. To take
trouble.

Kasr or kassr. Illness, sickness, -honi, v.i. //. To be ill.

Kasra ? or u ? pro. m.
; f. -i, pi. . e . Whose ?

/. (P. gasm.) An oath, an ordeal, -khani, -karni or

thwawni, v.i. re. To take an oath.

musk-pod. The animal
perfume so called is brought from Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan.
Kashmir and Kanawar. It is also found in the Simla
hills The best is that imported from
Bash ahr.

Katab, n.m. (H. kitdb.) A book; pi. -6.

cutting,

ii or kta

/

/ -lagni, v.i. re. To begin

/

\r ukx >
'' y or history 8,Jch as the Ramayana or

Alaiabharata. A tax was former] v levied on this in

Kullu. -ImfVhni *> *' -« nr i.*. _ *Li>hm, v.i. re. To relate a story.K ., ,
—.—xVi, v.i. it. xo reiaxe a story.

Kajheru n.m. pi. A kind of hill peaches that ripe in October.
Katan, ad. pro. Several. (Also kldn.)
£atarnu, v.t. re. (H. katarnd.) To clip, to cut with scissors.

Kat^™' ; ^ 1° Cause or all°w to cut or fell; /. -i, pi -e.

k1 i

T
"'

v
<i £ To cause or allow to gpm

;
-/• -if* "*

\'Z'?r?\^artlka
) The seventh Hind.', month correspond-

ent t°
/

0ct0^- -e, «to. In October.

8n«« £u£ Spin; '•-* Pl
- * Kata-huhda. pa* par.

apun. Katda, pre. p«r . Spinning. Katia or katiro, c.p.

Katn^!^ 8PT Kata
' *"* ** SP™-

rt' r T° °U> t0 *** /• 'Svl. -e- Katda, m.; f.
*U

!mMu
P P(lr

- Cuttin%- Katia, c.p. Having cut. Katu
tiundu, pas. par. Cat.

/
several »-. •

i.-
° ' aiUU U1 grum (L'unicuni /^^""'v

several varieties are cultivated and used as food by the
poor.

KauM,„.». (S.Kamala.)
( | )A |otu3 . (2)A
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Kaunthi, n.f. (S. Shyamaka.) A kind of grain (Panicum frv-

mentaceum, etc.). Also shdnwk.

Ivauri-roti, n.f. A tax levied on the death of a chief at on.

rupee per house, payable on the 5th, 7th, or 9th day after

his demise. The money raised is spent on the performance

of the rites called kriyd-karm.

Ivauwa, n.m. (S. Kaka.) A crow.

Ivaya-dharni, v.i. re. To assume a human form.

Kayath, n.m. See Kait.

Kaziya. n.m. (P. qaziah.) A quarrel, a dispute, strife, -karna,

v.i. re. To dispute, -bona, v.i. ir. To be disputed.

Khalrht. «. «j m hnm,ranf,\ T
Tnfortunate. unluck v ; -t, n.f. Mis-

• honi, V.i. ir.
fortune.

Kbit, n.f. (P. kabdhat.) Inconvenience, objection.

To be inconvenient, -kaini, v.i. ir. To make inconvenient.

Also Kabat or kfat.

Kchaetu or kchaethu, ad. to.; f. -i, V1 - -* Undesir.

(Also kachdetu or kachdethu.)

Kchai, n./. Weakness, immaturity. (H. haehehdi.)

Kchaja, -u. ad. m. ;
/. -i, pi. -e. Of no use, bad. wicked

R-*.i»;n a ^, . 4 A w .^ a\ Noteood. /.*., bad. (2) uooa

eas\

for not I ling.

/

/. (H. kuchdl.) A bad custom. ... ..,.,
uw-« « / Mm AonnlAtii root also called ghumyan

i

Kchawli, n.f. See Kchali.

/

-ee

one eye.

Kdauru, n.m. A wild plant like mistletoe but with red berries.

WA\7»?Ja „ .„ „a m f A. »/-e. Xot well-shaped, ugly
_ ,

kod-d

Kdhanga or -u, ad. TO. ; /. -i, P*
-<"

Kdimi, ad. m.; and /. pi (P.

firm.

Kdith or kditha. ».»». The flom c

Kdo'l, ad. m. Of an ugly shape.

K.doii, w.m. Bread made of kodd.

Ivdoshle, n.m. pi. Loaves made of bote.

Ke, con. Or, or, either. (Also hi.)

Kebri ? adv. ' See Kabaj ? ( Bashahr and MgarM
Kei/keti? or kethi I adt>. Where ? At what place

Kele. ».m. />/. (S. kadali.) Plantains -14ne. •£<£ To eulti

vate plantains, -khane, w. *• To **t P antain*.

Mo. „./. A species of cedar. (J*»« rf"w"' "•>

Kejti. kelwi, n./. A small cedar tree.

Kelwi. ».*/. See the preceding.

Ken, kyefi, pro. Anything.

Kenshi l adv. On whicli day I

Kenu, adv. See Kishu (Bashahr and Kotga.h).

Ken.yin. pro. Something or anything.

Keii-yin-ni, pro. Nothing-
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Kera 1 adv. See Kishu (Baghal, Kunhiar and Bhajji).
Keri, kyari, n.f. Neck. Syn. gardan.
Ke'ru? adv. See Kishu ? (Balsan and Madhan.)
Kesh, n.m.

;
pi. (S. Kesha.) Hair.

Kesi ? adv. Which way ?

Kesr, n.m. (S. kesara.) Saffron.

Kethi ? adv. See Kei ?

Keti ? adv. See Kei ?

Ketnu ? or -a ? ad. m.
; /. -i, />Z. -e. How much ?

Ketu, w.m. A kind of wild plant.

/

Ke

Kfe'r, w.ra. Difficulty, hardship, trouble. Proverb: </«« paro

kfer, taa nd pdni Wr; jaa a ghe'r, taa nd p&n i be'r.
' When

there is trouble, one ought not to weep ; when there is an
opportunity, there should be no delay.' [poor.

Kgal, ad. (H. kahgal.) Poor, helpless, -honu, v.i. ir. To be

/
To be caught in a snare.

-o de lagnu, v.i.re

Khabr, n.f. (P. khabr.) News, tidings, -deni, v.i. ir. To give

news, -honi, v.i. ir. To be known, -karni, v.i. ir. To in-

form, -lani, v.t. ir. To take care.

/

Khat

/

excavate.

/

Khachia or khaehiro, c.p. Having dug.
Khachnu, v.t. re. To dig, to excavate;
Khachr, n.f. (H. khachchar.) A mule. ' pi.' -\.

Ivhachu \ v. May I dig ?

Khachu-hundu or -a
, pas. par. Dug. /. i, pi. -e.

Kha^l, n.m. A ditch. (Also khddd.)
Kha d, n.m. (H.) Manure.
Khad, n.f. A small river.
Khadd, n.f. See Khad.
Khadra, nm pl.-e. A kind ol coarse grass.
Khafju or kha^du, n.m. (H.) A ram. (Syn. bher.)
Khafki, n.f (P. khafgi.) Displeasure, -honi, vl ir. To be dis-

pleased, -karni, v.i. ir. To be displeased, -khani, v.i. n
lo bear one's displeasure, -parni, v.t. re. To be dis

pleased.

Khai, n.f Rust, -khoni, v.t. re. To remove rust, -lagni, v.i.

re. To be rusty, -lagi-jani, v.i. ir. To be rusty.
aij,T (1

,
Embezzlement, misappropriation of money.

-Jagm or -lani, v.t. re. To emb- /./Jo. (2) A pit, a ditch-

mJt^L 7 "£*&** - To dig a ditch or pit.
/

or puiimg. -atan-lagni, v.i. re. To struggle.

-nu, v.t. re. T<»

>n. the act
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Kaiiichawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to pull; /. -i, p*. -e.

Khajnchmi, v.t. re. See Khainch.

Khair, n.f. (P. khair.) Welfare, -honi, v.i. ir. To he good.

-manawni, v.t. re. To wish well.

Khair, n.m. '(S. khadira.) A tree, the resin of which is used

in medicine. (Terra japonica or catechu: Mimosa cata-

chu.) .

Khgiru, n.m. A kind of gruel made from sour cheese by boiling

rice in it. (Also kjuwiu.)

Khairu or -a, ad. m.
;

/. -i, 'pi. -e. Brown (in colour).

Kha'j, n.f. (S. kharju.) Cutaneous eruption, itch, scab etc

-honi, v.i. ir. To suffer from itch, -lagm, v.i. re To have

the'itch. -khurkni, v.i. re. To scab off the itching part.

-khurk-de-lagnu, v.i. re. To begin to itch.

Khajanchi, n.m. (H.) A treasurer, -giri, »./« ™ work ot a

cashier, -giri-karni, ».». »V. To work as a cashier.

Khajbli, n.f. Haste, -lagni or honi, v.i. To be hasty.

Khaji, n.f. Itch, scab.

Khakh, n.m. Cheek, pi. -o. „-*«««*
Khal, khaul, n.m. The substance that remains after extiact-

ing oil from oil seeds.
,

.. #aw*
Kha'l , n./. (H.) A hide, skin, -karni. v.i. re. To skm. (Ateo

Kha'l, nlm] A tank, a pond. Dim. -ta, n.m. A small pond.

Khajja, n.m. A kind of resin, frankincense.

Khalra, n.m. See Khal. _ , .
, .

-

Khalri, W ./. (1) A small skin bag. (2) A skm,* hide, ». a.

»/. -e.

Khalta, n.m. See Khalra. (Also fcftaft*.)

Khalta, n.m. A small pond.

Khaltu, n.m. See Khalta.

Kham, n.m. Crookedness. .

Khamba, ».m. (H. hhambd.) A beam of timber, a pie..

Khampa, ».m. An inhabitant of Ladakli.

/

/

-lani, v.i. r>

digging. .. . ,._ ,

Sa^%r^rTK^«ia»«* l,toi
Khafid ft./

' Sugar and black grain at
°f™*' ke digcord

Khand, n.f. Discord, enmity. -k^n'^ [ be on KOod terms.

be betrothed.
fc

, „ -

ino h<n4wni V.i* re.

Khanjri. >,/. (H. ******^^X^^M -

To play on a tambourine, -marnni,

tambourine with leather.
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Khanka or -u, ad. to.; f. -i, pi. -e . Lit. 'That which bites.'
Vicious, fierce, like a lion, bear or leopard, -mrig, n.m.
A lion, bear or leopard.

Khan-nu, vt. re. To dig, to
-u, to.

; /. -i, pi. -e. pre
f

excavating, -kha-
nia or khaniro, c.p. Having excavated, dug. -khanu-
huiidu or a, to.

; f.-i, pi. -e. pas. par. Excavated,
rvlianu, v.t. re. To eat, to take food. Khanda., pre. par. Eating.

Khaia or khairo, c.p. Having taken food. Khau-hundu.
pas. par. Eaten.

jvliansi, n.f. (H.) Cough, -honi, v.i. ir. To suffer from cough.
Khanti, n.f. (S. Khanda.) A bit, a piece.
Khar, khaur, n.m. Grass, hay. -lun-nu, v.i. re. To cut grass.

-o-khe-dewnu, v.i. re. To go to'cut grass. Mere kharo khe
deivnu a\ ' < I have to go for grass.

/ ^; £^«n. A grain measure equal to 20 juris or dro-
nas (16 pa/Ms make one /wn.)

Kharcb, n.m. (H.) Expense, -honu, v.i. ir. To be expended.
-karna, ©.«. ir. To disburse, to'expend.

lUiarcha n.m. A thick blanket made of goat's hair. (Syn.
bakrathd.

)

Khari, n.f. pi See Kha'r.
Kharm n.m. A tester of grain. (Mandi.)

a fodder for cattle.
Kharki, n.f. See Khark.

£ larnu, vi. re . (1) fo be tired.

/
/

a^. to.; f..i,pl.e. Good, well, -horra, v.i. ir. To

•
uni

.
m

, v.i. re To stand up
not stand up.

"

rutinize; /. -i. pi- -e-

Mere ni kharuwo : "I can '

Kliasam n.m. (H.) Husband, master. /

Kanets
the Simla hills. (The latter form is used in Kotkhai and
Jubbal.)

Kha't, n.m. A pit, -khodnu, v.i. re. To dig a pit. (Also khdch,
or khah.) g F

[cremated.
£haj, n.m. The frame on which a dead body is carried to be

£ ia an
; ».w . Means, livelihood.

£ >ati, w ./. See Khat.
^hatkd, « .«. (1) A knock. (2) A doubt, uncertainty, -bona,

KhitY-""'' ^/.^ knocked. -Una. To knock, to doubt.

Kha til ',
khtkawnu t>J. re. fo cause or allow to knock.

/

Khatnn # ™ Ul«' l0 excavate; /. -i, pi. -e.

Wo'rkW
^ 5?

earn
'
t0 g^, to.work. ' Khatda, pre. Wvommg. Khatu-hundu, poa. par. 1 irned or gamed.
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Khatia or khatiro, c.p. Having earned, gained or worked.

Proverb: Khdid pqisd Rdje rd, jdyd beta jiun ra: ' 1 h-

money earned is for the Raja, and a son is born for the

lord of death.'

Khatnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to earn; /. -l, pi. -e.

Khatnu, v.t. re. To amass, to gather; /. i, pi. -e.

Khatr-twaja, n.f. (P. khdtir-tctivazah.) Hospitality, a warm

reception. -honi, v.i. ir. To be received with great

kindness, -karni or -lani, v.t. ir. and re. To otter one s re-

ception. _

K-hattr. ad. 71. -wan. m. -win, /. -wen, pJ. Seventy-first.

Khatu or -a, ad. m.
; /. i, pi. -e. (H. fcftotfa.) Acid. sour.

Khauhra, w.m. (H. kharahrd.) A currycomb. -lana, v.t.**.

currycomb.
Khaul, w.m. See Khal.

Khaulja, n.m. See Khalja.

Khaur, n.m. See Khar. . ,

Kh»; «. * „rf », • / -i «/. -e. (1) Clean. 2 Hairless.

Khaush, n.m. See Kh
/

Khawni. n.f. (Fr. khdnu: to eat.) An oath or a curse. »'

wim Me Mw-/u' <&** : " She cursed me.

Khbar, n.m. (P. alchbdr.) Newspaper.

Khbani, n.f. See Khobani. ,

Khdernu, *.*. re. To drive off, to hunt
; /. -i. &< '*'

Algo
Khe. n.f. Excrement, ordure. JWj-.£- £*^JfeE

an affix added to nouns, as

for her. Hdmo
Khe'ch, khet, n.m. (H. Jfefc*.) A field, land.

Tocultivate.
Kheehi or kheti, »./. Cultivation. -k^'"V"Jw^ -i.

Khedawnu, *.*. W. To cause or allow to drive or hunt, /•

Khedldenu. v.t. ir. To cause or allow to drive or hunt.

Khednu, v.t. re. To drive, to hunt; f.-i, />'•
"e -

Kheh! n.f. See Khe.

^irLAmfmT^. (2) A fair at which archer, i-

practised.
Khelari, n.m. (H.) One who plays, a player.

Khelnu, v.i. re. To play, to sport-

Khelwar, n.m. A plaything. [goti.)

(H. tan-

(H.) See Khe'ch, kl

., .i.f. (H.) Cultivation

/. An allotment of land madeivnetri, //./. An allotment oi i»ii"'»«~ ,, Knmharsain.)
Khetru, »[m. See Beth* (Bashahr, Jubba

,

Ki « )

^

Miichri, khichru, ».*». and /. (H.) A aisn ui i

boiled together, -honi or -honu, *.. ir. To be mixe

together.
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Ivhij, khiz, n.f. Displeasure, indignation, anger, -honi, v.i. ir.

To be angry or displeased, -karni, v.i. ir. To become
angry, -saun-ni, v.i. re. To incur anyone's indignation or

displeasure.

Khijnu, v.i. and i. re. (1) To be angry, to be displeased. (2)

To become weak.
Khil,w./.

; pi. -o. Swollen pare]
re. To parch swollen grain.

Khilari, n.m. See Khelari.
Khiftdawnu, v.t. re. To caue^ M
Khifidda, pre. par. Spilling.

-bhujni, v.i.

t

/

Khiftdia or khindiro, c.p. Having spilt or scattered.
Khindi- jarm , v.i. ir. To be spilt or scattered

;
/. -i, pi. -e.

Khindnu, v.t. re. To spill, to scatter;
Khindri, n.f. A quilt. An old quilt.
Khindta or -u, n.m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. A small quilt.
Khindu-hundu or -a, pas. pay. Spilt, scattered; /. -i, pi- •©•

Khmkhap, n.m. (P. kamkhwdb.) A kind of laced silk cloth

(made in Benares).
Khinla, n.m. A hoe.
KMr, n.f. (H.) A dish of rice boiled in milk,
fc-hira, n.m. (H.) See Kakri.
KJiir-khira-we, adv. aloud.' -hasnu, v.i. re. To laugh aloud.
Khis, n.f. Breaking wind, -chharni, v.i. re. To break wind.
Khisa, n.m. See Guja.
Khiz, n.f. See Khij.
Khjina, n.m. (P. khazanah.) Treasure, riches, wealth.
Ivhlai, n.f. A nurse.
Khlain, n.m, A farmyard. (Also khhrdrd.)
Kh arm, v.t. re. To cause or allow to melt; /. -i, pi. -e.

£hlawa, n.m. One who looks after a chief's son.
K.hhvara, n.m. See Khlain.
Ivhmar, n.m. See Kmhar.'
Khobani, n.f. Apricot.
Khodim v.t. re. To dig, to excavate; /. -i, pi. -v. Khodia or

khdodiro, c.p. Having dug or excavated. Khod-da -r •».

m m

f. -i, pi. -e. pre. par. Digging. Khodu-hundu or -a,

/• -i, pi. e. pas. par. Dug.
Uioh, n.f. (P.) A big pit.
^ho j, n.m, Trace.

/i^hojnu, Vi. re . To trace, to seek, to search; /. -i. p{- ;

e
;

Khojda or -u m.; /. -i. pi. .*, pre _ ^^ Seeking- Khojia
or khojiro, c.p. having sought. Khoju-hundu or -a. »».; ''

'• F- -e. p<w. p^. Sought. , ,

lUiolna
vf. re. To open, to release, to set free; /. -i, P*/e

-

KJiolda, pre /)ar . Opening. Kholia or kholiro, c./>.
Havn

opened. Kholu-hundu or -A m i. -i **. -e. pfis. !>"'

Opened.
or -a m. f. -i, pZ. -e. />"*

Wionu, ».*. re. (H. khmd.) To spoil, to make unfit; /• -i, Pl A
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Khorida, pre. par. Spoiling. Khoia or khoiro. e.p.

Having spoilt. Khou-hundu, pas. par. Spoilt.

I Khopa. n.m. See Gari.

Kho'r, n.m. pi. Walnuts, -ru-dal, n.m. A walnut tree, -khel-

n'e, v.i. re. To play with walnuts, -jharne, v.i. re. To

pluck walnuts.

Khora or -u, ad. m.; f. -i, pi. -e. Lame, -honu, v.i. ir. To he-

come lame, -karna, v.t. ir. To make one lame.

Khcrt, n.m. Defect, imperfection, fault -lagna, v.i. re. To be

afflicted with an imperfection (from a deity), -lana, v.i. re.

To blame, -thatna, v.i. re. To set one free from an im-

perfection.
Wicked

Khota, n.m. (H.) An ass. _
Khotr, n.m. A pit, » hole, -parna, v.i. re. To look like a

hole, -pana, v.i. re. To make a hole.

Khotri, n.f. A hole, for playing a game with walnuts, -khelni,

v.t. re. To play at throwing walnuts into a hole.

Khoiiwanu, v.i. re. To be spoilt, to be unfit; f. -1, pi- -*

Khowa, ».m. (H.) (1) The substance obtained by ho.l.ng milk.

(2) v.p. Spoiled, made unfit.

Khowanu, v./. re. To cause or allow to spoil; /. -i, /". -e.

Khowi-janu, v.i. ir. To be spoiled; /. -i, VL 'e -

Khrab, ad. (P. khardb.) Bad, wicked.

Khraba, ^.m. (P.' khardbd.) Ruin, destruction.

Khrabi »./. (P. khardbi.) Difficulty, -horn, v.,. »r. To h

difficult.

Khrad. n.m. (H. M«ml) A lathe, -o-da-hina, v.t. n

sharpen by turning on a lathe.

Khradi, n.m. A turner on a lathe^

K„radn»^,r, (H.**)^^^iXh.

To

It i-

Khrain.**./. A testiva «--^ ~
difference being

a ceremony juet like^a *g*> ^ for a^ at th ,

that m a jagra the ™«»*^L * whereas in the hhrqin
house of the person who unites a,

the deity returns the same day to its temple.

Khrarnu, v.t. re. To dig, to «£*•£,£* small stones to

Khreban n.f. A sling^ used for Arow^ ^ ?

.
.

frighten monkeys on the cro|».

To sling a stone. .

Khrichnu, ?.*. r< . To erase, to excoriate.

Ivhrid, n.f. (P. kharid.) Buying a pureha«

Khridar. ».m. (P. kharid-ddr

Khridi-denu. «i. »r. To have^purchased /.
-i,

7* ••

Khridnu. r./. re. (P. kharidnd.) To parol ase, bu y

Khriuhth, kin vuiith, n.m. Tto «W» -t storey of

^^
Khud or khudd, n.m. A roof ot mua, ^ ,

house). , « WlM| fc / Mr,': "He himsel
Khud. a</ (P. A-ii/rf.) Self. £>e
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Khudd. n.m. See Khud.
Khulawnu, v.t. re. See Kholawnu.

f

f

f

Khuiida, n.m. A wooden peg to fasten cattle to.

Khuiidi, n.f. A stick for playing ball.

Khundu or -a, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi -e. Blunt.

Khuiigi
,
n./- Cough, -awni, vA. re. To cough, -honi, v.i.ir.

To suffer from cough.
Khungnu, v.i. re. To cough.
Kbur, n.m. (H.) Hoof.

/

/

Khuti, n.f. pi. and sing. Legs, -lani, v.i. ir. To hold one's legs.

Khutru, n.m. pi. Feet.
Khutru, n.m. pi. Small feet.

Khwas, n.f. A concubine, -rakhni, v.i. re. To have a concubine.

Khwe'r, n.m. Offering butter to a godling.
Khyal, n.m. (P. khidl.) A thought' -karna, v.t. ir. To think.

Khyawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to eat
; f. -i, pi. -e.

Ki, con. Either : as Ki se deld ki se dele: "Either he or they

will go.
> >

Kijnu
; v.i. re. To rot. -u-hundu or -a, ad. m.\ f

Rotten.

/

./

(Also kiltd.)

Kilai ? adv. Why ? (Bashahr.) Tu kilqi dwu ? ''Why did you

come I
'

'

Kilnu, v.t. re. To stake, to pin; /. -i, pi. -e.
Kilta, n.m. A long kind of basket for carrying load.
Kimu, n.m. Mulberry, -ra-dal, n.m. A mulberry tree.
Kinda ? Kindu \ adv. m.

; /. -i, pi. .£ ? Where I

K; nu ? adv. How ? (Bashahr.)
Kiiiyan, v. pst. Bid; / -i. pi. .e .

Kin-yin, pro. See Ken-yift, v.pt. f. Did.
Kisha? *fe. (l) How^ (2) ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e ? What kind

ot .

Kiska \ or -u ? acfo. w.
; /. -i, pi. .e . To which side ?

Kjewnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to rot; /. -i, pi. e.
Kjyuwtu, w./w. SeeKhairu.
Miivvnu, vA re. To blacken

;
/. -i, pi. -e.

Kmhar, n.m. (S. Kumbhakara.) A potter.
rwnarg, n.m. (S. Kumarga.) A wrongful act. -karna, W. "'•

lo act wrongfully.
Knyai, n,m. A hue and cry, a noise, -nana, v.i. re. To make a

noise. i
. '

Kochi, n./ The name of a dialect spoken in Bashahr. As : /f«
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Koda, n.m. (S. Kodrava.) A species of grain eaten b^ the pooi
people. (Paspalum kora.)

'

Kodu, n.m. The navel.
Kokla, n.f. (S. Kokila.) The blackbird.
K6 I, n.m pi. A kind of pulse, or bean. {Dolichos cat},,,,,,

)£o an, n.f. A low-caste woman, or the wife of a Koli
Mi, n.m. A low-caste man. cf. Dagi of Bashahr.
&olth, n.m. pi. A kind of hill pulse. {Dolichos bifiorus.)
kolfchani, n.m. (Fr. koith

VM

pa
kolth by boiling, useful for a cold and cough.

£un u, n.m. The son of a Koli; -ti, /,./. The daughter of a Koli.
lion or kun, n.m. pi. Weevils, -lagne, v.i. re. To be eaten l»v

weevils.

Kona, n.m (H. kona.) A corner.
Kond, kauhd n.m. A big silver cylinder used to cany th<

village deity in when taking him to some other village.

angry

.

Kopa -karna. v.i. ir. To h

/. A bribe. Muweh hi kor khdia ( "Have 1 accepted
a bribe V -deni

;
v.i. re. To give a bribe, -khani or -Jam.

v.i. re. and ir. To accept a bribe, -a. n m. One who
accepts a bribe. (Syn. bashidiig.)

£ora -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Plain, unused.

/. (S. Kushth a.) Leprosy, -lagni, v.i. re. To suffer from
leprosy.

/

/

hot, n.m. (I) A fortress. (2) A coat,
Kotha, n.m. A granary. (Bashahr.)
Kohti, n.f. (1) A bungalow. (2) A granary into which

revenue in kind was paid. (Kullu, Suket, Kuniharsain
and Maiidi.) (3) A group of hamlets, called bhoj in Sirmur
and Bharauli.

Kothiaja, n.m. (H. kothiwdld.) (1) A treasurer, called Bhdari
m the Simla hills. (2) A storekeeper. (Maiidi, Suket.

and Bashahr.)

Karp
/

^rai, n.f. (1) Hardship. (2) An iron cooking vessel.

Krah, n.m. (H. kardh.) A large iron vessel for cooking
Krgjl, n.m. A kind of tree, the flowers of which are used as

vegetable. A species of ebony, (Bauhinia variegate.)

Kovidara «n Sanskrit and Kachnar in Hindi.

Kraftda, n.m.
;
pi. -e. The cone of Indian corn or maize, as well

as its straw.
Kra>,n.m. (P.qardr.) An agreement, -karna, v.i. ir. T<» agree

a jay.

Maize- Hour.
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Krauk, n.m. See kdmddr.
Krenyiii, n.f. A kind of bird like the maind.
Krhonu, v.t. re. To boil (of milk, curry, etc.).
Krjgar, n.m. (H. kdru/ar.) A workman, an artist.
Krigri, n.f. (H. kdrigari.) Workmanship, skill, artistic work.
Kroch, n.m. A sharp stone fit to pierce, -lagna, v.i. re. To be

pierced with a sharp stone.
Krodh, n.m. (S. Krodha, anger.) Anger, indignation, -upjna

v.i. re. To be enraged, to be indignant or angry, -karna
v.i. ir. To be angry.

Krukha or -u. ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. e. Rough.

Krunda, n.m. pi. -e. A kind of shrub bearing black berries.
Kruiidu, n.m. See Krunda.
Ksai, n.m. (H. kasai.) A butcher.
Kshatu, n.m. See Kashatu.
Kshaw, n.m. Tightness, -nu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to tie.

Kshokra, n.m. The payment of one rupee on agreeing to under-
take the oath called dib. -pana, v.i. re. To pay the sum
of one rupee on agreement to take an oath.

Ktan, ad. pro. See Katan.
Kthar, kathar or kuthar, n.m. A grain box.
Kthiri, n.f (Fr. H. kdth-ki kin.) A kind of long worm, green

in colour, with many eyes on its back found in green
plants.

Kthisht, ad. Polluted, unclean, -honu, v.i. ir. To be polluted,
ivtira n.m. pl.-e. Scissors; /. -i. A small kind of scissors. (Also

khrtu or -h.)

Ktnoshtu, n.m. A stand for the spindle (tdklu).
JVtrawnu, vt. re. To cause or allow to cut (with scissors).
*u, n.m. (S. Kupa, a well.) A well , a pit. Proverb :

Mdkhe hhani k&,
Tindd pdi tu.

" A well was dug for me,
But you are cast into it.

"
(Lsed when a complainant is found guilty.)

^ub, n.m. A hump, crookedness.

kS * «' fi

m
>

I'
* ** "* Humpbacked.

Kudal, n.m. A large hoe. -i. n.f. A hoe.
ivuftu, n.m. A small pond
Jvujo, n.f. A kind of white wild rose.
Kukr.M.m. (S. Kukkura.) A dog.

/

Kuklt\i mIT? ^iea9arU
- *••/• A hen pheasant,

/

/• Mai
(Also chhdlli.)

bud)
Um!i

' nmand/
-
pl SProuts - (S- Kudmala, a new

Kwnbr, A kind of grass bearing some pin-like thorns. (Also
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Kumli, n.f. See Kumal.
Kumr, n.m. See Kumbr.
Kun, n.m. pi. See Kon.
Kun ? pro. Who ? Kunie ? By whom ?

Kuftd, n.m. (S. Kuiida.) A pool, a deep hole in a stream.

/

Kun
Kan-iii, kuft-yiri, n.m. pi. Tribes. Tharo-, a term for the Koti

State. 'The 18 tribes.'

Kunka, n.m. A grain or seed.

Kunka, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Single, one-sided.

Kunu, n.m. A heap of rice at harvest. -Una, v.i. re. To heap

up the rice harvest.

Kuii-yin, n.m. See Kuii-in. ,

Kuri, n.f. A girl, a daughter. (Bilaspur, Kangra, Kunihar and

Baghal.) , .

Kur-r, n.m. A timber log placed over the joint of the root ot a

village deity's temple, -charhna or -lagna or -lana, v.i. re.

To place a timber log over a temple. This is a grand cere-

ed

grand feast is offered to all who are present,

Kut, n.m. Revenue.
Kth

/

Why
ali, n.f. Up-hill, an ascent,

ashnu, v.t. re. To excite, to move; /

e ? adv. See Kwai ?

Ken
/

Kzai, ad. Quarrels

L

affi

"He will go."
thread

Laeka, ».»». (P. »W-gaA.) Territory. T
Lag, n./. (1) Competition. (2) Enmity, -lagm, tu. r*. ^o pre

C_7 * » \ — / — —
-*-

vail (of a disease).

Lagan-fera, n.m. A wedding ceremony.

Lagawnu, v.t. re. (H. lag*nd. ) Toa*^fr,£~y^^
Lagi-parnu, „.!.«. To begin to take " ^,

^ ^ ^ ^
Lagni-ban-m, w./. A kind ot oawi,

against another. ,

Lagnu,*,<.
?

. (1) To^ (2)Tjb^th«
k ^

Lagu, n.m. An enemy. -
ho^ fi Iir vear's cultivation. (7/.

Laira, n.m. The produce of the first jear s cum

Modd, used in Mahlog State.
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La'j, n.f. (S. Lajja.) Shame, -awni, v.i. re. To be ashamed
-lagni or -karni, v.i. ir. To be ashamed.

Laja, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Loose.

Lakhnu, v.t. re. (1) To mark, to observe. (2) To cross, to ford

(a river).

Laklauli, n.f. See Luktli.

Lakra, n.m. A log, timber, -i, n.f. Fuel, -e, pi. Logs.

Lakraiigiia, n.m. (Fr. lakr, wood, ughdwnu, to collect). A tax

levied on the death of a chief at the rate of 8 annas per

house. (Bashahr State.)

Lamba, ad. m.\ f. -i, pi. -e. (1) Long, having length. (2) n.m.

A lama. (3) A snake.

Lam bar, n.m. Cooked food for cattle, -dena. v.t. ir. To give

cooked grain as food to cattle.

/
Lambu, n.m. The long leaf of an esculent root or potato.

Lamchata, n.m. A prophet of lower grade, who passes on

oracles received through a deity's inspired representative

to the worshippers , if many of the latter are of low castes

:

(Oldham's " Sun and Serpent ").

Lanka, n.f. (S. Lanka.) Ceylon or Ravan's abode.
Lankura-bir, n.m. A deity residing with Bhima-kali of Sarahan,

in the Bashahr State. He is equivalent to Bhairab.
Lanti-ra-kamo, n.m. A disgraceful act.
Lanu, v.t. ir. To take. p.t. Lowa, luwa.
Lanu, v.t. re. To put on, to wear; /. -i, pi. -e.

Lanwari, ad. w. ; -win, /. wen, pi. Helpless, poor.

"M, :? -— "- **v/*v/. */«*, V.*. t O. S.KJ IKJIKX UU ,

Lapoghar, ad. A fool, unwise.
Lara, n.m. A bridegroom.
Larawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to fight

; /

/

-e.

/. A bride. Also used for a Rajput's wife.
Larnu, v.t. re. To fight, to quarrel; /. -i, pi. e. Larda, pre.

par. Fighting. Laria or Lariro, c.p. Having fought. Lara,

pas. ten. Fought. Laru-hundu, pas. par. Fought, quar-

relled.

Latka, n.m. Fashion, mode.
/

We
Lebti, n.m. One who takes. (Syn. Leu.)

/

/

Lekha, n.m. (H.) An account, -karna, v.i ir. To count. -»
rauna, v.i. ir. To be innumerable or countless.

Le n, n.m. (H.) Credit, -den, a.m. A transaction.
I^P, n.m. (H.) External application of a medicine.

r V'
n
'/'Ar

Cry
- "P^ 1 or -deni

> *•*• re. and ir. To cry, to weep.

**h n.f. (H.) Lying down, -lani or -nu, v.i. re. To lie down.
Leu, n.m. and /. A taker, one who t.W
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Lhawnu, v.t. re. To shake. Man nd Ihdwai : "Don't shake

me."
/. (H. lihdf

f

f

ih, n.f. A term for an area of land equal to 8 bighas

ft. A feminine future affix, as: Se dewli, "She will
? *

/. A writing. (Also the tax levied at one rupee per

house in Koti State as a charge for writing accounts.)

Likhawat, n.m. (H.) The act of writing.

Likhi-kamaie, adv. By accident. Proverb :

—

Likhi-kamdie Idgu dhol,

Jetne uthd ubhd tetne Idgu hor.mm • V

" By an accident a rolling stone hit me,

As I got up, there came down another to hit me."

»-^

•ite ; /. -i, pi -e.

-parni, v.i. re. To suffer from

/

Likhnu, v.t. re. (H.

Likho, n.f. pi. The ]

louse's eggs.

Linda or -u, ad. m.
;

tail, tailless.

Liiiguri, n.f. An edible fern.

Lipai/w./. The act of plastering.

Lipnu, v.t. re. (H. lipnd.) To plaster, to clean; /. -i. pi. -e.

Lir,V/. (1) A piece of cloth. (2) A rag.

Liu-karo-kaliu, v. Are dazzling.

Lmari, n.f. (E. almira.) An almira or cupboard.

L6bh, n.m. (S. Lobha.) Fondness. -lAgna, v.t. re. To be fond.

Loha, n.m. (H.) Iron.

Lohal, n.m. An agricultural instrument.

Lohti, n.m. (H.) Blood. . ,, i-_Ju
tokhr, n.m. pi. Agricultural instruments, such as the plough-

share, etc. -land, v.i. re. To cohabit, -lane, v.t. re. To

sharpen agricultural instruments. „ /o\ a
Long, nm. pt. (1) Cloves (Myristica canophyllata). (2) A

nose stud.
Lor, n.f. The male pudenda. , . , •

,
.

will be destroyed like the salt in the water.

Lotha-lothi, »./. The act of pulling each other, -horn, v.t. ir.

To be dragged one by another.

Lotri, n.f. A small water-jug.

Lowa, v.p.t. See Luwa. , . ,

Luthnu, v.t, re. To pull, to drag;
;

/. -h P- 'e
'

, w
LucUareli, n.f. The plant called Lady s bedstraw.

Luchhnu. v.t. re. To null off; /. -i» Pl
-

"e -
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Lugru, n.m. The ceremony observed at the time of a child's

eating grain for the first time. (Bashahr).
rt. and /. Pendulous and sha'

Poro dwu kuktu lujbude Jean,

Man nd Jchai kuktuwd an ton

A Riddle

:

" There came a dog with hanging, quivering ears,

Don't bite me, pup, I am your customer."
(Reply :

' The forget-me-not.
5

)

•

Luku
/

/

j r^ — -w— w ~* Y »

/. Fickleness, unsteadiness, inconstancy, -lagni, v.i.

re. To be inconstant. (Syn. laklquli.)
Lun, n.m. (S. Lavana.) Salt.

/

wicked man. -nu, v.i. ir. To be against.

Lunkr, n.m. See Lor.
Lunku or -a, ad.m.

; f

/
Luwa, v.p.t. Took. (Also Iowa.)
Lwad,w./. (H. auldd.) Offspring, -honi, v.i. ir. To be blessed

with offspring. (Syn. dgat.)
Lwaine, n.f. pi. A kind of grass that grows with wheat.
Lwal, n.m. (H. uchhdl.) A jump, -dena, v.i. ir. To jump over.

M
Ma, n.f. Mother. [Also an affix added to a verb in the future

tense for the first person singular. As : An karu-ma.

"I will do." Edmen karu-me. "We will do." Ham
karu-mi. We (women) will do.]

Mabao, mabaw, n.m. Parents.
Machh, n.m. A man, a person. (Also Michh.)
Machan, nm. A small hut erected on a tree to watch crops.

(Kangra and Hill States of Simla )

Machchh, ad. /. A woman or any female animal whose off-

spring never lives long. (From Sanskrit Mritavatsa.)
Machhli, n.f. A fish, -ghani, v.i. re. To fish.
Machni, v.%. re. f. To sound or resound.
Madakn. n.f. The head of a sheep or goat.
Mafi n.f. A free grant of land.
Magh n.m. pl The long pepper.
Maghenyin, n.f. See Mugoh. (Kullu.)
Maghera or -u, ad, m.;

f. -i, pl. -e. Dear, costly, of high price-

Magr, n.m. r>l, A term frtl. +k„ *_«.„:„u* *u~ i. a * wft«k of P°,h

of intense cold and heavy snowfall.

ine iorcnignt, ine last wc^ —
Mdgk. It is supposed to be the time
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Maharaj, maharajea, n.m. (S.) O great king. A term of

address to a Hill Chief.

Mahr, n.m. A collector of revenue. (Bilaspur.)

Mahrai, n.f. A headman's circle. (Mahlog.)

Maira, n.m. (1) Love. (2) Eagerness.

Maja, w.m. Pleasure, comfort, -awna, v. i. re. To l>e pleased.

Majawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to cleanse; /. -i, pi. -e.

Maie-rd, -ru, ad m.f. -ri, pi. -re. Fine, pretty.

Majire, Vm.V. (1) Stripes or a rim. (2) A kind of musical

bells.
/• -i, Pi

/

Majnu, v.f. re. To cleanse, to clean ; /. -i, P»-
-e -

Majniii n.m. A willow tree. Syn. beso.

Makhan, n.m. See Chopar.

Makhaul, ».m. Jest, -karna, ».». re. To make a J«t.

Makhi (S. Makshika.) w./. pi. Flies. (H. Makkni.)

Makhir, mkhir, n.m. Honey.

Makhta, n.m. See Ma'n.
Malai, n.f. Origin or foundation „rtcaoQflnr

Malak, n.m. (H.) Husband, owner master possessor.

Male, n.m. Fighting, -awnu, v.t. re. lo tight

Malek. malekan, n.m. A curse on one's mother, abuse of one

mother.

/any*,*./. A festival that ^es place at the full .noon of

September. Cows are worshipped and fed. In the nig

the fair called Blaj takes place at Koti.

Malpura, n.m. A kind of sweet bread; pi. -e.

Malwa', n.m.
;

pi. -6. The wild P|f
on

(
former {orm is used in

Mam, mama, n.m. Maternal uncle. (Ine toime

Manila
Bashahr) ; /

tax.

Manas
Man, pro Me or to me.

Ma'n, n.m. Complaint. (Syn. Makhta.)

Man'al, n.m. The wild pheasant.

Mana-manie-jhurnu, ».t\ re. To pine in lov

mW-rauni. «.«. *. To disappointMana
manana

ceremony. w i \ The nlanet Mars . (2) Tuesday,
gal, n.m. (S. Mangala.) (1) ^PgJet

he mugician9 called

mukhi n.m. pi

Turi.

ali, n,/. A dish. , , >

iwm, *, I *•#> To send for; /. •*, F"e '

gi, n.f. An eartl

clarified butter.
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t> /

/

/;r"ri K mangna.) To ask lor, to beg:
Manhgheru, ad. See Magheru.
Mani, n.f. The mulberry fruit.
Manj pre. Between, -parnu ; v.i. re. To go between.
Manja, n.m. (H.) A cot.
Manjawnu, v.t. re. See Majawnu.
Manjie, phrase. In the middle or centre.
Manjnu, v.t. re. See Mainu.
Manjri, n.f. A mat,
Maftjtu, n.m A small mat.
Manuin.m. A man. (Kangra.) Proverb. Mdnu md?iu antra,

A<n mm
,
fat kdnkrd. " Men are of different kinds, some are

stones and some diamonds. '

'

Manru, n.m. The mind.

home
Mapash, n.f. (H. napdi.) Survey, -lani, v.i. ir.

'

To survey
Mapawnu, v.L.re. To cause or allow to measure

; f,i, pi. -e.Map
Mara-1

Marak /

te^"": "••• * To ** beaten
; /

Marg /

Marj
Marl

last' duUe
he d6ath Ceremon^ "lina >

»•»• re
-
To perform the

Illness, sickness, disease.

/Marm n.m. (S. Marina.)' Secret.

Mar^L^/xx
A plant bearing leaves like those of spinach.Warn n.m. (H. maran.) Death, -hona. v.i. ir. To die . -lana,

'

vi re t« e-' ,
-hona, v.i. ir. To die.

v.i. re -To perform the ast officesMarm, v.t. re. To cohabit.
Marnu, v.t. re. (H. mdrnd.) To beat to hitMarnu, v.i. re. To die

; f\ J T'

'strength
' P Feeble

'
weak

'
having n°

Maru
, ad. Dyina

Mas, jmj (g, Md
"
ft8a

} Flegh

MaShf » »
T
T?

daUg
\fcer °f °ne

'

8 mother '

s sister -

Mashara nm\ 2 u l°
n °f one

'

s mother's sister.

(Also M^shitlf °°
m US6d to plaater the fl°°r ^

Masi, n.f. A stepmother.

Mast/ ad ml C7Sh
; '•

-1
' &• "*

elephant ,

AbUndant
- (Bashahr.) (2) (H.) Mad (as an
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Masurika.) A sort of pulse or lentil. (Er-

vum hirsutum, and Cicer lens.)

>i, n.f. A ste]

% n.f. A cou

re. To be against a mauta.

-lagni, v.i.

forehead.
"
-tekna, v.i. re. To bow down, to

salute.

Mathei, n.f. (H. mithdi.) Sweetmeat.

Mathra, v. ad. m. -f. -i, pi -e. Younger, smaller.

Mathu or -a, ad.m.
;

/. -i, pi. -e. Small, little.

Mati, n.f. (H. matti.) Earth, clay.

Matolri, n f. A swallow. pJ. -i.

Matyani, n.f. The wife of a mauta.

Mau, n.m. A free grant, a jdgir.

Mau, n.m. A bee. (Alike in sing, and pi.)

Mauhru, n.m. A kind of oak, the holly oak.

Mauli, n.f. A kind of coloured thread used at marr

Mauftsa, n.m. The husband of one's mother s siste

fisi, n.f. Mother's sister. Proverb :
Sakho nm

ri kareri, "Mother's sister by relationship, but very

keen at a bargain."

Mauna, n.m. Wrist.

Mauta, n.m. see; Kamdar.
Mauto, n.f. (H. maut.) Death. tW . Bta whose des-

Mawi, n.m. A term for the original ********* »se

cendants are still found in the Simla hills, ..?-, »
Meghula, n.m. (S. Megha.) A cloud-

MehrAi.n./. A headman's circle Ma™>S->
,, The zodiaeal

Mekh, n.m. (S. Mesha, a ram.) (D A rara
-

<
'

sign of Aries. A , ffl Arn ; vi.re. To
Mekkh n./, A nail (of iron or wood.) -marm,

object.
.

.__ > „ : f> To be on
Mel, n.m. (H.) Junction, union •

*ona ^. • ^ terms
friendly terms, -karna, v.t. ir. lo ge* a

with.

Mela, ».m. (H.) A fair. Sy£. J&t.
Fighting with

Melo, »./. pi. Meetings.
Khokhn-ri-meio. g

swords.
,

, jpn^ « j. ir. To speak
Mr nhna, n.m. An ironical speech^^^ words .

ironically, -sun-na, v.t. re. lo nea

Menhneri, n.f. A taunting speech.

Mep, n.m. Measurement.
Mepawnu, v.t. re. See Mapawnu.

Mepnu,' v.U re. See Mapnu. . • To roof.

M,- T . ».». The roofing of a house J-fc-^

£LS.t.5Sr fc'ea^or alW t

;
,
,,0,.

Metna.e.1. re. To spoil, to make u^l,--. ! '. P<-

Mewa, n.m. pi. (H.) Fruits.
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/, (S. Mahishi.) A she-buffalo, a. n.m. A male
buffalo. (Syn. jhota).

Mhajan, n.m. (S. Mahajana.) A shop-keeper.
Mhaftgu , ad. See Mahaiigu.
Mharu or -a. pro. m.f.i, pi. -e. My, mine, of me.
Mhathra, -u, ad. m.\ /.-i, pl.-e. Small, little, young.
Mhim, n.f. A war, battle. (P. muhim.)
Uhin

,
ad

. (H . mahin .) Thin.
Mhina, n.m. (H. mahind.) A month, the twelfth part of a year.
Mlntnu, mitnu, v.t. re. To meet; /.-i, pl.-e.
Mhlori, n.f. (S. Amla-lonika.) Wood sorrel {oxalis corniculata).
Mhoru or mahru, w.m. The holly tree.
Mhroi, n.f. A kind of dove.
Mhurt, ti.w. (S. Muhurta.) An auspicious time, a lucky time.
Mhwera, -u, n.m. The image of a deity. Dim. mhwertu, n.m. A

small image.
Mian, miyan, n.m. A word used in addressing a chief's brother

or kifch and kin. (From P. midn.)
Michawni, v.t. re. To cause or allow to shut the eyes.
Michh, n.m. See Machh.
Michni, v.i. re. To shut the eyes.
Mi awnu v.t. re. To cause or allow to join

; /. -i, pi -e.
MUni, n.f. A ceremonv observer! at n. w^H rl i

n

a
Miliiu. vt

(2) To visit. (3) To call upon.

/
/

Minka, n.w. A frog or toad, (S. Mand
Min-nu, v.t. re. To pinch, to rub; /. -i

/. -i, pi. -e. A verb most. - - ~. J.V "icwuic
, /. -i, pi. -e. a verD most uuujuwv

used in measuring clarified butter in a pot equal to one
seer and six chitaks in weight.

Mintu, n.m.
; /. .{, pL _£. A Um%. [chitaks

Minn
Mirch, n./ jrf. .o. Red peP1

fe* .

The fi'st> pi*"

to 11

Mio^ *, , r . , —©"*» uocu »« » uame piayeu wuu
JJ»?»

»•»• Mixed corn, the poor man's food.Mis awnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to mix together.

mS

'

v r
™ To mix t0^ether

; /• -*. ** *Mssa, tt .w . Fiour of m .

xed com
/

or ^M tha, ».w .
(h. ^fe-.) A kind of vegetable>

Mitnu, v.t. re. See MhVtnu
/

wish.
Moal, n.f

h (from man, mind and ichchhd, desire.) Desire >

(Also mwdl)Modi » «, TnT "' or aDuse 0I
> one's mother. (Also mw*->

(MahTog)
produce of the cultivation of the first year.



'/
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[N

Moi, n.f. A kind of plough to smooth land after sowing.

-deni, v.i. ir. To smooth the land with a plough.

Mokhawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to suffer; /. -i, pi. -e.

Uokhnn,' v.i. re. (\) To suffer. (2) To undergo, to bear

;

/. -i, pi. -e.

Mokhni-parni, v.i. re. To suffer, to undergo, to bear; m. -a.

pi. -e.

Mo'l, n.m. (Ho mol.) Price, -e-lanu, v.t. ir. To purchase.

/

/

Mor, n.m. (S. Mayura.) A peacock.

Mor, w.m. The way in which a thing should be folded, -mi, v.i.

To fold up. , „u
Morcha, n.m. (1) Intrenchment. An advance guard. (Z) A

band.
Mormutha, n.m. A bundle of peacock's tail-feathers, set in a

gold or silver handle, to whisk off the flies, as an emblem

or insigne of princely rank. , ,

Moshawnu. v.t. re. To cause or allow to wipe; /. -i, pi- -e.

Mrak, n.m. See Marak
/

Mrari, n f. A wild hawk. (Also mreri.)

Mrekawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to twist
;

/. -i, P<-
"e -

Mreknu, v.t. re. To twist; /. -i, pi- •*•
. . . „ „ i 0rt1v.rfl

Mrig/n.m. (S. Mriga, a deer.) A wildammal such as a leopard,

bear, barking deer, etc. , * T^ ,

Mrig-satai, »./ A term for the fortnight, from ->2n 1 of Je^l
i

to

8th of Har. It is believed that rain in thisjo tn,gt t is not

beneficial; but that sunshine in it is of great benefit to

Mrig
crops.

body.

r, n.m. JName ot a nacnm***** « -
Iwmmtincr a dead

/. A b^ smell, such as arises from cremating a dean

/

cremating ground.)
nnli <*> ™ /ft MM™, urine.) Urine.Much, n.m. (S. Mutra, urine.; v*«~- , water* /

MuehAwnu, «.«.«. To cause or allow to make water, /

pJ. -e.

Muchi, n./. The act of making wai

to make water. Syn. Chhoti.

Much-nu, v.i. re. To make water.

-lagni . v.i. re. To want

Muchh.6 , n.m. pi. See Guiijo.

Muda, n.m. A term for the rightto»^ ^
Mudokhar, n.m. (U The head. (2) The skuii.

khar.) . kirn '
t,

.•

r(, To bombard.
Manila, n.m. Bombardment, -chharna, v.t. re.

Mui, ad. f. Dead. . . T obtain an audi
Muira, n.m. An audience, -karna. v.t. vr. io ooia

ence.
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Mukan, n.m. The appointed day on which all the relations
come to the house where a death has taken place, to pay a
sum of money called kauri-roti.

Mukawnu, v.t. re. To finish
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Mukhali,w./. The act of washing the mouth, hands and feet.

-karni, v.i. ir. To wash the mouth, hands and feet.
Mukhiya, mukhia, n.m. The headman of a village. (Bashahr.)
Muknu,*;.*. re. To be no more, to finish, to be ended; /. -i,

pi. -e.

Muktu, ad
Mul. n.m.

a nachhattar or constellation.

tun, suiiiuicuu.

(1) Origin. (2) Also the name of

pre

Mulere, ad. Original.
Muli, n.f. (H.) A radish
Muluk. n.m.

man.
Mum

{Phaseolus

n. (H.mulk.) A country, -kiya, n.m. A country-

. (H. mom.) Wax -jama, n.m. Wax-cloth.
Muftd, n.m. (S Munda, head.) The head, -nhanu, v.i. re. To

bathe after menses.
Munda, ad.m. f.-i, pl.-e. Upset, reversed, contrary, -karna,

v.i.ir. To upset, to turn back.
Mundar, n.m. pi. The act of prohibiting any impious act at a

fair called Bla'j (Bali-raj), -bandhne, v.i. re. (1) To
order not to do a sinful act at the Bla'j fair. • (2) To offer

protection, -kholne, v.i. re. To set free.
Munde-nagare-dewnu, v.i. re. To be totally defeated.
Mundi muftdri, n.f. A ring (of a finger).
Mundokhar, n.m. See Mudokhar.
Muftdri

, n.f. Ring (of a finger).
Mundro-ban-ne, v.i. re. See Mundar.
Mung, muftgi, n.m. and /. A sort of kidne

mungo) A kind of green pulse generally
Muftgi. n.f. See Muftg.

*

Munni, n.f. A girl or daughter. (Bilaspur an<Munnu
5 n.m. A boy. (Bilaspur and Kangra.)

Murara, n.m. Half-burnt fuel.
Muri, n.f. Roasted grain for chewing, -chaft-ni, v.i. re. To

prepare roasted grain, to roast grain.
Murkh, n.m. and /. (S. Murkha, illiterate.) An illiterate man, a

fool.

Murku, n.m. A kind of small earring, -i. n.f. A small
nosering. &

Mwtnf §"^lL) A flute
-
a PiPe (

of mllsic )'

ApttSe ' ^ image -
) (1 > ^n ima^e '

an id°L

SShf•*££5^^ A mouse or rat; f.-i.

MushUdS"h

S
, 5U9hala

«) A pestle, a club, a mace.
j«iusni-dhar-barkha,

n.f. Heavy rain. Rainine cats and dogs.

l->

Kangr
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Mushli, n.f. A small pestle or club.
f

Mushtanda, ad. m. Young, of sound health ; ad. /. -1. Young

(woman).
Mushtu, n.m. The male young of a mouse; /. -ti.

Mutha or -u, n.m. A handful.

Mwal, n.f. See Moal.
Mwehra or -u, n.m. The imase of a village deity. (Also Mhwe-

ra.)

N

»

Na, adv. (1) No. -haft. adv. Yes or no. (2) Neither. (3) Nor.

As: Tinie hdn na kyeri ni ditti. " He did not say yes or

no." Na se thi tiMi, nd se thd. " Neither she nor he was

there
'

'

Nabar, nbar. (S. Nivara.) n.m. Corn that grows wthout

cultivation.

Nachhattri, ad. Fortunate, born at a lucky time.

Nada -u, ad. m. ; f. -i, pi. e. Difficult, -lagna. v.i. re. To be

unhappy.
Nadi, n.f. (S.) A river. „
Nadr, n.f. (P. nazr, sight.) Sight, -parmi ;

v.t. re. io see,

to appear ; v.i. re. To be seen.

Nadu-lagnu, *.». re. To pine in love, to be unhappy.

Nadu-mananu. v.i. re. To be displeased.

Nag, n.m. (H.) A jewel fit to be fixed in a ring.

X%.n.l {s/k;: a oobriy 0> A serpent." (2) TI,.- na„,e

K.J.l^&«.f. A kind of thi,, bamboo nsed i„ making

basket
atli, n.f.

f

(1) A kind of thin bamboo. (2, A basket-maker.

iNagan, »./. 1 A female snake. (2) The name of a deity

Nagande, n.m. pi. The sewings which make a quilt, -dene, ».».

Nag£a.ITa kettledrum. * - Kettledrums. (P. «*
qdrah.) . ,

Nagarchi, n.m. One who beats a kettledrum.

Nagarkhana, n.m. A place where a band plays.

Naha
* nah/rnd

Nahora,'w.m.
'
(H. w/Aom.) A humble request.

Nahwanu, nhwanu; v.t. re. To cause or allow to bathe.

Nai, nawi, n.m. A barber.

Nai, nau, n.f. A river. u„kk1o
NaichaT^.m: (P.) A part of the bubble bubble.

Naita, w.m. A rivulet,

Naite, adv. By way of the river.
rivulet

Naiti, w ./. ( 1 , A rivulet. (2) adv. By way of the rivulet

.
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Naj, nauj, n.m. (H. andj.) Food or grain.
Najan, ad. Ignorant, unwise. (Also njan).
Najr, n.f. (nazr) A present, -deni. v.i. ir. To offer a present.
Na'k, n.m. (S. Nasika.) The nose.
Nakal, n.f. (P. naqal.) (1) Copy. (2) A pastime.
Nakamma, ad. Good for nothing.
Nakhar, n.m. Soap.
Nakhra, n.m. (P.) Artifice, waggery.
Nakta, ad. m.

; f. -i, pi. -e. One having no nose.

/ _
bleed from the nostrils.

Nal, n.m. (1) A pipe. (2) A small river.
Nal, n.m. The joint of the waist.
Nala, n.m. A waterfall.

Nalaek, ad. (P. ndldiq.) Ignorant, unwise.

To

/

/

/. A kind of disease. (Fr. nal, sinews, and bdi, wind.)

/. (P. ndlish.) Complaint, -ye, phrase, by way of

complaint.
Nalu, n.m. A spring, -we-lana, v.t. re. To put a child to sleep

under a small thread of "water. It is a custom among the

hill people to put children in summer under a water-shoot.
Nalu-musa, n.m. A mungoose.
Namala, n.m. A request to a village deity, -karna; v.t. ir. To

ask a deity about one's troubles, etc. -dena; v.i. ir. To
decide verbally, by a village deity. (Also nmdld.)

Aamawla or nmawla, ad. Motherless.
Nan, nana, n.m. Maternal grandfather. (The former form is

used in Bashahr.)
'

/ (S. Nananda.)
»w to dance ; /.

^aiicnnu, v.i. re. To dance; /. -i, pi. -e.
^andoi, n.m The husband of a husband's sister.
Nangu, -a. ad m.

; /. -i, pi. -e . Naked.
Wanh, a^.Jsegatively. -deni, v.t. ir. To deny, to refuse.
Aani, n.f. Maternal grandmother.
Nanka n.m. The mother's home.
Nansal, n.m. See Nanka.
Nanw n.m. (H. ndm.) A name.
Nanwkawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to name.Nanwknu v.t. re. To name, to enlist.Nap, n.f. Measurement.
Napawnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause or allow to measure. (2)

To
cause or allow to bend.

«*pnu v.t. re. To measure; /.-i %

Niratr-T (1)Male
'

<
2>*»^^ara, n.m. Trouser string.

/
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Narain, n.m. (S. Narayana.) The god Vishnu.
Narat, nrat, n.m. Mistletoe, holly.
Naratte, n.m. pi. (S. Navaratri, nine nights.) A term used for

themne days of Chet and Asoj, in which the grand worship
of Devi (goddess) is performed.

/. A ball used in chqupa

as
narel

f. (S.) The wrist or pulse. Nan da ran. "Be con
scious.

he is dead.

, n.f. A kir

has

Narja, rc.m. A kind of scales peculiar to the hill people.
Nark, n.m. (S. Naraka, hell.) (1) Hell. (2) Ordure.
Narmeii, n.f. Cotton.
Name, n.m. By God.
Narol, nrol, n.m. Veil, the pardd system.
Naroliya, nroliya, ad. One who wears a veil, one who lives in

na.rrlripardd

/. -i, pl.-k. Hard.
Narth, n.m. (S. Anartha, nonsensical.) Violence, oppression

-hona ; v.i. ir. To be unusual.
Nas, naswar, n.f. and m. Snuff, -lani, v.i. ir. To take snuff.
Na's, tt.w. A beam of timber.
Nasaf, nsaf , n.m. (P. insdf, justice.) Justice.

Nash, naush, n.m. pi. (S. Nakha.) The nails.

Nash, n.m. (S. Nasha.) Destruction, ruin.

Nashawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to escape
; f

4 ** -A

Nashnu, v.i. re. To go away.
Nash-natnn. v t tp Tn min t

(Bashahr.)

Nasht, n.m. (S. Nashta.) Destruction.
Nasur, nsiir, n.m. (H. nfisttr.) A fistula, ulcer or sore.

Nata, n.m. Relation.
Natachari, n.f. (H. ndtdcMri.) Relationship.

Nath, n.f. (H. natk.) Nose ring. Syn. Balu.

Nathawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to escape; /. -i, pi -e.

Nathnu, v.i. re. To run away, to escape. Generally used when
a ruler's subject goes to another territory.

Nau, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. New.

Nau, ad. (1) Nine. (2) a River.

Nauhta, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Of nine hands, in measure.

Nauj, n.m. See Naj.

/. The ninth day of Chet and Asoj on which generalU**j IV. J, JL lit? ILIIILII \.i.<\y Ul V/iivv —*•— *- j

worship of Devi (goddess) is performed.

a feast day.
Naun, n.m. A place for water
Nauni , n.f. See Chopar.
Naur, n.f. (H. nahar.) A can

dered
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Naush, n.m. pi. See Nash.
Nautor, n.m. Newly cultivated land.

/

/. -i, i>£. -6. New. (Also waww

Nawi, w.m. See Nai.

Nayan, n.f. A barber's wife. (Also nain.)
Nbar, w.ra. (S. Nivara.) Rice or other grain growing wild or

uncultivated.

Nbera, n.m. Destruction, -bona, v.i. ir. To be ruined.
Nchhana, -u. ad.m. -/. -i, pi. -e.' Unsifted.
Nchhanien, adv. Without sifting.

Nefa, n.m. The upper part of the trousers in which the string

is fastened.

/
Negi, n.m. Kull

An officer in charge of a jail in the Simla Hills. In Kana-
war, a gentleman or well-to-do man.

Neha, n.m. The spring harvest.
Nehcha, n.m. See Nihcha.
Nehtu, n.m. (S. Neha.) Love.
Neja, n.m. A spear.
Neora, n.m. Cooked flesh.

Nere, ad. Near. (Also niure.)
Nernu, nliernu, n.m. A small implement used to cut the nails,

^eshne-lana, v.t. re. To ask, to inquire.
Neshnu, v.t. r-e. To ask.
Newul, n.m. A hot place. (Also Neol.)
Nhanu, v.i. re. See Nahanu.
Nhernu, n.m. See Nernu."
Nhoknu, v.t. re. To hit, to strike; /. -i, pi. e.
Nhranu, v.i. re. To humble.
Nhrawnu, v..t. re. To cause or allow to humble.

/

valescent.
v.i. re. To be con

airkh
/

V-
y

r 'J
M re

'
To wait for

; I -U vi- -e.

v-iu-
N
?
L As : Md* ™ chanyin. ' I don't want.'

IN i-anth], phrase. Isn't.
Ni-balnu, v. Cannot.

S'
Cl

!
1'm

l
(S

-
NIcha'> A ^w-caste man.

Ni-chanyin, phrase. I don't want.S °T
'I'

ad
J
m

- >
f -

{
> * * Clea»> Hne -Xichhu or -a, ad. m .

; /. -i, pi .e . *eat , unpolluted. Hachha

Niffrfi^' ••' C
!2
an

'
purified P»»y*wally or morally.

£ gn-janu, v.t. tr . To perish- / -i U ./»

gTOi, ,,". re. To die
P
to perisb /'i t| .e

^f'^;Acarpenter's
P
tool.

' ; "

'

P
^halnu, ttf. w . See Nhyalnu.
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Nihcha, n.m. (S. Nishohaya.) Patience, belief, -rakhna; v.i.

re. To have patience, -rauna, v.i. ir. To be assured.

Nihcha, n.m. Leisure. (Also nehchd.) -hona, ».». »r. To be at

leisure.

/. (S. Nidra.) Sleep. as

Nil! n.m. The inner part of the blue or other pine.

Niin, n.m. An oath, an ordeal, -karna or -thwana, ».*. »f
.
and

re. To take an oath, -dena, v.t. ir To offer an oath

Nim or nimb, n.». (S. Nimba.) A kind of tree. (Meha

azadiracta).

Nimbu,rc.m. (S. Nimba.) The citron fruit or tree.

Nimlu ^ -a, ad. ».
J

/. -i, pi. -e. (S. Nirmala,) Clear. Fw «*.

Oftfe 9»A2u 6oai ft nimlu nimlu rah ja. ' During the

monsoon, "foul or turbid water flows away but the clear

or transparent remains," i.e., bad times will pass away and

happy days return.

Nindnu, v.t. re. To weed.

Ninrd, n.m. The tree-frog.

Nir, n.m. (S. Nira, water.) Tears. N
Nirn»,».m. Breakfast. (Keonthal ad. m f-'^f't^t

havin* taken food. Mnw pe*e fcfora »» ^a,,a. Don
having taken food.

j;
fasting

Nisrnu, v.i. re. To come into ear, of pain.

Nithe, «fc. Down, -pandi, ad. Cohabiting, -khe. ±or

Nitrnu^.*. re. To dry by letting water run or drip off.

Niure, ad. Near, nigh-
. r n ^ mm

Nm&nk.fld. «.:/.- flrf.-e. Anxious, full of cart

/
Nmane-shetnu, v.t. re. lo casi .««"— ^ ' / . . T have
Nofa, n.m. {F. na/a.) Interest, gain, -hona, v.t.

an interest in.

Nok, n.f. A tip. -e. With
Nokhu or -a, arf. w. ; /

/ (£
m
Jf,';*££ and i*«r. the air.) The air

that blows from a ravine. • . T be
Nraj, ad. (P. mfefe.) Displeased, angry, -honu,

displeased or angry. . .karni. To proceed

Nraji, n.f. Displeasure, anger, -bom or karni.

against.
bdnddNra^m. See Narat Sy*. ««—

nfc (Fr . S . Niroga.)

Nroga, -u, ad. m.
;

/. -1, J*-
;

e
- ^XV , ,

Nrvornu, v.t. re. To overtake; f.-h P- , ^
Nryorwnu, ».t. re. To be overtaken; /.

-i,2£ e.

Nw'ai, ,:/. The thread used in makmga^
;^

Nwala, n.m. A morsel, -lana, v .*. _.
k measui«-

Xwan, W.m. Measurement, -lana, M. »• io ™
ment. _ .

Nyaw, n.m. (S. Nyaya.) Jusfcice\ ^

Nvaw-nasaf , n.m. Redress for a crime.
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Nyo, n.m. See Nyaw.
Nyoiida, n.m. (S. Nimantrana). Invitation, -dena. v.i. ir.

To invita.

A.s : O re Id. " you.
5 >

Obra, n.w. A cattle-shed ; the hill people generally keep their

cattle in the lower storey, hence this word is always applied

to the lower storey where the cattle are kept, -karhna,
v.i. re. To carry out manure from the cattle-shed.

Obrtu, w.m. A smaller cattle-shed.

Od, n.f. Moisture, dampness.
Oda, -u, ad.m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Damp, wet, moist.
Oda, n m. (1) A basket. (2) A boundary stone in a field.

Oda, n.m. The tooth between the front teeth and the grinders.

Oda-banda, n.m. Partition, -hona, v.i. ir To be separated
off with one's own share in one's father's property.

Odkan, n.m. The frame of wood on which a carpenter works.
Oduwa, n.m. The lower corner of a field.

Oduwe, adv. At the corner.

O'g, n.m. The wedge of a plough.
Ogla, n.m. A kind of grain grown in the hills ; called kotii in

the plains.

Oh, ohu ; int. Ah, alas !

O'j, n.m. Excuse, pretence, -lana, v.i re. To pretend.

Ojr, n.m. The stomach.
Ojru, n.m. pi. Curls.

Okhal, ukhal,w.ra. A mortar.

O'l, n.m. Land-slip, -parna, v.i. re. To slip.
Ola, n.m. pi. -e. Hail.

Olan, n.m. Soup or cooked pulse or other vegetables with

which to take bread or rice.
Ole, n.m. pi. (H.) Hail, -parne, v.i. re. To have a shower

of hail. Syn. sharu.
Ole, adv. On the other side.
Oliya^ n.m. A piece of twine used to hold up a pot, etc. with-

-lana, v.i. re. To tie twine to a pot, etc., -banawna, *•••

re. To make twine for an earthen pot, etc.
Opra, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -6. Unacquainted, unknown, a foreigner-

Opre-ralaj, n.m. The treatment or cure of magical attacks.

Or, n.m. A carpenter. (Bashahr.) In the Simla Hills he is

t

called Badhi.
Ora, -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. .^ Here, at this place, hither.

O're, adv. For pleasure.

-re-la, phrase. Oyou!
Orhawnu. v.t. rP T^ r. n „on .... -ti__ A / iu.\
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ii, n.f.

f

i

/. -i, pi. -e. To this side.

ie of a carpenter. Syn. bddhati.

f. -i, pi. -e. Neai*, nigh, this side

/. Dew. -parni, v.i. re. To fall, of dew.

P

Paeli, n.m. (S. Patra.) A leaf, -nu, v.t. re. To shave with an

adz.

i.m. ; n.f. Backbiting, injuring one's interests.

Pachar', n.f. (H. pachchar.) A wedge.
f ,

Pachawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to digest;/. -1, pi. -e.

Pachernii, v.t. re. To smash against; /. -i, pi. -e.

Pachh'/w.m. A cut in a limb or body, -den a, v.: ir. lo in-

flict a cut on a limb.

wj /. .i, pZ. -e. Backwards.

Pachhe-fa, adv. Afterwards.

Pachhet, -i, n.m. and /. Late in ripening, ol

Pachhi, adv. By the back way.

Pachhka, adv. Behind, backwards; u.m..f. ,

.

Pachhla, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi *• former, previous, of
i, pi. -i

late.

Having—
7 M. v

Pachi, ad. Twentv-five.

Pachi-ro-raunu, v.i. ir. To try with utmost .are.

Pachka, ^'. A hold, a grasp, -pana, tu. re. To have a hold

of. -dena, v.t. ir. To lay hands on.

Pachnu, v.t. re. To be digested ; /. -i, !».-*•

Pachnu, v.e. re. To be engaged attentively.

Pachnu, v.t. re. To work with an adze
«„,-;„- it i8

Pad, n.m. One only. In calculation when onh one remains it is

called pad and is esteemed very luck\

.

Pada, n.m. The buttocks. ,i:«.iinrffM religious
Padka, n.m. A learned Brahman who discharges religious

duties. -ni,n./. The ^fe rf a ftdto.

Paelage, n.m A term^ ^'^ Kanet.
' And

three castes, w., S'^ ^poUe or patr^.
among Kanets the saluting teim is pa^

Lit. : « I bow down to your feet.
iournev.

Paeta, ».*. ,8. Prasthana.) *g-^5OTU
Paetla, -u, ad. m.\ f. -I, p*. -e

,

^"» u
'

Pag, n./. A turban. (H. pagri.)
tnr ivms

Pa^ie, pagiye, n.m. pi Those who wear turbans.

Pagiya, n.m Verandah.
^ nt .^hoimr
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To make present or perceptible, -e-bolnu, v.t. re. To
declare, to admit of no other evidence than actual
presence. (Fr. S. Pratyaksha, presence.) -e-japnu, v.t.

re. To speak openly.
Pagri, n.f. A turban, -band, n.m. A chief's official.

Pahi, n.f. Spleen
Pajnda, n.m. pi. -e. A road or way.
Pajiide-de-lanu , v.t. re. To lead on the right path ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Pajfthat, ad. 65. -wan, m. -win, /. -wen, pi. Sixthy-fifth.

Pajn-ne, n.m. pi. Steps.
Paiiitali, ad. 45. -wan, m. -win, -/. -wen, pi. Fortv- fifth.

Padftti, ad. 35. wan, m. -wiii, /. -wen, pi. Thirty-fifth.
Pair, n.m. pi. Feet.
Pajnu, -a, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Sharp.
Pajri-pe, n.m. See Paelage.
Pajtan, n.m. A term for a tax at one rupee per year. (Kullu).

Paja, n.m. A kind of hill cherry.
Pajah, ad. 50. -wan, m. -win, /. -weii, pi. Fiftieth.
Pajajnu, v.i re. To burn, to kindle; /. -i, pi. -e.

Pajama, n.m. (H. pnjdmd.) Trousers. (Also pdijamd.)
Pajattar, ad. 75. -wan, m. -wiii, /. -weft, pi. Seventy-fifth.
Pajpu, v.i. re. To grow

; /. -i, pi. -e.

Pakaish, n.f. Firmness, durability, -karni, v.i. ir. To
strengthen.

Pakawnu, v.t. re. (H. pakdnd.) To cook, to boil; /. -i, pi -e.

Pakh, n.m. (S. Paksha, the dark or bright fortnight.) A fort-

night.

Pakha, n.m. (H. pankhd.) A fan. -bana, v.i. re. To fan.

Pakheru, n.m. pi. Birds in general.

/

/. -i, p£- -e. A stranger, a foreigner
Fakkh, n.m. (S Pankha.) A feather, a wi'ng. (Also pdnkkh.)
Paknu, v.i. re.

Pakrawnu, v.t. re
f. -i, pi. -e.

est or hold ; /
Pakrnu, v.t. re. (H. pakanid.) To hold or arrest; /. -, ,
Fakyen, n.m. pi. (H. pakwdn.) Rich cakes, etc.
Pa a, n.m. (H. patfa.) Corner of a scarf.

;
aa

'
n -OT

- Frost. -parna, v.t. re. To be frosty.
fala n.m. pi. -e . A measure of clarified butter equal to about

2 or 2£ chiltdlcs.

Pala, n.w. See Anchal.

sacred fig.

Waved leaf of the fi« infectoria.) The

i a ai, n ./. Wage3 for keepi c&m&
a apu, y.re. To cause or allow to cherish ; /. -i, pi *> . .

raina, n.w. A grain measure equal to one ser and 3 chitaks
ndian measure.

P«r
W
"f £ turn

' <
H

'
6«™-)

FaU, w./. A small v*s«>i ** :' r • ^ „:i

?*k
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Palsar, palsara, n.m. An official in charge of a granary or

fortress. (Suket, Kullu and Kumarsajn.)

Paltru, n.m. One whose turn it is to work or guard.

Palu, n.m. pi. A kind of hill apple.

Palu, n.m. pi. The grey hairs of old age. -lagne, v.i. re. To be-

come old.

Pa'n, n.f. Sharpening, -deni, v.i. ir. To sharpen.

Panch, n.m. pi. Arbitrators.

Panchi, n.f. Arbitration, -karni, v.i. ir. To arbitrate.

Panchhi. n.m. pi. Birds in general. (Also pakheru.)

Panchmi, n.f. (S. Panchami.) The fifth day of the bright or

dark half of a month.
Panda, n.m. A Brahman who receives a donation at an

GcllDSC

Panda, -u, ad. m.; f.-i, pl.-e. Across.
T z >xj

Panda, ad. m. ;
/. -i, pi -e. Upon, up. Proverb :--Ju nhaMe

muchqu, munhon pdnde Japan julh, team ka paknj How

can he, who makes water in his bath, or tells a he face to

face, be caught." Meaning, how can he be punished f

Pande, prep. Above, upon.

Paiidka or -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi •&. Across there.

Pandla or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. 4. Of above, upper.

Pandla, -u, ad, m.
; /. -i, pi -e. Of across, trans-river or

ridge.

revenue at one time was only Rs.

as

000

Pandro, arf. 15. -wan, m. -win,/, wen.p*. Fi^nth.

Pandru, n.m. A festival observed on the 15th of the month of

Poh, (Jubbal, Kotgarh and Kotknai/.

Mud of the foul water kept in a field for wwing
/

rice during the rainy season.

Panga, ».m. (H. panga.) A branch, a bough.

Panhair. n.m. The water-place of a village.
f th

Panhy^in, n.f. A rainbow, -parni, v.t. re. To appear, ol the

rainbow.
See

Pani, nj. A shoe or shoes.

Pamhar n^m. See Panhyair
wefi j The fifth.

Panj.ad. H.pin<*.)o. -wan./. •^"'"^^^ called Dhan-
Panjag, n.m. pi. (S.Papc^ka.) ^J^ t̂mihh6dTBig^

ish'ha, Shatbhikha, Purvabhadrapaaa, u

P-WJ!^ T„e right of the State to buy up gran, at ha,

i,DJS,«e::l ioffiUpK-. milk, curd, wood,

««&&Ms^a^- —-- um been
/

delivered of a child.
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Pankh, n.m. pi. See Pakkh.
Pankhri, n.f. An army, especially infantry.
Pankhru,rc.m. See Paiichhi.
Panmesur, n.m. (S. Paramesvara.) God. (Also parmesur.)
Panth, n.m. (S. Pathin, a road.) A heap of stones kept at a

cross-road and considered the deitv of the way. Everyone
passing by has to put a stone on it.

Pantu, n.m. pi. Children's shoes.
Panu, v.t. re. To throw in.
Pariw, n m. Foot. [urna).
Pariwna, n.m.- /. -i, pl. .£. A guest. A\sopdnu>ui. (S. Pragh-
Panyajh, n.f. See Panhyairi.
Pap, nm. (S. Papa, sin.) (1) Sin. (2) A deceased ancestor,

who is supposed to cause injury if not worshipped.
/Pujna v.t. re. To worship the deceased with cakes, etc.

Papi, ad. (S. Papin.) Sinful.
Par, adv. Across.
Parajna, n m. (S. Parinayana.) A form of marriage observed

among Kanets. (See Ruti-manai.)
I'araintu, n.m. A nuptial ceremony observed on a smaller scale

than a parqind.
Paraj, n.m. (S. Palala). Rice-straw. (Also prd'l.)
Farali-Jane, v.t. ir. pi. To beseech, to implore. Tinen deo

paralne Jae. ' They began to beseech the village deities

;

/• -i, -a, sing.
Paralnu, *.*. re To beseech, to implore

;
/. -i, pi. -e.

Parar, prar, adv. The year before last.
Parat, prat, n.m. A large dish. (H.)
farewi n.f. (S. Pratipada.) The first day of the bright or

dark half of a month.
Pari, adv. Beyond.

Would

^rfj*^ (
k'.

'**!*> love
> (I)' Friendship, love. (2)

The

;

8t
f? ™ beinS in g°oa terms.

/

Parja! ^.'Tubj^tf' * * T° PUt * **** t0 * b°W '

Parm&r
W
*r ^^ Pr^na. a proof.) Acceptable,

t armesur, n.m. See Panmesur.

break the string

Paio, nm. Grain lent on interest.
/

LhTnn
°n

f

ente™% a new house or temple.

A ceremony ob-

t asha, ».w. A die

(2)Tomts **" ' "•*'•"• (1) To be unsuccessful-
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Pashi, n.f. (1) Hanging. (2) In any calculation if two.remain

as the balance it is considered unlucky, and this balance is

called Pdshi.

Pashkri, n.f. The sides, of the human body.

Pashnu, v.t. re. (H. parosnd.) To serve a meal, to place tood

before guests.

Pashu, n.m. pl. (S. Pashu, an animal.) Cattle.

Pasli, n.f. (H. pasli.) Ribs. .

Pasm, »./. Tibetan goat's wool : of two kinds, white, and khw<-

rang or natural colour.

Pasmina, n.m. A shawl, white or of natural colour.

Pa't, n.m. (S. Pata.) Silk.

Patina or ptana, ad. ro.
; /. -i, ^ -e. Barefoot.

Patanda, ptaiida, n.m. ** -e. A kind of bread made of * heat

'

flour and eaten with clarified butter and sugar. Especially

prepared on some feast day.

Patawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to root up;

Patenu, v.t. re. To conciliate. v
-

,

Patewnu, «>.*. re. To be conciliated; /. -i, p*. -«•

Patha.'ra.m. A grain measure varying from l
j

to

Pathiaru.n./. A receiver, equivalent to toAttrtttM

Pati, pachi, »./. (H. jwtf»0 A leaf.

/

Pati, n.f. A small board, to write uu.
,

Patianu, *.», re. To be conciliated; f.-h P*.^©-

•

,

!>«<-•'
"

• M rrn pmme or allow to conciliate, /. -i»

Patiawnu, v.*. re. lo cause ui »"

pl- -e. ,
7

-

Patijnu, v.t. re. To be assured; f.-h P*-'6 -

Patiknu, ptiknu, ».*. re. To jump, to crack.

Patir/».ro. f*. A kind of food made of the leaves ot an

lent root.
t

± t -j a

Patle-firnu, v.i. re. To be thin or weak; /. -1, P- *
Patnu, v.*. re. To root up; /• 'h V1

-

'e -

Pattha, ad. m. Young (man).

Patthi, ad. /. Young (woman). T weave a

Patu, n.m. A white blanket, -bun-na, v.*. >*•

blanket. _ J. ' a ipffpr

Patu, ».m. A messenger, one who carries a letter.

Patuwa, w.m. A messenger.

Patyanu, v.i. re. See Patianu.
„nflmpnr « in (Also called

Patvari, n.f. A small basket to put ornaments in. (A

suhdg pettydri.)

Patyawnu, v.t. re. See Pj***?*' ,
.

g di8tribuU.d .

Pau, w.m. (S. Prapa.) A place * litre

i' i
• W Mtftblish a water supply.

-Ian4, t>.». re. To estadust.

ca period,

Pauhar, pohar. ».*». pl. (S. Prahara.) xm
,

adv. -e. In the time.

/ A ruler s gateway.
'« " ! *& *iiO Wind storm. re.

ioV^o^r'OrtobUffectedby.wind.
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r, »./. Likeness, ad., Like. Mere tau tesri pour a'. " My
case is like his."

Paw, n.m. (H.) One fourth.

Pchanwe, ad. 95. -wan, m. -win, /. -weii, pi Ninety-fifth.
Pchasi, ad. 85. -wan, m. -win,/, -wen, pZ. Eighty-fifth.
Pchawnu, v.*. re. See Pachawnu.
Pchheta, -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e\ Late-sown.
Pchhuridka, -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. The last.
Pchruwanu, v.i. re. To be torn with nails.
Pchruwnu, v.t. re. To tear with claws (of a beast.) Brdgqi

tesru munh pchruwi pdu thu. "The leopard had torn his

own face with his nails."
Pchuiija, ad, 55. -wan, m. -win, /. wen, pi. Fifty-fifth.
Pechawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to ruin.
Pechhi, n.f., A large kind of basket to keep grain in.

basket

/
Peoka, pyoka, n.m. A wife's paternal liome.
Pe'r, n.m. A tree in general.
Pe't, n.m. (H.) Stomach, belly.
Petku, n.m. Any esculent root, such as the potato.
Phim, n.m. See Fim.

/

/
Pich, w.m. Juice of rice, water of boiled rice.
Pichh, n.m. See Pich.
"T^^ a aft ^

/

/

/

/

/
-

:
~&«„ Vu, v.t. rt. xo cause or allow to swing :

Pingnu, v.i. re. To swing.
Pinhnu v.t.re. To grind, to make into flour

; /. -i, pi -e.
Pmi, n.f. An egg; pi .{.

Pinjra, n.m. A cage for a bird.
Pmjra, -u, ad. m.

; f. .{, pi. -e\ Yellow, pale.
rajt, w./. A fragrant drug used as a medicine.
£in a, n.m. A stone for grinding anything. (Batta in Hindi.)
pipl',«./. Chilli.

8
- » v ..

Piphi, w.w. A kind of grass, resembling the chilli, whence its

name. 6

Pironda, n.m A silk cord used to bind a woman's hair. (Also

prdndd

f
Pirthi ™ / /q r>

'/.'.' *"• " t5
' -o^ter to the taste.

K*«. 1/
(w.«SLVL>. ,

The earth
' «» WOTld

.

creation-
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Pishawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to grind
; /. -i, pi -e.

Pisi-ghalnu, v.t. re. To grind down ; /. -i, pi -e.

Pishne-denu, v.t. ir. To allow to grind ; /. -1, pi *.

Pishu, ».m. (H.) Fleas. (Alike in the singular and plural.)

Pissan, n.m. That which is to be ground.

Pite, ad. Near, nigh.

Pith, pithi, n.f. (S. Prishtha.) The back.

Pitha, -u, n.m. Flour.

Piihi-de, adv. On the back.

Pitl, n.m. (S. Pittala.) Brass.
„„,!-»/« i

Piunlu, .a, ad. m. ;
/. -i, p*. -& Broad, wide. (Also pyuvh,)

Pja, ad. See Pajah. , geventv-
Pjhattar, ad. 75. -waft, ». -win.. /. -wen, pi. seven y

EJUftt *~ The nightingale, of two colours-black and

yellow.
/

-e.

Pkaish, n.f. See Pakaish. /S Plaksha.l
Plah, *.m. The sacred fig-tree (Ficus rehgiosa). (S. Flaksha.)

Also palah.

Plassh, n.m.' A kind of pheasant.

Plewnu, t>.i. re. To sharpen ; f. -h PL "e -

Pohar. n.m. See Pauhar.
«1 Anf fn *>n.r /

Po'r, adv. Last year.

> eat ; /. -i, P*- *;

/ A «A -e. Hollow.

-to r, aav. juast yetu.

Pora, at/?;. Away. . ,^ . j s
1}

j .£.

Pore-bhajnu, J re To mm. to stop M

£

Pore-muwen-tuse ,
phrase. Be ott \ ou

,
g

Pori, adv. By that way.

Poriya, adv. At that place, there

Of last year; adv. To that

The

t> i ? j f i rd -e The other one.
Porla, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, P*;

-e
; i, . . that side.

Por-ra, u, ad. m. ; /. -i, ^- ?• ™JXJS (2)

Porshu, adv. (1) The day before yesterday. W
to-morrow. , ff

.

r to-morrow.
Poshu, adv. Yesterday, or the day aftei

Pothar, n.m. The male organ. •

t

Pothi, » f. (I) A book. (2) A manuscript.

Pothnu, v.i. re. To spoil ; /. -Mjfcj
•

L
Pradhi,ad. (S. Aparadhm.) truel

;; Aen&, v.i. ir. To give

Praich, n.m. Grain offered to a duty. . ^^ of eftch

grain to a village deity. >y

harvest is first offered to a deity.

Pr&jna, n.m. See Parana.

Pr^ntu, n.m. See Pargintu.
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Pra'l, n.m. See Paral.

Pra'n, n.m. pl. (S. Prana, the life.) Life, existence, -chorne;
v.i. re. To work hard, -udne ; v.i. re. To die, to breathe
one's last, -dewne, v.i. re. To die. -ui-raune, v.i. ir.

To become weak, to lose strength, to grow old.
Prana, -u. ad, m.

; /. -i, pl. -e. Old, second-hand. (H.
purand

.

)

Pranda, n.m. A coloured thread to bind the braided hair of a
maid. Also pirondd,

Praona, n.m. See Prawna.
Praoni, prawni, n.f. Hurry, haste, -lani, v.i. re. To make

haste.

Praofttha, n.m. Bread cooked with butter or g}ii.

Pra'r, adv. The year before last.

Prat, n.f. See Parat.
Prathi, adv. From the beginning.
Prathti, n.f. A line of men engaged in weeding a field.
Prau, n.m. See Pay.
Prauj, pauj, n.m. The gateway of a ruler or chief.
" "

li, n.f. See Pr
Prawna, n.m.

; /. -i. pi. -e . (S. Praghtirna.) A guest.
Prawni, n.f. Haste, hurry, -lani, v.t.re. To hasten, -lagm,

v.i. re. To be hurried.
Praya, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi, -e. (H. pardyd.) Others.
Pret, n.m. (S. Preta.) A ghost, a goblin.
Prithi, n.f. See Pirthi.

-ni, n.f. A sieve. Proverb: Priunni du pdni ni raundu.
'

'
Water cannot be held in a sieve.

'

'

"

Proht, n.m. (S. Puroliita.) A priest.
Pronu, v.i. re. To thread, to string •

• ' V

/
/

— — — vw — m

f. (H. Poshdk.) Clothes.
Pshauri, n.m. A loose shirt like that worn by the Peshawar

people.

Ptali, ad, See Patali.

Ptana, ad. m.
; /. -i," pl .£. Bare-footed.

Ptanda, n.m. See Patanda.
Ptaravvnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to abuse

;
/. -i, pl. -e.

PtAn-lanu, v.t. ir . To get abused; /. -i, pl. -e.

/

/

/•-i,

/

t. re. To inquire; /
/. Investigation, ai

/

/

/
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Pujawnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause or allow to arrive, to escort.
(2) To cause or allow to worship ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Pujhuriya, n.m. See Pjhuriya.
Pujnu, v.t. and *. re. (1) To arrive. (2) To worship

;
/. -i, pi. -,'-.

Pu\,n.m. (H. pul) Abridge.
Pula, n.m. A bundle of grass. (Also putiu or -id. )

Pule, n.m. pi. A kind of jute shoes made in Kullu and Suket.
ru\i, n.f. A small bundle of grass, or fuel. (Also pvlii.)
Pulta, see pula.
Pulti, «./. SeePuli.
Pultu, n.m. See Puli.
Pun, n.m. (S. Punya.) Goodness, charity, a donation, demi,

v. t. ir. To give alms, -karna, v. t. ir. To perform a chari-
table duty.
, n.f

f. (S. Puchchha.) A tail.

/

/, A small tail.

/

/. (S. Purnaraasi.) The full moon. (Also pitno.)
Pur, pura, «</. Complete; /. -i, pi. -e.

/
^-^c**^ nan. ^o. rurvanga.; me preiu

wedding or the sacred thread ceremony
£urbo-khe, adv. To the eastward.

a

Pure, imh, pi % Puddings.
Pure, ad. w. ^. Complete.
Puri, n.f. (H.) A kind of bread cooked in clarified butter.
Purnu, v.t. re. To make up; /. -i, pi -e.

Putha, -u, ad. m.
; f. -i, pi. -e. Reversed, turned back.

Puth-kaikla, n.m. A plant (Achyrant hes aspera).
Pwaja, n.m. The outturn of a harvest.
Pwao, pwaw, n.m. (S. Upaya.) Treatment, remedy, -karna,

v.t. ir. To remedy. [recover.

Pware-dewnu, v.i. re. To be senseless for a day and then
Pyahajr, n.m. Green grass for cattle.
Pyaij, n.m, (H. pydj.) Onion.
±Tar, n.m. (H.) Love,
^yass, n.f. (H. pids.) Thirst.
£yawi, n.f. A nurse.
Pyawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to suck

;

Pyoka, n.m. See Peoka.
Py»n!a, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Yellow, pale.
1 ynntru, n.m. A small bird, of yellow colour.

/

R
Ra, -u ^o^: affix;/. -i, p*. -re. Of. As: Terd, Vour. 7

T
es-

™. His. Teso-ri, Her. Tina-re, Of them.
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Rachchh, n.m. A handloom.

/
Protection . -karni

,

v.t. ir. To protect, -rauni, v.i. ir. To be protected.

Raesi, rarsi, to.f. The state.

Ragara, rgara, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Sunny. Yard ye a ban

rgdrl jdgd. " Friend, this is a very sunny place."

Rahi-goi-a-hado-maso-ri mutho, phrase : You have become

very weak.
Rai, n.m. The fir tree. (Also ran.)

Rai, n.f. Mustard, -ri-dali, n.f. The mustard plant, -ra-

dana, n.m. Mustard seed.

Ra-i-janu, v.t. ir. To remain. Se ra-Uguwd tethiyd. He re-

mained there.

Rain, n.f. A term for a wife who has been brought in

marriage

/

/

Rajyownu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to content or satisfy;

/. -i, pl.-e.

Rakas, n.m. (S. Rakshasa.) A demon, a goblin, -an, n.f.

A female demon.

/ or cotton thread to be

tied on the wrist at the full moon in Sawan.
/

-e.

f

Rajawnu, rlawnu, v.t. re. (H. raldnd.) To mix together;/

pi. -e.

Ra]e-rizkai, adv. By chance.
Rali, ad. Red, crimson.

/

Mixed
n.f. A
\.L Sal

/

/

/

officials
[widow.

Rand, n.f. pi, -o. A widow, -honi, v.i. ir. To become a

Rarigan, rwaiigan, n.m, pi. A kind of pulse.

Rann, ad. m. Barren, uncultivated. Tesrd khech rann raw*
wd. <{ His field remained uncultivated." (Also ran.)

Raola, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -c. Belonging to a chief.

Raot, n.m. A term for a Rajput.
Rapatt, adv. Entirely. (Also rpalt.) ,

Ra'r, n.m. Roasting anything in clarified butter. •?« or -ae-

nu, v.t. re. To roast in butter.
Rar, n.f. Struggle, strife, -honi, v.i. ir. To struggle.

-Karni,

v.i. ir. To strive, to struggle.
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/

-e.

/

Rarnu, v.i. re. To be displeased, to be angry.

rari. ** He is displeased with me."

Rarsi, '»./. A state. (Also raesi).

Ras, n.m. (S. Rasa.) Juice.

/«

/

twnu, v.i. re. To be praised, to boast ; /. -1, !»•.•*•
-

), rso, n./. (H. wwoi.) Cook-room, victuah?, food, .bana-

wni;V».re. To cook, -honi, v.i. ir. To be cooking,

-lani, v.i. ir. To take food.

/

/. (S.' Ratri.) Night.

/. -i, pi -e. Red, crimson, (S. Kakta.)
xvata, -u, aa. m.

; /. -i, pi- "c - *«^«, — * . , , , >>
;n

Rath, n.m. (S. Ratha, a chariot.) A peculiar kind of doh in

which a village deity is made to dance.

Rathi, n.m. A term for a lower class Rajput (Kangra and Simla

II ills )

.

Rathu, n.m. The name of a sept of Kanets.
,„„_., ;n a

Rathyoli, n.m. A tune used when the village deity dances in

rath.

M^'a/trf-u7-- ID Reddi3l, (2» A species oi

Rau"™. And. Proverb : ChUwri ran mdu Mittg ni ravMe,

"Women and bees never live in a good place.

Rau, n.m. See Raj. /TJ , ,i ir \

Raub, n.m. An agricultural implement. (Baslianr.;

Raun, n.m. A courtyard before a palace.

Raunu, v.i. ir. To live, to remain ; /. -l, /»• "e -

To be,

Rbalnu, v.*. re. (1) To look after; /. -i, V» 'e
- *

'

guile.
/ ' 7 A

Rbalwnu, v.i. re. To be looked after ; /. -i, !*-«•
, 6

Rblawnu, *.*. r«. To cause or allow to look after
,

;.
-i,

1
•

Re, poss : affix, pZ. See Ra.
Reb, w./. A kind of cut, of trousers.

Rebi-pjama, n.m. A kind of trousers.

Rehar, n.m. Sweeper.
Reka*, -u, pro.

; /. -i, pi. -e. The other.

Rekh, w ./, (S. Rekha.) Aline, -dent To draw a

Rektai, adv. At another place.

/

Relior'relti, ??./

/ -i, ?*•-*•

Rei-pe'l-machni, t>.». re. To be crowded.

Re't, w.m. A saw in general.

Reta, n.m. Sand.
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Retawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to saw ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Reti, n.f. A small saw.

Retla or -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. .e. Sandy.

Retnu, v.t. re. To saw
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Reuhs, ryufis, nm. A kind of tree the wood of which is used

to make sticks, etc.

Rganu, v.t. re. (H. rangdnd.) To dye, to colour ; /. -i, pi. -e.

Rgara, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. See Ragara.

Rgawnu, v.t. re. To be coloured
;

/. i
9
pi. -e.

— -- ,

Rhami, ad. (H. hardmi.) Unlawful,
/

/

/

/

ed ; /. -i, V1 - "&

/. -i, pZ. -e.

Ioa n.rnhftrv. held
.3 CJ * '

i, n.f. A fair at which the people pracl

in the monsoon. (Madhan,, Theog, Balsan and Jubbal.)

Ri, poss : affix. See Ra.
Riehh or rikh, n.m. (S. Riksha.) A bear. (The latter form is

used in Bashahr.)
Rigru, n.m. An attendant, a servant, a peon.
Rijli, n.f. A pleasant thing, -karni, v.t. if. To be pleased

with.

Rijhawnu, v.t. re. To please; /. -i, pi. -e.

Rijhnu, v.i. re. (1) To be satislied, to be pleased ; /. -i, V^ "e -

/

(2) v.t. re. To be cooked.
Rijhyawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to cook :

Rijko, n.m. (P. rizq.) Livelihood.
Rikh, n.m. See Riclih.

Rikhi, n.m. (S. Etishi.) A sage, a saint.

Rin, n m. (S. Rina.) A debt, a loan, -denu, v.t. if. To give

a loan, -grahnu, v.i. re. To realize a debt.

Rirawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to slip
;

/. -i, pi- -e.

• • ? -— — w

Rirku, ad. Rolling.
/

/

7

/. (S. Ritu.) Season.
/

Rit, n.f. (S. Riti, the way.) A custom, maimers, -lam
,

••*

ir. To accept the expenses of one's marriage, and aban-

don one's wife to another, -honi, v.i. ir. To pay oft ttie

marriage expenses of one's wife, -bartni, v.i. re. To ac

according to custom.
Rjhyownu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to cook or boil.

/

/

A festival held on the full moon in Sawan at which ta

twice-born castes don a new sacred thread after consecra
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ting it by Vedic hymns, and a thread (called raksha, rdlch

or rdkhri) is tied by a Brahman round every one's wrist to

protect him for a year. Gifts are made to Brahmans

and rich food is cooked and eaten with friends and

Rog, n.m. (S. Roga.) Disease, -awnu ,
v.i. re. To appear, of

a disease, -honu, v.i. ir. To be diseased, to be ill.

Rogla, -u, ad. m. : f. -i, pi. -e. Sick, ill, having a disease.

Roj, n.m. (P. roz.) Day. -roj. adv. Everyday.

Roji, n.f. Livelihood.

Rok, n.f. (1) Prevention. (2) Cash.

Rokawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to prevent; /. -i, Pj-
•«•

Roki-denu, v.t. ir. To bar, to prevent, to stand in the ^ay;

f

Roknu, v.t. re. To bar, to prevent; /. -i, pl.f.
pi

Ronu, runu,vi.Ve. To weep, to bewail; f.-i, pl.-e-

Ropa, n.m. Planting (of rice), -i, *./. The act of planting.

Ropawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to plant (ot rice).

Ropnu," v.t, re. To plant (rice).

R6r,'n.m. (!) A small stone. (2) A stirring about.

w to stir; /

/

Rosli, ».m. (S. Rosha.) Anger, indignation, -a*na f
v.t. re.

To be angry, -e-honu, v.i. ir. To be displeased

Roshawnu, t>I re. To cause or allow to displease /. - ,
-

•

Roshuwnu, v.i. re. To be angry, to be^^'J'*^*
Rot, n.m. A cake for a deity, -prajch. n.m. A present

'

cooked and uncooked food to a village ciem .

Rowu, ad. One who weeps.

Rpatt, adv. Entirely. (Also rapati.)

Rsawnu, v.i. re. See Rasawnu.
R36, n.f. See Raso.
Rsotar, n.m. A chief's cook.

Ru, poss : affix m. See Ra.
. T Diead. -honi,

Rub&kari, n.f.. Pleading, -karm, v.i.v- JO F

v.?'. i>. To be pleaded. , , 7 -

Rudlmu , v.t. re. (S. Buddha.) To detain
;
/. -1, ?><• e -

Rui, *./. See Run.
.

,, one
»
8 intention.

Ruk, n.m. Side, -deklma, v.i. re. To betra> o

-paltna, v.i. re. To be against.

Rukawnu, v.t. re. To cause or /

Rukh ».*. A tree. (S. Bhuruha.)
unproductive. (Al*o

Kukha. -u, ad. m.\ f.
-1, P- e -

J*0USU ' *

lukhn.)

i

Rukhra, n.w?. A small tree.
[pi

xvuKnra
,
ww . a small re

f
.

detained; /
Ruknu, v.t. re. (H. rukna.) *° sloP'
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/

/

Rulnu, v.i. re. (1) To roam to and fro. (2) To be left

without a guardian.

Rum, n.m. (I) The act of planting. (2) Hair
Rumawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to plant;

Rumnu, v.t. re. To plant
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Rupoiya, n.m. (H. rupayd.) A rupee.

/

/

/. -i, pi. -e. Weep
/

Runu, v.i. re. See Ronu.
Rupmanjani, n.f. A kind of tree which bears

in the monsoon.
Rushawnu, v.t. re. See Roshawnu.
Rushi-janu, v.i. ir. To be displeased or angry.

displeased
; /.

/

/

from the bridegroom's to the bride's house, dress her, put a

cap on her head and bring her home to the bridegroom.

(Kaftgra.) Bit in the Simla Hills. (Syn. Pr&ina.)

ani, ad. f. (1) Pleasant. (2) n.f. Summer.

S

Sabala or -u, ad. m. , f. -i, pi. -e. In favour, -girnu or -firnu,

v.i. re. To be favourable
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Sabha, n.f. (S.) An assembly, a court.

Sabhaw, n.m. (S. Swabhava, disposition.) Temper, disposi-

tion .

Sach, n.m. (S. Satya.) Truth, -a or -u, ad. m.; f.-i,pl-e '

True, truthful.

Sada, adv. (S.) Always, ever.

Sadka, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Original, constant.

Saer, saer saji, n.f. The first day of the month of Asoj.

Sahattar, ad. 70. -waft, m. -win, /. -wen, pi. Seventieth.

Sai, ad. Right, -lani, v.t. re. To trace one's whereabouts.
Saintnu, v.t. re. To make fit; /. -i, pl.-e.

.

Sajan, n.m. (S. Sajjana.) A term for a husband. (Also sdjn.)

Saji, n.f. The actual passage of the sun from one sign of the

zodiac into another.
Sajnu. v.t. re. To skin a sacrificed goat or sheep. ,

Sajra.-u, ad. m.; f. i, pi. -6. Fresh. As: Sdjrd dud: Fresu

milk. Sdjru chopar. Fresh butter. Sdjri ckis. Fresh water.

Sakera, n.m. Readiness, -hona, v.i. ir. To be ready.
Sakh, n.m. Relation. (Also shdkh.)
Salag-misri, n.f. A kind of herb used as a medicine.
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Sama, n.m. (S. Samaya.) Time, a career, period, age. Ebe

samd bura lagi-guwd, " It's now an iron age."

Samana, n.m. Supply, forces.

bhal, n.f. A j

To take care.

/
Ian', v.i. ir.

/

Sambhainu, v.i. re. To be careful; /. -i, pi. -e.

Sambhlawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to put i

Sambhnu, v.i. re. To receive or accept
; /. -i, pi

Sambhwanu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to receiv

Sameta, n.m. An agricultural implement.
/

/

pi. -e. tii
Sametnu, v.t. re. To gather, to collect; /. -i, pi- *©•

Samonu, v.i. re. To mix cold water in too hot water to make it

fit to touch for bathing.

Sampto, n.f. (S. Sampatti.) Prosperity.

Samuftd, n.m. (S. Samudra.) The sea, ocean

Sa'n, nf. Symbol, sign. Proverb: Chatre ditUsanMurkh

chaki j/n. • A wise man made a sign ,
and a foolish man

took a stone." ... .

San, n.m. Obligation, -man-na, v.i. re. To be obliged.

/

/

/

A damp piace
To sound the pipe.

A musical pipe, -bajni, v.i. re. i« 3U t- x

oauuri, «./. Evening, sunset. . , , „ <( nn,.
Sane,' pre. With. W 7^ t* MiM **«! «** ? " h>

did you come in with the shoes !
. .

.

Saneha, n.m. A message, a word, -dena, v.t. if. lo send a

message. . , , • -i - /« To
Sanewnu, v.i. re. (1) To resemble; /.-i, *s£lJ&J* a chief

build a house like a deity's temple or the pa ace of a UneL

This is a kind of sacrilege and*M tta^*-^
be occupied by its owner, and ne wuu

imitation is severely punished.

Sang, m.w. Companionship.
Sangi, sangu, n.m. A companion, a comrade.

Sangu, n.m. See Sangi. (Bashahr.) v
c„M

Sanhasar, ad. (S. Sahasra.) 1000. (^*f£ To beCome
S. SAvank41a.) Evening, -horn, 0.t. w.

i, »./. (S.

evening.
t

'-' A

™j««» *•». »«- -^—
iln4 » t re To put on armour.

Saftjowa, n.m. Armour, -lana, v.i. >e. F
Qr

Sank, »./. A sign. -deni, v.i. if. To give a sigi v y .>

hand).
Saftsar, ad. See Sahansar. _. „rt-iJa.x./J , ,« « _*- »__ w .^HjtAr.) The woild.

/

Saiitha, n.m. A deed of grant.

Sir, n.f. Manner.
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Sarbarambh, n.m. (S.) A rite observed a week before a

marriage
/. -i, pl.-e. Enough, abundant.

Sardha, n.f. (S. Shraddha, faith.) (1) Wish, desire. (2)

Faith, belief.

Sarg, n.m. (S. Swarga.) The sky, firmament, the ether.

Sarp, n.m. (S. Sarpa.) A snake.

Sartaj, n.m. A kind of flower; -ri. n.f. A kind of single

flower.

Sarte, adv. Everywhere.

Sa's, n.f. Mother-in-law. (Also Sha's.)

Sashan, n.f. A free grant.

Satah&t, ad. 67. -wan., m. -win, /. -wen, pi. Sixty-seventh.

Satanwe, stanwe, ad. 97.

Sathi, ad. (1) Together, with. (2) n.m. A companion a

comrade.
Sathra, n.m. Bedding, -pana, v.i. re. To spread a bed.

Satmi, n.f. (S. Saptami.) The seventh day of the bright or

dark half of a month. (Also sdten.)

Satro, ad. 17. -wan, m. -win, /. -weii, pi. Seventeenth.

Satt, ad, (S. Sapta.) 7. -wan, m. -win, /. -wen, pi. Seventh.

Satu, n.m. Roasted flour.

Scau, ad. (S. Shata.) 100.

Sauj, n.m. (S. Ashwina.) The sixth Hindu month correspond-

ing to September.
Sa-uii wan, ad, m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Level.

Saura, n.m. Father-in-law. (Also Shaura.)
Sawan karna, v.t. ir. (1) To make level. (2) To remit; f.-h

pi. -e.

1 Scherati, n.m. The act of purification, purity.

/

ili, n.f. x

shdhuli.)

"e. To purify, to make pure
; /. »i,frf.

*e - .

i kind of wild plant used for making mats. (A 1*

~-, r-- id /. He or she or they. Se kindd dewd ? " Where

is he gone ? " Se kd karo ? '
« What is she doing ?." * c

kun thie ?
'

' Who were thev ? '

'

Sefo, n.f. Foam.
Sei, ad. The same.
Seja, -u, ad. m.

; f. -i, pi. -e. That one. . , v

Sejla, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Of that or of this. (Also seja.

Se'k, n.m. Heat (of fire.) -lagna, v.i. re. To feel heat <oi

tire).

eat ; /. -i, pi. '&

f. -i, pi. -e.

jefore a fire ; /

1 § Sch ' is not equal to sh, but sch=^.
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/

/

\S I t • » V^« -^ V^ www—

-

* r

/. A kind of bean used as a vegetable.

/. (S.). An army, a flock, a herd.

Seo, n.m. Apple.
,

Seok, n.m. One who manages the corvee or begar. (ttoiilu.)

(Also steJfe, fr. S. Sevaka, a servant

)

measure
ser.

Setkhana, n.m. A chief's latrine.

/. (S.) Service.

Sewak,n.m. See Seok.
,

Sgai, n /. (H. mwK.) Betrothal, -horn. At. »r. To betroth.

Q»i,«+j{nm,, *, * ™ Tn nsuinnnr allow to put together; /. -i, pi-

f

-e.

assed; /Sgnetuwnu, v.i. re. xo oe »unww« .
/• *»r- -• c™««

Sgoh, n.«. pi. A term for the 16 days, the last week of Sawan

and the first of Bhado. During this period ram is sai to

be very lucky and sunshine very undesirable. Sgoh bashde

change"ho. » It is good to have rain during the Sgoh.

Sgotri, n.f. Brinjals. (Bashahr.;|

(Also sgotru, m )

Shaa', n.m. Strength. ^W fhda m ruwa. I have no

strength now." (Syn. shah.)

/
/

/oiiaui-ueiiu, v.i. vr. iu »hw%t w * ,
-

Shadi-ro-'annu, ».*. re. To be invited; f.
-l, p.*.

Shadnu, „j. re. To call, to invite, to send for /.
-i,p£ e.

Shaera. n.m. A kind of plant, bearing purple flowerets

bloom in October and November.
.

ShAh, n.m.(l) Breath. (2) Strength. W""™- . To
Shah shahtu, n.m. Strength (of man) -£*»:*£'«•

become strong, -ni-rauna, v.i. if. To become old.

Shahi, shai, n.m. A porcupine.

Shahtu, n.m. Breathing or the breath.

Shahtu-lana, v.i. ir. To kill, to take life.

Shai, ad. Right.
Shaie, adv. Certainly, no doubt.

'

.

Shall , »./. A wooden bolt (chilkham nx Hm^
Shailu, n.m, Pl. A kind of plant which produces black tno

,

but no fruit.

Shair, n.f. A precipice, a rocky place.

Shaii, n.f. Strength, force.

Shajie, adv. Loudly, aloud. , nfprine
Shaka, -u, ad. m.

;
/. -i. pL -e. Own, related ufe rme

Shakh, n.m. (1) Relation, alliance. (2) A branch, o, p

crops.

Shakra, n.w. Bark (of a tree).
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Simla, n.m. Brother-in-law.

Shaja, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Cold, chilly.

Shaiawnu, v.t. re. To make cool
; /. -i, pi. -6.

Shalewnu, v.t. re. See Shaiawnu.

Shali, n.f. Sister-in-law.

Shajk, n.f. A heavy 3hower (of rain). Proverb :

Bddli pdki bhalfco,

Pdni ri lagi shalko.

" When the clouds are red at morn,
Then there will be a heavy shower of rain."

Shalni, n.f. pi. Pain, aches, -parni, v.i. re. To feel pain.

Shalnu, v.i. re. To become cold.

Shalo, n.m. pi. Locusts.

Shaluwnu, v.i. re. To be cool or cold.

Shamanu, samanu, v.i. re. To die.

Shana, n.m. A kind of grass that grows in fields in the rams.

(Also shdni.)

Shanan, n.m. (S. Snana.) Bathing, a bath.

Shanchar, n.m. (S. Shanishchara.) Saturn or Saturday.

Shand ad. Barren of a (cow or buffalo).

Shandnu, v.i. re. To fatigue.

Shaftdnu, v.i. re. To attach, a ploughshare.

Shaagal, n.f. The chain of a door. (S. Shrifikhald.)

Shaftgi, n.f. The throat.

Shanni, n.f. A small room in a house to keep sheep in.

Shant, n.f. (S. Shanti, peace.) A religious observance in

honour of a deity.

Shapr, n.m. A rock.

Sharain, n.f. (H. sharm.) Shame, -awni, v.i. re. To be

ashamed.
Shardd, n.m. A kind of tax.

Sharh, Har, n.m. (S. Asharha.) The third Hindu month, corres-

ponding to June.
Sharhi, n.f. The autumnal harvest.
Sharin, shrinn, n.f. The smell of anything rotting.

Shaiu, n.m. pL Hail, -parne, v.i. re. To fall, of hail.

Sha's, n.f. See Sa's.

Shasha, n.m. A hare. (Syn. far-ru.) n
Shashawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to rub oil or butter

the body.
Shashnu, v.t. re. To rub oil or butter on the body.
Shaahuwnu, v.i. re. To be rubbed.
Shata, n.m.

; /. -i, pi -e. baik (of a tree). l-*4«U
Sha'e, n.m. pi The straw of the crop called kodd, or k<Bni

.

»

used as todder for cattle. . .. . h
Sha h, ad. 60. -waa, ad. m. /.; -win, pi -wen. The sixtiotn.

Slid i, n.f. Shingle, a piece of woo;l. Sh41, I Shingles-

Shatkawnu, v.t. re. To causa or allow o escape ; /. -h Pl-"e'
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Shatknu, v i. re. To escape, to run away
; /. -i, pi. -6.

Shatt, adv. Soon, instantly, immediately. -chare, adv. At

once.

Shau, n.m. A porcupine. (Also shai.)

Shan, n. (H. squgand.) A swearing, -deni, v.t. ir. To put

on oath. Tere shau, &n ni dewhdd. "I swear on you, I

am not going.

/

Shaukan, n.f. A rival wife.

Shaul, n.m. A term for land that may be under direct cultiva-

tion by a chief. Syn. bdshd.

f

sheep

Shaura, n.m. See Saura.
Shdhu i, n.f. See Sdhuli. ,

Shehr4, n.m. (H.) A garland to be worn at a wjddmg-

Shekhi, n./. (H.) Boasting, -mdrni, v.i. re. To boast of.

Shekr, shekra, n.m. Bark or shell.

Shekra, n.m. See Shekr. _ . . j r _ 4.1^

Shel,W Fibre used to make ropes. It is Produced/
r

f

°™ *^
bark* of a tree called byohl which is also used

/

bring

Sheli, sheltL The root of an esculent plant called kachdlu.

Sher, sheri, n.t. A long field, generally of rice.
t
*innr)ia

Shero, n.f. (S. Sharshapa.) A kind of mustard, (Snap*

dichotoma.)

Shersho, n m. pi. See Shero.

Shetawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to throw at
.

Shetnu, v.t. re. To cast away ; /• -h V 1
- "*•

.

She'uwnu, v.i. re. To be cast away ; /• -L V1
-

'e -

diately. .

Shikh-deni, rX *>. To give good advice

up.
Shikra. n.m. A small bird of prey.

Shil , n.f. A stone to grind on.

Shil, n.f. A large stone. A «Wo where the
Shila, -u, ad. m ; /. -i, pi. -A Not sunny. A place where

sun shines but for a short time.

Shim, n.m. Mucus. M , ._. nff mnpus • /. -I.

Shimawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to give off mucus, f. ,

?>/. -e.

Shimnu, v.i. re. To excrete mucus.
ff

ShiAg, n.m. (S. Shringa.) A horn -o.

f-
Horn9 -

Shift -liAwnn «< r* To nause or allow to

/

/

Shir, n.m. (S.) Head, -nama, n.m
.

Heading.

su;..i „ * /\v w. l_-j ~t « aa.r»r fined goat or sneep.
/

(
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queen. Save pahdro ri shiri. "The queen of all the

^
hills.

5 '

Shish, n.m. (H.) See Shir.

Shkon, n.m. The act of drying in the sun.
Shkonu, v.t. re. To dry (grain in the sun).

Shkotha, skotha, n.m. A gift of grain given to menials for

their services at each harvest.

Shlakhra, n.m. A kind of green wood-pecker.
Shlaun, n.m. A kind of intestinal worm for which sweet medi-

cine is the best remedy.
Shlel, n.f. Peace of mind, -parni, v.i. re. To be pleased or

content.

Shlotri, n.m. (S. Shalihotrin.) One versed in the treatment of

horses.

Shna't, n.m. A beam or timber in a room for keeping sheep.

Shnawnu, v.t. re. To cause to hear, or listen
; /. -i, pi -e.

Shobal, n.m. A sharp point (of anything).
Shob'a, shobhta or -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Handsome, pretty.

Shobhta, shobta, ad. m.
; f. -i, pi. -e. Pretty, fine, of good

quality.

Sho'g n.m. Mourning, sadness, -kholna, v.i. re. A ceremony
in which a goat is sacrificed to remove mourning, -man-

na, v.i. re. To observe the mourning ceremony.
Shoja, n.m. (S. Shotha.) Swelling, -awna or -hona, v.i. re.

and ir. To swell.

Shonni, n.m. The wild carrot.

^ — — —-"WW.**. <w W

f. A hole. Syn. o7.
v.i. re. To suck

; /. - i

/

t, n.f

time.

/

smoked

Shota, n.m. A sharp piece of wood, -lagna, v.i. re. To be

pierced with a sharp bit of wood.
Shotawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to smoke ; /. -i, pi. -&
Shotnu, v.t. re. To smoke. (Bashahr.)
Shotuwnu, v.i. re. To be smoked.
Shra or shrah, n.f. Headache, -lagni, v.i. re. To feel

headache.
Shra'd, n.m. (S. Shraddha.) A religious ceremony in which

food is offered in the names of ancestors.
Shriknu, v.i. re. To open the mouth. Pord shrik. " ^et

out.

or -u, ad. m. ; f

n.f. (S. Shudd
cation.

/
fenujnu, shujhnu, v.t. re. (1) To see, to witness. (2)

l0

swell.
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Shukr, n.m. (S. Shukra.) Friday.

Shul, n.f. An ache or pain in the stomach or ribs.

Shuhdha, n.m. Assafoetida. -hoi-jana, v.i. ir. To get rid of

mourning.
Shuiigr, n.m. (S. Shukara.) A hog, a boar.

Shunhawnu, v.t, re. To cause or allow to sweep ; /. -i, pi -e.

Shuiihn, n.f. A broom, -deni, v.i. ir. To sweep.

Shunhnu, v.t. re. To sweep; /. -i, pi. -e.

Shiinhwnu, v.i. re. To be swept
; f.-i, pi. -e.

Shunhta, n.m. A broom.
Shun-nu, v.t. re. To hear, to listen

; /. -i, pi- -<?.

Shunta, n.m. A pig
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Shunth, n.f. (S. Shuhthi.) Dried ginger.

Shiinwnu, v.i. re. To be swept ; /. -i, pi- -©•

Shunuwnu, v.t. re. To be heard ; /. -i, pi- -e.

Shurma,'ad. (H.) Valiant, brave.

Shwala, n.m. A great cry. -dena, v.i. ir. To cry out loud.

Shwar, n.m. (H. sawdr.) A rider, a horseman.

Shwari, n.f. ( H. sawdri.) Conveyance.

Shwari, »./. A small plot of land in front of a house, used tor

cultivating vegetables, etc.

Shwarnu, v.t. re. To ride
; /. -i, pi- -&

ShwarAwnu, v.i. re. To be ridden ; /. -i, P>-
-e -

Shyai), n.m. (S. Shrigala.) A jackal.
1 S-hyaru, n.m. A kind of tree.
1
S-hyaili, n.f. A contemporary (of equal age),

'^-hyaiii-ra, ad, m. ; -ri, f.
-re, pi- Of equal age.

Sianu-de-bakhte, adv. In old age.

. A kind of bread ; -o. pi. , . .
. flnMu

..'„_u /a a^Ki^nAvftka,) The deitv Oranesn.

oimirnu, v.t. re. To Dear in nnnu »/•-*» r- , •
tT1

: nf i

Simrnu, '„.«. re. (S. Smarana.) To remember, to keep m mind.

Sinch,^./. Sprinkling. . . f^ . / 4 ^1 -e

Sifichawnu, £*. re. To cause or allow to irrigate M, ** e.

Sihchnu,' *.*. re. To irrigate, to sprinkle ; /. -1, P- -»

Sihchuwnu, *.*. re. To be irrigated or sprinkled ,/.-!, P*«
e.

Sinj, n.f. The joint of a metal vessel.
; rr;,rate

Sinjawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to repair or^irng*£

Sihjnu, v.t. re. (1) To repair. (2) To irrigate/*
spnnioe

Sihjuwnu, v.i. re. To be repaired or irrigated , f. -h P-

Sihun, n.f. See Siiiwn. - ,
{ /

,

Sinwanu, „.*. re. To cause or allow to sew
;

/• -*, /><• *

Siiiwn, sinwni, n./. A needle.

Sihwni, »./. See Siiiwn.
Sinwnu, vj. re. To sew ; f.

-i, V1 - "*•
. ,

Sinwunu, v.*. re. To be sewn ; /• -h V 1
-

*e -

I S-h : both these tatters ere separately prenottneed, hence the <.»»!>
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, n.f. A boundary, -lani , v.i. re. To divide by setting up

boundary stones.

n.f. The upper part of a field.

Siuiid, n.f. A line made by combing the hair on the head.

Siuni, n.f. See Siiiwn or Siiiwni.

/

Skor, n.f. The impurity in a woman's delivering a child.

Amongst the kith and kin up to seven generations this

impurity lasts for ten days, -honi, v.i. ir. To become
impure for ten days on the birth of a child. (Also

/

sutak.)

Skernu, v.t. re. To repair, to mend
;

Skotha, n.m. See Shkotha.

Soch, n.m. (S. Shocha ) Thinking or a thought, -parna, v.i.

re. To be thoughtful.

/

/

/

Soena, n.m. (H. sond, S. Suvarna.) Gold, -e -ra, -u, ad. m. ;

/. -i, pi. -e. Golden.
Soha, n.m. A kind of plant, used as a vegetable.

Soji, n.f. Remembrance, -rauni, v.t. re. To remember, to

recollect.

Sola, n.m. (1) A ceremony performed 16davs after a death.

(2) A small grain measure = 5 chitaks.

So]6, ad. 16. -waii, m. -win, /. -wen, pi. The sixteenth.

/

Monday
/ \ 7 * /»

Sotha, n.m. A term used for the compensation paid for a wite

on her going to another man on payment of the marrage
expenses, of which one rupee is first paid as earnest money.

Sna'r, n.m. (S. Swarnakara and H. sundr.) A goldsmith.
Spanjli, n.f. The slough or skin of a snake.

/

/
Srafnu, v.t. re. To scrutinise or examine, to inspect, to try

/

/

/
Sraile, n.m. pi. A kind of wild edible root.
Srol, n.m. A term for a chief's servants, who are authorised to

enter the female apartments. [ments.

Sroliya, n.m. One who is authorised to enter the female apart-

Staj, n.m. See Astaj.
Sua, u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e\ Red, crimson.
Sugr, ad. Wise, handsome, good.
Suhet, n.f. The sight of one who is disliked. Proverb»

:

Dukhne cho't, kanqvdue sv h ( t . "A painful limb is often

hurt again and he who is disliked is often seen.
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S6j, n.m. A tailor. (Bashahr.) [calf.
Sui-hundi, ad.

f. One who has been delivered of a child or
Suita, n.m. A customary present of clarified butter and wheat

flour to a woman who has given birth to a child.
Sujliawnu, v.i. re. (1) To foretell. (2) To show; /. -i, pi. -e.

bujhnu, v.t. re. To see, to witness, to notice
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Sujhuwnu, v.i. re. To be seen
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Sujnu, v.i. re. (
I
) To swell

; /. -i, pi. -e. (2) To be successful in
an ordeal.

Sukhnaw./. A desire,
Sukhnu, v. t. re. To like, to appreciate; /. -i, pi. -v.

Sukhpal, n.m. A palanquin, of a chief.
Sukonu, v.t. re. See Shkonu.
Sul, n.m. pi. (1) Wisdom." (2) An ache in the belly or ribs.

-6-ra, -ru. ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Of good quality.
Sule, adv. Slowly. Sule kwai ni iapdd% "Why don't you

speak slowly? "

/
oupna, n.m. (S. Swapna, H. supnd.) A dream, -dekhna, v.i.

re. To dream.
Sur, n.m. (S. Sura.) The deity.
Surg, n.j. (1) (H. surang.) A tunnel; ^2) n.m. Paradise. (From

S. Swarga.)
Sutak, n.m. See Skor.

/

/

/
Situwnu, v.i. re. To be asleep.
Suwnu, v.i. re. See Sunu.
Swad, ad. (S. Swadu.) Tasteful, sweei. -honu, v.t. w. lobe

tasteful, -chan-nu, v.i. re. To cook tastefully.

Swab, n.f. Ashes.
'

gwar, n.m. See Sonwar.
Swarnu, v.t. re. To shave.
Swaruwnu, v.i. re. To be shaved.

T

adv
Tabakhu, n.m.

'

(H. lamdkhn.) Tobacco, -pina, v.i. re. To

smoke.
Tabe, adv. Then.
Tadi, adv. At that time. . ,

Tadka, -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. The then, of that time.

Tadnu, vX re. To stretch, to spread; f.
-i, pi. -e. Proverb:

Jelnu khdtan ho, tetni Idlni, " one ought to stretch one sW out in proportion to one's quilt (one ought to spend

according to one's means).
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Taga, n.m. (1) Thread. (Fr. H. Dhaga.) (2) The sacred

thread.

Tagat, n.f. (P. tdqat.) Strength, might, power, -ni-rauni,

v.i. ir. To become weak.

Taggar, n.m. (S. Tagaru.) A plant the root of which is used

as a medicine (Tabemaemontana coronaria).

Tahair, tehgir or tyah&ir, n.m. (H. tyohdr.) A feast day.

Tai, adv. Then. (Bashahr.)

Tai, n.f. A large iron vessel for cooking mdlpurds. -lani, v.i. re.

To cook a rich cake or mdlpurd.

Tgila, -u, ad.m
;
/. -i, pi. -e. Sunny. (Syn. ragdrd.)

T.d.m'gj, n.f. A kind of fig tree with a large fruit.

Tainso, adv. On that day. (From S. TadJivasa.)

Tgitha, t^thu, n.m. A kind of flat spoon used to turn bread, etc.

Taka, takka, n.m. pi. -e. (I) An obsolete term for a rupee.

(2) One anna. (3) Six pies.

Takaaa, w.w. (H. thikdnd.) A limit, -karna, v.i. ir. To make

room, -ni-rauna, v.i. ir. To be beyond a limit.

Takawu', n.f. A term for the money presented to a village

deity.

Tak'u, n.m. A small wooden spindle used for spinning wool.

Takltu, n.m. A small wooden spindle used for spinning

pasm.
Taknu, v.i. re. (1) To wait for

; /. -i, pi -e. (2) To see.

Taku, n.m. A kind of wild tree.

Tai, n.m. (H.) A pond, a lake or tank. -o. pi.

Ta a, n.m. (H.) An evasion, putting aside, -karna, v.i. ir. To

put aside.

Talab, n.f. (1) Food for a chief. (2) Salary.

Talavvnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to roast in clarified butter.

Ta awnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to put aside or evade.

Tail], n.f. (H talli.) A bit of cloth. -lani
T
v.i. re. To repair.

Talnu, v.t. re. To roast in clarified butter; /. -i, pi •&

Tanu, v.t. re. To clean grain, etc.; /. -i, pi. -e.

Talnu, v.i. re. To be put aside, to evade; /. -i, pL -e.

Talri, tar-ri, n.f. A kind of esoulent root, called ratdlu in the

plains.

Tamacha, n.m. A slap, -bahna, v.i. re. Toslaporto strike with

the open hand.
9 t

.

Tamak, n.f. A large kettledrum, such as is seen at the Sipi Fair.

Tamaf
, n.m. A grain measure. (Also tdmat.)

Tamsu, n.m. A vessel. (Bashahr.)
Tan, pro. Thee. An tdh ghd'demd : I'll give thee the grass.

Tana, n.m. A loom.
Tana, n.m. An ironical speech. , ,i

Tanaw, n.m. The act of entangling, -de-fashnu, v.i. re. lo l*1

into a difficulty.

Tanawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to stretch; /. -i, pi- 'e
\

Tanawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to entangle ; /. i, P**
*•
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Taft-khe, pro. To you or to thee.

Tan-nu, v.t. re. To spread, to stretch
; ,_ ,

,

Tan-nu, v.i. re. To get entangled ; /. -i, pi -e.

t„« a° w. «« a »a nd mn . / .1 ml .p. Welcome.

/

able.

Tan-un,adv. So long, or until. See Jaii-uii.

Tanvin.ad. More. Tan tannin hi chanumX Do yon want

more ?

Taiiyinyen, con. Again.

Tao, taw, (1) n.m. Barning. (2) A sheet.

Tao'a, tawla or -u, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi- -e- Of hot temper.

Tap', ».m."(S. Tapa.) (1) Heat. (2) Fever, -awna or cliarna,

v.i. re. and ir. To suffer from fever.

Tap, n.m. (S. Tapas, penance.) Majestic influence, pi. -o.

*«Fcv, ,../. (S. Tapta.) Heat.

Tapawnu, ».«. re. To cause or allow to escape
; /. -i, /*• -<

tapi-janu, v.i. ir. To be angry; /• -i, V1
-
*

Tapnu/v.if. re. To overcome, to surmount, to conquer
:

p£. -e.

Tapnu, ».. re. To bask; /

Taponu, v.t. re. To make v,

f

/

/

/

tapuwnu, v.i. re. To be surmounted; /. -l, P'-
"e -

Tapuwnu, t>.*\ re. To be burnt; /. -i, P*
:

*e -

. ,

t

Tar, taur! n.m. A place where a river is crossed in a boat.

Taraji, n.f. A poll-tax on chamdrs. (Kuthar.j

Tarawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to cross (a river).

Tarnu, v.i. re. To be crossed; /. -i, P1'*-
(

.>, To do one's
Tarnu, v.t. re. (1) To cause or allow to cros*. {-)

Tarpagar, n. A constable. (Once used in KulM.)

Tar-ri, n.f. See Ta ]

ri. . / « w _e .

Tashkawnu, v. *. re. To cause or allow to move /. ,|
Tashknu/ v . .. re. To be off, to go away, to move,

/ /

/

/
Hot, heated.

Tati-lagni, v. i. re. To be in trouble.

TauMi,'w./. Summer, the hot weath™.

Taur, n.m. See Tar. ^Wnr making leaf dishes

Taur, n.f. A plant, whose leaves aw «****» makin*-

Its bark is used to make ropes.

Taw, n.m. See Tao.
Taw a, ad. See Taola.

Tayifi, n.f. Bough of a tree.
, s;lke f.

Tayiii, (1) con. Again. (2) prep. For, tor

Tega, n.m. A kind of sword.

Tehajr, n.m. See Tahajr. , w , The twenty-third.

*m,ad. 23. -wan,m. -win,/, -wen, p/.
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Te'k, n.f. Firmness, -rauni, v.i. ir. To be firm.

Teka, n.m. A prop, a support, a stay, -dena, v.i. ir. To sup-

port.

Tekawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to prop or support;

/. -i, pi. -e.

Teknu, v.i. re. To support, to prop; /. -i, pi -e.

Tel, n.m. (H.) Oil. -aru, n.m. An oil pot.

Tc'l, n.f. Sweat, -parni, v.i. re. To perspire.

Tel4ru, n.m. See Tel.

Telo-ru-lotku, n.m. An oil pot.

Te}r, n.m. A young one (of a bird), pi Tejru.

Tejru, n.m. pi. See Telr.

Tern, n.m. (E.) Time.

Term, adv. See Tishu. (Bashahr.)

Teftshi , adv. On that day.

Tera, adv. See Tishu. (Baghal, Nala^arh, Bilaspur and

Kunihar.)

Tera, -u, pro. m. ; /• -i, pi. -e. Thy, thine.

Terash, n.f. (S. Trayodashi.) The thirteenth day of the bright

or dark half of a month.
Tero, ad. 13. -wan, m. -win, /. -wen, pi. The thirteenth.

Te'ru, ad. See Tishu. (Balsan and Madhan.)
Tes, pro. Him, to him.

Tese, pro. f. agent ive. By her.

Tes6, pro.
f. Her, to her.

Tesora, -u, pro m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Her, of her.

Tesru, -a, pro. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. His, of him.
Tetali, ad. 41. -wan, m. -win, /. -wen, pi The forty-third.

Tete, adv. There, -dewa, phrase. Let him go.

Tethi, adv. There.

Tethiya, adv. At the very spot.

Teti, ad. 33. -wan, m. -win, /. -weft, pi The thirty-third.

Teti, adv. See Tethi. (Bhajji.)

Tetnu, -a, adv. m.\ f. -i, pi -e. So much.
Tgada, n.m. (P. taqdzd.) (i) Dunning. (2) A term used for

the clothes given to a tailor to sew. -karna, v.i. ir. l0

dun.

Thicla, n.m. pi -e. (1) A kind of grasshopper. (2) A boundary

pillar.
K

. .

Thagra, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi -e. Wise, clever, -honu, v.u *-

To be wise. .

Thahat, ad, 68. -wan, m. -win, /. -weft, pi Sixty-eighth.

Thahattar, ad. 78. -waft, m. -win,/, -wen, pi The seventy-

eighth.

Thahri-janu, v.i. ir. To cease raining. .n
Thahrnu, v.i. re. (1) To cea^e, to stop raining. (2) To ^ ll}'

Thai, ad. 28. .wan,m. -win,/. -weft,pZ. Thetwenty-eigh™-
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T-hair, n.m. See Tahair.
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1
/. A customary cash payment made on certain

feast days to a daughter, or sister.

1 T-hairtha, n.m. A customary gift, given to menials sue

the ndi, chamdr, dhobi, etc., on feast days.

Thaka-huiida, -u, ad, m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Ill, indisposed, sick.

as

/

/

/

Thakar, n.m. The title of a petty Hill chief.

Thaknu, v.i. re. To become ill, to fall sick;

Thaknu, v.i. re. To fatigue
; f.

-i, pi. -e.

Thakrai, n.f. A term for the petty Hill States, governed by

Thakars.
Thakr-dwara, n.m. A deity temple, especially Vishnu.

Thakri, n.f. A grain measure equal to one ser pakkd.

Thakur, n.m. (H.) The deities in general, -dhwai, n.f. An oath

on a god. Thakur -dhwai, an jdi dyd tetaL " I say on oath

that I have been there.

Tha'l, n.m. A large dish, especially of a chief or his wife.

Thai, n.f. An oath of prohibition, -deni, v.i. ir. To prohibit

by an oath. M , T , ,., . ,

Thtti, n.m. (K.thalld.) Bottom. Proverb: Chisoda path<r pay

d

taa thdle khe dewau. " If a stone is cast into the water it

goes down to the bottom.

Thalawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to prohibit by an oath

Thalnu, v.t. re

Thaluwnu, v.i. re. To be

/

/

Thatnbha, n.m. (H. khambhd.) A bean of timber.

Thambhao, thambbaw, n.m. Ceasing, the act of being quiet

Thambhawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to hold; /. -1, V 1
-

"e -

Thambhnn »« re To hold, to catch ; /• -i, P>-
"e -

/-"uuwuuvrim, v. v. i c. j-\j ^^ —
7

Thamo, n.m. pi. Beams of timber.

Thana, n.m. (H. thdnd.) Police post.

ThaM, n.f. Cold, -honi, ».*. ir. To become cold.

Thaiida, ad m.
; /. -i, p'. -e. Cold.

, Sndr0 ri ihanak

are equal to an ironsmith's single blow.

.

Thani, n.f. (S. Sthana.) The front place of a house.

Thanira, thnira, n.m. A disease under the navel

Thanwe, ad 98. -wan, m. -wm, /• '
ven

'
pt '

Thiftwla^w. A basin for water round the root of a tree.

Thaper, n.m. A slap, -dena, v.t. ir. To slap.

T-hara", u, pro. m. ;/. i, pi. -e. Your or yours.

1 T-h: both letters are distinctly pronounced
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/

/

Tharo, ad. 18. -wan, m. -win, /. -wen, pi. The eighteenth.

/

/

/

/

Thecha-thechi, n.f. Beatingdown. -honi, v.i. ir. To be beaten.

Thechawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to beat or strike.

/

/

The'k, n.f. Prohibition, restriction, -parni, v.i. re. To be

prohibited.

/

/

/

Thek-parni, v.i. re. See The'k.
Thekuwnu, v.i. re. To be prohibited or r

Thefr, ad. Foolish.

Thewa, n.m. See Nag.
Thind, n.m. A youth.
Thinda, -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi. -e. Greasy, oily, -honu, v.i ir.

To be greasy or oily.

Thindnu, v.i. re. To play a trick; /. -i, pi. -e.

Thinga, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. One who pretends.

fhiiignu, v.i. re. To be pretended
; /. -i, pi. -e.

This, n.f. A boast, -marni, v.i. re. To be boasted of. -mi,*

To boast.

Thiu, v. Was. Also thia, m.
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Thnira, n.m. See Thanira.
Tho'ch, n.f. A mistake, an error, a blunder, -jani, v.i. ir. To

commit a mi -take, -parni, v.i. re. To make a mistake.

Thofr, ad. See Thefr.

Thokawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to threaten or throw in;

/

v t. re. To cohabit. (Ba^hahr.)

/.-:', pl-e. (2)

. --,.-/. (H.) A stumble, -khani, v.i. re. To stumble.

Thoku, n.m. Sexual connection. (Bashahr.) -lana, v.i. re. Ao

have sexual connection.
Thokuwnu, v.i. re. To b e /

Tliosa, n.m. The male organ.

f.i,pl,-e. (I) A little. (2) Less

/. -i, pi. -e. More or less.

/

/

/

/

/

/
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Thuhar, n.m. (S. Shurana.) A plant, (Bignonia Indica.)

Thuknu, v.i. re. To spit. (H.)

Thumme, n.f. A kind of tree.

Thu fha, n.m. The water in a cow's footstep.

thwara, n.m. A corvee of 8 days free work in a State. (Simla

Hill States.)

Thwaru, n.m. A man who has to work on corvee for 8 days.

Tii, n.f. (S. Tritiya.) The third day of the bright or dark half

__ „ month
Tika, n.m. The heir apparent of a chief,

tika-lana, v.t. re. To mark any one's forehead with sandal and

pay him some cash. This custom is observed at a wedding

or investiture with the sacred thread.
,

Tikawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to stay
; /. -i, pl- -e.

Tiknu; v.i. re. (1) To stay. (2) n.m. A mark on the fore-

head of a beast.

Til, n.m. pi. Sesamum seeds.

Tilaru, tlaru, n.m. An earthen pot to keep oil in.

Tilowe, n.m. pi. A kind of sweetmeat made of saamiiiiK

Timb.4 timrai, n.f. A thorny shrub, called tejbal in H.ndi.

Tin-da, -u, ad. m. ; f.
-i, pl -e. In it or in that.

Tinda,Vm. The fruit of the opium plant (Also Undku.)

tine, pro. m. and / They or by them (Agentive.)

Tinien, pro. He or by him. (Agentive.) Ttnten bolu. He

Sa
Si'L n^ / Th«m. -khe. For them or to them

;
-ra

pl Of them or their, -fa. *rom
m. -ri. /°r-ru,i». -«• /• — •

r- - , In them,
them, -da or -du, w. -di, f.

-oe, pt.

Tinu, ad. See Tishu. (Bashahr.)

Tip,k/. A small horoscope. (Also tipra, n.m.)

Tipra, n.m. See Tip. .

Tir,n./. (1) A peak of a hill. (2 )
A urn. ^

Tir, »./. (1) A crack, -awni, v.i.re. lo cracn
< ; /

Indian fruit called phut.

Tiri, adv. By way of Che hill.

Tiri, n f. A narrow window.
Tirnu, v.i. re. To swim.

, , m h iv q}ir jne
Tirth, n.m. (S. Tirtha. , A sacred place, a hoh shrine.

Tisha, tisa, ad. m.
; f.

-i, pl -e
;

Such, so.

Tishka, -u, adv. m.'f. -I pl -e. To that srie.

Tishkan, »./. The act of slipping or t„mbnag.
£

r

! ishkawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to slip or

Tishknu," v.i. re. To tumble, to slip; /• 'h V- 'e -

Tishu, tisu, ad. So, such. «^;u«mi* a devotee.
t:*- i /o AfM : o n-npst ^ A mendicant, a ^ vul^*
JLit, n.m. pl. -o. (S. Atithi, a guest./ x* n

Tittr, n.m. (H. tffar.) A partridge.
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Tittr-bittr, -honu, v.i. ir. To be dispersed.

Tiuri, n.f. A stern look, -badalni, v.i. re. To be angry or dis-

pleased.

Tlaru, n.m. See Talaru.

Tlawnu, v.t. re. To cause or allow to weigh;

Tmacha, n.m. See Tamacha.

Tmaru or -a. pro. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Your or yours.

Tmasha, n.m. A pastime.

Tmhara, -u, pro.m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Your or yours. Syn. thard.

Todi, n.f. (1) A small corner of a field. (2) Name of a tune.

To'k, n.f. A pain (in the belly or waist), -lagni, v.i. re. To

suffer from pain. (Also -dwni.)

Toka, n.m. A taunt, -dena, v.i. ir. To speak ironically.

Tokni, n.f. A brass pot for water or cooking purposes.

Toknu, v.t. re. (I) To look at with an evil eye, to accost, to

hinder, to stop. (2) A small brass vessel.

Tokra, n.m. A basket.

Tokru, n.m. A grain receiver in a store-house. (Kullu.)

Tokuwnu, v.i. re. To be hindered or stopped.

T61, pre. Down, under, -iya, adv. Downwards.
T61, n.m. (H.) The act of weighing.

.

Tola, n. m. (H) Twelve mdsds make one told. v. p.U weighed.

From Tolnu, to weigh.)

/

T61-m61-karna, v.t. ir. To settle the price after weighing.

Tolnu, v.t. re. To weigh in the scales ; /. -i, pi- -6.

Toliiwnu, v.i. re. (I) To be weighed; /. -i, pi- -e- (2) 1° De"

come uppermost.
Tomat, n.f. (P. tuhmat.) False accusat

Tomat-lani, v.t. re. To accuse falsely.

Tomra, n.m. See Tumra.

calumny

k by hand or touch ; /

/. -i, pi. -6. Deaf, -hon^

Top, n.m. A hat-

Topi, n.f. (1) A cap. (2) A gun-cap.

Tori, n.f. A long kind of pumpkin.
Totla, ad.m.; f. -i, pi. -e. Lisping. ,

Traha tar, ad. 73. -wan, m. -win, /. -weii, pi. The seventy-

third. h
Traj, n.m. (P. ihtardz.) Objection, -bond, v.i. ir. To be ob-

jected, -karna, v.i. re. To object.

Traju, n.m. Scales.

Tra'k, n.m. A swimmer. (H. tairdk.)

Trakri, takri, n.f. A weighing machine.
Tra!, trar, n.f. (H. talwdr.) A sword. . ,

TranwS, ad. 93. -wan, m. -win,/, weii, pi The ninety-

third.

Trar, n.f. See Tral, pi. Trari.
# ^ be

Trass, n.m. IS. Trasa.) Fear, terror. -hon6, v.i. %r. J-
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afraid, -lagne, v.i. re. To pine in trouble. -karn6, v.%. ir.

in

/

ad f.
The sixty

third.

/

Trunja', 'ad. 53. -win, m. -win, /. -weh, pi. The fifty

third.

Tti, pro. Thou.

Tui, pro. Thou, thyself.

pro
~" ftt/Ao

Tukna, v.t. re. (1) To bite. (2) To cut. (Kangra.)

Tukra, n.m. (H.) A bit, a piece.

Tulaldan, n.m. (S.) A gift of gold, valuables, grain, etc., of the

donor's weight.

Tumeh, pro- Ye, you. Syn. tushe or i«*e.

Tumra, n.m. (S. Tumbi.) The pumpkin used

y,t

tushe
as a vege-

table.

/

m f -i, pi. -e. One who lias uu u«~

Musicians^ Syn. bdjgi, ma^ldnukhi.

ked
Turka, n.m. The act ot ; easonn^ ,.^ ,

Turknu, v.t. re. To season or give rehsn

'

/. -i, pi. -e.
_

' V

/. pi. Wives

Turt-furt, adv. Instantly.

Tuse-tushe, pro. See Turn*".

Tut, *./. The act of falling short, -parni

short. , , t grc

Tut&-hunda, -u, p. par. m.; A -*> **•
-

•

hundd.)

Tutnu, «.!. re. See Chutnu
• • • *

v.i. re. To fall

(Als

uu, tr.v« »«*• --— —
}

- '

« Is he ready to die ?
Sleeping on the back.

/

Twifn^lTWiiday. (H. ***) (2)
Incarnation. -lan4,

v.i. tr. To be incarnated.

Tyahair, n.m. See Tahgir. ,
of gtones. J4nA f

«..

.771. W. -c. r\ oiu * ~

To make an oven of stones

(H ir. To be ready

i, n. /

karni

an.) ***•"•

—

To make ready.
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U

U., v. Ain and are, first person singular and plural of the irre-

gular verb Honu, to be. Ai, (art) is its second person
singular.

/

U'ch, ad. Of high caste.

/
Uchhab, n.m. (S. Utsava.) A festival, a jubilee.
Uchhke, adv. Of pleasure, in jest.

Uchhia,-u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Higher, loftier.

Udawnu, v.t. re. (H. uddnd.) To cause or allow to
Udnu, v.i. re. (H. urnd.) To fly; ad. Flying.
Ughrnu, v.i. re. To be opened; /. -i, pi. -e.

U'j, n.m. (H. ud.) A beaver.

/

/

/

Ujknu, v.i. re. To be startled
; /. -i, pi. -e.

Ujr, n.m. Objection, -karna, v.i. ir. To object.

unsown

Ujrnu, v.i. re. To be ruined; /. -i,

Ukhaj, n.m. See Okhaj.
Ukharnu, v.t. re. (H. ukhdrna.) To ruut .

Ukhri-janu, v.i. ir. To get rooted up; /

/

/

Ulu, n.m. (EL wZ/tf) An owl.
Umi, n.f. Wheat, roasted a

wheat.

/. -i, pi. -e.

To roast

Umr, n.f. (umar.) Age. -bitni, v.i. re. To pass, a period.
Uraro-khe, adv. For life.

/. Wool, -katni, v.i. re. To spin wool.
Unda, -u, ad. m.

; /

Undla, -u, ad. m.
; /

ITni. ad. Of wnnl

/. -i, pi. -e. Downwards.

Upai, upaw, n.f. and ra. Treatment, a remedv. -karna, v.*

»>. To treat.

Upan-ni, t?j. re. To create.
Upaw, w.m. See Upai.
Upr, ad. Up. -bol-karna, v.i. ir. To make one prosperous.
Urn, ad. w . (S. Anrini.j Free from obligation, -honu, v.i. *r-

To be free from obligation.
Urn-kaina, v.i. ir. To set free from one's obligation.m A camel.
Ut, ad. Ignorant, foolish.

/. -i, pi -e.

TTf
''

i ,'.
^uwli

- ^aisan, Jubbal, Funar, ana Kanwin./
Ute, -bile, a^v. Downwards. (Balsan, Jubbal, Punar Raiiwin-/
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/. -i, pi. -e. Upset, reverse.

Utlu, -a, ad. m. ; /. -i, pi. -e. Not very deep.

Proverb :

—

Halqi utlu, Moie gddu.

• " Not very deep with a plough,

But very deep with a smoothing plough.

(To express inconsistency.)

Uwabai, n.f. Nonsense, -honi, v.i. if. To become nonsense.

W
Wanda, or -u, ad. m.

; /. -i, pi, -e. Hither, this side.

Waftdka, -u. ad. m.;f.-i, pi, -e. To this side.

Wandla, -u, ad. m.
; /. -i, pi. -e. Of this side.

Wang, n.f. A plant (Achyranthes aspera). Its ashes are used

Wani
in washing linen.

a plant over a

patient to cure him.

Wans, wansi, n.f. (S. Amavasya.) The day of conjunction or

new moon.
Wansi, n.f. (S. Amavasya.) See the preceding

War, adv. This side. -par. adv. To this and that side.

War, n.m. A fence, -dena, v.i, re. To fence, to enclose

Warda, n.m. or war-ra, n.m. A custom of waving ?>™™™y
over the head of a chief and giving it to his servants.

This custom is generally observed when two chiefs meet

together. , , ,

Warnu, v.t. re. To enclose, to fence ; /. -1, V1
-

'e -

Warshi, n.f. Hereditary estate. . . .

Waruwnu, v.i. re. To be fenced or enclosed
;

/. -1, P- *
Wasa, n.m. A sleeping room, -e-khe-dewnu ,

».t. «• To go

W4!T/. (1) The ceremony o^ved - ^
b^^^

her husband's house. (S. Vadhupravestia.) w
cration of a house. (S. Grihapratistha.)

Waz, w./ -honi, v.lir. To sound.

/. The
Wazir, n.m. (P.) A minister, a prime-minister

wife of a minister. ail unrrnn ate to the
Waziri, n.m. A wazir or collector of re;venue subjrd

mate to

skriwazir or ctetom »r or chief minister. (Kuiiu

/. Bashahr). Ministn

Y

vj i *r / • «* «> To remember, -karni, 9.t. «r.

lad, w./. Memory, -awni, ».*.«• 1U lc,u

To remember, to recollect. Syn. A'r.
Yar, w.w. A friend, -bona, v.t. vr. lo be men

j j
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Z

Zaiftd, ad. m. and /. Dumb, foolish, ignorant.

Zakat, n.f. (P. zaqdt.) An octroi tax. (Kuthar and Bash&hr.)

Zarbo, n.m. pi. (P. zarb.). Trouble, pain.

Zwad, n.m. Existence, living. (Fr. Zindagi).



APPENDIX.

(1) FOLK-LORE.

The fourteenth day of the dark half o the month of Bhado

and the next day of conjunction are
.

ca led 'Dagyal ki rat.

It is a general belief in the hills that on these^^J^*»

witches
8

who know magic, wander by night and devour any

beautiful thing that comes before their sight. Tc aver
:

this

danger, the Dinwan or a Brahman gives the peop e
either

some rice or some mustard seed, pronouncing the folio* in

chant or mantar :

Rakkh Ram, rakkh deb,^^fu'^"3S rakkh
paun, rakkh pani, rakkh daya, rakkh chhab,haj .rakkh rakkh

ba^ashtete, rakkh dewa, Klfinnwan ten rkhwV^Jgg
dewa Shraliya, dewa Korgana, dewa I>handiya debie a

n ;

un

na suke sat Lmund, tan-u* **^^$ff»j5tt.
mundro, hare dware, rachha karaj, P^™*^

karai mau
kheche khlaine rachha karai pashu basetn, rad ha kai aj,

.

dhine rachha karai, bale bhole n^rachM tafg, tgg
^

rachha karai, sarb racbh* karai, ^^J^Slatwe
banai, waiisi chaudashi lohe ra bar ban| «

DhaJldiva,
ptalaj galai, rakkh dewa Sipa Klamuwan, Shraliya, u y

Korgana, debie, Barb rachha karai.

Translation .

lArlJ nrotect Vishnu, protect

Protect O Ram, P^* °<^J£„ protect 6 tenderne*S '

Shib, protect O wind, protect waters
., P

t] lants> protect,

protect from fear, protect, protect <J ail

:

7 ^ g
, ^

protect O deity Klajnu you are the piote ^^ ^
Shrali deity, O Korgan deity, O g does '^ theprotection

the water of the seven oceans is not arie,
Brahma may

uttered by me will not fail the protect ^ farmyard> the

protect house, door, land, earth, tne ti
^.^ gtore> the simple-

cattle and their herds, the bees wit
protection may

minded children, the rooms and the place
,
^^r ^ {or^

prepare an iron cage for the
J>

ltc
Xiovofdark Bhado, aniron

conjunction day aiid for the fourteenth
oay

be sent

fence may be prepared and the bitches and gli

o

^ ^^
down in it to the seventh lower regions to ce ^^^
protect Shrali deity, W^^O Sn
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The Tale of a Jackal and a Tiger.

re Chdn-mdn-nie,
' Kd bold ji mahdrdj ?

Sato sio roj khdu thie,

EJci sie kd kari dj ?

* you Chan-man- ni
!

'

1 What do you say, my Lord ?
'

'We used to breakfast on seven tigers,

What are we to do to-day with only one ?

'

The tale runs thus :—In a forest there lived a pair of jac-

kals. One day a tiger happened to arrive near their den. See-

ing the danger approach, the jackal exclaimed to his wife:
1

' you Chan-man-ni ! '

' The wife replied ,

'

' What do you ss

my Lord?" The jackal said: "We
day on seven tigers, what shall we do to-day with only one ?

Thereupon the tiger being greatly afraid of the jackals, ran

for his life.

(2) Proverbs.

(1) Appe kuri ghar nd bashdi,

Hordnu sikh dashdi.

" The girl does not live at her husband's,
But she gives hints to other women."

(To show negligence on one's own part.)

(2) Jra, biyd lard,

6 ~*~ J
1"

Ard, jdu nd kinde.
4

'Friend, you fought very well

!

" friend, I couldn't escape !

'

9 9

evening to the temple at Koti village. One evening when

returning to his home, a bear caught him. As he was a strong

man, he struck the beast a blow with his pole on its nose,

and it ran away. A man who happened to witness the fign_

said " Friend, you fought very well." He replied, "Friend, i

couldn

(Used when one is compelled to do any thing by force.)

(3) Dhanu rai jd tqu par) tany'in bi Idgo.
< <

If the bow is all right, the string can be strung

again.

"

(Used when one's offspring or wife is dead.)

(4) Tan nd chePn dndhd,
Jdri shir nd lagfd kdMhd.
"A blind man will not know,
Till his head hits against the wall.

iKan "

* 9
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(5) Share sulci, nd Sdwne hari.

"Neither dry in June nor green in July."

(Used when a thing is in the same manner as before.)

(6) Ju nashe khulo tinde ddM nd lane.

"To that which may be opened by a nail, no tooth

should be applied."

(A thing which can be easily done, should not be done with

much pains.)

(7) O'j prdune rd,

Bhoj pere rd.

" A guest's excuse,

And a feast of sweetmeat (pera).
) >

(When a
good dinner.)

&

(8) Hdchhu khdnu, bum bolnu,

Kad
'

' Tasteful food and a bad speech

Are never out of the memory."

( 9) Hdchhd kdprd hat i dd bdhar n i
nikldd

.

" Fine cloth never goes out of the shop (for «ale
),

(A well-to-do man is liked and visited by everybody.)

(10) Kd
Je kishe khdi krundu,

Je kishe khdi khor.

'
' What do the Pahari fools know

As to how the fruit of the krunda plant is to be eaten

What do the fools of the plains know

As to how walnuts should be eaten
,,« nx

(A jest between a man from the plains and a hillman).

(11) Khdilu tqu khdilu par 7

"In eating they will eat, but.how wi» they swaHow .

a sore throat.)

! 12) Je meru-jyo-shundd,

Tqu pdlu-jyo nd pun da.

"If you were to listen to me, m .nMr »

You would not have done it in that manner.

1 13) Dhdro re ghqu' t a,

Je pishole nd tqu dhishole tqu

.

"These stone-mills are on a ridge '

f

Though unfit to grind, they can be seen from
>>
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(14) Bilkhi ru ghyu a bqi,

iMan bhdi sukiei.

" 'Tis Bilkhi 's butter,

I like the bread without it."

(15) Je dg nd jdnqi thi,

Tqu tquwd hi nd jdnqi thi?

" If you did not know how to kindle the fire,

Then did you also not know how to bring the pan ?
* •>

(16) Aj niputi kdl niputi,

Kesar fuld sadd nipiUi.

"To-day and to-morrow she is without a son,

She is without a son even when the saffron blooms.

(Used as of a childless woman, to show impossibility.)

(17) Tate khe karchhi,

Shale khe hath.

" A spoon for the hot,

And the hand for the cold."

(18) Je deo-jyd hundd,
Tqu mano ri bujhdd.

4 c

If I were like a deity

,

I would know everyone's mind."

(19) Jasrd bdo si ho,

Se bdj dalkie kwqi khd?

" He, whose father is a lion, whv

? ?

Will he eat without flesh ?
> >

(One who has good supporters will always be successful).

(20) Ju meri mqiwo nild,

Se man bi dhdchold.
M He, who takes away my mother,
Will have to support me too."

(Used of a widow's child when its mother takes ^°
}^

husband, and meaning that he who ploughs the land will

to pay the taxes.)

(21) Galqu tanyin Gdngd,
Tethia porki jimpr.

"When bathing, up to one's throat it is the Ganges,

But above the throat it is death itself."

(One cannot do what is beyond his power.)

(22) Je panmesur dekhd ni,

Tom kadurti fa tqu pachhydnu a.

< t Even if no one has seen God,
He can still be recognized by His nature

» j
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(23) Sambie dwdr
}
basharmo ru munh,

Jcuchh ni hundu.

11 A lower door and the face of a shameless man

are good for nothing."

(24) Kargdnu 1 bdndi Rdje rd,

Kdti-ro mar6 mdwi.

"The Raja's village of Karganu was divided,

And the Mawis died after fighting for U,"

(Used when any one interferes in another's case.)

(25) Bind jap?ie fa hdsnu,

E bi fjiterdi kdm a.

1 ' To laugh without speaking

Is a disgraceful act.

(26) Es hdsne fa ronui bhalu.

< < Better weeping than such a laughter.
> J

(27) Dud khdu kwain ni jdndd,

Brail ghdu janqu sabqi.

" No one knows that the milk was eaten.

But every one knows that the cat has been

killed."

(28) Je man Idgi a tdti tan kyqiri ni karuwa,

Titi/nd. vn.ri/ri. isihpt.Lund mdri ishei.

i t

(29)

uunif mu/rb tesftrci.

If I am in trouble, nothing can be done ^

But wicked people are so punished (as ij.

rrkit^^mi mi onih hh.fdo ri basat,

ituc/in ni nunai

•« The company of a woman and a flock of sheep

Are good for nothing."

(30) Bind luno ruOan, bind chhewp ru ghanr bi,

Kuchh ni hundu. ,

« Cooked pulse or vegetables without salt, and a house

without a woman, are good for nothing.

(31) Shdnd mundqu gafQU

Duhne bdhne rirau.

" The barren cow butts, dead."
While the milch-cow and oxen faUjtown dead

(Used when a valuable thing is lost wmie

ful thing remains.)
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(32) Je mwehru japan,

Ton dinwdn lewai puchhi

" If the idol were to speak,

Then why should the dinwdn be asked ?
5 '

(33) Turi ri dqi hor bkedo ri bhai,

Kadi ni jdiidi.

" The begging of musicians, and the bleating of a sheep,
Never cease."

(34) Shdnd mhains napar bhdti bi
,

Kuchh ni hundd.

" A barren buffalo and an uneducated brahman
Are both good for nothing."

(35) Mere tqu turi rd bandi guwd,
Je dendd ni kyain tqu ora tqu chhdr.

"My case is like the bear's that met a musician, who
was caught by him, and said to him :

c

If you will not give me anything then please leave

me.'
"

cost

(Used when one wants to get rid of a danger at any

only.

)

(36) Mere tqu Pdwlu ri karhdi hoi,

Ju lairo bi miiki tqu khdiro bi.
44 My case has become like the vessel of Pawlu,
Which was lost after being used only once."

(Used when one has lost a thing after using it once

/ ? 9

(37) Jaa parqu kdl kabariyd,
Taa Pajqu Ainu ran Sariyd.

" When there is a famine year,
Then there are good crops in Ainu and Sariya.
(Villages of Koti State.)

(38) Shydli pdi mundro,
Mdndre band siddh.

m

" He became a mendicant at Shyali village,

And then became a miracle-monger at Mandr."
(Villages in Bhajji State.)

(Used to ridicule a mendicant.)

(39) Titqu ru shu-ni tqu,

Tumrei tumrebiji.

" If we were to listen the mendicant,
Then we ought merely to sow the gourd-fruit.

(The gourd-fruit is used for a water-pot by Oriental men
di cants.)
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(40) Linde baldau,

Theiro byddhi.

8
' To an ox without a tail

There are 18 diseases."

(Used when one is constantly in trouble.)

(41) Dhdno re gdon,

Prdlp fa jdnu a.

' l The villages in which rice grows

Are known by its straw."

(42) Doe re mundo di pajlqu,

Tan age dpni bdhqiwni.

" If fire burns on the head of both,

Then one ought first to extinguish one's own

(To denote one's bad luck.)

(43) Dalki je shari,

Tan shdgo fa ni pari.

" If flesh is rot,
>f

Then it is better than a vegetable.

(44) Faiu thd'h

Pdihe brobar.

>>

( i A broken dish is equal to a pdthd."

(A great thing if worn out is superior to a small thing,

or great men even in misery have lofty thoughts).

(45) Chan ihinde derd,

Elcsai chhewrie basera,

' The place where four men live is a lodginghouse,

The place where a woman lives is a »w>me.

(It shows that a house without a woman is nothing).

(46) Dhdro pdtide sdtu kun puno? '_

" Who will make roasted flour float on a ridge

( 47

)

Jaa paro kfe'r, taa nd pdrti U'r;

Jaadge'rjaandldnibe'r.

- When there is any difficulty, gZgSZZSEf.*
When there's an opportunity, there snu

(48) Jaa din a bdnge,

Taa tuMd mdro ddnge.

" When davs are unlucky, . .

( 49) Mangal dewd mine

c c

Sat patdl guwe sine

When Mars goes into Pisceswnen Mars iioes iu*>» -—— ' „ai. >»

2» "!^.1?rtL"srtXmCt

g^w «—

>

(Much rain is to be expected on
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(50) Jaa thi nawe neche,

Bdmno khdu thi sherd re kheche
;

Jaa how i budhe prdne :

Bdman khd' man shero re ddne.

11 When I was a young maid,
I enjoyed Brahmans in a mustard field;

Now that I am an old woman :

Brahmans console me with mustard seed."
(It means that when she was young, Brahmans used to

prefer requests to her ; but when she became old, she was obliged

to beg of Brahmans.)

(51) Hyun ghalo-ld bddlie soend ghalp suhdg<\
Thind ghalp bduthyd, kdnjri rdndi age.

u The snow will melt with clouds, and #old with borax,°
And so will a handsome young man with a harlot,

(52) Don bi Idgd pdni bi Idgd,

Sio brdgo rd byah bi Idgd.

" The sun is shining and the rain a-falling,

The tiger and the leopard's wedding is being celebrat*

ed." (Of an extraordinary thing.)

(53) Takeri, bi
Q

Chaja ri bi.

11 Costing six pies,

And yet of good quality !

"

(A thing bought for six pies cannot be of good quality.)

(54) Sdkho ri maufisi,

Squde ri karqiri.

" The mother's sister in relation,
But very strict in a bargain."

(55) Dukhne chot,

Kanaude suhet.

11 A hurtful limb is often hurt,
And he is often seen, who is disliked."

(<>6) Shingo fa chhdrne pore,
Punjro de dene pachdke.

"It is unwise to let go the horns
And catch hold of the tail (of a bull)."

(57) Karjo ri jimi, ihdHt pd?ii rd nhd», jeih keth'i fdbo.

*« Land on tax, and a bath of cold water, can be ob-

tained everywhere."
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(58) Band sand hor mhqinsd arnu,

Jaa bigro taa kishu karnu.

" When a widow, an ox, and a wild buffalo

Are in a rage, what's to be done then ?"

(It means that these three are wncontrollable.)

(59) Jethai gholi,

Tethqi pyunli.

257

i i Where\
There's the golden colour."

(It means that a diligent man will gain everywhere.)

(60)
1 Beog hi chhwdnd

,

Taa Tdndd hi ndchd.

" When the sun set from Reog peak,

Then Tanda began his dance.

(Of an unsuitable time in any business.)

(61) Budh banian Shukr k&na,

pan

Wednes
But Saturn says he must bathe.

(There is no hope of rain on Wednesday oi

Saturday must bring rain.)

(62) Luku luku pashnu,

Taa prdwne age denu. „

' ' She prepares a dish privately

,

Then puts it before a guest.

(63) KMni pini Shilrue,
f

Bhukhe mari Kdndie

;

Chaw tamdshd Dhanone :

Gothi layi Dhdnie.

« Shilru is good for eating and drinking,

There is hunger in Kandi

;

times .

Dhanon contains pleasure and pastimes

^JK„«e very fertile, and

Kand
villages are in Koti State.)

(64) Dhaki muth Idkho ft,

Khuli muth kakhd ri.

6 i A closed fist may hold a million

And an open one, a straw.

. Tttat was a .a^a^B^Tnd Reog i» the name of a peak-
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9 >

(65) Jaa ukhlo du mund chhdrnu,

Taa choto khe kd darnu ?

" When one puts one's head in a mortar.
What's the fear of hurt ? '

'

(66) Bddli pdki bhalko,

Pdni ri lagi shalko ;

Bddli pdki bydlai.

Pdrii nd nhydlai.

" When clouds become red at morn,
Then there will be a heavy shower of rain

;

When clouds become red in the evening,
Then you need not wait for rain."
i

(67) Ju nhdnde muchau,
Munhoh pdnde japqu jhuth,

Tesru kd pdkri ?

" How can he who makes water in his bath,
And tells a lie face to face, be detected .

(68) Nd pet shashne deu
y

Nd pore nashne den.

"I'll neither let you massage my belly,
Nor allow you to go away."

(The saying of a pregnant woman to her nurse. Used
when one rejects each alternative).

(69) Jishe guru,

Tishe chele.

" As is the spiritual guide,
So are his disciples."

(70) Jetnu khdtan ho,

Tetni tddni.
• •• • •

" One ought to stretch (one's legs),

According to one's means."

(71) Jishd desh,

TisM bhesh .

"As may be the country,
So should be the fashion (of one's dress)."

(In a warm country cotton clothing, and in a cold country

woollen, is suitable.)

(72) Ldtrii ghd'ni mdchhli,
MuvMn bhajnu Ram.

" He kills fish with his feet,
And performs Divine Service with his mouth."

(Used when one differs in words and deeds.)
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(73) Agle re Iff t kd a %

Ju pdchhle ri fini.

" The former's feet are not so ugly

As the latter 's ankles.
? ?

(Used when both of two things are defective.)

(74) Sabi fa bhali chup.

't Silence is better than all (things)."

(The silent man keeps aloof from all squabbles.)

(75) Kodd

He
But has also hurt his buttocks.

~~ '

'

(Used when one commits two mistakes at a time.)

(76) Halqi uthi,

Moie gddu.

lL Not very deep with a plough,

But very deep with a smoothing-plough.

(Used to express inconsistent things.)

(77) Sari rati gdu bajdu,

Bhydni khe duiids jdu.

' ' The whole night was spent in singing to music

,

There was a dead foetus at daybreak

:

(After working hard, the result was fruitless.)

(78) Munhon dekhi ro ilka land.

-The gift called tikd should be according to one .dignity.

(79) Chhote munhen,
Bare jabdb.

" The mouth small,

But the reply great." -hiKtw )

(One ought to speak according to one sabihtj.)

(80) 31an khe khani kil,

Tiiidd pdi t/i.

" A well was dug for me.

But vou are cast in it-
<miltv.)

(Used when a complainant is found to be gttllQ )

(81) Shdtho ri dingli,

Eki rd bhdrd.

"Sixty persons' sticky

Make a man's load.
, -i. pr are f great use.)

(Trifling things, when gathered together, are g
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(82) Jdn-un dppi ni mari,

Tdn-un surge ni tari.

'' So long as one is not dead,

One can't go to heaven.

(One's business should be done by oneself.)

(83) Pap kaput apnei khd.

11 Sin and a wicked son will injure one's own interests.

(84) Jos ri Sawane fdto,

Tes fa? harui dhisho.

(i He, whose eyes go in July,

Sees green everywhere,"

(85) Share muin shdshu,

Sawane dye dshu.

11 Her mother-in-law died in June,

**

But she weeps for her in July.
* j

(Of an improper time for a business.)

(86) Khd 9

pia' astdj,

Gunjo bhari japoro ri.

f< A clever man eats and drinks,

But a fool's moustache is detected.
j j

(Used when the culprit escapes, while an innocent man is

punished.)

(87) Sndro ri thanak thanak,

Lhwdro ri ekkqi. \

u The goldsmith's many taps

Are equal to an ironsmith's single stroke.

(Many small things are equal to one large one.)

(88) Sou miishe khdia, br till Gdtigd-khe chdli.

11 Having devoured a hundred mice,

The cat goes to the sacred place (Ganges)."

(Used when a sinful man does a virtuous act.)

(89) Meri shashuwo pith,

Tere shashuwo hath.

fl My back may be oiled,

As well as your hands." . ^

(Used when both parties are interested in a transaction.;

(90) Likhi kamdie Idgu dhol,

JetnA uthd ubhd tetne Idqu hor.

" By an accident a rolling stone struck me.

As I got up there came down another to hit me.

Used when one srets manv troubles at a time.)

>>
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(91) Ekshdnkk,
Dujd Ichiro rd bhard.

4 'In the first place, a conch-shell;

Secondly, full of rice boiled in milk.
> ?

(Used when one is interested in both ways.)

(92) Lid khdni td hdthi ri,

Janie pet tau bharuwo.

-pliant

? >

Wherewith the belly may be !

(93) Juthu hhdnu tau,

Mithe re lobhai.

" Refuse food is eaten

For the sake of its sweetness.

(94) Bethd ndwi,

KuTcro shaulo.

" An idle barber

Shaves a dog."
(Something is better than nothing.)

(95) Swddo fa' tiiweh khou,

Bddo fa'muweri khou.

" You've spoiled the taste,

I'll spoil the blame."

(Used when a thing is spoiled in two way

(96) Thode rd kM'I

Pipli rd masdld,

Kuchh ni hundd.

1 ' The practice of archery

,

And the spice of red pepper,

Are no good at all."
,

*

(Used when a nuisance of any thing occur,.)

(97) Chdmbe mule,

Bhekhlai jdmi.

' ' Under a fragrant tree
6 , ?

There grew a thorny plant

(Used when a well-to-do man has an ignorant son.)

(98) Lundo japde,

Kulcro muchde,
Be'r ni pardi.

" A debauchee in speaking,

And a dog in making water.

Make no delay."
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(99) Kdnde re munk,
Jgei paine ho.

'
' The point of a thorn

Is itself sharp/'

(100) Rani hhe ndnqi hun bold ?

" Who can say that the queen has no robes ?

(101) Jeti kukrd ni hundd,

Teti kd idtni bhyqiwo.

5 >

" Where there is no cock,

Does not the day break there ?
y >

(Used when a thing can be done without one's help.)

(102) Fd't bdri rd bi sardhnd.

" A shrewd stroke of an enemy's is worthy of praise.

(103) Chult fa' nilcld,

Bhdti da para.

" Came out of a stove,

Fell into a large oven."

(Out of the frying-pan, etc.)

(104) Pardi pithi de nagdre.

" Kettledrums on another's back."
(Used when one is suffering and another happy.)

(105) Nd ghatai dewd

,

Nd rdkshai chhald.

u I neither went to the grinding stone (in a river),

? *

Nor was I terrified there by a ghost
"

(Used when one is safe from a danger.)

(106) Khasho Idgi tdti, chdl bhdtd rati
;

Khasho howd ram, bhdto rd ni Icytn kdm.
" When a Khash was in need, he said :

man, by night.'

When the Khash got well, he said ' There is n<

a Brahman.' M

(The Khash sept of Kanets is of selfish character.)

(107) Bol Jceti thid ?

Bolo Dilli.

Bolo kd karm thid ?

Bolo bhdr jhokii thid.

" ' Say, where have you been ?
'

He replied that he was at Delhi.
g What were you doing there ?

*

He replied that he was making a fire for j

grain."

(Of negligence in a man.)

'Go on, Brah-
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(108) Jetnu gharo f

)f
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/

" As far as is the water-place from the house,

So far is the house from the water-place."

(It shows the equality of two things.)

(109) Mqute re then' re inre.,

" The food at an officer's house is tasteful."

(It shows superiority.)

(110) Jasrd bdo si,

Se kwqi daro ?

"He, whose father is a lion,

Why should he fear ?
'

'

(A lion's young one has no fear.)

(111) Sdppo-re khde-kh e , dinguli-rd dour.

"He who was bitten by a snake, fears even

(112) Bolqu keti thid ? Bolqu surge

,

Kd karat thid ? Tdlli Idu-thd.

< i t When
What

I was in paradise.'

I was mending my

clothes.'
"

(To denote ignorance.)

(113) m
i «

Meri jdn de drd chhan.

Take this basket and take these apricots.
p|

But be pleased, my friend, to spare my lite.

£ £ £

(One who is in great distress.)

(1 14) Mered jMt en, kanil!*, Mbf« •*» M """^ '

0T,,y be.oved property, how did yoe-bum IIUever

used to give even
b̂JMft^rty."

that is the reason for burning y r

(Tit for tat.)

(115) Tere baldo-re tqu Idmbe shrng a'

RdM bi iuien i kinyin u.
• 9

' Oh ! your ox hoi long ^s.
'Yes/but I was widowed by them.

(A good thing which causes injury.)

(1 1 6) Ddrie, hdthi-re ddM a' <?,

Dekhne-re hard, chdpne-re horo.
• j 1

J 1>

£ £
™ '

j t ThPse are the elephant s teeth,

Oh my dear ! These are ^^ ^^ with

One lot to De iuu^^ -

, ,

(One whose words differ from his deeds.)
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(117) Reke-ri fdto t(m thaguwe chanyin,

Jaa fdto dpni tan Jed kari ?

" One ought to take warning, from seeing another's

eyes hurt,

What's to be done when one's own are injured ?
"

(Of precautions against danger.)

(118) Priuno-rd bhdri kanau nd thanau,

Ghato-rd bhdri dewau Iambi lerau.

'
' One who has his sieve full will not groan,

But he who has to go to the mill will weep over his

heavy load."

(When one is happy and another not.)

(119) dashn

"One has to show one's own property and one's own
face.

'

'

( 1 20) Dekh rdndo-rd chdld
,

Shir ndngd munh kdld.

"See the widow's trick,

Bare head and black face."

(121) Hdnd-de karqu chhwdyd,
Bethi-ro ni chhwdyd chanyin.

6
' It does not matter if the sun sets on its way

,

But it ought not to set while sitting still."

(One ought not to be idle.)

(122) Shil-bdnki goriyd, paun-bdnki ghoriyd,

Marjdd

that

swift

,

He is a man whose conduct is good, and a good cow

is that which gives much milk."
(Handsome is that handsome does.)

(123) Meri ghin nd karqi tan mere skand karai.

ci
If you do not love me, I give you an oath."

(Love requires no oath.)

(124) Ldia-ri ghin rqu Idiari ddri ni hundu
c

c

One-sided love and a ragged beard are good for nothing.'

(Unrequited love is a disgrace.)

(125) Kd kdku kd kdkuru pit,

Sari hdiidi-dyd Mdndi rQll Suket.

"What a little thing a tinder box is !

Yet it has been all through Mandi and Suket."
(Of one who does a lot of work.)
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(126) taa

"If a stone is thrown into the water it sinks to the

bottom. 3 9

(A weighty word attracts attention.)

( 1 27 ) Bashkdl kited I bashqu pldh-dt ch

" It does not matter whether there is a heavy monsoon
utea frondosa) always has

*thpr in comfort or adver-
no more than three leaves.

(One who is just the same wh
sity.

(128) Ek dkkh tindi hi divdnj.

c

;

He has only one eye, and in that too there is pain.
>>

(Trouble upon trouble.)

Note.—Moat of these were furnished by Babu Shib Datt Maht4

and

Pahari Riddles.

(1) Char chip charmakan-ldgi

,

Do khari do ndncJui n -lag* .

" Four birds began to sing

Two stand and two dance.
5

Reply: a cow's udder

(2) Uw b€l bhu in thd n wld

,

«

<

Ma gori put sdniv/d.

A creeper above and a basin below, ^
The mother white and the son black.

Reply : Mugoh (an edible root.)

(3) Poro dwi rdM

,

Tdii-khe lydi koltho-ri fand.

" There came a widow,

And she brought you a bundle ot pulse.
5 J

Reply : a snail.

4) Lou jhiri Ioshkar chdlau

,

Neol qhumqu, yarbat hdlon-

;. «„11<»H an armv seems to be marching,
"If the creeper is pulled an <*rniJ *

, ,,

The lowland rises up and the hill shakes.

Reply : a hand-loom.

(5) Dungi ddbr daniyar karqu,

Mdnku'mdmd bduwe tarau.

'
' A deep pond resounds,

(

>

And uncle Manku swims.
Reply : a frog.
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(6) War chhldkd par chhldkd,

Mdhjh ndl'e jamtu pdkd.

" One wave hither and another thither,

In the centre of a ravine a citron is ripe."

Reply: the churning of curd. l

(7) Poro dwi rui,

Mund goi pchrui.
; c There came the cotton

,

And hurt the head with its nails.
3>

Reply: a comb

(8) Nhy
(U

u Ina dark ravine a lion roared,
Five men went to catch him but two brought him out."

Reply: mucus.

(9) Poro dwu kuktu lujbude kdn,
Man

14 There came a pup with quivering ears,
Don't bite me, pup, 1 am your customer.

5 ?

(10)

fal

Reply: Forget-me-not.

bujhaiyd-bird,

" O you, that understand a puzzle, I tell you a riddle,
On one plant there are three fruits, viz., as assafoe-

tida, carroway and cummin."

Reply: a large kitchen spoon.

(11) Harr karq^ jharr karqu chuhj karqu chash,
Char sapdi taa chdlqu jaa kamr karqu kash.

" They quiver and shake with a bird-like noise,
The four peons will go on when they have girt up

their loins."

Reply: a palanquin or a spinning wheel (charkha).

(12) Bhiti-dd takd, sabi-rd sakd.
'

' It sits on the wall

,

And is friend of all."

Reply : a lamp.

1 It should be noted that the hillmen churn the curd in an earthen
pot, shaking it by one hand hither and thither until the butter is gathered
like a ball.
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(13) Ford dwd chelu chdmbd,
Api hochhkd ddrku Idmbd.

"One is come there,

»/ PaJmri Dialects. 267

He himself is small but has a long beard."
Reply : a Q ear of barley.

villa^f'^otTsti'^
080 W6re fumiHhed hy Maht* K 'i8hi R»ra °f Shilyu

(14) Kdterie kdtu nd, nd dhobie dhou,
Bel merit pydrie, sari prithi khe cholu hou.

"Neither has a spinner spun it, nor has a washer
washed it,

Say, my dear, what is it that makes a cloak for the
whole world V*

Reply : the snow.

The Song of the Bla'j Fair sung in Bla'j.

Pahld ndhw Ndrdyano rd, junieh dharii pudm,
Jaldthali hoi pirthibi, debt Mansd rdkhi jagdli.

Mdnu nd hole kwen rikhi, ekai Ndrdyan rdjd hold,

fSiddh guru ri jholi fa, dhdi ddnd sherd rd jhard.
5. Dhdi ddnd sherd rd, mhdre shwdrie bijqu,

Biji bdji rd sherd, jdmade Id-ge,

Jami rd sherd, god-ne Idye,

Godi rd sherd, pdkade Idge,

Pdki luni rd sherd, kunuweh Idye.

10. Gdhi mdndi rd, kyd hoivd pwdjd ?

Dhdi ddnd bijqu rd, chhuru howd pwdjd.

Chhuru bhari sherd rd, mhdre bijqu shwdre,

Biji rd sherd, jdmade Idge,

Jami rd sherd, godarie Idye,

15. Godird sherd, pdkade Idge,

Pdki luni rd sherd, kunuwen Idye.

Gdhi mdndi rd sherd, kyd howd pwdjd ?

Chhuru bhari bijqu rd, pdthd howd pwdjd.

Pdthd bhari sherd rd, mhdre bijqu shwdr*',

20. Biji rd sherd, jdmade Idge,

Jami rd sherd, gddane Idye,

Godi rd sherd, pdkade Idge,

Pdki luni rd sherd, kunuwen Idye.

Gdhi mdndi rd sherd, kyd hoicd pwdjd ?

25. Pdthd bhari sherd rd, jun howd pwdjd.

Jun bhari sherdrd, mhdrp bijqu shware,
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Biji ro sherd, jdmade idge,

Jami ro sherd, gddarie laye,

Godi ro sherd, pdkade Idge,

30. Pdki luni ro sherd, kunuwen laye.

Gdhi mdndi ro sherd, kyd howd pwdjd ?

Jun bhari bijou rd, khdr howd pwdjd.
Khar bhari sherd ri, mhdre bijau Balae sheri.

Biji rd sherd, jdmade lage,

35. Jami rd sherd, gddane laye,

Godi rd sherd, pdkade Idge,

Pdki luni rd sherd, kunuwen laye.

Gdhi mandi rd sherd, kyd howd pwdjd?
Khdr bhari bijau rd hoi kharshd purd.

40. Khdrshe shershe bhdiyd, mhdre mundar band,
Siddh guruwe mundar band,
Bydid ke pahre aya ludrd, bydid ke pahre, dyd Ludrd,

45

Jimi samdnd, bane mudrd,
Chand rd surjd , bane mudrd

,

m mm * * m . _

ma
Bdsu re ndgd, bane mudrd,
Sate samudre, bane mudrd,
Chqurd ran dhurd, bane mudrd,
Rishi rqu muni, bane mudrd,

50. Koti ri pquli , bane mudrd

,

Band Raghbir Chandd , bane mudrd

,

Tike dothdnyinyen, bane mudrd,
Bere rqu bane, bane mudrd,
Deo Klqinu, bane mudrd,

55. Deo Sharali, bane mudrd,
Ded rqu Sipd , bane mudrd

,

Deo rqu Dhdndi,bdne mudrd

,

Ded Korgand, bane mudrd,
Deo rqu debi, bane mudrd,

60. Chdklu ri chhquri, bane mudrd,
Es Barldjd , bane mudrd

.

Aland di upje debi Mansd

,

Tu hi debie ruwe jagdti,

Sat kalash, Ndrdyane'ditte, rdkhane khe,
65. ' Ind debie, rdkhai bhddre,"

Bard barshd khe, sute Ndrdyan jald-biche,
• Tu debie, ruwe jagdli,

Nqu mhine kalashd r'dkhe bhddre,
Mhine dasweH forne lane,'

70. Ek kalah ford deUe , Brahma pqidd howd
;

* Tan to bolu Brahmeydn, merd dend bydhfu kari.
' Charjd nd bolqi, mdtd debie,
Tu sat jugd ri, dharmd ri mdtd.''
Krddh upjd debi da, kard Brahme rd bhasmd tdld.

75. Dujd kalash ford debie, Vishnu rniidd kinnd.

' *
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kar
ft

* m v

Char) nd bolai' mdtddebie,sdto jugo ri dharmo ri mdtd,

dd % karau Vishnu rd bhasmd
/

80. ' Tan hi to bolu Mahddebd

jTmd de tu jyunde hari.'

mdtd

Amrit chhitu bdyddebie, Brahma Vishnu Jchare kinye.

Brahmen rau Vishnuwen debi age arjo kinyi
;

85. ' Bydhru karumen hati ro, mhdre lane ddmi pwdnni.
9

Thar6 hdtho rd kinyd ddmi, tino fa dharti nd chdli,

»W*/WW .vww»w r w -•^--^jw -» mm - j --

Dii?e saie Zwwe ddww pwdnni.
fa dhart

Chdndi soend rd kinyd ddmi, ndhi karo huftwaro kdro,

90. A,

Kdmdeb
Hunkdro re jdmd putro, age howd Nirankdro.

Nirankdro re howd putro, age howd Hari Chand rdjd.

Hari Chand rdje re bakhte, sukhqi baso parjd sari.

95. Hari Chand rdje re pohre, brag hold bdkri rd jagdld.

Chand rdje re pohre, billi holi dhinche ri jagdli.

Chand rdje re pohre, musd hold nqujo rd bhddri.
Hari
Hari
Hari
Hari Chando re jdmd puiar, age howd Bali Chand Raja.

100. Bali Chand Rdje re bakhte, bari holi dhdgdi lagi

:

* _ mi *m m m If m f 7 7 * 5

1 Parhe dnqu pandato, mahlo rd muhurat dekho.'

Bdro odi rdje pauli, bdro rdkhe pohru jagdle.

Pdthre'chine rdje mahlo, lohe re cheolo bandwe,

Kdnse tdmhe re kinyen falle, chdndi re chha char

hdwe. A ,7 , , M
105. Soene re kalsho kur-ro charhdwe, khore dnqu Nardo

shddi rd.
, ,

ChaM dhure nyondd dena, rikhi mum sabi butawne,

T>^iA^A a,ma h™„ shnrA dhdmn 1 ' hori khe dena JSa
Buldwne deote horo chdro dhdmd, Ndrdd

,*w NJrdtinu Mid suno.
9 Bdmno rd bhekh kihyd

Ndrdya

ba ithd
Ndrdya ne,

Ai-guwd Bali Chando re duwdre p

^Tbhn^dndrmm vindd. < Kdrjo sidhdri merd
110. Nd an khduad na pan

bdmnd.
ma'\ad: Ddno re luwe dharmo

bdmve.

Kd rjo

pan i ra am
ia ddno md

1 N&rdo, the Divine sage Ndrada.
,4 R^^fWre

* Jagannath-puri, Setbandh RAmeshwar. Dwteka, andBadrmathare

called the Chardhdms.
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' Mdngi 1 16 Bdmnd re dan, mdngi 16 Bdmnd re

dd n

,

115. Jo tit mdngai se parmdn, jo tu mdngai se parmdn.'
Poriyd :

' fed Rdjed tere tqutd jyd ?
'

1 Tqutd bolqi nd Bdmnd! e punya rd chando.'
Poriyd :

' kd Rdjed tere jyowtd jyd ?

'

' Jyowtd bolqi nd Bdmnd, e Bdsu rd ndgo.
120. Mdngi 16 bdmnd re dan, mdngi basto ndhinkdr'

Mahlo dd : ' kd Rdjed tere, soeni rd jyd chothru ?
'

' Chothru bolqi nd Bdmnd, e a*mahlo rd chhato.'
' Kdrjo sidhdrd Rdjed terd, ddno khe badluwi guwd.
Dhdi bikh man dharti deni. Bhuld Bdman, mdngi nd

jdnd,

125. Chdndi soend Bdman dan, ghord bdgd Bdman dan,
Kharshe dendd tan badauwi, Balgo ri ser.'

Ek bikh dewj ddhe sansdre, duji bikh dewo sdre sansdre,
Adhi bikho khe thenyd nd thai, Bali Rdje kanri ddi.
Gddd sdtwe ptdle. Bali Raja arjo karo : * ndnwd nd
merd gale

;

130. Do de Rdjed man wdhsi, do de parewi,''
' Etna dan Rdjed mere, dittd ni jdndd,
Ek deumd tan wdnsi, ek deumd parewi.''
(

A'weli Diydli re kabai r ' Kdti ri wdnsi ami.'
1 Kanie kanie re lobhe ? '

' Chhewri chhoiu re lobhe.
'

135. ' Awili Diydli re kabqi ? ' ' Khoro mur'i re lobhe.
Chnjari chhewri re lobhe, chajare gdbru re lobhe.'

This ends the Blaj Fair Song.

After this song, they sing a brief account of the Ramayan,
the adventures of Raja Ram Chand, in the Pahari language.

Then dramatic performances are displayed.
'

First of all a
gang of Bgiragis (Vaishnavas) enter with their preceptor. His
disciples serve him respectfully, but with comic sentences, which
make the audience laugh. Then other pieces, such as a
banker's or other person's drama, are performed during the
whole night, and the people all disperse at daybreak. After
taking some refreshment they again gather by the evening,
when archery b practised, and the man who shoots under the
knees of a running man, is praised. Turn and turn about
they play with bows and arrows. This practice is called Khe'l.
Ihere is a proverb

—

Dhanu ra khe'l, pipli ra masdld, kuchh ni hundd.
The practice of archery, and spice of the chilli, are no

good.

Translation of the Bid* j Song.
The first is the name of the Almighty God, who has

created the earth,

1 Rag Shyamkalyan, tal chhuk ra, sung with music and dame.
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The whole earth was drowned in the water, Mansa
Devi * was kept as a guard.

There were no men, no sages, only the Supreme God
was king,

From Siddh-gww's * wallet, there fell down two and a

half grains of mustard.

5. The two and a half grains of mustard we should sow

in a small field,

Having been sown the grain began to grow,

When grown up, the mustard plants were weeded.

Being well weeded, they began to ripen

,

Being ripen and out, they were heaped at one place.

10. Wliat was the produce after cleaning them in the

farmyard? [chhuru.*

The seed was two and a half grains, the produce one

Ons chhuru of grain we should sow in a small field,

Having been sown, it began to grow.

Being grown up, the mustard plants were weeded,

15. Being well weeded, they began to ripen,

Being ripen and cut, they were heaped at one place.

What was the produce after winnowing them from

the straw ? .

Of one chhuru of seed, the produce was one patha.

One pdthd of mustard seed, we should sow m a field.

20. Having been sown, it began to grow up,

Being grown up, the field was weeded,

Being well weeded, it began to ripen,

Being ripe and cut, it was heaped at one place.

What was the produce after winnowing it from the

straw ? . , , . ,
fi

25. The seed was one pdthd, and the produce one pi*.

Now one pin of the seed, we should sow in a held,

Being well sown, it began to grow,

Being well grown up, the field was weeded,

Being weeded, it began to ripe up,

30. Being ripe and cut, it was heaped at one place.

What was the produce after winnowing it from the

straw? . a' 6

Of the one pin of seed, the produce was one Ha/

.

One khdr of seed we should sow in the large field

7of Balg,

Being sown, it began to grow up

1 Mansa Devi is the name of a goddess, who sprang from God's

mind.
i Siddh guru was a devotee.

: Chhuru is= 1 \
tola.

* Pdthd is a grain measure equal to three seers

6 Jun, a grain measure equal to forty-eight seers.

> Khar, equal to 20 juns. n\,v,*A Stat
7 a „;iio„i ^ +i,~ v,«„„J«n- of Balsan and Glmnd btat
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35. Being grown up, the field was weeded,

70.

Being well weeded, the plants began to ripen,
Being ripe and cut, it was heaped at one place.
Wl

straw ?

the

pro-

The seed being one khdr, the produce was one
Ichdrsh .

l

40. O brothers, with one khdrsh of mustard we must ask
protection.

The Siddh-guru offered protection,
And by evening time, there appeared Shib (Ludar),
Who said :

'

' The earth and the sky are hereby pro-
tected,

The sun and moon are hereby protected,
45. The region of constellations is hereby protected,

The nag Basuki is hereby protected,
The seven seas are hereby protected,
The courtyard and the

tected.

The saints and sages are hereby protected,
50. The gate of the Koti State is liereby protected,

The Rana Raghubir Chand is hereby protected,
The Heir Apparent and his brother are hereby pro-

tected,

The palace and the boundary are hereby pro-
tected,

The village deity Klainu is hereby protected,
55. The deity Shrali (Junga) is hereby protected,

The deity Sip is hereby protected,
The deity Dhandi is hereby protected

,

The deity Korgan is hereby protected,
Gods and goddesses are hereby protected,

60. The courtyard of Chdklu i
is hereby protected,

And lastly this Bla'j Fair is hereby protected."
Mansa Devi sprang from God's mind,
And God told her to guard the earth,
God gave her seven earthen pots to keep, saying :

t>5. "0 goddess, keep them in the store-house."
God slept for twelve years in the ocean, and said :

" goddess, thou should 'st guard them carefully,
Keep them for nine months in the store-house,
On the tenth month they must be broken."

Brahma

:

appeared

1 Akharsh is equal to 20 khars.

to ,

c*««» is a place about two milestakes place on the full moon of Kartik
Fair
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" I tell thee, Brahma, be pleased to solemnize my
wedding."

" mother goddess, say not such a strange thing,

Thou art my virtuous mother of the seven ages,"
said Brahma,

The goddess being very angry, burnt him to ashes.

75. The second pot was broken by the goddess, and
there appeared Vishnu :

" I tell thee, Bishnu, pray perform my wedding/'
said the goddess.

" goddess, say not such a strange thing, thou art my
seven ages

5

virtuous mother, answered Vishnu,

The goddess being very indignant, burnt Vishnu to

ashes.

The third pot was broken by her, and there appeared

Mahadeb (Shib)

:

80. " I tell thee, Mahadeb, be pleased to arrange for my
wedding," said the goddess.

"Promise me, goddess, thou that hast killed my
two elder brothers,"

Be pleased to restore them to life.

The goddess threw a drop of nectar, straightway

arose Brahma and Vishnu.

Brahma and Vishnu besought the goddess :

85. " We will perform thy wedding after we have created

men."
A man twenty-seven feet in height was created, but

he did not suit the earth,

A man of two feet was created, but he did not suit the

earth

.

The next time they again created a man.

A man was created of gold and silver, but he did not

suit the earth.

90. A man of bell-metal and copper was created, but he

did not suit the earth.

A man of Cupid was created, who answered and was

called Hunkar,
Huiikar got a son, who was termed Nirankar.

Xirankar got a son, who was called Hari Chand.

In the reign of Hari Chand all his subjects were

very happy,
95. In his time, the leopard used to graze goats,

In his time the cat was the keeper of the milk-store,

In his time the mouse became the keeper of the gram-

And, in his reign, the civet was perhaps the door-

Hari Chand got a son, whose name was Raja Bah

Chand.
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100. In the reign of Bali Chand, the earth was dazzling.

Bali Chand said :

" Ask learned pandits to find a lucky time to build a
palace,"

Twelve gates were erected, and twelve persons ap-

pointed gatekeepers.

The palace was built of stone, and beams of iron

fitted.

Its planks were of copper and bell- metal, and its

roof was made of silver,

105. Its uppermost roof was made of gold. Then he
bade call Narad,

Invitations were sent to the four quarters, saints and
sages were summoned.

All the deities of the four dhdms were invited. Then
he said :

" Narad, invite all,

But take care that Vishnu may not hear." Vishnu,
assuming the form of a dwarf,

Arrives at the door of Bali Chand, and seats himself at

the gate.

110. He neither takes food nor drinks water. Bali Chand
saith, " O Brahman, please accomplish my sacri-

fice
;

I will give you whatsoever you may ask for/' The
dwarf bound him by an oath.

He fed the sacred flame with iron fuel, and lighted a

lamp with water, [gift.

Thus accomplishing the sacrifice, he asked for the

And Bali Chand said :

u Brahman, ask for the gift,

ask for the gift,

115. Whatsoever you ask for is acceptable to me."
The dwarf inquired: " Raja, what is that thing

like a pan ?

The Raja replies :
" Brahman, call it not a pan, 'tis

the full moon."
The dwarf inquires: "O Raja, what is that like a

rope there ? '

'

The Raja replies: "O Brahman, call it not a rope,

it is the Basukinag.
120. O Brahman, ask for a gift, there is no refusing any-

thing you may ask for."

The dwarf inquires again: u O Raja, what's that on
the roof like a golden basket ?

"

The Raja replies: "0 Brahman, call it not a basket,

'tis the golden roof.
y >

The dwarf said: <k I have accomplished your sacri-

fice, but you are changed.
Bestow on me two and a half paces of land." Said

Bali Chand: ci You are misled, and do not know
how to ask,
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125. Gold, silver, horse and robes are gifts for a Brahman.

I would have given you the fertile land in Balg , where-

in grows a khdrsh of grain."

In one step he covered half the earth and in another

the whole world,

But there being no room for the half step, Raja Bali

Chand bent down his neck for it,

He was cast down into the seventh lower region. Rs

Bali besought Vishnu, saying : " Do not abolish

my name.
130. Give me two days of conjunction and two days of the

new moon," asked Raja Bali Chand.
" Raja Bali Chand, I cannot give you so much, but

I'll allow you one day of conjunction and one day of

the new moon," added Vishnu.

Bali Chand exclaimed: "0 Diwali, when will you

come ? " She said, "in October."

"With what greedy desire?" "Of maidens and

children." „ ... .. , .

135. " O Diwali, when will you come ? with the desire

of walnuts and roasted grain, 1

And with the desire of beautiful women and hand-

some youths."

So much is the Bla'j Song.

I Roasted grain and walnuts are divided among friends and rela-

tions at the fair.
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Sleeman, Maj.-Genl. W. H., " Ramaseeana: or a Vocabulary of

the Peculiar Language used by the Thugs."
Carnegie, Patrick, Dy Commr. and Settlement Officer of Faiza-

bad, " Notes on the Races, Tribes and Castes inhabiting the

Province of Avadh " (Oudh).
Sir H. Elliot's Races of the North-West Provinces of India,

2 vols.

Paupo Rao Naidu's History of Railway Thieves, etc

inal Tribes of India."
Some Crim-

Calcutta Review LXXVII, p. 368, an article on " Kanj
by J. C. Nesfield.

5 ?

9 >

Bediya name~~~c<,vp
, a nt*mo vviiuti according to &ir tieroert Kisley in " inoea »""

Castes of Bengal," Vol I, p. 8>, is descriptive of •• a number of vagrant
gypsy

* This is a compilation on popular lines devoid of acknowledgments
iifirftrufi«ior references

k J* SC
i
ud

^
S fcranslatior* °f a •« Contribution to the History of Gypsies

by M. DeGoeje, Protessor of Arabic in the University of Leyden.

t f
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Nesfield, J. C, Brief View of the Caste System of the

N.W.P. and Oudh, Allahabad, 1885.

G. R. Clarke, I C.S , The Outcastes (The Maghya Doms).

Asiatick Researches, Vol. VII, 1801, p. 457 et seq.

M An account of the Bazeegars, a sect commonly denominated

Nuts, by Captain David Richardson. 1 "

Lelands, The Gypsies, 1882.

Prichard, James Combs, Researches into the Physical History

of Mankind, Vol. I, p. 520, second ed., 1826.

Criminal Classes in the Bombay Presidency, M.Kennedy, D.I.G.

Police, Bombay.

My excuse for introducing the above Bibliography is that

it may be of use to others interested in the wandering and
casteless tribes of India. A reference to these authorities, whe-

ther they be the severe officia. recorder of facts or the ardent

"gypsiologist," will show that many, if not all, have suc-

cumbed to the fascination of discovering linguistic likenesses, and

perhaps what is nearer the mark, the similarity of purpose be-

tween Romanes or Romnichal and the cant of various Indian

gyPs3
T tribes. Although these recognized Gypsv tribes of India

are not by any means bound by such ties as a common argot, it

is in this connection that the Bibliography might be appreciated.

Most of the authorities quoted give vocabularies of various

secret and slang languages, and there are certainly many
instances to be found of the resemblance of words ; for example

between the collection ol Nut words by Capt. D. Richardson 100

years ago, and the Baoris cant given by Mr. Gayer in his lectures

on " Some Criminal Tribes in India."

It will be observed that in the following vocabulary nouns

predominate. This and a systematic use of inflections suffixed

to the verbal root is a common characteristic of Gypsy

argots, so that for purposes of ordinary conversation the

code is maintained by an amalgamation with local dialects,

such as Punjabi, Jdt-ki-gal, Hindi or Marwari. I am informed

by members of the clan themselves that the code is used even

with Guzerati verbs as the medium.

The Kunchbandiya , and in fact all sections of Kanjars,

practise a strict system of exogamy, and for this purpose are

divided up into exogamous septs, mostly totemistic ; and a

case of a girl of a sept or sub-section from near Poona (Guzer ati)

marrying into a Kanjar " camp " at Karnal came under my
observation. From such alliances—which are not at all un-

common hundreds

I Capt. D. RicharJson, who gives an interesting vocabulary of

"Bengal Bazeegars or Nuts,'* back-slang, states that "the Knnjurds

are no other than those Bazeegars or Nuts who inhabit the Upper
Provinces of Hindustan. 99
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i

we must expect a certain common use or union of dialects,
and a resultant patois or argot which combined with the tribal

special " slang " provides a sufficiently extensive vocabulary
for the limited conversational requirements of a community
of the present-day social status of the Kanjars. This process
of an amalgamation of dialects among these vagrant tribes
must eventually result in the discarding of any real original
language , and a constantly changing argot. Much interest there-
fore attaches to words with which we can show some analogy in
the various secret languages of Gypsies, whether in India or in
Europe.

I have compiled this short code personally without the
aid of intermediaries, and in many ca-es caught the right
word, and as far as I could the real phonetic pronunciation
only after hearing it in actual use several times and over an
extended period. My first experience of the Kunchbhand
Kanjars was with a sub-section who in Delhi and the district
call themselves Geharas, and supply the local Tent Clubs
of Delhi and Muttra with shikaries. It was owing to their
tactics during the earlier days of our acquaintance that I was
fired with a desire to get to know more about them. It was
common knowledge in villages and in " camp '

' among syces and
others that these Kanjar-log had a boli %

o! their own; but
my earlier attempts at linguistic research in this direction
were not successful. My informers unb'ushingly foisted on
me what I subsequently discovered to be absolute gibberish,
and it was only after I had known the clans settled in and
around Delhi for some years, that I was really admitted into
their confidence. It also so happened that about nine years ago
I was in a measure instrumental in getting these Geharas
exempted from the more rigorous operations of the Criminal
Tribes Act, and I believe I thus became something of a
persona grata among them. I make no apology now for my
apparent breach of confidence in committing their meagre
cant to the care of the Asiatic Society. This particular branch
of the tribe whom I discovered to the local authorities as
Geharas, and who have been mostly the source of my informa-
tion, are now more or less occupied in the peaceful pursuits of
making khas khas tatties and collecting pig's bristles, while
the adventurous among them find scope for their natural bent
in following " the line " of the Tent Club or taking the globe-
trotter out shikaring. As I say, the Gehdrd sub-section of the
Kunchbandiya Kanjars in and around Delhi are now a prac-
tically settled community, and any interest therefore which

langu

I t!^
60

!

Baden Powell '

s book on Pigsticking in India.Talk or langua-e. In Hindustani apa* led boli hai = '" there is a

hnU f +ui„u ». l-i i \, «*««« mo xvanjars tnnnseives caiboh. I think ,t hkely that pasi is slang for apas or apis or apse
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we take in them or their manners and customs, their origin

and language can only operate to their benefit.

Food and Domestic.

Bajra (lesser Millet).

Bread
Burial

Caste

Child (male)

Child (female)

Cloth, clothes

Dead , he or it is

Drink
Eat. to

Ghi (clarified butter)

Gold mohur
Gur (molasses)

Hookha
House, hut
Millets (Bajra)

Man
Plate, earthen (utensils)

Pulse

Rice
Rupees
Shoes
Sister

Sugar, sweets

Tobacco
Utensils

Virgin

Woman
Well
W heat

Water
Father
Mother

1

Sarkud.

DJiimri.

Khimti dubdigo.

Jetheli.

Chookhd.

Ghookhi.

Toopkd

.

Mikatchgo.

Kurch.
Dath log (or dut log)

Ninghdr.

Khasarf:1

Ddtmi.
Noojd .

Rib.

Sarkud

.

Khdd*
Chaindhld.

Phensni.

Kutkdr.
Rika.

Guddri.

Chain ; Chd-een.

Ddtmi.
Romdk.
Cliaindhla.

t •

Kumar i.

Loobhar.

Dhodn.
Roskd.

Nimdni.
Bdjpilo.

Chdjdnturi.
t •

for

Inter-Tribal Appellations.

This use of Afferent and disguised names by one tribe

another is curious. The popular name is well known to

\ KusTanl To^-a stmple but effective disguise and this affixing
* Hindustani asarji »* r

comnion method of conversion in

of « consonant, ususlly anLT"^,2
»
l°?Z, Hindustani ik.W7fi'S?-» instsnso o? dropping the suffix and prefixing

the fam. liar k or kh—khddmi and khad.
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the tribe, but they prefer a slang designation ; for instance, in
speaking of the Bhdtus or Bhdntu, the Kunchbhand Kanjars
call them Bhdntu : or, as they put it, " they are Bhdntu but we
call them Bhdntu." This is a peculiarity which must add
considerably to the perplexities of the census enumerator, and
I can well imagine it to be a fruitful source for the discovery
of new septs and sub-sections. Take the Bediya or Beriya—
the Kunchbhand and other Kanjars as well, I believe, call them
Joddi, and it would be only what one might expect for a not

Joda be a new
The following are a fewsept or sectional name, and soon.

distinctive inter-tribal names,—they might best be° described
nick-names,—for all that, a particularly interesting part of

this brief vocabulary

:

Bhatus or Bhantus
Baiania
Bawariya or Baoria
Bediya or Beriya
Gohar
Nat

Kunchbhand Kanjars
Samperas, particularly; but
an appellation common to
all wandering tribes

Bhdntu
Kandtid
Pdrdi
Joddi
Pehndd
Godr (not to be confused

with Gohar)
Gehdrd

Jogi

If the Kunchbhand Kanjar is ever in the jungle—and he
is frhere pretty frequently—and he me^ts the Sdmperd tribe,
his salutation is " A Ndth Earn Rdm\" and the greeting he
gets in return is "Ram Ram bhai Gehari 0!" Notice the
feminine Gehari !

'

This salutatian indicates a past brother-
hood when the Kunchbhand Kanjar was himself a nomad.

Numerals*
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Si

Bek
Dobelu

ix

Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten

Eleven, twelve and thirteen UM
slang for; counting after this is done
i»*du, and after twenty we have

ThibBu
Chdbelu
Rachelu l

Chhebelu

Saihelu

Athelu

Nabelu
Daselu

up to twenty there is no
in tens ; but twenty is

forty = dobiselu, sixty

1 Notice the R
, Rachelu~not Pachelu as might be expected.
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thibiselu, and so on, to nabiselu or "nine twentys," which is

one hundred and eighty, the grand summit of their numerals

and monetary value. Nabiselu reka = nine twentys, or one

hundred and eighty rupees is the " bride- price " or what the

bridegroom or his family have to pay the bride s family. In

parting with his bride -divorcing her—a like sum has to

be paid to her or her relations, presumably as a dot to help her

to find another husband, a convenient arrangement for the

gentleman who may have been the cause of the disruption.

Animals.

Boar (Wild) Ghurer
DheebriCat
KhurrdHare
Jhookal

Jackal Ghegar, Syar '

Dog

Parrot Nutd

qx Rail

Snake Rapila, Sdnpilo

Wild boar (single and in

sounders) Ohurir

Wolf Rehdejd

Sand Lizard Sdndd

Natural Phenomena.

Afternoon, midday, Thipdro, dopdro, pailpdro i.e.

morning. *»e 3rd, 2nd and 1st watch-

es, in fact the same as

Hindustani, but there is a

distinct and peculiar pro-

nunciation which quite ob-

scures even familiar words

like these.

jy
Din same as Hindustani

Dawn Din nifargo »

Death Mikatch

p[Te Jhurrdi, Jordhi

Moon S???*
*

Night KUrth

ZiZ$^JF^*F> IJs^i : Sa„ SJit **, a

]ftCk
f Hind. San1-a stallion; the oil of this sand lizard has a repu-

"^^^JoTn^o iS to run-the day is running out of the

nigh
4 Hind, c*««dmoon,so that ck^**»^™^™^

of clever disguise in pronunciation. Romanes for moon is chiend.
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Sky
Storm
Stars

Sun
Water

Rddul l

Khdndi %

Tarenge s

Ghamela
Nimani

Miscellaneous.

Awake
Bolt, do a

Caste or tribe

Drowned
Feet
Goes, there it goes

Heart
Excitement (of the hunt or

chase)

Hide yourselves (imperative)

Move on
;
gone on

Mud
Him, to

Prostitute

Quickly go
Run, to

He has gone somewhere, or to
some place unknown

Sleep, sleep, gone to

Sleeping, He is

See, to

Seen (it), I have
Spring, or well, or water hole

Thief

Wait (imperi

Swim, to

Yes
Drink
Drink water

n/> 4Jdgog
Chaikjao
Jatheld

Dubdrgo
Pamela
Wo Jaogdd
Jabelo

6Jabelo ghabrdro

Jugjao
Nipharo, challagdao

Khimti
Biroko

Dhdnchini
Chdlagjdo

Nipharnd 6

Rdrdes gdogiro

Turrakgo
Turrak rdhro

Tigro

Maine tigro

in the sand of a river bed Dhodn
Khainch
Chaitjo

Tubdrgo
Hambd
Kurchlo
Nimani kurchlo

Smoke tobacco (i.e. drink or Romdk kurchlo
inhale)

Smoking or drinking, he is

Know, I

Kurch rdhro

Jdndo

i

8

4

6

6

Hind. Bddul = clouds.
Hind, dndhi == dust-storm.
Hindi, tdra = stars.
A simple adaptation of Hind, jdgn
Hind, ghdbrd giya = confused.
See '« dawn " and '* move on."

to wake
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Call out, in reference to a

hank or '

' beat
'

'
when

f j^Mro
hunting and driving a

jungle for game
Oh mother! expressive of sur-

prise or disgust, an appeal

to their Deity Diya !

who is also called Marani or Maharani

If we accept the conclusion that the Gypsies scattered

throughout Europe are all of Indian origin and descended from

one original parent stock, and there appears to be a certain

unanimity of opinion on this point, 1

it is not remarkable that

there should be an incidence of resemblances and even actual

identity between Romanes and the argots of Kanjars and

allied tribes of a Gypsy character.

This vagrant race of people, or shall we say certain

vagrant races of people, we call Gypsy in England,-a cor-

ruption of Egyptian, originating in the vulgar error that Egypt

was their native place, and tbev are variously called Tinkler

(Tinker) or Caird in Scotland, Gitana in Spain, Zigeuner in

Germany, Zingari in Italy, Kanjar in India and so on A

comparative survey of the manners customs, habits and occu-

pations of the Kanjar with the English Gypsies,-the Zigeuner

with the Zingari or the Gitana with the Bohemien, as they

are called in France,-a comparison of their nomadic and oc-

casionally predatory, habits all temptingly point to their

Sity In addition we find all these people have a phrase-

ology of their own, call it what we may, back-slang or cant

oMargon or gibberish. An investigation will show that none

of thes
g
e various argots or codes are without some consistence

fnd XarTcter, whether we study the vo^an^g^ by

Grellman, or Hoyland, or Irvine, or Colone 1
H "o

;

Leland or Smart and Crofton, or even any of the various

cotesand vocabularies of^^P^^J^^^
large number of reliable collections, and to which reference

^ S^Tw'tve the remarkable linguistic similitude

between&£& or Rommichal andv™™^?^
«* mJ,v h* elearlv demonstrated from _ a comparison ot any

ndustani

Tee e™e twoVoS. toTy Kaujar vocabulary to which

I would drrwattcntion,-whcther the analogy .a of any

philological interest I leave it for others to dec,de To me

^^j^ air a *~ —**

*

~
7Z, r>~^~t ift72 n. 158, for a complete refutation

1 See Bengal Census Report, 1S/^, p. 100, «« ^

of fchis theory.
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are yet common to the argot of the Kunchbandya Kanjars
and to Romnichal or Romanes of English and European
Gypsies, common only to these two argots, and as far as
I have been able to discover, to no other. The word for Dog
in European Romanes is Jookal. Dr. Paspati gives it as
djukel, Smart and Crofton in their elaborate and carefully
prepared vocabulary give it as Jookel. Grellman includes
Dog in his comparative view of "Gypsy & Hindustani"
and gives the Gypsy for dog as Jukel, but—and I would
emphasize the significance of the omission—gives no Hindu-
stani equivalent. Colonel John Staples Harriot in his ex-
haustive "Comparative Vocabulary of the Gypsy Dialect

"
with a variety of Asiatic Synonymes deduced chiefly from

"the Hindi or Language of Hindustan" gives the gypsy
word for Dog as Jukal, Juklo. Lt. Irvine gives the gypsy
for Dog as Jookil. Now compare the word in my collection
used by the Kunchbandya Kanjar for a Dog —they call it Jhukal
or Jhookul. I have made a close search in the fairly numerous
codes and vocabularies of Indian Gypsies, to be found in the
authorities I have already quoted, but do not find this equiva-
lent repeated. Mitra's Bedeya vocabulary gives dog = nelya,
while the nearest approach to a similar word is in Sleeman's
Kamaseeana or Vocabulary of the Thugs " which gives Dog =

Jokkur. further interest attaches to this word from the fact
that the dog is a totem common to the Kanjar and allied
Indian tribes.

Another word to be noticed is Mail-z Horse in Kunch-
bandya, while in Gypsy, according to Smart and Crofton,
we have meila = im Ass ; Hoyland moila, Harriot maila-an ass
or donkey. Irvine myla; Borrow mailla; again Sleeman's
Kamaseeana gives mawil a horse. This with Jokkur a dog
in the language of the Thugs is suggestive, and may indicate
the existence in days gone by of relations closer than mere
cant between the Thugs and Kanjars. It is easy to see

jli^l
mi

?
ht

,

be P^nounced as mawil, and in the case of
Jokkur the interchange of the last letter r for I is a common
variation.

Loobhar in the Kunchbandiya Kanjar vocabulary is a
woman, while Smart and Crofton in their vocabulary of
Komanes give Loobni a harlot or lubni , luvni. Plural Loobniao.
Faspati gives lubni

; Colonel Harriot ludm. Irvine Loovani=
a wench.

Amongst
Tndi* - ^

6
7

eld
J?

his arfcicle on " The Kanjars

thPmil Tta ?€VieW >
LXXVH, p. 368, says: -Among-.

, kZ I
68 y

r !

aVe a secret ^nguage which no one but

been abl ?* *5^ From the «P~imen8 which I have

a ™t?~ V°l eCt (and these were acquired for me by

chieflv bZT G g^atest difficul*y), this seems to be
chiefly based upon Hindi with certain inflections which
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perhaps have been derived from some old Prakritee dialect

obsolete. Some of the words, however, seem to havenow
no connection whatever with any of the tongues now written

or spoken in India." in
Mr. Nesfield's vocabulary consists of eighteen words, all

of which are confirmed in the collection I have made

with one exception, and that is the word ' Wife '
the Kamar

for which Mr. Nesfield gives as gihdri. Now I have particularly

referred to the sub-section of Kanjars who call themselves

Gehdrds. The feminine for Gehdrd is of course Gehdri, and the

wife of a Gehdrd or for that matter any woman of the

tribe would be called Gehdri—just as we have the feminine

for Jat as Jatni Rajput, Rajputni, or Ghokrd a boy, chokri a

girl, and so on. Gihdri therefore is only •

' the wife of a Gehara,

and is not the common word for "wife." I venture to

emphasize this point as it is largely from the Gehdrd Kanjars

that I have collected the above vocabulary. Gehara was

apparently until 8 or 10 years ago used exclusively as an

intertribal appellation ; to every one else the tribes round

Muttra, Agra Karnal
It is in endeav-

ouring to throw oft the social stigma which attaches to the

name Kanjar. and at the same time with the object of escaping

the rigors of the Criminal Tribes Act, that these several

families first openly declared themselves to be,
Gehdrds and not

mere Kanjars I have not come across Gehara
^

as either

a tribal or sept name in any census report or other Ethno-

graphical analysis of Indian tribes or castes, and this makes

Nesfield's application of the word Gihari as Kanjar for a

wife "
all the more interesting. Mr. Nesfield s article was

written previous to 1883, and the conclusion is that Gehard is a

secret tribal name, which it has only recently been found con-

venient to divulge.





24. The Evidence of the Faridpur Grants*

By Rakhal Das Banerji, M.A.

In July last Mr. F. E. Pargiter, late of the Indian Civil
Service, published three copperplate grants found in East
Bengal in the "Indian Antiquary." The earliest of these
plates was discovered twenty years ago and the discovery
announced in 1892. Dr. Hoernle promised an edition of this
copperplate eighteen years ago. 1 It appears from Mr.
Pargiter' s article that the plates, now three in number, were
sent to the late Prof. Kielhorn in March 1905, but his sudden
removal from this world prevented him from dealing with
them. This indeed was unfortunate, as Dr. Kielhorn 's unerring
judgment would have saved all controversy on the subject.
Mr. Pargiter has published these plates at the request of Dr.
Hoernle from whom he obtained them in October 1908. In the
second paragraph of his article Mr. Pargiter refers to a fourtli

plate, which was brought to Dr. Hoernle's notice by the late

Dr. T. Bloch, then Superintendent of the Archaeological Survey,
Eastern Circle. Mr. Pargiter had a photograph of the fourtli

plate before him when he edited the three other plates I had
the honour of editing this fourth plate in the Journal of the
Society, and as the publication of the three other plates

throws further light on the history of this period, I am forced

to make some remarks on the conjoint evidence of these four
copperplate grants. The fourth plate belongs to Mr. H. E.
Stapleton, B.A., B.Sc, of the Indian Educational Service.

Further particulars about the provenance of this plate have
already been recorded by the owner in a prefatory note to my
article. The Bengalee gentleman referred to by Dr. Bloch in

his letter to Dr. Hoernle is Prof. Nilmani Chakravartti of the

Presidency College, to whom the plate was submitted for

decipherment. I am rather surprised to learn that these three

copperplates were purchased by Dr. Hoernle on behalf of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, as there is no record in the Society

to show that they belong to it. So also in the case of the Grant
of Vidyadhara Bhanja, Dr. Kielhorn' s statement about the

ownership of these plates was a revelation to us.

The following conclusions are derived from a comparative

study of these four copperplate grants :

—

(1) From an examination of the characters of these

inscriptions it appears that they were written in mixed alpha-

1 Ind. Ant., vol. xxi. p. 29,
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.

bets. While editing Mr. Stapleton's plate, I have tried to

discuss the peculiarities of the characters to their fullest extent,

but the publication of Mr. Pargiter's article necessitates a

recapitulation of the whole argument. It appears to me, that

on the basis of Palaeography, these four copperplates may
safely be announced to be forgeries. The date of the forging

of these grants cannot be exactly determined, but it is certain

that they are not modern forgeries, but on the other hand, at

least as ancient as the 11th or 12th century A.D.

(2) These copperplates show a novel method of granting

land and conveying the same. In the grants published by
Mr. Pargiter, this method, though different from those

employed in all other grants, differs slightly at the same time
from that employed in the fourth or Mr. Stapleton's grant.

(3) The seals on the three copperplate grants are at least a

couple of centuries older than the characters employed in the

inscriptions. The seals, it should be mentioned, are not of the

princes mentioned therein, but belong to certain District

officials. In this case too we find a remarkable departure from
the usage to be found in the majority of copperplate grants.

(4) The language of the three older copperplate inscrip-

tions is not so vague as that of Mr. Stapleton's grant.

(5) The dates to be found on these copperplates cannot
be referred to any particular era known at present. In my
article on Mr. Stapleton's grant, I have said that the date in

it probably referred to the Harsa Samvat, but a careful perusal

of Mr. Pargiter's article and a thorough examination of the

three inscriptions published by him have convinced me that

these dates are either regnal years, or as vague and indefinite

as the inscriptions themselves.

(6) Finally, we have some material at least for the history

of Bengal during the dark period which ensued upon the

fall of the empire of Harsa-Vardhana till the rise of the Palas

of Bengal. This material, though not so definite, casts some
side lights upon the internal condition of the country in that
period.

I shall now take the conclusions stated above in proper
order.

I. The Characters

First of all, I shall take the inscriptions edited by Mr.
Pargiter in the order in which he has taken them.

(1) The Grant of Dharmmaditya : the year 3.

A very marked difference is noticeable in the use of the

We
Eastern

be found in the Allahabad Inscription of ftamudragupta, 1 the
Kahaum Inscription of Skandagupta* and the Dhanaidaha

1 Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions, p. 6. * Ibid., p. 67.
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Grant of Kumaragupta I. 1 In all we have eight instances

of the use of this form of Ha in this plate

:

Brhaccatta in line 4. Avadhriam-astiha in line 10.

Icchdmyaham ,, „ 7. Hastena ,, „ 15.

Brahmanasya ,, ,, 8. Paratranugraha n M 18.

Grhztva ,, ,, 8. Himasena ,, ,, 23.

In all other eases we find that the Ha of the Western variety

of the Gupta alphabet in use with its 6th century addition
of an acute angle. We have in all eight cases of its use :

Mahdrajadhirdja in line 2. Mdtdpitroranugraha in line 1 9.

Maharaja ,, „ 2. Haret M f| 24.
Mahattara „ ,, 4. Himasena

ls ,, 25.

Tadarhatha „ ,, 8. /SaAa
,, ,. 25.

In a previous paper I have already noticed that the early
Gupta forms were gradually dying out of the Eastern alphabet
about the middle of the 5th century A.D., so it is not likely

that they should occur with such persistence in 7th or 8th
century inscriptions*"2

This discrepancy is still more remarkable, as the scribe

has used the different forms in writing the same word ; for

example, compare the word Himasena in line 23 and line

25 and the word Anugraha in lines 18 and 19. It should be
noticed in this connection that the form of Ha of the Eastern
variety to be found in this inscription is somewhat different

from that to be found in the three inscriptions cited above. In
fact, it is difficult to make out whether the letter is a Ra of the

Ha ol tne oth century, oo aiso in the case

of the letter La, we find that in some instances the hooked
form, which is to be found in the Eastern variety of the early

Gupta alphabet, has been used, but in the majority of cases

the form of the Western vari

the earlier form in six cases

:

Labdha in line 2. Labhqh in line 13.

Kdlasakha ,, lines 5-6. Samkalpdbhih ,, ,, 14.

Durllabha % , line 6- Silakunda$ca ,, ,, 24.

find

,, ****v v . ~-„.~ wvvw .,Vw 3f 9 ,

but the form of Western variety is found in all other cases :

Kulacandra in line 4. Dhruvildtydm in line 16.

Aluka f9 ,, 5. Kulya i9 ,, 16.

Kulasvami ,, ,, 6. Kala ,, ,, 18.

Mulyam ,, ,, 8. Salanga ,, ,, 19.

Pustapdla ,, ,, 9. Uparilikhita ,, tJ 20.

Kulya ,, ,, 11. Anupalancha ,, M 21.

1 Ibid., vol. v, p. 459.
* Ibid.

j p. 460; c/. also Bloch in Arch. Survey Report, 1903-4, p. 102.
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Kalana in line 12. Pratipdlamyam in line 22.

Abhilasa ,, ., 14. Lihgani „ „ 23.

Nale?ia ,, „ 16.

We also find two forms of the superscript form of long I.

We have two cases of the older forms:

—

Sfri Dharmmaditya
in line 2 and Pratipalaniyam in lines 22-23 : as well as two

Upakriya in line 8 and Simacases

in line 23. We have also two fori _. _ r
One is the earlier form resembling the Greek letter 6 which
is to be found in the word Apratiratha and the word Abhyar-
thana in line 9, and the acute-angled 6th century form of the
letter to be found in Tatha in line 11 and line 14.

The lingual $a throughout is of the looped form, which is

one of the characteristics of the Eastern variety of the early
Gupta alphabet. The form of Ma is peculiar ; it has the form
which is to be found in the Bharadi Dili Inscription of
Kumaragupta I.

1

(2) The Grant of Dharmmaditya, no date.
The collotype plate published by Mr. Pargiter is very

indistinct and its palseographical peculiarities cannot be
determined with certainty. So far as I have been able to
examine them they vary much less than in the plate mentioned
above. The following peculiarities are noticeable : the form of
Ha is throughout that of the Western variety of the Gupta
alphabet, the acute angle being absent. We have two varie-
ties in the case of La. In one case the Eastern form of the
early Gupta alphabet occurs, e.g., Mandala in line 4, but in all

other cases the 6th century form with the usual acute angle
has been used. There are altogether seven clear instances of
its use, and what is still more remarkable in one case where
the letter has been used as a superscript the Nagari form has
been used, e.g., Slokani in line 24. In this case the form used
is clearly the Nagari form, or more accurately, the Eastern
variety form of the 9th century A.D. The East is very
conservative, and even so late as the time of Devapaladeva of
Bengal the form used resembles the Gupta form rather than
the Nagari. In the Ghosrawa Inscription of Devapaladeva the
form used is that of the early Gupta alphabet without any
acute angles.2 The earliest certain date of the use of this
form of Lain the East seems to be the Diahwa Dubauli Plate
of Maharaja Mahendrapaladeva of
A.D.3

898

Instances of the use of the 6th century form of La

:

1 Ibid., p. 458, pi. xix.
* Ind. Ant., vol. xvii., p. 309. Biihler, Indische Paleographie,

Tafel v, col. v, 37.
3 Ind. Ant., vol. xv, p. 112.
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Labdha in line 3. DharmmaHla in line 19.

Kale ,, ,, 4. Nalena „ „ 19.

Kulya ,, ,, 14. Lihgani „ ,, 20.

Akhila ,. ,, 15.>> »>

We
Mandala The form

in Mandaia is the usual form to be found in inscriptions

from the 4th century A.D. to the 8th century. There are

several other cases of the occurrence of this compound, but

the form everywhere is the same except in line 5. The form of

long 1 is peculiar in Mahapratihdra in lines 3-4. The form of

Ma is the one usually found in Gupta inscriptions. The

lingual 3a throughout has the looped form in all cases of its

occurrence.

(3) The Grant of Gopacandra: the year 19.

The facsimile of the third plate also has not been well repro-

duced. I believe if the second and third plates had been repro-

duced by photogravure or photo-etching the result would have

been far better. Experience has gradually shown that the

reproduction of shallow inscriptions from inked impressions is

a mistake. The plates published with my article on Mr.

Stapleton's grant are reproduced from photographs of the

original plates. The obverse side of the third grant is badly

corroded as has been stated by Mr. Pargiter, and consequently

the reproduction is -hardly of any use for palgeographical

purposes. I have had to depend on the reverse for the palaeo-

graphical examination of this grant. So far as is legible of

the obverse of this grant has also been used in the following

examination. On the obverse the 6th century form of Ha

has been generally used, but on the reverse the Eastern

variety of the Gupta alphabet is to be seen in all cases. On the

obverse only one specimen of this letter is distinct: Maha-

pratihdra in line 3, while on the reverse we have four instances

of the use of the early Gupta form

:

Hastastaka in line 19. Hareta in line 24.

Dhruv'ilatydgrahdra ,, ,, 24. Saha „ ,, 25.

In the majority of cases the form of La used is that of the

6th century variety. In two cases only the older form has

been used: Vatsapdla in line 5 and Lingani in line 21, but

even then with some modification, so that the difference is not

noticeable. We have in all nine clear cases of the use of the

6th centurv forms

:

Mulyam in line 14. Nalena in line 19.

Pustapala ,, ,, 17. Vatsapala ,, „ 19.

Kulavdran „ „ 18. Kulya _ „ „ 19.

Prakalpya „ „ 18. Dhruvilatyagrahara „ „ 22.

Dharmma&ila ,, ,, 19.
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There is an important departure in this plate compared with

the preceding two. This is the use of the bipartite form of Ya
side by side with the usual 6th century open-hooked tripartite

form. Dr. Hoernle has made exhaustive enquiries into the

limit of the tripartite form of Ya, but as Dr. Kielhorn has

shown in several places, the exact limit cannot be fixed with

certainty, but the anomaly of the use of the bipartite with

the tripartite is evident even to the uninitiated. We have four

clear cases of the use of each in this grant

:

Bipartite Form. Tripartite Form.

Vihhriyamdnakdni ] in line 17. NavyavakaHkayam in line 3.

Nayabhuti ,, ,, 17. Viniyukta ,, ,, 5.

Yo ,, „ 24. Nayasena „ ,, 5.

Visthdyam ,, ,,25. Avadharariaya in lines 17-18.

The form of lingual 8a used in this plate is the usual one

of the Eastern variety of the early Gupta alphabet, but the

loop is more pronounced in this plate than in the preceding

couple. The form of Ma also is not the same as in the preced-

ing ones. It is indeed the usual form of the 6th century

alphabet of the East.

(4) The Grant of Samacaradeva : the year 14.

I have already exhaustively treated the peculiarities of the

characters of this plate in my previous article. What remains

for me is to compare the characters of this grant with those

of the other three dealt with above. The perusal of Mr.

Pargiter's able article on the three grants from Faridpur has

obliged me to modify portions of my reading of Mr. Stapleton's

plate ; consequently some new statements on the palaeography

of this grant will be necessary. It is already evident from the

above examination that the test letters of this period are

Ha and La. The test letters of the earlier period—the palatal,

lingual and dental sibilants—are no longer of much value ; in fact

the palatal 8a remains practically unchanged in form from the

1st century A.D. to the 8th. In the Eastern variety of the

characters of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. the form of the

lingual #a is indeed a test to prove the Eastern or Western
origin of the alphabet ; but it is on the two letters mentioned,
La and Ha

9
that we have to depend for a critical determination

of the nature and characteristics of the alphabet. Similarly

we have another test letter in Ya, which at this time changes
from the tripartite form to the bipartite form when it occurs

singly. In a former paper I have had to deal exhaustively

1 This should be read Vikkrlyamanakani instead of Vikkrlyamanani
as Mr. Pargiter proposes to read. The plate shows a syllable between na
and nt, but this appears to be ta and is probably due to a flaw in the
impression. I propose to restore it in the form stated above. We
have an extra ka in the same word in plate i, line 11. Ind. Ant, 1910,
p. 195.

* * '
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with the transformation of this letter when used as a sub-
script. 1 Dr. Hoernle's labours on the later transformation
of this letter hardly leaves any room for further work with the
data at present in hand. The presence of the acufce angle is

also another important feature in the determination of the
characteristics of the alphabet. On this point Dr Biihler

says

:

"About the beginning of the 6th century we find in the
Northern Inscriptions both of Eastern and Western India
(Plate IV, Cols. X-XII) distinct beginnings of a new develop-
ment which first leads to the forms of the Gaya Inscription

of A.D. 588-89 (Plate IV, Cols. XV, XVI), Their chief

characteristic is that the letters slope from the right to the
left, and show acute angles at the lower or at the right ends,
as well as that the tops of the vertical or slanting lines invari-
ably bear small wedges, and their ends either show the same
ornaments or protuberances on the right. These peculiarities

are observable in a large number of inscriptions of the next
four centuries, and it seems to me advisable to class the
characters of the whole group as those of the acute-angled
alphabet."* So the presence of the acute angle though a
determining factor is at the same time not a very clear indica-

tive of the age of an inscription : but in the earlier period of

the acute-angled alphabet, i.e., when the transformation of

right-anded letters into acute-angled ones take place, the
acute angle has justly been regarded as a determinant of the

date of an inscription. In the following centuries the acute

angle ceases to be of any value in the determination of the

date of an inscription. In the Eastern variety of the Northern
alphabet the latest use of the right-angled characters seem to be

in the Muncle.4vari Inscription of Udayasena. 8

The acute angle is more or less present in the characters

of the first grant : thus we have it very distinctly in $a
9
Sa

Ya, Gha, Dha, Ha (of the 6th century form) and Ma. It is

conspicuous by its absence in the case of certain letters such
as Ja, Pa, and Va. In the second grant we have acute
angles in Ya f Sa, Sa and Gha. It is absent in La, Pa and
some other letters. In the third grant the acute angle is

present in Ya, both bipartite and tripartite, Ha, Sa, Sa and Ma.
It is absent in La, Va, Pa, Dha, etc. In the fourth grant the

acute angle is present in Sa, Pa, Ya, Dha and Ma. It is

absent in $a, Ha Ja, etc. Thus we find that in these grants

the acute angle is present in certain letters and absent in

others. This alone would point out the date of these inscrip-

tions and place them in the last half of the 6th century or first

1 i r, , .

1 Ind Ant.. 1908, pp. 34 39.
2 Btihler'8 Indische Palceographie (Eng. Ed.), p 49.
Epi. Ind., vol. he, p. 281.

i

*t
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half of the 7th. The next point is the form of the letter Ya
when it occurs alone, as the subscript form does not vary in

inscriptions of this period. We find that the first two grants

invariably use the tripartite form of Ya : it is only in the third

grant that we find both forms of Ya used together. In the

fourth grant, on the other hand, the bipartite form of Ya has

been used throughout the inscription. Finally we come to the

test letters Ha and La. I have already shown in the examina-

tion of the characters of the different plates the several

different instances of the use of the different forms of these

two letters. Thus we find in the first grant in eight cases the

Eastern variety of early Gupta form has been used, while in

the remaining eight cases the early 6th century form is to

be found. In the case of La, we find the earlier form in six

cases and the later form in 17 cases. But in inscriptions in

which the presence of the acute angle is general one hardly

expects to find such early forms of a character used side by
side with the later forms. Unfortunately in the ca^e of the

second plate the facsimile does not allow us to be definite in

our statements, but as much of it as is legible shows the same
mixture of earlier and later forms. The reproduction of the

third plate is somewhat better, though the obverse is more or

less blurred by corrosion. Here also we find the same mixture
of early and later forms of Ha and La; but in this plate the

earlier form of La approaches more to the 6th century form
than in the two preceding plates. In the case of the fourth

plate I have all the advantages of having the original before

me just now. Here also we find the same mixture of the

different varieties of Ha and La. I do not want to recapitu-

late the details of my former examination, but it is gratifying

to see that I was correct in my estimate of the characters of

this plate. The correctness of my result is supported by the

foregoing examination of the characters of the three other

plates. The palaeographical evidence of the four plates taken
jointly prove that the grants are spurious. The alphabet in

which they are written has been compiled from that of three

different centuries, viz. 4th, 5th and 6th centuries AD. I shall

have to refer to the numerals used in these plates in a later

of my essay, and the determination of the date of these

grants is a matter of considerable difficulty and ought to be

treated separately.

The foregoing palaeographical examination will be incom-
plete if the characters of these four plates are not compared
with those found in some records which have been incised in

characters of a similar nature. The most important inscrip-

tion in Nepal for this period is the Changun'lrayan Pillar

Inscription of Mlnaieva. I mean that this is important
for the palaeography of the four plates which form the subject
of this paper. This inscription was brought to public notice by
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the late Dr. Bhagwanlal Indraji. 1 The inscription is dated in

the year 386 of a certain era, which has not been specified in it.

Scholars differ very widely about the era in which this inscrip-

tion is dated. Dr. Indraji referred the inscription to the

Vikrama era, which is manifestly impossible. Later on Dr.
Fleet in his Classic Work on " Gupta Inscriptions" * referred

the date to the Gupta era. This also is hardly possible, as in

that case the date of the inscription would be equivalent to

705 A.D. It is evident even at a glance that the charac-

ters of the inscription are centuries older than those used in

the 7th or 8th century A.D. M. S. Levi, who has reopened
the subject in his admirable work on Nepal, has proved defi-

nitely from accurate astronomical calculations that the year
386 is equivalent to 496-97 A.D. S M. Levi's calculation is

amply supported by the palaeography pf the inscription.

He has not examined the characters at length, but he has
referred the reader to his remarks on another epigraph
inscribed with similar characters, viz. that on the Pillar

of Harigaon: 4 but the inscription of Changunarayan—the
date of which has been accurately fixed—is too important to

be omitted. In this document we find that the La and Ha
throughout are of the form which is to be found in the Eastern
variety of the early Gupta alphabet (i.e. the Northern alpha-

bet of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D.). We find all other
characteristics, which, according to Bfihler, characterize this

variety. Thus wre have the looped form of the lingual Sa and
the medial 1 which " consists of two horns." There is not a
single instance in which the 6th century or the Western variety

form of Ha, La and §a have been used in this inscription.

Biihler has already noticed the presence of the acute angle in Pa,
Sa and Sa. b So the characters of the inscription belong to the
4th and 5th centuries A.D., and it can never be accurately re-

ferred to the 8th century. This, I believe, is a strong support
of M. Leva's astronomical calculation. The second inscription

in early Gupta characters edited by M. Levi is the Harigaon
Pillar Inscription. Unfortunately this inscription is not dated,
but here also we find that in all cases Ha, La and Sa have
the form which we find in the Eastern variety of the early

Gupta alphabet. I must make certain r> ervations about the

characters of this inscription. The facsimile is so very
indistinct that I must admit my examination is not definite.

The original is very large in size, and its reproduction on an

1 Ind. Ant., vol. ix, pp. 163 166.
* Fleet's G'tpta Inscriptions, Introduction, p. 95.

8 Annates du Musee duimet, tome xix ; le Ntpal, par Sylvain
Levi, vol. iii, pp. 8 9.

* Ibid., pp. 36-41: Journal Asiatique X"^ s6rie, tome iv, pp. 207-
212.

* Biihler's Indian Paleography (Eng. Edn.), p. 47.
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octavo size plate is almost illegible. The reproduction both
in the Journal Asiatique and in the Annales of the Musee
Guimet should have been on a more liberal scale. The

Na
M

6th century A.D. 1 On the other hand, I beg to differ from his
conclusion. The inscription certainly belongs to the 5th cen-
tury A.D. and cannot be referred to any later date. In this
connection, I may be allowed to state that M. Levi's theory
about an era of the Licchavis, the initial year of which falls in
110 A.D., does not in any way interfere with my statements
about the peculiarities of the epigraphic alphabet of the
6th century A.D.2 Thus if the date of Bendall's Golmad-
hitol Inscription be 516 instead of 316, and if, at the same
time, the date is referred to the era of the Licchavis 8 and not
to Gupta era, the actual difference in the date is very slight
and does not interfere with my arguments. Referred to the
Gupta era the date is 318 + 319 = 637 A.D., if referred to the
era of Licchavis*—518 + 110 = 628. Thus, if both conditions
are observed rigidly, the actual difference in the date is ten
years only. I believe M. Levi is quite right in reading the
numeral for oOO and referring the date to the era of the Liccha-
vis. Thus we find that in the 6th and the 7th century the Ha,
La and Sa have the usual form of the characters : cf . the steles
of Hangaon dated Harsa samvat 30 and 32, i.e. 636 and
638 A.D. The older inscriptions dated in the Harsa era have
been already mentioned by me in a previous paper quoted
above and they fully bear out the conclusions arrived at.

(II) The Method of Granting Land.

We find a novel method of granting land to a Brahmana
in these four copperplate grants. The usual method, which 'is

to be found in the majority of the copperplate grants in
JNorthem India, is that a King grants the land to a Brahmana
and has the document inscribed on a plate or a number of
plates of copper in order to ensure its permanency. In my
paper on Mr. Stapleton's, grant I have already stated the usual
characteristics of a copperplate grant. They are :—

"(1) The first portion may be either in prose or verse and
generally gives the genealogy of the King or an eulogium on
mm. In shorter grants this portion is written in prose and
gives the titles of the King." There are two grants in which
a Fnnce of subordinate rank grants a piece of land.

i Annates du Mueee Guimet, torn
•2 Epi. Ind., vol. ix, pp. 285-286.

I
*™al™ du Musee (Juimet, torn.

+ Ibid., pp. 50-51.
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(i) The Ganjam Grant of Sainyabhita-Madhavaraja of the

Gupta year 300. In this inscription Madhavaraja acknowledges
himself to be a vassal of SaSarika, whom the use of the Gupta
era shows to be the same man as the adversary of Harsa-Vard-
liana. In this inscription we have simply the mention of

Sasanka as a suzerain. The earlier verses give the complete
genealogy of the race of the grant or from Sailodbhava to

Madhavaraja. 1

(ii) The Patiakella Grant of S'ivaraja. This is a very short

inscription, and in this we have simply the mention of the

suzerainty of S'ivaraja 2
; but we find a startlingly different

method in these four grants, and in order to get at the method
employed in each of these plates we shall have to analyse
them separately.

(a) Grant of the time of Dharmmaditya, the year 3.—From
this grant we learn that in the third year of the Emperor
Dharmmaditya a subordinate King named Sthanudatta reigned

in the Vdraka-Mandala. The connection of the Visayapaii

Jajuva with the rest of the sentence is not certain
;
and Mr.

Pargiter's translation is still more indefinite. We feel surer

ground when we come to the announcement that a certain

Vatabhoga announces to the principal men of the district,

whose names are enumerated at length, that he wishes to buy
a parcel of land from them and to give it to a Brahmana ; the

headmen agree and lay down certain conditions. Vatabhoga

having agreed to these conditions purchased the land and bes-

towed it on a Brahmana named Candrasvamin.
(b) The undated Grant of the time of Dharmmaditya.—In

this inscription we have some still more startling conditions.

In the empire of Dharmmaditya a certain officer {Mahapratl-

hara-Uparika) named Nagadeva was placed in charge of Navya-
vakdiika. This name is also to be found in Mr. Stapleton's

grant and is probably the name of the Bhukti in which the

Varakamandala was situated. Nagadeva appointed Gopala-

svamin as an officer in the Varakamandala. Vasudevasvamin
approached the officers, the Elder Scribe {Jyestha Kayasiha)

Nayasena, and the leading men of the district, with a view to

certain land. As before in the case of No. 1, the land was
sold and granted to a Brahmana named Somasvamin.

(c) The Grant of the time of Gopacandra, the year 19.—From
this grant we learn that in the 19th year of the Emperor
Gopacandra, Nagadeva was in charge of NavyavakaUka. He
seems to have gained some additional titles, but the decay of

the inscription prevents us from quoting them at length. I

would, however, restore the word beginning with Ku as

Knmara-padiy-iimatya-Uparilea ; but a new officer has been ap-

pointed to the Varakamandala and his name is Vatsapalasva-

I Epi. hid., vol. vi, p. I VS. * EpL Ind., vol. ix, p. 286.
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min. The decay of the inscription makes it impossible to state

who approached the Elder Scribe and the leading men for the
purchase of a parcel of land, but so far is certain, that the land
is afterwards granted to a Brahmana named Bhatta Gomidat-
tasvamin. The statement in lines 19-20 seems to indicate that
Vatsapalasvamin himself was the purchaser and grantor of the
land.

(d) The Grant of Samacaradeva, the year 14.—From this

inscription we learn that in the 14th year of an Emperor
named Samacaradeva a certain Jivadatta was in charge of

Navyavakasika and a second officer named Pavittruka held
the maridala of Varaka under him. A certain Supratikasvamin
informs the officers and the leading men that he wishes to dedi-

cate a piece of land for the performance of Vedic rites and
sacrifices. The exact wording of the plate is very doubtful,
but so far is certain, that in this plate there is no mention of

the land being conveyed to a Brahmana. In the preceding
plate mention is made of a Pustapala or Record-Keeper, who
measures land or parcels it out ; thus we have Vinayasena in
the first grant, Janmabhuti in the second, and Nayabhuti in the
third grant. But in the fourth grant we have the mention of

some officials Karanika, of whom only two are named, Naya-
naga and KeSava There is no mention of the determination
of land or the measurement as in the three preceding plates.

We have a new word in this plate which occurs also in the
third plate and which I took to be Kulacaran. 1

To sum up, we find that in the first two plates a private
person approaches the officers and the elders of a district and
with their consent purchases a piece of land. It is not men-
tioned whether the purchase is made from private persons or
from the royal or public domain land. The officers agree to
the purchase and the area is determined by a Record-Keeper.
Immediately after the purchase the land is granted to a Brah-
mana. In the third plate the purchaser of the land is himself
an official, all other conditions of the purchase being identical.
In the fourth plate we find that a private person approaches
the officials and elders of a district for a piece of land, which
is to be set aside for the performance of Vedic rites. It should
be noted in this connection that the word sale has not been
used at all in this inscription, and it may be that Supratikas-
vamin approached the officials and the elders of the district
for a parcel of land for his own use. I have already noted this
fact in my article on this plate. In this respect the fourth
plate differs very greatly from the preceding ones, and it seems
probable that the forger of this grant was not so capable a
man as those of the preceding ones. Thus we have a new
order of copperplate inscriptions, viz. records of the sale of a

1 Ind. Ant., vol. xxxix, p. 205, Note 40.
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land to a private person by officials and elders and the granting
of the same by a private person to a Brahmana. This remark
applies with equal force to the first three plates ; the uncer-

tainty of the meaning of the fourth inscription making its ea »

doubtful. In the long list of Northern Indian Copper Plate

Inscriptions we do not find a single instance of the sale of land

to private persons either by or through state officials or of a

grant of land made to a Brahmana by a private person

;

neither do we find an instance of a grant of land being made
by officials with the consent of the leading men of a dis-

trict.

(Ill) The Seals of the Copper Plates,

Only the first three copperplates have a seal attached to
each of them. rked
has lost its seal, though traces of its attachment are still clear.

alecl It is cir-

cular in shape and is divided into two unequal portions by two
parallel horizontal lines. The upper part-which is the larger

bears the emblems and the lower one the legend. A double
scroll-ornament is attached to each side of these seals. The
seal of the second plate has lost portions of this ornament.
On the seals of the first two plates the emblem consists of a

standing female figure in the middle with a tree on ea^h side;

two elephants are pouring water over her head. Mr. Pargiter

supposes that in the first plate he can discern a kneeling at-

tendant figure and in the second a standing attendant. The
emblems agree remarkably well with those to be found on the

clay sealings of the early Gupta imperial officers discovered by
the late Dr. Bloch at Basarh in the Mozufferpur district of

Bengal. Here we find that in the majority of official seals a

standing female figure occurs in the upper part. Thus

:

( 1

)

Yuvaraja-pMlya-Kumaramatyadh ikara n a. l

(2) fiK-'T'umraja'BhaUamka'padiya'Kumaramntyadhikara^
i/xsya!1

( 3) Tirabhukty-Uparik-adh ikara nasya. s

(4) Tirabhuktau- Vinaya-sthitusthapak-Mhikaranasya. 3*

In his article on Basarh Dr. Bloch refers to the similarity

between the seal of the first grant and some of his clay seal-

ings. 5

It should be noted that the seals affixed to these copper-

plates are not those of the officers who approve the sales, nor

do they belong to the private personages who give away the

1 Annual Report of th< Archccohgica? Survey of India, 1903-04.

p. 107, No. 4, pi. xi, 10.

* Ibid., pi. xi, 1 1. 3 Ibid., p. 109, pi. xi, 8.

Ibid., pi. xi, 13. 6 ibid., p. 106.
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land to Brahmanas, but on the other hand, they are seals
of the officer in charge of the Varaka mandala. This fact also
is exceptional in character, as no other Northern Indian copper-
plate bears the seal of an official. The only exception to this
is the Tippera copperplate referred to by Dr. Bloch. 1 This
copperplate was sent to the Asiatic Society of Bengal or the
Indian Museum. This plate is written in characters of the 9th
or 10th century A.D., but the seal attached to it is several
centuries older, as it is written in the alphabet of the early
Gupta Kings. The legend runs as follows

:

Kumaramatyadhikaranasya.

This shows that several centuries after the downfall of the
early Gupta empire, descendants of their officials in different
parts of the country continued to hold sway over the terri-
tories held by their ancestors. Dr. Bloch says—"If the
inscription on the plate is not a mere forgery, which I am un-
able to decide at present, we should find an officer of the rank
of Kumaramatyadhikarna continuing to enjoy a certain amount
of territorial independence in a remote district of the East for
centuries after the period of the early Gupta Kings." Thus
we see that the seal belonged to an official of the Gupta
empire and most probably retained in the possession of his
descendants. It was used to forge these three grants in order
to establish a claim to certain lands, evidently during a period
of confusion and anarchy. Such periods were unfortunately
only too frequent in the history of Eastern India during the
century between the fall of the empire of Harsavard liana and
the rise of the Palas in Bengal.

(IV) The Language of the Grants.

meanin
of certain words, which though found in previous records were
unintelligible. Thus the word Kulya vapa occurs in the
inscription of Laksmanasena. 2 The word Nalena is common in
inscriptions and it occurs in the Dhanaidaha Grant of Kumara-
JTIintfl. T 3 »S Nnlrtbn Qi

-

.^;i„„l.. <-!»„ : j A !£!-X.»mApa
is to be found in line 11 of the same grant. The extremely
bad state of preservation of the Dhanaidaha Grant made it

impossible for me to make out a new word correctly. But I
am sure what I read as Nalaka sada (?) vi..chya is really
Nalakam-apavinchya. A comparison with the plate convinces
me of the certainty of the reading. I may note in this con-

I Ibid., pp. 120-121.
1 Journal Asiat. Snr.

p. 64.
Part 1

$ Above vol. v, p. 461, pi. xx .
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nection that the word Sddhanika is not a new word as Mr.
Pargiter is apt to think. 1 It occurs in the majority of copper-
plate grants in several forms, such as, Dausadhanika^ Dausad-
hasadhanika, etc. Its meaning is .not yet certain. In the
copperplate grants this name is to be found along with those
of other officers like Uparika, Antaranga. One of the new
names of officials Kulavara, which occurs in the third and
fourth grants, cannot be definitely translated as M referees

M
or

"arbitrators.*' I read this word as Kidacardn in the fourth
grant, but of course I must admit that I was wrong. About
proper names : Brhac-catta would not bear comparison with
modern Cattopadhyaya. In this connection I may note that
the meaning of the word Cata seems to be definitely settled at
last. Rai Bahadur Hiralal and Dr. J. P. Vogel are agreed on
this point. In his article on the Sarangarh Plates of Mahasu-
deva Mr. Hiralal quotes some remarks of Dr. Vogel which are
worth reproducing:—"On my first visit to the ancient hill

state of Chamba (Panjab) I learnt that the head of a pargana
there has the title of Char, which is evidently derived from the
Sanskrit Chdta. The Char collects villagers who have to do
work (forced labour) on behalf of the State ; he arranges for

load carriers and supplies in case the Raja or some traveller

visits his district. I have little doubt that the Chnta of the
copperplates is the same as the Char of the Chamba State.

In the Chamba Copperplates published in the Annual Report
of the Archaeological Survey (1902-03) I have therefore ren-

dered the word by "district officer." It was clearly a privi-

lege of importance that the head of the district was not
allowed to interfere with the granted land; in other words, he
was not allowed to collect labourers or to demand supplies etc.

on behalf of the State."—Epi. hid., Vol. IX, p. 284, Note 10.

Similarly Somaghosa (second grant, line 8), Villi taghosa (4th

grant, line 7), etc., cannot be taken as the progenitors of th©

modern Ghosas of Bengal, and Nayasena is not a Kayastha of

the Sena family. As Candragupta the Maurya cannot be taken
to be the progenitor of the Guptas of the Vaidya caste, and
Rsabhadatta (Usabhadatta) the Scythian to be the progenitor

of the Dallas of the Kayastha caste, so Somaghosa and Naya-
sena cannot be said to be the forefathers of the Ghosas and
Senas of Bengal. If we agree to do so, we shall have to

admit that the Brahmana Carudatta was the forefather of the

Vaidya and Kayastha Dattas of Bengal

!

Finally I must note that the language of the three grants

edited by Mr. Pargiter is not so vague as that of the fourth

:rant. A comparison with the three other plates has enabled
me to improve the reading of Mr. Stapleton's grant in many
points :

i Ind. Ant., vol. xxxix, p. 194.
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(1) Mr. Pargiter has already noticed the superfluous
uses of the word Ka in these four inscriptions. The presence
of the seals together with the comparison of the three grants
enabled him to read the name Varaka with certainty. In the
absence of the seal I Kavaraka
This is natural, as the previous word is usually written Anumo-
dita and not Anumoditaka. Similarly in the absence of the
seal in the other plates I believe no one could have read the

In the fourth grant weKav
have to read Jivadattas-tadanumoditaka Varakamandale.

(2) In the 11th line we have to read Tadarhatha instead of

Tadarham yatha. This word occurs in the three grants edited
by Mr. Pargiter.

(3) In the 12th line we have to read Yata etadabhyar-
thanamupalabhya instead of Yatadhanadabhyarthanmupalabhya

.

The very phrase is to be found in the first grant (line 9) and
the third grant (line 15).

(4) I have already stated that the word read by me as

Kulacaran is to be read Kulavdran.
(5) In the 16th line the reading is to be corrected into

Krtya kseltra kulyavdpattrayam.

(6) In the 22nd line the first word is written Sadatdm in-

stead of Sadattam.

(7) The reading of the date is to be corrected to 14 instead
of 34. Dr. Bloch read the date as 14, but at that time I did
not agree with him. I was of opinion that the forger of the
grant has tried to stick to the 6th century forms both as to

alphabet and numerals, but now I find that he has committed
another mistake in using the 8th century form for 10 in an
inscription which he wanted to be taken as a 6th century one,
or possibly still earlier. I shall have to refer to this numeral
several times in the next paragraph. It should be noted that
the form of dental na in the word Supratikasvaminah is the
8th or 9th century form and not the earlier form. I had omit-
ted this inadvertently in my first article.

(V) The Date of the Grants.

Only three of these four plates are dated, and in these the

date is always expressed in numerals. The clue to the proper
assignation of the dates of these inscriptions is probably to be
found in the forms of numerals used in them. This part of the

question may be taken in two different instalments Firstly,
the forms of the numerals used, and secondly, the assignation
of dates. First of all, in two of these dates out of three we
have the numeral for 10. When I edited Mr. Stapleton's grant
in these pages, I was of opinion that the grant was issued in
the 34th year of Samaearadeva, but as I have already noted
above, the late Dr. Bloch was concurrent in opinion with
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Mr. Pargiter and Dr. Hoernle about the interpretation of the
symbol. These three scholars agree in taking this symbol to
stand for 10. I am now convinced that they are correct, but
at the same time it is not possible to assign these three inscrip-

tions to the 6th century A.I), or any date before that. Prom the
majority of Northern Indian inscriptions we can prove that the
symbol for 10 from the dawn of Indian history to the 6th cen-
tury A.D. has been the lateral Ma and no other form is tobe
found among cognate inscriptions. The only exception to this

is a solitary inscription found in Nepal. The date of this

inscription is still doubtful, as it is dated in an era the initial

year of which still remains to be definitely calculated. 1 Dr.
Buhler in his masterly work on Indian Palaeography has
proved absolutely beyond doubt that the symbol for 10 during
the first six centuries of the Christian era is the lateral Ma
with very slight changes. It is only during the latter part of
the 7th century that changes take place in the sign for this
numeral. The sign which is usecl in these three dates is to be
found in Nepalese inscriptions of the 8th century A*D and
not before that. In Northern Indian inscriptions of the first

six centuries A.D. the lateral Ma denotes the numeral 10 and
changes come over the numeral from the 6th to the 8th century
A.D. These transition forms are to be found in the Valabhi
copperplate grants, and they show that the form used in these
inscriptions had gradually been evolved out of the older form

;

so by means of this datum, viz., the date of the inscription from
Nepal in which this form of the symbol is to be found, it can
be safely asserted that this form is a later one. As Dr. Kielhorn
las

as si

numeral on the basis of palaeography only, but it is quite saft

to assert that such and such form is earlier or later. Compara-
tive terms are always used with reference to a particular period

and locality. The gradual evolution of this symbol will be ap-

parent from Dr. Buhler's tables. 3 The only other noticeable

form in the numerals used in these inscriptions is the symbol
for 9 in the Grant of Gopacandra. It is unlike any of the

well-known forms of that numeral to be found in Indian In-

scriptions. In fact, the decipherment of this symbol is one of

Mr. Pargiter 'a greatest successes. It resembles Dr. Buhler's

Col. X to some extent. From the very first I was pretty

doubtful about the reading of this symbol. I had the oppor-

tunity of examining the original, as Dr. Hoernle has since

returned the plates to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and I am
quite convinced of the faultlessness of Dr. Fleet's ink impres-

> Bend all's Journey to Nepal, p. 72, pi. VIII.

* Epi. lnd.
y
vol. iv, pp S9-3&

Indische Paheographie. Tafel ix, Cols, i— xiii.
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sion. The second part of the question is far more difficult than
the first. gnation
dates has not arrived as yet. Though these three dates form a
regular series, yet it is by no means certain that they belong to

the same period or to a particular era- On the contrary, I

believe that they are separate regnal years and have no connec-
tion with each other. Thus, Nagadeva, who held the province
of Navyavakasika for Dharmmaditya, seems to have remained
in that charge till the year 19 in the reign of Gopacandra. If

these dates form a continual series the reign of Samacaradeva
must fall between that of Dharmmaditya and Gopacandra.
But we find another governor for Navyavakasika in the year
14, so it is evident that the dates are regnal years. The forger
of these grants I believe had no idea of forming a consecutive
line of Kings. Dr. Hoernle's identification of the Emperor
Dharmmaditya with Yasodharmman is purely tentative and
has no basis. Similarly his identification of Gopacandra with
Prince Govicandra or Gopicandra of Northern Bengal tradition
is also tentative. There is absnlutelv no
gestion save the similarity in names.

ground

(VI) The Importance of the Grants.

Finally the four plates—forged as they are—yield some
valuable material for the construction of the History of Bengal
during the dark period from the death of Harsavardhana to the
rise of the Palas of Bengal. This period has now been short-
ened by the researches of the late Dr. Kielhorn and Mahamaho-
padhaya Haraprasau S'astrf. Synchronisms and slight mention
have now enabled us to state definitely that the Pala empire
rose in the middle of the 8th century A.D. and that the date
of its rise must fall before the Gurjara conquest of Kanauj. 1

It is now definitely settled that the initial year of Dharmma-
pala's reign falls between 783 and 817 A.D. ; so this dark period
extends from 672 to 783 A.D. or a little over a century. The
Guptas of Magadha survived the transitory glory of the Sthan-
viSvara Kings. Of this line we have the

;
" " m

'
*

**
defin

enealogy
further downward by the Deo-Banarak (Deva-Varanarka)
Inscription of Jlvitagupta II. 3 For this period extending from
672 to 738 A.D. we have no definite data and the material sup-
plied by the four copperplate grants comes in very handy.

«f

-

m°St imP°rtant fact is ^e use of genuine seals of the
officials of the Gupta empire. As I have noticed above Dr.
Bloch has already stated that the officials of the Gupta empire

1 Memoirs A.S.B., vol. iii, No. I, pp. 3-4.

I rl^
8 Gupta Ascriptions, p. 210.

6 Ibid., p. 215.
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or their descendants continued to enjoy a certain amount of

territorial independence centuries after the dissolution of the

ancient empire of the Gupta. The seals of these three copper-

plates show that the officer in charge of the Varakamandala
had carved out a small principality for himself and that his

descendants continued to enjoy it for three or four centuries.

They do not seem to have laid claim to royalty as is usual in

such cases, but on the other hand continued under the same
designation as their founder. This is a parallel

of the Native States of India which sprang up after the disso-

case

lution rule

independent Princes in reality, continued under their old rank
and titles in the majority of cases. It is possible to assert on
this data and the evidence of the seal of the Tippera Grant
alluded to by Dr. Bloch that after the dissolution of the an-

cient Gupta empire officers in charge of the provinces gradually

carved out small principalities for themselves and their descen-

dants. We have clearer examples in the case of the Senapatis

of Valabhi and the Parivrajaka Maharajas. In Bengal the

Aphsad Inscription of Aditvasma provides us with a long line

of local rulers, who most probably were descendants from the
ancient Gupta Emperors. Besides the Guptas of Magadha, the

stray Kings like Narendragupta, we have no other data for the
History of Bengal after the fall of Har^avardhana.

The seals of the Faridpur copperplates

Tipp which came
into existence after the dissolution of the ancient Gupta empire

downfall Thus in

Bengal only we have two separate dynasties descended from
the officials of the ancient Gupta empire who continued to rule

till the rise of the Palas. The case is verv clear in the case

the Tippera Giant, but in the case of the Faridpur Grants it is

different. In the Faridpur Grants we find that a genuine seal

of an official of the ancient Gupta empire has been used to seal

a land-grant instead of that of the Prince during whose reign

the grant was made, or that of the person who made the

grant. At the same time, it is interesting to note that the

seal belonged to the officer in charge of the district in which
the land granted is situated. Jn that case it may be safely

asserted that a descendant of the officer in charge of the

Varakamandala of the ancient Gupta empire continued to hold

sovereign rights over the whole or part of that district, other-

wise the forger would not have sealed the grants with his seal.

Most probably Dharmmaditya, Gopacandra and Samacaradex a
were great Kings according to the tradition then current in

Bengal, and the forger of these plates has referred to them by
name only owing to the absence of other details concerning
them. It is to be noted also that he has used regnal years
instead of definite dates in these plates. It may be that the
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J

plates were forged after the rise of the Pala empire, as it is

during the time of the Palas only that regnal years were exten-

sively used in Eastern Indian Inscriptions instead of definite

dates in a well-known era. Finally I wish to note that the

seals used in these grants are later in date than the clay seals

discovered at Basarh. In the Basarh seals we have the

Eastern variety form of the lingual Sa in the majority of

cases, but in the Faridpur seals the form used is that of the

Western variety, that is, a rectangular letter with a straight

horizontal cro cs bar and without any traces of acute angles.

Recently the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., of the St. Xavier's

College, Calcutta, has sent me a copperplate, which though of

a much later date resembles the Faridpur Grants in one point.

The inscription opens as follows.

Text.

(1) Om\ Paramabhattdraketyddi Rajavikatdditya (Vikramd-

ditya) devanamatitarajye varsa = (2) S'atatrayodasdbda-sattrimsa-

tatamddhi/cam phdlguna krs napancamydm Bhimavasa —(3) re

iti likhamdne yatrdnke samvat 1336 phalguna dine 5 bhaume Sri

(4) Pa(m)cakukudasatdvasita (samdvdsita) Vijayakatake Para-

mabhatjdraka Paramehara Parama (5) mdhesvara Nagavam-

kodbhava Arirdjagopigovinda Rdjddata (?) varsacari —{§) Raja

Srima Asakandradeva Maharaja Vijayadeva Sandhivigrahika

S'ri Ni. (7) Mahattaka iri Someivara Pratihdra kr% Harihara

AksapataHka Thakkura sri Akhatandga (?). (8) Bhanddgarika

Khag ivitta Sovav ivitta Kasthivitta Sddhanika Paniydgd. (9) -rika

Dandaka Dandanduaka Kotlapdla Dvdraka Paurika Paramakar-

yamantri. (10) Samupagatasesa rajapurusam Raja Itajanyafca

Rajaputra Rdjamatya.

Thus it will be seen that some of the officials are men-

tioned by name in lines 6 and 7, while the titles only of the

rest are enumerated at length. I have reasons to suppose that

this plate also is a forgery, and I expect to publish it shortly in

another paper.

»

. <* * *



25* Elucidation of certain passages in I-tsing«

By Kashi P. Jayaswal, B.A., Davis Chinese

Scholar iOxon.). Barrister-at-Law.

By bringing to light the work of I-tsing, Japanese scholars

have rendered great help towards the stupendous task of

restoring Hindu History. I-tsing's Records afford glimpses

into the social condition of our country towards the end of the
seventh century (671—695 A.C.). This great monk, no less

famous in the Buddhist world of China than Hiuen Thsang
with whom we are more familiar, was pre-eminently a scholar

and the best Sanskritist amongst the Chinese pilgrims whose
writings have yet reached us. His stay at the centres of

learning in the Hindu colonies of Sumatra, and ten years' study
at the university of Nalanda under the greatest professors of

the time, gave him an intimate knowledge of the methods of

the teaching of Sanskrit and the complete curriculum in vogue
in those days, and enabled him to describe them in faithful

detail. The unique treatment of the subject forms the 35th
chapter of The Records of Buddhist Practices in India.

The chapter is so full of important materials for the stu-

dent of the Hindu social history, that it is eminently desirable

to have every word in it made perfectly clear. To get at the

correct meaning of Chinese texts is sometimes inconceivably

difficult. Dr. Takakusu, the learned translator of I-tsing's

— -— — - - -j

English rendering.

m

attached
usly

body of his masterly translation (Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1896). These passages occurring in the 35th chapter on "The
Methods of Learning in the West," have specially attracted

my attention on account of the importance of the subject-

matter.

On page 178 there occurs the passage :

M They (the Scholastics who had defeated their oppo-

nents) l receive grants of land, and are advanced to a

high rank [their famous names are, as a reward, written

in white on their lofty gates]/'

The r>recedine passage runs as follows

:

"When they are refuting heretic doctrines all their opponents
become tongue-tied and acknowledge themselves undone. Then the
ound of their fame makes the five mountains (of India) vibrate, and
their renown flows, as it were, over the four borders'' (borders =
am*?).
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The passage which I have marked with brackets is a
rendering of the original :

—

rm

The last character men, primarily meaning c doors,' 'gate/
has been, it seems, the source of puzzle to translators. Mr.
Fujishima, who translated some parts of the work into
French, 1 took it to signify "the court" and the whole
sentence he would render by

:

" which (the rank) gives them access to the court
5 '

[
c qui leur donne acces a la cour '].

To make men mean royal court ' could neither be warranted
by its use in general literature nor the present context.

Those who received grants of land, presumably, like the candi-

dates for the Government Service, had already been to "the
King's Court to lay down before it the sharp weapon (of their

abilities)," % and would hardly be in want of the M access to

the court." Further, there is no character in the text which
would mean " access," nor men has been anywhere found to

signify " Court."

Dr. Takakusu takes men in its literal sense; ^Sj

1

lofty gates.' But, then, he has to detach the first character

shang from the sentence and translate it by the adverbial

as
' to give,' ' to confer/ " to bestow.' To make sense, he sup-

plies a complete sentence, viz. "their famous names are writ-

ten" The second character J|£ m, in its common meaning,

1 simple,' • white,' adds to the confusion ; and an unintelligible

rendering, M their famous names written in white on their lofty

gates" is the result. To write in white, and that on what
gates ? On the gates of the house of the scholastic, or of the

king, or on the gates of some temple, or of the city-walls ?

If by Pn men really some gates were meant, they would have

been specified. Again, as far as we know, there was no such

practice as to inscribe names of scholars on any gates. I>r.

Takakusu, however, avows that the text is not clear to him and
that his rendering is only tentative.

If we take pn men in the classical sense to mean school/

1 system/ we would not be, perhaps, far from what I-tsing

1 The Journal Asiatique, 1888. * I-teing, p. 177
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intended to convey. The classical meaning of men as ' school
*

or system ' can be illustrated by the following references :

(1) Speaking of the martial music composed by the famous

Yu, Confucius asked his disciples: ^^ jSl "fc& ff

~y PH * what has it to do with my system? 9 the analects,

Bk. xi, Chap. 14, 1.

(2) In the prefatory paragraph of the ffl H£!t* the

doctrine of the mean, %\ Pn» Khung men means the

Confucian School,' Legge, Classics (1893), Vol I, p. 384.

men jen, which would literally mean * the men

of the gate,' is used for ' the followers of the system/ 'the

disciples.' the analects, Bk. iv, ch. 15, 2; vii, 28; ix,

11 ; xi, 10; xiv, 2; xix, 3. Men jen suggests the history of the

meaning of men as 'system,' as the disciples went to the mas-

ter's 'gate,
7 every day, they became 'the men of the gate'

;

and from different ' gate-men' their different PH men's, sys-

tems,' would have been distinguished.

The second character ^|S su, interchanges with ^£J so,

6

to search,' * to study,' in the Classics. Chu, the celebrated

commentator, writing on the Chapter xi, i, the doctrine of

the mean, takes the character 3|u su to read and mean as

so (according to Legge, hsi
9
but according to Giles, so 1

), to
study' {vide Legge, Classics, 1897, Vol. I, p. 391,7*. 11). It

is easy to see that the two words being alike in origin, form
and sound, as in several well-known similar cases, iuterchanged
with each other. The character, both in I-tsing's text and
the classical passage referred to above, yields a perfectly
sensible meaning only when we adopt its reading as given by
Chu, who, it must be remembered, is not a mean authority.

Further justification in accepting 3££ su as

characteristic

as

>/ the Buddhist Pract

1 Giles's Dictionary, p. 1011, No. 10183.
* See also C. Goodrich's Dictionary, pp. 177, 178; and Williams's

Syllabic Dictionary, pp. 815 and 816, when

and the meaning given is * to search into.'

written as su
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Now taking P^j men and f^ su { = so) in their classical

uses, the text ^ |g ^ pj could be translated thus :—

(< f^ei/ £iw dissertations upon the Great Systems
* ?

that is, those learned laymen, having vanquished their philo-

sophical or theological opponents, received grants of land from

the State in recognition of their learning, and having thus

attained the rank of authorities, expounded the great systems

of philosophy in their own l way. This is probably a description

of the Dig-vijayi Panditas—a, line of the " world-conquering

'

scholastics culminating in the great Sankara-Acharya.

Just a few lines above (p. 177), speaking in respect of the

candidates for the Civil Service who presented themselves in

the House of Debate to prove their 'wonderful cleverness,'

I-tsing uses the expression "jflf Rj£ chung hsi, which has

»

»

been translated by Dr. Takakusu as " they raise their seats,

and which, according to I-tsing's commentator Kasyapa, refers

to ' the Indian custom ' of taking the seat of the vanquished

opponent and adding it to that of the victorious disputant.

Whatever be the value of Kasyapa's information, chung hsi

oan not mean 'doubling seats.'
jffa

hsi is the Sanskrit trina-

asanam ((sure*^)), the familiar piece of mat to sit upon;

and chung means 'heavy,' 'important,' 'grave demeanour.

Chung has never been used in the sense of 'doubling' or

' raising,' and the passage following, viz. " and seek to prove

their wonderful cleverness," indicates that they had not yet

defeated their opponents but were going to do so ;
therefore

,

even accepting Kasyapa's authority as to the existence of the

alleged custom , chung hsi could not be intended to mean
'

'
they

raised their seats.
»

>

By adhering to the literal meaning of the characters, we

very

demeanour, sat on the asanas

as

» >

translation, chung will have to be taken as a verb and the

asanas
>> a

but the context would give preference to the former transla-

tion, as when they were going * to prove their wonderful

cleverness,' they would naturally ' sit dignified '
; and I-tsing,

an ultra-mannerist , would characteristically notice the impres-

sive demeanour.

1 See the note on p. 309.
* This rendering is suggested to me by Dr. E. Ross.
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By David Hooper, F.C.S.

One of the most important discoveries of recent times is

the relation that has been traced between the use of milled

rice and the disease known as epidemic dropsy or beri beri.

The investigations of Drs. Stanton, Fraser, Highet and Brad-
don have shown that the lack of phosphorus in cleaned or

milled rice is the predisposing cause of the disease. By ex-

perimenting on fowls with rice of varying quality it was
demonstrated that polyneuritis (similar to the epidemic dropsy
of man) was developed when milled rice was used, but not

when rice simply husked was given. By chemical analysis

of the rice it was possible to determine its disease-provoking

or disease-resisting property, and it was shown by control

experiments that rice containing 0469 per cent, of phosphorus,

in the form of phosphoric anhydride, was a healthy diet for

fowls; but rice containing only 0277 per cent, of phosphoric

anhydride developed polyneuritis within a few weeks. Since

the publication of this theory in 1909 further researches have
been made in the East, and they have tended to confirm the im-

portance of phosphorus as an essential constituent in dietetic

preparations.

In 1910, Major E. D. W. Greig, I.M.S., was placed on

-pecial duty to investigate the outbreak of beri-beri in Bengal,

and I was appointed to assist him by analysing the samples of

rice and food grains collected during the enquiry. Major
Greig's preliminary report has been issued as No. 45 (New
Series) of the Scientific Memoirs by Officers of the Medical and
Sanitary Departments of the Government of India, and is en-

titled " Epidemic Dropsy in Calcutta." It is on the present

occasion considered desirable to deal with the chemical aspect

of the subject in a separate paper, by quoting the analyses of

a large number of rice samples from different parts of the

country, and showing the amount of phosphates in other food

substances commonly consumed in India.

Rice being the staple food of many eastern countries it is

important that its constituents should be fully studied. In

the Agricultural Ledger No. 5 of 1908-09, analyses are given

of one hundred and sixty samples from various localities in

India, and the proportion of protein, fat, carbohydrates, fibre

and ash are recorded. All the samples of rice were husked
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or milled, and a difference was noted between those samples
that had been simply husked and those that had been polished

after the husking. The variation in either series was attributed

to high or low cultivation. Another paper on the '

' Composition
of the Rice Plant," by W. P. KeJley and A. R. Thompson,
has been published as a Bulletin (No. 21) of the Hawaii Agri-

cultural Station.

When paddy is converted into rice for the market, the

chaffy husk is removed by wetting, drying and beating, and
the grain that is left is enveloped in a natural layer rich in oil,

protein and ash. The rice grain is further prepared or polished

by subjecting it once or twice to a milling process which re-

moves the outer layer of nutritious elements and leaves a

smooth, white, starchy grain of elegant appearance. The re-

moval of protein, oil and especially the phosphatic ash, reduces
the food value of the rice, and renders the grain liable, when
used as the sole diet, to induce epidemic dropsy.

The following tables represent the phosphoric value, calcu-

lated as phosphoric anhydride, of rices from various provinces.

The determinations were made according to the molybdic acid

method adopted in Agricultural laboratories.

The analyses of husked rice grains before passing through
a mill were made on selected samples These are typical of

of what are known as unpolished rices :

—

Calcutta Mill 1

Calcutta Mill 2

Rangoon

Bezwada
Madras
Madras, red

• •

• •

Average

Ash P
2 6

1-7 -80

1-8 -58

1-3 61

1-2 '59

21 69
1-6 -67

1-6 65

The next table consists of miscellaneous samples collected
in Calcutta, and used in connection with experiments with
fowls, or forwarded from districts where beri-beri existed:

Ash P
2

Bengal, fermented .. . . -72 '37

Bengal, "Bank tulsi" -70 33

Calcutta, once milled . . 10 "50

Calcutta, twice milled .. 1-0 '45

Calcutta
, once milled .. 1-0 '43

Calcutta, twice milled .. 10 -38

Rangoon rice
• • . • •63 -31

Rangoon, extracted .. -65 -35
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Rangoon (Commissariat) . . *60

Rangoon, once milled . . "90

Khulna • • 85
Mymensingh .. ..105
Barisal

Pabna

Sylhet 1

Sylhet 2

Sylhet 3

• •

• «

Ash P2 6

35
49
43
39
46
34

35
25

22

1 10
•90

1-70

•90

•70

Average •88 36

In the above table it will be observed that the highest
phosphorus content is found in the grains only partially milled
or polished, where portions of the outer aleurone layer are left.

It is invariably the custom in rice mills to subject the grain to
a further polishing process in order to remove, as far as possible,
the whole of the outer layer so as to produce the much
appreciated white or table rice.

Separate figures need not be given of a long series of
samples of "balam," "atap" and '' desi " rices collected by
Major Greig from houses in Calcutta where cases of epidemic
dropsy had occurred. "Balam" rices on the whole were su-
perior, and contained an average of 0-41 per cent, of phosphoric
anhydride, while the " Desi" rices contained a mean of 0*29
per cent. The whole of the series of 35 cases is thus summa-
rized :

—

Maximum
Minimum

• •

Ash P
2 5

133 -49

•60 -26

Average •90 -362

Samples of rice used in the Bengal Jails, supplied by the
Inspector-General, had the following composition :

—

Ash R0
5

Arrah, cleaned .

.

. . -80 -36

Arrah, uncleaned .. ..1-06 48
Berhampur, red .

.

. . -86 39
Berhampur, white .. .. 1-13 *48

Cuttack
Jessore

Midnapore
Ranchi

Sambalpur

• • •

. . 106 44
•73 -25

•86 -2S

10<> -38

•73 25
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Purneah
Presidency

Ash PA
100 -32

220 '50

Average 1-03 37

For the sake of comparison, a collection was specially made

of samples of rice sold in the Madras Presidency, and these

were chemically examined for their phospho. us value.

Madras Rices.
Ash PcO

Sirmani, a fine rice .

.

9 39

Berhampur, Ganjam . . 11 "40

Nellore, superior

Nellore, ordinary

6 27

8 35

Bezwada, superior . . ..13 *47

inferior . . ..12 '49

Tanale, inferior . . . . '8 "39

Cocanada, superior .. 7 '33

Kalingapatam , superior 7 '36

,, inferior . . '9 '34

Jagganadum, superior .. 10 '51

medium 10 44

inferior .. 1*5 '49

I hmdiwanum, superior . . '7 '30

,, medium . . 1'6 "44

inferior .. 22 '47

Chingleput, No. 1 .. 10 '45

No. 2 ..18 -43

Average 11 '40

In these samples those which are regarded as superior on

account of the fineness and milk-white appearance, ?tnd which

realize a higher market value, are as a rule comparatively defi-

cient in phosphorus. In Madras a large quantity of rice is

imported from Rangoon. It is a coarser rice than the local

varieties, and although it is fairly rich in phosphorus there is a

prejudice against its use, and it is consumed chiefly by coolies

and emigrants. The rice in which the lowest amount of phos-

phorus was detected was a sample from Bangalore. It was

imported as 'Patna" rice from Kngland, where it had been

re-milled. The grain was pure white and pearly, but contained

only 0*21 per cent, of phosphoric anhydride.
In the following tables the rices of Patna, and Purulia,

where they are not cleaned by modern machinery, are arranged
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according to their market values, and it will be observed

that the amount of phosphorus is almost uniformly in inverse

ratio to the price of the samples.

Patna Rices.

Samjeera
Bansmati I

Kari bank

Arua I

Dhania Arua
Ramsa]
Usna
Bansmati II

Arua II

Kela sar

Bansmati III

Selha I

Kaysore

Selha II

Sirhanti

Karhamia (red)

Average

Per Md. Ash PA
,. Rs. 16 •8 •26

33
7-4 •9 •33

3 3
6-10 •7 •29

3 3
5 •8 •33

' • 3 3
5 •7 •32

3 3
5 1-3 •47

• 33 5 1-2 •41

33
4-12 •86 •32

4-11 •93 •31

3 3
4-11 106 •34

' * 3 3
4-7 •80 33

' • 3 3
4-7 100 •37

33
4-3-3 •93 •38

3 3
4 •93 39

3 3
3-10 113 47

• 3 3
3-7-10 1-06 •4l'

• • « •
•88 •35

Purulta Rices.

Badshah bog (I)

„ (ii)

Ramsal
Kulam Kati

Chandan sal

Dhusree
Rashi (red)

Kawya (red)

Average

Per Md.

Rs. 8

6
6
5-12

5
3-10

3-5

2-14

Ash

•80

1-20

I -00

•86

106
100
2-86

1-40

127

PA
•32

•37

•49

•39

•38

•36

•46

•55

•41

It has been shown in the above anatyses that unmilled rice

contains on an average of 065 per cent, of phosphoric anhy-
dride, while milled rice contains about 38 per cent. The pro-

cess of milling or polishing removes a substance of great value
rich in phosphates which requires some notice. The polish-
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ing or bran which amounts to 8 to 10 per cent, of rice is

called "Koorah" in Bengal, " Thavudu " in Madras, and

"Dadak" in Java. It is used for feeding fowls and cattle,

as bait for fish, and is largely exported to the continent on

account of the oil it contains. The analysis of a sample from a

Calcutta mill is appended.

Moisture 8 30

Fat .. 24-04

Proteids .. 13-56

Carbohydrates .

.

33- 47

Fibre .. 6-88

Ash .. 13-75

10000

Containing
Nitrogen .. 2-17

Phosphoric anhydride 3*36

Silica ;. 7-50

As might be expected, rice bran contains the phosphates of

rice in a highly concentrated form. With regard to the organic

compound containing phosphorus there have been several

investigations, but Sozuki, Yoshimura and Takaishi have

proved {Bull Coll Agric. Tokyo, 1907, 495—572) that 85 per

cent, of the phosphorus in the bran of rice is present as phytin.

Phytin has been described by Posternak (Compt. rend.
y

1903,

136, 1678—80) as a phospho-organic acid, CH
5 5

P, which

differs from phosphoric acid by the elements of formaldehyde.

Lecithin, another organic compound found in seeds by Topler,

Schulzeand others, occurs in smaller amount, representing only

1 to 7 per cent, of the total phosphorus. Phytin or anhydroxy-

methylene-diphosphoric acid is obtained by treating the pow-
dered substance with 0*2 or 0*3 per cent, hydrochloric acid,

pressing out the liquor, neutralizing with magnesia, and puri-

fying by reprecipitation the calcio-magnesium derivative.

Another method is to precipitate the acid solution by means of

alcohol. Fraser.and Stanton {Lancet, Dec. 17, 1910, 1755)

have recently shown that the addition of rice polishings to a

diet of white rice is an effective preventive of the development
of polyneuritis in fowls. Working in the light of what is known
on phytin, they further prove that the substances contained
in the polishing which are effective in preventing the disease

are not precipitated from the hydrochloric acid solution on the

addition of the alcohol, but are retained in the filtrate from
the phytin The essential portion comprises 16 per cent, or
less by weight of rice polishings, or 1/6 per cent, of the original

unpolished grain.
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Further research will be necessary to determine the nature

of the phosphated compound soluble in alcohol which possesses

such vital importance in the feeding value of the grain. Rosen-

heim and Kajiura (Journ. Physiol., 1908, 36—53) state that

there is in rice an absence of gliadin or alcohol soluble protein,

and glutenin or alcohol insoluble protein, both of which sub-

stances are necessary for the formation of gluten. By extracting

rice and rice bran with alcohol, I was able to separate phosphoric

acid and nitrogen, but in a very small proportion compared
with the amount present in the original substances. It has

been suggested that the phosphated compound is of the nature

of the lipoids found in the brain, spinal column and other

animal organs.

Wheat and Flour.—Samples of wheat and flour were next

examined, to discover what proportion of phosphorus is removed
in the process of milling, compared with rice.

Five samples of locally available wheat grains were found

to have the following amounts of ash and phosphoric anhydride :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

• •

Average

Ash
2-1

20
1-7

1-46

1-26

PO
•74

•80

•71

61
•59

1-7 69

The agents of one of the largest flour mills in Calcutta

supplied me with a series of samples of genuine flour and other

products derived from wheat for purposes of analysis. The
following grades were examined :

—

Flour No. 1

Flour No. 2

Flour No. 3

Soojee (large)

Soojee (small)

Atta B
No. 2

No. 4
9 9

9 ?

Ash
•53

•53

•53

60
•60

•53

•60

113

P
•20

•21

•22

•22

•26

•21

•32

•59

The last named approaches the composition of the entire

grain, and is therefore of greater nourishing value than the

finer flours.

Nine samples of bazaar attas, collected from various houses

in Calcutta during Major Greig's enquiry, afforded an average
of 068 per cent, of ash and 025 per cent, of phosphoric anhy-
dride, showing that they were of the usual composition and
not adulterated.
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At the Seventh International Congress of Applied Chemistry,

(London, 1909), F. Vuaflart read a paper on the composition

of wheat, in which he showed that the phosphoric anhydride
varied from 0*759 to 0*988 per cent., in entire wheat, and from
0*197 to 0*283 in the flour. Sixty-six parts are contained in the

starch, 13-8 in purified gluten, 2*4 parts in the ether-alcohol

extract of the gluten, and 17*8 parts in the wash waters. From
these figures the average composition of wheat flour in Europe
is similar to that of wheat flour in India.

Barley.—Three samples of barley (Hordeum vulgare) show
a considerable difference in the amount of phosphorus : they

contain according to the degree of husking they have been

subjected to:
Ash P*0

Unpolished grain . • . • 3-4 *94

Barley, husked .

.

1 3 65
Pearl barley .

.

. . 2*9 *53

Other instances of the composition of Indian cereal grains

are here quoted

:

Ash P,02*^5

Bajri (Pennisetum typhoideum) . . 4-5 1*03

2-ft *78

Juar (Andropogon Sorghum) . . 12 '70

Marua (Eleusine coracana) . . 3-0 *68

Pulse.—The pulses constitute a class of food-stuffs which

are rich in phosphoric acid. Pigeon pea (Cajanus indicus), a

pulse fed to pigeons, is a healthy diet, and no cases of neuritis

have been known to occur when this is habitually given. The

Marwaris are in the habit of employing various pulses as mung,

besan and dal, and they are generally free from epidemic dropsy

when their neighbours, the rice eaters, are attacked. The

combination of dal with rice is a convenient means of increasing

the phosphates in the diet, and corrects the deficiency usually

found in the polished grain. The following analyses of pulses

are recorded.

Arhar {Cajanus indicus)

Besan (Pisum sativum)
Mung or dal (Phaseolus radiatus)

J> 5 ? >>

Papar (A preparation of dal)

Lentils (Lens esculenta)

Soy (Glycine hispida)

Ash P2

4-0 '86

3*2 '84

3-2 '95

4-3 117
6*5 '85

2-2 75

50 120
Goa beans (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) 4*2 1*35

In addition to the pulses, the Marwaris of Calcutta consume
large quantities of leguminous and other green pods which are
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imported from Rajputana for their special use. These beans
are of great nutritive value as will be seen from their analyses
made on the air-dried samples as received

:

Kair (Capparis aphylla)

Sangar (Prosopis spicigera)

Gourphali (Cyamopsis psoralioides)

Motha ka phali (Phaseolus sp)

• •

Ash
4-2

4-1

8-1

55

P
2 6

•57

54
•76

110

With regard to the amount of phosphorus in foods in
general, two papers have appeared in foreign scientific journals.
'The Distribution of phosphorus in Foods" by M. Balland
(Compt. rend., 1906 969 Quantity

W
W. Reeb (Arch. Exv .-Pathol . u. Pharmak.. 1908 272).

The papers deal with a wide range of articles of European
consumption, and the results show that phosphorus is found to
be associated with nitrogen in constituting a nutritious or poor
food-stuff. In all future analyses of dietetic articles it will be
desirable to estimate the amount of phosphoric anhydride.

The phosphorus value of Indian food-stuffs, as far as I am
aware, has not been recorded in any scientific work, and in
order to complete this paper several determinations are tabu-

under animal foods,classifiedlated for reference.

farinac
, o , , r _

articles of diet consumed both by Europeans and Indians.

Cheese
Chicken
Beef steak

Cold beef

Fish boiled

Fish spiced

Magoor fish

Maurola fish

Prawns
Potato boiled

Bread
Biscuits

Plantain meal
Cassava arrowroot
China almond (Arachis)

Tea leaves

5> * ' exhausted
Pan (Piper Betle)

Ash

50
1-3

3-7

1-4

10
20
21
40

1*5

1-6

1-1

•8

2-7

•8

2-7

6-8

4-0

20

P
2

1

6

50
61

56
58

49
44
42
56

58
21

18
28

33
06
22

96
70
20
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reca

Mushroom
(Lentinus eocilis)

Edible fern (Asplenium esculentum)

Sag (Amaranthus gangeticus)

99 9 9 3 9

Ash

.. 7-5

.. 1-2

2-1

.. 1-3

boiled 1-2

Beans (Vigna Catiang)

Karela (Momordica Charantia)

Kumra lal (Gucurbita maxima)
Patral (Trichosanthes dioica)

Cucumber, sliced

Plantain

Papaya
Pineapple
Mango

Guava cheese

Edible bird's nest

> ?

99

99

3?

11
5-8

2-7

20
1-2

1-0

11
•6

10

•5

6-0

PA
•56

1-82

•32

•25

•29

•24

•19

•27

•21

•10

•08

14
•13

•06

•05

•07

06



27* The Waqf of Moveables.

By The Hon. Dr. A. al-Ma'min Suhrawardy,

Barrister-at- Law.

PREFACE.

The subject of this paper has been a fruitful source of con-

troversy among jurists in all ages in all countries under Muslim

Law. Elsewhere ' I have traced in detail the history of this

controversy in the various countries of Islam. Here I shall

content myself with merely indicating the conflicting decisions

on the point to be found in the Indian Law Reports : Khajah

Hossein Ali v. Shahzadi Hazrah Begum (1869), 12 W.R., 344
;

Fatima Bibi v. Ariff Ismailji Bham (1881),9C.L.R.,66; Kalehola
v. Naseerudeen (1894), 18 Mad. 201 ; Abu Saytd Khan v. Bakar
Ali (1901), I.L.R., 24 All. 190; Sakina Khartum v. Laddan
Sahiba (1902), 2 C.L.J., 218; Civil Rule No. 51 of 1902, un-

reported (Rangoon, 1903) ; Mofazzul Karim v. Mohammed
(1905), 2 C.L.J., 166; Kulsom Bibi v. Golam Hossein

Ariff (1905), 10 C.W.N., 449; Banubi v. Narsingrao (1906),
I.L.R.

, 31 Bom. 250 ; Mohammed Ismail Ariff v. Ibrahim Oholam
Ariff ,

unreported (Rangoon, 1907) ; Bai Fatmabai v. Golam
Hossein (1907), 9 Bom. L.R., 1337; Yusuf Saratera v. Mollah
Mahmood, unreported (334 of 1907) decision of the Cal. H. C.

;

Kadir Ibrahim Rowther v. Mahomed Rahamadulla Rowther (1909),
33 Mad., 118.

purpose of this pape

Muslim Law. Be-

rnade

Fatdwd Anqarawiy
yah, p. 704, ed. Cairo, Minhaj al-Talibin, Fath al-Qarib

• History of Muslim Law (Tagore Law Lectures 1911).
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A careful perusal of this paper—the result of considerable

labour and research—containing excerpts from works of the

highest authority, will, I venture to hope, leave no doubt in

the minds of the readers about the validity of the waqf of

moveables, including money, shares in companies, securities,

stock, etc. In order to follow the historical development of

this branch of Muslim Law, the reader would do well to peruse

the extracts in the order indicated in the Bibliography in

Appendix I. The relevancy of some of the extracts (appar-

ently irrelevant to the matter in issue) will, no doubt, be

obvious to the practical lawyer, if not to the lay reader.

I have kept the English translation as close to the original

as possible, even at some sacrifice of the English. Passages

in the translation placed within crotchets do not occur in the

Arabic original, and are inserted merely for explanatory rea-

sons. Similarly, passages in the or ginal enclosed within crot-

chets have been omitted in the translation, to avoid repetition

or the introduction of irrelevant matter. The system of trans-

literation adopted by me is, with slight modifications, that

recommended by the Fourth Congress of Orientalists.

I take this opportunity of expressing my sincere thanks

to Muhammad 'All Chevky Bey, and to Zaimzade Hasan

Fehmy Bey, grandson and First Secretary respectively to Field-

Marshal Ghazi Ahmad Mukhtar Pasha, late Ottoman High

Commissioner in Egypt, for obtaining access for me to several

important Libraries in the Ottoman Empire, and also for pro-

curing for me the Fatw&s of the Grand Mufti of Egypt, and of

the Mufti of Alexandria ; to Shams al-Ulama Shaykh Mahmud
Gllani for the Fatwa from his brother, the celebrated Mujta-

hid of Karbala; to Lt.-Col. Phillott for affording me every

facility for research and placing at my disposal the Library

of the Board of Examiners which is rich in the possession

of some unique manuscripts on Muslim Law ; and lastly,

to my friend and colleague Mr. R. F. Azoo, for assistance in

the elucidation of several obscure and difficult passages in the

original.

In a subsequent issue of the Journal of this Society I hope

to give a translation of the well-known treatise on the subject

of this paper by the celebrated Shaykh al-Islam, Mufti Abu'l-

Su'ud, a manuscript copy of which I have just discovered

in Constantinople. I am indebted to the Hon. Mr. G. H. C.
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Ariff for having arranged to procure for me a transcript of

that unique manuscript.

The Bar Library : ) A. Al-Ma'mun Sfhrawardy.
August, 1911.

KULES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE JUDGE.

I._ The following extract from the commentary of the
Hidayah by Ibn Shahnah is quoted by the great doctor al-Blrt at
the beginning of his commentary on al-Ashbah :

When the accuracy of a hadlth (saying of the Prophet) is

accepted and it is found to be contrary to the doctrine of the
madh-hab (school), practice should be in accordance with the
hqdith, and thenceforward it shall be considered as his (Abu

madh-hab and his sectary will

with following

acting

of Abu Hanffah :
—" When a hadlth is proved to be accurate

it is my madh-hab." Ibn 'Abd-al-Barr reports this dictum
from Abu Hanffah and other Imams. Imam al-Sha'rani also
reports this from the four Imams.

The signs of mercy "
: the differ-

ence of opinion of the Imams affords latitude and facility
to_ the people ; as is laid down at the beginning of the
Tatarlchdniyyah. This is an allusion to the celebrated hadlth on
the lips of men, viz., " The difference of opinion of my people
is a mercy from God "

: Said the Prophet of God :

" Whatever you have been given in the Book of God, you must
act upon. There is no excuse for anyone for abandoning
it. If it is not in the Book of God, then my previous
practice. But if there is no practice of mine, then what my
companions have said. For verily my companions are like
the stars of the heavens ; whichever of them you follow, you
will be guided aright

; and the divergence of opinion of my
companions is a blessing to you" .... Al-SuyutI reports from
'Umar b. ' Abd-al-'Aziz that'he used to say :

" It would not have
pleased me if the companions of Muhammad had not differed.

For had they not differed there would have been no concession,
facility or indulgence (rukhsah). (Radd~al-Muhtar , vol. i, p. 70.

Ed. Const.).

II. It is known that divergence of opinion is one of the signs
of mercy. Thus, the greater the difference the greater the bless-
sing, as they (theUlema) have declared. (Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.
i, p. 70. Ed. Const.).

Mufti in delivering his fatwds
should deliver fatwds positively regarding matters about which
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our jurists are unanimous in the
'

' Conspicuous Reports
'

'
;

but opinions differ regarding matters about which they differ. The
most correct view is that stated in the Sirdjiyyah and other
works, viz.

, that the Mufti should give fatwd according to the
dictum of the Imam absolutely, then according to the dictum of

the second, then that of the third, then according to that of

Zufar and Hasan b. Ziyad. In the Hawi-al-Qudsi', th

as When
is conflict between two views declared to be correct.—It is laid

down in the chapter on Waqf of the Bahr alBd'iq and other
books that when there are two " correct views " regarding
any particular question, it is lawful to give judgment and
fatwd according to either of them.

In the beginning of the Mudmardt it is stated : The
signs of the fatwd are his (the jurist's) saying, ' in accordance there-
with is the fatwd '

;
• with it is given the fatwd '

; ' it we follow '

;

' on it is the reliance '; ' in accordance with it is the practice
to-day '

;
' in accordance with it is the practice of the people ';

1 this is the correct view,' or 'the most correct,' or the most
obvious,' or * the most likely,' or ' the most reasonable,' or
the select,' and such like expressions stated in the super-
commentary of al-Bazdawi. End of the quotation. Our
master al-Ramli says in his collection of fatwds : Some expres-
sions are more emphatic than others. Thus the word
fatwd is more emphatic than the word "correct," "most
correct," "most likely," etc. The expression "with it is

given the fatwd
'

' is more emphatic than '
' the fatwd is in

accordance therewith." "Most correct" is more emphatic
than " correct "

; and " more cautious," than " precaution."
End of the quotation. Munyah
al-Halabl it is stated that when there is connec-
tion between two Imams of authority, one employing the word
'

'
correct," the other " the most correct," it is better to follow

the view signalised '

' correct. '

' For both of them are unani-
mous as to its being '

« correct,' ' and it is more agreeable to
follow the view about which there is unanimity. ... I found
afterwards in the treatise on the ' * Duties of a Mufti

'
' that when a

report in an authentic work ends with '
' the most correct,' '" bet-

ter " or "a fortiori," or " the most conformable," or the like,

then the Mufti is at liberty to give fatwd according to it or its

opposite view, whichever he likes. When a
" correct," or " the view followed," or " „ „ e .

fatwd," or " in accordance therewith is the fatwd" fatwd
given according to its opposite view, unless it is stated
in the Hidayah, for instance, " it is correct," and in the Kdf'%
its opposite view has "it is correct.

'
' In such a case he has

the option and he selects what he considers to be the strongest

,

be8t ff mos* advantageous. End of the quotation. This
should be remembered. The substance of what Shavkh Qasim

with it is eiven the
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says in his
cc

Correction " is that there is no difference between
a Mufti and a Qadi except that the Mufti gives information as

to the rule and the Qadi gives effect to it. (Durr aUMukhtdr,
vol. i, pp. 70 to 76).

Comments of the Radd.

III.
c

' Conspicuous Reports . .

'
' The questions dealt with

by our Hanafi masters are classed into three groups, to which I

have already alluded :

1. Questions of fundamental principles, also called Conspicu-

ous Reports.—These are the questions reported from the leaders,

founders of the school, Abu Hanifah, Abu Yusuf, Muhammad,
Zufar, Hasan b. Ziyad and others, who studied under Abu
Hanifah. But the common view is that " Conspicuous Reports

comprise the dicta of the three. The Books of Conspicuous

Reports are the six books of Muhammad, viz. : (1) Mabsut, (2)

Ziydddt, (3) Jami' -al-saghir , (4) Siyar-ahsaghir, (5) 'Jdmi'-

al-Kabir, and (6) Siyar-al-Kabir. They are designated "Con-
spicuous Reports,

5
' because they report from Muhammad au-

thentic reports which are proved to come down from him either

on account of their coming from different repeated sources or

on account of common repute.

2. Questions of Rarity.—These are questions reported

from the above-mentioned masters, but not in the above-men-
tioned books. Rather they are contained either (a) in other

works of Muhammad, e.g.,Kaysdniyyat, Hdruniyydt, Jurjdniyydt,

Raqqiyydt or (6) in books by authors other than Mu-
hammad, e.g., Muharrar by Hasan b. Ziyad, etc., or books con-

taining notes dictated by Abu Yusuf to his pupils or (c) reported

by a single isolated report, e.g., the report of Ibn Sima'ah,
etc., regarding certain specified questions.

3. Occurrences.—These are the questions deduced by later

Mujtahids when questioned about cases with regard to which
they could not find any report. They (later Mujtahids) are the
companions of Abu Yusuf and Muhammad and the companions
of their companions, and so on, and they are numerous.
Thus amongst the companions of the two Imams are men like

'Isam b. Yusuf, Ibn Rustam. .... AbuHafs al-Bukharl . . . .

Sometimes they have controverted the views of the founders

of the school because of the proofs and causes which came to

their knowledge. The first collection of their fatwds according

to our information was that by the jurist Abu-'l-Layth of Samar-
qand. After him other collections were made by other masters,
e.g., Majmu'-al'Nawdzil, Wdqi'dt aLNdtifi. . . . Know that
amongst the books of the questions of fundamental principles

is the Kitab al-Kdfi, by al-Hakim al-Shahld, which is an authentic
work on the traditional rules of the school, and has been com-
mented on by a number of doctors amongst whom Imam Shams
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al-A'immah al-Sarakhs! may be mentioned. It is known as the
Mabsut of al-SarakhsI. According to the most learned doctor
al-Tarsus! , whatever is opposed to the Mabsut of al-SarakhsI

accordance with it,

upon it. The Muntaq

f<

be placed except

the school . . . Know that there are numerous copies of the
Mabsut reported from Muhammad, the clearest of which is the
Mabsut of Abu Sulayman al-Jawzjani. A number of later jurists

have commented upon the Mabsut, e.g., the Shaykh-al-Islam
Bakr, better known as Khwaherzadeh , his commentary being
called the Mabsut-al-Kabir

; and Shams-al-A'immah al-Halwa'i
and others. Their Mabsuts are really commentaries interwoven
with the Mabsut of Muhammad, as the commentators of the
Jami'-al- Saghir have done, e.g., Fakhr-al-Islam, Qadi '.

and others. Thus it is said, " Qadi Khan has mentioned it in
the Jami'-al- Saghir

,'
' his commentary being intended thereby.

Similarly in other works. . . . This should be carefully remem-
as

tion of the Masters of the School which we shall mention shortly.
In the chapter of the two ' Ids of the Bohr and Nahr it is stated
that the Jami'-al- Say&ir was written by Muhammad after the
Asl, therefore what it contains is reliable. The Nahr also states
that the Asl was designated Asl, because it was composed first

of all, then the Jami'-al-Saghir, then the Kabir, then the Ziyadat.
Thus it is laid down in the GhayaUal-Bayan.

'

'
Dictum of the Imam '

'

: The Mufti gives fatwd i Q accord-
ance with the dictum of the Imam, because, says ' Abd-Allah b.

Mubarak, he had seen the Companions of the Prophet and
had given fatwds contemporaneously with the successors of the
companions, therefore his dictum is more correct and stronger
so long as there is no change of time and age.

"In the Hawi al-Qudsi, etc. " : I say that this is indicated
by the statement of the Sirajiyyah to the effect that the first

view is more correct when the Mufti is not a Mujtahid. Thus it

is explicit that the Mujtahid {i.e., one fit to examine the
argument, proof) should follow, out of the v^ . , —
which has the strongest proof. Otherwise the order stated
above will be followed. Owing to this you will find that some-
times the jurists give preference to the dictum of some of his
companions over the dictum of Abu Hanifah himself, e.g. , they
have preferred the dictum of Zufar alone in seventeen cases. So
we follow what they preferred , for they were fit to scrutinize the
proof. He (the author of Tanunr-al-Absar) has not stated any
rule as to cases regarding which there' are conflicting reports
trom the Imam Abu Hanifah or there are no reports at all
either from him or his companions. In the first
there are conflicting reports, that which has th<

dicta

case

wn in the Haw. Then he says
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when there is no clear answer from any of them regarding a
particular case, but the later jurists have unanimously expressed
an opinion about it, it is to be followed. If, however, they
differ, the opinion of the majority is to be followed.

If no answer by way of express ruling is found from any
source whatever, the Mufti should examine the case with care,

consideration and ijtihad, so that lie may deduce a rule concerning
it which should approach exemption from responsibility. "The
Ulema have delivered fatwds, etc.''

The learned base their fatwd (or decision) on the opinion of

Abu Hanlfah in all questions of 'Ibadat (or devotional acts)

.... They declare that decisions are to be based on the opinion
of Muhammad in all questi ons relating to distant kindred (i.e., of

inheritance). In aUAshbah in the chapter on the M Duties of a
judge " it is stated that decision is according to the opinion of

Abu Yusuf in whatever relates to the duties of the judge, i.e.,

because he had a fuller knowledge of the subject and because of

his practical experience. For a like reason Abu Hanlfah after

going on pilgrimage and knowing its hardships gave up his

former opinion that charity is more meritorious than voluntary
pilgrimage. It is stated in the commentary of al-Blri, that
decision is according to the opinion of Abil Yusuf in questions
of evidence also, and decision is according to the opinion of

Zufar in seventeen questions. ...
When there are Qiyds (analogy) and Istihsan (favour-

able construction) regarding a particular case, the practice
should be in accordance with Istihsan except in a few
well-known cases. . . . When there are three views con-

cerning a case, then the preferred opinion is that in the

beginning or the end and not that in the middle. It is laid

down in the Sharh-al-Munyah that when reason is in conformity
with report, it should not be departed from. This is stated in

the chapter on the obligatory ceremonials of prayers ; where the
author gives preference to the report concerning the obliga-

toriness of rising from the posture of bending and prostrating

the body in prayer, on account of the arguments adduced, al-

though it is contrary to the well-known report from Abu Hanlfah.
"In the chapter on Waqf of the Bahr, etc." : When of

two conflicting opinions, one is more favourable to the waqf
as will be stated in the chapters on Waqf and Ijarah, the Mufti
should deliver fatwd in accordance with that opinion, out of the

conflicting views of the Ulema, which is more favourable to the

waqf ; and likewise if one of the two conflicting views is the
view of the majority, as we have quoted above from al-Hdw%.

11 And such like expressions "
: e.g., their saying, " Its prac-

tice has become current "
;
" It is the recognized practice."

4
' Our Master '

* : wherever this expression occurs in this book
without any further qualification, the most learned doctor
Shaykh Khayr-al-din al-Ramli is meant by it.
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to the requirements of his time.More
' More advantageous "

: is that which he deems suitable to that
particular case. {Radd-al-Muhiar, vol. i, pp. 71—76. Ed.
Constantinople).

IV. It is stated in al-Mi'rdj on the authority of Fakhr
al-A'immah :— ' If a Mufti were to decide in accordance with

cases
view to convenience or to make matters easy, it will be right.
(Ibid., vol. i, p. 79).

Y-
The seven ranks of Mujtahids or eminent jurists.—The

Mufti should know the position of the jurist on whose opinion
he bases the fatwd. It is not enough merely to know his name
and genealogy, but it is essential to be aware of the extent of
his knowledge of reports, his eminence in reasoning and his
rank in the classification of the jurists, so that he may intelli-

gently discriminate between jurists holding opposite views and
have adequate power to give preference to one of two conflict-
ing views. (1) To the first class belong the Mujtahids with
respect to the Sacred Law, e.g., the four Imams, and those who
followed their policy in founding the first principles of juris-

prudence, and by this characteristic they are distinguished from
others. (2) To the second class belong the Mujtahids within the
School, e.g., Abu Yusuf and Muhammad and the rest of the
companions of Abu Hanlfah, capable of deducing rules from
the proofs in conformity with the first principles concerning rules
laid down by their master Abu Hanlfah. Although they have
differed from him in certain minor rules, they follow him wHh
respect to the fundamental principles. In this respect they are
distinguished from the opponents of the School like al-Shafi'i and
others, opposed to him (Abu Hanlfah) as regards rules, and not
following him as regards fundamental principles. (3) To the third
class belong the Mujtahids of cases regarding which there are no
express rulings from the founder of the School , e.g. , al-Khassaf

,

Abu Ja'far al-Tahawi, Abu'l-Hasanal-Karkhl, Shams al-Ayim-
mah al-Halwa'i, Shams al-A'immah al-SarakhsI, Fakhr al-Islam
al-tfazdawi and Fakhr al-din Qadi Khan and others like them.
Ihey can oppose Abu Hanlfah neither with regard to funda-
mental principles nor with regard to rules applicable to particu-
lar cases, but they deduce rules, applicable to cases regarding
which there are no express rulings, in conformity with the funda-
mental principles and rules. (4) The fourth class is that of
the «

«
people of takhrlj

'

' (deduction) , comprising of such sectaries
as al-Razl and men like him. They are not at all capable of
making Ijhhad, but on account of their thorough grasp of the
lundamental principles and mastery over the original sources,
ttiey are capable of making detailed analysis of a general
dictum susceptible of double meaning, and an ambiguous rule
capable of two interpretations, reported from the founder of
tne School or one of his companions, bv means of their own
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judgment and examination of the fundamental principles, and
analogy based on a comparison of similar and parallel cases.

The statement in the Hidayah, "Such is the takhrij of al-

Ivarkhl and the takhrij of al-Razl" is of this kind. (5)

The fifth class is that of "the people of preference M from amongst
the sectaries, e.g., Abu 1

1-Hasan al-Quduri and the author of the
Hidayah and others like them Their position is that of giving
some reports preference over others, like their saying, c< This
is better " ;

u This is more correct as to report
'

' ;

4
' This is

more lenient to people," (6) The sixth class comprises the sec-

taries capable of discriminating between "the strongest,

strong and " weak," between the obvious reports of the
School and the rare reports, e.g., the authors of authentic texts

from amongst the later jurists, e.g., the author of the Kanz,
the author of the Mukhtar, the author of the Wiqayah and the

author of the Majmu'. Their position is that they do not report

rejected traditions and weak reports. (7) The seventh class

comprises of those below the rank of the jurists mentioned
above. 1

( Radd. i, p. 79).

VI. Absolute Mujtahids [i.e., of the first rank like Abu
Hanlfah, Malik, etc.] have become extinct. But limited

Mujtahids are divided into seven well-known ranks. As for us,

it is our duty to follow what they have preferred and declared

correct as we would have followed their fatwd in their lifetime.

If it is said that sometimes they state opinions without indica-

ting any preference, and sometimes they differ as to the correct

view, I reply that we should act as they acted, viz., take into

consideration the varying practice, the condition of society,

that which is more lenient, that with regard to which practice

(Ta'amul) becomes manifest, and that whose reasoning is strong.

(Durr-al-Mukhtar , vol. i, p. 80. Ed, Const.).

Comments of the Radd-al-Muhtar.

VII. ' '" Without indicating any preference "
: So it

shall not be departed from without there being an explicit

preference in favour of the opposite view. The same rule holds

good when one of the two views occurs in the texts or commenta-

1 Mawlawi 'Abd-al-Hayy of Lucknow, in his Introduction to his

commentary on the Sharh-al Wiqayah (p. 8), reproduces this classification

of eminent jurists with some further details. He adds a note on € the
people of preference f * to the following effect : Amongst them al-KafawI
counts 'Ali al-Razi, pupil of Hasan b. Ziyad, Ibn Kamal Pasha of

Turkey, and Abfi/1-Su'ud al-'Imadi of Turkey, the celebrated commenta-
tor of the Qur'an; the author of Bohr al-Ra'iq counts also amongst
them Ibn Huraam, the author of Fath-al-Qadir. It is also said that the
latter attained the rank of a Mujtahid.
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ries, or happens to be the view of the Imam (Abu Hanifah) or

there is Istihsan regarding cases other than those excepted, or it

happens to be more favourable to the waqf. (Vol. I, p. 80).

VIII. M His School" : A Hanafi giving judgment accord-

Muhammad
according to his own school.

" Contrary to his school "
: i.e., the fundamental basis of

his school, e.g., when a Hanafi gives judgment according to the

school of al-Shafi'i, etc But if a Hanafi gives judgment
according to the school of Abu Yusuf or Muhammad or any

other companion of the Imam like them, the judgment will not

be contrary to his opinion (Durar), i.e., because the companions
of the Imam never gave expression to an opinion which was not

originally held by the Imam himself. (Radd al-Muhtar', iv,

518. Ed. Const.).

IX. The 'Umdat-al-Ri'ayah, Commentary on the Sharh-
WlQAYAH

Liicknow)

The fact of the matter is that our greatest Imam said, " It

is not permitted to any one to accept our dictum so long as he

is not aware of its source, either from the Book, the Sunnah, the

consensus of the people, or manifest analogy with regard to

any particular case." ('Umdat-al-Bi' ayah, p.. 14, Ed.Lucknow).
Al-Shafi'i said, "When a hadith is found to be correct con-

trary to my dictum, throw my dictum over the wall, and act on
the sound hadith." (Ibid., p. 14).

In the chapter of the Ashbah on the Duties of a -Judge, it is

laid down that the Mufti should base his fatwd on what he con-

siders to be advantageous. The same view is stated in the

chapter on Dower of aUBazzdziyyah It is laid down also

in the Ashbah that the fatwd regarding a waqf should be based
on what is most favourable to it. The same view is stated in the

Sharh-al-Majma' and the Hdwx-al-Qudsi . (Ibid., p. 15).
By the words '

' Imam '

' and '

' the greatest Imam '
' occur-

ring^ in the works of our leading jurists, the founder of the School
Abu Hanifah is meant. And he is also meant by the expres-
sion " founder of the School

. " By the phrase, " Two com-
panions," Abu Yusuf and Muhammad are meant, and by '

' Two
Shaykhs," Abu Hanifah and Abu Yusuf; by "Two sides,"
Muhammad and Abu Hanifah. By the " Second Imam," Abu
Yusuf is meant ; by the " Divine Imam," Muhammad ; by their
expression, "according to our three Imams'," Abu Hanifah,
Muhammad and Abu Yusuf; and by "four Imams'," Abu
Hanifah. Malik. a.l-Sh».fi«T anA nm ori +ua t^„„A~™ ^f +v«» xv&\\-

known without

kh
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The pronoun occurring in such expressions of the jurists

as " this is the decision according to him," M
this is his school,"

when no other substantive precedes to which it can be referred,

refers to Abu Hanifah, even though no mention of him precedes,

because he is supposed to be mentioned conventionally. ' c

Ac-

cording to the two," i.e., Abu Yusuf and Muhammad. Sometimes
Abu Hanifah and Abu Yusuf and sometimes Abu Hanifah and
Muhammad are meant by this phrase according to the context.

The difference between tc
according to him " and M from

him" is that the former indicates the School and the latter the

report. Thus, when they say, " Such is the case according to

Abu Hanifah," it indicates that such is his School. But when
they say, " From him is such and such," it indicates that such
is the report from him. (' VmdaUal-Ei'ayah

, p. 17).

Often they lay down a decision, introducing it by the ex-

pression, "it is said "
; and the commentators and annotators

write below it, " this alludes to its weakness." The fact of the
matter is that such is the case when the author adopts it as a
conventional term to indicate overruled decisions and their

weakness. In such a case decisive judgments can be given

regarding it . . . otherwise not. (Ibid., p. 17).

X. Fatawa Khayriyyah {Vol. I, p. 218, 2nd ed, Govt. Press,

Bulaq, Cairo).

Answer.—Yes, it is valid. Our celebrated Ulema have
expressly declared the validity of exchange (istibdal) even
with dirhams and dinars. They declare that when it is advan-
tageous to do so, it is lawful to act in spite of any stipulation to

the contrary. .. .our jurists are unanimous in giving fatwa
according to what is more advantageous to the waqf where there

is difference of opinion.

XL The Is'af [Ed. Bulaq).

And the subject-matter of waqf is any property having
legal value on condition of its being land or moveable or anything
the waqj of which is recognized. (Muta'arif, p. 9).

If he makes waqf of a field and makes merftion of the slaves,

water-wheels and the implements of husbandry in it, they
become waqf . . . and if some of them become too infirm

to work, the Mutawalli may sell them, and purchase other slaves

in their stead. Similarly he may sell the water-wheels and the

implements and buy with their price that which is more bene-
ficial for the waqf (p. 17). And in the Fatawa Natifi it is reported
from Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah al-Ansarl, one of the com-
panions of Zufar, that it is valid to make waqf of dirhams and
edibles, and that which is sold by measure and that which is

sold by weight. It was said to him, " How are the dirhams
to be employed ? " He said, it should be invested in business
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(Mudarabah) Similarly

what is sold by measure and what is sold by weight should

be sold for dirhams and dinars, which should be invested in busi-

ness and the profits given away in charity, (p. 18).

Chapter on the Waqf of Moveables by Thkuselves.

And the correct view is that reported from Muhammad

Q

aqf of such moveables with respect

;/) has

on account of the existence of recognized practice (Ta'aruf)

regarding the waqf of these things, whereby analogy {Qiyjte) *s

abandoned as in the case of Istiswa' . . . • one of the conditions

of the validity of waqf is perpetuity tt we have described above,

but we have abandoned it (a) regarding the things just men-

tioned owing to recognized practice (Ta'aruf) ; and (o) regard-

ing arms and horses for jihad on account of express tradition.

If a person makes waqf of a cow for the service of a rest-

ing house, stipulating that its milk, curd and butter should be

given to wayfarers, it is valid where such is the recognized prac-

tice, as in the case of the water of a public fountain ;
otherwise

» « •

. . . And it has already been Btated above that Muhammad
b. 'Abd-Allah al-Ansarl.one of the companions of Zufar, held the

not

vxiqj (pp. 20—21).
are

validity of waqf of Musha' , which is not partible, e.g., public

baths, wells and mills. But there is divergence regarding what

is partible. It is declared valid by Abu Yusuf, and the jurists

of Balkh have accepted his decision, but Muhammad has declared

it void, and if a Qadi decrees the validity of a Musha' waqf the

divergence is removed, (p. 21).

XII. The Fatawa QadI Khan (Vol. Ill, p. 306, Cairo edition).

Chapter on the Waqf of Moveables.

Shams-al-A'immah al-Sarakhsi says :—As regards waq\ of

moveables independently there is a difference of opinion
between Abu Yusuf and Muhammad. This is stated in the

Siyar-al-Kabir. He says the ' correct answer is as follows

:

Anything with regard to which there is a clear practice
among men to appropriate, it is valid to make waqf thereof,
e.g., (1) Bier and its pall. (2) Anything needed for the
washing of the dead, such as pot and vessels. (3) Copies of the
Qur an. (4) Horses, camels, etc., arms and horses for jihad.

(5) Jurists are not agreed as regards waqf of books , which , how-
ever, is declared valid by the jurist Abu'l-Lavth, and the faiitfd
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is in accordance with it. Naslr,
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waqf
books. (6) A man makes waqf of a cow for the benefit of a rest-

ing house, so that what may be obtained in the shape of milk

and butter and curd will be given to the wayfarers. Then if

this happens in a place where they have recognized it, the waqf
is valid, as it is valid to make waqf of the water of a public

fountain.

of a resting place.
qf

waqf
benefit of the people of a village, in order to cover their cows

;

this is not valid, because religious merit is not intended thereby,

and there is no clear practice in its favour. (9) A man places a

jar. ... (10) A man makes waqf of a building without its site.

Hilal says this is not lawful. (11) And it is reported from

Zufar : a man makes waqf of dirhams or grain or what is

sold by measure or what is sold by weight. He declared it valid.

It was said to him, " How would it {waqf) be (carried out) V ' He
said that the money should be invested in business and the profits

given in charity for the benefit of the object of the waqf, and what
goes by measure and weight should be sold and their sale pro*

ceeds invested in commerce (bida'ah) or business (M
as in the case of money* They have held on the analogy of the

above decision, that if a person says " this Jcurr (measure) of

wheat is waqf
M on condition that the same should be lent to

such of the poor who have no seed grains with them, so that

they may cultivate the same for themselves, and then the quan-

tity lent should be taken back from them after the crops have

grown and the same should be lent to other poor people ; and
in this wise perpetually—the waqf shall be valid in this way-,

(12) A sick person makes a will in regard to thousand dirhams. . .

.

(13) From Abu Yusuf it is reported that the waqf of

animals, etc., is not valid. (14) A man makes waqf

of a garden with cows, cattle, slaves, etc., valid.

himself
qf

and intervenes between the waqf and him. The Shaykh Imam

qf

Fadl si

sr place

one.

. . . When the thing dedicated deteriorates, it is necessary to

supply a substitute, as in the case of a dedicated horse, which is

killed, or when a slave dedicated to the service of the Ka'bah

is killed. (16) If the Mutawalll of a waqf spends the dirhams

of the waqf for his own use (17) Mutawalll may sell

animals dedicated to a resting-house when they become old

and useless. (18) The people of a mosque (19) Muta-

walll of a mosque buys a house with the income of the mosque.

(20) Mutawalll buys a bier with the income of

the mosque by (21) Ruined village with a well . . . .
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Waqf
from Ztifar that when a person makes a waqf of dirhams
and grain, and what is capable of being measured or weighed,
it is valid .... (24) When waaf is made of a bier .... etc.

XIII. The Jami'-al-Rumuz of al-Quhistani (Vol. Ill,

p. 524, Ed. Cal).

And it is valid according to Muhammad to make waqf of

moveables (i.e., things capable of being moved from one

place to another) with regard to which there is Ta'amul
(i.e., Ta'aruf), e.g., a-copy of the Qur'an and the

like (e.g.. books, pickaxes, saws, vessels, bowls, biers, and their

palls; arms, horses, donkeys, slaves, oxen, agricultural imple-

ments, trees, right of water with the land, pigeons with their

cote, bees with their hive. But if they are not the subject of Ta'a-

mul, their waqf is not valid except by way of dependence.

Mughnx
Muhammad, waqf

{Ta'amul). But according to Abu Yusuf the waqf is void if it is

not the subject of Ta'amul. And the fatwd is in accordance
with it, i.e., the fatwd is given in accordance with the view of

Muhammad which declared such a waqf valid, because of the

necessity of the people.

I

XIV. The Durr-ai^Muntaqa {Vol. I, p. 740, Ed. Const.).

Similarly the waqf of any moveable property whose waqf
accor

Muhammad the ivaaf of such moveables of

recoirn

it is laid down
Thus

in the Sharli-al-Wahbaniyyah
Kabir, and it has hepn fnllnwprl

who has affirmed the rule, and it has been cited by al-Quhis-
tani, who has also affirmed it. This must be carefully noted.
But in al-Birjindi, etc., it is stated that the waqf of moveables
whose waqf is not recognized in practice is not valid, according
to all the three. But according to al-Shafri everything from

ovation
gmai, pr

as that of land

with the pres

wful, its waqf

and all implements of husbandry, right of water, hatchets
saws biers and their palls, and likewise the waqf of woollen clothe
tor the benefit of the poor. And in our time some Mutawallishav<
made ivaqf of furs for the use of the Muezzins at night in winter
oucn a waqf ought to be valid , especially according to the statemen
above, reported from al-Zahidi. " Cauldrons, vote, copies of th
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Qur'dn, books, etc." And our jurists have

to those mentioned by Muhammad and Abu Yusuf, acting on the

principle of Ta'amul, as is laid down in the Manh. I, therefore,

say that taking into consideration this opinion and that of al-

Zahidi, already stated above, there is no need of referring to the

report of al-Ansari from Zufar with regard to waqf of dirhams

and dinars as has been supposed, and indeed have been issued

royal orders to the Qadls, to give decrees according to it (the view

validating the waqf of dirhams and dinars) as i> laid down in the

Ma waqf

capable of being measured or weighed is valid, they being sold

and their price being applied in business or commerce like dir-

hams. On the analogy of this they have declared the validity

of the waqf of a toirr of wheat on condition that it should be lent

to one who has no seed, etc

If a person makes waqf of a cow on condition that whatever

comes out of it in the shape of milk and butter should go to the

poor, if they are in the habit of doing so, I should expect the waqf

to be valid. The Manh has added to the list the waqf of

buildings without the site, and likewise that of trees without the

land because they are moveables with regard to which there ifl

Ta'amul.
view of Muhammad

Q
as in the case

les to be made has

said :
' Whatever

the sight of God."
good

XV. The Majma'-al-Anhur

qf
Similarly is valid according to Muhammad the trnqf of

moveables, the waqf of which has become recognized in practice

(Ta'aruf), as is valid the waqf of moveables directly when people

have made a Ta'amul of their waqf, e.g., pickaxes, shovels, hat-

chets, saws, biers with their palls, cauldron, pots, copies of the

Qur'an, books. And according to it, i.e., the view of Muhammad,
is the fatwd in consequence of the presence of Ta'amul in these arti-

cles. And this view has been adopted by the majority of the jurists

of all countries : and that is the correct view, as is laid down in

the Is'af ; and that is the view of thegenerality of jurists as is laid

down in the Zuhiriyyah. Because qiyas is sometimes abandoned

<>n account of Ta'amul as in the case of Istisna' . . . . And al-

Mujtabd reports the difference of opinion between Abu Yusuf

and Muhammad differently to what has been just stated, viz.,

that according to Muhammad, waqf of moveables was valid,

absolutely, whether any practice respecting it prevailed or not

thfi view of Abu Yusuf being that it was valid if there was Ta'-
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amul respecting it. As Ta'amul became prevalent with regard

to the ivaqf of dinars and dirhams in the time of Zufar, their

waqf being declared valid according to one report, they came
within the purview of the dictum of Muhammad in accordance
with which is the fatwd respecting the waqf of every moveable
concerning which Ta'amul may arise as is obvious. Con-

sequently there is no need of especially ascribing the view

i

Ansari : and verilv has
qf

fatwd in favour of their validity without reporting any
of opinion on this point ; this is laid down in the Manh

validity.

practi

case of waqf

uqf

down :

'

' the recognized practice

a. hnilrlincr witlimit, its site. So
also the waqf of trees without the land : thus the fatwd is deter-

mined in favour of its validity because these are moveables in

which there is Ta'amul" By Ta'amul is intended the Ta'amul
of the companions of the Prophet and that of the companions of

the companions, and of the Mujtahids from among the Imams
of the faith, and not the Ta'aruf of the common people , as some
of the learned have held. According to this view, the statement
of the author of al-Manh, viz., " that the practice, etc., because
they are moveables in which there is Ta'amul" is not reliable.

But in the Muhlt and other works it is laid down :
" A man

makes a waqf of a cow for the benefit of a resting-house , on con-

dition that what comes out in the shape of milk and butter should
be given to the wayfarers : where such waqf prevails, I should
expect it to be valid. '

' But some of our jurists hold it to be valid

absolutely, "Because," say they, " Ta'aruf has ensued with
regard to it in the country of the Muslims." This shows
that the meaning is absolute 'Ta'aruf, not what some have said.

XVI. MULLA MlSKtN AND THE FaTH-AL-Mu'IN (Vol. U', V- W7»

Edition Cairo).

(a) Text of the Kanz with the Commentary of Mulla Miskin.

The waqf of moveables in which there is Ta'amul is valid, i.e.,

with regard to making waqf of which there is practice ('Adah),
unrestrictedly whether it is a copy of the Qur'an, or pickaxe, or
shovel, or hatchet, or saw, or bier or its pall, or cauldrons, or
pots, or transport animals, according to Muhammad. And the

TTh
y °f ^

Urists have adoPt«d his view on account of

<£

(6) Commentary of the Fath-al-Mu l

in.

In which there is Ta'amul "
: e.g., pickaxes, hatchets
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dirhams and dinars. Thus it has been laid down in the Tanwir,
and this is the view of Muhammad, and according to it is the

fatwd.—Durr from the Ikhliydr.

From this we learn that the waqf of dirhams and dinars

belongs to the class of waqf influenced by Ta'dmul, and the same
information we gather from the statement of al-Zayla'I and al-

'Ayni. Accordingly Ta'amvlm all countries is not a condition,

and this shows the inaccuracy of the argument of the Nahr when
it says, " The statement of Muhammad, which has just preceded,
necessitates the invalidity of that in Egyptian lands in conse-

quence of the absence of its practice (Ta'aruf) altogether. Yes,

indeed, the waqf of dirhams and dinars ha^s become recognized

in the Turkish dominions." Again in the Sharh Multaqd'l-
Abhur by al-'Ala'l 1 after the quotation from the text the
following comments occur: "And similarly is valid the

waqf of moveables whose waqf is recognized in practice accord-

ing to Muhammad, and similarly that which is not recognized
in practice is also valid according to Muhammad, as is laid

down in the Sharh al-Walibdniyyah from al-Zahicfi from
the Siyar-al-Kabir, and Shurunbulall has followed it, and al-

Quhistanl has affirmed it." Then it (Sharlyal-MuUaqd) states,
1

c

Therefore according to what has preceded as reported from al-

Zahidi, there is no necessity for referring to the report of al-Ansarl
from Zufar. And the royal command had already been
issued to the Qadls to give decision to that effect as is laid down
in the Ma'rudat of the Mufti Abu'l-Su'ud.' \ From this it is learnt
that the fativd of some to the effect that the view declaring the
validity of the waqf of dirhams is weak, because of its having
been reported from Zufar, is incorrect.

t€ That is to say, there

is practice to make waqf of it
'

' ; On account of the saying of the
Prophet, "Whatever is good in the sight of the Muslims is

good in the sight of God," and because Ta'aruf is stronger
than qiyas, so qiyas is disregarded thereby as in the case of
istisna' .

XVII. The Bahr-al-Ra'iq and the Manhat-al-Khaliq
(Vol V 9 p. 216 et seq., Ed. Cairo).

_The subject-matter of waqf is property having legal value
{Mai M utaqawivirn)

, (p. 202).

The waqf of land with its cows and serfs is valid, and also
that of Musha* whose validity has been decreed, and that of
moveables wherein there is Ta'amid.

And Muhammad has laid down that such moveables with
regard to which there is Ta'amul is valid, and the view has
been adopted by the majority of the jurists of various countries

because qiyas is disregarded on account

1 t.f., the Durr aUMuntaqa.
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'arnicas in the case of Istisna'. And in the Mujtabd this difference

of opinion with regard to moveables has been reported differently

and referred to the Siyar, viz., that the view of Muhammad is

its validity absolutely, irrespective of there being any practice

or not, and that of Abu Yusuf is its validity provided that there
is practice with regard to it. And the Hidayah instances the
following as examples of moveables influenced by Ta'amul

:

pickaxe, hatchet, saw, bier and its pall, cauldrons, pots, and
copies of the Qur'an. And it is reported from Nasir b. Yahya
that he made waqf of his books on the analogy of the waqf of

copies of the Qur'an—and this is correct.

It is laid down in the Tahrir whilst discussing the primary
meaning of words, that Ta'amul means the more frequent in

use
; that is why Imam Muhammad has confined the validity

of waqf of moveables to those things. Therefore those
things which were not influenced by Ta'amul were excluded, e.g.,

clothes, animals, gold, silver, even if in the shape of ornaments,
because their waqf cannot be perpetual, and this is indispensable

;

contrary to the case of transport animals and arms because of

express tradition regarding them, and to that of the articles
stated above in consequence of Ta'amul: the rest come
under the operation of the original rule of qiyas. Verily some
jurists have added to the list of Muhammad other moveable
articles when they perceived the prevalence of Ta'amul regarding

oaf

Thus it is laid down in the Khulasah

valid. (3) And waqf

d. (2) It is reported from
r, with regard to the waqf
measured or weighed

waqf
clothes being given to the poor to benefit by it in the season of

wearing it. (4) Waqf of bull .... not valid. (5) Waqf of slaves
and slave-girls for the service of a resting-house, valid. Thus
;* -: down in the Fath-al Qadlr. (6) the waqf
not stated

, nor am I aware of anyone expressly stating it , and
there is no doubt that it is included under such moveables as
are not influenced by Ta'amul. Thus its waqf is not valid. (7)

Waqf of a garden with cows, cattle, slaves, etc valid.

(8) Waqf of medicine for hospital not valid unless the poor be
mentioned. (9) Two more cases remain .— (a) waqf of a building
without its site. In the Dhakhirah it is laid down that the waqf

wi
whose waqf is not practised

; (6) waqf of trees not
valid.

XVIII. The Hidayah {Vol. V, p. 430, Ed. Cairo).

And Muhammad has held that it is valid to dedicate
es and arms, i.e., it is valid to make waqf of them in the
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way of God. And Abu Yusuf agrees with him in this on the
ground of Istihsan, the qiyas being according to what we have
said before that such a waqf is not valid. The reason for apply-
ing the principle of Istihsan is based on well-known traditions
concerning these articles, e.g., the following saying of the Pro-
phet

:

'

' As for Khalid he has verily dedicated suits of armour and
chargers in the way of God." Talhah, also, dedicated his armour
in the way of God. '

'

66 Horses M means war-horses, etc. Camels are also compre-
hended in this term, because the Arabs ride camels in battles

;

arms are comprehended in the term " suits of armour."
It is reported from Muhammad that it is valid to make

waqf of such moveables as are influenced by Ta'amul, e.g., spades,

Qur'an Muhammad
copies

as in the case
in these articles. It is reported from Naslr b. Yahya that he

qf of his books of the
Qur'an,
jurists of various countries have adopted the view of Muhammad.
And such moveables as are not influenced by Ta'amul, their
waqf is not valid according to us. But al-Shafi'i has said that the
waqf of anything from which profit can be derived consistently
wi

lawful, is valid; because it is possible to derive profit from it,

and so it resembles land, horses and arms. Our (Hanafi)
argument is that the waqf of these articles cannot endure per-
petually, and this is indispensable as already stated. Therefore,
these articles become like dirhams and dinars (unlike land)
whilst there is no antagonistic ground
of express tradition or that of Ta'amul. So they remain under
the operation of the original rule of Qiyas (analogy). This is bo
because land endures, and jihad is the highest religious duty.
Therefore the idea of piety in these two is stronger than in any
other thing. So other articles besides these cannot come within
their meaning.

The Fath-al-QadIr (Vol. V, p. 429, Ed. Cairo).

Al-Quduri says that Abu Yusuf held the waqf of land with
cows and its cultivators (and they are slaves) valid
And if some of them fall ill and become incapable of
work, the Mutawalll may sell those who become unfit for work
and buy with the price others who can work. Similarly as
when some of them are killed and he takes the blood-money,
he is bound to purchase another with it.

.... The reason for applying the rule of Istihsan is based on
well-known traditions concerning those articles, i.e., concerning
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horses and aims. And among those traditions the following

saying of the Prophet is reported from Abu Hurayrah in the

two Sahihs {al-Bukhari and Muslim) :

—

" As for KMlid, verily you are hard upon him, whilst he

has verily dedicated his suits of armour in the way of

God."
The other statement by the author of the Hidayah to the

effect that Talhah dedicated his armour, is unknown
The majority of jurists of all countries follow the dictum of

Muhammad, viz., that the waqf of those moveables which are

influenced by Ta'amul is valid; those which are not in-

fluenced by Ta'amul it is not valid to appropriate them in

accordance with our (Hanafl) opinion. But al-Shafi'l says that

whilst
qf of anything is valid from which nrofit can be derived

is the view also of Malik and Ahmad. But the waqf of anything
from which no profit can be derived except by its destruction,
is not valid like gold and silver, and eatables and drinkables, ac-

cording to the generality of [Shafi'l, Maliki and Hanbali] jurists.

J5y gold and silver is meant dirhams and dinars, not anything in

the shape of ornaments, for as to ornaments, it is valid to make
waqf of them according to the opinion of Ahmad and al-Shafi'i,
because Hafsah had bought ornaments for 20,000 dirhams and
dedicated them for the use of the women of the family of al-

£nattab
;
hence no poor-rate was levied on them. According to

ibn ^udamab m his Mucihnl, Ahmad does not hold the waqf of

ornaments vahd, and denies the" authenticity of this tradition.
Ihe substance of the reason of the body of Shafi'l, Maliki, and
lianbaii jurists is based on the analogy of horses. And
the author confutes this argument by saying that tin-

ettect of a legal waqf is perpetuity and other articles besides
land do not endure, although indeed this condition is disregarded
in the case of phad.

Now that you have known the rules that govern the waqf
of moveables you should know that some jurists have added
other moveab es to the articles mentioned by Muhammad when
they perceived the prevalence of Ta'amul [in their time]: (1) Waqf
of cow stipulating that milk, butter .... valid. (2) Reported

vZ ;£wrt

V ••••; • M°tf of dirhama, grain, etc
vahd (3) Woollen clothes and shrouds, when dedicated by
way of charity perpetually . . . valid. (4) Waqf of slaves and
slave-girls for the benefit of a resting-house . . . vahd.

XX. The Kifayah (Vol V, p. 431, Ed. Cairo).

" Consistently with the continued existence of its original

lLV
n
I u

T
J°,

guard gainst dirhams and dinars, becau
«e tor which dirhams and dinars are made is price [media

? '
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of exchange] and it is not possible to profit by them consistently

with the continuance of their originals in his possession.

"Sale is lawful"—this is to guard against Umm-al-Walad,

whose waqf is not valid.
'

' Whilst there is no antagonistic

influence on the ground of tradition
'

'—The qiyas with regard

to moveables is that their waqf is not valid, because their waqf
an

tagonistic influence of tradition has overruled in

cases, as for instance, in the case of horses and arms

because of the existence of well-known traditions \ and in

certain other cases the antagonistic influence of Ta'amul has

overruled qiyas, as for instance/ in the case of axes, hatchets,

shovels, cauldrons, and pots; the rest, for instance, articles like

clothes and carpets, and those like slaves and slave-girls

dedicated independently continue subject to the rule of qiyas
9

as there is no opposing force with respect to them on the ground

of tradition or Ta'amul.

XXL The 'Inayah [Vol. V, p. 432, Ed. Cairo).

We (the Hanafls) contend that the waqf of moveables does

not endure, and that is obvious, and whatever does not endure

cannot be made waqf of—perpetuity being indispensable as

stated before. Therefore all the moveables become like dir-

hams and dinars. The author's statement "unlike land " is

by way of reply to his (al-ShafiTs) reliance on the analogy of land.

The author's statement ' whilst there is no antagonistic in-

fluence on the ground of tradition" is by way of reply to

his (al-Shafi'l's) statement, "therefore it resembles horses

and arms." The reason is that like dirhams, originally,

the waqf of horses and arms also were not valid, but that

we have abandoned it (qiyas) in consequence of an out-weigh-

ing antagonistic influence based on tradition. The author's state-

ment "nor on the ground of Ta'amul" is by way of reply

to the following argument : The original principle has been

disregarded with respect to horses and arms in consequence

of an antagonistic influence based on tradition which is not

present in cauldrons, shovels, etc. Therefore, let the

dispute be decided on the analogy of these. The reason is that

the articles mentioned above have been affected by an antago-

nistic influence based on Ta'amul which is not present in the

question in dispute, e.g., slaves and slave-girls, clothes, carpets

and the like. So these remain subject to the rule of the

case

qiyas

relyii

• *
day

Q
in consequence of Ta'amul.
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XXII. Sa'dI Chalpi (V, p. 430, Ed. Cairo).

As to the statement of the author (of the 'Inayah) that
11 one of its conditions is perpetuity, and perpetuity is not

present in moveables," I say that this statement is open to

criticism; the reason being given in the reply from the argu-

ment of al-Shafi'I as will be stated later on. The author says
'

' it

(the perpetuity) is indispensable as stated before.' ' I say the

logical conclusion is that what is indispensable is the continuance

of the waqf, so long as the subject-matter of the waqf continues,

and this condition is fulfilled in the case in dispute also. There-

fore the matter requires careful consideration.

XXIII. Al-'Ayni's Commentary on the Hldayah (//,

p. 993, Ed. Lucknow).

Malik aqf
such moveables from which profit can be derived consistently

with the continuance of their originals is valid. From Malik there

are two reports with regard to the waqf of horses and arms. As
All P ffc i t t n « * * _ _ *m *

qf

has

that their waqf is not valid according to t

etc.] jurists and scholars, but that what
Malik and al-Awza'I that the waqf of grain is valid, has not been
confirmed by the companions of Malik: therefore, this is not

correct (p. 993).
< c As for Khalid This saying of

from Abu Hurayrah (p. 994).

Bukhari and Mu • •

<?/

profit can be derived consistently, etc., original" : This is to

guard against dirhams and dinars because the use for which
dirhams and dinars are made is price, etc.

" Its waqf is valid because it is possible to derive profit from
it, therefore it resembles land, horses and arms": The reason
is that originally the waqf of horses and arms was not valid, i.e.,

every thing from which profit can be derived oonsistentlv with

qf.
'

' We
with

mentions

ind
of things is tliat perpetuity being indispensable the «**<//
what does not endure is not valid.

i C

already
of perpetuity.

can be derived consis
moveable from
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original), "like dirhams and dinars," i.e., with regard to the

absence of validity.

"Unlike land," i.e., because there is perpetuity in it,

although not expressly mentioned or stipulated.
'

' Whilst there is no antagonistic influence based on tradi-

tion," i.e., this is by way of reply to his (al-Shafi'I's) statement.
" therefore it resembles land, horses and arms." " Nor on

the ground of Ta'amul": this is by way of reply to what

may be said to the effect that the principle has been abandoned

in the case of horses and arms owing to an antagonistic force

based on tradition case

hatchet and shovel, etc., therefore let the question in dispute

be decided on the analogy of these. Th reason

two articles have been influenced by an antagonistic force based

case

slaves, slave- girls, clothes, carpets and the like
* " " "" cava • A rtp.raon makes waai ofThe author of the Muhli

150
i

; tliis waqf
employed

in business (Mudarabah) and the profits applied to the pur-

poses of the waqf. The same rule holds good, says the Muhtt,

in the case of waqf of dirhams and what is sold by measure

and what is soil by weight (p. 996).

XXIV. Mustakhlas-al-Haqa'iq (204, Edn. Bom.).

"Moveables in which there is Ta'amul," i.e., amongst

people, e.g., pickaxes, dirhams and dinars, cauldrons, a bier and

its pall, copies of the Qur'an and books; contrary to those in

which there is no Ta'amul.

XXV. The Kanz-al-Bayan (Vol. I, 116, Edn. Cairo).

It is valid to make waqf of a moveable independently with

respect to which there is Ta'amul of the people, e.g., pick-axes,

shovels, dirhams, dinars, cauldrons, a bier with its pall, copies of

the Qur'an and books ; contrary to those with respect to which

there is no Ta'amul, e.g., clothes and household goods in the

rvr^v.;™ «f MnViommori »nA Hio fVr/iivf is in accordance therewith.

XXVI. Al-' Aral's Commentary on the Kanz al-Daqa'iq

{II, p. 461, Edition Lucknow).

and arms
qf of moveables, such as horses

m ahnvpls. saws, a bier and its

1 Or according to another reading, "for the benefit of the sick

from amongst the sufis."
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pall, copies of the Quran, books on jurisprudence, traditions and
literature, and other things besides, with regard to whose waqf
Ta'amul or Ta'aruf (practice) arises. This is the dictum of
Muhammad, and the fatwd is in accordance with it on account
of traditions being in its favour. Arguing on the analogy of
horses and arms al-Shafi'I holds the waqf of everything valid
whose sale is lawful and from which profit can be derived
along with the continuance of its original. We (Hanafis) contend
that the original state is the absence of the validity of waqf

;

therefore waqf should be limited to those tilings regarding which
the law is express, viz., land and horses. The rest continue
in the original state suggested by analogv (qiyds) except
those with regard to which Ta'anml arises when they become
like dirhams and dinars.

XXVli. Super-Commentary on al-'Aym on the Kanz
(//, p. 463, Edition Lucknow).

Wherein there is Ta'amul, i.e., is lawful the waqf of move-
ables with regard_ to which there is Ta'amul of the people, i.e.,

the practice ('Adah) of making waqf of which has arisen.
±nis is the view of Muhammad, and the fatwd is in accordance
therewith

: and it is said that Abu Y.lsuf agrees with him in this
VI A ITT

"
view.

XXVIII. The TanwIr-al-Absar (///, p. 578, Edition Const).

And if a person makes waqf of land with the cows and the
serfs attached to it, it is valid like Musha' whose validity
has_been decreed by a Qklf, and moveables wherein there is

Laamul, e.g., axes, shovels, dirhams, and dinars.

qfh«„a^ /n ;-—z

.

^' " 31* ves wr *ne purposes or a resw»g

Ih^M * f ', and if any is killed wilfully, recourse

JvZ ut^ ha^ t0 Sanation (Bazzdziyyah) , but rather the
price should be realized in order to purchase with it his substitute.

Like Musha' etc.," because it is a case for ijtihad ;
there-

iianati sectary has the option of decreeing the validity or
of the waqf of Musha' because of the divergence of pref-
er, when there are, with regard to a particular ques-

'o opinions both of which are pronounced correct, it is

erence.

accordancewith oifv.^. * 17 — '"*""• <*"" "»e judgment in aceoruauv^

Absar)
iem {Ba^r and the au*h°r of the Tanwir-al

Ta'amul '

' : And likewise is valid

herein there is

And
waqf of every

Ta'amul ni ™IT' r
u"?veaDle independently wherein there islaamul of people, for instance, axes, shovels, nay, also dirhams
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and dinars. Q
by royal command to decree in favour of its validity as is laid

down in the Ma"rudat of the Mufti Abu'l-Su'ud. And also what

is sold by measure, etc., etc.

?/

of a cow directing that the produce of her milk and butter

should be given to the poor, if people are accustomed to that

('AdaJi), I should expect it to be valid.
11 And a cauldron and a bier "

: and its pall, and copies of

the Qur'an and books, because Ta'amul overrules analogy in

consequence of the saying of the Prophet,
cc Whatever is good

in the sight of the Muslims is good in the sight of God/'
11 Unlike those articles wherein there is no Ta'amul" e.g., clothes

and household goods. This is the view of Muhammad, and the

fatwd is in accordance then
In the Bazzdziyyah it

clothes for the poor is valid
qf

. The Radd-al-Muhtar (///, p. 406, Edition Cairo).

"And is valid, etc.. resting house " : The apparent meaning

is the validity of their ivaqf independently, and this is supported

by the fact that in the Fath-al-Qadir which quotes the Kkula&ah

this instance is enumerated along with the cases of the waqf

of moveables with respect to which there was Ta'amul. The
Mukhtar)

mentioned
(of the Tanwir-al-Absar), " and moveables wherein there is

Ta'amul," so that it may not be imagined that it is a waqf

subsidiary to the resting-house, as has been imagined by the

author of the Bahr-al-Ra'iq when he says, etc

. . . If he sells a disabled slave and buys with his price another

his stead

implements may be sold and with their price may be pur-

chased what is more beneficial to the waqf.
" As is valid the waqf of Musha', etc." : and it will become

unanimous by the decree of a judge. The divergence with

regard to the waqf of Musha' is based on the stipulation of

delivery and its absence, because partition is its completion.

Abu Yusuf holds it valid because he does not make delivery a

condition, and Muhammad holds it invalid because of his making

delivery a condition and we have stated above

that the occasion of the divergence is with respect to what is

capable of division, unlike what is not capable of it, and the latter

is, therefore, unanimously valid except in the case of a mosque

or a cemetery.
" Because it is a case for ijtihad

1
*

: i.e., ijtihad is permitted

because of the absence of its being in opposition to any express

text or Ijma' (consensus of jurists).
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" Therefore the Hanafi sectary etc.' ' : therefore it is stated
in the Durar in the Book on the " Duties of a Judge" where the

contrarv to-JT -("-emwivui c* JUUgC UUMliIUiy W 1118 SUI1UUJ
that it means contrary to the principles of the school, e.g., when
a Hanafi gives judgment according to the school of al-Shafi'I.
But if a Hanafi gives judgment according to the view of Abu
Yusuf or Muhammad or others like them from amongst the com-
panions of the Imam, then it is not a judgment contrary to his
opinion

" Two opinions, both of which are pronounced correct
? J

orrectness
i u

— "y***» ^"^xci/jr une currecwiess is pronounceu ait'

equal
;
otherwise it is decidedly preferable to follow that which

is more emnhatio in Mia nmn^n« rt^ 4- ,j t i *. . „ectness »

opinions
nidi,, 01 me expression it is correct," imd the other by that

Uf f
exPreS3i°n '

'

il1 accordance therewith is the fatwd,
'

'
the

latter is the stronger. Similarly, if one of them occurs in the
texts or m the Conspicuous reports," or is adopted by the
majority, or is more suitable to the people, then if this and
the view opposed to it are both correct, it is decided I v prefer-

this work
^ dy Stated at the commencement of

if Hp rW,?
°f then

l" \
ie,} any of the two opinions lie likes, but

not thJ
i' P

f?
lCU ^ CaSG accordi"g to one of them, he has

vtw X v °f.

decJ^ng that very case according to the other

toe-in ™ w 18 hke the
Jud^e in tbis r<*Pect He should

TtUlZ ?1* Tre COnvenient and advantageous. This

alcordrr
,n^°f

*

,

he d 'C
t
Um that the Mufti gives his fatwd in

lloZ TZ W lat * beneficial, i.e., advantageous in a reli-
gious, not temporal, sense.

*»d
F
::Z

y,,?Mtt. M?!'-»Je"tly; : hot), atari „les
.

»
agr

are

to the validity of waqf

tradi
>

The differ-

aqfother tin^f w, uV
CiCime *° ine iawtulness of a waqf 01

ZT of teh
a
m Pr°pert

'y - For according to Abu Yusuf,

Mulmm
SJh

,h
™°VeableS

£ not Valid
'
whe™s according

-
lawfX hf T m™»bl«- wherein there is Ta'amttf nlawfully be made tw?/ f. This view hM

mi*Z may
been

unsra or an countries as is mentioned in the Hidayah
correct view as is mentioned in the Is'af, and this i

as

of Ta'amul v\TTg%T?as) ma
*vbe abandoned inconsequence

to Muh^mmJl L*»""** ***** ^om al-Siyar that according

but tha ac^W^Z Moveables is unrestrictedly valid ;

is valid as to^e 1h°
A
?
U YTf

'
the «^/ of *»»«» moveables

details ofth?, will^??
atl

°5 °f ^Ch there is T"'™ul
-

Ful,er
this will be found in the Bahr. What has first been
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stated however [as being the opinion of the two disciples] is

that which is generally known as being theirs.

"Waqf of Dirhams and Dinars M
: The opinion that

the waqf of dirhams and dinars is valid is attributed in air

Khulamh to al-Ansarl, who was one of the companions of Zufar.

In the Fatawa of Qadi Khan this lias been attributed to Zufar

(himself) when he says,
wt

It is reported from Zufar." This

is the statement of cd-Skururihulaliyah. The author in his

Marih says :—As Ta'amul lias arisen in the Turkish dominions

and other countries in our days to make waqf of dirhams

and dinars, these have come under the dictum of Muham-
mad according to which is the fatwd, viz., that any moveable

wherein there is Ta'amul may be made waqf of as will readily

be understood. There is no necessity, therefore, to say that the

validity of waqf of these things rest specially on the authority

of Zufar as reported by al-Ansari, and God knows best. Our

master, the author of the Bahr, has given his decision as to the

validity of waqf of dirhams and dinars without making any

mention of any divergence of opinion. Here ends what is men-

tioned in the Manh. Al-Ramli thus comments on this : To place

dirhams and dinars under the category of those moveables which

it is the practice to make waqf of, is not without some doubt,

since they are of those things from which no profit can be derived,

keeping them at the same time in the possession of the dedicator,

and the fact that the author of the Bakr has already given hi>

fatwd (decision) as to the validity of waqf of those things without

mentioning any difference of opinion does not show that these are

included in the things to which the dictum of Muhammad (accord-

lg to which /<

aqf of artic"

adopted the opinion of Zufar and decided accordingly.

The argument cited in aUMank and based on the question of the

cow which is mentioned below is rebutted by what we have already

said, for it is possible to make use of its milk and butter and yet to

preserve its substance. However, if the decision of a judge is

obtained, every difference will be removed. End of the passage

I fnrm T sav coins cannot be made determinatein

by the simple act of specifying them, therefore although it is not

possible to make use of them and retain the original, yet their

substitute always exists since they cannot be made specific.

They are. therefore , as good as if they had
]

mov
has

are included among the things which Muhammad had declared

to be lawful to make waqf of. It is for this reason, seeing that

Muhammad had given examples of things with respect to

which Ta'amul had arisen in his age, the author of the Fath-

al-Qad%r says that some doctors of law have added to those

mentioned by Muhammad other moveables when they saw
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the prevalence of Ta'amul with respect to them in their

time. He (the author of Falh-at-Qadtr) mentions the case of

dedicating a cow stated below and that of coins and measurable
articles when he says, "It is stated in al-Khulasah : a man
makes waqf of a cow on condition that the milk and butter

obtained from it should be given to wayfarers. It was an-

swered, " If this happens in a place where waqf of such things

prevails it is expected that such waqf should be valid." It

is related of asked

waqf
of being measured and weighed, whether his waqf was valid.

He answered, "Yes." He was asked, And how?" He
answered, " The money should be laid out in business {Muda-
rabah) and the income therefrom distributed in charity in the

way laid down in the deed of waqf. Those articles which are

capable of being measured or weighed may be sold, and their

price given likewise in business or as capital stock." He adds
that according to this analogy, it would be possible to make waqf
of a measure of wheat on condition that it should be lent out to

the poor, who do not possess seeds, so that they may sow them
for themselves, and when it is harvest time the quantity lent

out would be taken from them and afterwards given to other
poor persons—in this way perpetually.

From this becomes evident the correctness of what the
author has mentioned, viz., their inclusion among the moveables
whose waqf has been recognized in practice according to the

dictum of Muhammad, in conformity with which fatwd is given.

(waqf

asc

become recognized at that time, and because he was the first to

give it as his opinion that such waqf was valid. Al-Nahr
says:—" According to the preceding dictum of Muhammad it

would not be lawful to make waqf of that, i.e., waqf of wheat,
in Egyptian lands as this is absolutely unknown. Yes, indeed,

tries*"^
°f dirhams and drnSrs is recognized in Turkish coun-

''Because analogy is abandoned inconsequence of Ta'amuV'-
according to analogy waqf of moveables is not valid as perpetuity
i a a condition of waqf, whereas moveables cannot exist per-

petually. Ta'amul according to al-Bahr, whose authority is al-

l ahnr, means the more frequent in use. It is stated in the
commentaries of al-Blri, quoting from the Mabsut, " Whatisestab-

l+tr
m Practlce »as the same authority as that which i»

dtetif
ed

??,
a te

L
xt

<
of the Qur, an or traditions). A fuller

NaZ Ta ( T Subject wUl be found « our treatise, entitled

m^ot\S(
,e^~ i: Basing of certain ruleson what is recognized

nrSoe rwWi
M GVldent from fche caae of the cow, that a new

nt Sun t
C

Tre8lI
l
to

?xi8tence at any time or place] is taken
CCOUnt

- U ,s n°t, therefore, necessary that the practice
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should have existed from the time of the Companions. Such is

also the evident conclusion from what we have already said that
some doctors of law have added other moveables in which To-
'amul has arisen in their time. According to this, what is obvious
is to take into consideration the practice in some place where,
or at some time when, the practice came to be recognized and
not otherwise* Thus the waqf of dirhams is practised in Turkish
countries and not in our country, and the waqf of axes and
spades was practised in the age of the ancients, but it is not
heard of in our time. Therefore it would appear that it

is not valid now, and that if it should be found rarely

it should not be taken into consideration, since it has been
already stated that Ta'amul means M the more frequent in

use." The reasoning is false. "In consequence of the

saying of the Prophet " : reported by Ahmad, etc.
' 4 And house-

hold goods," i.e., that from which some use could be had; thus
it is a conjunction of a general term to a particular ; so it includes

what is used in the house, e.g., household goods like beds, carpets,

mats, other than those used in a mosque, vessels and cooking
pots. Yes, the waqf of brass vessels have come to be recognized,

and the ancients have expressly declared the validity of the
ivaqf of vessels and cooking pots required for washing the
dead.

"And this," i.e., the validity of waqf of moveables recog-

nized in practice.

"The Bahr has assimilated boats to furniture ": that is to

say, it is not valid, but the Master of our Masters al-Sa'ihanl says
that they have recognized the practice of their waqf; so there

is no doubt as to its validity.

It appears that the practice arose after the time of the
author of al-Bahr. And in alrManh the waqf of a building

without its site has been assimilated to moveables whose waqf
has been recognized. Similarly the waqf of trees without the
land, because they are moveables with respect to which there is

Ta*amul.
c 4

It is valid to make waqf of woollen clothes
'

' : I say in

our age, some of the Mutawallis have made waqf of furs for the

benefit of the Muezzins at night in winter. Such a waqf should

be declared valid, especially according to what has been reported

from al-Zahidl. This quotation from Sharh-al-Multaqd should

be especially considered, i.e., what has been mentioned by al-

Zahidi in al-Mujtabd concerning the validity of waqf of move-
ables unrestrictedly according to Muhammad.

. ..." It is valid if they could be counted" : This .con-

dition is based on the rule stated by Shams al-A'immah, viz.,

when the object of waqf is stated, it is indispensable that indi-

gence should be expressly mentioned, either actually, e.g. , the poor,

or according to usage amongst people, e.g., orphans or confirmed
valetudinaries, because usually they are poor. Therefore it is valid
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for the benefit of the rich and the poor amongst them, if they

could be counted, otherwise for the poor only.

It is reported from Muhammad that what cannot be counted

is ten, and from Abu Yusuf hundred, and that is the view

accepted by some. Some say it is forty. Some say it is eighty.

The fatwd is to the effect that it should be left to th

of the judge

—

Is'af

Ed. Cairo).

iii, p. 409,

XXXI. The Tahtawi (//, 539, Ed. Cairo).

The general view is that it is Muhammad who holds the

waqf has
nized and that Abu Yusuf denies it. And it is reported in the

Mujtabd that it is Muhammad who holds the validity

t validwaqf of moveables unrestrictedly and Abu Yusuf declares

when there is Ta'amul respecting it. The apparent meaning
of alrNahr is to limit the validity of the waqf of moveables to

the countries where their waqf has become recognized. This

view has been controverted by Abu'l-Su'ud, which see. .

" To pass a decree with respect to it " : i.e., with respect

to the waqf of dirhams and dinars, i.e.^ their validity. " Like

clothes
'

' : The case of woollen clothes mentioned below is

vxtaf being valid in consequence of later Ta'amul]

And
from amongst such moveables the practice of making waqf of

which has not been recognized, i.e., goloshes and mats on winch

people sit in a place other than a mosque and the like. In the

Bahr it is laid down that animals and gold and silver including

ornaments were excluded [at the time of Muhammad]

Sharh-al-Hama
qf, because their waqf is not perpetual. In the

it is laid down that Ta'amul having arisen

regarding the waqf of tools of ironsmiths, their waqf should be

valid.
,§ And this/

5

i.e., the details stated above. " In the Bahr

waqf of boat has been assimilated to furniture " : as there was

no practice of making waqf of it in the time of the author of aZ-

Bahr. But in our time the practice has arisen with regard to

ships of the Red Sea. For some of them are made waqf of for

es

for the benefit of the poor.'

'

waqf

XXXII. The Fatawa 'Alamgir
Calcutta).

If the slave (i.e., an endowed sh
the Mutawair

ork

instead. If he cannot find a slave in his stead for that
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price, there is no harm in his adding to it something from the
profits of the lands. Similar is the rule applicable to the case of
beasts of burden, implements of husbandry when dedicated

with

Mutawalll
money, he should buy with it another slave ; thus it is laid
down in the Fath-al-Qadir . . . . As for the waqf of move-
ables independently, if they be horses or arms their waqf is valid.
With respect to articles other than those, if they be things
the practice of making waqf of which is not recognized,
e.g., clothes and animals , their waqf is not valid according to
us. But if their waqf is recognized (e.g., axes, shovels, a bier
with its pall, such vessels and pots as are required for washing
the dead, and copies of the Qur'an), according to Abu Yusuf
their waqf is not valid, but according to Muhammad it is valid,
and the generality of jurists including the Imam al-Sarakhs!
follow it. Thus it is laid down in the Khulamh. and this in t.h*

accepted view, and the fatwd is in ace
Muhammad, etc Waqf of a bier, etc Waqf
of Qur'an, etc Waqf of books, etc Waqf of a
cow, etc valid like the waqf of the water of a public
fountain. Waqf of a bull .... not valid. Waqf of building in
land, etc Waqf of shops in a bazar, etc.

valid.

Waqf
house, valid. As for the waqf of that from which no profit can be
derived except by its destruction, like gold and silver and eatables
and drinkables, its waqf is not valid, according to the generality
of jurists ; and by gold and silver is meant dirhams and dinars
and what is not ornament. Thus it is laid down in the Fath-al-
Qadir* And if a person makes a waqf of dirhams or what is

estimated by measure or clothes, it is not valid, and it is said
that where they have recognized it fatwd is given in favour of
its validity (Vol. II, pp. 462-64).

XXXIII. And it is laid down in the Fatawd of Abu'l-Layth

:

when a person makes a waqf of a cow for the benefit of a resting-
house, stipulating that what comes out of her in the shape of

mas-
ters say, " If it was in a place where such a waqf
I should expect it to be valid

M
; but other jurists declare their

waqf
unrestrictedly because the practice of making such a

THE HADTTH.

XXXIV. The <Umdat-al-QarI ( Vol. VI, p. 516, Ed. Cairo).

Text : Chapter on the waqf of beasts of burden, war-horses
camels, commodities, and coins. Commentary: i.e., this is a
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chapter which explains the waqf of beasts of burden, etc.

By this heading he indicates the validity of the waqf of move-

ables. The word kura' means war-horses. The word 'urud is

the plural of lard, and it means commodities other than coin.

The word samit is the opposite of natiq. It is used here in

the sense of money or coin.

Text : Al-Zuhri was asked : A man dedicates a thousand dinars

in the way of God and makes them over to his slave, a trades-

man, for investment in some trade, the profits to go to the

poor and his relations by way of charity. Can that man law-

fully eat of the profits of the said thousand even if the profits

had not been given in charity to the poor ? He answered : He
cannot eat anything out of it.

XXXV. The Fath-al-Bari {Vol. II, p. 40, Ed. Cairo).

[The Fath-al-Bari reproduces with further details the remarks

of the ' Umdat-al-Qari and replies to the objection of al-Isma'ili

that no use can be made of coins without their substance being

transformed into something else in the following terms :] To
restrict the use of coins to the only way which he indicates

can not be admitted, for it is possible to derive benefit from

coins by making an advantageous use of them, e.g., by making
waqf of such coins as women are allowed to wear, in which case

the waqf is valid as the original is detained while the women
can derive benefit from them by wearing them when wanted.

XXXVI. Ibid. ( Vol. XI, p. 31, Ed. Delhi ; p. 408 of the
4 Umdat-al-Qari) .

Text : If he makes a sadaqah or waqf of part of his property

or part of his slaves or animals, it is valid. This chapter, deals

with the validity of the waqf of moveables. . . .The reason of

the validity of the waqf of musha' and of moveables being inferred

from the above text is the employment of the phrase "part
of his slaves or animals." The following case will also be in-

cluded, viz., if he were to make waqf of part of a slave or of an
animal. . . .it is valid according to those who declare the waqf
of moveables valid and the dedicator shall be referred to for

the purpose of specification.

SHPAH AUTHORITIES.

XXXVII, The Shara'i' al-Islam (p. 318, Ed. Col.).

On Commodate.

1. The subject will be treated in four sections
1st—The lender....; 2nd—The borrower....; 3rd—The

thing ('ayn) lent, which is anything that is lawful to make use

of consistently with the preservation of its substance {'ayn).
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Ibid. (p. 334).

It is lawful to hire dirhams and dinars, if a legitimate use
can be made of them consistently with the preservation of their

substance {'ayn).

XXXVIII. Ibid. (p. 234, Cal. Edn.).

Four conditions attach to the subject-matter

1st— that it must be cayn ( defined specific property)

;

2nd—it must be a property which a Muslim may lawfully

possess

;

3rd—must be such as benefit may be derived therefrom con-

sistently with the continued subsistence of the original ; and
4th—delivery of its possession must be possible.

As an illustration of the first condition , waqf of what is not 'ayn

is not valid, for example dayn ; also if he were to say, ' I make
waqf of a horse or a camel or a house ' without specifying it.

It is valid to make waqf of land, clothes, furniture and lawful in-

struments, the principle being that waqf of anything from which
lawful use can be derived consistently with the preservation of its

substance is valid. Similarly it is valid to make waqf of owned
dogs and cats as it is possible to derive benefit from them. But
it is not lawful to make waqf of a pig as no Muslim can have
it. Nor is it valid to make waqf of runaway slaves on account
of the impossibility of delivery. Is it valid to make waqf of
dinars and dirhams? Some say 'No/ and this is the more
apparent view, because their only use is to spend them. But
others say, ' It is valid,' for we may imagine them to have some
use consistently with their preservation.

The Masalik-al-Afham {Teheran Ed., p. 365 J.

* »

Is the waqf of dinars and dirhams valid ? The more weighty
opinion is that they are valid. Since these uses (i.e., uses to
which dirhams, etc., can be put without destroying their sub-

stance) are familiar and that there are more important ways of

using them does not prevent their being made waqf of in this

way.

MALIK I LAW.

XL. The Mudawwanah {Vol. II, p. 103, Ed. Cairo).

I put the following question to Malik, or it was put to him

:

A man makes waqf of a hundred dinars with the object of

lending them to people who would return the same to the
dedicator, and so on. Is zakat to be paid on those dinars?
He answered, " Yes, my opinion is that zakat should be paid."
I asked him, " What if a man were to dedicate a hundred
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dinars to be distributed in the way of God, or for the poor and

they remain for a whole year, is zakat to be taken on them? "

He answered, " No, these are all for distribution ; they are not

like the first."

XLI. The Mukhtasar of Sidi Khalil {p. 184, Ed. Paris).

Valid is the waqf of any property even when taken on hire

and even if it were an animal or a slave, such as a slave dedi-

cated for the service of the sick, provided no injury is intended

to him thereby. As regards food grain and similar things there

is some hesitation.

XLII. The Dardir (Vol IV, pp. 70 to 73, margin, Ed. Cairo).

It is valid to make waqf of any property in one's possession

or anything capable of being possessed (mamluk) even if condi-

tionally, as when a man says, " If I come into possession of so

and so's house, it shall be waqf "
; or if the waqf be part of a

joint property provided it is capable of division. The dedica-

tor will be compelled to divide if so desired by his co-sharer.

Where no division is possible there are two opinions [i.e.,

that it is valid and that it is not valid], both of which have

been declared to be " preferable." Those who declare it to be

valid, say that the dedicator wrould be forced to sell if his

co-sharer so desired, and with the proceeds a property similar

to the waqf should be purchased.

Under u property in one's possession or anything capable of

being possessed (mamluk)," the author means to include both

possession of the substance and possession of the usufruct

thereof. That is why he goes on to say, " even though 1
9$ the

property indicated by mamluk be "by hire," as when he rents

a house for a number of years. In this case he can make

waqf of the use of the house during this period. This is

because perpetuity is not a condition of waqf as shall be

stated below. The words "by hire" include the case of

one who rents a house that has been made a waqf for a certain

period. He can dedicate the use of it to any person other

than the first during the said period. But the person for

whom it is dedicated cannot himself dedicate the use of it, to

which he is entitled, and that is because what is appropriated

cannot be re-appropriated [by the beneficiary]. " And even

though the property be an animal or a slave" : both of these

are included in the general term; that is to say, the waqf of

this is valid and must be given effect to: and likewise clothes

1 In imitation of the Arabic original the words of the text of the

Mukhtaxar are put within inverted commas to distinguish them from

those of the commentary.
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according to our school, " as dedicating a slave for the sick,"
that is for their services

;
provided that the master does not

intend thereby to do injury to his slave, otherwise it shall not be
valid. The same applies also to a slave-girl dedicated for the
service of female patients, in which case it shall not be lawful for
the master to have intercourse with her, because by dedicating
her, her use passes to others

;
just as in the case of a slave-girl

taken on loan or pledged. " As regards " the validity of things
like food grain, the identity of which cannot be recognized if

removed from one's sight, as for instance, " coins" (and this

-

nion as indicated

zakat: " Zakat it

on cAyn, i.e., gold or silver that has been dedicated for the
purpose of giving it as free loans), or the non-validity of such
things as inexpedient or illegal ; ' there is some hesitation," but it
is said that this hesitation is as regards fungibles other than
money, for as regards money there is no hesitation whatever, it
being absolutely valid to make waqf of it as it is the
express teaching of the Mudawwanah. By waqf here is
meant waqf for the purpose of lending out. The replacing of
it by money of the same value is considered as "preservation
of substance," but if it were to be dedicated with the condition
that the identical coins should be preserved, it is not valid
according to the unanimous opinion of the doctors as there is
no legal advantage in such a waqf.

XLIII. The DasuqI {Vol. IV, p. 73).

"By waqf here is meant waqf for the purpose of lending
out".

By this he wishes to indicate that the hesitation is in respect
of a waqf made with the intention of use being made of it and
then replaced by coins of the same value; but when a waqf of
it is made with the condition that the original should be
preserved, as for instance, when it is dedicated for the decora-

aqf is unanimously forbidden and, if made

marg

it would be invalid.

XLIV. The Dardir ( Vol. /, p. 412,

Zakat should be taken by way of obligation on •Ayn, i.e.
, gold

or silver coins, that has been appropriated for the purpose of
being lent out ; that is to say, the Waqif or the Mutawalll should
pay the Zakat out of the money itself, if one year has passed
from the time it has come into his possession.

XLV. The DasuqI (ibid.).

dedicated for the nuroose of

as a free
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loan, and when they can afford to do so replace it by paying the

value. It is all the same if dedicated to specified persons or

persons not specified. The author's statement is based on the

accepted opinion that gold and silver coins may be made waqf

of for the purpose of lending.

XLVI. DasuqI (ibid.).

The gist of the whole matter is this, that as for coins dedicated

for the purpose of lending, if no one takes them out as a loan, the

Waqif
if one whole year passes since they come into his possession.

year

SHAFI'I LAW.

XLVII. The Ghayat al-Bayan (Cairo Edition, p. 228).

To constitute a valid waqf the property appropriated

should be a definite specific substance ('ayn) capable of bein

made use of while the original remains ; it should not be made

dependent on a condition ; and the person or object for which it

is made should be in existence at the time.

XLVIII. The Sharh Ghayat-al-Bayan (p. 228).

Chapter on Waqf.

Lexi

In law it means the detention for a lawful object of pro-

perty, from which it is possible to derive benefit along with

the continuance of its original, by divesting the appropriator of

his power of disposition. Its basis is the following tradition

Muslim: "When
except from three sources: (a) continuous charity, (b) or know-

Continuous
Ulemas
be a definite specific substance capable of being made use of

while the original remains. lawful

to make waqf of musical instruments, a trained dog, grain,

sweet-smelling gathered plants, nor the waqf of dirhams

and dinars. But it would be lawful to make waqf of landed

property, moveables, undivided shares, divided property

snares, springs, wells, fruit trees, animals for their milk, wool,

hair and eggs, bull for covering the cows, etc.

HANAF1 LAW.

XL IX. The QudubI

• . . . And the waqf of landed property is valid, and the waq
of what is capable of being moved and what changes in form i s
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not valid, except when there is Ta'amul of the people regard-
ing it. And Abu Yusuf has laid down that when a person
makes waqf of land with its cows and cultivators, if they are his
slaves, it is valid. And Muhammad holds that it is valid

'

to make waqf of horses and arms.

L. The Jawharat-al-NayyirxVH (//, p. 19, Ed. Lucknou).

" And waqf of landed property {'agar) is valid," because
it is lasting

; ' and waqf of what is capable of being moved and
what is liable to change is not lawful

'

' ; since such property is
not lasting, therefore its waqf is not valid.

Al-Khujandl holds that the waqf of moveables is not valid
except (a) when subsidiary to something else, as when a
person makes a waqf of land with the bulls and serfs for its
purposes

; then they become waqf along with the land as
accessories

; (b) or when the practice ('adah) arises of making
waqf of them, e.g., a spade for digging graves or a bier and the
pall of a bier.

If a person makes a waqf of standing trees it is not valid
according to analogy, but it is valid according to Istihsan . . .

It is stated in the Waqi'at that when a person makes waqf of
a bull in favor of the inhabitants of a village for the purpose of
covering their cows, it is not valid because the waqf of move-
ables are not valid except of such whose waqf is recognized
(Ta'aruf) and there is no recognized practice with respect to
this. But it is valid according to al-Shafi'i.

And Muhammad holds that it is valid to make waqf of
horses and arms, etc., and they say that Abu Yusuf agrees
with him and this is due to Istihsan according to him.
And Muhammad has laid down that the waqf of moveables
wherein there is Ta'amul is valid, e.g., pickaxes, spades, shovels,
saws, a bier and its pall_, cauldrons, copies of the Qur'an and
books. According to Abu Yusuf it is not valid, but the majority
of jurists of all countries follow the view of Muhammad.
Vnd when a waqf is valid, its sale is not valid nor its "transfer,
except when it is Musha' according to Abu Yusuf.

LI. (pp

Waqf
land), or except when it is recognized in practice. A man
makes waqf of his horse for use as aled-horsein the way of God.
This is valid having regard to recognized practice. And similarly
if he makes waqf of weapons (of war) or horses or of copies of
the Qur'an, or if he makes waqf of land with the right of way
or of implements of husbandry, this is valid.
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LII. The Sharh al-Wiqayah (Ed. Cal., pp. 256-257).

It is the opinion of Muhammad that it is valid to make waqf
of such moveables with respect to which there is Ta'amul such

as a pickaxe, a spade, a shovel, a saw, a bier and its pall, a

pot, a cauldron and a copy of the Qur'an. The majority of the

jurists of various countries have accepted his view.

LIII. The Zakhirat-al-'Uqba (ibid.).

Muhammad says, as for those moveables the waqf of which
has been recognized by people, it is valid to make waqf thereof

by way of Istihsan, as in the case of the things mentioned in

the text. Those things the waqf of which has not been
recognized in practice cannot be made waqf of, e.g., clothes, ani-

mals and other household goods. The view of al-Shafi'I, Ahmad
and Malik is that the waqf of moveables independently is valid,

provided that the moveable is something of which use can be
made consistently with the preservation of the original, of what-
ever nature it may be.

They are unanimous that it is not valid to make waqf of

dirhams and dinars. The reason of al-Shafi'Ps view rests on the
analogy of land and war-horses, the quality common to both
being the possibility of making use of them consistently with
the preservation of the substance. But we (Hanafls) say that
this analogy is weak, as it is the analogy of what endures on
what does not endure. Thus it is stated in the Bayaniyyah.
It is gathered from the Mi'rajiyyah that in the case of the two
precious metals, that which is not valid to make waqf of is the
coined dirhams and dinars. But when made into ornaments, it

is valid to make waqf of them, according to Ahmad and al-Shafi'I,

seeing that Hafsah, the daughter of «Umar andfwife of the Prophet,
bought ornaments for 20,000 dirhams and made waqf of them
for the benefit of the womenfolk of the family of al-Khattab
Hence she paid no poor-rate on them. According to Ahmad, it

is not lawful to make waqf of these even, and he denies the
authority of this tradition. It has been said, if we allow the
hiring of dirhams and dinars as valid, it is equally valid to

make waqf of them. But this is of no weight. Here ends the
quotation from the Dirayah. And it has been said in the

Bazzaziyyah, that if a man makes waqf of dirhams and dinars

. ... it is valid In the Fatawaof QadlKhan, it is stated
from Zufar that a man makes waqf of dirhams . . . itis valid.

But we say that the way to reconcile what has been mentioned in

these two authentic works, viz., that it is lawful to make waqf
of coins and food grains with what has been mentioned in the
commentaries on the Hidayah, w*., that it is not valid, is that the
commentators could not imagine that it is possible to make use
of them consistently with the preservation of the original,
whereas the propounder of the view expressed in these two
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works does imagine it to be so. But the true answer is that
there is no need to reconcile the two views, as the propounders
of the two views belong to rival schools [i.e., the Hanafi and
the Shafi'I ] as you see ; whereas reconciliation is only necessary
when it is a question of views propounded by people belonging
to the same school. The matter requires critical consideration.

LIV. The Fatawa Khayriyyah (Vol. L p. 132, 2nd Ed.,
Govt. Press , Bulaq, Cairo).

The following question was asked : A man makes waqf
of a moveable in which there is Ta'amul for the benefit of his

minor children and after them for a perpetual charitable object.

He then appoints a testamentary guardian for his above-
mentioned children, and directs him to look after the subject-
matter of the waqf and protect it till one of the children
attains the age of discretion. Then the dedicator dies, and
the testamentary guardian performs his duties and then dies

without specifying the waqf property, and it perishes. Then one
of the children attains the age of discretion. Will the guardian
be held responsible for indemnity realizable from his estate or
will he not ?

*

Answer— You know that this testamentary guardian
was the Mutawalll of the said waqf. Now it is expressly laid

down that in case the Mutawalll dies without specifying the
proceeds of the waqf, he is not liable for indemnity. But in
case he dies without specifying the money of islibdal he will be
liable, and from his liability for money of islibdal it has been
inferred that he will be liable for indemnity also when the sub-
ject-matter of waqf is dinars.

LV. The Tanqih-ai^Hamidiyyah(FoZ. 7, p. 120, Ed n. Cairo).

Question.—It was asked : A woman makes waqf of an
ascertained amount of dirhams for the benefit of two children
of her daughter .... Is such a waqf valid *

Answer.—Yes, the Grand Mufti of the Ottoman
the late 'All Effendi, had given fatwa of its validity,

stated in the Fatawa Qadl Khan amongst the waqf of move-
ables : Zufar was asked about a man making waqf of dirhams
or grain or what is weighable or measurable. He said it is

valid .... A similar statement is to be found in the Durar

And it is

Zufar
the Khulasah

LVI. The Fatawa Qunyah (p. 196, Edn. Calcutta).

A man makes a waqf of 150 dinars for the benefit of the
sick. The gold should be handed over to a man in order to
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make it yield profit by being employed in business (mud-

arabah ]

), the profit being given to the sick--Muhit. The waqf
of dirhams and articles sold by measure and weight is valid

in the same way.

LVII. The Fatawa Bazzaziyyah (MS. in the Calcutta

Madrasah, p. 319).

If a man makes waqf of dirhams and dinars or of food

graiiis or of articles sold by measure or weight, it is valid.

The coins and the price of what is not coin (e.g., articles sold

by measure or weight), after their sale, should be invested

in mudarabah or bida'ah, 1 and the profit arising therefrom
should be spent for the purposes of the waqf.

LV1II. The Waqi'at-al-MuftIn (/>. 74, Cairo Ed.).

It is reported from Zufar that when a person makes a

waqf of dirhams or grain or what is estimated by measure
or weight, it is valid.

Marginal note L— It is laid down in the Fatawa Natifi on
the authority of Muhammad b. 'Abd- Allah al-Ansarl, one of the

companions of Zufar, that the waqf of dirhams and grain and
what is estimated by measure and weight is valid.

LIX. Fatawa Mahdiyyah (Ed. Cairo).

Quest asked on behalf ot

the agent of the Finance Department :—A native of Mecca
named Ahmad Jalabl is the Mutavvallf of a house which is a

private waqf. The house is acquired by the Government to

include it in the palace of the wife of our late great ruJer; and
as it is a private waqf, the payment of its price lias been with-

held for the purpose of its exchange (istibdal). Now the agent
of the owner of the above-mentioned house lias submitted a

petition to the effect that the remaining portion of the waqf
buildings stands in need of necessary repairs, which would cost

more than 4,000 qirsh, the price of the above-mentioned
house ; and he (the agent) prays for the payment of that price

for the purpose of repairing the above-mentioned places because
of the principle of preserving the waqf at the sacrifice of a

part

Answer.—When
in

its value, neither the price nor the value of the land should be

1 For the technical meaning of mudarabah and bijja'ahda, see th
Chapter on Partnership in the H'idayah or"any other work on Muslim Law.
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spent for repairs, but another piece of land should be purchased
which should be waqf in the stead of the original waqf. The
price of the debris, however, when sold on account of the build-

ing being difficult to restore or through fear of loss of the

debris, may be spent for repairs and the Mutawalll of the waqf
may take the price and then spend it for repairing the rest

of the waqf property. In the Tanqih-al-Hamidiyyah it is laid

down at the beginning of the chapter on waqf after a statement

from the Fatawd-'l- Lvtfi : Its logical conclusion is the validity

of expending the money obtained in exchange, for repairing

the waqf. The matter requires critical consideration. And
exchange (istibdal) and sale are one and the same as regards their

final result, and God knows best. I say that Shaykh Isma'fl

has also answered similarly in his Fatavi, viz , that repairs

should be made out of the money obtained in exchange, and
borrowing should not be resorted to, as it is unnecessary,

seeing that there is money belonging to the waqf. And what
has been stated in the I'atawd- 7-Lutji is as follows : And
sometimes the .dirhams obtained in exchange are spent in

making necessary repairs of the waqf with the permission of a

Cadi authorized to give it; and they are replaced out of the

profits of the waqf after the repairs in order to purchase with it

something which would be waqf like the original waqf, and it

will not be property belonging to the beneficiaries of the waqf,
nor inheritance. (Vol. II, p. 524).

LX The validity of waqf of Misha' even when
CAPABLE OF DIVISION.

The following question was put on behalf of the Bayt-al-

Mal of Egypt : A woman makes waqf of half of her house in

Cairo for some purpose, and the other half she gives to her
husband what is the order with respect to it ?

Answer.—There is divergence of opinion concerning the
waqf of Musha' ; but the judge may decree its validity relying

on the view of the second Imam, Abu Yusuf. Therefore when
the fact of the woman's having made waqf of half the house is

proved, fulfilling its conditions, the judge is at liberty to decree

the validity of the waqf and its bindingness. (Vol. II, p. 541).

LXI. Question.—A man makes waqf of half a public bath,

which is Musha' , incapable of division, for his own benefit for life,

then for the benefit of his children, etc Answer.—There is

divergence of opinion regarding the waqf of Musha*. If a decree

is obtained in favour of its validity, it is given effect to, as there

are two views with respect to it, both of which are pronounced
correct. Tlus divergence of opinion is with regard to what is

capable of division. As for that which is incapable of division

as in the present case, it is valid unanimously except in the
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case

books of the school. (Vol. II, p. 545).

LXII. Question.—Is exchange permissible [in Egypt] when
the dedicator has expressly forbidden it and there is no advan-

tage ?

Answer.—(The Fatwa also includes the names and seals of

Shaykh Khalll-al-Rashidi, Registrar of Fatwas, and Sheikh

Muhammad al-Mansurl, the Hanafite.) There is an old diver-

gence of opinions amongst the Ulemas regarding the exchange
of waqf in the absence of any stipulation to that effect made
by the dedicator. But the practice of the Cadis of Egypt is

not to permit exchange at all without the sanction of the Sultan,

thus acting according to what is known, viz. , their being forbidden

to do so. A Cadi's office demands particular regard to time, place

and the circumstances of the case. A Cadi's order will not

take effect with regard to a question which he is forbidden to

deal with. Thus a Cadi has not the power of making
exchange of the above-mentioned waqf without the sanction of

some one having the authority to do so, specially in the absence

of any advantage and the prohibition of the dedicator to ex-

change it. For verily the stipulation of the dedicator is like the

express ruling of the law. It is not permitted to contravene
his stipulation without any legal ground. (Vol. II, p. 559.)

LXIII. was asked
Department :

— The children of Sheikh ' Ali Khalifa, one of the

Ulema, his wife and an Abyssinian freed woman, have certain

stipends granted to them and a share of t he iltizam land, and they

intend to make waqf of the same and the command of the

sovereign lias been issued to give effect to it. Amongst the

children there are minors. Having regard to the text of the

order is there any legal impediment in the way of making
waqf of the shares of the five adult children of the Shaykh, etc.

!

Answer.—

_

Making waqf of iltizam lands and stipends from

the Bayt-al-Mal payable to persons to whom they are due is of

the nature of irsad. Therefore it is valid by command of the

person authorized to regulate its expenditure [i.e. the sovereign].

So when the person so authorized permits the person in whose

name is the grant and who is adult, to make waqf of it in the

above-mentioned way, the waqf will take effect in the terms of

Ktr fl-io ooma rkrinnirilp. GO"overned
knows best. (Vol. II, p. 639)

LXIV.

as

ing question was asked by the officer

Mai:—Muhammad Sadiq died leaving

gs left by
him, a document is found to the effect that he makes waqf of a

quantity of copper 01 copper utensils, etc., for a certain purpose.
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Now is it lawful to- sell it, or is it waqf, when what is stated

above is proved ?

Answer.—There is divergence of opinion as regards the

validity of the waqf of moveables But the corr< t view
followed by the majority of jurists is the validity of the waqf
of that with regard to which there are Ta'amul and usage

('adah). Therefore of t he articles stated above with respect to

whichever of them there is Ta'amul, it is valid to make waqf of

them; while those with respect to which then' is no Ta'amul,
their waqf is not valid. (Vol. II, p. 655).

LXV. Our most learned master was questioned concerning

a dedicator who had stipulated in his waqf its cancellation or

ratification. This stipulation was called into question and the

person criticizing it wanted to render the waqf null and void on
account of the stipulation, saying that cancellation amounts to

nullification, and thus such a stipulation renders the waqf null

and void ; but the judge decrees the absence of nullification and
declares the waqf valid. Is it permissible after this for another
judge to declare the waqf invalid, or to give a fatwa in favour

of nullification or not ?

He answered*—The above-mentioned waqf is valid, and
such is the actual practice, even though no judge had decreed
its validity. But the stipulation of the dedicator reserving to

himself the power of cancelling and nullifying the waqf, is

an invalid stipulation, according to the accepted view adopted
for fatwa ; and what has been reported from the chapters on
waqf of Hilal and Khas-af to the effect that a waqf is rendered
null by such a stipulation is contrary to the accepted view
adopted for fatwa. This has been clearly stated by the most
learned doctor Qasim b. Qutlubgha and the Shaykh al-TusI in

their collections of Fatawd. And this has been reported by al-

TarsusI from the Tatarkhaniyyah and the Fatawd U-Kubrd.
Furthermore, after a judge had decreed its validity it is not
lawful to give fatwa in favour of its nullification and such a
fatwa will not be acted upon, and God knows best.

The learned have expressly declared that when there is a
difference of opinion amongst the jurists, fatwa will be given

in accordance with that view which is more favourable to the

waqf. And the current practice is the validity of waqf con-

taining such a stipulation; for frequently stipulations like this

are met with in waqfs whose validity is nevertheless main-

tained; the dedication is acted upon but the condition is

ignored. Therefore the view on which reliance ought to be
placed is the view in favour of the validity of waqf. (Vol. II,

753).

LXV I. The following question was asked by the Cadi of

Suyut on the 24th Muhurram, 1292 A.H :—A man owned a mill,

a glass factory, both the sites and the buildings, and certain
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shares in date- trees planted in Khiraj land on a permanent
basis. He made waqf of the property owned by him as des-

cribed above, a waqf taking effect from the year 1273 A.H. for

the benefit of a mosque which he commenced building ....

• * Is the above-mentioned waqf valid \

Answer.—Yes, the above-mentioned waqf is valid on

account of existing practice, in addition to their having been

Ta'amul with regard to the waqf of buildings and trees planted

in land taken on a permanent basis without the land. Such is

the case when there is no other impediment. (Vol. II. 754).

LXVII. Answer.—When the waqf buildings fall into ruins

and stand in need of necessarv repairs, the Mutawalll is not al-

lowed to spend anything out of the income, for the benefit of the

beneficiaries, till he has made the necessary repairs, even if the

dedicator made no stipulation to the effect that the Mutawalll
should first of all devote the income of the waqf to repairing it.

For preference is given to this over Ihe beneficiary without
there being any stipulation. If there is any such stipulation, d

fortiori, preference will be given to repairs. Rather when there

is such a stipulation, the Mutawalll is bound to reserve funds
for future repairs, even though the waqf properly may not

stand in need of repairs in the present. Such is t : accepted
view of the jurist Abu-'l-Layth. Thus it is laid down in

the Tanqih al-Hamidiyycth on the authority of the Ashbah,
that when the dedicator stipulates that preference should
be given to repairs and the balance should remain for the

beneficiaries, as is the case with the waqfs of Cairo, it is in-

cumbent on the Mutawalll to reserve an amount sufficient to

meet any future demand for repairs. (Vol. II 80">).

LXVIII. Answer.—There is divergence of opinion regard-
ing the validity of the waqf of buildings and trees without
their sites. But the existing practice is to decree its validity

'sTa'amul and recognized practice concerning it. (Vol.as

11,822).
° f °

LXIX. The following question was asked by the mayor-
alty on the 24th Jumada I, 1279 :—The benefit of the ruling of

law is sought with respect to the sale of a certain amount of money
which was payable from a certain department of the Bayt-al-Mal

to a woman named the Abyssinian Nasukh, who is dead. The
above-mentioned department had placed the money with the Med-
jidie Co. A man proved himself to be the heir of that woman after

her death by decree of the Cadi. Now a Christian claims to

have bought the amount from the aforesaid heir and demands
the amount and its interest.

Answer.—The proceedings in this case from beginning to
end are not in accordance with the requirements of law; and
the sale by her heir of the amount with the Company and the
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Bayt-al-Mal payable to the Abyssinian Nasukh is not valid, under
the circumstances, whether it is dayn or

c

ayn. But granting
that the amount was the woman's own property, and that
it devolved on her heir by way of inheritance, even then
the sale is bad. The contract of sale should be rescinded, and
its equivalent should be returned to the purchaser, since the
transaction which has taken place is sale. This is the require-

ment of law. But the person to whom the amount with the
Company or the Bayt-al-Mal is due should take delivery of it

himself. (Vol. Ill, p. 163).

LXX. The Ashbah, &e.

Know that in law many questions depend upon a con-

sideration of usage ('Adah) Urf) . So
much so that they [jurists] have made it a principle [of juris-

prudence] And several questions are concerned with this

rule :

—

(1) What establishes usage {'Adah) ? There are several

minor questions connected with it : (a) There is difference of

opinion concerning usage as regards menstruation, Abu HanTfah
and Muhammad holding that usage is not established except
by two instances. Abu Yusuf, on the other hand, holds that a
single instance establishes it, and they [jurists] say that the
fatwa is in accordance with this (b) Training a hunting dog
to abstain from devouring its prey so that abstention becomes a
habit ('Adah) with him. This is established by his abstention
from devouring three times (pp. 58-59, Ed. CaL).

LXXI. DURR-AL-MUKHTAR.

The sale of written orders issued by the Dlwan to the
Governors for the payment of certain sums of money is not
valid, unlike the sale of the shares of the Imams [which is valid],

because in this case the money derived from the wraqf property
exists, while in the other case it is not so.

—

Ashbah and Qunyah.
The meaning is that it is lawful for the beneficiary to sell his

bread before he takes delivery of it from the supervisor. Com-
ments of the Radd-al Muhtar on the above quotation from
the Durr-al-Mukktar :

u Unlike the sale of the shares of the
Imams "

: shares, i.e., fixed stipends or rations out of the waqf,
i.e., their sale is valid. This is contrary to what is laid down in

fiyyah 1 1 rds

of a fixed stipend or ration. He answeredin the negative.—Taken
from the margin of the Ashbah. I say that the following is the

text of the Payrafiyyah :—He [the author of the Sayn fiyy
was
said it is not valid. For either the possessor of the hazz sells

what is stated in it or the hazz (ticket) itself. There is no
ground for the validity of the first as it would be the sale of

something which he does not possess Nor is there any ground
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for the validity of the second, as this much paper has no

legal value, unlike an order on a governor, because that piece

of paper has legal value. (Vol. IV, p. 19).

LXXIA. (M

legal value (Mutaqawwim), e.g., wine, pigs, etc. A property

having legal value is that from which lawful profit can be

derived in accordance with the Sacred Law. (IV, p. 155).

LXXII. Lawfulness is the original character of things.

(IV, 273).

LXXIII. The usage Vadah) at that time was such. It has

changed , therefore the ruling has changed. Change of usa^e

necessitates change of rule based on tradition, so much so

that were the Prophet alive, he would expressly lay it down.

reco

regard should be had to the practice of the age in question. It is

quite clear that these rules are based on recognized practice .

therefore in every'clime and every age regard should be had to

the practice of the people. (IV, 293.)

LXXIV. A man gives his capital to be employed in

mudarabah to an ignorant person. It is lawful for him to

participate in its profits unless he becomes aware of their being

acquired by unlawful means.

Comments of the Radd-al-Muhtar on "acquired by

INLAWFUL MEANS."

in

This question has been clearly explained in tin- Tatar-

khaniyyah where it is stated : "A man acquires money

by unlawful means and then he purchases something with it.

This may happen in five ways— (1) He delivers those very

dirhams to the vendor first of all and then buys something

him with that money
; (2) or he purchases the article

question before paying the price with that money and does so

afterwards
; (3) or he purchases the article before deli vering that

money and pays other dirhams
; (4) or he purchases without

specifying any money and pays those dirhams ; (5) or lie pur-

chases with other dirhams and pays those dirhams ;
Abu Na>r

says that the transaction is good and it is not necessary tor

him to give Sadaqah except in the first case. This is the view

adopted by "the jurist Abu-'l-Lavth. But this is contrary ™
the "Conspicuous Report." For it is laid down in the

Jami' -al- Saghir that if a man usurps a thousand and buys a

slave-girl with it, and sells it for two thousand, the pro™

should be given in charity (Sadaqah). Al- rvarkhi says that the

transaction is not good in "the first and secon<l cases but it is
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good in the last three. Abu Bakr says that it is not good in

all the cases, but the fatwa nowadays is according to the view
of al-Kharkhl in order to free people from narrow restrictions.

In Walwalijiyyah it is stated that some of the jurists say that

the transaction is not good in all the cases, and that is the

select view, but the fatwa to-day is according to al-Karkhi's

view in order to free people from narrow restrictions, unlawful

gain being very common nowadays. (Vol, IV, 340).

LXXV. But you should accept what is in the Fatawd Qadi

Khan, for verily Qadi Khan belongs to the class of people com-
petent to express opinion concerning accuracy and preference.

(Vol. IV, p. 385).

LXXVI. And this [rule] changes with the change of time and
place, as we see. I say, the ground on which the rule was based
was fear, which is likewise absent on account of merchant
vessels known in our days as steam-boats, because there is

a strong presumption of safety with regard to them, so much
so, that no merchant nowadays feels secure unless he ships his

goods in them. When the ground is no longer existent, the rule

also disappears. For, we have said before, and it will be stated

later on also, that regard should be had to the recognized prac-

tice concerning the protection of deposits. Now that the recog-

nized practice is such, it should be said that there is no
difference between travelling with the deposit by land and
travelling with it by steam-boat. (Vol. II, 334)*

Ibid. (p. 309).

LXXVII. " Al-Shafi'i states absolutely that a creditor

may take what is due to him as regard things not of the same
nature as what he had given his debtor," that is to say, in

either money or commodities; for as regards money, it is

permissible to take it according to our school, as stated previ-

ously. Al-Quhistani says : In this there is an indication that

he may receive payment in things not of the same nature,

similar in the possession of a value. This is when of greater

convenience, so that we may adopt it, although not the opinion

of our school, for, as al-Zahidl says, a man may be excused
if he were to follow this under necessity.

LXXVIIL The Radd-al-Muhtar (///, p. 376).

The substance of all this is that the reason given here on
the authority of al-Hidayah is based on the principle that " all

things are originally lawful." This is the opinion of the

Mu'tazilah.
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Ibid. (p. 377).

To ascribe the original lawfulness of things to the Mu'tazi-

lah is at variance with what is stated in books on the Principles

of Law ; for, in the Tahrir of Ibn-al-Hammam it is stated that

that all things are originally lawful is the authoritative view of

theHanafis and Shafi'ls generally. It is also stated in the com-

mentary on the '

' Principles' *
(
Usui) of al-BazdawI by al- ' Allamat-

al-Akmal : The majority of our doctors as well as the majority

of the Shafi'i doctors say that all tilings which it is permissible

that Law may allow or forbid, are, before the law speaks,

lawful, for lawfulness is the original property of things ; so

that it has been declared permissible for one who has not heard

of the law to that effect to eat whatever he likes. And it is to

this that Muhammad alludes when he treats of compulsion.

He says :
" the eating of what is dead and the drinking of wine

have not become unlawful except by the prohibition." So he

makes lawfulness to be the original state of things and unlaw-

fulness only an accident.

LXXIX. The Nur-al-Anwar (p. 221 , Ed. Lucknow).

assem
and the dissent of one is an impediment like the dissent of

the majority, i.e., if at the time of the meeting of the ijma 6

one man expresses his dissent, his dissent will be taken into

consideration and the meeting of the ijma' will not be held

in

ummah (people) will never agree upon an error " embraces

the

Note
and it is said that the least number whereby it (valid ijma')

is held is three and al-Sarakhsi inclines to this view because it

(the number three) is the least number which connotes the idea

of a multitude (jama'ah) : (c) and it is said that it (the number
necessary for a valid ijma') is two, because it (two) con-

notes the idea of plurality
; (d) and it is said that if only

one Mujtahid is to be found his opinion will amount to an ijma'

because the word (ummah) ' people ' becomes applicable to him
when he is the only Mujtahid

; as God said, " Verily Abraham
was an ummah (people) devoted to prayer."

Ibid. (Lucknow Ed., p. 83).

The second kind comprises of the word " three " when

are
ded

by the definite article denoting a class or species. To this class

belongs also what is plural in meaning only, e.g., nation,
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tribe. The minimum to which these words may be applicable is

"three," because the least number connoting the idea of

plurality is M three " according to the consensus {ijma c

) of the

lexicographers. Therefore if these words are applied to less

than three individuals they would be deprived of their proper
signification. Some of the companions of al-Shafi'l and Malik
have said that the least number implying plurality is two.

Therefore it is the minimum number to which these words may
apply. They rely on the saying of the Prophet, u Two and
upwards make a multitude." The author replies to this by his

statement that the saying of the Prophet, "Two and upwards
make a multitude," applies to questions of inheritance and
wills."

Note.— ' Questions of inheritance,' i.e., not to lexicology

because the Prophet was sent for the purpose of delivering

ordinances and not for the purpose of elucidating lexicology.

Ibid. {p. 243).

Istihsan (liberal construction) is based on (a) tradi-

tion, (b) ijma*
,

(c) necessity, and (d) latent analogy {qiyas

Khafi). Manifest analogy {qiyas jail) demands something,
and (a) tradition, (tyijma' , (c) necessity, and (d) latent analogy
demand its opposite. Then analogy {qiyas) should be noted
upon, but recourse should be had to istihsan (liberal con-
struction).

Ibid. {Lucknow Edn., p. 37).

The authority of the rule that a change of proprietorship

causes a change of substance constructively is based on the
following tradition : The Prophet visited Barlrah and she
presented to him some dates, but there was a pot full of

meat boiling, and the Prophet said to her, " Won't you let

us have some of the meat ?
'

' She answered ,
" O Apostle of God,

it is meat which was sent me by way of charity/ ' He said, M It

is charity for you, but present for us." He means, when you
received it from the owner it was charity for you, if you
give it to us it will be a present to us. From this is known
that a change of proprietorship brings about a change of sub-

stance. Many questions are decided on this principle.

LXXX. Document containing a Legal Fatwa from the
Grand MuftI of Egypt.

Fee—Six Piastres.

To
His Excellency the Mufti of Egypt.

What is your opinion concerning the following case ? An
Indian of the Hanafi sect makes waqf of Government securities,
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stocks and bonds known amongst Europeans as Rente, or of

shares in trading companies, the practice of which has been

recognized in our time in certain countries. Will such a waqf

be valid and permissible in India if it is recognized in Turkey

for instance, and is it valid to make waqf of pickaxes and

shovels in our time? Hasan bey Fehmy, Secretary

to H.E. Ghazi Mukhtar Pasha.

The Answer.—Vraise be to God alone ,_
and peace and

blessing be to the last of the Prophets own

the Ulema that the subject of waqf must be property having

legal value (mal mutaqawwim), provided it is land or moveable

property with regard to which there is Ta'amul. If, therefore,

the said securities be property having legal value and there has

been a practice of making waqf of them in the country of the

dedicator, their waqf would be valid according to the opinion

of Imam Muhammad, like the waqf of dirhams and dinars the

waqf of which is now recognized . So also is the waqf of pick-

axes and shovels when their waqf independently has been

recognized according to the opinion of the above-mentioned

Imam. This opinion has been adopted by the_ majority of

jurists of various countries as stated in_the Hidayah, and this

is the correct opinion as stated in the Is'af, and it is the dictum

of most doctors as stated in the Zahiriyyah. Thus it is laid

down in the Radd-al-Muhtar and it is expressly laid down in

the commentary on the Burr that the fatwa is in accordance

with this. As to the waqf of moveables accessories to

land, it is valid without any difference of opinion between Abu

Yusuf and Muhammad. The followir~ ~ ;" 'Ua JfnAA.nl.

Muh
"According to this, what is obvious is to take into con-

sideration the practice in some place where, or at some time

when, the practice came to be recognized and not otherwise.

Thus the waqf of dirhams is practised in Turkish countries

and not in our country, and the waqf of axe and spade was

practised in the age of the ancients, but is not heard of in our

time. Therefore it would appear that it is not valid now,

and that if it should be found rarely it should not be taken
- , -i J.- ., • :± u~~u ~i a~ ~4-<,4-nA fhnr. TViimul

more
critical consideration.

Therefore

as
.,

use. The matter therefore requires

nized practice or not. Now as to shares in trading companies,

their waqf is of the nature of waqf of musha* ;
so if they *r

£

accor

Yusuf and Muhammad if they are not capable of being divided.

But if they are capable of division, then the validity of their

waqf is in accordance with the opinion of Abu Yusuf and no

with that of Muhammad. Both these opinions have been pro-
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nounced correct by the application of the word fatwa. If they
are shares in moveables their waqf is valid provided that they
are not capable of division and there has been recognized

practice as to making waqf of them. For in the gloss of Ibn
'Abidln on the Bafjr we find the following : " And Muhammad
says—It is valid to make waqf of moveables when recog-

nized in practice, etc." Now that you know that the waqf
of moveables is valid according to the opinion of Muhammad,
you should have regard also to the conditions laid down by
him concerning the waqf of these things, e.g. that they should be
divided, not musha\ when they are capable of division, and
that they should be delivered to a Mutawalli, even though they

do not satisfy the condition of perpetuity (ta'bid)." Finis.

Finally you should know that the language of jurists here show
some leaning towards taking special recognized practice ('urf

khass) into consideration. This is one of the views of the school,

and it is a proper view, since the language of the dedicators is

based on their special practice
(

c

urf) .

,

Written on the 9th of Muharram, 1326 A.H. Fatwa No. 167.

Official Seal of the
Fativd Department. Seal of the

Grand McttI.

LXXXI. Answer by Muhammad Bakhit al~Mutt'i, the Hanaft

jurist of the University Mosque of al-Azhar, Mufti of
Alexandria :

Praise be to God ... I have perused the above-mentioned
question. As these securities, company shares, pickaxes and
shovels and similar things are all included under the term
moveables, and as the rule applicable to the waqf of move-
ables is to the following effect :

—"The waqf of moveables, if

accessories to land, is valid without any difference of opinion

between Abu Yusuf and Muhammad. If the waqf of such
moveables be made independently and not as accessories to

land, Abu Yusuf rejects their waqf, but Muhammad's opinion

is in favour of the validity of waqf of such moveables as regards

which there is Ta'amul. This opinion has been adopted by the

majority of jurists of various countries as stated in the Hidayah,
and this is the correct opinion as stated in the Is'af, and it is the

dictum of most doctors as stated in the Zahiriyyah. Moreover,

it has been stated in the Mujtabd on the authority of the Siyar.

that according to Muhammad it is valid to make waqf of

moveables unrestrictedly and according to Abu Yusuf only

when there is Ta'amul —therefore when a practice has arisen

as to mi king waqf of these securities and shares, their waqf is

valid, specially as they are of the nature of coins, dirhams and
dinars. Now we find in the Manh : As a practice has arisen

in our days in Turkey and other countries of making waqf of
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dirhams and dinars, they come under the dictum of Muhammad

in accordance with which is the fatwa as regards moveables in

which there is Ta'amul. So also it is valid to make waqf of

pickaxes and shovels when there is a practice of doing so.

Similarly [is valid the waqf of] all moveables including articles

sold by measure and weight, things having price (qfmf) and

similars (mithll), cauldrons, bier and its pall, copies of the

Qur'an and books. Since the Ta'amul of the Muslims as re-

gards these things is based on the rule of recognized practice

('urf) whereby analogy is disregarded on account of the saying

of the Prophet, ' Whatever is good in the sigh

as \hmad

That is why it is laid down in the Mab$ut %
—

' What is estab-

lished by usage (<urf) is like what is established by express

text/ And God knows best.

(Signed) Muhammad Bakhit al Mutl'I.

LXXXII. Fatwa of Shaykh 'Abd-Allah al-MazandaranI
THE CELEBRATED MUJTATIID OF KAREATA.

Question.—What does the great llujjat-al-Isliim and the

mankind in conneetion

with this religious point in law that, if several persons form

into a joint stock company and purchase a property at a

fixed price and divide it into a number of shares of equal

value—for instance some purchase 10 shares and some 20

shares, and so on, each having a different number of shares so

that the annual profit may be divided proportionately amongst

the share-holders according to the number of shares they hold

to explain this point more clearly, hundred men purchased a

Bazar the total value of which is divided into 1,000 shares,

of 100 rupees each, so that each share-holder may receive

the annual profit in proportion to the number of shares he

holds; for instance Zayd has got 10 tickets, i.e.. 10 shares,

whether Zayd can make a waqf of his own shares, so that

the principal may remain as it is and the income may be spent

for a specific purpose. Whether such a waqf, according to

the Shrah Law, is valid or not ? It is hoped that your Holi-

ness may write your opinion on this point based upon the

trustworthy writings of the learned predecessors and endorse

it with your seal.

Answer.—In the name of God the Most High. The

Shi'ahs in general and the majority of the Sunnis belong-

ing to the Four Schools and others (with the exception or

a few ordinary men whose views on the subject are out

of the way) hold that musha' waqf is valid. Numerous
authentic traditions from the Imams, peace be on them,

have been handed down, respecting musha* charity (sadaqah)

which clearly lay down that by Sa/aqa is meant either waqt
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itself or that waqf is the most obvious kind of it . Therefore the

validity of such a waqf on account of its being owned by a
joint stock company cannot be questioned. And as possession

is the condition for validity of a waqf, therefore the donor
must hand over (the property) either to him for whose benefit

the waqf is made, or to the Mutawalli
;
[he must give posses-

sion to the Mutawalli, etc.] exactly in the same way as he
would have done to a purchaser to whom he had sold his share.

In the case of waqf he must give possession to the Mutawalli.

If he constitutes himself the Mutawalli, he must act according

to the deed of waqf, and must consider his possession as that

of a Mutawalli and not that of an owner. If he has made
a waqf of musha* property and given possession the waqf
is valid and binding. If he has not given possession, he
may revoke the waqf during his lifetime. If the dedicator

dies before giving possession, the waqf is null and void. God
is the All- knowing.

11th Sha'ban, 1325 A.H.
Seal of the Mujtahid.

"I certify the seal marked A on the margin of this paper
to be that of Shaikh Abdullah Mazindarani, the celebrated
Mujtahid of Najaf, who made the same in my presence this

28th day of September 1907."

Karbala, 28th September, 1907.

(Sd.) M. H. M. . .

British Vice-Consul



APPENDIX I.

BIBLIOGRAPHY SHOWING THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF THE WAQF OF MOVEABLES.

The Koran.

I. The Koran. -The first and foremost fountain-head of

Muslim Law, religious and secular, is silent on the point.

Waqf

The HadIth.

II. ' Umdat-alQari.—The celebrated commentary on the

Sahih of al-Bukhari by the great doctor, al-' Ayni (see infra XVI
and XXII). Al-Bukhari is the highest recorder of the tradi-

tions. His collection of the sayings of the Prophet entitled the

Sahih is the most authentic and celebrated. It is second

only to the Koran. (Encyc. Brit., 9th ed.. vol. xvi, p. 594.

Introd. to Morley's Digest of Indian Cases, ccliii. Brockle-

mann, Gesch. der. Arab. Litt., ed. 1901, p. 130).

III. Falh-al-Bari

.

—Another celebrated commentary on

the Sahih of al-Bukhari by Zayn al-din 'Abd al-Rahman b.

Ahmad, 'the Hanbali, died 795 A. H.—(Haji Khalfa, vol. vh,

p. 997, ed. Leipzig).

Shi'ah Law.

IV. Shara'i' al-Islam.—" It is the chief authority for

Shi'ah Law in India."—Morley, cclxxvii.

V. Masalik-al-Afham.—" A valuable and voluminous com-

mentary on the Shara'i' at-Islam." (Ibid.).

Malik I Law.

VI. The Mukhtatar of Sidl Khalil—-This celebrated com-

pendium of Malik! Law is the Hidayah of the Maliki School.

"The Mukhtasar of Khalil Ibn Ishaq is a work professedly

treating of the law according to the Maliki doctrines

Morley, p. cclxxiv to cclxxv.

VII. The Mudawwanah —One of the great original sources

of Maliki Law. " He (Suhnun) held the post of Kadi at Caira-

wan, and on points of doctrine his opinions are of standard

authority in the Maghrib. He is the author of the Mvdawwo-
nah (Digest) containing the doctrines of the Imam Malik ;

this

work is the main authority relied on by the people of

Cairawan. Died A.H. 240 (A.D. 845).—Ibn Khallikan s
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Biographical Dictionary, vol. ii, p. 131 (Baron De Slane's

Translation).

VIII. Dardir.—A well-known commentary on the Mukhta*
sar of Sidi Khalil.

IX. Dasuql. Another well-known commentary on th<

Mukhtamr of Sidi Khali
Shafi'I Law.

X. Olmyat

See Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic MSS- in the

British Museum by Dr. Rieu, p. 203, No. 318, Ghayat aUBayan
of al-Ramli, " a commentary by Jamal-uddln upon a metrical

Raslan

See Brockelmann, p. 224.

Hanafi Law.
A. Early Authorities.

XI. Quduri, also spelt " Kudury."—The earliest extant

treatise on Hanafi Law, the celebrated Hidayah being only one

of its commentaries. See Morley, p. cclxv.

"Al-Kuduri died in A.H. 428 (AD. 1036).° Ibid.,

|). cclxv.

XII. Qadi Khan,
&c), author of Fatawd Qaii Klian otherwise called Fataivd

Khaniyyah or simply al-KJianiyyah, d. 592 A.H. (1195 A.D.).

Esteemed of equal authority with the Hidayah. (Morley,

cclxxxv ; Harington's 'Analysis of the Bengal Regulations,'

vol. i, p. 236). Higher than the Hidayah according to

—

(1) D'Ohsson's Tableau General de V Empire Ottoman.

(2) Radd-aLMuhtar, vol. i, p. 79, Ed. Constantinople.

Ibid., vol. iv, p. 385.

Frequently quoted and referred to by the author of the

Hidayah himself. As Qadi Khan was himself a Judge (Qadi)

as well as a jurist, his decisions are of great value (Ameer

Ali, vol. i, p. xlviii).

B. The Hidayah Group.

XIII. The Hidayah, the well-known authority on Hanafi

Law by Burhan al-dln 'All, d. 593 A.H. (1196 A.D.). Morley,

cclxvii. Translated into English by Hamilton from a loose

Persian version of the original Arabic.

XIV. The Kifayah
by Imam al-dfn Amir, etc. Morley, cclxix. The date of the

Hidayah

work is 747 A.H. (1346 A.D.).

XV. Hidayah

km
XVI. as

Hidayah

Badr al-din b. Ahmad al-
c Ayni, d. 855 A.H. (1451 A.D.).

Morley, cclxx, cclxxxvi.
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XVII. Fath-al Qadlr , by Kamal al-din Muhammad al

SiwSsI, commonly called Ibn Hammam (d. 861 A.H. = 1456

A.D.), is the most comprehensive of all the comments on the

Hidayah. Morley, cclxix. Harington, p. 237.

XVIII. Sharh-al-Wiqdyahis a commentary on the Wiqayah

(an introduction to the study of the Hidayah) by Ubayd-

Allah b. Mas'ud (d. 750 A.H. = 1349 A.D.). Morley, cclxx;

Harington,. p. 240.

Dhakhiral-al-' Uqbd, commonly known as the gloss of

dialpi, is the most celebrated super-commentary on the

Wiqayah by Yusuf b. Junayd, commonly called Chalfi.

Harington, p. 239. _ m

XX. Jami'-al-Rumuz, otherwise known as al-Qvhistdm.

It is a most copious and esteemed commentary on the Nikayah,

which is an abridgement of the Wiqayah. The date of the

work is 941 A.H. ( = 1534 A.D.)

C. The Kanz Group.

. The Kanz-al-Daqfr iq, by Hal. al-din al-Nasafl

(710 A.H.), a book of great reputation, principally derived

from the Waft. Morley, cclxx.

XXII. The Ramz-al-Hana' iq , better known as al-'Ayni s

commentary on the Kanz-al-Daqa- 'iq by Badr al-din b. Ahmad
al-'Ayni, d 855 A.H. = 1451 A.D. Morley, cclxx. There is

also a gloss by al-'Ayni on the Kanz-al-Daqa 'iq.

XXIII. Mustakldias-al-Haqa 'iq is a commentary on the

Kanz-al-Daqa' iq by Ibrahim b. Muhammad 906 A.H. — 1500

A. D. Haji Khalfa, vol. vii, p. 988, ed. Leipzig.

XXIV. The Kanzal-Bayan, a commentary on the Kanz-

al-Daqd'iq hy the great doctor, Shaykh Mustafa al-Ta'I.

XXV. Mulla Miskin is a commentary on the Kanz-al-

Daqa'iq by Mulla Miskin

.

This work was consulted by Ibn Nujaym, the author oMhe
Ashbdh wa'l Naza'ir. who is also the author of the Bahr-al-Ra iq,

in writing that work. See Ashbdh, p. 3, ed. Cal.

XXVI. Fath-al-Mil' in is a commentary on the Kanz-al-

Daqa 1
iq by the great doctor Mu'in al-din al-Haranl.

XXVII. Bahr-al-Rd'iq, by Ibn al-Nujaym (d. 970 A.H. =

1562 A.D.), is the most famous commentary on the Kanz-aj-

Daqa'iq. It may indeed almost be said to have superseded it

in India. Morley, cclxx. ,

Received as an authority in every city of Islam. Equalled

only by the Fath-al-Qadir , the famous commentary on the

Hidayah. Harington, p. 238.

XXVIII. The Is'af.—The date of the work is 93G A.H. =

1499 A.D. The author Burhan al-din Ibrahim died in 9U
A.H. = 1516 A.D. Haji Khalfa, vol. i, p. 284. The author

was an eminent Hanafi jurist who nourished in Tripoli. This
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work exclusively deals with the law of Waqf and is based on
that of al-Khassgf and al-llilal on tin- same subject. It is

frequently quoted as an authority on the law of Waqf in the
Fatawd 'Alamgin, the Durr-al-Mukh tar, the lla<hlal-M ulnar and
other authoritative works on Muslim Law.

_ E.

XXIX. The Fetifiwd 'Alamgiri, a collection of cases under-
taken by order of the Moghal Emperor Aurangzib, 1656 A.D.
It is not an original work but a mere compilation by a number
of Mawlawls under the supervision of Aurang/Jb.

F. Ottoman Group.

XXXI. The Mvltaqd H-Abhur, by Ibrahim b. al-Halabl
(d. 956 A.H. = 1549 A.D.), one of the most important works
on Hanafi Law.

XXXI. Majmcr al-Anlmr, by ' Abd al-Rahman, com-
monly known as Sheikh Zade, is a commentary on the MvJ-
taqu. It was completed in 1077 A.H.= 1670 A.D. Morley,
celxxiii, Haji Khalfa, vol. vi, p. 105.

XXXII. The Durr aUMuntaqd, by' Ala'al-dln al-Hiskafl,
d. 1071 AH. = 1677 A.D.

XXXIII. The Tantmr td-Absar, by Shams al-dfn al-

Ghazzl. The date of the work is 995 A.H. = 1586 A.D., one of
the most useful books according to Hanafi doctrine. Morley,
cclxxxviii.

XXXIV. The Durr al-Mukhlar, written in A.H. 1071 =
A.D. 1660, is one of the most noted commentaries on the
Tanwir alAbsar and is well known in India. "As high an
authority as Qadi Khan." I. L. R. 8 All., 149, F. B. (1886).
Morlev, cclxxxviii.

z.

XXXV. The Radd-al-Miihlar is a commentary on the
Durr-al-Mukhtar by Ibn 'Abidln of Syria, b. 1198," d. 1252
A.H. =1835 A.D.

XXXVI. Tahtawi, one of the most celebrated commen-
taries on the Durr-al-Mukhtar.

XXXVII. Faidwd Tanqih al-Hdmidiyyah,a, collection of
Fatwas by Ibn Abidln.. the author of the Radd-al-Muhtar.

G. Miscellaneous Group.

XXXVIII. Fatawd Qunyah. The Qunyat at-Munyah is a
collection of decisions of considerable authority by al-Zahidf,
d. 658 A.H. = 1259 A.D. Morley, celxxxvi.

XXXIX. Fatawd Bazzaziyyah. Morley, ccxcii.

XL. Fatawd Mahdiyyah (1090 A.H). By the Shaykh
al-Islam and Grand Mufti of Egypt, Shaykh Muhammad al-

'Abbasi (1301 A.H.), the celebrated Hanafi jurist of al-Azhar.



APPENDIX II.

Tanqih al-Hamidiyyah (Vol. I, p. 117, ed. Cairo).

Question.—A man makes a waqf of buffaloes in a place

where their waqf is not recognized in practice, and with respect

to which there has not been any Ta'amul. Will it, or will it

not, be deemed [sufficient to establish] Ta'amul, if such a

waqf is practised by one person or two persons ?

Answer.—[After quoting the Fatawd 'Attabiyyah, the Khu-
lasah, &c, the author says :] (1) The necessary inference

drawn from their (the jurists') expression " if the practice of

making such waqfs prevailed," is that it (i.e. Ta'amul) cannot
be established by the practice of one person or of two persons,

as that cannot be described as a prevalent practice. (2) Accord-
ing to Ibn Hammam, Ta'amul means "the more frequent
in use.

1 '
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Ulf

* ^yJJl *a!c j j^w Jy ulc ^ J
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* j <**»~J liili

j&ijfj -j*aJ f ^
^iiJ

| ^. ^iJl j _H~Jl ^ pL/JK' J**'* <-Wj U*j| ^j

XXVII. Mr *»i^>^l ^ jJ^Jl
M

jy J.* t^ UJ| J*Uj *J .-.iJl Jyujl

[ # ^L^ju*! t^A ^i ] *«« ^ *-ft-^J U jyl Jii j t^^' *±k J r ; °'*2B-

xxviii. ;U.u yyj v* jjtUt^
JUUj tX) J^AXi j »jl^»J ^<A» (Jjjj ^aO Uo ij^t ^ jS^Uj ;IAjJ| ciJ»j y^

* J**** j f* b*> v*' > w t̂e

XXIX. ;
^^Jt j-Ji e^» ^Ju

i >>^'

*y ±«i*K* *ij( - -UU v^»j^ US' *J<V l«? csr/^ ***** -^3 Jj - ajjI^j

i^yJl ,jJUi.
J(

«i JUw j glAJf ^ Aai-flJ ^ e;t a!«J| yaisJl>
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•

c;
o.*sw> Jy b*j J&oj VU& &x» JUUi' yl* J**j er-* a1J( ^JM*

* ^Ji JU A*»r&i i-m,

;
UsvJ

v^L«t Aftij ;£* »,»l& . ±y I jLa* JU ^ OS, )U ^ »)jJ

• 31* *il£c fjA* awl ^Ui j j*W| f\>j)
j - rAd

i^ijo ifj&ijWmn Mbiij v*V j
' «-0^j j^f c^r ^* Jl

*J
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^x* l^lfti &a» a>4.>>o a £ A*^U>^ -Ujf| vl».^f Jy"| ^ itji ^ai
]

* Aj^jJjJf AaaJLaJf i)

•*
"
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* ^i>t Ufe. ,jl*4 p> , l««i, Jl>»u jp»** *-*».««• lijf^o ^t *i
^

*

ju ij i^j
c>)

o^suo 13m uj oJ^ d*'jw w^ a*»» j^f

* 'i
5^ tfjtj J ^u jLxJt !^A ^ 1*4 *i^»M

^b o;
l*iJt J^axjb l^iisJl ^ ciiuAJi 8yi U isws^JJ l^«0

»t*lit W? j*» t^' * ** ^*

!>
<^t <-£Ji 3*^* (•^ ^ ; ,X^R-'<I

t.»*
^*l* t^6'*

^ ^' «^» J 1'
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IN,8.]

^f ^Jj il • &»laJ| tJyJl
;
Li*| ^ajJi Aii~x> ^ ^oU^aIJc ^ o^Ji ^

§

^ *# j ^ **=*-* ^» *v ^» ^ »^°W r^ 1 ^i=r5U| u=^ 1^
* u^;^ 1 ^->^ *li

-
j|^ ^

ijl w* t^' ^>**J| Uc i>*.

^J f ^ ^JLiJl 0I J«}li, ^UJIi' ^.Uf^ ^l^i^f y ,1/iJK Aa^



-
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yt.

;
uU^j ^j! v* j *r^ L5***N ^ lx)

o' ^ ;
*«suo 1^ isv J

* ^JUJ J*5 j e^;f J*» j t>*>l *** *> i>Uf ^ j.

*^u^ Ji»-I ^l«Jf ^f; <^l u^ *' ^ ^&j|
*

• t

IkxOJl

aixD <WL?j tiv}** lx> A«u^j Jl5 ^jJt ^A t^3\x> ^| j^4^J I ^
• •

* A*A*.j i-ft^J yf jw

iJi^J U a f j liitaxj *jj?u Ij^xi* ^1 ^xlaxjf ^ (^^ $

a*)Qj ^J aiS, iJjyy (j/l^f ^i aiSj ai*u* ^5 j$\ j*& )

jj&*. J J-^J^ *W_jJ jliWl -SO -J U/0 «>U ^iiiij 1/O^jA - f^^ ^V

* iys6 } Asm ^i «y l«*l* cr^?H

i^jf eJ^I k**> y j *^l j v^ 1
,? c^*-*^ r J* -> -J*^ 1 t*' J 15

7

# &)±i % *8*

r* ***i OJ

* jx^iujt ^ .?i u ^t - 1** j *->y
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XXXII. ivr «~i- c5
ljJ

' ^ - *i;^ [^

UlU ax»w (c/^J ) **SH c;
? d ^ o 1' '-J*^ 1 e^ <5**r,f "-**"' w 1*

••

^Slt <*li ^* ,JJi Jt ±>y_ J i\}
\.i *&< Uili *um o^j ^J ^U a-^x.

^LoJ/l ^Lo *.^>Sl&J|£«U ^i &>J(^ j>su ^sui Jlij \ysu. V

* jlx&J) y&> ) l«8&$\ ^i |A? ^-a^t

*
e>

^^^^ Jy o-^ c5^J
' ^

* [ eM-ft*** ^KJ yj \& is/^l

[# k*5Rj| (^» 1^ -;

* Aj^j^Jt ^ »tf &laJ| *U ;,^«.j US' jL.,
. . ^t J* ^ftj wij^ cU

;

[-ft -Ally*
J

itf yijfejf^ v^ ^1 uii, ^ js/h »-», ^i^j

[ * %»-Jl «^>

* ... «j»;' fJ * lV' ^3^^ ^
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• &*i ^y» ^<*° t> ^t^pJf
,j

c;UaJ| »-M,

*,U* gJAj j( l^^j ^ ^f^AAlJ ^Ju ^aS\ Jli cAxT J*i
]
jl^pJb^

XXXIII. y-^Ul ^Jjjj ^.X^JUJf

wJAj gjiyo ,J ^ ^ UAJUU jjiu Jli JLvJf ^UlJ ^k*j l^-w j Ifft^M

XXXIV. d I 1 Aaa.fi-tf - (j^LJl *>aa.)l ,0^1 8^c

liVA ^1 - (j5 - 0**U!t
_, yiyJl ^ C l/Jt ^ wt^Jl ^ ^L . ^

XXXV. ^;Wl -M

^kr ^x V |J(3
J| ^^ J^iJ, ^^J ^, -jjj ^ _ j,^J ( Jtfj ^Ut
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[N.8.]

JU «J|£ l*>| ^** y^ <suai ^1* tLLtJl VW| ^^ ^ tJJi *»J <»a>, j

*Ut

• •

^Ij A> jfiiij Uil o*/eUJ| 3 Alyju jftiij j aU| (j-iau ^Ij ^**J f*k> ^**Jl

t^^l cjf u*'/
La±JU>

o^taJb elfiiW| ^*J J> fU*J ^-J o.*UJU eUityl ^ *,

*

?I^

XXXVI. ^\^

UU^yl t*S ca'IsuJi ^ ] Jy^w'f <_fli,3lyfJ »^fl*>o A»^yJ| »i*

k ^ ^-^Jt eH «ik^-'c *i» ^JL«_<| ^ ^Jl ^5j 3'^
[&K

• «

-a)l c^ «&**UW o* y* J ^^1 *J #^J ^
ai*^

?

Ji

iljuc Ax-J J AJ^ *•>! *-M. jt ^'^t J» ^*J| <^° l>* "^

AJy ] . ^.JJt ,> aJ| £^y ^ J^Ji ^3er~ u* *>' ^i cK^
, U-« (^
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• • ... . : ••

^jklJe Am* cJjbc (_>£*? cJ^JLs tJw<:f <3JjJ AX* &+A.S)

Jl JJa Jt .IftJl wi* UxlJ

XXXYII. r f a **^ r
iuj|i gSyA

• . •'• i . • « -

* - t»

£* Ax*^ a*Axx> l^J c^aasui ^i ^UJt^ fA|yjJf ;l*u^! j^Wj

* l#Hc *^

XXXVIII. rrt* ***<^
r^Sl tV

t» Jli ^J i*f ^ ^jj(^ ^j ^u utfj ^m & I^Uii a. , U5&

A^UJf oBt J lfl*J| yJ33 £ y
,-A,J «^! t^' j **** *& £« Alias.* A*JUx> Aj pUSLJjff ^j L> J>

*^ V ** ^>±Jl U», ^ Jlj
e
U»ii|, Ji*1 j^J\ ^ jf>,

£fc M yi^ *J *iJ ^j JUS ^ UJ o^J l * I W £** 2T<

wJWl

^j Xj f*~

51

# ia*& e*

r1d aski* ^i^ti ic^kjf- ^Jfl ^Uo

a).S

XL.
I r *»i*e ^ IjJ ! ^Jjp.J| . ^^CJt &j*J|

<^y ^ - Jli* - »"03
t W <^y J* Ua* uJU^ cjJi J* wji j a*

lUl
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[N.S.]

JU y 6yo alii J*~ J pi* 8UJ** **, JJi - *< -Oi . g$Ji i«*

i^ftj l«lT »^a i) _ Jla* - g^i Ui* *i£J Ja J,»J| W*l* Jl»i e^ 1^'

XLI. ! At* A*"** Ji1^ (^Aft-1 ^=^1

*J|XLII. c^f *>^t vr *~»-* - ^^^1 j vr Ji v ^^ • ^^

vjU-Cj |J| <jUx> (JL&M to d^JUJO fifjf j Afiij Jle ^J AW (>*lj ^

(XwJf (JUaj^ ^flj J D|j •Jiij.J ( JJ;^ ) <>i~Jl ( *«fl5i fJ ) «***•> ^-cAsbJ

* «JUi lp w3^ ***;« &«a»*
Jl il UliGi j^-i *
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XLIII. ^i^ ddjty d»* ^ ^J| fj^ ;
Ui» . ui\ z\jj\ j*)ji (I

)

- Wi& ^ ( ai»W («•) oil, ) &*i ,»^ (^ U^,
( ^3 , )

* 1^Ja5 ^ i^» J>* W*>« u,l U^ l^xl* ^JyUl ,1 tAiip

XLV. l*al~i> ^Uxjf ^J *•&, ^., . aJUL/ *&, «U (f)

* v-flLJJ ^xJ| v_ftjj jf^A. ^y© 0*X*J| (^

#

XLVI. U&UX pi ft d>UJ HjSjJ ^ b| »#U d*b^

XLvii. ^tfjU

xlvii i. ^lu, ^ 4j*a.i i*4j| aij ^j* ^Uxjj &u yi

Aiit ^^ ^y^i ^uy
( a^i ^ a^w ^jji ^.s. A^iUJi ^ uu

* rr k &s>.k*Cj*i+> cj*Wl d ['J

'uSj}\ v

^ *),jj AJ gftiu ^U J A^U A5^ iib ^ 3|| *JL* jJaaif
r
if c J

* «-ftVl <> *UW| JA- AJ^^-c A^bJl AiO-W| ^ A) ^±i

^Wi ^liJ| j^lj, oVT^ ^* Hi ( Uu'l ^o L, g&j ^ 3U u^ )
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* *!>*' j U***H J^ J or*'' i^ f-'
l<^l 3

XLIX. *-m^i v lir in* ***** ci-;^ 1

^U. j>aw ^j l^p/l ^ Ujft.xj <**i*e oii_, |i| ;
\A*piy>) JU' j ^

* ^.ILJi , ^p\ ^^ %*J ^ *>**^ JIJ ^

U)|

L. , :, A««i^ ^J-jJ) g *iJf jjjAj-»J|

_>*J ll^ ^ e»^ o 1 *• J>J ' *-".> JJ** * <o y*-<**Jl Jl*

foUJ| i£j>j*>ji W"» !*** ^j n>j*>*^
l*adl«o*J jkaxc j^tyl Iffe* Uy v-wij ^t

j^j y f*^ Jk >i>*^ y J*' ^ ^y^ ^1 oUJijJi «^> j^

y^Ut
^,

p^i)| j jj\ 5 ^liJl^ o5l>aiJl ^ J*U> i*i Lo «ji,, ;^suj

*L5ji»-j ^iJi j*x« ^i ^^ y i^iu *-«jj lit
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LII. ,rr - d&J\ J& . Aids,
e
^J| . «jt|y, a

LIII. c^f Xjt^j)

JU ^ ^'j i^M J^"j &a*»^ u>, ^x^Ji j vu^i

*
• ^ * t** U*+i [^ J^f ofc 1*1 |*4U *, J^J| ci

LS" L£

Z° £}&% cM«\ t<^i j J^J,, ;liW, ^Jb ,,1x5/1 CJ
^JCJ|

u'
*»UJ

IftU v^Uu,^ A4C jj,^^ |^^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ g

[*b US?, u ^ j^uj,
^

j, ii>-iJ^^ ^U/o ^ ^ ^y f jj

u
,| jig l, y ruu, y ] ^,Jdjf j^ dk,

c;y)^ j iV^I ^ J^" ^

l«Ltt^ ^ a,
;U* ^ fjj, £,VJ Jli e,^, a^ ^ J JL51 t^ [JUT^

tb^t d »j^ r**^ &,|(Hj t cJy| ^yj I* i# j r
1*^'

J>
^'^
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[N

CJ5
oUK ^ v- U* Jt^tl ttf

3 l^^^^^^^

* a-w^^l -c

^aj
e/°

«•

J!

^

j*. r. juy rife «fe J~y j, ^ ^'t^t tr- /* rt *** ***

^;^t e^^ y^yV ^ ujy ^^^ «^^ c:'I^', '^^

jj^ij jA>Jt JU iLr?^ cU tit j lsH^ St ^^f ^^ ^

,t^JU liilW. ^i ^ftUi^j ] **M;*W ^'^ J^' JU "^

* r c^»^i Jb^*" ^^ ^ ^Jl
-
^xU *

j| J
«• • •

LV. fc»A^*^l «**»-'

... ^ v
-? ur^ w1* r*'^

1

' ^ L^u< ul^ *^ *]j* [

s**( ^^

)

t5
^,, JU r>vJt axW) aJ^I^ ^^ i/«j (** ( v'^' )
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LVII. r I
") **U"* a*^ i£\y ^-jUi

<*ajJI

* **JLc w-a5j U ^Jl J^lsJi^

*jy^

f J& trt***Jl e,l»J»U <**^

yj VU^| ^ ^jUoiJfi aU| *m ^ ^ ;
^x^ ^ JtioMi] ^/i* <y

* ci>>^ 3 J^ f J c
1*^' j r*lW' *-*SJ J**4 *

JM

$J\

LIX. [art* <*=*.«*> ^ilDt jj)^J| . iijj..j! ^U&l
]

igy&jltfj AJjtfci ^ftt Uij J^M *) ^^ J^l -xiJl ^Aj **,

..h. ^U

I

*».»,* 8;Uc g r) J) Oij)\ JU* ,-»* ^1 ^ >/*>! JJ^ 1 t

<j-k t^i oj- ^ _, ;
^ji j>ji u^ j£ oJ(r Juu

; t ^ <•»/"

* A^-i y* w*J^i ,u^i j^t ^) g.yAJi ^'UVf »;>** v»
**>*
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p*il ^** til yilftijt ^ u
' -> Jj5" J*?

liSJ el/* >T ;
liL?

ISO?** 4

oy^J KLc ^3 5/ ^ Jji)!^ to, ^yj U I4J ^y&fcJ g
;
L*)f <x«j ui» Ji

* ty * ^ rt*
1*

LX. d^f ^^
<W~alJ iLLi y ^ pl^Ji 1JU9 Axwj ^5 u^JLkxs

UJvi/c Uua> Oa&Jj £N-*( ^t l^i^-^c^ix) Jl/c c^aj ^vx> Aj^'a*^ . <Jd*o

* &cjjj j ^-fti^it AaciAa-' ^sJt ^lilj ^^j &&\J* IJyL^o JjUJl iJlajJ

LXI. d^ ft»i^

**Jb ^JU ft^-ftl) IbCi ^^ Ul&o ^l^* v-ft^i *-a:^ J^; c5^ - Ji-
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-. •

LXII. <5 6S *~»«=

k)W Jl^^f ctf&¥ Jl**i-Jl» u^ l**U «-*$[^f ^ «****^ ^*~

* Jljs^ilt fjA ^ AsJLdxi J) j U^-Aa. Axv-AJt
(t£fP-'°

JI^Lwl ^laJf h£l*J il* Axe c. yi.+* jib l*u ^y^-Alf *£»• *&| M Aj^lwJf j

LXIII. im *»**>

UJWt f aakU. ^ ^ijf ^j^f ^i a^a* uj ax-^yt ^ - J$~»

.rtjf gM ^lii^t aL^iJi ^^ ^Ubl ^» ^^^^tsvx) ^li* JUyHt

»^| JU3 aUij jjUii*^ ^ji^ jl&^i ^y^j ^u *, ^j U*-»»

LXIV. 1 a d AxijUfi

C^ UiU fa^x= ^f i^^c In J^j ^^ ^ J^^.JU
*W ^ O^ Ait ^ i^j ^(^J jsjj ^^ ^y ^ ^ ^ JUl *tf ^

•/3 U ^^ ,i, Ui,^ jf ^;v ^ JUj J^i ^^ ai, M 3 1^

a*1* ^oJf ^*Jf ^ j^ij, j^ ^^ • ^.iu^l ^ ^ ^ j^x
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uUUUl (cj^ko j£* Xd [*)\ j J*oUiJ| ZSLSy i^sj^ *-**j ^^ fcjUJf •*?!

# Ac\ ^1*3 aJL>|^ iU y lo ^ aiij Asv* ^jwxv^iJU gj^jjl *LiJ||
Cl
^o ^iiij-j

f v

LXV. v«r *****

juwjit ja uafl-vJi wi
Hsu *j ojyi jm ^uJi ,ii

;
f j iyji i^a ^ ^

,>aj c. y*-i Jl§j i-fti^Jl *»^o^ J^i'l (*«**J ^^laJt *i-aa.i i_c.ij.JLt JJaj-o jA j

.Uav^J f.fUnJl ifai^ J ^t _j *J
J^'*-*' <'i^uc ^ySj-Jl t-ft.jjj| • ^Ifett

^.-jJWl £**Jfj l*jyja» ^ ^*.li **JUJ| 4JJ00 ^> ^jiiil)
;
ILrJ( o^

^ij ^aJls iU**j ±yd\ f^ o^J/t
f«^ j o^Vt !*A V^S^H J^J! j

* i-ii>)| Axuaj J^aJ| a*]* JlyuJf

LXVI. v^ *»*«*

&f, rfUjyfc^ yi U s-fti^^l A^j ^ ^>^ o^/ y? &)J* (Mu
%f

# I^Uj Liit ^s^-/c ^tf
1 r v^» <Xv« ^^ p.s?i/c

Jl*aJ| AaIc U ^i: ^jor^ AA^Jf f^A e5-^ )^^Jl ^A?

Lr^f (3~ eH^r^'i u*^ J *^' ^j l^ J^UIJi e)ljf^ 5^5

* t i/oji ^o. tiA ^ ^ hi
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«*

LXVII. A-* *«J>^

i^^
J) A ^;f g;

U*U c**li*J , dJj>\ e/l-l c^*3 fii - v 1* 1

*&», JL &ao£x> ^ it aj,L*j **+) ^r* !<>" c>f ^tjJl -^Aj
f*

;

^ iWsJf ^ao J» aJDI^I ^*aIJ
;
U^Ji J^i^ gjU^I^I

LXV1II. Arr *~^
..

iUs Jlf a^lu* l^JJlo ^/o gyo| l^y^li^t <x5^Ux) ^y *>i^-^
A/cJ^o g T

^L>

\»jS, g^UJi AkJyi Ly-*
;
^lm i^i liJj ^ . ^i Wj^

aJ* ^t j oHii Aix^ J ^vi ^ cr^'J^^ • *M
«l

* o>- , lUWJi * y^* *** **~"^
LXIX. i ir *~*-* • ^J^i *)*Ji - **** ^*jt

A^yai *Wo g^fAJl AstUJf C^J cJ >c A*i^«J. ^J-i^ *'/"

jja^i, ^cAli^ jJUi, UV< am »^Jt uiUiJ Axjt
;J J^;

v^xJtj AiO^^'
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^y Uf Jl aJ<X> 4v, *Jl)| aIxw *«t9 ^ ;4i a^»i| Jj^Ju USj|[|l Jfti^l

AL*a. ^-o A^XJ JU( OXJ
_,

aV,1*c

^.JOJ! «i>V!
<j

^ g^ j?Ux> aoiJi ^j *J| ^3 ^yJi , liWi ;
uid b,i ^Ui j

• l*| «JJi t?W

JU*u»j - ioWf cou liUi J,*l - .fi*».U* g**UUl »*«j (3^*5 >

;
i>*xuc j AfiAla. ^t ^w W v_ftlii.l - ^sJ| vb yi ibUJf J,JM . ^,y

AjjIc j tyiS . g**jj g^w o*»3
c;

«-£-*» ^t *'u:
3 - y^J Sit o4* v

|»U d^Mf^ij *£ <^ iX\ iJjL *?U)f ^KJl^ <y&t - ^y^i

JUL- Jit o,* r
^i U

;
U3 lot* - ^t £* ^' ufcH w'^ 1

r
Wt ^Jt as&| A;^ ^J| ^l*dl fUJfJl y>j** fcjlfcJl ^ JU

* [
^l **$*. <-Mj - u*1*^ ^^ ****** *

LXXI. 1 1 *~^ iV '-^ "f^^) > -;lL̂ »J(
J**1

* vj^J' («rf
*««*ji J*J |>*f» £* ^nl-JJ

r*Vjt«»jrij t< A:«^*

U' OiliuoliAj AiUJ j>*u' Ail* ^f ^Vl ^ ^ vV1
' V^-^l C^^
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i*$U\ %**> &y i>\jxi\ o)Uu uy^Lo j^j ^>^i<jf ^ )&&J| ija ^ji ^ijii

• • *« M
* <X/0^£A/c

^i.f jjilj $U£)f *ji ^*5R.< iiJL£ J £JdJf ffj te+XS w^^J OUojJ ^1 <>XC ]

LXXII. [ r^rj fA| j rvr a«i«* ^u^rJi^
]

lxxiii. ^xj| j^ui >-j**j aIj «j^ cc:> ii gdUJi ui

• • •

• *£^ U*J

^ cjK u^*3 ^ i/
5 «^*j

l >* j$*4\ cj/i* dkuMi J^ u* lj
' o1

r~ i* c^ , -fnfik & J j»*» oyJ) JU ,>3
r
^»t *->* ^^

I aJUl Jy

ft*
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28. Notes on the newly found Manuscript of Chatuhsatika

by Aryadeva*

By Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri.

A batch of palm-leaves came to my hand, containing frag-

ments of four different works. One fragment of this has seve-

ral colophons, purporting to say that the leaves belong to some

commentary on Aryadeva's Catuhsataka. This roused my
curiosity, and I carefully examined the leaves. I found that

only twenty- three leaves belong to Aryadeva and his com-
mentator. The last possessor of the manuscript had obliterated

all the original leaf-marks, except one, and had put in new leaf-

marks of his own from 16 to 38, the leaf containing the an-

cient leaf-mark being the 15th. The leaf marked 29 by the late

owner does not belong to this work at all, but to some work on

grammar. So I did not count it among the 23 leaves, which

really belong to Aryadeva's work.

The leaves were not in order. The first chapter ended in

the 3fith leaf, the third chapter in the 15th, the fourth chapter

ill the 17th, the eighth chapter in the 34th, the ninth chapter

in the 37th, the thirteenth in the 28th, and the fifteenth in

the 33rd. Instead of attempting to put the leaves in order I

allowed them to remain as they were, and transcribed each leaf

in a sheet of foolscap, writing the obverse side in one half

sheet and the reverse side in another. I then tried to put the

foolscap sheets in order. The 20th leaf came before the

18th : they are consecutive. The 24th and the 25th leaves, on

examination, were found also to be consecutive. The 21st and

the 19th are also found to be consecutive. The 22nd, the 34 h

and the 38th appear to be consecutive, but I can not be posi-

tive on the point that the last two are so. The 26th, the 27th,

the 28th, the 30th and the 31st are also found to be consecu-

tive. By reading over the sheets several times, I have given

them an order of my own, and marked them from 1 to 23.

As the 3rd chapter came to an end in leaf 15, which alone

in these leaves bears the ancient leaf-mark, I thought the aver-

age length of chapters to have been five leaves; and as there are

sixteen chapters in this work the length would be, according to

that average, eighty leaves. But as the last eight chapters

are philosophical and controversial, and therefore, are likely to

have been longer than the first eight which are dogmatic and

religious, I would give them a leaf more each, so the length of

the work would be about 88 leaves The fragment in hand

therefore is only a fourth of the whole work. But as the colo-
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phons of seven chapters are to be found in these 23 leaves,

there is enough to know about the ends of these chapters and
the beginnings of the next following chapters. At the end of

the 8th chapter there is a statement : "In the subsequent eight

chapters will be treated of—how men can understand the nature

of the world." "^ ^JTcT^T^fsH *TOT wfa cTOT ^tK^T-

sftftiaTTCTfw sfcnTT^fa^jfcr." In the beginning of the 9th

chapter there is a statement to a similar effect. "^rflg^fTTTQ^r

Wim ! ^^^ft^^^lT^TTcTT^^T^^Tf ." So from this it

appears that the last eight chapters are the ^asrafar^ or the

remaining chapters of the work. In the commencement of the

16th chapter there is a statement to the same effect
—

*'*lfl?pliT-

m^l ^jifanftfT^'tu^nR Vtxvi u^awTWT." From all

this it is apparent that the whole work is divided into 16 chap-
ters, and that the first eight chapters are dogmatical and religi-

ous, and the last eight chapters are philosphical and controversial.
The first four chapters treat of the means by which

one may get rid of four wrong impressions. The first of these
impressions is the belief in the eternity of things that are

non-eternal. The second impression is that of happiness where
only sorrow exists. The third is to consider that to be pure
which is really impure. The fourth is to consider that to be
self which is not self. And in the subsequent four chapter
Buddhas are extolled as the only teachers of truth. As liber-

ated souls they have no interest in teaching, yet for the benefit
of the animated creation they constantly teach. The eighth
chapter ends with a quotation from Buddhapfilita, a teacher
not known to Nanjio. The 9th chapter proves that in reality
nothing exists. The 10th chapter in the" beginning controverts
a novel doctrine of there being two souls to a man. It also

controverts the theory of the Sankhyas. The Sankhya doc-

trines controverted here differ in many respects from that of

Isvarakrsna, the oldest writer on Sankhya known up to the

present date. The 13th chapter declares that there can be
neither senses nor the objects of senses. In this and in the
following chapter the writer comes into conflict with the Vaise-
sikas. In the 15th chapter he proves the non-reality of the
phenomenal world. The sixteenth concludes the whole work.

in the colophons of the first and the 8th chapters the work
is named as *rr«re«fm iftfa
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found MS. of 433

jiX the Yogacara doctrine of the Bodhisattvas, and

as Catuhsataka or composed of 400 Slokas. The term Catuh-
sataka may mean either a work in verse or in prose, the extent
being 400 -lokasof 32 letters each. In the present case the work
appears to be in 400 Anus f up verses, though I am not sure that
there are not some sentences in pn le. But when it is named
Catuhsataka, the extent must be 400 x 32 letters or something
approaching to it. The text is accompanied by an exceedingly
lucid commentary by some writer later than Buddhapalita,
the commentator of the Madhyamaka Karikas by Nagarjuna.
The writer of the text is well known. Nanjio's catalogue con-
tains the names of nine of his works. He is often mentioned in

HieunthSang's itinerary. Beal in his Caternea speaks very highly
of his works. He is said to have been a disciple of Nagarjuna,

ry But we
know nothing of the commentator, not even his name. Some
of his words have a peculiar Bengali look. He might have
hailed from Eastern India. Aryadeva was a Southerner.

In order to ascertain the verses of the texts I had to col-

lect all the verses given in these leaves in one place. Their
number is 186. rshalled
leaves without any introduction, and they are in various metres.
These are no part of the text. Thirty have been introduced

with such words as * fc

qfcTqi^rj*rTf
??

f«W*3T

xlT^ in one ^
in seven instances, cf*Txn*TH?T

3^jfa % in one, cipT y^rsja in one, and ^t^T^I ^T^

in one, 5pn3ifRnT in one,

stance. posi

to When
ed with such words as "a^r fy ** "wnj ^ n

"sgftl

^1 'J C. 99 <>

*W*t
the commentator to support the text. Such verses may be

long to other authors or other works of Aryadeva, but not to

the text. The verses introduced with such words as "cj^jjji-

Wffi*r,
?
' "our HJisaT," 4

*33i^n*Tsj $:snTfwr,
,f and "chjtjrt

j^Sf" are undoubtedly quotations from known works. But

when a verse is introduced with such words as 4<

m «^TW ^i^r/* ^ becomes difficult to say whether they

belong to the text or to some other work. But when any one
of such verses is accompanied by a long commentary, it is most
probably a part of the text. Taking the number to be about
30, this fragment contains 59 x 30 verses of the original text.
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We have found, however, that 118 verses have been commented
on. But some of them are undoubtedly outside the text.

In the first eight chapters of this work, the commentator
often illustrated philosophical ideas by short stories which are

charmingly beautiful, and throw a flood of light on the man-
ners and customs of the people and may contribute to the

already rich folk-lore of India. I will give only four in-

stances :

(1) To illustrate the fact that custom (^ff

than law (y£r), he gives the story of ^-f^-^f^,^ or marry-

ing a daughter. A certain person went to the country of the

Yavanas. He found a Yavana light a fire, and by his magical

power made the fire speak. The fire said, "Your daughter
will be your wife." The man had a handsome daughter at

home. He thought of manying the daughter. He implored
the Yavana to give him the magical power. Armed with the

magical power he went home and lit a fire. But the fire said,

"You cannot marry your daughter: that is not the custom of

your country."

(2) To illustrate the doctrine that things seen in the pro-

per light appear ugly and uninteresting, he gives the story of a

friar in Kamboja. A Buddhist Bhiksu went to Kamboja for

mendicancy. A man came to him arid said, " Begging here is

regarded as a very low occupation. So do not utter a word
asking for anything. The Bhiksu went on with the alms-bowl in

hand without speaking a word. The people there never saw a

Bhiksu : they were experts in making machines. They thought
that some expert machine-maker sent them a curious machine
which can open and close its eyes like a man And he has

done so to overmatch them. They in their turn prepared a

similar machine and sent it to him. lie saw the fun of it. He
came out and asked the Bhiksu to speak. The Bhiksu spoke,

"Let there be no disease." The people of Kamboja werestruck
with wonder and said that they had not the skill to make the

machine speak. If they knew that he was reallv a Bhiksu,
they would have treated him with contempt.

(3) To illustrate that Buddhas are never inactive aim
even their very breath is for the benefit of the animated world,.

a Stnrrr ia nixrart nf o RUM™. f__ • .1 1 _r „ P1r>l-

inactive and

_ %/ o — — —""»U" OUJUUI unit' 111 W1C I1UUOC v* «» —

sara or a machine-maker. A Bhiksu went to the house of a

machine-maker for alms. The macliine-maker invited him to

He gave the Bhiksuseason
his food. When the Bhiksu wanted to go after four months,
the man paid a sum of money for the purchase of mona-tio
robe, and also wanted to pay his wages. The Bhiksu refused
-^ »v,vCpi any wages, as
The man nrrinfarl /-»„«• *i
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there was a machine which worked constantly by the pressure

of his body as he moved about, and produced blades of knife,

and that he was a great gainer by the sale of these. Just as

every motion of the Bhiksu was for the benefit of the owner of

the machine, so every motion of the Buddhas was for the bene-

fit of the three worlds.

(4) The Brahmanas say that the man who dies in battle

goes to heaven, because he sacrifices the dearest thing in the

world, his life, for glory. Says the commentator, this is not

proper. And to illustrate it, lie gives the story of a milkmaid

who offered her person to her father-in-law. The son of an old

milkman was away. His wife treated the old man very

badly, insulted him and gave him scanty food. On the return

of the son, the father complained of her conduct, and he

scolded his wife and ordered her to do everything to make his

father comfortable, and to do even the hardest thing to please

him. When the son was again away the daughter-in-law

served her father-in-law with great attention and care. At night

she made a nice bed for him, washed his feet with tepid water

and prepared to lie on the bed with him. The old man said,

" What are you doing ? '
' She said,

'
' Your son has ordered me

to do the hardest tiling to please you ; and nothing is harder

for a woman than to offer her person." The old man greatly

annoyed left the house. The son on his return enquired about

his father, and the wife gave him the whole story, not omitting

the offer of her person. The son drove her away and entreated

the father to come and live with him. She made a great sacri-

fice, but nobody praised her for it. So if you die only for

glory, you do not do the right thing.

The work, a fragment though it is, throws a good deal of

light on the life in ancient India : (1) It often speaks of

curious machines as in the stories given above. (2) It speaks

of the unreal nature of the caste-system ; it speaks of people

of other castes and other countries being regarded as Khsatri-

yas on account of their Ksattriya occupation. (3) It scouts

the idea of purity on which the whole Brahminic system is

based. (4) It gives expression to the extreme democratic idea

that the king is only a servant of the mass, who pay the

sixth part of their income as his wages. (5) It ridicules the

monks who secretly drank wine at night. (6) It presupposes

the existence of a literature in the Kavya style and quotes

many verses, of which later Sanskrit poets might well be proud.

(7) It brings out, in bold relief, the antagonism which existed

between the Buddhists and Brahmanas in the story of Acarya
Sanghasena and his pupil. Acarya Sanghasena asked his pupil

to become an Upasaka. But he demurred. But after a few

days he came back and said, M O Acarya, I have become an
Upasaka, because whenever I meet a Brahmana, I wish to kill

him."
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The philosophical ideas embodied in this fragment are

characterized by boldness which is rare even in works that are

already published, of the Mahayana school. The soul, the senses

and the object of senses are all declared to be phenomenal :

and then all phenomena are declared to be unreal. What the

reality is can not be gathered from this fragment. Aryadeva
is reputed to be pupil of Nagarjuna, the author of the Madhya-
maka or the Sunyavada theory. In this work, however, Arya-

deva though refuting the Vaibhasikas does not seem to say

anything against the Madhyamkas; yet the work is called

Bodhisattva-yogacara. And the probability is that he is a

teacher of Yogacara or the Vijnana-vada theory. That the

Aupanisadas
Aryade

rowed largely from

This book, therefore, is ex-

tremely valuable as one of the earliest works on the tran-

scendental school of thought in India.
Though Nanjio speaks of the translations of nine works

by Aryadevas in Chinese, the Catuhsatakas is not one of them.
It is said to have a Tibetan translation. The fragment, there-

fore, is that of a unique work, both as regards the text and the

commentary.

Aryad
and published in J.A.S.B. n 1898. I could not find the name
of the work. But Professor Bendall wrote to me to say that

its name was Cittavisuddhiprakarana. A tentative translation

of the work appeared in the Evangelical Review. That book
is also characterized by the boldness of its conceptions, its anti-

Brahminic tendencies, and by its att mpts to whitewash the

blemishes of monastic life.

On the last day of his stay in Calcutta, I showed this MS. to

Professor Schervetzky, and he was convinced of the genuineness
of the work. He pronounced it to be a ^ reat discovery. He said

that European scholars would be anxious to gel it, and asked me
to go to press at once. Little did he think at the time that the

owner, by effacing the old page marks, had put even this small

fragment of this work into great confusion. Dr. Ross tells me
that Professor Schervetsky regarded the finding of this work as

the greatest sensation during his stay in India.
it is not out of place to mention here that though 1 have

paid great attention in transcribing and trying to understand
the work, the difficulty of understanding a unique work in a

fragmentary condition is such that my readers should accept

my findings as tentative till the work is subjected to a more
careful examination.



29. Folk-songs and Folk-lore of the Gehara (Kanjars),

Bv W. Kjrkpatrjck.

Gehdrd, as I have stated in a previous paper, is the inter-

tribal appellation of an endogamous section of Kanjars.

It will be noticed that in the following few verses prom-

inence is given to the name of one Mdnd, each line or verse

beginning and ending with this name— apparently by way of

invocation. Mdnd l is seemingly a sort of deified ancestor

common to various Kanjar tribes, and among the Gehdrds is

sometimes known as Mand Guru.

A well-known legend—confirmed with some slight varia-

tion by Mr. Crooke—is that Mdnd was attached to the Court

of Delhi as a maker of khas-khas tatties (Crooke's version is

that he was a brush-maker ; hunch band). The King of Delhi

had two famous wrestlers {pehlwdn) Maid and Dana -Crooke
gives the names M Kdllu and Mallu 7—who were champions
of the world." Anyhow Maid and Dana were noted as

athletes (Crooke: "for their skill in swinging the athlete's

chain bow"; lezdm). Mdnd apparently did not take these

two pehlwdn seriously and suggested an exchange of occupa-

tions. Crooke says: "Mana happened to pass by and

"taking the bow plunged it so deep into the ground that no

"one could withdraw it." The Emperor hearing of Maud's
prowess and ambitions sent for him and made him wrestle

with Mala and Dana. Needless to say Mdnd was victorious.

The version of the story as given to me continues that Maid
and Dana both fought Mdnd at the same time, but quickly

seeing themselves outmatched they took a mean advantage

Dana seized Mdnd's choti 3 or chuttid from behind while Mold

1 Mr. Nesfield says: " The man-god whom the Kanjars worship is

fc * Mana—a name which does not appear in any of the lists of the Hindu
•'divinities. While he lived amongst men (the italics are mine W K.)

"he was the model fighter, the ereat hunter, the wise artificer and the
i4 unconquered chief. He was not only the teacher and guide but aUo
11 the founder and ancestor of the tribe."

Col. Phillott has suggested to me that this use of M&n&'s name at

the beginning and end of a song or verse i- in conformity with a com-

mon practice in Oriental poesy and would identify Mana as the 'writer

and composer.'
* Ibbetson's Punjab Ethnography in describing the Sdnsia (a tribe

closely allied to the Kanjars—W. K.) divides them into two tribes known
is K'Hlcd and Mull >. The Bawdries also have a section called K'ilkamalid,

not to be confused with ihe Sansis or Kanjars however ; KdlkamaliA

with the Bawarias meaning simply " Black blankets."
B The propriety of continuing to wear the choti or chuttid by Hindu
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made a feint in front. Mala
Mdnd

eventually threw them both, " dsmdn dakhdia ]— but the loss

of his choti deprived him for ever after of his virtue as a

Hindu, 2 and in no small degree of his renown as an ancestor!

A fable of this sort affords an irresistible opportunity to a

tribe for explaining away their present or recently past non-

Hindu state, and an excuse to hark back to an imaginary

Hindu origin. In fact we here have Maud's claim to pos-

thumous fame being denied him by his own people; striv-

ing as they are with the rest of the casteless millions of

India to obtain a footing, even though it be on the lowest

rung of the Hindu social ladder. 8 And so it comes about

that Mdnd is at the present day looked upon by the Kanjar
community, certainly the Geharas, rather in the light of a

necessary evil—so much so, if I have been able to correctly

gauge their thought, that he is disreputable enough to require

propitiation, that his name may not to be mentioned except as

we see it in use — as an invocation. One of my informants, a

well-known Gehara shikari, was hic;hly amused at my expecting

him to pronounce the name in ordinary tones. Ho had no
objection to repeating the name M Mdnd" but only in a sort

of drone or chant—" 0h\ Ma-d-d-nd !

"

Mdnd had a wife called Nathiy
Mdnd with

the Great Mother or Mother Great Queen, the female and

supreme deity known as Mdri* or Mdhdrnni or Data Mdhd-
rdni. b Mdhdrdni is the principal Kanjar deity, and her male

converts to ( hristianity has recently been the subject of some discussion
in Missionary circles in India.

1 Ashman or " asmdn dakhdiyd" = "showed him the sky." I

referred this expression to Mr. C. A. W. Sands of the U.P- Police

(C.I.D.u *&e authority on Indian Kilshti or wrestling, and he has very
kindly given me the following interesting note :— " There is a custom in

•• parts of the Punjab (chiefly I believe in the South) of regarding **

as a fall (chit) for a man to be supine— to 068 the sky. This is not

"generally recognized among Indian wrestlers as a fall. The ordinary
"fall is the <donon shdw'n Ice kushtV—that of both shoulder blades
u touching the ground. This is the 'chit ' generally recognized through-
out India." °

* This is interesting, as Crooke in " Tribes and Castes," III, p. MJi
saya:^"T-e Kunchbands sometimes offer the hair of an infant to

Mana." The Gehards are a section of the Kunchband Kanjars.

M
* ^

s Sir Herbert Risley puts it, "that course of development b>

^ which a non-Aryan tribe transforms itself into a full-blown caste

claiming definite rank in the Krahmanical system." . .

Crooke. Vol. IV, p. 74, in description of Nats, says: "Man is

worshipped when cholera appears in the village." The Kolhatcs of

Bombay worship among others the cholera goddess Muia—Bombay
Uazette, XX, 186 sq.

c

Tovri
S
l
e
J
oca

|>
ll,apy of PA* Boli or Argot of Kunchband Kanjars-

Joum. As. Soc. Benq., vol. vii, no. 6, p. 277
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companion is known as Khetrpdl, 1 who is however of no great

consequence, and, I imagine, has been introduced to the Gehara

Kanjars by contact with allied tribes. Khetrpal is the same as

Bhumiyd (Bhewdni f), and in another form Sdim or Sdydm.

Still it is interesting to note that when on rare occasions he

has to be propitiated he has a special form of puja. A small

square space is cleared and plastered over with cow-dung, and

on this seven ndoor. 1 Betel

and wine are then dispensed and the huc/d handed round.

Khetrpdl is said to have a particular shrine somewhere near

Calcutta, under an Imli (tamarind) tree.

Mdhardni Dai or Ddiyd has a shrine at Mirdnpore (Maha-

ranpore?), near Allahabad, also under a tamarind tree. The

Imli, it has been impressed upon me, is the Kanjar's faodar or

special sacred tree. This shrine at Allahabad is periodically

visited by all the Kunchband and other Kanjars from the

districts of the United Prov-

l by Delhi Kanjars for over
Western

inces

fifty years. It wi

Q
> >

Another legend connects Mdnd with Ddnd—the wrestler

who deprived Mdnd of his ch6ti~;\s his brother. This I think,

however, is only a convenient excuse for introducing some more

Aim flam to show Hindu origin. Mdnd and Bund it is said

were both Koli or Juldhds, and had " huqa pdni" relation-

1 Khetr — earth, place ;
pal—protector or owner. See Ibbetson's

Census report, account of the Aheris, or Thoris or Heris who " worship

"specially Babaji or Kohmand in Jodhpore and Khetrpal of Jodh-

"porj>."
ins

Kumaon. .
« Saindur—the red lead which is used by so many castes and

tribes in India, in one of the most binding pnrts of the marriage

i- >remony—the bridegroom rubs saindur on the bride's head ;
the

parting in the hair painted red is a sign of the married state.

s In confirmation of this, Mr. Geoffrey Clarke, I.CS., Postmaster-

General, U.P., while at Allahabad this year very kindly obtained and

sent me the following note :— •• Miranpur is a village on the banks
" of the Jumna on the Allahabad city side of the Jumna Bridge

•and under a small Imli tree about ten years old ia the Mand.r ot

" the goddess Dharand Mai : she is placed on a small kutcha platform

« and rests against a small wall. She is about a foot m height. The

-land on which the shrine stands was the property of Mahamdu, and

«' some time back was purchased by Jhun ri Kanjar, resident of Colone -

•« gunge, Allahabad. Jhungri is still alive, and appears to be the ofhciat-

"inK -priest.' The Mandir is well know, to and frequented by
*' Kaniars, Nutts and Badiya*. called

"though he is the owner of the deoghar. It is well known to local

" Pandus that D^lhi and Punjabi Kanjars pay visits of pilgrimage to th«

"Bhrine and venerate the Imli tree. Ther appears 10 be no fixed

«* season for the worship of the goddess. Fowls, goats and pigs ar

fc< sacrificed and sweetmeats are offered and distributed by Jhungri

' Kanjar."
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r>

with all Sudras ; but one day unknowingly Mdnd partook of

some food off a leaf plate which had been left by Dana as hit;

jhutd. Dana thereupon outcasted Mdnd, and this following
upon the loss of his choti was the last straw ! Mana's wife, as

I have said, was Nathiyd ; she died before Hand's d
and this is why it is explained all married Geharas when they
die are cremated, while the unmarried are buried—in a lying
posture, face upwards—head to the north and feet to the south.
When the Chowdhri or Naik of a camp dies and time and
money permits he is buried in a sitting posture. I was never
able to get a very definite confirmation of this practice, but it

is a custom known to the Geharas and in fact claimed by them,
and I mention it as it is common to many of these wandering
tribes.

As an example of how difficult it is to make too definite
statements with regard to the folk-lore or origin of these
hitherto casteless tribes, particularly now that they are so
rapidly coming under Hindu influence, I had a reputable old
Chowdhri of the Delhi gang disclaiming all knowledge of Mana:
he said his pir was "Earn Dijai whose shrine is at Ronecha
nearPokerji m-ridsat Jodlipore," and I believe this is all it

was—Ram Dijai is his own particular saint. In a generation
or two the luckless Mana will be wiped off the Gehara pantheon
and Ram Dijai will reign supreme. This old disc i pie of the
usurper Ram Dijai insisted that Maharani committed sati on
Ram Dijai's pyre, and that Ram Dijai was an incarnation of
the feu fi poet Kabir.' This is the sort of story one has to
''sift out," but nevertheless there is some interest attaching to
the relationship claimed with Kabir. Captain Richardson in
Jus much-quoted article on Nats or Bazeegars mentions Kabir
as the bard of the Nats.

The first song, inculcating endogamy, is perhaps the only
one of interest from an ethnological

*
| >oint of view. The

uenaras are an endogamous section divided up again into
several distinct exogamous septs mostly of totemistic origin,
l Have only been able to discover one song, or as 1 should more

™nif Z<i
des

,

cri
7

be ifc
>
a Proverb, with an exoga.nic allusion.

Oh! Sohnra, leas me nd tknd" = «« Oh Sohnra, do not swim in
tne rushes! Sohnra' is the title of an eponvmous exogani-
ous sept of the Gehdrds, the founder being one Sohnrd who
once when journeying came to a river in full flood, and as
lie could not cross over, he laid him down to sleep among
the leas or feathery rushes on the bank. At midnight he
awoke

wind

oriein^niTv. ^
Ku*>eer

-
a ^ell-known Debt and Sufi poet of humble

• SoW f0Und
° °f the 86Ct known « Kabirpant.

«ohr^ZVs\™™™y Wel1 be an invention, a nickname in fact;
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ing grasses had the appearance of flowing waters. Under the

delusion that the river had overflowed its banks and that

he was surrounded by water, he struck out to save himself,

going through the actions of swimming. Hence M kds me
a, savin it annlied to anvone. so to speak, erovel-' •) 5

tirna is now
ling in the dari

nd

tirnd, may well be used, and I believe it is applied as

against marriage outside one's own sept.

1. Song inculcating Endogamy.

Oh, JIdndl Gehdri karsl tho ndo chdh

na

Oh, Mana! (invocation) :

(If you) take unto yourself a Gehdri then (your) name will

continue.

And (but) if you take {kar si = do it with) a Kdjri (out-

cirlof mivrmn nnf, n. fifth ATI ^. (Vonr C\T 0\\r\ name Will not

continue.

2. In Sickness.

Deo merd rothero U jdi Mdndi ke re,

Jin pakre thu ne b6)th ab ne chale third Mane—bhai re !

Goddess! for the sake of Mdnd take away my troubles

(pain)

Which you have (thought fit) to give me. Now you remove

them—To vou M&n&l—Oh brother !

3. In Worship (Thanksgiving).

Dai, Ma*rani barro gad-si pakhdro

Sond lai gadldro-jhtnch

Magge
dl Mid Tar-bar ! Jaggo Magge choln

Katsi

Oh Mother! Great Queen ! (invocation) :

Go (thou) and bring a real (well made) spear

And bring golden cymbals.

(And) awake! and like a thread (which breaks) (your

troubles) will be cut away.

And proclaim Lalmia 1 victorious.

fin the sense that Lalmia will prevail).

1 Chalba-bro. This is a fanciful inflection (instead of chalsi in the

first line) to meet the requirements of the chant. ChaU i-chain* to go.

a Lalmia—The red or " beautiful one "—a heroic title for Mdna
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4. Ordinary Worship, Propitiation in a Spirit

of Humility.

/Mdnd theri rdhene gujargdi Mdnd i

Theri ddin Kdlkd, bain Purbeni
Simar he chailo ! Mdnd !

Mana ! (invocation)

:

Your stay (addressed as to oneself) is fleeting (literally
*

' has expired " )

.

Q
Kdlkd

,

And (supported by these) you (we) should go forward,

or continue, in (our) life with proper humility—Oh
Mdnd\ (invocation).

Mdnd
I read it as being an invocation, and not that the warning
conveyed is addressed to Mdnd. It is, I believe, the suppliant
who feels that his protestations will not carry weight unless

he propitiates Mana by using his name.



30. The Stambhesvari.

By B. C. Mazumdar, B.L., M.R.A.S.

Communicated with a note by R. D. Banerji, M.A., M.R.A.S.,

Indian Museum, Calcutta.

NOTE.

Mr. Mazumdar
antiquarian. I have nothing to say about the ethnological

part of the paper, but I believe Mr. Mazumdar is right in his

conclusions, as he has resided in the Sambalpur district for

more than a quarter of a century and knows the Orissa Feuda-

tory States very intimately. The modern vernacular_ for a

pillar, the Sanskrit stambha, is khambha in Hindi, ihama in

Bengali, and khambd in Oriya. So a goddess, whose name in

Sanskrit is Stambhesvari, would be called •Khambhesvari.

During the lifetime of the late Dr. Bloch I had the good

fortune of examining the Puri plates of Kulastambhadeva, and

I think Mr. Monmohan Chakravarti's transcript cannot be

improved. 1

I believe Mr. Chakravarti is right in assuming that the

king Kulastambhadeva is descended from the Calukyas. In a

copperplate grant which I have recently received through the

Superintendent, Orissa Feudatory States, from the Chief of

Talcher, Kulastambhadeva is described as an ornament of the

Sulki dvnasty, who were famed in the Three Worlds :

i renavah svasti tribhuvana-vidite Sulki-raja-vamsa-—dabja %

bhusana-raja.

Obverse, 1. 2.

Now Sulki seems to be the equivalent of Sblahki, which is

ertainly derived from Calukya or Caulukya. The antiquity

of the name Stambhesvari is apparent from this plate also. In

the ninth line it is mentioned that the king Ranastambhadeva

obtained a boon from the Goddess Stambhf vari

:

&rhStambhewari'labdJM-vara-prabh«vo mahdnubhdvah Para-

ma-mahe&va-

10. —ro mdta-pitr-pdddnudhydyi samadhigata-panca-mahd-

6abdo Ma-

1 1 . —harajadhimp

—Obverse, 11. 9-11.

1 J.A.S.B., Pt. I, pp. 123-27.
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It appears from another copperplate belonging to the

Raja of Baudh, which also I have received from the same

source, that the Goddess StambheSvarl was also worshipped

by the Bhaiija kings

:

16. —Samadhigata-pancamahasabda mahasamanta-vandi-

ta Stambhesvarl

17. —labdha-vara-prasada Ranaka S'ri Raiiabhanjadeva

ku&ali

These plates will be published in the Epigraphia Indica.

R. D. B.

iur stands

pillar which is known to be the pillar of StambheSvari Devi.

The word stambha means a pillar. When was it that this

pillar was raised is not known to the people. The Maharaja of

Sonpur has informed me that it is believed by the people that

his ancestor Raj Singh Deo, father of Achala Singh Deo and

great-great-grandson of Raja Madangopal, the first Chief,

brought this pillar to light, while removing a very big heap of

old ruins. A slab of stone bearing an inscription of no great

importance was also unearthed at that time. This inscription

gives no clue whatever to the pillar or to any king who got the

inscription engraved. Another account is, that the wife of Raj

Singh Deo brought a little toy pillar of Khambesvarl from the

house of her father, a Raja of Kimidi. Raja Raj Sing then

built a temple for Khambesvarl to honour the goddess of his

wife's forebears.

The tradition that it is a Stambhe&varl pillar is of im-

portance ; for the Goddess Stambhesvarl or Khambesvarl, as

popularly called, is not worshipped by the Briihmans and

The homa e that is now paid to tins

pillar is for the fact that an old pillar once consecrated to some

god or goddess has been found out in the debris of old buildings-

Khambesvari (Stambhesvarl ) is now found in the Sambal-

iur

m the western
TheMahals, to be the tutelary goddess of the Dumal people.

Kandhs who live on the south-eastern border of Sonpur and in

the State of Boad adjoining this border, do also regard Kham-
besvarl to be their tribal goddess. The Dumals are Hindus,

and the Brahmans drink water fetched by them. Both the

Dumal3 and the Kandhs set up wooden posts in their villages

to represent the Goddess KhambeSvari.
The Dumals say that they originally came Irom Odsinga>

which is in the Feudatory State of Athmallik which borders on

the State of Boad to the south, and which almost touches the

north-eastern border of the State of Sonpur, where this State

adjoins the State of Rehrakhol. The geographical name
Udsmga is of importance. For we find this name mentioned
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in the copperplates of the Trikalinga Guptas. In one charter

of Mahabhava Gupta Deva it has been mentioned that a

Brahman family which came from Odayasrnga (OdSinga) was

granted a village in the Patna State (E.I., viii, pp. 138-43).

I have also been informed that some Dumals say that

they came originally from Khemri or Khemidi in Ganjam.

My informer Pandit Kasinatha Dani gave me a couplet in

Oriya, which, he says, the Dumals gave him in narrating their

history. I have not yet been able to get the statement

properly verified by any Dumal. The couplet spoken of is as

follows

:

Khemandi rajya nija stha?ia

Deda lakslia Dumba kala btiiyawi

The meaning is—Khemidi was the original home which

created or gave rise to the Dumbas or Dumals to the extent of

one lakh- and-a-half in number. If this is a genuine tradition

amongst the Dumals, I am inclined to believe that it was Raj

Sing's wife of Kimidi Raj family who introduced the goddess

in the State of Sonpur.
The Dumals set up their Goddess Khambesvarl by putting

two posts of black wood in the earth. The Dumals never wear

any cloth or ornament which is black in colour. They always

wear dhutis and saris having red border, and it is only red lac

churis which they wear It is also to be noted that their

women never put the mark of sindur or vermilion on their

forehead as all the Hindu married women do. Usually in the

Oriya villages the walls of the houses are painted dark with

sticky ash-coloured earth; but the Dumals invariably paint

their house walls with brown-coloured geri mati. They say

that as their Goddess Khambesvarl is black, they do not wear

anything which is black in colour.

The Dumal women do not wear any ornament about their

feet or ankles, as usually women of other castes do. They
only bore their left nostril to wear a nosering, and perforate the

lobes of the ear for similar purpose But they religiously

avoid perforating the other parts of the nose and the ear. I

notice these customs so that in future some clue may be

tracin

customs.
The Dumfds worship their tribal Goddess Khambesvarl in

the month of Asvin when the Durga Puja is celebrated by the

Hindus. In the month of Asvin they worship Khambesvarl

under the spreading branches of a mahua fbassia latifolia) tree.

It ia significant to note that the god or goddess who has

his or her seat under the shade of a tree, is called dimli in the

Sambalpur tract. May it not be the case that the name Dumal
has its origin in dimli owing to the fact that these people

worship a dimli goddess ?
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There is a caste in the Sambalpur tract called Sudh. This

term is supposed to be a contraction either of the term S'udra

or of the word Suddha (pure). There are two sections of the

Sudh people, namely, the Butka Sudhs and the Bad Sudhs.

The Butka Sudhs are treated still as an aboriginal tribe and

are not touched by the high class Hindus. But the Bad (big)

Sudhs are allowed to offer water to the Brahmans. The

Dumals interdine with the Bad Sudhs, but the Sudhs and the

Dumals do not intermarry, this shows that the Dumals and

the Sudhs are akin to each other, while the Sudhs must be

supposed to have once belonged to the tribe of the Butka

Sudhs, who are considered to be of low origin.

Even where the Dumals have their temples (called by the

Telugu name gvdi by all the Hindus of the Sambalpur tract)

for their goddess, they fix in the earl h two pieces of wood, one

to represent Khamsiri or Ivhamh svari <md the other to

represent Parmasiri or Paramesvari. For the Paramesyari a

piece of rohinl wood is obtained The word rohinl is in the

feminine gender, and it means red-coloured goddr-s. The

wood rohinl is Indian red wood which is known to the

Botanists as soymida febrifuga. The Br&hman priest wor-

ships the Parame^varl for the Dumlls, while the Dumals

themselves worship their Khambe&vari.

It is difficult to say whether the Khambesvari has come

over to the Dumals from the home of the Kandhs. The

Aryan form of the name point- to a time of Hitida or Hin-

duized influence both over the Dumals and the Kandhs,

at least in the translation of the name of the goddess. The

sacrificial post of the Kandhs is also known to be of black

wood. Regarding this, however, I have not trot yet very

satisfactory information.

I now relate another account of Khambe4\;ui ,
I hough I

asser ?

has any connection or not with the goddess of the Dumals.

The Goddess Stambhesvaii is found to have been the tribal or

family goddess of some Rajas whose copperplate grants were

published by Babu Manomohan Chakravarti in the " Journal ol

the Asiatic Society of Bengal" (Ixiv, 1895, pp. 123-27).

It is rather unfortunate that the original plates have not

been published in the Journal. The editor of the Journa

has also remarked that the text published in the Journal

is that given by the author, and that the plates were not avail-

able for comparison. Since Biibu Manoniohan Chakravarti is

not himself sure whether his reading is correct all throughout,

it is difficult to rely much upon the text. Line 8 of Plate A
gives us one half foot and one full foot of the Indravajra verse.

Lines 11 to 13 contain two feet of Basantatilaka. If the text

could be carefully read in the light of those meters, reconstruc-
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tion of some portion of the text could be attempted in spite of

wrong spelling and bad grammar.
That Stambhesvari was the family goddess of the grantor

is clear from the fourth line of Plate A. Whatever may be the
form of the names of men, it cannot be said that the grantor
belonged to Southern India, The inference of my friend Babu
Manomohan Chakravarti that the grantor belonged to Calukya
line cannot easily be accepted. Wrong spelling of words in

the plates cannot justify us in changing Sulki into Calukya.
On reference to the wrong spellings it can only be said that the
plates were engraved at a time when the vowel "r" was pro-
nounced both as "ri" and "ru" in Orissa. In the plates of
the Trikalinga Guptas we get from the wrong spelling the
northern " ri " sound only of **T." But in the plates of

Kulastambha Deva " 6atru " has been misspelt as "Satr
(line 19, Plate A front), and again " paficariSaya " (line 4,

reverse) has been engraved for "pancarsaya." The reading
of the text by Babu M. M. Chakravarti is "ya£ca" for
" panca." Though the original plates cannot be obtained now
for comparison, it can be easily said that " ya " could be
misread for " pa" and "Sea" for "fica." This only shows
that the southern influence in Orissa only commenced, and
the northern linguistic influence did not till then die out.
This leads us to fix the date of the plates after the time of
Mahabhava Gupta and his successors.

Then again the concluding lines of the charter are the
same as we get in the charters of the Trikalinga Guptas (Epi-
graphia Indica, Vol. Ill, pp. 323 et seq.). In the light of the
text of the plates of the Trikalinga Guptas I am inclined to
think that the Kayastha officer mentioned in the plates was a
Bengali Kayastha like Kailasa Ghosa, Ballava Ghosa, Charu
Datta, etc., of the plates of the Trikalinga Guptas.

Be that as it may, since no definite information can be
obtained regarding the grantor who had Stambhesvari for the
family goddess, it is safe not to make any inference at all

regarding his original home and origin.

Thus far is certain, that some time after the reigns of

Mahabhava Gupta and his successors, who assumed the title

Trikalingadhipati, a Raja made a grant of lands in Kalinga or

Orissa and this Raja had Stambhesvarl for family goddess.

Referring to the Epigraphic records of Assam we find that

once by about the eleventh century or a little earlier, the
Rajas Salastambha, Bigrahastambha, Palakastambha, Bijaya-
stambha and others established a kingdom in Assam. This
Salastambha has been spoken of as a great chief of "the
Mlecchas" (Gait's " History of Assam/ 9

p. 27). Who can say
that the Saiva Kulastambha was not Mleccha to begin with,
and did not belong to the Mlecclia clan of Orissa tradition,
which possessed Orissa for some time ?





31 . Persian letters from Jahan Ara, daughter of Shah

Jahan, king of Dehli, to Raja Budh Parkash of Sirmur,

Communicated by Mr. H. A. Rose.

1.

••

b1 e,
1^

2.

/A>a oi;) P^° ******j*l u«*»j^ J^^^ cAm^ J*3 «**IsU»j

gl>.^ ^15 js A ^U. aU ji^i ^i f*^ ^^V
* «MJ> .iji-
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.

3.

Ijf cA*

y>

^ji\ u+*j)l >JJf p~J

*k u'b'M **j* ;-*^° cr^y **>.5 *aJ^yi U**/y^*j »W> j ^>*^

* iULy *i*tj*j iuj^ ^ a!J(
j;
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In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate.

The best of his equals and contemporaries, deserving of

favour and kindness, Raja Budh Parkash may know that his

'arzdasht together with several animals and a basket of pome-

granates have been received and shown to us by the women of

our holy threshold. As to his requesting us to recommend

him to His Majesty, the lord of the earth and the age, master of

the house and of the dweller thereof, and the means of comfort to

the world, he is informed that as His Majesty, the protector of

kings, is at Akbarabad, the seat of the Caliphate, and we are

here, we cannot comply with his wishes at present. He may

know that we shall always attend to his affairs. Dated 16th

Jumada II, the 13th year of the Julus.

2.

The best of his equals and contemporaries, deserving of

favour and kindness, submissive to Islam, Raja Budh Parkash

may know that his 'arzdasht together with myrobalans, some

pomegranates, zedoary, a golden-winged bird, and musk have

been received and shown to us by the women of our high house-
A A J ___„_ — _ I I J

hold. We
onferred

will shortly reach him. He may know that we shall always

attend to his affairs. Dated 11th Shawwal, the 14th year of

the Julus.

3.

In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate.

The best of his equals and contemporaries, deserving of

favour and kindness, submissive to Islam, Raja Budh Par-

kash may know that his 'arzdasht together with some pods of

musk and a flapper {chanwar) have been received and shown to

us by the women of our great household. The presents have met

with our approval. He writes about the misconduct of Sondha-

and others of his tahwildars saying, that the zamindars of the

varganahs of Sadhora at first stood'sureties for them, but after-

wards helped them run away with cash and property ;
and re-

ouestins us to send illustriousT/arman* to Ruhu-1-lah Kb .in,

an, Faujdar of Sahrand, and

Ali Akbar, Amin-i-faujdar of the parganah of Sadhora, ordering

them to arrest the tahwildars and zamindars. In our opinion

the addressee was wrong in trusting the zamindars. As we do

not interfere in such matters, he had better write an 'arzdasht
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to His Majesty, the protector of kings, on the subject. Ruhu-1-

lah Khan and others will not take any action until His Majesty

is informed of the affair. Dated 21st Rabi TI, the 18th year of

the Julus.

4.

God is Great.

The best of his equals and contemporaries Raja Budh Par-

kash, while expecting favour from us, may know that his

several 'arzdashts together with two boxes of snow have been

received and shown to us. He writes that the snow belongs to

the Royal store and that it was sent by Sayyid Shafi and

^

*

Bhori. We The

snow was very dirty and a large portion of it was melted.

From this it appears that the snow was not taken from our

store. The zamindar of Garhwal writes to say that it is he who
sent the snow. God knows who really sent it. As to the

addressee requesting us to ask His Majesty to do justice in the

dispute between him and the Raja of Garhwal, we spoke to His

Majesty on the subject. Accordingly His Majesty repeatedly

ordered the Bakhshis to write a hasbu-l-hukm to the effect that

whoever was aggressive, would be severely punished. The

zamindar of Garhwal states that he has never been aggressive,

that the land under dispute has been in the possession of his

family from ancient times, that it was taken from him by force,

and that now that he has got an opportunity, he has recovered

it. How different his version of the case is from that of the

addressee ! Until His Majesty deputes an Amin to inquire into

the case and is informed of the true facts thereof, he will not

consent to troops being sent to settle it. Moreover, as it is

necessary to send expeditions towards (he Deccan and Kabul,

we do not think that troops can be spared for any other pur-

pose. Dated 7th Jumadal. the 2 1st vear of the Julus.

5.

God is Great.

The best
favour and k:

raries deserving of

'arzdasht together with some pods of musk and a basket of

pomegranates have been received and shown to us by the

women of our high household : we were extremely pleased
with the musk that he first sent us. We therefore desire him
to procure some more and send it to us. He should see
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that the article is genuine and not imitation. We assure him

that we shall always attend to his affairs. Dated 21st Rama-

za?i, the 21st year of the Julus.

6.

God is Great.

The best of his equals and contemporaries, deserving of

favour and kindness. Raja Budh Parkash may know that his

s » 'arzdasht together with a falcon and some honey have been re-

^ \ ceived and shown to us. As the falcon was too young, we

exchanged it for an (older) one. The honey met with our ap-

proval. As to the turbulent zamindar of Srinagar between

whom and the addressee there is always war, the addressee has

done well to bring the matter to the notice of the high and

Nholy Presence. We have understood what he says regarding

w the quantity of the snowfall there, the dilatoriness of Abdu-r-

Rahman, the Daroghah, in collecting snow and the wages of the

labourers. An illustrious farman has consequently been sent

to the said DarogMh ordering him to collect snow diligently and

telling him that the wages of the labourers will be paid accord-

ing to the agreement, and that if he is remiss in collecting

snow, as he was last year, he shall suffer the consequences.

Dated 25th Muharram, the 23rd year of the Julus^
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adi ub
Awwal

21

Jahanara,

daughter
of Shah
Jahan,

Eaja
Budh

Prakash,

7 25th
Muharram

43

do. do.

Subject.

of

Received two boxes
snow. The snow

is not good. The Za-

mindar of Garhwal
says that he sent them.
God alone knows who
sent them. Your com-
plaint against the ag-

gressions of the Za-
mindar of Garhwal
was brought to the
notice of the emperor.
His Majesty eays that

the aggressors will

surely be punished. He
says that his ancestral

property was seized

and hence getting a

suitable opportunity
he has recovered it.

So long as a special

Amin is not sent th

emperor cannot form an
opinion. The army is

required for active ser-

vice in Kabul and the

Deccan in these days,

and hence it iR difficult

to send an army any-

where else.

Your application

with peshkash. hawk
and honey duly receiv-

ed. The hawk was
young and hence ex-

changed. The honey
is also liked. You
speak of the aggres-

sionsof the Zamindar of

Srinagar,but it appears
there is a long-stand-

ing enmity between
you and him . He does

not mend his ways.

Vou'have acted rightly

in bringing the case

to the notice of • the

Emperor. We have

CO
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Subject.
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come to know about

the fall of snow and

the laziness of Abdul
Rahman in collecting

Bnow and paying re-

muneration to labour-

ers. He has been
informed that he

Bhould collect snow
largely and continue

to send it to us. If he
lazily like last

year, it will be not

well for him.

2 16th Ja

madi-us
Sani.

13

Jehanara,
daughter
of Shah
Jehan.

Raja
Budha

Prakash.

3 11th
Shaw-wal

14

do do.

6 21st Ram
z5n, 41.

do do.

acts

Acknowledges the re-

ceipt of some animnls,

pom rranates, etc.
Informs him that the
Emperor is at Akbara-
bad and his requests

therefore could not be
brought to His Ma-
jesty's notice.

Acknowledges the

receipt of yellow my-
robolnn, sour pome-
granates, zedoary (a

spicy plant), white

cock and musk : and in-

forms him that a Khil-

lat of honor has been
granted him. Directs

him to send another

white * cock. (* The
original hasZHrin. It

may mean white or

golden).

Acknowledges the

receipt of musk and
pomegranates. Orders

him to send genuine
and first-class musk.

457

V.

P5
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1 14th
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12

Jahanara,

daughter
of Shah
Jahan.

Raja
Budh

Prakash.

Subject.

Acknowledges the

receipt of mask and
ohauri. ' It appears
from your letter that

Sondha, etc., with the

help of the zamindars
of Sadhaura have
absconded. We can
not interfere in such
imperial matters. You
had better write to the

Emperor. So long as

the Emperor's orders

are not issued on the

subject, Rub Allah

Khan and others will

never arrest them.'

* We cannot go to the

Darbnr owing to ill-

ness. Your applica-

tion has been sent to

Jafar Khan Madar-ul-

Mnham for disposal.

Poittns will be sent

during the winter.
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32. Errata, etc., in the A.S.B. Edition of Abu Turab's

History of Gujarat, Calcutta 1909.

By H. Beveridge.

Dr. Denison Ross lias conferred a boon on all who are

interested in Indian history by his edition of Abu Turab's

work. It is quite a new source for the history of Gujarat.

Apparently the British Museum MS. Or. 1818, Rieu, Cat. III.

967, is unique. It is one of the many manuscripts that we owe
to that devoted scholar Sir Henry Elliot, the tablet to whose
memory is one of the ornaments of Winchester Cathedral.

Dr. Denison Ross's edition has been prepared from a copy of

the B.M. MS. made for him by Hajf 'Abdul Majld of Baghdad.
The copyist was evidently a good scholar, but as he had

only one manuscript to work from, and that not free from worm-
holes, some mistake have occurred. Possibly too there are

some printer's errors in the edition. As I regard Abu Turab's

work as of much importance, I have collated the imprint
with the B.M. MS., and have here set down all the misreadings

which are likely to embarrass a reader or a translator. I have
also made a few remarks on what seemed to be obscure

passages.

Page 2, 1. 3. For 0J1U read cutis. Page 5, 1. 4. In the

first line of couplet, for &* Ui^ *l£ read &(g,&U», The copyist has

mistaken the hamzaiox a nun, and Dr. Ross has justly remarked
on the obscurity of the couplet. When we read, however,

as we should do, Shddiabad quite

intelligible. It was composed in praise of Bahadur Gujarati's

father Sultan Mozaffar II, and celebrates his generosity in

Kh
oned

This couplet may be translated

afflicted

Whate'er thou takest, thou restorest.

The chronogram which precedes, yields 929 A.H., which
corresponds to 1523. There is a much more difficult couplet

at p. 25. The copy, however . is correct : it is only the

enigmatic meaning which is obscure. It seems that Ikhtiyar

Khan, Bahadur's governor of Champanir, had a reputation for

making versified riddles. This one he is said to have made
when Humayun offered him his choice between taking service
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under him, or of returning to Bahadur. The Mirat Sikandari,
see Fazl Ullah's translation, p. 196, gives a different account
of the circumstances under which the enigma was composed,
but both it and Abu Turab's work agree that the couplet
contains an allusion to Humayun's name, and perhaps to its

numerical value according to dbjad. But neither of these works,
nor the translator Fazl Ullah, explains how the abjad is effected,

and I have failed to understand the point. I can only suppose
that Mah " the Moon" in the second line is an anagram of

"Huma" which is the essential part of Humayun's name.
This view is corroborated by another specimen of Ikhtiyar-
Shan's enigmas which is given at p. 195 of Fazl Ullah's
translation. (Page 252 of the Bombay ed. of the Persian text of
the '

' Mirat S.") There the enigma seems to consist of a bad pun
on the name Jamal. Garcin de Tassy in his work on " Oriental
Rhetoric and Prosody," 2nd ed., Paris 1873, remarks on the
obscurity of the department of orental prosody which relates
to Mu'amma, riddles.

Page 12, 1. 21 ; see p. 74, three 11. from foot—^ Base.

This is the Vasha of Bates' Hindi dictionary, p. 661 , col. 2, and
the Vasa of Sanskrit dictionaries. It means a woman, and

A&jjui a'»/i

i.e. weak, or subdued.

Page 13, 6 11. from foot—*i**. Chaghta. Dr. Ross remarks
that this word has the appearance of incorrectness. But it has
been correctly copied. See infra.

Page 14, 10 11. from foot—sahsalah chapar n\z yaft. These
words occur also in the B M. MS and are unintelligible. Dr. Ross

chapa a bran,

tands
for chhappar "a thatch," and would translate" grass three
years old from thatches." Neither explanation seems quite
satisfactory. Possibly gah-i-sahsalah (there is an izafat after
gah) should be gah~i-sipahsalar Commande• nu- TiT y™«-*'o*-pwi.su,i,ur uie straw tor the uommanuei-
in-Uiief, _or, what I think is more likely, the proper reading
may be aahe-sah salak u rhhstmnr,*. „i7~ *.zu 4-1^4. ,•« "af.ra.wchhappar chiz yaft
three years old, and that from thatches were precious." But
it is all very doubtful. See infra.

Farghall
it is the Arabic form of Parghali. He was Humayun's Pir and
is frequently mentioned in the Akbarnama and the Tarikh
Kasjjidi. He was drowned at Chausa. See Akbarnama, text,
1. 166, where there is also the reading Pir 'All.

Page 17, 1. 8. A line has been accidentally omitted here.

After as^ Chitorke there should be inserted ;
tir *s~o jt J l^J

'

(etc. gU) |;j)| aij^UC AM*,^ j*^ ^iUa-i etc.," Chitor,
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which has just been freed from the infidels, should be given to
him in order that we may go (and bring him to terms).

Page 18, 6 11. from foot. For ^&;jf read ^)j Uzbegl,

"an Uzbeg" ; compare Akbarnama I, translation, p. 305.

Page 18, 3 11. from foot. For ±£ read **£.

Page 18, 2 11. from foot. After Sultan insert b.

Page 19, 1. 3. For ** read o " two.
3 t

Page 19, 4 11. from foot. For j*£ & read l^f atishha. It

refers to Humayun's ordering that the burning of the houses

in Champanlr should be stopped.

Page 20, 1. 11. For ^j^ read ufji^i
M an old woman."

Page 20, last line. For iilS read <u^ gashta sirha. It means
" in a confused state " : see Vullers II, 283 col. b, and 282 col. b.

Page 27, 1. 3. >AJ variant
for vsjU, san, a well-known word for a review of troops. See
Vullers II, 194a, and P. De Courteille's Diet. 341, and
Babur's Memoirs, Ilminsky ed., p. 127, 9 11. from foot. The
Hyd. ed

, p. 103b, line 7, has as the word for a review dim,
faceor vim. Jferhaps d%m is the Persian

kurdilar might mean "a seeing of fj , _, OT»
tion. Sun occurs again in Abu Turab, p. 44, 1. 4.

Page 33, 1. 7. For& read Jjyi.

Page 33, last line. For jj|>j read jy
Page 35, 1. 3. For^£* read )j£*.

Page 39, 3 11. from foot. For e>ji read e>f

•

Page 40, top line. Insert conjunction 3 before alhal

Page 40. 4 11. from foot. Insert hamza after *t>Jo*» saped

and delete conjunction j. The passage is obscure. I do not know
what bad saped means here.

Page 43, 1. 4. For f*U*A.< read ^Ui .

Page 49, 1. 3. &\sf*)& unintelligible. Dr. Ross has also

noted passage. Perhaps it should be aJL-^ kasala " causing

affliction." The expression occurs again p. 85, 1. 11.

Page 50, 1. 9. **& *U«« unintelli -

Page 50, 4 11. from foot. Here the copyist has deviated from

his original which has quite clearly iJ&»£ gostash, which I take

to be for ^fix&^t " his flesh." The passage is, I think, goshtash

ba yaz kandand, c< They tore his flesh with thorns."

Page 53, 1. 7 from foot. For^ **tf should apparently be

read ft* *<*> 13 tasa sham, the wretched (Mirzas).
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Page 54, last line. For ^y\ read ^y>, that is, Ba Wali-al-

Haqq ; the tashdid has been wrongly made into the dots of a ta,

Page 60, 1. 14. For ^ii*» read ^*i-~j Istld. Compare Istada

just above. The passage means, " Dont you stand."

Page 64, 1. 8. Though Man Sen agrees with original, it

should be Man Singh.

Page 75 , last line, $j£\ l lAi v*t+*

Page 83, 1. 3. For
(j^^.)^ read ^va. jl$a.. The mistake

is important for it makes a remark of A. T.'s unintelligible.

What he says is that he was convinced that the siege of

Ahmadabad by the rebels would be unsuccessful, for there were
four discordant parties among the besiegers, viz. 1st, Ikhtiyarti-1-

Mulk and all the Gujaratis; 2nd, the Mlrzas (Moghuls) ; 3rd, the

Afghans ; 4th the Abyssinians.

Page 83, 1. 13. For tjJLb read dj^jlf. Also delete word
after dashtand.

Page 34, 1. 3. For <+iy read ^jy.
Page 84, 6 11. from foot. Is an important passage as it gives

us the name of 'Umar Khan LodI the father of the famous
Daulat Khan whom A. T. calls the Vakil of 'Aziz Koka. See

Blochmann 502, 'Umar Khan then was the grandfather of

the still more famous Khan Jahan LodI of Jahar
Jahan's time.

Page 99, top line. For iw read <»rr*.

Page 99, 1. 3. For *uf read *mT .

Page 99, 1. 10. For **tf read ijif

.

Page 103, 1. 6. For A-y read *^t.

Page 108, last line. Apparently the word basababahar is,

as suggested by Dr. Ross, a mistake for baslha " woman."

Addenda.

Page 32, line 16. My friend Mr. Whiteway has shown me
a passage in a book on Portuguese ships in the 15th and 16th

centuries in which, at p. 11, a distinction is drawn between the

two Portuguese words barca and barcha. The latter is clearly

the barsha of Abu Turab. The book is by a Portuguese naval

officer named Lopes de Mondonea and is entitled: " Estudos
sobre Navios Port, '

' etc.

Page 13, 1 18—aI**.. This word has been correctly copied,

and is, I think, right. It means, apparently, that the man
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called Khurasan Khan was a native of Chaghatai or Jagatai

in Khurasan. I find that in Colonel Stewart's map of

Khunlsan published in the Royal Geographical Society's Journal
for 1881, and reproduced, on a reduced scale, in li Through
Persia in disguise,' * 1911, Jaghata is the name of a village

in northern Khurasan, and that also there is a range of

mountains called the Jaghatai mountains.
Page 14, 1. 14. It seems not improbable that Dr. Denison

Ross's suggestion of chapri ,4 bran" is the right one, for I see

that Dr. Aitchison in his account of the Botany of the Afghan
border, Transactions of the Linnean Society, 1887, says p. 5,

"The fodder supplied to us for our cattle consisted of the

crushed straw of wheat and barley, and of the stems of

millet.'
1 Chn/pri might represent " Crushed straw." But the

passage is still somewhat of a riddle.

.





33« Corchorus capnularis var. oocarpus—a new variety

of the common jute plant*

By I. H. Burkill, and R. S. Finlow.
•

On the left is the fruit of the variety here described : on the right

fruit of the type for comparison. Both natural size.

We,,v, describe here a variety of the common jute plant,

which was detected by one of us (R. S. P.) a year ago (1910),

among the jute crops of south-eastern Mymensingh, and which

ha?, since then, been studied in cultivation. Its local name is

Baupdt and it differs from' the type in the elongation of its

fruit, as figured above. It does not differ in other respects

;

even' having the same number of seeds as has the type. It

appears to be about midway between early and late ' as regards

its time of ripening, being, in the latter respect, as well as

in size and colour, rather similar to the races Barapat and

Parbatya of Mymensingh. The cultivators seem to keep it pure

and they regard it as the best race for cultivation on higher

lands, which are not deeply inundated during the rainy season.

One authority has held a that Corchorus capsulans so varies

in fruit as to render its distinctness from the long-fruited

C. olitorius doubtful. To that statement our work lends no

support • the two species we hold are conspicuously different m
fruit, as well as in flower and foliage; and though var. oocarpus

I Vide our " Races of Jute," in the Agricultural Ledger, No. 6 of

190
t Watt,"Commercial Produds of India , 1908, p. 406; and in Journal

of the Royal Society of Arts, lvi, 1908. p. 264.
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has a distinctly longer fruit than is usual, we do not claim it

to be in any way an intermediate.

The requisite Latin diagnosis is appended.

Cokchorus capsularis, Linn. , var. oocarpus. Capsula

obovoidea, 16 mm. longa, 10 mm. diametro. Varietas. haec in

distrietu Mymensingh colitur.



34* The Polarity of the Bulbils of Dtoscorea bulbifera,

Linn,

By I. H. Burkill.

The following brief note embodies two series of observations

made to ascertain if the bulbils of Dioscorea bulbifera put out

shoots with equal facility from any part of their surface, or

possess a polarity in this respect. For the purpose a quantity

of bulbils collected on the outskirts of Calcutta in November,
1910, were kept dry in a bag in my office until the end of

March, 1911, when for observation they were spread upon a

laboratory table.

First series of Observations.

About thirty- five bulbils were left spread on the table with-

out water, and without any interference, exposed to the damp
atmosphere of Calcutta, where they sprouted. On May 12th,

1911, they were examined and the position of the shoots deter-

mined with regard to the two poles—the adaxillary pole whereby

the bulbil had been attached, and the abaxillary or apical

pole. Six belts were delineated on the bulbils thus :

(1) the pole surrounding the scar where the bulbil had

been attached in the parent axil,—adaxillary pole,

(2) a belt next to that pole,

(3) a belt above the equator,

(4) a belt below the equator,

(5) a belt next to the abaxillary or apical pole,

(6) the abaxillary or apical pole—the pole containing the
apex of the organ transformed into a bulbil.

On May 12th , twenty-eight of the bulbils had germinated,
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five producing two shoots. The distribution of the shoots was
found to be as in the following diagram :

—

Diagram of bulbil, giving the position of the shoote, adaxillary
pole uppermost.

The single shoot in the fifth belt was the second shoot on a

tuber which had produced a shoot near the adaxillary pole,

and so also was one of the two in the fourth belt.

Second series of Observations.

On March 29th, 1911, twenty-six of the bulbils were cut

transversely at the equator into approximately equal halves,
and the halves were put, the cut surface downwards, onto a

porous tile standing in a little water.
On the 12th of May, eighteen of the halved bulbils had

started to grow, nine of them from both halves and nine from
one half only.

The 8 bulbils which had not grown at all, were among the

smallest; and some of them had undoubtedly suffered from par-

tial dessication. Of the nine which had produced shoots from
one half only, 7 had produced them from the adaxillary half,

and 2 from the abaxillary half.

u- J
1
.

Bjj°°fcs in al1 had 'been produced by the 27 half bulbil*
which had started to grow, i.e., some had produced more than
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one shoot, 3 in the case of one adaxillary half, two in the case

of another adaxillary half, and 2 in the case of one abaxillary

half.

Thus there were :

—

20 shoots from adaxillary halves,

11 shoots from the abaxillary halves*

The adaxillary halves had put out shoots more freely than

the abaxillary halves.

Dividing the bulbils into belts as before, the distribution of

the shoots may be represented diagrammatically thus

:

Diagram of halved bulbils, giving the position where the shoots arose,

adaxillary pole uppermost.

The reader will notice how freely on the lower half the

surface As a

Imatter of fact they were generally very close to the cut.

have conducted no experiments to determine how far the

moisture of the tile was responsible for this, and how far we
have in it a wound stimulus. But it is evident that the bulbil

has a tendency to put out new shoots from the adaxillary half,

just as the terrestrial tuber of Dioscorea bulbifera, when start-

ing its new year's growth, similarly puts forth its shoots close

to the pole whereby it was attached to its parent.





35* Translation of an Historical Poem of the

Emperor Shah 'Alam II*

By Professor M. Hidayat Husain.

The following poem was written by the Emperor Shah

'Alam II of Dehli (takhallus Ajtab) after he had been deprived

of sight by the treacherous Rohila Chief Ghulam Qadir Khan,

son of Zabit Khan, and grandson of Najib ad-Dawla. After

extorting all the sums he could from his royal master, the

traitor ordered his Rohilas to pluck out the impoverished

Emperor's eyes. This tragic event took place on the 7th of

Zl'l Qa'da, a.h. 1292 (a.d. 1788). He then placed on the

throne Bidar Bakht, son of Ahmad Shah, and grandson of

Muhammad Shah.

Translation.

1. A storm of misfortune arose for my humiliation,

And scattered to the winds all my sovereignty.

2. I was the sun in the sky of royal sublimity,

But my black deeds alas ! have brought it to the dusk of

decline.

3. Good it is that the Sky has plucked out my eyes,

So that I do not see another ruling in my place.

4. A son of an Afghan gave to the winds the grandeur of my
sovereignty.

Who but the Holy One can lend me a helping hand

5. The golden wealth of this world was to me as a life-

consuming malady,
But through the Grace of God this malady has been cast

from me.

6. I must have sinned grievously to have thus been punished,

But it is l known that Heaven will pardon all sinning.

7. He that destroyed me, had been my minister for thirty

years

,

Swiftly have my wrongs to others reaped their reward.

8. Promises and oaths made my friends, but treacherously

they acted.

Well indeed have my friends shown their sincerity.

9. I gave milk to and nurtured the young of a snake
;

In the end it girt itself to suck my blood.

2

A This refers to the promise of salvati

those who suffer for their sins in this world.
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10. Of my provision for my children, gathered by thirty
years' toil,

I was plundered and stripped—of all I possessed.
11. Mughal and Afghan, one and all, tricked me.

Did they not suffer me to be taken into captivity.
This beggar's son from Hamadan (surelv will he go to
Hell)—

He it was who broke my heart by his cruelties.
13. Gul Muhammad, a Marwan l in wickedness,

Was the instrument that brought affliction upon me.
14. Also Ilahyar, Sulaiman, and Bad a] Beg the damned,

All three girt up their loins t<» cast me into captivity.
15. Ah! may Timur,* who is of my blood,

Hasten soon to my assistance!
16. MadhujI Sindhia, my " farznwl-i-jif/a*

son),

Is busy righting the wrongs done to me.
17. Asafad-Daw* mmm

Would it be <<

ed

a and the English are my counsellors;
WOlK Of IT rJif»\r nnn-.ii +r\ m *f naaiafntipo l

18. Rajas, Raos, and Zamlndfirs, all, rich an i poor.

r»V
V6re ini(

*
uity did they not feel ray griefo.

*»• Of the beauties of my court, my foiid companions,

20 ? j°n-e *a
,

Ve Mal?al 8 Mn,mrak has s*a} d to serve ine -

p ^
b " » To-day I have seen misfortune from the Sk

-Perhaps to-morrow God may restore me my sovereignty

L^ is)**-*- &> ^~^y. t^sSmjM 1.

[~K isM eM JLf-»)j* 4»-»H *»4

f-i**-*. CS-* 1-^ ^-^», yjXi^—^ 2)

L*^ *x_^ ,T Jly. Arv_-. ;<S tj-j

•

[-"
c*;

1—* »*-i ^fl J_^ 3. ^_^

( A D

1

ftwS
fu
£
name is Marwan bin al ftakam, and he dM io a.h. 65

deeds.
,S notor,oua »• Islamic literature tor his treacherous

« «uJ
h
-

r°ferS to -,5h TImfir
< son °f Shlh \bdali, brother-in-law

of Shah 'Alam. and ruler of Kabul.
8 This was the title of the ch f wife of Shah 'Alam.
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36. The Ghagrahati (Kotwalipara) Grant and Three
other Copper-Plate Grants.

By F. E. Pargiter, MA.

Babu Rakhal Das Banerji has published in this Journal

(Vol. VI, No. 8 for 1910, p. 429) an interesting description and
reading of a copper-plate grant, which is dated in the reign of

a king named Samacaradeva, and which was found in mauza
Ghagrahati in the south-west corner of the Faridpur district

in 1908. Dr. Bloch brought the grant to the notice of Dr.

Hoernle and me towards the end of that year, when I was at

Dr. Hoernle' s request editing three copper-plate grants found
in the same district some years previously ; and we were
informed that it would be published in the Indian Archaeologi-

cal Report. A photograph of it was sent me by the kindness
of a friend in 1909, and I read it then for the purpose of ob-

taining information that might elucidate the three earlier~

—

v — —
grants. My article on those grants was published in 1910. ]

The fourth grant has now been published in a fine copy and
has been edited by Babu R. D. Banerji in this Journal as

mentioned above a—an event that I have awaited with much
interest, as it enables me to comply with the Society's desire

that I should write a paper dealing with these grants. The
three other grants are marked A, B and C in my article and
will be oited by those marks in this paper. I may express my
regret that this grant has been styled the fl Kotwalipara
Grant," because Kotwalipara is some two or three miles

distant from where it was found. It is better to name it the
11 Ghagrahati Grant," because it was found in Ghagrahati, and
presumably relates to land there as will appear further on.

I may begin by giving my reading and a translation of

this fourth grant, because he has marked several words in his

transcript as doubtful, and has not given us the benefit of a

translation of it as he reads it. The plate published with his

article and his reading of it have enabled me to correct my
reading in three words, Pavittruko (1. 5), cam (1. 10) and krtya

(1. 16), and the plate has enabled me to reconsider three diffi-

cult words, vothya (1. 3), and samsmriya and bhavya (1. 13)

;

but in all other respects the reading that I made two years ago

has not needed alteration, because the photograph sent me
was an excellent one. As he makes no reference to my
article on the three other grants, it seems he had not seen it

1 Indian Antiquary, vol. XXXIX, 1910, p. 193.

* It has als > been published subsequently in the Rep. A.S.I, for

1907-8; see postscript.
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when he published his article on this fourth grant. I had the

advantage of seeing the photograph of thifl grant before I

published my article, and a comparison of all the grants is

almost essential to an understanding of this grant.

It will be most convenient then, if I first give my reading

of this grant with remarks explanatory of my reading, and a

translation of the grant with notes explaining its meaning and

object, and afterwards consider the validity of this grant with

reference to the scrutiny which he has made of it, comparing
throughout all matters in the four grants that bear upon and

elucidate one another. I will give my transliteration of this

grant in Roman characters, because they are more convenient
than Devanagan letters, inasmuch as they permit of the words
being separated and thus exhibited more clearly than i

possible with the latter. Letters and marks cm closed in round
brackets in the transcript are particulars, that have been
omitted in the grant and should he added to make i correct.

Tint.

&ide

1 Svasty-Asyam- prthivvam apratirathc Xrga-N'ahusa-

Yayaty-Amvarisa-s.nl*-
2 dhrtau Maharaj dhiraja-SrI-Samfio§radeve prata-

paty^etac-carana-karala-'
3 yugal-'iradhan-oufift t-NavynvakHsikayiihi suvanuia-

vothy-adhikrt-antara-
4 nga Uparika'-Jfvadatt;is T ;ul-anumo<litaka-Varaka-

mandale visaya-
5 pati-Pavittruico Yato f)s\ vyavaharatah Sttpratl-

kasvami,,,,
j
v ith-adhi-

6 karanika-Damuka-pi imnkham adhiknraimni risayar

mahattara-Vatsa-

kunda-mahattara-S.^palita-mnhatlara-Vilutniihosa-
»varada( '.)-

8 mahattara-1 iyadatta -rnahattar .1 .nfmldanakuncl-

adayah anye oa
9 vahavah pradhan! wavaha(i i I na*=ca vijnapta B lech*

my^aham bhavata(ih) prasa-
s " ~

'-kh Ha. Miii .Hmr.dnln.kaih vali-caru-

7

10 irovasanna

sattra-pravarttaniva
11 vrahman-opayogaya ca tamra-patf f-krt va bad^arbatW

prasada(m) ka(r)ttu-U m=iti Yata enad abhvarthanam upalabhya Sanitn-

oparilikhit-a i
• • • •

i \\Zi
ka,, ' ala - *R *P* *****

b >1',
lplfl *" "I probaJ.lv cir -a "'"»•

Some al rag are obliterat. ,1 her probal.lv two.
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Second Side.

13 nyair=vyavaharibhih samsmrtya Sa sata 6vapadair=
justa rajno bhavy-artha-nisphala

14 vatsa bhogyl-krta bhumir-nrpasy-aiv-artha-dharm-
ma-kr(t) Tad-asmai vrahmana(ya) dayatam J

^i-

15 ty-avadhrtya karanika-Nayanaga-Ke£av-adin-kula-
varan=prakalpya prak=tamra-pattl-

16 krtya* ksettra-kulya-vapa-ttrayarbm 3=apasya Vya-
. ghra-corako 4 yac=chesam tac-catuh^sima-

17 linga 6-nirddistarii krtvasya Supratikasvaminah tam-
ra-pattl-krtya pratipadita(m)

18 Slma-lingani c-attrah 6 Purvvasyarh pi6aca-parkkatti

Daksinena Vidya-
19 dhara-jotika PaScimayam Candracampa-kota-kenah

Uttarena 7 Go-
20 pendra-coraka 8 grama-sima c-eti ||

Bhavanti c-attra

Slokah Sastim=varsa-saha-
• • • • • —

21 srani svarge modati bhumi-dah Aksepta c-anumanta
ca 9 tany=eva narake vaset I

22 Sva-da(t)tam=para-dattam~va yo hareta vasundha-
rarii sva-visthaya(m) krmi(r) bhutva pitrbhi(h)

23 saha pacyate [j
Samvatsa 10 4 Kartti di 1.

Remarks on the reading of the Text.

I will now discuss the points in which my reading differs

from Babu R. D. Banerji's.

In the first place, this inscription makes no distinction

between 6 and v
9
but has v in every case. He transcribes the

v sometimes as b and sometimes as v ; thus for instance, he tran-

scribes the word vahavak (L 9) as bahavdh as it should be in

correct Sanskrit. It is always desirable that a transcript

should be accurate, but apart from that, this point is of some
importance. The use of the character for v in all cases

(whether the proper sound should be b or whether it should be

v in correct Sanskrit), even in the word vrahmana (11. 11 and

14) shews that (subject to the qualification mentioned below)

no distinction was ordinarily observed between these two letters,

as

iuntry

tion was composed. Hence it appears that two opposite

changes had taken place, namely, the sound of v disappeared

and was replaced by b, and the character for 6 disappeared

1 Read dlyatanu
2 Krta- would make better grammar, but the meaning is clear.

3 Read ttrayam. 4 Read corake. * Read linga-.

6 Read c-dttra. 7 Read uttarena. 8 Read corako.

9 Read ca, or perhaps va.
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and was replaced by that for v. These changes characterize

Bengali at the present day, for it has not got the sound of v

nor the character for b, and the sound of b is expressed by the

character for v. This peculiarity then must be observed in

transcribing this inscription ; but this conclusion must be

qualified by considering the value of the character for v when

it is the last member of a compound consonant in a single

word. I do not refer to cases, where v beginning a word

follows a word ending in m and the two appear as mv in the

plate, as in adhikaranamvisaya (1. 6), because there the con-

clusion would not be affected. Where v is compounded with a

labial or r, as in Amvarisa (1. 1), purwasyam (1. 18) and

samvatsa (1. 23), it had no doubt the sound of b; but when

compounded with a dental, as in krtva (1. 17), or with a sibilant,

as in svamin (11. 5 and 17) and hvapadair (1. 13), it could hardly

have been pronounced as b and had probably the sound of w as

in Sanskrit, for it could not have then acquired the indistinct

sound which it has now in such compounds in Bengali. Thus
it appears that in no position did the character for v have the

sound of v, but was always pronounced as b except in certain

compounds where it had the sound of w probably.
The other grants differ in this respect The character for

b is used in grant A in labdha (1. 2), bappa (1. 6) and brahman-

asya{\. 8); and injrant B in Ambarisa (11. 1—2), brahman*

(1. 11) and brahmana (1. 20). in grant C very much has been

destroyed by corrosion, yet perhaps b occurs in labdha (1. 2).

The letter b was therefore distinguished in grants A and B, and

perhaps in C ; yet the above changes were developing then,

because v is substituted for 6 in grant A in Amvarisa (1. 1) and

pravandhena (1. 12) ; and in grant C in Amvarisa (1*. 1)- They

had become completely established at the time of this grant.

In the next place it mav be mentioned that Babu R. D-

Banerji does not always transcribe as double the letters that

are doubled in the inscription, for instance, the words PaviUruko

(1. 5), sattra (1. 10), kseltra and ttrayam (I. 16), and cdttrah

(1. 18) appear in his transcript with the t single. In this con-

nexion I may notice suvarnna in 1. 3. He transcribes it as

suvarna, but reads it really 'as suvarnda (p. 431), remarking
there that da (that is, da) has two forms' when occurring in the

compound nda, namely, one form in suvarnda and mandaU
(1. 4), and the other in {Vatsa-)kunda (1. 7) and Janarddana-
kunda i

(1. 8). This seems to me to' be a mistake, for the d in

the last three words is the same (though not exactly identi-

cal, because no two written letters are ever exactly alike, and

even the n is not identical in those three words), whereas
in the first word there are unmistakable traces of a second »

1 He writes Janarddaka
; probably a clerical error.
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written under the main n
t
so that the letter is really rnna.

He rightly conjectures that this is what is meant (p. 434).

remarks may be made
as

clearly shown in grants A and B. Babu R. D. Banerji writes
it dhrtam, but there is a stroke to the left above the letter t

y
and

as it is no part of dh or t it must be meant for a vowel mark,
being written flat because there was hardly room to write it in

its proper shape without running into the letter stya above it.

The whole aksara then looks like to with a dot over it, and the
dot is not, I think, anusvara but represents the third stroke
which goes to form the vowel au, for the following reasons.
There is much laxity in the way in which vowel marks are
written in this plate. The sign which denotes a is written in
various ways, and its chief modifications may be seen by com-
paring it ii^ the words svadatam (1. 22), ja in raja (1. 2), dma
(1. 20), °opatta (I. 3), kundddayah (1. 8), purwasyam (1. 18),
navya° (1. 3), and varan (1. 15) ; but in one instance dacciro
(1. 10) it is reduced to what is practically a dot. There is a
tendency, where a vowel sign consists of more than one stroke,
to reduce one of the strokes to a dot. Accordingly the a
stroke which constitutes part of the vowel sign o is reduced
practically to a dot in Pavittruko (1. 5), coralco (]. 16) and kota
(I. 19). Similarly the curl of the wowel sign % is replaced by "a
dot in almost every case, as is clearly seen in Supratika (1. 5),
slmd (1. 20) and KeSavadln (1. 15). It would be quite in ac-
cordance with this tendency then to turn one of the three
strokes of au into a dot, and especially in dhrtau since there
was hardly room to make the middle stroke properly because
of the closeness of the letter stya above it.

I will now notice the other differences between my reading
and Babu R. D. Banerji 's line by line.

Line 1. He writes prthivyam pratirathe, but the text has
prthivyam apratirathe clearly.

Line 3. He reads va£ya°, but the vowel sign over v con-
sists of two strokes and cannot be a. It seems to be meant
for o, the stroke which should be turned to the left being turned
here to the right, because there was hardly room to write it
properly because of the closeness of the letter tye above it.

The main part of the second aksara is th and not 6, as will be
seen by a comparison of th in_prthivyam (1. 1), artha (1. 15), etc.,
with 6 in 8V% (1. 2), katikayam (1. 3), etc. The word appears
therefore to be vothya°. At the end of the line he has
omitted ra.

Line 4 The letter ka between anumodita and Vdraka is
the termination of the former word. Many instances in which
ka is added to verbal participles will be found in inscriptions,
and Varaka is the province ; see p. 487 below.

Line 5. He reads vyavaharaiah, but the h has no vowel
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mark a and the word is vyavaharatah. It is however probably

amistake for vyavaharatah.

Line 7. He reads frurada; the first letter however is not

6u which occurs in S'ucipaliia in this line, but is &va as is seen

in ivapadair (1. 13) ; though perhaps it may be intended for

Sea which we find in vyavaha{ri)na&-ca (1. 9) and pa&cimayam

(1. 19). The second letter resembles ra, but appears to have

two dots on its left which suggest that it may be some other

consonant unfinished ; and further it seems to have some in-

distinct vowel marks above it. The third letter is much
blurred; so much as is clear suggests da, but it may be some
other consonant and seems to have r or m written over it. I

transcribe it as svarada, but feel certain it is really something

different, though I cannot suggest any emendation.
Line 8. Babu R. D. Banerji reads Priyadatta, but the d

has the vowel a, and the word is really Priyadatta, though it

should no doubt be Priyadatta. He reads kundadaya, but

there is a visarga after it, and the reading is kundadayah.
Line 9. I agree with him that vyavahanaS is a mistake for

vyavaharinaS. It is merely a clerical error such as is common
in grants.

Line 10. The reading is not khandalaka but khandalakam,
because there is an anusvara above and a little to the right of

the k. He reads pravarttaniya, but the word written is pra-

varttaniya, for the n is dental and its vowel is i and not * as

will be seen on comparing these vowels in other words. The

word should be pravarttaniya.
Line 11. The reading is not brahmanopaya gayaca but

vrahmanopayogaya ca, for the first y has clearly above it a

leftward stroke which with the a stroke forms o, though its

significance is somewhat marred in that it joins the bottom of

the letter nna in the line above. He reads tad arham [ya]tha>

but the words are tad arhatha, for the h has only a superscript

r and not an anusvara in addition, and the th has no vowel 5.

Arhatha is the second person plural of the present tense of arh.

He reads the last word as katra, but it is kattu. The difference

between conjunct r and the vowel u is seen on comparing sattra

(1. 10) with anumodilaka (1. 4) and catuh (1. 16), but the full

curve of the u in kattu is marred because it is on the edge ol

the plate. The whole word (if we complete it by reading on

into 1. 12) is kattum iti, which is an error for karttum iti. There

must be an infinitive here after the verb arhatha. .,

Line 12. The reading is not yata dhanad but yata enad 9
an

and e being much alike. Enad. is the accusative case singular ot

etad in the neuter. He reads sam tho, but the word is iamtno ,

the sibilant being clearly i. This must be read with the

following letters as &amthoparilikhita\ that is, iamtha + upan-

likhita\ At the end of the line came some word, which began

with a (so as to produce °likhitu° by Sandhi), and had probably
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two aksaras which have been obliterated, and finished with

nyair in 1. 13.

Line 13. This is the most difficult of all the lines as Babu
R. D. Banerji has noted. The first two aksaras are more than
nya vya° as he reads, for fch* nya has vowel marks above it and
the vya appears to have a superscript r. The reading must be

nyair vya° ; and nyair is the final syllable of the word which
has become obliterated at the end of 1. 12, and which is in the

instrumental case plural agreeing with vyavaharibhih. Still if

we read nya, it would be compounded with vyavaharibhih, and
the meaning would be the same.

Next comes a difficult word which he reads as samantya,
but the main portion of the second aksara in it is the same as

the first, that is s in both cases. The third aksara is either

tya or nya but has not enough strokes to be ntya. It appears
to be tya if we compare it with tya at the beginning of line 15

and thr shape of / in tac ca (1. 16). These inferences combined
give sasatya. It will be seen from the subsequent remarks on
the grammatical construction of II. 13 and 14, that this word
must be an indeclinable past participle, and the termination
ya shews that the root must be a compound one. The only
preposition possible in this word is sam. Now the right limb
of the fir^t s is continued above the top of the letter into a
small knob, which appears to represent anusvara ; hence the
fiist aksara is sam. En the middle of the second s is a thin
perpendicular line which suggests that a compound consonant is

intended, and if so, that can only be sm, and we may conjec-
ture t!»at the engraver erroneously incised only s instead of 6W,
and the mistake was corrected afterwards by inserting that
middle line in order to make the character look as nearly like

sm as was possible. Further under this sm there seems to be
a faint trace as of the vowel r\ but, whether that is real or
not, there can be little doubt that the word intended was
samsmrtya. In support of this rendering it may be pointed
out thai no other indeclinable past participle (as far as I am
aware) can be suggested waich will satisfy both the script and
the sen e of this passage.

The remainder of this line and the greater part of 1. 14 con-
tain many d fficulties, and the key to unlock them is found in

tin- fact that the words between samsmrtya (1. 13) and tad

a-smai (1. 14) compose a Sloka.

He reads the first three aksaras of the sloka as sapati, but
the last is /a, and the form of 1i is seen in patti (11. 11, 15 and
17). The second is not like any p in this inscription, for it

has a bar along the whole of its top, whereas the general form
of p is shown in the next word Svapadair. This aks.ira must,
it seems, be meant for sa y

the middle horizontal bar of which
has been carelessly blended with the wedge-shaped top and so
gives the appearance of a continuous though not clean-cut
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line along the top. Something of such carelessness may be

seen in visaya (1. 6) and especially in chesam (1. 16). I read

these three aksaras then as sa sata> and in explanation of

sata would suggest that it is an irregular instrumental case of

the numeral sas, 'six/ declined in the singular after the ana-

logy of the higher numerals. The correct instrumental sadbhih

would suit the metre perfectly, but might have been beyond

the learning of the person who composed this grant, for the

Sanskrit contains many errors. This suggestion has its diffi-

culties, yet in support of it I may add that no other reading of

the second character yields any sense. I may also point out

that a similar irregular formation occurs in grant A in anaih

(1. 22), which is probably meant for ebhih; and, as the correct

word was apparently beyond the composer's learning, he

coined anaih from anena after the analogy of Hvena and Hvai^

The next three words are clearly 6vapadair justa rajno.

The remainder of this line consists of three words of which the

last two are certainly artha-nisphala, though the last two

aksaras are somewhat blurred. The first word which consists of

two aksaras is difficult. The first letter is certainly a soft con-

sonant (because rajnah has become rajno before it) and appears

to be dh or bh with a faint indication of the vowel a. The

second is a double consonant, but peculiar. Babu R. D. Baner-

ji read it as rmma, but it is not like m and there is no a
;
yet if

so taken it can only be rmma. It seems to me however to be

vya ; compare it with the v in °vdriha (1. 14). The two aksaras

would therefore be dharmma as his reading would stand then,

or bhavya as I take them. This word and the next then read

dharmmartha or bhavy-artha. In favour of his reading it may
be noted that dharmmartha (or rather dharmmartha, as it would

have to be amended, and as he amends it) would correspond
to arthadharmma in the second half of the Sloka in 1. 14; but

against it are the arguments (1) that the first aksara has traces

of a and the second has none, and (2) that there 'is no instance

here in which m as the second member of a compound con-

sonant is written incompletely as a subscribed character, for its

right limb is always carried up to the top as in dharmma and
asmai (1. 14). On the other hand bhavy-artha satisfies the con-

ditions, for it has a in the first aksara, and y as the second
member of a compound consonant is sometimes written wholly
as a subscript character; compare samsmrtya (1. 13), bhogy*

(1. 14) and prakalpya (1. 15), in all which words he agrees that

there is a subscript y; and further it is not necessary there

should be precise parallelism regarding dharma and artha in

lines 13 and H. The reading therefore appears to be bhavy-
artha-nisphald.

b*+-
Li
Zl
U
n

He reads the firsfc six aksaras as icchato vya^.)-

f£
ak J\

18 Puzzling, but the others are tsorbhogy^kfta,
tor the second has no c in it but is t with a subscripts
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the third is bho, the rounded left limb being characteristic of

bh as in bhavatd(m) (1. 9) vyavahdribhih (1. 13), etc.; and the

fourth is gyi, as shewn by comparing g in nrga (1. 1), °yogaya

(1. 11), ndga (1. 15), etc., and the vowel i in KeSavddin (1. 15),

strrid (1. 20), etc. The first aksara is not i nor i, for it is

different from i in icchdmi (I. 10), and neither of those vowels

can with tsa form an intelligible word ; and the word must be

intelligible because it occurs in a 61oka quoted. It resembles

no particular letter, and the letters which it suggests, namely,

p, I and s, produce no intelligible word. We must therefore

see what word is possible in this 6loka, which contrasts well-

cultivated land with land infested by wild animals. Now there

are only two letters which with tsa make a word, namely, ma
and va. Matsa is inadmissible ; it is a rare form of matsya and
makes nonsense of this passage. Vatsa therefore is the only

possible word, and it yields a good and striking meaning. It

must be admitted that the character is not va not even ba, and
I can only suggest that the engraver has bungled the letter.

Bungled letters will be found in grant B ; see my Article,

p. 199.

The next word is bhumir and not bhumim, for there is no
anusvara over the mi, and there is an r above the following

nr. The succeeding words are nrpasyaivartha-dharmma-hr.
Here the &loka ends, and the following words tad asmai

y etc.,

introduce a new sentence. Kr cannot end a word, and it is

obvious that the word intended is krt, and that the final t has
been forgotten coming as it does in connexion with the follow-

ing tad.

The sloka then stands thus :

Sa sata &vapadair justa rajno bhavy-artha-nisphala
Vatsa- bhogyi-krta bhumir nrpasyaivartha-dharma-krt.

where (as I conjecture) sata stands for an original sadbhih.

In the remainder of this line vrahmana is a mistake for

vrahmanaya, and dayatdm for diyatdm. The declension of brahr

mana appears to have puzzled some of the local scholars, for

in grant B the dative is brahmand in 1. 20, as it is here, and
brahmaixe in 1. 11. This suggests that in ordinary parlance the

final a had disappeared, and the word was pronounced brahman
and was sometimes treated as a base ending in an. The sug-

gestion is supported by a converse process that we find,

Sanskrit bases ending in in are treated sometimes as if they
had a final a, thus grant A has svdminasya and adhydyinasya

(1. 19) as genitives. Hence it seems a lair inference that the

final Sanskrit a was generally dropped in the ordinary language,
as it is at the present day.

Line 15, The reading is not kulacdrdn but Jcula-vdrdn, the
third letter being a v as in the preceding KeSavadin.

Line 16. The second word is not ksitra but kqettra, the
vowel being an e. The third word is rightly read as kulya.
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The next words are vapa-ttrayamm apdsya, the t being doubled

with the r as is generally done here and in the other grants, and

a superfluous anusvara being wrongly placed over the ya. The

remaining letters are not vyaghracora koyacchi patacca bhuhsima

but vydghra-corako yac chesam tac catuk-stma- ; the vowel over

the cck is e and not i ; the next letter is a badly formed sa and

not pa
9
for p has no bar at the top of its right limb ; and over

this sa is an anusvara which is slightly displaced to the left

because the aksara Ipya in the preceding line prevents its

being placed in its proper position. What he reads as bhu is

tu formed rather carelessly, for the left limb has the curve

that t always has in this inscription (see for instance the t in

tac ca immediately preceding), whereas that limb in bh is

always curved the other way (see remarks above on L 14).

His conjecture therefore about patacca (p. 434) is unnecessary.

Line 17. The reading is Supratika-svaminak, and not

Supratika-svaminah
% though this is probably a printer's error.

Line 19. He reads jogika, but the word is jotika for the

second letter has not the bar at the bottom of its left limb

that g always has ; and similarly his reading koga further on

should be kota. He reads candravarmma , but there is no r

over the last aksara, and the third aksara seems to be ca, for

it is far more like the ca in the preceding candra and in cdttrah

and piSaca (1. 18) than the va in purvvasyam and Vidyd (L 18),

This word is in my opinion Candracampa. His reading

uttarena, though correct Sanskrit, is not what the plate has,

for it has uttarena plainly.

Line 20. The reading is not candra but cdttra ; it is the

same word as cdttrah in 1. 18. His reading sasthi should be

sasti, for the second aksara is st and not sth, the form of which

is shown in visthdyd(m) in I. 22.
Line 21. He reads va after cdnumantd, but it is ca like

the cd in that word. It is no doubt a mistake for ca or perhaps

va. The last word is vaset and not vaseta, for there is under

the t a line which is evidently a virama. At the end the plate

shows a single bar clearly, so that a double one has not to be

supplied.

Line 22. The first word is not sva-datlam but sva-datdrn,

as the / is not double ; this is an error of course. His reading

vasundhardm should be vasundhardm , for the s has not only its

right limb extended downwards to denote u, as in Supraiika

(U. 5 and 17), but al^o a curve added thereto which makes the

long u. This of course is another error The reading «*

vi$thaya[m) and not vistaya[m)
; see remarks above on 1.

20.

He places a bar at the end of this line, but there is none in the

original, and there can be none because the Sloka does not

end here.

Line 23. The reading is pacyate and not pacya*i, the

vowel mark being e rather than i. He reads samvat, but tne

etc.
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third aksara is not a single t nor has it a virama, but it con-

tains three well-marked downward strokes which can only

denote a doubled t, as in pravarltaniya (1. 10), Jivadattas (1. 4),

etc., or the consonants ts. The true reading therefore is either

samvatta or samvatsa. The former is inadmissible, hence the

word must be samvatsa, and in fact there are traces of lines at

the bottom of the aksara which indicate that the word is

samvatsa, short for samvatsare, the final syllable being omit-

ted as in Kartti and di. This ts may be compared with ts in

vatsa (1. 14).

The first numeral is not 30 as he reads it, but 10 as I take

it and as Dr. Hoernle and Dr. Bloch also read it. It is formed
like the letter la with a hook (like the vowel sign r) beneath it.

The sign for 30, when made like la, has no hook beneath it;

whereas the sign for 10 was sometimes made like la or la and
then had the hook beneath it The difference is clearly shown
in Biihler's Indische Palceographie, Table IX, where the various

signs for 10 and 30 are given ; and this sign for 10 is figured

twice in col. xiii, once in col. xvi, and again in col. xix. Pre-

cisely the same sign occurs also at the end of grant C. The
reading is therefore samvatsa(re) 10 4, that is, 14. The word
samvatsara shews that the year does not belong to any era,

but means the regnal year of Samacaradeva. The date is

given similarly in grants A and C.

Translation.

Welfare! While the supreme king of great kings, S'rl-

Samacaradeva. who is without rival on this earth and who is

equal in steadfastness to Nrga, Nahusa, Yayati and Ambarlsa,
is glowing in majesty, the Uparika Jivadatta is the privy
minister appointed over the suvarna-vothya 1 in New Avaka-
sika, which he obtained through paying court to the pair of
lotus-like feet of this monarch. Pavittruka is the lord of the
district in Varaka province, which is caused to rejoice by that
Uparika.

Whereas, according to this lord's practice, 2 Supratika-
svamin informed the district government, wherein the oldest

official Damuka is the chief, and the leading man of the
district Vatsa-kunda, the leading man Suci-palita, the leading

man Vihita-ghosa, and the local (?)
3 leading man Priya-datta,

the leading man Janardana-kunda and other leading men, and
many other principal men of business, thus—"I wish through
your honours' favour for a piece of waste land which has long

1 See remarks, p. 487 below,
* I read the emendation ruavahxxratah ; but vyavaharatah of the

text would give the meaning " while he is conducting the business of
goxrnment.**

3 As regards trarada (?), see p. 488 below.
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lain neglected 1

; and do ye deign to do me that as a favour,
after making a copper-plate grant of it to me for my employ-
ment as a brahman to be engaged in offering the bali, the cam,
and sacrifices."

Wherefore
2 of Santha, having entertained this request,

and having called to mind the verse—' 1 That land, which is

revelled in by the six kinds of wild beasts, 8 is unprofitable as

regards the wealth that should accrue to the king : land, when
made enjoyable by young animals,4 produces wealth and
righteousness indeed to the king;" and having decided,

"hence let it be given to this brahman"; and having consti-

tuted the karanikas Naya-naga, Kesava and others the arbi-

trators 5
; and having put aside the three kulya-sowing-areas of

cultivated land which have been previously granted away by a

copper-plate 6
; and having defined the four boundary-indica-

tions of the remaining land which is in the 'Tiger's char,'
1

have bestowed it on this Supratika-svamin by executing a

copper-plate grant.

And the boundary-indications are these. On the east, the

gobWn-haunted parkattl 3 tree; on the south, Vidyadhara's
cultivating-tenure 9

; on the west, Candracampa's hut-tent 10
;

1 According to the emendation cirdvasanna.
* I cannot suggest any word which will fit the blank where the

letters are obliterated at the end of line 12.
5 Perhaps tigers, leopards, hyamas, bears, wild boar and buffaloes.

The verse is a general statement.
* The idea is that the land should be so safe that no danger could

befall anything young.
6 Or referees. This word kulavara is discussed in my article on the

three other grants (p. 205).
6 This is the literal translation if we read krta instead of krtya at

the beginning of 1. 16 ; and if we retain krtya, the meaning is the same,
though the construction is less elegant.

1 This is the translation if we read corake in 1. 16; but, if we
retain corako, the translation is •• the four boundary-indications of what
is the remainder, namely, the 'Tiger's char' "—which does not ?ay
what it is the remainder of.

* The waved-leaf fig-tree, Fieus infectoria. ,

» JoHka. This is not Sanskrit. It is obviously a word formed
trom jofa, and I am inclined to read jota as equivalent to the modern
word^or, «' the land-tenure belonging to* a cultivating raiyat," though
the t s are different. Some such meaning seems obviously required
here. .int. no if «o »....;*<..-.„ i i « • /<» u a- la nlsohere,

written

a.iv "I'leient. some such meaning seems obviously requ«*"-
Jot, as it is written and pronounced in Bengali (though it is also

i yot and pronounced jot), is a word of doubtful derivation,
oume derive it from the Sanskrit root yu or yuj, though the connexion
in meaning is difficult. The Bengali dictionary, Prakritibad Abhidhan,
says xt 1S a foreign word (Persian or such like), but this seems erroneous.
« is probably an indigenous term ; and as an indigenous t wavered

n 9i
eou ansk

,

rit
•
and ' <see Beames' Comparative Grammar, vol. 1,

oWinlj J?
06

,"11?'! 0ra™™*r of the Gaudian languages, pp. 8-10) the

modem l°J
d T8H apPear M *>*« wh™ Sanskritized here or as jot in

aboundS ^nde
!
d * have heard the word jot pronounced with

)oT0/ ' ™ediate bet*'een t and t.

•° means a ' h«t-' There is no Sanskrit word kena, but there
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on the north, Gopendra's char and the boundary of the

village.

And here apply the verses 1—"Whoever confiscates land

that has been granted away by himself or granted away by
another, he becoming a worm in his own* ordure rots along

with his ancestors."

In the regnal year 14; the first day of Karttika.

Notes on the Translation.

The mavdala or province was Varaka in all tho grants,

and in addition to what has been said about Varendra in my
article (p. 209), I may mention that Varendra was sometimes
regarded as a part of Gauda-deSa, for at the end of the descrip-

tion of the Purdna-sarvasva MSS. , numbered 143-4 in Aufrecht's
Bodleian Catalogue, a notice of its author is inserted which
begins thus (p. 87)

—

Gaude S'rividite Varendra-visaye, etc.

The capital of the province was New Avakasika as men-
tioned in that article (p. 211), and it is this grant which makes
it clear, because the references to it in grants B and C leave
uncertain what is meant by the term. At this time Jivadatta
was the Uparika and ruler of the province and resided in New
\vakaSika, being a successor of the Uparika Xagadeva men-
tioned in grants B and C, for 1 agree with Babu R. D. Banerji (as

will be shown later) in placing this grant later than the three
others. He conducted a special branch of the administration,
for he is called "the antaranga appointed over the suvarna-
vothya in New Avak ika." Antar-anga means "an inner
member " and appears to denote a member of the inner council
of the king. Suvarna-vothya seems to me, not a place because
it was in New Avakasika, but some branch of the administra-
tion, as will be seen on comparing the corresponding passages
in grants B and C. In both of those the Uparika Nagadeva
had the office of "chief warden of the gate," and in C he had
been also appointed principal minister of trade (pp. 201, 205).
Suvarna means gold, but vothya is nob Sanskrit and must be
some Prakrit or indigenous term Sanskritized. I cannot
explain it, and can only suggest that it may mean something
like Exchequer,' and, if so, that the Uparika had charge of

the Revenues or Finances.
Within the Varaka province were a number of visayas or

districts, and Pavitrnka was the lord or governor (pati) of the

is a word tenAS, a *tent,' and it is an obvious formation from a
simpler word such as kena. Kota-kena therefore means a ' hut-like tent *

or ' tent-like hut/ such as is used to this day by low wandering castes.
1 Plural, but only one verse is cited.
* The more usual reading is sa or eva- instead of sva-. With sa

the meaning is—"he becoming a worm in ordure" : and with Ira-
te becoming
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district in which this grant was made, as Jajava was in grant

A (p. 195). It appears that under him the local administra-

tion continued to be, as in grants B and C, conducted by a

Board of officials, in which the chief was the oldest official

named Damuka
The mahattaras were the local leading men, as explained in

my article (p. 213), and this title with the word vara added,

that is, mahattaravara, is I conjecture the term from which has

been derived the word matabbar or matabar, the title now given

in Chittagong and East Bengal to the headmen of a village

(p. 213, note). The expression which I read tentatively as

in 1. 7 seems to imply a distinction from the word

visaya in 1. 6. The latter word is prefixed to the three

mahattaras Vatsakunda, Sucipalita and Vihitaghosa, while

Svarada (?) is prefixed to the mahattaras Priyadatta and Janar-

danakunda. If one may venture a conjecture on this appar-

ent distinction, it may be suggested that perhaps there were

two classes of leading men, visaya-mahattaras and SvaradaC1.)-

mahattaras, the latter having a more local status than the

former.

This copper-plate was found, as stated by Mr. Stapleton
in his Prefatory note to Babu R D. Banerji's article, in the

mauza of Ghagrahati, which adjoins Pinjuri on the south-west
and borders on the river Ghagar, in the south-west corner of

the Faridpur district. Some interesting inferences may be

drawn by studying the local allusions in this grant with the

aid of the Revenue Survey map of this region (on the scale of

one inch to a mile).

The names of most significance are Vyaghra-coraka and

Gopendra-coraka. The word coraka in them is an interesting
one
means

. It is clearly not Sanskrit, for the Sanskrit word coraka
ins only " a thief ; a kind of plant ; a kind of perfume" ;

and
none of those meanings are appropriate here. There can be no
doubt that it is the Sanskritized form of the common Bengali
word w, which is well known in its Anglicized form ' char
or < chur,' any • alluvial formation thrown up in or at the side

of a river-bed.' Such chars are common in all rivers of any

characterx , „,„^ .unj, llL oi^b aim cuaracter iruui a- niuv or-~ -

unproductive sand to an extensive deposit of riuh and fertile

soil. The rivers of Bengal have always carried down large

quantities of silt, and have always shifted their beds, the silt

being deposited and forming chars wherever the current is

*lack. These chars are so important a feature of the riverine
tracts that they must have had a name from the earliest times,
and there can be no doubt that in coraka we have the Sanskrit
iorm of the then vernacular word for 'char.' Chars, if of

considerable siz* a™ „«^^^ ~„j iL . * n^oA in

(in Bengali Ttanr *?r or TT*r
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"Gopendra's char." This "Tiger's char" was a large one,

tivated land had been made out of it, and by this grant the

remainder was given to Supratika svamin. In the article on
the other grants the meaning of a " kulya sowing area M has

been discussed, and reasons have been adduced for estimating

it at about an acre or three standard bighas (pp. 214—6).

Hence the "Tiger's char" was more than thrice that size and
presumably contained a good deal more than nine bighas. A
char of this size could only be formed in a rather large river ;

hence this char and Gopendra's char were on the side of a
rather large river, which corresponded therefore to the modern
Ghagar. The map shows no trace at present that the Ghagar
was connected northwards with the Ganges, yet it may have
been so in early times, because the configuration of the Ghagar
and the other water-ways near it favours this view, and it is

well known that river-beds have been completely silted up
and obliterated.

Samtha or Santha is not a Sanskrit word, and can only,
it seems, be the name of the place where this grant was made.
It is stated the land was given by the vyavaha'rins or men of
business who (as I read the passage) belonged to Santha This
word pyavaharin deserves notice, for nothing is said about
villagers, and it suggests that Santha was not an ordinary
agricultural village, but was rather a business place. As the
chars were alongside it, it was evidently in close proximity to
the river Ghagar. Hence it seems a fair' inference, that Santha
was a trading centre for ships and boats, and that the vyavaha-
rins were the local merchants. I do not find any name
resembling Santha in the map, but, as this copper-plate was
found in Ghagrahati, one may reasonably presume it was
found in its original site and that Ghagrahati is the modern
name of the old Santha. This is supported by some further
considerations; hence it appears that this grant should
properly be called the Ghagrahati grant,

Ghagrahati means "the village (or locality) of the hat
(mart) on the Ghagar," and proves that there was once a hat
or mart at tins place, though it has apparently long ceased to
exist

; and thejact, that the village took its name from the hat
and not the hat from the village, shows that a trading mart
as that the village

grew up from it. This accords well with the predominance
assi

was
A mart so situated

wasof the (Faridpur) district. It

fine water-way in the R. Madhumati and the Haringhkta
estuary, and the small ships of those days could have reached
it readily. Such ships penetrated further inland for thev are

in

-
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The existing hats are situated more northward. The

present Ghagarhat, "the hat on the Ghagar," is some three

miles to the north ; and there are besides Pinjurl-hat about a

mile to the north-east, and Parkuna-hat about four miles to

the north. The noteworthy point here is that " the hat on

the Ghagar" has been shifted northwards. It was originally

in Ghagrahati as the name testifies, and although this mauza
still retains its name, the hat which gave it its name has been

moved to the north. What was the reason for the removal ?

I venture to suggest the following explanation.
The map shows that all the country adjoining Ghagrahati

on the south and south-west is now bil or " marsh." It is not

likely that the ancient hat on the Ghagar would have been

placed in proximity to a marsh, when excellent sites were

available a little further northward. Elsewhere ' I have ad-

duced reasons to show that there have been local subsidences

of the land in the northern middle portion of the Sundarban
region, sufficient to turn land that was of ordinary elevation

into marsh, and it is highly probable that some such sub-

sidence took place in the southern tract of the Ghagar, because

a large area south and south-west of Ghagrahati is now marsh.

It may be inferred therefore that, when the hat was estab-

lished in Ghagrahati, all the country around it was of good

elevation, and that when the land subsided, the hat with the

same name Ghagra-hat was moved northwards to a better

situation, while the village around the old site remained with

the name Ghagrahati. If this explanation is valid, one can

well understand that this copper-plate might have been aban-

doned, where it has been found, as being no longer of any

value ; and that it was really a Ghagrahati grant.
Further, from the considerations put forward in my article

on the other grants (p. 209) and from what is known of the

course of Sundarban forest reclamation, 2
it is very probable

that the Sundarban forest could not have been very far from

this spot at the time of this grant ; and this is supported by

the pointed reference to wild beasts in lines 13 and 14. Hence
it seems that Santha could hardly have been a town, but was

presumably something like what Morelganj, which is further

south, was 60 or 70 years ago.

Character of the Grant.

terefore being an outlying mart was not one

of position would particularly choose to settle

„ *i
T
«
m^ ", Reven«e History of the Sundarbans " and in an article

on the Sundarbans in the Calcutta Review in or about 1889. I caon°*
IZIVQ IlinfA nronioft »n (n _ «i « . . . i _ *,4« wnA.give more precise references as those publications are n<

bee my - Revenue History of the Sundarbans/

'

not beside me.
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in. Supratika-svamin does not appear to have been a brahman

of position, for nothing is said about his lineage or attainments,

such as we find in the other grants. In A the grantee Candra-

svfunin was of the lineage of Bharadvaja, was a Vajasaneya

and studied the six Angas. In B and C the grantees Soma-

svamin and Gomidatta-svamin were of the lineage of Kanva,

were Vajasaneyas, are styled Lauhityas and are commended as

virtuous. It appears from the tenor of this grant, that

Supratika-svamin had come to this place and was willing, if he

could get some land, to settle in it and perform religious rites.

The matter was transacted between him and the vyavaharins

who resided here. Nothing is said about the villagers taking

any part in it. Information of the proposed transaction had

to be given to the adhikarana and the mahattaras, as has been

noticed in my article (p. 214), but it is stated clearly that it

was the vyavaharins who accepted his proposal and gave him
the land. The arrangement therefore was one entirely between

him and them. There was no grantor who bought the land

and bestowed it on a grantee as in the three other plates ; but
he asked for some land as a consideration for his undertaking as

a brahman to offer the bali, caru and sacrifices, and they ac-

cepted his proposal. It was no case of purchase, but a free

gift by the vyavaharins on condition that he should perform
priestly functions. The general terms used imply that he was
to become priest to them generally, and that there was no
other brahman in the place. Here then we have an instance

of the way in which brahmans moved onwards and settled as

priests in new places which had reached a position to need
their services.

has

igement was made with the cognizance of the
adhikarana and in the presence of the mahattaras, and the seal

of the adhikarana would have been affixed to this plate as it

was to the other grants. The curved shape of the left-hand
margin of the inscription in all the grants shows, that this

plate was made to receive a round seal fastened on its front as
the other grants still have, and that the triangular hole, which
Babu R. D. Banerji comments on (p. 434), was made to enable
the seal to be soldered through the hole on to the back of the
plate. The fastening has decayed and the seal

Supratika-svamin asked for a piece of waste land, and
what was given him was the remainder of the " Tiger's char."
As it was not bought from any one, but the vyavaharins
gave it, it must have been the common property of the vyava-
harins, if not of the whole village; and was therefore land
somewhat similar to that in grant A, as explained in my
article (p. 214). It was waste char and therefore land of recent
formation ; hence no reference was apparently necessary to the
record-keeper as in the other grants (p. 213). As there was
no purchase but the remainder of the char was given, it was
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unnecessary to measure the area as in those grants (p. 213).

It was presumably covered with jungle in which tigers and
other dangerous animals could lurk, for so much is implied by
the citation of the verse, which contrasts the benefit that
accrues to the king, when land is perfectly reclaimed, with
what he loses when it is infested by wild beasts. It may also

be inferred from that citation that the area was considerable,
because the verse would not be significant, if the area was only
a small patch insufficient to offer harbour to wild animals. It

seems probable therefore that the remainder, which was given
to Supratika-svamin, could hardly have been much less than
what had been granted away previously.

Validity of the Grant.

Babu R. D. Banerji pronounces the grant spurious and
bases his decision on three grounds, (1) that the forger betrayed
himself by introducing archaic and obsolete letters in the

script, (2) that the grant does not follow the formula of a

regular grant as found iu the majority of copper-plate inscrip-

tions, and (3) that its purport is irregular, obscure, ambiguous
and in parts unintelligible. I do not see the cogency of these

grounds to his conclusion, and for the following reasons. He
reads the date as the year 34 and, assigning it to the Sarsa
Era, equates it with A.D. H40-1 ; and the gist of his criticisms

on its script is to place its real period in about the last quarter
of the 7th century (p. 432), that is, only some 40 or 50 years

later than its professed date. If a former wanted to make the

grant appear to be only 40 or 50 yearsolder than it really was,
it was surely unnecessary for him to introduce obsolete letters

and endanger his object by rendering its purport uncertain.
This remark touches his first and third grounds, and the

second will be considered later. See also postscript.
ine true date however is the 14th regnal year of the

monarch Samacaradeva. As nothing is known of him, his

regnal year is no clue towards fixing the date of the grant.
We must therefore estimate its period on other grounds ;

but
before attempting that, I must first consider whether the three

grounds mentioned above are really sound.
Babu R. D. Banerji says (p. 432), " the characters used in

this copper-plate inscription were collected from alphabets in

use in three different centuries," namely, the alphabets of (1)

the 3rd and the first half of the 4th century A.D., (2) the last

nail of the oth century and the first half of the 6th century of

mrth Eastern India, and (3) the 6th century which came into
general use in North- Eastern India in the early part of the 7th

the wZ' f
°W

*J
i8 wel1 know,i ^at old habits persist in out-of-

ininoTtL? I
l0ng after they have disappeared from more

important and progressive places. Hence we ought to expect
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that a document executed in this outlying region should show
older styles of writing than would be found in contemporane-
ous inscriptions at Bodh Gaya and Ganjarn with which he
compares this grant. An interesting illustration of this diver-

gence is found in grant C In the body of that deed the letter

8 is always written in its eastern form but on the Government
seal attached thereto it has the western form. The western
variety therefore had been introduced at head-quarters while
the eastern variety was in general use among the people.

I will now consider the remarks which Babu R. D. Banerji
makes regarding various letters in proof of his conclusion
stated above.

The first letter he discusses is h (p. 430). When uncom-
pounded h is always (except in one instance) written here in
early western Gupta form shown by Biihler in his Indische
Patceogiaphie, Table IV, cols, viii to xviii, which prevailed
from about A.D 500 to 675, and even earlier in the later
Brahmi alphabet: see his Table III. The one exception is in
sahasrani (11. 20-21), which Babu R. D. Banerji has over-

to the left. It has
turned

vrahmana (11. 11 and 14). The early western shape is used in
the Bodh Gaya insciption of Mahanaman which is dated in
A.D. 588-9 (FGI. p. 274), and is found in this Faridpur district
even earlier, for it occurs in grant A which belongs to about
the year 531. Babu R. D. Banerji savs—"In a previous
numb, r of the Journal I have tried to establish that the
Eastern variety of the early Gupta alphabet was dying out in
the early decades ot the fifth century" (pp. 430-1); but that
proposition must be revised in the light of the three grants
edited by me. In grant A of 531 A.D. both forms of h are
used, the eastern 9 times and the western 6 times, and it
appears they were used indifferently, because both are used in
the same words maharaja (1. 2), anugraha (11. 18 and 19) and
Himasena (11. 23 and 25), and both occur in line 4 and again in

t> \ T
j
er6 km aPPears in fche eastern form (1. 8). In grant

B, the date of which is 567 at the latest, only the western form
is used throughout, even in hm (11. 9 and 20). But in grant
C, which is some 20 years later, the eastern form is used
throughout and the western form does not appear at allm the portions that are legible. Those grants show clearly
that the two forms were in use side by side in this region
during the 6th century, and the eastern form at least a century
nd a half later than he estimates, and that even then the

western form had attained no ascendancy over the east -rn
I he fact then that in this grant the western form is used
generally and the eastern once uncompounded and twice in hm
is in full agreement with the other grants, and is no indication
of falsity but rather a local characteristic of genuineness
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The next letter he notices is long £ (p. 431). I have dis-

cussed its shape partially above (p. 479), and may here point

out that it tended to vary considerably. Its various forms in

grant A may be seen on comparing (to give only salient

instances) S'ila (L 24), °padaniya° (1. 22), kriya (1. 8), vikriya

(1. 11), irl (1. 2), grhitva (1. 8) and ktrtti (1. 14). The copy of

grant B on plate II does not show all details quite clearly, yet

the shapes of % may be noticed in sima (1. 21), 6rl (L 2),

parkkrati (1. 21) and vikriya (1. 14). Grant C is so badly

corroded on its obverse that there is not the same opportunity

of scrutinizing details, yet the form of % may be seen m
vikkritam (1. 20), £ila and sima (1. 23), sima (11. 22-3) and pratlta

(1. 19). There was a tendency to reduce the size of the inner

curl of this vowel sign, and in these last two words and in

vikriya (grant B, 1. 14) it has practically degenerated into a dot

connected with the outer curve. To separate the dot and the

curve would be a natural modification, as we find in this grant;

and here the i sign always consists of a dot or small stroke, and

a curve on its right, except in Supratika(l. 17) where their posi-

tion is reversed. The form of % then in this grant is no

indication that it is spurious.

His third point relates to initial i (p. 431).
only once, in icchami (1. 9) ; and his reading of ice!

untenable as explained above (p. 483). The i in icchami con-

sists of two dots, one above the other, and a perpendicular

stroke on their right. There is nothing suspicious in this

form, because it is used in the same word in grant A (1. 7). I*

occurs in inscriptions of the fourth and fifth centuries (see

Biihler's Table IV, cols, i and v), and persisted later in this

outlying region.

This occurs

to m and the bipartite y. The m's in this grant are like those

in grants B and C and are not open to distrust. I have dis-

cussed the forms of y in my article (pp. 206-7), and the form

which it has in this plate is always of the third and latest style

which has been figured there. The instances here present three

stages in its formation. In the earliest of these the left per-

pendicular reaches the bottom horizontal stroke, as shown u»

the second y of Yayali (1. 1), visaya (1. 4) and °yogaya (1. H)j
and this shape constitutes a connecting link with the second

form figured in my article. The second stage is exhibited in

pa&eimayam

grant C in the words A^'
(1. 24). This grant is there

fore closely like C as regards bipartite y, and differs from it fno longer usinjr ihft Aari;» t~— a j i „„ <-v^ e^ond.form figured bv me
it thus appears that as regards both m and y there is no ground
tor suspicionm this grant. He adds—" Th« hiW.ite va looksHe adds—' « The bipartite ya

ha
in
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which no acute angle can be traced
5

'
; but my scrutiny of this

grant does not support this statement, and letters like these

in shape are found in grant C. I need not dilate on this

statement.
Its form here isHe deals next with the letter la (p. i6i).

the later western shape, and it is also found in grant B, where

for instance we may compare laddha (1. 3), kale (1. 4), Gopala

(1. 5), etc. The earlier western shape is more prevalent in

grant C, in which the left limb of I is not carried to the top of

the line, as we see in hula (1. 18), fila (1. 19), nalena (1. 19),

lingani (1. 21), etc. ;
yet even there I occurs once in Dhruvilaty

(1. 22) like Jin this grant. In grant A all the forms of I are

used indifferently; thus the eastern form appears in labdha

(1. 2),hala (1. 5), labhah (1. 13), abhilasa (1. 14), samkalpabhi

(1. 14) and Slla (1. 24) ; the earlier western form in Kula (1. 4) ;

and a shape nearly approaching the later western form in

mandate (1. 3), likhita (1. 20) and lingani (1. 23). It thus

appears that both the eastern and the western forms of I were

in use in this region in 531 the date of grant A, and, though
the former does not occur in grants B and C, yet it may have
lingered on in this remote locality, so that its use in this grant

is no certain ground for disparagement.
The sixth point (p. 431) concerns the letter da (that is, da)

and has been discussed above (p. 478).

Seventhly, Babu R. D. Banerji refers (p. 432) to the word
parkkatti (1. 18). He objects to the form of the pa as peculiar,

and says, it " does not resemble the remaining ones, which are

usually rectangular in form, seldom showing an acute angle."
lape as that in pravarttaniyaas

(1. 10), nrpasya (1. 14) and plhaca (1. 18) ; and p ir

varies from the rectangular shape, in prasada (1. 11), pari

(1. 12), Supratlka and paifi (1. 17) and pitrbhi (1. 22). He adds,
found

inscriptions

led shape is found in the Bodh
but

of Mahanaman of 588-9 (FGI. p. 274), and is figured as earlier
by Biihler in his Table IV, col. ix. Most stress however is laid

second aksara rkka
9 which he savs " consists of two

looped
looped as shown

but the upper k is not

only the second is looped. Precisely this form of doubled k is

found in the Bodh Gava inscription of 588-9 : and therefor* his

last quarte
ka

ot tne seventh century A.JJ. and afterwards ' (p.
432) needs modification. There is nothing objectionable there-

pa
I have now considered all his criticisms on the script in

this grant, and have shown that the features which he dis-
trusts are to be found in other almost contemporaneous msc
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tions which are genuine ; so that as regards the script there is

nothing suspicious in this grant.

In stating his second ground for discrediting this grant he

points out that it differs from the formula found in the

majority of copper-plate inscriptions (p. 432). I need not

examine the formula, because he refers to grants in which the

donor is a royal person; whereas this grant is, as explained

above (p. 491), not a royal grant but a grant by the business-

men of Santha of a part of the common land of their village.

Hence that formula can have no application here, and the

procedure was quite different. What the formalities on such

occasions were has been discussed in my article (p. 214) and

noticed abo^e (p. 491), and the same procedure was observed

in this grant as in the three others. Hence his strictures on

its form (p. 433) are misplaced.
One important point must be kept in mind in construing

ancient grants. It is a fact well known to all Revenue Officers,

that, when gifts of land were made in old times, they might be

granted either subject to the land-tax due to the sovereign, or

exempt therefrom ; that is, they might be (in modern Revenue

language) either revenue-paying' or revenue-free.' It was

no doubt to guard the royal revenues from being endangered

that the parties to a grant were required to give notice to the

Government. Neither the king nor his high officials could

attend every small grant such as these were, and it would seem

that the mahattaras attended as representatives of the local

administration at the transaction.
Babu R. D. Banerji points out that grants might be

forged, and cites an instance mentioned in the. Madhuban
Plate of Harsa (Epig. Ind. VII, 155). Certainly grants were

sometimes forged, but the particulars and circumstances of

that case and this grant are altogether different. In that case

the brahman, who held the kuta^asana, claimed a whole

village under it. What He did not

dispossess the inhabitants and cultivators of the village (for he

could not cultivate the lands himself and certainly did Dot

depopulate it) and they remained, but he imposed himself

upon them as lord of the village. All that he would have

claimed from them was the various taxes and dues payable by

them and, as they were bound to pay those, he would not have

interfered with their life and ways more than the sovereign s

own officers who levied those demands, unless he exacted more.

The position of the villagers therefore remained unaffected, and

the person who suffered was the king, because the whole, or at

least a part, of the revenue might have been intercepted by

the false grantee. It was therefore for the king to annul the

falso grant, and not for the villagers to contest it.
Ihe particulars and circumstances of this grant however

were altogether different, as has been alreadv explained. It l3
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incredible that a poor brahman of no position, who wanted
only a parrel of waste land for his personal occupation, could

have i ted himself into this village by forging a copper-plate

giant for b piece of char land as having been given to him by
the business-men of the village. If he attempted such a fraud,

he would lmve set the whole village up in arms against himself,

and his claim would have been in-tantly disproved by the

inhabitant- and the mahattnras Further, such a deed, if forged

forty or fifty yean after its alleged date to support a claim

to this piece of land, would have been wholly futile, because it

wou
have known, thai he had not been in possession of the land
during those years. In fact, this grant was a natural agree-
ment between the people and the brahman for their mutual
benefit, and its very pettiness shews it cannot be spurious.
Moreover it is expressly said that the cultivation of waste land
increases the king's revenue.

Babu R. D. Banerji's third ground deals with the meaning
of this grant. He says the wording " is very ambiguous "

(p. 433), and "The contents of lines 12 and 13 are quite unin-
telligible. Here and there words of Sanskritic origin are to be
found mixed up with what seems to be unintelligible gib-
berish" (pp. 433-4). I venture to think that my reading and
translation redeem the grant from this condemnation, and
render it not oily clear and intelligible but also remarkably
vivid in its local references; and that they shew that the word
»t: vj_ • __ - i i ,\ . . ...tamrapaUa la not open to the stricture which he passes on
it (p. 434).

I here are certainly some words which are not proper
Sanskrit, but their use, so far from being suspicious, is only
what might be expected when local conditions peculiar to this
outlying region had to be put into Sanskrit dress. There
could not be Sanskrit equivalents for every vernacular term,
and the only course open was to Sanskritize those terms'.
Further, it would have been surprising, if a good scholar had
been found in this remote spot, and suspicious if this petty
grant had been drawn up in correct Sanskrit. The peculiar
words here are vothyi (1. 3), kvaradal (1 7), satu (1. 13), coraka
(11. 16 and 20), johka and keria (1. 19). As regards ivarada (?)
no explanation can be attempted, because (as already men-
tioned, p. 480) it is doubtful what word was written; still a
meaning has been suggested which seems possible. K?na has a
corresponding secondary form in Sanskrit. For sain an expla-
nation ha been put forward which is based upon substantial
.'rounds and is appropriate. Coraka is a vernacular word
Sanskritized, and bo 1 think is jotikn, and probably vothyfi also •

and for these three words meaning- have been suggested which
are perfectly suitable.

Peculiar words are also found in the three other grants.
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Thus grant A has sadhanika 1
(11. 7, 15), sal (1. 19) and kseni

(1. 25); B has karardaya (1. 5) and dandaka (1. 23) and probably

the local title mridlwb Sanskritized (see my article, p. 202, note

18); C has apparently vyaparardya (1. 3): and apavinchya

occurs in all of them (A, 1. 16; B'/l. 19; C, 1. 19).

All the grounds on which Babu R. D. Banerji has pro-

nounced this grant to be spurious have been examined, and it

appears that the particulars which he considers open to dis-

trust are not really suspicious, and that the grant has all the

marks of genuineness in the character of its script, the form

in which it is drawn up, and its purport. I am therefore of

opinion that it is not spurious but perfectly genuine and valid.

Date of the Grant.

There are some data to enable us to fix approximately the

period in which this grant was made and in which the king

Samacaradeva reigned.

First, we have the shapes of the letters k, y and s, and
the disappearance of the character for b.

The disappearance of this character, which is used in

grants A and B and perhaps in C, has been discussed above

B and probably later than C also.

must

mentioned

ui
4/ ^ 1 WW

|_
— w

the age of writings from the fifth to the seventh century A.D.

Its shape in this grant is the third of the three kinds discussed

in my article (p. 206) and is similar to that in grant C ; but this

grant is later than C, because (1) the second kind of y which

appears in C does not occur here, and (2) the third form has

almost reached its full development here.
In the body of all the other grants the letter s is written

in the eastern form, but in the government seal attached to C
it has the western form as already mentioned (p. 493). The
corresponding seals on A and B are too much corroded to

permit of its shape being ascertained. The people therefore

used the eastern form, though the western had been introduced
at head-quarters, and some time would be required before the

latter would oust the former Irom general use. In this grant

we have a Liter stage because only the western form is used.

On these three grounds therefore this grant is later than

C, and the date of C is 586 at the latest and mav be five or

ten years earlier.

The first inscription in which the looped form of k was

may

» I hive to th-ink Bahu K. O. Bunerji for pointing out that sadhanika
occur* also in other grants in the forms Dausadhanika, Damadhasadha-
mka, eto.
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used in Eastern India is, I believe, the Bodh Gaya inscription

of Mahanaman of 588-9 (FGI, p. 274), and some time must
have elapsed before it reached this outlying region since it does
not appear in the other grants.

These four considerations suggest that this grant must be
later than 5S6 and 588-9 A.B. The question, how much later

it was, depends on what may be considered a sufficient interval
to permit of all these modifications establishing themselves in
this remote locality. I do not think we can estimate a shorter
period than some thirty years, and if so, this grant might
be assigned to the latter part of the first quarter of the
seventh century.

Next, we may consider the reference to the king Samacara-
deva. Though nothing is known of him, there seems to be no
good reason to doubt the genuineness of the name, because the
grant is genuine; and even if it were spurious, no forger would
be so foolish as to date it in the reign of a king who never
existed, especially if (according to Babu R. D. Bancrji's ar<m-
ments) it was fabricated no very long time after its professed
date The name moreover is a possible one, being analogous
to the royal names Dharmaditya and Siladitya and personal
names such as Gunadeva

The description of Samacaradeva suggests certain in-
ferences. The earlier emperor Dharmaditya in grant Athough styled only maharajadhiraja (1. 2), is yet alluded to ai

m-

parama'
title and also bhaUaraka (1. 2) In grant C Gopacandra, whomay have be™ a descendant of the Guptas as suggested in mvarncle (p. 208), received

I
the same two titles, and he reigned

nhS^H ,* *" ,ndePenderLt monarch after the dissolution ofDharm d.tyas empire. Here Samacaradeva is styled only

ordinate to the emperor Dha madityT In grant B.S

:.?IL'
S
_
the

,

,

local .monarch, and no one is mentioned as hi.

S P
Be

r

ngal
*™* * '"-" "»* he was an mdependenrking

the whole of RpnnnT *
^utroi as suzerain over

dom of Kama^upfor

e

A™am indT "Vl di8ta 'lt kin8-
full sovereign authority ™£' . J° have P«««>ed
(V Sm,th,IL*; 2„d

y
ed p 7m "ft f,

°entra
i
Be''?al

"

established Ins supremacy in thb> «.V " C°"'d not '""*
after h,s -essio/andX^'KubduK'^TS
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India, that is, probably nob until about 620 or even 625.

The date might be even later, because he continued fighting

for many years and was engaged in a campaign against

Ganjam as late as 643 {ibid., p. 313). His empire lasted till

his death in 646-7. l After his decease it fell to pieces. M After

his death the local Rajas no doubt asserted their indepen*

dence" and very little is known concerning the history of

Bengal for nearly a century (ibid., p. 366).

There were independent kings therefore in Bengal before

Harsa extended his supremacy over it, and again after his

death ; and Samacaradeva must be placed either in the first quar-

ter of the seventh century before Hnrsa's conquest, or in the

third or fourth quarter after his empire decayed. The latter

alternative is not piobable, because of the character of the

script in this grant. It has been pointed out that tins grant

exhibits the eastern forms of certain letters, which, though

ousted by the western forms generally, yet remained in use

in this remote locality. They might have continued till th<

first quarter of that century as shewn above (p 499), but

could hardly have persisted about half a century longer (till

the fourteenth year of a new king after the dissolution ot the

empire), because Haisa's supremacy over Bengal would have

facilitated the predominance of the western forms and hastened

the disuse of the eastern forms. It may be reasonably in-

ferred therefore, that Samacaradeva reigned in the first quarter

of the seventh century.

There is another consideration which supports this infer-

ence The king of Pundravardhana, that is Bengal, whose

kingdom was more or less subject to Har-a, belonged to the

brahman caste, as Mr. V. Smith says (History, p. ;^29)
2 now

this (Faridpur) district would have appertained to Pundra-

vardhana, and the termination deva in names often designated

brahmans. In the name Samacfuadeva deva in not a separate

word or title as it often is in royal appellations, but forms a

real compound with samdcara. Hence it seems probable that

Samacaradeva was a brahman, and was a king of the Pundra-

vardhana dynasty which was reigning when Harsa conquered

Bengal.
The conclusions then which seem fairly established are,

(1) that this grant was later than C which was executed in fc he

year 586 (at the latest), and (2) that it was prior to Hana s

subjugation of Bengal, which may be assigned to about the

1 Mr. V. Smith tells me that this year is the correct date of Harsa's

death, and not 647 8.

* Mr. V. Smith tells me he is unable at present to cite the authority

for this statement Possibly therefore an m g nraent may not be hasea

confidently on it, yet the existence of a Samacarml-va. king of Hen
^for Pundravardhana, probably at this very time, su »*« that

dynasty did belong to the brahman caste.
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years 620—5, or perhaps later. These conclusions coupled

with the inference drawn from the script, that the grant

belongs probably to the latter part of the first quarter of the

seventh century, lead me to assign it to about the years 615—20

A.D. Between the two dates 586 (at the latest) and 620~5

there is room for two or three independent kings in Bengal

after the death of Gopacandra, whose nineteenth year was the

former of those dates; and it seems probahle that Slmacara-

deva was one of them, possibly the immediate predecessor of

the Pundravardhana king who was Harsa's visual, and that

the commencement of his reign may be placed approximately

in the years 601—5 A.D.

Names in the Grants.

Some interesting conclusions may apparently be drawn

from the names mentioned in all these grants.

The names of the mahattaras in this inscription do not

appear to be genuine compound words in which the component

parts depend on one another, such as Dharmaditya, Sthanu-

datta and Kulacandra in grant A (II 2—4), but seem to consist

merely of two separate words in juxtaposition. Hence we

may with full propriety write them as Vatsa Kunda, S'uci

Pal'ita, Vihita Ghosa, Priya Datta and Janardana Kunda; and

perhaps Jiva Datta may be so treated. Hence it appears that

in these names we have four of the caste-sunn m s which are

common in Bengal now, namely, Kunda (modern Kundu),

, Ghosh and Datt. A caste-name karanika l< mentioned

(1. 15). Karavika ia not classical Sanskrit, but is evidently a

word formed from karaua which was the name of a mixed cast

that had the occupation of writing, accounts, etc. (I >iet
v
.) :

hence karanika apparently meant a member of this caste This

caste was presumably either the same as, or closely akin to,

the kayastha caste The position of senior member of the

Board was in grants B and C held by the then oldest kayastha

named Naya Sena. As this grant is later than those, it is

worthy of note that, whereas the modern name kayastha i*

mentioned in grants B and C, the name used in this later grant

is karanika, a title which is not used now. Where a person s

case of the karanikas, for, while one is named Naya Naga

(Nag is another modern surname), the other is called simply

Kesava (1. 15). It seems a fair inference that the second parts

of these names were established as caste-surnames at the time

of this inscription.

But in the other grants this feature is not so clear. Many

persons are mentioned in A, but none can be resolved into a

clear personal name and surname except Vi[na]ya Sena and

Hima Sena. Sen is a well-known caste-surname in Bengal
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now. In grant B few names are mentioned, and there is not

much scope for scrutiny, yet two can be resolved, Naya Sena

and Soma Ghosa. Grant C is so much corroded that, though

apparently many names were mentioned, few can be deci-

phered now; yet two are divisible, the same Naya Sena and

Visaya Kunda (?). This grant therefore shows a greater

development of the caste-surname than the three earlier grants,

and if that method of naming was fairly prevalent in this

outlying district, it was presumably in more general vogue in

the central part of the province. It seems therefore probable

that the use of caste-surnames, which is universal at the

present day in Bengal, was becoming generally adopted in

the early part of the seventh century.

O Tl "•*• -*-s-*-^» m.m*u 'UUVJV. UMU
incription baffled him; for instance, he

Postscript.

After this article was in the press another reading of this

Ghagrahati grant was published in the Report of the Archaeo-

logical Survey of India for 1907-8, p. 255. It is by the late

Dr. T. Bloch, arid he pronounced the grant to be a forgery,

although it appears from his article that a great deal of the
'-"-

, , ... says (p. 256) -"The
grammar of the inscription, especially the syntax, is in such a

bad state of confusion, that it wou'd be impossible to attempt
anything like a connected and literal translation of the text."

Accordingly, while offering a transliteration of the text, he

has not attempted a translation. All or nearly all his criti-

cisms will be f und practically answered in this my article. I

cannot extend this article, already long, by further discussions,

but a comparison of his and my articles will remove all the

difficulties that he found. My article on the three other grants

was published last year, and he wo dd ao doubt have entirely

revised his article if he had lived to see that.
I will only add as a general remark that it is hardly sound

to pronounce anything that is not readily intelligible to be a

forgery be ause even forgeries are meant to be quite intelli-

gible, otherwise they would fail in their object.



37- A Hundred Modern Arabic Proverbs.

Capt

Arabic-speaking races, like other Orientals, are extremely

fond of proverbs , and it is probable that their language con-

tains a greater number of them than any other. A large

collection of Arabic sayings generally was made by the writer

• luring a stay of six months in Damascus; but in order to

bring the list down to the limits of this article only those

proverbs have been included which are actually current in

Syria at the present day. Common ones, such as have already

found their way into print, as well as those which might be

considered either enigmatical or pornographic, have been

omitted. It has been considered advisable to give trans-

lations of the Arabic proverbs rather than their equivalents, so

as to preserve their national character as far as possible.

Damascus contains a larger Arabic-speaking population

than any other city in the world. In fact the percentage of its

270,000 persons who do not speak Arabic is almost negligible.

Since the days when Straight Street wa<< thronged with Sun-

worshippers, its inhabitants have loved proverbs. The strange

thing is that, in a city of such extraordinary antiquity, any-

thing should become obsolete. Yet many of the proverbs which

one meets with in the Damascus libraries and bookshop, one

never hears used by the people nowadays. Only a few of these

proverbs are also current in Egypt. Many of them, if a little

obscure, are certainly curious. The collection may, therefore,

prove an interesting one. My thanks are due to Abdo Effendi

Kahil and Al-Anisah L. Kahil, of Damascus, and also to

Mr. R. F. Azoo. of Calcutta . for their valuable assistance
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1. Let that profession die that does not show itself on its

2.

30

owner.

self :—" What
to

? 1

3. If women were told that a wedding was taking place in

Heaven, they would rise up and put ladders against
the skies.

4. The writer has no mercy on the reader.
5. Some people write what God alone can explain.
6. A man's paradise is his home.
7. After dinner rest awhile, after supper walk a mile.
8. He who plays with the cat must expect a scratching.
9. Live for forty days with a tribe, and you will be in it

and of it.

10. A son was born to a blind couple, and they blinded his

eyes by touching them.
11. If you see a blind man push him; why should you be

more merciful to him than his Creator ?
'

12. Do no good and you will meet no evil.
13. Turn the jar over on its mouth, the girl grows like her

mother.
14. A sparrow in the hand is worth ten in the tree.
15. A loaf for a loaf ; don't let your neighbour go to bed

hungry.
16. He who lightens his head tires his feet.
17. Can't dance and says the ground is crooked.
18. Rise, O Man, and I will rise too.
19. The drum beats, and away goes the foolish girl on the

wings of impatience.
20. The cat and the mouse agreed to ruin the house
21. If the mice agreed they would soon ruin the Greengrocer's

shop.
22. They said to a mule, -'Who is your Father?" He

• rePlied »

'

' % Uncle is a horse.
'

'

a. The girl without hair boasts about that of her cousin.
-4. I am talking to you, Oh! My daughter-in-law., for your

edification, Oh ! My neighbour !

2o. There was a great funeral, and the corpse was that of a

dog.
26. He is behind and he only walks where there an -tones.
27. Every rising has a falling.
28. Wish good to your neighbour and you will find it in your

own house.
29. Whilst I am on this mat it is not too long and not too

short.

According to the length of your carpet stretch your feet.

«. Hie horse you have just got off let the people ride

1 A very curious proverb.— (J. M.
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32. Let him who has no mother pitch a tent in the grave-

yard.

33. Leave your spare money for a black day.

34. An olive stone will keep a jar of a hundred rottles ] from

wobbling.

35. He beat me and wept, and then went about and accused

me.
36. He who has treated you like himself has not misused

you.
37. A promise without fulfilment is enmity without reason.

38. Low ground drinks its own water and other water as

well.

39. Many trades, few paras.^

40. Every age plays with its own age.

41. By continual use the rope cuts the curbstone of the well.

42. Food left about teaches the people to steal.

43. A cockroach looked at her daughter on the wall. So

she said :

c< How nice is the blackness of my daughter

on the white wall! M

44. Live, Oh ! Mule, till the grass grows.
45. I will water you with promises, Oh ! Kamoon !

8

46. One more hole in a strainer won't make any difference.

47. The eye of the lover is blind.

48. Writing is two-thirds of seeing.

49. The worms in vinegar are in it and of it.

50. God g
; ves almonds to those who do not know how to

crack them.
51. Your tongue is (like) your horse; if you take care of it,

it will take care of you ; if you ill-treat it, it will ill-

treat you.
52. Every cock crows on his own dust-heap.
53. He who makes his mouthful too big, gets choked.
54. He who carries a pack-needle will prick himself.4

55. Smart clothes and empty pocket.
56. A mistress and two servants to fry two eggs.
57. A bald girl with two combs; and a one-eyed one with

two phials of collyrium.
58. The fly knows the face of the milkman.
59. A man is a blessing in a house even though he be a

negro. .

60. Who is afraid for the cat in the larder lest the mice should

eat her ears ?

1 The Damascus Jiij =5 lb.

* The v«th of a piastre.
S A plant of the fennel kind.
4 Pack-needles are often carried, and used as goads
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61. Take girls from the breasts of their aunts.

62. You are fit for me and I for you ; the times have made
us successful.

63. Look to high birth even though there be poverty.

64. Accept hospitality from the man who once had wealth,

and not from the man who has acquired it recently.

65. Give the dough to the baker even if he eats half of it.

66. If you want peace, say of everything you see: <f
It is

good."
67. A beggar, and makes conditions !

68. He killed the dead and then went to the funeral.

69. From want of men they called the cock Abu Ali.

70. From lack of horses they put saddles on dogs.

71. I love you, Oh! My bracelet, but not as much as my
wrist.

72. Better an agreement in the harvest-field than a quarrel

on the threshing-floor.

73. Train your dog, and he will bite you (all the same).
74. A running stream, and not a dry river.

75. They threw a pailful of leban 1 over a Jew, and he said:

"Bymy Religion, I like it!"
76. The son of a dog is a pup, and that of a lion a whelp.

77. A one-eyed man is a king amongst the blind.
78. Don't live near an ignorant divine.
79. The dread of a calamity is worse than the calamity

itself.

80. He who catches a fox is more cunning than it.

81. If the prayers of clogs were heard the heavens would

rain bones.

82. Two dogs fight over a bone, whilst a third one carries it

off and runs away.
83. A man's value is the value of what he possesses.
84. He who does not place himself above the ignorant.

places the ignorant above him.
85. Time creates and time destroys.
86. The bride is at the dressmaker's, and the bridegroom is

at the jeweller's. Why are the people talking?
87. If a thief gets no chance of stealing, he begins to think

himself virtuous.
88. The longer the friendship

J
the stronger. ..

89. If the pitcher falls on a 'stone, woe to the pitcher ;
ii a

stone falls on the pitcher, woe to the pitcher; what-

ever happens, woe to the pitcher.
90. Curse a man for his errors.
91. Ask the man of experience, and not the man of learn-

ing.

1 Roiled milk curdled.
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94.

95.

96.

97.
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92. Don't fatten your dog lest he should eat you.

93. Hope is only extinguished by death.

__ , dancer to dance

From under the leak to under the water-spout. 1

makes you laugh.

cry

ime-burner
98. Waste
99. Go near a roaring river, but not a still one.

100, Oh! departing one, do many good things.

1 CL the Persian:—oiu^ itft^fti tsjtjbjf-

—

C- M -
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38* New and Revised Species of Graminea> from

By R. K. Bhide, Assistant Economic Botanist. Be

(With Four Plates).

grasses
-Bombay Presidency in 1907, while assisting Mr. G. A. Gammie,
then Economic Botanist, in his work: and since then I have
been steadily engaged in this study. The following note deals
with some forms that seemed to me to be new or wrongly
named Dr. Stapf of Kew was good enough to examine the
specimens and express opinions on them

; and I am deeply
indebted to him for his kind assistance. I am also indebted

Mr. W. Burns who
kindly translated my original English descriptions of the
following species into Latin.

Pars prima diagnostica latine.

Danthonia Gammiei, Bhide.

Culmi 10—20 cm. alti, nodis glabris. j

laminae
vaginae

ciliatae, 2-5 basibus rotundis nee
truncatis ; ligula angustissima, truncata, fimbriata, membra-
nacea. Pedunculae et rhachides hirsutae. Paniculae laxae,
racemosae, 2*5—5 cm. longae, 12—16 mm. latae. Spiculae
paucae, breviter pedicellatae, circa 2 cm. longae (aristis ex-
clusis). Olumae quatuor, quarta multo minima : prima et
secunda glumae vacuae, lanceolatae, acuminatae : prima con-
spicue 5-nervis, dorso rotundo glabro subcoriacea, marginibus
membranaces : secunda circa tertia parte minor, membrancea,
3-nervia: tertia (arista exclusa) florem ferens, prima et

secunda multo minor, teres, convoluta, 7—9-nervis, in dorso
ubique villosa, bidentata, dense hirsuta dorso, arista conspicue
lata mediali ornata, aristae columna aureo-flava torta scintil-

lanti, aristae cauda minute scabrida dorso anguste 2-canali

;

dentes in aristis parvis tenuibus prolongati mediae aristae

columnam aequantibus basi pilis longis albis ornatis. Palea
glumam aequans, bidentata, bicarinata, carinis superne ciliatis

inferne contractis cum rhachilla producta conjunctis. Qluma
quarta minima, ciliata, aristata vel non-aristata ex rhachilla
hanc loci orta est. Stamina 3. Styli 2, distincti. Oermen com-
pressum, glabrum. Antherae et stigmata plumosa glumae
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ftorentis summa extrusae. Lodiculae membranaceae, anthera-

rum dimidium aequantes, oblongae, emarginatae.

In provincia Bombay, ad Castle rock, collegit G. A. Gam-
mie, mense Octobris, a.d. 1902.

Andropogon Paranjpyeanum, Bhide.

Culmi tenues, erectae, 28—42 cm. longae, nodis superoribus

pubescentes. Foliorum vaginae glabrae; ligula brevis, erecta,

membranosa ; laminae 2*5—7'5 cm. longae, 2 mm. latae, basi

subcordatae, utrinque longis tenuibus pilis hirsutae, margini-

bus turgidis minute inaequaliter repandis spinuloso modo
serrulatis. Bacerni singuli, 1*25—25 cm. longi (aristis exclusis).

Pedunculae tenuissimae. Spiculae sessiles 3 mm. longae. Glu-

mae quatuor : gluma prima oblonga, obtusa, inconspicue 5—7-
nervis, glabra, marginibus anguste incurvis, carinis summa
breviter ciliatis : gluma secunda quam prima paulolongior, 1—3-

nervis, apiculata : gluma tertia quam prima vel secunda brevior,

hyalina, marginibus ciliatis, epaleata: gluma quarta aristae

angusta basis est, glumae primae dimidium aequans, obscure

marginata et 1-nervis, summa duobus obscuris lobis et inter-

posita tenue torta scabrida arista circa 2 cm. longa ornata,

bisexualem florem ferens. Spiculae pedicellatae circa 4 mm.
longae articulis et pedicellis obscure canaliculatis oblique

truncatis utrinque brevibus albis piJis ciliatis sessilis spiculae

dimidium vel bessim aequatibus. Gluma earum prima oblonga,

obtusa, 7—9-nervis, marginibus incurvis, carinis late alatis,

alis ad summa breviter ciliatis. Gluma secunda quam gluma
prima minor, oblonga, acuta, 3-nervis, marginibus ciliatis.

Gluma tertia quam gluma secunda minor, hyalina, ciliata,

inconspicue 3—5-nervis, epaleata, masculina.

In provincia Bombay, ad Castle rock, collegit R. K.
Bhide, mense Octobris, a.d. 1909.

vaginae

membranaceae

Enteropogon Badamicum, Bhide.

Culmi 56—70 cm. longi, tenues, erecti, glabri. Foliorum
*"M * ^^ribus subtiliter longe ciliatae; ligulae breves,

btilibus pilis marginatae ; laminae angustae,
10—17-5 cm. longae, 3—6 mm. latae, versus tenuem acumina-
tionem contractae. Spica singula, terminalis, 15 cm. longa.

Spiculae biseriatae et secundae in rhachide trigono piano parce

!?
a
^
nd0

j subsessiles vel brevissime pedicellatae. Glumae prima
o Q^.,«j

, ntes, vacuae, scariosae, 1-nervis, glabrae vel

puberulaew, i/uu^ume. v*iuma prima glumae secundae aimiuiu^
aequans, lateris inaequalibus, nonnunquam uno latere lobata,
ovata, subacuta, summa erosa. Gluma secunda breviter
inaequaliter summa bidentata, breviter mucronata. Gluma
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tertia florem ferens, paulo longior quam secunda, bidentata
summa, 3-nervis, arista rigida a dorso orta glumam aequante,
dorso et lateribus scabrida, ventro canaliculata, dorsali jugo
in arista prolongata : canalis oppositus est. Callus pilis bre-

vibus albis sericeis hirsutus. Palea quam gluoia paulo longior,
in dorso et earinis scabrida, 2-nervis, summa paulo bifida

etiamque erosa, bisexualem florem ferens. Germen oblongum,
planum, paleam aequans. Gluma quarta glumae tertiae similis,

sed minor, bisexualem florem ferens. Rhachilla supra glumam
quartam prolongata et glumam sterilem aristatam quam glumam
quartam minorem ferens.

In Provincia Bombay supra antra viculi Badami, ad cas-

trum, eollegit mense Septembris, a.d. 1909, R. K. Bhide.

Tripogon RoxburghianUxM, Bhide.

Planta 10—17*5 cm. longa. Culmi fasciculati. Foliorum
vaginae glabrae, marginibus hyalinis: laminae filiformes, circa
2-5 cm. longae, marginibus et ligula longis pilis ciliatae. Ligula
oblonga, lacerata, membranosa. Spica singula, 5—6*25 cm. longa.
Spiculae 3 mm. longae, 1— 2-florae ; rhachilla articulata et supra
florem superiorem prolongata ; flores in rhachide insidentes
piano. RJ&chidis internodii vicissim turgidi et tenues. Gluma
prima et secunda vacuae. Gluma prima, spicula remota, semper
in rhachidis parte concavapersistat, hyalina, admodum obliqua
vel uno latere paulo lobata, late 1-nervo. Glumi secunda ad-
modum coriacea, turgida, late 3-nervis, circa duobus dimidiis

partibus longior. Gluma tertia florem ferens, in dorso inferiore

parte hirsuta, quam gluma superior vacua paulo brevior, mem-
branosa, 3-nervis, bidentata, breviter mucronata, dentibus bre-

viter mucronatis. Callus hirsutus. Palea glumam fere aequans,
bicarinata, earinis minute scabridis. Stamina 3. Styli 2, dis-

tinct!. Stigmata plumosa. Germen teretum. Lodiculae 2,

cuneatae. Flos superior bisexualis, imperfectus vel neuter, si

adsit inferiori similis.

In provincia Bombay ad Badami, collegit R. K. Bhide,

mense Septembris, a.d. 1909.

Second part in English.
I

DlMERIA DIANDRA, Stapf.

My examination of a herbarium specimen of Woodrowia

diandra
validity of this genus. The positions of the two outer glumes

were, I think, not clearly understood. What is really the third

glume seems to have been mistaken for the pale of the so-called

third glume. Besides, the true third glume is often removed
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during dissection, with the first glume, and actually remains
enclosed in it. The fact that this so-called pale is one-nerved
and not two-keeled is an indication of its true nature. The
possession of four glumes therefore puts this specimen out of

Woodroivia. It is clearly a species of Dimeria. Dr. Stapf con-

siders this diagnosis correct. I thought it to be D. gracilis

Nees (Handra

Danthonia Gammiei, Bhide.

190

Description:—Stem 4-12 inches long: nodes glabrous:

leaves linear, glabrous below, sparsely long-ciliate above, 1-3

inches by T̂ —£ inch, base rounded or truncate : ligule a

very narrow truncate fimbriate membrane . sheaths glabrous

:

upper leaves very much reduced in size. Peduncle and rachis

hairy: panicle lax, racemose, 1-2 inches by £— §. Spikelets

awns
Glumes 3, with an extremely minute 4th. Glumes I and II

empty, lanceolate, acuminate; 1 strontily 5-nerved dorsally.

rounded, glabrous, sub-coriaceous, margins membranous. II \

shorter than I, membranous, 3-nerved. Ill flowering, (without

the awns) much smaller than I and II, terete, convolute, 7-9

nerved, dorsally villous all over, 2 toothed with a stout broad

median awn
; column of awn golden yellow twisted and shining;

tail minutely scabrid, dorsally narrowly two channelled; teeth
Yt Vf /"V^W * ^ #-* *-% rM m -_-* A- M i * ft i 1 1 * m W\A Y 1

as lone as

nate.

of the median awn, with a fringe of long white hairs at the junc-

tion of the lateral awns with the glume
;
pale as long as the

glume, 2-toothed; 2-keeled, keels ciliate above and contracted

and fusing below with the produced rachilla* (?), and producing
a minute ciliate awned or awnless glume (IV). Stamens 3,

styles 2, distinct; grain compressed glabrou j; anthers and

plumose stigmas protruding from the top of flowering glume.

Lodicules membranous
±ne flowering glume; \m> nas a densely ub»iuw» ^»>

—

(*Dr. Stapf considers it should be described as having the

rachilla produced and terminating with a minute ciliate

awned or awnless barren glume. Dr. Stapf does not find that

this rachilla is actually joined to the back of the pale, although,

as he says, it is closely adpressed to it and may perhaps some-

times adhere to it. He considers it a new species and I have,

therefore, named it D. Gammiei after Mr. G. A. Gammie, now
Imperial Cotton Specialist.

Andropogon Paranjpyeanum, Bhide.

ber ™09
Cted by R

*
K

*
Bh,de at Ca9tle rOCk) °n 21St ^^
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Description ;—A delicate-looking grass, stems slender, erect,
1-1 1 foot long: upper nodes pubescent : leaves 1-3 inches by TV
inch, subcordate at base, hairy on both sides with long slender
hairs, the margins thickened and minutely irregularly repand
and spinulosely serrulate: sheathes glabrous: ligule a short
erose membrane. Racemes solitary, f-1 inch long (without
the awns), on a very slender peduncle: sessile spikelets J inch
long

;
glumes 4. I oblong, obtuse, faintly 5—7-nerved, glab-

rous, margins narrowly incurved, keels shortly ciliate at the
apex : II just a little longer than 1, 3-nerved, oblong, apiculate

:

III shorter than I and II, hyaline and with ciliate margins, epa*

leate : IV the narrow base of the awn, just a little more than half

as long as I, obscurely margined and 1-nerved with two obscure

narrow lobes at the apex, and an interposed slender twisted

scabrid awn about 1| inch long, bearing a bisexual flower.

Pedicelled spikelets about $ inch long : glume I oblong, obtuse,

7-9-nerved, margins incurved and broadly winged at the keels,

wings shortly ciliate towards the apex : II a little shorter than
I, oblong, acute, 3-nerved, margins ciliate : III shorter than II,

hyaline, ciliate, faintly 3-5-nerved, epaleate, male
;

joints and
pedicels compressed more or less obscurely channelled (?),

obliquely truncate, £-§ as long as the sessile spikelets and
ciliate with short white hairs on both sides.

Dr. Stapf agrees that this is a new species of Andropogon
(Eremopogon) , and I have named it A. Paranjpyeanum after

my colleague Mr. H. P. Paranjpye, B.A., Assistant Economic
Botanist.

EXTEROPOGON BADAMICUM, Bhide.

Collected by R. K. Bhide, at Badami, on the fort above the

caves, in September, 1909.

Description:—Stems 2-2£ feet, slender, erect, glabrous:

leaves narrow, 4-7 inches by |-J inch, tapering to a fine ac-

cumination, glabrous: sheaths glabrous, finely long-ciliate at

the mouth and sides ; ligule a short membrane with a fine

fringe of hairs. Spike solitary, terminal, 6 inches long. Spike-

lets two-seriate and secund on a flattened trigonous slightly

scabrid rachis, subsessile or very shortly pedicelled ;
glumes I

and II persistent, empty, scarious, 1-nerved, glabrous or very

minutely puberulous, I less than half of II, more or less unequal

sided and sometimes slightly lobed on one side, ovate, subacute

and erose at the apex. II shortly unequally two-toothed at

the apex with a short mucro between. Ill flowering, slightly

longer than II, two-toothed at the apex, 3-nerved with a dorsal

stiff awn about as long as the glume, scabrid at the back and

sides, ventrally grooved, the groove corresponding with the

dorsal ridge which is continuous with the awn. Callus bearded

with short white silky hairs, pale a little longer than the glume,
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scabrid at the back and on the keels, 2-nerved, apex slightly bi-

fid and erose, with a bisexual flower: grain oblong, flattened,

as long as the pale. IV like III, but smaller and also bisexual:

rachilla produced beyond IV and bearing a sterile awned glume

which is much smaller than IV.

This specimen seemed to me to be perhaps a new species

of Tripogon, or Chloris incompleta, Roth, with only one spike.

Dr Stapf, however, says it is a new species of Enteropogon. I

have accordingly named it E. Badamicum after the place

Badami where it was collected.

1909.

Tripogon Roxrurghianum, Bhide.

Collected at Badami. by R. K. Bhide, on 10th September,

Description ;—The whole plant 4-7 inches long. Stems
with

long hairs on the margin and at the ligule. Sheathes glabrous,

margins hyaline
; ligule an oblong lacerated membrane. Spike

solitary, 2-2i inches long : spikelets J incli long, 1-2 flowered,

with the rachilla jointed and produced bi-yond the upper flower

alternat
flattened

, WUU„, VB1IU convex. Glumes I and II empty. I

always remains attached to the hollow in the rachis when the

spikelet is removed; it is hyaline, very oblique or slightly

lobed On One Sldfi A.T1r1 hrna/llw nna.narirar1
~~ ' "

3-nerved, about 2|

II very coriaceous
J 'III_— „, «.u«U ij, w-i«=i»oui, auuui iij nines cia J<->«g <» ••

flowering, dorsally hairy in the lower part, a little shorter than

the upper empty glume, membranous 3-nerved, 2 toothed with

a short mucro between , the teeth are also shortly mucronate.
Callus bearded, pale nearly as long as the glume, 2-keeled,

keels minutely scabrid. Stamens 3, styles 2, distinct :
stigmas

plumose : grain terete : lodicules 2, cuneate. Upper flower also

bisexual or imperfect or 0. When present it is like the lower.

This plant seemed to me to be a new species of Tripogon-

Dr. Stapf says it is certainly a Tripogon, but agrees with

Lepturus Rozburghianus , Steudel, possibly and of Fl. Brit. Ind-

certainly. I have, therefore, retained the specific name and

called it T. Boxburghianum , Bhide
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate V.

Andropogon Paranjpyeanum, Bhide.

A. and B. Parts of plant nat. size.

C. Sessile and pedieelled spikelets.

D. Glume I of sessile spikelet.

E. Glume II of Ditto.

F. Glume III of Ditto.

G. Glume IV of Do., with part of awn.
H. Stamens, ovary and lodicules.

I. Glume I of pedieelled spikelet.

J. Glume II of Ditto.

K. Glume III of Ditto.

L. Stamens.

Plate VI.

Danthonia Gammiei, Bhide

A. Plant nat. size.

B. Glume I.

C. Glume II.

D Glume III.

E. Pale of Glume III.

F. Stamens, ovary, styles and stigmas.

G. Back view of pale.

H. Spikelet.

Plate VII.

Enteropogon Badamicum, Bhide,

A. Part of plant nat. size.

B. Glumes I and II.

C. Glume III and its pale.

D. Glume IV, its pale and Glume V.

E. Spikelet.

F. Ligule.

Plate VIII.

Tripogon Rozburghianum , Bhide

A. Plant nat. size.

B. Spikelet.

C. Glume I.

D. Glume II.

E. Glume III.

F. Pale of Glume III.
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G. Ovary, stamens and lodicules.

H. Glume IV.

I. Pale of Glume IV.

J. Ovary, stamens and lodicules.

K. Glume III with the raehilla produced beyond it and

the upper flower.

L. Part of spike.

M. Ligule.



39* Shan and Palaungf Jew's Harps from the Northern
Shan States.

By J. Coggin Brown, M.Sc., F.G.S.

(Plate IX.)

It has been shown in a previous paper that bamboo Jew's
harps attain a wide range as a common form of musical instru-

ment among certain tribes of Eastern Asia. 1

In the eastern parts of the Indian Empire the Lakher,
Chin, Naga, Mikir, Garo, Kachin, Assamese and Lisu tribes are

known to be acquainted with their manufacture and use, but, I

have been unable to find any reference to their occurrence in

the Palaung country, or amongst the Tai peoples in general.

though an extensive literature has already grown up devoted
especially to those branches of the great Tai family usually
grouped together as the Shans of Upper Burma.*

It may be mentioned here that the Palaungs belong to the
Mon Hkmer family of Indo-China, which also contains the
head-hunting Was of the country east of the Salween, and the
K'amus who, with allied races, stretch down into Cambodia-
It is probable that tribes of this family were the first Mongo-
lian race to inhabit Indo-China, and the Palaungs left behind
in the general southerly movement of the family have preserved

from the remote past many of their national customs, their

language, and their characteristic female dress; and, in spite

of the later influx of Tai and Tibeto-Burman races are ruled to-

day in Tawnpeng (the smallest of the Northern Shan States of

Upper Burma) by their own chief. 3

Palaungs are also found scattered over the hilly districts

of the Northern Shan States of Hsipaw, North and South
Hsenwi, and in Mongmit, a Shan State which is administered

as a sub-division of the Ruby Mines District. There are other

I •* Report on a Collection of Musical Instruments from the Siamese

Malay States and Perak," by Henry Balfour, M.A., F.Z.S. "Fasciculi

Malayenses." Anthropology, Part II (a), pp. 6-7.

* "The Jew's Harp in Assam," by A. Willifer Young. Journal

Asiatic Soc. Bengal, vol. iv, No. 4, pp. 233-237. " A Lisu Jew's Harp
from Yunnan," by J Coggin Brown. Journal Asiatic Soc. Bengal, vol.

vi, No II, pp. 689-592.
3 Tawnpeng (Burmese 4< Taung-baing) M has an area of about 800

square miles grouped roughly around Namhsan, the capital of the State.

This town lies approximately in lat. 23°, long. 97° 10'.

The term "Palaung" is of Burmese origin. The people call

themselves " Ta-ang " or u Rarang ,f and <k Ru-mai." They are known
to the Shans as Koon loi** or hill men (Shan 4i Koon M = man,
"loi" = hill), whilst the Yunnanese Chinese refer to them as M Pong-
long,' f which may only be a corruption of the Burmese name.
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isolated villages both in this and the Bhamo districts, whilst

they extend as far south as Kengtung in the Southern Shan

States. Eastwards they are met with in the Chinese Shan

States, but never at any great distance from the frontier. 1

During recent journeys in the Northern Shan States 1

have obtained various specimens of the typical forms of Jew's

harps used by both Shans and Palaungs. Whilst the two

types are almost identical, differing rather in size and work-

manship than in design, they at the same time exhibit certain

peculiarities of construction which do not appear to have been

noticed before, and I, therefore, propose to record a description

of them here.

Fashioned from a piece of hard fibrous bamboo, the Shan

Jew's harp in my possession is 15-7 cms. long and is made up

of the following sections :

(a) The end solid piece 6 cms. long which is rounded for

facility in holding.

(b) The chamber carrying in vibrating tongue 2-8 cms.

long.
t

(c) The part containing the movable central piece which

is in continuation with the vibrating tongue and

which is 5-4 cms. long. This part is cut away for

4 cms. in order that a maximum amount of flexi-

bility may be imparted to the central piece.

(d) The solid part which connects the vibrating tongue

with the spur and which is 5 cms. long.
(e) The projecting spur itself 1 cm. long, round off to

join (d), and cut away to a thickness of 1 mm. at

the other end. By means of this spur the vibra-

tions are set up.

1-5 mm.
thickness

L
a
Q It

C
?S

*
long and *3 cms - ^ width with a thickness of

less than 1 mm., are introduced into slits prepared for the
purpose These thin pieces of bamboo are movable, and
extend from beyond the edge of the vibrating tongue to where
it thickens to become the central piece. The chamber in which
me tongue moves can be opened or closed by moving them in

or out by means of which a variation in tone can be produced

nLSi "i

TJVr0J
f
cting Piece «** central movable bar are

usually loaded with wax for the same purpose. A reference to

Low

fuller account of the Palaung"A Nni» Z *u £ ,

OI xne Palaungs see the following paper*

is ICS vfu
palaungs of Hsipaw and Tawnpeng," by

"
Some, C™£S8

??J
,C
S SurVey of India

' Burma, No. I, 1006.
oome customs of the Tawnnon™ i>„i »> u„ t n„<rcnn B

%%**, *,*»£fiiszr&SSz*
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the annexed drawing will show the relationship of these various

parts and illustrate this explanation.

The Palaung Jew's harp is constructed on identical lines

so that a further description is unnecessary. In most of the

specimens I have seen, it is of somewhat rougher construction

and slightly longer and wider, but it always bears the two
movable bamboo strips, which distinguish these specimens

from all other forms.

The Shan and Palaung instruments are of finer workman-
ship than those which have been described from Assam and

certain other hill tracts of Burma, but they do not approach

the Lisu harp in delicacy of construction. There is a remark-

able similiarity between them and the forms obtained in the

Siamese Malay States by Dr. Annandale, suggesting the idea

that the Malays may have obtained the model, and learned the

use of the instrument from their Siamese Shan neighbours, for

its use appears to be universal among the Tais.

This similarity of design and construction also goes far to

prove that the bamboo Jew's harp is not regarded as a toy, but

as a musical instrument with its own recognized place in the

orchestra of those tribes who use it.

It is played by both men and women, and is often made
to break the monotony of a long walk, especially after night-

fall, being played singly or with other instruments such as the

flute. It also serves the Shan youth when serenading. I

have noticed that the Burmese proper are entirely unacquainted

with the bamboo harp except in areas where they adjoin hill

tracts inhabited by wilder tribes.

The accompanying plate (Plate IX) illustrates Lisus playing

their Jew's harp and flute, and was taken in Panghsa-pye, Tawng-

peng State, Northern Shan States, Burma. Five years ago I

visited Panghsa-pye, which was then inhabited by Palaungs.

Dr. and Mrs. Sehermann of Munich, to whose kindness I am

indebted for the photograph, and who lately passed through

the place, inform me that the Palaungs left the village and

settled elsewhere as soon as Lisu influence became dominant,

and that the village is now entirely in the hands of the latter

tribe.
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40. Notes on the Ethnography of the Bashahr State
t

Simla Hills, Punjab.

By Pandit TIka Ram Josht, some time Private Secretary to the

Rdjd of Bashahr ; edited by H. A. Rose, C.S., Punjab.

The object of these notes is to reproduce the substance of

some notes in the ethnography and folklore of the Bashahr
State, received from Singhi and Devi Laru, two employes of that

State. These notes are embodied in Part I. Part II deals

with the Kanawar valley, a dependency of Bashahr and which
is divided into Upper and Lower Kanawar. Upper Kanawar
included the pargana of Shuwa and that part of the Inner

Tukpa pargana which lies on the left or south bank of the

Sutlej ; while Lower Kanawar includes parganas Alharabis,

Rajgaon, part of the Inner Tukpa pargana, and part of Pandara-
his pargana. Outer Tukpa pargana lies in the Baspa valley of

Kanawar, but strictly speaking it forms no part of Upper or
Lower Kanawar. Bhala pargana lies in the Thang valley to-

wards (s)Piti. The notes in Kanawar are by Pandit Tika Ram
Joshi, the author of the Kanawar i Grammar and Dictonary.

H. A. Rose.

Birth.—During pregnancy the kvMeotd is worshipped, if

necessary, and between the seventh and eighth months theAshtam

Rahu is also worshipped, 1 but these observances are confined

to the twice-born castes and to the better class of the Khash

Kanets. Brahmans predict the child's sex by counting a hand-

ful of almonds, odd numbers indicating a boy, even a girl. The

birth of a girl passes unnoticed, but that of a boy is the occasion

for festivities and almsgiving. As a rule the midwife is a woman

of low caste, but sometimes Kardn women are so employed.

During the last five months of pregnancy the midwife massages

the woman at the end of each month to keep the foetus in position.

The gontrdld is observed by Brahmans, Rajputs and Vaisyaa

after 11, 13 and 15 days respectively. Some of the Khash also

observe it. On the expiry of this period the family is deemed

clean again, and other families of the tribe can eat with them. The

mother is also purified after the gontrdld. The impurity only

lasts three days among the menial tribes.

The ceremony of feeding the child for the first time is called

1 Simply by making gifts to priests and other Brahmans.
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lugru, and is observed at an auspicious moment, with worship
of Ganpati and the nine planets, and various festivities.

The child is named at the annodak, 1 and as usual given two
names. This is done when it is five or six months old as a rule.

Khash
castes

Women whose children die prematurely have recourse to

various charms, but the favourite remedy is the worship of the

Ashtam Rahu, especially in cases of ashtamrdh * or falling sick-

ness, to which children are liable.

The first tonsure (locally called kanbdl) s is done at the kul-

deotd's temple alone. It is observed by the twice-born castes

permission.
with

Marriage.—Ritual marriage is confined to the ruling
family and to some Darbaris, Brahmans and Banias of Rampur
town. Amongst them a betrothal once made is irrevocable,
except on account of leprosy, constant ill-health or apostasy on

As
crime

begu
The commencement of the wedding is called the sarbdrambh*
A kangnd is tied round the bridegroom's wrist, and after

that he must not go outside the house. Ganpati is then wor-
shipped, and batnd is rubbed on the bodies 'of both bride and
bridegroom for three to five days, according to the family.

Worship of the Ktdjd, i.e., the boy's family god, is then
performed. When the marriage party sets out, the bridegroom
is garlanded,6 but those of his family who are under the influence
oi gharastak (Sanskrit grihastak, " family ") must not see the
garland or it will bring them bad luck. The cost of the garland
as well as the expenses of the graha shdnti 6 are borne by the

bridegroom's maternal uncle.
Alter the dfinn.rf« ¥•£* ^* 4-u. i.i- ± n _ ~ ^Uaawe!

ItZ^J^ C
i!^ i3 fed <«* the first time on grain and water.

Ashtanirah or n»ht. *n.*Ahs. ±u~4.

«inVnJi T-
piaco trom the bandsickness to him . ft«^ +- *. ^ . £ rf

eighth

danger

is, the planet Rahu (the eighth*****)

1 in which the bov was born, bring

Since the

is the

The

&Ka„hMt o
1S

,

occuPied by R&hu, Shani and Mangal (g.

ceremonv^n wl?if5an8krit ka^^hd, meaning boring of ears,

KuKvatT^ n
he

f?
rS are Pierced for th« insertion of earrings-TS^d Ganpati are worshipped.

«
* a!?'' °arh

;
a"

'
and drambf> • commencement,

former wife are %Z£ rlaced °n the bridgroom's head. Children b>»

occasion of £! '«J»dden to see their fathor put on the shehrd on the

*«"«VJe ^"^J* I?
ftrri»«B I throuehout the Hills, children by •

bridegroom. allovved *° see their father in the guise of »

• Oraha *hdnti or worship of^^^^
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the parohd or parowdn, 1 but this is not known in the villages.

This custom, general throughout the Hills, is confined to the
women because all the men have gone on the wedding procession.

The women perform the wedding rites at the bridegroom's house,
one representing the priest, others the bride and bridegroom,
and so on, with songs and dances.

When the bridegroom reaches the bride's house the parents

meet first—an observance called milni—and the bridegroom must
not see his parents or sister-in-law until the lagan pherd rite has

been solemnised. At this rite he recites chhands} After it

come the sir-gondi, menhdi and oiling of the bride.

After worshipping Ambika and performing jaljdtrd* the

bridegroom's sihrd is untied by his best man, who must be a

relative.

The wedding concludes with the untying of the bride's

kangnd by a man who is regarded as a great friend of the bride-

groom .

The bride returns to her father's house three weeks or a

l Parohd or parowan appears to be derived from paurdnd, to send to

sleep.
* Some of the chhands recited by the bridegroom are given below:

1. Chhand pakdun chhand pakduYi,
chhand pakaigd bird,
Bardtdi chdn /n f Jamd i

,

aya Idrd bird.

2. Chhand pakdun chhand pakdun.
chhand pakaigd khurmd
Tumhdri beti ko aisd rakhiift,

Jaisd dnkhoh men snr?nd.

3. Chhand pakdun chhand pakduri,

chhand pakaigd rord,

Du8rd chhand tab kahun,
' V

Jo 8aurd dewe ghord.

4. Chhand paydgd chhand paydgd,
chhand paydgd thdli,

Dmrd chhand tab kahungd
Jab saurx degd sdli.

I recite a metre like the betel leaf,

The wedding procession has arrived, the canopy is pitched,

The bridegroom is like a diamond.

I recite a metre sweet like a sweet,

I will keep your girl as well

As (women keep) lamp-black in the eyes.

I recite a metre as hard as a stone,

The next metre will recite

When the father-in-law gives me a horse.

I recite a metre as fine as a metal dish,

The next metre will recite

When the father-in-law gives me my wife's sister also.

Chhand means prosody; but they recite some poetry or doha.

This " pilgrimage to a spring
'

' is made on the fourth

wedding.
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month after the wedding. This is called the dwirdgaman, and
sometimes costs one-fourth of the amount spent on the actual
wedding.

wice-born castes
stri-dhan. This includes the presents made to her by her father
and husband, and the gifts made to her by her mother-in-law
and others at the end of the wedding ceremony.

Dower,—The Bashahr State has recently bestowed two
villages on the two Deis of Bashahr who were married to H. H.
the Raja of Kashipur. The income of these two villages will
go to the two Deis at Kashipur, and to their offspring after their
death. Occasionally the chief or a rant gives dower to a Brahman

.

girl. She is then called a kankori, and is regarded as the donor's
own daughter. Even poor men give a daughter some dower
according to their means. Locallv this is called sambhdl, a term
which mcludes any present made to a married daughter on
certain occasions.

oy tfrahmans or Rajputs, on the one hand : while on the other
even tfamas in townships observe the rites in vogue among
Brahmans

. ,, , —o—- —-~». Brahmans in the villages only
ooserve the lagan phera. Among the Rajputs the Thakurs who livem villages and marry in their own class omit the lagan phera, as
do the agricultural Khash, but Thakurs who aspire to Miari
status

,
and the upper classes among the Khash , do observe it.

in onet, tormal marriage is confined to families resident in a bazar
township or connected ww„
Customary marriage.—Customary

rifI k 7 • Jhakurs and Khash , who perform no lagan ved
rites but simply worship the dwdr-matri,* hearth, and the nine
I dnets. Collectively these observances are called sanhbhari:

l

i„S are the .binding ingredients in the rite, although if a girl

onl

" m
o
g . carried to several husbands, the attendance of one

indispensable

wnJnotr for
,

m of customary marriage with a maid, who is

7™ZS T/
1 f

f
0m a fair or a Place of pilgrimage, is prevalent

Z dL fu 8h and Karan ' Jt is solemnised by worship of
tne aoor and hearth, and by the andarera or andrela,* and the
pair are regarded as bride and bridegroom.

namesIreasTollotf^ ¥?*?**%mPh*> who reside in the doors; their

Jaya or ViiavA tV
J

r"1

ya? , » Canada, Nanda, Punnya, I'linyamuM-.

1 From SanJ •! i?k grouP is called Dwar-matri.
, nH

bridegrooms Z Sm?^?^™' the recitation of the bride's and

"tecireSondsVth
M

/
W^nCe the na™>- a"d Parvara -

Hen
^i to

thisreci<on
d8

V°wtXtT^.of *he P'--. Brahn^ans are_ pajd fo

•uunn class, that
^nankh-Khnr!

™ tn
' l°trachdr of the plains. Brahmans are paid toi

£T'ho
f
n castes observe the Shakhochchar, while to«

' IS Ivan At,a aaII il_ ... . *\ .,nmfl 0*

adhti-prave8h
. the observance
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If the girl's parents have a husband in view, but she is for-

cibly carried off from a fair, etc., by another man, they will never-

theless go to her wedding and give her a dower in money, clothes,

etc., while the bridegroom gives his mother-in-law, father, or

brother-in-law a present of cash.

*

The consideration paid by the bridegroom to the bride's

guardians is called dheri, and if from any cause the marriage is

dissolved this sum must be refunded to the bridegroom. The
man who abducts or seduces a married woman is liable for the

payment of the dheri to her first husband. Moreover, if she has

a child by her first husband and takes it with her, the second

husband becomes liable for this child's maintenance; but it does

not inherit its step-father's property.

An unmarried woman who gives birth to a child is called

bahbi or bahri, and the child, who is called jdtu or jhdtu, has

no rights whatever, if she marry, in her husband's property.

fti Death.—The alms given at death are called khat-ras? deva

dan, gau dan, baitarni dan, and panch ratn, and are offered by

all castes.

A mdli or nachhatri, called the ashdnti, can predict the fates

of those who accompany the bier. The mall is a worshipper of

ghosts (mashdn and bhut). He is not a Brahman, but a Kanet,

or even a man of low caste ; and he predicts after consulting

his book of divination (ginne hi kitdb).

In the villages of Bashahr are men who can foretell deaths.

Such a man is called a mdshani. They differ from the mdli.

Chelds (lit. disciples) in Bashahr are called mdlis of the deotd

;

and in order to ascertain if a man, woman or child is under a

demon's influence, the demon's mdli is called in. Taking some

rapeseed in his hand he predicts the period within which the

patient will recover. If the latter does regain his health, a bah

is offered to the demon.
,

Bah'd sundhd* is performed after 13 days among Brahmans.

lawfully married wife enters her husband's house at an auspicious time,

with music and singing. . . i ,.,-.t

1 Customary marriage is not permissible among the twice-horn

castes, and if such a marriage occur, the issu> are only ent.ded to

maintenance, or to a field or shop (for maintenance) without power of

ahenation : but such issue may succeed in default of fully legitimate issu

OF &
*?Khatras ddn, generally called dashaddn, the gift ofjtan *!»*,

(1) a cow (2) land, (3) sesamum, (4) gold, (5) clarified butter (^).(G) a

c oth'^unpounded rice, (8) su.ar, (9) silver (10) sal .
*«*»» *

Rift made riven by the son on his father's breathing his last. I>eiM«n is

to offersome gift to the deities. Those who receive the death-bed gifts

from BrTmans and Rajputs are called Achara, or Maha-Brahmans, and

those who receive the death-bed gifts from other castes are termed

Krishan Brahmans. . m „1m
8 The mdlis are exorcists as well, and a so give oracles.

* Bakrd means a goat, which is sacrificed after 15 days of one s death.
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15 among Rajputs, while Kanets perform it after 15 days or even
after ten days. If the proper day chances to be inauspicious the

observance is held a day earlier or later. The Brahman bhojan

,

or feast given to Brahmans, is called dharmshdnti, and after it the

twice-born castes are considered purified.

The mdski is a shrddh held one lunar month after the death.
The chhe-mdski is held six months after it.

The barashwd is held on the first anniversary, and on it alms,
including a shaijyd, 1 a palanquin, horse, etc., are given to the
family Acharaj or, in villages, to the Krishna Brahmans. A simi-

anniversanes On the
fourth is held the chau-barkhi. The soul goes through three
phases, prdni, pret, and rishet* and on the completion of the
fourth year it is purified and becomes a pitar deotd. In addition
the pdrband s and kdnidgat shrddhs are observed for four or five

generations.

The deceased is also worshipped among the twice-born
castes as a godling sati, pdp or newd ; and among others an image
is made of stone or of silver, for which some grain is set apart at
each harvest, and sometimes a he-goat is sacrificed and liquor
arank, the belief being that omission to keep up the worship of
the dead will end in disaster.

^ ^rdh
?f

nS and Rajputs observe the sapin-dana, sapindi
snradh and karchhu. In the latter rite khir (rice, milk and sugar)
is prepared, and a Maha Brahman fed with it. Then the corpse
is put in a shroud and carried out to the burnine ground. On

ensuren - • o- —" "^ ^"OUIC lllllllUllH, V W mi\J v»^~~

—

ana an earthen vessel is also broken. A lamp is kept burning

I

to quench its thirst.*

till

ghata

ihn.J
h
* xr^l? in Bash*hr are of undoubted antiquity, and

those of Nirt, Nagar and the Four Theris are said to date back
10 tile I rpfa-irrir* . XT1 '1 ,-. -. • . . ~. ., '. onH

pargananu:\„ ?„. • xr* P ' "uaiail»«, aungra in DtiaDa puiyui™

ZST™ ?anawar to the Dwapar-yug : and most of them were
constructed in those periods.

And sundh
cauea oakra (and) sundhd has been performed

are riveSrT^^ In the ^ayyd-ddn the following articles

and femS; ££!'
bedding> V**> bed-sheet f cooking vessels, dish, male

and female attire, and omamente.-all according to one's means.

year to the fourrT"^ 1f
ath one ia called £*. and from the S6C°

3 The »ZI °"e '\called rishet, from rishi, a sage.

an echpae ^hTsrl ^5 ® that which is performed on a parbi. such *s

and SLnSS
8
A^i*^ ?

f the dark ^lf of a month, an amd»»

observed TnTal v „ ,t *i°
k*haydh or «*«"*« ^radh is that which is

4 A Dft
°"* y

f

°r

J
the dttt° of the death.

*

nt

accompany the hL^6^6
.

name and rd*hi as the deceased must not

tion.
P y the bler

' aad 8hou»d perform a graha-ddn for his own protec
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The temple servants are the kdrddr or manager, pujdri,

bhanddri, tokru, math, kdyath, mdli l and bajantri.

In the villages the term pujdri or deotu 2 is applied to those

who carry the deotd's car or rath, as well as to those who accom-

pany the deotd to their villages.

At Shungra, Chugaon and Gramang in Kanawar are the

temples of the three Maheshras. Gramang is a village in Bhaba

pargana, also called Kath-gaoii.

The bajantri are drummers or musicians and get grain, a

he-goat (and sometimes a shroud at a death) for their services.

Others offer a cloth, called shari? to the temple for the decora-

tion of the god's rath.

The pujdris ordinarily belong to the first class of Kanets.

The bhanddri is the store-keeper. The tokru' s duty is to weigh,

and the function of the math or mdthas is to ask oracles of the

deity on behalf of the people.

The gods of the village-temples are subordinate to the god

of a Deo mandir or " great temple," and they perform certain

services for him, e.g., at a ydg * and at fairs, in return tor the

fiefs (jdgirs) granted them by him.
Similarly the temples at Sungra 5 and Kharahan contain

subordinate deotds, and a Deo mandir usually possesses one or

more birs 6 to whom food and sacrifice are offered, and who are

worshipped.
will

his

or kotwdl. , ....... t» i'i« „~,i

The Kali pijans are called kheria-kari^ in Bashahr and

include the Pret Piija, Tekar, and Sarvamandal pujan. Ihey

are observed in Sawan or Phagan, and the yogfor observance is

paid for from the jdgir of the deity or from funds«#^
deotus 9 (devotees), who also give grain, ght, oil and he-goate.

On an auspicious day chosen by a Brahman as many as 50 he-

goats are sacrificed, and the people of tiie neighbourhood are

7 Here mdli means the man called dlYiwdh in these hills, grokch in

^T'Deotus are those who worship the deity; they are also called pujdris.

to dance.

deity.

Tshdri a dftotf-clath or piece of cloth attached in the car of the

Sarahan.

\ ?„
an

ttm EXroflungr. i. subordinate to Bhta. Kill at

6 Bir is par excellence the deity Mahabir, that h Hanuman; Bhairab

"7 ~a a Tttr T ankurabir too is a Bhairab deity.
go termed a Bir

•
^"warnr o

milkHs offered to theis also termed a Bir.

because

deity SBftJMUiTiT^Sap of ghoets. TeaUar and Sarba-

r^pujan is «5 iorabip of all ti.e d.;t,e. at oneP^
p&jdris.
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heads
with some grain and ghi.

The Shdnd 1 ydg.—In Bashahr the Shand yag is celebrated
where there has been a good crop or an epidemic is raging.
Sometimes 108 balis, sometimes less, are offered, and sacrifices
are also made to the ten dishds or quarters. The gods of the
four theris and the five sthdns (temples) also assemble at it

and other gods from the country round attend the ydg. The
expense incurred is considerable. In Bashahr the people also
perform the shdnd for their own villages.

A minor ydg, called Shandtu or Bhatpur, 3
is also observed

every third year, but not universally. Brahmans perform
worship and are feasted.

" Less important ydgs are the jdgrds and jatdgrds * which are
observed annually or every third or fourth year. The biggest,
inat ot Maheshwar of Sungra, is held every third year at
Nachar temple

, with the following rites :-

and f
• ,

(sacrifices
) of he-goats are offered on all four sides,

ana at night a combat takes place between the villagers and the
gawais, who are armed with large wooden nlnbs " havinz fire
burnmg at the ends. '

' The comblt lasts allsing dance and make merry, and are feasted in return.

TwJrf ,

B
fha^ the Diaoli is observed in Maghar. It is the

special festival of the peasantry, and held only in the village

7*a
VT' WTen observe it by visiting their parents' homes

and thereeating cold viands.
8 *

*fc TV*
^haPPa, held on the 15th of Poh in Bashahr, resembles

kEw2S& inVa"^ * 1S Pr°bably ^ f6StiVal "^
whinW?

J
?J^tra 6 held ™ Jeth ^ Bashahr is the occasion on

for »wT i ,

are bathed in the rivers with songs and music,
tor which the performers are rewarded.

carriS n,??
air

5* the Jal or Ban Bihar the ihdkurs' chariots are

ciaTs et
g^dens, and alms given'to Brahmans, musi-

in The women

1 From shdnti, peace.
These are enumerated

Saner Nirt k! T Wa ln the couplet : LSndsa, Dandsa, BJingw.

Dandsa SmoSf* U
N
cJ
rman4, Kao Mamel. < The Villages of Landsa,

Xrman'd Kfn/^8^" are the fou* Theris ; and Nirt, Nagar,

boJht^SuW NV
lTQl Z™ the five 8***.' Kao and Mamel ^

has a temnb' 2 S"^ « KuUii
'
and a11 the re8t are in Bashahr

' Sn
temples JS of J»l

Devi
:J
Mamel one *° Mahadev. Nirmand has two

NirftTi Smple ^sS^^unT^'^ ^^ *^^
J
J^^.^aP^ "- <»*) " o««d to the deity.

Cattle-grrazern.
To! t a . *

" deow." * '

& visit to a 8Pring. Here thdkur means " deity " or
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The Ram-naumi is called Dharm-kothi 1 in Bashahr, and is

the occasion for general rejoicings, the thdkurs' thrones being

decorated with heaps of flowers, and many thousands of rupees

spent.

In Bashahr the Baisakhi is called Lahol, and the girls who
marry their dolls in Parbati's name are given money by the

State or from the bazar.

Caste.—The Brahmans of Bashahr are divided into three

grades :

(i) Uttam, who do not plough.

(ii) Acharaj, who receive the ashubh dan or impure alms

of the other Brahmans and Rajputs. They take

daughters in marriage from

(iii) Krishana, who plough.

Like the other two twice-born castes most of the Brahmans

in Bashahr are sirtords and not of pure descent. Those that are

of pure blood may be divided into two grades

(a) The State purohits, who intermarry, and eat kachhi

with the Ranwi* purohits and Brahmans as well

as with those of Dwarch and Singra.

(6) Bazar purohits.

All the twice-born castes will eat pakki with one another,

Khash
with

Kanets appear to be divided into two hyp

astes

(i) The Khash.

(ii) The Karan, or Rahu, from whom the Khash take

daughters but do not give them brides in return, and

(iii) The Ganeshas, so called because they adore the deity

Ganesh. The Kanets were originally Thakurs, but lost status

widow
wn

g I WW \J vxA % v » -~ ^* J*p '^-'^ ^ Plh-* ^^ ^ ^^ w WJ m ^mm

on the spot and a he-goat sacrificed because it is unlucky to leave

a bit bejindir (banjar, uncultivated).

As in the Simla Hills, generally, the abandonment of land is

called soa or mandohri. When a house or field is believed to be

occupied by a demon it is regained by sacrificing a he-goat m the

name of his mane. But even then a cultivated field so regained

cannot be ploughed , and must only be used for pasture

An oath in Bashahr is termed dib* It is administered when

. B h - caUed bec.u* on W. occ^on **.Mj-Wj^i«

house of charity ' remains open «» »•> -- r—
for a week or so. r»..xt»„,«>„

S Ranwi is the name of a village of Brahman

Raja
a Sanskrit divya, divine pronouncement.
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reliable evidence. One party agrees to take the oath. First
he has a cold bath. Then he goes to the temple and says that
if he is in the right he ought to be successful, but if unsuccessful,
in the wrong. Two balls of kneaded flour, one containing a
silver coin, and the other a gold piece, are put in a narrow vessel
lull of water, and the man is bidden to take one ball out. It is

then broken, and if it contains the silver, he is supposed to be
successful, and if the gold, he is deemed to have failed.

A man can be released from an oath by the thai darohi,
which consists in making a present to the Raja and also per-
forming a yog, i.e. , sacrificing a he-goat in honour of the god.

The 14th of the dark half of Bkddo is termed Krishan
chaudas or Dagydli-chaudas (from Dag-wdli-chaudas) ; and on
t hat day the worship of Kali is observed. It is a general belief in
the Punjab hills that some women are Dags or Dains, that is to
say

,
that a sight of them is not lucky , or in other words they know

some incantations by which they can assume the form of a tiger
or vulture, and that any beautiful thing which comes into their
sight is destroyed. The 14th of the dark half of Bhado is their
reast day, and they then assemble in the Bias Kund in Kullu, or
ac some other place, such as the Karol hill, which lies between
£oian and Kandaghat. Some mustard-seed is thrown on to the
neios so that the Dag may not destroy the crops. On that day
no man goes out from fear of the Dag, and on each house door
some thorns are stuck with cow-dung, so that the Dag mav not

Customs in Kan.ywar.

J?
the Kanawar valley Buddhism is the dominant faith,

fti „.
s°clal customs of the people generally resemble those

or the Hindus, though the observances bear Tibetan names, and
the ritual, etc., is conducted in that language.

Birth customs.—During pregnancy the following chant
is sung

:

swdha
na

chhdk-cha

dowd dol dolmd Jcharcke
ladang Idni chat pangi

ri pddmo Iddulde fdngmo
dobzadma dolmd. uwmM

Translat

b^°of£r.£* .l_
br .** . *». thee

;
be ph-d"

blessings." And
woman's neck.
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On the birth of a son the goddess Dolrua is adored, and the

chant called Bhum chung, which runs : Om tdyathd gate gate

pdrd gate swdhds (' may God bless the child ') is sung. The

old women of the family perform the midwife's functions
;

and for a fortnight the mother lives apart, being debarred

from touching anything. At the end of that period she

and all she possesses are sprinkled with cow's urine mixed

with Ganges water, as among Hindus. The child's horos-

cope is cast by a lama, who also names the child when it is

15 days old, or on any other auspicious day. It is generally

brought out of the house for the first time at the full moon

and, if possible, at an auspicious moment, when one or two

months old. Charms for its long life are also made by the lamas.

A boy's head is shaved when one year old, the lamas per-

forming a horn, 1 puja, or path sacrifice. As the Kanawaris only

rank as Shudras they are not entitled to wear the sacred thread,

so they wear instead a lcanthi or 2 necklace from the age of 8.

Marriage customs resemble those of the Tibetans. Brother-

marry a joint wife , the lamas solemnizing the wedding by chant-

ing certain hymns and worshipping the gods or goddesses,

goats also being sacrificed.

The nuptial rites in Kanawar are peculiar. In the first

place the amount of the dheri is unusually high, varying from

Rs. 100 to Rs. 1,000.3 The custom as to dower is also different.

Many people give the bride as many pewter vessels as there are

in the bridegroom's family, but ornaments, he-goats, cows

etc., are also given. The wedding is thus solemnized :

One of the brothers, most usually the one who is the bride's

equal in age, goes with some of his relatives to her father's house

on the day fixed by the lama (priest). There the party are well

entertained, and the lama solemnizes the wedding by reciting

some chants in Tibetan after the Tibetan manner. Next day they

return to their own house with the bride richly dressed and

adorned. On reaching home the bride is es-

pecially by her mother-in-law. After a religious ceremony,

the bride's right hand is held by all the bridegroom's brothers,

flames are fed with clarified butter mixed
»r» . ;f nnasihia almond 3 and dried cranes are

butter water flowers, sweetmeats, fruit, etc., while Path consists in reading

or reciting the Tibetan scripture called Chhas or Chhoss.

* The Kami is an ordinary necklace made of tulsi, the holy basin

{Ocymum sacrum). The?e kahthU are generally made in Hardwar, Brinda-

ban, Ajudhya, and Benares.

S The dhIheri prevents a woman's going to another man, as only he

8 on himself the responsibility for it is entitled to keep the

woman. It is a sum paid to the bride's guardian by those of the bride-

groom, and mu?t be refunded to the latter if the marriage turns out badly

e.g., if the wife leave her husband and go off with another man, he has

who takes
woman

.

to refund the amount to them.
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and then all of them are deemed to have married her. A feast

is then given to all who are present, and the lamas and musicians

are fed. This marriage is a valid one. The child of an unmarried

girl is called puglang (bastard), and has no right to anything

by way of inheritance. Such children

puglang or puglakch

The right of inheritance.—In case all the brothers have only one

joint-wife, there can be no question as to the right of inheritance.

However, just as the bride's mother-in-law is. mistress of the

family, so on her death the wife succeeds as its mistress. Thus
the movable and immovable property of a family remains in

the house and is never divided. But the custom of polyandry
is nowadays declining by degrees.

As the trade and wealth of Kanawar increase and its people

come more in contact with India, they are rapidly abandoning
the old customs, such as dubant (plunging), phukant (burning),

bhakhant (eating), etc. This method of disposing of a dead body
was formerly observed only by the inhabitants of Hangrang
ghori who are called by the Kanawars Nyam, and by the

Kochi or Pahari people, Zar or Jar, Zad, or Jad.
The lamas used to consult their scriptures and advise as to

the disposal of the dead according to the time, etc., of the death,
but now the Hindu shrddhs and so on are observed. The only

old custom which survives is the annual shrddh called phuhich
in which a he-goat, reared in the dead man's name, is dressed in

his clothes
, sacrificed and eaten by the members of his kindred.

At a death-bed, grain is distributed among all those present,

and the lamas read from Buddhist writings. The body is

burnt on the same day, or at latest in the next. Drums, sandte,

karndls * and conches are played when the corpse is carried to

the burning-ground. Some of the bones are picked up, and sent

either to Manasarowar in Tibet, to Rawalsar in Mandi State, or

to the Ganges. 3 In the deceased's room a lamp is kept burning
for seven days from the death , and incense is also burnt in it. The
chnolpa (Hmd. kiria karm) is performed from the eighth to the

tenth day; all the deceased's clothes are given to the lamas, with

other gifts. The panchaka or eroun of five constellations * is

i

1 Fulaich or Phulaich, from Hindi phul, flower, is so called be.

ivanawans do not wear new clothes till one year after a death in the
ly, but after performinc th« rf,««M +k~„ ™«,, ™at>r flmvors and

the farm

clothes
pwiunning wie dujang they may wear

* The sandi and karndl are both musical instruments used in the hills.

^JSTu1

! £"* of wood and *s ^out a foot long, with seven hole

of an Algoj.

round broad

and like that

onlv 1 g
u
e ^°nes to the Ganges ** said to be quite a recent innovation

only dat .ng back two or three years
q

3 M*ab^ Shat bhisha, Purvabhadrapad^
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inauspicious for the family of one who dies under it, and to avert
the evil, images of roasted flour are made and burnt with the
corpse, to the accompaniment of Tibetan chants.

After 15 days the lama does horn, puja, and path, reciting

Tibetan chants of purification. This ends the period of mourn-
ing. After a year the phulaich I is observed, by giving food and
clothes to a lama in the deceased's name ; and until this is

observed the family must not wear any new clothes, etc. The
shrddh, called dujang in Kanawari, is also solemnized by the
lama. The burning grounds are haunted by Mashan, Rakshas,
Shyuna, and Khar-shyuna, of whom the first two are conceived

of as evil spirits or demons, and the two latter as Jack-o'-lanterns

or ghosts."2

The following chant is repeated by the lama more than
a thousand times to exorcise an evil spirit from a man or woman :

Om bdjrd kild kildyd dimo shakchd uchd thaydld fat. Any one
bitten by a mad dog is healed by repeating the following chant
more than a thousand times : Om khu-khu rdchd khd-thdm dewd
chdng-ghi dwishok.

MONASTECISM.

Kanet girls, who do not marry, but devote their time to the
study of the Tibetan scriptures, are called zomos or jamos. They
live in nunneries. The two principal nunneries are at Kanam and
Sunnam, and in these a great number of zomos live. Besides

this, every village has a few zomos.

Kanet boys, who learn the Tibetan scriptures, and are well

versed in the Buddhist doctrines, are called Idmds. They live

in monasteries and are looked upon as very holy. In fact they

are the priests of all of the Kanets. There are several monas-

teries of these lamas in Kanam, Sunnam, and other villages.

Lamas are either Gyolang or celibate, like the Brahmachari

or Dugpu, who marry but never shave the head.
" The lama is consulted regarding every important undertak-

ing. Thus he is asked to name an auspicious day for beginning

to plough or sow, and at the time ascertained he recites chants

like the one beginning : Om akdni nikdni ambitd mandate mantdle

swdhd, ' May the gods bestow on us abundance of grain.'

When a new roof is put on a temple, which is called shdnt*

the lamas perform a ceremony, reciting charms and performing

1 Phulaich is also the name of a fair held in October every year at

Braling, near Ropa. See Ukhyang fair in the list of fairs attached in the

footnotes. -

* Mashan and Rakshasa are of course Sanskrit terms. The other two

are Kanawari, possibly corruptions of Tibetan words. It is worth re-

marking that Mashan, Shyuna and Rakshas are also septs of Kanets, found

in Mellam, Asrang and Rirang villages respectively.

3 From Sanskr. shdnti, peace.
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horn, with the sacrifice of sheep and goats. This is called pares-

tang (Sanskr. pratisthd, consecration).
When a new house is ready the lama fixes the time aus-

picious for its occupation, and the owner dressed in new clothes
is then taken into it with his wife, who rings a bell. This is

called gordsang. '

New grain is first offered to the village-god and may then be
eaten.

In alphabetical list of the deotds in Kandwar, together with the

name of the village in which each is located.

1. Badrinath, at Kamru or M one village.

j- Bhimakali, at Kamru or Mone village. (Also at Sarahan.)

4.
Shuwa.

pargana

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

gnori Also at Yawring v illage . Shuwa pargand.
Uihwedung, at Change village in Shuwa pargand.
y»Wa, at Kanam, Dabling, Dubling, Lio, Spuwa or Poo,
Shyasho. U.K.

pargand
-j^e^syum, at, uangi, in Shuwa pargand.
£asurajas, at Rirang or Ribba, in Inner Tukpa pargand.
Khormo, at Pilo or Sr>;i« ;n au,-.„^ ' a10. Khormo, at Pilo or Spilo, in Shuwa pargan

11.

12.
-^, «,„ Aviv,iipa or Kispa, Inner Tukpa pargana.

aheshras, at Shuftgra or Grosnam in Tharabis pargand, at

Uraraang or Kathgaoii in Bhaba pargand, and at Chiigaon
or Tholana in U***>~&~* £\pargana

It M^ahng
U
at Khw^gi in Shuwa pargand

14.

15. Milakyu
pargana

ltt at* / ^v ~~~rM' '

"

At*gc 111 OHUWit JJUi

17.

^iba, Mewar, Miru, Sangla, Sapni or Rapang villages.

>

1 S. Narayan , at B
19. Narenas, at

in 1 harabis pargana

T7& ? ailu aiso at Chi
with the three Maheshras.

pargand.

, and "5

nd Shun

9?' S"^g '
at M6rang or Ginam ^Hage in Inner Tukpa pargand.

a. Pathoro, at Rarang and Punnam villages, Shuwa and

22.
pargands

24 qk^3
'
at Pwari or P<* village in Inner Tukpa pargana^

25. Sh?T- '
at Ra>vchham village in Outer Tukpa pargana

r.„, r ="
X, ** vmage m onuw

Rapukcl^at Th&ngi village in Inner

in Shuwa pargand
pargana

it is eftplied
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27. Shuwang Chafidika, at Kostampi or Kothi village in Shuwa
-

pargana
Traiida village in Tharabis pargana

Ukha

i m Sandrabis pargana.

Gyabung village in Shuwa pargana

Pandrabis pargana.

62. Yulsha, at Sunnam village in Shuwa pargana.

Nages deota in Sangla village is thus addressed by the

pujydres in worship :

—

Ja bitingld, jaa kharakld. jaa pdtuld, jaa thordshaa, jaa

chhdlimeho, jaa dahkhecho, ddlecha updbocha, chi pdbocha, jaa

barja, jaa shing khdmbling, jaa shydng, brtiling, jaa shydng

khdmbling.

Translation.

hin
— — - -

O thou, who livest in the holes, be victorious,

O thou, who canst go into a vessel, be victorious,

O thou, who canst swiftly run, be victorious,

O thou, who livest in the water, be victorious,

O thou, who livest on the precipice, be victorious,

O thou, who livest upon the trees, be victorious,

O thou, who livest in the waste-land, be victorious,

O thou, who livest among the meadows, be victorious,

O thou, who hast power like the thunderbolt, be victorious,

thou,' who livest within the hollow trees, be victorious,

O thou' who livest among the rocks, be victorious,

O thou, who livest within the caves, be victorious.

The Rev. R. Schnabel informs me that Poo should be spelt

Phu and that it means
c
the upper extremity of a winding vale.'

As regards Dabla, the local god of Phu, he adds

:

Unsre Tibeter sagen " Dabla Span dgu "—Spun = Geach-

wister, Bruder, Sch wester and dgu = 9 (zahl), und tatsdcMich

verteilt sich diese " Geschwistergottheit " auf 9 Dorfer in Upper

Kanawar, namlich: Phu, Kanam, Dabling, Dabaling, Lid,

Shasu, Khab, Namgya und Kang. Ihre 9 Namen sind

folgende

:

1 Zu Phu . . Dabla Dromomin (vveiblich).

2 „ Kanam .. ,, Chagsdrnl (mannlich).

3 M Dabling .. ,i
Pallrn bzangrno (weibhch).

4 ,, Dobaling .. ,, Chola bzang rigpa (mannlich).

Ljj .

.

(mir aiigenblicklich entfalien, kann
jhn noch mittsilen).

:>

6 ,, Shasu .. t, Lubrngtrashi (mannlich).

7 ,, Khab .. ,» Futidunpmo (weib'ich).

8 „ Namgya .. ,, Serjen chenpa (mannlich).

9 ,, Kang .. t> Maggi dponpo ( „ ).
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Diese, wie sie von den Tibetern bezeichnet wird, indische

Gottheit, drang sogar in dem eigentlichen Tibet ein und wird

scheints nur in einem Dorfe, Sarkhung, genannt, als, " Ddbla

Magdponl 9

verehrt. Mit ihrem Erscheinen horten die Mens-

chenopfer auf, die auch hier in grauer Vorzeit von unsern

Tibetern dargebracht wurden. Sie kennen ein Spruchlein, das

lautet

:

" dasipor nga rgyagar nas zong tsa na,

"glangtrug lo gsuna, gispa lo brgyad,"

und hat diesen Sinn :

" Als ich zuerst hierher (ins obereSutlejtal) kam,da opferte

man einen dreijahrigen Oehsen sowohl wie einen achtjahrigen

Knaben. Ganz in der Nahe Phus, auf steilem Bergabhange im

Westen, sieht man noch heut die Spur ein er ehemalig sehr tiefen

Grube, in welcher ein riesiger Skorpion hauste und die Umge-

gend in Furcht und Schrecken versetzte, wenn man ihm nicht

die oben genannten Opfer alle drei Jahre darbrachte.
Mr. Schnabel has added the Tibetan forms in the above

list, and as regards the Khyimpa he observes :—Hier hat ja

jedes Haus seinen Namen, wie z.B. in Vhu "Khyimpa"
eins der vornehmesten Hauser und zu^leich eins der altesten

ans

ist. Die zwei Besitzer (Briider) genannten Hauses tragen

den Titel, "Lempo" oder "blonpo" unter ihren Lands-

leuten, was "Minister" bedeutet, und wiinschen, ja be-

jruchen sogar, in den er sten Grad der ' Kanets
'

'
versetzt

zu werden. Wieweit sie dazu berechtigt waren, weiss

ich allerdings nicht. Ausser "Lempo" kennen unsre Leute

nur noch den Ehrentitel "Zo" Heer, Gebister, adliger Herr

Edelmann, der jedoch hier nicht soviel besagt wie beispiel3-

weise in Lahoul, wo sie (die Zos)ein viel grosrere Machtbefugnis

haben. Jedenfalls sind diese zwei Titel der " befehlenden

Klasse" eigen. So bliebe denn vielleicht noch die Ecklarung

des Wortes "Khyimpa" und selbige ist einfach genug:

13*' Khyien = Haus, nicht sowohl als Geb
als Wohnun

solches hat.

einer, der ein

THE KANET SEPTS OF KANAWAR, ACCORDING
THEIR GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

1st Grade Kanets.

Rajgaon pargand.

Name of Sept. {Tibetan form). Village.

Bairydn .. #> Chugaoft or Tholang
bkamtas

.

.

„ g4pni or Rapang.
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Name of Sept

Wangmo
Thangar
Dames
Moelas
Sana
Shwal
Daprato
Bitaryan
Sakhan
Rokerii
Deran
Dalyan

(Tibetan form)

• •

* •

Village.

Kilba.

Do.
Urni or Ura.

Mini or Mirting.

Do.
Yula.
Mellam or Yana.
Piinang.

Ghugaoii or Tholong
Do.

'

Do.
Do.

Pargand Shuwa.

Bores (s) Pores . •

Ranshyan
Dhanshyan
Farakpa
Palsar
Aldang, Angldan .

.

Chhugpo, Chhugpo
Khadura
Barji

Shyaltti

Tholpd, Tholpa .

.

Loktas, Loktas
Pangtu
Shuryan
Laspa, Laspa
Sili

Gyolatig

Tharmi
Puan, Puang
Makala
Mispon or Mishpon, Mispon

Jangi and Sunnam.
/ •

• •

• •

• >

• •

• •

• •

Ywaring.

Brele.

Kothi or Kostampi.
Tailing.

Labrang.
Kanam.
Rarang.
Lippa.

Do.
Ropa.
Kanam and Sunnam
Paiigi.

Rogi.

Labrang.

Kanam

.

Pilo or Spilo.

Tailang.

Labrang.
Ropa.
Jangi.

Pargand Inner Tukpa.

Bist

Kallam
Rathu
Nyokche
Dhangch

• • • • Pwari.

Richpa or Rispa.

Rirang or Ribba.

Thaiigi.

Morang or Ginam

Repaltu
Chethd

The Outer Tukpa pargand

. . Sangla.

Do.
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Name of Sept.

Changkung
Fanyan
Dudyan

(Tibetan form) Village.

Kamru or Mone.
Sangla.

Kamru or Mone.

Yulan
Chogla

Pandarabis pargand.

. . Natpa.
Bara Kamba.

Tyuras
Jogto
Zintu

Tharabis pargand.

• • 9 »

Shuiigra or Grosnam.
Panowi.
Bari.

Bralbang
Chamapo
Kathii

Mojrang
Pankar
Rakshas
Shydli

Sotha
Ungya

2nd Grade Kanets.

Inner Tukpa pargand.

• •

Rirang or Ribba.

Riehpa and Rirang

Riehpa or Rispa.

Rirang and Rispa.

Rirang and Rispa.

Rirang.

Morans or Ginam.
Barang.
Rirang and Rispa

Pargand Shuwa.

Kharyan
Shyuna
Turkyan
Khinpa, Khyimpa

• •

Pangi.

Asrang.
Chini.

Poo or Spoo or Piiwe

Pargand Rajgaon.

Anchhan, Angchan
Mashan

• • • •

Chugaoii or Th6J

Mellam or Yana.

3rd Grade Kanets who work as potters.

^|ch^n, Wangchhan

M6war • •

Moran-z, Inner Tukpa par

Chugaoft, Rajgaoii par.

Ropa, Shuwa pargana-
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TITLES OF OFFICIALS.

1. Chares, the hereditary headman of a village (in each

village.)

2. Grokch, the hereditary kdrddr of the village deity, who
speaks on his behalf : found in every village of

Kanawar where there is a deity.

3. Mathas, the hereditary kdrddr of a deity. His duty

is to petition the deity on behalf of the public :

found in every village where there is a deity.

4. Pujyares, whose hereditary duty it is to worship the

deity : found in every village where there is a deity.

5. Bathungru, an official like the dafddur of the State

Caste in

Kanawar are the Chamang, 1 who make shoes and weave, and

the Domang,* who are blacksmiths and carpenters.

Water or cooked food which has been touched by the

lower castes is not used by Kanets, nor are people of these

castes allowed to enter a Kanet's house. If a Kanet eat such

food inadvertently he applies to his Raja who bids him make
expiation (prdyasckitta) and pay some nazrdna or forfeit. This

custom is called sajeran or sacheran.

The Hindu salutations are in ordinary use, but when a

woman bows down lang

man replies: Rdbarshang rungshi rain, i.e., may you live for

a century.

The grokch of Badrinath at Kdmru thus addresses the

people :

Sati jugu nyurnch Tretd biishid, Tretdu nyumch Dwapar

biishis, damyd rdgu chu rag shingu chu shing take, damijd drko-

Tana U nirmdni hdcho take : hun ju Kali jugo nirmdni li drkolang

hothydtak

kashtang hdchmd

Translation

After the satya jug

dwapar jug (golden age), at that time a spade was

called a spade, at that time the false even became the truth
;

now in this the kali jug (Iron age), the truth often becomes

false, and the false becomes true ; however I will do my best to

give you every happiness and will remove all your grievances.

The grokch of Shuwang Chandika in Kostampi village thus

addresses the people :

Thd-rayin, rorich-rayin , Kothi Mathas, Ranshydn, Dhan-

shydn ; dwdpar-shul muluk md'ti thati zikydk, Ldnkd mdrydk,

1 The Chamars of the plains doubtless.

* The Doms of the plains.
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dash

chumak, ju muluk matt thdti Skydlkharu shong 'Bogiu thudti'g
lege dutd pretd Band fhdkrd mdrydk, rdkhul shukhul Idn Idn
Kdnchi nagarich bdt chhdng kd kd, Sardnang raj pdt zih/dk:
Deordji-pang thii dti arzi Idno duyifi, ?

Translation.

" Kothi mdthas, Ranshyan, O Dhanshyan, 1 wait a
little, hear

:
after the dwdpar jug I created the earth and its

countries, I destroyed Lanka and killed Raban of the ten-
heads. Banashur was defeated by me, and taking my share I

came up to reside in the temple of Ropa village ; this country of
the world, from Shyalkhar down to Rogi village, was inhabited
by goblins, ghosts, Ranas and Thakars, who were destroyed by
me. I established peace and prosperity, and having brought a
young Brahman from Kaftchi city, I established my throne at
Sarahan.

A chronological list of the Buddhist Beligious observances
in Kandwar.

(1) The Kangso, a religious ceremony, in which the horn,
and Vdth are; nprfnrmorl k,r *1,~ j;.™;.~ „~J ~„»v>^o /nntiaV

every temple throughout the Kanawar
(nuns):

., ;•" 7* ~vmj uciiipie mrougnout the Jvanawar vaney on
the 8th, 10th, 12th and 14th of the bright half, as well as on

,o
m00n and amdw<™ of each month.

k • uV Tr
he Zmshok

> celebrated in Kanam on the 8th of the
orignt half, as well as on the full moon of each month, in-
nhlfhnfr tVio s.™S. 'cludiny the amdwas.

(3)
f fi^V

T
l

16 Tor^' Performed at Kanam, once on the 14th

m Si
h
^

lf and a«ain on fche ful1 moon of Phagun.

lifi
l m • ?ona '

also celebrated in Kanam village on the
11th of Chmt for one day.

20th
(

of pI
he

i

Tibdngmd
' Performed in Kanam

(6) TheKutimf
15th of Phagun.

(7) The Nam^a

illage on the

erved in Kan for

mawas of everv month. Horn
path are performed by the Idmds and zamos.

of <zul ,,
Shibrdt (fr. Sanskrit Shivaratri), the birthday

Mahad
H;«i' i

-—~~««v/» ia <* lengious ceremony noi- vwy *« -

Hindus but also of the Buddhists. It takes place on the Hth
of the dark half of Phagun, on which day the people adore

SanSTien^ ""^ "* ^'^^^
Kothi ?rTo

h
s
y
ttmpU-i!la7^" *** b° th *** °f K&netS ^^ "^
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(9) The Shonetang (fr. Sanskrit Shravanarchana, mean-
ing ' worship of Sawan') is celebrated in Gramangor Kathgaon
village in Bhaba pargand on the full moon of Sawan. About a

dozen young men, taking with them cooked food for three

days, g° out to gather wild flowers and plants from the loftiest

snow peaks. They pass two nights there, collecting various

kinds of wild flowers and plants, and on their return they are

received with joyous music by the villagers. The garland

which they bring from the forest is offered to the deity, and
they then, together with women, dance and sing songs.

(10) The Lama-paza, a Buddhist religious rite observed in

Labrang village, Shuwa pargand, on the amdwas of Chait. The
lamas and zamos devote themselves to the worship of the deity

called Chhakoling Dambar, while dancing and singing are per-

formed by men and women with great rejoicings.

(11) The Jagro (fr. Sanskrit Jagarana, a vigil) is also a

religious ceremony, observed throughout the Kanawar valley

on the 20th of Bhado. The night is spent in singing and
dancing to music, and the worship of the deity is performed in

all the temples.

A list of the fairs held in Kanawar, with a brief description

of each.

(1) Losar, or New Year's Day, is observed at Kanam for

three days, from Paush shudi 13th till the full moon of Paush.

All the people assemble to ask the Idmds about their gains and

losses during the coming year, It is the most characteristic

fair of the Kanawar valley. Feasts are given to friends and re-

latives, but dancing by men and women to music is the chief

function.

(2) The Kangyur-zalmo (fr. Kangyur, library and zalmo,

a visit) takes place on the 15th gate of Har (Asharh) at Ka-

nam. People visit the Tibetan Library called Kangyur-tang-

yur, in the large village of Kanam.

(3) The Menthako fair also takes place at Kanam village

on the 20th gate of Bhado (August) and lasts two days. The

chief event at this fair is a pony-race, feasting, drinking, danc-

ing to music and singing.

(4) The Khwakcha fair takes place at Kanam village and

„» for 5 days from the 20th gate of Magh, ending on the 25th

of the month. The nights are passed in dancing and singing to

music before the temple of the deity called Dabla.

(5) The Ganga fair takes place in Changmang forest above

Lippa, a village in the Shuwa pargand on the full moon of

Katik. Men, women and children climb up to the Changmang

forest, and eating, drinking, dancing and singing songs are fea-

tures of the festival. _ .

(6) The Jokhya-kushimig and Jokhya-chhugshimig at

lasts
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Kanam are important festivals, at which visits are paid to

relatives and friends, on the 13th and 14th gate of Magh
(January).

(7) The Ukhyang (fr. u, a flower, and khydng, a sight of)

is the most remarkable fair of the Kanawar valley. The
people go to the high ranges to gather wild flowers and leaves,

and offer a large garland of them to the deity. Men and
women in rich attire also dance and sing the following song :

1 Jugli ukhyang Rupi Terasu, Rupi Terasu sdi bhddre,

Bdrang ukhyang nijd bhddrang, bungshyd pdbang bangshyd
u.

Hdtu nigyo loshgar mundydl ? Kind nigyo Bdrang Ndges.

Shu-minu ukhyang shopche pdbang, shopche pdbang u td

mddv.
Hd-ld-sd Idn-te, he hdld-sd bin U.
Rdchukdnang muhdydl hdtu rdnte ?
Rdnim rdnte Mdrkdling shu-pang,
Shishyuru mundyal hdtu rdnte ?

Rdnim rdnte Gandrdpdsu bile.

Ddgchis dugchis ukhyang Ydnd Mellamu bale.
Bhdbd Maheshrasu ukhyang bang-ge golchhdng,
Rdjd bdnthas Shumsher Singh Rd'jd,
Shu banihasi Bhdbd Maheshras,
Shu bdnthini Shuwing Chahdikd

,

Zgui kulang-ti Tukpd khunango,
1 kulang-ti Shuwdng patannango.

Expanded Translation.

"The fair called Ukhyang is held first at Rupi village * (in

landarabis pargand) in honour of the village deity, named
Teras/ on the 10th of Bhado (August).

village of the Inner Tukpa pargand, it takesIn
Place on the 20th gate of Bhado, when the upper forests are
full of wild flowers and plants.

For whose sake is this monkish garland* O Nages 6 of

Barang tis for your good sake.

,

T
Jf

Ukhyang fair of the Shuwa pargdna people takes place

wnen the forest is dry, in the dry forest there are no flowers.
What is to ho Anno tv,nn ; a : OTv.r.f i'a to be

done ?

Th

S R„„S •
•>, PAKD1T TlKA RaM JoSHl.

£ he d^ty of RuPi village.

j-oangar, the monkhood flower.NageB
, the deity of Barang village.
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Behold a garland of rdchukdnang ;

? to whom are we to

offer it ?

It must be offered to Markaling.*2

Again, to whom should we offer a garland of shishyur s
?

We must offer it to the deity of Yana or Mellam, by name
Gandrapas.*

Where is the remainder of the fair held ?

The fair of Maheshras, 6 the Bhaba pargand b deity, takes

place when the autumn moon is full.

A handsome Raja is Raja Shumsher Singh,

And Maheshras, the deity of Bhaba,

Like Shiiwa Chandika, 7 is beautiful.

In Tukpa pargand there are nine water channels,

But Shuwa pargand has only one."

(8) Shogch fair is held at Chini village, and lasts for 5

days, from Maiigar shudi 10th to the full moon of that month.

People from all the surrounding villages assemble to dance and

sing, and a great deal of merriment results.

(9) Rathin fair is also held in Chini on the 1st of Paush

and is celebrated by dancing and singing.

(10) The Agtarang fair at Richpa or Rispa village in the

Inner Tukpa fargand lasts for one day. All the people of the

surrounding villages assemble, and dancing and singing before

the tempie of Kulyo deity are the features of the fair.

(11) The Mang fair is also observed at Richpa and lasts

for about a week from the 18th of Magh. The lamas and zamos

uns
with

end of the fair.

(12) The Yungnas or Jungnas fair is also held at Richpa

in Pawsh, the exact day being fixed by the zarninddrs to suit

their own convenience , and it lasts for five days .
Worship of

Buddha is observed with general rejoicings. Eating, drinking,

dancing and singing are the principal features of the fair.

(13) The Sherkan fair is held in Kanam village on the 3rd

of Katik and lasts but one day.

1 Rachu-kanang, a plant which has leaves like a calf s ears, whence

its name. . , ,

* Markaling, deity of Khwangi, a village in Shuwa pargana.

8 Shishyur, a plant found on the snowy peaks. ..._.

* Gandrapas, the deity of Yana or Mellam, a village in Rajgaon

pargand.
6 Bhnba is a pargand in the Wang valley.

« Maheshras (2nd), the deity of Bhaba pargand.

7 Shuwang Chandika, the goddess of Kothi or Kostampi, a village

in Shuwd pargand.
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(14) Dumgyur-zalmo fair takes place at Kwalda, a village

in Shuwa pargand, on an auspicious day appointed by the zamin-
dars in Har (Asharh). Dumgyur means a Buddhist praying-
wheel, and zalmo, a visit. The people visit the huge praying-
wheel, and turn it round to the right as many times as they
may be allowed.

(15) Kailas-zalmo, or ' the visit to the Kailas mountain',
celebrated in Pilo or Spilo, a village in Shuwa pargand, on any
auspicious day in Har fixed at the
lasts one day. Worship of the Kai
with great rejoicings, dancing and singing being the'main fea-
tures of the fair.

(16) The Khepa fair is observed, throughout the Kana-
war valley, for three days from Mangar badi saptami to Mangar
badi dasmi. The people bring thorns and put them on the
doors of their houses in order that no evil spirit may enter
therein and on the 3rd day they take all the thorns outside
the village and burn them, as if thev were burning an evil

wi 1

1

the fair.
with

(17) The Ras-kayang {rds, fr. Sanskrit rdshi, a zodia-
cal sign and kdyang fr. Sanskrit kdya body) is the day on
which the sun reaches the zodiacal sign of Aries. In India it is

general y known as the Meshi-sankranti or Vishuva-saiikranti.
throughout the Simla Hill States it is called Bishu. This fair
is celebrated throughout the Kanawar valley and throughout
the Simla Hill States on the 1st of Baisakh. The houses are
well white-washed and decorated, and dancing and singing with
great rejoicings are the main features of the fair.

*i i* .

Labrang-zalmo fair takes place at Kanam village

Zai n-w* °
f
,°f

-

h
-

At this fair PeoPle visit the temPle of thC
god yabla and dance and sing there with great rejoicings.

UW) Ihe Chhokten-zalrno fair is held at Labrang, a vil-

bhuwa, pargand, on the 15th of Har. People visit thelage in

music are its main features
(20) The

Labrang. Singing and

Trill**™* ii
MM

- 1CJ ««»er\ a in ivogiu ui *wc V
~.-~A

village, as well as elsewhere, about a week from the 9th of

rnagun. Two parties, one of young men, and the other of

J™27A
men

'
fight With snow-balls until they are tired. Sing-

ing and dancing to music before the goddess Shuwang Charidika

m,
m

!Si

n f
x
atures of the fa^-

thp Hi *<1* ?
aganS fair also takes place in Kothi village on

soLtV gh
' ^ lasta for a daV- dancing and singing

-reat rl '

S1C
' **? WOrshiP of the W are performed with

mTsacxmcr
88

' ^^ i8 derived from
"

San8kr* fc Vajm '

***'

(22) The Bishu fair is the same as the Ras-kayang, which
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takes place on the 1st of Baisakh. In Upper Kanawar, people

call it Ras-kayang, and in Lower Kanawar, Bishu.

(23) The Bang-kayang fair is held in Gramang or Kath-
gaoii, a village in Bhaba pargand on the full moon of Paush. All

the people of Bhaba pargand assemble in the temple of Ma-

heshras and worship him. Dancing and singing are the main

features of the fair.

Mr. Schnabel points out how the so-called Buddhists are

by no means free from

" Furcht vor vielen Naturgottheiten, Damonen und Ges-

penster. Der eine grosse Hebel der lamaistischen Frommigheit

ist der Wunsch, die Seele vor den Hollen zu erretten und dem
Paradiese zuzufiihren, wiihrend der andere, ganz anders

wirksamere Hebel die Furcht vor den bosen Geistern ist. Diese

zwingen unsere Talbewohner, ihnen Opfer darzubringen, vermoge

ihrer geheimnisvollen Macht die Leben, den zu peinigen und

ihnen allerlei Unheil zuzufiigen. Aller Damonen und Teufels-

dienst wurzelt in der Furcht. Der Geisterdienst mit der ihm

zugrunde liegenden Furcht fiillt das religiose Leben unsrer

Tibeter vollig aus. Bei Geburt, Namengebung, Brautschau,

Heirat, Hausbau, Aussaat, Ernte, beim Baume fallen, im Streit

and Kampf, beim Feldbau, Handel etc. wollen die Geister oder

Lhas beriicksichtigt sein und haben wir in unserm Dorf allein

drei Personen, auf or in welche sich verschiedene Lhas versen-

ken aber jederdieser drei Orakelmanner hat seine ganz bestimm-

ten Lhas. Z.B. heisst einer von ihnen Sadnam(b) zangjxi,

in den sich Dabla, Dsodum, Abi Man, Besara einsenkt oder

niederlafst; ein anderer, namens Nomphal, spricht das Orakel

nur vom Kesar rgyalpo und der Kali, wahrend der dritte,

Chophel genannt, es mit Dani kyung s'ru, Vor kyung s'ru und

Nying kyung s^u und keinen anderen Llias zu tun hat.

^'Q,qq-q;aj

zhugspa

Menschen
pricht, schildern , was besi vielen mehr tutiresse erwecken durfte.

> '

Mr. Schnabel then goes on to describe the Lhapa, for an ac-

count of which reference must be made to the Glossary
<

'

Tribes and Castes, Punjab, s. v.

/

I._Wazir Mansukh Da's' Sono.

The following song relates to Wazir Mansukh Das, grand-

father of Wazir Ran Bahadur Singh, who was a very able man,

and who died of illness at Simla when he had come down to a

Darbar there.

29. Khond Rdmpurd, Tukpdu waziri,

fukpdu waziri Mansukh Das Wazir.
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Mansukh Ddsas lotash, dng kdyathas hdn
Ang dehdng dam mde, i kdgli ch&-rayin.

Che-mig td ringtoyin, byora thii shenmig ?

Byora, td sherayin, dmdjiu dhdlang,
dng dehdng dam mde, Shankras tolyd-rayi

Ang kanesd nyotang, rating lae Idn-rayin.
SUi^A ^nnnnA AjA^AI 4A1..A„.:& ™~ .

'

ydyin
punmd somi\ toU

Rdi dydro, manjo, de-liu Puivdri.
Waziru thud thdpen, anenu dmd jiu.

Hdldsd lonmig , anenu dmdjiu ?

Anenu dmdjiu, Relanu bistdniu.

Bdho-chu parmi, Biranu bistdniu.
Bistdnis dakk lotash, dng sangiu kanesd,
thu-li buchanydn ? Foi td mdni,
Wazir pirang pareshid

; gud kulo krdbgyos.
Relnu bistdnis lotash, sachi-u urkolang.
Thii pirang parydso, thi-dd-thi IdntL

'

Ddmbar tolydte, shelmdnu gunkar lante.
Chilchili zarmig berang, Ddmbaru deorango,
Shankrasas lotash, thii Ii iolyd-cha-yin?
Kimo chdhin-raurn nrnhnnr, ™; ™/>4nh

Waz
buta

Ddmbar td loshid, kimo chdlyd-ra-yin.

lotash

shelmdnu gunkar lante, shong shong chdlydte.
Simale Darbdro, man ban thi man ban ?
Zild Sahab man ban, gun ma lagyddo.
Slish puri, shell ke-ke, rdi th/dro mdnjo,
rdi dydro mdnjo, jiu li dubyd-gyos,
bangyo bishdrang, anenu kanesdu

;

fidld lonmig dmdu, hdld lonmig parmiu ?
Lonmig gydto khu, arkolang nirmdni.
Rdi dydru mdjang, deliu Puwdri,
bistdnis dakk loshid', thu buyin sangiu kanesd ?

Foi td mdni, wazir d'u-byd gyos.
Waziru bisidni, tuUuli mig-ti.
Gud kulku'l krdbgyos anenu dmd.
Hdldsd Idnmig ? Ang zdngu diwang,
pachis md parech, ku-ku ma thdsto.
Paziru bennang, stish tithang zdlgyos,
stish tithang zdlgyos, darsan md yards.

Translation.

xn tne plain of Rami
Mansukh Das, who said :

Wazir

Wherefeelina ™ii rxr
saia : Where is my clerk < x »IU »~

teelmg well. Write a letter.'-' You ask me to write a letter
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but what am I to say in it ? '—'First give greeting to my be-

loved mother, and say I am not well, and that she should pray
toShankras, 1 the deota. O my friends ! Both of you shouldpray
to the deota in the evening if you arrive in the evening ; and in

the morning, if you arrive early.' Within a week they had
reached Pwari. The ministen's mother was in the upper storey

of her house, but how could they give her their tidings ? His

mother's name was Relanti bistani, 2 and his well-loved wife's

Biranu bistani. The latter said : ' O comrades of my hus-

band, why have you come ? '—They replied :
—'Not without a

purpose, for the minister is ill.' Hearing this she began to

weep and wring her hands : and the aged mother asked :
—

' Is it

true or false ? We must do somethin

disease has he ? We will consult his deota, and try to heal him
with drugs, etc' Next morning, near Shankras' temple, the

deota said:— * Why do you consult me ? Bid him come home
and I will do him good.' So they went back, and on reaching

Rampur the minister asked them what Shankras deota had

said.—'Shankras has said: Why are you asking me? Tell

the minister to come home, and then he will be safe." The
Deputy Commissioner of Simla looked after him like a father,

with more than a parent's care, and gave him seven pills.

But a week or so later the minister breathed his last, to the

deep regret of all. His companions were much distressed,

and said : ' What shall we say to his mother, am! to his wife ?' A
week later they had reached Pwari, and the minister's beloved

wife asked why they had come. They replied :— ' Not for plea-

sure, but in sorrow, to tell you that the minister lias gone to

Heaven.' They (the women) began to we p and wring their

hands. His mother said :
' What now can be done ? Where is

my beloved son, who was like a golden lamp V Love for her

son made her say :
' I cannot get such a worthy son now. ' She

made a pilgrimage to the seven sacred places, but could find no

peace.

II.—The Song of Lapcho Bist.

The following song describes the late Tika Raghu Nath

Singh's marriage. On the return from Mandi cholera broke out

and more than 1,500 people, both of Mandi and Bashahr, suc-

cumbed. Wazir Jwala Das and Wazir Dewa Sukh Lapcho Bist

also perished. The latter died at the spring, between Gaura

and Gopalpur, about 80 miles from Simla, called the Physi-

cian's Spring (Bajd ki bawri). It is so called because a physi-

cian (baid) who had come up to the hills to cure the sick,

1 Shankras is the name of the deity of Pwari village in the Inner

Tukpa parganu. . - -

2 Fem. of bist, the Kanawari for wazir or minister, and used as the

title of his wife or mother.

i
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reached this spring, drank its water, and thinking that in a

country which had so fine a climate, there was a little hope of

finding anv sick, turned back.

14. Maharajas lotash, Ldpcho hist ham tan ?

Jilyuji mahdrdj, Ldpcho hist jwd mdech.

Gydmig ki tonmd, dryd-mi she4e.

Nyotang hdzri bi-gyos, khond Ldbrangd,
Khond Ldbrangd, Ldpchou duwdre.

Ldpcho-u pe-rangd, Negi tashd mdesh?
Negi ton td tashd, chhatkangu ampi;
chhatkangu ampi Yum-pothi silo.

Ju kdgli fi-ra-yin, Ldpcho bistu gudo.
Bistas td lotash, bdho chhdngd bdnchydn-yin

,

bdho chhdng td lotash, bdpu ki bdn-chydn-yin

,

gil td md-neAak. Da kdgli kumo, byord (hit dush ?

Byora td lonmd, bistu shong chdmmig,
Bistdnis dakk loshid, " ki shong thd bi-ra-yin

tauld diydro ,
" mahdrdju wdng den, bimig td ggd-tak,

Mandi bydhang bimig. Man-banu td pyushim,

duwdre nerang

;

bdho parmiu pyushim
^ bairang kankani dend,

brdlmig md chdl chdl, iul-tuli mig-ti

Mig-ti twdn md-gydch, gil shyuris butak.

Dakk shong shongi bi-md, khond Rdmpurd ;

jilyuji mahdrdj, thii dryd-cha-yin-ydri ?

Foi td-li mdni Mandi bydhang bimig.
Mandi bydhang bimd, kanes hat ketayin?
Kanes td ketak, Chdngpdu Ldmd Delia.
Bimig td lotayin pciinan thii ketayin ?

Pqinan td ketak reshamii chh ubd .

Ldpcho bistu tdnges, pdlgi bunyd gyos.

Ring bunmigu berang, pirang paryd-gyos ;

ring ringi bunmd, rdgu bdyedend, rdgu bdye dena ;

Ldpcho bistas lotash, " Chdngpdu Delia Ldmd,
dng shisho 16 kdrayin, dng murti khitak

,

murti khimd khimd, murti mqild hdchis ;

ddang laye bero, Ldpcho du-byd-gyos.

Translation.

The Raja of Bashahr asked :— < Where is the Lapcho minis-

ter, Dewa Sukh by name ? ' — « Sire, the Lapcho minister is no

here; but if Your Highness wants him, we will send for him-

1wo attendants went up to the level lands of Labrang viUJg
to the Lapcho minister's door (asking) : '0 kinsman of u
Lapcho,' is the minister here or not ? '-< Yes, there he iM»

e

lroml\^°' *
f
61* °f Kanets found ^ labrang village:

probably
trom Labrangpa, 'an inhabitant of Labrang.'
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front of his temple, reading the Buddhist scripture.'— ' Take
this letter and deliver it into his own hands, we pray you/—The
minister said :—« Dear son, read me the letter.' But his son
replied: ' You must read it, dear father, as I do not know
how to read.'— ' What 1 Its pur-
port is to bid you to go down , so that you may go to
Mandi with the wedding party.' The minister's wife said:

—

' As it is very hot, you ought not to go down/— 'Under the
Raja's orders it is imperative that I should go down, for we
shall have to go to the wedding of the heir-apparent.'—So his

parents accompanied him to the doorway, and his dear wife
escorted her husband as far as the gate of the village, and even
beyond it ; in her grief at parting, tears rolled down her cheeks.
' You must not weep, for I shall soon be back.' So going down
and ever down he reached Rampur, and said :

—
' O victorious

king ! Why have I been summoned ?
'— It was not for amuse-

ment, but because we have to go to Mandi for the Tika Sahib's
wedding.' ' Who then will be my companion ?

'—
• Delia,

Lama of Chango * village.'— What about my dress ?
'

—

c O, as
for dress, you will get a silk robe.'—A palanquin stands ready
for the Lapcho minister, Dewa Sukh by name. On his return
from Mandi the Lapcho minister fell ill of the loathsome cholera.
Journeying up and ever up at the spring called the Physician's
Spring,* the Lapcho minister said :

—
' O Delia, Lama of Chango,

bring me my looking-glass, that I may see my face.' Looking
at his face again and again the Lapcho minister breathed his
last at midday.

III.—Wazir Fat£ Jits Song.

A Historical Song.

The following is an old song of the Gurkha War time,

when Wazir Fate Jit or Fate Ram
, great-grandfather of Wazir

Ran Bahadur Singh, an able minister of the Bashahr State,

after holding a great assembly of the seven pargands of Kana-
war, got rid of the Gurkhas in a very ingenious way. They
say that his plan was to put stones from the bed of the Sutlej

into a number of boxes, and hand them over to the Gurkh&s
without the keys, saying that it was all the treasure of the

State, and that they could take it and quit Bashahr. This

they agreed to do and left the country.

Mora th

Dum U

chhdngas
Oinam

i Changpa, of Chango, a village in Shuwa pargand.
* Which lies about H miles north of Gaura bungalow.
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Karam bistu chhdngu, ndmang thu dugyos ?

Ndmang td dugyo
9
Fate Jit hist,

Dagolyu dang hat du ? Negi Dhangchu chhdng.

Ndmang thu dugyo ? Zambud Bam ndmang.
Dagolyu nyumch hat to ? Pujydresu chhdng.

Ndmang thu dugyo ? Ndmanq lonmd Shipat.

Shipat kdgli figyo, ring Kanoring deshdng,

Da kdgli bdnchydo, chei stish khunang,
Kdglio cheshid thu du ? Icdglio cheshid nu du,

TJTchydngu bi-mo, Ormig shu sherayin,

Ormig shu sherayin
9
Ginamu Ormig shu.

Translation.

From the ridge of Maleuti ] up to Kyalkhar* (from

all Kanawar)
A grand assembly is to be held at Rampur.
Ginam is the chief of the seven pargands of Kanawar.
The son of Wazir Karm Sukh wrote a secert order.

What is his name ? He is called Wazir Fate Jit.
8

Who is his companion ? A son of the Dhaiigch, the

negi of Ginam.
What is his name ? He is called Zambud Ram.
Who is his companion ? His companion is a son of

the Pujyares.

What is his name ? His name is Shipat.

Who carried the letter up to Kanawar ?

That letter was read by all the officials of the seven

pargands.

What was its purport ? It was written in it that
^

All the people should come down to the Lawi fair

at Rampur,
And that the village deity of Morang, by name

Ormig, should also be brought down.4

(The rest of this song cannot be procured.)

IV.—Kalan Pur Negi's Song-

was
was

Bashahr

by
The song is in the Shumehho dialect.

1 Morathu is the Kan&war name for the Maleuti ridge between
Sarahan and Traftda, where the Kanawar valley begins.'

'

..

t-v 1
Kyalkhar » the Kanawar name for the Shyalkhar fort, where fne

iibetan frontier commences.

Pm.™^011
V
3 the name of a *°P* of Kanets foundGinam a village m Inner Tukpa pargand.

in Morang

village.
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Jethdro Lawipd Lokiasu chhdng Zoru,
Loktasu chhdng Zoru , chhe khabari dugyo ?
Hed td chhe khabari, girau dcho tugotash,
Tdlingshyd Kdrgyut Acho Kdrgyut lotash,

Ang bdiche Kdlan, kinu hat md sheshchak ?

Hdn tak md hdn tak, gydlbou arbd Idntak,

Kdlan bandwd kholydyin, paisd silili shetak.

Tdlingshyd Kdrgyut, kanchhd Gangyulpdu chhdng,
Halo chhulo zabdn nang, gydbting marjydd md-ldn,
Marjydd md Idnmd, thdg4ug tungu chhe-ldmd.

Translation.

" O Zoru, son of Loktas, 1

What's the news from the Lawi fair at Ramptir ?
M

"What other news is there? Your eldest brother
Kargyut of Taling village is coming up."

And his brother Kargyut said,
l€ O brother Kalan Pur, who does not know you ?

If I can, I'll petition His Highness for your release.'
9

"O victorious king, I have a request, be pleased to
release Kalan Pur, I'll pay the fine."

But the tongue of theGangyul * man's younger son,
Kargyut,

Is not staunch, for afterwards lie did not keep his

word.
If a man does not keep his word, it is useless for

him to eat and drink.

V.

A Historical Song.

The following song describes the late Tika Raghunath
Singh's escape from Bashahr to Sirmur in 1883, owing to his

dislike of the proposed matrimonial alliance with Mafidi 9 which
he was afterwards induced to accept, Wazir Ran Bah&dur
Singh being then his trusted adviser. His attendants were not
thrown into jail, but were sent by the Superintendent of the

Simla Hill States to Junga, where they were received by the

Raja of Keofithal as his guests.

Tika Sdhibas lotash, dng hushydri Mm tan ?

Hushydri loshimd, Tukpdu ivaziri,

Tukpdu tvaziriy Ban Bahadur Singh,

Ban Bahddras lotash, thu ringtoyin mahdrdj ?

Kanam
pargana.

* The name
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L

Ringmig td thu ringtak, payin banbas bite,

Mandi bydhang losho, dng md khushi budd,

Ndmang md zushe, nu Mandiu Rdniu.

Ran Bahddras lotash, nu bdtang md-ni,

Kin bdpuji kochdng, dngu rono shecho.

Kinu rono shenmd, dngu shechis brobar.

Dai por md sdngstang, dng pdlgi tolydyin,

Ang chdlni ham toyih ? Ang chhariyd ham toyin ?

Ang pdlgi tolydyin, dng chhari tolydyin.

Dai por md sdngstang, Tiko mdesh losho,

Bangyo bishdrang, anenu bdpu jiu.

Dak nesh neshi bimd, Sirmoving darbdro,
Sirmoring darbdro, Raja Shamsher Pargas

,

Shamsher Pargas lotash, ham bimo ki budd ?

Ran Bahddras loshid, nishi shell bushid,

man i

Mand

bdpuj
f

Simle sdhibu hukamf Sirmoring darbdro

,

Rdi dydro mdjang, Tika Simle pushid.

jdfat

• Simle darbdr hdchis, an bdpu li bushid.

Bulbuli sdngmig bero, Simle darbdr hdchis,

An bdpus dak loshid, sdi mi rono shenmig,
Palbaru majdngo, sdi mi rono sheshid.

Translation.

The Tika Sahib said, " Where's my clever

official ?
'

(By the clever official he meant the minister of Tiik-

pargana
By name Ran Bahadur Singh.)
Who, presenting himself before the Tika Sahib

said

:

What
What

exile.

1 5

Ise can I say, but that we should go into

ejuie.
} ,

They talk of the Mandi marriage, but I do not like it.

I do not care even to hear the Mandi Rani' s name.

Ran Bahadur Singh replied :
" No,' it is not good,

For Your Highness' father, the Raja Sahib, will

take it ill, and he will put me in irons."
The Tika Sahib said :

" If you are imprisoned, then

it is as if I were imprisoned.
Have my palanquin ready at midnight.
Where are my palanquin bearers ? Where are m)

gold and silver stick holders ?
*
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Hold up the sticks and go on."
It was known to all before daybreak that the Tika

Sahib was not there,

And this news greatly surprised the Raja.
Going straight down, the Tika Sahib reached Nahan,
And the palace of Raja Shamsher Prakash of Sirmur,

Who inquired why the Tika of Bashahr had come.
Wazir Ran Bahadur Singh replied, " We have come
down for pleasure.

' '

No, no, not for pleasure, you are said to have es-

caped from Bashahr," replied the Raja of Sirmur.

Wazir Ran Bahadur Singh said :

'* There is talk of

the Tika Sahib's alliance witli Mafidi, but the

Tika Sahib does not approve of it."
11 If he dislikes the Mafidi match, then he may make

an alliance with Sirmur," added the Raja of

Nahan.
To which the Tika Sahib replied that he would ask

his father about it.

An order from the Superintendent of the Simla Hill

States reached the court at Nahan that

It would be better for the R&ja of Sirmur to send
the Tika of Bashahr at once up to Simla.

After a week the Tika Sahib came to Simla.

The Raja of Bashahr also arrived there.

Next morning was held a darbdr of the Superin-

tendent of Hill States,

In which the Raja of Bashahr asked the Superin-

tendent to imprison the ten servants of the Tika
Sahib,

And in a trice they were thrown into jail.

VI.

A Historical Song.

The following song was composed in praise of the late

Tika Raghunath Singh, CLE., after the settlement of the

State, when he came to Simla to attend a Darbar.

Tika Sdhibu qdidd, beqdidd mdni,

Beqdidd mend, zdbteu thoring qdidd,

Zdbteu thoring qdidd, zulum thachchi mdech,

Tika Sdhibas lotash , dug hushydri ham tan ?

Hushydri mdjango, nyotang hdzri ham tan ?

Hushydri td lonmd, Akpd Chdrasu chhdng,

Ngd rupayd tdtd, Tikdu mujrd Idngyos.

Tika Sdhibas lotash, " Yd Sanam Sukh hdzriri,

Hun td bimig hdche, Simle Darbar hdcho"
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Sanam Sukhas loshid, " Ang holds td mdni.

Kan holds ma nimd, hdtu holds nito ?

Jilyuji Mahdrdjd, ki li bimd butak.

i *j

Translation.
i

There is no misrule under the government of the

Tika Sahib,

All the regulations are most just,

There is no oppression in any thing.

The Tika Sahib said, " Where is my worthy pair of

attendants ?
3 >

V And of the pair, Where is the clever attendant ?

(By the clever attendant he meant the chdras l of

Akpa * village, named Sanam Sukh.)
After presenting Rs. 5 he humbly proferred saluta-

tion to the Tika Sahib,

Who said to him, " Sanam Sukh,
Now we have to go down, there's a darbdr at

Simla."
Sanam Sukh replied, ({ Omy Lord, it is not in my
power."

The Tika Sahib replied, " If you won't go, then

who would ?
'

'

V my Lord, if Your Highness will go, then I must

attend.''

VII.

A Historical Song.

The following song was composed in 1891, when the hte

Tika Raghunath Singh, CLE., established the tahsil at Chun,

and appointed Negi Jitbar as its Tahsildar.

Tika Sdhibas lotash, ang hushydri ham to?

Huskydri td lonmd, Negi Jithar Kharyan.
Jitbar Kharydn Negi, Chini bimig gydto,

Chini bimig gydto, tahsil beshydmo.
Negi Jitbar lotash , ang holds td mdni.

,

Nu rdkshasu muluk, Shuwdng ChaMikd kochang.

Kin holds ma nimd, hdtu holds nito ?

Bibi td lotayin, munshi hdt kitayin?
Munshi td ketak, Murat Singh munshi.
Munshi td kfrayvh, kdyath hdt k&ayvb \

Kdyath td Utak, Ripdltu chhdngd,
Reditu chhdngd, Hirdd Ram kdyath.

1 Chdras, a headman.
* Akpa, a village in Shuwa pargand celebrated for its grapes.
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Kdyath td kerayin, buthungru hat ketayin ?
Buthungru td ketak, Sdngld-u dekhrd,

Sdngldu dekhrd, Thdkur Das Negi.

lotash

kh

< t

Rdi dydro mdjang, Rushmaulu [ Chini,

Farangiu kothi, hunakchu tahsil,

Hunakchu tahsil, Jitbar bunydgyos.

Murt Singh munshi lotash, thu jdgd dugyo ?

Shong kdchydng khimd, sdmneu tithang,

Kqilds parbati, kansang Sardnang.

Jitbar Negi lotash, kisdng sheli bite,

Kisdng sheli, bite, mdjang Kostampi.

Dak shong shongi bimd, Chandikdu deorango,

Chandikdu deorango, Chahdikd shdrshim gydto

Chandikds td lotash,
u Thu shdrshim gydto?

Thu shdrshim gydto ? Hund ddang Idye ?

Jitbar Negi lotash, " Hukum ki Idn-rayiH,

Chini tahsil losho, khushi md khushi.

Shuwdng Chandikds loshid, dug nirdj budd,

Jitbar Negi, lotash, nirdj bun md gydgh
f

Nu shongchu hukum, sdring kem g?jdtayiri
9

Sdring kem gydtayin, bagichd bunydmo.
Dak Chandikds lotash, gu sdfing md kekf

Cu sdring md kek, dng pqimdshu nirdj,

Gu Rdmpur jdbtak, Tikd Sdhibuampi,
Tikdu jabdb rdntak, dng md khushi buda,

Ang md khushi budd
,
jimi ndpyapd.

Jitbar Negi rdngyos, ngd rupayd nazar
f

Ngd rupayd nazar, Shuwdng, Chandikdu tang

Td Shuwdng Chandikd, jas bag dam Idnray'vfa

Dak ring ringi bunmd, Rushm "
-

Rushmaulo Chini, tahsilu ampi.

Translation.

The Tika Sahib said, " Where is my clever man ?

The clever man is Jitbar Kharyan * Negi.

Jitbar Kharyan Negi, you must go to Chini,8

And establish a tahsil there."

Negi Jitbar replied : "It is beyond my powers,

The people of the country are worthless, and the

i»

goddess Chandika * is against (us).

1 A term for Rogi, Chini, Yw&ring, Br61e, Duni, Kostampi, Kosm6
and Khwangi villages.

* A sept of Kanets in Pangi village in Shuwa pargand.
3 A village in which the tahsilddr of Kanawar lives.

* The name of the deity of Kostampi village, also called Shuwang
Cheftdika.
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" If it is beyond your powers, then within whose
powers is it ?"

Negi Jitbar said : " If you order me to go, whom
will you make my munshi ?

'

'

" Munshi Murat Singh shall be your munshi. 1 '

" You have given me a, munshi, but who shall be

my writer ?
9 3

" Your writer shall be the son of the Repaltu, 1

HirdaRam."
" You have given me a writer, but who will be my

dafdddr ? '

'

" Your dafdddr shall be the young man of Sangla,

ThakurDas."
Negi Jitbar said :

'

« Despatch the kit.
'

'

i 2

-bitty coolies and Rs. 5,000 in cash
Within a week reached Chini,
Where there was an English bungalow.
There Negi Jitbar Kharyan now built a fine tahsil

building.

Munshi Murat Singh said, " What a place it is !

If we look, there's Kailas mountain, the sacred

place of the Hindus,
Like the vounger brother of Sarahan."
Negi Jitbar said : "Let us go for a walk
Towards the village of Kothi or Kostampi. 3

Then walking down and down, he reached the tem-

ple of Chandika,
And said that he would like to ask something of

Chandika.
Chandika said :

" What do you want to ask of me
at midday V

Negi Jitbar replied, " Your order is required
To establish the tahsil in Chini : are you pleased or

not?"
J

Chaftdika replied, " I am not pleased."
Negi Jitbar said :

" You should not be displeased :

It is an order from the plains.
Will VOU hft nlpaca^ +^ ~;,T^ ™~ ±U* G*JA of P!l

/ i

To make a garden ? '

'

The Shuwa Chandika replied, " I will not give the

field

,

I am not satisfied with the settlement operations.
I will go down to Rampur before the Tika Sahib,
And will give him an answer,
A am not pleased

> i

» AXgeS^olVT,^^' a ViUagG °f °Uter TukpA^^
* A villaL n ^. .

er Tukpa pargana.
"'age in Shuwa pargana where Chandika 's temple is.
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Thereupon Negi Jitbar placed before Chaiidik.-'i

Rs. 5,

As a present, and prayed :

" Shiiwa Chankida, be kind and bestow upon me
glory and good fortune.

'

'

Then coming back up and ever up,

He arrived before the tahsil of Chini.

VIII.

A Historical Ode.

The following ode is said to have been composed in 1888,

when the late Tika Raghunath Singh, C.I.E., was sent for by
his father-in-law, the Raja of Mandi. Thence he paid a visit

to Rawalsar.

Tithang ndydm bite, sdmneu tithang,

Sdmneu tithang, Rawdlsoru thoring,

Rawdlsoru thoring, debar laye bird,

JDobar laye biro, Mandi Rdjd tukto,

Mandi Rdjd mdni, Bashahro Tikd Sdhibd,

Bashdhro Tikd Sdhibd, rupayd chhdrbd ture.

Translation.

We may go to bathe in Rawalsar, i

The famous sacred place,

At midday.
Is that the Raja of Mandi who is coming down ?

No, not the Raja of Mandi, 2 but the Tika Sahib of

Bashahr,
Who is coming raining coin.

Tika

IX.—The Song of Wazir Ran Bahadur Singh.

The following song was composed in 1897, when the late

Wazir

Bahadur Singh to stand his trial for sedition in Dodra
Kwar.

Yochdlo den td, nyotang chaprdsi,

Nyotang chaprdsi deliu Pwdri,

Deliu Pwdri, wdziru, thud thdpen.

Waziru bistdni, wazir tashd md-esh ?

Waziru ihu Idtayin ? Hed hi thu lotak,

1 Rawalsar, a sacred place in Mandi territory.

* The name of the late Raja Mandi was Bijay Sen, and the late

Tik£ Sahib of Bashahr was his son-in-law.
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Waziru shong chdm-mig. Bistdnis dak loshid,

Ou change mdshek, tdto diydro,

Tdto diydro
f
nydsi thwdydcho.

Dak shong shongi bunmd, khond Rampurd,

Khond Rampurd, mdjang ka-cha-rio,

Mdjang ka-cha-rio, taktii den Tikd Sahib,

Gilimo den wazir, Ban Bahadur Singh,
Mildi Idno, Shri Tikd Sdhibu ampi.

Translation

.

There arrived at Pwari,' at the minister's abode,
Two chaprdsis of the Rampur court,
And in the upper storey of the house they asked :

11 honourable wife of the Tukpa wazir, is the

wazir at home or not ?
"

'
' What have you to say to the wazir V she

asked.
" What else can we tell him but that he is sum-

moned to Rampur. '

'

" I won't send him down, because the weather is

hot,

He will get ill," replied the minister's wife.

Then coming down and ever down, they reached

Rampur
And the court of the Tika Sahi b

;

Taking a seat on a chair, granted a carpet to sit

on, for Wazir Ran Bahadur Singh,
He proves himself to be innocent

,

Before Tika Raghunath Singh.

X.

—

The Song of Neoi Narayan Das.

™ -

The foUowing song was composed in 1899 when Negj

Narayan Das, of R6pa village in Upper Kanawar,was murdered
by his own brothers, who were at feud with him. Only

one brother, who remained neutral in the auarrel, is alive, by

name

Ndrdn Ddsas lotash, hun bimig hdche,
Kdsdu Breling uhhydng, rwdshis toydn md
Dobar lae hero bairi shdrshigyos,
Ndrdyanu bdi band, roning bdydggos.
Mdjang omd man ban, Metvdru chhdngd,
Mewdru chhdngd , Ghhattar Maindup bdiy

* ThTt J*
6 m Inner T«kpa pargand on the left bank of the Su{j*

by two SIT8 Wa3Tg at LAbrang village on the 25th of July I90"

*y two gxris by name Yangchen Dolma and Sanam Zangm6.
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Waziru bistdni, Charan Ddsi bdnthin,

Outran Ddsi bdnthin, tul-tuli mig-ti.

Chhattar Mqindupas lotash, mig-ti twdn mdrgydch,

Mig-ti twdn md-gydch, ijap Tahsilo bitak.

Ghini Tahsilo, Munshi Hirdd Ram,
Munshi Hirdd Ram, Repdltuu chMngd.
Hirdd Rdmas lotash, Mqiridup dam toyin ydn ?

Mqrhdup dam toyin ydn ? Thu li buchayifa ydri ?

1 arziu tdwd^ khuniu mdmald,
khuniu mdmald, rating chdlydttL

Tahsilddras lotash, bist change md dubyds,

Oangyulpd jdli, khuniu lagydtte.

Chhattar Mqindupas lotash. arkolang mdni,

'nirmdni tonmd, shong khabari shetL

Shongchu hukumbudd, yd Chini Tahsilddr,

yd Chini Tahsilddr, mauled khydm ki derayin.

Tahsilddr dakk bigyos, Khdgo chu Ropd,

Khdgo chu Ropd, Tholpdu puziro.

Ndrdnuu bistdni, tul-tuli mig-ti,

Tahsilddras lotash, mig-ti twdn md gydch.

Shongli chdlydtte, krigru chhdng ham to?

i sanduk bunydrayin, palbaru mdjango, sanduk bun-

ydgyos.

Dakk shong songi bunmd, Jdngi deshdngo,

Jdngi deshdngo, Misponu goring den.

Tahsilddras lotash, murdo fukydrayin.

palbaru mdjango, murdo fukydgyos.

Translation.

Narayan Das said,
k< Now we must go to the tem-

ple-yard

Of Breling to celebrate our annual fair ; are you
ready or no ? '

'

At midday, in the fair, his enemies arose,

The brothers of Narayan Das,—and killed him with
a stone.

At midday, the Mewaru's son, by name l

Chhattar Maindup, gave parental aid

To the widowed wife of the minister, the beauti-

ful woman,
By name Charan Dasi, rolling down tears in

mourning.
Chhattar Maiftdup said, " You should not weep,
I will go at once to the tahsil."

At Chini tahsil, the tahsil clerk Hirda Ram,
The son of R6paltu, inquired,

1 Mewar is a sept of Kanets living in Ropd village, Shiiwa pargand.
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I

" Are you well, Chhattar Maindup,

Why have you come down ?"

He replied :
<f I have come dowrn to report the mur-

der of Narayan Das,

For that I am coming by day and night.

The Tahsildar replied :
" No, not so, I believe that

? 5

. ;

Narayan Das is all right,

The people of Gafigyul bring down false reports."

Chhattar Maindup replied : " No, 'tis not false."

If it be true, I must report the matter to Ram-

pur."
An order came from Rampur saying, "OJitbar,

Tahsildar of Chini,

Go at once to enquire into the case on the very

spot."

The Tahsildar then went up for the enquiry to

Khago, i

And at Ropa in the Tholpa's l house,

Where the widow was weeping for her husband.

The Tahsildar then said, " You ought not to

weep."
We will go down together. Where's the carpen-

ter's son ?

Make a coffin for the body." In a short time the

coffin was ready.
Then going down and ever down, they came after

two davs
M

The tahsildar then gave order to cremate the body,

And in a short time the cremation rite was done.

XI.—The Song of Sanam Guru" ShahiJkXr of Lipp^-

The following song gives an account of the Chini tahsil-

dar Jitbar Negi's asking the rich man of the Lippa village, by

name Sanam Gurii, to lend him two ponies for bringing down
the revenue money of the Chini Tahsil.

Yochdlo den td, i kdgli budd,
da kdgli budd, mdrkhond Lippd,
mdrkhond Lippd , baktdbaru gori ;

baktdbaru betd
t
ndmang thii dugyos ?

Jesmang-shy'd yungze, Sanam Guru Shdhukdr,
kansang-shyd yunaze. Sanam Ram shdhukdr,

I Su
4go means » saddle between two hills. .,,

* Tholpiisthenameof a sept of Kanets living in Bopa viuag

nuwa varaan/iin Shuwa parganu.

pargand
P°n * * 8ept

°f Kanefcs livin8
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Da kdgli budd, Sanam Guruu gudo,

dcho id lotdsh.bdyd ki bdnchdnyin,

bayd td lotash, dcho ki bdhchdnyin.

Achos td bdnchdshid, poshbdngu den td-td,

nil kdgli kumo , byor6 td thii dush ?

byoro td lonmd, Tahsilddru byor6,

fahsilddru byoro, ram ram shdhukdr,

nyotang tdwd kdnayo skyo-rdng dang gonmd ;

shum barshangu thuru, kdchuk md-toyi gonmd^

Rupaydu bdrang 'skyubmo , Sanam Guru shdhn

Sanam Guru shdhu'kdr, gereo thorinq jetake,

lumshis gereo thorinq, gydbten rupaydu bdrang

Dakk shong shongi bunmd, Chi-ni-u Tahsilo,

Sanam Gurus lotash, ram ram Tahsilddr ;

Tahsitddr lonmd, Kharydn bhanddri,

Kharyan bandariu, ndrmng thii dugyo ?

Ndmang, td lonmd, Jitbar Tahsilddr.

Translation .

From down country, there came a letter.

The letter arrived at the plain of Lippa, 1

In the house of the rich man, and of

A rich man's son. What is his name !

The elder brother is called Sanam Guru

,

And the younger Sanam Ram.
The letter was handed over to Sanam Guru.

The elder said :
" younger brother, read it,"

And the younger said, " O elder brother, you may
read it.

The elder read it, placing it on his knees.

What is written in it ?

It contains the message of the Chini tahsildar

:

Good morning to you, rich man,

Please send a pair of ponies, a male and a female,

A male of three years and a mare that has no

carry
foaled.

Sanam Guru Shdhukdr, they are wanted to

down the revenue-money.'

'

Sanam Guru, riding on a mule,

And putting the money behind him,

And then coming down and ever down , reached

Chini tahsil,

And did obeisance to the tahsildar.

Kharvan
store-keeper.

I Lippa is the name of a large village in Shuwa pargand.

^ Kharyan is a sept of Kanets in Pangi village in Shuwa pargand.
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What is his name ?

His name is Jitbar tasildar.

XII.

—

Negi SHAMBHd Ram's Song. 1

Composed in 1899 in the Shumchho dialect.

Hun bimig hdche, rigen Chdngmang, sdntango,
Rigen Chdngmang sdntango, Shambhu Ram Negi,
Shambhu Ram Negi, shum koldung kdyang,
Shum koldung kdyang, girdngu laeku shydrd.
Zau dure" hat tash ? Zau dure tashd

,

Zau dure tashd, Shambhu Ram Negi.
Ang chhdng Shambhu Ram , girdngu Ldbrang thd-

jand.

Girdngu Ldbrang thdjanhd , did parmi buto,
Aid parmi bunmd, garbanu d'b shwdsho,
Ulpau hanzdru garban, gdrban nish hdche.

Translation.

Now must we to go to the temple courtyard called

Chdngmang. 2

Where is Negi Shambbu Ram,
Whose body is very fat,
And who is one of our worthy sons ?

Who is first in the dance ?

First is the son of Loktas, 3 by name Shambhu
Ram.
my son Shambhu Ram, you should not go to

Labrang,*
Because if you go there , a second wife will come for

you,
And if she comes, the house will be divided,
And there will be two in one home.

XIII.—The Sonq of the Pandit.

khdsgi
Pandit

Naming thdshis take, murti tdngshis mdh
murti td khydmd mameu sdngd golchhdng
zdngumulu muchhhe, dari shu minchhat.
Bashdharu shydnd, heli darsan pares gydc

dhdlangsmtg

Shambhu Ram Nej
> in Shuwa pargand
Changmang
r i ,

- o — -.*«,« oumo nines »D

Lab^a8eP
n
0f Kanets foiind ^ *L6brang> a village in Shuwa pargann Kanam.
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Tika Ram Pandit, arak thu md tung-toyift ?
arak id gii tungmd, ilim bo-shio :

nzaru

«<

Translation.

Well known in Bashahr is Pandit Tika Ram,
The Raja's private secretary and the late Tikd

Sahib's spiritual father.

We had heard of him, but had not seen him.
When we see him we find him to be like the full

moon,
Having a golden and silvery moustache, and
remarkable for his beard.

He has tact in Bashahr : we should like to see him
again ;

Everyone in this world is saluted to his face, but
he is worthy to be saluted even behind it.

Pandit Tika Ram, why do you not take wine ?
M

" If I use wine, then I shall lose my knowledge,
Which is worth thousands of rupees.'

'

The Song of JwXlXmukhi.

Thi namannd namannd, Jwdldmukhi tithang,

Jwdldmukhi tithang rdgo me bard,

Rdgo m£ bdskydng, tio me bard.

Translation.

What a wc
Where fire

Besides bu

Sunnam Zamo's Song, in the Shum-chho Dialect.

The following is a song in the Shum-chho dialect. Though
the name is not known as to say whose it is, but it seems to

be of any of the nuns (zamo) of the Sunnam village, as will be

known from the fliihienfc of the son?.

Hun
shdng chhasorang

Angu pyushzm buto, shum-zanangu bd

Dalck ring ring bi-md, Loktasu Sh&rtii

i rati bishi. Tdbd maiddno.

1 Jwnlamukhi is in Kdngrd district. It is considered a great pilgrim

place of the Hindus.
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ddnio

Ydngkhuk

Da du Jcumo, tdnfo tosh-ra-yin,

zamo

Kesd /i

fdyul

patak rim
a kdndero

Ang paziru kumo, dng Zaras kim-shu,
Loktasu kim-shu, Tassihombar merne.

Translation.

Now, at break of day, we have to go
To offer Divine worship, taking with us the Scripture of

the Buddhists.
The music of the three villages will escort us.
Then going up and ever up we arrived at Shirting, 1

And lodged for a night on the level land called Tabe.a

Then proceeding again up and ever up, we reached the
peak called Yangkhuk,

Thence we hallooed down to say :

" you nuns of Kanam, may you live in peace "
;Among all the nuns there,

Is a sister of ours !

Then going up again, we reached the peak of Riinang,
Whence we see our native land
In the meadows of Tanam. 8

There is our home, and there our family god deity called
Zarshu,

And Loktas Negi's family deity is called Tassihombal or
Tassihombar.*

Dtjmig Lama's Song.— (Love Song)

Kdnam
Santanuthusko nyotang, gulbdshi bdnthin,
gulabashi banthin, chhwd lan-ldn heyin ;chhwa lan-ldn bdskydng, migisi md khydch.
Purnig Lama

, argdu shaptkang ihd Idyin
,fanu ma shijdt, nu waziru betL

*

Kanam
Shdrting " the name of a han>let belonging to Loktas Negi of

land in Sharting. Yangkhukpeak near <?,„,„„ " ievei ,ana ln charting. Yangknu* «» -

Uppa vl»"S %Z V1 ,&ge
- ****** is also the name of a hiU 8b°Ve

v\>* viuage in Shuwa pargand.

of a deity
n
rn

T

Sunna^
ad°W ne*r Sunnam v"l»ge. Zar-shu is the name

sept of
T
4nit°

mbal °r T^asihombar is the family deity of the Loktas
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Hale md shijdt ringtoyin ? Bdngkhonu yutung yobchen ;
dtthdndo yobchen, hale md shijdt ringtiyin'?

Kyolang Dumig Ldmd, hdlam sdlam md-ni,
Mlam sdlam mdni, gydlbou Dumig Ldmd ;

gydlbou Dumig Ldmd Kanshydkch thonch Ldmd.

Translation.

Dumig Lama proceeded from Gangyul 1 to Kanam.
In the upper part of the village is a place called Santan.
There dwell a pair of beautiful maidens of rosy complexion.

beautiful maidens, please prepare food for me.
Oh ! they do not even favour me with a glance, then what
'hope is there of a reception.

Dumig Lama, don't sound your pony's little bells,

You are not worthy of these minister's daughters.

Tell me why not ? Is not a stirrup always under the

feet ?

Stirrup, which costs eight annas, is worthy of the feet.

I, I the Raja's Dumig Lama, am not an ordinary Lama,
For, I have learnt the holy book called Kafishyakch* by

heart.

Locha LIma's Song.

The following song was composed in 1897, when the Rim-
bochhe 8 Locha Lama was invited by the late Tik& Raghu-
nath Singh, CLE., of Bashahr, from Tassilumbo, 4 which is

about three marches this side of Lhassa, 6 to consecrate the

Buddhist temple called Dumgyur at Rampur. Lochd Lam&
has a monastery at Kanam 6 ^called the Lochau-labrang. He
stayed at Ram pur more than a year and was respected by all

the Kanawar people. Kanawar is his native land, and he is

said to be an incarnate Lama.

sarpa

Mi
Nu chhdyang chhdyang, Rimbochheu chhdyang

Shong shongi bunmd, khond Rdmpurd,

Khond Rdmpurd, Tikd Sdhibu ampi,

Tikd Sdhibas loshid, buchayinydn RimbochU,

Ki Rdmpur toshiyin, gomfd bundle,

Locha Ldmds lotash, guru jiu wdng mdemd,

Guru nit ivdna mdemd, ki Rdmpur toshiym

1 Gyalchha or I : ya!sha is a term for Bashahr territory, used by the

Tibetans, as well as by the Kanawar people.
1 Kaiishyakch is a Tibetan scripture of the Buddhist.
3 A title of the Tibetan Lamas.
4 A place in Tibet.
5 The capital of Tibet.
6 A village in Shuwa pargand.
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Ki Rampur toshrayin, gomfd bundte,

Gomfd bundte, ushdngu kdrkhdnang.

Translation.

From the upper country (Tibet) hath arisen a new sun.

All men are saying, " Whose light is this?
"

This is the light of the glory of the Rimbochhe Lama, by

name Loch& Lama.
Coming down and ever down, he arrives at Rampur,

Before the Tika Sahib,

Who asked, i6 Welcome holy Locha Lama, art thou

arrived ?

Be pleased to stay in Rampur: we will make a monastery

for thee here."

And when Locha Lama replied that he had no order from

his Spiritual Father to remain there for ever,
The Tika said, "Thou mayest live at Rampur as long as

it pleases thee,

We will build a temple,
Like that of Lhassa."

The following song in the Shumchho dialect is sun
Shuwa pargand of Kanawar :

Toling shong band yungzd, hanzdru shekhi
Hanzdru shekhi, pale md ech kike,

Pale md ech take, ju Kaljugo dydro.
Bdiydr chei zdmmig, Khdrtd bdyu den,
Bdiydr zdmmig bero, i ruzd m&m£,
Ruzd memepang lonmig, ki ii kdn birayin,

Lum /i

/

ruza
Ti kdnmig md bimd, shing kdnmig birayin,
Shing kdnmig bimd, poltung shyd kilak.
Shing kdnmig mdbig, poltung shyd H mdydk,
Zunmig-shyd sangi, nyotdng Makdldu chhdngd,
Nyotang Makdldu chhdngu, ndmang thu dugyos ?

Ndmang td dugyo
, Ohanu rang Zabdn

,

Ghanu rang Zabdn, i dmdu chhdngd,
Yd zunmigshyd sangi, nu Shumchho gitang,
Nu Shumchho gitang, ki ring chdlyd rayiH,
Ki ring chdlyd rayin, gunchhd Mdrkandi,
Ounchhd Mdrkandi, ki shong chdlyd rayin.

Translation.

wi!
3
?ear brotherhood was entered into with

Who is very proud, and has no monev at har
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In these days of the iron age,

All the friends gathered at the water-pool of Kh&rtd. 1

At the time of the friendly gathering, there is an old man,
the grandfather.

Tell the grandfather to go and fetch water :

He will be given the best of the meat.
• The old man replied, "I'll not go to fetch water, nor do I

want meat,
>r I am old and a grandfather

and
fuel,

I'll give you some more."
" I won't go, nor do I care for meat."
There are two dear friends, the sons of Makdld 2

:

What are their names ?

They are Chanu and Zaban,
The sons of one mother and father.

Oh dear friends , carry this Shumchho s song
Into the upper country,

And in winter,

Down to J\f£-rkaiide (in Bilaspur State).

The Song of Chhet^ RIm.

The subject of the following song, which is said to be an
old one, is the adoption of a man (by name Chheti Ram) by
his father-in-law. Chheu Ram repents and praises his brother

Palsukh Ram, who is living happily at home.

Hed chen li butash, bdiydr muldunq md bush,

kaiisang

tungti

Hed chen-nu birti, Chheu Rdmu zabdn,

Chhesmi ddcho sansdr, chhwdng mi ddcho bigyos.

Ghhwdng mi ddcho bigyos, Yulchhung bandiro.

Chheu Bdmas lotash, dug karam kochdng,

Ang karam kochdng y
dug bdgin kochdng.

Bdgin loshimd, Palsukh Rdmu bdgin,

Gurd bdlang ipang
9
jigich urchhu ampi.

Translation.

" All others will pay me a visit, but never the dear willow

tree

!

Oh my youngest brother, take up the pipe,

And we will have a smoke."

1 A pool in Shumchho ghori.

Mak61d, a sept of Kanets found in Pilo.

Shumchho. the dialect of three villages
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Every one else's treasure is equal to the word of Chheu
Ram,

For, in this world, a bride is brought home by her husband

,

But never the husband by his wife, as in Spilo J village.

Chheu Ram said, " My fate is a bad one,

And my luck is also too bad,

But lucky is the lot of my brother Palsukh Ram,
Who

grain-box.

Midnup Chhering 5
s Song.

fintan, dnq chd Mindup Chhe
Ang chd Mi
Bdnthinu lalchu thd lay in , bdnthinas gar-ban mdtolyd.

lisu chimet firayin,

indup-dup-shyd nang
9

randup-dup shya ruing, kirshdni nito,

Kirshdni nimd, gar-ban chdlydto.

Aulis tang jitas, prdlab ishid md-ech.
Mindup Chheringas lotash, dng tegshyd bawd,
Ang teg-shyd bawd, nu thu bdtang ringtoyin,

.

Nu thu bdtang ringfoyin, ide parmi gdiidu,

Ide parmi gdndu, chuli binydte.

a

Translation.

The message of grandfather Santan a
is :

my dear Mindup Chhering/3 don't be hankering after

a pretty woman,
Because beautiful maidens are unfit to carry homely duties.

If you hearken to our advice, take a poor man's girl,

Of dark black complexion.
If you will have such a wife, the cultivation will prosper,

And by the prosperity of the land, the business of your

home will go right.

Riches and poverty depend on chance."
Mindup Chhering replied :

" my grandfather,
Why do you say so ?

Some damsels are no good, so we must pick them out like

apricots
! '

'

The Song of Mindup and Zaban Pati.

Sdnku yd Barje, bairang td dwdyin-ydn,
Bqirang td dwdyiv-ydri, yungzu shapthang buto

i A forest near Spilo, a village in ShuwA pargand.
* Santan waa grandfather of Mind up Chhering.
» Mindup Chhering lives at Pilo or Spilo, village in

Shumohho ghori.

pargand
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Yungze yd yungze, ki kumo jaray in,

Ringze yd ringze, gu hhrd hhrd fachd.

Aldchdr aldchdr, Sdntanu chhdng Mindup
;

Dale shong shongi bimd, khond chu Rdmpurd
,

Khond chu Rdmpurd. hnirang bazar6,

Yd bhagivdn thdkur, je Mid pu-she ?

Je hdld pu-stie ? Amd mde shokrang.

Gu tithang bitak, Jivdldmvkhl tithang,

Jtvdldrmtkhi tithang, md tutKjmig tdngshid.

Tic diwang zudo, bdyu me h<tro.

Rdgo me bdskyang, tio mi baro.

Yungze yd yungze, parmi hat dugyo f

Parmi td lonmd, Pdnchdrasu chimel,

Pdnchdrasu chimetu, ndfnang ihu dugyos ?

Ndmang td lonmd, Zabdn Pati bdnthin.

Translation

.

Saiiku Barje, 1 just go out and look,

1 hear my adopted brother's voice.

my brother, come in, come and take a seat.

my dear sister, 'tis getting late for me.

I've no time, said Mifidup, the son of San tan,

Then going down and ever down, he reached the level

land of Kampur,
And stayed outside the town :

(( Omy God, how did you arrive here ?

You who have no mother or father, and are an orphan t\
" I have to go to the sacred place, called Jwalamukhi.

O marvel! I have seen what I never saw before

!

There's a lamp in the water

!

Besides the fire in the rock, there is fire in the water!

O dear brother, who is your wife ?

My wife is the daughter of Pan-charas. 1

What's her name ?

Her name is Zaban Pati, the beautiful.

The following song is on parting

:

Pancho bdiydr zom-mig, ydlu rdtingo,

yd-lu rd-tingo, zom-migu berang brdlmig ;

Zommigu berang brdlmig bdskyang, md-zommig take ;

md-zommig take, omchu berango dend.

3did berango, brdlim md chdlchdl,

tul-tuli mig-ti, mig-ti twdn md gyd,

gu haches butak, ddi golu nyumchd.

1 Barii, a sept of Kanets found in Lippa village.

* PanistheKamiwarname for Panoui village, and chdras means

the head-man of a village. So pan-charas means the headman of

Pano
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Bimigu berango, i gomfd nesh has gomfd 16.

Has gomfdu nyumchd, gom jdjd biggyos.

Gom jdmiq md hdnmd, da mor-chhdna ma ndrsh.
gom

Translation

.

During the short nights, friends and others assemble
together.

There is parting after meeting with friends
;

/Twere better not to meet in the first place,
Than to be tortured by parting.
They are unwilling to part,

She rains down tears. You ought not to weep dear,
I'll come soon again, after ten weeks.
At the time of departure, one step is forward and another
backward.

After the next step, he goes away patiently, saying:
"One who has no patience is not deemed the son of a

brave man,"
She, who does not have the patience, is never esteemed as

the damsel of a brave mother.

The following song is about Negi Anzin Das of Pwari, a
village in Tukpa pargand, who fell in love with a maid named
Hira Mani of Thangi, a village in pargand Tukpa.

Kin
pancho

Ang bdho parmi tod

;

koe Pdngsd chhechd, koe Thdngsd chhechd,
Thangreu chimet, Hird Mani bdnthin.
Bird Mani bdnthin. ndmavig o-chd-she;
ndmang achdsh'e, dhdlang ochdshe.
Anzin Ddgculdtash, ''dng ndmangd Wmhi-yiii"
Hird Manis lotash, kin ndmango md-tosh ;

kin pdlo lamas, dng orang ghdtes.
orang ghdtes tonmd . orangu gom jd- ra- yiri ;
dng tdngshis parmi, zguigom giis jdtak
zgui gom giis jdtak, i gom ki jarayin.
Yd zunmig sangi, bite bite ringtoyin,
kin kimo parmi, kimo kdshis parmi,
dng kdshis mani, dteu kdshis parmi,
dng bdho md-buch. Ateu kdshis tonmd

,

da li parmi ndrsho, da li parmi ndrshmd

.

ptti mul mul ketak, stdkuch mul mul ketak.

Translation

.

O all you friends, let us go to search for a wife.
Who is your dear maiden ? My hearty maiden is
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Either of Paftgi or of Tliangf village,

The daughter of the Thangri sept, by name Hira Mani, the
pretty maid.

Her name is very pleasing to my ears,

I may beseech her.

Aiizin Das ] said :
" You may live in my name."

Hira Mani 2 replied :
" I won't remain in your name

;

Because you are a rich man, and I a poor man's daughter.
You may have to be patient for only one thing,
Whereas I shall have to be patient for a good many things,
You may have to be patient for only one thing.
my dear friend, you promise to take in,

But you have another wife at home,
She is not brought by me, but by my elder brother,
She is not welcome to me,
If not welcome to you, she is reckoned as a wife of yours,
If so, then I'll cut off her braid, or cut off her nose.

A Love-song in the Shum-chho Dialect.

Ydlu-chu jamo, shib-jiu bdtanq hdld?
Shibjiu bdtang hdld t Chuli sho md sho ?

Md-sho-md bdskydng, ddsho iolu gosrang.
TJlpaii zamd pduh\ dshd Jdi khuchi ;

ashd Id-ii md-ldu, change md k/>>'r/.

Gdnthang tin tare. Shibjiu lagydti par?ni,

sanish barshang shungn'. Hunzur thurdre,

basild gyunmd, shdhukdru basild,

zuhim chhebe md; zulvm ring i-ton nam/

,

font chdmdtle. Tahsilu pitang fotte.

Translation.

O you rosy nun, how are your private affairs ?

Are the apricots ripe or not I

Instead of ripening they are fallen down on the ground.

There are many who long for our beauty
;

But we'll keep it for the sake of virtue.

Those who want salvation, must ring bells and do Divine

Service

,

I'll wait for twelve years to fulfil my desire, and will try

again and again,

If there will be the want of help, there's the rich man to

help, 3

* Anzin D3s is an inhabitant of Pwari village in Inner Tukpa
pargand. His sept is Fanyan.

* Hira Mani, daughter of a zamindar of Thangi, a village in Inner
Tukp6 pargand.' Her parents' sept is Tharigru.

8 The rich man to help is Sanam Guru ShytUtu by a sept of Lippd
village in Shiiwa pargand.
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There is no oppression, if any one will do it '

F
t

b
vf

a
f
«""• With sh°eSj and wiU break the door of the

lansil (for justice).

The following is a song showing Chhasu maiden's love fora minister s son, and her disappointment :—
Chhasu bdnthin lotash, dmd yd dmd,
Gii Tikrang bitak, poshdk dhoydmo.

'

Poshdk dhoydiak, gii jdtrang bitak,
Gii jdtrang bitak, Gromam thdnang-cho.
Dak shong shongi bimd, Shoiuu kimo den
Ang kansang ndne , Gydle ban th in i.

Nane yd ndne, git jdtrang bitak
Grosnam deshdngo, nilu u kerayin,
Nilu u kerayin chhatroling kerayin,
Ldgeti thdpchad, poshdk kho-yd-to.

'

Dak nesh neshi bimd, Kot dhdram,,, den,
Baiyar chei losho, » nu h'dtu chhesmi ? "
Augo ta lonnd, Jwdld Negiu chhesmi,
Chhasu bduihini, Borasu chimet,
Borasu chimet, Shuwdng bistu bdnji.
CMasuumanang chdlto, bistu chhdng chumtak,
Kinu ma sinjydto, nu Wg miu chhdng,
Uifiasuu manang suiichto, bistu tango yunmig,

Translation .

The pretty maid Chasu said :

«
« mother, mother,

1 II go to Tikrang s to wash my clothes.
Because I have to go to the dancing fair,
In the court-yard of Shufigra village."
inen going down and ever down, she arrived at Sholu's

Where
n ^ fl„. j. T r» j^ungoi- aunt py name v.xyaieO dear aunt. I'll go out to dance,

A«* Tam
* viUage

' Please §ive me a blue flower,As well as an umbrella.
For, if it rains, my dress will be spoiled.
ifien she went out straight to the ridge called Kot,
All persons said :

" Whn<^ n.mM^ ;f »u ? »
B

go to'ZtJ^oT^S^Z^ We '

U ^^ Him With 8h0eS
'

aDd WU1

a Ch
S"* 1S al8

^
in Sh'^-«hho dialect.^vnnasu, maiden of Bari village in Tharabis pargana, Rampi*Tahsil.

Groan*!'
* wateF-P°°l "ear Bari village.

'Pur Taha™.
" another name of Shufigra village in Tharabis pargandKampur Tahail.

^^^P^^^Ta&l^ Shm1grd °r Gr°Snam Vi" age iD
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Some of them replied that she is the darling of Jwala

Negi,' and
The daughter of Boras sept,

2 by name Chhasu,

And her maternal uncle is the minister of Shnwa pargana.

Chhasu thinks in her mind, to choose the minister s son

(Jwala),

But she is not worthy of the <j:reat man s son.

She has a mind to walk over the verandah of the minister

(Jwala Negi),

But she is not so fortunate as to walk over the verandah.

D£ba and Nino Dol's Song.

The following song is about Deba of Pu, who fell in love

with a damsel Ning Dol by name, whom he abducted and took

to his home, but was afterwards obliged to pay Rs. 1000 as

compensation for her.

Khinpdu chhdng, Deba, ki got id md-gyoch,

hdr-mdru gom bdskyang, hahzdru gom jd-gyos.

Bdho parmi Ning Dol, bdnthin thind -man rid

,

Sdntanu chimet, Ning Dol', ugotnd sdngd golchh/nig :

khi-khi md-grik-shak , tang tdngi md-grikshak.

Bdho-chu parmi, ijap klim gydshak.

Hun bimig hdche, shong Darbdr jdm-mig ;

Shong Darbdro mdjango, thii dumsi Idnte. ?

Translation.

you son of Khinpa,8 Deba by name, you are not less in

any way.
Besides trouble in securing Ning Dol, you ve to pay a

thousand rupees for her sake.

How wonderfully beautiful is your wife Ning Dol,

The daughter of Santan* : her face of rosy complexion

resembles the full moon.

1 can never be satisfied with gazing at it.

O dear wife, I want to see you once more.

Now we've to go down to the court at Rampur.

On arriving there, I can't say how the case will be

decided ?

1 Jwala Negi is the name of Lnchhmi Das Negi's son in Shungra

village. His sept is Tyuras.
2 B

"
ores is a sept of kanets livinc in Ban village.

hinpa is a
P
sept of hands living in Poo or Spoo ullage in

3 Khinpa
Shuwa pargana. . .

4 S&ntan is the name of Ning Dol i father.
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BiBtf BHtfp Singh and Sembat's Song.

The following is a song of Babu Bhup Singh of the Forest
Department, who fell in love with a woman of the Lippa village
named Seinbat, whom he left when transferred from Bashahr
Division, and took all the ornaments from her ; she gave them
back

Yochdlo den td , Bhup Singhd Bdbu

,

Bhup Singh Bdbu lotash, mdjang Jangrdmo,
mdjang Jangrdmo ,

<

« ijap Lippd bi-tak,"

i

%ma
Mulchiyd

f>eroham ketayih? Dero td ketak Barjiu dwdre.
Barpu morabo kumo ; Barjiu nyotang chimet ;Barpu nyotang chimet, Sembdt dang Xarydna

;

banthmta Naryang, bdliotd Sembdt.
Bhup Singh Bdbu lotash, chhatbmg zdlmig bitak;
cn/iatkang zalmig berang, yutung Sembdt tdng-gyos;
yutung Sembdt tang tang, Thdkur zdlmig boshlgyos.
iolxng Changmdng sdntang, Sembdtu gare dakhat.
umsta take Barjiu chimet, hun td hdchis tarziu chimet.
utiup Mngh Bdbu kochydng, marjydd md lan-gyos;
marjyad ma an Idn, gudo dhagulo kholyd-gyos
Sembatasdakk loshid, dhagulo firm firayin,
dhagulo fima firayin, shum doriu molang

;

dhagulo he h shetak, Sembdtu prdlab ton-md.

Translation

.

From down country came a Babu, Bhup Singh by name,
who, ln the middle of the Jaiigi village, said

,

I 11 go first to Lippa village."
inen going straight up, he arrived at the level lands of
Lippa

,

muklTdf*™
Calrn

'

and 8akl: ' Where '

s tlie mate °r

V™Ji.
am 1

u° ?
Ut "P ? " " Ther* k ^e house of Barji,

Xear the arch of the house," replied mukhiyd.S ,7
s ^o daughters named Sembat and Naryang.

Sembat and Naryang are both very pretty.Bhup Singh Babu said, - Let us go and see the temple up
in the house."

W
Sembdt

118 UP t0 the temple
'
he saw ^J 1

'

8 (, *ughter'

Seeing her he forgot to look at the temple.

. t IZ™t
"6ar

,
the court-yard of the temple of Changmang

spread
Changmang> rumours of their friendship

I

pargand
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Sembat was first Barji's daughter, but now she is become
a groom's girl.

Babu Bhup Singh is not a good man, because he did not
keep his promise

;

He takes awav her ornaments.

Sembat then said, "You may have the ornaments
They are worth my two fields' price,

If I'll have good fortune, I can get good many orna-

back

ments.

The Song of Tanzin Darze of Gangyul in the upper
Kanawar valley. 1

Kin deski bete, Mdthasu chhdng Tanzin,
hdchis hdchis fdyulo, dng parmi tdng-to-yin ;
parmiu iche 16-rayin, i tenjat fi-rayin.

Parmiu iche lorayin. shong tpng tpng birayin.
Rdi dydro mdjanq, kdtydro Lawio,
parmis td lotash, sukh-sambdl to-yinydn?
Bdho-ehu parmi, khushi-she rdzi

:

kdnang rang it-rang, khdkang rang gitang.

Yd zunmig sangi, dero ham chumte?
Dero td chumte , mdjang hazard,

mdjang hazard, piplu hotangu yutung.
Yd zunmig sangi, payin shell bi~te,

payin shell bite, bdzdr lamdshc tangle.

Translation.

"O you son of Mathas, 2 by name Tanzin/ who are like a
brother,

Should you happen to go to our native land and see my
wife,

Please give her my well wishes, and hand over to her this

present as a token of love,

And bring her down to Rampur for the winter fair of

LawL '

'

After a week, she arrived at the fair of Rampur Lawi.
The wife said :

" Are you quite well, my dear ?
"

(Tanzin replied) :
M Yes, my dear. I am quite well,

Having flowers on the ears and song in the tongue."*

The wife inquired :
" my dear, where are we to put up ?

**

1 This song is in Gafigyul dialect,
2 Mathas is a sept of Kanets living in several villages of Shuwa and
pa parganas. It is also an official post of a village deity.
3 Tanzin Darze is the son of Gaiiguyl Mathas.
4 In mourning they never wear a flower on the ears and do not

sing a song,
happiness.

Eflgn
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Tanzin answered :
" In the centre of the town,

Beneath the large tree of Pipal " (a species of fig).
" my dear husband, let us go out for a walk,
As well as to see the pastime of the bazaar. '

'

KHALcati Lama's Song.

The following song is about Khalchu Lama and Yang Pati,who was abducted by the Lama. Khalchu Lama's parents
paid the compensation due for Yang Pati.

Yang bdnthnas lotash, Khalchu Ldmd ham tan?
Khalchu Ldmd ham tan ? omchu bdtang hdld ?
Khalchu Ldmds lotash, <

' dng Id holds mdni,
ang td holds mdni, hdr-mdr rang bdtang

;

hdr-mdr rang bdtang, Gyolangushum rd rupud.
Man-ban loshimd, Khalchu Ldmdu man-ban,
Khalchu Ldmdu man-ban, hdr-mdr sdniydgyos.

Translation.

^ImFf''
the Pretty ma ' d

'
Said: " VVhere is Khalchu

What about the promise made before ?
'

'

Khalchu Lama replied, «
' Tis not in my power,lo take away another man's wife

And pay Rs. 300 to Gvolang." "

Khalchu Lama's parents are praiseworthy,
* or they settled the matter by paying off the compensa-

tion of love (Rs. 300) for Yan/Pati

The Song of Butich.

vMlJp
h
f„

f

«i!°
Wi*g S°ng is about a remarkable dame of Jangi, a

vuJage in Shuwa pargand, Chini Tahsil, Butich by name.
Shydrd Idekhu tashd, yutung Khddurd chhdngd,
yutung Madura chhdnad H„„it „>,„'/ ni.i.^L Lw*Hwdnyydl
Chtas laekhutashd, Jdhgich Butich bdnthin,
Jangich Butich bdnthin, mvnchhatMi chins,
awungyal Chhemgu tenfdt, thu-chu ring-chu chddar,
thu-chu ring-chu chddar, Butich bdnthinu gudo.
Bunch banthmu tenfdt, Lad'dk-chuliu khalap,
Ladak-chuliu khalap, Hwdngydl Chheringu gudo.

'

Anenu man-banas lotash, hairang parmi shothydyin,

ZTli V
ar̂ \^thydmd gudo dhdgulo keta'k ;gudodhagulo bdskydng, kdnango doltu ketak.

Shiiwa wrqana " An^ f Kanets ,ivinS in Pi *° or Spilo, a village in

•
And it also means a lama who loads a celibate life.
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Hwdngydl Ghhering lotash, nu bdtang git rn&hdKk,

nu bdtang gii md-hdrik, zabdn-chhushid narchhdng,

zabdn-chhushid narchhdng, dagou shardp buto;

pqisd pdgshis rdndiu, dagou bimd bimsheyih,

dag

Translation

Khadura Negi's son, by name Hwaiigyal Chhering,

Of Khadura village under J&figi,* is a handsome youth.

And so is the worthy maiden of Jangi village,

By name Butich. a remarkable maid.

A Tibetan blanket, as a token from Hwaiigyal Chhering,

Is in the hand of the fair pretty Butich.

And a bit of apricot from Laoakli, as a present

From Butich, is in Hwaiigyal Chhering's hand

His parents said :

•

' Put away the out-land woman.
If you turn her out, we'll give you a pair of bracelets,

And gold earrings for your ears besides."

Hwaiigyal Chhering replied, " No, no, I can't do it,

For I have faithfully pledged my word to her,

And she will curse me.

Let my other wife go away, if she go away,
as

for.
5 5

Man! and Pati's Song.

The following song relates to the two damsels of Jangi

village named Mani and Pati. who fell in love with a youth

named Mishpon Zaban Das of the same village.

Man i rang Pati, yor-chando salak.

yor chando salako, Zabdnu chdm pdno.

Zabdnu tukfi jdo, foi rampring du-yyo

;

foi rampring dugyo, tdngmig md-ech yune.

Zabdn bdydras lotash, Manx Pali ham tan?

dug dang shong jd-rayin, khariu md-zunbudo,

klmriu md-zun budo, i moral td sUra-yin

;

i moral td she-ra-yin, manango lagydti moral.

Mordlu nyum dotdri bdjo, dotdri nyumkhanjanbajo.

Mishpan Zabdn bdydr, parmi duyin ya ma-duyin ?

Bdtang sachi gydsho, dng td parmi toa,

Pdngi Pdngtu chimet, Gydlchhan Pah banthin.

Translation.

There below the road , Mani and Pati are spinning the

wool

,

1 Khadura i* the name of a village under J&Bgi, in Shuwa p^rgana

5 Jangi is a lanre village in Slmwa parqana.
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Belonging to Jaban Das Mishpon. 1

And there the latter is eating a bit of bread,

And wasting his time. When it became dark,

The friendly Zaban Das said: " Where are Mani and Pati $

Mani and Pati, come down to me, I am very uneasy

about you."
Please sing a song,

A song that may be an attractive one.

With

not? J 3

Mishpon, are you married

" I must tell the truth, yes, I have a wife,

The daughter of Pangtu * Negi of Paiigi 8 village, beautiful

GyalchhanPati."*
'

The following song was composed in Garigyul, when Lama
Rasbir of Ropa village enticed away the wife of Jwalam of

Brele, a village near Chini.

Tholpdu chhdng Rasbir, hdr-mdru gom jdgyos,

hdr-mdr dang Mr-mar, thinamannd hdr-mdr,
tdwd td md-tash, giro bdnkhonas yunmig.
Bdnkhonas yuno Gangyulo ; Chhering Pati bdnthin.

Mdjang fyd Jchdshyd, pdo khdn-do-md.
Thdrmiu chhdng, Jwalam, mahdrdju, ampi,
nish gud jorydo, jilyuji mahdrdj,
Thii ringtoyin hushidr 9 Jwalam bdydr lotash

,

Tholpdu chhdng ham tan ? Ang pqisd krd,

dng batwd krd, ang pqisd shen-mo.

Translation.

Tholpa's son, named Rasbir, is suffering much
From his wonderful feat in abducting another man's wife.
11 There is no pony here, so you'll have, dear, to go on

foot."

The beautiful damsel, Chhering Pati,5 went on foot to-

wards Gangyul.
otherwise

would closely resemble the Celestial Nymphs.
larmi's 6 son, Jwalam by name, joining his hands beforeTharm
the Raja, requested,

1 Mishpon is a sept of Kaneta living in Jaiigi village in ShuwA
pargand.

* Pangtii is a sept of Kaneta living in Pangi village in Shuwa
pargand.

* Pangi is a large village in Shuwd pargand.
* Oydlchhan Pati is the name of Zaban Das* wife.
* Chhering Pati is the second wife of Kasbir Tholpa L6ma.

~* qu ,

Th*rmi is a sept of Kaneta residing in Tailang and Br616, villages
oi »huw4 pargand.

~"
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" O victorious king, where's Tholpa's son ?
"

u What do you say, O clever man ?
M Jwalam replied,

11 Where's Tholpa's son % Please order him to pay me the
marriage expenses,

I must fill my money bag with the money."

A Love Song.

Negi Sanam Dis' Song.

The following song has latety been composed :

Thochdlo shong id, GaUgytllo dekhrd chd,
Gangyulo dekhrd chd, Mt darn miu chhdngd?
Hat dam miu md Ion, Lippd Shydltu chhdngt
Lippd Shy

Sholdang
shontji bimd, Sholdang gdrang
irang cho, Bare Zintu zamo,
ms lotash, yd Bare Zintu zamo
intu zamo. nu chhesmiA hAhiri.^

Hdtu lo jdi, hdtu lo bdnji?

Haiti lo md Ion, Tyurasu jdi Jog
Jogtuu bdnji, Nild Pati bdnthin,

zamos lotash . iu aldo

lam Ddsas lotash, %_
sds bolvdtak. hi dokhd thd,

9

bdtang

handero

Sanam Ddsas
Aug nyumsi thd jdn-yin, gu hundi md fichak

Chi hundi md fichak, ring bimig hero fichak,

Nild
Sanam Das Negi

dng morchhdng
Sanam Ddsas lotash, kin pa
Yuldnu chhdngas lotash, pa
Pqisdu goyd dng md-ech, morchhdngu goyd dng to,

Tyurasu chhdngu izzat, ni-rd rupayd,

Ni-rd rupa-yd, nish rdyigu bechdng.

Translation .

A youth of Gangyul l came down from the upper country.

Whose son is he ?

Don't ask whose ! He is Sanam Das,

A worthy son of the Shyaltii % family of Lippa.

Coming down and down, he arrives at Sholdang stream,

1 Gangyul is the name of a ghori in upper Kanawar.
1 Gl\Ta\+Yt ia a aa.r\+. r\f TCfl.nftt.fi in T.innfl fl. villtt.cr« t\f fthVixxrn* Syaltu is a sept of Kanets
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Where lives a nun, Zintu l zamo of Bari* village.

Sanam Das said :
" Zintu zamo,

Will you talk with that pretty girl ?

Whose daughter is she, and where is her mother's
brother ? '

'

" Don't ask whose ! She is a girl of the Tytiras family,
Jogtu is her maternal uncle,

And her name is Nila Pati, the beautiful damsel 55

Said Zintu, the nun of Bari :
" 'Tis a delicate matter not

in my power. 55

Sanam Das replied, that he would remove all difficulties

by the aid of money

,

And that she should not be afraid about the maid
Then coming down to the forest of Chora

,

Sanam Das said,
cc Don't follow me, my dear, I will riot take you with me
now/

But will take you with me on my way back home. 55

The fair maid Nila Pati turned back,
And Negi Sanam Das arrived at Rampur.
The son of Yulan s said : "Why did you abduct my fair

and lawful wife ?
5 5

Sanam Das replied :

c
» Take your marriage expenses, that's

all you'll get!
55

Yiilan's son replied :
" I've no desire for money,

But my desire is for my darling.'
5

The honour of the Tyuras* family was held to be worth
Rs. 200,

The price of two ponies !

The Song of PaltJ Ram 5 Bores 6 of Lippa.

The following song is in the Shumchho dialect, which differs

somewhat from Manthanang, the language of Kanawar.

Ndpd jis tures, Boresu barji yungze,
Boresii barji yungze, Pdlu Rdm Bores,
Pdlu Rdm bigyos, krigaru pdnthdng cho,
Krigaru panthang oho, yd krigaru chimet,
Yd krigaru chimet, ijap shdrshim gydto,
Ijap shdrshim gydto, palbar gofnd Xante,

1 Zintu is a sept of Kanets in Bars, a village of Tharabis pargand.

J
Ban is a village in Tharabis pargand

8 Yulan is a sept of Kanets in NAtpA, a village of Tharabis pargand,
and perhaps immigrants from Yula, and so called Yulan.

* "jyuras is a sept of Kanets in Shimgra, a village of ThAr&bfs
art.fi

Dpnrgan*

* PaluRamis a man of respectable famiiv in Lippd, a village in
ohuwa pargand. J 1

1

6 Bores, a sept of Kanets in Lippa.
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Adang rdtingo gofnd, ki hdti toyah ?

Ning tali toyan, Pdlu Ram Bores,

Pdlu Rdmas rangyos, Idye ngd rupayd
9

Ldye ngd rupayd, rdtingu i doluk s

Pdlu Ram Bores, omchu I! minchhat,
Omchu li minchhat, gydbtingchu li ddkat,
Yd panrho baiydr, bekdidd ring toyin,

Behi ida ringmd, dnwdre tah-nl.

Translation.

There comes the second (middle) son of Bores !

By name Palu Ram Bores.
Palu Ram went to the carpenter's house and said :

" O you workman's damsel, get up for a little while !

We will sing a song."
" Who are you, to bid me sing a song at midnight ?

"
<( Iam Palu Ram Bores, a son of the Bores family."
Palii Ram gave five rupees for a day,
And one sheep for a night.

His family is famous from old for its generosity,
And well known at present too !

O friends, you do not say rightly

!

If we are not right,

Then the Tashil door at Chini is always open.

The Song of Loktas Negi of Kanam, named Zindup Darze
or Zindup Ram Loktas, the eldest son of Hira Das Loktas, a
very wealthy man in Kanawar.

The following song is in the Shumchho dialect :

Yd pancho bdiydr, toshimig Yulchhung ] dam du,

Khariu mdzun budo, khariu mdzun bunmd,
Sukhzankras jd-ra-yih, shirnd hirim budd,

Hirim td md bunmd, ddlang md ru4yds.

Zindup Darze bigyos, Shiliu 1 multhango den,

Shiliu multhango den, shushuri bdjo,

Shvshuriu kumo , byord thu dugyos ?

Byord td lonmd, kanwng kanichu prdl Ion,

Sherkhan tdshpd tdshgyos? Kdtydng shum damyd,

Thi narnannd dugyo, md zam nang giizam,

Shumchho chhdngd zdmgyo, Shumchho chhdngd mdjang,

Baktdbaru beta, Zindup Darze bdiydr,

Multhangu den thuredo, yen kdchydng khydgyos
y

Yen kdchydng khydmd, shdhukdrpo gurbdi.

1 Yulchhung is another name of Spilo or Pilo, a village in Shumchho
ghori.

2 Shili, a sept of Kanets living in Kanam village.
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Translation.

" all you friends, 'tis better to live in Pilo,

But I feel much unhappiness M—" If you feel unhappiness,
Then come up in safety, the wind is blowing gently.
If the air does not blow, the boughs of the trees will not

shake.
'

'

Zindup Darze went to Shilis' house,
And there he plays his pipe.

What is the theme he sings to his pipe ?

To his pipe he is singing his young friend's message :

1 When will the Sherkhan fair 1 at Kanam take place ?
"

" On the 3rd of Katik."
What a wondrous and crowded gathering it is !

All the youth of Shumchho ghori assembles there, and
among the Shumchho youths,

The rich man's son Zindup Darze is running here and
there.

Looking down from the verandah of the house,
He finds his father's adopted brother there.

The Story of Raja Nal and his queen Damayanti in the)
,

,

Kandwar language. 2

1 gydlbo Nal rang gydlmo Durmandi takesh. Som gydlbou
shushim bimigu hero gydlmo chdto toshis tatash. ToshisH khdu
Idno tatash.^ 1 melingu den chd puno task, de melingu den nyord
punotash ; i melingu den rot lanotash, de melingu den rail pddo-

tash.
^
Gydlbo Nal shushim bibi pyd chumtatash. Pydu ndmang

thudu ? Ndmang td chyuti du. Chum chum chdto kdshid dush.

Gydlbos anu gydlmopang' loshid, yd Durmandi, khdu Idn Idn

jupang bhd^uo sheyin, bhdduo she-she melingu den pdi, melingu
shing sheyin ; shing she-she khwdchim sheyin. Dak gydlbo he K
qirango bishid. 1 pdntig kdshid, da li anu ndru khwdchmo
rdnshid. Khdu zdzd gydlbos shell bishid. Gydlmos kimu
kdmang lanshid. Sanish barshang-stang hodei jdngalo toshi-

shid. Dak kimo hihi an£ hA<nA

deshdng*
rang juwd Idn-ldn chei rdj pat

Translation.

There was once a king Nal by name, and his queen was
called Durmandi (Damayanti). The exiled king went in the

morning to bathe, and the queen stayed at home in the wood.
She began to cook for the king. In the four stoves she cooked
tea, flesh, bread and rice. The king caught a bird while

Katik
Sherkhan

'
the fair that takes place in Kanam on the 3rd of

* From Mahabharat and Nalodaya.
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bathing. What is its name ? It is a blackbird. Having

oancrht, it he carried it to his dwelling, and said to his queen.

Durmandi
* fire, so tl Again the king went

ave it also to his wife

to cook. Having taken food the king went out for a walk,

while the queen remained at home to do the work of the

house. After living for twelve years in the forest in this

manner, he returned home, and regained his kingdom from his

brother, whom he worsted at play, and began to rule as

before.

Love Song.

The song of Sautingu 1 Dambar (also called Chhakoling

Dambar), the deity of Labrang village, and his grokch or

dinwdn. who was also called Chhakoling Dambar, and who fell

in love with a damsel, but was forbidden by his parents to

marry, and who went on a trip with his beloved by the deotd's

order.

Sautingu Dambar bigyos, Thongling % gomfdo,

Thongling gomfd kumo, shunt dydri beshi,

Bdtangu dngldng md toyi , ahum dydri damyd
,

Man-banu jabdk ture, ronu lo gdnthum.

Parmio jabdk bdskydng, man-banu jabdk ture,

Sautingu Dambar lotash, Pudnu* chhdng ham tosh

j kimo birayin, nyotang tdwd kdnachi,

Nyotang tdwd kdnachi,' kyo shdngddng gonmd.

Kyo shdng dang gonmd, warid chdldte,

Nesh neshi bimd, Khdrchurq* ddnio den,

Khdrchung ddnio den, sdmnd sunchyd gyos,

Dambar
tM

Ijap shdi'bitak, hdches palthyd tak.

Translation.

Sautingu Dambar went to the temple of Thongling,

Where he stayed three days.

No reply about the matter came in three days,

But he got his parents' reply, which was as hard as a knot

of iron.

Instead of his darling's reply, he got his parents' an*

cu„44M^ n^nKar sairl then :
" Where is Puan s son *

Sautingu Dambar said then :

answer.

1 Santingu Dambar or Chhakoling Dambar is the^deity of Labrang

villa

2 In Labrang. w _ , . T ,,

3 Puan or Puwan, a sept of Kanets found in L&brang

* In Ldbrang.
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Go home at once, and bring a pair of ponies,

A pony-stallion and a mare, .

Then let us be gone.

chung,

down, they reached the ridge of Khar-

Where they thought of home and said,

" Chhakoling deotd, we bow to thee thrice,

Be not angry with us

,

We are going on a trip, and will soon return.

A Love Song.

1 Negi Ganga Sahaya's Song.

The following song was composed in 1890, when Negi
Gaftga Sah&i was appointed by the late Tika Raghunath Singh,

CLE., to be patwdri of Inner Tukpa pargand. There he fell

in love with a damsel called Naryum Pati, daughter of

Nyokche, Negi of Thangi, a village in Inner Tukpa pargand.

Tiled Sdhibas lotash, dug hushydri ham tan ?

Hushydri td lonmd, Pdngi Pdngtu chhdng
9

Pdngi Pdngtu chhdngd, dng paimdshi birayin,

Pdngtu chhdngas lotash, gu Tukpa md big,

Gu Tukpa mdbig, gu Shuwe bitak.

Tika Sdhibas lotash, dng hukum md ronchis,

Ang hukum md ronchis, ne hdld ringtan ?

Dak ring ringi bimd, khondchu Thangi,
Khondchu Thdngi, Nyokche Negiu gore,

Nyokcheu jdi, Naryum Pati bdnthin.
Naryum Pati bdnthin, ywdksi dhdling gyos,

Ganga Sahdy munshi, thwdksi jirjyd gyos.

Naryum bdnthin lotash, gu kin rang butak,
Ganga Sahdy lotash, ki dng rang thd jay in,

Ang parmi kochdng, Yule Shwdlu chimet,
Kinu tong tong keto, wdrkyo topds lanchak.

Translation.

Tika Raghunath Singh asked, " Where is my clever

man?"
The clever man is said to be the son of Pangtu Negi 2 of

Pangi village.

" Pangtu Negi's son, go to my new settlement work as a

patwari," said the Tika Sahib.
"I will not go to Tukpa pargand, but to the Shuwa

pargand, 9
' declared Ganga Sahai.

1 Negi Gafiga Sahay, a resident of Pangi village in ShiiwA pargana,
by sept a Pangtu, is now patwdri of the Inner Tukpd pargana.

* A sept oi Kanets found in Pangi, a village in Shuwa pargand.
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The Tika Sahib replied, "Do you not hear my order ?

What do you say ?
'

'

Then going up and ever up, lie reached the plain of

Thangi 1 village,

And in Nyokche * Negi's house

Is the daughter of the Negi,

By name Naryum Pati, 3

And she greeted Gaftga Sahai from below.

And Gaiiga Sahai gave her his salutation from above.

Pretty Naryum Pati said, " I will go with you,"
But Ganga Sahai said:

—

" No, not so, don't come with

me

;

Because my wife, a girl of Yula 4 village of the Shwal 6

sept, is not a kind woman

:

She will beat you : you must not come with me, but I will

take care of you from afar."

A Love Song.

Padam 6 Dasi's Song.

The following song was composed at the time of the settle-

ment of the Bashahr State by the late Tika Raghunath Singh,

CLE., in 1889:

Toling shonang damyd, nawd naklu kdchyd,

Hdrmdlche losho. jimi piimdsh Idno,

Tika Sdhibu munshi, Lobhd dang Brinddbcn

Jimi pqimdsh Idno, Tanam ' mrnddno.

Padam Ddsi bdhthin, thu chhahdol mandol,

Gdchhydngo zedpug rang, boringo botal dang.

Padam Ddsis losho, Lobhd munshi ham Ian ?

Payin Gydmbung* bite, Sunam ,0 ba-sa-te.

Lobhd munshis lodo, gu Gydmbung ma-bug,

Ang hanzdru garban, dug bdho parmi,

Ang bdho parmi, dng nyotang pdji.

Bennang bodyadd, Padam dang Lobhd,

1 A large village in Inner Tukpa pargana.
TnlrnA

* A sept of Kanets found in Thangi, a village in Inner Tukpa

pargana
3 The name of Nyokche Negi's daughter of Thangi village.

4 A village in Rajgaoii pargana.
. , v pargana

an

now the wife of Zor Pur, grokch of Labrang, rw*r
7 Lobha munshi of Urni village is now a patwart of the Outer

Tukpa pargana.
8 The name of a level place near Sunam.
» A village in Gangyul ghori near Sunam.
10 A village in ShuwA pargana.
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Padam Ddsiu mundi, Lobhd munshiu gudo,

Lobhd munshiu mundi, Padam Ddsiu gudo.
Ju chhebo milan ddhi, has chhebo milte,

Dargdu rdjo ampi, Dharam Rdjo ampi.

Translation.

In July of this year, a coined news came,
And every one said that a new settlement was to be made,

and the land was to be measured.
The Tika Sahib's two munshis, named Lobha and Brin-

draban,
Began to measure the land at the plain of Tanam, near

Sunam.
Pretty Padam Dasi, of a self-willed temper,
Secretly taking with her a bottle and some roasted

wheat, cried :

" Where are you Lobha munshi ?

Go on, we will go to Gyambung or live in Sunam."
Lobha munshi replied :

—

M
I'll not go to Gyambung, because

I have landed property worth more than a thousand rupees,

And at home is my dear wife, who has two sons."
The Padam and Lobha 's love increased day by day,

Padam Dasi's ring is on Lobha 's hand,
And Lobha munshVs ring on Padam Dasi's hand ;

• But there is no hope of their meeting in this world,

Yet they will meet in the next, before its king, whose

name is Dharm Raj.

The following song is in praise of the pretty daughter of

the well-known plutocrat Hira Das l of Kanam village :

Baktdwaru chimet, 11mar Ddsi bdnthin,
Umar Ddsi bdnthinu gudo, sanish zung dhdgulo
sanish zung dhdgulo mdjang . togotshe dhdgulo,
togotshe dhdgulo nyumd, kotbang tdnang,
kot-bang tdnang nyumd, nijdu ngd kanthi.
Ddyang loshimd, rd-pydu ddyang,
laning loshimd, khyun-pydu laning ;

bdnthin loshimd Umar Ddsi bdnthin,
man ban loshimd, Umar Ddsiu man ban.
Baktdbaru beta , Zindup bayard

,

Zindup bayard, Kydlkhar bandero ;

bander

1 Hira Das Loktas of Kdnam has two daughters: viz. Umar D&rf

and Gyale. The latter has become a nun. He has four sons: viz-

Ziftdup Ram or Ziftdup Darz6, Amir Chand, a student in F.A. Class at

Lahore; Gulab Jit, at home: Sanam Jit, a student in Simla Govern-
ment School.
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Translation.

The pretty Umar Dasi l is a rich man's daughter,
She has on her hands twelve pairs of armlets,
And in the midst of them a rare armlet.
She has a box full of ornaments,
And besides this twenty-five necklaces.

To speak of a flock, 'tis a flock of wild pigeons,
To speak of a line, 'tis a line of cranes,
To speak of beauty, it is the beauty of Umar Dasi,
And to speak of parents, it is Umar Dasi's parents.
O you wealthy man's son, dear Zindup,*
Will you please go to the forest of Kyalkhar ?

8

To bring down the large leaves of the plant called Lachhu ? *

The Song of Santan and Yankar Mani.

The following song describes the love of Santan of Labrang
village for Yankar Mani of the same village :

Yochdlo den td, i kdgli budd,
da kdgli kumo, byora thil dushd ?

Byord lonmd, nichhal haydru byord.

Kdnam Loshar jdrayin, Krhiam loshar md bunmd.
Lochd zdlmig jdrayin, Lochd zdlmig md bunmd,
Kqildsu zdlmig jdrayiii, Kqildsu zdlmig md bunmd
da bdydr md ndrsh, roteu khdrij hdcho.

Dakk ring ring bunmd, Ldspdu goring den,

Ldpsau chhdng Santan, bdho parmi hat to ?

Labrang grokchu chimet, Yankar Mani bdnthin

Bdho-chu parmi
}
gii Rdmpur bitak,

ki Rdmpur bi?nd, gii mtitang bitak

;

ki bimd birayin, gii kimo toshak,

bimigu bemngo
y
pirang pareto.

Translation.

There came a letter from the down country.

What's the subject in that letter ?

It contains a message from the sincere friend :

—

" Come, please, to see the Losar 5 fair of Kanam, f j

1 Umar DAsi is the name of Hira Das Loktas's daughter of

Kdnam village in Shuwa pargand.
Loktas is a sept of kanets living n Kanam and Sunam or Sunnam,

villages in Shuwa parqaru'i.

* Zifidup or Zifidup Ram is the name of Umar Dasi's brother.

8 Ky&lkhar is another Kanawari name of Shyalkhar, a place of

Bashahr near Tibetan Frontier. It is also called Skyalkhar.
* Lachhu is a kind of snowy plant having very large leaves in

which they keep butter.
5 L6sar (New year's Day) is the name of an annual fair held at

K&nam village.
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If not for fair, then come to visit Locha ' Lama,
If you do not like to see him, then come to witness the
beauty of the Kajlas 2 mountain,

If you do not come, you will lose a golden opportunity, and
will not be considered as a true friend.

Coming up and ever up, the son of Laspa, 3 Santan *

By name, arrived at his father's.

Who is his darling ?

Yaiikar 6 Mani, the beautiful daughter of Labrang Grokch.6

O my dear, I'll go down to Rampiir.
If so, then I'll go to my paternal home.
You may go if you are"inclined to go, I'll live at home.
At the time of departure, they are both very uneasy.

1898.^—The Song of Santi' Lal Patwari. 8

Yochdlo den td, Bdjdu patwar >
.

Rdjdu patwdri, Santi LdlNegi.
Santi Ldlas lotash, Roge* sdntango.
Yd pancho baiydr, arak tungmig chdlshe
Arak tungmig nyumchd, gofnd shcnmig chdlshe.
Arak tungmig chdlmd, Nespdu " brdhdi,
Nespdu brdhdi, rupaydu nish botal.
Dak nesh neshi bimd. Shurydnu" goring den.
Skurydnu jdi, Bagati »* bdnthin.
Bagati bdnthin lotash, '

' dmd yd dmd' '

kumping tdlang ham to ? Arakii botal twdlak,
Araku botal twdlak, palbar gofnd bitak,

tk *
L°cha lB the nam© of a very respectable Lama of Tassilumbo in

iibet. In 1898, he was sent for by the late Tika Raghu'Ntah Singh,

D*r ',
of

£ashahr State, to consecrate the new Buddhist Temple at
nampur rhe Lama has also a temple at Kanam called " Locha Lab-
rang, labrang means a temple, >ut there is also a village of thu
name in Shumchho ghori.

2 Kajlas is the namo of a very beautiful snow mountain situated
opposite the Chini village across the Sutlej river in inner Tukpa pargand.

I «
aspa 1S a seP fc of Kaneta living in Labrang village.'

* bantan. a youth of Laspa sept of Ldbrang village.

« n
a

i u
1

" Di is the name of a 8irl of Labrang.

««w i ^,ls aseP fc of Janets, as well as a post of village deity's
official, Dinwan in Pahari.

1 Tn>s song was composed in 1898.

tu .

Santi LaI Patwari, afterwards Qanungo, was an inhabitant of
Dun. village near Chini, and he is now dead.

*

tu~ ,

g1 ' a Vllla8e near Chini, is celebrated for its crapes, of which
they make wine. Roge is declined from Rogi.
v, . "".P? ls an abbreviation of Nesangpa, meaning an inhabitant of

i^u^
g
ge

V

ther
g
e
e ' Iimer Tukp* P°rgand. They 8Peak the Tibetan

jl Shuryan, sept of kaneta living in Rogi village.
oagat, or Bagti is the name of Shuryan's daughter.
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st Amd ji dak lotash ," ang bdho Bagti buhthin,

Ang bdho Bagti bdnthin, ban yungzu ndkchi shttayin?

Chei peranu ydg ydg, Bagati bdntfu'n,

Ndkich cJidm pdno, ndkich ydngluku fdnges,

Ndkich ydngluku tdnges, shutti tppru ?h(-she.

Santi Ldlas lotash, dug zunmigshr sangi,

Ang zunmigsM sangi, bqirang m,d dwdyin-ydh ?

Bagati banthin lotash. gii bqirang md bi'iq,

Ki kumo idray in
,
pnlbar gofnd shit A,

Translation.

There comes from the down country
The Raja's patwdri named Santi Lai Negi
Santi Lai said, in the temple court-yard of Rogi,
<l O you my dear friends, I wish to take some wine,
And after taking a cup of wine, I wish to sing a song."
If you wish to drink wine, here's brdhdi made by the
Nesang people,

The rate is two bottles per rupee.

Then going straight to the house of Shuryan,
There's the pretty daughter of Shuryan by name Bagati.
Bagati the pretty maid said :

u O mother, O mother,
Where's the key of the grain box ?

I'll take out the liquor bottle, and go out for a singing

dance.

The mother then said :
" my dear pretty Bagati,

Will you disregard the honour of your parents I
"

When all the family members are asleep, the pretty

Bagati
Is spinning wool for a little blanket,

With three stripes on it.

Santi Lai said : O my dear companion,
Will you not come out for a while ?

Bagati the pretty maid replied :

M I won't come out,

But you should come in, we'll sing a song."

A Love Song.

Junmig sahgiii tdnges, rang ddni chdlshe,

Bang ddni bdskydng, ddni li ?naiddn^

Ddni li mqiddn, jangal li mangal,

Jangal li mangal, thdnang li tithang,

Thdnang li tithang, nayang li kulang,

Nayang li kulang, kulang li bdyu,

Afar farak bdskydng, chhirap farak dugyo.

Translation.

For the sake of a dearly friend, the peak seems to me
like a ridge,
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And a ridge like a plain country,
A forest like the city,

A house like a sacred place,

A river like a small channel

,

A channel like a small pond,
I think there is no difference now, but a very little differ-

ence.

Tibetan Morals.

1. yongX . i/l %J my i ' ~^-w^ v .»,-.^ v^wwv* >irt

Ponpo zdmpo yodnang, misar mdngbo khor-yor
Di mdshenang , sdngpo-ld toye.'

"

'* Chhu ddgpo yotsd Id, nyd chig chig khor-mi-yong

,

chhu zdmpo yotsd-ld, nyd mdngbo chhdg-yong."

If a governor is hard, none of the subjects go near him,
And if he is mild, all of the subjects approach him;

If you do not understand this, see in the river,
No fish live there where there is current water,
Many fish live there where the water is still, or quiet.

2. "Rdng-ld medpai td-zon sang,
sem khotalc chhotpai kdng thdng gd.'*

If you have to go and no pony to ride, then you
should go there by foot.

Compiled by Pandit Tika Ram Joshi, Retired Secretary
of Bashahr.

Proverbs and Riddles in the KanXwari Language.

1. '
' Dam mi rang shimo li bimig

,

Kochdng mi rang jdmo It ma bimig.
"

It is good to go with a good man, even to death,
But it is not good to go with a wicked man, even to

a feast.

2. " Khorang khdsu den rd hulas.
'

'

To sacrifice a hundred sheep for the sake of a lame
ewe. (Penny wise and pound foolish).

3. *

' Chorasu ball den chdm punang. '

'

There is a bit of wool on the thief's head :'

ashamed

4. rangu

Two saddles on one horse.

5. '
' Nish ndru ddch sutanu posh brobar.

'

'

The husband of two wives is like bedding made of

trousers, i.e he is as uncomfortable as if he slept in

his trousers.
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7.

/ • j> ' •„ ? »

6. " Nish chin majangu i rig.

A louse between two nails : (i.e. at death's door).

Banthin chhesmi stingu ndr, dhankhango fo migu shya."

A beautiful woman is a fair sight to every one,

But a deer on a precipice is only to look at, not to eat.

5 >

8.
il F6 dhankhango bdntho orns.

The deer on the rock is like a share reckoned on before-

hand. (First catch your hare).

9. " Shyon ma nene sdntan kher."

Not knowing how to dance, he says the courtyard is

uneven. (A bad workman quarrels with his tools).

10.
c< Sachd demo Kdnam, banthin chias Sunam."

The soil of Kanam is fine, the maidens of Sunam
beautiful.

11.
fl Chhdche pydchu omoi wd, lanthan miu bdtangi chokhas."

A tired bird's nest is on the road, and a lazy man uses

sharp words, i.e. a tired bird will roost even on the

road, and a lazy man speak.

12. " Khulbdrbdr tag.
f ?

The skin bag once broken, out comes the barley.

' ? ?

13. " Kumo nangi, bairang angi.

Hollow inside, pretty outside.

14. " Heradas sho kotyartd anu ball den.'*'

The bull, having dug up the mud, puts it on its head.

15. "Jitasu rang, ddldishu bang."

The rich man's horse, and the poor man's leg are

equally useful.

16. " Brdssu ball den f
53

Brass with flowers on its head. (Brass is a kind of

hill grain, which when uncultivated becomes stunted,

and its flowers decrease in size).

.' »

»

17. " Fo dale rang mo, or Fo ddl ddl kuu

He discharges his arrow, after the deer has fled

18. " Deshdng ghdtochu bre teg

In a small village, the grain measure is large

5 7
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19. '
i Ydngpd kui war na par."

The dog of Yangpa village is neither beyond the Wang
river nor on this side of it.

Cf. Dhobi ka kutta ghar ka na ghat ka.

20. '
' Kulang khyd khyd ndr fimig ,

kulang khyd khyd ti tungmig."

After seeing her family, a wife should be chosen

;

Water should be drunk, seeing the spring.

21. " Du bunmd chhommig, bar bunmd bo-mig."

22,
t C

To catch an eatable, to escape from a rolling stone.

tuamig

If you want to sleep, feed your dog,
if you want to live, help your kith and kin.

23. '
c Jedk sargang zustang, gu dug kimo putak."

I'll get home before the sky clouds over

24 '
' Shitak chdlmd td pdltang thu lantak ?*'

Had I known that I must die, why should I have

undergone so much toil for the land ?

25. " Tepang kumpi, mi drolydmig"

The cap is under his own pillow, yet he bothers people

in vain (by asking where it is).

26.
<c Hud bdtang unchis nyod, dau purd mdech."

Words instigated, and begged food, do not satisfy.

27. " Ohhdng krdbmd krdbim sheyin,
ddchu kochdng thd lorayiri."

Let the son weep if lie will, but don't speak ill of the
niiaVta-nrJ 1husband.

28. " Om id kdjang nish, or Omm id kdjdng 1 7iish.
1 1

One road, two purposes. (To kill two birds with one

stone.) Cf. Ek panth do kaj.

29.
cc Oms dwdnmd jyu den, nyums dwdnmd ddnang.

99

Risk of life onward,
Fear of fine backward. (Fine, i.e. punishment).

Cf. Age jauft to Ravan mare,
Pichhe rahuii to Ram mare.

happy
un

'.77 * *•*" *"5»rnu in oi my nusDar
ku

7ang = business : from Hindi kfij.
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30. :t Mi ghdtochu bdtang teg.
'

'

The man is little, but his words are long.

31. *
' Hur-hur fdshang .

'

Tickling the itch. (It means that the itching increases
itch).

32. " Pon td td shydlesu, kui id td thdrru,

Ndr td td hdr, jdss td td hedu."

Unused shoes are for the jackal, an unfed dog for the
leopard, an unloved wife will never stay, and stale
food is for others.

33. M Pyuu shim, pishiu khelang' 9

The mouse's death is the cat's play.

34. c
' Shyddpe Ldmd shyddpe, hd-migo Ldrnd.

'

'

The Lama preaches to others, but never practises what
he preaches.

35. ' Hob jdtak neo, hub.
'

'

The ass went to get horns, but lost his own ears.

Cf . No. 50.

36. " Ldye kdyang, shupd updshang."

Dancing by day, and fastinn by night.

37. " Jdmig ghdto, unmig bodi."

38.

To eat little, and ask much

c< Mf

Lang khurango shydre, shir

The village-god looks handsome at his temple,

Maidens look pretty at their husband's houses,

Cows look handsome at the cattle stall,

To die at one's own home is good.

39. " Fochu bergd shell, rdngu chdmbak shell."

The remedy for an ass is the cudgel, and for a horse

the whip.

40. " Kdgg chhdryard pdjiu chummig, or

Pdji chhdryard kdgg chummig"

Having let go the crow to catch a hawk, or having let

go a hawk to catch a crow. Cf. A bird in hand is

worth two in the bush.

41. "Hdndifiri Wdngtu."

Wandering here and there, and back again at W&ngtti

Bridge. (Wherever one goes, one gets home at last).
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patio

In slipping the hand lights upon a stone. (It never

rains but it pours).

43. «« Noting shim, toling krdb."

Dead last year, mourn this year.

44. " Kdgg shushis li md shushis li rokki.'
'

The crow, washed or unwashed, is still jet black.

45. " Shi mi rang krdb.'
'

A lament over a corpse. ('Tis no use weeping before a

dead man, for he can not hear).

5 *

99

46. " Bdndras gudo norel.

A (cocoanut) pipe in a monkey's hand.

47. " Shorydshis chhdngu meling Jcotago kli."

The favourite son's urine in the fire-place. (Even those

we love trouble us).

48. u Ndru roshanges chhdngu kulim.

Angry with his wife, and beating his son.

49. u Ndkich pydchu motas titydng"

The bird is small, but it sings a loud song,

above).

50. " Imyd zub, demyd krub."

At one time eating too much, at another time fasting

51. "Jdmig bodi, golang ndkich."

Plenty to eat, but a narrow throat.

52. " Mdngsarang fo, rut untak ringo, kdnangi goshob.

Cf

? >

An ibex of Mangsarang (a forest above Morang village)

asked for horns, but lost its ears. (Cf. No. 33).

53. " Nydr omchi bdtlas, cho omchi chokhas."

The grain of a pea is naturally round, and a thorn is

naturally sharp.

54. ' Rigu tdnges khur rdsmig.

'

'

To sharpen one's knife for the sake of a louse. (To

crush a fly on the wheel).

55. " Bdjnydch ganthang, wdrkyo shapthang."

A ringing bell's sound goes far.

56. " Pydlizob, wdlizobr
The bird was burnt, and so was its nest.
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57

.

"Aiu thu tod, bdydu da tod."

The sickness from which grandmother suffers, is also
the younger brother's. (Six of one and half a dozen
of the other).

58. JShingu bdngas hohab. '

'

Fallen—owing to his wooden leg.

59. " Miu ami Khdgpd mV '

The men of Khabo village are the enemies of mankind.
(Khabo village is in Tibetan territory).

60. " Shingu ashing shydru shing.'
*

Shydru wood makes bad fuel. (Shyaru is a kind of
tree).

61. " Yunego ydng, golchhdngo rig sdn"
Sleeping by day, and killing lice moonlight.

62. " Panditu omsko kathd mtutavnin

Kdgu omsko

learned
No arrow should be shot at a crow.

63. u Miu bishang led, sdpesu bishang preo."

Man has poison in his tongue, the snake in its tail.

64. M Buringu ball zgom, bichdru ball den."

The bribe-taker hangs his head down,
The man of lofty thoughts holds his up.

65. u Ban pishis kim pishi byon"
A wild cat will expel a tame one.

66. u Lis tis peting pang : or Lis tis petang pang."

To fill one's stomach with cold water.

67. "Gdrr toshtang wdnmig, mig toshtang khydmig."

So long as there are teeth to smile, and so long as
there are eyes to see.

68. ' Jdmig ghdto kastang bodi.'
'

So much toil, and so little to eat. (Much ado about
nothing).

69. u Miu pirang, ronu khoyang."

Pain to man and rust to iron.

70. c Ndmang rdsk, fyd pdshk.
'

A great man, but an evil fate.
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71. u Kui kunmd , shydies thdscho .
'

'

If we call the dog, the jackal will hear.

72. " Kuiu ku-ku
9
rdgas chilydm."

To throw stones at a dog, after having called him.

73. " Soko shi-shi, puchhnang den"
The scorpion is dead, but its tail strikes up.

74. '
' Spug gwd-gwd li dangi, rig sikya-kyd li dangi"
The flea jumping at the same spot,

The louse creeping at the place. (Cf. No. 79)

75. " Pishi khu-shede rang, tushang pachim"
A cat looks for straw, when going to stool.

76. " Kdrr md chdstang, joll chum."

Before a sheep dances, the wool of its hind legs dance.

77. " Jonmydnmig nyums, dingydmang oms.
'

'

One's birth happens afterwards, but one's fate is settled

beforehand.

78. " Rale kdyang, bale ddnang"
He is dancing at Rale (a place below Barang village),

but does not know of the fine imposed on him.

79. u Spug gwd-gwd khurango, nydrr gwd-gwd khalang^
* 1

1

The flea jumping in the cattle-yard,
The pea jumping in the farm-yard. (Cf

80.
c: Fochu puchnang 5 >

easure it as often as
a cubit.

tail is only

81

.

' < Fochu tejap tongmd li purchyuling. '

'

As often as you beat an ass, dust will come out.

82. '
' Ydgui shyd, yagui thelo.

'

'

He cuts the yak's flesh upon its flesh.

Cf. Usi ka juta usi ka sir.

(Thelo, the piece of wood in which meat is cut).

Lit: For cutting up the yak meat, he used the yak

meat as a block.

83. " Zann tang tang chores.
'

'

Seeing his ragged clothes, they call him thief.

84. "Nyod
If there are no supplies, then wheat is our diet
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85. M Odss md nimrl, kaprdu gdssS *

If there are no woollen clothes, there are clothes of

cloth.

86. Choresu bydngas zdkhrango, zdkhrango ngd chores."

Into a bush in fear of a thief, but in the bush there

were five thieves.

87. " Omsko mdechu, nyumsko.' '

If not forward, then backward.

v ^. '' \ld~fdftch mfild, fochii gondrang."

An ass's urine is worthless.
t >

89. u Tora dd thwdksi, laid da ywdksi."

Up by the selfish, down by the fortune.

90. " Tald mdech miu
9
zdng serkhdo bimd, zang shyo."

If an unlucky man goes to a gold mine, it will give out

91. " Kdgas ddlango, pyus ddbrango."

The crow takes to a bough, and the mouse to a hole.

92. u Rugchu tdnges jdnn pongmig.
'

'

To burn a rag for the sake of a louse's eggs.

93. f< Angu kemd mdthas, dngu md kemd md mdthas."

If you give me something, then you are a great man,
but if you do not, then you are not a great man.

94. M Kotkdixg omo fochii nesh tukmd, 16 tukcho"
On a bad road if an ass is pushed on, he will shove

back.

95 " Bdtang roroi sdr, ddlmang folfoli sdr."

It is excellent to talk a thing out, the flavour of a pome-
granate is only got after it is broken.

96. " Wdskydr maechu, wdshang bodi."

Not a good height, but a long moustache,

97. " Ano ano khul thongmig

To knock the grain bag of skin, owing to hunger.

98. " Mdrr mi kotya-td rolang, kui khu kotya-td gdnam."

You will stir up a quarrel by teasing a bad man, and

stench by meddling with a dog's excrement.

09. u Pyd gor-gor md shich, mi rungshis md shich?*

A bird is not killed by falling, a man does not die from
disgrace.
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110.

' > 5

100. " Prdchas thdn-thdn li domang,

kruchas thdn-thdn li domangS *

Whether touched by finger or elbow, he is of a low
caste.

101. u Pyd pdkhangas te'g, mi tonangas te'g"

A bird is strong on account of its wings, a man is

powerful by his kith and kin.

102. " Khydmigu mi, kdnmigu rut."

A man in looks, but a brute in deeds.

103. " Ddldishu khdgo
9
jitasu ay

A wicked man is proud, and a rich one gentle. (Cf.

Chhote se utpat, bare se kshama).

104. " Konkaneu pal, pal chirang dosha."
The ant gets wings at the time of its death.

105. " Migu sukhang, stingu an kdlang.'
'

Good crops to look at, but a famine at heart.

106. ' Kuiu thu Id'j, thdkuru Wj. '

'

The dog has no shame, but it brings shame to itg

master.

107. " Mo nimd zukto, chhd nimd tdkto."

An arrow will pierce, but not salt.

108. " Bdndrasu kdmang md-erang, shi zundm."
A monkey having no work, will shake a tree.

109. Brin miu den ldtang. J '

Kick the man who is down.

fdiyd

saying

111. chhdngu shonaryg fdtan
9 9

A poor man's son will survive in July

112. Mogg mdechu shogg. '

A bird's belly without the grain.

113. " Sharmas sharmas stish poglang. '
f

Shame, shame, an unmarried woman with seven

sons !

114. « Donas lish
9 kilang zffm.

'

'

The master, who is mild, is like a nail, which is hot

:

i.e. he can be turned whichever way you will.
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' 91115. M Mala md sheshch Rin-mi, pdrsi md nteh Mon-mi.

A thing is no* recognized by the men of Rirang village,

and the men of Kamru J or Mone village do not
know Persian.

116. * Mdthas a kushim, chdg churshim. '

'

He goes to call Mathas, as well as to grind the barley.

(To kill two birds with one stone). Cf. No. 28.

117. M Mon-mi bdtang lig lig, bdlbdlsho thig thig."

The words of Kamru villagers are weighty, and the
wild strawberry is very sweet.

118. u Sto pujerang mde, puchhnang pujeran<j to."

He was not present at the right moment, but is now
present when he is not wanted.

119. u Dangi mogg, dangi shogg."

There's the belly and there's the grain.

120. " Kdgg bdskydng hdgg chhdng dingas."

A crow's nestling is cleverer than the crow.

121. M Bang bdydtak ringo, sto laso."

In saving one's food, to get one's face in the mud.

122. " Kdggu bang ddlango, shyonang Jchuo."

The crow's foot is on the bough, but his beak is in the
excrement.

123. M Khdlcango kdge, manango sdngko."

Gentle of mouth, but hard of heart.

124. M Prdch rdnmd, kruchi zob."

Giving one's finger, and getting one's elbow burnt, i.e.

incurring heavy loss in helping another in a small
matter.

125. " Tang nydmu batydmd batydmd Jcumoi."

A low caste man of Tango 8 village enters affably.

126. u Sto md-hhydmig miu bang khydm."

He chanced to see the foot of one whose face it was
not desired to be seen.

127. " Bdndras sd-sd Jchul na ball.'
9

When you kill a monkey, neither its skin nor its head
is of use.

I A village in Outer Tukpd pargand, also called Mono.
* A sept of Kanets found in Barang and other villages.

8 A village in Tibetan territory.
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128. "Khdsu hdmydi peting dwdi chdthang.
?>

Wherever the sheep gets food there it dwells.

129. " Man chhitale, chhdng bdnthas.
9 9

The mother is plain, but the son is comely.

130 " Proshimd, dengd li bdnthas.
J9

The root of a tree, if well ornamented, will be hand-

some.

99
131. " Manu shorydshis chimet, zus tanshid yune.

A mother's pet daughter, and the sun when clouded

over, are no use.

132. '
4 Da chdng hdmd da tig dangiV

Wherever there is green grass, there is the pheasant.

133. i
' Chdmangu ihdll anu kdchydng ddbch.

9 9

The weaver's comb pulls to his own side.

134. " Ball kulmd kul
y
mdnimd ft;

Pound away at the rice, o

135. " Pyu te'g, puchhnang ghdto.

9 9

9 9

The mouse is big, but its tail is short.

136. ** Chummd chikcho, chhdrydmd boto.
9 >

If I catch it, it will bite; and if I don't, it will run

away

f >>
137. " Khdu bdskydng chhob bodi.

Food is scarce, but there is too much pulse

138. " Deshdng nono talk, khul nono kolas."

By oppression a village becomes hard

,

By rubbing skin becomes soft.

139. V Jdchas mdechu pachas.
99

Little food and much toil.

140. " Mi binydchu mi sal, shyd binydchu pd*chi."

He, who picked his man, got a rogue,

He, who picked meat, got the knuckle-bone.

141. u Bokk zedu petingo chhas.
9

*

A black goat has fat in its belly.

142. M Gomfd oms, longstdm nyumsS '

The step forward, but the thought backward
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143. " Man totat skokrang."

Mother is ill, therefore an orphan.

144. " Rang den md pustang ri ashen
,

Ti dang md pustang pon sail."

To halloo before reaching the summit,
To put off one's shoes before reaching the stream.

145. " Rd'ch md-estavg, rd'chu chhu-rid.

A rope for tying up the calf before its birth.

146. " Chhogdu berang bage
y
zdhden hhang d&ri."

Last in learning, but first in eating.

147 " Khdss rang bimd pdbango,
bdkhor rang bimd dhankliango."

You will find a meadow, if you go with the sheep,
But a precipice, if you go with the goats.

148. Petingu tdnges jampring. '

'

To die for the stomach's sake !

149. " Petingu tinges sannydm shyo."

Charity lost for the belly's sake !

150. " Fochu chhdng melchas dathu."

Day by day the young of the ass gets uglier

!

151. ' Fochu walang fangs. \

'

It is useless to give an ass hay.

152. il Fochds sdngd golchhdng mdekstang, golchhdng md ntoh.

The ass does not recognize the moon till it is full.

153. " Thdvg mi dald ukhydngi sho"

The fair was spoilt by the Thangi ] men's delay.

154. u Titi shi-shi mechdnang."

He got a tinder box after his grandfather's death.

»>

155. " Ho ho shapthang rdi updshang"

He calls "ho-ho" and fasts for eight days.

156. "An urchho , mango fyurcho.
'

'

He, being on a grain box, was cast away in a dream

J A village in Inner Tukpa pargana.
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157. " Me kuchu puchu big, ti kuchu puchu ddgg"

The fire, if stirred, will be put out,

And water, if stirred, will decrease,

158. " Kuti rd md not, chherd not." (In the Shumchho
dialect).

The envious man will harm no one but himself.

159. " Chdlyald tushang, khdn khan doshang."

Sifting husks, inquiring into defects.

160. " Khalu ubdlang . chhesmiu sting brobar."

Boiling oil cakes and a woman's mind are equal.

161. ft< Chdrang nydm, batyds md-ne-ne, stish-jap ddnang."

A Tibetan of Charang l village, not knowing how to

speak, was fined seven times.

162. M Jdngpd mi md ndrsh, fdtegd shing md ndrsh
,

boti khold jdss md ndrsh, lowd shya md ndrsh."

The inhabitants of Jangi* village are not reckoned as

men,
Shingles are not reckoned as fuel,

Cheese and roasted flour are not regarded as food,

And the lungs are not regarded as flesh.

163. "Tukpdkpdii tuk sting, Shuivdngpdu shum sting.

164.

165.

? ?

The inhabitants of Tukpa pargand have six minds,

while those of Shuwa pargand have only three.

dwdto
9 *

pargana
heavy debts come to light : i.e., It is a pity that a

son should die, but a greater pity that one should

have to pay his debts.

Nydm thukpd probang em, dam chhdng nimd idi ddm

A cupful of the Tibetans' curry is delicious,

If dutiful, one son is quite enough.

99

Proverbs in the Tibetan Language.

166. " Gongmo nydl mishend bdldng nang dd,
Ndngmo long mishend khyi nang dd."

He, who does not get to sleep early, is like a cow,

And he, who does not get up early, is like a dog.

1 A village in Outer Tukpa pargana.
* A village in Shuwd pargana.
3 Cf. Early to bed and early to rise,

Makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise
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167. " Chhugpoi td zonnang, medpoi go chorn.'
'

If a poor man ride a rich man's horse, he will break
his neck.

Proverbs in the Kanawaiu Language.

168. i( Ydl dang bibi chershim, prd den bibi chholshim."

He, who goes near a wild rose, gets pricked,

And he, who goes into court (lit. fort) will have to pay
something: i.e., will get fined.

169. Si Rang md nimd fochi lass"

If there is no pony then an ass will do.

170. " Jdsho md jdsho nu chipuru shyd, sdngd told ddnang."

Whether you eat it or not, this is the liver for which
you had to pay a fine of Rs. 15. 1

171. ' Mi md gothanchu rang gothanch.
'

'

He, who has never ridden a pony, wishes to cross a hill.

172. M Duchis ddchis i chhdng, da li zwdsu khde."

He had a cherished son, but he too was taken away by
death. (God was so displeased with him).

173. H Gudo shang tonmd td kdgd U zdbto
J *

If there is boiled rice in one's hand, the crows will

come down.

174. " Nydm chhdng shwi tang tang krdb-gyo.
•) 9

Having seen blood, the Tibetan boy cried out.

' 1

»

175. u Chandlasu ball den dhicig tepang md-shd.

A red cap does not look well on the head of a basket-

maker.

' y > >

176. " Kin chhdng ywd tdyih , dng chhdng tolyayih.

Put your own son down, and carry mine.

177. M Pdnu den kin, melingu dng.

Cooked for me, uncooked for you.

178. M An emd spon em.
5 5

If hungry, a dog will even eat shoes.

Cf. Bhukh mithi ki bhojan.

1 A man had stolen some goat's liver, and when it was cooked he
could not eat it, so his friends said this.
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179. " Khdring sojaso bre-bang bogressS
f

In a maund of rice or wheat, there is always a sir of

inferior grain.

1 80. '
' Rungshimig miu omo kholgang. 9 '

He who speaks evil of any one, will get his deserts.

181. " Bodi jdchu bodi an, bodi fogshichil ball liss."

182.

He suffers much hunger, who eats too much,
And he endures much cold, who wears too much.

Mordu bdlang, rdgu rekhang"

The word of a wise man is like a line on a stone.

183. * < Krdmmu ddng wdnnu li madd gydmig. '

'

There is a time for weeping and a time for laughter.

184. << Chhetkang toshlang, poshbdngu thu thdd."

A servant has no power in his master's presence.

185. " Unchich miu bok dV
The beggar's food is warm.

186. " Sud nimd bud."

Where there is union, there is wisdom.

187. " Rokeru mdmd anu ndr ddng siydno." l

Uncle Rokeru, the mother's brother, is wiser than
his wife.

188. " Chdmangu ddgi lonmo li sukhang."

It i3 easy to know a shoe-maker—that he is of a mean
caste.

189. " Yun md nemd, gorab gdrab."

He who knows not how to walk, will tumble clown.

190. " Khulu jogds chhu-rid pachim gydmig.

A strap ought to fit a bag.

191

.

" Tepang tonmd pdgu pardchi.
'

'

If one has a cap, a piece of cloth for it is easily found.

(In Kanawar a black cap made of wool is worn, and

to it is sewn a bit of cloth).

192. " Kochdng dshds golang ruydm."
Never rely on vain hopes.

' Rokeru is a sept of Kanets of the higher class found in ChugAoii
or |knolang. °
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193. M Kolas shydo khur."

A knife for tender meat.

194. "' Nddas bin md-ringch, chhesmis jdrd md-ringch."

A place never says " go away," and a woman never
says M come here."

195. " Rokeru ate kher panchi-shyd"

Brother Rokeru has lost his case. (Cf. No. 187).

196. "Bototi shydokhur."

Water in the curds, and a knife in the meat : i.e., mix
as much water as you can with curds, and stick
your knife into the meat as far as it will go.

197. " Nukri Ian Idn tukri.

'

'

Only a bit of bread after hard service.

198 '
' Wdbang pdngatas zampring. ' '

There is death in evil company.

199. " Mi khydmpos deshdng fyonto,
kui khydmpos deshdng rungto."

Immigrants ruin a country, but a dog watches a
village.

200. " Rok kdgu mdjang thog kdgJ"

A white crow among the jackdaws.

201. " Tud krdbgyo, thid wddo."

Debts weep and credit laughs.

202. " Chhdng manu da bolto, tin hedu dd bolto"

203

A child thrives with its mother, and a debt grows
against the debtor.

den

his bread.
wi

204. " Mi rinu yothang md shich,

Pyd pomu yothang md shich."

A man does not die under his debt, or a bird beneath
the snow.

205

,

i
* Shydlik-chu durang. '

'

The first place to a jacka).
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206. " Rampur shqudo Nogri gd'n."

Buying at Rampur and making out the bill at Nogri ,

river: i.e., have your bill made out at once.

207. " Jdmu kdgshim skoto, pirang kdgshim md-slco."

An eatable can be divided, but not a pain.

208.
4< Wdngpo % chhechdnu peting farmo,

Shum kdru shyas ma grig-gyo"

The stomachs of the Bhaba pargand women should be

broken, for they were not satisfied with the flesh of

three sheep.

Tibetan Morals.

209. " Yod-pdi dui-su kun-kydn nen,

Gdl-the gun-nd kun-kydng dd.

Ring chen ling du sui kydng dud,
Chho-kampdld sui kydng pong.

'

'

If you are rich then every one will respect you,

But if poor, no one will like you,
Because diamond mine is coveted by every one,

But a dry well by nobody.

210. " Khdipd jitar tMb-duk kydng,
Lunpo juk-pdi ldm-mido

9

Chdrid jiu khd kom kydng,
Said bdb-pdi chhu mi-thung"

If a wise man makes a mistake,

He never persists in his folly,

Because the air-drinking bird never
Comes down to the earth to water.

211. " Rang Id ngdn semp med chahite,

Fd rol zd.i la hid mi-tan,

Ri dak gyun du semp zdng kydng,
Chhe bd chdn nam zahi su ngom."

Don't tell any one that
Your heart is pure,
For even the clean wild animals
Are attacked by a leopard.

grapes
pargana

212. *
: Deshdngu ndmang Akpd

9

Posh shennig pdkpd,

1 The name of a rivulet near Rampur.
* Wangpo, a term for the inhabitants of pargand Bhab.
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Jamigu thukpd,

Gdchhydsming thdfcpd,

Bistu ndmang Ddkpd."

The village is called Akpa,
The skin of an animal for bedding,

A woollen rope for one's dress,

And the name of the minister is Dakpa (an uncom-
plimentary term for Dagi).

Asrang is a village beyond the high range above Rarang J

in the Shuwa pargand, and about a mile or so further on is the

hamlet of Tokhto where there is a fine praying wheel. At
Asrang is the home of a family named Shyuna, or Ghost.'
regarding which an anecdote is told, which runs :

213. * * Asrang Shyuna? Mellam 3 Mashan?
Rirang 5 Rakshas? Ginam 1 Shyali.*

Once on a time four persons of the four villages of

Asrang Mellam, Rirang, and Ginam or Morang.
bearing the titles of Shyuna, " ghost," Mashan,
" goblin/' Rdkshas, <

* demon," and Shyali " jackal,"
respectively, met one dark night near the Wangtu
Bridge, when travelling on business. One of them
asked, M Who are you ? " The reply was, " Asrang
Shyuna." Then the other inquired, M Who are

you?" The reply was, " Mellam Mashan," mean-
ing, "the goblin of Mellam." Then the third man
was asked who he was. His reply was, "Rirang
Rakshas," meaning. rl the demon of Rirang." When
the fourth was asked, he replied, "Ginam Shyali,"

meaning, " the jaokal of Ginam." On hearing these

words, all the four persons were so much struck with

terror that not one of them could move, but stood

still ^ill day-break, then when they found that they
were the men bearing the titles of Shyuna, etc., and
not the ghosts, etc.. as suggested by them, they

thanked God for escaping danger, and proceeded

joyously to their destinations.

1 R&rang, a village in Shuwd parganu.
* Shyuna, a sept of Kanets in Asrang village.

Mellam, a village in Rajgaori pargand, a sept of Kanets called

Mashan lives there.
* Mashan, a sept of Kanets in Mellam village.

* Rirang, a village in the Inner Tukpa pargand, where a sept of
Kanets known as Rakshas dwells.

* R&kshas, a sept of Kanets in Rirang village.

I Ginam or Morang, a village in the Inner Tukpa pargand, where a
sept of Kanets termed Shyali resides.

8 Shyali, a sept of Kanets in Ginam or Morang village.
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Riddles.

L " Mdjang sak-tio bat-bang khirang."

In the middle of the stream, there's a dish full of milk.

(The moon).
2. " An li ma jack, dngu li ma leech."

He neither eats himself, nor lets me eat. (A lock).

3.
u Shum nudbdsu i pdg.

* '

Three friends with one turban. (A cooking tripod).

4. '* Pdldar mdmdu gdchhydngo zed-pug."

Uncle Paldar has roasted wheat in his pocket.

(A musk-deer).
5. " An td ruld, bdndras khelyd"

It shakes like a monkey's play. (A bunch of grapes).

6. m Rub hub hhtvdngcho tho-rdll.

'

'

White grains of rice in a deep vessel. (The teeth).

7. " Ddniu nud yod nish nudbds,
ma tdngshimig md chhugshimig"

Two friends one on each side of a ridge, cannot see nor
visit each other. (The eyes).

r

8.
u Bin bang rim-cho, hod-bang biyang.

In a field as broad as one's hand are two sers of seed.

14

5»

9. " Dudu jdngalo zdngu diwang"
(A written paper).

.T

Golden lamps in a dark forest. (Jack-o-lanterns).

10. " Manchhitale,chhdngmdlikan."

A wicked mother's beautiful child. (The edible pine).

11. '
* Bokk khulcho shwig chhuri.

'

'

A red knife in a black skin. (A black bird).

12. '
' Mulu bdticho zdngu tihnang'

'

A golden eye in a silver cup. (A narcissus).

13. " Sdi mordas i mord frdlmig.
'

'

Ten men cause a man to fall. (Bread).

Slupcho nangch, koticho md nangcli
"

It can be carried in the hand, but not put in a box.

(A gun)
15. • Oms

Black at first and red afterwards. (Fire).
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16. " Ohdtick khwdngcho em jdss."

Sweet food in a tiny vessel. (A walnut),

17.
€t Kyushoml jail thoshim mdsko."

A handsome whip which cannot be lifted. (A snake).

18. " Pdtle ddmas danydshim mdsko"

A spotted ox that cannot be trained. (The leopard).

19 " Shydng-rdles rim hesim mdsko.

"

A stony field that cannot be ploughed. (The sky).

' >>
JO. u Rokk jdncho shipi rug chd.

In a black sheet there are countless louse's eggs.

(The sky).





41 Dinajpur Pillar Inscription*

By Rama Prasad Chanda, B.A.

Communicated by the Hon. Mr. Justice Mijkerji

The stone pillar, 8'—4" in height, that bears this short in-

scription in three lines, embodying a single stanza in Sdrdula-

bikridita metre, now stands in the garden infront of the palace of

the Maharaja of Dinajpur. The pillar was brought to Dinajpur

by Maharaja Ramnathin the eighteenth century. The inscription

was published by Westmacott with Dr. Rajendra Lala Mitra'

s

translation and comments, and a crude lithograph in the Ind.

Ant., Vol. I, pp. 127-128. Dr. Mitra's translation was criticised

by Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar in a letter published along with
Westmacott's paper, which drew forth a reply from Dr. Mitra,

and a rejoinder from Dr. Bhandarkar. The controversy rested

there, and the inscription slipped out of the memory of the
scholars, for it finds no place in Dr. Kielhorn's list of Inscrip-

tions. It is briefly noticed by the late Dr. Bloch in the Annual
Report of the Archaeological Survey, Bengal Circle, for the

year 1900-1901, where he wrongly reads Gaudapati as Sidapati.

Drs. Mitra and Bhandarkar failed to come to any agreement as

to the meaning of the compound Kunjaraghatavarsena, the

former taking it in the sense of "in the year 888 ", and the

latter as an adjunct of the subject Gaudapati and meaning " he
who pours forth an array of elephants." But whatever the

real meaning of Kunjaraghatavarsena may be, there can be no
doubt about the purport of the inscription. It records the
erection of a temple of Siva by a Lord of Gauda, belonging to

the Kdmboja family ; and it is possible, with the help of the
letters and historical data furnished by other documents, to

approximately ascertain the date of this unknown Gauda king,

and thereby recover a forgotten chapter of the early history of

Bengal

.

The letters are very carefully and beautifully incised.

While discussing the peculiarities of the letters of the Khalim-
pur grant of Dharmapdla, ] Dr. Kielhorn notices the following
peculiarities :—letters like pa, ma and sa are mostly open at

the top, and the lower part of ma throughout is formed by a
straight arm, pointing in a forward direction to the left, and
shows nowhere a loop or round knob. He then observes in a
note:—"In the Ghosrawa inscription of the time of Devapala
(Ind. Ant., Vol. XVII, p. 309, plate) the m with the loop is still

1 Ep. Ind., vol. iv, p. 243.
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the exception, but in the Badal pillar inscription and in the

Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala it is used throughout/' In

the Dinajpur pillar inscription ma, pa and sa are not open at

the top, and it shares these peculiarities, as well as the loop or

knob of ma, with the Badal pillar inscription. 1 Narayanapala is

the great-great-grandson of Dharmapala. Therefore the Dinaj-

pur inscription cannot be assigned to an age much earlier than

that of the Badal pillar inscription. The other limit may be

roughly fixed by comparing the letters of our inscription with

those of the Devapada inscription of Vijayasena/2 Speaking of

the development of the Eastern varieties of the Nagari alphabet,

Biihler writes in his Indian Palaeography :—" Towards the end

of the eleventh century the Nagari inscriptions of Eastern India

show such distinct traces of changes leading up to the modern

Bengali writing, and these changes become so numerous in the

twelfth century, that it is possible to class their alphabets as

Proto-Bengali. An approximate idea of the Proto-Bengali

may be obtained by comparing the characters of the following

documents, represented in our plates:

—

(L) of the Deopara

PraSasti of about a.d. 1080-90 [pi. v., col. xviii], which

includes Bengali e, kha, na, ta, tha, ma, ra,la, sa.

Of these letters ta, tha, ma, ra, la and sa occur in the

Dinajpur inscription ; and a comparison of these with those of

the Devapada inscription forces upon us the conclusion that the

Dinajpur inscription belongs to an earlier epoch. The use

of the superscript r indicates that it cannot be placed later

than the tenth century. It shares with the Badal Pillar inscrip-

tion, the superscript r in all cases where r forms conjuncts with

letters that follow it. Thus we have rbb in line 1, rgg in line 2,

and rs in line 3. The superscript r is also used in the Nalanda

inscription* of the eleventh year of Mahipala and the Sarnath

inscription 6 of Samvat 1083 (a.d. 1026) of the same king. But

in the Dinajpur grant of Mahipala, the Gaya mscription ot

the fifteenth year of his son Nayapala, and in the Amgacln grant

of Nayapala's son Vigrahapala III—in fact in all inscriptions

executed in Bengal in the eleventh century, " f, preceding

another consonant, is often written by a short line, sideways

attached to the right side of the aksara of which it forms part-

not by the superscript sign.'' 6
. .

With the help of the historical data furnished by other

inscriptions it is possible to fix the date of the Gavdapati ot

the foreign Kamboja family with greater precision. In tne

>> 3

>

1 Epi. Ind., vol. ii, p. 160.
* Epi. Ind., vol. i, p. 305.
3 Ind. Palaeography, Ind. Ant., vol. xxxiii, app.. p. 58.

* J. and P. A.S.B. of 1908, plato vi.

6 Arch. Surv. Ind. Rep. 1903 4, p. 222, and plate lxiv, 4.

6 J.A.S.B. of 1892, Part I, p. 78; Cunningham's Report, voi. m,

plate xxxvii ; Ind. Ant., vol. xxi (1892), p. 97.
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Dinajpur grant of Mahlpala I, whose Sarnath inscription is

dated in Sam. 1083 (a.d. 1026), it is said of the donor:

^H^^ifm: ^R^tTfW^^ ||
(verse 11)."

" From him (Vigrahapala II) has sprung the protector of
the earth, the illustrious Mahlpaladeva. In the pride of his

arm having slain in battle all opponents, and having obtained
his father's kingdom which had been snatched away by people
having no claim to it, he has put down his lotus foot on the
heads of princes."

The " people having no claim M who deprived Mahipala's
father or grandfather of his kingdom, was no other than the
Lord of Gauda of the Kamboja family mentioned in the
Dinajpur pillar inscription. In the Pala period of the history
of Bengal, from about a.d. 800 to 1100, there is only one
epoch, that between the reigns of Narayanapala and Mahlpala I,

of which we have not as yet found any memorial in Varendra
(North Bengal). Before this epoch, reigned in succession the
first five Pala Kings—Gopala I, Dharmapala, Devapala, Vigra-
hapala I (alias Surapala) and Narayanapala. Of Bengal, before
Gopala I and of that king himself, Taranath writes (quoted by
Cunningham, Arch. Sur. Ind., Vol. XV, p. 148) :

—

" In Orissa, Bengal, and five other provinces of the East,
every Ksatriya, Brahmana and merchant (VaiSya) made him-
self the chief of the districts ; but there was no king ruling

the whole country.

"The widow of one of these departed chiefs used to kill

every night the person who had been chosen as king, until

after several years Gopala, who had been elected king, managed
to free himself and obtained the kingdom. He began to reign

in Bengal and afterwards conquered Magadha.
A line in Dharmapala's Khalimpur grant (verse 4) con-

firms Taranath 's version of the way in which Gopala obtained

the kingdom. The line runs :

5 >

' * He was elected king by the people to put an end to

anarchy (the condition of the fishes).
5

' This confirmation of

Taranath's account of the rise of the Pala dynasty by an
almost contemporary record warrants us to hold that the

uncorroborated portion of his narrative, that Gopala " began to

reign in Bengal and afterwards conquered Magadha, M may not
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be baseless, and that Gopala was a native of Bengal, Mr. V. A.

Smith in his well-known Early History of India (Second Edition,

p. 367) accepts this part of Taranath's account as genuine

history, and the only possible objection to it based on the

Nalanda and Bodh Gaya inscriptions of Gopala is untenable,

for it has been shown * that on palaeographical grounds these

inscriptions cannot be pushed back to the time of Gopala I, but

must be assigned to *he time of Gopala II, grandson of

Narayanapala and the grandfather of Mahipala I.

If Gopala began to reign in Northern Bengal, it goes

without saying that his mighty successor Dharmapala, who
could unmake and make kings in far-off Kanyakubja, retained

possession of this province. The memory of Dharmapala's son,

and successor Devapala, and his daughter Bimala, is tradi-

tionally connected with Yogigopha and a neighbouring village,

within the jurisdiction of thana Patnitala, District Dinajpur,

and not far from Bannagar, the place where our inscribed stone

pillar was originally found. A few miles to the east of Yogi-

gopha, in a village called Haragauri after a temple of Haragauri

situated on a mound in it, stands the so-called Badal pillar of

Bhatta Gurava, minister of Narayanapala. The vast ruins still

called Dewanbari and the numerous big tanks in the vicinity of

the pillar indicate that the hereditary ministers of the early Pala

Kings had their home there. Of the three succeeding kings,

Rajyapala, Gopala II, and Vigrahapala II, son, grandson and

great-grandson respectively of Narayanapala, no memorial has

as yet been discovered in Dinajpur ; but of the later Pala Kings,

Mahipala I and his successors, memorials abound in the district.

No less than three copper-plates, viz. of Mahipala I, Vigraha-

pala III and Madanapala, have been discovered in Dinajpur,

donating lands in the Kotivarsa Visaya, which, according to

Sanskrit lexicons, is synonymous with Devlkote and Banapura

(Bannagar). These and other records, such as the Sarnath

inscription of Kumaradevi, wife of King Gobindacandra of

Kanauj (a.d. 1114-1154), whose maternal grandfather Mahana

was king Kampala's viceroy in Anga,* Sandhyankara Nandi s

Rampalagarita, and the grant of Vaidyadeva of Kamrupa,"

prove that the later Pala Kings retained possession of Varendra

with only a short intermission owing to the rebellion of the

Kaivarta chief Divyokatill the rise of the Sena Kings. It may,

therefore, be safely concluded that the Kambojas conquered

Varendra in the interval between the time of Narayanapala and

Mahipala I, very probably in the reign of Vigrahapala II, and

that their power was overthrown by Mahipala I early in the

eleventh century or a little earlier. If we take Kunjaraghata-

1 Journal and Proceedings of A.S.B., 1908.
* Ep. Ind., vol. ix, p. 311.
3 Ep. Ind., vol. ii, p. 350
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varsena of the inscription in the sense of Saka 888 ( = a.d.

966) it fits in well with the data of history and palaeography.

One other question that suggests itself in connection with

this inscription is, who were the Kamboja conquerors of

Gauda ? What country was then known as the land of the

Kambojas ? According to Foucher, Nepalese tradition applied

the name Kambojadesa to Tibet. 1 The Gaudapati of the Kam-
boja family probably came from Tibet, Bhutan or some other

Himalayan country at the head of a Mongolian horde, who are

now represented by the Koch and the Paliyas of Northern

Bengal, also known as Rajbansis. These Koch-Rajbansis of

Varendra must be distinguished from the Rajbansis living on

the eastern side of the Karatoya, who form a caste quite

distinct from the Koch caste of that region. That these Koch

are not late comers to Varendra, but were settled here even m
the beginning of the thirteenth century a.b., is evident from

Minhajuddin's account of Muhammad Bakhtiyars journey to

and back from Tibet and Kamarupa.*

The inscription is very skilfully engraved at the base of

the pillar and covers a space 1' 1" by 2", the letters, on an

I

Text.

(L. 1) *f

%pift^Ts^^T an^rfa-

(L,
v*

*wv$ front* fat**-*** *s&* «

Translation

h.— - *»asrt-K'£wy
was Duiti/ Lwmr

—

--*

I the Kamboja family, wh
and

irresistible forces of the enemy, «>y
b th vid g .

the merits of the suitors in giving gifts are sung oy y

dharas in heaven with delight.

1 Smiths Early History oij

* Tabakat-i-NSsiri, Raverty
560-57





42. Two Buddhist Stone-images from Malda*

By A. K. Maitra, B.L.

The interesting image-relics, recently discovered in the

District of Maida, include two stone-images, in fairly excellent

preservation, one of which has an inscription on its pedestal.

The find-spot is locally called Mahibhinta (literally the

site of the homestead of Mahi), which may be connected with
the memory of king Mahipala, whose name is still associated

with many places in North Bengal, such as Mahigunj in

Rungpur, Mahipaladighi and Mahisantosh in Dinajpur.

Mahibhinta is not far from Pandua, which was once a
metropolitan city in Eastern India. The neighbourhood was
undoubtedly an important centre of Tantric Buddhism of the
Mahayana school, which received a great impetus from the
Pala kings of Bengal.

The first find that attracted attention was the uninscribed
After it had been brought to Englishbazar, the dis-

covery of the inscribed image was reported. It was, however,
mysteriously missing for a time, until it came to be accidentally

recovered after information had been lodged with the Police.

The inscription is only a record of the well-known Buddhist
votive formula, carefully incised on the pedestal, in three lines

of unequal length. It runs thus:

image.

(C Ye dharmma hetuprabhava hetum = tesam

tathagato

" Hyavadat = tesam = ca yo nirodha evam-vadi Maha-
gramanah."

* It appears to have been a custom to have this votive

formula inscribed not only on Budhist images but also on
Caityas, and Mr. Westmacott, a former Collector of Dinajpur,

discovered it incised on a stone Caitya found near Patnitala

within his jurisdiction.

The formula in question purports to notify the superiority

of the teachings of Buddha by alleging that ' Tathagata
(Buddha) explained the causes of all that proceed from a cause,

and that he, the Maha^ramanah , further expounded the causes

of the cessation of all existence."

The principal figure in this interesting stone-image has
only two arms. The right arm is stretched out in the gift-

bestowing posture called the Varada Mudra, while the left

holds a lotus-stalk. The right leg

lotus-seat, in the well-known posture of Lalitaksepa,

dangles down from the

The
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*

head is adorned with a crown of clotted hair, in the midst of

• which is visible an image of Buddha, seated in meditation. On
the left side is a female image with two arms. On each side

of the halo there is a votive stupa, while on the top of the

shrine is a piece of decoration, which seems to represent an

umbrella. The lotus-throne is supported by two lions and the

pedestal contains, besides the inscription, four images, ap-

parently of four votaries.

It is clear that the principal image is not of Buddha him-

self, but of a Bodhisattva, and the presence of an image of

Buddha, within the clotted hair, goes to show that the principal

figure represents Bodhisattva Lokanatha. The description of

Lokanatha, quoted from a Sadhana by Monsieur Foucher, in

his " Etude sur L' Iconographie Boudhique de L'Inde," agrees

fairly well with the principal figure in every material parti-

cular.

Namo Lokanathaya
Purvavat krama-yogena Lokanatham gagi-prabham
Hrihkaraksara-sambh utam jatamukuta-manditam
Vajradharma-jatantastham = a§esa-roganaganam
Varadam daksine haste vame padma-dharam = tatha

Lalitaksepa-samstham = tu mahasaumyam = prabhasvaram.

Lokanatha, according to this description quoted from the

Sadhana, has a crown of clotted hair, in which is situated

Vajradharma (Buddha), and has Varadamudra in the right hand

and a lotus in the left, and the posture in which he is seated is

called Lalitaksepa.

The decorations, including the umbrella on the top of the

shrine, and a stupa on either side of the halo, are not, however,

noted in the Sadhana. The lotus-throne supported by two

lions and the pedestal containing the images of four votaries

•re similarly not notified therein. In these respects the artist

might have been left free to use his discretion or adopt the

local custom or taste. But the situation of a female image, to

the left of the principal figure, constitutes a noticeable difference.

If the female image is to be identified with Tara, it should be

placed to the right, instead of the left. But in this respect the

sculptors often introduced a confusion between the right and

the left of the principal figure and those of the artist, which

Monsieur Foucher has not failed to notice.
These points of similarity as well as of dissimilarity make

the Mahibhinta-image of Lokanatha an interesting iconogra-

phie specimen, as it may supply a clue to differences in the

styles of sculpture, which found favour in different parts ot

India or the Buddhist world. .,

The uninscribed stone-image is that of Buddha hiniselt.

He is seated on the lotus-throne called Vajrasana, in the posture

of Vajraparyanka-samsthitam, without an attendant on eac
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side, but with a stupa on each side of the halo, together with

a tree decorating the top of the shrine. The attendant figures

on the pedestal appear to be those of the Bodhisattvas , Lokea-

vara on the left, and Maitreya on the light.

The right hand of Buddha is placed in the posture which is

called Bhumisparca Mudra. The lotus-throne and the pedestal

of this image offer certain peculiarities. Vajrasana Buddha,

according to the Sadhana, should have four evil spirits (Maras)

named Skandha, Kleca, Mrtyu and Devaputra, to fill the

vacant spaces on the front part of the throne. But they are

not visible here. This image is, therefore, of some interest to

students of Budhist iconography.

I am indebted for the photographs to the kindness ofbri-

man Jadunandana, son of Babu Krishna Lai Chaudhun,

Zemindar of Englishbazar.o





43* Freshwater Sting-Rays of the Ganges,

By B. L. Chaddhuri, B.A., B.Sc.

In the Memoirs of the Indian Museum, Vol. Ill, No. I,

Dr. Annandale, while describing a marine representative of the

species Trygon fluviatilis (H.B.), reserved further remarks for a
future occasion. He also exhibited full-grown specimens from
fresh water of the same species and embryos of another
freshwater sting-ray at the ordinarj^ meeting of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal held on 6th July, 1910 (Proc, As. Soc.

Beng., Vol. IV, No. 7, 1910, p. cxxiv). But owing to other
pressing work Dr. Annandale is unable to take up the matter
for the present, and, to avoid delay, it is thought desirable

that I should draw up an additional note on the subject as

I had some personal share in the investigation which took
place in 1910.

Considerable doubt has existed as to the species of sting-

rays that inhabit fresh water in India. These rays were first

noticed in the Ganges by Hamilton (Buchanan), who was, not
unnaturally, a good deal surprised to find them as high up as

Bhagalpur. He was engaged in an elaborate statistical and
economic survey of some Bengal districts from 1807 to 1814.

After finishing his work in Rungpur, Dinajpur and Purneah he
arrived at Bhagalpur in the beginning of the rainy season of

1810. It is in his notes on the fishes of the district of

Bhagalpur that he first mentions freshwater rays. From
Bhagalpur he proceeded up to Behar, Patna, and Shahabad, at

each of which places he noticed the rays. In 1813 he went up
the river via Allahabad to Agra and came back to Gorakhpur.

During this journey also he found rays as far up as Cawnpur.
In his " Account of the Fishes of the Ganges" which was pub-

lished in 1822, he names two species :—(1) Rata fluviatilis

and (2) Raia sancur. Of the first he could not give any des-

cription beyond stating that it resembled Raia lymma, and
he explained his inability to furnish a description by saying :

" I always deferred taking a description until I had an

opportunity of having it drawn, and that opportunity never

occurred. I cannot therefore give its specific characters.'
*

Thus only a name was left, without any description or drawing,

and it is no wonder that in later times, after various fanciful

conjectures, the very existence of the species was doubted. Of

the second species Buchanan gave a description, but as his

drawing, unfinished as it was, had to be left in India, several

mistakes naturally crept into the description.

In later days, when Hamilton's original drawings were

discovered in the possession of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
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and were more widely known, the British Museum, etc.,

having been supplied with copies, the unfinished and
win

sent Raia fluviatilis, which was therefore thought to be
identical with Trygon sephen of the British Museum Catalogue
(Proc. As. Soc. Beng. 1871, p. 203), though many years before
Edward Blyth correctly identified Rata sancur, H.B., as Trygon
sephen (Forskal) {Proc. As. Soc. Beng. of 1860, p. 37). The
principal mistake made by Buchanan, in the description of
his Raia sancur was his statement that it lacked a '

' prickle
on the tail." The spine is, however, conspicuously figured in
drawing No. 65, and the omission must have been due to an
insufficiency of notes. His statement that he had not seen
R. sancur above where the tide reaches might have been due
to inadvertence. This last statement, however, further misled
Francis Day in causing him to conclude that none of the Batoidei
were really freshwater species. He thought that all the cartila-
ginous fishes were marine, but that some went up the rivers
in quest of prey and thus were caught in fresh water. In his
" Freshwater Fish and Fisheries of India and Burma 9

' (1873),
p. 24 Chondropteryg
order Plageostomata, there are some species which ascend
rivers for predaceous purposes." On the same page, a few lines
later, he adds, ' c neither breed in the rivers." In the appendix
to the same work (p. cccv, para. 430) he named only two
11 Trygons " which thus went up the river :— 4 Trygon narnak l—
Sakash uriya—ascends river often above tidal influence," and
" Trygon sephen— this species is also frequently captured above
the influence of the tide."

In 1877, however, in editing Hamilton's notes on fish

and fisheries for Hunter's Statistical Account of Bengal,
Day tacitly corrected his mistake about drawing No. 65
and recognized it as a figure of Hamilton's Raia sancur
{Statistical Account of Bengal, Vol. XX, p. 73). In his

Fishes of India, which came out in 1878, the name Raia
sancur, H.B., occurs as a synonym of Trygon sephen, but the
fish's power of adapting itself to fresh water is not recorded.
Indeed, in this work, Day threw considerable doubt on to the
existence of Raia fluviatilis, H.B., by including its name, with a
note of interrogation prefixed, in the synonymy of Trygon
walga. 2 This is a small fish and cannot be Raia fluviatilis,

1 This " Trygon narnak" is in all probability Trygon gerrardi, which
has been often confounded by Day with T. XJarndk'. (See Annandale,
Mem. Ind. Mus., Vol. II, No. I, pp. 24 and 25.) T. gerrardi is often
noticed in estuaries and is captured in the rivers of Orissa within
tidal influence, but this fact has no bearing on the question of Hamilton's
freshwater sting-rays.

* Trygon walga has been sunk by Annandale as a synonym of Trygon
imbricata. (Mem. Ind. Mus.. Vol. II, No. I, p. 32.)
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(H.B.), because Rata fluviatilis is stated by him to be a bigger

fish than Raia sancur, which
9
kby his own measurements, is

3 feet in diameter.

In the volume in the Fauna of British India, which

came out in 1889, none of the Trygons are stated to have fresh-

water representatives, though some are said to approach
shore during the monsoons. Moreover, although another

Batoid (Pristis perroteti) has been included by Boulenger in

the Catalogue of the Freshwater Fishes of Africa (1909), no
reference is made to the existence of any Trygon in the rivers

of that continent. When, therefore, a large number of sting-

rays were met with at Buxar, Patna, Rajmehal, Bhagalpur
and other places far above tidal influence, it became evident

that the existing information about them was extremely defec-

tive. At the instance of the Superintendent of the Museum
a systematic investigation was instituted and Rajmehal,
Manihari Ghat and Bhagalpur were visited. As only muti-

lated specimens were as a rule to be had in these places,

considerable difficulty had to be encountered in order to

secure unmutilated live specimens, which established beyond
doubt the occurrence of two species of freshwater sting-

rays. The fish-dealers of the above places, who only deal

in mutilated and cut-up fish, recognize only one kind of

ray, the local name for which is Sankach (or Sankchi)—
in Santali Sankar 1

; but the actual fishermen (Banpars)

distinguish two distinct kinds, both growing to a large size.

The larger of the two is described as flat and thin, while the

other is distinguished as high and deep. The flat species is

termed by the Banpars of Bhagalpur pdtdl mdrici (or patter

at Rajmehal), whereas the high and deep species is named
metia at Bhagalpur and telia at Rajmehal. The name pdtdl

marid indicates the habit of the bigger and flatter species,

which prefers the deeper part of the river—and thus, being

difficult to catch, is the rarer of the two. The name metia

means earthy, probably having reference to the dull brown
colour of the dorsal surface of the fish. In February, 1910,

two adult males of the smaller species were caught by hook and
line near Udhua nalla, only a few miles beyond Rajmehal,

and a full-grown foetus of the same species, cut out of its

mother, was secured at Rajmehal. In June two full-grown

specimens, male and female, were caught by hook and line in

the bed of the Ganges below Bararighat near Bhagalpur. This

smaller species is undoubtedly Hypolophus sephen (Forskal),

which is identical with the Raia sancur of Hamilton. The

1 AH these names are derived from the Sanskrit name Sankar. which
means mongrel, and the fishes are probably so called because of a fancied

resemblance to tortoises, the rays being supposed to be mongrels be-

tween fish and tortoises.
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discovery of a foetus proves finally that this fish not only

lives in fresh water very high up above tidal influence but also

breeds in fresh water—a fact which was denied by Francis Day
and used to be doubted by many others.

The bigger species (specimens of which were caught in

the bed of the Ganges below Bararighat near Bhagalpur)
may now be recognized as Trygon fluviatilis, in consequence of

this form being the larger of the two freshwater species

alluded to by Buchanan, and having the tail without a hanging
fold of skin, but provided with spines. T. fluviatilis occurs

also in the sea, specimens having been taken by the " Golden
Crown 5

' in the Bay of Bengal. The marine specimens were
received deprived of their tails, but their shape and measure-
ments at once singled them out as belonging to a hitherto

undescribed species. Though Hamilton did not provide either

drawings or descriptions, there is no room for doubt that this

is the species which he named Fata fluviatilis.

The following measurements will show how closely a
freshwater specimen resembles a marine one in all important
proportions. The tail of the former is nearly one and a half

times as long as the length of the disk. The measurements
quoted are from the specimen from Bhagalpur (which has been
mounted [F ^u]

f
and of the marine specimen [F *y*] f

of

which the skin has been preserved in spirit. In both cases
the measurements were taken on the fresh specimen:—

Specimen from Specimen
the Bay of from fresh

Bengal. water.

cm. cm.

Breadth of disk .

.

138-75 12626
Length of disk .

.

1350 120-0

Breadth between eyes .. 200 16*0

Length of snout .

.

50-0 43-125
Breadth of mouth .

.

12-5 11*25

Length from mouth to vent 83*75 78*75

Length of tail .

.

Wanting 176-25

T. fluviatilis also breeds freely in fresh water, for young
ones are caught in the nets in August.

The adults of both species are most frequently caught by
line, the bait being either a bivalve (Novaculina gangetica,
Bens., var. theoboldi, Bens.) or, more frequently, a small fresh-

water eel (suspected to be a new species) locally called
Andharia Sap and Andharia Machhi; both animals being found
in numbers in the mud of the bed of the Ganges. Trygon
fluviatilis is captured in largest numbers in November (i.e.,

soon after the subsidence of the floods) and in May, when the
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river falls down to its lowest level. The seasonal variation

in the numbers caught in this case does not indicate either the

presence or absence of individuals in any particular locality or

their migratory habit, but only shows that the mode of cap-

ture proves more successful at certain seasons.

In the Ganges we have therefore freshwater represen-

tatives of at least two species of Batoidei, viz., Trygonfluviatilis

(H.B.) and Hypolophus sepheri (Forskal). These species are

not only found one thousand miles above tidal influence, but

also breed freely in fresh water.





44* Note on the Dark Monday Somavati.

By Rai B. A. Gupte, Bahadur.

Somavati is the name of the Monday on which a dark
night or amavasya falls. It is observed as a fast. The story

*

begins thus

:

While Bhishma the old grand-uncle of the Pandavas was
laid up on his death-bed, he was interrogated by Dharma, the

eldest of the Pandavas. He said, " O sir, the principal chiefs

of the Kaurava force have been destroyed by my brother
Bhima, and others by Arjun. Through the wickedness of

Duryodhan our family has been reduced in number. Except-
ing old people and young children there remain no kings on
earth. In the great family of Bharat we five brothers alone
survive, and therefore the Empire of which I have just become
the Ruler does not give me any pleasure. While alive, one
has to bear nothing but blame, and even after death, there is

no salvation in store. I feel depressed at seeing the wholesale
massacre of the family to which I have the honour to belong.
Ashvaththama has through his enchanted weapons (astra)

killed even the fetus Princess Uttara bears. I am therefore

doubly grieved at the prospective extinction of the race.

grand-uncle ! What can I do ? What will grant me long-lived

sons 2
"

Bhishma replied, " Listen, O King! I shall describe that

Vrat which will grant long-lived progeny. O Dharma 1 on a
dark night falling on a Monday, one should go to an ashvatha
tree (Ficus religiosa) and there worship Janardan (Vishnu).

He should offer to God 108 jewels, or coins, or fruits, and go
round the tree as many times (108). This Vrat is much appre-

ciated by Vishnu. Let Uttara your brother's daughter-in-law
perform this Puja, and her foetus will regain life. That child,

when born, will be virtuous and reputed."
Dharma said, "Pray describe in detail this king of all

Vratas. Pray tell me who introduced it first, and how it

became known on earth."

Bhishma replied, " There is a celebrated city called Kanti.
All the Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras of that
city are pious. It contains beautiful palaces, and well-dressed

men, and women. It is a lovely place. It also contains
many good-looking and intelligent dancing girls. It is as rich

as Alaka the capital of Kuber, the Treasurer of the Gods, and

i It is taken from the Bhavishottar Puran.
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as beautiful as Amaravati the capital of Indra. It is as brilliant

as Mahapuri the capital of Agni, the God of Fire. It is full of

gems. Over this city there once ruled King Ratnasen. There
lived in it during his reign a Brahman named Devaswami. He
had a virtuous wife named Dhanavati. She was as rich as

Goddess Laxmi. She gave birth to seven well-behaved sons

and one beautiful daughter named Gunavati. The sons were
married. The girl was waiting to be married. At this junc-

ture there came to his house a Brahman guest. He was a

bright young man. He came to the door and poured out

blessings. The seven daughters-in-law of Devaswami, after

paying their obeisance to him offered him alms. He conferred

on each the blessing of life-long matrimonial felicity (Saub-

hagya). Dhanavati then addressed the Brahman and said, '

Sacred Brahman ! pray listen to me. When my daughters-in-

law bowed unto you, you conferred on them such blessings as

would grant happiness, sons, and long marital life, but when
my daughter bowed down her head you merely said, "Be
pious." Pray enlighten me as to why you differentiated

thus.' The Brahman Saint replied, 'Listen, O Dhanavati!
you are a devoted and pious lady. You have gained good
reputation. I have conferred on your daughter the most appro-
priate blessing because, while performing the Saptapadi in

her marriage, she is fated to become a widow. Let her live a
saintly life.' Dhanavati became alarmed at this pronounce-
ment, she repeatedly bowed unto him and begged, 'O
Brahman! if you know how to counteract the impending
calamity, pray describe it to me. Ocean of Mercy! What
can I do if there be no remedy? 5 The Brahman replied,
4
If you can induce Soma to come to your house, her presence

would evade the destiny of widowhood that hangs over your
daughter's head.'

Dhanavati said :
' Who is this Soma, of what caste is

she 1 Where does she live ? Pray tell me at once, there is no
time to lose.' The Brahman said: Soma is a Dhobi woman
by caste. She lives in Ceylon. If she comes to your abode,

there is hope.'

Saying so the Brahman disappeared. Dhanavati then

addressed her sons and said that their dear little sister was in

danger. He who had respect for his father and mother would
tart at once for Ceylon to bring Soma here. Her sons said

that she had always been thinking of her daugher alone, and
only of her welfare. She always loved her more than her sons,

and that was why she had been forcing them to go to a country

too difficult to travel to, to a country situated in the midst of

an ocean! It was impossible to go there. They were unable
to do so. When their father Devaswami heard this, he said

that in spite of the fact that he was the father of seven sons he
had to count himself a man without male issue ! He would
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himself go to Ceylon, and bring Soma who could save his
daughter from the impending danger.

At these angry words, his youngest son Shivaswami rose
and said most reverently: '0 father, do not be so angry.
As long as I am alive, who else has the courage to undertake
the voyage ?

'

He then bowed unto his father and started forthwith with
his sister. He reached the sea. He was thinking of swimming
across the great ocean, but a large tree attracted his attention.
In its hollow the young ones of a vulture were perching. The
brother and sister rested under that umbrageous tree for the
day. They saw the vulture returning to its young with some
food for them. It offered it to them but they would not take
it. It asked them the reason, and they said that it was inhos-
pitable to do so while two travellers were starving under the
tree. The vulture turned towards the pilgrims and asked
them to name their desire. One of them, the brother, replied
that they wanted to cross the ocean to prevent his sister from
becoming a widow. The vulture promised to take them to
the island the next morning, and did so. They went to Soma's
house and swept and mud-washed the frontage [of her house]
every morning for a year. Seeing this Soma enquired of her
sons and daughters-in-law as to which of them was so dutiful.
They denied all knowledge. Soma therefore carefully watched
the place one early morning and discovered that a Brahman
girl was sweeping, and her dutiful brother mud-washing the
open space in front of her house. She asked them who they
were, and when they told her that they were the children of a
Brahman, she expressed her horror at seeing those sacred
people doing such menial work for her—a low caste woman.
She cried, ' O Brahman ! The daughter of the impure washer-
man's caste that I am, what makes you do a thing that will
hurl me down to hell ?

' Shivaswami replied :
' This, madam,

is my unmarried sister. She is destined to become a widow
while performing the Saptapadi or fire worship in her own
marriage. But I am assured that the evil can be evaded
through your kindness, and therefore we have volunteered to
serve you as menials.' Soma told them to desist. She said :

'I will obey you sacred Brahman! and accompany you to
your house.' She then addressed her daughters-in-law and
told them to preserve the body of any one that may die in her
Raj, during her absence. No one should, on any account, be
cremated. She took the Brahman pilgrims across the ocean,
through the sky, and reached Kantipur in the twinkling of an
eye.

Dhanavati the Brahman woman was delighted. She wor-
shipped the Dhobi woman. Shivaswami the dutiful son left

for Ujjein in search of a suitable husband for his sister,

selected Rudra and brought him down. Soma the washer-
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woman made all preparations for the marriage. During the
festivities the bridegroom died as soon as he commenced the
Saptapadi. All the relations began lamenting the loss ! Soma
alone was calm. She stood erect and, in the midst of the
wailings, held the sacrificial cup in her hand, and gave
away to the girl her own credit for having worshipped the
Vrat Raj or King of Vratas ! Wonder of wonders ! The dead
man was brought to life ! Soma the washerwoman returned
home. She learnt that the giving away of the merit of her
worship of the Vrat-Raj caused the deaths of all her sons, her
husband, and even her son-in-law. Fortunately for her a
Dark Monday, Somavati, befell while she was returning
home. That Somavati the life-giving Pujal On that day she
met an old woman carrying a load of cotton. She was groan-
ing under the weight she had to carry. Soma asked her what
the contents of the baggage were. Its nature was explained to
her, and she was asked to help the woman to put it down.
Soma, could not comply with the request as the touch of
cotton was proscribed on a Dark Monday. Soma, next, met a
woman carrying a load of radishes. In this case also she could
not touch the vegetable. Soma then went to an ashvaih
{Ficus religiosa) tree that stood on the bank of a river. She
bathed herself and worshipped the tree. She then took some
sand in her hand, and went round the tree 108 times. As
soon as she performed the 108 peregrinations her lost husband,
her sons, and her son in-law came to life again ! The city and
her house teemed with wealth. When /Soma reached home,
she was glad to see her own son-in-law come to life again. Her
daughters-in-law enquired how all the male members came to
life again. Soma replied that when she parted with the
accumulated credit of the worship all of them died, but as

soon as she refused to touch either cotton or radishes on the
first Dark Monday after the event, and performed the Vrata,
they came to life again. Ashvaih (Ficus religiosa) is the abode
of Vishnu the Protector. If he be worshipped on that day
there shall be no widowhood in the family. Every woman will

be blessed with happy married life. She then made her
daughters in-law follow her footsteps as regards the Vrata. She
lived a long and happy life, and in the end reached Vaikunth,
the Heaven of Vishnu." " I have," said Bhishma, " thus des-

cribed this Vrata for your benefit.
'

'

Dharma asked Bhishma to describe it more fully and was
told that on the Dark-Monday the worshipper should rise very
early and bathe herself in the river or in the sea, should wear
a silk dress, should observe silence, should go to the religious

fig tree, should worship the tree in the usual way, should
meditate on the power of the All-pervading, visible and in-

visible Creator, Protector, and Destroyer, the Origin, Centre,
and End for the univftrsH
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The following is the mantra of the puja :

—

"At thy root lives Brahma, in the stem lives Vishnu, and

at the top lives Shiva, I bow unto thee Ashvath."
" Flowers and fruits of sorts should be offered to the sacred

tree." The next prayer is, " Ashvath, thou the abode of Agni

the God of fire and the asylum of Vishnu, I bow unto thee."

"Then the 108 perambulations should be performed* Thr
offerings should consist of pearls, gold, diamonds, and other

jewels, copper and brass, and pots full of food stuffs. All tin

white coins and other offerings placed before the tree should

then be handed over to the Brahman preceptor. In order to

please Soma a married Brahman woman should be worshipped

under the tree. Brahmans should be fed well. Finally, the

devotee should take her meal observing silence all the while."

"Oh King! Ask Draupadi, Subhadra and Uttara to

observe this Vrata. It will result in the foetus of Uttara re-

gaining life."

But, out of consideration for the poor, Dharma enquired,

how could people without means perform such a costly Puja ?

Bhishma said that by offering fruits, flowers, food, clothes

and whatever one can afford.

"O King!" entreated Bhishma, " do perform the Vrata

as quickly as possible !
'

'

Dissertations on the Dhobi.—The Social position of a Dhabi
is given in the following couplet :

Rajak-scharma-karosya

Nato Barnd-evacha

net m& ^n*,

Kaivarta Med-Bhillashch

Saptaite chdnyantjah smritah l

*TF% WP WZST II

[Yama Samhita] in Shabda Kalpadruma, vol I, p. 55.

The Dhobi is untouchably classed with Chamars, Nats,

(Doms), Baruds, Kaivartas, Meds, and Bhils. That a woman
of this caste, even if pious, was worshipped by a high-class

Brahman woman, shows the elevation of the depressed classes

under certain conditions.
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On the sanctity of the tree.

The origin of the sanctity l attributed to the Ashvath tree
seems to have been recorded in this Pothi. It shows that in
primitive days, when there were no lucifer matches or flints

invented, fire was made by friction of dried wood. Pimpal or
Pipal was then used for that purpose along with Shami {Pro-
sopis specigera) and Udumbar {Ficus glomerata). The Nam-
dubri * Brahmans of the Malabar Coast still make fire with
pieces of the wood of the Pipal and Jackfruit trees. The
maternal grandfather of the writer of this note died in London
in 1861, and as his body could not be brought to India for
cremation, an effigy made of flour had to be cremated in the
course of the obsequies. The fire made at that time had to be
produced from friction of the dry branches of the Pipal and
the Shami trees. This use possibly accounts for the origin of
the sanctity of this tree.

On Sanitary motives.

The Ashvath produces fire, fire is a purifier, it is indispen-
sable in a Dhobi's house. The Dhobi or washerman washed
away all disease-germs from dirty linen, and therefore the
presence (or services) of a Dhobi woman in a Brahman family
secured cleanliness and ensured longivity. When there was no
coinage, when services had to be exchanged, the Brahman was
perhaps obliged to render some kind of service in exchange for
the work done by the washerman. It may be, therefore, that
this story records that early exchange of labour or mutual
co-operation.

On the name of the Vrata.

Soma means the Moon, Monday is sacred to that luminary

,

and a dark night sacred to it must have been considered
inauspicious like the day of an eclipse. The fast and the
prohibition against touching cotton or radishes—both white-
may have been designed to intensify the feeling of the loss of
the white moon. Soma, again, is said to be the name of the
Dhobi woman, and it is natural that the dark night on which
she fasted was called after her because she was black and
untouchable! The mention of Ceylon, which is near Madras,
and the names Devaswdmi and Shivuswami signify that the
story was written in that Presidency, where Swami is a usual
affix,—not in use in other Provinces.

1 For sanctity see Cyclopaedia of India. By E. Balfour, vol. II,

p. 138, second edition.
4 Journal oi the Royal Society of Arts, vol. 57, j>. 422, April 190U.

•
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(No. II.)

Edited by MaulavI 'Abdu'l Wall

In a late issue of this Journal (Vol. V, No. 11 [N.S.], for De-
cember, 1909, pp. 421—456) I published 228 Quatrains of Shaykh
Abu Sa'id ibn Abu'l Khayr from the only manuscript of the
Society, No. 1398 old (62 0(a) new). With a few exceptions,

all the Ruba'lyat were correctly published from sources noted
in the preface

After the publication of those verses Mr. H. Beveridge,
C.S. (Retd.), informed me of the existence, in the British Mu-
seum, of a copy of the Quatrains of the saint. At my request
Mr. Beveridge was kind enough, with the permission of the
Museum authorities, to send me a transcript of the Quatrains
made by a Persian medical student now residing in London.
The British Museum MS. Add. 7822 is noted in Rieu's Catalogue,
Vol. II, page 7386. This MS. and the Ruba'lyat of Sahabi,
Mahvi of Ardabil and of Baba Afzal-i-Kashi are bound in the

same volume. The MS. of Abu Sa c

id's Quatrains was written

in a.h. 1065 (a.d. 1653).

I have compared these Quatrains with those published in

the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Like the Society's

MS., the British Museum MS. includes many well-known

Quatrains commonly ascribed to others. The B.M. collection

contains here and there certain words and phrases which
prima facie are inaccurate. These I have removed as far as

possible by collating with certain biographies of the saint. A
few Quatrains are common in both the MSS. and the rest are new
or not quite similar. I have arranged the latter alphabetically

according to the last letter of the distiches and have num-
bered them consecutively, commencing from No. 229, as the

previous edition of the Quatrains ended with No. 228.

Twenty-two of the Quatrains are common or almost simi-

lar in both, and they have been excluded from the present

text. 1 The following Ruba'iyat already published in the Jour-

nal, A.S.B., are also to be found in the British Museum Codex,

Nos. 17, 25, 28, 32, 45, 58, 65, 69, 70, 83, 120, 122 123, 146,

161, 168, 176, 190, 193, 197, 207, 212. Of these Quatrains

1 A few Qat'as and Quatrains written on the margin of the MS
have also been excluded.
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No. 65 occurs twice in the B.M. Collection. In the first line

In

'\yH*> is wrongly copied as &tj^

Quatrains variations occur

excluding such variations as the same scribe would commit if

he were to write the same verse or passage more than once,

£-0. e*?' and &j ; cs' and ^j; jl andjj etc. I need only men-
4#

tion the following variants :

The British Museum MS. is indicated by B.M., and the

Asiatic Society of Bengal's MS. as already published in the

Journal for 1909 by A.S.

Quatrain 17 of A.S., line 2, runs as

)j\j£& j«> <*^» if ^iuo ^jAjaA

In B.M. it occurs as

Quatrain 25. In the first line of A.S. for U j~> the B.M.

has &*a j^it
; in the second line for jy in A.S. the B.M. has

y )d in the fourth line B.M. has vs^i for JU* in A.S.

Quatrain 69 of A.S. text has for qafiyns {mS
^^ - c$*^ - &&*

but B.M. has ^14- - ^Jf - <c>U> It appears that the disciples

of the Shaykh in commiting the following two quatrains into

memory mixed up the words and qafiyas of one Ruba'i with

those of the other ; or it may be that the Shaykh himself used
different rhymes on different occasions.

They are copied below for the purpose of comparison.

No. 25, A.S.

J^iuo cj'jU^ •*•*<> J-* ^J*3

~*i ^^tvii^ aLJti ji*^ iMj 'tf^/^J U**,****>>

B.M.

«*—*» <j&j j»;a »»ij j Jj u^ >f
ftj

,^ii-» e>';^ **•*•* ** ;**'

c?
&£J

,i aiM^i c o**»i V> *j ,-& AJJ <^£A~»j» gj*» j ^jA*
e
*>>

No. 69, A.S.

i/** v* Jfjj} 3 w* Ij Ji?
;

JU ,Lk—*- <jXA~i

ej'jU^ o-~a **d ;•*-'

1 u**> c)
1^ jl>* •>*• c^ol^ ;i [^i y Jl—«•» uijy j ** u ij
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B.M.

*>^ &* &9) j^ b^ U . „»li. ^J 1^ •^-•^^ A*> ^1v is) >

z—jo ^ c^?- ;D* ^ o^ ;«> 'r-- ^J l—*»> u*)*y * -»W l
?

In Professor Valentine Zhukovski's edition of the Asrar'ut
Tauhid fi Maqamat'ish Shaykh Abl Sa'id the latter Quat-
rain is the same as in the B.M. Manuscript ; only the former

lias u*°y.^ for ss*&& <ua j«M of the latter.

Quatrain 32. Lines 1 and 2 in A.S. edition run thus :

ij*° eArt^ i**+^ 3 d£*3 ijv* ^UjI ^)
3 ^>? 3

i

Tlie position of the lines is reversed in B.M. thus :

if* ooM
-t

y *JJ; fi>• J- f*> )y
X/0yr~ oJjy* *«£* J&J Jt,i\\

If y in 1. 2, which is not quite accurately used, be changed

/f , the B. M. text is preferable.

The words j ju2
No. 49 A.S.

in A.S.'s bext is meaningless: cf

L. 4 in B.M. is oAi^> &fc* ^j***** *J\a. \ j ^*j%* for oJ,**

ij* eA* crxui 13^j in A.S.

Quatrain 45. Ls. 1 and 2 in A.S. run thus :

o**Lc -j*^ |aj^< Jai iJl£*'j
J *" LSI) W& t* 1? C5*^ J^ jl

B.M. has

:

<SS* &.jS t±*ti ^*J ^>£ j, xxt
iS3) && *^V ^^j ^

The first line (with J*±kj ctf) is nice, but the second line

(with i*>H ^J ^j) has a far-fetched meaning.

Quatrain 58. In lieu of 1. 2 in A.S., B.M. has o)j 6)b kf

^~*j*? <yLr^> and in 1. 3 for tylap-^in the former B.M. has <u~^Jj>
9

and in 1. 4 for ^^ in A.S., B.M. has ^W
Quatrain 70. The B.M. has the Ruba'i in the form of a

tarana, thus :-

M9. k \» »jdcy»o«-

»

2,il
/
*8Ajilj ^~>)i, e»;r* jt^ ** ^.b ^^

^-jt Sj±%±i* U js^oj, ^l»J 0*~,l lj O~oy£i A> ^/jy •ji j %±i* )
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The Lubabu'l-Albab of 'Aufi attributes this Ruba'i (as

it occurs in B.M. MS. with the word 8**^ for o^jjj in 1. 2) to

Rashidi of Samarqand.

Quatrain 83. B.M. has it thus

Although both the texts convey almost the same sense, the

difference in 1. 2 is considerable.

Quatrain 120. In 1. 3 for^ *U in A.S., B.M. has <^b J^,
which has very little sense and is probably a clerical blunder.

*^Ij <Jf** means u may be easy " but if read with the context

may mean " 'tis easy," but such an archaic use is uncommon.

Quatrain 123. This is ascribed to Shaykh Abu Yazid

Bistami (died in 261 A.H.). In 1. 1 for vy andj±^, B.M, has

jt** and^W^ respectively. Also in. I. 2 for JJ& «jJU^ in A.S.,

B.M. has ^j jJi <>>j j ^ j

In the Haft Iqllm, where the Ruba c

i is attributed to

Shaykh Abu Yazid Bistami, the words *pJ| ijbt* occur for

j^
Quatrain 146. Apparently in 1. 2 the word *i«ij is incor-

rectly copied in B.M. MS. for **•'.

thus
Quatrain 161. The last two lines in B.M. are written

Quatrain 168. In 1. 1 for a>a in A.S., B.M. gives £/*-.

[Note : In the Society's Edition an j is left out in print after

ji inl. 3.]

Quatrain 176. This Rubii'i is quoted in the ^ o^iff ,y»

L5f 4*-^ ol>U>&< which as well as the B.M. copy has ) for >

in 1. 1 A.S. L. 2 in B.M. has J^ *$ ^i"*** dlaj ^ %^j

A.S. tallies with the Asrar'ut Tauhid.

Quatrain 190. Inl. 2 for yk B.M. has >.
Quatrain 193. In 1. 3 for &J* B.M. has ^&^A.
The former is rather preferable as the same wor

twice, once in 1. 3, and again in 1. 4 in B.M.
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Quatrain 197. \j*~) in B.M. for ^&» in A.S. is incorrect,

and probably a clerical error.

Quatrain 207. The difference in B.M. is great. The
Quatrain as written there is as follows :

c^J^ i^f* f^
1* ** »*—*• erf *i>' ^—

>

lt^ J* ^y J**3'

Quatrain 212. L. 2 in B.M. is rendered as ^fti a?^ ^ yf

lsJ*j*K$ and in I. 3jUi is put down for j^a

I have done with the variations in the Ruba'iyat that are

common in both the collections, and have been excluded from
the present text.

In the Preface to the Ruba'iyat, already published in the

J.A.S.B. for 1909, I had stated my belief that owing to the ab-

sence of a complete text of the Ruba'iyat no complete collec-

tion of the same was issued from the European Press. Since

the above was written, I am convinced that neither the Quat-
rains already printed nor those now being printed can be
said to be a complete collection of Shaykh Abu Sa'id ibn
Abu'l Khayr's verses. As a scholar and Sufi of great reputa-

tion, he had occasion to discourse on various topics, all leading

to the mystic theme—the Doctrine of the Unity of Divine Being.

In the course of his musings and communions with the Eternal

Soul, and sermons to the selected circle of disciples, he used to

improvise verses in Arabic as well as in his native Persian by way
of illustration or emphasis. Sometimes he would utter a whole

Tetrashich or ode, at another, only a distich or a hemistich. Not
a poet who is judged by the number of his verses, but a poet

of poets who would either utter his own or other's verses, ap-

propriate to the theme of his discourse, to emphasize his

inner thoughts regarding life, soul, and esoteric meanings of the

holy-writs. The Asrar'ut Tauhid fi MaqamatVsh Shaykh
Abi Sa'id, and also the Halat o Suhhandn-i-Shaykh Abu Sa'id

and other books have fortunately preserved for the student

numerous instances of the Shaykh's utterances, which if care-

fully studied will give the inquirer an insight into the inner life

of the man.
Such being the state of his verses, which I daresay he

composed off-hand , not with a view to their publication to the

world, it is rather fortunate that students of antiquities,

now and then, come across a few Quatrains of the saint.

Some students, some scholarly disciples
,
probably committed to

memory, or noted in their baydz or memoranda, such of the

Quatrains or other verses of the saint that interested

them. In this way, and in this way only, have these priceless

pearls come down to posterity. But this mode of collection

of the verses has many drawbacks.
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ft

1

.

The same verses are differently worded : One distich

or hemistich of a Ruba'i in one collection is mixed up with
that of another. Words and phrases have in the same way
been changed and distorted by less intelligent scribes in the

second, third, and subsequent copies.

2. In many instances, verses not specifically noted or pre-

o^ -

fixed by ^at 51 or JUt }l have been attributed to Shaykh Abu

Sa'id, because they were so Abu Sa'id-like ; though their

authorship might be claimed by others.
The Diwans of Sa'di, Khusrau, and Jami ; the Mathnavis

of Maulana JalaFu-d-Din RumI, Farid'u-d-Dln 'Attar, NizamI
of Ganja and others were probably collected during the lifetime

of their authors. But the tetrastiches of Abu Sa'id ibn Abu'l
Khayr and many other saints, like those, I believe, of Khayyam
of Nishapur, who was a philosopher and mathematician, stand
in a different category. The more bulky is their collection of

Quatrains the less genuine they are. Sprenger, in his Oude
Catalogue, in noticing the Asiatic Society's copy of Abu Sa'id's

Ruba'iyat, MS. No. 1398 (New No. 0(a) 62), remarks that
" these of course are not all the Ruba'lyat of the poet." Such
is also my opinion regarding a large number of the Quatrains,
which I have traced out among the Ruba'lyat of other writers.

The text of the Ruba'lyat copied from the British Museum
also contains verses attributed to other eminent personages.

Without making an attempt to determine the authorship of

many of the Quatrains contained in the British Museum Codex
ascribed to the Shaykh, I was rather puzzled to find some of

them attributed to other writers. Unless any one of these
Quatrains can be traced to a genuine old Diwan or Anthology of

any poet, and unless also the evidence as to their being collect-

ed by or under the supervision of those writers has been fully

gone into, we cannot positively say who were their real authors.
When such a well-known iDlwan as that of Hafk in the past , or of

Hakim Q'anI of our own time, may contain poems of others,
it is to me a thankless task to search for the genuineness or

Q never wrote a

Khavvam-i-NishaDurl, who
had hardly time or inclination to collect his masterpieces.

The following amon^
are attributed to others :

No. 289 is attributed to S_hah Sanjan Khafi (d 599 A.H.).
No. 295 is attributed to KJiwaja Hasan of Qandahar.
No. 392 is attributed to Maulana Ya'qub Qharkhl (9th

century A.H.).

No. 368 is attributed to S_haykh Abu'l Hasan Khurqanf
(died 425 a.h.) and also to 'Omar-i-Khayyam of Nishapur.

No. 314 is found in Jam! exactly with a slight variation in
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1. 2 ( u*l? «/* d&i) ^ f )***£** &J+ >
wmcn gives awinch better

meaning. It is difficult to suggest who the real author of this

Ruba'I was.

It is a well-known fact that when a poet composes a good

piece, there arises a host of imitators. There are really more
imitators, in Persian, than original composers. Some of the

imitations are so close, that it becomes difficult to say whether

the particular verse is the original or an imitation.
' ImadI-i-§hahryarTs verses (died about 582 a.h.) noted

below is apparently in imitation of Ruba'I No. 358 of the text

and is indeed a beautiful imitation.

IS m) • ^; ^ ut lSH ^3 ^u; ^ ^ji

r ifo» & ]J
toix* to

Of. Khayyam's Ruba'I noted below with No. 282 of the

text. The imitation is so close, that it cannot be definitely

stated if it is an imitation or the same stanza with varia-

tions.

*^Iif ^y *A5 J y
/C*.J

9i ; u^J-

S

c^.A—Si | )» * o)* oi>ili* ; L5
/O>y

±*\bj. l—**jjy? ty!> py—l**

Taju'd-Din Isma'll Bakharzi's Quatrain quoted by 'Aufl

in the Lubabu'-l-Albab is the same as No. 375 of the text,

the only variation being in the first line.

Amir Fakhru'd-Din Mas'ud Kirmanl's Ruba'i on the same
strain is as under

i

,u tj—iX.) ^k Jj ^ ^ 9 y r* c5;
L »iL t

y c5;ry (** y r
—

' c*;t V
t» c?

x iyy. is

oXo ^ ^&o if ^S&

Gf. Shihabu'd-Dm Adib-i-Sabir' s Ruba'i (d. 540 a.h.)

quoted below with No. 311 of the text

<-^yjo A> Jlr^ J"^ Af *iby lj
3 ^ (3ty> 3 J

wjiJO fc <+iU*. ii^.

—

£a. <3a
C5

iftf s^rt<
<*>

r
Ji(tf>ja ^jX ,.tl*i*tr^ o

Quatrain

Quatraintion to

ing.

a* y is***" 3 u?~* J* X* )* LS I

/ A+A ,*a^
;

aA **«** ijufi ) ^aJ^A. ^^ A#A \j tyL
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The following enchanting Ruba'is by Sa'di and JamI
qafiyas

Quatrain No. 355 of the te:

strain

Abu Sa'Id.

1 - c>!?*? c-i;jT «-£y w^l

—

^j ^—-»!

Sa'di.

u^f r
t-Aj l_**ar

rj>J ^ ^ ., ^ ^_i;
3

fj «X)

ujAtffj.lA—i^ ^t,_i: . ^ fyj ^^f r
U ;,l_^ ,_.u. ^ij;

JamI.

^ S) 3 &* ^ OS) i ^/jtw J—•> j-;j <>/-

Translation.

I.

To flush with wine the cheek of the Saint

;

To introduce the Church-bell, after delay, unto the Ka'ba ;

io import Islam towards the lands of the Franks
Are possible—but 'tis not possible to have Thee unto the

grasp

II.

To bring down the Moon from the Heaven towards the
turret

;

And to transfer the Christian Church from Rome to
Asia-Minor

;

To celebrate at the time of morn the evening Service
Are possible—but 'tis not possible to entrap Thee.

III.

To transfer the red colour from the face of the gem to
the stone

;

And to impart hue and fragrance from the rose to the
grass

;

To have the heart's desire attained from the jaw of the
crocodile
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Are possible—but 'tis not possible to have Thee unto
the grasp.

In the first stanza Abu Sa'fd says that it is more possible

to introduce the Church-bell—a sign of Christianity—for addn
(call for prayer)—a sign of Muslim prayer—to Mecca ; or to

introduce the tenets of Islam to Europe, than to attain the
Beloved.

In the second stanza Shaykh Sa'dl, who flourished during
the Crusades, and who was imprisoned by the French Crusa-
ders, hints that it is rather possible to transfer Christianity

from Rome to the Holy Land, in Asia Minor, than to attain

Thee.

In the third Quatrain Mulla Abdu'r-Rahman Jam! intro-

duces some apparently unattainable and fanciful objects.

There can be no doubt that Shaykh Abu Sa'Td ibn Abu'l
Khayr' s verse inspired the other two poets to imitate him,
with what success I leave others to judge.

I as

mi itude of the verses of Shaykh Abu
Sa'id's with those of others. It is certain that barring a few
Quatrains of Shaykh Abu Sa'Id and also of 'Omaru'1-Khay-
yam, the real authorship of the rest of the Quatrains ascribed

to them will never be correctly traced. Beautiful as undoubt-
edly are their Quatrains, there are many poets who have
wrritten equally beautiful Quatrains.

In conclusion, I beg to tender my obligations to Mr. H.
Beveridge for his kindly procuring for me a copy of the Quat-

rains from the British Museum, which never lends MSS., and
for his manv advices and suggestions.
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/ <1rsvH *u i ^
m

^ vj^*> U Jla^j ** g* *r u 1

U ij£ j.il—Ji
j A iljkji \j u
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,,J^ *J eh- h* nP *
V
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46. Exogamous Septs of the Gehara Section of Kunch-
bandia Kanjars.

By W. Kirkpatrick.

"If we are to understand the rise and history of Totemism
"and Exogamy, we must clearly apprehend that totemism
"existed in all its essential features before exogamy was
"thought of, in other words, that exogamy was an innovation
"imposed on communities who were already divided into
" totem io classes.

"The totemic clan is a totally different social organism
"from the exogamous class, and we have good grounds for
" thinking that it is far older."

J. G. Frazer,

Totemism and Exogamy, vol. iv, p. 75.

The Geharas are an Endogamous section of the tribes of a
Gypsy character scattered over India, and known under the
generic name of Kan jar. 1 While it is conceivable that the
Geharas, like most other hitherto casteless peoples in India,
will receive into their camp members—particularly women— of
allied tribes, the inclination is towards a strict observance of the
Endogamic practice. This marrying within the clan ia incul-

cated in one of their socio-reliyious songs: " Gehdri Karsi tho

ndo chalsi, Kdjri Karsi tho ndo nd chalsi,'
9 "Marry a Gehari

and your (our) name will continue, marry an outsider and your
(our) name will disappear." 2

While Endogamous, as a section or clan, the Geharas are

divided up into a number of Exogamous septs, some of totemic
and others of functional origin. I will not attempt to defi-

nitely fix on the exact origin of each sept, but it is abundantly
clear that whatever may have been the structure of the original

primeval clan or camp, and whatever its original Exogamous or
Endogamous divisions, the process of splitting up into Endoga-
mous sections and Exogamous sub-sections has taken on a
new lease of activity under Brahmanical influence. To the
field worker in Sociological Ethnology who would determine
the origin of the various descriptive names of the sub-sections

and septs of these so-called Dravidian and Gypsy-like tribes,

1 See J A.S.B., vol. vii, Ko, 6, Pasi Roli or Argot of Kunchbandiya
Kanjars

' See J.A.S.B., vol. vii, No. 7, Folk Song and Folk-lore of the
Gehara Kanjars.
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this absorption of the wasteless tribes of India into Hinduism
of the fourth degree (Sudra) present^ many pitfalls.

The original gang system as we know enforced a rigid

recognition of the custom of " marrying out," or, as it is now
called, Exogamy ; and these Exogamous divisions might well

all have been of totemic origin— of a totemism born of rever-

ence for some particular animal, or part of an animal, or im-

plement or natural object, or some matter bearing a relation

to some natural object, or natural function, or it may have
been a totemism induced by some function, or object related

to an occupation. A totemic sept is not always an Exogamous
sept, the one can be entirely independent of, or it may overlap,

the other.

The Exogamous sept can also have a local or communal
origin, and th.re is another cla<s of Exogmous division, namely,
the Eponymous— H The ancestor," to quote Sir Herbert
Risiey, " who gives his name to the group, being either a Vedic
saint (as with the Brahmans and the castes who imitate them)
or a eh ef of comparatively modern date as with the Rajputs
and others." '

This form of divisional ancestral appellation—the Eponym
ha* hitherto been the clo-e preserve of the Higher Hindu castes.

To the aspirant to Hinduism there is an obvious attraction to

be able to point to an Eponymous founder rather than to an
inanimate totem.

Finally, we have the Titular or nickname group, which is

common and nowadays perhaos the most popular, because
with a little ingenuity and the help of the subsidized Brahman
it is always possible to convert the most obvious and outrage-

ous nickname into some one of the divine names from the

Hindu Pantheon.
One is tempted to speculate here whethe* the Exogamous

septs which we find existing among these Gypsy-like tribes

not to be too sweeping I would say whether the social organi-

zation of all Kanjars—has been created or founded on an
Exogamous base in imitation of the social customs prevailing

in Hinduism, or is it not more likely that the laws of Exogamy
originating with the primeval hordes and c< camps" have
been adopted of necessity—collaterally with the expansion of

Hinduism and the development of the caste system.
The whole question of Totemism and Exogamy is dealt

with exhaustively by Professor J. G. Frazer in his monumental
work " Totemism and Exogamy," and the subject in its rela-

tion to Indian tribes and castes has been thoroughly studied

and explained by both Mr. W. Crooke* and Sir Herbert
Risiey. 8

1 H. H. Risiey, Peoples of India, p. 15 .

* CrooUes Tribes and < astea of the N. VV. Provinces of India.
i Sir Herbert Risiey, "The Peoples of India."
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The simple rule of Exogamy that the bride must be selected

from an encampment different from that of the bridqeqroom ' is

observed by the Sansias, Haburas, and other Gypsy tribes

allied to the Kanjars. and I have no doubt this praot ce was
prevalent among the Kunchbandia Kanjars when they still

pursued a, true nomadic life. As we know them to-day, although
they are more and more inclined to become settled, the Kanjars
remain divided up into several Exouamous septs in which are
discernible the remnants of the camp system; and this is Exo-
gamy in its most primitive form.

The Gehara En logimous section of Kanjars is subdivided
into ten Ex >gamous septs. Of these, I place eight as true, and
two as 'spurious.' I believe two septs are latter-dav inven-
tions created to cover up some breach of the Exogamic law
their nam^s would suggest this. It may be, the eight septs
were found to be short of either men or women, and the creation
of a new Exogamous sept became an absoJute necessity to
maintain the Endogamic value of the whole section. There is

further justification in fixing the number of true Exogamous
septs of the Gehara at eight, in that the two I term * spurious

*

were not known to all the members of the tribe, while every
adult man , and even boys, knew the ei^ht pukka got. Mr. Nesfield
in his Account of the Kanjars * says, they M profess to have seven
clans, of whom five are well established, and four can be ex-
plained by their crafts," but Mr. Nesfield did not apparently
appreciate that these seven " clans," as he calls them, were
" Exogamous septs!" Mr. Crooke considers the enumeration
given to him " by an Aligarh correspondent," who ascribes nine

accur
>»«

scovered

and complete.

The ten

me are

1. Bhains.

2. Baid Bhains.

3 Ooh'her or GailOth.

4. Ndkphula.
5. Untivdr.

6 Mara i yd.

7. Sunkat.

8 Sohnrd.

9 Sainak Sohdd.

10. Rdri Sohdd.

Of the above the two doubtful septs are the Baid Bhains
and Sainak Sohda. Nesfield's list of " clans" includes the
Maraiya

:
Bhains, Sunkat, Gohar (Goh-her) an I Soda (or Sohda).

1 See History of Human Marriage—Westerraarck.
2 Calcutta review, LXXVU, 36S sqq.
8 Crooke'a Tribes and Castes, vol. Ill . d. 137.
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Mr. Crooke's several lists collected from various districts include

Maraiya, Bhains, Sunkat, Soda, Goher, Sonra, Untwar. Mr
Crooke ' among several other names of divisions mentions the

Lohiya or "iron-men" and the Lakarhar or "wood-men."
An early note I made excludes the Baid Bhains and Sainak Soda
and includes instead the Lakarhar and Lohiya. I think, how-
ever, these two latter are merely functional or occupational
divisions.

Sherring says, "the Kanjars have seven clans," the
Maraiya, Soda. Sunkat, Lakarhar, Bhains and Goher and
Dhobans —of these he says, "the first six eat together and
intermarry—and only the first four are found in Benares, the
remaining three inhabit the country further west."

1. BHAINS. Totemic ; Bhains = a Buffalo. This is a pure
example of an Exogamous totemistic "sept bearing the name
of an animal, a tree, a plant, or some material object, natural
or artificial, which the members of that sept are prohibited from
killing, eating, cutting, burning, carrying, using, etc." The
Geharas themselves have suggested to me, and I believe the^
suggestion has a strong bearing on the origin of totemism,
that in the Bhains or buffalo as a totem we have an instance
of totemism born of reverence. Though the sept is now in-

clined to be totemic the name is of occupational derivation ;

the founder of the family was a Bhainswallah or Buffalo herd.
Buffalo is a fairly common divisional name among the caste-
less tribes. Richardson in his " Account of the Bazeegars or
Nuts " says, " they are subdivided into seven castes (sic), viz
the Charee, Athbhyea, Bynsa, Parbuttea, Kalkoor, Dorkinee
and Gungwar, but the difference seems only in name, for they
live together and intermarry as one people."

"2 Bynsa is clearly
recognizable as Bhains.

R V. Russell, in Census of India, 1901, Central Provinces,
gives one of the Clan Totems of the Ahirs as bhainsa and of the
Halbas-Jfafoo = a buffalo; of the totemic clans of the Boyas
of the Deccan we have one called the Yenumalu = Buffaloes.
The Balijas (see Census of India, Madras, Part I), the chief
trad ng caste in the Southern Presidency, have an Exogamous
clan bearing the same name Yenumalu = a buffalo. The
Komatis of Madras have a buffalo totemic clan = Enupa.
The Sansias or Sansi Kanjars have three divisions, the Karkhal,
Chaidih and Mahais

; Mahais = buffalo. The Beriyas also
have an Exogam >us sept called B iains, thus cle >rly establishing
a connection between the Beriyas and Kanjars as it does

"""

i

» Crooke's Tribes and Castes : see Article on Kanjars.
Here we have Capt. ichardson unconsciously discovering an

hndogamous tribe div ded into Exogamous septs "for they live
together and intermarry as one peoole." It was not till sixty years
later that McLellan definitely discovered and explained Endogamy and
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between the Nats and Sansias and Kanjars. As an instance

of the tendency now so active among Gypsy tribes, who
as they gradually settle down, throw oil their old gypsy

habits and adopt Hindu traditions, Mr. Crooke says, 1 "It is

significant that the Bhains section (of Kanjars) of Buduan
have changed their name into Baiswar, and are beginning to

claim a connection with the Bais Rajputs."

2. BAID BHAINS. Functional and partly Totemic,

an offshoot, I believe, of the Bhains,

Baid or Vaid. a physician, an honorific title indicating

the reputation the Kanjars like all Gypsy tribes have in the

dispensing of quack medicines, simples, love philtres and

so forth—the ingredients Geharas commonly use being jungle

herbs, oil extracted from sand lizards and other reptiles and

animals, Jackal's fat, and Hyaena's whiskers. The whole

clan of Geharas lay claim to the occupational description

Singhiwallah , meaning • Horn folk,' who use lion s for cupping

with, and they have an established practice in all the villages

in the Districts. Acting on the principle of a counter-irritant

relieving pain they earn as much as a rupee for an operation.

Only the Gehara men, and not both men and women as with

the Gulgulias and others in Bengal, act as operators, the

method employed being as follows

:

About 1 inches of the tip of a cow's horn with a minute hole

at the point, a small lump of wax, and a sacrificator or roagh

lancet complete the outfit. The patient, we will suppose, has a

pain in the chest. A small spot on the subject's chest, on or

about the seat of the pain, is washed and cleaned, and rubbed

hard with the finger, then with the lancet two or three scratches

are made and the operator with the singi (horn tip) in his lips,

point inside the mouth applies the base of the singhi to the

patient's skin and sucks hard for about a minute. Meantime

he has the wax in his mouth being worked into a proper con-

sistency, and when a sufficiently strong vacuum has been

formed, the wax is adroitly transferred on to the pinhole on the

tip of the horn. Two or three taps with the finger nail to see

that the suction is quite strong, and the horn is allowed to

remain sticking to the patient for ten or fifteen minutes.

When removed a cone of coagulated blood is shown as the

M poison" extracted! To show how even the Kanjar Singi-

wallah can adapt himself to the requirements of the West and

is not above picking up some of the benefits of Angrezi rule, I

would digress further and mention the case of a genuine Gehara

Kanjar who was introduced to me with pride as an Angrezi

bolnewallah (a speaker of English). He had somehow, as a

boy, got in touch with a British Regiment in Nasirabad (Raj-

putana), and being an adept singiwallah he applied his l€ art of

1 Crooke's Tribes and Castes, Vol. Ill, p. 138.
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cupping " to curing corns, and in a very short while collected a
book full of chits from grateful British soldiers—the British
soldier it was explained to me 'always had corns." Besides
the cupping operation which I have described and which when
applied to corns had all the app arance of a literal extraction,
my friend learnt how to operate on ingrowing toe-nails and the
treatment by cupping of cases of flat feet, and so on. He was
from his book of chits, when I knew him, a most successful prac-
tising Chiropodist among the British soldiers and sailors in
Bombay.

3. GOH-HER. Totemic, but I am afraid the Totemic
value is not very great as catching the Goh or gohsdmp (iguana)
is pretty generally carried out by the whole Gehara section.
The taboo only remains as a suggestion. Mr. Crooke classifies
the Goher as an iguana-catcher—this is probably what the
orginal totemic taboo has. deteriorated into.

4. NAKPHULA. astray
Kanjar shikari who called his sept Ndkphuia or nag phand, a
common vernacular name for the prickly-pear cactus,' and if I

hal been content not to have this confirmed by more know-
ledgable members of the clan. I would have put it down as a
Totemic Exogamous sept with the cactus as Totem. This is

entirely wrong—it is an Eponymous or more correctly a nick-
name sept whose founder acquired a swollen nose.

'

Vide Sir
Herbert Risley's "Peoples of India" for a few extravagant
nicknames of founders of septs and divisions But are these
names really as absurd as they sound to u-s % I feel certain
that the application of the term nak phhoola, which means
"swollen nose," in this case has some definite relation to the
very widely observed supers! itions connected with nostrils.
Nostril Lore, as it may be termed, has a wide influence all over
India. One idea is that no individual in normal health

1 \agphul or Nag Phal = snake fruit probably from the resem-
blance of the broad prickly leaf with the flower on top to a cobra
wich expanded hood. Dr. Hurkill has kindly given me the following
interesting note:—*' There are several species of Opunt a in India; their
^origin is America, and the earliest to reach India probably came in
"before 17 0. There is, however, no evidence of its coming wherebv to
"fix the date.

ii J'
V°U speak of Nagphula; but I know rather the name as Nag-

^phana. Nagphana or Nagphani is the general name in Northern and
Central India

; and in the mouths of the people the name is connected
" with Nag-the cobra and phana, the whole meaninn th cobra's hood.
"Na«adah is a Madras name and in Tamil Naga means a cobra: the
"name means snake's head. Naga-mulla is said to be a Malay name
and there Naga means a dragon.

«. xr ? '.
the Madras Government in an order called the plant

«. tl
a*a °r

,

N aga dalli kulli
'

How and whe» fct»«e vernacular names
m

t>eeamo attached to Opuntin I do not know. 1 have no evidence that

" InT
^^ another plant before Opuntia became common in
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breathes through both nostrils simultaneous! v. Breathing

through the right nostril inlioites the influence of t!ie

Sun—through the left the influence of the Moon. There

are millions of people in Indii influenced b/ Nostril Lore.

Where a Brahmin is not available for consultation the action

of the nostrils is regarded as an equilly good oracle. Any

Kahar in the North-Western Provinces knows that he breathes

through his ri<?ht nostril up to twelve o'clock midday, and for

the second half of the day through his left nostril ; or if he is

_oing out to plough his field*, or is starting on a journey, or is

setting out to seek a situation, he consults his nostrils by

applying his thumb to his left nostril, and if he finds his right

nostril is the active one the omen is propitious, otherwise his

adventure is doomed to failure.

If the nostrils fulfil the functions of a sort of vade mecum

substitute for the family Brahmin, an ancestor with a swollen

nose surely comes within the scope of Nostril Lore. Crooke

mentions Neta as a section of the Badi Nats—a tribe very

closely allied to the Kanjar—" Neta, which they say means the

" 'mucus of the nose,' in which form they came out of the

"nose of their first ancestor"—here we have some more

undoubted "nostril lore" which probahly also has some

bearing on the origin of the Gehara sept whose founder had a

swollen nose.

5. UNTWAR or UTWAR of Totemic origin, but also

possibly explained by the occupation indicated. Utwar or

Untwar = Untwallah = the camel man. The K mjars appear

to be the only " caste" or tribe in India with an Exo^amous

sept of this name. I am inclined: to sujgest the name might be

taken as an indication of some locality where the tribe was at

one time in contact with camels, or were possibly occupied

as camel-drivers probably in Raj putana and further North.

6. MARAIYA. Mr. Nesfield and Mr. Crooke give the deri-

vation as "worshippers of Mari "—Mari being a corrupted

form of Maharani, the supreme deity of the Kanjar and some

allied tribes. But I think the fact that Maraiya, or Mania, is

a common Urdu word for a Kutcha hut (Mdkdn) mad - of Sirh

{Saccharum R >xb .) plastered over with mud, and the fact that

till very recently the Kanjars never under any eirc-umsta ices

lived in any thing so substantial as a Mania, indicates either

that the name Maraiya is given to a particular gang or camp

because they lived in mud-pla4ered h its. different in this

respect from the rest of the tribe; or that the whole tribe were

given the namo of Mdrrid, or Maraiya, because of their peculi-

arity in living in open-air encampments and never in huts or

houses. In support of my derivation of the word that living

in anything like a house or Marria was for some reason ' taboo,'

I have the opinions of several Kanjars who explained that the
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Maraiya were so named because they "did not enter into

houses"—" Mdkdn me nahi ghustd" ; nor would they build

houses or live near them. It is well known that these names
often have their origin as titles of derision. In Mr. Crooke's

Account of the Nats he mentions a section of the Badinats

called t% Marai, a kind of tree."

7. SANKAT. Probably occupational, if we accept the

meaning as ordinarily understood, viz. Stone-cutter. Some
of the Kanjars and similar tribes all over Noil hern India are

known to supply chakkis or hand grindstones.

Sunkh or Suk besides meaning stone or stones also means
a shell or shells, and we have various exogamous septs bearing

the same name. Sukwar is a subsection of the Gulgulias of

Bengal. Sakawar\s a sept of the Nats ; while there is a Santali

totemistic sept known as Sankh (a conch shell), the Kurmis
also have a totemic sept Sankhowar (shell ornaments), while

Sunkhar is an Exogamous gotrd of the Khatiks.

8. SOHNRA. Eponymous. The ancestor being one

Sohnra who fell asleep among the rushes on the banks of a

river, and waking at night, he thought the waving grasses

surrounding him were rushing waters. He struck out to swim
to save himself, which brought him to his senses, and he thus

discovered his delusion. Kds mend tirnd is a tribal 'prover-

bial' song. ''Do not swim in rushes 1 " or "grass."

9. SAINAK SOHDA. Totemic. Sainak meaning an

earthenware plate used to cover the mouth of the earthenware
round jur known as a ghard or chatti. Sohda; of its meaning I

have been unable to get any explanation. It might possibly

be the Punjabi pronunciation of Sohnra.

10. RARHI SOHDA Totemic. Rarhi or Rahri being

derived from Lahr—a string of saliva—or in detail, that tine

string of spittle which sometimes on expectoration reaches like

a thread from the lips to the ground. This sounds a fantastic

sort of totem, hut a simple explanation is that in some myste-

rious way it was in the form of " a thread of saliva " that the

first ancestor of this sept was born. It is of course well known
that spitting is sometimes used as a charm, and we have it in

1 SeeJ A.S.B., Folk Song and Folklore of the Gehara( Kanjars), p. 437,
vol. vii. No. 7. The following extract from Mr. Crooke's i4 Tribes and
Castes," p. 71 . vol. 3, on the Julaha is interesting: : one proverb embodies
a curious piece of folklore. •> The Julaha lost his way in a linseed field"

Julaha bhutiaile tisi khet A Julaha is supposed to have taken the
linseed field covered with blue flowers for a river and tried to swim it.

As a parallel Vr. Christian (Behar Proverbs 137) quotes from Kinizshy's
"The Roman and The Teuton '

' :
4t A madness from God came <>ver the

Herules; when they came to a field of flax they took the blue flowers
for water, and spread out their arms to swim through and were ail

slaughtered defencelessly." He might have added that the same tale
appears in No. 149 of Grimm's •• German Stories."
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Mungo Parks' Travels, Chapter VI, that Holy Spittle is very

firmly believed in by the Christian of Abyssinia.

TRIBAL TOTEMS. The tribal totems of the Gehara
Kanjars—quite independent of the Exogamous septs—totems

in fact common to the whole section, are first and foremost:

The Dog—anyone killing a dog is outcast eel and not re-admit-

ted to the Brddari until he has expiated his sin in the Ganges.

Other totems which they are barred from eating, though they
may kill them, are the Horse, Ass. Snake, Tiger, Wolf, Cheel

(kite), Gidh (vulture) 1 and Parrot. Every other animal or

bird in the world may be, and as many as are procurable, are

eaten by all Kanjars.

1 Gidh = a vulture. The Agariyas have a sept who will not throw
a stone at a vulture, and Sir Herbert Risley mentions a similar sept of

Bengal Oraons. The Beriyas have a sectional name

—

gidhwar or vulture-
killer. Such occupational titles of septs seem to indicate an original

hunting state, and we have Dhanvk (from Dhdnu—a bow). Syarmar =
jackal-slayer, gohhdr = iguana-catcher. Sampera, the snake man.
Bahehd from Bah all or bahari a falcon, and dozens of other such
sectional names occurring among castes who are actually classified by
Mr. Nesheld (Brief View of Caste ystern of the N.W. Provinces and Oudh
by.J.C. >vesfield) as allied to the Hunting State. The status of all

these tribes is so low that I would rather declare them to be *• Casteless
tribes " allied to the Hunting State.





47 A Brief Bibliography of Hindu Mathematics

By G. R. Kaye.

To those who are not already familiar with, but are inter-

ested in the literature of the subject, the following list of works
dealing with the history of Hindu mathematics may be of some
value. The list does not profess to be complete—indeed such a

list must always be open to emendation—but it is hoped that

it will be found useful.

It has been somewhat difficult to draw a line of demarca-
tion between works to be included and wrorks that should be

excluded from the list- For example, it might be somewhat
difficult to justify the inclusion of Montucla's 'Histoire/

Alberuni's * India,' etc., while Hankel's and Cantor's great

works ' are excluded. An attempt has, however, been made to

keep the list within proper bounds, and very few works not
bearing directly on the subject in hand are given. Naturally,

the works listed vary in value, and their value to the student
depends to some extent upon his point of view. To one lirsfc

tackling the subject perhaps Cantor's Vorle&ungen* is the best

introduction, but the material upon which real work is to be

done is contained in the original Hindu works edited by
Cclebrooke, Kern, Thihaut, Hoernle, Dvivedi, RangScharya
and others. These studied in the light of some knowledge of the

history of Western mathematics 3 will give much interest and
ample results.

The list now given requires supplementing in several

directions; the list of Sanskrit texts requires amplification, and
alistof mathematical works, now only in manusciipt, is greatly

desired.

It will be noticed that the original Hindu works mentioned

do not go beyond the time of Bhaskara (twelfth century A.D.),

after which period Hindu mathematical works cease to have

special historical interest.

1. Montucla, J. F.—HistoiredesMathematiques,dans quelles

on rend compte de leur progres depuis leur origine

jusqu'a nos jours, etc. Paris, 1709-1 .02,

i und
Cantor M. Vorlc8unge» uber Oeschichte d r Mathematik.

2 There is nothing rea ly adequate in the English language.
8 The Indian student is recommended to read at least Oow's Short

History of Greek Mathe > atics, Heath's Diophantus of Alexandria, and*
where possible, Woepcke's and Sutor's works on Arabic mathematics
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(The third book of the second part deals with Hindu
mathematics.)

2. Strachey, E.—Bija Gannita; or the Algebra of the
Hindous - London, 1813.

3. Taylor, J.—Lilawati : or a treatise on Arithmetic and
Geometry, by Bhascara Acharya. Bombay, 181<i

3-1
.
Playfair, J.—On the Algebra and Arithmetic of the Hin-
dus. Edinburgh Review, xxxix, pp. 141-163. Nov., 1817.

4. Colerooke, H. T.—Algebra with Arithmetic and Mensura-
tion from the Sanskrit of Brahmegupta and Bhascara.

London, 1817.
(Lolebrooke s introductory matter was reprinted in his

5. Buchner.—De Algebra Indorum. Elbing, 1821.

6. FEizi.-The Lilavati, a treatise on Arithmetic, translated
into Persian from the Sanskrit work of Bhascara
Acharya - Calcutta, 1*27.

7. Whish, C. M.-On the Alphabetical Notation of the Hindus.
1 ransachons of the Literary Society of Madras, i, 54. 1 s27.

8. Whish C. M.-On the Hindu Quadrature of the Circle.

'/ 1830.

9. Playfair L P.- Observation on the Trigonometrical
Tables of the Brahmins.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. v, 1795.
10. Rosen, F.-The Algebra of Mohammed ben Musa.

London, 1831.
[iins contains many references to Hindu mathe-

matics.)

11. Jaquet, E.^-Mode d'Expression syn.bolique des nombres,
employes par les Indiens, les Tibetains et les Javanais.

Journal Asiatigue, 1835.
12. M Chasles.—Apercu historique sur l'origine et le deve-

loppement des Methodes en Geometrie, particulierement
de celles qui se rapportent a la Geometrie moderne, etc

.rp, Bruxelles, 1837.
(llie Geometry of the Indians. Note xii, pp. 417-456.)

13. Libri, G.—Histoire des Sciences mathematiques en Italic
depuis la Renaissance des Lettres jusqu'a la fin du dix-
settieme 8iec e.

n
r» •„ ioqcParis, 1838.

(Influence indienne et origine de l'algebre, p. US,
vol. 1. Ouvrages des Hindous qui ont ete connus
au moyen age en Europe, p. 123, vol. 1. Liber
augmenh et diminutions vocatus numeratis diwna-

aT
8
<

eX quod saVient^ Indi posuerunt, quern
Aoraham compilavit et secundum lihrum qui Indorum
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dictus est composirit. Note xiv, vol. i, pp. 304-3
Les chiffres indiennes. Note xv, pp. 377-379.)

1854.

14. Prinsep, J.—Professor Sehlegel's Enigma. Mode of ex-
pressing numerals in the Sanskrit and Tibetan languages.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, iii, 1834.

15. Wokpcke, F.— Kxtrait du Fakhri, Trait6 d'Algebre par
Abou Bekr Mohammed ben Alhac/an Alkarkhi (manuscript
952, Supplement Arabe de la Bibliotheque imperiale)

;

precede d'un memoire sur l'Algebre indeterminee chez
les Arabes. Paris, 1853.

(An analysis of Indian methods of solving indetermi-
nates of the second degree is given, pp. 33-42.)

16. WoepckE; F.— Sur le mot Kardaga et sur une methode
indienne pour calculer les sinus.

M. ann. math xiii, 386-394.

17. Burgess, E., and Whitney.—The Surya Siddhanta.
Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. vi. 1855.

18. Thomas, E.—Ancient Indian Numerals.
Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, 1856.

19. Boncompagni don B.—Trattati d'aritmetica pubblicati
da Baldassarre Boncompacrni. i. Algoritmi de numero
Indoium. Roma, 1857.

20. Prinsep, J —E ays on Indian Antiquities, etc., of the late
J. Prinsep. Edited by E. Thomas. London, 1858.

(This contains an interesting account of the discovery
of the old Sanskrit numerals, vol. ii, p. 71, etc.)

2J. Woepcke, F.—Sur 1'Introduction de l'Arithmctique in-

dienne en Occident, etc. Roma. 1859.

22. Pihan.—Expose des Siimes de numeration usites chez les

peuples orientaux anciens et modernes. Paris, 1860.

23. Friedletn, G.—Gerbert, die Geometrie des Boethius und
die indischen Ziffern. Ein Versuch in der Geschichte
der Arithmetik. Erlangen, 18til.

24. Bapu Deva Sastri.—Translation of the Surya Siddhanta
by Pundit Bapu Deva Sastri and of the Siddhanta
S'iromani by the late Lancelot Wilkinson, revised by
B. D. Sastri. Calcutta, 1861.

26. Schiefner, A.—Uber die hohen Zahlen der Buddhisten.
Melanges asiatiques tires du Bulletin de V Amdamie
imptriale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg. Tome iv, 1862.

27. Brockhaus. H.—Ueber die Alsebra des BbSskara.
Berbn, 1862.

28. Brockhaus, H.—Zur Geschichte des IndischenZahlsystems.
Zeitsrhrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes iv, 74-83.
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29. Woepcke. F —Memoire sur la propagation des Chiffres
indiens.

Journal Asiatique, pp. 27-529, 1863.

30. Kern, H.—On some Fragments of Aryabhata.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, xx, 15, pp. 371-

31. Thomas, E.—Note on Indian Numerals.
Journal Asiatique, Tome ii. pi* Strie, p. 379, 1863.

32. Aufreoht, Th. Catalogi Codicum Manuscriptorum Biblio
thecse Bodleiana?. Pars Octava Codices Sanscriticos
complectens (pp. 325f). Oxford, 1S64.

33. Bhait Daji—On the age and authenticity of the works of

}87. 1863.

Aryabhata, Varahamihira, Brahmagupta, etc.

Journal of 1865.

33-1 Gerhardt, C. I. Das Rechenbuch des Maximus Planu-
des - Halle, 1865.

34. Burnell, A. C—Elements of South Indian Palaeography
(pp. 57-70). M

35. Kern, H.- The Aryabhatiya with the Commentary Bata-
dlpika of Paramadlcvara. (Sanskrit text.)

Leiden, 1874.

1875.

36. Thibaut, G.—On the Sulvasutras. Journal of
Society of Bengal, xliv, 1, pp. 227-275.

37. Thibaut, G.—The Baudhayana Sulvasutra. The Pandit,
9~ 10- Benares, 1875.

38. Thibaut, G.—The Katyayana Sulvasutra. The Pandit
{New Series), vol. iv. Benares, 187«.

38-1. Bhaovantlal Indraji—On the ancient Nagarl Numerals.
The Indian Antiquary, vi, pp. 42-48. 1877.

39. Waeschke, H.—Translation of Planudes' Hindu Arith-
metlc - Halle, 1878.

40. Rodet, L.-L'Algebre d'al-Kharizmi et les methodes
indienne et grecque. Journal
Tome xi, pp. 1-98. 1878.

41. Rodet, L.—Lecons de Calcul d' Aryabhata. (Extrait du
fournal

Paris, lt>79.

42. Weissenborn, H.—Das Trapez bei Euklid, Heron und
Brahmegupta. Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der Mathe-
rnatik : Zweites Heft. Leipzig, 1879.

43. Rodet L.—Sur la veritable signification de la notation
numenque inventee par Aryabhata. Journal Asiat que
Tome xvi, p. 440/ 1880.

Wilson, H. H.-The Mackenzie Collection. A descrip-
tive Catalogue of the Oriental Manuscripts, and other
articles illustrative of the Literature. History Statistics
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and Antiquities of the South of India; collected by the

late Lieut.-Col. Colin Mackenzie, Surveyor-General of

Calcutta, 1828.

Madras, 1882.

44. Bayley, Sir E. C— On the Genealogy of Modern Numerals.
Extract from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

1882,

44*1. Hunrath.—Uber das Ausziehen der Quadratwurzel bie

Griechen und Indern. 1883.

45. Hoernle, A. F. R.—The Bakshali Manuscript. Indian

Antiquary, vol. xviii, pp. 33-48 and 275-279. 1888.

46. Sachau. E. C.—Alberuni's India. An account of the

Religion, Philosophy, Literature, Geogiaphv, Chrono-
logy, Astronomy, Customs, Laws and Astrology of India

about A.D. 1030. An English Edition, with Notes and
Indices. London, 1888.

47. Thibaut, G.,and M. Sudharkar Dvivedi. The Pancha-
siddhantika of Varaha Mihira. Benares, 1889.

48. Temple, Sir R.—Notes on the Burmese System of Arith-

metic. The Indian Antiquary, vol. xx, 53. 1891

.

481. Burgess, J.—The Sines of Arcs in the Panchasiddhanti ka.

vol. xt % u. 228. 1891.The Indian Antiquary

49. Delbos, L.—Les Mathematiques aux Indes Orientates.

Paris, 1892.

50. Bannerji, H. C.—Colebrooke's translation of the LllavatI,

with Notes. (The Sanskrit text is also given).

Calcutta, 1893.

51. Eggeling, I.—Catalogue of the Sarskrit Manuscripts in

the Library of the India Office, Part v. (Astronomy
and Mathematics, pp. 991-1055.) London, 1896.

51-i. Bdhler, G.— Indische Palseojraphie. Grundriss der Indo-

Aribchen Philologie and Altertumshande, 1 Band 11 heft,

pp. 73-83. Slrassburg, 1896.

(An English translation has been given in the Indian

Antiquary.)

52. Thibaut, G.—Astronomie, Astrologie und Mathematik.

Grundriss der Indo nrischen . hilolor/ie, Hi, 9.

Strassburg, 1899.

52-1. Sudhakara Dvevedi.— Trisatika by ^rllharacharya,

edited by M. M. Sudhakara Dvevedi. Benares, 189y.

53. Konen, H.—Geschichte der Gleichung t
2—Du 2 = l.

(pp. 18-30. Die ganzzahlige

t
2—Du 2 m 1 bei den Indern.

J, 1901.

Gleichung
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53-1. Subhakara Dvivedin.—Brahmasphutasiddhanta and

Dhyanagrahopadesadhyaya by Brahmagupta, edited

with his own Commentary by M. M. Sudhakara Dvivedin.

Benares, 1902.

54. Cantor, M.—Ueber die alteste indische Mathematik.

Arch. Math. Leipzig, 8, 1904.

54- 1. Sita Ram.—Our ancient Mathematics—Arithmetic [a

portion, of the Lilavati translated into Hindi, with

introduction in English]. Moradabad, 1904.

55. Zetjthen, H. G.—Sur l'Arithmeti<|ue G4om*trique des

Grecs et des Indiens. Bibliotheca Mathematica. 1904

(97-112.) Leipzig, 1904.

55-1. Haas K.—Die Mathematiker der Inder.

Osterreichische Mittelschule, 18, 1904.

• * •

56. Suter, H.—Uber die Vielecksformel in Bhaskara's Lilavati.

Verhandl. d. drilten internal. Mathematiker-Kongresses,

Leipzig, 1905, pp. 550-558. Leipzig, 1905.

57. Burk, A.—Das Apastamba-Sulba-Sutra. Zeischrift der
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48. A Firman of Emperor Aurangzeb,

Firman by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.
>/

While at Benares last October I happened to come across
a document of a unique nature likely to be of mucli interest
to the antiquarian and the historian alike. Messrs. Saeed
Brothers, Photographers, of Benares, gave me a photo-copy of
a firman in Persian which they alleged to be a true and faith-
ful reproduction of the original, which purported to be an
imperial decree addressed to one Abul Hosein by Emperor
Aurangzeb and communicated through his son Sultan Muham-
mad Bahadoor.

All historians have up to time been almost unanimous in
giving to Aurangzeb a character directly opposed to what
appears from the above document. He has been held to be
bitterly opposed to the Hindus as evidenced by his imposition
of the Jiziah tax, and has further been reputed to have de-
molished numbers of Hindu temples at Benares, and erected the
mosque over the Pancha-Gangs Ghat in that city with the
couple of tall minarets going by the name of Madhoyi-ka-dzora
upon the ruins of the old temple of Beni Madhav which he had
destroyed. As it was, I confess, I could not but look upon the
document in question without considerable suspicion. I

therefore thought it proper to keep silence till I obtained
satisfactory and authentic informations regarding the existence
of the original. On another flying visit to Benares I was
enabled to get a sight of the original firman itself through
the courtesy of Khan Bahadur Sheik Muhammad Tyab, City
Inspector of Police, Benares.

This gentleman, who sent for the document from its

present owner for my inspection, gave the following history in

connection with its find :-

1 In the Mungla Gauri Muhulla of this city (Benares) lived

a Brahmin named Gopi Upadhyaya who died about 15 years
ago. This finnan was in the custody of Gopi Upadhyaya.
This man had no son, but had a daughter. His daughter has
a son named Manga! Pandey who also lives at Mungla Gauri
now. Mangal Pandey had obtained the document from Gopi
Upadhyaya along with his other papers. In April, 1905, 1 held
an enquiry under orders of the Magistrate of Benares in the
matter of a complaint by Mangal Pandey. Mangal is a ghatia
Brahmin, who sits on the river-bank to ply his business as a
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gJiatia pujdri, to whoBe stall bathers in the river resort for
various religious observances, and for purchasing various ap-
purtenances of worship. Some Guzrati Bunniah women, he
had complained

, used to go to the place where he used to sit,

custom
would frequently set up a wailing and weeping there. Mangal
complained that no one would frequent his ghat to bathe if

they were allowed to continue their practice of weeping there
in that way. There was thus a dispute between Mangal
and the Bunniahs. I asked him to show his documents, if

he had any, to prove that he had his alleged right to the
portion or space of the ghat that he occupied. He and his
servant, one Babu Nandan, produced several papers before me,
and I found this firman among them. It has since then been
all along in his possession.'

Such being the occasion when this precious deed was
tound, as narrated by the Khan Bahadur, I felt convinced
oi its authenticity, and examined the document carefully
and noticed that it was a slightly yellowish piece of old
paper with a piece of thin linen pasted at the back leaving
bare only a small portion, 4|" inches by 4" inches, con-
taining writings and Sultan Muhammad's seal 1'" inches
in diameter. It is in an excellent state of preservation and the
handwriting ,s very distinct and legible and the letters bold
ana large, i he whole is written in deep black ink, excepting
a small portion at the top 3" inches by 21" inches written in
red in an ornate style enclosed within some lines in the form
o an oblong in the middle at the top of the first page and to

9 t nm» ,

Sea °f Aurangzeb. The document measures

^
teet 10 2 inches by 1 foot U" inches. On the next page

appears in smaller letters the note of despatch through Prince
Sultan Muhammad Bahadur with his seal on the right. This
seal has some numerals looking like some dates, but are not
very legible.

\n fK
Fr

?
m th

f P
apers oontrib"ted by Prof. Jadunath Sarkar

Zt Q°Urna lthe Asiatic Sociefcy of Bengal, Vol. II, No. 6
(New Series

, 1906, pp. 223-267, with copies of two other
firmans• of Emperor Aurangzeb, in respect to certain Revenue
Kcgulations and fiscal measures and certain rules for the
guidance ot bhaista Khan in connection with the Govern-
ment ot Bengal, it would appear that this monarch was after
an not exactly what he had been represented to be, and that

subject s
Cr S°licit0US for ensuring peace and security to his

With a view that further researches may be made in
respect to this matter by antiquarian experts, 1 append
herewith a copy of the firman (and a translation of it in English,

S£ a J! I
am

]
ndebted to SHamsul Ulamah Maulvi Kamalud-dm Ahmad, and Maulvi Abdul Latif).
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Rough Translation of AurangJeb's Firman.

Let Abu'l-Hasan worthy of favour and countenance trust

to our royal bounty and let him know that, since in accord-
ance with our innate kindness of disposition and natural
benevolence the whole of our untiring energy and all our
upright intentions are engaged in promoting the public welfare
and bettering the condition of all classes high and low, therefore
in accordance with our holy law we have decided that the
ancient temples shall not be overthrown but that new ones
shall not be built. In these days of our justice, information
has reached our noble and most holy court that certain persons
actuated by rancour and spite have harassed the Hindus
resident in the town of Benares and a few other places in that
neighbourhood, and also certain Brahmins, keepers of the
temples, in whose charge those ancient temples are, and that
they further desire to remove these Brahmins from their
ancient office (and this intention of theirs causes distress to
that community), therefore our Royal Command is that after
the arrival of our lustrous order you should direct that in
future no person shall in unlawful ways interfere or disturb the
Brahmins and the other Hindus resident in those places, so
that they may as before remain in their occupation and
continue with peace of mind to offer up prayers for the
continuance of our God-given Empire that is destined to last
to all time. Consider this an urgent matter. Dated 1 5th of
Jumada-'s-Saniya a.h. 1064 ( = a.d. 1653 or 4).
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49* Note on a Shi'a Imprecation.

By Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., Secretary,
Board of Examiners.

The following curse is a species of religious exercise
amongst Indian and Persian Shr as. It is specially repeated on
the 9th of Rabi iu 'l-Awwal, the day on which 'Umar was mar-
tyred. It is too a belief amongst the ignorant that if the curse
be repeated a hundred times on the rosary, any difficulty they
are in will be removed.

\'*&? '!1»9, '*&*, '* <,";&* '* ?
r

-

or

&? ** & ,9 &9 ,9 , , ,„9 &9 ,9 * <,,,, ^9 ,9 , *-&*!
•• • . A

j+c ^ j+c p*j*fi {> j+* 3 J^ f*y**fw f*j** eW' (**W

" God curse 'Umar, then Abu Bakr, then 'Umar, then
'Umar, then 'Umar" ; or " God. curse 'Umar, then Abu
Bakr and 'Usman, then c Umar, then 'Umar, then 'Umar."

When a small boy in a village school in Persia wishes to
leave the room for the purposes of nature, he will hold up his

little finger and say j+& &U' ^ la'n 'llah 'Umar, ''God curse

'Umar" (or its Persian equivalent). 1 If , however, he wishes

to drink water he will say <^~*aJ} ^ *D) ^L~ Salam* 'llah

1 alq al-Husayn " may God send his peace to Husayn." This

custom has now nearly died out. Instead, pish-i Ussa ml-

ravam M I want to go and see the Master M
is used. (Ussa is a

corruption of Ustad, a term applied to ' Umar as being the

cause of all the dissensions amongst the Muslims). For the

former, too, a boy lifts up his fore-finger and middle finger and

says adab ; for the latter he holds up his fore-finger only and

says ashrab, Ar. "I drink."

The Persians show their hatred of the three Khalifahs

mentioned, by writing their names on the walls of latrines or on

the soles of their shoes ; this custom is referred to in the

"Arabian Nights" : vide the story of ' Ala-Ed-Deen Abu-sh-

shamat, Chap. XI, Vol. II, of Lane's translation.F
D. C. P.

l Vide Haji Baba of Ispahan, Chap. LIX.





5o. The Life and Works of Bahr-ul-'Ulum

By Mawlavi M. Hidayat Husain,

Lecturer, Presidency College.

India has produced many 'Ulamas in no way inferior to

Qutb-ud-Din ShlrazI, 1 Sa'd-ud-Din,* Taftazani, Sayyid Sharif

Jurjani, 3 Muhaqqiq4 DawwanI, etc., but few persons are even

acquainted with their names, since Indian authors chiefly devo-

ted their attention to philosophical subjects. Biography found

no place in their writings, hence there are no accounts of the life

and doings of the eminent 'Ulamas. The Islamic banner of

sovereignity floated in India for six hundred years. During

that period many learned men flourished but Bahr-ul-Ulum 5

surpassed most. His rea1 name was Abu,l Ayyash Muhammad
Abd-ul-'Ali bin Nizam-ud-Din Sahali He was born in a.h.

1144 (a.d. 1731) at Lucknow. His ancestors' native land was

Hirat, but his great-grandfather came to Lucknow and settled

in a adjoining village called Sahal.

In Sahal there were two families of 'Ulamas; one Usmam,

who claimed their descent from 'Usman the third Khalifa, and

the other Ansari, who claimed descent from Abu Ayyub Ansari.

The head of' the latter was the famous Mulla Qufcb-ud-Din, a

spiritual leader. Great enmity existed between the two

families. At length the Usmanis surrounded the hous> of

Mulla Qutb-ud-Din and put him to death. The Mulla had four

sons, viz! Mulla Muhammad Asad, Mulla Muhammad Sa'id,

Mulla Nizam-ud-Din and Mulla Muhammad Riza. Mulla

Muhammad Asad was at that time in the Deccan with Aurang-

zeb.' Mulla Muhammad Sa'id went to the Deccan to seek

justice at the hands of Aurangzeb, for the murder of his father.

As his elder brother was a courtier, he easily obtained admission

to the presence of the Emperor and detailed what had happen-

ed. Aurangzeb issued certain orders relative to the murderers

of the Mulla, and despatched a firman to the Governor of Oudh

fn makfi over the Firandl 6 Mahal to the family of the Mulla.

i He died a.h. 710, a.d. 1312, vide Broekelmann's Ceschiehte der

arabischen Literatur, vol. ii, p. 211.

2 He died a.h. 791, a.d. 1389, vide the same, vol. u, p. ^15.

3 Be died a.h. 816, a.d. 1413, vide the same, vol. h, p. 216.

* He died a.h. 907, a.d. 1501, vide the same, vol. ii, p. 217.

* The following books have been consulted in writing the life of this

learned author : Journal of an-Nadwa, April and June 1907 ;
Abjad-ul-

'Ulum, p. 927; Hada'iq-uI-Hanafiya, p. 467; Asar-ul-Uwal, p. 24;

Ahwal-i-'UlamS-i-Firangi Mahal, p. 64; Moufid-ul-Mufti, p. 135; and

the Encyclopaedia of Islam, p. 584.

During the time of the Emperor Akbar it was the practice to allow
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It was in this building that Bahr-ul-'Ulum was born. He

was educated by his father. At the age of seventeen, he

received from his father a sanad of competency. Six months

after this his father died, and, as Bahr-ul-'Ulum was unworthy

to succeed him, his cousin Mulla Kamal-ud-Din was installed as

professor. However, Bahr-ul-'Ulum, with the help of his

cousin, engaged himself in acquiring knowledge. When he

became proficient he took the seat of his father, which his

cousin vacated. He began to deliver lectures and compose

books, chiefly on philosophical subjects. Unfortunately, an

event happened which forced him to quit Lucknow. He wrote

a controversial discourse, which created bad blood between the

Shfas and Sunnls. The ruler of Oudh,Shuja'-ud-Dawlah, there

upon ordered his expulsion, and he consequently went to Shah

Jahanpur. 'Abd Ullah Khan was then its Nawab. He was

received by the Nawab with great honour and dwelt in his city

for some time. But he had to quit this place also, for there

arose an internal feud in the district, and 'Abd Ullah was
murdered in a.h. 1173 (a.d. 1759). He next proceeded to

the Rampur State where the Nawab Fayz Ullah KhAn wel-

comed him. For nearly five years he remained there, but the

rush of students to him was so great that the Nawab was
unable to meet their demands. Bahr-ul-Ulum, being dissatisfied

with the Nawab
;
left the place.

At this juncture Munshi Sadr-ud-Din of Burdwan, in

Bengal, wrote a letter to Bahr-ul-Ulum from Bohar, expressing

the hope that he would honour the Madrasah in Bohar. Bahr-

ul-'Ulum accepted the offer and went to Bohar. However,
owing to the machinations of some designing persons, a rupture

took place between the two, and Bahr-ul-'Ulum proceeded to

Madras. Here he was welcomed by Nawab Wala Jah. He
passed the remainder of his life in Madras, being held in great

honour and respect. In Madras be is known as Malik-ul l Ulama,
a fact little known to the people of Northern India. In Bengal

and the United Provinces he is called Bahr-uV ZJlum, a name
not known to scholars in Southern India. He died on the 12th

Rajab, a.h. 1225, a. d. 1810. Of his many writings the follow-

ing may be quoted :

—

(1) Arkan Arba'a—A work on Muhammadan law, pub-

lished in Calcutta.

(2) FawaMh-ur-Rahamut—A commentary on the work of

foreigners to trade in India for a fixed period. When the period expired,

the traders had t \ return to their native countries, and their immovable
property reverted to the Crown. On this principle, a French merchant

came to Lucknow and thero built a house of business called Firang*

Maliall When his period expired ho left, and the property was taken

possession of by Covernment. Although this was situate 1 in Mahalla

Chiragh Bn</h, it is known by the name of Firanxtl MahalL a fact clearly

shown in the Firman of Aurancrzeb.
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Muhibb Ullah al-Bihari, on the principles of jurisprudence,
entitled Musallam-us-subut; lithographed, Lucknow 1878.

(3) Futuhat-ul-Mac nawi Sharh il-MasnawI—A Persian
commentary on the well-known work of Jalal-ud-Din Muham-
mad-ur-Ruml; lithographed, Lucknow 1873.

(4) Hashiya'ala Mir Zahid—A super-commentary to Mir
Zahid's commentary on Kutb-ud-Dln-ir-Razl's treatise on logic,

entitled ar-Risala fit tasauwar wat-tasdiq; lithographed, Delhi
1875.

(5) Hashiya'ala Mir Zahid'ala Mulla Jalal—A super-com-
mentary to Jalal-ud-Din Dawwanl's commentary of Sa'd-ud-
Dln-it-Taftazani's Tahdhlb il-Mantiq vva'l Kalam, a treatise on
logic ; lithographed, Lucknow 1872.

(6) Hashiya'ala Mir Zahid' ala Sharh-il-Mawaqif—A glos-
sary to the super-commentary of Mir Zahid on al-Jurjanl's
commentary on Azud-ud-Dln al-Iji's treatise on scholastic
theology, entitled Kitab-ul-Mawaqif ; lithographed, Lucknow
1876.

(7) Hashiya-alas-Sadra—A super-commentary on the
commentary of Muhammad bin Ibrahim Sadr-'ud-Dln-ish-
Shirazi on al-Abhari's treatise in philosophy, entitled Hidayat-
ul-Hikmat; lithographed, Lucknow 1846.

(8) Hidayat-us-Sarf—A Persian treatise on the conjuga-
tion of the regular verb in Arabic.

(9) Risala-i-Tawhid—A Persian treatise on Ethics.

(10) Sharh- ul-Fiqh-il-Akbar—A commentary on the well-
known work al-Fiqh-il-Akbar, a treatise on scholastic theology
and which is commonly ascribed to Iman Abu Hanlfa (d. a.h.
150, a d. 767).

(11) Sharh-us Sullain —A commentary on Muhib Ullah's
treatise in logic, entitled Sullam-ul-'Ulum ; lithographed, Delhi
1891.

(12) Takmila Sharh-it-Tahrlr—Supplement to the com-
mentary of his father on Ibn Humam's work on the principle
of jurisprudence, entitled at-Tahrir fi Usul-id-Dln.

(13) Tanvir-ul Absar Sharh-il-Manar—A Persian commen-
tary on 'Abdullah bin Ahmad Nasaff s work entitled al-Manar
on the principle of jurisprudence; lithographed, Lucknow
1877.





5i. NUMISMATIC SUPPLEMENT No. XVI.
I

Note.—The numeration of the article below is continued

from p* 691 of the u Journal and Proceedings ff for

1910*

95 Gold Coins of Shamsu-d-din Muzaffar Shah, of
Bengal.

In 1873 Sir E. C. Bayley published a drawing of a gold

coin of this king. 1 But at that time he could not read the mint
and date and consequently was obliged to discuss the question

of its assignation at length. These were correctly read by
S. L Poole in his catalogue. 9

' The same scholar also published
the full name of the king correctly for the first time, Bayley 's

coin remained an unique specimen for a very long time, and
seems to be the only gold coin of Muzaffar Shah recorded up to

date. Recently I came across two gold coins of this prince in

Bengal. The first coin belongs to Babu Debf Prasad Marwarl,
of Bhagalpur, and was sent to me for examination with the

major part of his collection. It is almost a duplicate of

Bayley' s coin:

Obverse. Reverse.
1

In ornamental double circle, In ornamental double circle,

the Kalima and a si aini ItWl

In ornamented circle contain- er-**

ing the smaller circle, the r*M t*H^h
names of the four Compan- ... ,"

IA .
I#

ions. ^ ° J

The coin was purchased by the owner at Bhagalpur. The

second coin was found in the ruins of Gaur, and is at present in

the possession of Babu Krishna Lai Chaudhurl, Zemindar of

Maldah. This coin is an exact duplicate of Babu Debl Prasad's

coin, but is in a far better state of preservation.

It should be noted that the name of Muzaffar Shah differs

on different coins

:

l J. A. s. B. (Old series), Vol. XLII, pp. 312-313.
5 Catalogue of Indian coins in the British Museum, Muhammadan

States, p. 43, note.
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(1) e;lkLJf il^j&bscj^jj) \^\j l^M Ji>+~ as on the gold

coin and I. M. No. 175 19.

*

(2) Similar, the only difference being in the f >rm of writing

the name Muzaffar, which w written in the usual form, see

No. 16151 I. AL*

(3) ^IfeU? ili jkb* jkbj jy |^iA>|j UijJf Ju* as on I. M.

No. 16158. 8

Rakhal Das Kanerji,

Indian Mwevm, Cahutla

96. Some rare coins of the Pathan Sultxn- of Dehli.

The following coins, which have been acquired by the

British Museum since the publication of the Catalogue of Coins

of the Sultans of Dehli, in 1885, appear t<> be unpublished :

/. Muhammad fn'n Sam.

Al (base) wt. 49*5: size 55.

No mint
;
year 59 x.

Obverse.

*Ul Around bet ween twoconcentric

3/1 aJl
Jf circles, t»^-» ... -n~ 1/

Reverse .

Pi. XVI

There is no mint on this coin, but its Ghorid faloric shows
that it was probably struck at Ohami. It is quite a new type
for Muhammad bin Sam, snd as the name of < .hiyasn-d-dTn

was
The coin was acquired in Bannii by Dr. T. L. Pennell ami
presented by him to the Museum

//. Qutbu-'f-dii) .1* rharak.

A? wt. 55 7: size 6 : square.
No mint or date.

Ibtd., p. 172. 1 rhill yt ,-,
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Obverse. Reverse.

^JUJi w * aiuJLk »'£ fJ) [±*

&t*)\ j l**J
» ^s & e,^UJt

^
PL XVI

This remarkable coin appears to be the third of a gold

tanka which would be quite a new denomination. For the

obverse legend cf. I.M.C., Vol. II, p. 45, No. 253, and for the

reverse No. 263, but I am unaware of any other coin which

combines these legends. The coin is evidently undated, and was

formerly in the collection of the late Dr. Leitner.

///. Ghiyasu-d-<Rn Ttighlaq I and Nasiru-d-din Ibrahim Shah,

Governor of Bengal, 723-725, A. H.

M wt. 168 6: size 1-15.

PI XVI
Obverse. Reverse.

4

both inscriptions enclosed in a double square.

There is unfortunately no trace of a marginal legend on

either side, but the coin may be attributed to LakhnauM, as the

fabric is distinctly that of Bengal. It was most probably

struck during Tujdilaq's visit to Bengal, when " the ruler ot

Lakhnauti, Sultan Nasiru-d-din, came forth with great respect

to pay homage to the Sultan " {Tarikh-l Firoz Shaht; Elliot

Dawson III, p. 234). This specimen came from the Sonpat

hoard, and was purchased by the British Museum from the

Panjab ArcluBological Survey in 1889.

IV, Muhammad III bin Tugklaq and (Jhiyasn-d-din Bahadur,

Governor of Bengal (restored), 725-731 A.H.

A? wt. 165 : size 0.

Sunargaon ; 728 A.H
PI. XVI

Obverse and reverse legends exactly as oti the silver coin

of the same mint and date described by Thomas in his

Chronicles, p. 215, no. 186. This coin is of remarkably neat

workmanship, closely resembling the contemporary gold coin-^

of Muhammad III struck in Dehli. The contrast in fabiu
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between it and the following piece, which is of the usual

Bengal fabric, suggests that the dies may have been engraved

at the Dehlimint, when Muhammad, amid many other tokens of

his esteem for Bahadur Shah, whom he had just restored, agreed

that their names should appear together on the coins.

V. M 165-5 : size 1. PL XVI.

Obverse in square in circle as preceding coin.

Reverse in double square as preceding coin.

No trace of marginal legend on either side.

This coin bears no remaining trace of mint or date but must

have been struck before 730 when Bahadur reverted to a coin-

age which showed his independence as the coins of that year of

Ghiyaspur show. Both the above pieces formerly belonged to

General Cunningham.
J. Allan,

British Museum.

97. On an unpublished Mediaeval Coin.

The coin described below came from a find made four years

ago near Rupar in the Ambala District of the Panjab It

appears that the actual finders persuaded an acquaintance that

the find was a valuable one, and sold the original hoard to him

as the result of their representation. When the purchaser

discovered that the coins were in reality of debased metal, and

that he could get little or nothing for them in the bazar, he

instituted a criminal case against the finders in the Court ot

the Subdi visional Officer, Rupar. Some time subsequently my
friend the Subdivisional Officer happened to mention the case

to me, and I was able to obtain a number of the coins, which

included twenty-one specimens of a type of mediaeval currency

as yet to the best of my knowledge unpublished.

Metal.—-Mixed, probably containing traces of gold.

Weight

Size

• • • « 190 grains

•75 inches*
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Obverse.—Figure apparently facing.

Reverse.—Representation of a quadruped standing to right;

round it inscription and symbols.
This coin I think represents the last stage in degradation of

the original Greek design. The obverse shows a human figure

copied from the Kushan coins, which though even still more
crude, resembles the figures on the copper coins ascribed by
Mr. Vincent Smith to the Kings of Kalinga of the fourth or

fifth century after Christ - see Vol. I of the Catalogue of the
Coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Plate XIV, 14. The
reverse design is that of some animal which I cannot identify.

The massive body and rope-like tail point to the elephant,
but this supposition is negatived by the thin neck, small head,
long upstanding ears, and the equally rope-like legs. The
animal is strangely like what would be delineated by a modern
child in its first attempts to draw.

The coin is die-struck. The above illustration is the result

of a mutual comparison of all twenty one specimens, and is

somewhat larger than the coin itself. I do rot know the

language of the inscription, but it is possible that the two
central markings P] Q and P—

H

are symbols or monograms.
These coins were accompanied by two or three copper coins

of the white Hun chiefs Toramana and Mihirakula of type
I. M. Cat,, Vol. I, Plate XXV, 4 and 5, which fixes their

probable date at approximately a.d. 500.

Dalhousie: R. B. Whitehead, r.c.s.

1911.

s. Somk Rare Mughal Coins

Since the publication of the Catalogue of Coins of the

Moghul Emperors, the Britis'] Museum ha9 acquired a fair

number of coins of this series, of which the following appear to

be worth notice :

—

Aurangzeb.

1. Metal, Gnkl.

Weight, 168-2 £rns.

Size,
%85 inch.

Date, 1112: 45.

Mint. Ahsanabad.

2. Metal, Gold.

Weight, 1096 grns.

Size, -8 inch.

Date, _ 1077 : 10

Mint, 'Alaniglrpiir.
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3. Metal, Gold.

Weight, 170-5 grns.

Size, -8 inch.

Date, (10) 77 : x.

Mint, Junagarh.

4. Metal, Gold.

Weight, 170 grns. and 169 grns.

Size, '8 inch.

Date, 1098: 31 and 1114: 46.

Mint, Zafarabad.

Rupees of Aurangzeb are known c f all the above mints, and
muhars of Ahsanabad, 'Alarngirpur and Zafarabad were found
by Mr. Whitehead in the Bahawalpur treasury (N. 8. XI).
legends call for no remarks.

The

Shah ' Atom L
Metal, Silver.

Weight, 174 grns.

Size, *9 inch.

Date, 1122: 4.

Mint, Narnol.

Obverse. Reverse.

LS)
U )l

*r t»

»i

I
1 r r *£«

For a second specimen see the Catalogue of Mr. C. T
Rodgers's Mughal Coins in the Lahore Museum, p. 199, No. 15

Farrukhsiyar.

Metal, Gold.

Weight, 168 grns.

Size, 1 inch.

Date, (11)27: 5.

Mint, Purbandar.

This coin is no. 893, pL xxii, of the British Museum Cata-
logue where it is doubtfully attributed to Bareli. At this
penod, however, ^j ig never placed as on t his coin but written

•
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"
. and there can be little doubt that this adds another

to the few coins known of Pnrbandar. Dr. G. P. Taylor lias a
rupee of Farrukhsiyar of this mint (Num. Suppl. No. IV, 27,
and Catalogue of the Indian Museum, vol. iii, p. lxxiii.

Ahmad Shah

Metal, Gold.

Weight, 168-8 grns.

Size, -8 inch.

Date, 1164: 4.

Mint, Labor.

Rupees of this mint of Ahmad are not uncommon. For
notice of the muhar see Num. Suppl xi, 69.

'Alamgir II.

Metal, Gold.

Weight.. 167-9 grns.

Size, *75 inch.

Date, 1171 : 5.

Mint, Jaipur (Sawai).

There is another muhar of this mint of the year 6 in the

Indian Museum Catalogue, no. 2183.

J. Allan,

British Museum-

99. A SlLVElt DiRHAM OF THE SASSANIAX QUEEN PURAN-
DUKHT.

Mr. Maneckjee Rustomjee Sethna of Bomb iy has kindly

supplied a photograph, and has also given me permission to

publish a description of a rare dirham obtained by him so

recently as last January (1911) in the local bazar. When at his

request I set to classifying his Sassanian coins, I thought at first

this dirham should be attributed to Shirin, the Queen Consort

of Khusrau II (Parviz), but further examination revealed the

name Burani, written in Old Pahlavi characters. Evidently

then the coin must be assigned to that Puran-dukht who in her

own right reigned over Persia for some sixteen months of the

years a.d. 630 and 631. Superintending, like the kings before

her, the various departments of the State, she gave proof of high

ability to manage imperial affairs. In the exercise of her royal

powers she was not duly capable but just, and was also

generous in rewarding her councillors and provincial Governors

for the services they rendered.
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Description of the Dirha?n

Metal : Silver.

Mint; Ram.
Date: Regnal year *M.
Weight : 61 '5 grains.

Diameter : 125 inch.

Obverse : Q
crown Kh
but slightly varied—surmounted with wings. Be-

tween and above the wings a crescent bearing a

small globe. Outside the circles at the extreme
right and left and bottom a crescent with enclosed

star. Jewels encircling the crown, and others

interwoven with long curls reaching to the breasts.

A necklace of two strands. Below the right wing
of the crown a star, and below the left wing a

crescent with a star in its bosom.

Legend :—To left behind the back of bust (reading from right

to left) Pahlavi characters Od jy\ ' increase.

To right
;
in front of face, Pahlavi characters

Biirani.
</>•;*

Reverse :—Within three dotted circles an Atish-dan, Fire recep-

tacle—by European writers commonly called a

Fire-altar with flames ascending, and at base

two steps, on either side guardian mobeds (Parsee

priests), facing front, and each holding in his two
hands a long sword, point downwards. To right

of flames a crescent and to left a star.

Legend: -To left, reading from inside, Pahlavi characters -
f, ' first' regnal year).
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To right, reading from outside, Pahlavi characters =

ff;, Ram (the mint-town).

For the reading <^M compare the reverse of the coin of

Khusrau 1 (Naushirwan), given in Dorn's Collection de Monnaies

Sassanides," PI. XXII, fig. 1: also for the reading ft; see the

Reverse of another coin of that same King in Dorn : PI. XXIV,
fig. 38.

When deciphering this dirham, I was under the impression

that none of Puran-dukht's coins had as yet been published

:

but in a book-catalogue received from Paris in April last there

is an entrv, " Monnaies de la reine Sassanide Bor&n ou Pauran-

dokht " by M. Ed. Drouin, 1893. This monograph I have not

yet seen.

Bombay": Framjee Jamasjee Thanawalla.

1911.

PS.—After I had completed the above article my kind

friend Mr. Cawasjee Eduljee Kotwall placed in my hands a

copy, recently sent him from Paris, of the late M. Drouin's

monograph above mentioned. It contains a description of

four of that Queen's dirhams of the regnal year I (mint not

stated), and one dirham of each of the regnal years 2 and 3.

Both of these latter coins are from Yezd Mint, whereas the

dirham described by me issued from the Mint at Ram.

M. Drouin held that the Queen Purandokht (or as he preferred

to re^d the name Borandokht) reigned from May 630 till Octo-

ber 631.

Ahdi, can be read as A'ioki. Aioki is preferable to Ahdi.

Bombay :

1911.

F. J. Th.

100. IlahI Synchronisms of some HijkI

New Year's Days.

The following list, giving the IlahI date corresponding to

the initial day of each Hijrl year from 1015 to 1037, may prov-

coins

Jahanglr ascended the throne on 20 Jumiida II «»f 1014 a.h.

or 18 Aban of 50 IlahI.

New Year's Day of 1015 a.h. = 20 Ardlbihisht 1 IlahI.

of 101« ,, =10 ,, 2 „
of 1017 „ =28Farwardin 3 ,,

of 101 s „ =18 ,, 4 ,,

of 1019 „ = 7 „ 5 ,,
t»
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New Year's Day of 1020 A.H.= 1 Gatha 5 Ilahl

of 1021

of 1022
of 1023
of 1024
of 1025
of 1026
of 1027
of 1028
of 1029
of 1030
of 1031
of 1032
of 1033
of 1034
of 1035

of 1036
of 1037

20 Isfandarmuz 6

>>11

28 Bahman
19

7

26 Dl
15 ..

) >

3 9

= 4 „
= 23 Adhar
= 11 _„
- 30 A ban
= 19 „
= 10 „
= 29 Mihr
= 18 ..

7
)9

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20
21

27 Shahrewar 22

I lain.

Jahangir died oti 28 Safar of 10^7 a.h., or 24 Aban of 22

A list of Hijrl synchronisms of the IlahT New Year's Days
of Jahanglr's reign is given in the '

' Indian Museum Catalogue/

'

III, p. 357, from which the converse list, now supplied, maybe
easily deduced. In making this conversion the two following
Tables will be found useful for ready reference

:
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TABLE I :—For Hijrl Year*

1

2

3

4
5

7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

+ 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

*

^H
•

*3
i

08

0Q- K
• • • • •

11 111

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

59
60
r.l

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85
86
87
88

iv

89
90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
HI
112
113
114
115
116
117

M
ice

id

S

• 1

118
119
120
121

122
123
124
125

126
127
128
129
130
131

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

142
143
144
145
146
147

M
ice

103

£

vi

148
149
150
151

152
153

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
17:>

173

174
175
176

o5

« •

vi i

177
178
179
180
181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

198

199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206

Q
ice

-03

GO
• ft •

Vlll

207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
:25
226
227
228
22". •

230
231
232
233
234
235

Q
lefl

cS

£

ix

236
237
238
23«.l

2411

241
24°

243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
25
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265

is

is

CO
I

26ii

267

268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
27-

279
280
281

282
283
284
285
2K6

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294

•v

OSc
s

Q
xi

296
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321

322
323
324

-

,fi'

P
• •

Xil

325
326
327
328
329
33"
331

332
333
334
335
336
337
338
839
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354

c
c

S

-

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

9

10
11

12

13

14

15

1

17

18

10

20
21

22

23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30

* It is only in the Intercalary Year that Dhu'l fyijja (xii) contains

30 days.

This Table shows the interval (in days) between New
Year's Day and each subsequent day of the Hijri year. For
example, 19 Safar comes 48 days after, or 24 Shawwal 289
days after, the first day of that same year.
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TABLE II—For Ilahi Years.

43

o
2

ft

1•

SI •

£ U
fl e8

i

•

108

ndarr
man.

•

03

1

c \

•

u

094* 03 43 4 leS 3
103

1 o
«*- : o3 IH

A
42

% £1

* * •

XII Uri
1

X ix
• • *

V111
* •

VI, vi

30
29
28
27
20
25
24
23
22
21

20
lit

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

II

10

9
8

7

(i

5

4

3

2

1

6 36 66
7 37 07
8 38 08

•

• •

9

10
11

3969
40 70
"1

1242
1343
1444
15 45
16 46
1747

• •

• •

'1

72
73
74
75
76
77

78

• •

• •

1848
10 49179
20 50J80
2151 81

22:52 82
23 53 83
24 54 84
25 55 85
26 56186

27 57 87
28 58 !88

. 20 59 89

. 306090
1 316IJ91
2 32|62 0.

3 33 63 93
4 34 tit 94
5 35 65 95

00
07
08
99
100
101

102
103

104

105
106

107

108
100
110
111

112

113
114
115
llti

117
118

119
120
121

122
123
124
125

126
127
128
12!)

130
131

132

133
134

135
136
137
138

130

140

141

142

143

144
145

146
147
14S
140
150

161

152
153

154
155

156

157

158

1 59
160
161

162
163
164

1 65
166

167
168

169
170
171

172
173
174
175
176

177
178
170

180
181

182
183
184
185

186
187

188
180
100
191

102
193
194
105

196
197

198
190

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
200
2lo
211

212
213
214
215

"O
ice

TJ

E

2M)
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
826
227
228
2 2 1

'

230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
23! <

240
241

242
213
244
245

I
—
H
iv

246
247
248
240
260
25

1

252
25 :*

254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

272
273
274
275

TJ
toe

T5

• • •

111

IS

TJ

• m

n

270
277
27s
270
280
281
2*2
283
284
285
280
287
28s
2S9
2!»0

291
292
293
294
295
29<

297
298
299
300
301
!02

303
304
305

306
307
308
309
310
311

312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
32 1

322
323
324
325
320
327
328
320
330
331
332
33
331
335

A

c

u
33

-
33

336
337
33S
330
340
341

342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351

352
353
354
355
35*

357
358
350
160

301

362
363
364
365

c
o
a

as

Q

30
20

28

27
26
25

24

23

22

21

20
lit

18

17

it;

15

14

13

12

II

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

* Each year of the Persian era of Yazdijard consists of
of 12 months, each of 30 days, followed, at the end of

month, by 5 days, called Gathas.

365 days, or

the twelfth

This Table shows the interval (in days) between New
Year's Day and each day of the immediately preceding

For example, 29 Di comes 67 days before, or 28year

Ilahi

Mihr

158 days before, the first day of the next year.
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A few examples will illustrate the process of determini n

the Uahl date corresponding to New Year's Day of the Hijrl

year.

1. i: i: 4 Ilahl = 14: xii: 1017 A. H. (See I.M.C., p. 357)

by Table I, 1 : i: 1017 A.H. + 338 days.

•

B.

.• 1: i : 4 Ilahl—338 days = 1 : i : 1017 A.H.
by Table II, 28 : i : 3 Ilahi = 1 : i : 1017 A.H.
or the New Year's Day of 1017 A.H. fell on the 28th

day of Farwardin of Ilahl 3.

1 : i: 10 Ilahl = IS : ii : 1024 A.H. (Seel.M.C., p. 357).

.'. by Table I, == 1: i: 1024 A.H. +47 days
10 Ilahl—47 days = 1 : i : 1024 A.H.

..by Table II, 19 : xi : 9 Ilahl = 1 : i : 1024 A.H.
1 l

G. 1: 17 Ilahi = 9 : v : 1031 A.H. (See I.M.C., p. 357),

.-. by Table I, 1 : i: 1031 A.H. + 126 days

I).

bv Table II, 30: viii : 16 Ilahi = 1 : i: 1031 A.H.

1 : i : 21 Ilahi = 21 : vi : 1035 A.H. (See I.M.C., p. 357),

.-. by Table I, 1 : i : 1035 A.H. + 168 days

• - by Table II, 18: vii: 20 Ilahi I 1035 A.H.

From Abu'l Fazl'slist, (corrected in Cunningham's " Book

of Indian Eras," page 225), of the Hijri dates corresponding to

the initial days of each of the Ilahi years of Akbar's reign . has

been prepared the following converse list, showing the Ilahi

synchronisms of all the New Year's Days from Hijri 964 to

1015.

Akbar ascended the throne on 2 Rata' II. 963, A.H. Tin-

next Nauroz, or New Year's Day, fell 25 days later, or on 27

Rabi' II. 963 A.H., and by Akbar's order this Nauroz was held

to be the first clay of the Ilahi era.

New Year's Day of

of 965 A.H.
of 966 A.H.

964 A.H. = 30 Aban

5 >

» ?

f J

5 J

5 9

? 1

» 5

J5

1 J

>1

• •

J J

5 »

??

3 J

19 ,,

27 Mihr

1 Ilah
;

of 967 A.H. *

of 968 A.H. = 16

of 969A.H.= 5

of 970 A.H. = 24 Shah rewar

of 971 A.H. = 13

of 972 A.H. =

5 ?

>3

2

of 973 A.H. = 22 Am mdad

of 971 A.H. = 11

of 975 A.H.=30Tir
of 970 A.H. = 19 ,,

of 077 A.H. 9 ,,

of 078 A.H. = 27 Khurdad
of 979 A.H.
of 980 A.H.

16

6 ))

3

5

6
7

8

9

10

II

12

13

It

15

16

17

3 ?

J J

I I

J J

1 )

••

I
•

3
%

5'

* J

> >

' >

I
*

> *

J ?

>>
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New Year's Day of 981 A.H. = 25 Ardlbihisht 18 Hah

50 I lahl.

3*

'5

3 3

J 5

33

3*

33

3 3

3 3

3 3

J J

3 3

3 3

3 3

33

33

3>

33

J 3

33

3 3

3 3

33

J 3

3 3

3 3

3 »

3 ?

3 J

3 5

> 3

'3

33

of 982 AH. -15
of 983 A.H. 3

1 1

5 >

of 1 84 A.H. = 22 Farwardln
of 985 A.H. =
of 986 A.H. =

12 „
5 Gatha

of 988 A.H. = 13

of 989 A.H. 2

•

* •

' 3

3 3

of 990 AH. = 22 Bahman
of 991 A.H. = 11

of 992A.H. = 30Di
of 993 A.H. = 19

of 994A.H.=
of 995A.H.=
of 996 A.H .=

of 997A.H.=
of 998 A.H. =

of 999 A.H =

of 1000 A.H. =

of 1001 A.H.=
of 1002 A.H. = 11

9 ,,

27 A.lli;il

16 „
5 „

25 Abftn

15 „
4 „

22 Mihr

of 1003 A.H. I

•

3 3

of 1004 A.H. = 20 Shahrewar
of 1005 A.H. 8

3 3

of 1006 AH. = 27 Amardad
of 1007 A.H. = 17

of 1008 A.H. = 7

of 1009 A.H.=28Tlr
of 1010 A.H. = 15

53

' 5

of 1011 A.H. 6

•
*

« 3

of 1012 A.H. = 24 Khurdad
of 1013 A.H. = 13

of 1014 A.H 1

33

33

19

20
21

22

22
of 987 A H. =25 I-fandarmuz 23

24

26

26

27

28

29
30
31

32
33

34

35
36
37
38
39

40

41

42
43
44

45
46

47

48
49
50

3

Ab

Though it stems impossible to glean from the histories of

the reign of Shah Jahan I a helpful list of synchronisms, still

the Ilahl date- day and month and year—corresponding to

each Hijrl New Year's Day of that reign can be readily deter-

mined. One has only to hear in mind that each Dahi year

consists of 365 days, each ordinarv Hijrl year of 354, and each
Intercalary Hijrl year of 355 In Shah Jahan'8 reign the

following were the Intercalary years :

1038, 1041, 1041. 1046* 1019, 1062 1055. 1067, 1060,

1063, 1060, and 1068.

From the List of Synohroniama for Jahanglr'a reign we
learn that
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1 : i : 1037 A.H. = 27 : vi : 22 Ilahi.

711

• > 1 :i : 1038 A.H. = 27: vi

= 27 : vi

: 22 Ilahl + 354 days.

: 23 Ilahl -11 days.
= 16 : vi : 23 Ilahl of Jahanglr,

or 16 : vi : 1 Ilahi of Shah Jahan I.

Hence 1 : i : 1039 A H. = 16 : vi :

= 16: vi :

1 Ilahl + 355 days
2 Ilahi - 10 days.

Hence 1 1040 A.H.

6 : vi : 2 Ilahl.

6: vi

6: vi

2 Ilahi + 354 days.

3 Ilahi - 1 1 days.

25 : v : 3 Tlah i.

Hence 1 : i : 1041 A.H. = 25 : v : 3 Ilahl + 354 days.

: 4 Ilahl — 11 daysv25 :

14 : v 4 Ilahl.

&c, &c, &c, &c.

By this simple method we obtain the following results :

New Year's Day of 1038 A.H. = 16 Shah

9 9

9 9

99

9 9

9 9

9 9

99

9 9

9 9

?>

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

3>

9 9

9 9

9 9

99

9 9

9 9

9 9

? J

9 9

>>

99

99

9 9

"

of 1039 A.H. 6
-• >

1 Ilahl.

2

of 1040 A.H. = 25 Amardad
of 1041 A.H. = 14
of 1042 A.H. 4

of 1043 A.H. = 23 Jir

of 1044 A.H. = 12

3

4

5

6

7

8

_ 9

of 1047 A.H. = 11 ,, 10

of 1048 A.H. = 30 Ardibihisht 11

12

of 1045 A.H. 2
9 9

9 9

of 1046 A.H. = 21 Khurdad

of 1049 AH. = 19

of 1050 A.H. 9
>5

?J 13

of 1051 A.H. = 28 Farward In 14

of 1052 AH. = 17

of 1053 A.H. =
of 1054 A.H. =

7 > >

1 Gatha

15

16

16

of 1055 A.H. = 20 Isfandarmuz 17

of 1056 A.H. = 10

of 1057 A.H. = 29 Bahman
of 1058 A.H. = 19

of 1059H.H.=
of 1060 A.H-

=

of 1061 A.H. = 17

of 1062 A.H. = 6

of 1063 A.H. =

of 1064 A.H. = 15

8
27 Di

9 9

9 9

9 >

25 Adhar

of 1065 A.H. 4
9 9

9 9

of 1066 A.H. = 23 Aban
of 1067 A.H. = 13 .,

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26

27

28

29

•

9 9

9 9

J 9

• *

99

9 9

9 J

> 9

99

9 !

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

39

>5

9 J

?»

9 9

M
>9

9 9

> >

9 9

99

9 9

3 9
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New Year's Day of 1068 A.H.= 2 Aban 30 Ilahl.

J
•

5 5

of 1069 A.H. = 22 Mihr 31

of 1070A.H. = 11 „ 32
> )

., «"' >>

Ahmadabad: 1 Geo p Ta^ LOr
January, 1912. J



52, Chronographic Quatrain fay the late Mr. RazokiFatohl
Azoo, Arabic Instructor, Board of Examiners.

Communicated by the Hon'ble Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Ph.D.,
Barrister-at-Laiv ; and Shams-ul-Ulama Shaikh Mahmud

c - Gilani.

The following quatrain is the last work of a man who
undoubtedly ranks as one of the greatest Arabic scholars of
his day. The art of writing chronogrammatic verses is

common in the East, but the quatrain under review is an
example of this art of quite exceptional merit. We are glad
to find that this opinion is shared by Lieut.-Colonel D. C*
Phillott, Ph.D., Secretary to the Board of Examiners. The
first quatrain 1 of the kind was written by Nasif al-Yaziji, who
composed it on the occasion of the accession of H. I. If. Sultan
Abdul Aziz in 1861. But the production of that celebrated
Syrian scholar can hardly approach the quatrain of Azoo, aa
Nasif had sacrificed sense to the exigencies of the chronogram.

The second line of Azoo's quatrain (the third part),

in addition to other literary beauties, combines the merits of

the famous lines of al-Mutanabbl in which the fourteen im-

peratives are collocated:

—

<** ' o O. +*.

<X*t JU JU JUaJ £bif JW J^t

Aqil anil aqti'i ikmil 'alii saUi a-Hd

Zid hashsha bash«ha tafaddal adni surri silt.
\

In spite of all the ingenuities in which Azoo's quatrain

abounds, the flow of the verse is natural and the meaning

quite clear. Take for example the introductory Persian line,

±i*>j^J f*ij g;U ^f Dj cUfij

I SayfuM-Dawlah, the royal patron of MutanabbL to whom these

lines were addressed, was so charmed with this artful collocation of

fourteen imperatives in a single verse, that he granted every request.

Under Pardon he wrote, " We pardon thee M
; under Bestow, H Let him

receive such and such a sum of money "
; under Endow, 4< We endow

thee with such and such an estate "
; under Mount, M Let such and

such a horse be led to him "
: etc., etc.

\
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Rendered into English this means, " By the Grace of God,

George V, Emperor of India," but it also gives the year

"1910," the date of His Imperial Majesty's accession to the

throne.

But alas ! Arabic scholarship has fallen on evil days and

in spite of an occasional outburst of zeal for the revival of

Oriental learning both in India and England, there is no appre-

ciation of genuine scholarship, at least in India. Had these

verses been addressed to Sayful-Dawlah, the writer would have

been loaded with riches and honours. Had they been written

on the occasion of the Sultan of Turkey's accession, the labour

of the poet would not have gone unrewarded. But we are

afraid that the absence of proper advice to the Government of

India did not allow the quatrain to reach His Imperial Majesty

the King-Emperor, who, with his unbounded sympathy for the

East, would undoubtedly have bestowed on the talented author

some marks of appreciation of his ingenuity and labour.

A. M. S.

S. M. G.

I

* ***» •*

f**f\ sjjb J^*j

&*& y*J fS^S £jU

The Quatrain.

„ S * 9 o** * +m u+ co<* " * **

^J|
r;
l_^J| JJL_«dl ^ Jib

0*+ 9 O. c# '<""• *1 C^ *»,»<»#•,, O^u
i g v** ' o o *y** * £-• " *> ***** <**

J&AJ &&.) jam J** **A pL»\ JU?J|j*J

* * Hti <****. <* \ <* <*
v

9 **-

Persian.

Fadli

Q

1910.

Arabic.

Nur-un bi-nur-in 'ala-'l-'Arshi-'stawa-'dnu fa-'uj

Bi-dhilli ra^ni-M-jalali-'s-sarimi-'s-samami.
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Badra-'l-jamali-'slami-'-n'am sil suri-'hdha ahifc

Muri-'nha sal dhir ajir tib hus aqil wa-dumi

II

Translation.

(a)

By the Grace of God, George V, Emperor of India

1st Part.

Light has succeeded light on the Throne !

2nd Part.

Approach and dwell under the shadow of high majesty
;

Of the intrepid, invincible King !

3rd Part.

Lord of perfect grace 2
: God save and prosper thee

;

Ever happy and blessed be thou ;

Soar * to the height of glory
;

Find favour in the sight of God and man
;

Compass the world with thy power. 8

Command and prohibit
;

Conquer thy enemies
;

Thy people protect

;

Help them in thy graciousness
;

And their errors forgive.

Long live the King !

Translation.

Upon the throne light after light has shone ;

Let's come and dwell in peace beneath the shade

Of that calm Majesty which sits upon

Our King, invincible and undismayed.

i It is said in a tradition JUxJl w^u d^ A^l e>! verily God is

Bestower

those who are of the like character (Lane).

a Sur. of. English " Soar " : *3rJ| ijj*
u height of glory."

8 Cf. Qur'an XVII. 02, ^iJU-fcUl vJo, e>! veri'y thy L°rd

hath men in his grasp or power-
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Oh thou ! of perfect grace the King and Lord !

May God be pleased to bless thee evermore,

May He His choicest blessings thee afford,

And may thou to the highest glory soar.

And so beloved alike of God and man
Stretch forth thy mighty hand o'er all the world

;

Send forth thine high decrees to bless or ban
And see thy foes to headlong ruin hurled.

Protect thy people
;
gladness to them bring ;

And live for ever, most noble King.

III.

Explanation.

The quatrain is divided into three parts. In the first part

(Nur-un bi-niir-in
c

ala-' U
l

Arshi-" stawq, " light has succeed-

ed Light on the Throne ! ), the writer announces the accession

of His Majesty, and in so doing happily refers to His late

Majesty, King Edward. The king is represented as the equal

of his father, the highest encomium nocording to Arab ideas,

and the words are an augury that His Majesty's reign will be

as happy and glorious as the reign of His late beloved Majesty.

This beginning, in which the subject is at once revealed to the
Mm

hearer, is in Arabic the rhetorical figure (J^ 1 **[/*)»

but further it contains a quotation from the Qur'an (Chapter

XXV. .4), 'ala'l-' Arshi'stawq. "settled on the throne,"

another rhetorical figure
( u* l

*i-'! I
much admired by Arabian

writers.

In the second part (the remainder of the first line of the

Arabic, but lines 2 and 3 of the English), the nation, in the

person of the writer according to the Arabian poetical ideas, is

invited to draw near and shelter itself under the shadow of the

King's Majesty. This part, apart from its figurative language,

contains two examples of onomatapceia where the sound re-

sembles the sense ; especially is this so in the words as-sarimi*

s-samami " the intrepid invincible (king)," the sound of

which is sonorous in Arabic.
The third part (the whole of the second Arabic line or the

remainder of the English) contains the nation's address to the

king. Firstly, the nation invokes God's blessings on her king,

prays that he may be granted a glorious reign and universal

dominion, and that he may find favour both with God and

men. Secondly, the nation acknowledges the absolute autho-

rity of the king and entreats him, while he punishes evil-doers

and crushes his enemies, to protect his loyal subjects and
graciously repair and forgive their errors. The whole finishes,

in a striking way, with a prayer for His Majesty's long life; «»
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words that emphasize the conclusion, and as such constitutes

ijf ^^-^ ), making

the end as effective as the beginning.

The second line of the Arabic (the third part) abounds in

figures, both of grammar and rhetoric ; especial mention may
be made of the rhyming or final alliteration in islam-in'am,

the antithesis in mur-inha, and the linear word-play in W
and £*J. The whole line is a clever piece of composition in

s

which imperatives are collocated, after the example of al-

Mutanabbi in one of his odes in honour of Sayfu-'d-Daulah.

Nicholson has considered this kind of composition of sufficient

importance to give the whole of al-Mutanabbi's line, and a full

account of an anecdote connected with it. 1

IV.

The Method of Calculation.

The principal merit of the quatrain is, however, in its

chronogrammatical character. The plan of calculation is

simple ; the number of years is divided in two, one-half being

allotted for dotted letters and one-half for letters without dots.

in each of the four hemistichs of the quatrain. Thus, no less

than twenty-eight chronograms are formed {vide Table attached),

each giving 1910, the year of accession. The difficulties of

such a composition may be gathered from the fact that this

is, perhaps, the first attempt of this nature since Nasif in 18tfl

wrote his quatrain. Orientals delight to exercise their ingenuity

in such subtleties, and only the difficulty of the operation has

kept poets from making the attempt. In such attempts the

correct use of words, and even their complete sense, are often

sacrificed to the exigencies of the numerical value of the letters.

In this example the words, their sound, sense and numerical

value are all exact lv what they should be. The translation,

of course, gives a very poor idea of the original. The correct

translation of these lines has quite defeated me : a literal trans-

lation would in English be ludicrous as well as misleading.

(a).

r_^Jf ^l—^oJf J&»J> &*y Jib (2)

i Literary History of Arabia, page 305.
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JaaJ Jaa»\ jm J^ ^JUf JUf JLxJ| j^J (3)

^ <'...
of ,0

r*j
Ji? ^a. w^Jd \*-i\ j* d^ *it^* (4)

(4) (3)

Dot. Undot. Dot. Undot.

50

2

100

240

6 «i*

120 <j*c

800 200 J**

3 201 y>\

9 h

98 oa

31 Jit

50 f»

955 055

2 204 •<>j

3 102JU«J

.. 131

50 111

.. 120

. . 280

900

955 955

JUt

r
j

t

r-

9 Js*t

18 fca.|

(2)

Dot. Undot.

902 30 lU>

50 270 ^*j

3 92 jWi

. 302 <*MhO

201 |«* "H

955 055

(1)

Dot Undot.

50 206 jy

52 206 jyij

10 100 Jb

300 301 u2j*Jl

'i 410 67 c5>-t

50 5 &&\

83 70

955 955

£
*•

(6).

T/*e twenty-eight Chronograms.

9 > > J

'/otfed letters

L The whole of hemistich (1)

| - *. u (2)

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

9 9

9 9

9 9

9 »

;>

J •

I
•

9 >

>>

y ?

> j

undotted•>9

9 9

> J

9 >

> >

> 9

9 9

M
3 9

(3)

(4)

in (1) added to the dotted letters in (2)

(3)

5 >

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(1)

0)

9 9

9 >

9 9

» >

undotted

99

(4)

(3)

(4)

(4)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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14. The undotted letters in (2) added to the undoUul letters in (.'{)

15.

16

17.

is.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24

25.

26.

27.

28.

9 9

9 9

dotted

undotted

dotted

U n dotted

99

dotted

undotted

(2)

(3)

(1)

(I)

(1)

(I)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3;

5
*

•

» )

99

•

9 9

'»

I >

J 9

> J

» »

J?

9 9

99

n

M
>

»

dotttd

9 9

undotted

dotted

9 '

vn dotted

dotted

(4

14

(2

(3)

(4)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(4)

< 4)

(4)





S3* The Vikramaditya Samvatsara and the Founding
of the Kushan Kingdom.

_

By Thos. W. KiXGSMiLL, Honorary Member and Vice-President,

China Br., R.A.8.

1. In no respect is the distinction between the dreamy and
metaphysical Indian and his compeer and neighbour the matter
of fact inhabitant of China more clearly indicated than in the
manner in which either has approached the facts of history.

From the first time in which, in the eighth century B.C., the

Chinese nation became sufficiently advanced to be able to record

in intelligible symbols the course of current events, the chief

occurrences of each year have been handed down to posterity

by Chinese annalists, even prior to the period when writing as

such came to be practised. The method was, it is true, rude in

the extreme, being little more advanced than the quipus of the

inhabitants of Central America at the time of its discovery, and
it was this very habit of keeping records, mere scores as they were
at first, that was instrumental in leading to the development
of written speech. Prior to this, like many other nations in a

similar stage of culture, the more striking events in the national

history had been committed for record to the national bards

attached to the courts of the various petty princes, who then

constituted the hegemony of the Cheos ; and it is characteristic

of that race that notwithstanding profound changes in conditions

and language, many of these ancient ballads are still preserved,

in an imperfect state, it is true,—yet so as to be not altogether

unintelligible to the modern investigator.

2. It is quite true that in China, as in many other nations,

of the men who preceded the Cheos in the possession of the land,

we have absolutely no record ; but here the seeming exception

is the strongest proof of the rule, for the original dwellers in the

land which is now China, were of far different race from those

immigrants, who, somewhere about the twelfth or thirteenth

centuries B.C., entered their future homes from the north-west,

and who brqught with them their aboriginal folk-lore and myths.

3. fuming from China to old India, we find a very different

state of affairs in existence. Although in northern India, at

least, a very similar immigration had taken place at a period but

a few centuries earlier, and although the immigrants, in a manner

not unlike what occurred in China, had taken full possession

of the land, and were racially closely akin, from the very begin-

ning their methods radically differed in their conceptions as to

the Utility of records of the past. Both, it is true, began with
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L

balladry, which with both came to be largely encrusted with
4 ft » V ^ * » * 4 ft 1 l ft f i ft M A 1

myth. fundamentally

based on historic events, round which from the very necessity

of the case became entangled myths of more or less transparent

nature, the Indian ballads were from the beginning founded on

myths floating in the imaginations of the reciters, and only ac-

cidentally did they touch on current affairs. The Indian bard

poured out his notes as ever poised midway between earth and
heaven, the Chinese—a mere groundling, made the woods echo

with his song, and preferred to discourse on the merely mundane
deeds of those who found him food and shelter.

4. Again, unlike the Indian, the Chinese passed through an

intermediate stage of which there do not seem to be any traces

left in India, wherein it became possible to keep what were
literally •• scores " of current events. These had not attained

to the dignity of current language, which they had no idea of in

any way representing : they had not even attained to the perfec-

tion of hieroglyphics, but nevertheless by a system of mutually
understood symbols, sufficiently explicit to be understood amongst
experts, they had attained a certain facility in constructing
annals, or as they called them in the current speech of the day,

springs and autumns," which for some centuries preserved hi a

tangible form the remembrance of the main events occurring
each year. Mencius who lived till nearly the end of the third

century B.C. when writing had already made considerable strides,

When
ru

ascame to be made." And it v

us was himself an expert, and took so much interest in the past

that he formed a school to learn by heart the import of these

scorings, that they were preserved to be written down by a better

equipped generation. "I am an expounder," he himself is

represented as saying, " not an invenlor : I trust and love anti-

quity
.
and take my stand behind our old aut horities.

'

' It was to

this feeling of respect for antiquity that we owe the little that has

survived of the ancient history of ( 'hina. The Chinese following

the example of Confucius were no inventors, and Confucius did

not seek to soar beyond the story of Yao and Shun, which al-

though purely mythical, had its origin in the old cult of the ances-

tors of the race.
.">. It was left to a different class of teachers, the Buddhist

missionaries from India, to invent the so-called early history of

China, which has disarranged the entire chronology of Eastern

Asia. This is the return that India has mad. for the very impor-

tant assistance lent by China towards clearing up her own history.

The period in China between 100 B.C. and :*<*> A.D. was, partly

owing to injudicious rewards offered bv the Han emperors for

the discovery of ancient documents, and partly owing to the

introduction by the Buddhist missionaries of stories translated
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from old Indian myths, marked by a great accretion of apocryphal

literature, and the age generally being uncritical, the result was
the growth of an imaginary history of an " early

fl
China, al-

together as untrustworthy a- the Brahmanical t a le> of the corres-

ponding ages in India.

0. In India from the mass of fable floating in the popular

imagination, historians, from the time of the revival of letters

under the later Caliphs, have sought to make out with more or

less success, a connected and intelligible story. The first notices

to which any authenticity can be allowed come from the period

of the invasion of Alexander, B.C. 326-323. Prior to that date

all accounts are mere deductions from myth, generally distorted

through Brahmanic or Buddhist influences, and so far affording

no foundation for chronology, or historical sequence. Even
after Alexander* s time, unless we are in a position to correlate

occurrences with events elsewhere, or with the evidence of an-

cient inscriptions or legends on coins, Indian story affords no

basis for history, and in the popular tales which pass current as

such we constantly come across repetitions and exaggerations

which throw a pall of utter uncertainty over the whole.

7. One event in Indian history, for the date of which we
are. however, entirely dependent on outer sources, forms an

exception to the general rule of incertitude, and has afforded the

means of fixing within closely approximate limits the dates of

many events of importance. Before the departure of Alexander,

so runs the Indian story, a youth named Chandra Gupta was

presented to him. When in 303 B.C. a lull took place in the

perpetual wars between the ^Successors/
1 and Seleucus I was

given a breathing space, we find him on the borders of India

seeking to resume the conquests of Alexander. Here, then,

he met the youth Chandra Gupta, or as the Greeks called him

Sandrocottus. who had now grown to be the most powerful

monarch in India, with a realm extending from the Ganges into

Afghanistan. He also learned that beyond Baktria, still, nomin-

ally at lea^t, a dependence, the whole of Eastern Asia was in a

ferment, with new kings and new empires struggling for suprem-

acy. Warned by these accounts, and convinced of the im-

possibility of repeating the achievements of Alexander, and

recalled by news of renewed disturbances at home, he in the

winter of 302-301 made a friendly compact with Chandra Gupta,

surrendering all claims on Indian territory, and receiving in

exchange five hundred elephants,—which done he returned to

his western dominions.
8. The realm thus founded by Chandra Gupta had a long

and prosperous career. Under his grandson A?oka, still more

celebrated than his grandsire. it reached its greatest development,

and his conversion to the faith of Buddha forms one of the most

noteworthy incidents in the long history of the East. The treaty

of 301 enables us to fix these events with almost absolute
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correctness : A<;oka ascended the throne as nearly as possible in

272, and died 231 B.C. He ruled over the entire of Xorthern

India from the Himalayas to the Kistna, and from Eastern Bengal

to the Helmand. As usual in Asiatic monarchies his descendant-

rapidly degenerated : and about 195 B.C. the Maurya dynasty

came to an end.

9. Meanwhile important changes had been going on else

where; about 256 B.C. an officer represented as a Greek, and

named Diodotus (a suspiciously Getic name alongside Gothic

forms as Theoderic, etc.), who had been entrusted with the

government of Baktria, finding his communications with the

west cut off, declared his independence. He was succeeded on

the throne by a son of the same name, Diodotus [I. About

215 B.C. (the exact date seems irrecoverable), one Kuthydeinus,

represented as a Greek from one of the Magnesias, but who may
have been partially of Getic extraction, ousted Diodotus II and

ascended the throne. He it was who was iusi ramental in carrying

the Baktrian state to its widest extension On the collapse of

the great kingdom of the Maurvas. as is known that founded

by Chandra Gupta, the realm began to break up. and appar-

ently (for here we have little more than the evidence of

coins to guide us), Euthydemus crossed the Hindu Kush. and

seized the western part of the Maurya empire, fixing his capital

at Ujjain in modern Malwa. This portion of his dominions

he placed under his son Demetrius, an able and amiable prince,

who subsequently became betrothed to a daughter of Antio-

chus the Great, Euthydemus returning to Baktria. This

Demetrius was the prince' named by Strata (XI. \i. 1) as having

with Menander. hereafter to be spoken of, conquered more

nations than Alexander. However that may be, Antiochiifl

III the Great, having, 208 B.C., after invading Hyrkania. con-

cluded a treaty with Parthia acknowledging on easy condition*

its independence , moved on towards Baktria.
10. The direct road crossed the lower course of the present

Heri Rud, now the Tejend but then known as the ArittS, &na

Euthydemus prepared to oppose him on the opposite batik :
his

tactics proved, however, inferior to those of the veteran Antiochus,

who succeeded in throwing a force across the river before lie was

prepared to receive it. and the troop- of Euthydemus were de-

feated, with serious loss. He retired accordingly to his capital

Zariaspa 1 where Antiochus be-ieged him. The"siege must have

1 Zariaspa. Strabo, speaking of the Baktrians, tells us :—Their citi

were Baktra, which they call also Zariaspa (• river of the same nam
flows through it, and falls into the Oxus), and Darap^a or Adrapsa.^
many others. Strabo here make* one mistake for. of nurse
and Adrapsa are identical ; the difference being only in *>he meth

,*„,
transliteration into Greek. But have we am additional proof to oner

for the identification of Zariaspa with Baktra (Balkli) f The first faigw1

ot the Vendidad speaks of Baktra, under the name of Bakhdhi " >-' **"
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continued for some time, sufficiently long indeed to afford

time to both combatants for reflection, neither of whom felt dis-

posed to carry it to the bitter end. There was, in fact, a feeling

of kinship between the Magnesian Euthydemus and the .Mace-

donian Antiochus, and the latter began to see the practical

inutility of seeking further conquests, while his home affairs were
still in confusion : a fellow Magnesian happened to be in a high

position in the Seleucian camp, and to him king Euthydemus
applied.

11. What could king Antiochus hope to gain by carrying

the war further? It could not be to punish rebellion, for if it

were he was no rebel, as it was not from the Great King but from
the rebellious house of Diodotus that he had acquired Baktria

;

and not till long after the Seleucid power in the East had ceased

to be effective. The face of affairs in Eastern As*a was far differ-

ent from what it had been in the davs of Alexander ; for he
had only to look eastwards, and he would find the whole of the

land up in arms, and there could be no vacancy in Hellenic

sovereignty without inviting such an irruption of barbarism
as would swamp the entire East. Against this there was only

the Baktrian kingdom to act as a dam, and the interests of

Antiochus really lay in strengthening, not weakening its power
to act as a buffer against the encroachments of the advancing

barbarians. Antiochus, who from very similar representations

bad concluded peace with Parthia. saw how much truth there

was in the Baktrian argument, and readily made peace.

Euthydemus surrendered a number of war elephants, afforded

the provisions required for the army: and, it is to be presumed,

for the Greek statements are not clear on the subject, acknow-

ledged the supremacy of the Seleucian monarch as " Great

King." In the final arrangements of the peace Demetrius, the

son of Euthydemus, took part, and made so favourable an impres-

sion on Antiochus that that monarch promised him the hand of

his daughter.

12. With his northern flank thus secured against invasion,

and on the most friendly terms with both Parthia and Baktria,

in the spring, apparently of 205 B.C., Antiochus crossed the

Hindu Kush ; his route must have been by Bamian. which took

him over the comparatively easy Unah pass to Kabul, and the

safe conduct through these regions must have formed one of

the chief stipulations of the treaty concluded with Parthia three

years before in Hyrkania. From Kabul he descended to Gaud-

Bannered," and there is no doubt that the city of Balkh was intended.

The phrase in the original old Persian is Bakhdhi irdhvodrafsha, the

terminal of which, changed to Darapsa, is plainly the origin of the name
as pronounced I y the Greeks. The Chinese Shi Ki speaks of the city as

Lams i-ch'eng, city of Lamshi, where the I represents r, the name thus

<tandin^for (Da)rarn(p)sa. The route taken by Antiochus is plain.
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hara, and thence entered into communication with one of the

successors of A?oka. Like his ancestor Seleucus I Antiochus

recognized that the time for further oriental conquest was

closed, and did not apparently make any warlike display; he.

however, requisitioned for elephants and stores, quoting, most

likely, the precedent of Seleucus and Chandra Gupta ;
and the

king, doubtless well satisfied at being let off so easily, agreed to

the demand. The kingdom of Pataliputra founded by Chandra

Gupta was still in existence, though shorn of its western pro-

vinces, and in a state of decay. The Greek historian Polybius

gives as the name of the reigning monarch Sophagesenus,

which we may read as intended for Sanskrit </uhhaga-sena.

Now the Brahmanic lists of the dynasty give at this period as

the name of the monarch Soma-</arman ; these lists made out

long subsequently to the period represent 1 make, however, fre-

quently sad havoc of the correct name, and it is not improb-

able that this may have happened in this instance Sopha-

gesenus promised also a sum of money, and Antiochus left one

of his officers to receive it when collected. M m while Anti-

ochus in the winter of 205 set out on his homeward journey,

apparently along the course of the modern railway by Quetta

and Kandahar, and thence down the coin-*- of the Helmand,

whence he crossed the desert in the footsteps of Kraterus to

Karmania. Without journey

ion

have been impracticable ; hut all thr< states- Parthia, Baktria,

and the Mauryan Kingdom—were no doubt heartily glad to be

rid of Antiochus, and expedited rather than hindered to

progress. ,

13, So far the course of ei nts has been fairly <*ieai
: an<J

we have with a considerable degree of confidence been aim 4 o

follow the footprints of the (.real King in his vi bation of tlie

eastern provinces of the oner Seleucidan Empire, whose in-

dependence, real enough before, was now formally aeknoweage «

Soended the empire of the great conqueror Alexander in Easter

Asia; yet, unlike must other- empires founded by the prowess^

one man, the conquest* of Alexander left behind them a reco
»

not of blood or destruction, but of improved methods of gove^ -

merit, a distinct advance in civilization, and an increase in

well-being of the subject nations. I treek art and (-reek riiltur^

took, in fact, a firm foothold in these regions, which hasattectea

even to the present day the arts of architecture, of l
);

!

illt
V.

1

^ ^
ceramic ware. etc.. and can be traced even as far as far-ni> a

in
( Ihina after the lapse of more than two thousand years

14. A new figure, however, now appears on the see

the person of the king known to the Gl &S by the a*m*

n
Eukratidas.and with him begins a new en in which we miss

the imperfect glimmer of the Greek historians. As to who

Eukratidas was, or whence he came, we are absolutely wi
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any information ; he has by historians been reckoned as a Greek

successor of Euthydemus, yet, except that in the few cases where

his name is mentioned he has been given a (Week name, there

is positively no other evidence available. A hintin Justin (Chap.

xli. 6) that at one time he was besieged hy Demetrius, is almost

the only evidence we have that there was a contest for the crown

of Baktria. He was a contemporary, in his later yea is at least,

of Mithridates I , the great king of Parthia, to whom he lost much

territory, and he succeeded the Greek Euthydemus. One

curious feature of these eastern kingdoms at the period lias

never received the consideration at the hands of historian- that

it deserved ; and that is the fact that reigning over two or more

separate peoples most of the kings hore duplicate names, j they

addressed themselves to one or other nationality. The Parthian

king who was Mithridates to his Iranian subjects, was Tiridates

(Tyrlac ?) to his Parthian. Parthia was, never any more than

Hellas, a territorial designation, andhadno boundaries marching

with Hyrkania or Media. Where the Parthian was. in fact
.
that

was Parthia, so at one time the name appears as simply implying

the districts along the flanks of Mount Koronos, while at others

it applies to the whole extent of the Parthian Empire. To the

TCnAt. t.hfi eoiintrv was never known as Parthia, the Chinese nl wax-

as Ansi(k),

to be read

Wehr 1he title. So of it-

capital; not understanding this, the geographers have persist-

ently duplicated it, not comprehending that Greek ffekatom-

pylos (for old Persian Cataraochana —now Shahrud) was iden-

tical with Parthian Hundrakerta, transformed in Per -Greek

mouths into Zadrakarta. This duplication, or in oases triplica-

tion, in Greek, Getic, or Sanscrit, as Greek. Skyth. or Indian was

addressed, is still more marked when we come to the Endo-Sky-

thian lauds ; and the. result has been the confusing duplication of

royal names, which has been interpreted as implying an almost

infinitesimal' multiplication of kingdoms, territories, and

dvnasties.

15. Eukratidas was, then, we are to believe, at war with

Euthydemus ; many circumstances would lead us to surmise

that he was a Get, and with the assistance of his compatriots

rebelled against the Creek rule of the other. Demetrius, the

able and warlike son of Euthydemus, had been extending the

bounds of the Baktrian kingdom at the expena of the enfeebled

Uaurya dynasty, as viceroy for his father : andhad left the tpital

of the country unguarded, and Eukratidas, whatever was hi

real name, had taken the opportunity to revolt. Greek seems

from the introduction of many Greek words through Baktria

into Chinese, to have become the official language of Baktria;

and
Greek

the new king would, as a matter of course, have adopted a

k reigning title; his own name not unlikely was ^ome form
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of Godrced, which he simply, according to current custom, trans-

lated into Eukratidas. Having established himself at head- quar-

ters, and with the prestige attaching to the name of king, he

carried the insurrection into the Panjab, and with his fresh troops

overcame the exhausted levies of Demetrius, who disappears from

view. Consonant with this view Eukratides seems to have been

bomquam prox. 215 B.C., and on the death of Eutln demusin 172,

he being then 43 years old, to have taken advantage of the ab-

sence of Demetrius in the Panjab, to have revolted. The pretext

was almost certainly that in the peace made by Euthydemus
with Antiochus, the former had not only weakened the state by

the present of all the available war elephants, but had

acknowledged the overlordship of the Seleucidan sovereign.

Demetrius, too, had married the daughter of Antiochus, hence

the invasion of the Panjab would have become a patriotic duty.

16. This invasion of the Punjab lias, it is interesting to

recall, left permanent traces in these regions in the so-called

Aryan, really Turanian, i.e. Getic aspect of the chief races still

existing. Even in Alexander's time t Ik of the Getic type were

already prominent on the Five Rivers. The only important

resistance met with by Alexander on his invasion was by the

people mentioned by Arrian (V. xxii) as koBuioi of Sangala

near the Chenab.' These people are described by all who have

met them as a tall, handsome, warlike folk, proud of their descent

and not prone to mix wit lithe people about them. Their women
did not marry till they had completed their full growth, and

then, utterly unlike all the surrounding people, chose their own

husbands. With them were associated closely cognate tribes,

whom Arrian calls Oxvdrakae and Malli. in which we can hardly

fail to find Tokhare and Mndhs. These folk in Alexander's

time formed a separate colony : they were, as he states, nfcwfoo*

and owed no allegiance to the various states around. The

Greek Kat/me-i of course exactly corn iponda to the Turanian,

using thai much-abused term m mainly « -univalent to the modern

Teutonic, Geat : and Ge&t as we shall see w;is the eponym oj

all the Getic peoples, largely represented at the period in all

these countries. The name is found in the Yddavas, the descen-

dant of Yadu, which seems to he only a modified form of Geat

;

in the Yuehti of the Chinese
; and has survived in the Jate of

the Panjab to the present day. In the invasion of Eukratidas

his Getic followers found a ready welcome from their relations

already established in the Panjab. This fact considerably

modified the entire history of the period.
17. Fortunately at this period the Chinese records of the

time come to our assistance, and from the historians of the Han
Dynasty we gain much valuable information. Unfortunately

v i TT
Cf

* ^ifch regard to these > Cunningham, Archaeological Reports
vol. II, p. 33, 8eq

*
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owing to ignorance on the part of the early translators, principally
the French writers of the eighteenth century, who have been
blindly followed by fcheir successes of the nineteenth: and also

owing to the habit of taking for granted the statements of the
later Chinese compilers, as for instance Ma Twanlin's

k>
Mirror

of fftatory," a work of the thirteenth century, to the neglect of
the originals; the records of the Han historians have been so
much distorted that very fal ideas of their contents have been
ceepted a genuine history.

/

Ssema Tsien's great work (Chap. CX), gives a letter sent by the
Shenyu (T'ientse) of the Hiung Xu Turks in the year 178 B.C.
to the Han Emperor Wen Ti, which is worth quoting at length:
1
* Thesupreme Shenyu by the Grace of Heaven, to the Bwaagti,

sends greeting :—Formerly there existed between us a treaty
of peace, and our people lived in harmony. For some time the
officers iii charge of the Marches have been encroaching, and have
used insulting language towards the Right Yen-Wang, which
le bore without rejoinder. More recently it lias become a matter
of anxious deliberation between him and Xansse, Marquis of
Lii, how best a breach of the peace can be avoided, and the
fraternal intercourse of the people preserved, and on more than
one occasion letters have passed with your Majesty. Lately I
despatched an envoy, but he has not returned, nor have 1 received
any communication

; while some of the lower officials have
committed breaches of the agreement, and attacking the Right
Yen-Wang have forced him into the western regions, where tu

was attacked by the Yuehti.

18. Heaven, however, was propitious to our arm- ; our
forces were well found, our cavalry brave and powerful, and
in the end we totally defeated the Yuehti. carrying fireandsword
through their lands, and pacifying the country up to Leolan
(Cherchen I,

19. (In consequence of our success) the Wusun (A4ani)
and the (H)Ugrit (Sakaraegli, afterwards Wigurs), and the neigh-
bouring peoples to the number of six and twenty, have joined our
confederacy ; and all the

C€ Bow-bearing" nations are now unite J

as one family. Having now pacified all the northern regions,

it is our earnest wish that an end should be put to hostilities,

and that there should be no more quarrellings ; so that we may
send our horses to pasture and we should enjoy peace as in the
times of old :—That our young men may grow up to manhood,
our old should live in peace, and quiet and harmony prevail
from age to age."

20. The (XXIIIrd Chapter <l cribes how the Yuehti
had been attacked by the great Turkish Shenyu who had utterly
defeated them ; killing their king, whose skull he converted into
a drinking cup, and forcing the people to flee their country and
take refu > beyond the ranges at the head of the Oxus. The
explorer Chang K'ien in 123-124 B.C. found them in the country
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between the Tukwei Shui (Surkhab) and the Oxus ; their country

was bounded on the south by districts lately conquered by the

Tokhars, and on the west by Parthian territory. Consequent

on their defeat at the hands of the Hiung Nu they had emigrated,

and passing by Yarkand had attacked the Tokhars and defeated

them. They followed the course of the Surkhab, and established

their royal residence on its northern bank, apparently at Gharm,

which we shall meet subsequently. As the defeat of the Yuehti

had happened at the hands of the great Shenyii Maotun, and

Maotun died in the 10th Moon of 179 B.C., these events must

have occurred in the winter of 180-179. The date is important.

21. Now Tokhars, Yuehti, and Wusuns, we have the author-

ity of the Han historians for stating, spoke the same language,

only dialectically different, and were mutually intelligible. To

them, though not specially mentioned, we may add the ( H)L krits,

whom we must identify with the Sakarauli, really £aka(r)-

aegli, so that we can at once appreciate the position before the

amalgamation of the five petty states result ed in the formation

of the Kushan kingdom.

22. The king Euthydemus with whom Antiochufl III

entered into the treaty, must, then, haw been the last of the

kings of Baktria, and associated

was

Demetrius, whom he subsequently placed in charge with regal

rank of the provinces acquired from India in the Panjab. From

the above description of the position by the contemporary Chinese

historians we can readily comprehend the wisdom of his advice

to Antiochus, that it would be expedient to make terms, rather

than bring on himself the hostility of the Yuehti and their as-

sociates. Eventually it happened that the d l< ruction of the

Greek kingdom came from Kuknitidas, hitherto classed a

himself one of the Greek sovereigns bat more correctly to be

described as the founder of the first of the Saltan (Cakan)

dynasties.

23. However, that was cir. 140 B.C. Kukratidas was grow-

ing old, and his folk wearied with contests, as Justin XIX u -

tells us, with Sogdians, Arachoti, Dnmgae, and Arian Indians,

and at the last attacked by the Parthians, began to feel

their very blood oozing out, and to be losing not so muci

as Under these

had
himself on the throne, deeming his father a public enemy, k lJ e(

him on the road, driving over his body and refusing it sepulture

Regarding this parracide, we have Strabo's authority for tie

statement that it was considered honourable amongst t

Skythic peoples that when a man grew old and helple he s'^
u

be killed by the more active survivors, and the history of tne>*

kingdoms is full of instances. When in the days of Gautanu* '

Bara
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patron as he was of Gautama, the Buddha could not find it in

his heart to condemn the act. The Greek historians give the son
and successor the Greek name of Heliokles ; his real name was
most probably some form of Gabalisc, the Hrrakles of these Getic
peoples ; like Demetrius his name disappear s from history, only,
however, to reappear in another form, and in another locality,

but still a reigning dynast.
24. Notwithstanding the death of his father the affairs of the

Bakt rian kingdom show little amelioration, M ithridates of I arthia
attacked it, and of the districts wrenched from it formed two new
provinces, Turiwa and Aspionus, 1 while the northern frontagers
also showed signs of longing for the fertile districts of Bnllria
itself. At first Eukratidas had been successful in the war
with Demetrius, and had seemingly wrenched from him all his
conquests in the Panjab : we find Strabo, quoting from the
Parthian history of Apollodorus, asserting, indeed, that Eukrati-
das had a thousand cities subject to his authority, but this very
extension of his rule to the south of the Paropanisus was a
source of weakness at home, and must have contributed to his

eventual fall.

25. The Tsien Han
Getic tribes immediately

their immigration into these regions.—After their defeat at the
hands of the Shenyu Maotun, they had passed by Tayuen
(Yarkand), and going west had encountered the Tahia (Tokhars),
whom they had subjected. Here the new arrivals more or Ies>

_ irnated ; at all events, they are described as living under
five Ling-heo, a term which we may render by Margravr. These
Margravates were:

—

(1) Hiumi, which we may identify with
Harm or Gharm on the Surkhab

; (2) Shivangmei, Samar-kand ?
;

(3) Kweishwamj or Kweisiang, Kesh-wara, i.e.. Kushan
; (4)

Ya{t)Vun, Vardhun, Ferghana ? ; (5) Kaofu, Kabul,—in the Heo
Han, Shu the last is more correctly named Tumi{t), i.e., Darwaz.
They were distinctly territorial divisions rather than tribal

;

but although the people all belonged to the same stock there was
evidently much internecine jealousy. The most powerful of the

according to

100.000

insignificant antagonists that had to be faced by the suc-

of Eukratidas. Although Mithridate.s of Parthia had
inn

1 (Strabo XI, 11. 2). There is considerable difficulty in identifying
these provinces; on merely phonetic grounds I should be disposed to
connect Turiwa with the Chinese Tayuen, i.e. Tayar-(kand) or Yarkand.
the " Stronghold of Tuirwa M

: Aspionus, i.e. Acpayona, would probabh
be the ri^h horse-breeding district* about Merve ; the names never
become permanently attached to the districts, and in a few years ceased
to exist.

» Chap. XCVI, pt. 1 (Si Yih).
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there is no evidence of the province having ever materialized ; and

it is more likely that the migration of the tribes occurring at the

same period, he never was able to establish his authority in these

districts. Unfortunately we are left without any record of what

actually occurred, but from the few glances we obtain, it would

seem that these restless tribes kept pressing on the north of the

Baktrian kingdom ; and in the end compelled the son of Euk-

ratidas, the Hermaius of the coins, to evacuate his territory still

held in Baktria proper, and remove the capital of the kingdom

into the Panjab, where we find it some twenty years or so later.

26. The Kaofu mentioned by the T sini Han Shu, with its

capital T'unsien, is seemingly impossible- to place; it cannot

be identified with Kophene, and may mean the district about

Panjshir ; the Chinese work mentions it as the first district in

these regions with which China had communications :

—"It

W
ade

it impossible to support it with a sufficient body of troops.

Under the circumstances the King Wu-teo-lao (Ada I (Oxides)

more than once committed outrages, and went so far as to kill the

envoy sent from the Hwamjti. On Wut'eolao's decease Ins son

succeeded, and took steps to send a tributary mission to China.

The Chinese official in charge of frontier affairs, by name Chung,

undertaking the protection of its members. The king afterwards

being angry with Chung, and this coming to Chung's ears, the

latter entered into a plot with Vam-mu(t)-fu (Ambhudra-bhoja,?)

son of the king of Yung-ku(t), Karkot, to attack Kipien, kill the

king and place Yammufu on the throne. A little consideration

will explain this; the Kipien mentioned was evidently the

district north of the passes called kipisene i?i Cunninghams
map rather than the valley of the Knphes ; Karkot was the

arked
maps. Wut'eolao was
kides, who by Lassen was presumed to be one of the Greek king

I"1 W% fit « -* m i % i k i i , i I

was

nlv a transforn d

A I Ids,Getic name : Grimm (Teutonic Mvt Imlogy, ( 'hap/ iv) give Vitas,

on the authority of Tacitus as a Gothic divinity, and the Chinese

would seem to point to a form A< 1- Alkis as the real name.
27. Having so far explained the position of affairs up to

the death of Eukratidas and the accession of his son Heliokles,

we may with advantage turn to the Heo Han Shu, our only origin-

al and practically contemporarv authority, for the foundation ot

the Kushan, otherwise known as the Indo-Skythic Empire- A

concise but clear account is given in The Si Yih't fh'wan (Rirordof

Depend
has been much mistranslated, a literal

of that portion referring to the Greater Yuehti is appended

:

Country of the Great Yukiiti. This territory on the
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west marches with Parthia ; the chief town is Lamshi Ch'eng
(as already explained equivalent to Darapsa, i.e. Balkh). Parthii

being distant 49 days' journey. Eastwards to ('Vang (( !h'an m,
now Singan fu

i the distance is 6,537 li; to Lohyaj (the then
Chinese capital) 16,370 U. There are (in the country) 100,000
homesteads, 400,000 mouths, and some 100,000 armed troops.

2s Originally the Yuehti, having been broken up by the
Hiung Nn (Turks), emigrated to the land of the Tahia (Tokhars)
which they divided (as follows.

—

(I) Hiumi : (2) Shwangmei;
(3) Kweishwang; (4) YaCun

; (5) Tumi ; five (territories) in

all, each under a margrave. (These divisions have been already
explained). A hundred years or bo afterwards (B.C. 79, quam
prox.) the margrave of Kweishwang, Iviutsaufu ( w]r $L
supra), attacked and deposed, the other four, and established

himself as ruler, assuming the title of Kweishwang Wang (Kesh-
wara Wano), i.e. King of Kitshan, or tin Keshwaras. Sub-
sequently he made war on Parthia and wrested from it the terri-

tory of Kaofu, annexing also Pu(k)ta (Peukelaotis) and Kipien
(Kophene, the valley of the Kophes). Having established his

rule over these lands, K'iutsaufu died at the age of about ei ity.

His son Ch'imkao Chantai succeeded him on the throne; he after*

wards annexed northern India, placing it under the rule ofa single

officer as Viceroy. From this period thesenewly annexed district

came to bear the (official) title of the Fusheng (Parashawar)
Dependency. The entire was known as the Kushan Kingdom.
the equivalent of what was originally railed by the Chinese

Greater Yuehti."
24. The only doubtful factor here is the name of the

king, written in Chinese pip A~r* Here the two firs charac-

ters stand for Gi-tul : the third is more doubtful. As written

it would have the force or ktt(k), the last letter not having

been actually sounded in northern China at the time of the later

Hans. I am, however, rather disposed to think that t he character

really intended was k'u(t) ot k'wu(t) ^Q, where the old initial

was g or /, rather more inclined to the latter. I have rendered it

as fu, phonetic for final /. The name, practically i ertairily, was
Ga-tulf. Xow Yule (Introduction to Wood's Journey to the

Source of the Oxus. 2nd ed.. xxvii), speaking of the contorted

legend (founded, however, on fact) of Shah Kataur, draw atten-

tion to "'that singularly Teutonic-looking name Katulphus,

which appears in Menander as that of an Ephthalite/' The
name, there is no doubt, is the same as that called on the coins

Kadphises or Kadiphee. A later a jount of the crossing of the
Hindu Kush. and the annexation of North-West India (the Wei
Shu), calls the leader K'tolo. which would likewise answer to

Gitul, and Cunningham {Archae. Rep. ii \ mentions the name as
* Kit <(-1( it-fa

'

' and trans] it as fc

• (I ><l chariot* < r avrf archer***
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He, however, makes a mistake in suggesting that Kadphises is

only a title, a mistake which shows how carefully he has

weighed the evidence; it will be seen that the word used gener-

ally in connection with the name Kadphis/s. namely Kanishka,

is really the title.

30. Much of the evidence usually quoted with regard to

the Kushan Kingdom has been drawn from coins, and coins as

contemporary evidence are of the highest value. More than

most other human documents their evidence has to be read with

caution, largely on account of the necessarily condensed or

abbreviated character of the inscriptions rendering the meaning
doubtful, even when the lettering is distinct. The early Kushan
coins are acase in point. As originally read, the i nscription on l he

most important of these coins wa- as follows, in Greek letters :

-
PAONANOPAOKOPAXO or PAONAXOPAOKANHPKI-
KOPANO, and as the Yuehti were presumed to be a Turkish

people, the language was supposed to be some as yet unnoticed
form of Turki. Further investigations showed that the letter

taken to be Greek P must be pronounced as sh. so that the full

formula became SHAOXAN08HAOKAX
but still

with
under the mistaken presumption that they were dealing

*kish tribes little could be discovered. As shown above,

the presumption rather was that these inscriptions would be

Greek or Getic, but little was to be got from either. The name
Kushan applied to the country of the invaders, however , reason-

ably supplies a meaning for the last part of the legend as an ad-

jectival form of Kushan, and natural K then there would be along-

side it some word denoting king or kingdom. Unfortunately there

existed a verylatea3th century) work railed the Raja QanoTtafya,

and this work spoke of three brothers—K rishka, Hushka, and

Jushka—having occupied in succession the [ndo-Skythian throne.

It never seems to have occurred to the translators that they were

here simply in face of a favourite trick of Semitic transcribers

in all ages from tire time of Lamech's three sons, Jabal, Juhal

and Tubal. Assuming that the Yuehti were (Jets, for which there

was ample authority, Cynisca (Kaniska) or Cyninca (Kanerka)
would have been a very natural form for king, so that the two

last words would have read Kaneshka Koshano,—King of Ku-
shan. We can trace equally plainly the ralson d'etre of the rest

of the legend. Kophene and Gandhara had been under Parthian

rule, and the official arww>it nt +h Qan wmWM 1,.,,-^r.™., ^\A Persian ;

as

SHAHAX
i actual iv pre.M-i »c »»-

In this "case an older and

Without any manipulation of the preserved letters, the abbrevia-
tions. The title adopt I from the previous Parthian <

upation
was (K)8ha(tra nam (K)Sha(tr)o,—so that we are justified Uj

wading K I ishatraonatti Khshatra, Kvniska KoshanO,-^»aA of

Shahs, Kingol Koahan.
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31. The coins are excessively rude, and the only variation

from the accepted reading asked for is to read no as m, which
looking at the photographs of the coins is quite feasible. Cun-
ningham (I.e.) thinks a title may have been taken for a proper
name, and suggests that Kadiphes ifl the title ; the surmise is cor-

rect, but he has transposed name and title: Kaneshka was the

title, and Kadi/phes the name. Now Kadiphes,ashe tells u>. meant
'" (iood Goer," and here at once we have a clue ;

Good-goer in

Getic speech may be rendered as Godhlef, a near approach to

the Chinese. More likely the word was really Geat-hlef , a charac-

teristic personal name amongst these forerunners of the Goths;
the Chinese author looking for a meaning easily taking it for Good,

goer.

32. But we get other legends in connection with this Kadi-
phes or Kadphises ; one has been read as Kozoulo Kadphises ;

not having a photograph it is impossible to speak with certainty,

but it seems most probable that the form Koshano Kadphises was
really intended. Hennaeus occurs on the other face, which may
imply that Geathlef temporarily adopted that name. Another
legend, read Hima, or Hoema Kadphises, requires, however, fur-

ther explanation. Geathlef, as we may assume hie name to have
been, we have seen, conquered the other four margravates, and

one of these was Hiumi, i.e. Gharm. Now these coins are allow- d

to be early, before the crossing in fact of the Hindu Kush, so that

Geathlef may have called himself of Kushan or of Gharm as he

issued the coins in one or other prinei -lit v. The fact does not

seem of importance, and is quite reconcilable with what we
otherwise know.

33. One fact of importance, however, we learn from the

Chinese story above given. Geathlef lived to old age, the Heo
Han Shu says about eighty, the authority quoted by Cunningham
says eighty-four. When he died he left the kingdom to his son,

whom the Chinese author, going as close to the sound as Chinese

permit-, calls Ch'imkoo Chantai, where the tai is in the lower tone

series, implying that the first letter was d. We can have no

hesitation in identifying this with - mscrit Jambaka ( 'handra. As

explained before, these sovereigns had usually at least two names
as addressed by subjects of one or other nationality: his Getic

name, in this case not mentioned, was probably Ge&thief, the

one as his father's. With the assistance of the ( Chinese we can

In _in to form a rough chronology. If Geathlef annexed the other

four margravati s in 79 B.C. we may approximately fix hisinvasion

of Kophene and Gandhara as having occurred in 75* If he died

in 25, he would apparently hare been born in approximately

1 9i ) B.< . . so that at his conquest of the four margravates he would
have been 30 years of age. His son Oathlef II would then
have acceeded in 25 B.C.— a not unlikely date, as we shall see.

34. Saving cleared off the bugbear of the imaginary three

brothers, which has obscured the view of a most interesting period
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of the history of the world, and reduced to some sort of order the

date of the invasion of Northern Indi.i by the Yuehti, as well a

the main facts about the first, and apparently greatest of the

Kushan kings, we may pause awhile to consider the era so well

known in what passes for Indian chronology as the Vikramaditya
Samvat, on which many theories have been built up,—so many,
in fact, that some of the best informed of Indian ( hronolojristi

have been disposed to look upon the presumed era as little better

than a mediaeval invention. As, however, generally accepted the

era is made to begin in the year B.C. 57, adate rema rkabli is falling

on the above scheme within the effective reign of king Geathlef ;

and judging from the above dates, just ;it the time when he must
have been busily en _>

\ completing his conquest of Gandhara.
Geathlef was above everthing a i. i. a Qaka of tin (pakas, in

fact, and he was engaged in invading India; as a fact we know
at the period of no other invasion of India :—it is certainly not

recorded, nor was there apparenth any opening ai the period for

invasion otherwise. History, tradition, and apparently possi-

bility, are all against any other military movement having marked
the time. About 190 B.C. the empire of the Mauryas was des-

troyed by Pushpamitra, who founded the Qun^ i line.' which lasted

down to the time of the Kushan monarchs. It . however, accom-
plished no conquests, but from the beginnin lost territory to its

more powerful rivals on the west and south.
35. Xow in Indian tradition Vikramaditya is given the

pre-eminent title of fakiri (Enemy of tin Qoka or pakantika
[Destroyer of the C«k« He was. we are told, the hero, almost
the demigod, whose victory over the Skythic invaders introduced
the Samvat Era, and whose fame, who magnificence, courage,
and goodness are current talk amoi i the children in the Panjab
to the present day. Vikramaditya is of course Sanscrit, yet

could hardly have been given as a name in the firsl instance

it do-s. indeed, occur again amon it the personal nam.- in the

"Gupta " dynasty, hm the Gupta dynasty is three parts out

of four mere legend unsupported by a jingl I ; and the Gupta
Vikramaditya, as represented in orrenl legends, is for the most
part a mere reflex of the older. The nam.' b rs every mark of

being posthumous, orat 1< i honorific, and given after the deeds
it intended to honour. It may be rendered ' The out-stepping-
hero who out-races all his competitor ' and so is a literal trans-

lation of the Getic Geathlef, the Good-Cher of the Chinese

author. The conquest of the Panjab, and the greater part of

Acoka's empire, might fairly be urged a a Justification for the

honorific title.

36. t'ti
a

Yuehti, and therefore a ( tk, and prima fori, his conquest of th
Panjab could scarcely be accounted a deliverance. As, however.
we team from the Chinese a. ounts that it w from Partta
ami not from any native Indian

i onarchy that Kadphi*
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captured Kophene, we must, to understand the position, reviev

a few of the main facts of Parthian history. The very name of

Parthian, in Greek called irapOvatai, as Justin reminds us,

in their own language meant exsul , ovigoer8 %
i.e.. Getic Forth*

warns, under Hoch Germanic influence changed to PartJnruras.

from whence directly the Greek form. Originally they had

come from beyond Maeotis (wherever that may have horn).

and had overrun the land, and established there a military

aristocracy, much as did the Ktiusci in Italy, or the Spartans in

the Peloponnesus. More like the former than the latter: while

both reduced the native inhabitant to a state bordering on

servitude, and deprived them of all the privileges of freeman.

the Parthians did not further abuse their position, and freely

admitted the unfree to all positions of trust, and even enrolled

them in their army, which wras in fact mainly composed of the

subject races. As a territorial appellation Parthia never had

any existence, and never was dissociated from Hyrkania. Even
its capital (Greek Hekatompylos. seemingly in old Persian

Qatar aochana) appeared in its duplicate form as the Parthian

Hundrakerta, the Greek Zadrakarta ; which must not. as errone-

ously supposed, be rendered as implying a second city, the names
being simply the Parthian or Persian denominations respe-

tively.

36. Under its great king Mithridates I Parthia aimed at

the conquest of the East, and Mithridates made war on Baktria,

then under the rule of a king called by the Greeks Heliokles,

son of Eukratidas, but whose real name was seemingly Azilises

or Spalirises (Capal-isca. /.*., Gabal-isca). The result of the war

was the defeat of Baktria and the annexation of two provinces,

followed by the invasion of India ; his arm- being s ted

to have advanced as far as the Hydasp< (Jhelam . It then

comprised, according to Rawlinson, Baktria ueia. Drangiana

and Arakhosia, and apparently Kophene, Gandhara. and the

entire of the Panjab, probably as far as the Jumna. Heliokles

would seem to have been forced to retire into Sindh and Ujain,

where we shall ultimately meet his successors,

37. Judging from the facility with which Kadiphes I, and

his successor of apparently the same name, overran these pro-

vinces, the rule of Parthia, never in sympathy with conquered

nations, must have been especially distasteful in these regions
;

as distasteful, doubtle . as Demetrius II of Syria found it in

his invasion of M« opotamia in the previous century : and it is

well to remember' that it was only when he had touched the heart

of Parthia itself, that Demetrius learned the real strength of her

military organisation.

38. On the break-up of the great kingdom of Magadha
under 5

tern

the hands of Demetrius, son of Euthvdemus. Attacked from
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the north-east by the usurper known as Eukratidas, Demetrius

had to leave his Panjab dominion unprotected, with the result

of the further advance of the Parthian forces, which seem to

have reached as far as Thanesar. The Chinese author of the

Heo Han Shu speaks rather contemptuously of the kingdom of

Magadha under Buddhist rule :—The Svabhavika sect (of

Buddhists) forbid killing in either offence or defence, and the

Yuehti had an easy task in occupying the land. According

to the author, on the S.W. T'iencho (Northern India) reaches

the western sea, and on the east it extends to P'wank'i (seem-

ingly an early mention of Bengal). Eukratidas succeeded in

making himself master of what remained of Bakt I ia, and passed

it on to his son, cir. 140 B.C. The son, who, according to

Justin (xli), had had In- father, whom he conceived too old, done

to death—an ordinary occurrence amongst these Get ic sovereigns,

—was no more successful, and lost . Strabo says, to Parthia, but

more likely to the advancing kushan power his northern

provinces. This seems to have been the last record of the once

promising Greko- Bakt nan kingdom, <»f which we hear nothing

after Heliokles.

39. The only two powers then left in Northern India to

continue the struggle were Kushan under the strong rule of the

Geathlefs, and Kophene and Gandhara, with their dependencies

still administered by I'arthia under it raps almost regal, of

which in their coins we find abundant evidence. Phraates, the

Parthian king who succeeded Mithridat >. had to take up arms

against the Skythic tribes in the extreme north-east, and was

killed in battle B.C. 128-127. H>- was succeeded by an uncle,

Artabanus. who attempted tocarry on the war against thcTokhars,
but fell likewise in battle, cir. 124 B.C. The sovereign known
as Mithridates II. now ascended the 1 thian throne, and in the

east restored foi i time, at least, the forum of his house (Rawlhv
son, Sixth Oriental Monarchy. 123, eeq.), and Parthian rule » ms

to have been consolidated over Arakhosi . and Gedrosia, while

the inroads on Parthia itself from the ever rest I peoples of the

north-east seems for the time to have ceased. This respite dottbfr

less, for the materials at our service I • too indefinite to explain

the motives of action, influenced Mithridates in looking once

more to the west ; where a tempting bait w la Id out to him by

complications in Armenia, and an opening for the extension of

Parthian influence in that country seemed more profitable than

beating the wind in nnprofitabl struggles with semi-barbarous

peoples in the Bast. These projects of Mithridates brought

Parthia into contact with Rome for the first time; and for the

future she was too much occupied to have much thought for her

oriental dependencj i, which were neglected; and the satraps,

]udgmg from the in riptions on the coins, were allowed to

administer their charges almost without in' rferencc, and

assumed practically r< dswa-.
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40. This it was that gave the Yuehti monarcli liis oppor-

tunity. According to the letter written by the Hiung Xu
Shenyii, above quoted, the immediate effect of driving the

Yuehti into the Baktrian valleys had been to unite the " how-

man" nations, whom he reckons at twenty-six, in "one family/

'

usual

founder The principal

learn from the Shi Ki
Wu

Tah ias
i « The

best known tribes," says Strabo (XL viii. 2), " are those who
deprived the Greeks of Baktriana,—the Asii or P(V)asiani, To-

khari, and < akarauli, who came from the count rv on the otlier

side of the Jaxartes." Here the Asii or Vasiani are, of course,

the Wusun ; the Taliia the Tokhars ; and the fakarauli tlie

Hukrit,—the Caka(
Chinese name of Hweiki(t),—the Wigurs

of history. These folk fair-

had
unite

Kesh. had
as

Vrrian, they proved themselves the most patriotic of the Indians
;

we can also begin to understand why there should have been

practically no resistance offered to the crossing of the Hindu

Kush by Geathlef, and why he was at once, and seemingly with

the tacit good will of all. permitted to assume the government.

Of plots or intrigues to get rid of their new masters there is not a

single symptom ; the new monarch at once become- a zealous

disciple of Buddhism—a second A?oka in fact ; and Northern

India enters on a new career of peace and prosperity, to which

it had been long a stranger.

41. The accession of the Kushans was, in fact, a deliverance.

North-We>t India had for nearly a century been ground between

the Parthians and Eukratidas ; the
t£ Good-Goer," be he

Geathlef or Vikramaditya. had come as a deliverer and a saviour,

and 57 B.C., apparently the year in which he took possession of

the Panjab and western MSgadha, soon became the era of the

rebirth

grateful country

42. Yet a tradition of war is preserved, but such a war as

emphasiz. the fact of the reigns of the two Kadphises having

been an epoch of peace and recuperation. The hill tribes on

the north-western frontier, then as now a perpetual source of

inroad

Kanishka, to give him his title. Kadphises (or Geathlef, for

it is all one which we call him); had reason to believe that the

then king at Magadha had been secretly urging them on, and
accordingly made war on that state. The king could offer no
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resistance, and appealed to their common Buddhism, an appeal

which from prudential motives Kadphises accepted. The end
was that under the influence of Acvaghosha, the apostle of

Northern Buddhism who introduced the cult of Amida and his

Paradise of the West, a peace was made, and the Mahayana
school became, for a time at least, paramount in the Kushan
kingdom. This school of Acvaghosha was indebted for many
of its peculiar doctrines to the Mazdeism of t he day . t he knowledge
of which came to these regions through the Parthian occupation ;

and it is noteworthy, that this cult of Amida, one day to become
the prominent feature in Chinese and Japanese Buddhism, was~

Asia by the Parthian prince Anslii

Kao, son of king Pacorus, who willingly resigned his sueeession

east

43. A critical study of the coins of this period, in the new
light thrown on contemporary event- by the Chinese historians,

will show them to he in entire accordance with the other recorded
facts above. This must, however, be reserved tor another
chapter.

Part II.

THE pAKAX KINGDOM, AND THE PARTHIAN
DOMINION.

44. From records, which if not contemporary are of very

early date, we can gather that the second Geathlef, whose name

we may modernize as Gnthlaf, was succeeded by a monarch

bearing the unmistakably, even in its Creek form, Getic name

of ( -ondophares, i.e. Gundoberht. The i me is as unmistakable

Getic as that mentioned by Menander of Katulphus. Here we

may quote at some lei ;tli the apocryphal aets of S. Thomas,

which with their evidently undesigned coincidences, though

in no way historical, may be accepted as throwing light on «*

circumstances of the time. I lundoberl racceeding to a settled

kingdom, and having apparently removed his capital from

Parashawar to the more central Takshasila, identified by Cun-

ningham with Shahdheri near Rawalpindi, was desirous, accord-

ing to the legend, to build a worthy palace, and I i
that purpose

to procure from the West the servi- a of an architect. This lie

explained to an Arabian (Sabean) merchant, whom the story

calls Habban. Now it so happened that after the death of our

Lord the aposth met together to decide the field to be tal u

by each in the propagation of the Gospel, and to Thomas w
allotted India and the I st : dthough peace had been mad*1 be-

tween Rome and Parthia. affairs were still o unsettled between

Parthia and her neighbours all round, and affairs in l^" 1 " 1

itself wee
, disturbed that Thonu hesitated. Accordin

the legend, Thomas was by our g iviour -Id into kptinty to
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Habban; more likely it was that while Thomas was Instating
on account of the difficulty <>f the road, the offer of Habban
seemed to him to afford a practical) li opening. At all events
he and Habban embarked for a pla called Sandaruk, Bui
where was Sandaruk ? Much altogether needle— difficulty

has been raised about its identification. The great porl of

Western India at the time was Baragaza (Harooch) on the Bay
of Cambay. and Baragaza was at the period under the govern-
ment of the "Saka* 1 dynasty of Sindh, whose capita] was at
Sagala, which we must from the description in the Peri plus
of the Krythrian s identify with modern Sukkur on the Indus.
Sandaruk was plainly then but the Greek merchants' way of

pronouncing Sindhu-rajya, which in its turn meant simply the
kingdom of Sindh.

45. Here they were received honourably, and the two were
invited to take part in the festivities attending the marriage
of the Rajah's daughter. The two adjoining states of Sindhu
and Kushan were at peace, so that this happened before the
outbreak of the war wherein Salivahan defeated the " Indo-
Skvths " in the great battle of Kahror, which gave rise to the
Sakan Era beginning with 79 A.D. The Rajah afterwards
assisted Thomas on his way to the court of King («ondophares,

so that we have good grounds for concluding that Gundobert
was alive between the years 45 and 60 A.I). We thus obtain a

sequence of three sovereigns extending from B.C. 79 to A.D.
55-60, of whom we know that the first lived to extreme old age,

a case not altogether unexampled.
46. The evidence of coins has, however, been interpreted

as indicating another king with the somewhat questionable

name of Vasu Deva. Wilson in Ariana Anliqua describes a
gold coin on which was the first portion of a similar legend,

Shaonano-shao, as above interpreted. The latter portion was,

however, read by Wilson as BAHAONA, but by Cunningham
as BAZO^HO/which he interpreted as VASVDEVA. Here
the occurrence of a Sanscrit alongside a Getic name need not of

itself excite any surprise, but in this case this does not seem to

be the true explanation. Mr. E. Thomas (in the Journal R. A. S.,

vol. ix, 1, 1876) gives an inscription in the Indo-Pali alphabet

found at Mathura. which he reads :

—

Maharaja Kaneshlca,

Gushatia . Vasu mmvardhaka ; and translates :
—" The Maharaja

Kaneshka, Increaser of the Dominion of the Gushans." The
date given is Samvat 18.

47. The first portion of the inscription has been above
explained, so that the present may be better interpreted a>

Maharaja, King of Kesh, Widener of the Dominion. As in the

former case with Kaneshka (which turns out to be merely a
title and to be a Getic form of Cynisca, King), we may read in

the BAZO^HO of Cunningham, substituting for the doubtful
ff an X, the formula VASU (VA R

I A (A)NA, A where ^ stands for
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coin

traonam Vasu-Vardhana , with the renderin•-

Ksha-
• Shah

Widener
former contracted to mere Shahi, we have the authority of the

)tions quoted by Mr. Thomas. The date given for thisinscri

7 o intended

SEL. 218, we must refer it to B.C. 94, which does not agree with

our calculations founded on the nearly contemporary Chinese

accounts. If, however, we take the Era of Vikramaditya,

B.C. 57, we obtain for the date B.C. 39, which we shall see per-

fectly harmonizes with our other dates, falling within the reign

of Kadphises (Guthlaf) I, who might fairly claim the title of

Vasu-Vardhana. As the inscription comes from Mathura, we

recognize the propriety of add
r one of Kaneshka Koshano.

Cunning-

ham ; Archse.—Rep. III. 38).

INDO-SKYTHIAN L\S< RIPTIONS.

In the Indo-Pali Alphabet.

Kanishka . . Maharaja Kanishka
Kanishka
Huvishka

Huvishka . • Maharaja Devaputra

Maharaja RajAtiraja
Devaputra

V udeva
Maharaja Huvishka
Maharaja Bdjdtirdja D e v \ -

PUTRA

Malidrdja Vasv de va
Maharaja

Raja Vumdeva

a. Shahi

Sam rat 9.

Samvat 28.

Samvai 35.

H u vi shkor

.

Hemanta,&30.

// uvishka,
Grishma, 8. 47

llemanta,^. 4 N

l n(deva) 9

Vawha, 8. 44.

(Jrishma, S. 33.

V a sud eva_

Bernanta, 8. 87.

Varsha, S. 88.

r— -

—

w «*~ ««„„ o^w,v« and crop Op in l«a

lirect consecutive associations ; these are endorsed in
scattered

Aryan adaptation of the ancient Phoenici

th€
A. 5

Bahawalpur

INDO-SKYTHIAN I VSCRIPTIONS.

In the Bactria n-Pali Alphabet.

. . Maharaja Rdjdtirdja Devaputra
Kanishka.
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Samvat 11, on the 28th of the (Greek)

month of Daesius.

Manikyala Tope . . Maharaja Kaneshka* Guhana va&u

samvardhaha.
" Increaser of tlie dominion of the

Gushans " (Kushans). Samvat IS.

Wardak Vase . . Maharaja Rajatiraja Iluveshka. Samvat
51, 15th Artemisius.

48. In these inscriptions, when use is made of the Mace-

donian months we are palpably justified in referring the date

to the Seleucidan Era, B.C. 312 ; and on the other hand, when
the Indian seasons are made use of, we may with equal confidence

refer the date to the Vikramaditya Samvat.

49. The two first of the above under the title Kanishka,

Samvat 8 and 28, will thus correspond with the dates 48 and 32

B.C. and will belong to the reign of Guthlaf I, as also will the

inscription from the Manikyala Tope, Samvat 18, i.e. 89 B.C.

Within the same reign will then fall the legend Maharaja Devapii-

tra Huvishka* with its date of Hemanta. S. 30, i.e. 27 B.C. We
then meet with the legends Maharaja Vasudeva, S. 38, i.e.

B.C. 24 ; Huvishka, S. 35, i.e. B.C. 22 ; Maharaja Rajatiraja

Devaputra Vasu(deva), S. 44, i.e. B.C. 13 ; Maharaja Rajatiraja

Devaputra Huvishka, S. 47, i.e. B.C. GO ; and Maharaja Hu-

vishka, S. 48, i.e. B.C. 9 ;—all within the reign of Guthlaf II.

50. Finally we have the legends Maharaja Rajatiraja

Shahi Vasudeva, S. 87, i.e. A.D. 29 ; and Raja Vasudeva,

S. 98 i.e., A.D. 60, both of which may be referred to the reign of

Gundobert.
51. Turning to the dated inscriptions with Greek months,

we find :—Maharaja Rajatiraja Devaputra Kanishka, dated

Samvat 11, i.e. SEL. 311, which would correspond with the

year Wardak
raja Rajatiraja Huveshka, dated Samvat 51, SEL. 351,

corresponding with A.D. 40 :—the first of these apparently

wi
Gundobert, the inscriptions thus closely agreeing with the

legends on the coins.

52. The Kushan dominion, though undoubtedly the most

important of the states founded at this period in north-western

India, was not the only one. Unlike most other Vsiatic monar-

chies it had a long life, and amid various vicissitudes continued

to exist till about the year 560 A.D., about which period it was

finally extinguished by a combination of Moghur, the great

Ilkhan of the Tughal Turks, with his brother-in-law Anushiru an,

the powerful Sassanide Shah of Persia. The present brochure

is, however, only concerned with the foundation of the state,

and its political relations at the commencement of the present

era. We must, therefore, return to our historical narrative.

/
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53. About the beginning of the third century B.C. the

contentions of the " Successors "in Western Asia had deprived

the eastern portions of Alexander's empire of all guidance from

head- quarters, and naturally left to themselves, a powerful

centrifugal tendency was engendered. India was the first to

assert its independence, but the others shortly followed, and

about 256 B.C. we find Parthia and Baktria disowning their

allegiance. Both these populations were largely Getic ;
Parthia,

indeed, in a great measure belongin i the
'

' Hoch '

' or Germanic
« i ni„4-4-

type, while Baktria was essentially of the lower or "Piatt

type, and so not distantly connected with the Gothic peoples,

who afterwards had to be reckoned with in Europe. The re-

volting Governor, indeed, bore the Grecised name of Diodotus,

but Diodotus alongside Eellenised Gothic forms as Theodorus.

Theodosius, etc.. points unmistakably to the Getic Tiu(d)-

isca ; and the Chinese historians distinctly describe these people

in Baktria as being of a blond type, with fair hair, abundance

of beard, and blue eyes. There is not on the other hand a par-

ticle of evidence to connect them racially with their implacable

foes the Hiung Nu Turks, nor are any of the surviving inscrip-

tions capable of explanation from any Turk] dialect, while the

personal names all exhibit a decidedly Getic complexion. The

scanty accounts we have of this Greco- Baktrian line point to its

supersession about 215 B.C. by one Euthydemus, who apparently

had some claim to (week, if not Macedonian nat Wmality ;
and it is

curious to find him when upbraided with having fallen off from

his allegiance, pleading that it was not against his Syrian liege

that he had rebelled, but against Diodotus, the real offender.

he having really brought back the kingdom under Greek rule.

He did more, for, as Strabo (XI. xi. 1) informs us, he and his son

Demetrius conquered more nations than Alexander, and the*

-nquests were achieved '" partly by Mcnander. and partly bj

Demetrius, son of Euthydemus " ; they got hold of, in fact not

only Pattalene (Patala in Sindh) bnt of the kingdoms of Saraostis

and Sigerdis (apparently Sagara and Kach) which constitute

the remainder of the coast. Th important fact here

that Demetrius succeeded in carrying his conquests to Gujerat

and the Gulf of Cambay.
54. Now the Periplus of the Erythrian Sea describin

Minnagar entitles it the metropolis of the districts about tlie

river Sinthus (Indus), and adds apparently that at the tune-

about the 2nd century, it had removed itself "from under

the rule of Parthia. The sentence is obscure, but would seem

to imply that Sindh, as Kophene, had been under Parthian rule,

but that recently it had declared its independence. Miimagara

according to Cunningham, was on the Indus in about Iatrtj*

^
24-50, but was seemingly only the commercial capital. K tin

Demetrius w the sovereign who carried his conquests into tni>

region, his victory can only have b* at the expense of Parthia.
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and this seems to throw light on what has hitherto been one of

the most obscure [joints of history. Eukratidas, as we have seen,

fol. 12, had been successful against Demetrius in the Panjab,
and had occupied the land in force ; we have no further record

of what occurred to Demetrius, unless, indeed, the Plato, a ooin

of whose is represented by Mr. Thomas (R.A.S. IX, n. s., 5)

liould have been his son. He must in all probability have b» n

driven south, and not impossibly was the founder of the [ i

line of kings. If so, the still mysterious
'

' Greek
'

' king Menander
would have been one of his successors. The coin referred to is

in this connection more especially interesting; it is distinctly

Greek in conception and execution, and of a far higher type of

art than those of the other monarchs. According to Mr. Thomas,
quoting Herodotus, the ornamentation of the helmet on the coin

is Chabylian, and it is difficult to account for this unless it were
that Euthydemus, though born at Magnesia, should have been

of Chabylian ancestry, a by no means impossible, or even un-

likely, contingency. Demetrius had been betroth I to the

daughter of Antiochus, and Plato may have been her son, and
so brought up in accordance with Grecian culture ; and the die

was doubtlt 3 obtained direct from Greece. On his accession

Eukratidas probably made a sudden attack before Plato had

had time to collect his forces. It is consonant with such a view

that Eukratidas would have utilized the newly-made die, prob-

ably before any coins had been regularly issued. As we have

een, Eukratidas was himself dispossessed of these regions

very shortly after by the Parthian attack, which would have

forced the Greek kings further south. Menander is always

represented in tradition as a Yonaka.
55. We can thus begin to comprehend the part taken by

these paka kings : When after crossing the Hindu Rush Kin

Guthlaf, with his Yuehti. fell on the Parthian rulers of Ko-

phene and Gandhara, and so became the Saviour of Northern

India. Menander, advancing from the south, attacked the

Parthian satraps in Sindh. Like Guthlaf. he too became the

.lust, &ucato?, Dharmika, the Soter. If Demetrius had advanced

to the Jumna and had annexed the entire of the Panjab, and a

;ood part of Northern India, to the lot of Menander fell

Sindhu, Malava. Ujain, and Mathura, so that Strabo was per-

fectly justified in his statement that both had conquered more of

India than Alexander himself. The dynasty did not long, in

externals at least, preserve its Greek character, and we find

the most celebrated of the line adopting an Indian name,

pali-Vahana, followed by a king calling himself Jimuta-Vahana.

Returning, however, to coins there seems some possibility

that we must refer a coin illustrated by Mr. Thomas (1. c.)

and bearing the Greek legend *Upaov with this same
king ; 'H here would be the natural representative of the

Sanscrit 9> an(l ^he Sanscrit L would, apparently to make

t
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some sense of the compound, have been substituted for Greek

P. At first the state scenic from the story of S. Thomas
to have worked in concert with the Kushans ; but interests

soon began to differ, and we iind King [ ALI-VAHAXA as

bitterly hostile to the Kushan Vikramaditya as was the latter

to the Parthian intruders ; and like them lie too instituted an

Era, to which he gave the name of the t Vika to celebrate a victory

over that line of kings, but apparently beginning with his own
birth. The Chinese records, which have pi ved so useful in

restoring the history of the Kushans. here* fail us. and we have

only the coins, or imperfect tradition to guide us. One noti

from the Periplus of the Erythrian Sea is. hov vet, of importance.

The author mentions that old coins bearing Greek inscriptions

of Apollodorus and Menander were till to be met with. Thei

is some reason to believe thai Apollodorus was but an alternative

name of the soverei n elsewhere called HeliokK and the original

name of both was some form of G ibaleizi o] Gabaliska. Men-
ander, according to all tradition, it may be remembered, had

his capital at Sagala, and Sagal, the capital of the Raja Milinda
is best identified with the Si d of feidor of Kharax, which the

latter states was ivra fiatriKua XdKw, in Sindh. It must

then be identified with the modern Sukkur on the Indus, wbicl

Isidore describes as not far from Alexandropoli i bher than
with Sanggala near the Ravi.

56. Regarding the earlier wanderings of this branch of tl

so-called sixs, we seem to obtain some information in a much
misquoted passage in the T'sien-Han Shu (Chap. xcvi. ii). h
JRAS, 1907, Dr. Francke ex]>o- j some of the blunders of th<

early " sinologues "; referrij: to such utterly untrustworthj
writers as De Guignes, and Rernu it, not t< jpeak of the much
letter informed Klaproth. He, however, falls into a similar,

though smaller, error of translating Hientu (India, or perhaps

Sindhu) by Kipien (Kophene). De Guign< Dr. Francto
points out, had here no excuse except his own innate uutrust

worthiness for the blunder, the oorrect pronunciation bein-

pointed out in the gloss attached to the text. The people herr

referred to are called by the Chine 8 author *f£, which the

gloss instructs us was pronounced Sal: The connections of

the word would rather indicate that there was a missing liquid,

J or r. From other indications I would restore the word a

Sulak, or Surak, the name by which the country is called m
the Bundahish. As in former cases it will be better to translat

the notice in full. .

57. 'The king (kwen-rh, U. honingc) of Wusun had his

head-quarters at Ch'ikkuk (apparently bul another form ot

ranshteration for Surak). It vras distant from «gan, the

p^l Capital, 8,900 li. There were 20,000 households,
«*w,UU0 dwellers. They could turn out lss,800 troops, uru Iff
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two command'Ts-rn chief of the right and left wii s respecti\ ly.

three command* s, each with an aide-de-camp, and two ft tor*

general. Besides there wen— of 1/ rs one: of Suj *o/>

of the Household two, and one prince of the blood in charge
of the Royal guard. From the capital i un j to Tangul was
1721 / and we to I\a. -ku (Yarkand) ii ride the I n countn .

was 5,000 li.

58. Tiie country though generally level was ragged ; much
lain fell, it was cold, and the hills were covered with pines nd

elms. The inhabitant did not sow seed, nor plant trees, but

engaged in pastoral pursuits, changing their quarters according

to the condition of the pastures. They were very similar in then
habits to the Hiung Nu. and had many horse rich men owning
as many as five thousand. The people are hard, coarse, cruel,

covetous, and devoid of good faith : they are addicted to plundei

and robbery, and neighbouring countries have had to interfere

to punish them ; even so they are restless of control, and do not

willingly submit toauthoritv. On the east they march with the

Hiung Nu, on the N. W. with K'angku, on the w< I with Ta
Yun (Yarkand), on the rath with the Dependencies, with whom
as well as with the Sak country they are on friendly terms.

59. When the Yuehti moved west, they attacked and
defeated the Sak kingdom : whereupon the king moved south

and entered Hientu (North India), while the Great Yueht

occupied their lands. Subsequently the Kwenmo of the Wusun
attacked and defeated the Gn t Yuehti. whereupon these rot ii I

to the west and tendered their submission to th< Fokhaa

the Wusun king occupying their lands, and exercising a con-

trolling influence. When Chang Iv'ien came to these r< ions

he learnt that the Wusuns originally lived alongside the Great

Yuehti in the neighbourhood of Tunhwang, but now that the

former have grown rich and powerful, they have occupied all

these eastern territor

60. From the above description, we can begin to under-

stand another of these ethnic movements referred to by the

Greek historians. As suggested on folio 11, the real destroyer

a

practi

was

really Godred. Surak was the country about the ancient

Sura?, the Araxes of Herodotus, by the 1 er Gn \ corrupted

to Jaxartes ; and the name still survives in the modern local name
of the Syr. The wider name of these d trictfl was by the Greeks

rendered as Sogdiana, transformed from the Iranian [ ughdha ;

but pughdha w -imply the land of the Cakai, which modems
ignorant of the fact that ancient Greek had only the guttural

1 Fan here can scarcely mean
representative of Fer in Ferghana.
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sibilant represented by Sanscrit ^r, falsely render by Sakae.

As Winckler was the first to point out, Getae, ^'akae, Skythae,

Sakae, and the Assyrian Skuzai, are all merely renderings of

the one word An&
61. The movement, then, that led Eukratidas to attack

own
mixed up in it were Yuehti, Wusun>. Tokhars, and the people

belonged

J

as
9 *^H

sentations of Euthydemus to Antiochus the Great, in a state

of effervescence. Behind them were the Turkish tribes of tin*

Hiung Xu, whose great leader Maotun had only lately deceased.

Engaged in mortal conflict with these was the able Chinese

Emperor, Wu of the Hans, who was training the resources of

his powerful empire in the struggle tor mastery : and who had

already opened up close intercourse with Parthis, then in her

nascent stage of power. In front gain were these same Parthian-.

under the most energetic of their rulers, the two Mithradates,

so that the whole of contemporary Asia really formed a vast

military camp.
62. Eukratidas and his Saks had no sooner, as they

imagined, settled down in peace in Northern India, than they

were attacked by Mithridates
:
who. taking advantage of the

general confusion follow in the break-up of th empire of the

Mauryas, and the irruption of the Sal advanced into Northern

tndia, and succeeded in annexing not only the greater part of

the Maurya empire, but carried his arn into Sindh. India

was at once too great, and too distant, to be governed from

Parthia direct , and in true Oriental t ihion the Parthian monarch

had recourse to Satraps. As long as Mithridal EL kept Ins

attention fixed on his e tern possessions afl 3 doubtless went

long fairly well. As soon, howei r. as his ambition turned

towards the w< I, and lie entered into competition ™*
Home for the suzerainty of Armenia, little by little Parthia

interest in her distant Oriental possessions commenced to

dwindle ; and the usual result, as had happened in like case with

Syria, followed. The satraps, left without control, assumed

regal authority, i ued their own coinage, and governed

practically as if the land belonged to themselves individually.

Such are the indications presented to our notice in the money

of these satraps, Moas or Moga- Vonones, Azas, Spalarisa*

Abdegases, etc.

63. Parthian government at no tune took account of the

desires or sympathies of subject nation and Parthian rule i

the Orient was no exception to the g >neral rale : but the country

had become too disori tnized to be able of itself to shake °

trrtfcfl • nrhttn flu-rofnm Kir%a ( inf hlnf with Mfl h111 "

hated

ed
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everywhere received as saviours, and Guthlaf and his two able

successors were able to found the powerful Empire of the Kushans,

known to history as the with the ap-

proval of the subject races. In memory of the annexation

of the Pan jab, rulers and people established B.C. 57 the Yikrama-

ditya Era, which in grateful remembrance of their deliver}

from Parthian oppression still survives amongst the people ol

the Panjab.
64. Buddhism, which the example of King .Voka had

endeared to tlie people of Northern India, was the prevalent

religion of the land, and Guthlaf and his two immediate licensors

frankly accepted the fact, and became munificent supporters

of the Order, which throughout their dominions they richly

endowed. The Buddhism of Kadphises (Guthlaf) was, however,

a very different thing from that formerly preached by Gautama,
as

history of the age. Though Gautama (Cakyamuni) was himself

of northern type, his surroundings had been so distinctly Indian

that his teachings came to verge on an absolute nihilism. For

him there was no soul to be saved, and existence itself was the

greatest of evils. The highest aim of humanity was actual and

absolute extinction, and towards this end must be repressed,

even in this life, the sense of separate existence, the delusion of

self, and the lust of life.

65. At the very antipodes of this nihilistic creed was the

new doctrine preached by the apostles of the Mahayana
:
Nagar-

juna, Arvadeva. and. last but not least
,
Acvaghosha :

and there

is no reason to doubt that at the bottom of the change was the

intellectual movement brought about by the presence of the

northern invaders. Gautama, himself descended from Getic

ancestors, and ever, as the history of his own struggles shows,

instilled with a self-dependence entirely foreign to his Indian

issociations, was in the end after his breach with the ascetic

school, insensibly driven to adopt the " Middle Course" which

brought down on him the reproaches of his former fellow

disciples. His future life was a distinct compromise ;
theoreti-

cally a nihilist, his whole existence was a glorification of the

principle of action. Karma, the central doctrine of his

philosophy, influenced scarcely at all his religious practice,

which was that of a strenuous activity ;
wherein the nature

of the individual, and not the acquired merit of countless

as

prevailin

66. himself

never perceived the contradiction, but by degrees the fact forced

itself on the notice of the disciples. Even with the Buddhism

of A< oka, the rebellion against the soul-deadening doctrine of

Karma, and the necessity for each individual who desires the

rest of Nirvana to work out his own salvation, is apparent ; under
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the new school the central doctrine has become that of Redemp-
tion :

Sumeru is the most exalted of mountains.

The Ocean is chief amongst the streams
;

Amongst devas and men,
Xone is like to Buddha.
Able for the sake of all living

To undergo all suffering,

So that he might obtain redemption,
Vnd finally none should perish.

translated

belonged to the Brahman caste, and had become the terror

of the Buddhists, none of whom ventui 1 to meet him in argu-

ment. Beyond this there is no reason to believe that he was

an Indian at all. His name, it is true, is Sanscrit, but this, we
have seen, was the practice of the day. At all events t he Chinese

in accordance with the custom of the day render it into < 'hiuese as

Ma-Ming (Horse-Song), and this would be the natural translation

of the Getic Md'rkalla. which would Is., answer for Acvaghosha.
He was, we know, a resident in the kingdom of Mai Iha at the

time when it was under Parthian rule, and hence was in a position

to study the tenets of Mazdeism. The le was m ked by at-

tempts to reconcile the great religions, and Judaism, Buddhism
and ftfazdeism more i pecially lent themselves to such compara-
tive study. Almost in the words of the Buddha-charita we find

Jolin the Baptist thus pointin out Our Lord :

—*' Behold the

Lamb of God, that taketh on him If the sins of the World !

"

In all three religions the idea <>f Redemption was paramount
and in availing himself of his opportunities foi studying the

tenets of Zoroaster, he was hut followin in the footsteps <>f the

most pious teachers of the day

.

67. It need exeii no surprise, then, i«» find that the new
Buddhism of A vaghosha is in the main founded on Maedea
tradition. The Buddha Amitabha (Measured Light) is but
variant of the Story of Yima Khsha.ta (Yima. the Resplen-

dent, the first of mortals to pa the portals of death) and the

bilation of__ „*. vuu nrai, wiii.ii raiuer man rue emiuim«««w -

Xirvana, is to be the reward of him that overcometh, is to he
fminrl in +V»t> Kl^nr.^^1 \

:

ir *• i • « ii.. <» 'IVoa Hi

Life, which is in the Paradise of < >d.''

'

'free of

68. as
is the true history of the foundation of the Gre Kushan Empire,

which must be reckoned amongst the mosl important of the

age, whether we regard it from a moral or physical standpoint
fcrom the former its influence i .till powerful in Eastern Asia,

where the teachings of Acvaghosha are paramount in the re-

cent revival of a purer Buddhism. Its historic influence, in that

the Kushansof ancient Gaadhara were the forerunners of the
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Gothic peopl who replaced by a higher civilization the cult of

he R man Empire, has been not 1< 9 marked. Wilson in his

Ariana Antiqua hesitatingly ventured to cla the Sal of Sindfa

with the English-speakitiL! peoples of to-day. What seemed a

mere guess, unsupported by any substantial foundation of truth,

has tun d out to ho one of the most important generalisations

of ethnography
69. The Greek culture imported into these n ions by tin

eastern conqn its of Alexander had a most profound effect, on

the Getio people more espi d!\\ Forthe first time these popula-

tions found themselves in contact with a civilisation which

they wore not slow to recognize i Buperior to their own
;
yet th<

difference was only external, and. as they soon discovered ,
by no

means mental. Mentally indeed they were at no loss when

pitted against their rivals. Both belonged to the great Blond

race, which for good or evil has in historical times dominated the

world : although it is true that they belonged to different families,

the Hellenes being closely allied with the golden-haired branch

to which the term Aryan is alone correctly applied, while the

Getae and their allies fall into the flaxen-haired branch, mytho-

losicallv classed as descendants of Tui a. of which the " Turanian

FranLoasvan was the type. Much of the confusion which ha

arisen with regard to' the « rh . often called "prehistoric

history of these lands has arisen from the modern crroi >>f con

founding these true Turanian with what are more correct})

descrihed as the Arimaspian stock. -the swarthy dwellers in

the north, to which belonged Oghuz, and the people. I ethno-

graphers erroneously cl ed as Mongol and Turk-, both

politi d and linguistic, rather than ethnic denominations.

70. Intellectually the two i stood on an equality; if

the northern were the more given to pract ical science, thesouthei n

were at once more addicted to metaphysical discussion, and mon

artistic. As in the very similar case of their near kindred, who

afterwards made their 'home in England, the Cal and Yuehti

who overran the northern provinc s of India, of their own accord

quickly conformed to the religion and culture of the high

standard ; and before a generation had ps -ed found themselves

ock of Creek civilization which

Intellectually the\ had little to
assim

was
learn, and from the beginning took their place alongside then

teachers : even if in the arts they w.-re content to sit at their feet

This is the true explanation of the progfess in the Last of Greek

art and Greek culture, which in the course of the next few genera-

Xorthern
astern

to far-distant China.
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54« Oaths and Ordeals of the Geharas (Kanjars) of the

Delhi District.

By W. KlEKPATRICK.

In a paper on the Folk-song and Folk-lore ' of these people.

Maharani Daya, the Great Queen Mother, is mentioned as

their supreme deity, her male counterpart being Khetrpal.

Khetrpal, whose special sanctuary is said to be " near Calcutta,"

is invoked when an oath is made to someone outside the

tribe, when in fact it is premeditated that the asservation shall

not be binding. Within the tribe Khetrpal is sometimes con-

fused with Mana? the man god, the deified ancestor, and in

an obscure sense Mana is an incarnation of Khetrpal. The

legend as to how Mana lost his top-knot, or choti, and thus

forever deprived his descendants of their high estate in

Hinduism, will account for KhetrpaVs name being put to the

inglorious use of franking counterfeit oaths.

" Maharani !" is, on the other hand, the most binding

oath known to the Geharas, and I believe to all Kanjars.

Curiously it is also used colloquially as the strongest possible

oath in the sense of a " swear word." In a quarrel, the worst

abuse or the greatest curse one Gehara will hurl at another

is
" Maharani l" used in a sneering tone indicative of great

disgust. Maharani Daya\ is the full title of the goddess,

Oh! Mother Great Queen," and besides Maharani the ex-

pression Daya by itself is used to indicate extreme annoyance.

Maharani and Daya are both used in very much the same

way as the name of the Deity is resorted to in English

blasphemy.
The Kanjar will also swear by his gaidald, or spear. I he

gaiddld, or spud, Mr. Crooke 8 describes as the "national im-

plement of the Sansiyas." It is used by Kanjars and allied

tribes for digging out vermin—spearing netted pig and hyaena

and other large game—spearing turtles, and as an aid to the

shorter spear called a Khdnti. I have seen Kanjars use the

khanti with wonderful accuracy and effect on jackals, and

once on a running hog-deer. The gaiddld is also the principal

implement in a curious form of inter-tribal trial by ordeal, to

which men or women of the tribe suspected of infidelity are

subjected. A small mound of earth is raised, from which a

1 Folk-song and Folk-lore of the Gehara Kanjars, soe J.A.S.B.,

vol. vii, no. 7, p. 437
2 Ibid.
S Crooke's Tribes and Castes, vol. iv, p. 28 1

6 (
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? ?

distance of seven paces is measured out by the accuser, or in

the case of the man being under trial his supposed victim

marks out the seven paces from the mound. At this distance the

accused stands while his hands are bandaged with fcachd sooth

(hand-spun raw cotton yarn). The (/aithild is then made red

hot and placed on his hands ; if he can reach the mound without

his hands being burnt ha establishes his innocence ! It is

pleasant to know that when a lady is suspected, she is given

a sporting chance by having her hands protected by a layer

of seven leaves of the pipal tree. This trial by ordeal is

accepted as an absolutely conclusive and certain test. Mr.

Crooke ' gives an account of practically the same ordeal in

vogue with the Samiyas, and Major Gunthorpe 2 mentions a

similar trial practised by the Kolhattis of the Deccan.
In ''Castes and tribes," in his article on Kanjnrs,

Mr. Crooke says : " Their chief oaths are to stand in a river up
to the neck; the man who stays longest in water is believed.

I can amplify this version by personal observation. This is

a form of Trial by ordeal used in all the Geheras' domestic

and communal disputes and affairs, (hiding only moral

questions for which the red-hot gaiddld ordeal already explained

is specially reserved. In all money disputes, differences of

opinion on questions of *hikar etiquette such as the dividing

up of game netted and killed, and in the sharing of the spoil

and loot of theft and dacoity, this water test is supreme.

The Tribal Panchayet, or council presided over by the Chowdri
or head man, select the piece of water in which the trial is

to take place; though not essential, running water is usually

chosen. All work is abandoned for the day by the principals

and their supporters and families, who repair en bloc to the

particular locality which has been selected by the Pa*ckayet<

Here the Panch sit and a delightfully free and easy discussion

ensues, lasting probably all daw with interval! for refreshment

of sweets (batashds), jackal flesh, if available, and counter;

spirit {daroo), all this being paid for by the contestants- For

some unexplained reason a Nai (Barber) and Brahman are

retained in attendance—they are not, however, called upon to

interfere or take part in any stage of the ceremony, b one

eaae which I observed, the dispute was that I Gehara named
Kallu had taken a certain travelling sahib (Globe-trotter) out

to shoot panther, and in Kallu'a entourage of coolies and

beaters, etc.

While
haras), was

thing to the sahib in English, which he (Kallu) did not under-

stand. Kallu held that etiquette required that anything

* Crooke s Tribes and Castes, vol. iv, p. 281.
Motes on Criminal Tribes, Major ( iunthorpe, p. 49.

6 Tribes and Caste*, vo\ iii, p. 148,
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Sowdagir had to say to the sahib should have been addressed

through Kallu, and not direct. Kallu's grievance was that

the next time this particular sahib went out shooting he took

Sowdagir with him as bead shikari. Kallu wanted reparation

for what he described as Sowdagir*a uncommunal conduct

The Punch decided that the matter was one for appeal to

Trial by ordeal and that each side was to deposit Els, 5, which

would be divided among the Pouch, to be utilized in providing

wine and refreshments. If Sowdagir lost lie would have to

compensate Kallu to the extent of Rs. 20, while if Kallu lost

he would only forfeit the Rs. 5, stake money. I have given

this particular ease in full to show the utilitarian purposes to

which Trial by ordeal is now applied.

The actual trial is as follows :—The two contestants, each

with a long gaiddld or bamboo shaft with rough iron spear-

head in his hand, walks into the water up to just within his

depth, and, for reasons which will appear obvious later on.

they are made to stand not less than seven hands apart. At
a given signal, both parties duck their heads under water,

while another man, honest and true, appointed by the Panel

starts running at a fair pace for a spot seventy paces distant.

The test is to see who can keep under water longest ; if the

accused remains submerged while the 140 paces there and back

are accomplished, and the accuser has not been able to hold his

breath as long, the accused is acquitted. If there is a draw,

which, seeing that those people are most of them expert divers

and swimmers, is often the case, the two have again to duck

and the one who can keep below water longest is adjudged

the winner. The two spear-heads which remain sticking «p
are taken as an indication that both parties are playing fair

and are not swimming about or punching or kicking each

other under water.

After the test is over there is a liberal indulgence in

sweetmeats (laddu) and wine, and if there has been good hunt-

ing, jackal and porcupine are partaken of. The Nat and

Brahman are given batd&hds.

Ibbetson in his "Punjab Ethnography, Census 1887," in

classifying the gypsy tribes, says :
" The gypsy and apparently

all the" vagrant tribes are governed by tribal councils and

often appeal to ordeal"; and adds that this trial of holding

the breath under water is " a common form of ordeal."

In the event of a theft having taken place within the

tribal encampment or settlement, and if the culprit is not

forthcoming, all the suspects, which may mean the whole

of the men of the tribe, are given the opportunity of puttii

back what they have taken in the following manner. A large

fire is kindled in the middle of the nearest jungle or behind a

bit of scrub or behind a mound or in a nullah, and when the

tire is reduced to ashes each of the suspects is allowed to

J5
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proceed alone to the heap of ashes, the idea being to give

the culprit an opportunity of returning the stolen property

unseen. Each man as he comes back to where the Panch is

seated holds up his hands to show that they are covered with

ashes. It is explained that when this ordeal is gone through

the property is invariably returned, and also that the guilty

party is generally recognized as the ashes will not stick to his

skin ; in some mysterious way the Panch can see this, though

the culprit himself cannot. Any member of the tribe who
refuses to submit to this form of trial, has to accept a trial

by Water Ordeal, and the Panch are careful to see the

necessary fees more than cover the value of the article found

missing.

When making a solemn oath or undertaking or propitiat-

ing or worshipping Maharani, by way of thanksgiving, the

following ceremony is gone through The men of the tribe,

the women take no part, all repair to the jungle or plain, an

open space is marked out and cleaned and pasted (lipna) with

cow-dung, a village pig is sacrificed and cooked. The meat
from the head of the pig and the entire ears are then put into

a brand-new ghard which has its neck roughly broken off. To
this is added wheat-meal cakes {chapati) and wine {daroo),

(country spirit), and when recooked rice is added. A small

oil lamp (chirdg) is then lighted and one or two songs sung
and nowadays, under Hindu influence, a Brahman of sorts

offers the whole of the contents of the ghard to Maharani, the

Geharas themselves the while accompanying the sacrificial offer-

ing with tribal songs. Everything which has been offered

to Maharani is finally divided up and eaten on the spot by
all present. The breaking of the neck of the ghard before use

is interesting. I have often seen ghard 8 containing a cotton

lamp wick, food, etc., with the necks broken off in the same
manner and left lying near the fresh graves of low-caste

Hindus and others.

a * -



55* The Belkhara Inscription and the Machlishahr

Grant of Haris-Candra.

By Raehal Das Banerji, M.A., Indian Museum, Calcutta.

Fifteen miles to the south of the railway station of

Uiraura Road on the East Indian Railway, and about two
miles from the small town of Ahraura, in the Mirzapur District

of the United Provinces, a small pillar of stone was lying on
the ground even so late as 1906. There are two small inscrip-

tions on the shaft of the pillar and a small image of Gane t in

relief at the bottom of the shaft. These were brought to public

notice by the late Sir Alexander Cunningham, then Director-

General of Archaeology in India. 1 Very little notice was taken

of them until lately, i.e. till the discovery of the Machlishahr

grant of Haris-candra-deva of Kanauj. When I was examining

the collection of copper-plate in the Lucknow Provincial Mu-

seum . in 1908, with a view to catalogue them , I was struck by th<

date of this inscription and the connecting link supplied by the

more important one of the inscriptions on the Belkhara pillar.

On my return journey from Lucknow, I paid a visit to Belkhara

and found the pillar lying on the ground. During the workin

season of 1910-191 1 , I had the opportunity of examining the

iptions on the Belkhara pillar once more. It may be men-

tioned in this connection that one of the inscriptions on thif

pillar has very nearly disappeared, and at the same time it is of

very little importance as it does not seem to contain any date i r

name worth mentioning. The characters belongtothe thirteenth

or fourteenth century type of the Eastern variety of the North-

alphabet. On my second visit to the place I found that

the pillar has been set up on a short masonry pedestal, evidently

at the suggestion of Dr. J. Ph. Vogel of the Archaeological Survey,

who was the first to mention the connection between the pillar

inscription and the Machlishahr grant.
2 I learnt from the local

people that the pillar has been set up on the pedestal by the

order of the District .Magistrate. I had a mind to edit the

inscription on the pillar at that time, but I was dissuaded

from doing so on learning that Pandit Hirananda Sastii, of

the Archaeological Survey, Northern Circle, was editing the

Machlishahr <_rrant as I thought that incidentally he might edit

the Belkhara inscription also. Pandit Hirananda' s article on

insc

ern

1 Arch. Survey Rep., vol. xii, p. 128, pi. xxxviii.

2 *« Annual Report of the Superintendent, Archaeological Surve\
,

Northern Circle," 1900-7, p. 39 note.
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the Machlishahr grant of Haris-candra-deva has now been

published; and I find that the Belkhara inscription has not

been mentioned. 1 I have accordingly felt free to discuss some

points of the Machlishahr grant and to edit the Belkhara pillar

inscription. I believe that the joint discussion of these two

inscriptions will tend to throw further light on the history of

Northern India during the troubled period, immediately before

and after the final conquest by the Muhammadans.

Before the discovery of the Machlishahr grant, it was

generally believed that the Gahadavala dynasty of Kanyakubja

came to an end with the death of Jaya-candra-deva in H. 59

or 1194 A.D. The long series of copper- plate grants ended

abruptly during the time of Jaya-candra, and the sequel was

supplied by the contemporary Muhammadan historians and

their long line of followers. As no inscriptions of Jaya-

candra 's successors had been discovered at that time and no

contradictory statements were to be found in the accounts of

the conquest of the Gahadavala empire given by the con-

temporary Muhammadan historians, it must be admitted that

the previous opinion about the end of the Gahadavalas was

fairly correct. The account of the war of Muhammad Shiha-

buddln of Ghur with Rai Jaichand or Maharaja Jaya-candra

of Kanyakubja or fvanauj is to be found in the majority of

Muhammadan histories dealing with the period, but only three

of them can claim to have the place of honour as con-

temporary accounts. They are

(1) The 7aj-uLMa'as>r,

(2) The Kamil-vl-tawnrikh
,

and (3) the Tabaqdt-i-Na&iri.

I need not recapitulate Elliot's notes about the dal 3
of

these three books and their authors.* It is quit- sufficient t

lote that all of them are contempor * of the events they

describe, and all other accounts of the Muhammadan conquest

are either copies or abridgments of their accounts. The

principal authority on the conquest of the kingdom of Kanauj

is the " Taj-ul-Ma'asir." The " Kamil-ut-tawmikh
M follows it

very closely and adds only one unimportant detail about the

death of Jaya-candra. The account given by Maulana Minhaj-

us-Siraj, of the account of the war with Jaichand, is very meagre

compared with his account of the conquest of Bengal and

Bihar. This is to be regretted as we know that the author

was more conversant with the affairs of the more Northern

provinces than with those of Bengal and Bihar, though he

visited Bengal and stayed there for some time.

1 Epi. Ind., vol. x , p. 93. . •:

* "The History of India," by Sir H. Elliot, London, 1867, vol. »>

pp. 204-2 .V>.
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In the main, the account given in the • Taj-ul-Ma'asir " has
l)een followed by the later Muhammadan historians. Qutb-ud-
din Aihak proceeded against Rai Jai-oh&nd, the very next year

Sultan Shihab-ud-dln. The invading army numbered about
fifty thousand horse. Qutb-ud-din w placed by the Sultan

in charge of the vanguard. The invading arm met the troop

of Kanauj in a place named Ohandawar n Ktfuva. Thi
very place is mentioned later on in the " Tarikh-i-^hershahl M

'

as a sandy plain. In the 1 lit Rai Jai-chAnd was slain while

directing the movements of his troops from the back of an

elephant, and the fight practically ended with the death of Hi-

king. The rest of the facts are not important. The defeat of

the Kanauj army was followed by the Back of the important
fort of Asni, in which the royal treasure was kept. The vic-

torious army marched on to the sacred city of Benares, which
was captured and sacked. 2 The destruction of the famous
Viharas and monasteries of Sarnath was probably completed
at this time. The work was begun most probably by Sultan

Mahmud of Ghaznl. The fort of Asni was an ancient strong-

hold of the kingdom of Kanauj. It was a place of some im-

portance even in the time of the Pratlhara-Gurjara empire.

One of the pillars in the ancient fort still beat a long inscrip-

tion of Mahlpala.8 No mention is made in the account of the

Muhammadan historians of the fate of the Royal family or the

sons of the deceased king. After the fall of Prthvn ja, the

king of Delhi, repeated resistance was offered by his relatives

at Delhi and Ajmer to the Muhammadan invader 4 and these

facts have been mentioned in the Taj-ul-ma'asir itself. But m
the case of the kingdom of Kanauj, all reference to t iie previ-

ous rulers cease with the death of King Jaya-candra, and the

last mention is to be found in the Ivamil-ut-tav rikh, which

states that after the battle of Chandawar, J ai-chand's bod\

could not be found, and was discovered under a heap of dead

bodies. The king was recognized by his false teeth, which wen
set in a frame of gold. 5 No further mention is to be found in

Persian historical literature., and it was quietly assumed b\

modern historians that the Gahadavala dynasty came to an

end with Jaya-candra in a.d. 1194. But two prominent facts

remained unsettled. Jaya-candra had a son named ETaris-

candra, who was born in the Vikrama year 1232, on the 8th

day of Bhadra, which corresponds to the 10th August, a.d.

1 Ibid., vol. iv.

2 Ibi /., vol. ii, p. 251.
c

Se.> hid. Ant., vol. xvi. The name was read by Dr. Fleet as
Mahisapala, p. 174. The inscription is at present in the I ownhnll at

Fathpur.
Elliot's »« Hxstorv of India," vol. ii, p. 219.

5 Ibid., p. 251.
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1175. On the occasion of the jatakarman or the ceremony of

cutting the navel string of the newborn babe, the king Jaya-

candra granted the village of Vadesara in the Kangali pattella

to the priest of the family, Prahoraja-sarman. 1 Exactly

twenty-one days after the birth of the prince he was given a

name, and on that occasion {nama-karana) the king granted the

villages of Sarauda and Amayi, in the Manara pallala, to a

Brahmana named Mahdpatidita Hrslkesa-sarman.* These two

villages were given away on Sunday the 13th lunar day of the

bright half of the month of Bhadrapada of the Vikrama year

1232, which corresponds to, according to Dr. Kielhom's cal-

culations, the 31st of August, a.d. 1175 Nothing is known

of this prince Haris-candra after his birth. Another fact which

calls for our attention , is that the Rathor princes of Jodhpur

claim to have been descended from king Jaya-canrlra of Kanau],

but the name of the son of king Jaya-candra, from whom the

princes of Marwar claim to be descended, is variously named

by Tod and Dr. Hall as Sitaram. Set nun and S'wctarai.
8 It is

well known that nobody has as yet tried to identify this Prince

Haris-candra with S'wetarai or Sitaram. not even the archae-

ologists of the Jodhpur Durbar, who should naturally feel greater

interest in the subject. 1 learned from Mahamahopadhyaya

Hara Prasada Sastri that the very name of Haris-candra was

a novelty in the Jodhpur State at 'the time of his visit, in search

of Bardic chronicles in 1908. The discovery of the Machhshanr

grant was announced by Dr. J. Ph. Vo^el in his annual report

for 1906-7. who at the same time drew attention to the Bo-

khara inscription, and the probable identity of the king Han>-

candra with the ruler whose name lias not been fully mentioned

in the latter record. 4 Cunningham's discovery of the Belkhara

inscription did not attract much attention at that time,

fact, the great pioneer's faulty version of the record has ma e

it very difficult for any one to use it. and whoever has used '

has fallen into one or other serious mistake. Thus we fin

Mr. V. A. Smith stating in one of his articles that theBelkhara

inscription represents an un-named king of the Ganatt»

family as granting a Tillage, more than two hundred mi

tant from Kanauj.
6 In his notes on Pandit Hirananda oJfg\

article on the Machlishahr grant, the Editor of the 1?

-raphia Indica " has followed Mr. V. A. Smith's statemen
t̂9

The Belkhara inscription contains nothing about gi"a <

of land, as will be seen later on. Another point which ca

' Epi. Ind., vol. iv, p. 127.
! Ind. Ant., vol. xviii. o. 1

8 Arch. Surv. Rep. (old series), vol. xi, p. 129. . «urvey.
+ Annual Report of the Superintendent. Archaeological ^

Northern ( irclc l'iOfi-7. p. 39 note.
J.R.A.S., 1908, p. 791.

6 Epi. Ind., vol. x, p. 95.
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for immediate attention is the statement that " The town
of K a nail j was completely devastated by Shihib-ud-din in a.d

1193/' ' Here also the Editor of the <; Epigraphia Iodic*" is

to be found closely following the statements of Mr. Smith.

But there is nothing in the writings of the contemporary
Muhammadan historians to warrant such statement. Elliot's

summary of the contents of the TIj»ul-M t'asir is one of the

very best and there is no mention of the capture or sack of

Kanauj in the account of the year 589 or 500 a.h. Neither

the Kamil-ut-tawarikh nor the Tabaqab-i-Nfaurl contain any-

thing about the capture of Kanauj. Consequently it must be

admitted that if any later Muhammadan historian has stat» «i

that the City of Kanauj was captured and sacked in the year

>89 a.h., he has taken for granted that the death of Raja
Jaya-candra must have been followed by the occupation of the

capital. There is very little evidence to show that the City of

Kanauj was captured during the lifetime of Sultan Shihab-ud-

din of Ghur or Malik Qutb-ud-din ; but of this we shall hear

later on.

The discovery of the Machlishahr grant opened a new
page in the history of the Gahadavala Empire. It proved at

once that the statements of the Muhammadans, though not

false, yet were incomplete. Thus the same author, Hasan
Nizami, gives a complete account of the subjugation of the

cities of Delhi and Ajiner, but as we now see, fails to do so

in the case of Kanauj. In Elliot's summary, we find a frank

statement of the rebellion of Hiraj or Hemraj, the brother of the

king of Ajmer. The steps taken to subdue him are more fully

recorded below (see Elliot, vol. ii, pp. 219 and 225). So now

we come to understand that the Gahadavala dynasty did not

come to an end with the death of Jaya-candra on the field of

Chandawar. His son Haris-candra succeeded to at least part

of his dominions. His titles were the same as those of his

father and grandfather :

—

1.19. SrVJayaC'Camdra - deva-pddanudhyata - Pabamabha t-

TARAKA MaHARAJADHIRAJA-PaRAMESvaRA-PaRAMA-MaHESva-
ra^vapati.-

1. 20. Gajapati- Xarapati. Raja-tray adhipati. Vividha-

Vidya-Vicara-Vaca^pati Sri-mat-harts-can dra-Devo VijayT.

It is absolutely certain that King Jaya-candra died in

the year 590 a.h. = a.d. 1194. So the accession of his son

must be placed in the same year. The adherents of the fallen

dynasty must have set up the eighteen-year-old son of the late

Una on th« throne and continued to offer * much resistance

l J.R.A.8., 1908, p. 791.

* Epi. Ind., vol. x., p. 9").
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to the Conquerors as they could. The boy king was just

eighteen years old at the time of the death of his father, and

at this tender age he was called upon to face an enemy whose

record showed hardly any reverses, and who had at that time

the resources of the kingdoms of Kanauj and Delhi at his

command, as they had looted both treasuries. The statements

of the Muhammadan historians make it clear that Sultan

Shihab-ud-dln occupied the country to the south of the Jun
or Yamuna and a considerable part of the Antarvedl or

Ganges-Jumna Doab. We have decisive proof of the fact that

Kanauj was not taken or thoroughly occupied at this time. But

of this we shall have to speak later on. The second important

fact brought to light by the Machlishahr grant is that the son

of Jayacandra did not lose his throne within a short time but

continued to wield sufficient power so as to be able to grant a

village in perpetuity to a man six years after his father's death.

The date of the Machlishahr grant is given both in words and
in figures :

—

1-23 tri-pamchkat-adhika-dmda&a-Ma-
samvatsare pausa-masi paurnimayam ravi-dine ahke-pi samvata

1253 pausa 6udi 15 ravau

The above extract is quoted from Pandit Hlrananda
Sastri's article on the Machlishahr grant. 1 When I examined
the grant at Lucknow I read the datr as 1257 instead of 1253.

After the publication of Pandit Hirananda's paper, I obtained
casts of the portion of the plate boring the date, one of which

is reproduced here, and I am now quite confident that I was
right. The line runs as follows :

—

1-23 tri-pamca&at = adhika-dvada&a-$at<i-
samvatsare pausa-masi paurnimayam ravi-dine ankepi samvai'i

1257 pausa &udi 16 ravidine.

Thus, we have two different dates in one inscription,

which is by no means extraordinary. A large number of

copper-plates of the Gahadavala family bear two different dates.

but in each of these cases both dates are expressed in word*
as well as in numerical figures. Here we find that the month
and the day are the same both when expressed in words as well

as when expressed in symbols, but the year is quite different.

There is no mistake about the reading of the numerical
symbols: they are clear enough. I believe Pandit Hlrananda
relied on the date in words as the date in numbers was dis-

crepant and there were a few scratches near the last symbol ot

the date. But it is apparent that the first date was erased and
a second one substituted for it. For this it was necessary to

erase the last symbol and re-engrave it. The reason of this

i Epi. Ind., vol. x, p. >,.
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change is not quite apparent as there is room enough at the
bottom of the inscription for a postscriptum. The only ex-

planation seems to be that the tiling had to be and was done in

a hurry. The day and the month were not changed and conse-
quently the new date does not work out satisfactorily. I am
indebted to Pandit Hlrananda Sastri for the calculation that

the Pausa purnima of the Vikrama year 1257 docs not fall on a
Sunday. The Belkhara inscription is dated in the year 1253
of the same era and the last symbol of that inscription has no
resemblance to the last one of this grant. If I am correct

then it becomes certain that King Haris-candra continued
to reign up to the year a.d. 1200.

The Belkhara inscription is dated in the year 1253 of the
Vikrama era and the date corresponds exactly to Tuesday, the
29th April, a.d. 1197.' The text runs as follows :

—

(1) Parama-bhattdrakelyddi rajavali- . . . .Svapa-

(2) ti-gajapati-narapati-rajairdyadhipati vividha-vi-

(3) dyd-vicdra-vdcaspati Sri-mat — KANYAKUBJA-
JIJAYA-

(4) RAJYE Samvat 1253 VaiSdsa S'udi 11 bhaume

(5) Velasard-palydm Rdnaka Sri VijayakarHua-rd-

(6) jye dharmmakdri ndmndmatah Rdiifa S'ri Ana\m\da

(7) suta Rdilta Sakarukasya Kirttir = iyam . . .

.

(8) Ghatitd c — esam Sutradhdra Jdlhanena Subham. • .

.

(9) ra II 8ri-< ikarukasya valasya gurau. . . . II.

The beginning of this inscription is very peculiar, and, in

fact, very few Northern Indian inscriptions contain similar

phrases. We should compare with this the colophon of one of

the Nepalese Manuscripts in the collection of the Cambridge
University library :

ParameSvaretyddi rajavali purvvavat S'ri-mad — Govindapdla-

devdndm vinastardjye astatrimsat = sarnvatsare'bhilikhyamdno

.

.

—MS. Add. 1699, I.
2

*

On this Prof. Bendall remarks : "The first clause prob-

ably represents the scribe as declining to recite as before

(purvavat) the long list of royal titles beginning as they do, in

fact, in the first three MSS. noticed—with the title parame&vara.

The great interest, however, of the colophon lies in the phrase

vinashtardjye instead of the usual pravardhamana-vijaya-rdjye.

I take this to be an acknowledgment that the star of the Bud-
dhist dynasty had set and their empire was in a.d. 1199

"vinasta" "ruined"—a view winch well accords with tin

fact that Govindapala was the last Buddhist sovereign of

whom we have authentic record, and that the Muhammadan

1 Ibid., vol. v, App. p. 27.

* Catalogue of Bud. Sans. MSS., Cambridge intro., p. iii.
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Conquest of Bengal took place in the very first ye
twelfth century a.d." The date in the Belkhara i

ars of the

differs from that of colophon in three points :

inscription

as

(1) The inscription begins with the word '
' Paramabhattara-

ketyadi" instead of " ParameSvaretyddi.'" But this difference

is trifling, as beginnings of titles may differ in different

dynasties.

(2) The name of the king is not definitely mentioned in

the Belkhara inscription, as we have that of Govindapala in

the colophon of the MS. of Paficakara.

(3) We have the phrase " S'ri-mat = Kanyak>tbja-vijaya-
rajye" instead of " V

r

inasta-rajye!.'

"

From the initial line and the absence of the king's name
and again from the phrase " tfri-mal^Kanyahibja-viiaya-
rajye" it appears that the name of the king of Kanyakubja
was not well known at Belkhfira, at that time, so it was not

written, but the part of the country had passed out of the

hands of the kings of Kanyakubja' and to denote that the

phrase Paramabhattaraketyadi has been used. But the king-

dom of Kanyakubja was not entirely ruined, like the empire
of the Palas. So the phrase ' l gri-mat = Kn nyakubja-vijaya-
rajye" had to be used instead of the usual "a^to," " gala

"

or " wwista-rajyer This is perfectlv true _ ...

the Machlishahr grant of Haris-candra-deva. After the settle-

ment of the Hunas as peaceful cultivators India enjoyed
freedom and immunity from foreign conquest till the days of

the inroads of Sultan Mahmud of GhaznT and the conquests of

Sultan Muhammad bin Sam of Ghur. The Muhammadan con-

querors were not themselves conquered by the religion and
civilization of their subject races, they preserved their identity

to the last and so the Indians were nonplussed. The ferocity

and cruelty of the new conquerors paralysed them. Hut they
continued to think that the conquest will not endure and at

the same time they could not bear to call the rulers of a

Mleccha family their kings immediately. This seems to be the

reason why even in subjugated provinces the names of old

dynasties and rulers continued to be used for some time.

Even the conqueror had to relent and so we find that im-

mediately after the conquest coins were being struck in the

name of Sultan Muhammad bin Sam but after the type of the

coins of the Chauhans and with the legend in Xaaarl instead
of Persian characters.' A couple of centuries ago Sultan
Mahmud of Ghaznl had done the same thing for his Indian
subjects in the Punjab. We have no specimens of his Indian
coinage in the Indian Museum, but there are several specimens
in the British Museum, with the legend in Nagari characters of

» Cat. of Coins m the Indian Museum, vol. U, ,»t. i, p. 17.
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the tenth century a.d. 1 Copper coins continued to be issued

for a long time after the conquest so as to make the currency

acceptable to the masses of the subjects, and in the Joint

Cabinet of the Indian Museum and the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, the last coin is that of Sultan Muhammad ibn Tughlaq

Shah.* Later on the Nagari legend was renewed under the

Suris, during the reigns of Farid-ud-dln Sher Shah, Islam

Shah and Muhammad Bahadur Shah. 3

The object of the Belkhara inscription was to record the

erection of the very pillar, on which it was incised by a man
named Raiita Sakaruka, son of Raiita Ananda, when the

Ranaka Vijayakarnna was the ruler of Velasara, i.e. Belkhara.

as the lingual sa did duty for kha in the inscriptions of this

period. The Ranaka was probably a feudatory of the Gahada-

vala Empire, and after the fall of Jaya-candra continued to

maintain himself in independence in the fastnesses of the

Vindhya ranges. He never declared his independence openly,

but continued to acknowledge the supremacy of the Gahadavala

kings, so long as they existed in Kanauj. But he was sur-

rounded by Muhammadan Fe-offees, and had lost touch with

the centre of his Government at Kanauj. The subjugation of

these petty but independent princes were left to the Muham-
madan Feudal Lords among whom the country was divided

after the conquest, and whose names we learn from the Tabaqat-

i-Nasirl ; such as Hisam-ud-dln Aghulbaq of Awadh or Oudh
and 'Muhammad Bakhtiyar in Bhagwat and Bhuili. 4

It has been already stated above that there is no authority

for the statement that the city of Kanauj was conquered in

the year a.d. 1193. The principal authorities for the wars of

Sultan Muhammad bin Sam are the Tabaqat-i-Nasirl and the

Taj-ul-Ma'asir. As for the Taj-ul-Ma'asir, Elliot's summary

does not contain anything about the reduction of the city of

Kanauj. The principal incidents of the war with the king of

Kanauj are :

(1) The battle of Chandawar and the death of Jaichand,

(2) the capture of the fort of Asni,

(3) the sack of Benares,

and (4) the reduction of the stronghold of Koil or Kol.

There is no mention of the city of Kanauj, nor of the

kingdom. In fact the King Jayacandra is called throughout

the° work, "the Rai of Benares." 6 The account of the

Tabaqat-i-Nasiri is very meagre. It consists of three parts :—

.

1 Lane-Poole, Brit. Mus. Cat. of Oriental Coins, vol. ii, pp. 150-51,

pi. vi.

2 Cat. of Coins, Ind. Mus., vol. ii, pt. i, p. 49.

* Ibid., pp. 84-123.

Tabaqat-i-Nasirl (Bib. Ind.), pp. 549-550

5 Elliot, vol. tt."pp. 222-225.
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(1) " In the year 590 h., the Sultan (again) marched from
Ghaznln and advanced towards Kinnauj and Benares, and, in
the vicinity of Chandwar, he overthrew Rae Jai-Chand, and
by that victory three hundred and odd elephants fell into his
hands." —Raverty's translation, p. 470,

(2) In the list of "Victories, Successes and Holy-wars,"

£
e

.

ha7e " Jai Qhand of Banaras, Banaras, Kinnauj,
Kahnjar, territory of Awadh, Malwa, Adwand Bihar, Lakha-
nawati

,

—p. 491.

(3) The only mention of the war with Kanauj in the
account of the events of the rule of Sultan Qutb-ud-dm, Ibak,
consists of: « .... and, in the year 590 H., Kutb-ud-dln
proceeded, at the august stirrup of the victorious Sultan, alon2
with the Sipah-Salar, 'Izz-ud-din, Husain, son of Kharmil, both
ot them being the leaders of the ' van of the army . and fell
upon the Rae of Banaras, Jai-Qhand, on the confines of
Uiandwal and overthrew him."

—p. 516.

So we find that the Taj-ul-Ma'asir does not contain even
the name of Kanauj. In the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, Sultan Muham-
mad bin Sam is said to have advanced towards Kinnauj and
£anaras

; but there is no mention of the capture of the city of
rvanauj anywhere. In the list of victories we have the name
oi kinnauj. But this list of victories of Sultan Mu'iz-ud-din
Muhammad is not at all accurate, because we have the names
Adwand Bihar and Lakhanawati included in this list when it

s well known that the Sultan never set his foot in the country
to the East of the Sone. Adwand ihar is the same as
Uddan4apura.Uhara as we find in one of the inscriptions of

«Z? \ \°{ tl?™* dynasty of Bengal.' It is also the

hv M„
a
h

f<?* of
u?lhSr '

Which was the only Bihar conquered
by Muhammad Bukjitiyar. We have a fairlv complete account

lu JT* °{ B
.u
- tiy™ in Bihar and BengaL and so we are

able to detect the mistake in the list of victories, etc., but in

it t«
a
ff ^^T^',*1063 not the absen°e of even the name of

J* t J
a
J"ul-Ma'asir convince us that there is some mis-

vlfnri.c f

e
o n'

mJhe
'
acco«nt of S_hamsl victories, i.e. the

victories of Sultan S_hams-ud-dfn Altamsh, we find the reduc-
tion of Kanauj expressly mentioned :-

~
c c

subjugation of Lakhanawati and its

«ihar, occupation of the fortress of Lakhanawati a second time
Raverty was led to remark :

« the greater num

1 See abov e. vol. iv, p. 109, pi. vii.
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ber of the above so-called victories and conquests are not even
mentioned in the reign of I-yal-timish, and several of those that

are were effected by his Maliks; but neither these nor the

remainder are all mentioned in the account given of their

lives. What our author often calls a victory may be judged of

from the mention of Kuhram, Budaun (which I-yal-timish

held the fief of), Kinnauj and several other places, which were

taken in Sultan Muizz-ud-dln's reign, either by himself or

Malik Kutb-ud-din, Ibak." _p ^ note %

But I believe Major Raverty could not grasp the purport

of these double mentions properly. There are two different

ways in which this can be explained :

—

(1) The city of Kanauj was taken by Sultan Muhammad
bin Sam after the battle of Chandawar, but subsequently fell

into^the hands of the Hindus, and so had to be re-conquered

by Altamsh ; or

(2) only the kingdom of Kanauj was partly conquered by

Muhammad bin Sam, the reduction of the city being effected

during the reign of Altamsh.

I believe the second way is more acceptable because, in

the first place, the city of Kanauj is expressly mentioned in

the list of Shainsi victories, Shergarh being the special honorific

epithet of the city of Kanauj. Previously, this title was con-

sidered to have been conferred either by Sher Shah or his son

Islam Shah, 1 but its mention in the Tahaqat-i-Xasirl makes it

much older. It is more probable that Maulana Minhajuddln

meant the kingdom and not the city of Kanauj when he wrote

that the Sultan started towards Kanauj and Benares. Some

trouble was going on in the newly conquered kingdom, and it is

evident even from the Tabaqat-i-Nasirl ; thus we have at the

beginning :
" Badaun, Banaras and the defeat of Rae Man "

and again at the beginning of the account of Malik Nasir-ud-din

Mahmud :
u after a considerable time, in the year

623 h., the territory of Awadh was entrusted to his charge. In

that country that prince performed numerous commendable

actions, and carried on holy war, as by the tenets of the faith

enjoined, so that his praise for manliness and boldness became

diffused throughout the area of Hindustan."

"The accursed Bartu (or Britu), beneath whose sword

above a hundred and twenty thousand Musalmans had attained

martyrdom, he overthrew and sent to hell ;
and the refractory

infidels, who were in different parts of the country of Awadh,

he reduced and overcame, and brought a considerable number

under obedience."—pp. 628-29. We have another proof of the

1 Cat. of Coins, Indian Museum, vol. ii, part i, p. 117-118, vol. iii,

intro., pp. lxxiv.
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taking of the city of Kanauj during the reign of Altlmsh
:

it is

a coin struck to commemorate the reduction of the city. In

1881, Dr. Hoernle published the coin for the first time. 1 and he

read the marginal legend containing the mint-name as :

—

Later, in 1907, the Hon. Mr. H. Nelson Wright, in his

Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, gives the reading of

the marginal legend of this coin as:

—

/j -jm
cItO**]

••• ^"^ : ^ J <j ***** '**

The marginal legend of this coin taken by itself show ^

that Mr. Wright's reading is the correct one. but the legend

should be compared with that of another one, a coin of the

Bengal Sultan Mughisuddin Yuzbak, whose coin also was pub-

lished by Dr. Hoernle at the same time. 3 On comparison it

appears certain that what has been read by Mr. Wright as

Q& is really the name of a place and the second name

beginning with "Ko" seems to be Gwaliyur or Gwalior.

I have examined the coin repeatedly during the last three

years, and I am almost convinced that the second name ought

to be read as "Gwaliyur." There are three dots over the first

name and Mr. Wright has assigned one to the first letter, thu-

making it Fe, and two to the second one making it Te, and so

the last letter becomes He. But on comparison wit h the coin of

Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz, one feels certain that it is a name and

to assign two of the dots to the first letter, making it Qaf,

one to the second making it Nun, and supplying one more

for the last one, a thing by no means uncommon for this class

of coins, thus making it Jim.
~ "

' "(
t
)ana W)v/i wiua, wius nitiKing it oim. oo tne word spells «>ut vctw"7'

the accepted spelling for the name of the ancient Kanyakubja
in Perso-Arabic Historical Literature. These coins are very

rare and it is quite certain that they were struck to commemo-
rate the conquest of some part of India. We have another

coin of a similar nature in the Indian Museum though the

legend is differently worded. It is a coin of the Bengal Sultan

Sikandar Shah of the First Iliyas Shah I Dynasty. 4 It was

struck in the "country of Chawalistan or Kamru" in the

Hijra year 759 = a.d. 1357. It is well known that Muham-
madans never succeeded in conquering Kamrup or Assam and

the very name of the mint "the country of Chawalistan" or

Kamrup makes it certain that ir was struck to commemorate
the invasion. Similarly we have the name of the mint as

1 J.A.8.B., 1881, part i, p. 66.

i \Sl
Cat

V y.
oK "• Part C P 2I

.
N». 39.

Ibid., vol. li, partii, p. 146.
* Ibid., p. 153. No. 38.
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Ci Bilad-ul-Hind " "the country of India," and it appear-

certain that this coin also was struck in honour of the conquest.

Unfortunately the date of this coin is irrecoverably gone,

otherwise the date of the taking of Kanauj like that of Nudiali

would have been settled. But it is certain that the city of

Kanauj was taken some time during the reign of Altamsh, i.e.

between a.h. 607—633 = a.d. 1210—1235. It is more probable

that the actual conquest took place in the year a.h. 623 = a.d.

1226, when Malik Nasir-ud-din Mahmud was placed in charge

of the province of Oudh and when Bartu or Britu was over-

thrown. It coincides with the date of the evacuation of the

Upper provinces by Seoji and Saitaram, as recorded in the

Bardic chronicles. In a couplet quoted by Cunningham on

the authority of Mukji the Bard of the Khichi Chauhans, the

date of the migration is Vikrama Samvat 1283= a.d. 1226 =
a.h. 623.

The Bithu inscription of Siha the Rathoda, recently pub-

lished by Mr. D. R. Bhandarkar, shows that even in 1273 a.d.

it was known that Siha was the son of Prince Setram; so

the names handed down by tradition are genuine. The date

of the Bithu inscription, v.s. 1330. also shows that v.s. 1283

as the date of the Rathoda emigration is not improbable

Ind. Ant., vol. xl, p. 181 f.

Thus the reduction of the ancient city of Kanauj by the

Muhammadans took place thirty-three years after the battle

of Chandawar and the death of Jaya-candra and twenty-six

years after the last date in the Machlishahr grant.

History has hitherto failed to record the exploits of the

boy-king, the last of the proud Gahadavalas, who came to the

throne at the age of eighteen, to face difficulties at the sight of

which many a war-worn veteran would have turned pale. The

fall of ancient empires and the destruction of time-honoured

families were the order of the day. The ferocity and the

cruelty of the conquerors, their unrelenting religious zeal

struck terror into the heart of the Indian populace. It required

a cool head and a stout heart to stick to the ancient capital

and the fortunes of a falling kingdom, situated right in the

heart of the newly-formed empire of religious zealots. The

Punjab was lost a couple of centuries ago and the Chauhan

had fallen. After the battle of Chandawar practically the

whole of the Antarvedi, i.e. the Ganges-Jumna-Doab, had

fallen into the hands of the victors, and immediately after-

wards the last remnant of the Palft Empire had disappeared.

Bengal was torn by internal dissensions and had fallen an easy

victim to the marauding expeditions of Muhammad Bukhtiyar

Khiljl, and the royal family had taken refuge in the water-

bound strongholds of Eastern Bengal Only the last Gahada-

vala was making a stand for a remnant of his ancestral

dominions. The very name of the last king of the Gahadavala
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dynasty was unknown to the Caranas of Rajputana. "The
son of Jaya Chandra is called Set-Ram by Tod, Sita-Ram by
Mukji, and S'weta Raya by Dr. Hall's informant. All these

various readings are clearly intended for the same name, but

they differ utterly from the name which has been handed
West

Provinces. Everywhere the son of Jaya Chandra is called

Lakkan, and in song he is known as the Kanaujiya Rui" ]

Tod places the migration of the Royal family in the Vikrama
year a.d. 1268= 1211. Cunningham places it in 1283 according
toMukji's books which he had himself examined and quotes a

verse which he heard from the Bard's sons. 1

An attempt to fix the boundaries of the Gahadavala king-

dom would probably meet with some success at' the present

date. After the battle of Chandawar, the fortresses of Koil or

Kol and Asni fell into the hands of the Muhammadans. As
I have already stated Asni was an important stronghold even
in the times of the Pratiharas. Mahmud of Ghazni captured
this fort after the sack of Kanauj and the flight of Jaipal or

Rajyapala/ In the west Badaun the ancient Vodamayuta
was taken once during the lifetime of Sultan Muhammad Bin
San^ and in the list of his victories it is entered as a holy-war
(Jihad).* Altamsh was the feudatory of Budaun when he was
invited by the nobles of Dehli to ascend the throne, but after

that we find that Budaun is mentioned at the beginning of the

list of Altamsh's victories. The only probable meaning seems
to be that Budaun and the surrounding country formed a sort

of buffer between the Gahadavala kingdom and the Muham-
madan Empire and was continually changing hands. The
eastern boundary is more difficult to settle. Tirhut was not

conquered till the time of Altamsh, and even then simply
over-run, B and probably the modern districts of Jaunpur,
(jrorakhpur and Gonda were the last remnants of the empire
of the Gahadavalas.

« Cunningham, Arch. Rurv. Rep., vol. xi, p. 123.

3 Elliot, vol. ii, p. 46—Tarikh-Yamini.
* Tabaqat-i-Nasiri (Bib. Ind.), pp. 471 an.l 491.
6 Ibid.

, p. 627.



56. Contribution to our knowledge of Indian Earwigs
4

By Malcolm Burr, D.Sc, M.A., F.E.S., &c.

Since the publication of the half volume on Dermaptera in

the Fauna of British India series, substantial additions have

been made to our knowledge; the classification has been re-

vised, and in the following pages, sixteen species are added to

the list, of which eleven are new to science : several of the

others have been described since the appearance of the half

volume in question, and two or three genera are added to the

Indian list, and several imperfectly known species are here dealt

with more fully.

The Pygidicranidae are enriched by the inclusion among
them of the Echinosomatinae , and also some Ethiopian and

Neotropical subfamilies.

The Labiduridae are not much affected, except by the

removal of the Echinosomatinae.

The Labiidae have been profoundly altered by an outline

revision published by me in the Deutsche Entomologische

Xational-Bibliothek, No. 8, pp. 58-61 (1911) : the new arrange-

ment is referred to below.

The Chelisochinae are given the rank of a family, but other-

wise are not much altered.

The Forficulidae are altogether recast : the subfamihe-

represented in India are as follows :

nae

visionally ranged: Homotages is removed to the Forficulinae

which is enriched by several other non-Indian genera, several

otherwise scarcelynae

altered, but the formerly suppressed subfamily Eudohrninae is

revived from Eudohrnia and also Kosmetor.

The whole of the system, as it stands to-day, is given in

detail in Wytsman's Genera Insectorum, Dermaptera, 1911, Brus-

sels, to which the reader is referred for further particulars. My
own arrangement and Zacher's do not differ materially except

in details, and it is to be hoped that we have here the founda-

tions of a natural system which will be eventually adopted.

The arrangement of the Family Forficulidae is, however, purely

provisional, and is liable to considerable alterations.

The page numbers quoted in this paper at the upper left-

hand corner of each description or note refer to my half volume

in the "Fauna. ? ?
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p. 17.

With reference to the food and habits of earwigs, it is

interesting to quote an extract from a letter from Dr. Annan-

dale :

" The giant stinging-nettle of the Himalayas (Girardinia

heterophyla. Decne.) is, when in flower, extraordinarily attrac-

tive to many species of earwigs. I have not seen specimens of

the group in such variety elsewhere as I did on the inflores-

cence of this plant at Bhim Tal in Kumaon in September,

1906. The fruit had already begun to form, and representa-

tives of the following species were greedily devouring the un-

ripe seeds :

Diplatys siva, Forcipula trispinosa, AUodaklia macropyga.

A. coriacea, Forficula planicollis, and Eudohmia metallica.

Apparently the plant possesses no attraction for earwigs

except when in this condition, for I have often examined it at

other times of the year without finding a single specimen."
Concerning Diplatys gladiator Mr. Gravely writes: " This

species is abundant in Calcutta during the rains and a few

weeks following on whitewashed walls on the Maidan, where

it runs about very rapidly and erratically, pausing for a mo-

ment only when it meets with anything that excites its

curiosity. I once saw a couple apparently feeding on the

remains of some small kind of fig (probably the fruit of the Pipal

tree—Ficus religiosa) and have watched specimens catching

and devouring small May-flies on walls under the arc-lamps in

the Eden Gardens. As the slightest struggle on the part of the

May-fly is sufficient to send the Diplatys rushing wildly off again,

I doubt whether the latter ever captures really healthy flies."

Dr. Annandale has recentlv taken specimens' of both

Labidura riparia and L. bengalensis under stones between
tide-marks on the shore of the Chilka Lake in N. E Madras.

p. 31.

The classification of the earwigs has undergone a radical

change owing to the appearance of Zacher's book, and the work
is not yet complete. The system is based upon the structure

of the opisthomeres, that is to say, the pygidium and its ap-

pendages, upon the venation of the wings, and upon the struc-

ture of the genitalia.

Most of these characters are too difficult for ordinary pur-

poses of identification, as their study involves the dissection of

many specimens and preparation of very numerous microscopic
slides.

J

nt Jhe °rder DermaPtera is divided into three suborders.
Ut these two, the Arizenina and Hemimerina each include a

single aberrant subparasitic species foreign to the Indian Faun*
ine third suborder, the Fvrficulina, includes the true earwig.
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This is divided into three Superfatnilies , the Protodermap-

tera, consisting of the Pygidicraniidae and the Labiduridae, the

Paradermaptera , with the single family Apachyidae, and the

Eudermaptera , including the remaining three families, the

Labiidae, Chelisochidae , and Forficulidae.

p. 43.

Fig. 3 F is attributed by error to Diplaiys fietcheri : it

really represents the ventral aspect of the apex of the abdomen

of D. gladiator, Burr.

p. 51.
Diplatys rufescc.ns, Kirby.

The Indian Museum possesses specimens from :

E. Himalayas : Kurseong, 5000 ft, , 7-ix-09. Nos. 2878

and 2880 (N. Annandale).

United Provinces: Kumaon, Bhim Tal, 4500 ft.,

21-X-06. " Under stone, sitting on a mass of eggs,

which it refused to leave." No. 631/15 (N. Annan-

dale).

p. 53.

Zacherhas restricted the genus Pygidicrana to the South

American forms, in which the apical chitinised portion of the

penis, the parameres, are slender and narrow, with no teeth :

for the oriental species, and consequently for all the Indian

species included by me in Pygidicrana, he erects the new genus

Kalocrania, with K. marmoricrura as its type Therefore,

for the six hitherto-known Indian species, together with the

following, the generic name Kalocrania ,
Zacher, replaces / ygidi-

crana, Serville.

p. 56.
Kalocrania valida, Dohrn.

Father Astruc found a short-winged variety common in

the Madura District. He writes me that " they live under the

bark of trees, chiefly where some accidental wound has made

the bark burst.
'

' He found a female with some forty eggs

somewhat oblong, " attached by the thinner extremity and set

in some order." Father Astruc also found one apparently

about to attack a female of a large Attacus atlas, which he

\^<*a n\ nnt>A fn ji trad to attract males.

Kalocrania raja, sp. n.

Large and powerful

Antennae yellow.

Head yellow, with big black spot on the frons
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Pronotum dark-brown, with yellow sides and faint median

yellow stripe : nearly oval, subtruncate posteriorly.

Scutellum equilateral
,
prominent.

Elytra black, with discoidal yellow spot, broad, rather

short, apically truncate.

Wings rudimentary.

Legs yellow.

Abdomen deep brown, gradually dilated towards the apex.

Last dorsal segment inflated, ample, deep chocolate, with

a median sulcus, finely rugulose, the external angles pro-

duced as a crested tubercle.

Penultimate ventral segment ample, very broad, and

rounded.

Forceps subcontiguous, broad and depressed asymmetri-

cally arcuate, the external margin raised near the base with

an erect blunt crested tooth.

Long, corporis .

.

30 mm.
?> forcipis • •

H

India : Nilgiri Hills, 6000 ft., i-08.

H. L. Andrewes, 1 tf . (Type in 13. M.).

This species resembles P. valida, but differs in the colora-

tion, uniform legs, short, truncate elytra and aborted wings,

crest on exterior angles of the last dorsal segment, and external

erect basal tooth of the forceps.

The structure of the last dorsal segment and forceps is

almost identical with that of D. kaUipyr/a.

p. 64,

Picrania an<tustata
y

[><>hrn.

I refer to this species a male in my collection taken byjM'

E. E. Green in the Nilgiris, at Kharkur Ghal, on April 17th.

1910.

pp. 67 and 68

<

of th

*alex sparattoides

confirmed bv Za

subfamily

male gonapophyses. ,

I have come to the conclusion that the creature describe

by Dohrn under the name Platylabia major is nothing more o

less than the female of this species, and Dohrn's name nius

therefore stand : Palex falls then as a homonym of PlatytoM*,

and the Palicinae become the Platylabinae : see also note I

1 '.Fauna/' pp. 124 and 125.

p. 70.

must be removed from the Lahi
f

ir''

dae to the Pyg idicranidae , in spite of the absence of keels o«
omatinae
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the femora : these are not a scientific essential characteristic of
that group, but merely a convenient feature for purpose of
identification.

p. 73

Subfamily ALLOSTETHINAE

This subfamily includes a few species of powerfully built,

dark-coloured earwigs, only known from the Oriental Redon.
It is characterized by the form of the sternal plates ; both

the prosternum and mesosternum being sharply pointed pos-
teriorly ; the second tarsal segment has a tufted lobe, some-
what resembling that, of the Chelisochidae.

Three genera are known, and as they may in time all be
discovered in India, and still more probably in Burma, we
give the following table of genera :

Table of Genera.

1. Totally apterous : metanotum
concave (as in larvae) : (virga

inflated at the base) . . 1 . Gonolabidura , Zacher.
1, 1. Elytra always, wings usually,

well developed and metano-
tum truncate (virga not in-

flated).

2. Size large. (About 30 mm.) :

(virga feebly bowed, shorter

than the praeputial sack

:

metaparameres powerful, el-

liptical) .

.

. . 2. Allostethus, Verhoeff

.

2. 2. Size smaller (
10— 21 mm.) (virga

strongly bowed, longer than
the praeputial sack : meta-
parameres feeble, apically

pointed) .

.

. . 3. Allosthetella , Zacher.

The genus Allostethus includes the well-known Malayan eai

wig formerly known as Psalis indica, Hagenb. : it is a powerful,

dark-coloured, usually fully-winged species, sometimes with an
ill-defined yellowish spot on the elytra. It may be discovered
in Burma, whence I have seen a distinctly Aliostethid, but
indeterminable, young larva. Allosthetella, Zacher, contains

a Malayan species, which resembles the above and its allies,

but is much smaller.

Genus Gonolabidura, Zacher.

Type : Gonolabidura volzi, Zacher. ( = piligera, Bonn.).
Build powerful : antennae multi-segmentate, 4 and 5 seg-

ments short : totally apterous, the metanotum concave behind.
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of larval form : pro- and mesosterna strongly narrowed poste-

riorly : abdomen more or less parallel-sided : forceps with

branches subcontiguous, robust, and trigonal.

This genus is very closely related to Allostethus, Verh.,

from which it differs mainly in being totally apterous.

Range :—Oriental Region.

Gonolabidura astruci, sp. n.

Size moderate : build robust : colour blackish brown.
Antennae brown, with 16-17 segments : third not very

long, fourth shorter, fifth nearly equal the third, rest a little

longer, subpyriform, slender at the base.

Head tumid, smooth and shining , sutures obsolete, broad

at the base : eyes small.

Pronotum transverse, rectangular smooth, shining, median
suture indistinct: meso- and metanota larval, smooth and
shining.

Prosternum short, acute basallv : mesosternum acute

:

metasternum with lobe short, rectangular, transverse, truncate.

Legs brown, paler apically : tarsi Ion- and slender.

Abdomen shining brown above, broad and dilated, slightly

narrower at the apex than in the middle : basal segments

smooth, the others gradually more strongly punctate: at the

sides, segments 7—9 are strongly convex, but not acute, and

rugulose : ventral surface dull brown, pubescent.
Last dorsal segment ample, rectangular, transverse, shin-

ing, and almost smooth, median suture distinct, posterior

margin truncate : on each side there is an obtuse straight keel.

Penultimate ventral segment broadly rounded, the apex

itself truncate, with a thick yellow pubescence.
Apical segment of parameres lanceolate, very long and

narrow.

Pygidium typical, not protruding.
Forceps & with the branches remote, robust, trigonal at

the base itself, then attenuate and strongly arcuate: 9 ub "

contiguous, nearly straight, the inner margin cremate.

Long, corporis
. . 15 mm. 18—19-5

>> forcipis
. . j-75 3*5

South India : Madura District ; Shembaganur.
Several specimens, in fungi and under rotten bark (cou-

mihi Astruc).

I am indebted to Father Astruc for this fine and very dis-

lce, it looks like a robust Gonolabis, but the
tinctive species.

sternal
an Allostethid. It differs from Q. piligera from Sumatra, in

the shorter
. broader body and more arcuate forceps.
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p. 76.

Psalis femoralis, Dohrn.

The Indian Museum possesses a species, which I refer to
this species, from

E. Himalayas: Kurseong.. 5000 ft., April 7, 1909. (D.
Lynch)

pp. 81 and 82.

Anisolabis colossea, Dohrn, is now placed in a distinct
genus Titanolabis, Burr (Tr. Ent. Soc, p. 168

; 1910), charac-
terized by the rounded lobes of the meso- and metasternum,
and also total absence of any rudiments of elytra.

Homoeolabis, Borelli.

p. I. (1911).

640

Differs from Euborellia only in the form of the sternal
plates : the meso- and metasterna are not truncate, but rather
narrow : produced into rounded lobes : from Titanolabis it

differs in the presence of rudimentary elytra.

Type and only known species : H. maindroni, Borelli.

This genus stands in the same relation to Titanolabis that
Euborellia stands to Anisolabis.

Homceolubis maindro/n, Borelli.

Homceolabis maindroni, Bor., Bol. Mus. Tor,, vol. xxvi,
No. 640, p. 4(1911).

cT 9
Long, corporis . 15-5—16 mm. 15 mm.

*

'

forcipis . . 2*5 2-5

General colour black, the legs orange yellow.

Antennae red at the base, the rest dark, with some ante-
apical segments pale : 4th segment a little shorter than the
third, fifth about equal to third : segments all rather thick, and
subovate, rather long.

Head deep reddish black, smooth and tumid, sutures obso-
lete : mouth parts deep red.

Pronotum rectangular, a little longer than broad, and
slightly widened posteriorly ; black, with a median transverse
<l< pression and sides reddish, distinctly keeled :

Prosterum parallel-sided :

Meso- and metasterna narrow, not truncate, but produced
into a rather narrow, prominent, rounded lobe.

Elytra small lateral flaps, narrow at the base.

Meso- and metanota smooth and black
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Legs orange yellow : first tarsal segment a little longer

than the tumid third.

Abdomen black, punctulation very fine and feeble.

Last dorsal segment almost smooth, broader than long,

truncate posteriorly, rectangular in the d1 almost so in the 9 .

Penultimate ventral segment rounded in both sexes.

Forceps alike in both sexes, the branches stout, contigu-
ous, straight, unarmed, trigonal at the base, somewhat de-

pressed.

S. India ; Pondichery (Mus. Paris, Type).
Ceylon : Peradeniya,. 1 tf I Aug. 1910 (Green : coll. mihi) :

Kala-oya, 12-05 1 9 (coll. mihi) : Kandy, 12-vi-10 1 tf (India)
Museum, No. 8427-16).

At first glance this species looks like a large E. annandalei,
but it is characterized by the contiguous, straight forceps,
alike in both sexes.

It is sharply distinguished by the form of the sternal
plates, which characterize the genus.

p. 84.

• Anisolabis kudagae, Burr

Ceylon : Hagatale, February 11th, 1910, a female under
a decayed log, surrounded by young (Green, coll. mihi).

p. 87.

The generic name Borellia being preoccupied by Rehn.
I have been obliged to alter this name, and have proposed
Evborellia (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xxxviii, p. 448, note, 1910).

Table of Species.

1. Elytra meeting on the sutural
margin.

2. Elytra exposing half the meso-
notum.

3. Forceps <$ similar, not arcuate :

sides of abdominal segments
4—9 in the <$ not acute nor
carinulate .. i. greeni, Burr.

3-3. Forcep tf asymmetrical : sides
of abdominal segments 4—9
acute, carinulate

. . 2. astruci, sp. n.

2-2. Elytra covering mesonotum
almost entirely : (sides of ab-
domen cf acute, carinulate :

forceps <? asymmetrical :

penultimate ventral segment .

<? with tufts of long bristles). 3. penicillata, Bor.
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1-1. Elytra lateral, not meeting at

the suture.

2. Femora ringed with black .. 4. 8tdli
$
Dohrn.

2-2. Femora not ringed . . 5. annandalei, Burr.

Euborellia astruci, sp. n.

Small : deep black.

Antennae dark brown , basal segments rather yellowish.

Head jet black, finely punctulate, tumid, sutures obsolete.

Pronotum black, brownish posteriorly and at the sides
almost square, very slightly wider posteriorly than anteriorly.

Elytra as in E. greeni, exposing about half the mesono-
tum : black, shading to reddish brown.

Legs dark brown.
Abdomen jet black, the segments bordered with reddish :

densely punctulate : sides of segments in the tf 4—9 acute,
carinulate :

Last dorsal segment in the 9 transverse, truncate, with
a median sulcus : similar in the 9 but sulcus feebler.

Penultimate ventral segment broadly rounded : in the 9
narrower.

Forceps with the branches in the cf trigonal, asymmetri-
cal, the left branch feebly, the right strongly, arcuate ; in the
9 contiguous, trigonal, simple

Long, corporis . . 95 mm.
? >

forcipis .. 1*75

S. India : Madura, Shembaganur : many specimens.

(Astruc, coll. mihi).

This species resembles E. greeni generally, agreeing espe-

cially in the form of the elytra, but the punctulation is

stronger, the colour deeper, the sides of the abdomen are acute

and carinulate in the male, and the penultimate ventral seg-

ment broader, and the forceps of the male asymmetrical.

From E. penicillata it differs in the smaller size, denser

and coarser punctulation, darker colour, and broader penulti-

mate ventral segment, without tufts of bristles.

Father Astruc found it under stones and in fungi. He
notes that they mate about the end of February, and that the

ggs lie in a heap.

Euborellia penicillata, Borelli.

Euborellia penicillata, Bor., Boll. Mus. Tor., vol. xxvi,

No. 640, p. 3 (1911).

Size medium : colour black, le orange.

Antennae with segments 1—3 orange, the rest blackish

brown.
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Head black, mouth parts orange, sutures indistinct.

smooth.
Pronotum rectangular, a trifle longer than broad, black,

the sides slightly reflexed, and narrowly bordered with orange;

9tnooth.

Elytra ample for the genus, almost covering the meso-

notum.
Legs orange.

Abdomen punctulate, moderately dilated about the middle,

deep reddish black : sides of segments 4—9 in the <$ acute,

rugulose and carinulate.

Last dorsal segment <y rectangular, with a median sulcus,

truncate posteriorly : in the 9 similar, but narrower.
Penultimate ventral segment J rounded, nearly smooth :

near the apex, in the middle, there is a pair of diverging tufts

of long, stiff, yellow bristles.

Forceps in the <? with the branches remote, trigonal in

the basal half, asymmetrical, the left branch feebly, right

branch strongly arcuate: in the 9 simple, trigonal, sub-

contiguous, gently arcuate.

Long, corporis .. 14 mm. 12*5 mm.
?> forcipis .. 2-25 2

S. India : Ootacamund, under stone, tf and 2 ,
12th

August, 1910. (E. E. Green, coll. mihi). Nikhiri, Coonoor
(Mus. Paris, Type).

6

This species closely resembles E. greeni, Burr, but differs

in the smoother head and pronotum, rather more strongly
punctulate abdomen, but especially in the larger elytra, which
only expose a very small portion of the mesonotum : also in

the acute and keeled sides of the abdomen in the male, and
asymmetrical forceps.

Very characteristic is the peculiar pair of diverging tufts
of long yellow bristles near the apex of the penultimate ventral
segment,

p. 92.

Forcipula decolyi, Bonn.

Sikkim
: Gangtok, Sept. 9th, 1909 {coll, mihi)

p. 108.

Ctenisolabis bifoveolata, Bol.

Father Astruc has sent me several specimens of this spe-
cies, which was hitherto known onlv from Bolivar's unique
type

: they were found at Shembaganur, in the Madura dis-
trict m bouthern India. It was found under stones, in com-
pany with Eubordlia astruc >.
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The antennal segments are much shorter than indicated

in Bolivar's figure, and the mesonotal keels exclude it from

Leptisolabis ; it therefore falls into Ctenisolabis.

It is easy to recognize by the relatively large size, uniform

red legs and remote, arcuate forceps of the male : those of the

female are the same as in other female Brachylabids, that is,

simple, and contiguous!

p. 106.

Genus Nanjsisolabis, Burr

Table of Species.

1. Pronotum longer than broad.

2. Pronotum parallel-sided, densely punc-

tulate. .- 1. phiktas, Burr.

2. 2. Pronotum gently dilated posteriorly

nearly smooth .

.

- . 2. willeyi, Burr.

1. 1. Pronotum broader than long, widen-

ed posteriorly, very finely punctulate 3. jormicoides sp. n

p. 108.

Sannisolabis jormicoides, sp. n

Small, shining black, very finely punctulate, with fine

golden pubescence.

Antennae black, paler towards the apex : first segment

long, and thick : second minute : third rather long, the rest

rather short, and growing thicker towards the apex.

Head shining black : eyes small, anterior.

Pronotum a little wider than long, broadened posteriorly :

Mesoootum with tumid shoulders.

Le^
Abdomen finely divided

apex, which is narrowed: Forceps with the branches short,

conical, gently incurved, sub-contiguous in the tf ,
contiguous

in the 9 .

a 5

Long, corporis . . 5-5—6 mm. 7—7*5 mm
? j

forcipis '5 '5

S. India :—Madura district, Shembaganur, numerous

specimens, under dry cow-dung (Astruc).

This little species, with a superficial resemblance to an

ant, differs from N. philetas, which it otherwise resembles, in

the form of the pronotum ; it is smaller and blacker than

N. willeyi.

The female is a little larger than the male but the two

sexes are very much alike.
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p. 110.

Family iv. LAB1IDAB.

This family has now been revised by me and split into

several sub-families.

The following is the arrangement of the sub-families repre-

sented in India :

Table of Subfamilies.

1. Head transverse, sutures very distinct,

broad posteriorly, narrowed anteriorly
;

eyes rather large and prominent, as long
as, or longer than, the first antennal
segment .

.

.

.

. . 1 . Spongiphorinae
1.1. Head narrow, more or less parallel- sided

,

the sutures nearly obsolete ; eyes smaller
scarcely longer than the first antennal
segment Lab

The distinction between these two groups, though well

marked in the typical forms, is less marked in the Indian

genera.

There are five other subfamilies, but these are not yet

known to be represented in India.

p. 111.

The genus Spongiphora, Serv., is now restricted to a few

South American forms. The subfamily Spongiphorinae is sepa-

rated from the subfamily Labiinae by the broader and more
depressed head, more inflated cheeks and more prominent
eyes. As thus defined, it is represented by two genera in

India : Spongovostox, Burr, and Inhx, Burr.

I. Subfamily SPONGIPHORINAE.

This is mainly an American subfamily : it is characterized

nent eyes.
head, strong sutures and pronii-

Table of Genera.

1. Cheeks tumid, shorter than the
eyes

1. 1. Cheeks smooth, as long as th.

1 . Irdex, Burr.

eyes, or longer •

. . 2. Spongovoslox, Burr

P. H4.

Genus Erotesis, Burr.

,
The original specimen of Spongiphora sphinx, Burr, which

is the type of this genus, has been undoubtedly identified with
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Proreus simulans, Stal., so the genus falls as coincident wi fh
Proreus.

It, therefore, remains to define the true position of Labi-

dura ? decipiens, Kirby.

Genus Irdex, Burr.

Irdex, Burr, Deutsch. Ent. Nat. BibL, Vol. 2, p. 59 (1911).

Antennae with about 15 cylindrical segments, the fourth

nearly as long as the third : head broad and depressed. Eyes
prominent. Elytra and wings perfectly developed. Legs
slender. Tarsi long and slender ; the first and third segments

equally long, the second minute. Abdomen nearly parallel.

Pygidium prominent. Forceps remote, elongate, depressed.

This genus contains the single species hitherto known as

Spongiphora nitidipennis , Borm.
Additional Indian localities are :

—

Madura : Shembaganur, common. (Astruc, coll. Burr).

E. Himalayas : Kurseong, 5000 ft. (Ind. Mus.).

The latter specimen is a small pale variety, with very
hairy, buff elytra, and long narrow, apically emarginate
pygidium.

Genus Spongovostox, Burr.

Spongovostox , Burr, Deutsch. Ent. Nat. Bibl.. No. 8. p.

59(1911).
Type: Spongiphora quadrimaculata , Stal.

Sizes small or medium. Antennae with from fifteen to

twenty segments, all cylindrical, the fourth nearly as long as

the third. Head depressed, rather broad, sutures distinct.

Eyes big. Pronotum often widened posteriorly, or subquadrate.

Leus slender. Tarsi slender, the third segment much longer

than the second.

Range : Tropical Asia, Africa, America and Australia.

1. Spongovostox semiflavus, Burr. (p. 113).

This is the only known Indian species of the genus,

although seventeen species are at present included in it.

Additional localities :

Ceylon : Peradeniya and Ruanwella, several from under

bark of diseased rubber-tree (Hevea). (Green, coll. Burr).

Subfamily LABIIXAK.
I

This subfamily includes Ghaetospania , Sphingolabis, Labia

and a few new genera. They are mostly small species, with

body moderately, or sometimes -trongly, depressed: the head

is smooth and tumid, the sutures nearly obsolete, the eyes

small.
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Table of Genera.

1. Fourth and fifth antennal seg-
ments as long as the third, or
longer.

2. Head subsinuate on posterior
margin; body decidedly de-
pressed

; anterior femora

* o „th
j.

ckened -
• •

. . 1. Chaetospania, Karsch.
Z. 1. Head truncate posteriorly

;

anterior femora not thick-

i i i?
ene

Ju' -, n. ,
" •• % Labia, Leach.

1. 1. fourth and fifth antennal seg-
ments shorter than the third
often conical. .

.

. / :{> prolahia ^ Leach .

Genus Labia, Leach.

ForJh '8 gen
If

S
f
ands M arranged in the monograph of Indian

Earwings, with the following modification: SpoHgiphora lutea,

DubT'^l/T 7

d6d
'.
ani^ ara^dis

t Yers., and £ nigrella,
x^uor., and L. luzonica, Dohrn, are removed to Prolabia, Burr.

Labia curvica»da, Motsch.

Additional localities :-

Blngal. Calcutta Sibpur, Royal Botanic Gardens, "in
Iruit of Nipa fructilans.' ' (Ind. Mus.) : Calcutta,

E. Himalayas
: Kurseong, 5000 ft. (Ind. Mus.).

Genus Peolabia, Burr.

Proldbia, Burr Deutsch Ent. Nat. Bibl., Vol 2, p. 60(1911)
Type

: P. arachidis, Yersin.

vnnrn-ff
6
!!^ Xa

?/
a

'
but the segments of the antennae be-

yond the third are all short, and generally more or less conical
or pyntorm. J

We remove to this genus the following species :

L. nigrella, Dubr.,
L. luzonica, Dohrn.
L. arachidis, Yers.

p. 124.

rei>w£ p*i? *£? (
ante

' P 774
> how the name Plat>jlabia

?$%^'?^;t** species p
-
major

>
of which Palex
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For the remaining species, which were hitherto ranged in

Platylabia, we revive the genus Chaetospania, Karsch, the type

of which is Ch. inornata, Karsch, from Madagascar.
The characterization given of Platylabia holds good for

Chaetospania, as the name only was wrongly used.

Genus Chaetospania, Karsch.

Ckaetospania, Karsch, Bed. ent. Zeit., xxx, p. 87 (1886).

Platylabia (partiin), Dohrn, Stett. ent. Zeit., xxviii, p 347

(1867).

Labidophora (partim), Scudder, Proc. Bost. Soc. N. H.,

xviii, p. 297 (1876).

Sparaitina, Verhoeff, Zool. Anzeig., No. 665, p. 198 (1902).

Type : Chaetospania inornata, Karsch.

Antennae with fourth and fifth segments, almost, or quite,

as long as the third. Head smooth, tumid, sutures subobsolete.

Pronotum subquadrate, gently convex anteriorly : build slender

and body decidedly depressed. Elytra and wings perfectly

developed, pubescent, the former not keeled. Legs rather

short. Femora, especially anterior pair, thickened. Abdomen
subparallel- sided in theoT. Pygidium free. Forceps d de-

pressed, remote.

Platylabia major, Dohrn, the type of Platylabia, having

been shown to be a Labidurid, identical with Palex sparatfoides,

Borm., and Sphingolabis. Bonn., being confined to its type

S. furcifer, Borm., and two closely related non-Indian species,

the genus Chaetospania includes the rest of the species formerly

ranged in Platylabia, as well as the true Chaetospania, and

Ch. feae is returned to it from Sphingolabis.

pp. 125 and 126.

I have come to the decision that Platylabia gestroi, Dubr.,

is the female of Ph. thoracica, Dhorn, and that P. nigriceps,

Kirby, is not specifically distinct, so that these three species, as

recorded, now are fused under the name Chaetospania thoracica,

Dohrn.

p, 125.

Table of Species.

1. Pygidium tf bifid at apex.

2. Pygidium c? with sides dilated. 1 . foliata, Burr.

2.2. Pygidium d parallel-sided .. 2. feae, Borm.

1.1. Pygidium tf not bifid at theapex.

2. Pygidium <? truncate at apex,

with a minute median lobe . . 3. thoracica, Dohrn

2.2. Pygidium tf triangular, apically

acute .

.

.

.

..4. stiletta, sp. n.
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L

Ghaestospania foliata, Burr.

Platylabia foliata, Burr, Stett. ent. Zeit., p. 338 (1911).

Small : general colour red and black : build slender :

Antennae brownish-yellow : (nine segments remain)

;

Head smooth, chocolate-brown: sutures indistinct;

Pronotum deep chocolate-brown : convex anteriorly and

gently rounded posteriorly : prozona somewhat tumid.

Elytra and wings dark brown, pubescent, ample.
Legs yellow : femora thick.

Abdomen red : blackish near the base ; hairy :

Last dorsal segment <J simple, smooth, quadrate.

Pygidium <y depressed and dilated, widest in the middle,

with angular convex sides : posteriorly rounded and deeply

emarginate, with two triangular sharp-pointed lobes.

Forceps with the branches remote and slender : strongly

pubescent, gently arcuate : the inner margin armed with two

sharp teeth.

Long, corporis . . 5*5—7 mm.
> ? forcipis . . i.75_2.

Ceylon : (1 cT , Type, coll. Dohrn) : Garnpola ? from can-

kered barb of Hevea brasiliensis , 23-xii-09 (Green, 1 <? coll.

trdki)

.

This species somewhat resembles the Australian 0. brun-
neri but is a little smaller and weaker. The forceps are much
less strongly arcuate, and instead of one very prominent tooth

there are two short but sharp ones: the pygidium is bifid in

both, but in P. brunneriit is nearly parallel-sided, whereas in

this species the sides are distinctly convex and obtuse-

angular

It is described from a well-preserved and well-developed
male in the Dohrn collection. Mr. Green has sent me a second
male., also from Ceylon, which is smaller, and the forceps are

somewhat malformed, and the teeth obsolete.
Type in Dohrn collection.

Chaetospania stiletta, sp. n.

Size medium : general colour black, the body deep chest-

nut : abdomen and forceps hairy.
Antennae black, with 11 'segments, the fourth about

equal to the third, long, elongate pyriform.
Head smooth

, black, depressed, sutures indistinct.
Pronotum black, convex anteriorly, sides subparallel.

gently rounded posteriorly : prozona somewhat tumid.
Elytra and wings black, finely punctulate, well-devel-
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Legs yellowish; anterior femora, which are decidedly

thickened, often black.

Abdomen subparallel-sided , deep reddish chestnut, hairy,

and finely punctulate.

Last dorsal segment d1 9 rectangular, transverse, posterior

margin truncate, darker in colour, somewhat tumid over the

insertion of the forceps, with a pair of small, compressed

tubercles in the middle.

Penultimate ventral segment c? ample, quadrate, pos-

terior margin gently sinuate ; 9 broadly rounded.

Pygidium prominent in both sexes : in c? depressed,

rather broad, triangular, apically, acute ; in 9 depressed,

broad, quadrate, apically truncate.

Forceps with the branches very hairy, deep reddish chest-

nut, depressed, sub-trigonal, remote, elongate, and gently

arcuate towards the apex in both sexes ; in the tf there is a

small, nearly obsolete laminate tooth in the basal third, and

a strong, prominent, laminate tooth in the second third : in

the 9 the inner margin is laminate about the middle.

Long, corporis . . 7'5—8 mm. . . 7*5—8-25 mm
? >

forcipis .. 2—3 2—2-5

Southern India : Madura District. Shembaganur, 11 d <S ,

8 9 (Astruc ; coll. mihi).

In coloration and general structure, this species resembles

/
forceps is

not quite the same, and the pyiridium is acute, not bifid.

It is quite different from those of its congeners, which

have aculeate pygidia.

From Ch. aculeata, Borm., it differs in the straight forceps

of the male and truncate pygidium of the 9 ; from the Afri-

can Ch. paederina in the larger size, different colour, stouter

build, broader and bigger pygidium and laminate, not spined,

teeth of the forceps in the 9 : from Ch. styligera, Burr, in the

decidedly greater size, much broader, less spiniform pygidium,

and laminate, not spiniform teeth of the forceps.

This species appears to be fairly constant, for the only

variation, beyond trifling difference in size, in the several

specimens examined, is in the coloration of the legs; in about

half the specimens, the anterior femora are black.

p. 127.

Sphingolabis holds good, including S. hawaiiensis, Borm.
ca

as its type, S. furcif

But Chaefospania being revived, as already mentioned,

fene is restored to its original genus.
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Sphingolabis is very closely related to Chaetospania : differ-
mg only in its somewhat larger size, stouter build, less de-
pressed body, broader head and more nearly square pro-
notum.

p 129.

The Ghelisochinae are raised to the rank of a family, the
Chehsockidae, being the third family of the Superfamily Euder-
maptera

Forficulidae

p. 136

The specimen from Travancore recorded here as var. stra-
hoticus, Rehn, of Chelisoches morio, Fab., proves to be the
hitherto undescnbed male of Adiathetus tenebrator Kirby.

p. 136.

q.v. (post, p. 7!»2)

Genus Proreds, Burr.

>/

1. Pronotum longer than broad,
and gently widened posteriorly
(size medium).

2. Forceps rather slender with one
sharp tooth, or not toothed :

build slender.
.. \ . sirmdans , StU.

-J. forceps depressed, broad and
stout, with several teeth : build
stronger

.

.

2 . ritsemae, Borm.
i.l. Pronotum about as broad as

long
: (smaller insects).

2. Pygidium short and broad,
emarginate in the middle : for-
ceps with one sharp tooth : last
dorsal segment with no minute

a o i
ub?f?les

. . 3. melanocephahis, Dohrn.
^.2. Pygidium hidden: last dorsal

segment <? with a pair of
minute tubercles on posterior
margin

.

3. Build slender : forceps with
several strong teeth : abdomen
scarcely dilated : last dorsal
segment <j with 2 minute
tubercles near together in mid-
dle of posterior margin

: wings
normally developed

. . 4. delicatulus, sp. n.
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3.3. Build stout : forceps with teeth

almost or quite obsolete : abdo-
men moderately dilated : last

dorsal segment with pair of

minute tubercles not near
together: wings normally
abortive .

.

. . 5. cunctator, sp. n.

p. 136.

Proreus delicatulus , sp. n

Size small : build slender : general colour tawny and red-

dish. Antennae with 12— 13 segments, yellowish brown, darker
towards the apex ; all slender and cylindrical, but third short,

and fourth hardly longer than broad ; fifth about as long as

third, sixth longer.

Head depressed, smooth shining blackish brown, sutures

obsolete.

Pronotum about as broad as long, chocolate brown, shin-

ing, yellowish by translucence at the sides, which are parallel
;

posterior margin truncate, anterior convex.
Elytra smooth, ample, shining straw yellow, shading to

darker at the margins
;

Wings prominent, pale yellow, darker at the suture.

Legs yellow.

Abdomen shining chestnut red, darker at the sides, very

finely punctulate.

Last dorsal segment c? rectangular, broader than long,

truncate posteriorly, with a pair of minute sharp tubercles in

the middle of the posterior margin ; narrowed in the 9 .

Penultimate ventral segment S broad, truncate, in 2

rounded, narrower.

Pygidium <S scarcely visible, truncate ; in 9 hidden.

Forceps with the branches in the 9 remote, short, de-

pressed, broad straight, apicaily incurved, with one strong and

one weak tooth on the inner margin.

Long, corporis 6 mm. 5*5 mm.
9i forcipis 1*5 1

Ceylon : Peradeniya, 9-vi-10 1 d (type), and 6-V-09 1 9 ,

at light. (Green; cm.).
This elegant little species recalls P. melanocephalus but is

smaller and the build more slender and graceful : the forceps

are more depressed, the coloration quite different, and the

body much less hairy. The pair ol minute tubercles in the

middle of the posterior margin of the last dorsal segment are

absent in that species; they are, however, present in P. cunc-

tator, but the dilated abdomen of that species distinguishes it

at once.
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p. 136.

Proreus cunctator, sp. n

Size small : build stout : general colour tawny and black.

Antennae 14 seg

long; third slenderand cylindrical, not very long, fourth nearly

as long as third, the rest a little longer, all slender and sub-

cylindrical, the segments near the base tawny, each one darker

at the apex, the rest all dark brown.

Head black, smooth, sutures not distinct, rather flattened,

occiput and posterior margin somewhat tumid.

Pronotum orange-red, a little longer than broad, parallel-

sided, truncate anteriorly, posterior margin gently rounded.

Elytra short, scarcely longer than th pronotum, truncate

posteriorly, orange-yellow, but an indistinct narrow fuscous

band along the suture and costal margin.

Wings hidden.

Legs tawny.
Abdomen black, dilated, closely, and finely punctulate.

Last dorsal segment transverse, short; posterior margin

truncate, rather thickened, with a short, conical,

tubercle above on each side of the middle.
Penultimate ventral segment broadly rounded, with a

faint median emargination.
Pygidium not prominent, with a vertical face.

Forceps with the branches remote, depressed, not trigonal,

stout, and strongly arcuate with two minute teeth about the

middle on the inner margin.
Only cyclolabia form of & known— 9 unknown.

Long, corporis . .
5-5—7 mm.

„ forcipis .

.

1 5— I 75.

India : Assam-Bhutan frontier : Darrang District, N.B-j

26-xii-lO (S.W. Kemp. 2 a in Indian Museum No. 8587 lfr-

8591/16).

mm

The appearance of this little species is very distinctive

it resembles P. melanocephalus , but is smaller, the coloration

different ; all the antennal segments are more slender, the 3—5t

the male

dorsal
not the pair of minute tubercles that are present in P. cundator.

The armature of the forceps is much feebler in the species,

and the sculpture of the abdomen more dense and clear.

The macrolabious form of the male, and also of x

^
female, are unknown. Possibly there may be a macropteroi

form, which would still more resemble /' wlano phahi**w
in this case probably the pronotum would be gently widen

posteriorly.
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pp. 146 and 147.

Adiathetus tenebrator, Kirby (redescribed).

Size medium or large : colour blackish-brown:

Antennae with 15—16 segments, one or two ante-apical

segments pale : fourth a little more than half as long as third :

fifth about equal to third, the rest elon tfce, all cylindrical.

Head broad, depressed, tumid behind the eyes, sutures

distinct.

Pronotuni suhquadrate, slightly widened posteriorly, pro-

zona tumid, with well-marked median suture and impression

on each side : metazona flat.

Elytra perfectly smooth, dull brownish black.

Wings prominent, bright shining black tipped with orange

at the suture.

Legs short, black : tarsi long, slender, strongly pubescent.

Abdomen subparallel, broader in the c? than in the 2 in

which it is gently narrowed apically, deep reddish black, lateral

tubercles strong : punctulate.

Last dorsal segment ample, smboth : in the <f square,

tumid in the middle near the posterior margin, with a row of

small compressed tubercles, a depressed area near the angles :

in the 9 similarly, but more feebly, tuberculate.

Penultimate ventral segment broadly rounded in both

sexes.

Pygidium in the <S short, subquadrate, tumid, depressed,

and somewhat narrowed to the apex, which is abruptly trun-

cate, similar in the 9 but more stropgly narrowed, produced

to a truncate rectangular lobe.

Forceps with the branches in the S strongly depressed,

and dilated for half their length, strongly dentate on the inner

margin of this portion : apical portion attenuated, with a

nearly obsolete tooth, gently arcuate, the tips blunt and

incurved.

In the 9 , the branches are feebly depressed elongate,

nearly straight, and not dilated, with a sharp triangular tooth

in the inner margin at the base itself, and a small tooth neai

the middle.

Long, corporis . . 20 mm. 18*5 mm.

3? forcipis . . 7 9*5.

India : (B. M. Kirby's Type).

Southern India : Travancore. 1 cf (coll Bolivar) : Ni)-

giris, Karkur, 17-iv-10 (Leg. Green, I 9 coll. mihi).

Madura District: near Shembaganur (Astruc, coll. mihi).

This species has long been known only from a single female

in the British Museum labelled " India ", named tenebrator in
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MS. by Westwood, and described by Kirby under that name in
1SQ1 -

J
* ^--^ V^ Mm m

I have received a nice fresh female from the Nilghiris, from
Mr. Green, and now recognize its male in a fine specimen from
Travancore, which I have had in my collection for several
years, although it is the property of Senor Don Ignacio Bolivar
to whom I have now returned if. I confused it at first with
the var. stratioticus of Ch. morio, and as such recorded it in my
book on Indian Earwigs (1910, p. 136); but an attentive
examination reveals the difference in the structure of the feet,

and I have no hesitation at all in referring it to tenebrator. It

is identical in every respect except the purely sexual features :

one distinctive point is the fact that the elytra are quite dull,

but the wing-scales bright and shining.
The male forceps lose

recan tne type winch is characteristic of ForficuJa : the forceps
of the female are also \<ry distinctive.

Father Astruc has sent me several specimens of both sexes
trom the neighbourhood of Sheraba mtir, in the Madura dis-

trict
: he found them under the bark of afreshlv-felled tree in a

plantation, in a fever- stricken district

p. 149.

The species of Allodahlia have the membranous part of

the wings deeply coloured. Those of A. scabriuscula are

smoky black within the spurious vein (the long vein running
parallel to the hinder edge of the wing), and hyaline beyond it.

In Burmese specimens of B. macropwa (the original A.

ancylura) the wings are vertically divided in » black and yellow,
the black extending to the anal margin: in A. coriacea they are

vertically divided into smokv black and yellow. (Dohrn, in *#•)•

p. 159.

Anechura rtoliczkae, Burr., sp. n

Anechura stoliczkae, Burr.
nniform

Antennae light-brown : 11 -12 segments, cylindrical, the

third rather long, fourth hardly shorter than third.
Mead smooth, bright.
Pronotum broader than long, truncate anteriorly, some-

what rounded posteriorly, at the sides straight, flat.
rrozonum swollen or tumid.
Elytra broad, flat, without k. Is.
Wings well developed.
Legs long and small, blackish.

. ,

larsi long and small,! he first H longer than the third,

second a little widened.

nnrr^
1*101?11 almost Parallel-aided, widened : 9

widened,
natrow postenorly, punctulate, dark red-brown.
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Last dorsal segment flat, broad, with a little hump on
each angle, and with two bigger ones in the middle.

Penultimate ventral segment broadly rounded.
Pygidium <$ short, obtuse, perpendicularly compresssd at

the end, with two humps on the upper portion, small in ? .

Forceps & remote, first curved a little on the outside, then
turning round, slender, straight, slowly converging, with a
strong tooth on the inner margin near the basis, in the 9
folded up, simple.

Long, corporis 13 5 mm. 11 mm.
i 9 forcipis 9 4

Northern India : Upper Sutlej District, Bashahr, 2 <$
3 9 (Stoliczka, 1866, Mus., Vienna).

This species was brought from India by Stoliczka as long
ago as 1866, but never described : the specimens, two males
and three females, are in the Vienna Museum.

It is well characterized by its uniform dark-brown colour
and simple arcuate forceps. Superficially, it somewhat recalls
Forficida $ chlaqintweiti , Burr.

p. 164.

Guanchia, Burr

Guanchia, Burr, Gen. Ins. Derm., p. 86 (1911).
Type : G. cabrerae, Bolivar.

Differs only from Forficula in the abbreviated elytra, which
are decidedly obliquely truncate, so that the sutural margin is

much shorter than the costal.

Range: Canary Islands, Algeria and India.

This is not a very natural genus, although a convenient
one

: it was originally formed for a group of four species peculiar
to the Canary Islands, to which was added one Algerian form.

We have to include now two Indian species.

Table of Species.

1. Colour dull brown-black : forceps

& crested above; third and
fourth antennal segments rather
long • •

1.1. Colour shining black : forceps cf

not crested : third and fourth

antennal segments relatively

short

1. chirurga, sp. n.

• • - • 2. medica, sp. n.

Guanchia ?nedica, sp. n«

Antennae light brown, darker apically; segments all rela
tively short, especially third and fourth.
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Head shining, smooth, blackish brown.

Pronotum decidedly transverse, subrectangular, gently

rounded posteriorly; deep chestnut, with pale sides.

Elytra yellowish-brown, abbreviated and strongly obliquely

truncate posteriorly.

Wings abortive.

Legs yellowish.

Abdomen almost smooth, deep rich reddish- black, bril-

liantly shining with a slight greenish lustre : last dorsal segment

gently narrowed.

Pygidium minute, not protruding.

Forceps j with the branches contiguous, dilated througl

a third or half their length, this part with parallel sides, the

inner margin denticulated; then strongly, but not brusquely,

attenuate, and arcuate.

Long, corporis .

.

7— 9-5 mm.

i

5 >
forcipis . .

2—3-5

Astruc).

S. India : Madura District, Shembaganur (3 d coll. mihi,

This species does not very closely reseml >le O. chirurqa-

very distinctive.

een

Ouanchia chirurga, sp. n.

Antennae w
as long as the third.

Head smooth and tumid, clear yellowish red, the mouth

parts darker.

Pronotum transverse, almost rectangular, the sides feebly

convex: almost black, light brown at the sides : median suture

faint: prozona feebly tumid.
Elytra short, obliquely truncate, the sutural margin being

much shorter than the costal : smooth, blackish brown.
Wings abortive.

Legs yellowish brown, the tarsi and claws rather long.

Abdomen dark brown or chestnut, darker at the base,

shading to reddish at the apex : smooth ; sides of sixth to

eighth segments acute.
Last dorsal segment rectangular, transverse,

posterior

margin truncate, with a gently elevated, tumid, obtuse tu»e *

cle over the roots of the forceps.
Penultimate ventral segment broadly rounded.
Pygidium very small, obtuse.
Forceps elongate, arcuate, and slender : basal portw ,

about the first third of their length, dilated, the dilated por

tion ending in a right angle but not toothed : the dilated F

'
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tion is strongly bent upwards, thus forming a laminate trian-
gular crest.

Long, corporis .. 9 mm.
j> forcipis . . 4—4-5

Sikkim : Teesta Valley, Tunglu, 13—14,000 feet : 1-15. viii-

03. Tibet Expedition : 1905—172 : 2 d1

.

This species has very characteristic appearance owing to
the reflexion of the lamination of the forceps, which forms a
sharp, strongly compressed, triangular crest in the basal third
of the forceps.

It has a marked superficial resemblance to F. guancharia,
Heller, of the Canary Islands.

p. 170.

Forficula greeni, Burr.

Father Astruc found this species by no means rare in the
Pulney Hills and at Shembaganur in the Madura District : it
occurs generally singly, in the chinks of the bark of trees, and
on dry shrubs. Father Astruc writes me that it takes up its
quarters in the holes bored by the larvae of a small Longicorn
beetle in the branches of orange-trees ; in one such case he
tound a pair with eight eggs : they also frequent the hollow
stems of dried brambles.

Forficula beebei, sp. n.

Size small or medium : colour uniform deep shining black,
with an oily lustre : the female is somewhat paler, rather of a
deep brownish black.

Antennae with 12—13 greyish brown segments, the fourth
a little shorter than the third.

Head smooth, sutures not very distinct, eyes prominent.
Pronotum distinctly broader than long, truncate ante-

riorly, side parallel, gently rounded posteriorly.

Elytra perfect, ample, smooth.
Wings abbreviated.

Legs blackish brown.
Abdomen moderately dilated beyond the middle : pliei-

form tubercles distinct : dorsal surface very finely punctulate
in the tf , smooth in the 9 : ventral surface dark brown.

Last dorsal segment d1 transverse, smooth, posterior mar-
gin irregular, with a depressed tumidity over the roots of the
forceps : in the female similar, but narrower and simpler.

Penultimate ventral segment j broad, obtuse angled : 2
rounded.

Pygidium & tumid, with a short projecting transverse
lobe, armed at each corner with a short sharp spine: in $
tumid and obtuse.
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Forceps with the branches in the d feebly dilated at the

base itself, gradually attenuated from the base, and strongly

arcuate, finely denticulate about the middle, with a tumid, low

tubercle on the upper surface at the angle of the ddated por-

tion : in the ? simple contiguous.

Long, corporis .. 8 mm. 8 mm.

5»
forcipis . . 2 1**>

E. Himalayas : Darjiling District, Phallut, 12,000 feet,

April 1910, 1 cr, 1 2. (Ind. Mus. Nos. 5046 and 504/ lb

:

C. W. Beebe).

Type in Indian Museum. _

This curious species has somewhat the appearance of I.

planicollis, Kirby, but may be at once distinguished by its

intense black colour, with a strong oily Luri re : the form of tne

pygidium and forceps of the male is very characteristic :
i
f

might be mistaken at first glance for the poorly developed

variety of F. schlagintweiti , Burr, with which it agrees in the

transverse pronotum and black colour, and the forceps are

somewhat similar, but the lustre and pygidium distinguish it.

Its manner of occurrence is very interesting :
Mr. C.

Beebe was investigating the food of the pheasants which occur

along the Darjiling-Sikkim and Ne] dese frontier, at an altitude

of from 10,000 to 13,000 feet : in April, thousands of a red ana

yellow lily occur, their three-chambered seed-cases rising

through the snow : these seem to form the more or less pe -

manent resting-place of several species of insects, which A

an important item in the food of the Blood-Pheasants, &Ky-

larks and Pipits which occur there. . .

Mr. Beebe gathered forty of these pods, at random, witrn^

a radius of a quarter of a mile: twenty-thi.e of them contai

a single earwig each, and four contained two earwigs, in

cases both were in the same partition, and one pod cont.u

an earwig in one partition, and a Coccinella and a m&gg

another, so that 70 % of the seed-cases contained one or to

earwigs.

The material thus found consisted of this pair of F. oee

and a yellow-bellied variety of F. schlagintweiti ,
Burr.

>

p. 185.

Genus Cordax, Burr

Table of Species.

1. Forceps contiguous at base.

2. Colour nearly black, elytra
sometimes with small red spot

:

(not shining) .. ,. 1. forcipatu
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2.2. Colour lighter.

3. Klytra dull orange red, with

narrow black bands .. 2. armains, Haan.

3.3. Elytra dull brown . - 3. ccylonicus, Motsch.

1.1. Forceps not contiguous at base:

(elytra shining black, with orange

shoulder and foot) .

.

.4. politus, sp. n.

p. 185.

Cordax forcipatus, Haan.

Forficula {Opisthocosmia) forcipata, Haan (1842), p. 242,

pi 23, fig. 11,

Opisthocosmia forcipata, Borm. (1900), p. 95 (nee Burr).

Opisthocosmia erroris, Burr (1904), p. 308.

General colour black, or very dark brown, varied with

reddish : head tumid, with transverse suture distinct, eyes

prominent : antennae red-brown or blackish, with long, thin,

cylindrical segments : pronotum narrow, longer than broad,

truncate anteriorly, rounded posteriorly, sides parallel : sides

rather broadly reflexed, prozona tumid : elytra ample, smooth,

dull black, sometimes with a small reddish spot at the shoul-

der : wings prominent, dull black, tipped with orange-red at the

apex of the suture : legs long and slender, dark reddish brown :

abdomen black, convex, moderately dilated about the middle :

last dorsal segment & narrowed and sloping: forceps with the

branches in the $ narrowed contiguous at the base, cylindri-

cal, (a) in the typical form straight, parallel and contiguous for

about two-thirds their length, then armed with a strong sharp

tooth on the upper surface, beyond which they are elliptically

arcuate, meeting at a thickened tooth before the apex, or (b)

by variety, only subparallel, the upper tooth and ante-apical

tooth almost or* entirely obsolete, and very feebly arcuate in

the apical half.

E. Himalayas: Kurseongr, 5000 feet, September 09, 2 3

(N. Annandale, Ind. Mus. No. 3045 16). Also occurs in Borneo,

Siam, and New Guinea.

The typical form of this species is easy to recognize on

account of the peculiar forceps, but the only two Indian speci-

mens, which I have seen are of a variety, in which the forceps

have their characteristic armature and form so feebly developed

that at first I failed to recognize them : the disappearance of

the teeth, elongation of the enclosed ellipse and scarcely

parallel basal portion quite alter the appearance of the crea-

ture : the small orange-red shoulder spot figured by Haan is

more rarely present than absent: the colour varies from dull

black to reddish black: the forceps are generally deep red,

darkened at the teeth.
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It probably occurs elsewhere in India, and very likely the

typical form will be met with.

It is quite different in coloration and appearance from

C. armatus and from C. ceylonicus.

Cordax politus, sp. n.

Size medium ; build slender : general colour shining red-

dish chestnut.

Antennae with basal segment black, the rest reddish, slen-

der and cylindrical.

Head dark wine-red, broad, frorifl tumid and smooth, trans-

verse sutures deep, occiput tumid.
Pronotum narrowei than the head, dec id Uy longer than

broad, parallel- sided, rectangular, deep reddish chestnut.

Elytra shining deep brown, paler at the shoulders, which

are well rounded.

Wings prominent and long, black, with a large discoidal

yellow spot.

Legs orange yellow; first and second tarsal m iimnts about

equally long.

Abdomen deep red, blackish at the sides, clothed with

long fine hairs, smooth, very gently dilated to the 9th segment.

Last dorsal segment tf decidedly w rower than the abdo-

men, smooth, almost square; posterior margin with a small

conical tubercle at each outer angle, and a small' tumid eleva-

tion over the roots of the for< ps.

Penultimate ventral segment net very broadly rounded.

Pygidium prominent, almost parallel-sided, with an api cal

triangular incision and small pointed I bes.
Forceps with the bi nche not mtigaoUfl at the base, very

hairy, slender and elongate, (hep r I in colour, nearly straight,

the tips gently incurved, armed on the inner margin with two

or three small fine harp teeth. 9 unknown.

cf

Long, corporis
. . 10 mm.

»

?

forcipis .

.

<i
J 9

N. E. Burma: Chinese Frontier, Take-Puna Mountain,

between 4000-5000 feet, November, 19IO: " under stones

near water" (C. W. Beebe; 1 cf , Indian Museum, ><>

8374 16).

This species somewhat resembles G. ceylonicus in generi

appearance
; it may be distinguished bv its oily lustre, an

distinct, apically cleft p\ idiuni.
It has a superficial resemblance to Kosmdor temora.
A single male is known, which is the Type, in the lnai<-

Museum, Calcutta.
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p. 187.

The genua Hypurgus, Burr, is now split, since H. simplex

,

Borm., and H. biroi, Burr (New Guinea) , are not congeneric with

H. humeralis, the type of Hypurgus. They differ in the long,

and slender antennal segments, which are those of a true

opisthocosmiid, while the antennae of Hypurgus humeralis are

short, as in the Forficulinae.

A new genus has therefore been erected for H. simplex and
H. biroi: this is:—

Genus Narberia, Burr.

Narberia, Burr., Gen. Ins. Derm., p. 94, 1911.

p. 188.

Hypurgus humeralis, Kirby, var. vittatus, nov.

Differs from typical Cingalese specimens in being rath

larger, and in having the shoulder spot lengthened into a longi-

tudinal band: it is not structurally distinct, only a larger,

rather finer race with different pattern of elytra.

N. Bengal: Jalpaiguri District: Banarhat : "flying to

light between rainstorms, 24-viii-08. I. H. Burkill." 2 & tf

(lnd. Mus ).

p. 203.

Genus Lifodes, Burr

I am now inclined to refer this genus to the Anechurinae :

it is to be hoped that fresh material be shortly forthcoming to

settle the very unsatisfactory question.

p. 205.

Forficula ! cingalensis, Dohrn.

In a review of the monograph of the Indian Earwigs

(Ent. Rundschau, xxvii, p. 175, 1910), Zacher discusses this

species, having found Dohrn's type and a second male in the

Berlin Museum. He considers it to be a Spongiphorid (in the

old sense) : the first segment of the posterior tarsi is uuusally

long, and the elytra have a sharp keel. Zacher suggests plac-

ing it provisionally in Erotesis, near to E. decipiens, but the

presence of the keel on the elytra demands a new genus, if it

is at all related to this group.

The following is a translation of Zacher' s redescnption of

this species :

—

" Antennae with 16 segments : pronotum with broad,

translucent borders : elytra keeled and sides of the abdomen

acute and keeled : second tarsal segment simple, the first very

long: forceps of the <S broad at the bases, bowed, with two
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small teeth before the apex, the points hooked and crossed

:

last dorsal segment with transverse median ridge.'

'

From the account of the forceps, tarsi and elytra it ap-

pears that it is unlikely to be a Spongiphorid or a Labiid.



57- References to Indian Mathematics in certain

Medieval Works,

By G. R. Kaye.

I.

In certain mediaeval works on mathematics and kindred

subjects there are curious references to Indian sources which

have possibly led to misunderstandings as to the part played

by Hindu scholars in the domain of mathematics.

Such references may be roughly divided into three classes :

viz. (1) those that attribute to an Indian source a general

system of some branch of mathematics
; (2) those that refer

particular problems to an Indian origin ; and (3) those that

term the modern system of arithmetical notation ' Indian.'

To the first class belong the Algoritmi de numero Indoram

attributed to Muhammad b. Musa, the Liber abbacioi Leonardo

Fibonacci, the Indian Arithmetic of Planudes, the Liber

augmenti et diminutionis of a certain Abraham, etc.; of the

second may be mentioned references (or supposed references)

by Ibn Sina, Ibn el-Benna and Jordanus ;
while of the third

are statements by el-Qalasadi, el-Mahalll and others besides

statements in the works of Planudes, and Leonard of Pisa

already mentioned. 1

II.

A detailed examination of the particular instances cited

brings to light some very curious facts and at the same time

shows that the term ' Indian ' was often incorrectly applied.

To those familiar with the old Hindu mathematical works

a casual inspection of the works of Muhammad b. Musa,

Maxim
deed

were not for the fact that in each of the works referred to the

term ' Indian ' is used or supposed to be used no one would

have suggested the connection.

Muhammad b. Musa el Chowarezmi lived in the first

quarter of the ninth century of our era. He was one of the

scholars that the Khalif el-Mamun is said to have employed in

measuring a degree of the meridian, the revision of Ptolemy s

tables, etc. He is supposed to have been the first Arab writer

on Algebra, and hi- treatise on that subject is well known

1 For a fuller list of such references see the Appendix.
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through Rosen's translation.' The particular work of Muham-
mad b. Musa in question was published in Europe in 1857 by
Prince Boncompagni who gives it the title Algoritmi denun\ero
Indorum. The following list of contents of the work, however,
shows pretty conclusively that it is not of Indian origin :—

(1) Principles of numeration.
(2) Addition.

(3) Subtraction.

(4) Division by two (Mediation).

(5) Multiplication by two (Duplation).
(6) Proof by • nines.'

(7) Division.

(8) Multiplication of sexagesimal fractions.

(9) Division of sexagesimal fractions.
(10) Manner of writing sexagesimal fractions.
(11) Addition of sexagesimal fractions.

(13) Mediation with sexagesimal fractions.
(14) Duplation with sex. 'esimal fractions.
(15) Multiplication of ordinary fractions.

The chief points which differentiate this work from any
early Hindu work are (1) the u-e of the proof by ' casting out
the nines,' (2) the exposition of the sexagesimal notation,
lnere are also some special points which lead us to doubt the
Indian origin of this work. Accord in l' to Woepcke the idea
ot sexagesimal fractions is expressly attributed to the Indians
by Muhammad b. Musa. This is very strange since the Hindu
mathematical works practically ignore the system,* but possibly
Woepcke misunderstood his text as he did in other similar cases
as will be seen later on. Secondly according to Rosen, Cole-

brooke, Woepcke, and others Muhammad b. Musa was also in-

debted to the Hindus for the substance of his algebra, but this

is by no means true as was long ago conclusively proved by
Kodet.s Thirdly, although the work is supposedto deal with
Jndian numbers no Hindu symbols are actually employed.

Leonardo Fibonacci of Pisa having travelled in Egypt,
Byna, Greece, Sicily and Provence and having learnt the

Indian method of arithmetic was convinced of its superiority
to those commonly employed and » even to the algorithm and
to the method of Pythagoras." He, therefore, wrote Ins

Ltber abbaci (a.d. 1202). In a.d. 1220 he also published a

Practice of Geometry and (?) afterwards a treatise on square
numbers.* The Liber abbaci contains the following chapters -

nl™a
* n

.

eMlIKlu astronomers use the Dotation and llrnhmagupta e
,

ro"

?rZ n>-
SOme q»«wi-astroiv.,mcal examples in his a) bra. He also

or £ f™ Iii« * ?yPP,ement to his work, but in each a way as to exclude

3 7*! T a
* that H 'e nation was of Indian origin.

4 1Z u
A
V' ''"' lome K. "e Serie, 1878, p,». 5-98.

Ulw,'« knred xrathm 7 , , eh Itolie, H, 20.
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(1) The nine ' Indian ' figures.

(2) Multiplication of integers.

(3) Addition of integers.

(4) Subtraction.

(5) Division.

(6 and 7) Operations with fractions.

(8 and 9) Buying and selling.

(10) Partnership.

(11) Mixture of metals, etc.

(12) Progressions, etc.

(13) Regula duorum falsorum, etc.

(14) Surds, etc.

(15) Geometry and Algebra (Indeterminate*, etc.).

Beyond the somewhat cryptic statement that the Pytha-

gorean methods and the algorithm are less accurate than the

modi indorum, and the reference to the Indian figures (which

are not Indian at all | there is little to connect this work with a

Hindu origin. For example, Chapter XIV is largely based on

the tenth book of Euclid, and the fifteenth Chapter is mostly

drawn from the works of el-Karchi ' and Muhammad b.

Musa * ; Chapter XIII deals with the regula elcatayn or regula

duorum jalsorum which occurs in no known early Hindu work.

The author had no direct knowledge of India.

Maximus Planudes (a.d. 1260-1330) was a Byzantine

monk and the author of many works of which a commentary on

Diophantus and a translation of the De consolatione philosopha^

of Boethius may be mentioned. He is supposed to have

obtained his information about India from the merchant s and

missionaries of Byzantium. 3 His ' Indian Arithmetic ' is mucli

of the same type as that of Muhammad b. Musa, whose work

or some similar Arab work (for there are many of them) was

possibly the source that Planudes drew upon. Historically the

work of Planudes is perhaps the more important as it influ-

enced European writers to a greater extent.

The topics dealt with are almost identical with those in the

algoritmi of Muhammad b. Musa. An account is given of the

nine symbols and the zero, with examples, and these symbols

are used throughout the work, but they are Arabic not Hindu in

form. The proof by nine is used and no Hindu writer earlier

than Planudes employs this method. Detailed workings of

illustrative examples are given and in this respect also Planudes

differs from Hindu writ rs on mathematics. Here is an ex-

ample of division which means that 856978 -h 24 = 35707 + ££.

1 W'oepcke, Notice tur lc Fakhri .
etc., p- 28.

* Chasles, Apercu, etc., p. 519.
,

C. J. Gerhardt, Das Reel- buch dee Maximus Planudes, p. u.
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13 16

2 3 2 1 3 10
Remainders

8

3

2

5

5

4

6

7

9 7

7

8 Dividend

Quotient.

Divisor.

This may be compared with examples in Hindu works
which are as different as such fundamental operations can well
be. The Hindus, it may be added, in giving formal illustration
of inverse operations seldom or never give examples that do
not ' come out ' exactly.

Planudes next exhibits operations in the sexagesimal nota-
tion. Here is an example which means that 14° 23' multiplied
by 8° 12' gives 3 zodia 28° 54' ,8".

Product

i

> Factors.

The following means that 3 23' 54" divided bv 2° 34'8

24" = 1° 19' 14":—

Reduced dividend

Reduced divisor-

Difference

Reduced difference

Divisor

Difference

Reduced difference

3

2

23 51

24

12234

92fi4

1

Dividend.

Divisor.

Quotient.

2970

17*200

9264

19 Quotient

2184

131040

92n 1

14 Quotient

nr^7
h
flGXamples are in themselves absolute and convincing

proot ol the non-Hindu origin of the work of Planudes.
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III.

Libri has published in Latin the text of a work with the

following title

.

Liber augmenti et diminutionis vocatus numeratio divwa-

tionis, ex eo quod sapientes Indi posuerunt, quern

Abraham compilavit et secundum librum qui Indorum

dictus est composuit

Of this Abraham practically nothing is known, but it has

been supposed that he is the same as Ibrahim b. Ezra, 1 a

learned Jew, who lived in the twelfth century (1093-1 168 a.d.).

His work consists of some thirty-three algebraic problems which

he solves in various ways. After the brief introductory remarks

the author makes no reference to India. Of the thirty-three

problems twenty-one are solved by the regula duorum falsorum

and two by the method of inversion, and the rest by what

may be termed ordinary methods.
* The rule of two errors, or regula etchatayn? or regula

duorum falsorum, or method of the balance, or method of

increase and decrease as it is variously called, occurs in no

known early Hindu work.

The rule enables us to solve problems that can be expressed

in the form
/ (x)=ax + b = fc.

For if we set k - / (a) = e, the ' first error ' and k-f (fi) = t
%

the second error ' we have the rule

R p —ae
x =— i

which is so largely employed by Abraham.

The following is a fairly typical example taken from the

Liber augmenti et diminutionis expressed in modern notation

First method : f (16) = 3 and e, = 7

/ (32) = 12 and e,= -2

32.7 + 2. 16
whence x— _-—

~

^a

Second method : *-4- £ (aJ-4)*f *-3

a; + _i s-6=10, \ * + .

\x=lii
8 ** -r

2 .
ft

* s

I 'Rabbi ben Ezra, but it is very doubtful.

* Elkhata'ayn.
S Libri,' vol. i, pp. 310 311.
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ItV + tW s +i^ie + flOor

a?=16+iVl6 = 28f

As stated above, the great majority of the problems are solved

by the first of these methods, or regula duorum falsorum. There

are, however, two examples of the method of inversion ' as

used by the Hindus. 1 Here is one of these examples 2
:

—

x

s = 2(2(2(l+2)+2)+2) = 3f>.

These two examples of the method of ' inversion ' of course

do not constitute a connection with India while, on the other

hand, the occurrence of 21 examples of the regula duorum
falsorum out of 33 problems does prove pretty conclusively

that the work was not of Hindu origin.
Easternyji eastern wnrers wno treat ot the regula duorvm faisonui

besides those already mentioned are Sind b. Ali, Sin' an b. el

Fath, Abu Kamil Sbga b. Aslam and a great many others,

method
Now Ibn el-Benna (Ahmed b. Muh. b. 'Amanel-Azdi) who

died in Morocco in 1339 a.d., in explaining the regula duorum
falsorum, states that it is described by other writers as the opera-

tion of the balance, and goes on to say, " As to the
procedure is a geometrical method (alsina 'at al hi

balance

Woep

geometrical in the, rule of the two

false positions, and hence rejects the meaning ' geometri
absurd. If. however, wr turn t« fh« morlra nf Qostil b

I as €and Gabir
geometrical

! The former, after giving an arithmetical explana-

tion, goes on to sav that he will elucidate it and prove it

geometrically by the help of a figure ; and el-Sabi gives the

following demonstration 6
:

If the line ah is divided into three parts—ag, gd, db—then

ah. gd + ag. bd = ad. hg.

1 LilZivati, §§47-49. etc.
2 Libri, * i. 1, p. 343,
- See Sutera Die Mathemaliker und Astro* men der Araber und Inre

\Sf erke, pp. 13, 43, 86, etc., etc. .
f

* The nearest the Hindus get to this method is in their rule o

opposition fahta karman) or 'single falsr portion' after the oia

Egyptian fashion. See Cantor i, 618, and Colebrook-. p. 23.

J
™u'™ 1 Aeiatique

, Mai-Juin 1863, p. 511.
a. huter, Bibliotheca Mathematica 1907. d. 24.
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so;

For the rectangle bk = gh and the rectangle az = az
f
wheiu

adding rectangle ah

or ab. bi + mz. kz = ad dh

or ab. gd + ag. bd — ad. bg

By setting ag= a the first assumed number of the rule and

gd= e
{
the first error, and further ab — fi and bd — e% , we have

ad
a, e, + <x

L
e

]

c, + e.

This is more than sufficient warrant for rejecting Woepckef
a

translation and discarding the theory of Indian origin that hi

incorrect rendering implied.

IV.

It will have been noticed that in the Algoritmi of Moham-
ad b. Planudes

nine' is employed, but we find no trace of this method in am
early Hindu work. Avicenna (980-1037 a.d.) is, however, said

to attribute a connected rule to the Hindus. After having

mentioned that the unit figures of square numbers are always

1, 4, 9, 6 or 5 he goes on to say

—

u As to the verification of the

squares by the

seven, or nine.

method it is always one, or four, or

esnonds to one or eight, to four.

two or seven, to seven, four or five, and if it is nine there will

be three, or six, or nine." The blank to be filled is the trans-

lation of the word hinda Woepcke Indian ' but

acknowledges that it should ordinarily be c geometrical. * His

reason for rejecting the term * geometrical ' is that the rule in

question appears to have no connection with any geometrical

method, and his reason for giving 'Indian* as the translation

appears to be based on the assumption that the Arabs owed
knowledge Woepck

wron
on a geometrical demonstration 1 and the Arabs owed very little

1 I have already
[Journal Asiatic Socy
devise others.

given one geometrical illvi strati

, Bengal, 11)07, p. 491) and it is

of the rule
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of their mathematics to the Hindus. The rule means that on
division by nine of any numbers the possible remainders are

for linear numbers .. 1,8, 2,7, 4,5 3,6,9

> » square 1 4 7 9

Not only is the translation of hindasi by • Indian * here philo-
Iogiealfy wrong but the term Indian ' cannot be applied to the
rule in question as such a rule does not occur in any Hindu
work prior to the time of Avicenna. Neither is there in any
Hindu work the slightest indication that would lead one to
expect to come across such a rule. The same termh indasi is

applied to another rule obviously deduced from the former by
Avicenna. This second rule may be expressed thus—

nz=±l mod 9

Xo such rule occurs in any Hindu work.

V.

Pr.ff"
Ther

AT
aa

? k^n? of Inde ^0 quich heyth Algor and he made this
cratt

. . . Algorisms, in quych we use teen figurys of Inde." 1

The cases in which the term ' Indian ' is applied to numeri-
cal symbols are not at first glance as easy to deal with since it

appears incongruous to apply the term • geometrical ' to them,
ine term hindasi is, however, quite broad enough to include
them as will be seen later on.

„fi
Tw symbo,s 8iven by Maximua Plamules, el-Qahsadi, and

other Western writers, together with some other forms for the
sake of comparison, are exhibited in the accompanying table.

ihe table on opposite page shows that the sets of symbols
under consideration (a, b, c, d, e) are not of Hindu but Arabic

™,
, ^here

.
they differ from the Arabic they generally

resemble the apices of Boethius.

.1 T*

E^ALA^DI ['Ali b. Muh. b. ftluh. b. 'Atl el-Qoresl
el-basti] lived in the fifteenth century, at Granada chiefly,
and, in the words of his biographer, •« joined to a profound
knowledge and exemplary piety every quality of a pure soul.''
Ihe titles o some forty-five of his works are knc"~ --* n{

these the following treat of mathematical subjects :

(1) Lifting the veil which obscures the science of calcul

YL„?}™atxon °f Me secrets which enclose the science of

i
%

« Quoted by Smith and Karpinski.—TAe Hindu-Arabic Sumerals,

ien lmbe^Xv
n
,T-

n
i

N
?
tice bibli< ^aphique tw Ka'acadi. mall »ati-

437
6

See
M
±rs ,:^ ' "IT*

1 **"*»?• "**»• Tome XIV, 5* 8J>»n JO 7 a f Wt OOU]
P- **/ bee also Suter p. 180.
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In the last-named work the author gives a circumstantial

account of the invention of the modern numerical system by
the Hindus.

a

c

?
^ ^ 5

A

e

x A

A

$ c

a. Symbols used by Maximus Planudes (after Gerhardt).

6. El-Qalasadi's figures. (Journal Asiatique, 1863, p. 58.)

c. (So d. Symbols given by Hosein b. Muh. el-Mahalli. {Journal

A8tatique, 1863, p. 63.)

Ahmed b. Abil Bekr gives these in his book on ' Ancient

alphabets, etc.'

The apices of Boethius taken from Friedlein's edition, p. 307.

Ordinary Arabic figures.

These are early Hindu symbols of the 4th century a.d. taken

from coins as in Rapson's British Museum Catalogue.

i* Hindu symbols of the 12th century a.d., Epigraphia tndica, i,

34.

/. Modern Hindu symbols [t.* Devanagari].

"As to the Pythagoreans," be writes, " and these are the

men of numbers, they admit six orders .... The first order

oes from one to nkie'and is called the order of units. These

e.

h
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1

nine signs, called the signs of Gobar, are those which are em-
ployed very frequently in our Spanish province and in the

country of Maghreb and Africa. Their origin is said to be as

follows : A man of the nation of Indians took some fine powder
and spread it on a table made of wood or some other substance
or on any plane surface whatever and marked in it whatever
he wanted to in the operations of multiplication or division or

other operations. Then when he had finished the problen
he put it into a cup-board until he wanted it again."

Hosein b. Muh. el-Mahalli gives practically the same
account but leaves out the cup-board business, while Ahmed b.

Abu Bekr gives the so-termed ' Indian ' notations in a book
entitled " The ancient Alphabets and Hieroglyphic charactei
explained; with an account of the Egyptian Priests, their

classes, initiation, and sacrifices." This is hardly the sort of

book in which we should expect to find an authoritative state-

ment on Indian matters ! The notations uiven are not Hindu
at all but Arabic in form.

For other references to ' Indian ' numbers see the Appen
dix.

VI.

It has been shown how the learned Woepcke fell into

grievous error in rejecting the term ' geometrical ' as not being

appropriate to the problems to which the term hindasi had been
armUaA Tiu« • .. . i * lu^.

-

applied. The same misconception perhaps occurred in I

case of the numerical symbols which could not, according
ponular idpas Ka tormn^ i. -__i

the

to

popular ideas, be termed geometrical.

Woepcke
aula

»«• iwo exactly tne same error as did el-Qalasildi when mtei-

preting the same writer's numerical symbols.
'

This can hardly
be a mere coincidence and suggests an historical connection
between the two classes of mistakes. 1

The he
like el-Qala

riters

to an arithmetical notation is easily understood; but it

may be pointed out that the language of numbers is often

essentially geometrical. The Greeks termed odd numbers
gnomons
numbers not square were termed oblongs. Products of two

numbers were plane and of three solid. We also have

triangular, square It may
^

—

wohM ^Jm™ I!

1106 °0rae acro8s the Allowing note by Woepcke^
' [

}!!"!?„
add

\
ho says

'
" «>at I found in the Fihris' mention of two

two fal «°n .t

U^rae"ta*ion «nd diminution.' that is to say on the rule^

tte iir wE H' 'y
-

Send ibn '

A,i »nd bv Sinan Ibn Alfath, p****,

j^z^^r also , ":atises - indian arithmet
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also be noted that the symbols of Boethius were given in ins

geometry and not in his arithmetic, awl we may refer to the

famous 'geometrical number' of Plato' and to the Hebrew

u matria.

There is an instructive point about this last. Until quite

recently scholars derived the word from the Gi k gmmrnatefa

simply because they could not conceive how the term k geome-

trical ' could be applied to the syst m. Here is a recent

authoritative statement : on the meaning of the term

:

Gem atria [Rabbinical Heb. gSmatriya, a. Gr. yto. trpt*

Geometry. (The suggestion that it represents Gr.

ypap/arcta is unfounded). A cabbalistic method

of interpreting the Hebrew Scriptures by inter-

changing words whose letters have the same numeri-

cal value when added.

The Arabic words hindaz, hinddzat. hindasi, etc. meat

'a measure,' geometry,' architecture.' According to Whish

the term hindasi was often used by the Arabs to designate

especially an alphabetic notation. According to the Burhan-i-

kati (Calcutta 1818) the term <( Hindisah signifies measure and

t ure. It is also applied to the numerals which are here writ-

ten below the corresponding words :

—

"

i*1a via prri

Surely if it was intended that the word hindiiah should be

connected with the word 'Indian' the Hindu and not the

Arabic forms would have here been given.

The words handasi, etc. are said to be derived from the

Persian midaza which means 'a measure,' 'a quantity,
1

'proportion.' This derivation is given in modern dictionaries,

but it was also given by the great lexicographer Firozabadi

(1329-1414 a.d.)

One of the most important links in the chain of evidence

supporting the views given in this paper is the fact that the

terms hindasi and hind were actually confused by transcribers.

For example in a Paris manuscript of a work by Sinan b. el-

Fath the last word of the title is written dhindasi while the

Leyden manuscript of the Fihrist gives for the same title el-

Itindi*

Another fact worthy of note is that the terms hindi and

hindasi were applied to" other notations that ne\ r were em-

1 Republic VIII 5^-547.
* New lnglish Dictionary.

3 Journal Asiatique, 1835, p. 117.

* Journal Asiatiqu 1863. p. 490,
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ployed by the Hindus in early days, besides alphabetical

notations mentioned by Whish we find the term hindi applied

to the following system by Ahmed b.
c Abu Bekr and others.

m m
• I

Add *c fc p r r r rrr Iff

t^t {JC& » k-

)

t

*, <i 9 AAA VVV 111

In the Fihrist a similar non-place value notation is given

but with the dot underneath the figures. 1 Neither of the sys-

tems is in any way Indian.

VII.

That such errors as those illustrated above have been

supported by other incorrect statements of fact and faulty

hypotheses is not surprising to the student of Indian history.

Errors started long ago have been perpetrated. El-Mas' udl

(e. 956 a.d.) was partly responsible. He tells us that "a con-

gress of scholars invented the nine figures which form
the Indian numerical system." He also said that a Hindu
book served as the basis of the Almagest which in its turn

was the foundation of Ptolemv's work. » Bombelli stated that

Diophantus often quotes from Indian authors.8 Such mis-

representations are so obviously wrong that they are readily

detected; but Cossali, Sir W. Jones, Playfair, Taylor, Cole-

brooke, Rosen, Libri , Max Muller and others a re no less culpable

and often their statements are all the more dangerous by being

somewhat less start lingly false.

^ r .u
L

' ?' K&rpinski. Hindu numerate in th Firhist. bibliotheca
-Mathematica. 11, 2, 191], p. 121.

* The whole passage is worth quoting as an illustration of the type

*"?; TC6 that has been accepted by writer* on orient. .1 subjects :—

/T3 u
congress of sages, gathered together by order of the King

(Brahma thft crrAAt. m ^«^«_„„j .>.. . i •«. ., • •. . • i -: sfi^a 'the

a a * iL .I
UUUK aoivea as oasis lor tne worK oi mu <"»j

-, ,

a 2 »,
Almagest > even as the Ardjabehd gave birth to the Arkend

and the Almagest to the book of Ptolemy and later on to the astronomi-
cal tables. They invented also the nine figures which form the Indian
numerica System. Brahma was the first to define the apogee of the

sun and he demonstrated that this star rests thr million years in eacn
s n of the zodiac and that it traverses the wh e sphere in thirty-si*
mil on years This king deposited in the -use of gold the - ^'T*
ndZ °.-,

the rgin ° f ,hillL'* a»d to primitive history which the

devlwJ to
,

eva, "ate the ancie ersfl, n study which is -

366 years •

*m
M g t,K

;!'V
than any other P«°P»« »«*"» relgn

See Heath s D* i„m < 21 (Second Edition).

iore

ed
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The Hindus themselves never claimed to have invented the

system of notation. Indeed, according to them numeration is

of divine origin and the invention of nine figures "with the

device of places to make them suffice for all numbers" is

ascribed to the beneficent Creator of the Universe in Bhashara's

Vasana and in Krishna's commentary on the Vljaganita. 1

Neither did they claim originality in mathematics. Bha>kara

often speaks with disdain of Hindu mathematicians and refers

to certain ' ancient teachers' as authorities. If these ancient

teachers had been Hindus he would most probably have men-

tioned them by name.
Finally, if the views indicated in this paper are not ac-

cepted then Aryabhata, Srldhara, Mahavira, Brahmagupta

and Bhaskara must be no longer considered as representative

Hindu mathematicians. Personally I prefer to accept the

Hindu works as really representative and to reject the Western

evidence where it does not agree with the orthodox Hindu

exposition.

1 Colebrooke, p. 4.
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APPENDIX.

The references to Indian sources already cited and other

similar references are here roughly tabulated.

Author.

I. Muh. b. Musa
el-Chowarezmi
(died c. 840 a.d.).

2. Sind b. «A1I
(died c. 864 a.d.).

ca.

3. Ja'qub b. Ishaq
b. el-Kabbah "

el-

Kin di (died
874 a.d.).

4. Ahmed b. Abi
Bekr' b. Wahsih,
(? ixth
A.D.).

century

5. Kl-la'qubi • •

6. 'Ali b. Ahmed,
Abu'l-Qasim, el-

Antaki, el-Mugta-
ba(died 987 a.d.).

7. Aba 'Ali el-

Hasan b. el-Hatam
(ca. 965 to' 1039
a.d.).

8. Avicenna (El-
Hosein b. 'Abdal-
!ah b. el-Hosein
b. 'All Abu <Ali

Algoritmi de Nu-
mero Indorum.

Indian Arithmetic

The ancient Alpha-
beta <k Hierogly-
phic characters
explained; with
an account of
the Egyptian
Priests, their

classes, initia-

tions and sfieri

fices.

Kitab el-buldan . .

The great treatise

on the tabU relat-

ing to the Indian
calculus.

The principles of
the Indian calcu-
lus.

Treatise on Arith-
metic.

This was published by Prince

Boncompagni in 1857. It does

not contain any Hindu nu-

merals but gives a complete

exposition of the sexagesimal

notation, etc. His better

known Algebra is not of Hindu

origin. See Suter's Die Matke-

matiker und Astronomen der

Araber und Ihre Werke,?. 10,

he

1863,

etc.

Woepcke states that
^

wrote on 'Indian Arithmetic

the regula duorum M* ™™
etc. (Journal Asiatique,

p. 614).

See Cantor's Vorlesungen i,

761, andSuter, 23. Woepcke

J. Asiatique, 1863, p. 493.

The so-called Indian figures

as exhibited above are given.

E. Wiedemann (Mit • £
Oesch. d. Med. u. d. Nat. 1908,

p. 375) states that this author

mentions the Indian numbed

See Woepcke (J- As*atiqi#>

1863, p. 493) andSuter, W.

See Woepcke, p. 489;^£
p. 91. He wrote commentates

on Euclid ; on magic squares

,

a commentary on Diophantuj

and a great number of otner

W
The work is a sort of £**

phrase of the arithmetee o

Nicomachus. There is no rea

reference to an Indian orig
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Author.

el-Seich el

Ibn Sina),

980 a.d.).

Ra'Is,

(born

9. ' Ali b. Ahmed,
Abul-Hasan, el

Nasawi (died ca.

1030 A.D.).

10. Abu'l-Hoseinb.
Hosein b. 'Ali el-

Mas'udi (xth cen-
tury a.d.).

11. Abraham (full

name and date
doubtful ).

12. Ahmed b.

'Omar el-Karabi-

si [? ixth century
A.D.).

13. Sinan b. el-

Fath [? 10th
tury a.d.J.

cen-

14. 'Abderrahman
b. 'Omar, Abu'l-
Hosein, el-Sufi

(903-986 a.d.).

15. 'Omar b. IbrS-
him el-Chaij ami
(born ca. 1045
A.D.).

1 6. Leonardo Fibo-
nacci of Pisa
(xiith & xiiith cen-
turies A.D.).

17. John of Holy-
wood [Sacro Bos-
co], died 1244 A.D.

Work.

The satisfactory

treatise on In-
dian arithmetic.

[El-moqni 'fi'l-

hisab el-hindi].

Les Prairies d'Or

Liber* augmenti et

diminutionis , etc.

Indian Arithmetic

InJian Arithmetic

L'Algebred'Omar
Alkhayyami by
F. Woepcke.

Note

but Woepcke wrongly trans-
lates fi'lrtharlk al hindasi by
* la me^thode indimne ' (Jour-
nal Asiatique, 1863, p. 502).
Woepcke (J. Asiatique, ls*;3,

pp. 492-500) gives the intro-
duction to and an analysis of
this work. The author refers
to many Arab writers but to
no Hindus. The so-called
Indian symbols are Arabic in
form. There are seven chap-
ters on sexagesimal operations,
etc., etc. See Suter, 96.

See the translation by C. B.
de Maynard and P. de Cour-
teille, 1861, p. 150. The perti-

nent passage is given above.
The whole text is given by

Libri (Histoire des Sciences
Mathemcttiques en Italic,! . 804).
At the beginning it is stated
that the work is " Secundum
sapientes Indorum, etc."
There is no further reference
to India and the work deals
principally with the
duorum falsorum

Suter, 65; Woepcke. 459;
Fihrist, 2s2.

regula

Woepcke, 54 ; Suter, 66

;

Fihrist, 281. \\^ also wrot
on the Regula duorum falso-

rum, summation of cubes, etc.

Suter, 62: Fihrist. _N 4 : EI-

Biruni, 335 and 358.

Liber Abbaci

Tractatus Algoris-

mi, 1236 a.d.

The author writes: %< On
this subject we take no notice
of those among the algebraists
who think differently. The
Indians think differently."
Surely for* Indian ' weshould
read * geometers,' p. 13.

See notes above and also
Libri's Histoire, etc., ii, 287:
Woepcke's Introduction de
V Arithmitiqueindienne en Occi-
dent.

P

See
464.

Chasles' Apircm, etc.
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Author.

18. Jordanus Saxo
or Jordanus Ne-
morarius (xiiith

century).

19. Ahmed b. Muh.
b. 'Otmanel-Azdi,
Abu' l-'Abbas
(lbn El-Benna),
1258-1340 a. d.

20. AbuNasrMuh.
b. 'Abdallah
Qawadzani.

21. Maxim us
nudes

el-

Pla-

A.D.).
(1260-133 I

22. 'Ali b. Muh. b.
'Ah el-Qoresi el-

Basti (el-Qalasa-
di), xvth century
A.D.

23. 'Abdallah
Chain b.

Gemal

b.

Jilsuf,

ed-din el-

Maridlni (Sibt el-

Maridini)
1*07 A.D.).

(died

24. El-Hosein
Muh.

b.

el-Mahalll
(died 1756 a.d.

Geometry

Talchls a'mal el-
m

hisab. (Epitome
of arithmetical
operations).

A treatise on the

Indian calculus.

Arithmetic accord-
ing to the Hin-
dus.

Commentary on
the Talchis of
lbn el- Henna.

Revelation of th-

truth about
computing with
degrees and min
utes.

Commentary on
the arithmetic of
'Abdelqadir b.

•AH el Sachawi
(ca 1000 a.d.).

Notes

The work commences

—

Haec algorismus , ars pri-

sons dicitur, in qua.

Talibus Indorum fruimur

bis quinque figuris.

Jordanus ascribes the fol-

lowing formula for the side of

a regular polygon to India.

8*~ n(n-l) 2 + 3

but it occurs in no Indian

work. See G. Enestrom's note

in Bibliotheca Mathematica

1908-9, p. 143.

Here again Woepcke forces

the translation of hindasi

giving * Indian ' on the ground

that the term 'geometrical'

cannot apply to the regula

duorum falsorum. Woepcke,

as is shown above, was abso-

lately wrong. Han! el appears

to repeat Woepckc's mistake.

Suter, 162.

See Woepcke, J. Asiatwue,

1863, p. -J94.

See the notes above where

the work is discussed in detail.

Arabic forms of the numerals

are used throughout. A large

portion of the work is devoted

to the sexagesimal notation.

He gives a circumstantial

account of the invention of the

nine figures by the Indians.

See note above and also

Woepcke, 58, and Suter, 18£
The author says: *we

employ these letters (the abjad)

in tables relating to the sphere

because they are shorter tnan

the < Indian ' figures. *f
Woepcke's V Introduction ae

Varithmetique indienne, p. o»>

Suter, p. 170. T .. .

He speaks of the ' Indian

symbols. See Woepcke, M.

and Suter, 193.
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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

Very few words seem to be required by way of introduction

to the present reprint.

The pioneer work of Csoma de Koros in the field of Tibe-

tan research has a permanent value for scholars ; and on the

occasion of the 125th anniversary of Csoma's birth, 1 I sug-

gested to the Asiatic Society of Bengal that it would be a fit-

ting tribute to the great Hungarian traveller and scholar, if

they were to publish in a collected form all the articles he had

contributed to their Journal. These articles are scattered

over seven different volumes of the Journal. Some of the

earliest volumes are very difficult to procure, and time has

played sad havoc with the existing copies owing to the bad

paper on which they were printed. Of the fourteen articles

contained in this collection, Nos. I to XIII were published

during the author's lifetime, and they have consequently been

reprinted exactly as they were sent to Press by Csoma de

Koros. No. XIV, however, did not appear till many years

after his death—and although, as we learn from an editorial

note, the proofs were corrected by a Lama, the Tibetan text

I

have, therefore, revised the text, and in this connection I have

to acknowledge with grateful thanks the assistance received

from Lama Lobzang Mingyur of the Darjeeling High School,

who possesses a knowledge of Tibetan orthography rare among

Lamas of to-day.
E. Denison Ross,

in the original article is full of misprints and misspellings.

Transylvania

Darjeeling, April 1842.
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No* I. Geographical Notice of Tibet*

[J.A.S.B., Vol. I, p. 122 (1832).]

The vast mountainous tract of country between about 73°

and 98° east longitude from London, and 27° and 38° north

latitude, may be called by the general name of " Tibet," since

the Tibetan language is understood everywhere from Beltistan

(or Little Tibet) down to the frontier of China, although there

be several corrupt dialects of it, and the inhabitants of these

countries, in general, have the same manners and customs, are

addicted to the same faith (to Buddhism), and have the same
religious books written or printed in characters common to all

the different provinces.

The native name of Tibet is " Pot" as it is pronounced
commonly; "Bod," more properly. It denotes both the

nation, and the country : for distinction's sake the country is

expressed by M Bod-yul " (Bod-land), a male native " Bod-pa"
and a female one C( Bod-mo" The Indian name for Tibet is

BhoL
The natives of Tibet apply the name Pot, or Bod, especially

to the middle Tibet, or to the two provinces " U " [U~\ and

Tsang " (Dvus-Qtsang [Dbusgtsang] pronounced U-tsdng), the

capitals of which are Lhassa and Zhikdtse [Shigatse]. Hence a

native of those two provinces is called by them especially

Pot- pa. The eastern part of Tibet is called "Kham" or

K'tom-yid," also " Great Tibet." The north-western part

towards Ladak is called " Ndri." Bhutan is called by several

names by the Tibetans; as,
''« Lhopato ,'

' i' 'Lho-mon V ha-zhi ,'

"

" Lko-bruk-pe-yul," or simply " Lho " (the south). According

to these divisions, the inhabitants of Tibet are distinguished

thus: "Pot-pa" (or U-tsdng-pa) means a native of middle

Tibet; " IChampa" (or K'ham-ba), one of eastern Tibet;
" Naripa" one of western Tibet ; and " Lho-pa" a native of

Bhutan.
The whole of Tibet occupies high ground, and lies among

snowy mountains. Hence it is called in Tibetan books by

several poetical names, expressive of snow, ice, or frozen snow,

cold, and high elevation. The highest ground in Tibet is in

Ndri, especially the peak called Tise or Tte&, in Tibetan, and

Kailasa in Sanskrit, about 80° E. longitude, and 34° North

latitude. The sources of the Indus, Sutlej, Gogra, and the

Brahmaputra rivers are in Nari (Mndhris). There are several

large lakes also. Tibetan writers, in describing the situation of
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Ndr
four channels ; and K'ham-yul to a field.

Tibet is bounded on the north by the countries of the Turks

and Mongols, whom the Tibetan call Hor, and Sok-po (Hor-sok).

On the east by China (Gyanak in Tib.). On the south by India

(Gyagar in Tib.). On the west by India, Cashmir, Afganistan,

Tazibyul, and Turkistan.

The hill people of India, who dwell next to the Tibetans,

are called by them by the general name " Mon" their country

Mon-yul, a man Mon-pa or simply Mon, a female Mon-mo.
From the first range of the Himalaya mountains on the

Indian side to the plains of Tartary, the Tibetans count six

chains of mountains running in a north-western and south-

eastern direction, when viewed from Kangri in Nari (a lofty

mountain running from south-west to north-west), whence the

ground commences to take on one side a north-western and on

the other aide a south-eastern inclination. In the spacious

valley, which is between the third and fourth range of the before

mentioned mountains, is the great road of communication
and U-tsang. The principal countries or dis-

tricts in this direction, from north-west, are as follows:

Beltistan or Little Tibet, Ladak, Teshigang, Gar or Gdro (the

lower and upper), Troshot, Tsdng, U, Bhrigang. It is here

likewise that the two principal rivers, the Senge k'hd-bab and

the Tsdnpo, take their course ; that by Ladak to the north-west,

and may be taken for the principal branch of the Indus ;
this

to the south-east, and forms afterwards the Brahmaputra.
The countries on the Indian side that lie next to Tibet,

Ladak

from a K'ha-ch

Mande
Pdnge, Gdr-zha or Lahul, Nyungti or Kullu ; K'huna or Knaor,

and Besahr; Kyonam and Shdk'hok, or Garhwal and Kamaon;
Dsumlang ; Gorkha-yul ; Pal-yul (Bal-yul) or Nepal ;

Lhopato

Ashong

countries
next to India, commencing from Cashmir, are as follows:

Himbab (near to Cashmir), Purik, Zanskar, Spiti, Gugi, Purang,

Kytrong, Lhoprdk, Mydnam, Lack' hi, Mon-ts'ho-tma.
Beyond the fourth range of the Himalaya mountains ,

or

in the next valley to the north of Ladak, there are the following

districts, counting them eastward: Xubra, Rudok, Tso-tso,

Bombd, Chang-ts'hd k'hd, Chang-ra greng.
The three great divisions of Tibet are :

1. Tibet Proper, or U-tsdng. 2. K'hmn-yul, or the eastern

part of Tibet, and 3. \«'n\ or the north-western part of Tibet.

1. Tibet Proper or U-tsdng. It is that part of Tibet whicn

hes next to the north of Asam, Bhutan, and Nepal, that is caned

by this name. This is the most considerable part of Tibe •
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am-

and polite of all the Tibetan races. The number of the inhabit-

ants in these two provinces is said to be about one hundred and
thirty thousand families. Lhassa is the capital of the province

U, as also of the whole of Tibet. From the seventh till the

tenth century it has been the residence of the kings of Tibet.

Now it is the first place for commerce in Tibet, the seat of

government, and the residence of the Chinese Ambans (or

ministers). There are several religious establishments. Near
Lhassa is Potala, the residence of the great Lama (styled GyeU

vd-rin-po-ch' he) , the head of the sect called Geluk-pa or Geldan-

pa. Other remarkable places, in the province U, are: T
bu-Lhd-gdng, a fort or castle built in the fourth century, by

Thothori, a king. It has been the residence of the ancient kings.

It contains some antiquities , and plastic images of the ancient

kings. It is a few days' journey to the south from Lhassa.

Sam-ye (Bsam-yas) a royal residence and a large monastery,

one day's journey from Lhassa, built in the eighth century by
K'hri srong~dehu-tsan

}
a celebrated king. There are deposited

several ancient books taken from India. In the province of

U, among other forts or castles, De-ch' hen-song and Haspori

are the most considerable. In the province of Tsang, the

following ones are of some repute : Cliang-namring , Chang-

Lha-tse, Phun~ts' hok-ling , and Gyang-tse.

2. K 9ham-yul (K' hams-yul) , called also Pot-ch'hen, or

Great Tibet, consists of the eastern part of Tibet, and is bounded

by China on the east. There are several small principalities;

as, K'Jiam-bo, Gdbd, Li-thang, Dege (or Der-ghe), Brag-yak,

Depma, Go-jo, Gya-mo-rong, Jang-sa tarn, Amdo, K'hyamdo,

etc. The people of these parts differ very much from the rest

of the Tibetans in their stature, features, dress, customs, and

of speaking the Tibetan language. They aremanner
cunnin

ornaments on their dress. In JCham-yul

Bon, holding still the ancient religion of Tibet, are very numerous.

They have also their literature, religious order, several mon-

asteries, and kill several animals, great and small cattle, for

sacrifice : they have many superstitious rites.

3. The north-western part of Tibet, from Tsang to Ladak,

is called Sari. This part is of very great extent, but the

number of inhabitants is inconsiderable, not exceeding fifty

thousand families together with Ladak and Beltistan.^ There

have been several small principalities formerly in Sari, as,

Guge, Purdng, Kangri ; but all these belong now to the great

Lama at Lhassa, and are governed by K'harpons (commanders

of forts) sent from Lhassa. There are also in Sari very

extensive deserts. The inhabitants dwells in tents, made of hair

cloth ; exercise a pastoral life, without any agriculture. Their

number is said to amount to ten thousand families, and they all

are under the sGar-pon or chief officer residing at sGdr or sGdro,
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who is sent from U-tsang or Lhassa, and generally remains there

for three years.

Guge, part of Ndri
i
lying to the north of Garhwal and Ka-

maon, consists of two valleys, inhabited by somewhat more than

two thousand families. The principal places are Tsaprang and

Tholing, not far from each other. The first is the residence

of the commanding officer called the Kh'arpon of Tsaprang,

and the second is a large monastery and the seat of a Lama
styled the K'hanpo of Tholing. He resides during the summer
at Teshigang, another large monastery, a few days' journey

to the north from Tholing. These two places (Tsaprang and

Tholing) have been the residence of the princes that have reigned

there from the 10th till the end of the 17th century.
Ladak, formerly called Mar-yul, still has its own prince,

but he must accommodate himself to the political views of the

Chinese. Zanskar, Purik, Rubra, form part of the Ladak
principality. In the whole of Ladak the number of the inhabit-

ants does not exceed twenty thousand families. Nearly the

half of them are Mohammedans, mostly of the Shia persuasion.

Le (sle) is the capital of Ladak, the residence of the prince, and
the emporium of a considerable trade with Turkistan, Lhassa,

and the Panjab countries. It is about 15 to 20 days' journey

from Cashmir to the east, and nearly under the same latitude,

(i.e. 34° north lat.).

Little Tibet or Beltistan (Belti~yul, in Tibetan) is the most

north-western part of Tibet. There are several chiefs. The

chief residing at Kdrdo is the most powerful among them ;
those

of Kyere and Kuru, with some others, depend on the former.

The chief of Shigdr holds sometimes with the prince of Ladak

Kdrdo. The chiefs of M i

Hasora etc. are the heads of some predatory tribes. In the

several defiles to the south, in the neighbourhood of Beltistan,

there live some predatory tribes, among whom the most notori-

ous are the Ddrdu people. These barbarous tribes are either

of Afghan or Hindu origin. The inhabitants of Beltistan are

Mahomedans of the Shia persuasion. They speak a dialect

of the Tibetan language, but have nothing of the Tibetan litera-

ture. They keep some books or fragments in Persian. The

correspondence from Ladak with the chiefs of those parts, is

carried on in Persian, as also with Cashmir. The people of

Beltistan are very unhappy on account of their chiefs having

continual quarrels with each other, or with the prince of Ladak.

The climate is warm. In the lower part of Beltistan , snow never

falls. The soil is good. There are several kinds of grain ;
they

have two crops. There are likewise several sorts of excellent

fruits; as, of apples, pears, peaches, plums, figs, grapes, mul-

berries, etc. , etc. There is a great want of salt and wool in those

parts
; formerly there existed a commercial route from Cashmir

to Yarkand through Beltistan (of 30 days' journev) ;
but that
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country being in an unsettled state, the Cashinirian merchants

„, Le,

very circuitous.

The people of Lhopdto or Bhutan, on account of their

language, religion, and political connexion, belong to Tibet.

But in their customs and manners they have adopted much from

the Indians. They are more clean in their dresses and houses

The men are of a martial spirit,

like those of K'ham-yul, with whom they are said to have much
races

resemblance in their character. peak

a corrupt dialect of the Tibetan language ; but there are several

religious establishments, a great many books, and some

religious persons are well acquainted with the Tibetan language

and literature. They are Buddhists of the sect called in Tibet

Brukpa (vulg. Dukpa). They adopted this kind of

m-amL a— — — w- m — w — j w- w -^

Lama of great respectability, leaving Tsdng in middle Tibet,

established himself in Bhutan. There are counted now about

forty thousand families. The whole province of Bhutan con-

sists of four districts or valleys, which if counted from east to

west, are as follows : Thet-yul, Thim-ytd, Patro or Pato, and the

middle district. dsong

Lakes.—There are four principal lakes in Tibet. The

Ma-pham yu-te'ho (Mansarovara) , in Xari, is the most consider-

able, of a circumference of about one and a half day's journey.

In U-tsdng, the Y drbrokyu-ts''ho , Mw-U-sgrum ts'ho, and Sam-

Who cKhukmo are likewise of great extent. There are many

others of inferior rank or less compass ;
as, that of Ld~ndg to the

west of Ma-plmm. From Rudok (near Ladak) to the east or

south-east, there are many salt lakes.

Medicinal or mineral waters. -Between U and Ts'ang

there are some hot springs, used in curing cutaneous diseases

and the gout. But suchliot springs are numerous in the moun-

tains King east from the Ma-p'ham lake ;
especially at one place

there is a hole out of which continually issues vapor, and at certain

intervals, hot water is ejected with great noise to the height of

12 feet.

Glaciers.—The summits of many of the Tibetan mountains

remain through the whole year covered with snow. But there

are especially four glaciers or mountains covered with ice or

frozen snow ; as, Tise, Havo, Shdmpo, and Putt.

Mines.—Mines are rarely excavated in Tihet. In the

northern part of S'dri, and in Guge, some gold dust is gathered,

as also in Zanskar and Beltistan it is washed from the river.

If they knew how to work mines, they might find in many places

gold, copper, iron, and lead.
t

Petrifactions are found at many places in Tibet ,
especially

in S'dri. On the 2nd and 3rd range of the Himalaya mountains,

there are several sorts of them. Salgrams and shells -are found
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most frequently, in many places. All such petrifactions are

denominated in Tibetan, according to the resemblance they

have to anything ; as, sheep-eye, sheep-horn, sheep- brain, swine-

head, bird-leg, cow-tongue, stone-trumpet, etc. They are not

objects of reverence in Tibet, neither of curiosity. Some of

them, after being burnt and reduced to powder, are used as

medicaments in certain diseases.

In the whole of Tibet, there is, in general, a deficiency

of wood, both for fuel and for building, or timber, especially

in Ndri and U-tsang. In Bhutan and Beltistan there are many
sorts of fruit trees. In K'ham-yul there are some woods and

forests. In the western part of Laclak and in Beltistan some

vines are cultivated. In middle Tibet and Ladak the mountains

are in general naked, destitute of herb, grass, and every vege-

table. In the valleys, where the fields can be watered or irrigat-

ed, several kinds of corn are produced, especially wheat, barley,

buck-wheat, millet, peas, and some others. In S'dri and in

the northern deserts of Tibet, there grow several kinds of medi-

cal herbs and plants., and there are likewise good pastures ;
but

there are in the deserts no fields for producing corn, and what

they want they purchase from those who inhabit the southern

parts of ftari, and give them in exchange yaks, sheep, wool,

woollen cloth, salt, borax, etc.

Rice is nowhere cultivated in Tibet. There are some

kinds of pulse; as peas, bean, and lentils. There is no great

variety of esculent plants. They have some turnips, cabbages,

carrots, onions, garlics, and a few others ; but for potherbs they

use in general such greens as grow wild. In the western part

of Ladak, in Purik, there is a certain plant (with bushy stalks),

called Prangos, which is a go< 1 remedy against the rot in sheep,

if given for food for a certain time, in autumn.
The daily food of the Tibet a as consists, in general, of grue ,

or thick pottage prepared from the meal of parched barley {satu),

several kinds of flesh, bread, sour milk, owds, potherbs, and ot

tea prepared in a particular manner in a churn, with butter, salt,

and with some milk, or without this last ingredient
The origin of the Tibetans is referred in their fabulous

history to the union of an ape with a she-demon. Some derive

them from India ; some from China ; others from the Mongols,

and others from the Turks. Nothing can be certainly said in

this respect. They have an original language, which has
J

1""5

affinity to that of any of the nations mentioned. It is probable-

that the royal family who reigned in middle Tibet from about

250 years before Jesus Christ till the 10th century, was derive

from India, from the Lichabt/i race, and it is certain that tne1

religion and literature is of Indian origin. The Tibetan9 ar

ignorant of their origin. TIkv distinguish now five sorts o

People or races (or nations) among themselves ; as 1 •
A

rf^ '

one dwelling in K'hnm.ipd. 2. Pot- pa. one inhabiting in U-****'
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3. Brok-pa or Hor-pa, one living in the deserts to the north-
west of Lhassa. 4. Sdri-pa, one of ffidri, Ladak and Beltistan,

and 5. Lho-pa, one of Bhutan. All of whom have yet other
subdivisions. They differ much from each other in their stature,

character, dress, and in the accent with winch they pronounce
the Tibetan language. But they can all understand each
other. They all agree (with the exception of the Mahom-
medans in Ladak and Beltistan) in having the same religion,

whose records are in the same language and character.

\^





No. II. Translation of a Tibetan Fragment.

With remarks by H. H. Wilson, Secy.

[J.A.S.B., Vol. I, p. 269 (1832).

(Bead, July 4th.)

In the 9th volume of the Gyut class of the Kahgyur occurs
the original of a Tibetan fragment, which created in the beginning
of the last century a lively sensation amongst the learned men
of Europe, and the history of which furnishes an amusing in-

stance of the vanity of literary pretensions, and of the patience
and pain with which men of talent and erudition have imposed
upon themselves and upon the world.

In the end of the 17th and beginning of the 18th century,
the Russians in their incursions into Siberia came upon various
deserted temples and monasteries, in some of which considerable

collections of books were deposited. These were in general

destroyed or mutilated by the ignorant rapacity of the soldiery,

but fragments of them were preserved, and found their way as

curiosities to Europe.
Amongst these, some loose leaves, supposed to have been

obtained at the ruins of Ablaikit, a monastery near the source

of the Irtish, were presented to the emperor Peter the Great.

Literature being then at a low ebb in Russia, no attempt was
made to decypher these fragments, and they were sent by the

Czar to the French Academy, whose sittings he had attended
when at Paris, and who deservedly enjoyed the reputation of

being the most learned body in Europe. In 1723, the Abbe de

Bignon, on the part of the Academy, communicated to the Czar
the result of their labour, apprising him, that the fragments

sent were portions of a work in the Tibetan language, and sending

a translation of one page made by the Abbe Fourmont with the

help of a Latin and Tibetan Dictionary in the Royal Library.

The letter was published in the Transactions of the Academy
of St. Petersburgh, and the text and translation reprinted by
Bayer in his Museum Sinicum. Miiller in his Commentatio
de Scriptis Tangut; cis in Siberia repertis— Petropoli, 1747,

criticised Fourmont's translation, and gave a new one of the

first lines, prepared with the double aid of a Tangutan priest,

or Gelong, who rendered it into Mongol, and a Mongol student

of the Imperial College, who interpreted that version to Miiller.
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The original was also engraved in the Transactions of the Leipsic
Academy. It was reprinted with corrections and additions and a
new translation by Giorgi in his Alphabetum Tibetanum, and
has recently been made the subject of animadversion by Mons.
Remusat, in his Recherches sur les Langues Tartares. Of the
previous performances M. Remusat thus speaks: "On
avoit d'abord admire la profonde erudition qui avoit permis a
Fourmont de reconnoitre seulement la langue dans laquelle le

volume etoit ecrit
: on a vante depuis celle de Giorgi, qui avoit

rectifie et le texte et la traduction. Je ne sais comment on peut
traduire ou corriger un texte qu'on n'est pas meme capable
de lire. II n'y avoit rien d'admirer dans tout cela : interprets
et commentateurs, panegyristes et critiques tous etoient
presque egalement hors d'etat, je ne dis pas d'entendre une
hgne, mais d'epeler une syllabe du passage sur lequel ils dis-

ertoient.

The consequence was what might have been expected, and
the attempts at translation and correction were most ludicrously
erroneous. The greatest liberties possible were taken with the
words and letters were inserted or omitted at pleasure, in order
to make them approximate to those terms which appeared most
like them in the imperfect dictionaries possessed bv the trans-
lators. After all, the translation was not only unlike'the original,
out unlike common sense

; and as was remarked of Fourmont's
version by the President de Brosses, the Latin was quite as
unintelligible as the Tangutan. The following specimens of the
first lines of the different versions will show that the remark was
applicable to all as well as to the first.

Fourmont 's Tra » station.

Attnta fortitudine quisnam brevis equus lrigori- vita
aestruatur (pro) spiritu inest putredo. Cont'itus oratne? hoc
est irrisio omnes vident : orat avis contrita ? morbida \ non
scit (non potest amplius) os aperire legis (ratiocinationis)."

±nis must have puzzled the Czar and his academy quite

was of marvellous use to the translator. Fourmont would

French
^

*** t0 Wdte a s^llable of such noasense in

The manner in which Fourmont was led to such a strange
misrepresentation of the original is explained by Mons. Remusat,
from whom we may take one instance as a specimen-Thuj

hi vl Je
m

a 6qUUS
- The MS-» M- Remusat says, WW read

Ltr?

Urm
n
nt
l8m Vd li

<Mr " ^ma has cVhwi-pd-des). He

meanin
11

. v

Dlct onaiT chung.pd signifying ' short ' and r*

eriffi* K
a
,

h0r8
?'

and the8e **'»« the nearest approach to the

rend^H ?i
^ hlm

'
he ^optecl

,as essentially the same, and
rendered them accordingly.
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MuUer's Translation.

"Firma conscientia mediante omnia parvi pendendo in
principio vivente cuicumque auxilium oritur indc. Quibus
consunimatis futurum quid Bernini notum est. Religio tota
namque religionis explicatio. Magnates autem intellect*] (suo)

ea non comprehendmat."
The matter has not been made much more distinct by the

aid of the Tangutan Monk and Mongolian student.

GiorgVs Translation.

"Misericordia recreat et a cruciatibus absolvit Summus
protector viventes omnes qui earn adoratoribus suis revelat.

Benefici largitoris virtutem sciunt omnes, sed orationis invoca-
tionisque vim et efficaciam exponere efc aperire nesciunt :

nomen ea exprimit arcanum illius legis quae lex est spirituum,
&c."

How far either of these expresses the sense of the opening of

this fragment, may now be duly appreciated by the perusal of

the following.

Mr. Csoma's Translation.

[Chom dan das] "addressed his mind to meditation upon
the affairs of animate existences. The ignorant do not perceive
the moral signification of moral things."

Not a word of this appears in the preceding versions. Its

accuracy speaks for itself; but in confirmation of its correctness,

the original Tibetan, both in Tibetan and Roman characters,

is here reprinted, as well as the translation of the entire passage.

Those to whom the prosecution of the subject is of interest may
readily estimate for themselves the superiority of Mr. Csoma's
labours, by comparing them at length with the text and trans-

lations of Fourmont and Giorgi in the Alphabetum Tibetanum.
Before proceeding to the new translation, however, a few

further remarks upon the subject of the old are necessary.

The Society is apprised of the general character of the

contents of the Gyut portion of the Kahgyur, to which our

original belongs, and will not be surprised, therefore, to learn

that a great part of the extract consists of Mantras, or mystical

formulae, or invocations, and these not in Tibetan but in Sanscrit.

Now, neither of the former translators had any knowledge of

Sanscrit, nor was aware that these passages were in that langu-

age. Fourmont considered them to be Tibetan, as well as the rest,

and very deliberately translated the Sanscrit words with the
help of his Tibetan Dictionary. As he could not find the exact

words, however, he was content to take those most like them
;

and at the expense of a few letters omitted or inserted, he con-

trived equivalents for the mantras equally satisfactory with those
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he had devised for the other sentences of his text. Thus he
converts the Mantra Nama Sdmanta Buddhdnam, Sdmantanu-
gate, varaja, Dhermannirgata, Mahd Mahd Swdhd , into Na-ma
Sam-tarn Pou-ira Nan-hi-tsi cha-ya rpa sa-n-ha, which he trans-
lates, "iEgrotavit (restitit morbo) Sarntam poutra per annum
dum hujus mundi evanesceret, &c." The same importing,
as far as such things admit of being translated, " Salutation to
the chief Buddhas. Obtainer of pre-eminence; best born;
who proceeded from virtue. Great, great adoration."

Giorgi is more upon h :

s guard, and discovers that the man-
tras are not in ordinary Tibetan. He has no suspicion however
of their real character, and calls them magical expressions.
He prints them therefore without any translation, hut never-
theless pretends to explain their purpose in his notes on the
text, in which he assembles cru
from Hebrew, Chaldaic, Coptic, and Syriac, and compares these
libetan characters to the mystic numbers and leti of the an-
cient Scythians and Egyptians, and of some of the early Sectarians
and Heretics of the Christian Church. This display of un-
profitable erudition is in fact onlv a shelter for his ignorance,
and he knows no more about the matter than did Fourmont,
without having the merit of his blundering simplicity.

We shall now nrnoonft f^ fl,~ * i~i7__.

f Extract from the T. or 9th volume r.'->i'H class

»/ 339 leavs.

Ignorant men do not know that all these (do« trines) have
oeen thus explained by Chom dan das (the Supreme), the knower
oi all and possessor of all, who in i note ages, through com-
passion for nil living beings, addressed his mind to meditation
upon the affairs of animate existences (a St anzah The ignorant
ao not perceive the moral signification of moral things. It has
oeen distinctly taught (by Buddha), that the essential principle
of morahty is the non-ent ty of matter.

1 he performer of mystic rites muat always dwell upon that
wea and discharge his duty accordingly.

lhis was a gradual and comprehensive explanation of the

means by which noxious things (or evil spirits) may be appease(L

,___
Ihen Chakna Dor.te (S. Va.trapant^ andMother Dorj*

ras

das

(S. Va.trapani) and other

of thunderbolts). Kuntu-zanopo

thanq chub tempi • 'Kndhisatwasj

(t»

each
v4n <*. T -Tir * UtW >AM PaR-SNANO-PSA*

his, n^L ,

v airochana), being desirous t wp.~~ -
Al „

iiuWrt ™lu
m °r invoc^ion, his m .tic praise, and how they

Judged m this great eircle the sour,-, of infinite mercy, of the
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pure way of access to the root of all things, requested permission
from Chom dan das.

Then Chom dan das having granted them permission, and
bestowed his benediction upon them, thus spake, 4<

Illustrious
children accordingly as you judge of the root of things (the
first moral being), utter your mystic sentences for the puri-
fication of all animate existence."

Then the Bodhisatwa Kuntu Zangpo, being immersed in
that profound meditation, which is called the region of the orna-
mental (characteristic) of a Buddha, uttered this mystical sentence
(mantra) of irresistible efficacy.

Nama Samanta Buddhanam, &c. Glory to the exalted
Buddhas ! obtainer of eminence ; best born ; who proceedest
from virtue—great, great adoration. This is the mantra of
Kuntu Zangpo,

[For the rest of this, and for the Sanscrit of the other mantras, see
the passages in Italics in the Tibetan extract in Roman character.

Then the Bodhisatwa Champa (maitreya) after being
immersed in the profound meditation called " the universally
manifested beneficence/

7

thus uttered his own radical prayer
(vija mantra) , Nama Samanta Buddhanam, &c. Glory to the
exalted Buddhas ; conqueror of the invincible; possessor of the
fame of all purity—adoration. This is the prayer of Champa,

Then the Bodhisatwa Nam-khe nying po (AkAsa gerbha)
being immersed in the profound meditation called "the purest
region/' uttered through mystery, Glory to all the Buddhas

;

wonderful holder of blessing ; who art possessed of equal eleva-

tion with the heavens—salutation. This is the prayer of Nam-
khe nying PO.

Then the Bodhisatwa Grippa tham chet nam-par selva
(S. Sarva Anavarana Vishkambhi, being immersed in the medi-
tation, called " the power of great mercy/' uttered his mystery.
Glory to the exalted Buddhas ; thou who art not separated

;

connected with the Aswattha tree. Tram Tram, Ram Earn
salutation.

[This is one of the Mantras, of which there is no making any sense
;

some allusion is implied probably, a knowledge of which is necessary

to explain the words. The concluding syllables are merely ejaculatory

monosyllables.]

Then the Bodhisatwa Kuntct Chenresik Vangchuk
(S. Avalokiteswara) being immersed in the meditation called

(after him) Kuntu Chenresik, or " looking everywhere

with clear vision/' thus together with his followers uttered his

own radical mystery, Glory to the exalted Buddhas : universal

Tathdagata, Avalokita ; abounding with clemency— Ra-ra-ra-

hum-jah—salutation. This is the mantra of Chenresik,
Glory to the exalted Buddhas, Jang-jang sa,—salutation.
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HANA

Prapta).
Glory to the exalted Buddhas ; offspring of clemency,

TAb,a, by whom existence is traversed— salutation. This is

the Mantra of the Lhamo Geol ma (the goddess Tara).
Glory to the exalted Buddhas : frightener of every fear.

Hum, Sphotaya—salutation. This is the mantra of Kronyer

Chen Ma (S. Bhrikuti).

Glory to the exalted Buddhas : born from all the Taihd-

gatas ; decorated with a chaplet of Lotus flowers—salutation.

This is the Mantra of Kos Kar Chen (S. PAndura vasini(, the

goddess clothed in white garments.
Glory to the exalted Buddhas : Hum-Eat-bind-£p/wfcM/a.

This is the Mantras of a Ta-grin. (S. Kinnara
IIITI

being immersed in the meditation called " the region of reason-

ing," uttered this mystery, Glory to the exalted Buddhas, Ha
ha-ha Putanu—salutation. This is the mantra of Sahinyinopo.

Then the Bodhisatwa Jam-pal Zhon nub gvurzh pa (S.

Manju Sri Kumara bhatta bhuta) being immersed in the deep

meditation called "the miraculous transformation by the

blessings of Buddha," thus uttered his own radical mys-

tery, Glory to the exalted Buddhas. He-he-he, the young

prince, Liberation. Communion.—Remember, remember, resist.

Swaha. This is the Mantra of Jam-pal.
Then Chakna Dorje (S. VAjRAPiNi), the lord of those

who deal with mysteries, being immersed in the deep meditation

called " the invincible," thus uttered together with his followers

his own radical mystery, Glory to the exalted Vajras, fierce and

greatly wrathful. Hum. This is the mantra of Cha kna DORJE-

(Similar mantras by the goddes \I\maki' and five others

follow, occupying three lines.)

Then the Lord Sakya Thup-pa (.Muni) being imm
called " the Tiiino nf mvcinus thirnr: thu

ltedwith his attendants uttered his own mysterv, Glory to theexalted

Buddhas
; reliever of all distress ; master"of all virtue. Equal,

equal to the heavens—salutation.
Thtjp

Sakya

(Similar mantras are continued through the following pa

of the same leaf.)

The Tibetan Text in Raman Character.

Note.—The letters in italics at the I mmencement of any ay"***
are omitted in the pronunciation. The Sanskrit passages or mant*

1 -•
are printed in italics.

Mi 61un po de dag gis hdv Itar 6chonWdan-ddas thams chad

yen pa chhos ilmma nKn.i i« —*«k i^,^* tmt Sftms chan gjchad
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don rtogs " *par thugs su chhud pa des anon sems chan mains
la phan par jBzhed nas hdi dag thams (had 6shad do zhes by*
var ni mi shes so.

Chhos mams kyi ni chhos kyi mts'han 6Lun po des ni d6

mi shes ; Chhos rnaras kun gyi rats'han nyid ni, stong pa nyid

du yang dag #sungs snags pa rtag tu der f/nas nas, rab tu nes par

las byaho. -Sgegs zhi var bya va rim par phye va ste rgyas pa ho.

De-nas phyag na rdo rje la sogs pa rdo rje Adsin pa de dag

dang Kun tu ftzang po la sogs pa byang chliub sems Dpah di

rnams kyis ftchom-Zdan-Mas rnanvpar-snang-mdsad la phyag
^ts'hal nas snying rje chhen po /ibyung vahi dkyil hkhov chhen

po Mir chhos kyi dvyings rnam par dag pahi $go ji Ztar rtogs pa
rang rang gi ts'hig tu fcrjod pahi ts'hig gis <7sang snags rnams
smra var hdod nas 6ehom-Zdan-Adas la gsol va frtab po de nas

ftchom-Man-^das rnam par snang radsad kyis byang chhub sems

dpah de dang rdo rje hdsin de dag la mi nyams pahi chhos nyid

du byin gyis 6rlabs nas ftkah stsal pa : Rigs kyi bu dag chhos

kyi vyings ji Ztar rtogs pa bzhin sems chan gyi kliams rnam par

sbyang vahi <?sang snags kyi ts'hig rnams smros-shig.

De-nas de-hi ts'he byang chhub sems Dpah Kun tu fizang

pos sangs rgyas kyi yul zhes bya vahi ting ge Ads'in la snyoms
par zhugs nas Stobs thogs pa med pahi grsang snags smras pa

:

Namoh Sdmanta Baddhdndm ; Samantdnugati Varaja, Dher-

manirgata, Mahd Mahd. Swdhd. Kun tu ftzang po hiho.

De-nas byang chhub sems dpah byams pas byamspa chhen

po kun tu raiion par /fcbyung va zhes bya vahi ting g6 Adsin la

snyoms par zhugs nas rang gi snying po smras pa : Namoh
Samanta Buddhdndm, Ajitanajaya, Sarvva Satwayashaydnugata,

Swdhd. Byams pahi ho.

De-nas byang chhub sems dpah nam rakhahi snying po

rnam par dag pahi yul zhes-bya vahi ting ge Msin la snyoms

par zhugs nas <7sang snags smras pa : Namah Samanta Buddha-

nam, A 9kasha samatdnugata Vichittram Varadhara, Swdhd.

Nam mkhahi snying pohi ho.

* The Tibetan fragment of Giorgi commences here.

De-nas byang chhub sems dpah sgrib pa thams chad rnam
par sel va tfnying rje chhen pohi Stohs zhes bya vahi ting g6

Msin la snyoms par zhugs-nas <7,sang snaps smras pa: Nama
Samanta Buddhdnam, A 9

stvadta hrita, Avyudgata, Trdm Tram.

Ram Ram, Swdhd. tfgrib ba thams chad mampar sel vahi ho.

De nas byang chhub sems dpah kun tu spyan ras gzigs

dvang phyug spyan ras gzigs zhes bya vahi tinggi hds'm la snyoms
par zhugs nas rang gi snying po Akhor dang fechas par smras pa

:

Namah Samanta Buddhdndn, Sarvva Tathdgata, Avalohila,

Karand, Mdyd, Ra Ra Ra, Hum jah
9
Swdha. Spyan ras grzigs

dvang phyug gi ho.

Namah Samanta Buddhdndm, jang jangsa, Swdhd. A/thu*

chhen-thob pahi ho.
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RllJ^mf^amanta^dhdndm, Karnnodbhave Tdri Tardni,bwaha. Lha mo sgrol ma hi ho.
Namah
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Thub pahi C!
Pmpta

'

°a(iana sama mma
>
8W(iU

-
Shakya

^^^"Sd^S cXll^hetnse! "^ "^ ""^ ^

^fW^aSrj^j ^v^^, n
Sir

*0
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q^g-q-?flZi*-g-q-$-g*rqS^
1 1

^prgsi]'^*"' i-or sTzrpj

5ta*r ^qe\* ^$sw jj*rq3$r^ <*s*r j;sw $csi<^oi

g^'^csq*^
|
Ici'^'q^gcq^-^'^P' »f2fqfi

w^gc^apq^^qo^R-^^prq^c ^c^a&qf

^•qa^Erprpr qj^ic;- gqpr^|-q^^' ^$r qs*''

3'9'Vr **r2T "SJF**" tl^pprq-q^jwrs^pw

^'•^-gq\v^^-^q^v7|^i;-q=c:-q^r^-^^-q^-^^Qj
o *

S^'Kri

^^IT^W H^^'-q^l* ^
f; a n, a^ >•

^rrq'^'g-q^-r^'^|^rq^«q|^-^^r.§|.

|'-'q-|;^-qi tpmrwOTpft] wy^Mi **|T*1'5
* q

^vT^'j^gv-i gswq^i ^*rgc:-§T*i5i*r«ficv
Q*"~ CQ
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^.?v -v^ cv

^•flpp^c- qqswqj^ qq-^q-^r yqq^yr&qppar

?wq^^r^^-'§^-£;*rq
1 1

^wmq^Y
O <?v

|c:2foft
1 1 ^^gc-fqrfw^^'lq'sr^w^^

q^oj-qj fci^qq-^W^g^^C^^r

wjTOJI ^'Tj' M^TR
i fj«wqw*V#r

q^arqa •<?
| j ^*rg=:-§T&wi^TOyg^

C^ -*v Cv -^ ^

w^' <p*r<^r *~%fj:?: j&: «ras*r^-wn
^wwg=r|-^

j wyq-qfyvrq-Bf^jij j
tj^w

W^'J'SSg'*)
| Ij^^'q^qpr^qc-gsn^ja;

1

1 3($t®
r^rx * 3

^ rz. n a

1 *n q^ » '3sf v s a

^^•5^-rsn ^wnwg^i^i s^ffT^
s

- «. fa a.

"§"q
l ^'^'^p 1

Sfs'-^-^jj-Si-'s'i apKSlWj'

^'i:;' SFTTOfrorei ipiSfrSffii ^
"N smr^qr^'fu-ii-^ I'^MfCT ! ^

ysrqtrgn ^tfrBw^wai
j ^'ff?
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^q q^
1

1 ^;wgc'^'^w^^s^qar^'^
q^-q^j

|
^wg^nj-g<^*rq§q*n^q^g^q- jpr

g-qe^cce^ or|pwq^-g^^-^c^cSr f»rq |

n^i gyywn w^wS^n s-^r^cq-
r^rx.

q^- q^qj- q^- ^Vg-f)- C\qsT q'^r g* qS^Cb^flf

aj'$i«*r$ra*q^ i ^•^•^•^•p/r|! g=i|*^i^||
5 njn ? a

Vr g- q^ ^c* S'd^aj- or |
rw q*' ««*]*! * aj*r ^'5'f

c *r





No. III. Note on the Origin of the Kala-Chakra and
Adi-Buddha Systems,

[J.A.S.B., Vol. II, p. 57 (1833).]

The peculiar religious system entitled the Kdla-Cfiakra is

stated, generally, to have been derived from Shambhala, as it is

called in Sanscrit, (in Tibetan '

' bde-hbyung , '

' vulgo "de-
jung," signifying

c;
origin or source of happiness"), a fabulous

Cdlapa
Sham-

bhala, situated between about 45° and 50° north latitude, beyond
the Sita or Jaxartes, where the increase of the days from the
vernal equinox till the summer solstice amounted to 12 Indian
hours, or 4 hours, 48 minutes, European reckoning.

Kdla
century

Cashmir, it found its way into Tibet; where, in the fourteenth,

fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries, several learned men, whose
works are still extant in that country, published researches and
commentaries on the Kdla-Chalcra system ; among these authors
the most celebrated are Plttox, or Bu-stom, KHETUP,or wKhas-
grub and Padma Carpo, who lived respectively in the three

centuries above mentioned.
Padma Carpo (on the 68th leaf of his ''Origin of (the

Buddhistic) religion " /^Chhos-Abyung (vulgo " Ch'os-jung,"
consisting of 189 leaves,) thus describes the introduction of the

Kdla-Cltakra into, or at, Nalanda (or Nalendra, a large religious

Cent
tained

"He (a certain pandit called Tsilu or Chtlu) then came
to Nalanda in Central India, (S. Madhyam, «5ib. dvus, or vulgo

U). Having designed over the door of the Bihar the ten guardians

(of the world), he wrote below them thus :

"He, that does not know the chief first Buddha, (Adi-

Buddha), knows not the circle of time. (Kdla-Ghakra , dus-kyi

, /^khor-lo, in Tibetan*).

:* The Kala-Chakra ami Adi-Buddha systems are probably the same
with that of the Samanians in the north, in Transoxana, and beyond the
Jaxarte as it has been described by M. Degnignes, in his M Histoire
Oonerale des Huns," Livre HI, p. 223, etc.. recently criticised by M.
Remusat; <ince the doctrine of the Samanians is exactly the same, as I

have found in the Tibetan volumes. Besides the mystical theology and
philosophy, there are in the Kala-Chakra system several works on astro-

nomy, astrology, and prophetical stories on the rise, progress, and d< cline
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He, that does not know circle of time, knows not the exact
enumeration of the divine at tributes.

He, that does nol know the exact enumeration of the divine
attributes, knows not th supreme intelligence (S. Vajmdhara
jnydna, Tib. rdo-rje //dsin-pahi \

He. that doe> not know the ipreme intelligence, knows
not the Tantrica principle- '/'intra Vanamh

He. that does not know the
r

I ntriks principles, and all

such, are wandeiei n the orb of transmigrations, and are on1 of

the way (or path) of the supreme triumphator (S. Bhagav&n
Vajra dhara, Tib. &,chom4dan4d - rdo-rj Adsin-pa).

"Therefore, AduB Idha (Tib mchh i dang-pohi San -

rgyas) must he taught by everj me H ma (S Gum, a superior
teacher, religious guide), and every true di sipk who aspires to

hberation (or emancipation) must hear I >m. Thus wrote he

:

The venerable (the lord) Na'rotapa \i:ott
being at that time the p.ii ipal

| . Upddhfaya, Tib, p»khan-po)
of-the Bihar

\ he, together with fix hund. I pandits, disputed
with

that he ixcclli

Buddh
then this doctrine was much propae •<!

"'
Se< leaf 68. by

PaDM A ClEPO.
Here follow, the c t t f th above-quoted passage by

fADiiA Ubfo, both in the Tibet m and Roman char stem.

< ^9fi*Qfism*r * t q|^qf|'0|q|iqc:-q] Jf^'***

-N Cv -V -v _ ^ -
I

tL
tl

fi

e
v«

I

e
1,

7
n"'

I

!a" faith— In th(- '*t*n-A Bvur collection (of 225 volug»g>

m*nv Vv
t™'" 1^' from the m«crit ; but, besides the ,*"*• r

g
tTe

n
;i !::

r

si° ::;::f! 22**« i?™ * ~tho» on *« «.. -^

.

BWewith CfOtnry. Should [ftocoas.on to not, „eaft „ r

rofttinff ftrHolo in
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^ *ic*r ^j^r^sr "prwwr n)*r^- ci^g^c:-

1

^ ^

^prq-q?y<g-qg*r ^'wgor^'S^wvaprqw
^ ' q

l^' *S *F q ^V ^C5r 3^
'

9^
'

q*r **'^' q^' 3^* q "

De nas rfmis Nalandar byon, jytsug-lag khang-gi sgo gong-

du mampa 6chu rfvang Man bri dehi r/sham-du :

** Gang-gsi

rachhog-gi dang-pohi Sangs-rgya> mi-shes-pa des ni dus-kyi

Akhor-lo mi-shes-so ; Gang-gis dus-kyi Akhor-lo mi-shes-pa-des

ni mtshan yang-dag-par frjod-pa mi-sh» -so ; Gang-gis mtshan

yang-dag-par &rjod-pa mi-shes-pa des rdo-rje //dsin-pahi-y< ;-

shes-kyi sku-mi-shes-so ; Gang-gis rdo-rje falsi n-pa hi ye-shes-

kyi «sku mi-shes-pa des snags-kyi theg-pa mi-shes-so ;
Gang-gis

snags-kyi theg-pa mishes-pa clethams-chad ni Z>khor-va-pa ste

6chom-/dan-faIas rdo-rje falsin-pahi, lam dang bral-vaho. De-

ta-vas-na rachhog-gi dang-pohi Sangs-fgyas ni 6Lama dam-pa

-

rnams-kyis &stan-par-bya-zhing, thar-pa don-du r/nyer-vahi .dob-

ma dam-pa-rnams-kyis ranyan-par-byaho," zhes bris-pa.

Jovo Xarotapa de nus dehi wkhan-po yin-pas. de la sogs

pa Pandita Zna fergyas frtsad-pas phul-du phyin-par mthong-

nas zhabs-la 6tud-de dang-pohi Sangs rgyas nyan-pas chher dar-

var gynr-pa vin-no.

No mention is made of the Kdla-Chakra, nor of Adi-Buddha,

bv ancient writers in India, till the 10th century, except in the

fins* in the Kah-urvur. where it isGyut
rue

Since the passage above exhibited is an authentic text for

the name of Adi-Buddha, while it famishes a general idea of the

Kdla-Chakra system, 1 have thought proper to bring it to the

notice of the S< iety, and hope it will be of some interest.





No. IV* Translation of a Tibetan Passport, dated
AD. i688 4

*

[J.A.S.B., Vol. II, p. 201 (1833).]

[Read 24th April, 1833.]

In Hyde's Historia Religionis Veterum Persarum (2nd

edition, page 552-3), there is an engraving of a passport granted

by the governor (or grand Lama) of Lassa, to an Armenian, of

which, at the time of its publication, no European was able to

decypher the characters. The learned author's account of it is

in the following words :

"Secundo damus Scripturam Tatar oram de Boatari* (al. Boutunt) citra

Imaum supra Indium. Hujus lectio est a dexttaf: et hocce ejusdem
elegantissimnm specimen est, id quod vulgo sonat, un passport, seu sal-

viconductus literae, a principe urbis et provincise de Boutan date, nuperis

annis
negotianti : et dictus princeps nomen suum (ut vides) sigilli loco et forma
majusculis et implicates characteribus infra apposnit. Talis sigilli im-

** &

? j

apud eos, talis majusculorum characterum scriptor, aut talis sigilli

factor, vel appositor seu principis subsignator, vocatur Togrdi. Han<*

chartam nobiscum communicavit singularis amicus D. Joh. Evans S. T. D.

nuperis annis ex India redux.

The character of this curious manuscript proves to be the

small running-hand of the Tibetans, written and engraved with

hardly a single error. The following is a version of it in Roman
characters, which may be interesting to those who possess Hyde's

very learned volume.

Chhos-fikhor dPal-gyi Lha-sa nas.—rGya-gar Aphags-yul bar-gyi Sa-lam-

du Akhod-pahi Ser, skya, drag, zhan, Lhahi mi-rje rdsong 6sdod ^nyer

las-Adsin, Sog, Bod, Hor, ABrog, ir-/ichhihi Agrul Agrims, lam Aphrangs

ftsrung &kag, rgan mi rfmangs bya-va zhi drag-gis sne slebs Delias mthah

dag-la springs pa.—Lha-sa p'hun-ts'hogs Zchang-lo-chan-gyi Agron-po

mGo JkarJ It'hang-na-chan mi 6zhi zhon khal fcchu-drug fcehas nye-

* Boutan, though applied by Europeans and Mohammedans to Tibet

generally, is properly the name of one of the southern provinces, called

in Tibetan Llopato : Lhassa is the capital of Tibet Proper or U-tsang.

[See Journ. As. See. i. 123.]

f This is of course a mistake : the Tibetan roads like the Sanskrit from

the left hand.
^

J The nam. mGo-tfkar (properly white-headed, but rendered by me,

above, by Mohammedans) formerly was applied in Tibet both to the

Mohammedans of India and to the Europeans. But of late the Tibetans

have commenced calling the Europeans by the name of !Miiling-pa, and

an European of British India by that of rGye-Philing (-pa) or Indo-Euro-

pean.
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khoht ts'hong gyur grubs-nas rang yul-clu log Agro-var 8tahur-gyi ( ? Lha-
hur-gyi) mts'hon gang spyihi par r.)g nyan-du gang fcgrodfas sn6 gor
ftp'hrog bchom sogs gaod /igol-du log-par A:rro-va nyan ma byed-par phar
phyir-du odo-var Agrims-chhug.—Zhes sa Abrug zla t^'hes-la lugs <7nyis

kyi mdun-sa Chhos-Akhor chhcn po dPal-gyi Lhasa nas bris.

Bod-pahi zla Adres me I ching lo-thog mi-khal-gyi Mdiri sgrub des Agre
byung phvin ode-var />2rims chhucr.

A square
seal.

I'n 1 1 lotion.

"From the noble (city) Lhaa t. the circumambulating race

of religion.—To those that are cm the road as far asAryaDesa
or India, to clerical, laical. noble, ignoble lords (or masters) of

men; to residents in fort-, stewards, managers of affairs, to

Mongols, Tibetan-, lurks, and to dwellers in tents in the

desert; to ex-chis (or el-chis, envoys, or public m< lengers,

vakils or ambassador fte.) going to and fro; to keepers and

precludes of bye-wave for short-cut- ; to the old (or head)

men, collectively, charged to perform »me business of small or

great importance; to all these is ordered (or is made known).
These four foreign (or travelling) persons residing at Lhassa,

fchang-lo-chan, Mohammedans of It'hang-na. after having

exchanged their merchandize, going back to their own country,

having with them sixteen Ion- 3 on beast ; having nothing for

-—. >«««uw! cAtcpi some nation-weapons,—cio not hinder, rob,

plunder, et cetera, them : but let them go to and fro in peace.

Thus has been written from the noble Lhassa, the great

religious race, from the senate-house of both ecclesiastical and

civil affai.
, in Sa-Abro * fin the yen, o* T. ch. 1688). On

the day of the month. (These dal 3 are wanting.)
.Vote.—There la no Tibetan joined with them. They have

about a man's load of victual- wrappi I up in a bundle: with

that there has been mad., an inn f packages . but let them

go in peace."

A square

Seal.

Sa-Abrug (earth a dragon) is the title of the second year of the Tibetan

rX?«
° /?u y

£?.
ars: ifc ™rrosponds with Vibhaba of the Indian and

J»Dhn of the Chinese cycl Th Hbetan reckoning commences fro"

February, 1026- as therefore Hyde'a first edition was printed m
JJ»Jand he assa the e*pre-ion *Uperi* anni* India redux," *• "J2has been referred to the twelfth cycl then current which fixes its d8t

to the year 168s. *
.

«
olon

r
l Warren in th- Kala Sankafita (Chron. tab. Ml.) hasgi™»J

J>*»

wh£K°? °V5?
Ir" ,;,n *3 ,n:-a catalogue of the Tibetan

«J«*
CWnL «

t 7°-foId
:
1

one following the Sanskrit, the other following
«»

in? fTfT
tem

'
W,U he P» J '«i«hed in the Tib. Di, nary now p»P^

me ior the press.



No. V. Origin of the Shakya Race translated from the

^1 (La), or the 26th volume of the mDo class in the

Ka-gyur
f
commencing on the 161st leaf.

[J.AJ3.B., Vol. II, p. 385 (1833).]

On a certain occasion, when Shakya (in the text ^IZJTzS^

^5^*1^73^^" Scrngs-rgyas bchomAdan hdas ;
Sanscrit. Buddha

Bhagav&n) was in the Nyagrodha grove (S. Arama), near Ser-

skya Qzhi (S. CapilavdMu) , many of the Shdkyas that inhabited

Capilavi tv being gathered together in their council-house.

questioned one another', saying; Shes-dan-tdk / ( sQ^'WR 1̂ )'

address.) '* Whence
race I What is their origin I What is the cause of reason
thereof ? And what i- the ancient national des rat of the
Shakvas I If any one should come to us. and ask us about
those points, we could not tell him whence the 8hdkyas on ; -

nated. Conic, let us go to Bhagavdn and ask him on the subject .

that we may abide by his saying."

Thereupon a very great number of the S/tdki/as inhabiting

'apilav&sh went to the place where Bhagava'n (behom-ldan
hdas) was. and after having made their ilutation by prostrating

themselves at his feet, sat iside.

Having addressed him by this term ^t^'CT ^mm^pa

(Venerable Sir!) they repeat again, how they had been i ru-

bied, on what subject they had talked, and how they had re-

solved to come before him; and then they begged of him, that he

would acquaint them with those things thai they might after-

wards tell them to others.

Bha« . vv.vn thinkin

as

and Parivrajah's (or they that are not of his followers) would suv,

that Gautama tells whatever he pleases, to praise himself and his

tribe. Xot to give them an opportunity for using such erpi
sion>. lie reflected within himself who were there among his dis-

ciples, who could tell, in an instructive manner, the ancient

descent of the Shdkyus.

Perceiving Mo \<; at/van \ to be pi pent, and judging that he
was a fit person for that purpose, he called on him, saving.
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" Mongalyana, I am somewhat indisposed (I feel some pain in

my back', and want repose; be you empower >d by me to tell to

the priests (Gelongs) in an instructive manner the ancient national

descent of the Shdhjas." He, nothing loth, dissented. Shakya
seeing that he obeyed his bidding, and having folded up his cloak,

and put it for a bolster or cushion, leaning on his right side, nnd
laying his feet upon each other, with a clear knowledge, recollec-

tion, and self-consciousness, composed himself to sleep.

Mongalyana (with the prefixed title ^S^CWT^, S.

Ayusrmn, long-lived ; Ayxtmruhi M<ngalffana) t
in order to collect

his ideas on the subject, entered into a deep meditation, wherein
he saw the whole story. R rarinp from his ecstasy, he sat

down on a carpet, spread on the it round, in the middle of the

priests. Then he addle >er] the Shdkya* of CapUavdstu, in the

following manner :

( <.

Gautamaal (or descend rite erf Qauiann ^j^ST^]'
)

.

When this world wasd. troyed, the animal beings (^!5J^T^'

Sems-chan, Sanscrit 8atwa) m tlv were hern again amongBt
the gods, in that division of the heaven which is called

that of "dear light" (8. AbMsvxira, Tib. qVcnfJO!' ) • And

period

,

uu
.
v

'
penect in all its members and limb .f a j. od colour,

sinning by itself; they walked in the an or heaven, and their

tOOCi COllsisfprl r.f i>l«oc,.,.

oce

great irth was turned into m< waie* .

ocean. A\ length, <>u the surface

3 formed by the air n thin substance,i»i . . . , . , . i
boiled

like

red

the whole surface. That earthly esaen • wi of a tine colour,

theoaour and taste. The colour like that of in h butter;
taste like that of refined honey. I teecendante of Gautama !

Such
was the beginning . ,f t his world.

Then, some animal beings in Abhdswdra, having finished
tneir lives, were born again to taste of the condition of man,
and came to this earth. They were with a ..erf t body produced
from the mind, or they bad an

"
body,

i
J »« mi iiiiciieviufii immis ), Hani —

—

nernU,-, and limbs entire; they had a fine colottl and they were

J
wmng by themselves j tl walked in th< air < heaven, and
tea on pleasures only

; they lived for a long period.

stn™ rTas at that ti,u" »" ll world no sun, no moon, no
stars

,
nodistuiction of tune, non »meni . no minute, nonight and

day, no month and year. Xo distinction into male and female
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.»

sex. They were called all by this one name, Animal ( aNSWtSdf

Sems-chan

)

.

Afterwards an animal being, of a covetous nature, tasted

with his finger's top of the earthly essence {Sahi-b
y
chud ?J£

n5*\"), and the more he basted the more he liked it, and the more

lie liked the more he ate thereof, till by little and little he ate a
7

mouthful. Other animal beings having observed him, they

likewise did the same.

When those animal beings had eaten, successively, each a

mouthful, then entered into their bodies solidity and heavine>-.

The brightness of their colour vanished, and then arose darkn<

in the world. Gaulamasl After there had morally arisen dark-

ness in the world, the sun and moon appeared, and so the stars

also, and the distinction of time into moment, minute, night

and day. month and year, began. They passed thus a long t ime,

living on that essential food. They that had eaten but little

of that food, were possessed of a fine complexion or colour, they

that had eaten much became of a bad colour. And so from

the measure of food, there arose among them two species of colour.
11 Ha ! Animal being! I have a »od colour, thou hast a bad

colour ;"—thus spoke contemptuously one animal being to

another. On account of the sin of such proud talk with respect

to colour, that earthly essence disappeared.

Ouulamas / The earthly essence having disappeared, the

animal beings, gathered together, uttered many lamentations,

and recollecting what a fine flavour it had, regretted much the

loss of that substance.

(rantamos ! After the earthly essence of the animal bein i

had vanished, there arose from the earth a fatty substance of a

fine colour and taste. They lived for a long time by eating of

that substance. They that ate but little of that food were

possessed of a good complexion or colour : they that ate much
became of a bad colour. And thus from the measure observed

in eatin , there arose among them two specit f colour. " Ha !

Animal being ! I have a good colour, thou hast a bad colour '
*

;

thus contemptuously addressed one anim I being to another

animal being. On account of the sin of pride, again, the fat of

the earth disappeared.

Gautama* J The fatty substance of the earth havii dis-

appeared, the animal beings gathering together, uttered lamenta-

tions : and recollecting what a fine flavour it had, they n retted

mud to 1< J ; but they could not tell In words their sentiments.

Gautama*! After the greasy substance of the earth had

vanished, these arose a sugar-cane plantation, of a fine colour

odour, and taste. The animal beings passed afterwards a lorn
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time by living on that food, until the same cause led to its dis-

appearance.

Gautamas ! After the sugar-cane plantation had vanished,

there came forth clean and pure ddUi (rice) , without being ploughed

or sown, having no straw, no husk, no chaff : if cut in the evening

it ripened again till the next morning (or there was every evening

and morning ready a fresh crop). The animal beings passed a

long time living on sdlu.

From the use of that fruit there arose the distinction of

sexes. Some of the animal 1 ings became males, and some

females. The different se\<s regarded each other with fixed

eyes. The more they n iflded each other, the more they became

affectionate and desired each other. Being observed by others,

they were reproached by them for their actions, and hated.

They threw on them stones, clods, etc (in the same maimer

as now they use at the celebration ol nuptials, to< al or sprinkle

on the bride scented powder, |>erfume, chaplets, clothes, and

parched rice, saying, May you be happy!) and reproved them

much. The others, in their turn, replied, Why do you thus

abuse us now, is there no other proper time for telling us these

things ?
'

'

Gautama?! Thus what an< icntly was r< aided I
a'1

immoral action, is now taken for a virtu.'. They restrained

themselves for a time (for 2. 3 or 7 days) from satisfying their

lust. But afterwards not being able to contain themselves,

they commenced to make some covert, <>r hiding place, whither

they might retire from the sight of the: to sat i'y their lust;

aying repeatedly, We will pra< here what is not to be done

elsewhere, and uttering, Khyim, khyim ; 00 rt . . rt,or house,

house.

Gautama

ial

' This is the fii beginning of buildi hoi s -

Theyu d to gather in th enii ih. i/wthat* urea

for the evening repast, and in (lie mornii. that which they

wanted in the morning. Afterward it hap] n< I once that a

certain animal being bavin- ed Uu in the en uingfertw

next morning also, when he was ailed on by another anim*

being to go and it her ih,, hi said to him, "O animal being,

take heed to thine own il%, I hai broughl yester-evening tne

arffo, which I re< pure this mornii Then th *her an"?

being reflected with him self thu \h, well then! IshaUhen "or

take sdlu for 2, 3, nay tor 7 d vs, a once ' He did aft ^
u'ds

accordingly as he had nd. Then an animal being "d hI 'l

k
''Come let as go to bring to." He then said to him, v

mmal beiru take care for thine own ilu I for m\ f£brought at once, for seven davs." Then that animal WW
en« d with himself thu "6 well, very well. I shall take »
once for fifteen days-fo. one month And be did according
Wl ufbajft, had been aken thu. by an. >p ion '

th**

animal beings, there grew .tft. rwards i that was cover*
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with straw, husk, and ohaff, and when cut down, gren not

again.

Then those animal beings ; ombled together! and reflected

on their former si te thus :

Shes-dan-tak ! (W^'S^SJV etc.) See leaves l«8, K'.«

[Here follows a repetition of the above described stories 1 *pi -ting

the several changes that took place in thi state of the animal

beings. How perfect they were formerly, and how rl rat

they are now.]
Afterwards, being gathered together, some of them said

" We must mete out the land and assign the boundary of eacl

property : saying, This is thine, and this is mine." According-

ly, they measured and divided the land, and erected land-marks.

Gautamas ! This is the first time in the world that men
ommenced to erect land-marl . This also was a natural con-

sequence.

It happened afterwards, that an animal being, who had hi

own sdht . took away that of another not being given to him (or

stole it). Other animal beings having seen him, that, though he

had his own sdht, he had take i away that of another, not bein

given him, they said thus to him. Oh animal being! thou

having thine own sdhi . why tak« t thou that of another, without

being given thee V They seized him and dra :ed him on thi

and on that side, and took him into the congregation, and then

reproved own

dlu. has taken away three tine that of another without its

being given unto him.
9

*

Then those animal beings said to this, thus, "Oh! animal

being, thou having thy own dlu, why takest thou that of another

which he had not given thee ! Oh ! animal being; go now away

.

henceforth do not act in this manner/' Then that animal

being thus said to the others.
w

" Intelligent beings !
This animal

being having dragged me on this side and on that ride, on account

of the «£&*, taking me into the congregation, has also abused

me (with his language)." Then those animal beings thus said to

that animal, "Ha! animal being! after having d? gged this

animal hither and thither on account of the sdlu
,
and having

brought him into the congregation too, why hast thou abused

him? Oh! animal being, go thou now thy way. hereafterda not

t us."

Then those animal beings reflected with them Ives thus,

Intelligent beings! On account of sdlu, one is dragged hither

iiid thither, and is rebuked also in the congregation, iiut w<

should meet, and from among us we should elect one (who i

of a better complexion, handsomer countenance, more beautiful,

more fortunate, and more renowned) for the master and pro-

prietor of all our fields or land
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He shall punish from among us those that are to be punished.

He shall reward those that merit to be rewarded. And from
the produce of our lands we shall give him a certain part, accord-

ing to a rule.

They accordingly met, and elected one for their master
and proprietor of their land>, and for the arbitrator of their con-

troversies, saying to him; "Come, animal being, punish from
among us those that are to be punished, and reward those with

a gift that merit to be remunerated : from all the products of our

lands we will pay you a certain rate, accordingly to a rule."

Afterwards on both sides, they did a< ordingly. Since lie was
carried (or honoured) by a great multitude of animal beings,

he was called ^^rqij^-q- Mang-pos bhir-va; Sanscrit,

MahdSammata, ;t
Honoured 5 J

Gautamas ! At the time of Mahd Sammata, man wa-
ealled by this name, " Animal being.

[The following five leaves (from 1 71—175) arc occupied
with an enumeration of the descendants of Maiia Sammata

**:r{yr\ at Potato (^'^
Oru-hdsin* the harbour.) He had two sons. GOTAMA and

Bharadhwaja The former took the religious charajctei

but Ootama being afterwards accused of the murder of a harlot.

was unjustly impaled at PoUihi . and the latter succeeded to

Ins father. He dyin<z withoni i>sne. the two sons of Gotama
inherit, who were born in a pra er-natural manner: from the

circumstances of their birth, they and their descendants are

called by several names ; as. U^'qrjri^j' Yon-lays, kyes

;

«N CS
(S. Angirasa). ^sjq^aj' . Nyi-mahignyen , (S. Surya V.-insa),

Gautama.. ^"SJ- g^'-Bc'Cr Ba-ram shing-pa, (S. Ikshwa-

ku). One of the v

Ikshw•"e"" "hvjcl i,ue name OI 1KSHWAKU. ,.

To him succeeds his son, whose descendants (one hundred!

afterwards successively reign at Potala
( ^toE**),

&*&**'

The last of whom was £pM?&ramjmtrfi^n H< sl,waku

Indu .odern outh of the
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Virudhaka, (or Vid6haka). Ha has four sons, j^'WQ^^',

^T, gF^T^^ ^ and f|^^^\ After the death

of his first wife, he marries again. He obtains the daughter
of a king, under the condition thai he shall give the throne to
the son that shall be born of that princess. By the contrivance
of the chief officers, to make room for the vming prince to
succession, the king orders the expulsion of his four sons.

They, taking their own sisters with them, and accompanied

by a great multitude, leave Potala (ZTT^ET) go toward!

the Himalaya, and reaching the bank of the Bhagirat/n' river

(
^^^VJC"^" ) settle there, not far from the hermitage

of Capila the Rishi
(
JC^W#OT^f

)f
and live

in huts made of the branches of trees. They live there on
hunting : and sometimes thev visit the hermitage of Capila the
Rishi. He, observin them to look wry ill. asks them why they
were so pate. They tell him how much they suffer on account
of their restraint or continence. He advises them to 1 ive their
own uterine sister.-, and to take themselves (to wife) E < h as are
not born of the same mother with them. great Rishi! said the
prince-, is it convenient for us to do this ! Yes. Sirs, ansv red
the Rishi. banished princes may act in this way. Therefore,
taking for a rule the advice of the Rishi. they do accordingly

and cohabit with their non-uterine sisters, and have many
children by them. The noise of them being inconvenient to the
Rishi in his meditation, he wishes to change his habitation.

But they beg him to remain in his own plac . and to design
for them any other ground. He therefore marks them out the
place where they should build a town : sine the ground was
given to them by Capila, they called the new city Capilavastv.

They multiply there exceedingly. The gods seeing their

another Thev

and call it by the name of gj&?

Remembering
god)

second

wife

be contented with

At Potala CS^^) the king Ikshwaku Viridhaka,

recollecting that he l*ul four sons, asks his officers what has
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become of them . They tell h im , how for some offence His Majesty

had expelled them, and how they had settled in the neighbour-

hood of the Himalaya, and that they have taken their own sisters

for their wives, and have been much multiplied. The king,

being much surprised on hearing this, exclaims several times:

Shdkya ! Shdkya! Is it possible! Is it possible! (or

daring ! daring !) 2JCCJ' phod-pa, and this is the origin

of the Shdkya name.

After the death of Ikshwaku Vibothaka, q'^'^C'CJ'

(^q|^3^"£f at Potato succeeds his younger son ftGJ'S^'^pb

xgyal-srid dgah, (he that desires to reign). On his dying without

children, the banished princes successively inherit.

first have no issue; the son of ^q\"v3j

The

the fourth

prince, is Gnag-hjog, q|dp|'qjs *'•§» His

descendants to the number of 56,000 have reigned at Cap-

lavastu. [An enumeration of the urine who reigned at Potato

identh I with the list inIkshwaktj follows
Sanskrit

according to their literal meaning
Mang pos bkur-va

Here ends the narration of

OMII IS 1UCIUK<*1 Willi *>•*~ —
ames being translated into Tibetan

meaninc: as for Mahd SamrMta-

1

approves nncl recommends it to the prints.

OALYANA Sh (kya



No* VI* Tibetan Symbolical Names, used as Numerals

IJJL8J1. 9
Vol. Ill, p. 6(1834).!

In astronomy and astrology, there are many works to be

found in Tibet that have not been introduced into the Kah-

gyur or Stan-gynr collections. Of tin e the most celebrated

is the Befdurya Karpo, written by s,De-srid Sangs->\gyas r
9
Gya~

m,ts'ho / S'§^*^OT"dh^S"3S|55 ),
a regent or viceroy at

Lhassa, in the last half of the seventeenth century of our era.

In all these works, symbolical names / PlE^'d^ QT<W{1*

br,da, numerical signs) are used instead of numerals, in all

arithmetical and astronomical calculations. As for instance :

+PCT for + 2;—5J for—3 ; x £ for x 4 ;-r-$J for-r-32.

Sanskrit

5 of expressing numbers has been borrowed from
Tibetans. For some of the numerals specified

e yet other synonymous terms applied in Tibetan,

Although the nine units, together with the zero (0), would be

sufficient to express any greater number, yet there are used the

following numerals also : 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 24, 25, 27,

and 32.

When dictating to an assistant in symbolical names what to

write in characters, the pandit commences the operation from

|-$1 (12), 3^ (0), m (*),

the other writes 4012, &c. This method is the same as that

followed in the Shastras of India, therefore it is unnecessary to

add anything further on the subject.

The following numbers are expressed by such names as are

stated here below, and explained in English, to which the

Sanskrit terms also have been added (with a few exceptions)

not from Tibetan books, but from other sources :

? or 1. sngqi^l * gzugs, body ; S. shariram.

zla, the moon ; S. chandra.

q^-rmi; hot-tknr. white brightness, the moon

S. shwetd-rochis.
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q^r'j^ bse-ru, rhinoceros ; S. gandaka

% or 2. OJ^j lag, the hand : S. bhuja, hasta, or pani

m

?jqj mig, the eye : S. netra, chakshus.

* JV *e._ I he artirl, , q n" O ^ 51 X? (Pa,po.Va,vo 9
Ma,

^Y' > -^ -n, v^ ^
wo, (fee.) have been omitted after tlio r< ts, siwrr the won la occur most-

ly in this form.

^9^^ zvn<)-ph>i<><is, or simply =:^ 2Wl^ the

two sides, wings, halves, a pair, couple; S.

^[3% ***r^j nr^^ ^rorf, t he twins ;
copulation.

3 or 3. apT|"^ bjig-rUnt. the world ; S. fata

^^j yon"tan
>
quality

; S. r/^na.

£J
}
Me, fire S. r/7 or anola.

5^ rtet, top, summit : . agram.

or 4, 5J,* wte^o, ;i ^a or lak«- : S. simudra.

*
9

chlni, water ; 8. jala or "Wi.

mC
9
rio*^ a foot : 8. p^rfa.

c»

V or 5.

™"2S Ri(J-h a x <la
' 8 -

K ,!a -

^5Fs ^*yun9i ftn element ; S. bhviam.

*>*JC rfvangr, an organ of sense ; S. irxhaynm.

SJ^Q
?
mdoA, an arrow : . bdrw or vdrui.

gC
?

p&ttfty, a heap of the aggregates constituting

body and soul ; S. shandha.
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sS or 6. 3^5J25J mtsJiams, the six cardinal points : the north,

east, south, west, zenith and nadir.

2ff q'CJ ro, bro-va, taste, savour ; S. rasa.

n^sJ dus, time, season: S. sa nun/a.

?J or 7. Sjq'CJ Thub-pa, a sage ; S. Muni.

C^3vIC Dranrj-srong , an hermit : 8. /&*&•

^ n, a hill or mountain ; S. parvata.

^^•cngn Hes-gzah, a special or chief planet ; S.

Graha.

4 or 8. tt klu, an hydra or snake : S. nnga.

QJ sbrul, serpent : 8, <nrpa.
* «

cnr^^j'^ gdeng8-chan, a hooded-snake ; S. ?

^aBf lio-hgro, creeping on its belly : S. uraga.

« nor or dfc'S nor-lha, wealth, or the eight gods

of wealth : S. Vasu or vasudeva.

I^TCJ sred-pa, affection, passion : S. ?

© or 9. g rtsa, root (or vein) : S. mvla.

cnc^ gter, treasure ; S. kosham.

P13CI gzah. a planet ; S. graha.

ncn 6^-^a, a hole, S. chiddra.

IjcrEf Srin-po, an imp or goblin ; S. Bdkshma.

?o or 10- fipi^J Phy°9*f corner, quarter, point
:

S, Dik or
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Dish. The ten points, 4 cardinal, 4 inter-

mediate, the zenith and the nadir.

99 or 11. Q^wq^ h ,phrog-byed , that takes by force; S.

Hari, for Siva.

^ErT£J
5

Drag-po, the brave or fierce, S. Rudra, for Sim.

^^'Q^£ Bde-hht/itru/, the source of happiness; S.

Shambhu, another name of Siva.

^C"Sp| Dvang-phyug, the powerful : S. Ishwara,

for &HML

^*SJ
?
Nyi-ma, the sun ; S. Svrt/a. Arka

[J£J5
*%m, the sun' s place in the zodiac : S. 6W*a

or pi. Orihds, the 12 zodiacal signs.

^ or 13. Q^TJ foforf-jw, lust, desire, wish, Cupid ; S. Kama.

^|'^ or ^$y5> myos-byed, that inebriates or

makes mad, lust, d< ire, wish, Capido;

8. Madana, Kama Deva.

7& or 14. UJ^ yid, t he mind
; S. manas.

S|'^ J/'/-nw, ditto ; S. wwmv.

CJ Sri'l.-pa, existence, birth, the world; S.

bhuvanam.

?V or 15. £^ ^=T|, /**«, nyin-zhag, the 15th day of a lunar

month
; any day of the semilunation. S.

I^ or .4 /fan.

W^T? MM««, lord of men, a sovereign

Nam fnt i

.

S.

B|TJj ttaual.po, a king, prince : 8. R#*
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?C or 18. ft^'CJ 33{ nyes-pa, or sfofon, vice, fault, blemish
;

S. Dosha.

%& or 24. zj|fl]*^ HgyaLw, he that has been victorious, a Jina

or Buddha ; S. Jina.

3Y* or 25. ^J^bR de-nyid , the same self : S. tatwam.

or 27. Skar-ma, a star, one of the 27 constellations

in the path of the moon ; S. Nafalatra.

33 or 32. 2^| #o, a tooth ; 8. danta.

For zero or the following three terms are used :

JVpQ^ mkhak, void, space, S. Ma, dkd&ha, gaganam.

cjni £Atgr, a spot, stain ; S. ? nabhas.

£JCTJ Stong-pa, the vacuum ; empty space, zero ;

S. shunyam.





No* VII. Extracts from Tibetan Works.

[J.A.S.B., Vol. Ill, p. 57 (1834).

j

Tibetan beau-ideal of a wife.

[Extracted from the Bkah-hgyur, mdo kha, leaf 106-7; corresponding
with leaf 73-74 of the Lalita ristara, the original Sanscrit text, in the
Lantsa character, presented to the Society by Mr. Hodgson.]*

The required qualities in a maiden who may aspire to be
united in marriage with Shakya are thus defined by himself :

" No ordinary woman is suitable to my taste and habits :

none who is incorrect in her behaviour ; who lias bad qualities,

or who does not speak the truth. But she alone will be pleasing

and fit for me, who, exhilarating my mind, is chaste, young, of

good complexion, and of a pure family and descent." He
indited a catalogue of these qualifications in verse, and said

to his father,
c<

If there shall be found any girl with the virtues

I have described, since I like not an unrestrained woman, let

her be given to me in marriage." " She. who is young, well

proportioned, and elegant, yet not boastful of her beauty (lit,

with her body) ; who is affectionate towards her brother, sister,

and mother ; who. alway rejoicing in giving alms, knoweth the

proper manner how to bestow them on the priests and brah-

mans :—if there be found any such damsel, father, let her be

brought to me. One who being without arrogance, pride, and

passion, hath left off artifice, envy, deceit, and is of an upright

nature :—who even in her dreams hath not lusted after any

other man ;—who resteth content with her husband, and is

always submissive and chaste :—who is firm and not wavering :

—

who is not proud or haughty, but full of humility like a female

slave :—who hath no excessive fondness for the vanities of

sound, smell, taste (music, perfumes, and exquisite meats),

nor for wine :—who is void of cupidity :—who hath not a cove-

tous heart, but is content with her own possessions :—who,

being upright, goeth not astray : is not fluctuating ; is modest in

her dress, and dotli not indulge in laughing and boasting :

who is diligent in her moral duties, without being too much
addicted to the gods and festivals (or righteous overmuch).

Who is very clean and pure in her body, her speech and her

mind :—who is not drowsy nor dull, proud nor stupid ;—but

See Journal, vol. i, page 380, and pages 1— 8, where a brief analysis

is given by Mr. Wilson, of the contents of the Lalita vistara.
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being of good judgment, doth everything with due reflection :

who hath for her father and mother-in-law equal reverence as

for a spiritual teacher:—who treat eth her servants both male

and female with constant mildin 3 :—who is as well versed as

any courtesan in the rites and ceremonies described in the

Shastras :
—who goeth last to sleep and riseth earliest from

her couch :—who maketh every endeavour with mildness, like a

mother without affectation :—if there be any such maiden to be

found, father, give her unto me as a wife."
Afterwards, the king (Sans. Shvddhodana . Tib. Zas-Qtsatnj-

ma) directs his brahman minister (Sana, Purokita, Tib. Mdhun-
na-hdo7i) to go into the greal city of ('npila-mst* (Tib. Ser-

skya-qzhi)
, and toinquire there in every house after a girl possessed

with these good qualities, shewing ai the same time Shakya's
letter, and uttering two SISkas, or verses, of the following

meaning: "Bring hither that maiden who has the required

qualities, whether she be of the roj tribe, or of the brahman
caste; of the gentry, of the plebeian das.-. Mv son regardeth

not tribe nor family extraction hi delight m in good qualities,

truth, and virtue alone."

C* Cv

WWff 1!

I he objections of the Bnddhiste to the se.lu>ion of woman
may be gathered from the following imaginary conversation 01

Shakya's wife, extracted from the Kah-gyur, Do, Kb/01 '

eaf 120-121 (com ponding with the San frit Lalita
«*»»'

leaf 85
>

.

Sd-\Us/,o.,»u (S . g pa), the wit- oi Shakva, ape® &****
ot her being upbraided by the domesti a not concealing ^
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verses

face when in company with others, expresses herself in som
[against the vreil), the meaning of which is as follows :

Sitting, standing, and walking, those that are venerable,

are pleasing when not < oncealed. A bright gem will give more
lustre if put on the top of a standard.
ft m . m m -%

ing when they go, they are agreeable also when they come.

They are so whether they stand or whether they are sitting.

In every manner the venerable are pleasing. The man excellent

in virtue is pleasing when he speaks ; he is so also when he sits

still. As an example, doth not the Kalapivka bird appear

more beautiful when she ehaunteth her lovely song In your

presence ? The venerable man who putteth on a garment

made
own lustre. He

that hath good qualities is adorned by those qualifications.

They who have put off all vices are venerable, Fools, com-

mitting vices, howmuchsoever they be adorned, are never

pleasing. Those that have malice in their heart and speak a

sweet language are like a poisoned bowl into which nectar is

poured ; or a cleft on a rock that is rough both inside and outside.

Communion with such men is as though you would touch the

mouth of a snake. With respect to the venerable, all resort

to them, all reverence them. Thej ire supported and cherished

by all men, as the stairs descending to the water's edge are

kept in repair by the multitude. The venerable are always like

a bowl full of 'milk and curd. It is a greri happiness to see

human nature capable of such purity. Fraught with bli il

consequences is the gift of such men as have renounced the

company of the wicked, and being directed by a venerable

religions guide, are become enamoured of the doctrine of the

most perfect (Buddha). For such as have restrained their

body, have suppressed the several defects of it. have refrained

their speech, and never use a deceitful language ;
and having

subdued the flesh, are held in restraint by a pure conscience:

for such, to what purpose is the veiling of the face \ They

that have a cunning heart are impudent and shameless ;
and

having not the required qualities, do not speak the truth :—

though they should cover their body even with a thousand

clothes, they would go about in the world more naked than the

unclothed pa --ions

kept them under subjection, and are content with their own

and think not on niv othei • ;- uoh women, whenhusbands
not concealed by a veil, shine forth like the sun and moon.

Moreover Brang-Sf <> \ i I (S. Ris'hi), the great Lord (God),

who wise in knowing the heart of others, yea, also the whole

company of the gods, knew my thought . my good morals, my

I conceal my face ?

*

astity. Therefore, why should

Qtsang-ma (S. Shwldhodana, the father of Shakya).
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her father-in-law, was much pleased with these expressions,

and presented her with several precious things. He uttered

at the same time one doka, the meaning of which is this :
" My

son being adorned with such qualities as he has, and my daughter-

in-law having such virtuous qualifications as she describes ; to

see two such pure persons united together, is like when butter

and ghee are mixed together.
'

'

Cv Cv

C^ Cv cv

W^'W3'fC-p-£^^^5'q'q^

x4s breathing in accordance with the virtuous sentiments
of the above favourable specimen of the Tibetan sacred works,
we may here extract a curious correspondence (whether imagin-
ary or real we will not pretend to determine), stated to have
taken place between a princess of Ceylon and the Buddhist saint.

known
Tibet, being introduced in every collection of epistolary
for the instruction of youth.

Ratndvali's Letter to Shdkya.

»x«**yvnvn ^o. aamavcut), ;i voung princess of i eyiou, »««

daughter of the king of Singala. 'having been informed by some

merchants of Central India {Madhyam) of Buddha and of his

doctrine; she was much pleased with it; and. win \ those mer-

chants returned home, she sent some presents to Chom-dan-DAS
(Shakya), with a letter of the following content

f^^Q^sr^wmsFprq
j

5^5-Wgw**ryprt^p ]

''Reverenced by the Suras, A *,««. and men; really de-

livered from birth, sickness, and fear; Lord! who art greatly

celebrated by thy fa r-extend ing renown, from the Sage's am-
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brosial portion, kindly -rant tne (mean n religious instruction

or wisdom)".
Shaky \ received this letter, and m to the prim - \

picture of Buddha on cotton cloth, with some rones mtten
above and below tin image, containing the terms upon which
refuge is obtain* 1 with Buddha, Dhar a\ and Sangha : and a
few fundamental articles of the faith together with two staasas
recommendatory of Buddhism. In a letter to the king ofSinirala,

Shakva prescribes with what solemnity this imai should be
received, the letter perufi I. and made known in Ceylon.

The stanzas arc th< See fh/lra. vol. 5, leaf 30.

^m-^q-E-qm^T^-^

!

^wg^'q^orai^-q^'g |

S3 "3 S»p

^*rg^T?^5"W^

sq|-qg«ar^F'g^ '^3* <|

4
* Arise, commence a new com ! of life. Turn to the religion

of Buddha. Conquer the host of the lord of death (the passions!

that are like an elephant in this muddy house (the body), (or

conquer your passions, like as an elephant subdues every thin

under his feet in a muddy lake), Whoever has lived a pur
or chaste life, according to the pie epts of this bulva, shall be

free from transmigration , and shall put an end to all his miseries."

The compendium, or sum of th Buddhistic doctrine in one

ka, runs thus :

5-^'^5*£VZ**J"Q*?J T
M

Nfo vu *' *s *° "*• committed,

rqj-«rw^3^#

«F#

5 1
Vir,m

'
,uust i"' rfect, .

v be p^ 1
*-

2;c;'^*5T^a^
#

^'^Z^r5r^>^! Subdue entirely your thoughts,

rf^^lfft^f^WCTW
J

This is the doctrine of Buddha:'
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[J.A.S.B., Vol. IV, p. 1 (1835).]

The principal work on medicine in Tibet is that entitled

the " vGyud bZhi " /^C'^fS the tract iin four parts). It is

attributed to Sha'kya, though not introduced into the Kah-
gyur or Stan-gyur collections.

When in Tibet I requested the Lama, my instructor in the

language of the country, to give me an account of its contents,

which he did in an abridged compilation divided, like the original,

into four parts. The present translation of the Lama's manu-
script may be interesting to those wrho are curious on the subject

of Tibetan literature, and the state of medical practice in that

remote part of the world. The materials of the original are as

usual all derived from Sanskrit works, which have not however
hitherto been made known in an English dress.

The following is the account .iven in the work itself of the

manner in which this Treatise of Medicine found its way to Tibet.

In the time of Khri-srong Dehutsan (in the 8th or 9th

century of the Christian era) a Tibetan interpreter Bairot-

sana (or Vairochana) having translated it in Cashmir, with

the assistance of a physician-pandit
( JT^^^"^^^ ^av*

raNon-gah), presented it to the above-mentioned Tibetan-king.

At that time it was received by " #yu-thog " a learned physi-

cian, and by several others, and afterwards it devolved succes-

sively to others till #yu-thog (the 13th in descent , from the first)

styled the New .9YTTTHOG, to distinguish him from the former

physician of the same name, who' is called ' the ancient.
5

improved
) men became learned

Lama
works on medicine, current in Tibet, of which the most cele-

brated is a commentary on the present work, entitled " Baidurya
•snon-po " (the lapis lazuli) written by l€ Sangs-rgyas rgya

a regent at Lassa about themts'ho" U^^C^J^'g^cB ar

end of the 17th century.

The Lama states that there are about forty books or works
written in Tibet, on medicine, besides the five volumes in the
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Stan-gyur collection, and the scattered occasional instructions

on medicaments in the Kah-gyur.

The chief medical school in Tibet is at Chak-phuri ('^W

5f^ \ a monastery at or near Lassa. There are also two others,

in middle Tibet, of some repute, called Chari-Zur / QC*3^
)

|

First Part,

This is entitled g'qO^jr /isa-Y.iliMrgyut, the root or

basis of the (medical) tract. It is divided into si\ chapters.

First Chapt'T.

In this is described how Cho: HAK
self into the shape of a chief physician, m a forest of medical plants,
delivered his instructions, in a superb palace, in the presence of gods,
sages (or Rishis), and a large train both of heretic and orthodox hearers.

Second Chapter.

He (Shaky.v) addressed his audience thus:—'•Assembled friends!
be it known to you, that every human cr who wishes to remain in

health; and every man who desires to cure any disease, and to prolong
life, must be instructed in the doctrine of m line. Ukewii . he that
wishes for moral virtue, wealth, or happiness, and desires to be delivered
from the miseries of sickness ; as also, h that wishes to be honoured or

respected by others
. must be instrwte 1 in th art of healing.

*
' Then one

Srong) expressing his desire of

equested
in which he
the teacher
the four parts of the medical scTen \ which arVthe

might \ ome instructed in the doctrine of medicine. Then
(Shakya) said (or commanded)'

\ Be must be instructed in

tea nf fVir* mnAl**^l .. «- _ i-i .i

£*qQ
\'gV~; ^*«IS'-; SW[C*]-Sf- ;

and §'^|^
root or theory, explication, instruction, and lastly manual operation;
farther, he must be instructed in the eight branches of healing : viz.J ,

the curing of the whole body : 2. of narticular di^ wes incident to chii-

ng __ —„ * --- -

knife, spear. <fec.; 6, of all sorts of venomousV~— •"«-«> ».v a Knne, sj ir. &c. ; 0, of all sorts ot venom «- «°
.

Poisonous mtections; 7, of the infirmities ot ol 1 age; and 8, the increasing

treatise "*
m6n

* ^^ the ppinci pal d ' vUons of
' ' " Wh°l6

The number of chapters in the four parte of this medical tract

lint to 1 ofi.
ramount
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ters in tne instructive part on cures or remedies tor each specif I dis-
ease, there are IS circumstances and 92 chapters;—the last part has four
li visions and 27 chapters.

Third Chapter.

The theory of the human constitution is illustrated by a similitude

taken from the Indian fig-tree /^qC
#

5J*CcC'?Jc \- Thus, there ar<> three

roots or trunks; thence arise nine stems; thence spread 47 boughs or
branches; thence 224 leaves; two blossoms, and three fruits. The ex
plication of the simile as applied to the states of the body. The single
root or basis of diseases; the stems, branches, and leaves arising thence,
taken or considered in a healthy and in a diseased state . Distinction ;

with respect to wind; ditto, with respect to bile; as also to phlegms
their respective offices, operations or influences.

There are seven supports of the body on which life depends ; the
chyle, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow, and semen. Description of the
three sorts of excretions or sordes of body . ordure, urine, and sweat.

The three generative causes of disease are : lust or ardent desire
;

passion or anger ; dulness or ignorance. By the first is caused wind ; by
the 2nd, bile ; by the last, phlegm. The accessory causes of disease are
four : 1, season with respect to cold and heat ; 2. any evil spirit ; 3, wrong
use of food; and 4, ill conduct of life.

The parts of the body, commonly subject to diseases, are six : the
skin, the flesh, the veins, the bones, the viscera, and the bowels.

The proper places of the three humours are : that of the phlegm in
the upper parts of the body, as the proper place of dulness, in the brain
or skull; that of the bile, in the middle part of the body, which is ap-
propriate to anger ; and the wind resides in the low P part of the trunk,
in the waist and loins, as in its proper place.

There are 15 ways or channels through which disease spreads itself.

The channels of the motion of wind are, the bones, the ear, skin, heart,
artery, and the guts. The blood, sweat, the eye, the liver, the bowels,
are the ways or vehicles of bile. The chyle, flesh and fat, marrow and
semen, ordure and urine, the nose and the tongue, the lungs, the
spleen, and the kidneys, the stomach, and the bladder, are the vehicle*

for the conveyance of the phlegmatic humour.
With respect to the three humours, this farther distinction is made:

wind is predominant in the diseases of old people; bile, in those of
adolescents or youths ; and phlegm, in children.

With respect to place (or part of the body); wind occurs in the cold

parts of the body ; bile in the dry and hot parts; phlegm abides in the

moist and unctuous parts.

The several seasons, in which the diseases caused by any of these
three humours prevail, are thus stated: diseases, caused by wind, arise

commonly during the summer season, before the dawn, and about mid-
day. Those caused by bile, in autumn, about midday and midnight.

Phlegm prevails during the spring season, and in the morning and even*

ing.

There are specified nine sort^ of diseases, in which there is no hope
of recovery.

On the 1 2 causes by which any of the diseases caused by any of the

three humours, is changed into another, as wind into bile and phlegm, etc.

All diseases are classed under two heads : heat and cold. Those, in

which wind and phlegm prevail, being of natural water, belong to cold.

Blood and bile, being of natural fire, belong to heat. The diseases caused
by the worms and the serum, belong both to cold and heat.

Fourth Chapter. On the symptoms of diseases. On examining the
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tongue and urine. On feeling the pulse. On asking (orally) after the

circumstances, how the disease first arose, and its progress,—what pain

is felt, what sort of food has been useful or noxious ?

Especially with respect to the tongue: If the tongue is red, dry and

rough, it is the sign of prevailing wind
;
if covered with a yellowish white

thick substance, it is the sign of bile; if covered with a dim, white,

soft, and moist substanee, it is the sign of phlegm.
With respect to the urine : If the urine of the patient is blue, clear

like spring-water, and has much spume or froth, it is the symptom of

wind; if yellowish red and thick, steaming or vapouring greatly, and

diffusing a smell, it is the sign of bile; if white, with little smell, and

steam or vapour, it is the sign of phlegm.
With respect to the pulse: When the physician feels the pulse, it

beating greatly upwards it somewhat stops (if irregular), it is the sign of

wind ; a quick full beating is the sign of bile ; a sunk, low, and soft beat-

ing is the sign of phlegm.
The physician's 29 questions to the patient about his food, exercise,

and the pains or relief felt fter having taken such and suell a food, made

svich and such an exertion, &c. are here detailed.

Fifth Chapter. On the means of ctirin. diseases.
1. With respect to food : ,

The several sorts of flesh, grain, vegetable-, and liquids employed

successfully in curing disease- caused by wind. Specification °}
tn*

several sorts of animal and vegetable food, and of soup and liquids o

potions, by which bile is cured. Ditto of those that are good against

phlegmatical diseases.

2. With respect to one's conduct of life or exercise.

Tt is good against wind to remain in warmth, and to have a co

•

panion with whom one can best agree. Against bile : to remain in ft

and still place, or undisturbed. Against phlegm ! to cease from exer i

or business, and to remain in warmth. •

i
u.

3. With respect to medicaments to be used against these three

mours. j

Those against wind art of three different tastes: sweet, sour, a

saline ; and with respect to their efficacy, unctuous, heavy, a
.

nds0_their
Those used against bile are, sweet, bitter, and nmneou fitter i

efficacy; coolness, thinness, and dulnesa. or blunt n<
.

fficacV
'

Those used against phlegm are, ho sour and acrid:—their e

sharpness, roughness, and lightness* naging
Mixtures of medicaments with respect to their tastes ;

for assv g

pains, and for carrying off diseases, or for purging,
1. Assuaging medicaments :

i

•
1 of sirup)*

Against windy diseases : soup, and medical butter (a lona

Against bile : liquid medicine and powder.
.

Against phlegm \ pills and powdered medicine (aroraatics y* f

The several kinds of soup are : of bones, flesh, butter, moiass* ,

wine, &c.
difforen

There are specified five kinds of sirup, according to the

principal ingredient*, their several applications and effects.

2. Depuratory or purging medicament-.
In windy diseases : a gentle depuratory medicament.
In bilious diseases : a purging physic.
In phlegmatic diseases : emetics. , j

fil)
uratory

With respect to the first there are specified three sorts oi ™£ticg flre

medicaments, the purging medicaments are of four kinds, tne

of two sorts. . * fpjjtf)

With respect to physical (or ehirurgud) operation, *g
ê Hor (°r

the smearing of the bo;lv with butter, &c. and < < uteri*mg in *
bfttbia8

Turkish) manner. Against bile: phleho' my. and cold waters

in ditto). Against phlegm: warm applications, and cautensing-^.^^^
Specifications of the several kinds of cures against winu,
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phlegm. They amount to 98 (compared to so many leaves). If the
physician is skilful and diligent in his application, and the pat it nt obedi-
ent and respectful, so will the latter soon be delivered from disease.

Sixth Chapter. Recapitulation of the three last chapters. According
to the former metaphor or allegory of the Indian fig tree, there are
three roots (or trunks) : 1, the root, place, or ground of the disease : 2.

that of the symptoms, and 3, that of I he manner of curing.
There arise from the first trunk (or root) two sterns : that of the un-

t hanged state of the body, and that of the changed or diseased state of
the body.

From the 2nd trunk (or root) there arise throe stem-, namely: those
of looking on, feeling and asking (or of inspection of the tongue and
urine ; of the feeling of the pulse ; and of asking after the eircumstanoe*
of the disease).

On the 3rd trunk there arise four stems : those of the food ; of the
manner of living or conduct of life ; of the medicaments used : and of the
operations performed. Therefore, from the three trunks (or roots) there
arise nine stems.

The number of the boughs or branches :

Those branching from the stem of the urn-hanged body are : disease,
the seven supports of the body, and the fasces.

On the stem denoting the changed or diseased state of the body,
there are the following 9 boughs: cause of di ase, accessory causes,
beginning or injured parts, plac* , way, time of arising (or of the fit),

fruit or consequence, causes of transition from one into another disease;
the reduction of all disea a to heat and cold.

On the stem denoting the symptoms of diseases, there arise the
following eight boughs: 2 of inspecting the tongue and urine. Of
feeling the pulse, there are 3 : wind-pulse, bile-pulse, and phlegm-pulse.
And in asking after the circumstances of the disease, there are 3.

Altogether eight.

On the stem denoting the manner of curing, there arise the follow-

ing boughs or branches ; 3 of food or meat ; 3 ot drink or potion ; 3 of the
manner of living or of the conduct of life ; 6 of physic with respect to

taste and efficacy; 6 of the assuaging mixtures with respect to taste and
efficacy; 3 of depuratory physic. There are also 3 boughs of medical
(or chirurgical) operations. Thus in all there are 47 boughs or
1)ranches.

The number of leaves (or of leafy branches) issuing from the 47
boughs

:

1st. On the top of the unchanged stem, the enumeration of 25

diseases.
2nd. On the top of the stem denoting the changed or disea>ed

state of the body, 63 symptoms or tokens of indisposition.

3rd. On the top of the stem of inspection (or examination of the

tongue and urine), 6 branches or leaves of inspection.

4th. On the top of the stem of feeling, three sorts of pulse (or three

manners of beating of the pulse).

5th. On the top of the stem of asking the patient about the circum-

stances of the disease, 29 questi

6th. On the top of the stem denoting the food (diet, meat, and
drink or potion) of the patient there are the enumeration of such, as :

14 in respect to wind ; 12 to bile : and 9 to phlegm.

7th. On the top of the stem of the conduct of life. 6.

,8th. On the top of the stem of physic nine tastes and efficacies are

enumerated, together 18; 3 kinds of soup or broth ; 5 kinds of medical
butter or sirup ; 4 kinds of potions ; 4 kinds of pow< ; 2 kinds of pills

5 kinds of powdered aromatics ; 9 sorts of depuratory application.

Total = 50 kinds of physic.

9th. On the top of physical (or chirurgical) operations, 7 leafy

branches.
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A summary exhibition of the above specified leaves!

1. On the trunk denoting the place and ground of diseases, there

are 188 leaves.

2. On that denoting the symptoms, :*v

3. On that denoting the manner of curing, there ar.« 09 leaves.

Altogether making 224.

There are two blossoms : health and a lon^r life.

There are three fruits : moral perfection (or good morals), wealth.

and happiness. . .,

These are the contents of the six chapter- of the first pnrt ol tnis

medical tract.

Skcond I'M I

There arc four things to he treated of in the doctrine
i

of

curing or healing: 1. What is to be cured or healed ? 2, With

what is it to be cured ! 8, In what manner \» it to be cured? 4,

By whom is it to be cured !

1*/ Chapter.—With respect I the first quest ion,What is to he cured!

the answer is: the disease in the human body. 2, Bj what means.

By diet or regular food, exercise, medi- nt , srnl by chirurgical oper -

tion. 3, In what manner is it to be owed —so that the patient re-

covering from his sickness , may remain long alive. To this p &c
_

longs the examination of the symptoms, the roll of curing, ana ^
manner in which the cure is performed. The eontent s of this par &<*

treatise are reduced to four roots, and to 1 1 branches or minor rarts*

2nd ChapU r.—Cure is ordaine I
- the well-being of the body. *

origin or generation of the bod v. « ause, and accessory causes tne

Tokens

bodv 8ta I to be : the father;

seed, the mother's blood, and the ar rng of con usneas. It A
jf

be predominant, there will b» born a son ; if the second, a daiign t^

both are equal, then a hermaphrodite. Should it happen that tne v

'w iurmeu Jinn iwo masses, wien Twins win nv imth.
Weleton

Out of the semen are form I \ the bone, the brain, and the
>

of the body. Out of the mother's blood are j.
nerated the fleiBb ^

heart, with the other four vital parts (lungs, fivei spleen, r
ldn
^n^i us-

the six vessels or veins. Fron the soul or vital principle arises con-

ness through the several organs. .

oreQt&e i

After the bodv has been thus conceived, the cause ot Its mc
all",lcl «» wn*y uoo i»* i tuna uuiiwivru, viiu •*•»•—-

. .l ^niaii

in the two veins on the right and left sides of the wo,n ^ ^e chyle
vessel containing the mother's blood for menstruation, and in

t ;Ua

formed from the mother's food, which successively descendi

womb, concurs to the coagulation or onion of the semen, bloo
, ^^ .

g

vital principle, and to their increase, in the same manner, «-
^

- - - - in a nelo, ICI

production of corn.
The bodv. bv

pond

being changed dur

lne wiioiKiai i» irniw ui i/iit:' unuB, Ul »iinri*v,, - , ^^
week, it is like a mixture of milk and blood. In the 2nd v* *'* -

somewhat thick, it is of a ropy or tenacious nature In t ne
ma\gf

«* k^_ui r_ ., uh week froTn fhp fnrnl . wluiA^^jte.
—iii

«

a-~~\**~v or hermftP111 j
it 1 comes like ends. In the

In the 1st month, the mother sufb both in her body and nun

disagreeable sensations.
, 4- ;s first

in. *v>^ o«.i -—a*. • A , ~., 1 .1 «i rtf the body 10
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formed. In the 6th we?k, the vital vein (or artery), depending on the

navel. In the 7th week, the forms of both eyes appear. In the 8th

week, in consequence of the forms of the eyes the form of the head arises.

In the 9th week, the shape of the upper and lower parts of the trunk or

body is formed.
In the 3rd month, in the 10th week, the forms of the two arms and

sides (or hips) appear. In the 11th week, the forms of the holes of the

nine organs become perceptible. In the 12th week, the live vital parti

(heart, lungs, liver, spleen, veins) are formed. In the 13th week, those

of the six vessels.

In the 4th month, in the 14th week, the marrows in the arms and
thighs are formed. In the I "»th week, the wrist of the hands and the legs

of the feet are perceptible. In the 10th week, the 10 fingers and the 10

toes beome visible. In the 17th week, the veins or nerves, connecting

the outer and inner parts, are formed.
In the oth month, in the 18th week, the flesh and fat are formed.

In the 19th week, the tendons or sinews and the fibres are formed. In

the 20th week, the bone and the marrow of the feet are formed. In the

21st week, the body is covered with a skin.

In the Oth month, in the 22n 1 week, the nine holes of the organs

are opened. In the 23rd week, the hair on the head and on the body,

and the nails commence to grow. In the 24th week, the viscera and
vessels become entirely finished; and then pleasure and pain is felt.

In the 25th week, circulation or motion of air or wind commences. In

the 26th week, the memorv of the mind begins to be clear.

In the 7th month, the* 27th to the 30th week, the whole body comes

to entire perfection, or is completely formed.
In the 8th month, from 31st to 35th week, the whole body, both

within or without, greatly increases.

In the 9th month, in the 36th week, th >re ari-es a disagreeable

sensation in the womb. In the 37th week, there arises a nauseous sensa-

tion. In the 38th week, the head turning to the entrance of the womb,
the birth takes place. But. though the months are completed, yet. on

account of the mother's menstruation, and ot wind, birth may for some

time be delayed.
Farther it is stated, that if the right side (of the pn riant woman)

is high, and the body light, there will be born a son ; if the left side is

high, and the body heavy, then a daughter ; if they both are in an equal

state, an hermaphrodite. And if the middle or both the sides are high,

then twins will be born.

The tokens and circumstances of approaching birth are then des-

cribed.

(This may be seen at large, in the Kah-gyur, m the work entitled

CqiQ'S^CCll'aE^l "d fGah-vo m,rial h,jug" Xanda entering into

the womb.)
3rd Chapter.—The several members of the body are likened to cer-

tain things, 32 in number. .

The manner of the existence of the body, under four distinct heads:

1. The quantity (in measure or weight) of the several constituent

parts of the bodv. and the manner of existence of those parts on which

the body depends. 2. The state of the veins and nerves. 3. On the

nature of diseases, the enemies of the body. 4. The holes or openings

for the circulation of the air, &c.

With respect to the 1st :

1. The quantity of the wind or air (in the body) is equal to one

full bladder : that of the bile to the quantity of ordure once discharged

;

that of the phlegm -to one's three two-handfuls (the two hands three

times full) ; that of the blood and ordure to seven ditto ; that of the

urine and serum to four ditto; that of the grease and fat to two ditto
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that of the chyle and the semen to one handful ; that of the brain to a

single handful ; that of the flesh = 500 handfuls ; (one handful being as

much as can be enclosed once in a single hand). Women have an excess

of 20 more on account of their thighs and breasts.

There are 23 sorts of bones; in the back-bone, 28 are distinguished.

There are 24 ribs ; 32 teeth : 360 pieces of bones. There are 12 large

joints of limbs;—small joints, 250. There are 10 tendons or sinews,

and 900 nerves or fibres ; 11,000 hairs on the head : 11 millions of pores

of the hair on the body. There are five vital parts (or viscera) (as the

heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and the reins or kidneys) ; six vessels, and

nine openings or holes.—In Jambudwipa the measure of a man's height

is one fathom or four cubits—deform* d bodies have only 3| cubits,

measured by their own.
With respect to the 2nd section, showing the state of the veins.

There are four kinds of veins or nerves: I, that of conception : 2, of

sensation; 3, of connexion, and 4. that of vitality.
The 1st: From the navel there arise or spread three veins or

nerves, one of them asc nds to the brain, and is acted on by the dull

part of it, generatinq: the phlegm m the upper part of his body.

Another nerve (or vein) entering into the middh . forms the vital nerve,

and depends for its existence on the vital nerve of passion and blood ;

that part of it, which causes bile, resides in the middle. The third

nerve (or vein) descends to the pmy parts, mid generates desire both

in the male and female. That part of it . « hich produces wind, resides

in the lower extremity.
The 2nd : There are four kinds of the nerves of existence or sensa-

tion.

For rousing (or exciting) the organs, in their proper place, there is in

the brain a principal nerve, surrounded with 300 other smaller ones.

Another nerve for making clear the organ of recollection or memory, re-

sides in the heart, surrounded with r.00 other smaller ones.
That nerve, which causes the increase and renovation of the aggregate

of the body, resides in the navel, surround. «d with 500 other smaller ones.

That nerve, which causes the increase of children, and descendants,

resides in the privy member, together with 500 other smaller ones—and

comprehends or encompasses tl hole bod v. j
The 3rd : The nerve of connexion consists of two kind-, white and

black. There are 24 large veins (or nerves), which, like as so many
branches ascending the principal stem <>i the vital principle, serve for m*

creasing the flesh and the blood. There are eight large hidden veins or

nerves for making the connexion of the diseases of the viscera ana-

vessels.

There are 16 conspicuous veins connecting the outward limbs, &n

77 others spreading from them, called BnC^ #

5f
bleeding veins (that

pened

nature

uuuttsionany oe opened to let out blood). . j

There are 112 hurtful or pestilential veins (or nerves); of a ibix«

re, there are 189 others. Thence originate 120 in the outer, ltm*T *

, ~..v* v «* v »w uvuuio, iiiouuv unburn it; I -" ill vnv «r« , .-

and middle parts, tliat spread into 360 smaller ones. Thence smaller

ones encompass the body as with a net-work. , f mThere are 19 strong working nerves, which, like roots, descend tro

the brain, the ocean of nerves ; from among them there are 13 that a

hidden, and connect the intestines—six others, connecting the outwar

spread
There are three vital nerves (or veins) in a man. The one c"co"

passes both the head and the bodv; the second, associating with rt»

piration. moves accordingly ; the third is the principal, and connect!*

g

the veins or canals, for the circulation of air and blood, is occupied w
generating or increasing the body, and being the vital nerve. '» cane •

by way of eminence, the artery or the principal vital nerve.
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With respect to the third point

:

Diseases of consequence hap] n in the flesh, fat. bone, tendons,

nerve, intestines, and veins.

Such diseases are counted in the flesh, 15 ; in the fat , 8; in the bone,

32: in the tendons or sinews, 1 \ ; in the intestines, 13; in the veins, 1 W.
On the head, there are 62 : on the neck, 33; in the trunk of the body,

95 ; in the four hanging members (two hands, two feet), 1 1 2. Thus im-

portant diseases are reckoned 302, of which M are said to be ver\

dangerous, which cannot be < ured by any ex pence or skill. There are

49 that are dangerous in a middle degree, but which may be cured b\

learned physicians. The red may be cured by others also : since they

are of no great consequence, though they also be reckoned among dis-

eases of magnitude.
With respect to the fourth point :

Of the several orifices or passages for the conveyance of air. blood,

drink, and food, both within and without, are enumerated 13 in males,

and 16 in females.

Through inconvenient food and exercise, these passages being hurt,

there arises a distemper of the body, by the humours being either too

much increased, issued, or hindered ; or by taking wrong direction, con-

fusion is produced. When the passages are clean, and free from any

hurt, then the body is in a healthy state.

oth Chapter.—Characteristic description of the body. There is a

two-fold division : 1, Those parts which are subject to injury (the body).

2, Those things by which they are injured (bad humours or diseases).

First, of those that are subject to injury. These are thus distinguished

:

the supports (or those parts which keep the body together), seven in

number; as, the chyle, blood, fish, fat. bone, marrow, and semen.

Excrements, as ordure, urine, and sweat ;
also the dirt of the teeth, and

under the nails, and the impurity issuing from other openings or pas-

lstly. The office of the seven support- of the body, and of the three

excrements, is thus described: .

The meat and drink, after being di fcted in the stomach, are changed

into chyle and feces. These turn into ordure and urine, that is, for

the nutrition of the body, by increasing the blood. The blood preserving

the moisture or humidity of the body, keeps up life and increases the

flesh The flesh covering and cleansing the body, both within and with-

out, produces the fat. This makes the whole body unctuou ind causes

the increase of the bone. This supp rts the body and increases the

marrow. This improves the essential sap of the body, and produces the

semen virile. This conduces to the well-being of the whole body, and to

the production of a new one.

The service, rendered by the feces, is : the ordure serves for the sup-

port of the bowels, guts. &c. By urine, morbid humours are carried off

;

and it serves also for a support of the thinner feces, and carries off the

putrid thick sediment. t_!_»

t

The office of sweat is to soften the skin, and to change the obstruct-

ed pores of the hair of the body.

Fire-warm ^rr is the common gentle warmth, or heat, of

the whole bodv. The warmth of the stomach is the principal caus,- of the

digestion of m ,t and drink of every kind. If this warmth is in good

State, the digestion of meat and drink is easy: no diseaaesthm ari*>

the lustre of I he face, the chyle, the supports of the body and 1 te then

increase. Therefore, the warmth of the stomach must be kept up (or if

lost, must he restored), with every endeavour. .... . r
-

'The manner in which meat and drink are c-hangpd
J^jJ^

*

eaten or drunk, is carried into the belly or stomach, by the vital air or

wind ; afterwards, by the aid of phlegm, it comes into fermentation of a
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sweet taste, and increases the quantity of phlegm. Afterwards, being

digested by the aid of bile, taking a hot and sour taste, it produces bile.

Afterwards, by the aid of the air or wind that conveys an equal heat to

the whole body, the dregs or feces being separated, and taking a bitter

taste, it generates thin wind. The faeces being changed into thick (or

solid) and thin (or fluid) parts, become ordure and urine.

The chyle, after having passed by nine veins from the stomach into

the liver, it becomes or changes into blood; afterwards, successively, it

is transformed into flesh, and the seven supports of the body.
2ndly. The hurtful things or bad humours. These are three : wind,

bile, and phlegm, each with a five-fold division.

1. Of Wind. The life-keeping wind or air resides in the upper part
of the head; that which operates upwards, has its place in the breast;
that which pervades or encompasses all, resides in the heart ; that which
communicates or conveys an equal heat to the body, has its seat in the
stomach; that which cleanses downwards, abides in the lower part of the
trunk.

2. Of Bile. The digesting bile resid- in the stomach, between the
digested and indigested part; that which forms the chyle, resides in the
liver ; that which prepares or increases, in the heart; that which assist

the sight (or causes to se?), in the eye; that which gives a clear colour
resides in the skin.

3. Of Phlegm. The supporting phlegm resides in the breast ; the
masticatory, in the indigested part; the tasting, on the tongue; the re-

that makes contented), in the head; the conjunctive or nni-freshing (or

ting, resides in every juncture (or joint).
The characteristic signs of the above-specified humours—that of

wind; roughness, lightness, cold, smallness, hardness, and mobility.
That of bile; unctuousnes3, sharpness, lightness, foulness, depuratory

moisture.

That of phlegm : unctuousness, coolness, heaviness, and dulnes- ,
soft-

ness, or gentleness, steadiness, adhesion, passionateness.
6th Chapter.—On tho works or action of the body. These are the

body, the speech, and the mind. Virtue, vice, and undetermined cases.

The five organs occupy their own place. The body is divided into basis

(ground or support), age, nature (or constitution), division of diseases.

The basis has a triple division. Age also has the same number ;
that of

nature or native disposition, has seven. With respect to disease, the dis-

tinctions are : indisposition and absence of morbid state.
1th Chapter.—On the tokens of destruction (or approaching death)

of the body: 1. Tokens of a far distant death. 2. Ditto of a near one.

3. Uncertain, and 4, Certain tokens of death. Distant toknis are : any
envoy (of death), dream, and change (by age), &c. ; the near tokens are

distinguished into near and very near. Uncertain tokens ; as, when after

recovering from a sickness, one may live yet many vears. Certain

tokens, as, when the disease is incurable.
A physician should b<- well acquainted with the tokens of death:

that he may know whether the patient be curable or incurable, and to

perform his medical service accordingly.
$th Chapter.-—On the increasing and decreasing state of sickness.

Here is treated of the causes and accessory causes of the disease; the

manner of its origin ; the diseased part ; the character and distinctions ot

the importance of each.
First. The causes are proximate, and remote. .

9th Chapter.—There are tl
. rw accessory can s that depend on the

primary causes : the originating and spreading, the gathering together
and arising

; and the taking away of the disease,

k uT ChaPt€r-—On the manner in which athe body.

rfi^Mu-
°*aP*" —Go ^e character of diseases; as, an increasing,

diminishing and a perplex*!, disease. The causes of uhi< 1» are to be

disease takes place in
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sought in the too great or too small quantity of the three humours, of
the seven supports of the body, and of the faeces.

12th Chapter.—Division of diseases; with respect to the cause, the
individual, and the kind of disease. With respect to the cause : this is

attributed to the vicious three humours of this life ; to the consequence
of immoral actions in former generations or lives, and to a mixture of
both. With respect to the individuals: they are, man, woman, child.
old persons ; and men of every description. The several diseases peculiar
to each are enumerated. The number of the kinds of the common dis-

eases is stated to be 404, which are divided or distinguished out of several
respects. As with respect to the vicious humours, principal humour,
place or injured part, and the kind of disease, 42 belong to wind, 26 to
bile, 33 to phlegm. Thus with respect to the humours, 101 divisions are
made, and so on ; with respect to the other points also, many distinc-
tions or classifications are enumerated, each amounting to 101.

IZth Chapter.—With respect to the conduct. What course of life is

to be taken (to be free from disease): 1. continually, 2, at certain
periods, and 3, occasionally, or as circumstances may require. The two
first are treated in the next two chapters : 1, continually to be done are :

wordly affairs and religious exercises or occupations ; first, the leaving
off every immoral action committed by the body, speech, an 1 the mind;
and the doing of such things as are agreeable to these, in every circum-
stance of life : as in eating, walking, sitting, mounting a horse, sleeping,
&c.

2. Religious occupations are the exercise of moral virtues, and the
desisting from the ten immoral actions.

14*A Chapter.—On the periodical conduct of life, according to the
different seasons (as the first and last part of winter, the spring, the hot
season, summer, and autumn :) with respect to diet, exercise, medicine.
and chirurgical operations.

15th Chapter.—On the circumstantial conduct of life, with respect
to several cases, teaching that, one should not obstruct hunger and thirst

(or abstain from meat and drink); not hinder yawning or gaping, sneez-
ing, breathing, coughing (or ejecting phlegm), spitting, sleeping, nor
any of the natural discharges, since the obstruction or hindrance of them
may give rise to any disease, of which several cases or examples are
enumerated.

16th Chapter.—The manner of using meat and drink: I. The several

kinds of food, and the manner of using them. 2. Several kinds of food
that do not agree, and therefore may not be used together. 3. Tempera-
ture to be observed.

For food are used, grain (or corn), flesh, butter, vegetables or

greens, and dressed victuals. There are two kinds of grain : 1, growing
in ears, and 2, in pods (as pulse). Flesh or animal food of eight kinds
or sorts. Several kinds of unctuous or oily substances; as, butter, oil

expressed from grains, kernels, fruits, berries, and trees or shrub- ;

grease, fat, marrow, &c. To vegetable of green things belong potherbs,
&c. To dressed victuals or meals belong boiled rice, soup, &c. Drink-
able things are milk, water, wine, &c.

11th Chapter.—Enumeration of several kinds of food that it were
dangerous to take together; as, fish and milk, &o.

18th Chapter.—On the proper measure of food to be taken, or on
temperance in meat and drink.

19th Chapter.—On pharmacy, or the preparing of medicaments for

healing any disease. Taste of medicament, efficacy, digestive quality,

mode of composing, ftc., appropriate to any specified disease.

20th Chapter.—On materia medica, the efficacy of every simple
medicament. The materials for medicament are : precious and natural
stones, earths, woods, vegetables, and those obtained from animals. In
the text, and in another quoted work, 915 articles are enumerated, and
stated of each to what disease it may be applied especially, as a remedy.
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2lst Chapter.—Specification of the classes of medicaments; their

preparation and application to specified diseases.

22nd Chapter,—On the five sorts of (chirurgical) instruments, em-
ployed in trying or sounding any disease, in cutting, &c.

23rd Chapter.—That one may remain in health and ease, rules are

prescribed to be observed.
24th Chapter.—Discrimination of the humours as the cause of any

inward or outward disease.

25th Chapter.—When the former are insufficient, it is taught, to seek
it in the vicious inclination of the mind,

26th Chapter.—To exhibit medical help, when the disease may be
healed ; and to give it up, when it cannot be cured.

27th Chapter:—On the manner of curing diseases. How ? by whom ?

with what ? The measure or length of time of curing.
2Hth Chapter.—Detailed description of the curing of diseases.
29th Chapter.—Common and peculiar mode of curing diseases.
30th Chapter.—How to cure wind, bile, phlegm, is separately exposed

or taught.

31 st Chapter.—The requisite qualities in a physician, that he should
be well acquainted with the theory and practice of medicine ; and be an
impartial, upright, good-hearted man.

Third Part.

Containing a full explanation of Diseases.

Chapter 1. Exhortation to the teacher (Shakya) to deliver a trea-

tise
(fffs )

or ora,l instruction on the manner of curing diseases.

2. The curing of diseases arising from wind (or windy humours).
There are five distinctions : 1, causes; 2, accessory cause and effect; 3,

division; 4. symptoms; 5, manner of curing (diseases arising from wind).

3. In the curing ot diseases arising from (or caused by) bile, there

are the following distinctions : 1 , c ause ; 2, accessory cause and effect : 3,

division; 4. symptoms; 5, manner of caring; and r>. stopping or hindering
its progress.

4. In the curing of diseases caused by phlegm (or phiegmatical
humours), are considered; cause, accessorv cause and effect, division,

symptoms, and manner of curing.
o. In the curing of diseases caused by the gathering of the three

humours (wind, bile, phlegm), and of blood, there are the following dis-

tinctions or considerations : cause, incident or accessorv cause and effect,

manner and
the stopping of it for the future.

6 In the curing of indigestion, the root (or primary cause) of in-

ward diseases, there are the following distinctions or sections : cause, in-

cident or accessory cause and effect, manner of its arising, division,

symptoms, remedy or mode of curing.
7. In the curing of a swelling (or a hard conglomeration or ex-

crescence), there is treated of: cause, incident, division, place, manner
ot arising, symptom, mode of oaring it.

8. The curing of white swellings, a kind of dropsy. Here are con-

sidered
: cause, incident, division, symptom, mode of curing.

9- In the curing of another kind of dropsy / e£V§]"dK )

***"

are the same distinctions as before.
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10. The curing of dropsy is taught, by expossing the cause and in-

cident, division, manner of arising, symptom, mode of curing, stopping
or cessation.

11. In the curing of phthisis or consumption of the lungs, ZTTETr

there are the following distinctions: cause, andsc'^sra^g^j,

acessory cause or effect, division, symptom, mode of curing. And thus
there are six chapters on curing inward diseases. *

12. In curing feverish diseases (where heat prevails) in general,

there are the following distinctions : cause and incident, nature, name,
symptom, mode of curing.

13, 14. Farther explanations on the causes of the heat and cold, in

fever.

15. In the curing of a fever, in its beginning, or where heat has not
yet taken the upper hand, there are enumerated the following distinc-

tions : cause and incident, nature, name, division, symptom, mode of

curing.

16. In an increased or burning fever, the same distinctions are as

before, except a trifling division.

17 to 20. On curing several kinds of fever, such as are : the sly,

hidden, inveterate, and the mixed ones.
21. The curing of inflammation of any hurt or wounded part of the

body, "with several distinctions ; and that of inward and outward hurt '.

the inwards are. the viscera and the vessels; the outward parts are, the

flesh, bone, marrow, tendon, and fibre.

22. The curing of heat or fever (arising from the contest between
wind, bile, and phlegm), in which the mental faculties are troubled, with

several distinctions to be considered: and so there are 11 chapters on
curing fever (heat and inflammation).

23. On curing epidemic maladies or infectious diseases, with several

distinctions and divisions ; as, ^(1J'3K a lcind of pestilence of Nepal.

24. On oaring the small-pox : cause and effect, definition of small-

pox, distinction, symptom, mode of curing; distinction into white and
black variolse, each havine three species.

25. The curing of infectious diseases affecting the bowels (colic), with

several distinctions; purging the viscera and the lower vessels, affecting

with greater or less vehemence ; and so there are eight kinds of diseases

affecting the bowels.
26. The curing of swellings in the throat (or of ulcers and inflam-

mations), and infective diseases, as the cholera, Crj^'C]'^^®^'^ \
the

first has 4, the second 11, subdivisions, or minor distinctions.

27. With respect to catarrh, are considered: cause and incident,

kind, symptom, mode of curing. And so are five chapters on infectious

diseases, ^^SJ'^C to which belongs the cholera morbus also. Cnft^T

<

28. In curing the upper part of the body, the head occupies the first

place. Here are considered : cause, circumstantial accident, distinction,

symptom, mode of curing. There are eight distinctions, as wind, &c.

29. In curing the diseases of the eyes, are considered : cause, inci-
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dent, division, symptom, mode of curing, with 33 distinctions of opthal-

mic diseases.

30. Diseases of the ear ; cause and incident, or accessory cause and

effect, division or distinction, symptom, mode of curing. Distinction

into disease of the ear, and deafness ; that has six, this four, kinds.

31. Diseases of the nose : cause and incident, division, symptom,
mode of curing ; there are five divisions or distinctions.

32. In the curing of the diseases of the mouth, there are to be con-

sidered : cause and incidents, division, symptom, mode of curing. There

is a six-fold division ; as, the lip, the gum, &c. There are several distinc-

tions of diseases, as six of the teeth ; five of the tongue ; six of the palate,

and seven of the throat.

33. In curing the diseases of goitre or swelling in the fore-part of

the neck, are considered : cause and incident (or accessory causes), dis-

tinction, symptom, cure or remedy. There are eight sorts of goitre, as

those arising from wind, bile, &c. Thus six chapters are on curing dis-

eases in the upper part of the body.
Now follows the curing of diseases affecting the viscera, and the en-

trails or vessels.

34. In curing the diseases of the heart, there is treated of : cause

and incident, division, symptom, and remedy. There are seven distinc-

tion of diseases in the heart ; as the throbbing or palpitation of the heart

35. In curing the diseases of the lungs are considered : cause,

division, symptom, remedy. There are eight distinctions of diseases.

36. In curing the diseases of the liver, are treated of : cause, divi-

sion, symptom, remedy. There are 18 distinctions of diseases.
37. In curing the diseases of the spleen or milt, four things come

into consideration. There are five kinds of diseases, as inflammation,
&c.

38. In curing the diseases of the reins or kidneys, there are four

considerations, with seven kinds of diseases ; as wind in the reins, &c.
39. In curing the diseases of the stomach, or the pit of the stomach,

there are likewise four things to be previously considered. And first. 16

kinds of diseases, as heat, cold, &c, and again five kinds, as wind, &t\

40. In curing the diseases of the intestines or bowels are con-

sidered four things, as cause, &c. with the distinction of five kinds
of diseases.

41. In the curing of the gut of the entrails or bowels, are considered:
symptom and remedy, with five distinctions of diseases ; as cold, puffing

up, &c. Thus eight chapters are on curing the diseases of the viscera

and vessels ZTT's^r 1

Diseases of the privy parts.
42. 43. In these two chapters for male and female cases are con-

sidered: cause, &c. four, with nine and five distinctions of disease res-

pectively.

This class of disorders is called CnME^'cRC (secret disease).

The curing of little diseases / cf^^C \ f

44. In the curing of hoarseness, or difficulty of using the voice, are

considered: cause, incident, &c. four, with seven distinctions of diseases;
as wind, &c.

45. In curing aversion from food , or restoring the loss of appetite
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W"TG^5v5T£I ^ere are considered: cause, &c. four; with four dis-

tinctions of that disease.

46. In curing the distemper of continual thirst, are considered:

cause and incident, etc. four, with five kinds of that distemper; as wind,
bile, etc.

47. In the curing of the hiccup, the disease of yexing (convulsion

of the stomach ZSJOTWrTft VTC\ are considered: cause and accident,FFsm
&c. four, with five distinctions of that distemper; as from meat or food,

&c.
48. The curing of the difficulty of breathing : cause, &c. four; with

five minor distinctions.

49. The curing of a sudden colic, / 91C,*SCf^ a distemper of the

bowels), are considered : cause and accident, &c. four ; with three princi-

pal, and eleven minor, kinds of that distemper ; besides some others that

are enumerated, as heat and cold ; worms and phlegm, &c.

50. The curing of diseases arising from worms (in the belly or

bowels :) and insects, are considered : cause and accidents . &c. four, with
two distinctions inward and outward worms or insects; as belly worms,
lice, and nits.

51. In curing vomiting, are considered : cause and accidents, &c.

four, with four distinctions of that distemper, as wind, &c.

52. In curing purging diseases (or dysentery), are considered : cause,

&c. four, with four distinctions of that distemper, &c.

53. The curing of obstruction of stools, or of evacuation, four

things to be considered, and five kinds of that distemper are enumerat-

ed.
34. In curing dysury (or difficulty of making urine), is treated of

the cause and accidents, &c. four, with several distinctions of the kinds

of that distemper.
55. In curing the frequent discharge of urine; cause, &c. four, with

the three kinds of that distemper, arising from phlegm, bile, and wind;

phlegm has again 10 distinctions.

56. In curing the disease called the " Indian heat" (very danger-

ous to Tibetans, by causing excessive heat and frequent evacuations, of

which many die who visit India), are considered: cause, &c. four, with

four distinct divisions of that distemper.

57. In curing the swelling or enlargement of the feet, are considered :

cause, &c. four, with four distinctions of that disease.

58. In curing the gout IJKpO are considered : cause, &c. four, with

six distinctions of that painful distemper.

59. In the curing of diseases arising from the serum or watery

parts of the blood / x'^J^ yellow water, bad or corrupt humours), are

considered: the manner of its origin, its division, symptom, mode of

curing, with several distinctions.

60. The curing of the disease called "the white vein," yffTftt

with several divisions and distinctions.

61. The curing of cutaneous diseases. Of these there are several

divisions and distinctions.
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62. The curing of miscellaneous diseases of the smaller kind: such

as contraction or sinking of the sinews; dysentery; vomiting; any hurt

caused by fire; hurt or wound made with a needle ; or when a needle or

the iron-point of an arrow happen to be swallowed ; choaking or suffoca-

tion; on the stopping of any thing in the throat, as, a beard of corn,

bone, fish-prickle ; the entering or swallowing in of a spider or scorpion;

intoxication ; stiffness of the neck ; ill smell of the body ; hurt of the

hands and feet caused by cold and snow ; the creeping of any insect into

the ear ; the swelling of the teat of a woman. The curing of all such

diseases is called the cure of small diseases. Thus there are 19 chapters

on minute diseases.

The healing of wounds, sores, or ulcers.

63. The curing of ulcers / Q n^J \ here are considered : cause, &c.

four, with several distinctions.

64. The curing of the hemorrhoids (piles or emerods in the funda-

ment, Cn(S>CClC|?J \ • cause, &c. four, with six distinctions.

65. The curing of St. Anthony's fire (any swelling full of heat and

redness, 3sT5CJ(3i| \ cause, &c. four, with several distinctions, and the

places (or parts) where generally they occur.

66. The curing of the Surya disease / JM^'CMfl *5\R )

affecting

the lungs, liver, &c. its beginning, &c. four, with some distinctions.

67. The curing of cancerous or virulent bad sores or ulcers : cause,

&c. four, with eight distinctions.

68. The curing of the swelling of the testicles / X.CT'g27l^|\ J

cause, &c. four, with six distinctions.

69. The curing of a disease in the foot and thigh, called Kangbam,

( TflUJQ&ZR )
or ©barging and corruption of the feet, &c, a painful

disease in the bones, accompanied with inflammation, and blue colour

of the skin: cause, &c. four, with several distinctions.

70. The curing of the ulceration in the perineum : cause, &c. four,

with some distinctions.

71. The curing of diseases incident to infant children, with the

description of several superstitious customs or practices which are per-

formed at the birth of a child, as examination of the time at which it

was born, whether it is lucky or unlucky ; imparting of the benediction.

:

the cutting of the umbilical cord; the making it live long ; the making it

suck, the time, &c. &c.
72. The enumeration of several diseases common to infants &ncl

children: cause, &c. four, and the mode of curing them. -

73. The curing of diseases caused by any (supposed) evil spirit,

kinds of such diseases : symptoms, and remedy.
Thus three chapters are devoted to the diseases of infant children-

Then follow, on curing diseases of the female sex. These distempers

are thus distinguished : general, peculiar, and vulgar, <>r common.
74. On curing the diseases of the female sex, in general, are .con-

sidered: cause, &c. four, with two distinctions, originating in the blooa

and wind.
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75. The curing of the particular diseases of women : cause, &c.
four, with many distinctions ; as with respect to the several humours, of

which they arise.

76. The curing of the common or vulgar diseases of women, with
the circumstances of child-birth.

On curing diseases caused by evil sprits.

77. The curing of diseases caused by a ghost (or evil spirit), of

which there are 18 kinds enumerated, from among the Suras and Asuras.
Here are considered: cause and incident, division, symptom, and
remedy.

78. The curing of insanity or madness : cause, &c. four, with seven
distinctions, as it is caused by wind, bile, &c

79. The curing of a kind of insanity called 4< forgetfulness " (lunacy ?),

enumeration of its several kinds, the symptoms, and the remedies.

80. The curing of palsical diseases, and the telling of the periodical

time of their occurrence, the symptoms, and the remedies for preventing
their recourse.

81. On the curing of diseases, in which the body is infested with
cancerous ulcers, is eaten away and dissolved : considered cause, &C.
nine, with 18 distinctions respecting its different kinds, and the places

(or parts) which are generally affected.

The above five chapters are on such diseases as are supposed to be

caused by the influence of some malignant demon.
82. On the curing or healing, in general, of wounds, made by any

kind of weapon or tool. Here into consideration come; 1, cause; 2,

accessory cause or incident ; 3, nature (of wound) ; 4, definition or des-

cription (of the wound) ; 5, its name ; 6, place ; 7, division; 8, symptom,
mode of curing or remedy, excision or cutting out, cicatrizing.

83. The curing of wounds on the head, here are considered : the

manner of itB being, examination of the injured part, manner of curing.

recovering, or being overpowered. / (ljqym«: \
|

84. The curing of wounds on the neck or throat, where the bone,

vein, or nerve, and the tendon or sinew come into consideration.

^%?i. The curing of wounds on the upper and lower parts of the

thumb of the body; manner or that of being; symptom, remedy, heal-

ing-

86. The curing of wounds of the hanging members (arms and legs),

the knowing the importance or consequence of, &c. symptoms in general,

mode of curing, or restoration.

Thus four chapters were on curing wounds ; henceforth the curing of

poison, or the remedies against poisoning.

87. The curing of injuries caused by artificial or prepared poison.

Here are considered: the kind of poison, entrance or infection; quality,

the manner of its spreading or prevalence ; remedies employed, final cessa-

tion or remains.
88. The curing of simple poison, and of poison in the flesh. With

respect to the first: cause, symptom, remedy; in the second case, two
points more come in consideration.

89. The curing of real or material poison. Two cases : 1 , spreading

;

and 2, not spreading. / S'q^C'JI'S'^ \ T

These three chapters were on curing injuries caused by poison.

90. On curing the weakness of old age, or procuring strength to

weak, old men. Emoluments, place, recourse to, remedy.

91, 92. On the means of increasing the power or vigour in men.
Here ends the summary extract of the 92 chapters, on the instruc-

tion of curing diseases.
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Fourth Part.

Which contains the explanation of the practical part of Medicine.

Chapter 1. The examination of the pulse, wherein 13 cases are

enumerated on the character of the distemper.
2. The inspection of urine, wherein, as it is said, the vicious state

of the whole body may be seen, as in a mirror.
Thus two chapters are on examining the pulse and urine.
Afterwards, when the character and name of the disease has been

found out, what sorts of medicaments are to be administered, is exposed.
3. First liquid medicines, of which there are 54 for curing inward

heat, and 23 for assuaging cold fits or ague. Together there are 77 sorts

of liquid medicine. When by these there is no remedy, further is an ?

4. Enumeration of powdered medicine, or medicaments in powder,
of which the mixture is stated to amount to 96, for assuaging the heat of

any distemper; and 69 against cold fits. Both together=165. When
they afford no relief, there is taught of another remedy.

6. Physic or medicaments in pills, of which the different kinds of

mixture amount to 22.

6. The several kinc^s of sirup (a kind of mixture) are described or

taught, of which 15 are for assuaging heat, and five against cold fits.

Both together=20.
For procuring strength to the body, and for drawing out an in-

veterate disease.

7. Is taught of a mixture, called medicinal butter/^<5'£J^ )
con-

sisting of several ingredients, of which there are 14 sorts for curing heat,

and nine for taking away cold fits. BotJi together = 23.
8. 13 kinds of mixture of calcined powder, for curing an ague caused

by a too much abundanoe of phlegm.
9. 17 kinds of mixture or syrup, especially for the purpose of

assuaging heat.

10. 19 species of mixture of medicinal wine (or spirituous beverage)
are enumerated, for curing diseases, in which wind prevails.

11. A mixture, as a remedy against any inveterate malady what-
ever, prepared of precious stones, for curing the diseases of princes, and
of opulent men; one against heat, and 11 against cold; eight against

both
; together=20.
Since men, in general, cannot have precious stones required for such

a mixture for curing diseases, in the
12. Is taught of such vegetables or plants that are procurable by

all, of which the several mixtures amount to 28 for curing heat ; and 14

for assuaging cold fit.

Thus taking together all assuaging remedies from the liquid to the

vegetable medicines, there are 418. So much of the assuaging remedies.
When they are insufficient, in the

13. Is taught of purging or depuratory medicines in general.
14. Of purging medicines operating downwards, for carrying away

corrupt blood , bile, and the relics of other diseases. There are three kinds
of such purging (or depuratory), medicines, operating: gently, moderate-
ly, and strongly ; of which all there are 82 species.

15. For carrying upwards or ejecting the remains of such diseases,

as belong to the phlegmatical kind : here vomits are prescribed, of which
there are eight of the stronger, and eight of the gentle kind, both=16.

16. A composition of medicine, for cleansing or purging the nose,
nve of the gentle, and two of the strong kind.

17. Elixirs or extracted juices, for drawing downwards the diseases

in the entrails or intestines and guts.
18. The same continued and specified.
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19 Elixirs or mixtures for cleansing the veins (or depuratory
elixirs for do.). Hms seven chapters are on depuratory medicines.

If by the above means there is no sufficient relief, in another sutra
is taught of other soft and hard remedies.

2°'
. ^°Z,

tQ
?
efc bIood in auch ^tempers, when heat prevails. Thereare punted 77 veins, of which any may be opened for letting out blood.

»"; rhe application of a caustic for curing diseases, when cold, orcold fits prevail.

22. The use of a venomous mixture.
23. On the use of medical bath, for diseased members.
24. On adhibiting medicinal unguents.
25. On medicines operating downwards
26. The conclusion. Though there be many ways (1,200) of ex-amining the heat and cold prevailing in any disease, they all may be re-duced to the following

:
to look on the tongue and urine, to feel the pulseand to ask (after the circumstances of the beginning and progress of the

disease in question).
Thus the remedies adhibited against diseases, though they be count-ed many (1,200), yet they may be reduched to the following four classes •

medicament, manual operation, diet, and exercise. Medicament is either
assuaging or depuratory : the manual operationis either gentle or rough-
food is either useful or noxious ; the exereise is either violent or gentle

Again
:
though there be numbered 360 practical modes of curing

diseases they may be reduced to these three : examination of the patient
(or of the symptoms of the disease). Rules for curing such and such
disease. And the manner in which the remedy is applied.

There is taught also of preservatives for a phvsician', to keep him-
self safe irom any malignant infection from a patient.

27. Recommendation of this treatise to the care of the audience
by the teacher (Shakya). Classification and moral application of the
above enumerated 404 diseases.

The volume concludes with an account of the mode in which this
treatise on medicine (consisting of four parts) reached Tibet, which is
briefly incorporated in the introductory remarks.





No* IX* Interpretation of the Tibetan Inscription on a

Bhotian Banner, taken in Assam
t
and presented to the

Asiatic Society by Captain Bogle*

[J.A.S.B., Vol. V, p. 264 (1836).]

[In a letter to the Secretary of the Asiatic Society ; see also Proceedings
of the Asiatic Society, 4th May, 1836.]

According to the request conveyed in your letter of the 30th
April, I have translated the piece of magical superstition which
you have faithfully transcribed from the Bhotian board. With
exception of the salutation at the beginning and the conclusion,

and a few terms in the middle, the whole is in the Tibetan langu-

age. The purport of it, as will be evident from the tenor of the

translation, is, to obtain the favour and protection of several

inferior divinities, to increase the prosperity, &c. of the person

and family for whom the ceremony was performed, and this

magical piece was erected or set up.

It may be that the flag-staff, with the wooden board con-

taining this inscription, was carried before the Tibetan chief in

his march, and so used as an ensign in war ; but it is more
probable that it belonged originally to the house-top or terrace of

the prince in Bhotan : for the houses of great personages in that

country are generally decorated with such ensigns of victory at

the four corners of the terraced roof. They are called in Tibetan

QT5jay3j vgyal mtshan (ensign of victory), and always con-

tain inscriptions of similar purport with this.

In regard to the orthography of the piece, it frequently

occurs in Tibetan writings and books, that the vowel signs are

removed from their proper places, on account of the dependent

letters of the line above ; several cases of this occur in your

transcript. The intersyllabic points at the end of a line are

generally also omitted, except with the conjunction S^m which

will also be remarked here. I have made a copy in Roman
characters, and have also endeavoured to make a literal transla-

tion : the words in Italics I cannot properly interpret.

Om svasti, pronounced by the Tibetans om soti, is rendered

om bdeby them in their language ff ^^^T^g^'S^

egs'su gyur-chig : "Oh may it please, may it be prosperous. > >
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Inscription on the back of the wooden Board (fig. 3 , PL VI)

Sr^^T ^*ra&rar ^-qS; ^3^- ^- cb^t
NO

l^q^l^]
1

^-qf TJ'Tjcr q^g- ^*r st&j

^'OTf^W*^ I f^rt

or^- ^q§; J'l^'l^
qS; q^

Hp (^p5s- «p qs^rqo; &*fsi$*s

apw ^qq- ^cre\g*/ q-qws^

fq^'g'C* ^-qp^r *p^

^°T ispwq*;' »rf^" ^oi

SyW-SIR 1

Om svasti Lha Srin «de ftrgyad thams-chad dang
lo zla zhag dus ts'h6s-la dvang vahi </zah akar ts'hes
lha sa 6dag klxx rigs sogs dr<%s-pa #tso Akhor

1 For
Si^l. *

For qvq. 8 For fyn*
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khyab-mug (for h]ug) Rahula (for R.ihula) ki-kang (for kankar)
Vis'hti dus mis han

ma pi-ling khra ts'ha sogs #nyan-po hdr& Srin clang

phyogs mts'hams steng hog grnas-pa mains dang
khyad-par-du nyi-ma d^-ring gang-la rgyu vahi sa /xla^

Snang srid lha srin sogs thams-chad srid-pa
Huhi phyag rgya Adi-la Ztos-shig, Snang srid lha srin

Sd6 6rgyad khed rnams-kyis, Thub-pahi &stan-pa
la rab-tu dad-pahi rgyu sbyor sbyin-pahi bdag
po Akhor dang fcchas-pahi ts'he dang 6sod
nams cfpal dang Abyor pa thams-chad
zla-va yar-gyi iio Ztar gong-nas gong-du
^phel-ahing rgyas-par radzad-du gso\.—
Om akani nekani abhila mandala
Mantraye Sv&hd, Sarva marigalam.

Translation.
f

ye divinities ! all hail !—(Ye) all the eight classes of the

divine imps (S. Rakshasas) ; also ye gods, regents of the planets,

constellations (in the path of the moon), and of the lunar days,

j your influence upon the year, the lunation (or lunar

month), and the different seasons or periods ; ye possessors of

the earth or land (land-proprietors), all the eight kinds of tbe

Nagas (Hydras), &c. Ye powerful chiefs and attendants,

avm

W m *

ha, &e.
;
ye fierce

towards) the cardinal

in

Vishnu
ye goddesses (o

inferior imps, v

mediate, zenith

world) ; and especially ye divine imps, &c. who are rulers of

those regions, wherein the sun this day is moving, ye all look on

this emblem (seal, image, or signed writ, &c.) of Hit, the regent

or governor, (or set up, or erected by Hu.) Ye divine eight

principal imps (Rakshasas), rulers of the world (or keepers of

light), I beseech you, that you will make that this patron, the

bestower of charitable gifts, for obtaining the fruit of his works

and actions, who is very faithful to the doctrine of the Muni

(Shakya), may together with his household or family, increase

more and more, and abound inlife, fortune, (prosperity), honour,

and in all his substance or wealth, like the increasing faoe of

the moon. Om akani nekani abhila mandala, mantrye, Svahd

Sarva mangalam.

Tettdia, 9th May, 1836. A. C. Korosi.





X* Note on the white Satin Embroidered Scarfs of the

Tibetan Priests. By Major T. H, A. Lloyd. With a

translation of the motto on the margin of one presented

to the Asiatic Society.

[J.A.S.B., Vol. V, p. 383 (1836).]

Having received lately, with a letter from Butan, one of the

silk scarfs mentioned by Turner as in use in that country and
Tibet, which, though rather dirty, is of a superior manufacture
and more highly ornamented with figures of deities than those

I have heretofore met with, I think it may be presented as a
specimen to the Society. I can fully confirm Turner's account
of its general use in all intercourse, and am sorry I have not had
any opportunity of ascertaining the origin of the custom, which
is, I believe, peculiar to Tibet, Btitan, and Sikhim. I applied

to Mr. Csoma Korosi for an explanation of the sentences woven
in at the ends of the scarf, and that gentleman has kindly trans-

cribed and translated them. I enclose his notes on the subject,

and to save you the trouble of a reference, I shall copy what
Turner says on this subject ; to whose account I can only add
that these scarfs are almost indispensable in all religions offerings,

as well as on the occasions he mentions.

Titalya, 31*1 May, 1836. T. H. A. Lloyd.

Extract from Turner's Embassy, Mo. Edition, 1800.

Page 67. " We each advanced, presenting, one after the

other, a white silk scarf, or long narrow piece of pelong, fringed

at both ends, as is the custom in these countries, to the Raja,

who, keeping Ms seat all the time, took them in his hand, and
passed them to his zempi.

Page 71. We delivered to the zempi, or master of the cere-

monies, a silk scarf for each of us, which being thrown across

our shoulders, he dismissed us.

Page 72. An inferior, on approaching a superior, presents

the white silk scarf ; and, when dismissed, has one thrown over

his neck, with the ends hanging down in front. Equals exchange

scarfs on meeting, bending towards each other, with an inclina-

tion of the body. No intercourse whatever takes place without

the intervention of a scarf ; it always accompanies every letter,

being enclosed in the same packet, however distant the place

to which it is dispatched. Two colours are in use for this manu-
facture, which is of China, white and red : the latter is rather
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confined to the lower orders : the white is respectful in proportion

to its purity and fineness ; there are various degrees in both.

I am yet ignorant of the origin of this custom, but shall endea-

vour, at some future time, to obtain an explanation of it.

P.S.—I may also mention that the kow-tow or nine pros-

trations, as knocking the head nine times on the ground, is in

these countries always performed by inferiors approaching

their superiors.'

'

Translation of a Tibetan sloka, found on a white piece of China

scarf, called ^^^^ m

^^^^]^\ &kra shis-kha-fetaus, or " scarf

of benediction.
'

'

«^\^T|
|

The sam< in Roman Character.

Nyin-mo ftde-legs wts'han fedc'-legs, Nyin-mahi gang yang

&de-legs-shing,

Nyin mts'han rtag-tu frrda-legs-pahi. r/kon-<hog tfsum-gyi

6kra shis shog.

Translation.

"Blessed the day; blessed the night; the mid-day also

being blessed : may day and night always return (bring) the

special favour of the three most precious (holy) ones."
{Or thus ; the favour of the eminent three holy ones) the

^J'dCT$J*C|' being rendered, in Latin, insignis. eminens, &c.

On the cloth the q*Qjq«j' is not sufficiently distinct ;
I took

it first for qr-qm^- a- i„ the two former lines; but no" I correct it

aa it probably stands on the doth.

Not e.

mh May. A. CSOMA KOROSI



No* XI. Notices on the Different Systems of Buddhism,

extracted from the Tibetan authorities.

[J.A.S.B., Vol. VII, Part I, p. 142 (183*).]

Sdngye (^C^TsJi?^ I
Sangs-r,gyas) is the generic name for

expressing the Supreme Being or intelligence in the Buddhistic

system. This term corresponds to the Sanskrit Buddha. In

Tibetan it denotes the most perfect being, that is pure (or clean)

from all imperfections, and abounds in all good qualities.

There are three distinctions with respect to the essence, the

substance or body of Buddha ; as

1. Dharma kdya (5^*§'S—<hUos-kvi-*ku) : 2. Sar/tbhog-

kdya (^Z^'^'lf^^'^S'S— l<>n<rs-spv<.(l-/dsogs-pahr-«ku),

and 3. Nirmdnkaya (SprSjS^S™-sprul-pahi-sku). The first,

as

names; as, A'di Buddha
(
cpi^O^CST*^

) ;

Samania
9

Buddha WyqaC'cf.— SwatMva ^C'gC", self-produced, or

self-existing; Marmadhdtu SCTWTOQST, the root of a11

things; gq-crj-awjgjarsj the Jina of Jinas; ^S"8^
the hasis of all fcfain ; 2^'q|2OT^'£}^ existing without

the three times, or without beginning and end.

To the Sambhoglraya belong the Dhydni liuddhas of five

kinds, the chief of whom is Vairorhana (or Berotsana, as the Tibe-

tans pronounce it. called by then. jSp^TjC*^—rnam-per-

snang-wdsad : the illuminator. These are the attendants ot

A'di-Bvddha.
To the third or Nirmankaya belong the several incarnations

of Buddha. Immense is the number of such Buddhas that have

appeared in former ages in the several parts of the universe. In
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incarnations

Buddhas
and the rest are to come hereafter. Though there are mentioned

many Buddhas as having appeared and having taught their

doctrines, yet in the modern Buddhistic system every thing is

attributed or referred to Sha'kya, who is supposed (by the

Tibetans) to have lived about one thousand years before Jesus

Christ

The different systems of Buddhism derived from India,

known •?~

1. Vaibhdshika , / 3'nqyq - bye-brag-pa).

2. Sautrdntikfty t gqs^rq - wdo-sde-pa).

3. Yogdchdrya [SPWffiffitf or ?^^V^^~mal"

hbyor-spyod-pa , or sems-tsam-pa).

4. Madhydmika / ££J
#

£J"£J—dvu-ma-pa).
JNO

The first consists of four principal classes with its subdivisions <

They originated with Sha'kya 's four disciples ; who are called

HULA

1. Ra'hula (Tib. g w

qi{«"(^5<S sgra-.7chan.Msin), the

son of Sha'kya. His followers were divided in four sects. They

recited the Sutra on emancipation, in Sanskrit ; they affirmed

the existence of all things ; they wore on their religious garb

from twenty-five to nine narrow pieces of cloth. The distinctive

mark of this class was an utpala padma (water-lily), jewel, and

tree-leaf put together in the form of a nosegay.

2. Ka'shyapa / Ifrgp— Hod-srung), of the Brahman

caste. His followers were divided into six sects. They were

called the "great community." They recited the Sutra ot

emancipation in a corrupt dialect. They wor_ __

garb from twenty-three to three pieces of narrow cloth ;
and they

carried a shell or conch as a distinctive mark of their school.

\j.rA -£« fcvti#*i.i nf the Sudra

10US

3. Upa'li (Tib. ft-q^Qiqi;

tribe. His followers were divided into three sects. They recited

the emancipation Sutra in the language of the flesh-eaters

Pishaehika. They wore on their religious garb from twenty-

• A

* May not these notes explain the marks on our Buddhist coins .

Ed.
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one to five pieces of narrow cloth. They carried a sortsiha

flower as a mark of their school. They were styled, " the olasa

which is honored by many."

4. Katyayana (Tib. Tf ^aCJ— Katvahi-bu). of the Vaisya

tribe. His followers were divided into three sects ; they recited

the emancipation Sutra in the vulgar dialect. They wore the

same number of narrow pieces of cloth, as the former cla-3, and

they had on their garb the figure of a wheel, as the distinctive

mark of their school. They were styled : "the cla that have

a fixed habitation," m«^£<3^£J
|

The followers of the Vaibhdshika system, in general, stand on

the lowest degree of speculation. They take every thing in the

scriptures in their most vulgar acceptations ;
they believe

every thing, and will not dispute. Secondly, of the

2. Sautrdtiht school ( SqT'STCJ mdo-ad6-pa) , a follower

of the Sutras. There are two classes, the one will prove every

thing by authorities contained in the scriptures, the other by

arguments.

3. Thethird division is thai of the Yogdckdrpa, (fBT^^V

tz
w
S\ - nal-fcbyor-spyod-pa, or ifft^ftT*!- sems-tsam-pa.

There are counted nine subdivisions of this school. The principal

works on this system are referred to A'rya Sanga
(
Q^T]^*

qxTrn^-^jr \ in the 7th century, about of our era. There are

in the Kdh-gyur several works of his, and of his followers, ex-

planatory of the Yogdchdrya system. Lastly, the

4. Madhydmika school ( 'OTSTCI Dvm-ma-pa, they that

keep a middle way). This is properly the philosophical system.

It originated with Nagarjuna ^'gq- A-lu-sgruh), 400 yean

after the death of Kha'kva. His principal disciples have been

A'rvaDeva and Buddha pauta. There are in the Stan-gyur

several works of them on the Madhydmika system. Some
learned pandits in India have united this system with that of

the Yogdchdrya. as BODHISATWA (or Shanta rakshita has done)

in ( he 8th century, and afterwards Atisha in the 11th.
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Chandra Ki'RTiS'q'Cncn^'ri wrote a commentary on the

original work of Nagarjuna ; as also several other works in-

troductory to, and explanatory of, the Madhydmika theory.

In all the higher schools in Tibet these works are now the chief

authorities in all controversies relating to the Madhydmika
system.

From among the four theories above specified, only the two

last are philosophical, the two first being rather dogmatical, or

following implicitly scriptural authorities. According to the

views of some writers, there is little difference between the

Yogdchdrya and the Madhydmika theories also, as some have

united them : except that the former is more practical and the

latter more theoretical or speculative (dealing with too mam7

abstract terms, and minute discriminations). In the Do class of

the Stan-gyur, there are many volumes containing works ex-

planatory But they can be understood

only by the learned, the generality of the religious persons (or

the clergy) prefer to read Tantrika works, the Dulva, and some

tracts of the Do class of the Kah-gyur.
The above mentioned systems are well known to many of

the learned in Tibet ; but there are likewise many who are

acquainted only with their names.

(with
with

the principles on which the scriptural works are founded

;

that of Jj^q^SISJ Theg-pa-r/sum; S. Tri-ydnam, the three

vehicles. Accordingly all Buddha scriptures are calculated

for the lowest, the mean or middle, and the highest capacities ;

for, they contain low or vulgar, middle, and high principles to

be known by such as aspire to any degree of perfection.
Some writers have used the name of

c
' Lam-rim/' degrees of

way (to perfection), considering men on three different degrees of

intellectual and moral capacity; as, men of little, middle, and

highest capacities. Under this title there are now in Tibet

(among those of the Geluk-pa sect) several manual works on the

principles of the Buddhistic religion. Among these " Lam-
rims '

' the most esteemed and the most comprehensive is that

of TsoNKHA-PA,a celebrated Lama, who flourished in the begin-

ning of the fifteenth century.
According to the Lam-rim there are three degrees of

principles with respect to the theory of the Buddha faith.

1. Men of vulgar capacity must believe that there is *

God, there is a future life, and that they shall therein have the

fruits of their works in this life.

2. Those that are on a middle degree of intellectual and

moral capacity, besid must
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know, that every compound thing is perishable, that there is no
reality in things ; that every imperfection is pain, and that

deliverance from pain or bodily existence is final happiness or

beatitude.
3.* Those of the highest capacities, b< ides the above enu-

merated articles, know that from the body or last object to the

supreme soul, nothing is existing by itself, neither can be said

that it will continue always, or cease absolutely ; but that every

thing exists by a dependent or causal connection or concatenation.

With respect to practice, those of vulgar capacity are content

with the exercise of the ten virtues. Those of a middle degree,

besides the fulfilling of the ten virtues, endeavour to excel in

moralitv. meditation, and insenuitv or wisdom. Those of the

wi

six transcendal virtues.

With respect to their summum bonum.
The first seeing the miseries of those suffering in the bad

as. in hell. Yiddks. and beasts, wish toplaces of transmigration

;

be born among men, the asurs and the gods.

Those of the second class, not contented with the happiness

of the former, wish for themselves only to be delivered entirely

from pain and bodily existence. Lastly ; these regarding as pain,

ery
wish

perfection, that they may become able to help others in their

miseries.

Such distinction in speculative Buddhism, as that of the

Swabhdvika, Aishwarika, Kdrmika, and Yatnika does not exist

in Tibetan books (except, perhaps, among the Xyigma-pa sect,

who are said to possess yet several volumes that have not been

printed in the Kah-gyur and Stan-gyur collections, hut which

may be found in Tibet both written and printed, among the

people of that sect), although there are many works in the Stan-

gyur containing materials on the several doctrines or tenets of

those philosophical schools.

The ancient philosophical sects in India mentioned fre-

quently and partly described in the Tibetan books, especially

in the Stan-gyur volumes, are as follows :

1. Grangs-chen-pa fmZ^m^^~-Sdnkhya in Sanskrit).

The Buddhists have adopted much of this school. In the <£ and e£

volumes of the Do class in the Stan-gyur, there is an account

of the six schools (and of others also) in ancient India.

2. Che-prag-pa /3*ncn*q— S. Vaisheshika).

3. Rig-chet-pa / ^cn'flC'q—S. Vedantika)

.
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4. Shot-pa-pa
( 5gc*£]*£]'—S. Mimdnsaka).

5. Jigten-gyang-phen-pa ( Q^q|'l^qp<^5J<^q S. Lok-

dyata).

6. Those that take Vang-chuk /cqcyqi—S. Ishwara)

for the first principle.

7. They that take Ts' hangs-pa ( <3fc^*£J Brahma), for

the first principle.

8. They that take Khyab-juk
(IWQ^n— S - Vishnu) ,

for ditto.

9. They that take Skyes-bu (S^fg—6. Parusha), for

ditto.

10. They that take gTsovo
( ^|^f— S. Pradhdna) for

ditto.

11. They that take time / C^|—8. Kdla), for ditto.

S3

12. The atomists or they that take rdul-phran (5^5^)

the atoms for the first principle of the existence of the world.

There are yet some others also.

The general principles of practical Buddhism with a

in

with
ouring to

supreme intelligence.

degree of perfection, to be united

3. To prostrate himself before (the image of) Buddha ;
to

adore him.

as

drinkable thin

incenses, perfum

stuffs, cloths, &c. for garments and hanging ornaments.
5. To make musi c , singhym ns , and utter praises on Buddha,

beings.

person, doctrine

acts

confess
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ness of them, and to declare sincerely not to commit such after-

wards.

7. To rejoice in the moral merits of all animal beings, and to

wish that they may contribute them to obtain thereby final

emancipation or beatitude.

8. To pray and exhort all the Buddhas that are now in the
world to turn the wheel of religion (or to teach their doctrines)

and not to leave soon the world, but to remain here for many
ages (Kalpas).





No, XIL Enumeration of Historical and Grammatical

Works to be met with in Tibet.

[J.A.S.B., Vol. VII, Part II, p. 147 (1838).]

Works, containing historical matter, may be found, in

Tibet , under the following names :

1. Lo-gyus (5r&5J\ k>-vgyus), meaning annals, chronicle,

NO

history.

2. Tam-gyut / cn^Sfft^ gtam-rgyud), tradition, oral ac-

count, traditional history. (S. A'khydnarn.)

3. Ch'hos-jung {^^O^ZJ Ch 9

hos-hbyung) , origin and

progress (of the elements) of the (Buddhistic) religion.

4. Tokzhot (5fiffl
9Q^\ rtogs-brjod), properly a judicious

saying ; memoir, reflections, critique, biography.

5. Ndm thdr ((fSTJj^ (rnam-thar), properly emancipa-

tion, liberation, biography, legend.

6. Orung (»C${* Grungs), a fable, fiction, fabulous history

7. Stan-(;is f OTdT^f^J Bstan-rtsis) ,
chronology, or calcula-

tion of some events or epochs occurring in the sacred volumes.

To the first class or
c

' lo-gyus
'

' may be referred the following

works, on account of their contents being of a historical character.

1. Mdni-kdbum I ^F^C^Q^SJ md-ni-hkah-hbum) , an

historical work, composed by Srong-tsan-gampo (^JC^^T

H^'sf Srong-^tsan-sgam-po), a celebrated king in Tibet, in

the seventh century of the Christian era.

2

.

Pddma -tkd ng-yik / £J ^'^CtXj^l Podma-thang-yig

)

53
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another historical work, written in the eighth or ninth century,

in the time of Khbi-Seong de'-tsan / R'^t'^C^'^S^ ) by an

Indian guru, called in Tibetan Padma Jttng-ne, (CJK'Q^C

CJ^J \ in Sanskrit Padma Sambhava*

3. Kd-thdngde-nd
( ^^a^C'S'OJ ) by the before men

fcioned guru, and by some Tibetan translators or lotsavas, in

five parts, containing biographical notices of princes, queens,

chief officers, pandits and lotsavas or Tibetan translators.

4. Yik-nying (^^T&C") ancient writ or chronicle, com-

piled by the ancient Tibetan translators,

5. Yik-zhung-ch*hen-mo (IH^^^^^f^) containing

Indian history from Asoka /CTCyTSK myarftan-med, in Tibetan)

a king (who lived one hundred and ten years after the death

>ntury

had his residence at Pataliput
Prattta S1Sna (in the beginning <

Others historical works are known under the following titles

6. Kd-teik-cVhen-mo
(q^(^^^#

^5j^ )

7. Kd-cVhem-kd-tfhoLma
( 3TO\5^^TfQ^paj"5l )^

8. Gyd-rab-pag-sam-jon-shing ( ft0r^q^^CJ3]WW|^

•*F).

9. She-cha-rap-sal / *q^J*n'^q-rn^aj \

1 0. Gyel rap-salvai-mekmg / ^a^q^Tjj^prqc^'OjC*
)^

11. Bod-kyi-mk-ts'aTK.i
(
S^'m'^CTr^C \ Tibetan records.

12. Dep-ter-nrm-po
(
^q*^'|£r£f) ancient records.

Sa'Sikya-yik-ts'ang
( ST^pAJOT^fc' \ records made in13.

the Sa-$kya monastery.
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14, Gyahi-yik-ts* ang / ^Q'U^TT^C' ) Chinese records,

translated by £Lama rin-ch'hen-grags-pa.
There are in Tibet some historical fragments under this title

Gtam gyut t qiK£J'*r \ traditional history, also.

Under this title, ch'hos-jung (l&^CLQZ: \ Elements ot

religion, or the origin and progress of the Buddhistic religion,

there are several works in Tibet, according to the different authors.
As by Ne'l-pa, by Bu-s,ton ; the Ch'os'jung of the Bfcah-gdams-
pa sect, that originated in the eleventh century ; ditto of the
Bruk-pa sect, by Padma karpo.

Under this name :
" Tokzhot " / £cn^|'q^ S. Avaddna),

are

W the Mdo

class of the Kah-gyur, mostly of a legendary character. But be-

sides these there are also true narrations. The following work

is of a mixed character ofj this kind: ^^"^Q.'J^'^^C?^*^^*

S

Q^q^^'^f^'^^^'qil^ sham-bha-la h i rnam hshaUdang

p' hak-yul-gyi-rtokzhod "—Description of Shambhala (a fabulous
country and city in the north of Asia). And a memoir on

haks-yul (S. A f
rya desa or India, in general), written by

Pan lunpo

( q^^-g-aj-q" ) in 1775.

Under this name : nam thar
'

' *3sTfl*s there are many his

torical works in Tibet, containing narratives of the life of any
as

qi'^^s'^fll'q (gya-cher-roLpa) or " Lalita vi'stara " in Sanskrit.

As also in the 3/do styled SJC<X*q^^qC"q noti-par-jiing-va
,

his appearance in the world (in a religious character).

To this cla belong the following works, as : Dpag-hsam-

le'hri-shing ^qq|*q^^*g\qc;* ^ by I )ge-vahi-Dvang-po
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(S. Shubhendra), translated from Sanskrit. The Ci rnam-t'har '

or legendary narrative (contained in the hstan-gyur) of eighty-

four persons, in ancient India. How they were emancipated,
or acquired preternatural faculties.

The j-&j'a^ rnam-thar, of the sixteen principal disciples

(
^^1*^5^ netan) of Shakya.

The hundred acts of Shakya compiled by Taranatha, a

Tibetan Lama, in the seventeenth century.
The twelve acts of Shakya, by Srong-tsan-gambo, in the

Manikabum.
The ' c

skyes-rabs-fergya-pa
'

' or one hundred new births or

regenerations, by a Lama of the Karmapa sect.

There are in the Dulvabiographical notices of several princes,

wealthy citizens, and other illustrious persons, in ancient India.

Amongst the Grungs
(
§}WsJ ) or fabulous narratives, the

£ C

Kesdr Grum/s '

' ( zjr^'gr;^ \ or fabulous history of Kesar

a warlike ancient king in central Asia, is much celebrated in Tibet.

On Stan-ps (Br qsy<5'-^J \ or astronomical calculations of

some events or epochs, occurring in the sacred volumes of

Shastras, there are likewise several works, in Tibet. Of this

kind are the commentaries on the " Kola chakra or dus-kyi-
hk''hor-lo

,

!" in Tibetan, made by several learned men,—as;

by "Bu-ston "
(^3^) in the fourteenth century, by "Jo

nang-pa" by " Jfk'has-grob " in the fifteenth century; b\
" Panch'-hen-61o-6zang-ch'hos-kyi-rgyel-wts'han," by " Padma
karpo"—(a celebrated Lama of the Bruk-pa sect, in the

sixteenth century.

Also a commentary on the Kala chakra, and the history of

the Buddhistic religion, written in Tibetan by a Mongol Lama
(Sum-bha-zhabs-trung) in the last century.

The u
rtsis-kyi-hbyung killings " / W'm'a^STpdl) ele '

ments of calculations by " Mk'has-grt B-roYA-mTs'Ho" and
'NOR-B-ZANG-mYA-mTs^ro." The substance of these works
have been embodied in the " Baidunja, /)karpo" an astro-

nomical, &c, work, written by " SANfG-RGYAS-rGYA-wTs'HO,
a regent at Lassa, in the last

List of such Indian (or
have been known ta th& a™,o

works
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have been translated into Tibetan, or have been only quoted by

them

.

The names of these works have been collected in the last

volumes of the B,stan-gyur compilation. They are as follows :

Pd?ii'Vydkara?ia, in two thousand slokas ; Maha-bftdna, a com-

mentary of the former in one hundred slokas by faLU-NOR-fGYAS-

KHI-BU "—not translated. An abridgment of the two former

by Rama Chandra.
A grammar, in twenty-four chapters, by Chandra Gomi.

A commentary on the twenty prepositive particles, by do.

A Sutra on the letters, by do.

A commentary on the letters by Ch'hos-skyong (S. Dherma-

The several cases of nouns, by Chandra Gomi, in explana-
pal

tory verses.

Another grammatical work, by Zla-va-grags-pa. (S.

Chandra
Mali

in twelve thousand slokas.

A commentary on the former by Pandita Purna Chandra,

in thirty thousand slokas.

Dvy
9 J

by " Byins-kyi-Dpung-gryen.
~~* ---•-•--

Axnlioation of the
iC

tint? " termina-ls

tion.

The milch-cow of desire.

The eight compositions.

The Kaldpa in fifteen chapters, by Dvang-phyug-go-ch'ha

Sde-spyod byd-karana, in five hundred slokas, a commentary

tie Kaldpa, by Brahman Ugra Bhu'ti.

The "Si" &c. &c. of the Kaldpa, explained by 7/jam-

^pal-grags-pa (S. Manjukirtti)

.

lan&u

age.

A commentary on the same, by a teacher : Subhasha

KlRTTI.

A commenatry on the twenty prepositive particles, by

Z>vang-po-byin (S. Indradatta).

Byangs-chan-bydkarana {of Saraswati) in thirty-one chapters.

Six great commentaries of the former, and several smaller

ones.

yy^* (un) and other terminations explained in a Sutra,

by Dur-Sing.

A Sutra on the \fljf fun) termination, by " Chandra * 9

with a commentary by the author himself.
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A Sutra of roots in. the Kaldpa and in the Chandrapa, by
;;

Gang-vahi-zZa-tw " (S. Purnna Chandra).

(ti) and other terminations of actions, 4c, explained by

dGah-vahi-grags-pa.

Collection of words having the same sound but different

signification. H\jam-Dvyangs (S. Manju-ghosha) byakaranahi-

rjsta-va, by Sadhu-kirtti.

A commentary on Paninis grammar, by Rama Chandra.
mdo

/rjigs-med-e,de.

On the above enumerated Indian grammatical works, there

are some commentaries made by the Tibetans. As ; by
iC Bu-

ston-rin-ch' hen-grub " and Cfi
Zhalu-lo-tsa-va ch'hos-sk'yong-

&zang-po."

likewise

read the Sanskrit text, especially the mantras. The most com-

mon are those (both the text and the commentary on) written

by " Sastgha Shki " at Snar-ihang. But there are others also,

made by Tarana'tha, by Kunle'gs, by Dde'-le'gs, and by

Situpa.

The most ancient grammatical work extant for the Tibetan

c c

\ Tibetan name is :

' c Lung-du-ston-pa-sum-chu-pa
'

'
and

r,Tags-kyi-P,jug-pa" or grammatical introduction in thirty

slokas, and the adding of the characteristic letters (for the forma-

tion of the several cases of nouns, &c.).

Both these treatises are very short, making not more than

three or four small leaves. They give little information, and are

interesting only on account of the grammatical terms. But there

are now many commentaries on this original text, composed

by the authors, whose names here follow, as :
Dvu-pa-feLo-grsal,

Lo-ch'hen-Nam-Mkhah-rgya-Mts'ho, *Nar-thang-lo-tsa-Sangha-

Shri, Yar./jbrog-pa-rin-ch'hen-tog, dge-ye-va-ts'hul-k'hrims-

Senge

,

Pan-ch ' hen-^ser-mdog-chan-pa , rfpah-vo-<7t9Ug-lag

H ,p ' hreng-va, Zur-Mk ' har-va-foLo-gros-rgyal-po , Rab-Abyams-

smra-va-ch ' hos-rgyal , Hol-pa-rab-Abyams , Sman-lung-pa-&L<>
moh'hogrdo-rje, Zha-lu-lo-tsa-va-ch'hos-sky™"-R7an0r.no. Yhar

lu-pa-ch' hos-legs , Byams-^Ling-Bsod-nams . .—~ -^ -

mk'-hyen-go-ram-pa. (These two last have commented only

the " Sum-Stchu-par) Zag-lung-ch'hos-rje, Rab-/?byans pa-

jam-gral, K'ha-raci-sprul-sku, Drung-yig-Ajam-Dvyangs, these

have written answers to some proposed questions respect-

ing grammar). Pan-ch' hetw/kon-Mch ' hog-ch ,hos-grags, (he

wrote in the seventeenth century under this title ;
" Legs-Bshm

sruing byed-norbu '

' on sixty four leaves.

)

Sitf, or LooM-BU-PA^of Derghe in Kham-yul, wrote in the

last century, on eightv-six leaves. The title of his grammar is :

rnam^ fTxr£l1 ^un
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1

4

mfc
,Aa5-paAt-mg'^/-rgri/ari-m^%-pArc?i^-m(foc^

'

' (a beautiful

necklace of pearls for a neck ornament of the learned).

There are yet several other grammatical works on the

language of Tibet.

A. Cs.





No* XIII. Remarks on Trans-Himalayan Boodhist

Amulets.

[J.A.S.B., Vol. IX, Part II, p. 905 (1840).]

With
from Almora, and which you had left with me, together with a

letter from Mr. W. E. Carte, on the 17th ultimo, I beg leave to

inform you that both contain abstracts of some larger Tantrika

works, or religious treatises, in Tibetan, interspersed with man-
tras in Sanscrit. The first paper, eight feet five inches long, of

which the figures take two feet five inches, and the text six feet,

contains 244 lines (two and a half inches long each) in printed

Tibetan character. I cannot exactly tell you what the figures

may represent, but I think the first is the regent, or ruler of the

year, figured by a victorious king. The second is a tortoise, with

nine spots on the belly, representing the lucky and unlucky

periods, accordingly as the moon is affected by the planets and

constellations, during her daily progress in her path. Then

come the twelve animals, after whieh the years of the cycle of

twelve years are called, opposite one to another, thus : the rat or

mouse and ox ; tiger and hare ; dragon and serpent ;
horse and

sheep, or ram; ape and bird; the dog and hog. Then the

amphora and pices, for the twelve zodiacal signs ;—signs of four

planets, as the sun and moon, for all the rest. Then represent a-

tions of the four, eight, and ten comers of the world. A king,

his minister, horse, elephant, soldier, sun, moon, eye, ass, etc.

Afterwards, from the head of a bird downwards, in two lines,

there are Chinese symbolical figures, or characters, having per-

haps the same meaning as the figures above designed. These

symbolical characters were used 200 years before Jesus Christ,

square seals.

dynasty

There are on this paper five different abridged Tantrika

works, or sutras, under distinct titles, the Sanscrit being generally

erroneously written.

1. Contents of the first sutra, The salutation, only inSans-

crit, thus : Namo Shri Kalaehakraye (which should be thus :

Namas Shri Kalachakraya. English: "Salutation to the

circle of Time." The year, month, day, and hour, are figured

by a prince, minister, soldier, and weapon. All the regents of

the year, month, day, and hour : those of the planets, constella-

tions, stars, Nagas, and imps are requested to look on these

symbolical figures, and be favourable to the person who wears
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or carries with him these symbols and mystical prayers, that

he may succeed in every undertaking. Many particular busi-

nesses or works (religious, sacrificial, civil, and economical)
are here enumerated, and all classes of divinity are requested
not to hinder him in any of his occupations, but to assist him,
that he may increase in prosperity, and see all his works accom-
plished. Here also occur some mantras ; that, at the end being
thus : Om ! Supratis 'M'ha Vajraye-Swdhd, Mangalam.

2. The second work contains in Sanscrit, short addresses
to Shakya Muni, to Vagishwari, to Manipadme, to Vajra Pani,

and to Vajra Guru, Padma Siddhi.
3. The third contains one sloka and a half , in Tibetan, with

a mystical formula in Sanscrit, on the melodious recital of the

several attributes of Manju Shri (in Tibetan, Jam-pal) the god
of wisdom. It is pretended that this short antra, taught by
Shakya himself, and buried underground in the country of

Lho-brag, in Tibet, by Padma Sambhava in the 9th century
after Jesus Christ, was taken out and divulged by Guru Chos-
kyi d, Vangphyug.

4. This is called the venerable sutra, dispelling the dark-

ness of the ten corners of the world. The salutation is especially

addressed to Jampal (Manju Shri, in Sans.) and to the ten

Buddhas in the ten corners of the world. In each of the ten

corners of the world (four cardinal, four intermediate, the Zenith
and Xadir) fancifully is named a Buddha province, with a fancied
Buddha in it. To each of them successively is addressed a set

form of salutation, with a short request, thus :
" If I go towards

that corner, after having obtained my aim, grant that I may
quickly return home." Again a request to those Buddhas,
that he who carries with him this sutra, may obtain, together with

his family, similar blessings to those granted to a handsome
faced youth by Shakya, when he first taught him this sutra.

Then follow some mantras. Lastly, is stated by whom, and in

what part of Tibet this sutra.
" " "

" "A *

underground.
5. This is styled the « l

Sutra of eight lights." The saluta-

tion is addressed to Buddha, religion, and holy priests, etc.

^». ^u„^:^„i t ..i~x ;»» San«r»rit. to

was

unlucky
mantras

any malignant planet and star. Other mantras
before and after noon. Then follow-_, -^^vxvjr o^iucut ueiure ana aner noon, xn^i* »~~-

several other mystical prayers for averting any evil or calamity,
intended by Tshangs-pa (Sans. Brahma) bv the great ejod (Sans.

Maha Deva* Tlmn fsJin,™. <> ~ \^1± i_ ±u~ ^^atitinn of

mantras
Tlien follows a prayer, that by the repetition

defeated, and that every
ment of

"~— «. ^ Fiauc wnere cms sutra was found under w
ine conclusion is with this mantra: " Om ! Vajra

State-

"ound.

Mahd Noma* Chan 1da Vajra Krodhdp
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Hulu Hulu, Tisktha Tishtha, Bandha Bandha, Hana Hana
rmati Hum, Phat, Mamjalm

with

figur

denominated) contains

inches long each, a manuscript copy of the two last numbers
of the former paper, also a rough sketch of the nine spots on the

belly of a tortoise, in a square ; and afterwards, successively

downwards, the figures of the twelve animals of the cycle of

twelve years. The writing may easily be read, but the or-

thography is bad, and the Sanscrit titles and mantras have been

erroneously transcribed.

This is the sum of the general contents of the two scrolls worn
by the Tibetans as amulets for obtaining the favour of particular

divinities, and for averting all kinds of evil spirits.





No. XIV. A brief Notice of the Subhdshita Ratna Nidhi
of Saskya Pandita, with extracts and translations.

J.A.8.B., Vol. XXIV, p. 141 and Vol. XXV, p. 257 (1855) (1856).

[The following paper was written so far back as 1833, und would have
been published in continuation of the series which appeared in the earlier
Numbers of this Journal, had not the death of the writer thrown diffi-

culties in the way of bringing out the Tibetan text. These difficulties
have been removed through the kind assistance of Dr. Campbell of Dar-
jiling, who has had the proofs corrected by Lama Aden Cheboo at that
station, who had studied the Buddhist religion and Tibetan literature at
the monastery of Menduling in Thibet.

Cs. de Korosi refers to leaf 23, page 44 of the Index of the Kah-gyar
f

which collection he had previously noticed in Vol. If. of the Journal.

—

Ed.]

This work was composed by the celebrated '
' Sa-skya Pan-

dita " (called in Tibetan, ^^^^g^^^^qol'qSC'q

K'un dgah rgyal-mts'han dpal bzang-po ; in Sanskrit, Ananda
Dwaja Shri Bhadra), who flourished in the 13th century, in the

time of Ginghis-khan and his successors. He resided in the

Sa-skya monastery, a Convent, in Middle Tibet, in the province of

Ts'ang, one hundred days' journey distant from Tashi Lhunpo

(
qT]

w

^^J^<3i"^f ) That Great Lama (called: " hP' hags-pa

hGro mGon ' * Q^fqi^'qT^^^ )
to whom Kublai-khan

(the emperor of China, of the Mongol dynasty, in the last

half of the 13th century) had granted the whole Middle Tibet

(or U-tsang) was the nephew (or a brother's son) of this

learned Pandita. Their descendants possess now also the

above mentioned Monastery (with some small appurtenances)

and are next in dignity after the two great Lamas of Lhasa

and Tashi Lhunpo. The Sa-skya( $J
#
*jT ) Monastery (or Convent)

is one of those places in Tibet where many Sanskrit books

(taken or transported from India) may be found now also.
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ftfajyqV^**!* ^5*^**$* ^|Vi^*l

\$ >^>

^•sis&l^c jr^c-qp-cr ^pro^p i

^cr^^f^|or«-c\5^
i

Subhashita Ratna Nidhi nama Shastra is the title of the

work in Sanskrit,

Salutation to Manju Sri.

The presentation of sacrificial offerings to the All-knowing,

the Sovereign of men. What is to be understood by ' 'A Treasury

of Elegant Sayings " or, in a literal translation : A Precious

hags
wisdom. (S. A'rya

Work. Reverence

After
presented ray oblations of the most precious tilings, taken from

the religious instructions of the chief of the gods (Shakya) from

Nagarjuna, the prince of logicians ; from Vyasa, Valmiki,

Akshapada, &c, I adore the Sovereign of men, the All-knowing.
The exhibition of judicious reflexions upon all sorts of wordly

affairs, and upon the conduct of the virtuous (holy or excellent)

men, without offending (in all these) against good morals, is

called
'

'
A Precious Treasure of Elegant Sayings.*

'
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•q- g-sj^- q^-q-^|

'or ^C'^* q<3j-q-Q,51

2 i^^aw^" I'q
7 ^

5^spf|" gc-^c-wicr
|

gc-q-g^a^qq^p*
||

3 ^prq^^^qq|-^-jr
|

SW2T^WS^^ ?

^•^^r«s^p^^g H

T. Reflection on the Wise. ( Sip^'CJ'C^^TfCJ

)

Note.—The word 2^rrr£I (critical investigation) is added, in

the text, to the subject of each chapter, but, in this extract, it will be
left out.—See the Tibetan Text.

1. Were you to die the next year, acquire science : though

in this life you cannot become wise, in your future birth, it will

be a recommendatory precious thing, if taken with you.

2. every

without

far distance, is surrounded with a cloud of swarming wasps.

3. A wise man, though possessed of immense perfections,

earn
at last arrive at omniscience.
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4 sipsrqvpr^q* §*r gcr^j

^•q^rtfjc'^or^rpi
i

^^•joig^g^-a^g
|

5 ^•^-^•q^^^'q^q]^-qa;5st
|

^^^•gq-q'^^qi^C'
|

^p^Br^'i^-^^^-li^qf^
|

'

6 c^^p^3j-£^q-c*ic;-

a
SO

Cv

s^-iscr *w gw «5^5NC|

wise he be

overpowered by the enemy, though they be many. That

Brahman of Ujjayana, a singlfe man, has overcome all the hosts

of the enemy.
5. A brave, wise and a fortunate man (who has accumu-

lated moral merits) though he be alone, overcomes all. The lion

the king of deer (or of wild beasts), and the universal monarch

assistant
6. If you are wise, you may make a slave of the great also.

The Garuda, though a strong and mighty bird, is made the

vehicle of Vishnu.
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7 siprsr gp spy ^* %*\\
S9 >0

n^•q*- fi^ar sjpsr sr* T

^|

nw $par a&aprq-^i

Sar^S; q^'q* qq' sr qg*||

8 g-^c- jH^j' yw jgCVJE'l

^ew ^ ^w S-g^-35^1

V^|*r rnq-q* ^q*rjfl'WT

^*qc" gf^TjHfW q^sii

9 *•*£% tffor-SftSwr $f\

gq-qS; qc 5^'^*§^^
a&- 3^ «• q*r *r raw^

'

sipi- q* qcq^-q^i^ j*r*r GWtfl

wise
wise

ileasui

8. If you are intelligent, though you be weak, whai can

<lo to you a powerful enemy I The king of the wild b. ste (or

of the deer), though strong, was killed by an intelligent hare.

«». The ocean is never satiate with water. The treasui

of a king is never full of money. One is never satisfied with the

enjoyment of a thing. Wise men are insatiable with elegant

sayings.
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10 SjqpWj^ gW'^rflfcPJG'

|

SfWOT jjwr ^fc*rg- a^|

CV Cv

*l?*r«^*T|| i

n
^'J ^*W ^-^' jp?*!|

12 ^W ^j<^ q*p g*^ |

^•g- gw siaS^- «^ flap^t

u^r |qp q^. ^- ^p^j- j;*ftrff|1T

10. From children also, wise men receive the fine saying
for sweet scent the navel of a musk deer also is opened.

II. The excellent (viktioi's or good) (V»J'^$I)|

11.

more praised (celebrated)
wood

'

good

1 is diffused by the wind into the ten corners of the world.

12. If an excellent (or virtuous) man is chosen for Master,

" "VAJ. V/ W V>

obtained)

h

eelooiained). Wise men say : when the sacrifice is performs
with a gem on the top of a banner, it is tin- sign of the happiness

country
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13 o\-z^ c^- g*r q&yq-dji

^qj- q* &w m 5^q^' qg*|

^*w §*r *vpr qS^fow «f ap$t|

qpT §' <VW; qq|- ft^-org*
||

14 ^sr|- &• gor^r q&wji

*t^K" $*r |^ ^•si^gc'i

qgc* HT^' ^' 5prq^cr£pa||

*|W ^r qjq-q- |^rg- pfoty

15 g-q- fprq- ^- qp- Tpj

ffc-qa; |g^'^
#

#*p^ sS^j

^ ^- p q«^ 'ACM

*r f
• tow e\ww ^

13. When men are injured by a wicked prince, then will

they remember a virtuous king. They that suffer of a malignant

fever think only on cool water.

14. When a wicked prince does inju ry a virtuous king is the

more ready to defend. To him, that is occupied of an evil

spirit, a magician (cheerfully) lends his assistance.

15. A virtuous man, though he decline (in his fort tine) show,

becomes himself more handsome in bis behaviour. We see that

turned
#

(or go upwards).
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i6 sprq- spf *fi*T ^ W |

ojtK- c\qc:^r «rafw gp^SF* I

s*FV °r faf*8
!

1

^JfF "^ 1

*w of^i' H*^" <^N
!l

n srpf^ <$' ^g^' W^g!

^ qj^j- SJ^qf^
3f: S&T %T|

is ^rqq; %^* g*rg** njc-|

«P^" ^ fli' g^w «*]w

sr^q; sjyn;' qqpj- q$pj*r

5,

16. A virtuous prince, though he be at a far distance, from

far also does favourably protect his own follower-. By the

gathering together of big clouds in the atmosphere, the corn ot

the field more increases.
le of17. During life, renown (or a good name) is the cause «•

joy; in the other world, happiness is (man's) delight, in wealth

only, without those two things, a wise man can have DO pleasure.

IS. Excellent qualities, though be exonerated, spread

and become visible everywhere. The blossoms of the nutine

tree, though grown dry, diffuse on all sides their sweet Bcent.
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19 rrftafgf xg vp? *• t gfclj

^*q- crp-y ajv*F" SH
*0 *5

*]^cn- qor*^ ^'^* «5*M

qj^qf ^ 3^-g- m^Of *^||

20 «« Jjc ^<w ^g*rg'*icq

^•g- ^q-q- *i|*|-
« qgcj

fj»rcr *y*r*r *ipr ^ f^\\

2i ^rcrjjw ^' w«roi|

*r*r stysr »jr 5T *^!

ep or srqaj- 15^ ^ np-|

°r?T Iff
8*'W J "nil

19. A king is great in his dominions ; a virtuous man is

respected withersoever lie goes. A flower is beautiful, generally,

for a high day. A gem for a head ornament is everywhere

esteemed.

20
has a handsome

man.
pace ; the quietness of a holy man is the sign of his being a wise

21. Though equal benefit* be conferred on the excellent

and the vulgar, the return of those kindnesses is not equal.

Though there has been no difference in the seed sown in a field,

yet there is an immense variety in the crop. Jwpl ..
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9.9.

23

qa- sjq; gw ^TOT g^'W^gC'l

K-q- ^'^ *qpr ^p?^|

*V W 5* qac;* ^* q ' W
qfppr 3pf «r §' Gff ^;i

*<*F *' efT *fr 3^* 3F ]

-6 ^>

24 <£ap?r vpr gsw g*raj
|

TO" q^' qf^- q*T tk qgi*!Wll

Tfi' 5j*r gar Hfr ^qc qf^ |J

22. Keep up (preserve) your noble descent by your con-

duct—when your practice is bad, your birth is of no value. The

sandal-wood has a fine scent, but, if a man reduces it to charcoal,

who will buy it ?

23. The great, though sometimes fchey be distressed (or

disgraced) for a while, have no reason to be grieved. The moon,
though she be eclipsed for a while by the planH . yet soon appears

24. If a great man treats kindly an enemy, that very enemy
comes with kindness into his power. The first universal monarch
since he protected all, was elevated to that dignity by all.

again.
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26 *^r q- i*^- f^ g*- npi

26

8*f ^ o^sr «r\- mr *r a

SIC 5j* q*pr (jc fr ^C'q^l

wf gqpr a- c^- lr gs*^!i

z^T q- |jq|- pr qq-^C]

*£' q^' qacq'' *pr ^|

sroj-g*r ^* qsppr q^#

3

^ p^crj- ^r $$• og^u

27 |*r sj^si]- jjawor ^^q* jpw

c\c «^ ^" *],flr
|g |

fc 5*F ^" sfV W ^
^upr sprq^r fcisr |pu

25. The holy man, though he be distressed, does not eat

><> *™,i ™\wA wJfh wirlcpHnpss. The lion, though hungry,

will not eat of the unclean vomiting.

26. The holy man. though it may cost him his life, how

will he desist from what is good by itself I The colour of fine

gold will not c burnt
ry) to the

holy men—but how would these, in return, become angry with

them \ Though the jackal utter a fustian language, yet the

king of the deer protects him mercifully.
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28 q^q|- ^- £or w- gpm]

29

30

• c\#ar og*" §• ^q-^|

o^f sq* Saf «^ or 31f ?*i|

q^w ^w *r ^g^'^i

^•cw *r^ *r c*g*' ^c-|

a^C
§f

3^' tp 5NprcR;

q|^f|

|*q^*rq§;- s$^- w^||

srqq; 3fc*r|&
;
Bfe^rS'fi

f' v i'^' ^^' wj

nrqTOy jpr^-Sjdjii

28. People seek to find fault with the excellent, and not

with the low men. They look with astonishment to costly

longings, but who would do so to a fire-brand ?

29. Not to be cheered up by pniise ; not to be grieved by

shame —but to know well his own perfections, is the characteris-

tic sign of an excellent man.
30. Those are no vain riches that ire gotten by knowledge,

strength and skill. The dog and the cat though they stand

erect, are living samples of impudence.
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31 o^-or g^§«r &*\w g^|

§h% ft 3'S-q^

32 f-^-g^- i'^- 2pij

*pv or 5^g^r *sj«r g^-q
|* SO

^ s^' o^K- q|^d|- d|^|

6
- ^ ^ jtj- g-q- gq „

33 a^•^- &p&r sfR*r «iefaK|

sipwrq- ^- ^- g- wr Sj

*jpo; oi' y*T N^-q'^l

^ 5ic ujc: $?$;• $rc\

t\r*s*roj*q|xr^
| 2

31. It is the master's greatness, if his servants <uv in every

respect well satisfied. The embellishment* put on a hone, are

they no ornaments for the master himself I

32. As the master takes care of, and kindly protects his

servants (or subjects) so are managed the master's affairs also

by the servants.

e place, w
acknowled When

has

in the heaven, none of them is visible.
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34 •*q- c^q- e\g*- qq- JCM

W # ^' q§*\' g^gc
|

Sj^.y o^qq- q- p-^- o^f|
s» s,

35 ^' or |WT qac gc- c^C'|

^' qs^I* *!<V jp ^ »jaj|

^pr oj- ^' g^- p* qg^ttiC'
|

' ^ q^' W^ W
,|

36 ^-q^r o^apr dgsrqS; 5j*i|

c^'qsr J^'Wf ^ferf or Q^*W|

flC W Sf |^' C\qffq^' qc|

S5 ^

III. The fool (mean, low, wicked, bad) (S^"^
f

)|

34. A wicked man, though he gets riches, grows worse in

onduct. A stream howsoever it be turned back, yet endea-his conduct.

vours to flow downwards.a i«j now uownwarns.
35. Though a wicked man appears good in his conduct, l

is but a hypocritical life. Though a crystal be made to have tne

colour of a gem. yet, when put in water, it shows its own c
°J°

ur

36. A great man's wise arrangements are annihilated in »

moment by wicked men. A corn- Held cultivated for years ana

months by the husbandmen, is suddenly destroyed by a hail.
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37 z^y sjnrs^* ^^ ^|

mz- t^ ^- oj- <v^-?v

pW SPII&
1 KlTR' ?J*|

*T =i|5c ^ or qq^*r o$^»

38 a^sr 9'q*^ *•

^wr ^c *>W£K' qg«;

c'S^" 3q* ^' ^pnrwwi|

e\pv ^sf|- w y^c* q^- w- qjc^n

3f& sy q^q* Q^ ^">

!

g-q- sj^-qgni' tW-^T fpl

qj^- |^- q^q- qq- |-q- q^oj

^er|-qgfl|- g~ yv |p*q* *W
-

37. In general, a bad man rubs cm others the defects which

he has in himself. The crow, after having eaten some unclean

tiling, earnestly rubs her bill on a clean ground.

38. If a business be committed to a fool, it will fall short,

and the fool himself will be crushed under it. The fox-bom,

being elected king, it is said, dest loyed his distressed train also.

39. The foolish man (stupid) when lie wishes for happiness,

works only on his distress. Some one occupied by an evil spirit,

when he wishes to be freed from pain, deprives himself of

life.
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40 j»qp- qpjaj- Sff *T *W*r*l

«W; qy <W 6ffy ^Tl*r!F

'

4i ^c srq^ *r^acr|

g- ^r q«r q- *r WT q*

!

q^gwW ^ "^ ^^1

g* ^-cpr spifq- 'XT
^]|

fp <V ^T WflF *

1

42 sarrt

-ip*r q<v aw*y qsr^r e\|*

1

«T V" ^T^pr^ ^
|

upr ^ §}• q-q- b^||

40
ate at

of others, is like that of a beast. Though he is M associate w
eating and drinking, but lie la unable to make fchem ready (0

prepare). .

41. He that makes no reflection on what is useful and tn

contrary, and does not improve his understanding ."JL
perience, is a wine without hair, thai Beekfl only to till his he

uy^
42. Some one makes most amonj the fool, but before

Though he has no hump and dewiap,wise

yet he is a beast that has hi- upper i eth.
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CTpdf qpg; SRC ^ ^ j5[p||

^|$T qo; g-q- qsoj- c^c o^

«Tp5T ^' d^" ^ ^^' WC" 1

5I|^* ^ qo; j§- aft- £^||

44
*fT g*r §w *pp jg-

5

^T §;• ^' g*r fp-«r s
|

$F &' *" ^ *ryr isre I

5' 3F ^jpw ^^'^'S

45
5m^-

q^- g^-q"- p^-aj3j* 5<3j|

N5

*prq- qpif *r g^w?

^WT^ # y ^ *r 0]g*r 2p;j|

43. He hastes to where there is meat and drink; but if you
give him some business to do, he runs away ; though he can speak
and laugh, yet he is an old dog without a tail.

44. It is easy to fill with water a beast's (or ox'- foot-

step—a small treasury may easily be filled with money ; to sow
a little field with corn seed, requires not much labour ; it is easy
to satisfy with science a little understanding.

45. A proud foolish promisor, though lie be great, will be
defeated. By having given a pace of ground (stob-l,dau)

Balarama lias lost the three earths—(worlds).
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46
fifi'^A" 5CT ^F*r q

'

q^l
N3 ^ S3

47

48

S&^s^r B^' *&*]**
!

• o^ 5j^* ^c* a*r g*r w^

sipr q- o|ST|-cr ipw c\g
u

aw^ ^-qc\- g-q- 0=^
|

^'^ ^' or |OTC1^' flC]

qpr j- cyrj ^' f^!

q-^ ^«roj- »iaf §sr s^rnsj

aj^' q^-qv gwrq- <V^|

^rq*- gcw |5W TT~1

<g* S^ ^ gp $ff <^

,

w^qqj- ^x$- |^' §^||

46. In the estimation of ignorant people, a mcmkey-cfttehw

is more preferable than a wise man served with

butter and meat, this is sent empty handed away. ^
47. Some illiterate men are more inimical to a r

!Ls
man. It is said, if in a snowy country, during the winter, gr

up (or comes forth) any corn stalk, it is an unlucky omen.

48. Some that are ill-versed in science, will find fault \s

them that are well founded in it. In some islands W ,s coim

for a defect in members, if one has not a goitre.
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50

.")!
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£•*]• ^wq* ^*rq* jj*W|

&-^ afcw g^-or q^ffii

#jq; gpr^' |aj-q^j

rtp^rq- or w *rs-?|

£-q|- qjet,-^- |iq-q- c^qpf

w^T wf g^-or =^|

*i*3" F^f * ^'^j' ^w|

q%^3"' g^w % §w$*ni

^^q-^-qq-g^q-^
I

5IC Ofc ^gvj- W^' qqjf

TOT l
7^" q]Sq]' 5j*T mi||

49. They that know only imperfectly the religious rites,

contemn those that perform them exactly. In the country of

Ohara, he that walks on two feet, is not counted for a man.
50. Some that perform wrongly the religious ceremonies,

mark them that do exercise them accurately. Those men that
have a head like a dog, contemptuously say. that he, who has a

handsome face, is a woman.
51. Foolish men, wanting understanding, though they be

many, go full into the power of the enemy. One intelligent hare
has subdued a whole herd of st rong elephants.
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52 ^r^q- &f*icv Swiff

sjora*' *cor q^q* %*i

^^•q- »r <v*r -W|

q^f QftQ-qr jtW ^!|

53

q]^- qj- q*j$pT qpr ^j

g-q- q^'-y qgqpr <^r c\S
||

54 g^Y qi^J^ q$p ^fjsrqqj

•«r ^r?fr ^^r yw|

g^qv- qj^- fij^ q|-- q^jj

52. It is seldom that riches without understanding were

advantageous to any one. The all-bestowing cow's milk (as

the common proverb is) is sucked up by the calf.

53. Foolish men. that amass riches, never think on,

they have their kinsfolk (or relations). After having amassed

wealth, by all means of wickedness and cursing they die aW»5

that

like the rats.
ted)54. He that wants always to be defended (or support;

by others, at last, certainly shall fall. It is said, the tortofr-

that was carried by two crow t . fell down on the ground.



'
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qacc^ $r^^r l^gsr ^1

rsi*~ s^- oj- ^^•^•^|

~s
^gc<3&erpr

«£J'^ ^l^gy^!

S"T ^ ^ *^$W

1

qao^c;- *!^' ^'jsr (^|^|

^=ip;q- *f^- ^q*r oj*r ^E^U

fp' ^^|8
57 ^•q-q-^l^^-^cM

^*pr*^' §C'q*T S^'^'sppj

!

qnprq- ^er|- w§r Wl|

55. Xot to understand what good and bad is ; to forget a
kindness done to one ; not to marvel at what is marvellous ; to
ask again what one has clearly perceived . to think and to follow
one from behind are the characteristic signs of a foolish man.

66, When the troops are advancing, he is in the rear;
when they retire, he goes on the front : where there is meat and
drink, he endeavours by all means to enter there

IV. The mixed character (of the wise and of the

fool)
(
gorsj

) i

57. A mean fellow, though he be rich, is outdone by a
little man of noble descent —when the hungry tiger uttered a
deep sound, the monkey fell down from the top of a tree.
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58 g^q- «^fr p^a^l

%sr §c\- ^' qg |

^'9* t*T^ 3F^ I'

59 wjaj-^f^c^swrcftor*
|

S3 sp

g^^iyr** 1

Jia's^'orspp?
||

60 g^^w^rq-oj
|

B^^'g^j"^"w^ I

-^WJp Tf^Prproi^gC'^
i

f^ jpr ^sipr ^r ^c*|i

58. A foolish man tells his qualifications. A wise man

keeps them secret within himself. The straw swims on tn

surface of water, but a gem, though placed upon it, sinks.

59. They, that have little learning, have great pride ;

when

grown wise, they are quiet. Torrents make always much nois ,

but it is seldom that the Ocean roars. , .

60. It is always the low-minded men that speak disdain-

fully of the holy men ; these never do so to them. The no

defends the foxes but the fox rises against the fox.
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61.
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^rcr g*r 3c qyv ^ fl!

^ or q^'af ^*q-' *C*n

qpfc- ^gor 5f ajc ™- dpi' 3^|
i

gr or q^' 5' ^r^ n

62 sjpr q- ^ ^ ^ ^|

^- Hr &* awr *pi*r <v^' o^gc'i

pm^« ow ^^jj- w ^||
>» NP

?ql" 5R' *p\*v3\ ^*r ^p *w^\

1 *0

s^*T nj- ^* ^'
ff

<r ^"|

r ^' Spy ^or q* sgjt*j|

angry against yc

)ut a low-minded

more haughty if you yield to him. Gold and silver, though hard,

mav be melted, but a dog's ordure will stink .
if put into fire.

"
62. A wise man consists entirely of perfections. A fool

has only his defects. With precious metals you may pay all your

expenses—from a venomous serpent notAung but distress can

be expected.

63. A wicked man, though he abides in a forest, is mean
;

a virtuous man, though he resides in a town, is gentle. We see

that a wild beast of the forest is fierce, and a fine horse in the

town is gentle.
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64 |*r A^qf *E?Sf fffiOf ^ |

•1$ cypq" qp^- jgif fl^J

65

*f5' w T Q* '' ^ 1

Iftg' *W\ ^ ^ ^ "TF

^q^ora^c'*^ sp

cyfq'^c^rq^r^-qi^- SJ^I

Q^'^^jpw-n^ q*p

^C fjpr^C^rq^r^C-qpjaf qOT]!|

66 og^^'W^^'S^ qj^T

^ *^ HFV ^' ^ ^ 1

•uf

*\& ^%m? q-af §* W jpfl

64. An excellent man looks only on his own defects, a bad

man seeks fault only with others. The peacock judges of his

own body—a bat gives ill omens to others.

65. An excellent man, by his gentleness, preserves both

himself and others ; a bad man causes pain both to himself and

to others by his stiffness. A fruit tree keeps (nourishes) both

itself and others ; a dry tree, by its stiffness cumbers both itself

and others.

66. As long as you have wealth, every one is your

kinsman, if you are declined, every one is your foe. The island

of precious metals is visited from far distance—when the lake

(or sea) is dried up every one leaves it off.
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67 Q^' q^w oft 5- ^arp ^ ^f

EJ5T <§c ,?pwr *rw c\g^
|

^- T|^aj- gwerajj

^ 3^" *F' ^ "*" *r ^1'

68 SJ^ ^ ^q- S^- ^ o||

^qp; uf 3^- ^ s^w^i

c §" o^-«r sn^ aij

*wp; »r •*]' « ^* ^n

<>9 $jp|- q* sjp^- qS^ap^ sg*f|

g^- cur sipnr s^- ^ |

^ ^ qpfc* q*r ?^ &' 3]

gaf 2j*T SW W 5*1' AT lf*H|

minded
made man

affectionate towards all—it is uncertain, who may yet be useful

to us.

so

Learned men delight in science: the ignorant

3y.gathering bees resort to flowers ;
but not the t

A lAA.rnAH man is beautiful amonir learned me
can the wise be understood by the fool I See, how sandal-wood,

that is more precious than gold, is by foolish people reduced to

coal.
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70 sjpsj* q- ^C §f §K' ^' § 1

gaf *r ^ppr «*V i*r*T e\gH

S9

71 ^pr CT ^«S" S|^ !NC-|

ojqpj- q^ sq^'W ^'^Vg^'

\5 X5

^ q- n- ^ *c ^* $F||1

72 5=J[ fKT q*r =nq- q^" £!

or or sr §r ^ or o^M

(3" caj- ^j- or pear cv^ni

g^' g-q- §n^- ^Rqi<

70 . A wise man knows the manner of his action ;
the fool

follows another's authority. When an old dog has barked, the

others run without there being the least re; on therefor.

71. A wise man, in his very declined state, also affords

pleasure to others, by his elegant saying a fool when growing

violent also consumes himself uid others by his quarrelling-

72. Some place perfection in s] iking—others are silent-

and penetrate into the meaning. A bad dog utters first a noiae

to the enemy : a eat catches ta tly a duck.
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73 ^3T«T 3fT »JC SJ^" q* gq|

•q"'
caj-q* 5^' SIC q^|

g- jjw jg*np' wwr ^ 5FI

q]^- |- C^g^^c:- 8PW ^]|

74
'

I'q"'
^rq* ^' ^ q^ |

N5 .^O \5

q- s^-q- gc" 3^ ^
§c g^ w g- a* ^* gsn

I* g^ c <£• u?fif g^'qj

^ fj^ u^- ^ gfl-
jpr «i&||

c & mm % S&f yf "N

^r *r g*r s' ^*r c^ o^U

73. Though a virtuous man disputes, yet there exists

advantage thereof ; a fool causes damage by his friendship also.

Though the gods be angry yet they defend the animate beings.

The lord of death, though ho smiles, yet kills an enemy.

74. An excellent man, like the precious metal, is, in every

a villain, like the beam of a balance, is
res

always varying somewhat up—and downwards

75. As long as one is modest, he is adorned wrtn rue cmei

quality—when modesty is gone, the good qualities become

partial and an ill rumour spreads about.



i
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76 j^i'rj- $r qssr ojsjpw ^

^T ***" 5^' 3C' ^' ^' q^V

or qq; g^r or q$*r Tp' qg|

<v&* q^r swb^ jc- qj^-cr^i]

77 q|scr|- or q^q*: og^q-^i

grr ^ or ^q' ffi|

S3

78 ^rcrg^r np ^ Qflprq i
-S3

|c up sjp*r jp?*r ^or^i

ojqpr q*« q^q^- jp* ^'|f'^|

^•or sipwj- ^$r gorq-^ii

76. A virtuous man gives, without hypocrisy, an upright
instruction—if you ask a villain, he will inform you wrong.
Though you slight a Bodhisatwa, he is merciful to you—though
you bestow praise on Varna (the lord <»f death) he is yet your
destroyer.

What
another. When the moon ri» the Kumuda opens and the
Padma flower shrinks up.

78. Though, by wicked acts one may reach his aim ;
yet a

wise man never resorts to such means. Wise men are not ashamed,
if they can also not have their concern, provided they have
righteously endeavoured therefor.
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79 ^r q*^g* ^tjcv q^*rq-gi

«W«^ y q^q'^rp
|

c
j^ Sp *c ^ ?wn*j|

^V "F I^^IT^I^!!

80 ^'q-^q|- ft^-g^C'l

•q* q^- ^ tfi*" c o^gc*

1

SO NO

sj^'sr q^*^* jpr q^* qg^p
NO XO

«^- q- 0^^ yrpr q§; fn

tot (^f^ sw<v

sr c^gw^ yipr q*r aojj

sic ^ ^jpwf d^ w joi.ii

79. It is difficult to make dissension amongst the virtuous

but it is easy to reconcile them—low people can easily be sepa-

rated See what a difference there is

between the sandal-tree, and the coal made of its wood.

80. Though a virtuous man decline for awhile, yet, like the

increasing moon, he rises again—if a low man once is decayed

he will be extinguished, like a lamp.

81, Wealth, to a low man, is a cause of pride,—to a virtu-

ous man it is that of gentlenes- (or, humbleness). The fox-

born, when he has filled" his belly, behaves proudly, the lion,

when his bellv is full takes his repose.
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82 3f*r gcr ^cg^
ajqfj-q^- ^C'Sj" O^'r^g^l

83 ^srq- c^q^c-|

'^FVST ^q ' ¥ra

!

Os

4 N»?

84 ^- q*r g-q- ^qy q^ I

a'?' 3^* ^' ^F aqPU
c^cs cv

ST *«v 5 <?F ^gw i*i
'i

82. A virtuous prince shows more affection to his subjects,

when he finds an enemy. A mother is more grieved on account

of her diseased child. ...

83. A good person, if he associates with a bad man, wu

be infected by him. The Gan s water, though very pleasing

to the t aste, when it has readied the sea, becomes brinish.

S4 If a low-principled man keeps a holy person, n*8

mann< become like to those of a holy personage. See what a

fragrant scent has the person who has anointed himself wit

musk.
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q^' q^- ^- &3j-q' q^ |

*£p qq- ^crg' sjpj'q- ^!

^' *i<V g*^rW 9^ *!1

goraTO^pT^
1
4

86 qp'3^' ^q*; |'q^
|

^c
<\*ff ^ g*r *pr g* ^ |

*PT 3'^ *pr *1\ ^

!

r^r c^j- sifjc" «*pr ^fV <^T *T
<3j|!

87 *)'&? Spi'^' e&ST g^' <3j
|

ai'C|q]' g*T 8^' ^' jpr^ !|

As
creature, so the great self-one (the excellent man) stands firm.

As
minded man is grea

. , Evil practices ( CS"^")
|

86. When
interest not out of respect for others; the laughing voice of the

night-bird is an ill omen, it proceeds not from joy.

87. If a man grows too famous, on account of his great

advancement, though he endures for a while, yet at last he is

destroyed. The ass that was covered with the skin

was

another.
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88
fh' W\ s'^" *F q" ^'

'

pc- qS; »r^ gwcr^c"!

?• r % 5* <^r «r ^
i

vis >*

89 qp- y ^qj-q- u^- c^C
|

•q c\- ^c- q^' c<3j*q* |p

^ gar ^- g*r s&f gapjr
j

flpsr q* *r
?f|"

SfC * a}^
J]

90 5qpr q*r 36y w ^w o£j*^c"

1

qyy qsr tr «£' ^*r q*/§^

!

qpiT c^« ^-y g^ gc^
J

f

88. They that have chosen a wicked man for their king,

they that dwell in a house whose upper roof is ruinous, or under

a rock whose summit threatens to fall, are in continual fear.

89. Though a man is learned, but if he is by nature bad,

avoid him. Though a venomous serpent has a gem on his head,

what wise man would take him into his bosom I

90. By arrogance, good qualities are diminished ; by lust

modesty is obfuscated. By a continual railing at his servants.

the master loses his authority.
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91 T^f'vPT'^ V
^T °w 3C* W ^* Vfi !

^ q- ^p^T- q-
|^ ^rp; ^

^ *T 5^ q^' g«r q* 9C'
I|

92 *T q^ipr q^* af §• or aj~

1

y^* <swr «r ^f qj^r srg
i

qs»f qsr q* or §Sj- gcr ^'
|

ajpr q^sr q- 04- ^V g^' $»c'
||

93 cap q* 5- ^* qs*r g^' jjcr
|

*C q^' q3C* q* qgc ST SJS

!

?jor q- q^- ^ qrrpr ^ ojc'
|

N*3

F ^T^ **' * 5R" ^ I!

91. It is a rare thing to find one who can give good advice,

but it is more rare to find one who would listen (to advice)

difficult it is to find an expert physician, few are they that would
act according to his advice.

92. Judge not before you have examined. It often hap-

pens that an upright man, if he loses his cause, is thought to be

a knave. He that acts with discretion, has many enemies.

93. In whatever manner you fashion a bad man, it is

impossible to make his nature good—you may wash the coal

with all the zeal you will, but it is impossible to give it a white

colour.
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S3

q|^- Spr q§d|- q*" g*r q- W
95 qp^- q§; sj^sr p^- c\g^ qS^

|

qaf qS; 1^' ^' p^* ^' q^ I

Sg* q- ^^ 5' ^^ ||

wf |^* q^'q*^ !
s

96 q^- ^- ^q^ q^pr g^ |

^r g-q- ^*r q'^ |

Rfsjaf or <y qa; si=»[ u^ jp'

*r ^ ^ JR'Qjr ^pi
1|

94. An ill-principled man, who is fond of riches, though

he be a friend, is not of a firm mind. There are many that have

been destroyed by their own relations, in consequence of their

having been bribed by the great.

95. It is easy to overcome those

their plans of lusting (or injuring). I
subdued who advise a salutary retreat I

announce
ose to be

VI. The natural way or manner (of men's action*-

^•q(a^§aj
) j

96. If one should happen to be chosen for a ruler, it is

seldom that he could know what was to be done. We may

look on others with our own eyes, but we want a lookin£-gl&ss

when we wish to view ourselves.
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jprq- w y sic *i^ jc i

<$*T Qisfi gcq- -l<^ <V 9c
|4

SipY QT y q|^' SIC 5j' ^c-

^- *pw y 1* yg- ^ ||

q|c ^r ppft *K g^ yrq
1

^wr w*r ^ g^ q^* ^ 1

spy q- s^q^ qscsr q*^
|

^ >c^ ^9 "J

a^ «* a* w 5C£r »«

!

i^c e^jHT 3- ^ ^ "jp I

si^v ^ siprw flflw g^j I

sijc-dt w«fpr cr ^ *r ^ '1

97. Though there be very many kings, yet there are very

few of them that govern with righteousness. Though there is

many a body of the gods in the heaven, yet there are none so

brilliant in light as the sun and moon.

98. He that can do mischief, can do also good. A crowned

monarch may bestow on one a whole kingdom.

99. By an upright, intelligent minister both the Sover-

eign and the subjects can be rendered, in all respects, happy.

An arrow, when shot by a dexterous man, strikes the mark

aimed at.
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100 sic cr *\&*\
w

y g- *if^l

{ITO $C P|*r gc ^ ^ Qfljq (

*F]' <5*pr
^pi*5| <5*W O^ST CJ^J

i

*ic- ^; g^- q*^' 5*T g^u
S3 X»

101 as|- g*r yap q- ^' qq; si
|

*JJ ip*r ^* »ic ^- q^* o£i*

!

3F q- Jot- fw ^* ttjc-|

BF r <5~ 5*r 5^' «%^ !!

102 cr 3^' sorq- a&** 8m|

8^ qf ^*w ^c;- §or§*r ^SSi

*F^ <ffy «pr #:• w
ff^ ^' qS;- q^sr tfjaj

UK). If many consent together, great things may be per-

formed even by little forces. It is said ;« lion's whelp was
killed by an assembled multitude <>f ante (or pismires).

101. He that is indolent and deficient in exertion, though
he he strong and robust , shall decay. An elephant , though he be
very strong, is treated, by his little driver, as a slave.

10l>. When haughtiness is earned too far. even meat men
will be overpowered

; though the white tortoise (fish) has only a
little body, yet in be the destroyer of a large crocodile
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^' £f C' JOT g* |j- ^nfj

C^' q^J- r-gq. g^- 3.5^1

^" <3&3j' cB'^' §j*T |p|' 5T^fpj|

^'9' IfF 3C' S% 9 |t

104 g^ qar g^« *£• ^- ^C-|

Sf^ q^" *=rpr *}*r ^* «T §cq

ysjq; q^- 3^- ^-q-dji

^' 3^' ^' <^' q%*\'^'^ !!

105 q<^* ^g- q* owfw q^

W 9*V ?T ^'^ gc-j

mo; ^*g ^ gsr 91

pc- qo,- i^-f- u^ 2pr ^ fl

103. The great have no need to be arrogant ; the arrogance
of the mean is futile. A gem wants no recommendation ; none
would be a counterfeit jewel, though it be highly extolled (or

praised).

104. Men, commonly, are injured by men of the like kind
(tribe) with themselves. By the appearing of sunshine, all

other luminous bodies are offuscated.

105. Keep him from whom you derive advantage, though
lie is your enemy. Reject him that hurts you, though he be
your relation. Buy, at whatever price, a jewel, brought from
sea. Drive out, by medicine, the disease that is in your inward
parts.
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106 ap^- gra^ Q$V ag^i

108

5' 5^' *$" ^' ^9*

&• wr Sjcsr^" ^p q^" ^|

|q- jjaq^r ^pf §c a^f |^ 11

107 ^ <fi ^ ^ ^- *np

5f^ ^j- «vjc- ^q«f ^1

l^c ^-^ q5^*q* q*j|

Sf^ q|'S* 5jp^'q^r q^H

^•«r yv ^ ^^

1

sj^-q- ^*^* £*r - T ' ^i

p- asr 5?' ®* *^y og^i

>0 so ^

106. When a man has some wealth within, he shows it

with pride in his externals. When the clouds are full of water,

then they move and make a noise. . .

107. It is rare to find one who is all perfection ;
but it is

rare also to find one who is destitute of every good quality. A

wise man will keep him who leans more to virtue than to vice.

108. It is doubtful at first, whether a person is our enemy

or friend. Meat, if not properly digested, becomes poison ;
but

poison also, if one knows how to use it, may turn to medicine.
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*c ^qcr gwr &[ q^* q-^j

^' ^qc ^8W ^* ^=T qgq* c^f

J^ Sfc-q^- ^ q-
^|

^sr q«^' q^ c\<3BC- q^-gii

S3

in §<5j'q- |j-q* 9c -^. S!S*f|

gpr q- ^s-^ ^ s«i|

'ST g-OJST ^^ *!E*J'

^ *af spff aj" ^r *f|

109. To be one's own master, is always counted as happi-

ness ; to be in the power of others, is always held as misery.

Common things are the cause of quarrels. We are bound, if we
have promised a thing.

110. You may have, inwardly, all good qualities, but, if

you have not a proper dress, you are despised by all. Though
the bat is a prudent bird, yet since he has no feather, it is said,

he is rejected by all winged animals.

111. A foolish man is pleasing, when he speaks but little
;

a king is dignified when he keeps secluded : imposing spectacles

are beautiful if viewed at a far distance : a jewel, if rare, fetches

a great price.
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112 ^scr gsw CT <£* ^^1

113

T ft ^F^* ^ S'5' ^

!

c\|st|- ^* |^-q- spr **^|

%Y gVT «^ ~r ojc'i

3m- ^' c\*\" *<v *** ift *i

N3

q^ST q^- q^« q- sjc' q^* *J£J

H4 jfc- y ^ §j- "^- jp^j- ^'|

CT ^- ^ g. g^ 2f ^ i

:

caf «j- g- ^q|- q* jjasj^j i

«W JC^ «r
§fr

«* yi
11

greatxx^. iuu great auecDiua is onen tiie cause ui viuicuv «

—

mosity
; for the most part all the quarrels of men arise from a

great
)
4 ^«u laiiiiiiaiitv.

1 13. It may happen sometimes that a long debate becomes

;ause of a greater friendship. We see often that commonly
such as have disputed with (or against) one another, at last agree.

114. Though an avaricious man possess wealth, an

envious man his associate, an ill-minded man his learning, yet

these can produce no pleasure.
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q^sr *npr &; ? ^*5*r ^f\

crgpr ^ ? q^' qsr *^1

gaj- «r ^c- ^p ag^ ~T^ ^*pi

^- q- R*fi q** g*r q*r sfjii

y q* Q? qa; 0|? ^ ^'|

gq*r (^ qo; ^*q^c|

£•^- cyf qev srrjq- 555* ^^|

^ or ^ qcv *[ %p*r «^r

117 eipar «fV WS" fp" ^5^|

ap- s^* spr q-aj- »jr gc#

j

115. Covetous men delist in wealth; the ambitious are

*ed when thev hear their own praise ; a foolish man is glad

hears

rejoiees

116. The qualification of a bad man, the imperfect barn-
master

are useful to others.

117. If a man is opulent, his discourse is pleasing; an

indigent, though be speaks the truth, is contemned. A piece of

' wood if brought from the Malaya mountain, though it is only a

common one, has a high price
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us g* sic* 9*rcr ^' q<v %)]

& §r ^*r cj- §p q§; ^|

^ fp* qiq*=r QQ3\]
&

ew «npr ^*r w «i^w

119 5|- rrp ^sj- or qp- £t^« qsj|

jjsrq- t^-s; Sjaf q^qpr^!

^q]' ^C ^"or crpT' fi^* q*1

0^' q* sp'' 2f^' «'«T ^]!

120 §q^f gcq- ?rSj*r Kir 5" q^|

^- ^* ^- or jS= §• ^3pj|

*^' g-q" q|q^!*q* oj|

q* ^ *j^- ^p §q|- £^ ||

the118. Mu« h talking is the cause of danger, silence is tn

foundation of avoiding misfortune. The talkative parrot is

shut up in a cage, other birds, that are mute, fly at random.
119. When a man endeavours to be useful to an enemy m

every respect, without hypocrisy, and when the enemy also yieUW

without artifice, it shows
120. What

need is there for

reasonable to be j

to mortify one's self.

ivans it, it an impotent man isangi.y * ;*

a powerful to be an ry \ Therefore it 1S un'

ngrv for the performance of a thing,—it iB DU
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121 §ppci*r qjwraf Sy*y »jc o^
|

8\ ^ ^ ^c- *ct gcri

q-ur o/sr a^" q'*j'

qo; qac &{ q$*; q*' a^

yi" y g"*r w jpwi

g- q^« g^- qpjq|- K* $=N* W
q^-w; g»-«ar oc*r ^1

sj- qfa*r q** wjc *c spr a^

123 ojc^r spv gj^v g^ q* f'l

r—

121 . With gifts you may gather about you the enemy also

;

if you give nothing, vou
When the cow's milk

*

is deficient the good call grows meagre

and becomes sorrowful

.

122. A master that always treats with kindness his owr

domestics, may easily find servants and slaves. The geese
• j v

wit

grow many lotuses.

When
protects

class
others,

and are useful to one's self.
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124

125

126

a^q* jjw or
tfi g*r

^qaj- q- ^si^i- jc «n- qq
|

n.,^ £p Sw ^' q- dj*]|

^jUpi" % S^*' St ^ ¥** II

cn^ «^ or
§3f 3j^- njc-

w>t
5TW ^* yw q^|

<^* 3^* ^P^" OJ- crp^-
3\ UsfC|

^T ^ q- Jj*J*r «^fV q- q^ ||

^'
§!T fT ^ <FT *

W q* ^ ^ ISS'T^'I

qsT]^- q^- ^p^- qj^ j^- ^g^- qj

Wq- hep]- &• q^- ^||

124. By depending on the great, the mean also may rise

nigh
:
see how the little plant (or shrub) by embracing a large

tree has climbed up to the top.
1 25. Though a talented man has his defects, yet they that

aehirht m learning, support him. Though the atmosphere be

ohsnired (hurt) by rain, yet the inhabitants of the world are

made glad by it.

12<>. Rich men are numerous among the ignorant people ;

vahant ones among the crowds of wild beasts; elegant sayings
proceed from the learned eh 3 : a Saint is a rare thing in this

world.
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127 =rp- ^cr up or ^* B5^q|

r- y^- ^ y^r
qjm^j-

q- £jq
|

sjp$T q- gsrpr q- «p*rj:r ^c|

^qa; q*r ^qc^ cp gq* q- q^n

128 ^•q- ^sr J*r «*^ g-qi

^' -r <^r ;jj*r q|^i* w
^qr gqj- ^:i a 1 g-q^- ^!

• q- y ** mt §• ^ «

129 *qj- q- gcq^i- q«T «T *R*r ^c|

ST qgqST q* ^!* qpic g^^- |

q|^- cq- 5^ jpr qgqsr q* $m\

^3p- q§; s^*<y
qgf

q* SjC|j

127. Every man is celebrated for that thing in which he

excels. The learned as a learned person, the hero as a valiant

man.
128. What is respected by the great, is contemned by the

low p<ople. The head ornament of the great Ishwara is devoured

by Chandra the Giant.

129. Science existing only in books: Mantras not com-

mitted to memory ; those things which a forgetful man has

lea) ned, in the time of necessity often deceive us, are deceitful.
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130 g- *p|- jp^r far
I*

qsr ^cj

^g*r ojc' «r or §«• »r ^cr|

sr «• fir or p* asr ^'!

>»3

»3i ^ <^* «j- ^c 2T|W' qsrq
i

^fif\- E*r ^qc\- ^ ^ qscq
|

^ q- aqp*r «r gar ^acq

132
ff "F ^W ^" 3^1

N3 ND

w ^ ^gc* &pr ^ #» ^

qsfc* g- £)*r q^J- ^ "§*!|I

blind»»v. owcci sueiii to uogs ana nogs, a ugiit to ««« ";—

y

meat to indigesti on , instruction to foolish men, are not required.

131. A talented (or well qualified) man, and good gold, a

brave soldier, and a fine horse, a skilful physician and a beauti-

esteeme.., v , vi_j „ nuiv mm VWU [Jl IV C. \\/l CUM.X wouwtu.'w.-/^

132. If one lias a good intellect and diligent application

Pandavas
dangerous

enemy

.
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^C § 2f gjc- Ep ej|

%• ^ ^-g- 3ft s*

sr q- g^ ^- ^qpr sp^ 3c
I

flS^' «f* «pjaf q<v g^ q*' SJ^u

134 ^' q* 5|^]- ^ |<3f
q* $|

q^-qo; a^qf ^ *fc|*r |^-q
|

^ J* Sl^T ^' 3^* «r 5
I

5ppr §* *J*=T 8f
sr *H^ 1!

135 ^* qjST 51' ^c*r g'^"' ^|

^•y q^q^ ^C«rq* g!

^

sg*'^ ^^n *'w
^S^ 1

'

^•q^g-§oj-q^q$
|
6

133. Though lulls, rivers, elephants, horses, trees, guns,

rays of light, storms, men and women, be all of the same kind

(in their respective orders or classes), yet there is a difference

of our being great (or high) and the other small (or mean).

134 The chief wealth consists in charity, and the great, st

happiness in the tranquillity of mind. Hearing (or experience)

is the most beautiful ornament : the best companion is he that

desires not.
witl

disease for wealth—who enjoys always Happiness ? Pleasure

and sorrow ar»> always changing like summer and winter.
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136

138

g^ *jpj=r|' rgar **q* ^-j

^FT W ^' ^' **r *w ^"i

or q- w q/spf *T g^qj

^ST Sf <§or fjaj- fflpprq-ujajM

137 5T |p|*r g-q- J»T«r SC*|

sic- «p- «j3^ ic ^qir ^* ?^i

jrif g^'Y q^- c$- a||
NO so

^' ^* Sfpj' qsc siSeq- Q^' «p'|

W ^ SF sp cr §or *|

^'W §' ^' $^C|* Q^J

1|§*T CT 0^' qo; q^' qp^j
||

VII.

—

The unbecoming (or indecent) manner

*|^=ipl-qc\-§a|
|

with

accordin
law, all the three have taken an irregular course.

137. To act indiscreetly, to have rancour against many, to

quarrel (dispute) with the powerful, to be passionate for the

female sex, to cleave to what is bad : these five things are the

ea uses of a quick destruction.
138. arme

when one, living on the charity of others, behaves haughtily
when he that is ignorant of literary works, wishes to dispute
these three are a laughing-stock to men.
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«af q- &*r or «yj w njci

*£"
£Tf Qjqv g^' d|^- q- 5jC

-

*jc- qj- g?r J" ^g" % ^1

*wf ««pr ^" g*r t or an

ho g-wi- q^q|- or m^- g^-aj!

^ 04- gq* q*' g^ q-gi

|JC* q*r =*|.3=ipr or fj*rg^i|

^ or ^* qr *r spr ^||

ui «*r of *c- or *r q^n

W ^ ^' *r g«v «r ^ i

pr ^=r[ 3*rg* gps-cNc*;

q-^or 5|gr ^ It zffi
s
\^]]

139. Great men (Sovereigns) suffer more injury from their

own people than from their own enemy. By what other animals

is the corpse of a lion devoured, except by worms in his own body ?

140. When a Master (Ruler) does evil to himself, who can

defend him against it ? When an object is offuscated by the

light itself, there is no means of seeing it

.

141. Some malicious men. though they derive no benefit

thereof, like to do evil to others. Though a venomous serpent

feeds on air. yet. when lie sees others, would he not kill them I
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142
Q^ft

q- q^' q' ^ WW ^C|

144

^P\ ws^ ^ qS°^

*r e^c- q^ q; ^*r «r ^i

3j- 5T ^TR' jpr «r ^ij

1*3 fr #w « ^r «r or
§ft|

5|9j- q*- qj^jj- op?]*rW" ^1

5|^ q*' <p|qpr ^C *' *C OIT

N2

<w '^* ^ sr grr 5j|

si- ^ cfj^- qjir q^q-q^j

»^c- ^ w*r rj*r ^' q- u^||

142. Though our lust fancies to be happiness, yet practice
t «i •_ ii » -r-r . i i i • 4*-» nnnft-wme

drinkin

143. Men wish to live long, and, when grown old, they are

wishafraid of old age.

long, is the wrong principle (theory) of a foolish man.
144. When there is a wise instructor, and one will no

learn from him, to improve in good qualities, such man is either

occupied by the devil, or suffers the ill consequences of his former

works (actions).
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145 sip or ajc*r frc- 5j^-
q$ft*

*^r fk^" Sr ^j^c-

sr ^* ^* nj*r ^ cf Q&]

W ^ i*r yq*T SJSf agST y^||

146 <5*T g^ST ^5T jrp 8T fj*T

»r S*r §*r S' §=t|

°r yr *R"g*r *Hpr ^ ^c-j

^- qp^ ^p; *r *f «r sin

147 O^f nj*T 3^' *!<V QSW W 0||

aic*r |^ w^" jp- « sr ^sn

*&rW IF *F **V IP

C^rp^T W a q' ST]- GT WH

145. He that is possessed of wealth, and does not enjoy it

himself, neither bestows it charitably on others, either has fever,

or is an accomplished miser.

146. Who knows what virtue is and does not practise it,

to what use is his religion ? Though there be a fine crop, th

wild beasts, do they rejoice in it ?

147. He that is afflicted with the ill consequences of his

moral actions, though lie lias riches, cannot enjoy them. Though
the crow be hungry, yet, since there is a snare laid, how can he

fully be satisfied ?
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148 ~*\ ^* fpr ^' *** ^' ^i

*• q* q]W^ q^«' q*W|

T q ' q|q
' «r ^' y §||1

H9 awr -Jpr &*r swj* fp'^l

siprq- ^-y s^* »jc-|

s;^- ./pr^r jw flWj-sj|

(^' ^^ %y ^ ,|

180 ^qp<- EI|3qpj- aiC^afaj-^ "!

y^- ^* s}^- si&r *j" *^ |

NO no

^ NP

think
nor bestow charitably his substance on others, it is very easy for

you to make a rich"man, by fancying that a whole mountain

consists of pure gold.

149. Though there be many learned men, who know and

very
bvmg it thus un

150. Though a man has*w. -i. iiuugii <* mail JlctS Ill» Uirtll, lOrill, juvcuuv **&~> . ,

without good qualities, he is not handsome ; though peacock s

feathers be beautiful, yet will they be convenient for the orna-

ment of a great man ?
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151 *r Cdf Qq^-q^'
q3*f g*T JCM

*C =n?l *T*" qg-q- ^|

<§' *' 5* if* *f>r *pr --'
i

c-

ST 5
- Q^-q- 51- ^' y|

152 fn'
*«63f

q^ipr apr jj
q-

§C 3^ *qpr ^~ sjnr qo^' <q^'

•
'

T2v q^' up* q*r qj

^ q$jar ciq^ g- c*|$r ,q*f|<

153 q^K- ^w 3^ p^' e^*tw $ji

*qpr s^crf g" c^

s- 3^* q^- ^*r a&^r

35' 3^' q'dj* c\«" ^*r CT

l>ad151. By no endeavour can it be done
man be turned into an lion t man. Hon long soever you boil

water, it is impossible to make it burn like fin*.

152. If there is reason for it. it is somewhat proper to be

angry, and there is also a cure for it : but who knows the mode of

appeasing one when grown angry without \

L53. When one's virtues fail, then arises ill-will; when
the right family descent is extinct, then will be born a bastard

(then come- a base-born) : when we 1th has been expended there

| exist desires ; when life is spent the symptoms of death appear.

cause
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154 *c §j*r WTCK" **' 9^' ^!

155

«ST ^ 2F 3C JR * f ^

£ gqr *C ^* 5T **pW ^1

*r »r sjappw =T
°r §^11

5ppr 5' ifFF 3^' 0^'^

g- &f Sfqf qi^ cw or ^5

VF !ft ^'IF ^ ^^
^qc g*|- ^ qa; ^ §qpr c^l

156 ty sr ojcsr fK" q*jsjpr njcrpr^

SjT 3\ ^C ^ q|^' *T ^1

gc ^q- spr «• g*r q- o*|

c\gc- cq^r gc q* q^* q^-

wicked action, Indra

long
himself also cannot lay on him any blame. How
spring be depressed, by laying (or heaping) earth
as it does not become dry by itself J

155. If conducted in a handsome manner, great minds

follow a wrong way. The mad principal of the Tirthikas adopts

the practices of Ishoora, the teaehei
156. When a man becomes too famous for his riches, he is

destroyed by his wealth. It is commonly rich men that are

assaulted, bemram r»ASS t.Virnnrrti \i:itli<-mt a,,x- mnlwstntion.
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sc- sjj #ar & trppr

W *$' ? ^ g*>^

!

crj^or -y q^-crsjoi-sf &|
SP

aqj yor
«f

q- C^qrq- sjc||

168 q^- ^r- ^- ^q . 5q^. q-^Jq|^

w\m 3pw ^' <9j* g^i^rg' c\5^j

*ip*rsj*r g^'s-j^npi

^c q^* <^!*r cj^prygj

f^- <^r «j^- aj5«r g^rprsrj

* «j qg^« qpq- ^
,,

157. It is but to propose his own destruction, when a man
becomes too renowned for his strength and skill. In baffle
mostly are slain such as have been strong and skilful.

158. Wealth, wit, strength, and the like, all will associate
with you, if you have moral merits (if you are virtuous), but if

you have none, they become the cause of your ruin.

159. A wise man. whatever he does, must act with due con-
sideration of his moral merits. At the time of contest, among a
hundred persons, it is rare to find one of accomplished moral
merits.
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160 |c;-cyf <§• yw pcsrsr^i

Ef|*j« q|sq|- %-aj^T Rpf*T ^1

qp* OT ^*
*f-

^' qj* q|
N3

^ q-^ q^« 4W ^||

lei g^c- ^' ^ XV «^ ^!

^ Sf.' ^ ^ ^ q*T ^£*W
}

3*w «^ gaf §sr S^pr g*^i

162 ^r aj- sjp^r q*j* q?^' apj*T 3^

q?f^ <^*r p ^ gaf^ST on!

g- ^' nrp* ^ gaj* 3%r q

^* ^ q?j^ 3jW q^qprZf^' ^q]*l!|

160. When a bad tank is full of water, certainly it will

break out on any side. Tiny that grow rich, seldom leave a

posterity

.

.

161. Seldom is found a rich man, thai has children also ;

hut if he has both, he is often destroyed by an enemy, vvuen

one is happy in every r« pert . it happens frequently that sue i

man is carried off by an early death.

162. Therefore a wise man must i
<juii moral nierrt>-

•

it is only virtue th; isthe < ue f every happim 9 (or prosperity)

when a man is prosperous in every i -pert, it is the sign ot »
18

having acquired moral merits.
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*r *r w 3^ ^|

§*T <3j- 5C ^' qs^r v ^
qaj- ^* ga^- j«r 5f SI

>o >*p

qv^' sfhf *n^ *r an

qqpi- ^r ^•q-'-'Y'S'-M

H^r ^c «rw *|w o^wqj

C si* q^- q^|" g-q- «|

ajsn^r ^C" gOR?V gcaj" ciqfj

165 fq-q- ^- ^- c\wqna|

O
0^- q- flr- ^ ^ qac ^'|

Of ^»y
g*v -T-- ^ q^

q- «q|5j- qq; ^- q^q^l

163. He that thinks thus : 1 will deceive him, he deceives

himself. If one has told one falsehood, afterwards, though he

speak the truth, he will be doubted.

164. He that does not examine what good and evil is, and,

in his angry fit, injures his neighbour, he shall rieve, like the

swallow bird, for his being deprived of his associate*

165. Both here and in the next world, if you are deficient

in earnest application, you cannot be prosperous. Though the

land be good, you cannoi have a (plenteous) crop, without

cultivating it diligently.
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168

• cr fcc- a^ jci

*F f ^r 3*r ^fp'^* gi
S3 s^

q- q^ g*
<3f

<y S'fj*!|

ST qp* dj* W *g*r q§; ?

167 S^sr ^3f 3Sr q* §• a&prqi

^w 3*v si=j cr gcr^c1?^

v ^- % ft ^ g«r 5j|

q*!*T ^ SOT" q' ^ ^'
Jfl

^- y 5j^r w =n*" *' wi
Sjir cr *!C* ^ q*W[ q*' 5|

*f* q?r q*r sht ^r «i

Cv O*

1^- cr <w njc
qf or sjaj|l

VIII.—The Actions (or DOINGS) of Mss (Cf^)'

166. An intelligent (pundit) man must always do a
.

snV^
thing also with due consideration, should he succeed (in

»

offices) what is there more desirable : but should he fail, it is ye

handsome to have acted prudentlv.

167. The minds (sentiments) of men are very different

whosoever he be, it is difficult for him. to please all (to satisry

the wishes of all)—he is near to do BO, who makes himselt ac-

complished in all good qualities.

168. Increase vour wisdom (experience) in your ve y

declined age also. In the next life it will be useful to you, wna

will then avail your alms '.
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169 ^ W "ft F|*np#

<r^|

»ic^ qw o^*r cr cis
|

gsrq- §" »**r *f-
q- gi

WJC ^ ^ET *r ^* T CJV'

170 CW<S-«" .3C 35* CT^J^y^-t^' §r 3^' qgq*r qo; sj

§* (5ff ^ 3\ QfK'q*' ajN

*r g^ qpqq; g*r «r

sjqf nj- <*p^" g- wr «Jfl

ni *r q|c- $• ? ^$r q* «\r|

s^- qq; p^ q^-ajqpi- ^*r

^ v? g* q- qgq- scj*r *J|

g^ gsr «*pr q§; *# Sf ^n

accoi

converse with ordinary men. You may carr

bottle, when it is either full or entirely empty.
ersant

with science ? Who can carry a water- pot on his head, when it is

but half filled !

171. He that understands well the difference between an
excellent and a low man, knows how to do his business (or how
to act). This is the zreat foundation of prosperity.
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172 |- rrpf q^j- qsr qq]$r 5j~*T^l

!

«q- ^ ^ q|*r ^5'Pl

173 ^- wq^i- <§£' q^* j^WC'l

• yf ^*r q- <?,*Kr $c W|
^

»I5- *p Q^T af crj- QJ- q^||

174 *q- ^- J Erpr fi" jw »|C*|

^ ct|^* or iiqprq*; Q£!

op|- q^r s^q7
jj- qj&- ^

*W <£' ojaf q*' 3T g^' W|

172. With a firm

may yet become a principal, if a parrot is well instructed by those

who understand teaching, he will know one's worth.
173. Men of little abilities also, if they depend on the greats

may succeed (or prosper). A drop of water is a small thing,

but, when united with a lake, when will it dry away I

174. Though a man is not intelligent by himself, yet he

consults prudently another wise man. The hand does not kill

an
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qj^ q*- 5^ qfo; ^' ^~ »*C|

$W ^c 5^ 3f]*r*r cup i

g^V)^ ^ g^ Q^,,

176 ^ q*r q|^- qV
3*j3f<- *

$r q?r ^^- or §*r *i*j*r gc|

.qc nrrr ^~ g^^ ?
-. qp,

,

^ W ?q* «3j*
>*-• q^* Qf^U

177 g-2^- ^cr §w *r g*ipr -M

^- q^-
.y ^g- f^^r qnj^|
v£ V5

6j*T q- gnpj- apr sp *qpj- rj|

g- @*r qw «re*r *]^T

175. Of a dangerous enemy also, it you know the m ms.

you may make a ( ufederate. Lai e quantity of poison hurts

the body, but if you know how to make tie* mixture, it turn-

into m< licine.

176. Aught of the food and money which is offered to vou

for your learning ;
listen to others and leave off pride. Vou

may take the fruit from the top of a tree, but. if you re ch farther,

you fall down.
177. As long as 3 n have not sufficient strength, bear

(June patience with) your enemy : when you arc strong enough.

do as it b< ms best to vou. Thus it is said in other shastras.
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178 mSy "Sjwt&F «p*' jpw* JF

*?3f^ ^- «r^ y qw V
yq- ^q|*r q^-y aw q*/ *|gMl

]]

179 |-q*r o^qc:^* or sr sjj^-q^T

*qpr ^ iw §*r ^g*jpwssj|

qa; ^u* or jprj- q^|

= sq- q* mq SfW QgHfl

180 «w ^'^ F^'3

'

qar £*/ qpiorq*- q^afW 9W!

fa
-

i^ T* * 9^

SpjafV ^T q' 3*$* 0^*1 11

178. Treat with due respect, and reward always liberally

those round about you. It is said, that with sacrifices ana

offerings we will have all from the gods down to the spirits (or

ghosts)

179. In a becoming manner a prince may tax his subje

without oppressing them. A Sal-tree becomes dry. if too muon

fragrant juice issues from it.

180. Be studious to conceal the manner of your actions.

Commonly, it is weakness to show it plainly. Had the eye no

been found devising thev would not have tied a rope on his necK.
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181

g*r ^c- T** §*r «*
5j*f

||- 5jq|- £$• cn^c - 3^'OJ
|

«F^" *r g- ^' ^ g^g^i!

182 «pw s^r- Q,. ^qfqq; ^i

^T 3' ^' ^Z' §• srg?

gsq- «• q^* *£' ^fl|J

^srm or «i^ ^gc'n

183 qp y ^qj of ^ 0^ |

*c ^ ^ W W* 91

^^- ^qjoic *tW §prsc|

*cw;- q?^* WT G\«jow flg^l!

VVhat

tods as are contemned
such dirty things as

are eaten by dogs and sw i i le ?

182. We should never use such expressions as might hurt

one, not even against an enemy : they immediately will return

on us, like an echo from a rock.

183. If you wish to injure an enemy, make yourself perfect

in all good qualities. By doing so. the enemy himself will b©

mortified, and von yourself also shall improve in virtue.
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184 & gaf *?$ or gw *iwr es

^q- **r p apr ^orw g]

^c cry g*r or fij^" q^*

qp^- qajqy & JT}*r 3ft fW <V^!1

185 j^c' g^r |p w gc" x''

gi

2T

g" ^i* 3" ^r ^?r ^*" ^c*i

^- q- jpr «f ^"^r win

186 ' q- « $c sqz- gs* ^ri

flfq4T
q*r gqj- y ^|si^- y g|

§c 5|^r ^ 3c* gp ^ *j]** t

|

qprc- qo; $• ay awnfe s^fl

184. The foolish man is tendei -heart. I to an eiiemy^

this must be subdued in a rough manner. They that wish we

to their own body, take out the die e of it. by bleeding ana

hould
caustic operations.

185. Though our own party is angry with us. we s

not desert it. Though an enemy treats OS with kindness, w

should not embrace his can . Though a orow hurts anotne

crow, yet they do not agree with the owl. j

186. A wise man. whatever he does, whether greal ana

small things, must do them with due consideration. When tn^

lion kills both the hare and the elephant, he ha- "° t,m

for consideration.
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187 q^qj- q*|* W% QG\' TO* q

q^* q?r q^f or sfaj- q- o^nrjq

gfl-
qo; r^r oj- cq^r q-

£j

188 £<3j' q7
^CTJ- ^q|- ^' q-

QJ

q^' ^ &3j' q7

]fq-
£j' a^j

y s${ q^- or 8- q- SiQ]

3 q* *F/ w w or §*j jt

189 si- qp- *i^\' q* fr q§<r q|

s- ^ o£jqj«r «r *f ^ ^|
cv -.a*

<^T 5ip^' ^E^' <&*' 3^f sTest ^C'l

T *' ^ ST q ' q!9
>o ^ ^

at

187. If we keep to such as are more excellent than we, we
profit thereby. Those birds that abide on the side of Sumeru
(Kirab) seem to shine like gold.

L88. If you depend on an envious great man, you never
shall obtain renown. See how the moon dors decline after

having approached to the sun.

189. Who can associate with such a man as keeps no
friendship \ Though a rainbow is beautiful, it is a foolish

man's error if he takes it for a real ornament.
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190 q^T]' te *]c CH" *T ^=TV q

W or ^ y ^' * 9

1

192

w §*r §£' ^ ^' ^ *1

qes^ or q*J*rq* §' 35^' 3^*1 |t

191 q^* $S" *F ^ "F ^
' *R *W\ °* %* 9^' *n

qpjaj- g*r q^[ 9T *f s^W «M

S $r &r g*r w^" w ^F H

^*r q* ^* or q^' q* sc
i

sipr q- ^=T|- or a 5' q* ^'|

imc qac q* ^* Q^ppr q* ^1

*j- or 3j^ q-
*ft J ^11

1 9<

)

. What we like not for outlives, we never should do

others. When we are injured by others, we should reflect on.

what think we then in ourselves '

.

191. If we do toothers what is aem-ableto us others also,

in the same manner, will honour us with a pleasing return.

192. He is always happy, who has the opportunity o

depending on the excel I nt, of asking (consulting) the learn*
1
*

and of conversing with good-natured men.
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193 jw $r jpw §*r *c 5^-

If*' qf
ff £r «• q^

!

•r ^ W g*r «j^' «r 9!'

194 up ^C
- ^ oj • qq- s$ J

w y 3§j*j*i y q<jj- c^qp;

ojqpi* q^' w}^ op SIC qj^'

tz- 3C §Wf% ${ fr flgj*
||

195 ^cr g^ Sjp*r q- jj*i*r §*r jc*|

• q" ^F y ^|
SJC' q*r q^qj- or ^ gqpr

saj* u^- q^' ^' y ^qqjii

193. Weak-minded men fancy (think) that every thing
that they speak is erroneous. The man who thinks thus, if he
do not speak, is very much to be suspected by others.

194. At its proper place and time, after having well con-

sidered, speak some time. Though you utter only (or all* ele-

gant sayings, yet if too much, like overplus merchandises, they
have no price.

195. Jt is very difficult (or seldom) in learned men also,

to take for a defect the imperfection that they have. Take
care, whoever (studiously) confesses of himself to have such
defects, he is a faulty man.
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196
gf;

^C* spfaf C\pV ^S *\ ^

s&K *r f m ofiFF ^ ^

so

Cv Cv

*T »r c\g* q' §j*T «• ^^1|

197 ^- ^kt ojffif q^' ^ *r
*f>

^c\- q- |^ op- qfj* ar

% y * qcv §• ^ ^ |

5T ^- g^- af sr ^^ ^ "

198 p qa^' c <&• jgnr ^JS" ^]

^nrj- q" q- y^- c^- qa^-

q|(sp qgcr =^rp or $jq*r 5c q^l

*PT % w ^* srar q" *F I!

196. Without wealth, and without a train of servants, if

there is for companion an intelligent friend, a beast also may

find his concern, how much more a man ?

197. With an enemy, who is from long time voracious

against us, we should not coaler . though he be desirous of o«
friendship. If fire meets (or come- in collision) with hot wa e

will it not be extinguished by thif \ ,

198. We may rely upon an enemy too, when he is a %00r_
uatured, i ghteons and honest man. I have heard, that one y

resorting for protection to a good-tempered enemy, has bee

defended by him until his life's end.
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199 *K 8j*r afapi' *K' 4[Sr 3\ BHC|

g- q* qwr «^ 3j*r w g|

*r pp- 5j*r or sr *^pr q]

^3^ q- ^- &f f sr ^||

200 *pr y ^ siw <\zw ^|

^ or **^ «R*r ^ «w q|s* i

B* 7 g* q* «r Qff q*n

qs* q* gq* z*r g^* ^q*r

201 ojqpr q^- q^qpi" aj*r g^ q' Q||

g- q* 3W q* z\ or ^|

^T ^' q^pr ^' ^vy ^* ^i

•^

*|W *T ^W «I" 0^*' 53? 3 |i

199. Though you be well acquainted with the subject (or

matter) do every thing with due consideration; he that uegli ts

it, shall dearly pay for his indiscretion.

200. If you resort for protection to an enemy, show him
every respect and reverence. The raven, by depending on the

rat, was saved, according to the Puranas.

201. How is it possible that you should fail in your affairs,

when you act with discretion ? If a clear-sighted man walks dis-

creetly, will he not avoid the precipice ?
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202 *c ^ «sr ^' *3f ^S ^

204

mpff or ^' «rw CfT SFM

9Ff °r I ^ 9"V ^ ^ 1

^ or sr ojc sr «\g^*Ml

203 q- Xq* «• apr uji^r o^'

^ q|- u^- ^ o^- q*r 3ffH

W *" *W) W QFRW 3fW\

^- <$• e^r ^ gen- q- opr
||

&*]• c^' qg^- q*r c\|q|- ^- ^|

<Vfi' «r gsr q- si- ^ §*i

1

i^q- *C Q^' gq- <3j* wjc;-|

Cd]' qpr T|af sp *f^' q*' 5^||

202. The more you desire to be exalted, the more you

endeavour to be useful to others. They that wish to decorate

their face, would they not first make clean the looking-glass i

203. The more you endeavour to conquer an enemy, the

more you exert all your good qualities. See how they are con-

founded (or afraid) when they see their enemy make ready his

weapons.
204

mind, be affable to all, in speaking.

abusing). Thoueh vou be selfish in your
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205 W ^ q,^. g. ^ gq

^est #r r ^- g*r hjc

gq*T or sjp^- q^
# &' «T 0||

^ S*' 3
q' **" **" ^EP^ *H1

206 f ^M ?T *^f fi^l

9*V 9T ^ ^r ^ ^1

W 51' ^* ^- pr q^-

^ q- q" »r opf q- qg*i|T|

20- qp* ^c ej|c §j* =rjapr £j^ q

^ ^c ^ 3r *R*rg" *q*|i

^^ g^ *p q** «' ^sr

^C* q<V *p ^' I* *|§*f 3^||

205. If we liave our concern and that of others, it matters

not whether we have obtained it by soft or harsh means. The
Muni has not declared it to be craftim M to employ wise means in

our doings.

206. When a prudent man hangs down his head, the fault

falls on him that abuses. When a light is kept downwards with

its mouth, (or a lighted candle or torch), it burns the hand of the

light-keeper.

207. Place every thing to its proper place. A head-orna-

ment is not tied on the legs ; bracelets (or rings) for the legs will

not answer as a head-ornament.
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208 a- q- &af Hf QW' ^ *

209

g^- q- ^* Spr 3ppr WC* ^|

e$Esr njc
*\*f:

*r *r g' ^1

g* q'
q^*f

q* ^

210 ogf sjSfw- qcsr g*j- q^sipr q^' «^|

^ q- q^ q- r^
S*V *U

q*
<#v |g^

q* ^ «T ^1|

208. When you are about to perform any great thing

urn

forest, you want of course the aid of a wind.
209. Be not grieved, if you are indigent, neither be elated

with joy, if you are in affluence: think on the consequences of

your moral works. All sorts of prosperity and distress aw but

temporal (or of short duration).

IX. <5*1

210, If a man pays respect to another teacher, though

Buddha, the patron of men, is to be found here, he sinks a salt-

well on the bank of a river whose water possesses eight good

qualities.
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211 s^' q* qrjc" ^C ^ QT W|

d|$W
<3f

^TjQ; q* 3' WJC 5^

sis* »r ^ g^* scar q- <^|

«^r £*r ^rp; t ^* q*- c\opii

212 qp- ^q|- ^' CST Sq|" j=jir q|

^ ur ojcsr
i^-

s^ sr ^*J|

<5H|- ^*T ^* q*' G\*or q' oj
I

SW[ qgor w^ w «f <\^\\

213 ap|- ^qjVr £' dj' O^' q-^|

3jV ^ §pj* q^* gq- q*r *igc$| f

qwpr ^* 3pv ^ fp sr ^i

*F §*[ ^ §*r
ffV

«*' ^l!

211. There is no difficulty to perform whatever .thing, if

we are accustomed to. As we have learned the mechanical arts,

we may exercise also virtue (true religion) without difficulty.

212. The wealth of a man, that is contented with little,

is inexhaustible. He that seeks always for, and is never satisfied,

will have a continual rain of sorrow.

213. Give of the goods that you have received from others,

when they have need of them, as Thub-pa (Shakya) has com-

manded us to do. In the same manner as honey (of the bees),

all hoarded treasure will once be enjoyed by others.
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214 0^' $3j* G^- ^ g^' q^C* q*I|

^Sr Hio^' sp* «ic\" 5*r «r s^i

|p or gaj- or q^c s^' q*|

C- ^ qg- q§*' ^T «K" ^11

215 ^srpr q^' ^- nj*r ^qpr q*r ^|

C ^ 3^ q^' q- c^q]|

CS -m* -v~ cv

Sjpr q- ^qpj- q^- ^- cjq* g^|

cv c^W q<¥f *W °* §pr g*u

216 g- ^ q- w g^' gw qi

^ y*: g- **r sf w lj<3j|

5f *W g- ^- q^- qQpsr ^j

q* sr spr ^r g- s*r ^f^i!

214. In this world, it is uncertain, if you lend money,
whether you shall have the principal or not, but if you bestow
it in alms, though it be small, it will increase hundred-fold.

215. From fearing that his family will be impoverished
(thereby) a narrow-minded man keeps anxiously all the little that

he gets. A wise man, to obtain a high rank, bestows his alms.
<1 d trim* i~». a v . r *-». ---* —. A. 1 . .as bribes, on others..^w^rj vam. V/VUVJO.

216. As children are loved l>v their parents, they are not
respected in the same manner by their children. After the
parents have long cherished their children, when they have

j

old, they are despised by them.

rown
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5ft q^vpr q*- g^ q* J[*W
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*FT ^- m ^r ^ g^* e^gc-

1

*=T wq*T jpi*r
J*]*

<^' q^' njr|

w «r q% ^ ^ or fe||
S3

218 tffi q^' g- 1^- ^bj- q^j.

ffY 3' H' q ' F ^ **w

jg- q^r qjz^- q* ^qp ^- «3j^|

q^m* or ^' q- ^* fw o^*?

219 qpr ^ r^' np- qgqf q^. ^

qpi^- q" ^ ^ qpar Q^|

^cr crj" jg' q* st|5^' qs^* q*J

^crj- rtfi =T|% 3^* q^* q* ^||

217. They that have become the slaves of the world, run

after riches, neglecting their own souls. Contented men, though

they obtain wealth, give it, as an excellent man does to others.

218. If you fight an enemy, since he does harm to you,

subdue your own passions : it is on account of your passions

that, from the beginning, you are wandering in the orb of trans-

migration ; and then you shall be perfectly free from all harm.

219. If you will destroy all your enemies, you never shall

be at an end with killing them. But if you have subdued only

your own passion, you have at once destroyed all your enemies.
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220

221

222

^ sq qa
7 g^ -

|pV *r ^!

jzpr ^ w? or ^ w ^!

^- q- y q*; ^ q* q|

pf q*' 5^" 9' T ^ '^
1!

|p* if st|OT|" or g*r *r U\T|

r apwr §F *F IFF *5*' Wl

^ q^- ^ ot|- §*r *r *n

g- q^ q^r §*r *f ?fr c\g«i
ii

*r q^- c\q^- w qgcr <W ^1

^ Sfer sp q*' ^' ^ q

Cv -^ #V ^* (^qo; ^' q|s*' 1^" *M

Cs _ «\^~ Cv Cs

^ ys^I'
*r-

Sff
Qmq- ft ^||

220. If you are angry with a powerful mischievous man,

you hurt the more your own self. What reason have you to be

angry with a virtuous and very sedate man ? ,

221. Herbs, that grow on the same stubble, are dispersed

by the wind into the ten comers (of the world); thus men, that are

born

earn
first

seek that ol others. He that seeks only his own concern p^T.
1

pally, it is impossible that he should succeed in obtaining his

own purpose.
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• ^- ^ ^ ^ zf gq „

^- ^q- £^- q^« ft- ^^' qj$J?

§*T «r ^* ^ *r k-

q^=Tpr 3* ^r ^q- ^- =r|^- qj$j|

ST cr ^' apr If* ^pr tffl

226 g- q- g" ST ST qgq*r q*|

*" ^' §R'
9V ^z ' ^ ?1

~T

* ^' S'fV ^ (VT=
V wr s»pi?

223. A foolish man will not learn, and takes every thing

for a miracle; a wise man after having studied, admires even
thing. Therefore a wise man, though grown old. acquin

knowledge for his future state.

224. The fool seeks not to acquire science, since he .says,

he lias no mind of understanding ; but if he would well consider,

he should endeavour for this reason to learn to improve hi

understanding.

225. One that lias not learned in his former birth, is igno-

rant in the present life. He that is afraid to be born again

ignorant in the next world, though it be difficult, must stud}

assiduously in this life.
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226 ?jpr or q*r *r sr y^v ^|

h a ai db-^ t
1} ^J ^ N3

^r q- fe- qo; spr -r ^i

227 rfT

SJW «"
«I5^ qo/ |sk- <WAT

<^

*T qgJW 51' 01' ^' *!P<3j* ^ I

^ ^ g ^' *r ^ q!vii

228 jpr q- ^ qq; gjfl- 5f ^1

^ Gff gq- ;rp gv «f ^i^|^ ^
N5 S3

*JpK' tta|- qqpr *?*' q^ ^ W!

226. Meditate, there is no need to learn by hearing, thns

says the narrow-minded fool. ( Ontemplation without previous!}

hearing (experimental learning) though it be diligently pursued.

is the way of preparation of a beast.

227. How would this infallible doctrine be true, that it is

perfection in knowledge by which the all-knowing differs (from

others). If you should become all-knowing without learning .

228. Meditation without hearing (learning) though i%

succeeds for a while, but will soon fail afterwards. You may
melt well gold and silver, but if you take away the tire, tbej

4 row hard again.
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229 me• or g 3j*r sr ^ ^

q^- qwr ojsq^r jc g- (^' Qj^|

**' g*r spr qS; *pw g* «]

sie*t 3pr q* mr =r or qr^j|

23o sjpr q* jpw 3* o^sr q^- ^|

% T qVf **" *T

* ^* *>w §• «• ^- <^|

q^* qwr ^T 3c y ^ g|f

231 g- £Mj" ^C" §pr ^T
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»jc

sqpr q^- qpp- ojqpr «fai*r q^' - f |

^- % jEfr y qsc ^ W

!

3T *IV q*'
*f

*^ *p $H|

229. He that wants understanding, though a literary work

be a good composition, will not take it. Though an ornament

of gold, beset with jewels, be beautiful, yet would any ox look

on it I

230. To know well that it is very true, what is expressed

in the elegant sayings of learned men : if you will not understand

and practise them, to what use is your knowledge of the shastras '

231. Though an intelligent man knows by himself also,

yet he peruses the text-book (composition) of a learned man.

Though precious metal is very fine, yet it has less price, till it

has not been wrought up.
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232 appr a&or % y sk* ^ wi

^ q<sfl- apsr q- sic;- *y c^c-j

Sfrpr q^- c^gcr q- % y ^|j

233

qpfr SfcOf q^" ^' -3*T W ^3^

234 o^' ^" g- q* qqpr .fpr q|

* wr w *fr Sir sypr «£p

^*r ^ <w ~=jpr I;
2;' «r si

c* <§q- £w ^' jpr ^' w^n

&*r q^T|" q- ^i

232. Though there be many forest-, yet very scarce is the

spot where the Sandal-tree grows. Thus also, though there be

many learned men, yet elegant sayings seldom are to be found.

233. Gold and silver are known when they have been

melted. An elephant's goodness will appear in* the field of

battle. A learned man may be judged by his composition of

elegant sayings.

nted Id,

will exercise true religion. Therefore he that practises good

morals, is the living biography of a saint.

Note.—The numbers omitted in this last enumeration nave
not been translated now. The whole work consists of 454 Slokas.
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JANUARY, 191 1.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 4th January 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya,
M.A., D.L., Vice-President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

Mr. I. H. Burkill. Mr. J. A. Chapman, Mr. B. L. Chau-
dhuri, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mr. H. G. Graves, Mahamahopa-
dhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, Mr. H. H. Hayden, Mr. D.
Hooper, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Dr. Indumadhab Mallick, Mr.
J. C. R. Johnston. Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, Rai Motilal

Ganguli, Bahadur, Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.,Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana, Mr. S. C. Williams, Major F. N. Windsor, I.M.S.

Visitors:— Mrs. Burkill, Dr. W. Chowdry, Miss Graves,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Insch, Mrs. Windsor.

read

Twenty-two presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Capt. J. C. Kunhardt,
I.M.S. , Lieut-Colonel R. B. Roe, I.M.S. , and Mr. C. Ito had

expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The Chairman reported that up to date no essay had been

received in competition for the Elliott Prize for Scientific Re-

search during 1910.

The General Secretary read a reply from the Military

Secretary to the Viceroy, expressing His Excellency's willing-

ness to become the Patron of the Society and offering Lord

Hardinge's thanks for the copy of the Centenary Review sent

to him.

The following two gentlemen were balloted for as Ordi-

nary Members :

—

Pandit Anand Koul, Inspector of Customs and Excise

Department Kashmir Province, and Vice-President of the Sri-

nagar Municipality, proposed by Mr. G. H. Tipper, seconded

by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana. Dr. Suresh Prasad

Sarvadicari, M.D., proposed by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-

prasad Shastri, seconded by Babu Nilmani Chakravarti.

Major L. Rogers delivered a short lecture with lantern

alirW on <• Thp P-Hatorv of Cholera and its snread to Europe.*

*
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Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri exhibited a newly
discovered " Aryadeva " manuscript and read a note on it.

The following papers were read :

1. " Gaveta." By William Irvine.

2. Pandits of the llth century. By Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shastri.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Societv's rooms on Wednesday, the

llth January 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel A. H. Nott, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Lieut.-Colonel J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. Gopal Chandr;
Chatterjee, Dr. Indumadhab Mallick, Captain J. W. D. Megaw
I.M.S., Major J. G. P. Murray, I.M.S., Major L. Rogers, I.M.S.
Honorary Secretary.

• The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Captain Megaw, I.M.S. , showed X-ray photographs of

Fracture of the elecranon process of the ulna treated
by the insertion of a screw, which was subsequently removed.

1

2. Ruptured ligamentum patella.

Colonel Calvert read a paper on Cirrhosis of the Liver

Me
Majors Murray
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The Annual Meeting of the Society was held on Wednes-
day, the 1st February 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

His Excellency Baron Hardingeof Penshurst, P.C., G.C.B.,
G.C.M.G , G.C.V.O., G M.S.I. , G.M.I.E., Patron, in the chair.

The following members were present :

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Maulavi Abdur Rahim. the Anagarika
Dharmapala, Dr. N Annandale, Babu Ardhendu Kumar
Ganguli, Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhapadhyaya, Dr.
Birendranath Ghosh. Mr. R. C. Bonnerji, Mr. Percy Brown,
Mr. J. A. Chapman, Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri, Dr. W. A. K. Chris-

tie, Major G. P. Lenox Conyngham, Mr. D. A. Daird, Mr. B. De,
Dr. C. H. Elmes, Mr. J. N. Farquhar, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Rev.
Father E. Francotte, S.J., Mr. F. H Gravely, Mr. H. G. Graves,

Major W. G. Gray, Rai B. A. Gupte Bahadur, Mr. B. < ;. Horni-

man, Col. G. F« A. Harris, Mr. H. H. Havden, Hon. Mr.

Justice H. Holmwood, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr, VV. C. Hossack,

Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Babu Jogindranath Vidyabhusan,

Khaliluddin Ahmed, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Captain A. E. J.

Lister, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti, Babu Monahar Lai, Babu
Mrityunjoy Rai Chaudhori, Mr. P. B. Mukerjee, Hon. Mr.

E. A. W. Oldham
r
Babu Padamraj. Mr W. \V. K. P ze, Babu

Panchanan Ghosh, Babu Praphulla Chandra Ghosh Babu
Puran Chand Nahar, Rev. W. E. Le Quesne, Rev. A. Rids-

dale, Babu Radhakrishna, Babu Rakhaldas Banerji, Babu
Ramakanta Bhattacherji, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

Mr. M. J. Seth, Hon. Mr. Justice S. Sharfuddin, Xasarul-

Mamalik Mirza Shujaat AM Khan Bahadur, Babu Srikrishna

Mahapatra, Babu S. R Kumar, Dr. G. Thibaut, Dr. Upend ra-

il ath Brahmachari, Mr. H. P. Watts, Mr. S. C. Williams, and

others.

Visitors .—Maulavi Syed Ali Azam, Babu Baij Nath, Babu

8. C. Baral, Mr. B. Basu, Maharajadhiraj Bahadur of Burdwan,

Captain Braueker, Col. S. G. Burrard, Mr. H. Cunningham,

Mr. J. N. Parquhar, Miss Graves, Babu Hera Chandra Das

Gupta, Mr. J. Henderson Gray, Pandit flita Vrata Samakantha,

Major F. C. Hyau, Mr. J. I. J. Hyara, Babu Jaganmohan Chakra-

varti, Babu Kumar Sing Nahar, Major C. G. D. Labilliere, Mr.

C. E. Lomax, Mr. A. S. Manasoch, Mr. Manilal M. Doctor,
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Maulavi Mohamad Ali, Maulavi Syed Mohammad Hasan, Babu

Phanindra Lai Ganguli, Babu Probodh Kumar Das, Samma
Purnanand Swami, Mrs. LeQuesne, Mr. Sheobax, Babu Satyen-

dranath Mitra, Babu Satyendranatli Sen, and others.

Mr. Justice Mookerjee, the senior Vice-President, ordered

the distribution of the voting papers for the election of Officers

and Members of Council for 1911, and appointed Dr. L. L. Fer-

mor and Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri to be scrutineers.

The senior Vice-President also ordered the distribution of

the voting papers for the election of Fellows of the Society,

and appointed Dr. L. L Fermor and Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri to

be scrutineers.

The senior Vii e-Piesident announced that no essays have
been received for the Elliott Prize Competition for the year

1910.

The Senior Vice-President also announced that the Barclay
Memorial Medal for the year 1911 has been offered to Dr. Karl
Diener, Prof, of Palaeontology at the University of Vienna.

The Annual Report was then presented.

^Annual Report for 1910.

The Council of the Soci* ty has the honour to submit the

following report on the state of the Society's affairs during the

year ending 31st December, 1910.

Member List.

The number of Ordinary Members at the close of the year

was 508. Sixty-eight Ordinary Members were elected during

1910. Of these, 9 have not yet paid their entrance fees,

1 member has resigned, and the election of 1 member was

cancelled at his own request, the number of Ordinary Members,
therefore, added to the list was 57. On the other hand 1»

withdrew, 2 died, and 2 were struck off und.r Rule 40.

The following table giv< the st.-itemrnts for the past six

years :
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1907 * • 174

1908 * • 181

147

175

193

15 33: 20 51

1

1

68

72

20 369 20 30 1

1909 • * 183

1910 209

217

217

17

13

391

51

357

407

420

19 3S 57 448

16

413

442

20 40 • •

23 43

60

66

473

508

The Ordinary Members whose deaths we lament were Babu

Hanuman Prasad and Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Sankhya-

ratna-Vedatirtha.

There were two deaths among Honorary Members, viz.,

u*.«x..iU~~~ - anc*

Prof. M. Treub. Acharyya Satyavrata Samasrami, an Associ-

ate Member, has been elected to fill up one of the vacancies.

The number is now 27.

The number of the Special Honorary Centenary M' inhere

remain unchanged since last year.

Among the Associate Members there has been one death,

viz., Mahamahopadhyaya Sudhakara Dvivedi. Khan Baha-

dur Shams-ul-Ulama Maulavi Ahmad Abdul Aziz Nayati, Mr.

L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, and the Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.,

have been elected. The names of Prof. P J. Bruhl and Acharyya

Satyavrata Samasrami have been removed from the list of

Associate Members as the former has become an Ordinary

Member and the latter has been elected an Honorary Member

of the Society. The number now is 14

Three members, Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Mr. T H. D.

La Touche and Mr. R. Dhavle compounded for their subscrip-

tions during the year.
Indian Museum.

One presentation made to the Society by the Settlement

Officer of Chota Nagpor Division was transferred to the Indian

Museum, namely, a Chaturmukha without inscr.ptmn found in

the village of Pabanpur, Pargana Barahabhum, District Man-

m,
Owing to the introduction of the Indian Museum Act X
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of 1910 the representatives under the Indian Museum Act IV

of 1887 have lost their seats. In accordance with Act X of

1910 the Society is empowered to elect one representative,

and the Council has nominated the Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya, C.S.I., D.Sc, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E , to be a

Museum
behalf of the Society.

Finance.

The accounts of the Society are shown in the Appendix

under the usual heads. Statement Xo. 12 contains the Balance

Sheet of the Society and of the different funds administered

through it.

The credit balance of the Society at the close of the year

was Rs. 1,82,930-2-8, against Rs. 1,93,522-13-3 at the close of

the preceding year.

The Budget for 1910 wa> estimated at the following figures:

Receipts Rs. 30,697. Expenditure Rs. 31,243. (Ordinary Ex-

penditure Rs. 28,443, and Extraordinary Expenditure

Rs. 2,800.) The Budget estimate of receipts excludes Admis-

sion fees and Compound Subscriptions.
The actual receipts for the year, exclusive of Admission

fees and three Compound Subscriptions, have amounted to

Rs. 32,243-14-2, or about Rs. 1,550 in excess of the estimate.

as
the sum of Rs. 500 as Compound Subscriptions : and the sum
of Rs. 2,400 has been credited to the Permanent Reserve

Fund, which now stands at Rs. 1,60,400. The receipts have

exceeded the estimate under the heads of " Members' Subscrip-

tions/' and " Interest on Investments," by Rs, 1,958 and

Rs. 104 respectively. " Misct llaneous
'

' has increased by Rs. 275

owing to the collection of Rs. 250 from Mr. Harinath De on

behalf of Mr. Otto Harrassowit/. The receipts have fallen

short of the estimate under the following heads: "Subscrip-

tion for Society's " Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs
and " Sale of Publications." The total receipts for the year

J 9

liave been Rs. 34,631-14-2.

Expenditure was
Rs. 28,443, the expenditure to be incurred under twenty-two

heads. Under these heads the expenditure has amounted to

Ks. 31,076-1-5, or Rs. 2,633,1-5 in excess of the estimate.

The expenditure has exceeded the estimate under the heads

of " Commission," " Stationery," " Light and Fans," " Pos-

tages," "Contingencies," "Binding," " Journal and Pro-

ceedings and Memoirs" and "Tibetan Catalogue." "Com-
mission '

' lias been higher owins to the collection of subscriptions

as

;ionery " lias been increased owing to purchase of stencil

papers, ink, etc., for the use of Medical Section. " Light and

Fans
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"Postages" have increased tor despatching the publications

of 1909 issued in 1910.
l< Contingencies

fl
are higher on ac

count of the cost of a new memorial tablet for the tomb of

Alexander Csoma de Koros, and also on account of the fact

that the sum of Rs. 250 has been realized from Mr Harinath
tt

< <

De, on behalf of Mr, Otto Harrassowits, Leipzig. " Binding,
•* Journal and Proceedings and Memoirs " and u Tibetan Cata-

logue " have increased owing to additional work done during

the year. In no other case has there been any very consider-

able expenditure in excess of the estimate.

The extraordinary expenditure was estimated at Rs, 2,80* >,

the expenditure to be incurred under the heads of " Journal

and Proceedings and Memoirs," Rs. 1,300, and " Books (for

the purchase of standard works for Medical Reference Library)

Rs 1,427-12-7. Total Rs. 2.727-12-7, or Rs. 72-3-5 le<s than

the estimate.

During the year the ( ouncil sanctioned the foliowing items

of expenditures': " Loan " Rs. 4,710, advanced to the Arabic

and Persian MSS. Fund for the purchase of Manuscripts.

Tax " (unfiltered water) Rs. 80, due to th s Corporation from

March 1907 to June 1910 owing to non-receipt of bills. " Pur-

chase of Manuscripts " Rs. 2,260, on account of some rare and

valuable manuscripts acquired for the Library. " Gratuity

Rs. 48, to Sew Narain Peon on his retirement. Total

Rs. 9,815-12-7. The total expenditure has amounted to

Rs. 40,891-14, or Rs. 9.648-14 in excess of the estimate

The total income, it has been shown, amounted to

Rs. 34,631-14-12, and expenditure to Rs. 40,891-14. The

financial position is, therefore, somewhat lower than at the

close of the preceding year : but the sum of Rs. 4,710 has been

advanced as a loan to the Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund,

which will be realized by three yearly instalments as detailed

below ;

In the year 1911 .. .. • Ks. 2,710

1 ,000

? j

Do. 1912

Do. 1913

• • M
• > J

1,000

Total Rs. 4,710

The following sums were held cat the close of the year on

unt of the different funds administered by the Society :

Oriental Publication Fund Xo. 1 .
Rs. 6,229 3 4

Do Do. No. 2 .. „ 8,081 3

Do. Do. No. 3 .. „ 1,854 13 6

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund •• ,* 1 •\'
:
> 6 2

Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund .. ,, 1.&67 U

Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund .. „ 1,716 2 6

Total Rs. 21.400 12 6
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Brought forward .. Rs. 21,400 12 6

Less the sum of Rs. 832 advanced to the Edi-

tors, O. P. Fund
No. 1.

Do. ,, 20 Do. Officer in charge.

Sans. MSS. Fund.
Do ,, 4,710 Do. A. and P.

Fund.
Do. ,. 1,0« 10 Do. Mahamohapadh-

yaya Hara Prasad

Shastli, account
Bardic Chronicles

Fund.

Total Rs. 6,562 »i,562

Balance Rs. 14,838 12 6

The liquid assets of the Society at the .lose of the year,

excluding the Permanent Reserve Fund and deducting
Rs. 14,838-12-6 belonging to the funds administered by the

Soriety, amounted to Rs. 26 1 95- 6-9 The bulk of this sum is

invested in Government paper as a Temporary Reserve Fund.
The Permanent Reserve Fund at the close of the year

Rs. 1,60.400, and the Temporary Reserve Fund at the close of

the year Rs. 36,900, against Rs.' 1,59,400, and Ps. 44 300, res-

,pectively, of the previous year. The Trust Fund it the close

of the year was Rs. 1 ,400.

The Budget estimate of Receipts and 1 penditure for 1911
has been calculated at :

—

Rs.

Receipts .. ,. .. 72,607
Expenditure .. .. 28,358

The Budget estimate of Receipt is ab .ut Rs. 37.97"), more
than the actual of 1910. This is due to an Imperial ^rant of

Rs. 40,000 from the Government of India tow aids the expenses
of constructing the Society's Building and the interest which
will accumulate thereon till the money is disbursed.

The Budget estimate of Expenditure is about Rs. 12,535,
less than actuals of 1910, or about Rs. 4,250 less than the esti-

mated income of the year. Any expenditure in excess of the

provision has been made over'and above the sum of Rs. 4,250
will nave to be met by drawing on the Temporary Reserve Fund,
unless the income should prove larger than is anticipated.

The expenditure on the Royal Societ • < ataloL'ue (includ-
ing subscription remitted to the Cent.;. I Bureau, London), has
been Rs. 4,774-13-0, while the Receipts under this head from
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subscription received on behalf of the Central Bureau has been
Rs. 571-2-0. A sum of Rs. 4,164-5-6 has been remitted to the

Central Bureau, London. The amount of Rs. 1,536-9-7 is still

to be forwarded.

Mr. D. Hooper continued Honorary Treasurer throughout

the year.

BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR 1911.

Receipts.

1910. 1910. 1911.

Estimate. Actuals. Estimate

Members' Subscriptions

Subscriptions for the Socie

ty's Journal and Proceed

ings and Memoirs
Sale of Publications

Interest on Investments

Rent of Room
Government Allowances

Do. (for Researches in His

tory, Religion, Ethno
logy, and Folklore o

Bengal
Miscellaneous .

.

Loan
Admission fees

Compound Subscriptions

•

Total

Rs.

9,700

1,704

2,000

6,993

600
4,000

3,600
100

2,000

• •

Rs.

600
4.000

375

Rs.

11,658 10,500

1,656 1,704

1,258 2,000

7,097 6,993

600
3.000

3 , 600 3 , 600
100

2,000 2,710

1,888
500

30,697 34,632 31,207

Extraordinary Receipts.

Government Allowance .

.

Interest on Investment .

.

Grand Total

40,000
1,400

30,697 34,632 72,ti07

Salaries

Commission .

.

Pension
Stationery

Light and Fans

Expenditure.

6 ,350
550
4i!<>

150

260

Carried over 7,730

5,855
704

405
183

284

7 . 43

1

•i,550

600
420
150

260

7,980
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Rs. Rs. Rs.

Brought forward • • 7,730 7,431 7,980

Municipal Taxes • • 1,465 1,465 1,465

Postages • • 600 838 600

Freight • • 300 277 300

Contingencies .

.

• • 600 977 600

Books • • 1,200 1,199 1,200

Binding • • 1,000 1,284 1,000

Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs • • 9,000 1 1 ,088 1 ,000

Printing Circulars, etc. • • 250 284 250

Auditor's fee .

.

- • 100 100 100

Pettv repairs .

.

• • 100 80 75

Insurance • « 188 18S 188

Library Catalogue • • 1,000 1,049 1,000

Grain Compensation Allow-

ances • • 300 73 • •

Tibetan Catalogue • • 310 444 • •

Salary (for Researches in

History, Religion, Ethno-
logy, and Folklore of Ben-
gal) .. 3,600 3,600 3,600

Paging of manuscripts . . 200 199

Building . 500 500

Totai .. 28,443 31,076 28,358

Extraordinary Expenditure.

Journal and Proceedings and
Memoirs .. 1,300 1,300

Books (Medical Works) . . 1 ,500 1 ,428
Tax (Unfiltered Water) . . .

.

80
Gratuity . . .... 4s

Purchase of manuscripts . . .

.

2,250
Loan 4,710• • •

Total .. 2,800 9,816

Grand Total ..31,243 40,892 28,358

Agencies

Mr. Bernard Quaritch and Mr. Otto Harrossowitz con-

tinued as i he Society's Agents in Europe.
The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceed-

ings and the Mem sent to Mr. Quaritch during the

vear 1910 was 525 valued at £83-4-2 and of the Bibliotheca
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Indica 385 valued at Rs. 408-14. Of these copies to the value
of £52-3-10 and Ks. 149-11 have been sold.

The number of the copies of the Journal and Proceed-

ings and the Memoirs, sent to Mr. Harrossowitz during 1910,
was 268 valued at £40-18-8, and of the Bibliotheca Indica
368 valued at Rs. 332-4. The sale-proceeds have been
£12-17-1 and Rs. 64-11, respectively.

Library.

The total number of volumes and parts of magazines

added to the Library during the year was 6,237, of which 558

were purchased and 5,679 were either presented or received

in exchange.

Parts III and IV7 of the Library Catalogue from the letter

R to Z have been published.

A complete copy of the Tanjur in 225 vols, lias been

added to the Library. Six leaves of an old pothie in Bra hmi

character found by Mr. V. Kara in the Takla Makan Desert

were also purchased. The Society lias also purchased 28

Manuscripts and Tibetan block prints and a complete set of the

photographs of the sculptures at Borobodoer.

Owing to the increased number of Tibetan Manuscripts

in the Society's Library, a Lama has been engaged to look

after the collection.

The Council has not approved the Catalogue of the Tibetan

Xylographs and Manuscripts prepared by Rai Sarat Chandra

Das Bahadur, and the manuscript has been returned to the

compiler. A new Catalogue has now been prepared bj

Dr. E. Denison Ross with the assistance of a Lama, and the

manuscript will be sent to press shortly.

In order to give facilities for reading to members of the

Societv, the Library is now open on every Wednesday up to

7-30 pIm. ...... a
Mr. J. H. Elliott has continued as Assistant Secretary

throughout the year.

The services of Pundit Ivunja Bihari Nyayabhusana, as

Pandit of the Society, have been dispensed with, and Pandit

Nava Kumar Lahiri has been appointed in his place.

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

The Society was represent. 1 by Lieut-Colonel D Prain,

F.R.S., and Mr. I. H. Burkill at a Convention called together

in London in July by the Royal Society m order to discuss the

future of the International Catalogue of Scientific ^erature.

At the Convention it was decided to continue the Catalogue foi

a further period of five years under the existing arrangements.

The Society's representatives gave their vote for this and con-
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veyed, as instructed, the Society's promise to conduct the

Regional Bureau for India and Ceylon, and our Indian Govern-

ment's promise to maintain the Bureau.

Many matters were discussed at the Convention and may

be read of in its report ; but among them was one of outstanding

importance, namely, the increasing difficulty of getting together

the titles of all published scientific papers because of the obscure

places in which so many are published. It behoves authors

who publish scientific papers in India and Ceylon to help the

Regional Burean in this difficulty by sending to it copies of

their papers that they may be indexed by the staff, unless

they have been printed in one of the Journals named below.

Those who consult the Catalogue may have noticed how

greatly the size of some volumes in 1907 and 1908 increased:

this was owing to the inclusion of omissa front the preceding

years picked up by the Bureau as it becomes more perfectly

organized.

The Regional Bureau for India and Ceylon lent 2770 index

slips to the Central Bureau in the year under review. Tins is a

slight increase on the number sent in the preceding year. Its

upkeep cost Rs. 610-7-6. £279 16*. \Qd. were sent to London

at a cost of Rs. 4,164-5-6, being subscriptions collected for

remission. Three hundred and fifty nine volumes were distri-

buted.

The following gentlemen helped the Bureau by checking

the index slips

:

Dr. N. Annandale. Mr. EL Max well-Lefroy

.

Mr. I. H. Burkill. Capt. D. McCay.
Dr. W. A. K. Christie. Dr. G. E. Pilgrim.

Mr. G. de P. Cotter. Major L. Flo ;rs.

Prof. E. P. Harrison. Mr. G. H. Tipper.

Mr. D. Hooper. Mr. E. Vredenburg.

ed

al ways

index in the first place. Authors publishing in them may rest

assured that the titles of their papers will be forwarded without

delay to the Central Bureau. Authors publishing elsewhere

are asked to submit reprints in order to call attention to their

work.

Societies.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.
Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society

Official,— Meteorology.

Annual Summary of the Indian Weather Review.
Indian Meteorological Memoir Calcutta.
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Official,—Chemistry.

Memoirs of the Depart merit of Agriculture in India,
Chemical Series.

Official,— Botany.

Records of the Botanical Survey of India.

Annals of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Calcutta.

Annals of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya.
Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in India, Bota-

nical Series.

Official,—Zoology, Animal Physiology and Bacteriology,

Records of the Indian Museum.
Memoirs of the Indian Museum.
Indian Civil Veterinary Department Memoirs.
Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in India, Ento

mological Series.

Indian Medical Gazette.

Journal of Tropical Veterinary Science.

Officio, I ,

—

Geology

.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey ot India.

Records, Geological Survey of India.

Palaeontologia Indica, Geological Survey of India

Official,— Mixed.

Scientific Memoirs hv the Medical Officers of the Army ot

India, Calcutta.

Spolia Zeylanica, Colombo.
The Indian Forest Records.

His Most Gracious Majesty, the late King Emperor,

Edward VII.

On a Resolution of the General Meeting of the Society held

on the 1st June, 1910, the Council submitted to His Excellency

the Viceroy for his approval as Patron of the Society, and

transmission to London, a message of Condolence to Her Maje>t y

the Queen-mother and the Royal Family, on the lamented

death of Kis Majesty King Edward VII.

A letter from Dr. N. Annandale regarding a Memorial to

the late King Emperor, Edward VII. was referred to the Medical

Section of the Society and the Resolution passed at their Meet-

ing held on the 8th June, 1910. was forwarded to Government

for information.
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Fellowship of the Society.

Regulations were framed to govern the nomination and

election of Fellows among the Ordinary Member*;
and they have

been published in the Society's Proceedings for May'1910.

On the recommendation of the Fellows of the Society, the

Council has decided that the official abbreviation to be adopted

bv the Fellows of the Society shall be F.A.S.B.

In addition to the creation of Fellowships n the Society,

the proposal to designate Bono try Members as Honorary bel-

lows of the Society has been circulated under Rules 64A and

65, and the proposal has been unanimously accepted and ap-

proved by all the members of the Society. The Honorary

Members will be designated as Honorary Fellows.

Elliott Prize for Scientific Research.

On the report of the Trustees, the Elliott Prize for Scienti-

fic Research for the year 1909 was not awarded as the essay

received in competition was not of sufficient merit to justity

the award of the Prize.

The subject selected for the Elliott Gold Medal for the year

1910 was t: Natural Science," and the Notification appeared in

the " Calcutta Gazette " of the 16th March, 1910. ^o essay

has been received in competition.

Memorial Medal

In order to award the Barclay Memorial Medal [{"**Vj
the following members were appointed to forma " * Pec *'.

Committee" to record their recommendations foi
V*

e
£
oUi5 '

deration of the Council:—Mr. I. H. Burkill, Major A. 1. U**°'

I.M.S., Capt. R. E. Lloyd, I. M.S., Mr. B. Vredenbnrg ana

W

Society's Premises aud Property

3il has under consideration a proi

the Principal, Government
ystem of protection and preservation of the valuable p

ings belonging to the Society. There are about 60 °W*5n
ings in the Society's room- * The portrait of -hahGhazi-ud-a

Haidar, King of Oudh, has been repaired. ,.. >

Two new marble tablets for Uexandei < soma de ivoi^

tomb-stone at Darj celing, one in English and an°\lKM /'V en-
Hungarian language, hn e been preps •<!. and the Super ^

riant n( fk» r».,..;„„i;.. .. n~—*~. ... k«. koon instructed tol-
ling been instruc

them up on the existing tombstone at the a st of th< >( "

J

J'

The question of building new premises for the Society
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its own ground is still under consideration. The Government <»f

India has generously contributed Ks. 40,000 to the Society's

Funds towards t lie cost of t he new building, and the A essor

to the Corporation has valued a strip of land to l»e acquired
for the widening of Park Street at Re, 37,226 or Rfl \ 00 per

cottah. As this sum will not be sufficient towards the cost of

the new building, the difference will have to be met from the
Permanent Reserve Fund. The Corporation of Calcutta has
been written to regarding the proposal to rebuild the Society's

premises at No. 1, Park Street, and a plan showing the extent
of the ground to be covered by the new building submitted for

approval.

Exchange of Publications.

During 1910, the Council accepted four applications foi

exchange of publications, viz., from the Editor, "Ion." a

Journal of Electronics, Automistics, Ionology, Radioactivity

and Rauinchemistry, London, the Society's Journal and
Proceedings and the Memoirs for the periodical. (2) From the

Laboratorio di Zoologia generate e Agraria della R. Scuola

Superiore d'Agricoltura in Portici, the Society's Journal and
Proceedings and the Memoirs for their " Bollettino." (3) From
the Gouvernement General de Madagascar et dependances,

Tananarive, the Society's Journal and Proceedings and the

Memoirs for their "Bulletin economise." (4) From the

South Indian Association, Mylapore, the Society's Jounia

and Proceedings for their " Journal."

Publications.

There were published during the year, sixteen numbers of

the Journal and Proceedings (Vol. V, Nos. 8—11 and Extra No. 2,

1909 ; Vol VI, Nos. 1—10 and Extra No. 1910) containing 1321

pages and 54 plates.

Of Memoirs, six numbers were published (Vol. II, Xos. 10

and 11, Vol. Ill, Nos. 1—3, and Vol IV, No. 1) containing -175

pages and 11 plates.

Numismatic Supplement, Nos. 11—14, have been published

in the Journal and Proceedings. Vol. V, Nos. 8-9, and Vol. VI,

Nos. 4 and 10, under the editorship of the Hon. Mr. H. Nelson

Wright.
There were also published Parts 3 and 4 of the Society's

Library Catalogue and the Index to the Journal and Proceed-

ings, Vol. IV.

Mr. G. H. Tipper continued as General Secretary and editor

of the Proceedings throughout the year, except for the first 3

months when Dr. N. Annandale and Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott

officiated for him. Dr. E. D. Ross left Calcutta for Darjeeling

in April and Colonel Phillott was appointed to carry on the
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work of the Philological Secretary and editor of the Philologi-

cal section of the Journal. Colonel Phillott was away at

Simla for a short time and Mr. Tipper took charge of the

work until Colonel Phillott's return. Dr. Ross returned in

June and resumed charge of his office from Colonel Phillott.

Mr. I. H. Burkill carried on the duties of the Natural

History Secretary and editor of the Natural History section of

the Journal till March, when he left India and Dr. W. A. K.

Christie was appointed to act for him. Dr. Christie carried on
the duties till June, when he left for Europe and Mr. Tipper

undertook the work until a successor was appointed. In

August, Dr. E. P. Harrison was appointed to act as Natural

History Secretary until Mr. Burkill' s return. Mr. Burkill

returned to India in October and took charge of his office.

Dr. Annandale was Anthropological Secretary and editor of the

Anthropological section of the Jounrd, while Mahamahopadh-
yaya Haraprasad Shastri continued as Officer in Charge for the

Search of Bardic Chronicles and the work of collecting Sanskrit

Manuscripts throughout the year. Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana was away from Calcutta until April,

during which time Dr. Ross carried on the duties of the Joint

Philological Sectretary. Dr. Ross was also in charge of the

Search for Arabic and Persian Manuscripts. Major L. Rogers

continued as Medical Secretary throughout the year. The Coin

Cabinet was in charge of the Hon. Mr. EL Nelson Wright, who
has reported on ail Treasure Trove Coins sent to the Society.

Lectures.

During the year, the following seven lectures were deli-

vered in the Society's Booms: L On Csoma de Kurds and

Tibetan Buddhism— By E. Denison Ross., Ph.D., on 5th

January. 2. On the Life of a Sponj , with lantern slides—

By Dr. N. Annandale, on 19th January. 3. On Relics of

the Great Ice Age in the Plains of India, with lantern slides -

By Mr. T. H. D. LaTouche, B.A., F.G.S., on 10th February.

4. On The Memoirs of Sepoy Sita Ram (A.D. 1797-1860)
By Lieut.-Colonel D G Phillott, on 3rd March. 5. On
Hallev's Comet—By Prof. E. P. Harrison, Ph.D., on 22nd

March. 6. On The Peoples of the Malay Peninsula, with

lantern slides -By Dr. N. Annandale, on 27th April, 7. On

Esperanto as the International Scientific Language, with

lantern illustrations of various scientific texts in Esperanto
By Mr. a S. Middlemiss, B.A., F.G.S., on ISth May 1910.

Philology, etc.

In the year under review Dr. G. A. GrieiKM, CX&i ]vd

f
brought out the second edition of his Maithili Grammar wlucli
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interesting and important dialect of North Behar. Supple-

ments to the Punjabi Dictiona r by Rev. Graham Bailey are an
important contribution to our knowledge <>f th<- Punjabi dialect.

Pandit Raghu Nath Svami give- an account of an old Prakrit

work named Rasiapaasana by Vairocana. Pandit Venkatesh
Vamana Sovani in his article entitled the " Discovery of a long

metre in Prabodhacandrodaya" cites an instance of rhythmical

Sanskrit prose supposed to have been invented to give expression

to the sense of the sublime which cannot be expressed by
ordinary verse or prose. Vijayadharma Suii, a learned Jaina

priest, contributes a paper on his edition of the Yoga- istra as

a rejoinder to the review of the same published by Dr. Ferdi-

nando Belloni Fillipi in the Zeitshrift der Deutschen morgen-

landischen Gesellschaft. In a Memoir Mahamahopadhvaya
Haraprasad Sastri publishes a Sanskrit work called Rama-carita

composed by poet Sandhyakara Nandi in the reign of Madana
Pala: the work is important as it describes some incidents of the

life of King Rama Pala of the Pala dynasty.

There are also many useful and interesting contributions

on historical topics. In an article entitled " Reference to

Babylon in the Rigveda," Mr. A. C. Sen cites several legends

from the Vedas with their corresponding stories from the Zend

Avesta to establish that the word Vamri used in the Rigveda

stands for Babylon, as it is identical with the word Bawri of

the Avesta and Bibli of Cuneiform inscriptions. Mahamaho-

padhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri in his article on the origin of the

Indian Drama gives a critical analysis of Natya Sastra by

Bharata and asserts that the dramatic art of the Brahmanas

began with the Indrayatra festival in the pre-Greek period. In

his paper on the causes of the dismemberment of the Maurya

Empire the same writer tries to show that the great empire of

Asoka came to an end by the opposition of the Brahmanas

who guided the policy of Pusyamitra. In a separate paper he

observes that the verses which were taken by Dr Rajendra Lai

Mitra and Mr. Bendall as introductory to the Prajnaparamita are

really parts of a different work called Abhisamayalarikara by

Maitreyanatha. "Maharaja Kanikalekha " is the title of a

paper in which Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhu-

sana gives from Tibetan sources some accounts of King Kanish-

ka of the Kusana dynasty and discusses the date of his spiri-

tual adviser, the celebrated poet Asvagho^a. The Mahamaho-

padhyaya in another article entitled Yasovijaya Gam describes

the life of a Jaina philosopher who in his numerous works has

preserved a comprehensive review of Brahmanic logic as

taught in the Benares academies of the 17th century A.D. In

the paper on the kingdom of Nya-khri-tsan-po, Rev. A. irancke

maintains that the capital of the first Tibetan king was

situated in Ladakh and that the Tibetan script originated in
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Turkestan. The same writer, in a paper entitled Ladvags-rgyal-

rabs, relates the history of the kings of Lailakh, supplementing

in many important particulars the brief account given by Dr.

Schlagintweit in "Die Konig von Tibet." The article called

" Buddhist legends of Asoka and his times " by Pandit Laksh-

man Sastri with a prefatory note by Mr. H. C. Xorman repro-

duces the Pali story of how Asoka found the Buddha^s relics

and distributed them over India. In his article on the history

of Kashmire, Pandit Anand Koul restores from Hasan's Per-

sian history an account of thirty-five Kashmirian kings who are

not mentioned in the Rajatarangi nl.

Babu Rakhal Das Hanerji has contributed several papers

on inscriptions, one of which deposited in the Indian Museum
and dated 436 A.D. records the dedication of a certain object

to Mahadeva by a minister of king Kumara Gupta I, while'

another recovered from Natore in Northern Ben al and dated

432 A.D., though badly corrod I, is of gr- tt interest as it seem-

to be the earliest copperplate grant 1 town to us. "The
Madhainagar Grant of Lakshman Sena" published by the write)

proves that the Sena kings of Ben d belonged to the clan of

the Karnata-Ksatriyas and had mat i it onial connection with

the Chaiukyas. The same * iter in a paper entitJ 1 the " Dis-

covery of seven new-dated records M notices seven short inscrip-

tions of the Scythian period preserved in the Lucknow Museum.
" Kotowalipara spurious Grant of Samacara Deva" is the

title of a paper in which Babu Rakhal Das Bauer ji offers some

observations on the peculiarities of tl oript of the Giant and

Mr. H. E. Stapleton ives an idea of the locality from which

the Grant was recovered. Plate of Gay; la Tun i Deva pub-

lished by Babu Nilmoiii ( hakravarti records th nit of cer-

tain land by king Gayada Turiga to a number of Brahmans who
came from Ahi-ccha1 band settled in Odra-visaya probably in

the 11th century A.I).

There are several other papers, in one of which Babu

Bisvesvara Bhattacharyya controverts th theory advanced by

Dr. Buchanan Hamilton tha king Gopi Candra was a kins-

manandcontemporaryof kingDharmapala of the P&Ia dynasty.

Pandit Binode Behari Vidyavinode in his note on Revanta

establishes the identity of an image of a Hindu deity named
Revanta, who though little known to as was described in full in

old Sanskrit works. Babu Vanamali Chakravarti in his article

on "Pramanas of Hindu Lo^ic" discusse the various Indian

theories concerning the standards of right knowledge.
A most import nt publication of the year is the Mana-

vyutpatti edited in three lai nages, bv Dr. K. D. Rosa, ana

Mahamahopadhyaya g is Chandra Vid vabhusana. This work,

as is well known to holars, is a Buddhist Sanskrit Dictionary

of Technical and Philosophical terms compiled by Indian Pan-

dits and translated into Tibetan by learned Lamas in the
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Middle Ages, and rendered into English more than eighty years
ago by the celebrated Siculo-Hungarian Scholar Alexander
Csoma de Koros, of whom an interesting account is to be found
in the introduction by Dr. Ross.

Babu Monmohan Chakravarti in his paper on the " Pre-

Mughal Mosques of Bengal" shows that in the earliest

Hindu architectural influence is greatly in evidence. In the

later mosques the developement of a special style may be
traced, the date of its creation and development being syn-

chronous with the dynasties of Ilyas Shah, Mahmud Shah and
Husayn Shah.

The " Murgh Nama " is a translation by Lieut -Col. D. (J.

Phillott from the Urdu work " Sayd c/ahA-Shmikat " of Nawab
Yar Muhammad Khan of the Rampur State, A.D. 1883. It

deals chiefly with the habits and ways of the Indian game cock,

different modes of cock-fighting, their distempers and remedies

thereof. What adds to the interest of the papei is that the

author explains all the technicalities which the lay reader would

likely find as stumbling-blocks in the course of his perusal.

Mr. H. E. Stapleton in his article entitled u Contributions

to the History and Ethnology of North-Eastern India " corro-

borates his former statement concerning the antiquity of Dacca
by means of a find of Gupta coins.

In the article entitled " A passage in the Turki text of the

Babarnamah " Mr. H. Beveridge points out a passage occur-

ring in Ilminisky's edition of the Babarnamah in connection

with HindaPs birth, and is of opinion that it is an interpolation

by a later writer, probably Jahanglr, who was not very well

informed of his family history or of the history of the period

to which the paragraph in question refers.

The Rev. C. Mehl in his article entitled
;

' Some Remarks on

Mundarl Phonology and on its treatment in the Linguistic Sur-

vey of India " points out the mistake occurring in the section

on Mundarl Phonetics of India and holds that the Mundarl

equivalents of the Santall semi-consonants are neither uniform

nor stable in their character and that they in this respect as

well as in their pronunciation differ widely from their sup-

posed Santall equivalents.

The Rev. H. Hasten in his article
u Who planned the

Taj ?" holds that the Taj was designed by foreign Architects,

chiefly European, and refutes the popular opinion of its being

constructed by native artists.

General A. Houtum-Schindler of Teheran in a short paper

entitled " The word Scarlet " supports the view held by Dr.

Ross in his paper on the same published in the Journal for

1908 and says that the word scarlet originally stood for a fine

quality of silk. To this Dr. Ross adds a note referring to a

Portuguese letter written to Lord Clive by the King of Siam in

which among other presents the ' escarlata vermelho is men-
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tioned , showing that the word scarlet at this time still represented

a material and not a colour.

Lt.-Col. D. C. Phillott in his " Vocabulary of technical

Falconry terms
'

' has given a very valuable collection of tech-

nical words used by the oriental sportsmen and thereby makes
a very useful contribution to the literature on the subject.

The notes on "The Marsden Collection of MSS. in the

British Museum" taken by Messrs. Philipps and Beveridge

and edited by the Rev. H. Hosten is of great value as a contribu-

tion to the history of Catholic Mission in India. The editor

has spared no pains in elucidating and elaborating them where

necessary, which adds greatly to the usefulness of the paper.

In a short note on " Old guns in Bengal," Rev. H. Hosten
proves by a letter of Father Nicolas Trigault, dated Goa, the

eve of Christmas, 1607, that a large number of guns were in

possession of the native Chiefs of Bengal.
Among the memoirs of the Society published during the

year under review dealing with philological and historical sub-

jects, "Notes on some Monuments in Afghanistan" of Mr. H.
H. Hayden deserves mention. To a student of the Muham-
madan archaeology the paper is highly interesting and the sub-

ject has been dealt with in a masterly way.
Rev. H. Hosten in his " List of Jesuit Missionaries in

'Mogor' " takes for his guidance the catalogues of the Pro-

vince of Goa, preserved among the Archives in Europe and
supplies us with a complete list of the Missionaries who were

in North India during 1580—1803.

edited
1909. Maulavi 'Abdul Wali

with
the author. Professor Hermann Eth6 published in 1875 and

again 1878 a few quatrains, with metrical German translations

in the Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-philologischen und

historischen Classe der K. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

Miinchen. The quatrains have also been referred by scholars

but up to now no complete copy of the quatrains have been

printed. The present edition contains 228 Ruba'iyat, with a

preface in English, and the editor hopes to translate the

quatrains in English with notes. In the same issue under the

title "The Bahmani Dynasty" he suggests that the word

Kanku or Gangu after* the name of 'Alauddin Hasan, the

founder of the Bahmani Dynasty, is a corruption of the word

Kaikaus. The full title of the founder of the Bahmani
Dynasty will run somewhat thus : 'Ala'uddin Hasan bin Kai-

kaus Bahmani.
Mr. H. E. Stapleton In his "Note on seven sixteenth

century cannon recently discovered in the Dacca district

describes the seven brass cannon which were discovered in

February 1909, in the Diwan Barii. Dacca.
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In an extra number of the .Journal issued in October,

1910, Dr. E. Denison Ross edited the " Dlwan-i-BAbur Padi-

shah or a collection of poems by the Emperor B&bur from the

manuscript belonging to the Library of His Highness the

Nawab of Rampur." What adds a special interest to the con-

tents of this volume is the fact that it has preserved a poetical

work by Babur which was hitherto considered to be irretriev-

ably lost. The manuscript which was locally regarded as th«

holograph of the Emperor throughout is but a work of a scribe

with occasional marginal corrections and a fragment of a rubfi'l

written transversely across the last page in the emperor's own
hand. In the introduction to the dlwan the editor justifies

his having reverted to the spelling B&bur which though

employed by many earlier European scholars such as Berezine,

Ilminisky and Teufel has been mysteriously ousted by the spell-

ing Babar. The evidence is overwhelming in support of his

contention, and the editor adds
men whether from Bokhara or Kashghar

always pronounced the final ur quite distinctty, which alone,

he thinks, is sufficient evidence in support of the form Babur.

Mathematics and the Natural Sciences.

The total number of contributions to the Society's publica-

tions under the heading of Mathematics and the Xatural

Sciences is twenty-seven, being as follows :

Physics and Chemistky :— (i) Re/port of the Society's

Committee on the adoption of a Standard Tempera ure tot labora-

tory work in India; (li) a study of an alchemical compilation

of the 13th century, by Messrs. H. E. Stapleton and R. Y.

Azoo; (iii) Experimental Determination of the Electro-chemical

equivalent of nickel, by Babu S. N. Maitra
;

(iv) Strength of

Sulphuric acid in Secondary cells, by Prof. E. P. Harrison
;

(v)

Use of Storage cells in Bengal, by Babu Satish Chandra Muker-

jee; (vi) Decomposition of Ammonium Platini-chlor ide and

Platini-bromide under the influence of Heat, by Babus Prafulla

Chandra Ray and Atul Chandra Ghose; (vii) Preparation of

Phenyl-nitro-methane and (viiij a study of an Indian Medicinal

preparation of iron, by Prof. Panchanan Neogi and Babu

Birendra Bhutan Adhikary ;
(ix) The Chemistry of Butterfats

of Buffaloes, by Prof. E. R. Watson and Balms Monohar

Gupta and Satis Chandra Ganguly.
.

Zoology:— (x) The nature of the Secretion of the insect

. ,™,„„ marginella and (xi and xii) two papers on Indian

Animal Materia Medica, by Mr. D. Hooper ;
(xui) Description

i a new fish from the Bay of Bengal, by Mr B. L Chaudhun ;

xiv) A brief statement of the growth of our knowledge of onen-

al flies, by Mr. E. Brunetti
;
(xv) The occurrence of a Sting

Uromnia
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ray in the Ganges, by Dr. Annandale and Mr. Chaudhuri

;

and (xvi) The Earwigs of India, by Dr. Annandale.

Botany:—(xvii) On the pollination of flowers by insects

in the Central Provinces, and (xviii) On the spreading of an in-

troduced Croton in Assam, by Mr. I. H. Burkill.

Geologv and Mineralogy —(xix and xx) two papers on

fossil remains, by Babu Hem Chandra Da Gupta, and (xxi)

one by Mr. E. Vredenburg
;

(xxii) a note on the Isomorphism

of Anthydrite and Barites, by Prof. Sommerfeldt ;
(xxiii) a des-

cription of the Lonar Lake, by Mr. T. H. D. La Touche.

Geography :— (xxiv) The Journals of Major James Ren-

nell, first Surveyor-General of India, edited by Mr La Touche ;

and (xxv and xxvi) papers on the chancres of the course of the

rivers of Bengal, by Mr. W. A. Inglis and Mr. J. D. Ascoli.

Meteorology :—(xxvii) A discu-sion of the Correlations

of area of matured crops ami the rainfall, by Mr. S. M. Jacob.

Three of th( e have been published in the Memoirs, four

in the Proceedings, and the remainder in the Journal.

The fii t-mentioned report, that on a Standard Tempera-

ture, being of the very greatest importance, the Council has

taken measures to bring it before the International A-sociation

of Academies in the hope that scientists not only in India but

throughout the troph may agree to work together on the fame

lines, which will be a working together to the greatest advantage.
J-> -"!->

It should be remembered that the desirability of discussing the

matter was first brought before t! Society by Prof. P. J«

Briihl; to him and to Mr. Hooper, who has been the Secretary

of the Committee subsequently formed, very many thanks are

due.

Mr. Jacob's paper on Crops and Rainfall is an important

contribution to a rabject of great inter t. The author calcu-

lates for instance than one inch ot rain above the average in

the months of April to September may be vpected to increase

in the 120 villages of the Punjab with which he deals, the pro-

bable Kharif crop by about ~
t
and that each additional inch

of rain in the other half of the year increases the Rabi crop

Important are the geographic papers which the Society has

published, dealing with changes in the river courses of Bengal.

Man pla\ with big stakes when lie tries to restrain a large

river, and the results are of proportionate interest.

Anthropology.

lew anthropological papers have been published durin

the year, but it ha proved possible to maintain a somewhat
higher standard than was sometimes the case in the pas •

It is unfortunate that no support has been given by
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the members of the Society to the project of publishing
photographs of ethnological interest as a supplement to the
Memoirs," as proposed by the Anthropological Society in

1905. This is a matter in which the census authorities might
give considerable assistance. Of the papers issued or in the
press the longest and most detailed is an account of the Lisu
Tribes of the Burma-China frontier by Messrs. A. Rose and J.

Coggin Brown, to whom anthropometrical instruments were
lent by the Society. Mr. Coggin Brown has also prepared an
account of a Lisu Jew's harp which forms an interesting sup-

W
as ma. Mr. Hooper has published
in the " Journal" two papers on Indian dru i of animal origin

that have some anthropological interest, while Mr. I. H. Bur-

kill's account of fashion in iron styles is a valuable contribu-

tion to the ergology of India. Mr. B. L. Chaudhuri in his

description of a sub-caste of fish-picklers in Eastern Bengal
utters a protest against the official methods of ethnological

research prevalent in this country.

Medical Section.

Monthly meetings of the Medical Section have been 1 Id

throughout the year with the exception of the two vacation

months, and the attendance and interest in the meetings ha

been well maintained. The most important discussion took

place at the June and July meetings on the prevention of Liver

Abscess by the Ipecacuanha treatment of Acute Hepatitis

which was opened by Lt.-Col. Pilgrim and continued by the

physicians of the Medical College Hospital and other members.
The unanimous opinion expressed in the great success of this

treatment will go far towards procuring its general adoption,

with the result of practically banishing one of the most dan-

gerous tropical diseases, as far at any rate as Europeans are

concerned, who come early under skilled treatment. Other

noteworthy contributions were a lantern lecture on Sleeping

Sickness by Captain Greig, a demonstration of direct Lai vn-

gotracheoscopy by Major O'Kinealy, and of Pathogenic and

Non-Pathogenic Amoebae by Captains Lloyd and Greig. Clinical

cases were also shown at nearly all the meetings.

At the June meeting a proposal that either a Tropical

School of Medicine in Calcutta or a Sanitorium for consump-

tives in a suitable climate would form an appropriate memorial

to the late King Edward was discussed by the Medical Section,

Meet

All

these proposals, and the following resolution, proposed by

Lt.-Col. Pilcrrim, I.M.S., was adopted by the meeting.

" The Medical Section of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
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having considered the letter on the subject referred to it by
the Ordinary General Meeting of the Society, is of the opinion

that in view of the great interest in Sanitoria for consumptives

displayed by the late King-Emperor Edward the Seventh, and
of the urgency of the provision of such Sanitoria in suitable

centres in India, as pointed out by this Section last year,—such

Sanitoria, of an Imperial character and appealing to all irres-

pective of Race or Religion, would be most suitable objects of

expenditure of a portion of the funds raised in India to com-

memorate His Late Majesty. They are further of the opinion

that if sufficient funds are available, a grant towards the

recently proposed Institution for Research in Tropical Diseases

and post-graduate instruction, would also be most appro-

priate."

This was forwarded to the Memorial Committee, and has

been included in the objects on which the Ben d funds are to

be expended. It is also worthy of note that the previous year's

resolution on the necessity for Sanitoria for tuberculosis in

India has borne fruit, for after being endorsed by the Govern-
ment of India in a letter to the Lor 1 Governments, both the

United Provinces and the Madras have decided on the erection

of such institutions as memorials to the Jate King.
The formation has made

another step forward through the purchase of £100 worth of

standard medical works from the special grant given by the

Council. The books were selected by a sub-committee of the

library^ committee after careful consideration, while a similar

sum will be available during 1911. In addition a number of

valuable sets of medical journals have been presented by
medical members, and it is to be desired that a list of medical

works in the library should be compiled and printed, as so

many medical books and journals have been received since

the library catalogue was arranged. The number of medical

members has continued to increase during the past year, the

new additions being largely recruited from outside Calcutta as

a result of the formation of the medical library, the total

being now about 100; thus much more than fulfilling the ex-

pectations at the time of the foundation of the Medical Sec-

tion.

Bibliotheca Indica.

fascicu

eca
15 belong to Brahmanic Sanskrit, 2 to Jaina Sanskrit, 1 to

Jama Prakrit, 3 to Buddhist Sanskrit, 3 to Sanskrit and

Iibetan and the remaining 7 to Arabic and Persian literature.

I hese fasciculi include Mr. Beveridge's translation of the Akbar-
nama, vol. 11, fasc. vii ; Mahamahopadhyaya Oanga Nath Jha s
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(ihyaya Chandra Kanta Tarkalankar's revised edition of Grhya-
samgraha. Of the new works sanctioned last year, 11 fasciculi

have been published this year, viz.:

1. The Surya-siddhanta (a Abi

nomy) edited with a gloss by Mahamahopadhyaya Sudhakara
Dvivedi.

2. " Six Buddhist Nyaya Tracts " edited by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri. The work includes such Buddhist

logical treatises as Apohasiddhi and Ksa nabhangasiddhi by

Ratnakirti.

3. Syainika-Sastra or a book on hawking in Sanskrit

edited with an English Translation by Mahamahopadhyaya
Hara Prasad Sastri.

4. Nyaya-sara (a Brahmanic Sanskrit work on Medieval

Logic) edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhusana. It embodies the text of Bha-sarvajiia (about 900

A.D.) and the Jaina commentary of Jayasimha Suri (about

1305 A.D.) together with an elaborate index and introduction.

5. Tattva-cintamani-didhiti-prakaSa (a Sanskrit work on

Modern Logic) edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Guru Charan

Tarkadarsanatirtha. It embodies the Tattva-cintamani text

of GarigeSa, the Didhiti commentary of Siromani and the

PrakaSa gloss of Bhavananda.
6. Tirtha-cintamani (a Sanskrit work on Smriti by Vacas-

pati MiSra) edited by Pandit Kamala Krishna Kmrititirtha.

7. The Persian and Turki Divans of Bayram Khan,

Khan-khanan, edited by Dr. E. D. Ross. Bayram-Khan, the

celebrated author of the text, lived in the 16th century A.D. in

the courts of Humayun and Akbar.

8. Marhamu-i-'Ilah '1-mu' dila (a philosophical treatise in

Arabic) edited by Dr. E. D. Ross. Imam Yafi'i, the author

of the work, was born in Yemen about 1298 A.D.

9. Mabani 1-Lughat (a grammar of the Turki language

in Persian) edited by Dr. E. D. Ross. Mirza Medhi Khan,

author of the work, was a native of Astrabad and contem-

porary of Nadir Shah.

10. Ma'asir-i-Rahimi (memoirs of Abd-ur-Rahim Khan

Khananby Muka Abdul-Baqi Nahavandi) edited by Maulavi

Hidyet Husain. , ,

11. Tadhkira-i-khushnavisan (in Persian) edited by

Maulavi Hidyet Husain. Mawlana Ghulam Muhammad, author

of the work, was born at Delhi and died at Lucknow m
1823 A.D.

a ,
. . . a . .

f

The following coins were presented to the Asiatic Society s

Cabinet during the past year

:
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Ancient India—
Punch Marked
Andhra

• *

Gold. Silver. Copper.

10

7

Mediaeval India—
Gadhia

South India?

i

Pathan
MucjAal

East India Company
French Company
Miscellaneous i ucluding Native

1

20

1

2

3

4

1

2

1 7 2

12 28 11

Total 61

The Numismatic Secretary examined and reported on the

following coins under the Treasure Trove Rules :

From

Damoh
Government Museum, Madras
Seoul .

.

Bhandara
Seoni .

.

Gold. Silver. Copper

13

181

Jubbulpore
Hoshangabad
Jubbulpor<

Bhandara
Marietta

Aland la

Aland I

BoldSna
Damoh
Drug .

.

Wardha
Hoshangabad

357

362

104

103

376

1

7'

4

115

222 II)

25
26
67

2i m I

6

213 1,305 729

Total 2, 247

Of these the large majority were coins of the Mughal Em-
perors, several being from rare or unpublished mints. _

The gold coins from Madrass were buns— - <__ „ of Vijayanagar
ot no special rarity. Those from BoldSna may prove to oe
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of numismatic interest. They are punched in four places, one
of the punched areas containing the words "Shri Jagadeva"
in characters of about the twelfth century. The find contained

205 of these coins, but so far only 25 have been sent for exami-

nation. A report on this find will appear in clue course in the

Numismatic Supplement.
Most of the coins acquired as a result of the above exami-

nation will be found in the Nag pur Museum, and it is to be

hoped that the Central Provinces Government will see their

way in the near future to publishing a catalogue of more value

from a numismatic and scientific point of view than the rough

and inaccurate list recently issued.

Search of Sanskrit Manuscripts.

During the course of the year the entire staff of this De-

partment was engaged in preparing a catalogue of the manu-

scripts hitherto collected for the Government of India number-

ing 10,000, and in passing through Press two volumes of notices.

Description of 1,000 manuscripts have been prepared ;
860

of these belong to the Laksminaravana Kavi collection made

last year ; and the rest belong to the old collection.

The volumes published are the Fourth Volume of the

Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Second Series, and an extra

number of the Notices embodying the result of the examina-

tion made by Mahamahopadhynya Haraprasada Sastri, M.A.,

in 1907 of the manuscripts added to the Darbar Library,

Nepal, from 1898 to 1906.

Of the manuscripts collected during the year, the most in-

teresting is that of a unique work entitled Catuhsatika by

Bodhisattva Arya Deva with a commentary, the authorship of

which is not known. Not less interesting is an ancient palm-

leaf manuscript of the Jatakamala though in fragments, as

also some fragments of Chatusplthanibandha, a very rare work.

A complete copy of Pancaraksa written in ornamental Newan,

dated N. S. 649 = 1469 A.D., has also been acquired.

Six hundred and twenty five manuscripts have been exam-

ined with a view to acquisition, but for want of funds they

have not yet been acquired.

The extra number of the notice contains descriptions of

many palm-leaf manuscripts which date from the 9th to the

12th century A.D. ; one of them was written during the reign

of Vigrahapala Deva at Balahanda, i.e., Bfilancla Pergana of

modern times, within 20 miles of Calcutta, showing tha there

were Buddhist monasteries and Buddhist Pandits at that

remote age (latter half of the 11th century) so far in south

Bengal. ^ ,

Bibhuti Chandra was a great Buddhist writer in Bengal

in the 13th century A.D. His place was the Jagaddal Vihara
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in RamavatI situated at the confluence of the Ganges and

Karatoya ; many of Bibhuti Chandra's works were translated

into Tibetan and are to be found in Dr. P. Cordier's catalogue

of the Tangur. He was a professor of the Kalacakrayana
School. One of his works, the Ainrta Karnika, has been

described in this volume.
The other works of ancient dates described in this volume

are as follows, with their respective dates against them :

Bhagavatvah Svedayah vatha labdha
Tantraraiah

*

.

.

. . 1029 A.D.

Usnlsavijayadharani . . , , 968
Catuspithaloka .. .. 1012
Candi • i 1162

?>

9 J

>>

?>

M
J J

Sarvavajrodaka . . ,

.

. . 1059
Vajravalitantra .

.

.

.

. . 108-
Vajrayoginisadhana .. .. 1154
Mahakaulajnanavinirnaya (from Palaeo-

graphy) is dated the 10th century
A.D.

NagSnanda Nataka . . . . 1193 A.D.
Yogambarasadhanopayika copied
during the reign of Vigrahapala

A work on Krya attributed to

Nagarjuna dated N.S. '284
. . = 1164 „

Mitapadapanjika by Durjayacandra
dated • • •• •• JXCX jj1141

Brahmayamala . . , . . . 1052
Plngalamatam .. .. .. 1174
Kadibhede Kubjikamatam . . 1 195

Brahma Samhita .

.

1 195

Kryakalagunottara . . . . 1 1 84

Sivadharma
Kiranatantra

i '

} »

-> '

J >

J ?

1069

• . 924
VisvaprakaPakosa .. . . 1111
Tattvasadbhavatantra .

.

. . 1097

> 5

>>

J>

The Bishop's College was founded in 1820. Dr. Mill, the

first Principal of the College, collected a large number of

manuscripts of which Sanskrit MSS. form no inconsiderable
part. The collection has been examined. It contains, among
others, complete copies of the Rg. Veda, Pada Pat ha and

Samhita Patha, a copy of the iiiteraya Brahmana, a copy
of the Chilndogya Upanwid, a copy of the Niaukta, several

books of the Mahabharata, four books of the Ramnyana, a

complete copy of Durga Das' commentary on the Mugdha-
bodha a complete copy of the Kavikalpadruma with an alpha-

betical hat of roots with their Sanskrit meanings and English
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equivalents, a copy of the Kappasuya of the Jain as with a

commentary, and a copy of the Syadvadamanjari with a com-
mentary composed in Saka 1214, i.e., 1292 A.D. There i-. also,

an elementary work on Mfmansa entitled Nyfiya Prak v. The
last two books of the Rfimayana are in the handwriting of

a son of Ramajava Mukerji Vidyabhiisana of Somra, copied

in 1801. Many parts of the Rg. Veda were copied in the 18th

century. The collection though small is very important as it

contains standard works on a variety of subjects and is extra-

ordinary for such an early collection by an European scholar.

Search for Arabic and Persian Manuscripts.

Dr. Ross has conducted the search without interruption

throughout the year. As heavy purchases were made in the

previous year and the payment of many MSS. had to be

held over to this year, no extensive tour was made. Only Hafiz

Nazir Ahmad, the Chief Travelling Moulvi, was sent to Benares

and Lucknow.
A list of the manuscripts which have been collected since

Moulvi Hafiz Nazir Ahmad has taken the charge of this Depart-

ment have been prepared and sent to the press and will be

published in due course.

During the year under review about 326 manuscripts were

bought, and the collection is representative of almost every

branch of literature.

During the year Moulvi Abdul Hamid, the Resident

Moulvi, has left the search work on being appointed Assistant

Librarian in the Oriental Public Library at Bankipore.

For some time Mirza Abul Fazl worked in this situation

but he resigned on receiving a better appointment. On ac-

count of want of funds no new man was appointed as a Resi-

dent Moulvi, and Moulvi Hafiz Nazir Ahmad, the 1st travel-

ling Moulvi, performed the duties of the Resident Moulvi in

addition to his own duties.

The recent acquisitions include many interesting manu-

scripts, among which the following may be mentioned here :

I. ( l^I c^^f ) Al-Hisn-ul-Matin

the Nawabs with

of Sa'adat Khan Burhan-ul-Mulk the progenitor of the kings

of Oudh, down to Wajid Ali Shah, completed in A.H. 1281.

The author 'Abbas Mirza, son of Sayyid Ahmad, who himself

belonged to Lucknow and was a contemporary of Wajid 'Ali

Shah, divides the work with the following three chapters.

1. Account of the Burhan-ul-Mulk and his descendants*

2. Account of the mothers of the Nawabs and Kings of

Oudh.
3. Account of the relatives of the Nawabs and Kings of

Oudh

.
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II. (****» r j») Sharh-i-Sliafiyah, a Persian commentary

on Ibn-i-Hajib's (died 646 A.H.) Arabic work Asli-Shafiyyah by
Ghulam 'Ali whose father Ghulam Muhammad was one of the

compilers of the well-known work called Fatawa-i-'Alamgiri.

The author who flourished during the time of Aurangzib and

was a tutor to the Emperor's youngest son, Muham?nad Akbar,

wrote the present commentary on the Shafiyyah at the request

of the Emperor for his learned daughter Zibun Nessa Begum
who wished to learn Arabic Grammar. The commentator
wrote every day only so much as would suflfi< for the daily

lesson of the princess.

III. (i^l^l fctt) N&fi'ut-Talibin by Muhammad Hafiz

Jalandhari, a pupil of Sayyid Buh who adopted tiie Takhallu-

Ruhi (d. 1220 A.H.) composed in 'l184 A.M. The work is divi-

ded into three sections I. ( nealojy of Akbar traced from

Adam with a short account of the Emperor and his ancestors,

chiefly based on Akbar Namah, Ain-i-Akl L, Jahangir-nanuih,

'Alamgir-namah and Tarikh i-'Abbasi. II. Comment ry on

the letters and Farmans of Akbar contained in the 1st daftar

of Abu'1-Fazl. III. A short commentary on the 2nd daftar

of Abu'1-Fazl.

IV. (axfcbUf &\*jb } Nafahat-ns-Sabatiyah. This unique
, r p — _ — __ ___ — _, M^

and valuable copy, written in the author's own hand, consists

of 13 short treatises on various subje< s. The author Muham-
mad Jawad Sabati, better known as Lutfi, who wrote these trea-

tises in course of his travels, was a Christian and in one of his

letters (No. 2) designates himself as U~o ^bU,- JfcbU d±

UaxVc , +~x*)

t.»

• •

Search for Manuscripts of Bardic Chronicles.

Since the publication of Col. Todd's classical work on the

Annals of R jasthana, the Carans of Rajasthana made a i-'reat

effort to give a connected history of that interesting country

from Bardic souices The principal Caran of the Bundi

State, Barhat Rama Singh, wrote a lengthy work on the history

of the Hada Chauhans who for the last three centuries ruled

the States of Bundi and Kota. This book with a commentary
by Kishen Singh has recently been published in 9 volumes at

Jodhpur under the editorship of Pandit 1 ima Karan. Though

giving a history of the Hada Chauhans it is regarded by the

Rajputs as an authentic histoi of all the principal Rajpu'

States, as the author introduces the history of other State

when they come in contact with the Badaoti States.
But the most important result of this year's operation

is the discovery of the real Prithwi raj-rasa. What is meraUj

known as Prithwiraj-rasa is composed of 125,00<> cl»kaS -

The late Mahamahopadhyaya Kavirai Hhama C Das of Udaip" 1
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pronounced this work to be a forgery. But the Benares
editors defended the work as genuine. While Mahfunaho-
padhyaya Hara Prasada Shastrl was at Jodhpur lie inquired if

any descendants of Chand Kavi wei till livin
, and he met

with Pandit Nanu Ram Brahmabhat , who is lineally descended
from Cand Kavi and still lives on the income of the land
granted to the Kavi at Nagore by Prithwiraj him If. Nanu
Ram's version is that the original Prithwir j-rasa extended to
only 5,000 verses but that ChancPs descendants went on adding
to the work till it reached the enormous extent in which it is

now found. All those portions of the poem in which Chand's
wife is introduced were added by his sons, and the additions
continued till Akbar's time. Nanu Ram was very anxious t«

come to Calcutta and show the manuscript of the original

to the Asiatic Society. But his appointment by the Jodhpur
State as one of the travelling pandits engaged in the search
of Bardic songs prevented his coming. He has however given

the Shastrl copies of 4 or 5 of the Samayas of the original

which fully bear out his statements. Efforts will be made to

procure copies of the rest of the original manuscript.

<0>

Mr. Justice Mookerjee read an address drawn up by the

retiring President, Mr. T. H. D. LaTouche.

Presidential Address, 1911.

It has been the custom of late years for the retiring Presi

dent of this Society to prepare and read before you at the

Annual Meeting a review of the work that has been done dur-

ing his year of office; and under ordinal circumstances I

would not have ventured to depart in any way from what has

become the established usage, but follow, to the best of my
ability, the example of my distinguished predecessors in this

respect. My retirement, however, from the service of the Gov-

ernment of India before the expiration of my term of office as

your President, and the difficulty under which I labour of

obtaining the materials necessary for the compilation of a com-

plete account of the work accomplished by the Society during

the past year, lead me now to crave your indulgence if I allude

to these matters in a cursory manner only ;
and on the present

occasion, for reasons that I shall presently put forward, deal

rather with the future, directing your attention to those lines

along which, as I humbly conceive it, the Society should ad-

vance, in order that the purpose for which it came into bein

aspirations

of its Founder.
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I think I may safely say that in the quantity and quality

of output, both in literary and scientific work, the past year

has shown no diminution in activity in comparison with any of

those that have preceded it. Numerous papers have been

published in our Journal and Memoirs, some of them possess-

ing much scientific interest. Steady progress has been made

in the editing, and publication in the Bibliotheca Indica, of

works embodying the stores of learning furnished by the

ancient civilization of this country ; also in the search for and

collection of those extremely interesting manuscripts, dating

from long past times, which, through all the vicissitudes of a

troublous history, have been preserved by the pious care of

princes and pundits in the numerous libraries scattered

through the land. In these respects our thanks are due, on the

one hand to those distinguished scholars, both in India and in

Europe, who have placed their stores of knowledge freely at

our disposal ; and on the other to those pundits and maulavies

who are carrying on the search with so much zeal and success.

And our thanks are due not to these alone, but also to the

Governments of India, Bengal, and Assam, who by their bene-

factions have enabled the Society to perform this duty in a

more adequate manner than could have been possible if it had

had to rely upon its unaided resources.

In addition to these publications and collections, which

may be said to represent the fundamental and customary work

of the Society, especially on its literary side, an attempt has

been made to expand its sphere of usefulness by the admission

of the general public to lectures, illustrated when possible, by

lantern slides, on various subjects of common interest. Al-

though these lectures did not form an entirely new departure

as regards the year now closing, for one or two had been given

by Dr. Annandale, to whom in the main they owe their incep-

tion, and others during the previous year
;
yet they may be

said to have now become a more or less assured feature of the

Society's functions, at least during the cold weather. For

such is the success that has attended these lectures, and so

much interest has been displayed in them by people who,

though not members of the Society, are attracted by such

opportunities of acquiring some knowledge of subjects uncon-

nected with their daily avocations, that every effort should be

made to carry them on. At any rate the experiment, so far as

it has gone, has shown that there is no lack, either of subjects

suitable for such lectures, or of men able and willing to deliver

them.

During the winter season of 1909-10 two lectures were

delivered by Dr. Annandale—the first on '
' The life of a Sponge,

and the second on the M Peoples of the Malay Peninsula, a

subject with which he had made himself familiar by a personal

study of the less known tribes of that forest-clad country.
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Another was given by Dr. Denison Ross on the Hie and work
of the celebrated Hungarian Csoma de Koros, whose seal and
energy in prosecuting an enquiry into the ancestry of his race
led him, many years ago, to undertake a journey on foot from
his native land to India, a journey that, even at the present
day, would be fraught with no Blight hardship and peril, and
whose researches into the language and topography of that
then little-known land, Tibet, have enriched the pages of our
Journal. It may not be out of place to mention Hint Dr. Ross'
lecture at once attracted much attention in Hungary, where
the name of their compatriot is deservedly honoured by men
of letters.

Other lectures included one by Colonel Phillott on the
Memoirs of Sepoy Sita Ram (AD. 1797—1860), a Sepoy who,
early in the last century, took service under John Company,
and survived to witness and record the exciting scenes of

the Mutiny; another by Prof. Harrison, on that most interest-

ing phenomenon, Halley's Comet, whose appearance enabled
those who, like ourselves, were privileged to witness it, to con-

ceive a picture, more vivid than any page of written history
could present, of those great events of the past which were
signalized by its recurrence; while, however divergent may be
the views of men regarding the influence of these remarkable
bodies upon the destinies of the human race, no one can fail to

be struck by the fact that this comet's latest manifestation

coincided with an event which, to the sorrow of the nation,

may lay claim to be considered as of no less importance than

many of those which have attended its baleful progress in the

past; need I say that I allude to the death of our beloved

Sovereign, Edward VII. And, lastly, I have to mention a lec-

ture by myself on the effects which, as I venture to think,

were produced even in these low latitudes by the general re-

frigeration of climate over the northern hemisphere known as

the ?« Glacial Period," during the progress of which, in all

probability, the culminating point in the slow evolution of

living organisms was reached with the appearance of man upon

the surface of the earth. It is possible, as I endeavoured to

show, that even at the present day the vagaries of the great

rivers of the Indo-Gangetic plain may be affected by the pecu-

liar conditions that prevailed during that far-off time.

An event to which allusion should also be made is the addi-

tion to the Society's library of five leaves of a most interest-

ing manuscript,—secured for us by the enterprise of that most

indefatigable guide to the enrichment of our treasures, Dr.

Denison Ross,—exhumed from the sands of the Takln Makan

desert. Only three leaves of this manuscript are known to be

in existence, besides those now in the possession of the Society.

One of these is preserved in the Ethnographical Museum at

Berlin while the other two were procured by Prof. Ellsworth
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Huntington, who has given photographic reproductions of them

in his book "The Pulse of Asia." The peculiar interest of

these manuscripts lies in the fact that, although they are

written in the ancient Gupta character, the language has so far

resisted the efforts of those who have endeavoured to decipher

it ; and it is to be hoped that to some of the learned scholars

whom we number among our members will fall the honour of

making known to the world of letters the meaning of this an-

cient script.

One other event of the past year must be mentioned, and

that is the institution amongst us of a body of Fellows, select-

ed from among the active members of the Society, by reason

of their eminence in the fields of literature and science. The

inception of this change in the constitution of the Society is

due to our late distinguished President, Sir Thomas Holland,

who worked out the details of the scheme before his retirement.

The Fellows were, in the first instance, nominated by the Coun-

cil, whose selection seems to have met with general approval

;

but subsequent nominations, as on the present occasion, are

in the hands of the Fellows already elected. There can, I

think, be no doubt that the honour thus conferred is, and will

continue to be, a valuable incentive in carrying out those

researches, to the prosecution of which the Society is devo-

ted.

It has also been resolved, as a consequence of this innova-

tion, to substitute for the time-honoured designation of

Honorary Member,—a mark of appreciation conferred by the

Society on the most eminent men who have, at one time or

another, been Ordinary Members,—that of Honorary Fellow; a

change that we trust will meet with the approval of those who

thus honour the Society by consenting to become incorporated

with it, and in turn are honoured by the recognition of their

labours which the title denotes. Among those who have borne

the older title, we are proud to number one in especial, who

happily still survives to enjoy the newer, t he veteran of Science

Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, whose connection with the Societv

has been unbroken for more than sixty years, and whose span

of life is almost coeval with that of the building in which we

are now assembled.

Having thus, very inadequately I fear, drawn your atten-

tion to some of the events of the past year, I think that 1

would not be inappropriate on the present occasion to giant

c

forward;—and for this reason especially, that we are about to

take a step, the importance of which can hardly be overrate".

,

perhaps one of the most momentous in the long and distin-

guished history of the Society. The building in which <>«'

meetings have been held for just over a hundred years, and to

so long has been one of the landmarks of Calcutta, has to

some time been in so unsound a state that to continue to nou>
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our most valuable library within its walls would stigmatize the
Society as being callous to the preservation of their great col-

lection of books, manuscripts, and works of art, the most
complete that exists in Asia,— a collection that lias furnished
those of us who are willing to make use of it, not only with all

that is most instructive amongst the productions of the last

century and a quarter in the domains of literature and science

but also with a series of records of the ancient literature of the
East such as no other library can show. To do our utmost to
preserve this collection is a sacred duty. No words of mine
are necessary to convince you that no time should be lost in

undertaking this duty. The present building was erected in

1807, at a cost of Rs. 30,000, raised by a special subscription

among the members, and for the greater part of a century ful-

filled its purpose admirably ; but the ravages of time, and
especially the great earthquake of 1897, have had no more res-

pect for this structure, in spite of its scientific character, than
for any of the older houses of Calcutta, and the constant

repairs that have been necessary of late years to keep it from
falling to pieces have been a continuous drain upon our re-

sources, and an ever-present source of anxiety to the Council.

During the last 15 years some Rs. 30,000 have been spent for

this object, that is to say, as much as the original cost of tin

building.

However reluctant we may be to see our old home demo-
lished,—to substitute for the hall which has re-echoed to the

discourses of the most learned men in India for more than a

hundred years a new and unfamiliar meeting-place,

—

the time

has come when it would be a criminal act on our part to hesi-

tate in making the sacrifice. The Council has long and

earnestly deliberated on the best course to pursue. In the first

instance a scheme was drawn up, under which a building was

to have been erected, sufficiently large to cover the whole of

the plot of land belonging to the Society, and including,

besides accommodation for the library, lecture hall, and offices

of the Secretary and his staff, a number of residential quar

ters and, on the street front, rooms which might be let as

shops. These additions, it was thought, would bring in a con-

siderable accession of revenue to the Society. The project was

certainly attractive, and might have been successful; but on

mature consideration the Council arrived at the conclusion that

not only would it hardly be consistent with the dignity of a

learned body to enter into competition with house-owners in

Calcutta, but also that such a body was not well fitted to em-

bark upon a speculation of this kind, which might result in

success, if the existing pressure upon the available house accom-

modation in Calcutta were to continue ;
but, on the other hand,

if the supply of such accommodation were to exceed the de-

mand, might end in disaster. Having regard also to the great
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value of the library, the risk of fire, if inflammable matter were

stored in the shops, or if irresponsible lodgers were permitted

to occupy a part of the building, was felt to be one that should

not be incurred.

This scheme was therefore rejected. But at the same time

it was felt that it would be inadvisable to spend the whole of

the Society's invested funds upon even so laudable an object

;

since the interest on these funds supplies a considerable portion

of the revenue necessary for the due performance of its work.

So greatly have conditions changed within the last hundred

years, that it would no longer be possible to erect a building,

even of much smaller dimensions than that which we at present

occupy, for the comparatively small sum that it cost. Yet it

was felt that if we were to build at all, our house of learning

should be worthy of its purpose; not only an ornament to this

great city, but if possible, such as to afford accommodation for

the other Societies which from time to time are founded in our

midst. po

to have carried out this purpose without external aid. The

membership is now,—thanks to a very large extent to the ac-

cession of members belonging to the profession of medicine,

which has followed upon the institution of a special Medical

Section,—greater and increasing in a greater ratio than ever

before in the history of the Societj', and our invested funds now

amount to about two lakhs of rupees. But, for reasons which

I have already given, the Council was unwilling that these

funds should be depleted, and it was resolved that the Govern-

ment of India should be asked to advance a sum adequate for

the purpose, to be repaid by instalments. The Council were

confident that this appeal would meet with a generous response,

because the preservation of a library inch as ours is, without

doubt . a matter of Imperial concern, and their anticipations

were not unfounded. It is true that the Government of India

have not seen their way to advance the whole "f the sum asked

for, on the terms proposed by the Council : but they have mos

generously offered a free grant of Rs. 40,000, thus relieving the

Society of the necessity of making provision for the repaynient

of a loan, and this offer has h'-en gratefully accepted. l»e

Government of Bengal, who wore also approached on the

subject have, I regret to say, merely signified their inability w
accept the proposals of the Council, and have made no offer to

assist us, so far as the building fund is concerned.
The Government grant, together with a portion ot tne

Society's invested funds, and a sum of about Rs. 37,000, au

to us as compensation for a Strip of OUT property ,
which t

Corporation wishes to acquir- in order to widen Park Stree
;

will enable us to erect and furnish a building, if not of » very

ornate character, yet adequate for its purpose and worthy
_

be the home of such a body as ours, it is to be hoped ther -
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ear
effect; and that soon after, if not at the next Annual Meet-
ing, my successor will be able to greet you in a new and more
commodious edifice. It will ah tys be a source of much grati-

fication to myself that it was during my term of office that tins

important step was taken, one which, 1 am convinced, will

result in much benefit to the Society ; and that I was privileged

to assist in bringing the matter to what I trust will prove a
successful conclusion.

A new departure of this magnitude suggests to my mind
certain observations on the future progress of the Society (long

may it continue to flourish!), which I may perhaps venture to

put forward now, since this is the last occasion on which, in ail

probability, I shall have the opportunity of addressing you.

For many years after the foundation of the Society, its publi-

cations were almost the only medium through which the re-

searches of those who gave themselves to the study of the

science and literature of this vast country could be given to th

world ; at least this is true of the greater portion of India.

But, with the establishment by an enlightened Government of

separate Departments, concerning themselves with the collec-

tion and co-ordination of facts pertaining to various branches

of scientific enquiry, it was inevitable that the publication of

these facts should become a function of each Departm tit, and

that the Society should, to that extent, be deprived of some of

;ts importance. First the Geologists, then the Meteorologist

Zoologists, Botanists, and Archaeologists, who formerly contri-

buted much valuable matter 10 the pages of our Journal, estab-

lished their own Records and Memoirs, and for some y« I the

Society has become more and more restricted to the domain of

literature. Though I would not for a moment have it imagined

that I think that this growing concentration on one branch of

knowledge implies any degeneration in the activity or aims ot

the Society, for the publication of the results of enquiries into

the ancient civilization and history of India must be regarded

as of the utmost importance ;
yet I do not see why the equally

important results of scientific research should be comparatively

neglected. The scientific Departments publish the facts
;
but

usually so wrapped up in technical language or in such minute

detail that, to the uninitiated, they become either wearisome

or perhaps hardly intelligible. And yet it is quite possible to

present the essential facts brought to light by these investiga-

tions in such a form, that even those who are unacquainted

with the methods or with the peculiar dialect employed may be

instructed and interested. Our lectures constitute a useful step

in this direction ; but I should like to see an attempt made to

summarize in the Journal the results of scientific work per-

formed in this country, so that the information now often

buried beneath masses of statistics and other dry and uninter-
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esting matter might be made more appetizing and available to

its readers.

Take, for instance, one subject which I have not yet men-

tioned, that of Ethnology. We are living in times of more or

reasi

cation, and the consequent breaking down of physical and

mental barriers, are causing even the most uncivilized and ex-

clusive tribes, scattered through the length and breadth of

India and Burma, to give up many of their ancient customs

and beliefs, and to adopt those of their more enlightened'

neighbours. No doubt masses of information on these points

are to be found in the periodical reports issued by the Census

Commission ; but how few people, immersed as they are in their

own affairs, take the trouble to wade through these reports, in

order to extract the few items that may appeal to them. The

majority, I imagine, content themselves with the reviews fur-

nished by the newspapers, in which it is hardly possible that

more than the merest allusion should be made to the most

striking points contained in the original documents. Perhaps

it would be too much to expect our divisional Secretaries, who

are all busily employed on their own branches of study, to

make these extracts themselves ; but there seems to be no

reason why Committees of two or three members each should

not be appointed, charged with the duty of keeping the

members of the Society informed of the progress that is being

made
In another direction also the Society may perform, if ^

chooses, a most useful function. That is, in leading public

opinion on questions of practical scientific, literary, and even

social importance. An instance of the exercise of such a func-

tion has occurred within the past year, when the question ot

providing a public monument to perpetuate the memory of our

late Sovereign was mooted, and the most suitable form that

such a memorial should take was being discussed. The propo-

sal to found a Medical Research Institute in Calcutta, where

those diseases which are incidental to Iniman existence in the

tropics can be most convenient Iv studied, emanated from the

Society
; and we are glad to find that, although this proposal

has not been accepted in its concerete form, yet the idea ot

devoting some portion of the funds raised to the alleviation ot

human suffering, an object which was ever present in the

thoughts of King Edward VII, has taken root in the public

mind, and has been accepted by the Committee formed to

decide upon the disposal of the subscriptions.
t

.

A question of pressing importance, in which the Society

might exercise a valuable influence on public opinion, tftna*

of the form and method of Education that would be mos

suitable under the conditions prevailing in India. There is no

doubt that serious changes are necessary in the present sys-
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tern, one that has been established in the country by an alim
race, anxious to impress Western ideas of culture upon a
people whose point of view differs in many essential respects

from their own ; and every serious contribution to the discus-

sion that has already arisen with regard to the direction that

these changes should take cannot fail to be useful. The So-

ciety numbers among its members many learned men of India,

all of whom have passed through the educational mill under
its present working conditions, and surely some of them ai-

capable of expressing what, from their point of view, constitute

the most glaring defects of the system. It seems to me that

the Society would fail in its duty if it did not at least attempt

to guide public opinion in this matter ; one which, although of

a somewhat controversial character, is or should be entirely dis-

sociated from political questions, and seems to belong most
appropriately to the province occupied by a learned body such

as this.

These are not the only directions in which I think that the

Society might and ought to exercise its influence, but 1 have

perhaps said enough for my present purpose, that is, to impress

upon you my opinion that it should be your endeavour to as-

sume a foremost position in the march of civilized man towards

the attainment of scientific and social, as well as of literary

perfection. The aim of the Society from the beginning has

been a high one ; no less, as we learn from the oft-quoted

words of our Founder, than the investigation of all that per-

tains to the operations of Man and Nature in Asia. The field

of research that still lies open before you, in spite of the advance

made in human knowledge since our Society was founded a

century and a quarter ago, is a vast one. And I fervently

trust that future years will bring to the Society, not only pros-

perity along the lines on which it has hitherto travelled, but

an increase of activity and influence proportionate to its long

and useful career in the past.

O

Mr. Justice Mookerjee then delivered an address on the

work of the Society during the last year.

Vice-President's Address.

In the course of the last five years, the duty has devolved

on me several times to address the Society on the occasion of

our annual gathering and I am deeply sensible of the indul-

gence with which my imperfect survey of the progress of our

work has been always received. In the present instance, t!ie

nteresting address prepared by our retiring President indicates
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various channels into which the activity of our members may
be turned during the second century of our existence ; but hi*1

absence from the country since October last has rendered it

impossible for him to deal adequately with the history of the

last twelve months. I trust, therefore. I may claim your for-

bearance if I occup}^ a few minutes of your time with a brief

review of the chief features of the work in which we have been
engaged during the last year. But before I do so, I hope I

may be permitted to refer for a moment to two matters of

some importance in connection with what I may call the inter-

nal administration of the Society. In the first place, it is a

matter for congratulation that the steady increase in the roll

of our members has been distinctly maintained during the last

year. For the first time in the history of the Society, the num-
ber of our members exceeds five hundred, and if we make a

comparison with the number a> it stood five year> ago. the in-

crease during the period has been fully 40 per cent. This is

a rate of development of which the most prosperous Societies

maybe proud, and it is a matter for rejoicing that the acces-

sion of our strength is due in a large measure to the members
of the medical profession. Their needs are now sedulously
watched by our distinguished medical secretary, and I venture
to express the hope that this new source of supply will not
fail us in the future. The strain upr.ii the finances of the So-
ciety must necessarily be great, if its work as a learned institu-

tion is to be performed on a scale commensurate with its past
reputation, and we trust that, with the advancement of know-
ledge, there will be a wider appreciation of our work, and a
greater readiness on the part of all men of culture to join our
ranks. In the second place, as explained in the address of our
President, the Council of the Society has arrived at a satisfac-
tory settlement of the difficult problem of our building, which
has been a subject of anxious >nsideration during many years
past The handsome structure in which our vain ble Library
has been located and our meeting held, is now more than a
century old. In recen' years, its condition has been unsatis-
factory, m spite of constant repairs which have caused a heavy
aram on our limited resources. Tin' project of the erection of

a large residential building on our land, which o< upies a situa-
tion of considerable advantage and is an a*set of great value,
has been minutely examined, criticized and abandoned. The
position is unanswerable, that it is inconsistent with the true

unct.on and dignity of the Society to engage in building »pe< il-

lation. I he Council has conseqi.-ntlv decided, and their

proposals will shortly be placed before the Society at 1arge,
wiat a bu. dm, should be erected sufficient to satisfy ar l< lt >-

mate needs. The scheme now under eonsideration has been
rendered feasible, mainly by reason of a generous -rant of forty
thousand rupees to our building fund by the Government of
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India. Since the time of the foundation of our Society,

as

administration in this country, and it is not a ma ter for sur-

prise that our efforts to extend the bounds of knowledge should
receive adequate encouragement from the State. The it of
the erection of a new building has not yet been worked out in

full detail, and it is not improbable that we may hereafter be
driven to ask the Government of India to supplement what it

has already so generously given, and we venture to expre > the
hope that, should such a contingency arise, our application

will meet with sympathetic consideration by the Government of

His Excellency, to whom we are all grateful for the encourage-

ment he has given us by his gracious presence this evening.

Let us now turn for a moment to an examination of the

work of the Society during the last twelve months. The feature

of that work which at once arrests the attention is the develop

ment of what may be compendiously describe:! as Tibeta i

studies. On a previous occasion, 1 ventured to lay stress upon
the importance of the study of Tibetan sources for the dis-

covery of unexplored materials winch might illuminate many a

dark corner in Indian history and antiquities. It is now well

known that the secluded monks of Tibet carried away from
India during, what may be called the dark ages of Indian his-

tory, valuable works in different departments of Sanskrit learn-

ing which have been preserved in Tibet, sometimes in original

sometimes in translation, though the originals have been com-

pletely lost in the country of their birth. The recovery of lost

Sanskrit works from Tibetan sources- Mild similar obsen ations,

I may add, apply to Chinese sources—is a matter of consider-

able interest and importance. I confess, therefore, that every

effort made for the promotion of Tibetan studies amongst our

scholars, every facility given in this direction, appeals to my
sympathy and' imagination. We opened the last year with an

interesting address by Dr. E. Denison Ross on the great Hung-

arian Scholar, Csoma de Koros, one of the ornaments of our

Society—great in his devotion to pursuit of knowledge, great

in his perseverance which alone sustained him all the way from

Hungary to India, great in his penetrating insight into the

structure of the Tibetan language, and great in the mastery

which he acquired of works written in that difficult tongue.

During the last year also, we have made satisfactory arrange-

ments for the re-publication in a collected form of the papers of

Csoma de Koros, and actually brought out the first part of his

trilingual vocabulary which has remained unpublished in our

possession for more" than three quarters of a century. This

work is essentially a Buddhist Sanskrit dictionary of technical

and philosophical terms, compiled by Indian Sanskntists, trans-

lated into Tibetan by learned Lamas in the Middle Ages, and

endered into English in the beginning of the last century by
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Csoma de Koros. The work is under the competent editorship
of Dr. Denison Ross and Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, and
will have the advantage of a masterly introduction by the first-

named scholar. In this connection, it is interesting to note
that arrangements have been made by the Society to place
two new marble tablets, one in English, the other in Hung-
arian, upon the tomb of Csoma de Koros at Darjeeling. It is

but meet that the Society should do honour to the memory of

one of our most distinguished members whose works have added
to our renown ; and we can easily imagine how enraptured his

soul would have been, if he could re- visit the scene of hi-

labours, where we have at length engaged a Tibetan Lama to

take care of the collection of books so essential for the progress
of his favourite studies. I have not yet, however, made any
reference to the most notable incident of the last twelve months
in connection with the acquisition of materials for the progress
of Tibetan studies,—I mean the purchase by the Society of a
complete set of the Tangyur, a Tibetan encyclopaedia of literary
works, both sacred and secular, consisting of two-hundred and
twenty-five volumes. Gentlemen unacquainted with the history
of this wonderful collection, will be able to realize, to some ex-
tent, its variety and magnitude when I tell them that one of the
four sections into which the entire work is divided, embodies
more than one thousand separate treatises on theology, philoso-
phy, logic, ethics, grammar, rhetoric, poesy, prosody, lexicon,
astronomy, astrology, medicine, alchemy and the mechanical
arts. It is an interesting fact that as the art of printing had been
introduced into Tibet from China in verv early times, this vast
work was stereotyped in wooden blocks, aiid the edition just

acquired for our library appears to have been printed from
blocks prepared in 1731 at the monastery of Narthang in Tibet.
It is worthy of note in respect of the works comprised in the
langyur, as also those comprised in the other encyclopaedia,
called the Kangyur—which occupies one-hundred-and-eight
massive volumes and of which w<> have possessed a set for

many years—that they are mainly of non-Tibetan authorship,
lne treatises are principally Tibetan versions from Sanskrit and
Chinese texts made in the ninth century of the Christian era.

It is said that the encyclopaedias were' put into their present
terms, at the end of the thirteenth century, by a distinguished
libetan sage named Buton, who devoted to the task thirty
years of strenuous labour. The traditional account of the cir-

cumstances under which the works were compiled, if true,

illustrates how even amid the most adverse surroundings and
in an age by no means remarkable for its encouragement of

literature or spread of civilization, monumental work was ac-

complished by secluded monks by years of unremitting effort

K™ rV0
i
lon

- Zen8* Khan, the famous founder of the Mongo-
lian kingdom, conquered China in the beginning of the thir-
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teenth century. His grandson, Kublai Khan, extended his

sway over the whole of Central Asia inclusive of Til>et, and
some glimpses of the extent of his Empire? may be gathered
from the writings of the celebrated Venetian traveller Marco
Polo. This Kublai Khan was apparently a man of culture, and
invited a Tibetan Lama to his Court to assist him in the forma-
tion of an alphabet for the Mongolian language. In return for

his services, Kublai Khan made the Lama the tributary sover-

eign of Tibet and spiritual head of the Tibetan Church. The
Lama thus placed in a position of authority, employed the sag*

Buton to enrich the Tibetan language by translations from
Chinese and Sanskrit sources. The work was rendered possible

by the presence in Tibet of a number of Buddhist Sanskritists

who had crossed the Himalayas from India and taken refuge

in Tibet on the sack of the University of Vikramsila by Bakh-

tear Khiliji. The compilation of the work was thus facilitated

by what was then rightly treated in India as a calamity to the

cause of Sanskrit and Buddhist learning ; and the permanent
preservation of the fruits of the joint labours of the Indian

Pundits and the Tibetan Lamas was secured by the art of

printing which had been introduced into Tibet from China in

the seventh century of the Christian era, and had obviously

attained considerable development. The two encyclopaedias I

have mentioned, whose contents have not up to the present

time been exhaustively scrutinized, are known to embody works

in various departments of Sanskrit learning, the originals of

which can no longer be traced in this country. It is, therefore,

obviously a matter for congratulation that such an unexplored

field of research should be placed within the reach of our mem-

bers. Copies of the Tangyur are very rare on this side of the

Himalayas ; so far as I know, there are only two sets, both of

them in inaccessible monasteries at Sikim, and some years ago,

one of our members considered himself extremely fortunate

when after considerable hardship and expense he obtained an

access to these monasteries, and was allowed as a special favour

to take notes from the encyclopaedia. European scholars,

however, have been more fortunate ; the set which was collect-

ed from Nepal by Brian Hodgson, about a century ago, was

deposited in the India Office, and another set brought from

Gyantse bv the Tibet Mission of 1904 found a place in the

British Museum. There is also a set in Pans, but two sets

secured by the Russian Government and deposited in St. .Peters-

burg are said to be by far the best specimens hitherto ob-

tained. I venture to express the hope that scholars will now

be forthcoming in this country to explore the abundance

of materials placed at their disposal. Csoma de Koros pre-

pared a very brief abstract of the contents of the Tangyur

more than eighty years ago, which has been republished in

France. Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana has published in our
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Journal only the first instalment of a subject Catalogue of

the work. Dr. Cordier has also recently published a volume of

nominal catalogue, and it is understood that Mr. Thomas is en-

gaged in London on a similar task. Here manifestly is an ex-

tensive field of research, where the laborious scholar may hope

to find profitable work, and no one need regret that he was not

born in the last century when Indian studies were still in their

infancy. I sincerely trust that our young men will take, in

large numbers, to the study of Tibetan, which, under the sanc-

tion of the Government of India, is now recognized by the Uni-

versity of Calcutta as one of the subjects of examination.
Let us now turn our attention to the work done by our

members during the last year in the field of Indian Philology,

History and Antiquities. Here, again, we have fortunately

acquired what must be deemed an invaluable treasure from the

desert of Central Asia. Our Philological Secretary was able to

secure for us six old leaves, written in Brahmi characters, be-

longing to a very old Putin found by Mr. Kara in the Takla

Makan Desert. Three other leaves are known to exist, two

in Chicago, and one in Berlin; the latter has been deci-

phered by Drs. Sieg and Siegling. and has been found to con-

tain names of Bodhi Sattvas. It would obviously be a graci-

ous act on the part of the Society to allow these distinguished

scholars to continue the work of investigation they have initia-

ted, and thus throw light, if possible, upon the nature of the

contents of the Buddhistic work of which the leaves in our pos-

session appear to form but a fragment. It would be a bold task

to anticipate the ultimas result ol these investiiiations but this

seems to be reasonably clear, that centuri- a ago Buddln

1 Sanskritic influences which owed their origin to India

were in full operation in Central Asia, \mongst the t
earches

prosecuted by our members during the last twelve months,

prominent mention must be made of the work of three scholars

who have made important contributions to our knowledge of

different dialects, namely, Dr. Grierson on Maitbili in North
Behar, Mr. Baily on the Punjabi, and Mr. Mehl on the Mu»-
dan in Chota Nagpur. In the domain of Sanskrit learning, we

have had important contributions from Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Sastri, Mr. A. C. Sen and Dr. it is Chandra Vidya-

bhusana Their papers raise important questions in connection
with ancient and mediaeval Indian History, and topics such

as supposed reference to Babvl^n in the Rig Veda, the causes

of the downfall of the Empire of Asoka or the date when t he cele-

brated poet Asva Ghoshs flourished, must obviouslv be deemed
highly controversial. Other writers, amongst whom may be

mentioned Mr. Stapleton, Babu I: «khal Das Baner.ji and BabU

Monmohari Chakravarti, have had recourse to materials of a

very different character to enable them to throw light upon
obscure points of Indian History. The first two have h»o

much
tic and
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under contribution coins and inscriptions to establish the anti-
quity of Dacca and the genealogy of the Ben Kings of Bengal,
while the third has traced evidence of Hindu architectural
ideals in the early Mahometan Mosques of Bengal. Dr. Sati
Chandra Vidyabhusana has continued his researches in t he faa-
cinating subject of the history of mediaeval Indian Logic, and
has made available to scholars valuable treatises like Xaya Sam,
the only work extant on Brahminic Logic of the Middle Ages
Pariksha Mokshasutra of the Digambar Jains, Nyayavatara of
the Svetamvara Jains and Nyaya Prabesa of the Mahavaua
Buddhists. These works serve to give us considerable insight
into the relative positions of the different schools of Indian
Logic, a subject hitherto involved in much obscurity. In this
connection, reference must be made to an interesting paper on
Hindu Logic by Prof. Vanamali Chakravarti, in which he dis-

cusses the various theories concerning the standards of right

knowledge as laid down by Indian logicians. Of a very different

character is the Memoir on Monuments in Afghanistan by Mr.
Hayden, embodying a masterly investigation which cannot fail

to rouse the interest of all serious students of Mahomedan
Archaeology. In the field of Arabic and Persian studies also,

notable work has been accomplished. Moulavi Abdul Wall ha>
edited for the first time a complete collection of the Quatrain-
of Abu Said Ibn Abul Khair. of which a fragment only had been
published in the proceedings of the Munich Academy, thirty-

five years ago, by Prof. Ethe. Of fascinating interest is the

collection of poems of Emperor Babur edited by Dr. Denison
Ross from the interesting manuscript in the library of the

Xawab of Rampore, which is in part in the autograph of tin

illustrious Royal author. Partly scientific and partly philo-

logical in character is the contribution by Mr. Stapleton and Mr.

Azoo in which they give us a study of an alchemical compila-

tion of the thirteenth century. In the field of the natural and

physical sciences, there have been numerous papers which treat

of various points of interest to the investigator, but I trust I

may without impropriety mention two of these as of special

value. adopt

Jard temperature for laboratory work in India is of the great-

est practical utility to all scientific investigators in the Tropics,

and we are indebted to Prof. Eruhl for directing attention to

the importance of the subject. The oilier paper on crops and

rainfall by Mr. Jacob furnishes us with data to determine th<

relation between the increase of rainfall and the increase of

crops ; the subject is obviously one of far-reaching interest and

deserves extended investigation.

There is only one other matter which demands special

mention on the present occasion. I refer to the work in aid of

the search for Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian Manuscripts. The

importance of this undertaking cannot be over-estimated, as
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the rapidity with which manuscripts in the climate of this

oountry are destroyed , renders it the imperative duty of the

State to take early and adequate steps for their rescue and

preservation. I have never concealed my opinion that the

sums annually placed at our disposal are by no means adequate

to meet the exigencies of the situation. The report of the pro-

gress of the search during the last year in its two departments,

under the respective direction of M. If. Haraprasad Sastri and

Dr. Denison Ross, will satisfy the most superficial reader that

the limited means under our control have been judiciously and

effectively applied. In the field of Sanskrit literature, we have

been able to secure manuscripts from 800 to 1000 years old, while

six-hundred and twenty-five manuscripts have been examined

with a view to acquisition, but, for want of funds, have not yet

been purchased. Similarly, in the Arabic and Persian Depart-

ment, though several valuable manuscripts wore secured, not-

ably a commentary on the well-known Arabic work Safia, our

operations were considerably restricted on account of want of

funds. We have also a faint indication of the valuable and

hitherto unutilized materials for the history of ancient and

mediaeval India which may be available if a vigorous search is

instituted in the Rajput States, and among others it may yet

be possible to recover the celebrated work Prithiraj Rasau in

its pristine purity. I trust I may be permitted without impro-

priety to dwell upon the circumstance that the onerous work

which is done by distinguished scholars in aid of the search for

these manuscripts is entirely honorary, and their labours have

never been remunerated from private funds or public revenues ;

this, I venture to think, substantially strengthens our claim

upon the Government for additional funds to expedite the

search and thus rescue from destruction materials for future

investigation.

I hope this imperfect review of the work of the Society

during the last twelve months will amply justify the statement

that our members, most of whom have scanty leisure left lor

investigation after discharge of their ordinary official duties,

have devoted themselves, with praise-worthy determination
and with some measure of success, to extend the bounds of

knowledge in various departments of intellectual activity which,

according to our illustrious Founder , is the object of this Society

;

and I further hope that the younger members of our Society

will feel convinced that the field of research they have just

entered is boundless, and that the toiler is likely to be reward-

ed in the future by as rich and varied a harvest as ev«c fell to

the lot of our predecessors.
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Dr. G. Thibaut, Ph.D., D.Sc, CLE., read a paper on
Indian Astronomy.

The Senior Vice-President announced the election of
Officers and Members of Council to be as follows :

President.

Colonel G. P. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., I.M.S

Vice-Presidents.

The Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, C.S.I.

.

D.L.,D.Sc.,F.R.S.E.
G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., CLE.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shaatri, M.A.
Lieut.-Colonel F. J. Drury, M.B., I.M.S.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary:—G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A., F.G.S.

Treasurer:—D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.S.

Additional Secretaries.

Philological Secretary:—E. D. Ross, Esq., Ph.D.

Natural History Secretary:—I. H. Burkill, Esq., M.A.,

F.LS.
Anthropological Secretary:—N. Annandale, Esq., D.Sr.

C.M.Z.S., F.L.S.

Joint Philological Secretary :— Mahamahopadhyaya Satis

Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

Medical Secretary :—Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.S., I.M.S.

Other Members of Council.

The Hon. Mr. Abdulla al-Mamun Suhrawardy, M.A., LL.D.

Colonel F. P. Maynard, M.D., F.R.C.S., D.P.H..

I.M.S.

The Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, I.C.S.

E. P. Harrison, Esq., Ph.D.

Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., B.A., B.E., F.G.S.

W. K. Dods, Esq.

The Senior Vice-President also announced the election of

Fellows to be as follows :

E. A. Gait, Esq., CLE., I.C.S.

H. H. Hayden, Esq., B.A., B.E., F.G.S.
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The following exhibits were shown :

—

Mr. Hooper exhibited charts and specimens connected

with the enquiry about the relation between rice and the disease

called beri-beri.

The Officers of the Natural History Section of the Indian

Museum exhibited specimens of the natural enemies of mos-

quitoes.

Major A. T. Gage exhibited photographs illustrating the

history of quinine in India during the last fifty years.

Mr. Vredenburg exhibited a photograph of an incised

rock-drawing from the hill-fort of Raisen in Central India, to-

gether with some views of the fort.

Dr. Harrison exhibited certain optical instruments.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri exhibited some
Sanskrit manuscripts and Bardic Chronicles.

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana exhibited a chaitya

from Ceylon and explained the photographs of Boroboedor
temple in Java.

Dr. Ross exhibited some Arabic and Persian Manuscripts

and the leaves found in Central Asia and the Tangur.

*

The Meeting was then resolved into the Ordinary General

Meeting.

Colonel G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.B.C.P., 1..M.S., Presi-

dent, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Eleven presentations were announced.

The following eight gentlemen were 1

nary Members

:

Mr. G. R. Kaye, Department of Education, Calcutta, pro-

posed by Dr. E. Denison Ross, seconded by Mahamaho-

padhyaya Haraprasad Shastri ; Mr. Jas. Insch, Messrs. Duncan

Bros., 89, Park Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. D. Hooper,

seconded by Mr. I. H. Burkill; Hon. Mr. Justice Herbert

William Cameron Carnduff, CI. B., I.C.S., Judge, High Court,

5, Hungerford Street, proposed by Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holly-

wood. I.C.S.. seconded by Dr. N. Annandale ; Mr. Arthur"-
Stonebridge, Chief Electrical Engineer, Messrs. Burn & Co.,

Ltd., 7, Hastii, < Street, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. D. Hooper,

seconded by Mr. I. H. Burkill ; Babu Manmatha Nath Mukherjea,

M.A., B.L., Sub- Divisional Officer. Ulubcia, Howrah, proposeu

by Babu Monmohan Chackravarti , seconded by Maharoafto-
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padhyaya Haraprasad Shastri ; Babu \<>rendra Nath Law.
M.A., 96, Amherst Stre.-t, Calcutta, proposed by Babu Mon-
mohan Chackravarti , seconded bv Mahamahopadhya^ Hara-
prasad Shastri; Major H. W. Gi.ttan, R.A.M.C., Command

tory, Lucknow, proposed

W
Uast Indian Railway, Jamalpur, proposed by Major L. Rogers,
I. M.S., seconded by Capt. J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S.

The following papers were read :

1. Frey John of the Cross O.S.A. ( + 1638).—,4 note by Rev .

H. Hosten, S.J.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of
the Journal.

2. Curious Phenomena in Kashmir.—By Pandit Anand
Koul.

peculiar
Kashmir

ension ±ne onnoaox mnaus taKing tnem as
Divine manifestations worship them, while others consider that
they are merely Nature's phenomena. Some of these I have
visited and seen myself, and in regard to others which I have
not been able to visit I have ascertained facts from different

reliable persons who have actually been to the places and seen

the things for themselves. Anything I could not give credence
to in regard to places mentioned below, has been omitted by
me. There are other places about which wonderful stories are

told, but I have omitted them also, as I was not able to visit

them myself, nor any trustworthy person could corroborate to

me the stories told of them. I give the information I have

collected with the object that it may draw the attention of some
scientist who may explain away these freaks of Nature.

1. Amar Nath.—There is a cave in the eastern mountains

eight marches from Srinagar, in which a lingdm of ice is by

itself formed, which, it is said, waxes and wanes with the moon
every month. A fair is held here every year on the full-moon

day of the month of Sawan (July-August) at which thousands

of Hindu pilgrims from Kashmir and different parts of India

come to worship. It is said there exists a cave in the

mountains further east of Amar Nath and also in the mountains

above Bandipura where similar lingdms of ice are formed.

2 Tulamul in Ldr —There is a spring at this village, the

water of which changes colour every now and then. Sometimes

it is purple, sometimes green, and so on. The Hindus worship

here. A large fair is held each month on the 8th and 15th days

of the bright fortnight, specially of Jeth (May-June).

3. At Takar in Uttar Machhipura there is a spring, the
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water of which, like the Tulamul spring, changes colour every

now and then.

4. Trisandhya or Sundarbrdri.—This is the name of an

intermittent spring to the south of the Divalgam village in

Brang, It remains dry all the year round except in the months

of Baisakh and Jeth (April-June). At first the water flows out

from it continuously for some days as from an ordinary spring

and then it does so at intervals, that is to say, the spring

becomes quite void of water and then water reappears therein

and flows out of it. This intermittance occurs several times in

24 hours, until in course of time the number of ebb and flow

gradually dwindles down to none. A Persian poet has written

the following couplet describing this spring :—

Turfa'aine hast dar Kashmir ndmash Sunda-brdr

Amad-o-rafte 'ajab ddrad ba roz-o-shab sih hdl.

5. Rudra-Sandhya —This is also a spring like Trisandhya,

dry during the whole year but flowing with water continuously

for some days and then getting void of it at intervals during

the months of Baisakh and Jeth (April = June). It is six miles

from Vernag towards the west.

6. Vdsukndg.—This is a large spring, six miles further

west from Rudra-Sandhya. It remains quite dry for six

months of winter but flowing with water (which forms a big

stream irrigating a large area) for six months of summer.
7. There is a spring situated five miles to the east of

Vernag which is called Pavana-Sandhya. It ebbs and flows

continually as though it breathes pavana or air like a living

creature, hence its name. A Persian poet describes it in the

following couplet

Ghishmae digar ba Kashmir ast ndmash PavanarSand
Hast har dam dmad o raftash chu anfdse rajdl.

8. Sata Rishi.—These are seven springs close to one

Vasuknaanother at Vithavatur near
remain dry for six months of winter and flowing with water for

summer months.
9. At Halamatpura in Uttar Machhipura there are five

springs near one another. A lingdm of stone is in one of these

springs, which is said to move by itself round it, making one

move from one corner to the other in one month. Some
people explain this away as below The bed of the spring M
sandy and its level varies with the action of water-oozing which

makes one corner higher and the other lower alternately, ana

thus the lingdm (which does not stand vertical but is lying m a

horizontal position) in the bed of the spring rolls down slowly

from the higher to the lower corner under the law of gravi-

tation.
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10. At Dubjan in Shupayan there is a spring called
Tatadan, the water of which is warm.

11. In Brang there is a spring at the village Gagar-
Tshunda near Larikpura which is call. .1 K on-nag by the Muham-
madans and Sita-kund by the Hindus. Some of the fisli t herein
are

12. In Lar is the lofty mountain called Harimikh. The
popular notion is that a snake within sight of this mountain
will not bite.

13. There is a cave temple, called Dyaneshvar, 12 miles to
the east from Bandipura in Arin Nullah , in which there is a
stone image of a cow on its ceiling, from whose udders water
oozes out and falls down below.

14. There is a cave at Bumzu to the north of Mattan, the
length of which none has yet been able to find. Another
similar cave exists at Biru in which the famous ascetic and

200
said to have entered reciting the well-known hymn

and to have not returned.

15. There is a place called Svayatnbhu or Suyam, half a
mile to the south-west of the village Nichihom in Machhipura,
where after long periods, say once in 30 years, the earth gets

heated for a year or so. The Hindus then go there on pilgrim-

age. Rice with water in pots, buried to neck into the earth,

and
thus A flame

ghee

into the earth about a foot deep. This is evidently a volcanic

phenomenon.
16. There is a tiny little island in the midst of the

Jhelum at Priyag or the junction of the Sindh with the

Jhelum, on which is a small Chenar which does not either grow

it is there.

passed

17. AttheWuy
hich has the effec also a similar

spring at Anantn&g called Malakn&g. Medical men say that

they are thermal springs containing iron and sulphurated

hydrogen.
18. There is a spring on the top of the Sarbal mountain

in Koth&r which is called Tsuhar-n&g. The water of it gushes

out with great force, making whirls like the potter's wheel.
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3. The Bardic Chronicles.—By Mahamahopadhyaya
Harapbsad Shastri.

will

Journal

O

ciety

Adjourned Meeting of the Medical
Wednesday

February 191
1

, at 9-30 p.m.

President

The following members were present

:

Lt.-Col. W. J. Buchanan, I M.S.. Lt.-Col. J. T. Calvert,

I.M.S.,Dr. C. H. Elmes, Dr. Gopal Chandra Chatterjee, Dr.

Indumadhab Mallick, Captain J G. P. Murray, I M.S., Captain

J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Lt.-Col. A. H. Nott, I.M.S., Dr. J.
J-

Panioty, Dr. A. White Robertson, Captain J. I). Sandes, I.M.S.,

Major L. Rogers, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors .-—Assistant Surgeon A. A. E. Baptist, Major

C. G. de Gruyther.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The nomination of the new Medical Secretary was post-

poned .

l >r. A. White Robertson showed a case of Tubercular caries

of the Cerireal Vertebrae.

the

Dr. Chatterjee showed :—(1) Patient in whom a lesion of

wa« cured by vaccine

treatment. (2) A boy with phthisis successfully treated by

tuberculin.

Dr. A. White Robertson read a paper on:—" The Micro-

scope in General Practice, with special reference to Bloo

Counts,* ' which was discussed by Colonel Harris, Lieut .-Col.

Nott, Captain Megaw, Dr. Chatterjee, and Major L. Rogers.
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President :

T. H. Diggs La Touche, Esq., B.A. (Cantab), F.G.S

Vice-Presidents

:

The Hon'ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopi
M.A., D.L., F.R.S.E.

G. Thibaut, Esq., Ph.D., CLE.
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, M
Lieut. -Colonel F. J. Drurv. M.B.. I. M.S.

Secretary and Treasurer.

General Secretary:—G. H. Tipper, Esq., M.A.,

F.G.S.

Treasurer :—D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.S.

Additional Secretaries.

itural History Secretary :— I. H
M.A., F.L.S.

gical Secretary:—N. A
CM

Secretary : -Mali
Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, M.A., Ph.D.,

M.R.A.S.
Medical Secretary : —Major L. Rogers, M.D., B.Sc,

I. M.S.

Other Members of Council.

H. G. Graves, Esq., A.R.S.M.
Babu Monmohan Chakravarti. M

LL.D.
Suhrawardy, M

Colonel F. P. Maynard, M.D., F.B.C

H., I.M.S.
:>n. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood. I.C.S.

Harrison, Ea
Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.



LIST OF ORDINARY MEMBERS

R- Resident. N.R Non-Resident. A. = Absent. L.M.-Life Member
F.M. = Foreign Member/

An Asterisk is prefixed to the names of the Fellows of the Society.

N.B.—Members who have changed their residence since the list was
drawD up are requested to give intimation of such a change to the Honorary
General Secretary, in order that the necessary alteration may be made in th«
subsequent edition. Errors or omissions in the following list should also be
communicated to the Honorary General Secretary.

Members who are about to leave India and do not intend to return are
particularly requested to notify to the Honorary General Secretary whether
it is their desire to continue Members of the Society ; otherwise, in accord-
ance with Rule 40 of the rules, their names will be removed from the list b

the expiration of three years from the time of their leaving India.

Date of Election.

1907 June 5.

1909 May 5.

1909 Mar. 3.

R.

1909 July 7.

1894 Sept. 27.

1895 May 1.

1901 April 3.

1910 April 6

R.

N.R

i

R.

bdulla al-Mamun Suhrawardy, The Hoi
m.a., D.Litt., ll.d., Barrister-^ r-La^

Elliott Road, Calcutta.

34.

N.R.

R.

Abdul-Kalam Mohyuddin Ahmad Azad, Mau-
lavi. 13, McLeod Street, Calcutta.

Abdul Latif, Syed, Deputy Magistrate.

Barisal

.

Abdur Rahim, Maulavi. 51, TaltoUa Lane,

Calcutta.

Abdul Wali, Maulavi, District Sub-Registrar.

Purnlta.

Abdus Salam. Maulavi. m.a., Presidency

N.R.

1902 June 4.

1903 April 1.

1907 April 3.

1904 Sept. 28.

1888 April 4.

1898 Nov. 2.

1885 Mar. 4.

N.R.

Mag Calcutta.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R.

N.R.

R,

Abhaya Sankar Gulia, Extra Assistant Com-

missioner. Nmvgong.

Abraham, E. F., I.C.8., Assistant Commissioner

Multan, Punjab.

Abu Ahmed Ghuznavi. Mymenringh.

Abul Aa-. Maulavi Sayid, Raees and Zemin-

dar, hangar Tali, Bankipore.

Abul Faiz Muhammad Abdul Ali, m.a., Deputy

Magistrate. Netrokona, Mynwnsingh.

Ahmad Hasaiu Khan. Munshi. Jhelum.

N.R.
L.M.

Ahmud 3, Alau-

lavi's Lane, Calcutta.

Akshaya Kumar Maitra, b.a., b.l. Eajshahi.

Ali Bilgi-ami, Sayid, b.a., a.r.s.m., f.O.f.

Chudderghaut, Hyderabad.
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1899 Jan.

1903 Oct. 28.

1902 Feb. 5.

1898 Feb. 2.

1897 Jan. 6.

R

N.R

1905 July 5.

1893 Aug. 31

1884 Sept. 3.

1904 Sept. 28. R.

1910 Apl. 6 N.R
1909 May 5. R

N.R.

R

Ali Hussain Khan, Nawab. Lncknoic.

Allan, Dr. Alexander Smith, m.b. 3, Esplan-

ade, East, Calcutta. [inorah.

A.

1904 Jan. «.

1902 Aug. 27.

1886 May 5.

1904 July 6.

1870 Feb. 2

1909 Mar. 3

Vmbica Churan Sen, i.e. 8. (retired). Al-

Amrita Lai Bose, Dramatist. 9-2, Earn

Chandra Ala itea's Lane, Calcutta.

R. Amrita Lai Sircar, f.c.s., l..m.s. 51, Sanhari-

tolla Lane, Calcutta.

Amulya Cbaran Ghosh, Vidyabhu~ una. 66,

Manicktolla Street, Calcutta.

\nderson. Lieut.-Col. Adam Rivers Steele.

B.A., M.R„ O.I'.H., C.M.X.S., [.M -. Oh itt't'JOHCj.

Ynderson, .1 . A . Europe.
*Annandale, Nelson, i-.sc, c.m.z.s.. Superinten-

dent, Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Ascoli, Frank David, i.c.s. Dacca.
\shgar, A. A., Barrister-at-Law. &,Europeffl»

j

Asylum Lane, Calcutta.

R. Asliton, Ralph Percy. 4, Fairli* P**»,

Calcutta.

R. Ashutosh Chaudhuri. Barrister-at-Law. *7 >

Old Ballyguny < -aicutta.

R. *Asutosh Muk-hopadhyav;!, The Hon'ble Mr.

.Justice, M.A., D.L., F.R.A.8., F.R.S.I Judge

High Court. Calcutta.

N.R. Aulad Hasan. Klian Bahadur, Sayid, Inspector

of Registration. Dacca.

L..M. Baden-Powell, Baden Henry, ma., c.i.e.

R

1891 Mar. 4.

' ngland.

idri Das
Calcutta..

Lodge, 29. Banbury Road

1. Bmtrtolla Street,

1900 Ang. 29

X.H

R

1893 Sept. 28. R.

1891 Fei,. 4< N.R.
1869 Dec. 1. f,M.

1898 Mar. 2.

1908 Nov. 4

N.R.

Riiillie, The B<m. Mr. Duncan Colvin. U -,

Member, Board of Revenue, North-West

Provinces of Agra and Ondli. AHahai \d-

Raker, Hi> Honour Sir Kdward Norman,

K-.c.s.i., i.c.s.. Lieutenant-Governor ot

Bengal. ( tlcutta.
t ^

Riinawari Labi < mdhnri, B.B©., Edin. W
Lower Circular Road, Calcutta.

Ban Behari Kapnr, Raja, I .8.1. Bnrdican.

Barker, Robert Arnold.' m.d.,F.O.s. Favftela,

Oxford Road, Reading, Berkshire. Englft I-

Barnes. Herbert Charles, m.a., I.c.s., Magi*"* 1

Nil.
and Colle< >r. ^,,,,,,j,. lJ .

nraes. James Hector. B.8c. M.C., f&* •

lU
\

College, and

Agricultural Chemist, Punjab Govt. M'7<
cipal, Punjab Agriculttira

pur, Punjab.
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Date of Election.

1907~Feb. 6.

1902 May 7.

1895 July 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

1909 April 7.

1898 June 1.

1880 April 7

.

1906 Nov. 7.

1876 Nov. 15.

N R. Harrow, Johu Rotlmey, Inspector of School-
JorJiat, Assam.

R. Bartlett, Edward William John. 4, Esplan-
ade, East, Calcutta.

L.M. Beatson-Bell, Nicholas Dodd, B.A., CLE.,

1893 Mar. 1.

1903 Feb. 4.

N.R.
N.R.
R.

N.R.
N.R.
F.M.

N.R.

N.R.

1902 Mar. 5. R.

1907 Oct. 30.

1910 May 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

1893 Feb. 1

.

1910 May 4

1909 July 7.

1895 July 3.

1910 July 6.

1906 Sept. 19.

1909 Mar. 3.

R.

1904 July 6.

1906 Nov. 7.

A.

N.R.

N.R.
R,

R.

1909 April 7.

1908 July 1.

1906 July 4.

1907 July 3.

K,

N.R.
R.

R.

1909 Oct. 6.

i.c.s. Europe.
Bell, Charles Alfred, i.c.s. Gangtok

t Sikkim.
Bentley, Charles A.. M.B., d.p.ii. Jalpaiguri.
Bepin Behari Gupta. Hooghly College, Ch intwra

.

Bepin Chandra Rai. Giridih, Chota Nagpur.
Bergtheil, Cyril. Sirseah, Mozufferpore.

Bevei'idge, Henry, i.c.s. (retired). Pit/old

Shottermill, Haslemere, Surrey, England.
Bharat Singh, Maharaja Kumara Sirdar, i.c.s.

(retired). Allahabad.

Bhawani Das Batra, Rai, m.a., Revenue
Minister, Jammu and Kashmir State. Sri-

nagar, Kashmir.
KrishnaBinoy

106-1, Grey Street, Calcutta,

Deb, Raja Bahadui

R. Birendra Nath Ghosh, l.m.s., Medical Practi-

J

tioner. 109, College Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Bishop, T. H., ji.k.c.s., ii.R.c.s., d.p.h. Paksey,

; Pabna Dist.

N.R. Bisvesvar Bhattacharji, Deputy Magistrate

and Deputy Collector. Faridpur.

N.R. Bodding, The Revd. P. O. Mahalpahari. n'

Bampore Hani, Sonthal Parganas.

Bolton, William Ferrall. United Service Cl"b.

Calcutta.

R. Bonerji, Ratnakrishna Outran. 10/1, Elgin

Road, Calcutta.

Bonham-Carter, Norman, i.c.s. Europe.

Botham, Arthur William, i.c.s. Barisal.

Bradley-Birt, Francis Bradley, i.c.s. Khidna.

Brajalal Mukherjee, m.a. 9, Old Post Office

Street, Calcutta.

Brajendra Nath De, m.a., i.c.s. (retired).

22, London Street, Calcutta.

N.R. Bramley, Percy, Superintendent of Police.

24, Banstolla Street,

[Cooch Behar.

Brojendra Nath Seal, m.a. Victoria College,

Brown, Lieut.-Col. Edwin Harold, m.d., i.m.s.

(retired). 4, Harrington Street, Calcutta.

Brown, John Coggin, use, F.G.s., f.cs.. Assis-

tant Superintendent, Geological Survey of

Agra.

Briz Mohan Goenka.

Calcutta.

India. Calcutta.

R. Brown, Percy, a.r.c.a

[Art, Calcutta.

Government School of
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ate of Election.

1905 Mar. 1.

1907 June 5.

1909 Oct, 6.

A.

A.

R.

1910. Feb. 2.

1901 Sept. 25.

1901 June 5.

K.

K.

R.

1896 Jan. 8.

1900 May 2.

1898 Sept. 30.

1906 Dec. 5.

V »

N.R
N.R

\i.

Brown, William Barclay, i.cs. Europe.

Browning, Colin Harington, m.a. Europe.

Briihl, Paul Johannes. Civil Engineering

College, Sibpur, Hotcrah. [Calcutta.

Buchan, W. H., 1.0.8. United Service Club,

Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. Walter James, i.m.s.

United Service Club, Calcutta.

*Burkill, Isaac Henry, m.a., Reporter on Eco-

nomic Products to the Government of

India. f 'almtta.

Burn, The Hon. Mr. Richard, 1.0.8, Allahabad.

Butcher, Flora, m.k Yanakpur, Kaini Tal.

Calcutta.

Ernest, k t . 101 I, OlitM Street,

It. (Lond

1907 Apl. 3.

1907 Mai«. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1895 July 3.

U.

D.lMI., R.C.P.S. (Loud
Street, Calcutta.

2-2, Harri

Calvert, Major John Telfer, M.B., M.R.C.i'.,

i.m.s. 14, Russell Street, Calcutta.

L.M. Camaji Bynmji Navroji Cama, b.a., ll.b.,

P.M.

i.c.s. liaipur.

lin i.c.s.

K.

c/o Messrs. Grindlay .v Co., Parliament 8treet9

Westminster, London.
Oarlyle, The Hon. Mr. Robert Wan and, C.I.I.,

i.c.s., Secretary to the Government of India,

n«!\ai*fTnPTit. Cat"re

1910 May 4.

1899 .lime 7.

1901 Aug. 7.

1906 .Inn. 3.

rufht.

A
N.R.

R.

Carter. C«pt. Robert Markham, i.m.s. Europe-

ChandraKuma- Mikar. Kairkanik, Moulmew-

Chandra Na ray an Singh. EUi Bahadur. 82,

Latudoirw l!<<ad, On 'dt .

R. Chapman,

1904 July 6. A.
1900 Feb. .!. N.R
1907 .Tulv 3. A.

.bilin Alexander. 11, Loudon

1909 Nov. 3

1906 Nov. 7.

1907 Dec. 4

X.R

Street, Calcutta.

Charles, Albert Pendrill, b.a., 1.0.0. ftwjFj

Chain Deb Banerjee, b.a., ix.b. Allahabad.

Christie, William Alexander Kynock, B.Bc,

Ph.D. Europe.

Christophers, Major Samuel Richmond, **>>

I.m.s. Research Laboratory, Kasauh-
Postmaster-N.R. Clarke, Geoff Roth, i.C.8.

A
Gene

1910 Jan o. i A

Cohen, Rachel Nathaniel, m.p., f.k.O.s.

rope

En-

,
- , Coldstream, Major W. M., R.E. Europe.

1906 July 4. N.R. Connor. Captain Frank Powell f.R.C.8. C80* ''

i. -a.' r. (Lond.), i.m Oaya. .

A. Conwav-Poole, Capt. Ivan Maxwell, men-

Europe.

1908 Jan. I

Army.
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l>Hte of Election.

1910 July 6.

1908 Nov. 4.

R,

1903 Aug. 26.

1898 June 1.

N.R

R.

1907 July 3.

1908 Jan. 1.

1901 June 5.

I'M.

R.

R.

A.

1876 Mar. 1. F.M

1887 Aug. 25.

1895 July 3.

R.

R,

1905 July 5. N.R
1908 Sept. 2.

I

A.

1873 Dec. 3. F.M.

1885 Nov. 4.

1904 Aug. 3.

1910 Jan. 5.

R.

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R.
R,

A.

1904 Sept, 28. N.R.

1906 Dec. 5.

1909 Mar. 3.

1910 Dec. 7.

N.R.
B.

1910 Dec. 7.

N.R

R.

1910 May 4.

1898 Jan . 5

.

L M
R.

1906 Dec. 5. N.R

.

1909 Nov. 3. N.R.

Conynghani, Major G. P. Lenox, r.k., United
Service Cl»b. Calcutta.

Cook, Capt. Lewis, i.m.s. Lunatic Asylum
Midnopur.

Oopleston, The Most Revd. Dr. Reginald

Stephen, d.d. Lord Bishop of Calcutta.

Cordier, Dr. Palmyr. 20, Boulavard Gambetfa.

20, Hanoi (Tonkin), French lnd<>-Chir.a.

Cotter, Gerald de Purcell, Assistant Superin-

tendent, Geological Survey of India. Cal-

cutta. [Street, Calcutta.

Crake, Dr. Herbert Milverton. 15, Park

Crawford, Lieut.-Col. Dirom Grey, i.m.s.

Europe.

Crawfurd, James, b.a., i.c.s. (retired). Thorn-

wood, Uddington, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

Criper, William Risdon, f.C.s., p.i.c, a.r.s.m.

Konnagar, E.I.Tt.

dimming, John Ghest, I.C.S. 8, Elysium Bote,

Calcutta.

Cunningham, John Arthur, B.A. Purulia.

Cunningham, John Richard, M.A. Europe.

Dames, Mansel Longworth, 1.0.8. (retired).

Algeria, Enfield, Middlesex, Englan

Damodar Das Barman. 55, Clive Street, Cal-

cutta.

Dattalraya Balwant Parasnis. Satara.

David, David A. 55, Free School Street,

Calcutta.

Deare, Major Benjamin Hobbs, m.r.c>. (Eng.),

l.r.c.p. (Lond.), n.P.H. (Cantab), i.m.s. Eu-

rope.

DeCourcy, William Bleunerhasset. Silcha

P.O., Cachar.

Dentith, Arthur William, i.c.s. Cooch Behor.

Deva Prasad Sarbadhikari, The Hon. Mr.,

M.A., b.l. 13, Jeliapara Lane, Calcutta.

Devendra Kumar Banerji. Dacca College

Dacca.
Dharmapala, The Anaganka Hevavitarana,

46, Beniapuker Lane, Calcutta.

Dhavle, Sankara Balaji, i.CS. Gnherbagh.

Dods, William Kane. Agent, Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation. Calcutt^.

Donnan, Major William, Indian Army, Ex-

aminer of Ordnance Factory Accounts in

India. Lucknow.

Donovan, Major Charles, m.d., i.m.s. General

Hospital. Madras.
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Date of Election.

1902 July 2.

1909 Aug. 4.

1892 Sept, 22.

1905 April 5.

1905 May 3

R.

N.R
R.

Q
Calcutta. [

N.R

Drake-Brockrnan, Digby Liviugstone, i.c.s.

Lieut.- Co] Francis James, I.M.8.ury

R

1906 Nov. 7

1907 Sept. 25.

1900 July 4.

1903 Hay 6.

19 L0 May 6.

1910 April 6.

1910 Jan 5.

1901 Mar. 6.

1904 Aug. 3.

N . H

.

Medical College, Calcutta.

Dunnett, James Mac donald, i.c.s., Settlement

Officer. Ludhiana.
Dwarkiinath Chakravarti, m.a., h.l., Vakil,

High Court. Calcutta.

Eadie. Lieut. John Inglis. 91th Deccan In-

A.

R.

/<

urope

N . R.

N.R.

R

1908 Sep' 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

N.R.
R.

N'R.

R

1906 Oct. 31. N.R

1907 Mar. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

N.R.

Earle, TV Mo... Mr. Archdale, I.C.8. 12,

Loudon let, Calcutta.

Edwarda, Walter BToaL Soot' a P.O., Ttepur,

Edwards. Client W. M . Indian Army. Bona*,

Murree Hills.

Elmes, DiC. .1 H. 2-, Park <re<t, Calcutta.

Farquhar, J. N . ma. 7, Ckowrinyhee, Calcutta.

Fergi son, J hn C-.rlyle, I.C.S. Saharanpur.

Fermor, bewn 1 igh. a.r m., d.sc, f- -8 -'

Assistant Superintendent, Geological Survey

of India. Calcutta.

Fida Ali, Syed, Arrah. .

Finck. Herman H. G . m.d., Surgeon to the

Consulate-Genera I for Gei .any. l9,Ca>»ac

Stl Cah'ut r.

Finlow. Robert Steel. Kiln Expert to the Govt

of Eastern Bengal and A- tn. P»sa, ltr*o#-

Rrminger, Rerd. Walter Kelly, m.a., b.»i

1906

1904 4.

N.R.

R

',

Pr

I9lu April 6.

1905 Jan

N.R

r.B.O.S, Shil »»;/.

Forteecne, Capt. Archer Irvine, r.a.m.c.

Cantonment*, Catn { re.

Foster, Captain \l> nrv Bertram, l.M.S.

dency General II pital, Calcutta.

Framjee Jama e Tlianawala. 90, Cawa<)<*

Patd Stret V '. Bombay. ,.

Frankland, Indian
N.R. Francis, Lieut. Reginald

1910 Nov. 2.

A
Army. Jullnndrr, runjab.

Fra <r. Sir Andrew Henderson Lei«i« •* •

N.R.

1903 Mar. 4. R

r.f..i»., k.< w« Europe.
Friend- Pt ira, J* eph Ernest.

Asmm.

Goalpo ',

Cage, i aptain Andrew Thomas, m.a " !
*

r.i -. i.M.s. It.yal Botanic Gar>hn> •

'
'/

lltral
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Date M K lection.

1893 Jan. 11.

1908 Feb. 5.

1907 Sept, 25.

1906 Feb. 7.

N.R. Gait, Edward Albert, c.i.e., i.c.s. Simla.

N.R.

1908 Feb. 5.

1902 Feb. 5.

1889 June 5.

1908 Feb. 5.

1909 Jan. 6.

1901 Aug. 28.

1909 Jan. 6.

1910 Sept. 7.

1905 May 3.

1907 June 5.

1910 Mar. 2.

1910 Sept. 7.

1900 Dec. 5.

1910 April 6
1904 Jan. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1907 Aug. 7.

R.

K,

N.R. Gardener-Brown, John Gerald Gardener, m.a.

Muir Central College. Allahabad.
Gibbon, Captain Charles Monk. 89th Royal

Irish Fusiliers. United Service Club, Simla.
Girindra Kumar Sen. l<>0, Orey Street, Cal-

cutta.

Girindra Natli Mukhopaclhyaya, b.a., m.b.

80, Russa Road, North, Bhowanipur, Calcutta.

Girish Chandra Ghosh, Dramatist. 13, Bote-

para Lane, Calcutta.

Girjanath Roy, Maharaja. Dinagepore.

Gopal Chandra Chatter ji, m.b. Medical Col-

lege, Calcutta.

Gourlay, William Robert, i.c B. 8, Elysium

R.

N.R.

R.

R.

N.R
R.

K.

R.

Row. Calcutta.

Govinda D Durgakund, Benares City.

R.

Govinda Lall Mukherjee. 9, Old Post Office

Street, Calcutta.

Gravely, Frederic Henry, m.Sc, Asstt. Suprft.,

Indian Museum. Calcutta.

Graves, Henry George, a.r.s.m. 2, Bunfehal!

Street, Calcutta.

Green, Lieut.-Col. Charles Robert Mortimer,

6, Hawington Street,

N.R.

M.D., F.R.C.S., I. M.S.

Calcutta.
s.

R

L.M

1892 Jaii. 6. F.M.

R.

N.R.

Greig, Major Edward David Wilson, m.b., i.m.

Kasauli, Punjab.

Grey, Major William George, Indian Army.
4," Park Street, Calcutta.

Grieve, James Wyndham Alleyne, Deputy

Conservator of Forests. Darjeeling.

Grubl, D. E. 1, Crooked Lane, Calcutta.

Gulab Shanker Dev Sharman, f.t.s., m.r.a.s..

Private Secretary to H H. the Maharani

Sahiba of Bettiah. Allahabad.

1909 Nov. 8. R.

1908 June :i.

N.R. Habibur Rahman Khan, Maulavi, Raees.

Bhikanpur, Dt. A Jigarh.

Haig, Lieut.-Col Wolseley, Indian Army.

H. B. M.'s Consulate. Kerman, Persia.

Haines, Henry Haselfoot, f.c.s., f.l.s. Nagpur.

Hale, Alexander, .m.i.C.e.i. 2, Grand Trunk

Road. Howrah.

Hallowes. Kenneth Alexander Knight, b.a.,

p.g.s., Assistant Superintendent.

N.R

R.

1904 Sept. 28.

1885 Fell. 4.

A
R

A.K.S.M..

Geological Survey of India. Calcutta.

HallwarcL Norman Leslie. Europe.

*Haraprasad Shastri, Mahamahopadhya> a,

12/1/4, Pataldanga Street, OaUmtia.
M.A.
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ate of Election.

1907Teb. 6.

1904 Jan. 6.

1903 June 3.

1902 Dec. 3.

1908 Feb. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 July 4.

1908 April 1.

1910 May 4.

1884 Mar. 5.

1897 Feb. 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

1905 July 5.

1905 May 3

1907 Nov. 6.

1908 June 3.

1908 June 3.

1908 April 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

1891 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1910 Jan. 5.

1898 Feb. 2

N.R.

R

R

N.R.
R.

N.R.
R.

R.

N.R.

L.M.

R.

R.

N.R.

N. R.

N.R.

R.

R.

Hare, His Honour Sir Lancelot, k.c.s.i., i.c.s.,

Lieutenant-Governor of Eastern Bengal and

Assam. Shilh g.

Harendra Krishna Mukerjee, M.A. 54. < an-

karipara Road, Calcutta.

Harinath De, m.a., Librarian, Imperial Lib-

rary. Calcutta. [Delhi.

Harnarain Shastri, Goswami. Hindu College,

Harniman, B. G. 15, Ballygnnge, Calcutta.

Harris, Lieut. G. tj<mtri/, F.F., Hi

Harris, Col. George Francis Augelo, m.i>.,

f.r.C.p., I. M.S. 25, Park Street, Calcutta.

Harrison, Edward Philip, I'h.D. Prmideney

College, Calcvttn.

W Pat-

teur Institute, Kasauli.

Hassan Ali Mir/.a, Sir W ah, <
t
>adr 8ayid\

(l. 0.1.1. Mnrshitl" n\.

Harden, Henry Herbert, b.a., b.b., f.g.s.,

Director, (kological Survey <>t India. Cal-

cutta.

Majo:

p. //

Hemchandra Gossain. Kxtra Assistant Com-

missioner. Tezpur.

Hemendra Prasad GL- Zemindar and

Litterateur. Prasad Lodge, Changalbha

Jesto

Lees. Royal

As>t-

N.R

R.

P.M.

R

lery, M'tymyo, Burma.
Herron, Alexander Macm

Supdt..GeologicalSurveyof India. Calcutta-

Hi. a hall Bo Rai P.ahadur, I. M.S. 25-,

Mot?8 Lane, Calcutta.

Hirst, Capt. Frederick Christian. Indian

Army Shillong.

Hirst, Reginald John, District Superinten-

dent of Police. 15, Cimac Street, Calcutta.

Holland, Sir Thomas Henry, I.C.I.E., D.Sc,

A.B.C.S., F.O.S., f.r.s. West* >od, Ahlerley

Edge, Cheshire, England. _ , t

Holnwood. The Hon. Mr. Justice

R.

i
Boa 1

"7 —
j

Calcutt i . M

R
urn, Calcutta.

Hooper, David, f, * 1, Swhler Street,

Cutta.

Cai

1909 May 5. \.K. Horovitz. Josef, Ph.D. M.A.O. College, *

garh.



Ixiii

Me of Election.

1901 Dec. 4.

1873 Jan. 2.

1906 May 2.

1905 July 5.

1908 June 3.

R.

L/M

1909 Mar. 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

1904 Jan. 6.

1908 Nov. 4.

1898 Mar. 2.

1903 July 1.

1895 Mar. 6.

1907 Dec. 4.

1895 Aug. 29.

1907 Sept. 25.

1889 Jan. 2.

N.R
N.R

HosMick, William Cardiff, M.n., d.p.ii. 3,
Loudon Street, Calcutta.

Houston n, George L., W.Q.B. Johnstone Oasth

Howell, Evelyn Berkeley, is. a., i.c.s. Ijmir.

A

Humphries, Edgar de Montfort, b.am i.c.s..

Settlement Officer. Pertabgarh.
Hutchinson, C. M. Europe.

R.
[Road, Calcutta.

N.R.

P.M.

N.R.
L.M.

R.

R.

N.R.

1896 Mar. 4.

1902 May 7.

1910 April 6.

1908 June 3. R.

1906 July 4.

1908 Dec. 2.

1899 Sep. 29.

1908 Sept. 23.

1909 Aug. 4.

Indu Madhab Mullick, m.a., m.d. 70, Harrison

Jack, James Charles, i.c.s., Settlement Offi-

cer, Eastern Bengal and Assam. Faridpur.

N.R.
|

Jackson, Victor Herbert, m.a. Patna College,

Banktpur.
Jacob, Sydney Montague, i.c.s. Gjo Messrs.

H. 8. King 8f Co., Pall Mall, London.
Jadunatli Sarkar. Patna College, Bankipur.
Jagadindranath Roy, Maharaja Bahadur.

6, Lansdoicne Road, Calcutta.

Jagadis Chandra Bose, m.a., d.sc., C.I.I.

Presidency College, Calcutta.

James, Henry Rosher, m.a., Bengal Education
Service, Principal, Presidency College. Cal-

cutta.

Jatindranath Rai Chaudhuri, M.A., B.L., Zemin-

dar. Tah i, Jessore

.

Jenkins, Owen Francis, i.c.s., Offg. Joint

Magistrate. Budaon, TJ.P.

Jogendra Chandra Ghose, m.a.,b.l., Pleader,

High Court. 25, Hurrish Chunder Moolcer-

jee Road, Bhowanipore, Calcutta.

Jogendra Nath Das-Gupta, b.a. (Oxon), Bar-

rister-at-Law. Hughli 0ollege 9 Chinsura.

Jogendra Nath Sen, Vidyabhusana, m.a. 31,

Prasanna Kumar Tagoref
s Street, Calcutta.

Johnston, J. C. R. O/o Messrs. Orindlay 8f

Co., Calcutta.

Jones, Herbert Cecil, a.r.s.m., a.r.c.s., F.<f.s.,

Asst. Supdt., Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Jones, Lieut.-Col. John Lloyd, m.b. (Dub.),

m.r.c.s. (Lond.), d.p.h. (Cantab), f.c.a.,

N.R.

R.

R.

R,

R.

R.

N.R.
R.

I.M.S. United Service Club, Calcutta.

N.R.
N.R.

Jordon, Lieut.-Colonel J., MM. Monghyr.

Jotindra Nath Mukharji, b.a., Solicitor. 3,

Old Post Office Street, Calcutta.

Jyotiprakas Nande, Lala, Zemindar. Burdwan.

Jyotis Chandra Bhattacharjee, m.a.., b.l.

Purneah.



lxiv

Date ot Election.

1904 Mar. 4.

1905 May 3.

1877 Aug. 30

N.R.

R.

R.

1910 May 4.

1882 Mar. 1.

R.

1906 Aug. i.

1906 Sept. 19.

1909 Oct. 6.

1909 April 7.

1908 Feb. 5.

1910 Feb. 2.

1895 Sept, 19.

1910 Mar. 2.

1904 .May 4.

1909 Jan. 6.

1896 July 1.

Kamlanand Singh, Kumar. Srinagar Raj,

Srinagar P.O., Purneah District.

Kashi Prasad Jayaswal, Bar.-at-Law, High

Court. Calcutta.

Kedar Nftth Dutt. 1, Sihdarp.ira Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Kemp, S., i! a. senior Assistant Superinten-

dent, Iimiaii Museum. Calcutta.

N.R. Kennedy. Pringle. m.a., b.i.., Vakil. Mozaffer-

pur.

R. Kennedy, Williiun Willoughby, m.a., m.d.,

d.p.h., M.R. ?.<„ i.R.C.r. 36, Chovringhee,

C cufta.

Kestev.n, Charles Kent . Solicitor to Govern-

ment. 26. l><ill,ourie square, Calcutta.

Khaliluddin Ahmed, Dr. 36, Taltolla Lane,

Calcutta.

Kilner, John Newport, M.B., L.R.C.S., L.R.C.F.

Adra, Mcmkhum.
King. dipt. George, m.i:., f.M.s. Europ.

Kingdo,,, Thomas H on. 13, Pretoria

Street, Calcutta. ,

Kuan Chandra He. n.A., I.C.3., Registrar ot

Co-operative Credit Societies, Eastern Ben-

gal and Assam. Shit long.

Kirkpatrick. W. Chartered B«nk Building?-

Calcutta.

Knox. Kenneth Neville, I.C.S.

U.

R.

N.R.

A.
R.

N.R.

R.

1910 Sept. 7.

18: 'i July 4.

1895 Aug. 29.

1887 May 4.

1*89 Mar. 6.

A.

R.
R

0}>e

N.R
N.R

Kshitindranath Tayore. n.A. Hurrah.

Kuehler, The H< i. Mr George William, M.A-

Director of Public Instinct ion, Bengal. Cal-

cutta. . .,

Kumar Sarat Roy. Va>{arampur.R<>j'lhah '-

a- V 4 — - Bl -v . * & ft \ I _ m.

.V.Kudial I'll SiiiLfh, Raja, M.A.

R. Lachmi Narayan gingh, M.A., b.l., Pleader,

Hiirh Court. Ca »tta.
f

L.M. Lanman, Charles Rockwell, 9, Farror Streei.

Cambridge, lie ickmdt*, U.S. America.

jh Tom-he, Thomas Henry Digges, b.a., tJ*>

11,7 -ohT race. > Kingst n, Co. Dublin.

1910 Nov. 2.

1909 Jan. 6.

N
R

1902 * N.R,

Ireland.

Law, H D. < Graves, r s. Gop<

Leake, A. Martin, v.R.< .»., v.<

ReiH-h Road. ( Jrutta.

V 7
]

14, Qard*

Kconom 1C

1909 April 7. X.K.

ernment

I.father, Walter, \

1 bemist. r><*a.
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Date of Election.

1889 Nov. 6.

1909 Mar. 3.

R.

R.

1902 Oct. 29.

1908 Feb. 5.

1907 Dec. 4.

R.

N.R.

Lee, William A., f.r.m.s. 38, Strand Hnad.
Calcutta.

LeQuesne, Rev. W. 1

ings, Calcutta.

Lewes, A. H. 25. M
The Parsonage., Had-

1910 Mar. 2.

1889 Feb. 6.

1907 Dec. 4.

N.R.

R.

1907 Mar. 6

1909 Nov. 3.

1906 Oct, 31.

N.R.
N.R.

1

1

'ill

1910 April 6.

1902 July 2.

1905 Aug. 2.

1870 April 7.

Lindesay, Major Victor Edward Hugh. H.B .

I. M.S. Darbhanga.
Lindsay, James Hamilton, m.a., i.c.s. Dhan-

baid.

Lister, Capt. A. E. J., i.m.s. Fort

Calcutta.

Little, Charles, M.A. Patna College, Bankiyur.

Little, James Henry, Assistant Master,

Nawab Bahadur's Institution. Murshidabad.

Lloyd, Captain Richard Ernest, M.B., B.sc,

I M.S. 10, Middleton Street, Calcutta.

Loffler, Emanuel Mano. Europe.

Luard, Captain Charles Eckford, Indian Army.
m.a. (Oxon). Resident, Tndore.

Ludwig, Eugen. Gudur.

Luke, James, Journalist. 98, Clive Street,

Calcutta.

N.R. Lukis, The Hon. Surgeon-General Charles

R.

A.
N.R.

N.R.
R.

L.M.

1896 Mar. 4.

1905 Aug. 2.

1907 Aug. 7.

1907 April 3.

1906 April 4.

1893 Jan. 11.

A.
A.

N.R.

Pardey, c.s.i., m.b., f.r.c.s., i.m.s. Simla

ym 708, Locust Street, Phila-

N.R.

1899 Mar. 1.

1891 Feb. 4.

1902 April 2.

A.

L.M.

N.R.

R,

N.R.

delphia, U.S. America.

MacBlaine, Frederick, i.c.s. Europe.

McCay, Captain David, M.B., I.M.S. Europ> .

Mcintosh, William, Agent, Bank of Bengal.

Hyderabad.
Mackelvie, Captain Maxwell,

bkanga.

Mackenzie, Evan, Church of Scotland. Europe.

Maclagan, Edward Douglas, M.A., i.c.s. Cio

Messrs. H. S. King $• Co., 9

I.M.S. Ihir-

M<

London.

McMinn, Charles W (

1893 Jan. 11. L.M.

1907 July 3.

1895 Aug. 29.

N.R.
R.

Jath Tah Bhim P.O., Kumaon.

Macpherson, Duncan James, m.a., c.i.e., i.c.s.

Ghinsura.

Maddox, Major Ralph Henry, IMS. Barjeel-

ing.

Mad'ho Rao Scindia Alijah, Bahadur, Colonel,

His Highness Maharajah Sir, o.c.s.i ,

G.c.v.0., a.d.c , ll.d., Maharajah of Gwalior.

Jai Bilas, Gtcalior.

Mahendra Nath De, m.a., B.sc. Habiguuge.

Mahmud Gilani, Shams-ul-Ulama Shaikh.

23. Lower Chitpur lload, Calcutta.
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Date of Election.

1901~July 6. N.R.

1909 Mar. 3. R.

1906 June 6. R.

1908 Mar. 4. R.

1901 June 5. N.R.

1899 Aug. 30
1905 Dec. 6.

1902 May 7.

1909 Mar. 3.

N.R.
F.M.

A
R.

1892 April 6 R.

1905 Feb. 1. R.

1895 July 3. N.R.

1884 Nov. 5.

1905 Dec. 6.

1884 Sep 3.

1904 April 6.

1898 April 6.

R.

R.

R.

A

Malyon, Lieut. Frank Hailstone. 21st Pun-

jab is, Bannu.
Manmatha Nath. Chatterjee, M.B. 295/1,

Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Manmatha Nath Mitra, Kumar. 34, Sham-

pukur Street, Calcutta.

Manmatho Nath Moitry, Landholder. Seram-

pore.

Mann, Harold Hart, t>.sc, M.sc, f.l.s., Prin-

cipal, Agricultural College. Poona.

Mannu Lai, Civil Surgeon. Barabanki.

Marsden, Edmund, b.am k.r.o.s. 12, Wlerdale

Hi
Marshall Vurope.

o$

Calcutta.

Maynard, Lieut. -C..I. Kiv.leric Pinsent, J.B-

d.p.ii., v k.i'.s., i. m.s., Professor of Ophthal-

gery Calcutta.

Wallace
eneru

cutta.

N.R.

1909 July 7. R

1906 N.R.

Melitns, Hon. Mr. Paul Gregory, c.i.e.,i.c.s.

Shillong.

Middlemiss, Charles Stewart, B.A., f.g.s., Super-

intendent, Geological Survey of India. Cat-

Midhut Mohamed Hossain Khan. 8, Oolam

Sobhan's Lane, Calcutta.

Miles, William Harry. 7, Church Lane, Cal-

cutta.

Miller, The Hon. Mr. .John Ontario, c.s.r., UC.8.

Europe.

Milne, Major Charles John Robertson,

I. M.S. Herham/'ur.

Milne, William Stanley, i.c.s.

M.B-

3 Loudon

1908 Jan. 1.

M
Street, Calcutta.

School, Allahabad.

Percy Spencer. Bcft' High

1885 June 3.

1880 Aug. 4.

1908 Mar. 4.

1901 Aug. 7.

1890 June 4.

N.R. Moberly, Arthur Norman, M.A., i.C.s.
$arn>b<d

N.R.
L.M.

pur.

A.

N.R.
R.

1895 July 3. N.R.

Mohammad Naemullah, Maulavi. Btjnor.

Mohanlall Vishnulall Pandia, Pandit, ft.s.

Muftra.

Mollison, Jan)es. Europe.

Molony. Edmund Alexander, I.C.S. Q<yra^
ir

'^\

•Monmohan ikravarti, m.a., b.l., bel1"'

1 [ Palmv s

Provincial Civil ice

Bazaar Road, Balliaghatta, Calcutta.

Monohan, Francis John, r.c.s., Commissi

Assam Valley District. Shillong-



lxvii

'ate of Election.

1910 Feb. 2.

1906 Dec. 5.

1910 April 6.

1906 Dec. 5.

1908 Dec. 2.

R.
N.R.

N.R
N.R,

R.

1 909 Nov. 3. N.R.

1 906 July 4.

1905 Mar. 1.

1906 Dec. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

1910 Nov. 2.

A
R.

NR

R,

N.R

1908 Sept. 23.1 N.R

1894 Sep. 27.

1907 Jan. 2.

1907 Jan. 2.

1904 Dec. 7.

1980 Feb. 5.

1901 Mar. 6.

R.

N.R

Monohar Lai, m.a. Barrackpore.

More, Lieut. James Carmichael. 61st Sikhs
F.F., Bannn.

Morrison, Capt. John, l.M.S. Sibsagar, Assam.
Morton, Captain Sidney. 24th Punjabis,

Meerut.

Moses, Capt. Owen St. John, m.d., f.k.c.s..

i.m.s., Resident Physician, Medical College,

Calcutta.

Mrityunjoy Roychaudhury. Shyampur P.O.,

Rungpur.
Mulvany, Major John, i.m.s. Europe.

Muralidhar Banerjee. Sanskrit College, Cal-

cutta.

Murphy, Captain Charles Cecil Rowe, 30/ h

Punjabis, Jhansi.

Murray, Captain John George Patrick, i.m.s.

Medical College, Calcutta.

Murray, William Alfred, B.JL (Cantab), M.B.,

CM. Ghittagowj.

Muzaffur Ali Khan Bahadur, Syed, Zemin -

der and Rais. Jausath, Dist. Muzaffarnagar.

Nagendra Nath Basu.

Bagbazaar, Calcutta.

Kent

Nasir Ali, Khan Bahadur, Mir, Superinten-

dent, North India Salt Revenue. Farrash-

khana, Delhi.

Nasir Hosein Khan, S., Landholder. Patna

City.

N.R. Nathan, Robert, i.c.s., Commissioner, Dacca

N.R.

A.

1910 May 4.

N.R

Division. acca
Blumhardt, f.r.C.s.,

R

1909 Mar. 3.

1889 Aug. 29.

1887 May 4.

1906 Dec. 5.

R

L.M.

l.r.c.p., i.m.s. Europe.

Nevill, Henry Rivers, i.c.s., Editor, uistrict

Gazetteers, United Provinces. Allahabad.

Newman, Major Ernest Alan Robert New-

man, i.m.s. Campbell Medical Hospital,

Calcutta.

Nilmani Chakravarti, m.a. Presidency College,

Calcutta.

Nimmo, John Duncan. Messrs. Walter

R.

Duncan & Co., 137, West George Street,

Glasgow. «„ ,... , _ .

Nobinchand Bural, Solicitor. 10, Old Post

1908 Feb. 5.

N.R

R.

Office Street, Calcutta.

Norman, Henry Campbell, m.a

lege, Benares.

Nott, Lieut-Col. Arthur

lloivrah.

Q

Holbrook
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Election.

1901 June 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

1906 Dec. 5.

R.

F.M.

1909 Jan. 6.

1910 May 4.

1905 May 3.

1905 Nov. 1.

R.

R.

R.

N.R.

1892 Mar. 2.

1909 Oct. 7.

1906 Aug. 1.

1908 Aug. 5.

R,

L.M.

R.

1909 April 7.

1907 July 3.

1909 Dec. 1.

1892 Dec. 7.

A.

N.R

N.R

R.

R.

Nundolal Dey. Chinsura-

O'Connor, Major William Frederick Travers,

C.i.E., Royal Artillery. H. B. M.'s Consulate-

General, Meshed, Persia.

O'Kinealy, Lieut.-Col. Frederick, m.r.c.s.

(Eng.), l.r.c.p. (Lond.), i.m.s. Govt. House,

Calcutta.

Oldham, The Hon. Mr. Charles Evelyn

Avlmtli not William, 1.0.8. 22, Theatre Road,

Calcutta.

Oldham, Major Benjamin Curvey, i.m.s. 31/1,

Judge's Court Road, Calcutta.

Ollenbach, Alfred James, it. a., i.c.s. Khond-

maU, Phulbani, Orissa.

OMalley, Lewis Sydney Steward, B.A., i.c.s.

United Service Club, Calcutta.

Ooday Pratab Singh, Raja, c.s.i., Raja of

Bhinga. Bhinga.

Ordhendhu Kumar Ganguli. 12, Ganguli's

Lane, Calcutta.

Osburn, Captain, Arthur C, m.r.c.s., l.R.C.p.,

(Lond.), r.a.m.c. Europe.

Owens, Capt. Terence Francis, i.m.s., Chemi-

cal Examiner to the Government of Burma.

Rangoon.
Ozzard, Lieut -Col. Fairlie ttneaoll, i.m.s.

Dinapur.

Page, William Walter Keightley, Solicits

R,

1907 Feb. 6.

1901 Aug. 28.

1899 Aug. 2.

1907 Dec. 4.

1906 Dec. 5.

1888 June 6.

1910 April 6.

R.

N.R.

R,

a.

A.

L.M.

N.R.

Panchnnan Gliose, M.A. 65/4

Calcutta.

Panchanan Mukhopadlivaj
Qhatttrjis Street, Calcutta.

Paniotv, John Emanuel, l.r.c.p.

L.R.c.P.&s.fEdin.). lilRoydStreet,ua<,cMi>

Panton, Edward B rooks Henderson, B, a., I.M-

Districtand Sessions Judge. Burdican.

Peake, Charles William, m.a., Meteorology

Reporter to the Government of Benga

45, Bechoo

(Lond.)

Calcutta
F.R.c.s.

Pearse, Thomas Frederick, M.D.,

w.R.c.r., DM., Health Officer. Calcutta.

Peart, Captain Charles LuW. 106th MM**
Pioneers. Europe . tBmU. Aubray Percival, B.A.,

Bamster-ai
-

Law. Rangoon, _ . r

Penton, Capt. Bertie Cyriel. 2&th P*Q**
M nltan, Punjab,
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Date of Election.

188lTug.25.

1910 April 6.

1877 Aug, 1

1906 April 4.

1907 Feb. 6

1900 May 2.

1889 Nov. 6.

R.

N.R.

R.

N.R.

R.

1906 Mar. 7.

1904 June 1.

1908 Jan. 1.

1904 Mar. 4.

1910 Aug. 3.

1906 May 2.

1899 Aug. 29.

Percival, Hugh M civile, M.A. 14, Park Street,

Calcutta.

Pestonji Soi abji Pntack, i.e.s. Wardha.
N.R. Peters, Lieut.-Col. Charles Thomas, m.b .

I. M.S. (retired). Dinajpur.

Petrocochino, Leonidar. 2.'U, Lower Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Petrie, David, Assistant Superintendent, Pun-
jab Police. Hungu.

Phani Bhusan Mukerji, h.Sc. 57, .Ihowtola

Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.

*Phillott, Lieut. -Colon el Douglas Craven.

Indian Army. 54, Parliament Street,

London

.

Phra Maha Chandinia. Europe.

Pilgrim, Guy Ellcock, B.sc, f.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

Pilgrim, Lieut.-Col. Herbert Wilson, m.b.,

f.r.c.s., i. M.s. Presidency General Hospital,

Calcutta.

L.M.

A.

R.

R,

A.
R. L ',,

N.R. luript

1907 Mar. 6.

1890 Mar. 5.

N.R.

R.

R.

1880 Nov. 3. N.R.
1901 April 3. R.

R.

R.

N.R.
R.

1910 June 1.

1887 May 4.

1869 Feb. 3.

1910 Sept. 7

1906 Aug. 1.

1909 April 7.

1898 April 6.
|

R.

1907 Sept. 25. R.

N.R

N.R.

Pirn, Arthur W., i.c.s. Europe.

Podamraj. 9, Joggomohan MullicJc

Calcutta.

Prabbat Chandra Boraa, Raja. O
Assam.

Prabhu Narain Singh, Bahadur, H.H I he

Maharaja Sir, O.O.I.B., Maharaja of Benares.

Ramnagar Fort, Benares.

Prafulla Chundra Ghosh, M.A. 27/3, Boita-

khana Bazar Road, Calcutta.

*Prafulla Chandra Ray, d.sc., Professor, Pre-

sidency College. Calcutta.

Pramatha Nath Bose, B.sc, f.O.S. Ranchi.

Pramatha Nath Mullick, Zemindar. 7, Pra-

sonno Kumar Tagore's Street, Calcutta

Pramatha Nath Mukerjee, m.a. 9, St James s

Squire. j-cj- \

Prasanna Kumar Ray, d.sc (Lond. and Bdin.).

7, Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Pratapa Chandra Ghosha, b.a Vindyacha

Preston, Eyre Loftus. United Service Uub,

Calcutta. ,
.

Price, Charles Stanley. Victoria Boys School,

Prithwipal Singh. Raja. Talukdar of Suraj-

pur, District Barabanki. Oudh.

Prodyat Coomar Tagore, Maharaja Sir, «
Pathuriaghatta, Cal dta. [Calcutta

™ j. D«nUc ni^Hpnpp. 8. utzrm Lane
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Date of Election.

1907 Jan. 2.

1906 Mar. 7.

N.R.

1908 Mar. 4.

R.

R.

1902 April 2.

1902 Mar. 5.

R.

Pulley, Lieut. Henry Cuthbert. 12th Pioneers,

Jhfinsi.

Puran Chand Nahar. MotVs Lane, Calcutta.

R

Quinlan. Dr. D. 6, Stramd Road, Howrah.

Rajchunder Chunder, Attorney-at- Law. 2,

Old Post Office Slrret, Calcutta.

Rajendra Chandra Sastri. Rai Bahadur, M.A.,

Bengali Translator to the Government of

1898 May 4.

1907 Jan. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1901 Jan. 2.

R
Bengal. Calcutta.

R

1893 May 3.

191C April 6.

1889 Nov. 6.

N.R.
N.R.

N.R

R

N.R.

Rajendra Nath Mookerjee. 20, lleadon Street,

Calcutta.

Rakhal Dm Bam-rjee, m.a. 45/4. Simla Street,

Calcutta.

Ram Poplai. Sri K<il>ul Gate, Delhi.

Rainavatiir Rande. n. v.. U... I >ist rict Judge.

Azimyurh.
Ram (Mia in Ira libanj Deb. Maharaja Sri, Chief

of Maurblianj. Baripada P.O., BaloMore.

Ramakanta Bbattacbaryya. 6/51, Padda-

puker h'oitd. Ca1< ntta.

1879 April 7. N.R.

1908 Feb. 5.

1909 July 7.

1908 July 1,

1905 Jan. 4.

1907 Aug. 7.

1904 M ar. 4.

1905 May 3.

1908 Sepi 2

1908 Feb. 5.

Ramesh warn 3 inifh H
Mali:u;ija

im Saran
rbi

7

N.R.

N.R.

Oudh Commercial Bunk, Ld. Fyz<ibad.

Handle! Herbert Neil, Fi.A. Mnir Central Col-

lege* Allahabad.
T**ngiiath Khunraj Bazai Qirgoonf

Bombay*

N.R. BanganathnsVMBJ Aryavaraguru, S.

Ar<h)j<i Libra f, Viznya ,
itma.

N.R. Rankin, Janus Thomas, l.C.8. Shillong.

F.M Ranking, Lieut Jan. i, If. B. M.'s Consul.

F.M.

R.

1907 Feb. 6.

1903 Mar. 4.

1900 April 4

1907 Mar. 6.

Ahwz Arabistan. F< reia.

Bapson, E. J. 6, Mori m*r Boad, Cambridge-

Richardson. Thomas William, I.C.8., Dkfc and

Sess. Judge, 24-Pai l^. Calcutta.

Ridsdale, Rev. Arthur Ojril The Parsonage

Howrah. . .

P.M. Rigo-de-Riglie, Ateeste Carlo, do Imperial

Post Ofre. Kweif.hi.a.ching, North Shaw

R.

A
Province, China.

N.R.

Robert
En

\*>th Lancer

>pr

Rogers, Charles Gilbert. F.L.8.. F.C.H., Forest

R

R.

Department. Port Blair, Andanums.

•Roger*, Major 1 ,nard. M.n., B.S., *-K-c

F.R.r i.m.8. 8, Lo»Jo» Street, cuUa
Pnl

Roormall Goeilka. 57, Bnrfolfa Street, to*-

cntta

.
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Date of Election.

1900 Aug. 29. N.R. Rose, Horace Arthur, i.c.s., Superintendent.

1901 Dec. 4. R.

1910 Aug. 3. N.R,

Gazetteer Revision, Punjab. Umbala.

*Ross, Edward Denison, Ph.D., Assistant Sec-

retary, Government of India, Deptt. of

Education. Calcutta.

Routh, Major G. M., Royal Artillery. Feroze-

pur b>ur.

1886 Mar. 3. L.M

1910 Sept. 7. I N.R
1896 Aug. 27.

1910 May 4

1905 Mar. 1.

A.

R,

1906 Feb. 7. N.R.
|
Russell, Charles, m.a. Patna College, Banki-

1908 Feb. 5. I N.R.I Russell, Robert Vam, i.c.s., Supdt, of Gaztt-

teer and Ethnography. Nagpur.

Rustomjee Dhunjeebhoy Mehta, C.i.k. 55,

Canning Street, Calcutta,

Sahu Ram Kumar. Thakurdware Moradabad.

Samman, Herbert Frederick, i.c.s. Europe.

Sandes, Capt. J. D., i.M.s. Medical College,

Calcutta.

Sasi Bhusan Bose, m.a. Krishnagar College,

Krishnaaar.

*Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Mahaniaho-

padln aya, m.a., Ph.D. 26/1 , Kany Lai Dhur's

Lane, Calcutta.

Satis Kumar Banerji. 45, Baniatola Lam,

Calcutta.

Satisli Chandra Banerji, m.a., ll.d., Adv<>-

1902 June 4.

N.R

R.

1908 Mar. 4.

1896 Mar. 4.

li.

N.R.

1902 Feb. 5.

1900 Dec. 5.

1897 Dec. 1.

1907 Aug. 7.

1909 Jan. 6.

R. I'h.D. 4,

N.R

R.
N.R

cate. High Court. Allahabad.

Schulten, Joseph Henry Char

Pollock Street, Calcutta.

Schwaiger, Imre George, Expert in Indian

Art. Kashmir Gate, Delhi.

Seth, Mesrovb J. Wellesley

Shah Munir A lam, B.A., Mainp

1906 Dec. 5. N.R

R.

1909 July 7. N.R

1894 June 6. N.R

1909 Jan. 6.

Qhazipore.

Sharfuddin, The Hon . Mr. Justice Syed,

Judge, High Court. 15, Loudon Street, Cal-

cutta, p -r» ui- T

Sharp, Henry, m.a., Director of Public In-

struction. Eastern Bengal and Assam.

ShiHong. „
Shib Nath Bhattacharjee, M.B. General Hos-

pital, Rangoon.

SMbli Nomani. Shams-ul-Ulama Maulaw.

N.R

1908 Mar. 4. R

1906 Mar. 7.

Lucknotc.

Shirreff, Alexandei

Qonda, JJ.V.

Grierson, b.a., i.C.s.

R.

Shuiaat All Khan Bahadur, Nasurul Mainalik

Zza, Acting Consul-General for Persia.

10 Hunqerford Street, Calcutta.

Shyama Kumar Tagore, Kumar Zemindar.

65, Pathuriaghutia Street, Calcutta.
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Election.

1902 Feb. 5. N.R.

1894 Aug. 30.

1899 May 3.

1909 April 7.

1903 Aug. 26.

R.

N.R.

F.M.

1898 Aug. 3.

1872 Aug. 5.

N.R.

N.R,
N.R.

19<>9 July 7.

19(>7 Dec 4

R.

1907 Mar. 6.

N.R.

19' »9 Feb. 3.

1901 Dec. 4.

N .K

F.M.

X.R.

Shyam Lai, Lala, m.a., ll.b., Deputy Col-

lector. Naimadri. Agra.

Sibnarayan Mukerjee. Uttarpara, Bally.

Silberrad, Charles Arthur, B.A., B.sc, I.C.8.

Jhttnsi.

Simpson, George Clarke, i>.sc . O'o Delhi and

Lomlon Biink. 8tmla.

Simpson. John Hope, i.c> Registrar of Co-

operative Credit Societies, Upper Prov-

inces. Allahah'iiL

Site Riiin.H.A., Deny. Magistrate. Bahrmch

Skrefsrud, Revd. Law otiua Olavi, Secretary

and Treasurer, [ndian Some MieBion to

the Sontlials. H-nagerio. via Eampon Haut.

Smith, Capt. H. Bmalie, l.M.s. 12. Harrington

Street, Calcutta.

Smith, Lieut.-Col. John Manners. Indian

Armv, v.C, C.i.i: Resident Nepal

Sofiulla Saifudnddin Ahin- Maalavi, In-

spector of ine. SUchar.

Sommerfeldt, Prof. B. The University, Tubin-

gen, Germany.

Spooner, David Brainerd, P&.D., Vicl.aol i-

cal Surveyor. S h- West Frontier Province.

10/1, St. Jamee't
Peshavar.

1910 July 6. R. Srikrighna Mohapatni.

1907 Oct. 30

Square.

\ R Sri Ram Dixit. Pandit, UL, Secretary, P**teP-
Load.garb State. Prafajtgarh.

1909 April 7. X R, St ulev, The Hon. S John. Kt.. K.< AW«Aa-

1904 Sept. 28. A. St;, pl.t.,,,. Hem Eraeet B.A., B.se., Europe.

A. Stebbing, Bdwi I Percy, '••••i F - z - s -
ftwr

Jf
N R I

Steen, Capt. Hutrh Berkley, mm.. r.M.8., ner-
1901 Mar. 0.

1908 Dec. 2.

1904 Jane 1. R

hampur, /-' ngal. „
Stephen. The' Kon'ble Mr. Justice Harrt

Court. '
"'epnen,

Lushingi .Imlge, H< h

>itfa.

1899 Aug. 30. R. Si phen, St. John, b.a., LL.1 1
vrrister-at-

l,a \\ 7. Rust- W^t, Calcutta.

1900 Aug. 29. N.R. Stephenson. M r John, MM M °?eA v „

1907 Dec. 4. R. Steven* Major C. R., UM. M /?r" 0/ ^

Cahutta
1907 June 5. R. Stewart, Capt. Francii Hugh. l.**< Unitd

1907 April 3.

1906 Dec 5.

1909 Feb. 3.

1906 Dec. 5.

A.

Serv e Club, Cahutta.

Sten rt, Captain TTngl ndian Amy. $urf
f'

f M. k. , Captain Claude Bayfield. Military

tache. Teh> ran. Persia.

N.R. Stuart, Sir Harold, k, .v.o., C.S.!., 5
'l,a '

Subodh Chandra Mahahmohis, B.sc, F.R

k. f. 210, i ra//t.< tr**, Calcutta.
R
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Date of Election.

1905 Jan. 4. R.

1908 June 3.

1906 June 6.

N.R.

N.R.

1908 Jan. 1. N.R.

1907 June 5.

1904 July 6.

1910 Aug 3.

1893 Aug. 31.

1909 Jan. 6.

1907 June 5.

1910 April 6.

1878 June 5.

N.lt

N.R.

N.R

N.R.

N.R
A.

N.R

1906 Dec. 5.

N.R.

1875 June 2.

1909 Aug. 4.

1908 Nov. 4.

N.R.

R,

1898 Nov. 2.

1904 June 1.

N.R.

N.R.

Sukumar Sen. 220, Lower Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Surendra Chandra Roy Chaudhuri, Zemin-
dar. Koondi, Rungpur.

Surendra Prasad Sanial, Sri, m.a., f.c.s., Private

Secretary to Raja Bahadur. Majhauli.

Suresh Chandra Ghatak, Depy. Magistrate smd
Depy. Collector. Dacca.

Swinhoe, Rodway Charles Jolui, Solicitor.

Mandalay, Upper Burma

.

Talhot, Walter Stanley, i.e.*., Revenue Com-
missioner. Kashmir, Srinagar.

Tancock, Capt. Alexander Charles. Mst Pun-

jabis, Nowshera.

Tate, George Passman, Assistant Super-

intendent, Survey of India. Dehra Dun.

Taylor, Charles Somers, B.sc. Bhagalpur.

Taylor, Dr. G. Orissa. Europe.

Teesdale, Capt. Frank Robinson. 2hth Cavalry

F.F., Noivshera.

Temple, Colonel Sir Richard Carnac, Bait.,

Indian Army, CI B. C/o ^Fessrs. King, King
$• Co., Bombay.

TekChand. Dewan, h.a., m.r.a.s., r.c.s., Deputy

Commissioner. Ludhiann.

*Thibaut, G., Ph.D., c.i.i;., Registrar, Calcutta
w • •

i
/"¥ 7 MS

Ih

Ma

R

1907 Feb. 6.

1861 June 5.

R.

N.R.

University. Calcutta.

Thompson, John Perronet, m.a., i.c.s.

arpur.

Thornely, Capt. Michael Harris, I.M.S.

bhum.
Thornton, Edward, f.r.i.b.a. 6, Olive Street,

Calcutta.

Tipper, George Howlett, m.a., f.g.s., Assistant

Superintendent, Geological Survey of India.

Calcutta.

L.M.

1899 Aug. 30. N.R.

1897 Jan. 6.

1908 Jan. 1.

1905 Aug. 2.

W

N.R.

R.

N.R

of Indian Institute of Science. Bangalor,

Tremlett, James Dyer, m.a., 1.0.8. (retired).

Dedham, Essex, England.

Tribhuban Deb, Raja Saccidauanda, Feuda-

tory Chief of Bamra. Deogarh, Bamra.

Tulsi Ram Misra, m.a., Acting Principal.

Gurukula Academy. Bardwar.

Upendra Nath Brahmachari, m.a., m.d. 10,

Nimtola Ghat Street, Calcutta.

Urwin, Captain John Johnson, M.B., I.M.8.

Jlotihari.
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Date of Election

1907 Aug. V. !
N.R.

1905 July 5.

1900 Aug. 29.

1890 Feb. 5.

1909 May 5.

1894 Feb. 7.

N.R.
A.

Valavanur Subramania Iyer, Instructor, Im-

perial Forest School. Dehra Bun.

Vanamali Chakravarti. Gauhati.

Vaughan, Lieut.-CoL Joseph Charles Stoelke,

I.M.S. Europe.

N.R. •Venis. Arthur, m.a. Benares.

N\R. Venkayya, V., Govt. Epij ra in India.

N.R.

1901 . 6. N.R.

Simla .

Visliwii Natl i H. The Raja Baha-

1894 Sept, 27. L.M.

1902 Oct. 29. R

dur. ' 'hhathirpur, tinndelkhnnd.

Vogel, Jean Philippe. i.itt.D. Simla.

Vost, Lieut. -Col William, i.m.s., Civil Sur-

geon. \pore

1909 Jan 6. ! N.R.

1907 July 3 R

1900 Jan. 19.

1901 June 5.

1900 April 4

R.

N.R

1909 Jnlv 7.

1905 Dec 6

1910 Sept. 7.

1909 Dec. 1.

1907 April 3.

1907 Feb. 6.

N.R.

A.

N.R
R.

N.R.
R.

A.

1906 Sept. 19. N.R

1909 April 7. N.R.

1910 April 6

1910 May 4

1909 Mar. 3.

1910 Dec. 7.

R

R.

Vredenburg, Ernest, B.L., B.Sc, A.B.8.M., A.R.< »h

k <..-., Assistant Superintendent, Geological

Survey of India. Calcutta.

•Walker, Gilbert Thomas, D. ><• , M.8., Hirec-

tor-General of Observatories. Simla.

Walker, Harold. A.B.e.s., f.o.s., A.M.inst.M.,

Assistant Superintendent. Geological Survey

of India. Calcutta.

Wallace, David Robb. 9, Clive Rote, Cat tta.

Walsh, Ernest Herbert Cooper, i.c.s., Com-

missioner. Bbatralpur Division. Bhagolpur.

Walton, Captein Herbert James, M.B., f.b.c.s.,

i.m.s. C/o Messrs. King. Hamilton 8f
Co.,

Calcutta.

Waters, Major Ernes! Edwin, i.m.s. Europe.

Watson. Edwin Rov. m.a., B.8o. Dacca.

Watts, H. P.. m.a. (Cantab). 1 1 . l.nwfon Street,

i nlrntta.

Webster. J 1 . I.C.S. 8hUUmg.
White, Ldent. Arthur Denham, M.B., I! - s -

< Lond. >, t m.s. M Uoal 0< ge. Calcutta.

White, Captain J. R.. D.B.O., Gordo* High-

landers. Europe.
i

Whitehead. Rirhard Bertt .... t ' I., A ^»m
Commissioner. Dalhonsie.

Wilkin- on, Ma] r Edmund. i.M.s., !*.«*»

D. Lit. Shillong. j \

Williams. Garfield Hodder. M.i M- ¥?"„'*
86, College Street, Calcutta.

M.R.C. . I.R.C.P.

1904 Mar. 4.

N.R.
R,

Williams, S C . b.a. Railway House Fairlie

Place. Calcutta.
Dhanbad

R.

Wilson, J. R R., mi.' .E., r.o.s.

Windsor, Major Frank Needham,

Medical ( lege. Calcutta.

Wood, William Henri Arden. m.a..

I.M-3

K.C.S

f.\ »., Principal, La Mai miere Oaln&a
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Date of Election.

1909 April 7

1906 July 4.

1906 Mar. 7.

1908 April 1

1907 June 5

1894- Aug. 30

N.R. Woodhouse, G. J., b.a. Sabour, EJ.lt.
'

A.

N.R.

R.

R

1905 Mar. 1

1906 June 6
1910 April 6

N.R.

F.M.

N.R.
N.R.

Woodley, Rev. Edward Carruthers, m.a.

Europe.

Woolner, Alfred Cooper, M.A., Principal, Ori-

ental College. Lahore.

Wordsworth, William Christopher. 8, Har-
rington Street, Calcutta.

Wright, Harold, A.M.r.c.E. E. I. B. House,

Calcutta.

Wright, The Hon. Mr. Henry Nelson, b.a..

i.C.s., Legal Remembrancer, Government of

United Provinces. Allahabad

.

Young, Rev. Arthur Willifer. 146, Queen

Victoria Street, London, E.C.

Young, Mansel Charles Gambier. Oaya.

Young, Capt. Thomas Charles McCombie,

M.B., I.M.S. Dacca.

SPECIAL HONORARY CENTENARY MEMBERS.
Date of Election.

1884 Jan. 15. Dr. Ernst Haeckel, Professor in the University of

Jena. Prussia.

1884 Jan. 15. Charles Meldrum, Esq., C.M.G., m.a., ll.d., f.k.a.s.,

F.R.S. Mauritius.

1884 Jan. 15. Revd. Professor A. H. Sayee. Professor of Assyrio-

logy, Queen's College. Oxford, England.

1884 Jan. 15. Monsieur Smile Senart. 18, Rue Frangois let,

Paris, France.

Date of Election.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

1848 Feb. 2. Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker, g.c.s.l, c.b., m.d., f.k.9.,

d.c.l., ll.d., f.l.s., F.G.s., f.r.g.s. Sunningdale,

Berkshire, England.

Dr. Albert Gunther, m.a., m.d., Ph.D., F.z.s., f.R.s.
1879 June 4.

1879 June 4.

1879 June 4.

23, Lichfield

Dr. Jules Janssen. Observataire d'Astronomie

1883 Feb. 7.

Physique de Paris, France.

Professor P. Reynaud. La Faculte des Lettre*, Lyons,

France.

Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace, ll.d., d.c.l., f.l.s., f.z.s.,

Cnrfe View, Parkstone, Dorset, England.
1

F.B.S.
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Date of Election,

1894 "Mar. 7.

1895 June 5.

1895 June 5.

1896 Feb. 5.

Professor Theodor Mbeldeke. O/o Mr. Karl T.

Trubner, Strassburg, Germany.

Lord Rayleigh, m.a., d.c.l., d.sc, ll.d., Ph.D., f.r.a.s.,

f.r.s. Ferling Place, Witham, Essex, England.

Charles H. Tawney, Esq., m.a., CLE. G/o India

Office, London.

Lord Lister, f.r.c.s., D.C.L. , M.D., LL.D., D.SC, F.R.S.

1896 Feb. 5.

1899 Feb. 1.

1899 Dec. 6.

12, Park Crescent, Portland Place, London.

Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman. 9, Farrar

Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S. America.

Dr. Augustus Frederick Rudolf Hcernle, Ph.D., CLE.

8, Northmoor Road, Oxford, England.

Professor Edwin Ray Lankester, m.a., LL.D., F.R.S.,

British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Itoad,

London, S.W.
Professor Edward Burnett Tylor, d.c.l., ll.d., f.r.s.,

Keeper, University Museum. Oxford, England.

Professor Edward Stress, Pb.D., I Vofessor of Geology

in the University of Vienna.
Professor John Wesley Judd, O.B., ll.i>., f.r.s., f.g.s.,

Late Prof, of the Royal College of Science.

80, Cumberland Road, Kew, England.
1902 ISov. 5. Monsieur Rene Zeiller. Ingenieur en chef des Mines.

1899 Dec. 6.

1899 Dec. 6.

1901 Mar. 6.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

1904 Mar. 2.

Ecole snperieur des Mines, Ports.

Professor Hendrick Kern. Utrecht, Holland.

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, c.i.b.

Poona

.

Professor Ignaz Gold zi her, Ph.D., n.Litt., ll.d.

82,

Bui Iapest, Hungm if.

Sir Cliarles Lyall, m.a . K.O.B.I., CLE., Li.i>.

Cornwall Gardens, L<»idon
i
S.W.

Sir William Ramsay, Pb.D. (Tub.), LL.D., sc.d.

(Dul)l.), f.c.s., fj.c. Umvernty College, Cower

Street, London^ W.C.
Dr. George Abraham Cn-inson, Ph.D., D.Litt., c.l.I.i

i.c.s. (retired). Roihfarnham, ( imberley, Surrey,

England.
1906 Mar. 7. The Right Hon'ble Huron Curzon of Kedleston

1904 July 2.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

m.a., D.C.L., f.r.s. 1. Carlton House Terrace, Lon-

don, S.W.
U.-Col. Henry Haver-sham Godwin-Austen, F^ s '

f.z.s., f.r.g.s. Nora Godalming, Surrey, ^n9'

land. u
William Irvine, r.c.s. retired), Holliscratt,

Castelnau, Bnrnes. London.
Dr. H. Oldenderg. The Iniversity, Gottingen.

°ermaWJ -

16-1 Qhose's1910 Aug. 7. Aeharya Sntyavrnta Sn
Lane, Calcutta.

masrami.
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FELLOWS.
Date of Election.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb.
1910 Feb.
1910 Feb. 2.

2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

1910 Feb. 2.

Dr. N. Annandale, n.sc, C.M.z. , K.us.

The Hon'ble Justice A itosli Mukhopadhyaya, c.s.i

M.A., D.L., D.S(\, K.K.A.S., F.K.S.E.

I. H. Burkill, I *q. f
m.a., f.l.s.

Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sashtri, m.a.

Sir Tfiomas Holland, C.C.I.*., D.Sc, a.r.c.s., r.O.S.,

F.R.S.

D. Hooper, Esq , r.C.8.

T. H. D LaTouche, Esq., b k , f.g.s.

Babu Monmohan Chafcravarti, m.a , b.l.

Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, Indian Army.
Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray, D.sc.

Major L. Rogers, m.d., b.s.. f.r.c.p., f.r.c.s., i.m.s.

Dr. E. D. Ross, Ph.D.

Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chandra Vidyabhusaua,
M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.

Dr. G. Thibaut, Ph.D., C.I.B.

Dr. M. W. Travers, d.sc, f.k.s.

A Yenis, Esq., m.a.

Dr. G. T. Walker, m.a., f.r.s.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS.

Date of Election.

1875 Dec. 1.

1882 June 7.

1884 Aug. 6.

1885 Dec. 2.

1886 Dec. 1.

1899 April 5.

1899 Nov. 1.

1902 June 4.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1908 July 1.

1909 Mar. 3.

Revd. J. D. Bate. 15, St. Johns Church Road.

Folkstone, Kent, England.

Herbert Giles, Esq. Europe.

F. Moore, Esq.. f.l.s. Glaremont House, Avenue Road.

Penge, Surrey, England.

Dr. A. Fuhrer. Europe.

Sri Sarat Chandra Das, Rai Bahadur, 0X1. 32,

Creek Row, Calcutta.

Pandit Visnu Prasad Raj Bhandari. Chief

Librarian, Bir Library. Katmandu, Nepal.

Revd. E. Francotte, s.J. 30, Park Street, Cal-

cutta.

Revd. A. H. Francke. Niesky Ober-Lausits, Ger-

many.
Babu Dinesh Chandra Sen. 19

f
Kuntapuker Lane,

Calcutta.

Mahamahopadhaya Sudhakara Dvivedi. Samkrit

College, B-nares.

Revd. Father J. Hoffmann. M. Mauresa House,

Ranch/.

Rai Balkrishna Atmarain Gupte, Bahadur. Indian

Museum, Calcutta.
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Date of Election

1910 Sept 7.

1910 Sept. 7.

1910 Dec. 7.

Shamsul Ularaa Maulvi Ahmad Abdul Aziz.

Azeez Bay, City-Hyderabad, Deccan.

L. K. Anantha Krishna Iyer, Esq. Thichur.

The Rev. H. Hosten, s.J. 30, Park Street, Calcutta.

LIST OF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN ABSENT FROM
INDIA THREE YEARS AND UPWARDS.*

Rule 40.—After the lapse of three years from the date of a

member leaving India, if no intimation of his wishes shall in the

interval have been received by the Society, his name shall be re-

moved from the List of Members.

The following members will be removed from the next Mem-
ber List of the Society under the operation of the above Rule:

Frederick MacBlaine, Esq., I.C.S.

Phra Maha Chandeina.

LOSS OF MEMBERS DURING 1910.

By Rktirement.

Claude Arthur Cecil Streatfield, Esq., i.c.s.

rn
Babu Dnrgadns Bhatta.
Herbert Phillip Duval, Esq., m.a., i.c.s

Henry George Fitzgerald, Esq.
Lieut. Rodney Foster, k.b.

Babu Gag.nendranatli Tagore.
J. H. Hyde, Esq.
Chinta Ito, Esq.
William Bernard MaeCabe, Esq., C.E.,

Major Norman Robinson Rainier, i.m.s

Lieut.-Col. Robert Broadley Rae, i.m.s.

Maulavi Sakhawat Hosain.
Louis Stuart, Esq.
Frank Turner, Esq., b a.

Henry Wheeler, Esq., i.c.s.

Henry Charles Woadman, Esq.. i.c.s.

David Henrv Wvlmnnr Rinlu'o F c«

By Death.

Ordinary Members

.

Babu Hanuman Prasad.
Pandit Yogesa Chandra Sastri-Sankhyararna-Vedatirthft.
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Honorary Mtinbers.

Mahamahopadhaya Chandra Kanta Tarkalankan.
Professor M. Treub.

Under Rule 40.

Gerald Cecil Dudgeon, Esq.
Sir Joseph Bampfylde Fuller, k c.s.i

ELLIOTT GOLD MEDAL

Recipients.

1893 Chandra Kanta Basu.
1895 Yati Bhusana Bhaduri, m.a.

1896 Jnan Saran Chakravarti, m.a.

1897 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1901 Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

1904 I
Sarasi Lai Sarkar, m.a.

( Surendra Nath Maitra, m.a.

1907 Akshoyakumar Mazumder.

BARCLAY MEMORIAL?' MEDAL.

Recipients.

1901 E. Ernest Green, Esq.

1903 Major Ronald Ross, f.r.c.s., c.b., c.i.e., f.r.s., i.m.s.

(retired).

1905 Lieut.-Colonel D. D. Cunningham, f.r.s., c.i.e.,

i.m.s. (retired).

1907 Lieut.-Colonel Alfred William Alcock, m.b., ll.d.,

C.I.E., F.R.S.

1909. Lieut.-Colonel David Prain, m.a., m.b., ll.d.

f.r.s., i.m.s. (retired).
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1910.

STATEMENT
Asiatic Society

Dr.

To Establishment,
Rs. As. P,

. . •Salaries ...

Do. (Officer in charge for Researches in

History, Religion, Ethnology and Folklore

in Bengal)

Commission

• • •

• • •

• at

• t •

• • •

Pension
Grain Compensation Allowance . • •

. « •

•

. • t

To Contingencies.

Stationery •

Taxes
Postage
Freight
Auditing
Lights and Fans
Insurance fee

Petty repairs

Miscellaneous

• • •

. »

• • t

* •

• • •

*

• •

• • •

> - •

* «

• • •

. •

«

• • .

• •

•

• •

9 •

• • •

• t •

•

- • I

• « •

• »

To Library and Collections.

Books
Purchase of Manuscripts

## 9

• t

• • •

• • •

•

It

« • IBinding
Library Catalogue
Paging of Manuscripts
Manuscript Catalogue (Chinese and Tibetan),..

• • .

• • *

5,854 13 :10

3,600
688 12 8

420
72 12

183 2 3

1 ,465

838 3 3

277 8 8
100
283 12

187 8

79 12

976 10 3

riON8.

2,627 8

2,250

1,283 13

10

1 ,049 2

199
444

To Publications.

11 Journal and Proceedings " and "Memoir**- 12,388 10 8

To printing charges of Circulars, Ac. --- 284 2• • •

Loan
Building

Gratuity
Tax (Unfiltered Water)
To Personal Account (written off and miscellaneous)

t ? »

• t t

• • t

• • •

• • •

- • •

• • •

• »

«

• • •

• •

- . <

• t

• t

• «

• »

•

• • •

• •

«

• # •

Rs. As. P.

10,636 6 6

4,391 8 5

7,853 2 10

12,672 12
J

4,710
500
48
80

209 1 °

To Extraordinary Expenditure

Koyal Society's Scientific Catalogue ...

Balance
• « •

Total R».

1,82,930 2

... 2,28,805 H
-
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No. 1.

of Bengal. VJ10.

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • • # f •

He. A«. P. Ri. As P.

1,93,522 18 3

By Cash Receipts.

i • • • * t

• • t

•

Publications sold for cash
Interest on Investments
Rent of room in the Society's premises
Allowance from the Government of Bengal[for

the publication of papers on Anthropological
and Cognate subjects

Do. do. Governme?it of Eastern Bengal
and Assam do. do.

Do. do. Government of Bengal for

Researches in History, Religion, Ethno-
logy, and Folklore of Bengal

Loan
Miscellaneous

# w * # • *

# 9 • • • t

673 12 7

7,096 9 7

600

< 00 I

,000 o

3,600

2,000

876 12 9
18,546 2 11

By Extraordinary Receipts.

Subscriptions to Royal Society's Scientific

Catalogue • • f • » • 571 2

By Personal Account.

• •Admission fees

Members' subscriptions

Compound subscription

Subscriptions for the Society's " Journal and

Proceedings " and " Memoirs "...

Sales on credit

Miscellaneous

• • *

• • •

• •

. • •

1,888

11,610
500

1,656

383 13

127 15 6

16.165 12 6

Total Ks. 2.28,806 14 8

D. Hoopkr,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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STATEMENT
1910. Oriental Publication Fund, No.l, in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

Salaries

Commission
Postage
Contingencies
Editing charges
Stationery

Freight
Grain Compensation
Printing charges
Lights and Fans

• •

• •

• -

•

• •

• •

• >

All

• .

• •

•

• I •

• • •

• t

• - .

• • •

To Personal Account (written off and miscella-
neous) ...

• • • • • •

Balance
• • •

• -

Total Rs.

Rs. As. P. Hs. As. P.

1,728 3 5
31 12 1

154 9
81 7 6

8,188 6

20 10 3

97 2 7

Ui 12 «
6,085 6 6

25
11,422 11 7

• • »i 4

6,229 3 4

• - 17,688 2 U

1910.

STATEMENT
Oriental Publication Fund, No. #, in

Printing charges

Dr.
To Cash Expenditure

1 1

»

• • -

Balance
* • i

* • .

# • •

Rs. As. P

843 14

8,081 3

Total Rs. h,<>*6 1
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No. 2.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1910

Cr.

Rs. As. P.

By Balance from last Report • 9 9 • • • • a •

Rs. As. P.

,661 14 8

By Cash Receipts,

Government Allowances
Publications sold for cash
Advances recovered

• • t • • •

99b

9,250

1,416 15 3
65

Sales on credit

10.731 15 3

By Personal Account.

• « 99 » 1.804 5

Total R>
• • i 17,688 2 11

D. Hooper,

Honor a ry Treasurer.

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 3.

Acet. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, 1910,

Cr.

By Balance from last Report • • * • t»

Rs. As. P.

5,675 1

By Cash Receipt-

Government Allowance • a • • • • • • »

Total Rs. • * •

3,250

8,925 1

D. Hoopkb.

Honorary Treasurer.

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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STATEMENT
1910* Oriental Publication Fund, No. 3, in

Printing charges

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

• » - # i

Balance
• . -

Total R> • t

. • .

Rs. As. P.

485 14

1,854 13 6

• * 2,340 11 6

STATEMENT
1910. Sanskrit Manuscript Fund in Acct.

Dr.
To Cash xra*mTUKB.

* • •
Salaries

Grain Compensation Allowance .

Contingencies
Stationery ...

Purchase of Manuscripts
Insurance ...

Printing charges

•

• • §

» • •

•

»

• •

• •

• *

Balance

• *

.

i • t

• • -

Rs. As. P

1 ,434 i

»

6

• t

833 15

16 15

200
125

3

'I

9

• •

Total R*

R* As. P

•

3.969 4 11
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No. 4.

Acct. with tlie Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1$10.

Cr.
Ha. Ap P.

By Balance from last Report ... ... ... 2,840 11 6

Total Rs. . ... 2.340 11 R

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 3.

with the Asiatic Society of Bengal 1910.

Cr

By Balance from last Report t # t •••

Rr. As P. Rs. As. P

758 4 11

By Cash Receipts.

Government Allowance ... ••• 3
>
2<*>

Publications sold for cash ... ... 10 ° Q

By Personal Account.

Sales on credit ... ••• ••• '•'

Total Rs. ... 3,960 4 11

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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1910.

STATEMENT
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund in

Dr.

To Cash Expenditure.

• Rs. Ab. P. Rs A s. P.

Salaries • • • • • • •• 2.275 7 9
Grain Compensation Allowance • 9 • • •• 4
Contingencies • • • • 9 • - 43 10 9
Stationery • t • w • • • • 4 12 4

Purchase of Manuscripts • • • • V • 7,386
Insurance • •« • • . . • I 31 4
Loan • •• • 0- • • . 2,000
Postage t » • • 1 9 • • • 19 4

Freight - • • • • • * * t 78 5
Binding ... • • • • Iff • • 6 12
Travelling charges • • • # t

1 351 2—.—-

.

12,208 1 6

Balance 9 t • 1 1,567 o

Total Rs. • « • 13,775 1 6

19 10.

STATEMENT
Bardic Chronicles MSS. Fund in

Dp.

To Balance
• t

Rs As. P.

• •

Total Rs.

Re. As. P-

1.716 2 6

1,716 2 6
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No. 6.

Acct. with the Asiatic Soc. ofBengal. 191

Cr.
Rs. As. P. Ks. As. P.

By Balance from last Report ... ... ... 2.065 1 6

By Cash Receipts,

Government Allowance ... ... 5,000

Do. (special) ... ... 2,000

Loan (from Asiatic Society of Bengal) ... 4.710

11,71"

Total Rs. ... 13,775 1 6

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal

No. 7.

Aeet. with the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal. 1910

By Balance from last Report

Rs. As. P Rs As P.

1.716 2 «

TOTAL RS. X
>
716 2 6

D. Hooper.

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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1910.

STATEMENT
Personal

Dr

To Balance from last Report • « • • • •

Ra. As. P

#••

Ks. As. P.

5,129 9 7

To Cash Expenditure.

• • *

Advances for purchase of Manuscripts, Ac.

To Asiatic Society

,, Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

., Sanskrit Manuscript Fund

• • •

• •

t .

• • •

16,165 12 6
1 ,304 5

1

885 2 6

17,471 1 6

Total Rs. # •

23,4So 13 7

1910.

STATEMENT
Invest-

or.

To Balance from last Report
Bank's Brokerage and Commission

Value.

Rs. As. P

.. 2,03,700

• •

Cost.

Rs. As. P.

2,02,629 13 5

14 15 &
• • •

Total Rs .,.2.03.700 2,02,644 12 10

Finn*

A siatic Society
Trust Fund

Total Rs.

PkhMAICEWT RbhYBTZ

Value. Ooit

i,«i
f
Ht>o| o o

i,5M<»-
l,33f

A. P.

ft

UM*ri s| s

Timpoeaey Rkserv*

Value.

Rs I A.
36,9- h» §

P.

Cost

Rs. I
A.

37,57*1

3

• ••

S*9ih< i)\ 37,37813

P.

ToUl Cost

R8.

1 ,96*586

1 ,339

A.

10

6

P.

10

10
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No. 8.

Account. 1910.

Cr

By Cash Receipts

„ Asiatic Society

„ Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

t • •

m • •

• ••

" •

• • t

By Balance.

Members
Employe's
Oriental Publication
Fund, No. 1 ...

Bardic Chronicles
MSB. Fund ... 1,000

8anskrit M88. Fund 20
Miscellaneous ... 109

No. 9

merit.

Total Rs.

K8. As. p.

209 1

36 4 o

- *

• •

D. Hooper,

Rs As P.

18,026 4 6

245 5

5,215 4 1

23,485 13 7

Honorary Treasurer.

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

1910.

» • •Sale

By Balance
I ft t

• •

Cr

i « i

Total Rs.

Value.

Rs. As. P.

Cost.

Rs. A^ P

5,000 4,718 12

.. 1,98,700 1,97.1)26 10

... 2,03,700 2,02,644 12 10

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.
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STATEMENT
1910. Trust

Dr.

To Pension • • • • •

Balance

Total R-

• • t

• •

Rr. As. P.

48
1,465 11 10

1.513 11 10

1910.

STATEMENT
Cash

Dr

To Balance from last Report • • > •

Bs. As. P.

.435 6 2

Receipt*.

• * •

51

>>

To Asiatic Society
Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1

Do. do. No. 2
,, Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund ...

„ Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund
„ Personal Account
„ Investment
,, Trust Fund

* •

• • •

• •

• • •

t • t

• * •

- > .

- . .

• • •

Total Rb.

Ra. A* P

19,117

10,731

3 .250

3,210
1,1710
1 S.025

4.718
49

4 11

315

4

12

• •

70,812 -1 8

76.247 10 10
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No. 10.

Fund. WW
Cr.

By Balance from last Report
,, Interest on Investments

• •• . • .

# •

Total Ks

• •

• • f

Rs. Ah. P.

1.464 11 10

49

1,513 11 ]J

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

No. 11.

Account. 1910

Cr.

EXPENDITUR)

• • • t *By Asiatic Society
.. Oriental Publication Fund, No. I

Do. do. No. 2

Do. do. No. 3

Sanskrit Manuscripts Fund
Arabic and Persian MSS. Fund

it

Personal Account
Investment
Trust Fund

• •*

* • »

- » •

• •

• • •

• •

• • *

• • •

• t •

* *

> a •

I • •

< * •

Rs. As. P
&£>£*
Hill45,

11.422

843
485

2,016

12,208

885
14

48

U
II

14
14

14

1

2

16

7

9
6
6

5

Rs. As. P.

Balance * w

73,592 4 B

2,655 6 1

Total Rs. i * *

D- Hoopkr.

7K.247 10 10

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal
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1910.

STATEMENT
Balance

LIABILITIES.

Rs As. P. Rs. As. P.

Asiatic Society

Oriental Publication Fund, No. 1...

Do. do. No. 2...

Do. do. No. 3...

^anskrit Manuscripts Fund
Arabic and Persian Manuscripts Fund
Bardic Chronicles Manuscripts Fund
Trust Fund

. i

• i

• • t

• •

.

» • t

• • i

• • *

1,82,930

6,229

8,081

1,854

1, <2

1,567

1,716
1

-.5

2
3
3
13

6

2
11

8

4

6
2

6
10
— 2,05,796 11

Total Kb. 2,05.796 11

We have examined the abov Balance Sheet, ami the appended detailed

Accounts with the books and vouchers presented to or, and certify that it is

in accordance therewith, correctly setting forth the position of the Society as

at the 31st December, 1910.

Calcutta, Mrugrns, Kim A Co.,

25th January, 1910. Chartered Accountants.

Auditors*
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No. 12.

Sheet. 1010

ASSETS.

Rs. As. P. Rh As. P.

Personal Account .. ... ... 5,215 4 1

Investment (3

W

Government Pro. Notes, Coat) 1,97,926 10
Cash Account ... ... ... 2,655 6 1• • • •«• • . •

3°/ Government.Pro. Note at Bank of Bengal's
Safe Custody Account, Cashier's Security
Deposit Rs. 500

2,05,796 11

* « t

Total Rs. ... 2,05,796 11

D. Hooper,

Honorary Treasurer,

Asiatic Society of Bengal





MARCH, 1911.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 1st March, 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

Colonel G, F. A. Harris, M.D., I.M.S., President, in the

chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr.B. L. Chaudhuri,

Mr. B. De, Mr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Mahamaho-
padhyava Haraprasad Shastri, Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. H. Hos-

ten, S.J., Mr. J. Insch, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Mr. W. W. K.

Page, Mr. G. H. Tipper, Mr. E. Vredenburg, Mr. H. P. Watts.

Visitors:—Mrs. C. T. Ambler. Mr. A. C. Atkinson, Mr.

H. S. Bion, Mr. G. E. Cooke, Mr. H. K. De, Mr. R. G. Farmer,

Mr. J. H. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. N. Haas, Mrs. Insch, Miss

N. 0. Lindsay, Mr. Isaac Shrager.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventy-two presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Babu Badri Das

Goenka, Mr. W Mcintosh, Mr. A. N Moberly and Dr. T. F.

Pearse had expressed a wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Rev.

L. O. Skrefsrud, an Ordinary Member of the Society.

The General Secretary read the names of the following

gentlemen who had been appointed to serve on the various

Committees during 1911 :

—

Finance Committee.

Annandale Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopa

dhyaya, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Mr. W K. Dods, !

dhyaya Haraprasad Shastri, Dr. E. Denison Ross.

Library Committee.

Dr N Annandale Hon'ble Mr. Justice Asutosh Muklio

padhylya Mf. I H
dtrki.1 . Mr. J. N. D*,G»pta.*g£fU44> Haraprasad S^ M, ttmj^D. Dr. IIP.

Harrison, Mr. H. H. -Haycien, jl.o
f T)*nison

nard, I.M.S., Captain J. W
Rosa. Dr. G. Thibaut
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Philological Committee

.

Hon'ble Mr, Abdullah al-Mamim Suhrawardy, Hon'ble

Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, Mr. E. A. Gait, Dr.

Girindra Nath Mukhopadhyaya, Mahamahopadhyaya Harapra-

sad Shastri, Mr. Harinath De, Babu Monmohan Chakravarti,

Babu Muralidhar Banerjee, Babu Nogendra Nath Vasu, Lieut.-

Colonel D. C. Phillott, Babu Rakhal Das Banerjee, Dr. E.

Denison Ross, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Acharya

Satyavrata Saraasrami, Dr. G. Thibaut, Air. E. Venis.

The General Secretary laid on the table a circular regard-

ing the Nobel Prize for Literature awarded annually by the

Swedish Academy, Stockholm.

The General Secretary also laid on the table, for the infor-

mation of the Monthly General Meeting, under Rule 48 (a),

the minutes of the members of Council on an amendment to

Regulation 6 (i.e., for the words two-thirds in Rule 6 substitute

a Majority) governing the nomination and election of Fellows

among the Ordinary Members.

The President announced that the Council had appointed

Capt. J. W, D. Megaw, I. M.S., as Medical Secretary in the

place of Major L. Rogers, L.M.S., resinned.

The following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

Mr

Sir Bijay Ohand Mah tap, K.C.I.E., Maharaj-

i Burdwan, 6, Alipore Road, proposed by

ya Haraprasad Shastri, seconded by Mr. D.

Lieut-Colonel P, P. Mavnard, I.M.S., seconded by Mr. D.

Hooper; Major 0. A. Smith, 27th Punjabis, proposed by

Lieut.-Col. F. P. Mavnard. I.M.S., seconded bv Lieut.-CoL

F. J. Drury, I.M.S. ; Babu Chan* C. Chaudhuri, Zemindar and

Honorary Magistrate, Sherpur Town P.O. (Mymensingh Dis-

trict), proposed by Mr. 15. U Chaudhuri, seconded by Mr.

_>re; Mr. F. W. Thomas, Librarian, India Office,

London, proposed by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,
seconded by Mr. D. Hooper.

Mr. E. Vredenburg showed some lantern slides :

Raisen in Central t

with an illustration of an incised rock-dn
The fort of Raisen in Eastern Malwa contains numerous

buildings, many of which date back to the fifteenth century

and eurher part of the sixteenth century, while others belong

to the Moghal period. Along one of the sloping paths leading

up to the fortress, there is a curious incised rock-drawing repre-
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senting a lion chase in which the hunters are clad in armour <>f

the style of the fifteenth century. The picture is worth men-
tioning because drawings with a similar technique distov* n

d

some time ago near Bijeygarh in Baghelkhand have been as-

cribed to the prehistoric period. In view of the late period of
the Raisen drawing it is most probable that those near Bijeygarh
are also late-medieval, an opinion already advanced in the
Journal of this Society by Mr. J. Cockburn in 1888.

(2) Photographs of some fifteenth century tombs at <Jwa-

dar on the Makran Coast, constructed in the Indian style of

Gujrat.

Theer are at Gwadar on the Makran coast some ancient

Mahommedan tombs, one of which bears an inscription with the

date 873 Hijri (1468 A.D.). The tombs have been noticed by
previous travellers, but none of the published descriptions give

any account of the peculiarities of their architecture. Their

style is identical with the very remarkable adaptation of Hindu

architecture to Mahommedan buildings that prevailed in Guj-

rat during the rule of the independent Mahommedan Kings in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It seems to indicate that

the influence of the powerful kingdom of Gujrat must have

extended to a considerable distance westward during the latter

part of the fifteenth century.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited specimens of sponges asso-

ciated with the shells of gregarious molluscs of the family Ver

metidae in the Bay of Bengal.

In exhibiting the specimens, he explained that the con-

torted, worm-like shells of the molluscs combined with the

sponges, which were of almost stony hardness, formed irre-

gular masses often of considerable size. The sponges exhi-

bited were of two species, Eacodiscula sceptrellifera, Carter, and

Spongosorites topsenti, Dendy. Neither of these sponges was

invariably associated with molluscan shells, but in the speci-

mens before the meeting S. topsenti was intimately combined

with shells of Siliquaria muricata (Born), and R. sceptrelltfera

with those of Siliquaria cochlearis and Spiroglyphus cummingt,

Morch. Each of the two latter species of mollusc appeared to

have associated with it a special variety of the sponge.

Mr. I. H. Burkill exhibited a collection of drugs-" a

Lepcha's Medicine bag"—and remarked :

« In the bazaar of Naxalbari, Darjeeling terai, I found re-

cently a wandering Lepcha selling scraps for the cure of a

variety of complaints. The sale o his medicines he con-

fessedf neither occupies his whole time nor satisfies Ins neec

U

for he acts as a coolie when it suits him. He had for wle

many scraps of fur intended to be worn to cure sleeplessness

.
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there were bits of the skin of all the following animals—tiger,

leopard, donkey, black bear (Ursus torquatus), rhinoceros,

musk deer, the wild cat (Felts chaus), the himalayan cat

bear (Aelurus fulgens) which he called Optunga, and the

hybrid of the Yak with a cow. Most of the skins he obtains

from hunters. There were dried skulls or parts of skulls of

musk deer, the red dog (Cyon dukhunensis) and of a musk

rat, a Manis, and of what he called Karang-karung, a rodent

perhaps Lagomys ; teeth of tiger, Felis chaus, pig, bear (prob-

ably Ursus torquatus), sloth-bear and young rhinoceros;

dried paws of a leopard, bear, and sloth-bear ; claws of a tiger;

bristles of a wild pig ; half of an elephant's rib, flesh of Cyon

dukhunensis) and the dried tongue of a tiger.

He also had a large lump of lard made from bear's fat of a

dark colour throughout, and some hard Yaks' cheese. The

Yaks' cheese was for use in preventing difficult breathing, such

as is experienced on the high passes that the Yak frequents.

There was in his collection the dried leg of some bird of

Prey-

He had a tortoise rib, a tortoise foot, bits of the dried

body of the lizard Varanu* bengalen&i* and the gill-cover of a

mahsir fish (Barbus tor).

He had the shells of Cypraea tigris to be worn on a

necklace to cure goitre. It is evident that the shape of the

shell had suggested its use in this disease.

He had a largish bundle of pieces of the bark of Betula

Bhojpattra, for use as paper in writing charms, and the follow-

ing roots :

Pakanbet, a rhizome not yet identified.

Radha, astern, apparently of a Menisperna
Xim, bark of Mdia Azndirachta
Shudakpha, a rhizome, not yet identified.

n Candnflii.

Punga rai, a fern stem.
Pokli rai, a fern stem.
Padam chal, root of a Rheum.

ara

Carapa moluccensis.

looking not unlike that ot

pper
(called Mirbishi patal) used for cataract in cows, and of caicm

sulphate (Hum patal), a drug for fever.
d

Drs. Annandale and Fermor and Messr-. Tipper

Hooper have kindly helped in the d< termination of the aoo

scraps.

of
Mr. S. W. Kemp exhibited new and intei ^ *&?%•#

Stomatopod Crustacea from the collection in the

Museum.
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Mr F. H. Gravely exhibit, d Myrmeleonid and Ascalaphid
larvse found living free upon tree-trunks, and remarked :

"The larvae of the MynneIeonida> (Ant-Lions) and tin-

closely allied Ascalaphidae feed upon other insects. They lie

concealed and suddenly seize their unsuspc. ting prey as it a|>-

proaches. Most Ascalaphid larvae cover themselvea with a
cloak of debris, or hide among rubbish or under stones ; bu
the Indian species here exhibited (Pseudovhjnx so.) sits exnosed

9

its form and colour.

inconspicuou

Myrmeleo-
nid© resemble those of the Ascalaphidae in habit ; but* those of

Myrmeleon prey falls

and at the bottom of which they live. The Indian species

exhibited here {Myrmeleon contractus, Wilk.) is the only known
exception to this ; it lives upon tree-trunks with its head and

fine

The following papers were read :

1. Farman of the Emperor Aurangzeb.—By Rajanira vi \s

Sen. Communicated by the Philological Secretary,

2. Pandits of the 18th Century,—By Mahamahopadhyaya
Haraprasad Shastri.

3. A Note on the Dark Monday (Somavati).

—

By B. A.

Guptb .

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's Rooms on Wednesday, the

8th March, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Col. G. F. A. Harris, M.D., I.M.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Lt.-Col. J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., Dr. C. H. Elmes, Capt. H. B.

Foster, I.M.S., Lt.-Col. A. H. Nott, I.M.S., Captain J. D.

Sandes, I.M.S., and Captain J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Honorary

Secretary.

Visitors .-Lt.-Col. W. B. Thomson, R.A.M.C, Dr. Sarasilal

Sarkar.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The President announced the appointment of Capt. J W. D.

Megaw, as Medical Secretary of the Society, m the place of

Major L. Rogers, resigned.
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The following cases were shown :

1. By Lt.-Col Calvert, I.M.S.

(a) A case showing multiple subcutaceous tumours,

for diagnosis. A microscopical section of one of

the tumours was also shown from which it ap-

peared that the growth was a calcifying fibroma.

(b) A case of Osteo Arthristis in a young European
with X-ray photographs. This condition is said

by Sir Jonathan Hutchinson to be very rare if

not altogether unknown in India.
(c) A case of early Leprosy in a European boy.

2. By Lt.-Col Nott, I.M.S.—A case in which Rhinoplasty
had been performed with a very satisfactory result.

3. The Secretary showed three photographs illustrating a

remarkable case of Myositis Ossificans. The photographs had

been recently presented to the Medical College by Surgeon-

General Lukis.

The cases were discussed by the President, Col. Nott, Col.

Thomson, Dr. Elmes and Capt. Foster.



APRIL, iqii.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held

on Wednesday, the 5th April 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

E. Denison Ross, Esq., Ph.D., F.A.S.B., in the chair.

The following members were present :

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. W. F. Bolton, Mr. I. H, Burkill,

Dr. W. A. K. Christie, Rai Bahadur Matilal G.anguli, Mr 0. C.

Ganguli, The Hon'ble Mr. H. G. Graves, The Hon'ble Mr.

Justice H. Holmwood, Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. H. Hosten, S J.;

Mr. Jas. Insch, Mr. C H. Kesteven, Lieut.-Colonel F. P. May-

nard, I.M.S.; Mr. W. S. Milne, The Hon'ble Mr. C. E. A. W.
Oldham, Rev. A. C Ridsdale, Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana,

Mr. H. P. Watts

Visitors:—Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Atkinson, Mrs. Burkill, The

Hon'ble Mr. Justice H. R. H. Coxe, Miss Graves, Mrs. Holm-

wood, Lieut.-Col. F. Cunynghame-Hughes, Mrs. Insch, Mr.

C. H, R. Thorn.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty-six presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Babu Harendra

Society.

Mukerji had expressed a wish to wi

The General Secretary reported the death of Monsieur

Paul Regnaud, an Honorary Member of the Society.

The following five gentlemen were balloted for and elected

as Ordinary Members :

Babu Hira Lai Rai Bahadur, B.A., Extra Assistant Com-

missioner, Nagpur, C.P., proposed by Babu Monmohan

Chakravarti, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper ;
The Hon ble Mr

J. S. Meston, CS.L, C.S., Secretary to the Government of

India, Finance Department, proposed by Lieut-Colonel *. fc\

Maynard, I.M.S., seconded by Dr. E. Denison Ross
;
Mr. HS.

Bion, B.Sc, F.G.S., proposed by Mr. H. H. Hayden *******

by Mr. G. H. Tipper ; The Hon'ble Sir A. H. MacMahon,

K.C.I.E., CS.L, LA., Secretary to the Government of India,

Foreign Department, proposed by Colonel G. F. A. Harris,

I.M.S., seconded by Dr. E. Denison Ross ;
Khan Bahadur

Almad W
E. de M. Humphries.
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ing and Sculpture," with lantern slides.

Japanese

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

12th April, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Wednesday

Lieut.-Col. C. R. M. Green, M.D., F.R.C.S., I.M.S., in

the chair*

The following members were present :

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, Lieut.-Col. J. T. Calvert, I.M.S.,

Dr. G. C. Chatterjee, Dr. H. M. (rake, Dr. B. N. Ghosh, Dr.

A. M. Leake, Dr. Indu Madhab Mallick, Major E. E. Waters,

Capt, J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors

:

—Drs. S. C. Bural and X. K. Sirkar.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

The following cases were shown :

(1) By Col. Green

1. A case of Syphilis which had been remarkably bene-

fited by Salvarsan.

In the discussion which followed Dr. Brahmachari men-
tioned that he had had very disappointing results with the use of

Salvarsan in five cases in Kala Azar, Dr. Martin Leake had two

cases of Kala Azar with similarly disappointing results, and
Col. Calvert one case in which no benefit resulted. On the

other hand, the Secretary stated that Major Murray, I. M.S.,

cases

2. case for diagnosis
was marked muscular atrophy and weakness combined with

great deformity of the chest and vertebral column, the muscu-
lar and skeletal changes having developed recently and simul-

taneously.

Listoni

Dr. Brahmachari showed some specimens of Anopheles
found in Calcutta which had been identified by Capt.

Christophers and which showed certain peculiarity in which
they differed from the previously described Anopheles Listoni.

4. Papers

(a) On the Biology of Black Mycetoma, by Dr. S. C.

Chatterji.
(b) On the Epidemic Fever in Lower Bengal, commonly
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known as Burdwan Fever, by Dr. U. Brahma-
chari.

The papers were discussed by Col. Green, Col. Calvert,
Dr. G. C. Chatterji and Capt. Megaw.

\





MAY, 1911.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 3rd May, 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieut.-Colonel D, C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Dr. N. Annandale, Mr- I. H. Burkill, Mr. J. A. Chapman y

Dr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Dr. G. D. Hope, Rev.
H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. Jas. Inseh, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Hon. Mr.
Deva Prosad Sarvadhikary, Mahamahopadhyaya Satis Chan-
dra Vidyabhusana, Maulavi Abdul Wali, Rev. A. W. Young.

Visitors

:

—Mr. B. Felsenthal, Mrs. Insch, and another.
1

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Nineteen presentations were announced.

The following three gentlemen were balloted for as*

Ordinary Members :-

Mr. A. T. Gopinaiha Rao, M.A., Superintendent of Archae-

ology, Trevandrum, proposed by Hon. Mr. Justice Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya, seconded by Dr. Satis Chandra Vidya-

bhusana. Mr. Albert Charles Atkinson, Oflfg. Principal, La,

Martiniere, Calcutta, proposed by Mr. J. A. Chapman, seconded

by Mr. G. H. Tipper. Mr. C. E. Lomax, M.A. (Oxon), Master,

La Martiniere, proposed by Mr. H. P. Watts, seconded by Mr.

1). Hooper.

Mr. I. H. Burkill exhibited specimens of the prickly pears

now wild in India, and gave some account of their introduction

in connection with attempts to rear cocheneal in India.

The following papers were read

:

1. Swertias chinenses quatuor Novas, ex herbario G. Bonati y

descripsit I. H. Burkill.

2. Note on Sterculia alata, Roxb. var. irregularis, a re-

Major
/ leaf variation.—By W. W. Smith. Commu-

3. from the East

Himalaya.—By W. W. Smith. Communicated by Major A. T.

Gage, I.M.S.

4. Plantarum Novarum in Herbario Horti Regii Calcut-

tensis Cognitarum Decas.—Autore W. VV. Smith. Communis

Major

1911.

These papers have been published in the Journal for March
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5. Some Current Pushtu Folk-Stories.—By Lieut. F. H.,

Malyon.

This paper will be published in the Memoirs.

6. The Composition of Indian Yams.—By D. Hooper.

7. Some Asiatic 31ilk-Products.—By D. Hooper.

These papers have been published in the Journal for March

1911.

8. Elucidation of certain passages in I-tsing.—By Kashi
P. Jayaswal.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

9. Interaction of Nitrites and

for the determination of " Nitride" Nitrogen.—By
Biman Behari Dey and Hemendra Kumar Sen. Commu-
nicated by Dr. P. C. Ray.

This paper has been publishedin the Journal for April 1911.

10. Description of three new species of Algae associated with

Indian Freshwater Polyzoa.—By Professor Wm. West, with

notes by Dr. N. Annandale.
This paper has been published in the Journal for March

1911.

11. Father A. Monserrate's Description of Delhi (158 1 ) , Firoz

Shah's Tunnel—By Rev. H. Host v, S.J.

This paper has been published in the Journal for April

1911.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was
10th May, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Wednesday, the

L-ieut.-Colonel C. R. M. Green, I.MJ9.. in the chair

members

H P.

Maynard, I.M.S. ; Dr Indu Madhab Mul'lick, Capt. J. W. P-

Megaw, I.M.S., Medical Secretary.

Visitors ;—Lieut .-Colonel W. B. Thomson, R.A.M.f.

The minutes of the last meeting wer< oad and confirmed-

I. A demonstration of a method of dark background
illumination for the Microscope by the Secretary.
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II. A case of Leprosy in a European in which striking
improvement almost amounting to a cure had resulted without
any specific line of treatment—shown by the Secretary.

The following paper was read :

A particular form of fracture of skull.—Jig ISarasi Lal
Sarkar. Communicated by Dr. G. C. Chatterjee.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 7th June, 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., in the

chair.

The following members were present

;

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. A. C. Atkinson,

Dr. W. A. K. Christie, Mr. F. H. Gravely, Rai B. A. Gupte,

Bahadur, Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. J. C.

Johnston, Mr. H. C. Jones, Mr. S. W. Kemp, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick,

Mr. C. S. Lomax, Mr. G. EL Tipper, Dr. Satischandra Vidya-

bhusana.

Visitors:—Lt.-Col.F. Cunynghame-Hughes,Captn. R. B. S.

Sewell, I.M.S.

The minutes of the L.st meeting were read and confirmed.

Seventy presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Mr. H. M. Percival

and Major W. D. Hayward, I.M.S. , had expressed a wish to

withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Major

C. J. Robertson Milne, M.D., I.M.S., an Ordinary Member of

the Society.

The following five gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members :•

Babu Ganesh Lai Barik, Gayawal, Chandchavra, Gaya,

proposed by Capt. F. P. Connor, I.M.S., seconded by Dr. A.

White Robertson ; Lieut. H. G. Maturin, 61st R. G. 0. Pioneers,

Begumpet, Secunderabad, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper ;
Lieut. E. C. Seconde,

16th Rajputs, Bareilly, U.P., proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C.

Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Maulavi M. Hedayet

Hosain, Lecturer, Presidency College, 7-1, Ram Shanker Roy's

Lane. Calcutta, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott,

seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Dr. K. K. Chatterji, F.R.CS.,

33, Dharamtolla Street, proposed by Major E. A. R. Newman,

I.M.S., seconded by Capt, J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S.

Mr. S. W. Kemp exhibited specimens of Apus from the

United Provinces.
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The following papers were read :

/ the origin of the constellation Mr
By Rai B« A. Gupte, Bahadur.

This paper has been published in the Journal for April,

1911.

2. A Vocabulary of the Past Boli or Argot of the Kanchan-

diya Kanjars.—By W. Kirkpatrick.

3. Gangesa Upadhyaya, the founder of modern Nyaya.—By
Dr. Satish Chandra Vidyabhusana.

These two papers will be published in a subsequent number
of the Journal.

4. Some Notes on Urdu Grammar.—By Lieut.-Colonel
D. C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., Secretary , Board of Examiners.

This paper has been published in the Journal for April,

1911.

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

14th June, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Wednesd

Major E. A. R. Newman, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

Dr. U. N. Brahmachari, Dr. Adrian Caddy Dr. C. H.

es, Major E. E. Waters. I.M.S.. and Cant. J. W. D. Megaw,
I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

read

clinical

very acute Lymphatic Leukaemia—shown by

Waters

with

as<_, _ £ .~w .** v*.* *• v^«. wxiv ivrrw xi Cftguxcult/O Ore* OZJivrTZA hjj —— -

photographs, the result of treatment being very satisfactory
shown by Dr. Elmes.

A case for diagnosis, a swelling of the head of the tibia

shown by Major Newman.
The cases were discussed bv the Chairman, Maior Waters

Secretary

II. was read

Some peculiar effects of Salvarsan.—By Dr. C. H. Elmes.

The discussion on the paper was postponed owing to the

less of the hour.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, the 5th July, 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

D. Hooper, Esq., F.C.S., F.A.S.B., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. A. C. Atkin-
son, Mr. P. Brown, Mr. B. De, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. F. H.
Gravely, Mr. K. A. K. Hallowes, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. J.
Insch, Mr. S. W. Kemp, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Dr. Satis Chandra
Vidyabhusana.

1

Visitors:—Mrs. Fermor, Captain R. B. Seymour Sewell,
M

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty presentations were announced :

—

The General Secretary reported the death of Acharya
Satyavrata Samasrami, an Honorary Member of the Society.

Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana read the following
obituary notice

:

Acharyya Saiya Vrata Samasrami (A.D. 1846— 1911).

Pandit Satyavrata Samasrami was born in Patna on the
28th May, 1846. His father Babu Ramdas Chatterji held
several responsible posts under the British Government in

Monghyr and Patna, and had considerable landed property.

To help the introduction of Vedic learning in Bengal, he
removed his family to Benares and placed his son, eight years

old, under the instruction of Gauda Svami, the head of the

SarasvatI Matha, and of Pandit Nandaram Trivedi. Satya-

vrata completed his studies in 1866 and received the title of

,
from the

tinguished
Samasrami", or " scholar of the Sama Veda

Maharaja of Bundi with the consent of the

Pandits of his court.

? ?

dred

spent the following two years in travel, visiting various holy-

places of Northern India, among which may be mentioned

Ayodhya, Kanauj, Kampilla, Jeypur, Naimisharanya, Hurd-

war, Guzrat, and Kashmere.
Returning to Benares in 1868, he married the grand-

lead

of

;

the

menced
name of Kamra Nandi
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Vedic works. At the instance of Raja Dr. Rajendralala Mitra

in the same year he was engaged by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal to edit the Santa Veda Samhita for the Bibliotheca

Indica. After the death of his father, he brought his family

from Benares to Calcutta and applied himself to the diffusion

of Vedic learning in Bengal. At his residence he kept pupils

and gave them free board and tuition. He contributed to

Bibliotheca Indica a new edition of the Nirukta. In 1889,

he commenced publishing a new Vedic Journal, the Usha. He
eontributed also to the Bibliotheca Indica an edition of

Aitareya Brahmana, Taittiriya Samhita and Satapatha Brah-

mana. From his own press he published in Bengali character

the Samaveda, the Yajurveda and several Brahmanas and

Vedangas. Besides his editions of Sanskrit works of Poetry

&nd Philosophy, and his original Compositions in the Sanskrit

and Bengali languages, he edited a Buddhist work, Karanda

Vyuha, with a Bengali translation by himself as well as a few

of the Jaina Scriptures.

As a Vedic scholar he was without a rival in Bengal,

and carried out his father's idea of reviving Vedic learning in

the land of his birth. He was an Honorary Member of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal. He was appointed examiner in

connection with the Government Sanskrit Title Examinations
in Bengal. To give effect to the New Regulations of the

Calcutta University he was appointed University lecturer and

an examiner in the Vedas.
After suffering from Apoplexy for about six months he

breathed his last last

three sons and a large circle of pupils and admirers to mourn
his los3.

nary
The following eight gentlemen were balloted for as Orcli-

Pandit Shyam Bihari Misra, B.A., Revenue Member,
Council of Regency, Jodhpur, proposed by Mr. Ramavatar

Will
seconded Ma)

., »..™.i.o, "'"g o *-" c*g,uuu vjruaius, xxuiunin, imijou, f~r
by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper;

Prince Mohamed Bukhtyar Shah, C.I.E., of Mysore family,

No. 6, Loudon Street, Calcutta, proposed bv Maulavi Abdul

Wali, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott ; Lieut. Sureswar

Sarkar, I.M.S., Fort William, proposed by Capt. J. W. D
Megaw, I.M.S., seconded by Dr. U.N. Brahmachari ; Dr. Pra-

bhas Nath Pal, L.M.S., Medical Practitioner, 4 Bibi Rozio
Lane, Calcutta, proposed by Dr. B. N. Ghose, seconded by

Capt. J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S.; Capt. R. B. Seymour SeweU,

I.M.S., proposed by Dr. N. AnT'""'4 " , ',' «"»«««'' «»^ ^v Mr. G. H-

Tipper; Mr. Nirmal Chandra
Calcutta, proposed by the Hon.
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Mr. Justice Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, seconded by Mahamaho-
padhyaya Haraprasad Sastri ; Capt. E. Owen Thurston,
F.R.C.S., I.MS., Calcutta, proposed by Lieut.-Colonel F. 1\

Maynard, I.M.S., seconded by Capt. J. VV. D. Megaw, I. M.S.

Dr. N. Annandale exhibited a very large snake of Genus
Bungarus forwarded by Major 0. A. Smith, and said

:

" I have been asked by our Honorary Secretary to exhibit

this specimen, which was killed at Hazaribagh in Chota Nag-
pur. It is an unusually large representative of the Common
Krait, now measuring 4 feet 4| inches, although I understand

it measured 4 feet 8| inches fresh. The record specimen of

the species measured 4 feet 6£ inches (vide Wall, Poisonous

Terrestrial Snakes of our British Indian Dominions, 2nd Ed.,

p. 24, 1908), whether fresh or in spirit is not stated. I take

this opportunity to make a few remarks about an allied species,

B. sindanus, Boulenger, distinguished from the Common Krait

by its (usually) larger size and by the fact that it has seventeen

nstead

was
to be peculiar to Sind. Some years later, however, Major

F. Wall named another so-called species B. walli, although it

differed little from B. sindanus, of which only a few specimens

were then known, except in colour and in the number of

ventral andsubcaudal scales, both variable characters. On the

evidence then available it might have been thought possible

that B. walli was an eastern race of B. sindanus peculiar to th«

valley of the Ganges, but Major Wall has recently demolished

this evidence by describing from Baluchistan specimens much

nearer B. sindanus than the pseudo-species B. walli in scale

characters (Journ. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc, XX, p 1040, 1911).

He would still maintain the latter as a distinct species on the

ground that it differs slightly in colour, form of body and

maximum size, but these are not characters which can in any

circumstance be regarded as intrinsically of specific importance

in the Ophidia. I believe, therefore, that B. walk js merely a

synonym of B. sindanus, and that the species which must be

known by the latter name extends all over Northern India

from Baluchistan to Lower^ Bengal, perhaps avoiding the

damper parts of the country."

read

'. 1 . The Bdkhara Inscription and the Machlishahr Grant.

By R. D. Banerji.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

2. The Stambhesvari.—By B. C. Mazumdar. Communi-

cated with a note by R. D. Banerji.
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3.

Wali

ft

i Abu Said ibn Abul Khayr, No By

4. (Kotwalip* Grant and three other

M.A.Copperplate Grants.

These three papers will be published in a subsequent
number of the Journal.

5. Stuff, Hooper

1911.

This paper has been published in the Journal for June

6.

W.
»/ the Gehara (Kanjars)

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the
bociety was held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, the
12th July, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Lt.-Colonel F. P. Maynard, I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present

:

r.i
B

l' ?;/&
Biahmachari, Dr. Adrian Caddy, Col. J. T.

Calvert, I.MS., Dr. C. H. Elmes, Dr. Indumadhab Mallick,
taptam E. Owen Thurston, I.M.S., Captain J. W. D. Megaw,
l.M.b., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors
D. Shastri.

M. Mackenzie, Dr. H.

and
1.

'.

2.

™ u n
Qa,8e of c°mP1ete destruction of half of the upper

jaw by Canerum Oris, occurring in an attack of Acute Fever
of unknown origin—shown by Dr. Caddy.

T,w n t l
em
f
n^tration of Ophthalmologics! instruments by

Lieut.-Col. F. P. Maynard.

3. The following papers were read:

hu M^N0t
t (yr

i,
8̂ arsan in the treatment of Kola
Waters

Major Waters
»

Megaw

Calcutta.

The seasonal prevalence of Anopheline Fuligenosus in
Dr

n r

%
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 2nd August, 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulvi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. A. C. Atkin-

son, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Dr. L. L. Fernior, Mr. F. H. Gravely,

Hon. Mr. H. G. Graves, Mr. K. A. K. Hallowes, Mr. H. H.

Hayden. Hon. Mr. Justice H. Holmwood, Mr. D. Hooper, Dr.

G. D. Hope, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. J. Insch, Mr. J. C. R.

Johnston, Mr. S. N. Kemp, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Mr. J. Walter

Leather, Captain R. B. Seymour Sewell, Dr. Satis Chandra

Vidvabhusana, Mr. H. Walker.

Visitors :—Mrs. Atkinson, Mr. N. Z. Bra vine, Mrs. Fermor,

Mr. G. Fox, Mrs. Kirkpatrick.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-seven presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Prof. Charles

Meldrum, Special Honorary Centenary Member of the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Prof.

J. A. Cunningham and Mr. C. H. Browning, Ordinary Members

of the Society.

The General Secretary also reported that Mr J. R. Barrow

and Mr. J. R. Cunningham have expressed a wish to withdraw

from the Society.

The Council reported that there were five vacancies in the

list of Honorary Fellows, and the Coundl thereJ^^ommend,

ed Dr A Engler, Lieut-Colonel A. W. Alcock, Sir Clements

Markham Prof E. G. Browne and Mahamahopadhyaya

K^khy'a SSh Tarkabagis, for election as Honorary Fellows.

Dr A En*ler was born in Silesia in 1844, and took his

Doc£ s degree at Breslau in 1866. ^In the™ 7" *

Breslau.

Munich

in

of Systematic Botany in Bres an and^ *%*$£& °|

SfSSffl*STaTaVsenms-which two post,

m .Am 4*

he holds still.
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Of honours he has many. His own country made him a
Geheimer Regierungsrat in 1894, and later a Geheimer Ober-

srun

him a Doctor's degree in 1904.

He has travelled widelv f

i

Easttion. He has been in North Africa,

India and Java.
His publications are very numerous. First of all, as a

systematic botanist he has monographed many groups of

plants. Such work he considers, as it truly is, spade work for

other studies, the chief of his more philosophical contributions
to science being in Geographic Botany. His early studies were

mountain plants, whose interrupted distribution

geologic periods. This
with

regions
»/ the development of the Plant world, specially of

1882) ; and this

again is connected with his Development of plant geography in
the last century, and further connected propositions (1899).*

His chapter entitled Erlduterungen zu der Vbersicht uber
die Embryophyta siphonogama in the Nachtrdge to his Naturliche

Pflanzenfamilien is an attempt to indicate true affinities in the
Higher plants.

Professor Engler has shown a most remarkable adminis-
trative ability. He has drawn the botanists of his own
country, Austria, Italy, Scandinavia and from even further
afield, who work at systematic and geographical Botany, into
such harmony that under his editorship the *' Naturliche

Pflanzenfamilien " has been produced, and now the " Pflanzen-
reick " and volumes entitled " Vegetation der Erde " are appear-
ing. The first work defines the genera of all the plants of the
world from lowest to highest and is copiously illustrated. The
second is a series of monographs of groups of plants, and the
third is a series of treatises on the vegetation of selected areas.

The number of the scientists who have contributed to these
works is a tribute to the genius , and is evidence of the wide
trust placed

added that Dr. Enerler has carried
was called to Berlin, the removal of the University

tfotanic harden from a smoky square
suburb, where it is now a large workin
unlike Kew.

[I. H. BUBKILL.]

k j
Vei«uch einer Entwicklungsgeschichte der Pflanzenwelt inbeson

bere der Florengebeite siet der Tertiarperiode.

r«n „J? \° ^g der pflanzen-Geographie in der letzten hundert Jah
ren and weitere Aufgaben denselben.
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Alfred William Alcock was born in England in 1859 and
was educated at Westminster School. After some years
spent in India he took up the study of medicine in the
University of Aberdeen, in which he was appointed Assistant
Professor of Zoology in 1883. In 1885 he joined the Indian
Medical Service, and from 1886 to 1888 served as medical
officer with the Punjab Frontier Force. He was appointed
Surgeon Naturalist to the Marine Survey of India in the
latter year and held the post for four years, being appointed
Superintendent of the Indian Museum and Professor of Zoology
in the Calcutta Medical College in 1893, a joint post which he
vacated for a short time to serve with the Pamir Boundary
Commission of 1895. It was not until 1907, however, that he
finally retired both from his scientific appointments in Calcutta

and from the Indian Medical Service. Shortly after returning

to England he was appointed Professor of Arthropodology in

the London School of Tropical Medicine, a chair which he

still occupies.

The value of Col. Alcock's zoological work has been recog-

nized by the distinctions lie has received in Europe. He is a

Fellow of the Royal Society, an LL.D. (honoris causa) of the

University of Aberdeen, a Corresponding Member of the Zoolo-

gical Society of the Netherlands and of the Californian

Academy of Sciences. He was honoured in India by being

appointed a Companion of the Order of the Indian Empire.

On his retirement he held the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel in

the Indian Medical Service.

Over sixty separate papers on zoological subjects were

written by Col. Alcock in India, his attention having been

directed in particular to the Crustacea and the fish of deep

water. Since leaving this country he has contributed a valu-

able account of the freshwater crabs, in which the classification

of the family is entirely reorganized, to the "Catalogue of

Indian Decapod Crustacea" published by the Indian Museum.

He has also organized his department and delivered courses of

lectures in the Seamen's Hospital at the Royal Albert Docks

with a skill and enthusiasm that have proved of the greatest

benefit to medical men desirous of obtaining zoological know-

ledge of practical application in connection with the exercise

of their profession in India and other tropical countries, and

we may soon expect from his accurate and graphic pen a text-

book of medical zoology such as perhaps no other living man

possesses the combined experience, theoretical knowledge and

literary skill to write.

Last but not least among his services to the science of

zoology must be reckoned the work he did for the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. Not only were his papers for several years

the most important contributed to our "Journal" so far as

zoology was concerned, but he served as an officer of the
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Society for a considerable period, having been elected Natural

History Secretary in 1888, General Secretary in 1895, and

Vice-President in 1901. It is hardly to the credit of the

Society that he never occupied the President's chair.

TNelson Annandale.1

Sir Clements Robert Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S., D.Sc.

Born at Stillingfleet near York, July 20, 1830. Educated

at Westminster School. He was appointed a naval cadet in

1844, and served in the Arctic Expedition in search of Sir

John Franklin in 1850—51. He explored Peru and the forests

of the E. Andes in 1852—54. In 1854 he was appointed to a

clerkship in the Board of Control, India Office. From 1859 to

1862 he organized an expedition to South America to collect

cinchona plants and seeds, and succeeded in transferring them
to India. He selected sites for the plantations in India in-

cluding those in the Darjeeling district and the Nilgiri Hills,

where at the present time there are extensive cinchona estates

and quinine factories. He continued to hold various appoint-

ments in the India Office, where he had charge of all corres-

pondence relating to cinchona and quinine, and all despatches
of the Secretary of State on the subjects written between 1862

to 1877 were drafted by Mr. Markham. The correspondence
was ordered to be printed by the House of Commons, and is

comprised in five large Blue Books. His taste for botany,

archaeology and ethnology, which he developed in his early

years, placed him high in the scientific world. He was
Secretary and President of the Hakluyt Society, Secretary and
President for many years of the Royal Geographical Society

"Missions to Thibet." He is now engaged on a translation
of Garcia de Orta's "Coloquios." In" electing Sir Clements
Markham to an Honorary Fellowship the Society recognizes
the specially valuable service rendered to India and the East
in successfully introducing the cultivation of cinchona into

this country fifty years ago. rp Hooper.]

Edward Granville Browne, m.a., m.b., m.R.c.s., l.R.cp.,
m.r.a.s., f.b.a

; Lecturer in Persian, 1882—1902; Sir Thomas
Adams Professor of Arabic since 1902; Fellow of Pembroke
Coll Camb., since 1887; Fellow of British Academy, 1H>3.

Graduated at Cambridge in Natural Sciences Tripos, 1882;
Indian Languages Tripos, 1884. Studied Oriental Languages
in Cambridge, 1879—84; London, 1884—87; travelled m
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Persia, 1887—88. Publications: A Traveller's Narrative,

written to illustrate the Episode of the Bab, Persian text and
English translation, with notes, 1891 ; A Year amongst the

Persians, 1893; The New History of Mlrza 'All Muhammad the

Bab, translated from the Persian, 1893; Catalogue of Persian

MSS. in Cambridge University Library, 1896; Hand-list of

the Muhammadan MSS. in the same library, 1900; critical

edition of Dawlatshah's Tadhkira, 1901 ; do. of 'Awfi's Luba-

bu'1-Albab, 1903; Literary History of Persia until the time

of Firdawsl; continuation of same until the Mongol Invasion,

1906; abridged translation of Ibn Isfandiyar's History of

Tabaristan; Short Account of Recent Events in Persia, 1909;

besides numerous Papers in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society from 1889 to the present time.

[D. C. Phillott.]

Mabamahopadhayaya Kamakhya Nath Tarkavagisa was

born at Protappore, a village in the district of Hooghly, in the

year 1848. He comes of a respectable family of Pundits dis-

tinguished as much for their learning as for the sanctity of

their manners. In conformity with the time-honoured practice

and traditions of the family, Pundit Kamakhya Nath was

initiated into Sanskrit Grammar and literature at a very

oarly age. Kamakhya Nath evinced in the days of his

pupilage those transcendental qualities of the head which

have won for him the foremost rank among Pundits in this

country. At the tender age of fourteen he left his native village

for Navadwipa in order to prosecute his studies in Nydya, and

there his intellect derived its principal sap and nourishment

from the great classical soil of Sanskrit learning. He read

Nyava with the late Mahamahopadhyaya Bhuban Mohan

Vidy'aratna, and was dubbed by him with the title of
t( Tarka,

vfaiaa:' After finishing his course of studies in Smriti and
vagisa

Vedanta
where he opened a Tol and offered gratuitous instruction to his

pupils with free quarters and board. He entered into the

service of Government at the aue of thirty-four as Assistant

Professor of Hindu Logic at the Calcutta Sanskrit College and

was elevated to the chair of Nydya on the retirement of the

late Mahamahopadhyaya MahesaCh^dra Nyayaratna CJLK

Kamakhy
* w *

He is universally

regarded as a specialist in lNyayu, *uu -»— r

—

Z~*J£*
popularity are'in a great ^™ *» '» 'VS^^ ,t

as
method
sophy. He is looke

matters of Shastric interpretation as weii ™
difficult social and religious problems. He has
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to the cause of indigenous learning by his able researches in

Oriental Philosophy. He has edited the Tattva-Chintamani and
the Chaturvarga-Chintamani published under the auspices of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and is still editing the Commen-
tary of Gadddhara on Siromani's Didhiti. His commentary on
Udayanacharyya's Kusumanjali, which he published on his

own account, will ever be regarded as a monument of his

profound erudition and extraordinary attainments in Nyaya.
It has been highly spoken of and appreciated by Pundits all

over India. As a member of the Sahitya Sabhd, he has delivered

a series of lectures in Bengali on Hindu Philosophy, which
have evoked a new interest in the study of that difficult

branch of knowledge amongst the educated public. The
Government have been pleased to confer on him the high
literary distinction of " Mahdmahopddhydya" and to grant
him prolonged extension of service for nine years, in recogni-

tion of his sterling merits. He lias lately retired from service,

and by his retirement the Sanskrit College may well be said to

have been shorn of a worthy pillar of strength.

[Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.]

bers :

as Ordinary Mem-

Macrae
(Pabnaj, Station Saraghat, proposed by Dr. T. H. Bishop,

seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper; Major A. Gwyther, M.B.,

F.R.C.S.E., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, Howrah, proposed by Lieut.-

Colonel J. T. Calvert, I.M.S., seconded bv Major J. W. D.

Megaw
;
I.M.S. ; Capt. A. H. Proctor, M.Ch!, T.M.S., Resident

College, proposed bv Licut.-Col. J. T. Calvert,. Medical
I.M.S.

, seconded by Major J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S. ;
Mr. 8.

Maulik, Entomologist , Assistant to the Imperial Forest Zoologist,

Research Institute, Dehra Dun, proposed by Dr. N. Annandale,
seconded by Mr. F. H. Gravely ; Mr. Gerald M. Young, I.C.S.,

proposed by the Hon. Mr. E. D. Maclagan, seconded by Dr. E.

DenisonRoss
; Mr. Habib-ur-Rahman Khan, Telegraph Dept.,

Allahabad, proposed by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by

Hon. Mr. Abdulla al-Mamun Suhrawardy.

Dr. Fermor exhibited some minerals collected during

excursions of the Xlth International Geological Congress held

in Sweden in 1910. Many famous mines were visited in Swed-
ish Lapland, in the Stockholm Archipelago, and in Central

Sweden. The most interesting of the many fine and rare

mineral specimens obtained are tl. Ul

+u v^
The rare *earth minerals fergusonite and gadolinite from

the Ytterby felspar mine, the original locality for the yttrium
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earths, these two minerals containing between them the follow-
ing rare elements :—beryllium, cerium, didymium, erbium, lan-
thanum, niobium, tantalum, thorium, uranium, and yttrium.

(2) Petalite, a lithium silicate from the Uto lithia mine,
the original locality for the element lithium.

(3) Galenobismuthite, containing about 13 per cent, of
selenium, from the Falun copper mine.

(4) A great variety of minerals from the L8,ngban man -

ganese-iron mine, perhaps th$ most famous mineral locality in
the world, for it has, with Nordmark, yielded some forty-eight
minerals not found elsewhere. The minerals collected here
comprise native lead; the following silicates containing man-
ganese (varieties of mangansJcarn) , schefferite, rhodonite, rich-
terite, tephroite, inesite; the silicate of lead, barysilite; the
lead-manganese silicate, kentrolite; the arsenates of manganese,
berzeliite, allactite; the lead-manganese arsenate, caryinite ; the
lead arsenates, hedyphane, ecdemite ; also the oxides of man-
ganese, hausmannite and braunite; and finally the borate of
manganese and magnesium, ptnakiolite.

(5) Ganomalite, a lead-manganese silicate, and piedmontite,
the manganese-epidote, from the Jakobsberg manganese mine.

(6) Pyrosmalite, an iron-manganese silicate, and beautiful
crystals of diopside, calcite, and magnetite^ from the Nordmark
iron mines.

Dr. Hope exhibited and described Poecilocoris latus, Dall,

an insect pest of tea.

This insect which feeds on tea seed has been known since

the early days of the Indian tea industry. Mature and im-

mature specimens and eggs will be shown and its feeding habits

described.

Recent investigation has indicated that the insect is pro-

bably indirectly responsible for the damage which so often

occurs to tea seed by the development of fungi in and between

the cotyledons.

Dr. Annandale exhibited a freshwater Medusa from the

Western Ghats.
The Medusa was taken by Mr. S. P. Agharkar of the

Elphinstone College, Bombay, in small streams running in the

Satara district into the Krishna river. It is probably identical

with Limnocnida tanganyicae, a species hitherto found only in

the great African lakes and at the mouth of the River Niger,

ThQ specific identity, however, must remain a little doubtful

until fresh specimens have been examined.

Mr. Gravely exhibited living Pedipalpi and made the

following remarks on the distribution of the Order.

The Pedipalpi are an Order of Arachnida which take their

from the fact
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and are used not for locomotion but as feelers. Although very

abundant in some parts of the tropics their strictly nocturnal

habits have led to their being overlooked to some extent, and

there is still much to be learnt about them. The Order is

subdivided into two Sub-orders (Oxopoei and Amblypygi) of

which the latter contains one family only (Tarantulidae) and

the former two (Thelyphonidae and Schizomidae). The Thely-

phonidae are represented in the present exhibit by living

specimens of Uroproctus Assamensis, a species found through-

out Assam and the Eastern Himalayas at altitudes under

about 4000 ft., and originally described by Dr. Stoliczka in the

Journal of this Society. Members of this family construct

burrows, usually under stones or logs of wood, and spend the

day and all the dry weather in them, only coming out to seek

their prey towards nightfall in wet weather. The Schizomidae

are minute creatures not unlike the very much larger Thely-

phonidae in general form, but with a short tail which is

widened into a shovel-shaped structure in the male, and with

veiy different arms. They live among dead leaves, grass-

roots, stones, etc., and like the Thelyphonidae they construct

burrows for themselves They are here represented by Schizo-

mus {Trythyreus) lunatus from the Indian Museum compound

:

this is the only species yet recorded from India proper. In©

Tarantulidae differ very greatly in form from the other two

families, being spider-like rather than scorpion-like. They

are unable to construct burrows for themselves, but are some-

times found in the burrows of other animals ;
usually they live

under logs of wood, stones, etc., or in caves. They are here

represented by Charinides bengalensis which is very abundant

in piles of old bricks in sheltered places in Calcutta.
.

I am at present engaged in a detailed study of the distri-

bution of the Pedipalpi of the Oriental Region and have

already arrived at the following conclusions.—Taking first the

Thelyphonidae, the denticulation of the first two joints of the

arms is more variable than has commonly been supposed, an

I have reason to believe that that of the first joint anyway has

been determined by the long-continued action of climatic con-

ditions; and it is noteworthy that almost all the other generic

and specific characters are to be found in organs directly con-

nected with the processes of reproduction. A soniewha

parallel evolution in some of these organs appears to have

taken place in different genera ; and they are apparently a goo

index of the degree of specialization found in the severa

species.

Turning now to those genera which are distinguished y

each

Celebes
Java, Borneo

with
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found here are of the most highly specialized type. Species of

Thelyphonus belonging to this most highly specialized type are
dominant in the Malay Peninsular and Siam also, though hen
they are much fewer in number, but nowhere else unless it b«

in the Philippines. The further one looks from the neigh-

bourhood of Borneo, however, the more frequently are less

specialized forms met with, the least specialized of all being
dominant only in Ceylon, the Indian Peninsular, the Eastern
Himalayas, Assam, and Eastern China to the west and north,

and in South America to the east; whilst a species specialized

in an intermediate degree is dominant in the Liu Kiu
Islands and Japan to the north-east; these being the limits

of distribution of the family. This arrangement in what may
be compared to a series of concentric semi-circles about the

neighbourhood of Borneo leads me to conclude that at some
period relatively simple forms such as Uroproctus assamensis

and Thelyphonus sepiaris existed and in all probability were

confined to the neighbourhood of what is now Borneo ; and that

as more highly specialized forms were evolved the simpler

ones were pushed further and further outwards.

The distribution of those Thelyphonidae which are distin-

guished from the ones already dealt with by the absence of

ridges at the sides of the head between the median and lateral

eyes, suggests that these were originally centred in much the

same place as the others, and that they have been entirely

pushed outwards by them; for they are now known with

certainty only in the moister parts of Ceylon and the west

coast of India, in and around Burma, and in S. America.

When the migrations resulting in the present distribution of

the family commenced therefore, the prototypes of the two

principal divisions into which the Thelyphonidae naturally fall

appear to have been already distinct from one another ; and,

from the minuteness with which (at most) any Thelyphonid

departs from the fundamental form of the group to which it

belongs, it may further be inferred that the external structure

of each of these two prototypes was already extremely "fixed
"

i.e. that these prototypes were already somewhat ancient

species or groups of species. Their antiquity is also rendered

highly probable by the fact that the closely allied Geralinuridae

occur in the Coal Measures of Britain. The two prototypes

of the Thelyphonidae as we know them to-day were probably

therefore members of a more extensive group the rest of which

have now entirely disappeared.

Concerning the distribution of the Schizomidae it is at

sions. as

their small size has caused them to be much neglected and our

knowledge of the number and distribution of existing species

is probably very incomplete.

The Tarantulidae fall into three sub-families, one of which is
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purely American, one of which extends from East Africa across

tropical Asia to Indo-China; whilst the remaining one extends
from the Seychelles to Galapogos

)
being centred like the

dae There is some indi

cation that this last sub-family may also have spread out-

wards from the neighbourhood of Borneo; but the direction

which their evolution has taken is less clearly indicated than
in theThelyphonidae, and the evidence is consequently incon-

clusive at present.

The following papers were read :

h Ancient Monuments in Kashmir.—By Anand Koil.

2. Simhachelaml 1empk.—By S. P. V. Ramanuja Svamin.
Communicated by S. P. V. Ranoanatha Svamin.

3. Firoz Shah's Menagerie.—By Maulavi Qasim HasiR-

Communicated by the Natural History Secbbtay.

The author called attention to the account by Nhams-i-

Siraj Afif, of curiosities brought to Faizabad by the Emperor
Firoz Shah, to be on public view—two giants, a dwarf, two

hearded women, a three-legged goat, a red-billed crow.

4. Gadadhara, Prince of Modern Schoolmen — By DR.

VlDYABHUSANA

———• jj*

the Journal.
subsequent

<>

The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical SeotaOD of the

Society was held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, the

9th August, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Colonel G. F. A. Harris, I.M.S., President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

Lt-Col. W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S., Dr. Gopai Chandra Uhai-

terjee, Dr. K. K. Chatterjee, Dr. A. M. Leake, Dr. D. Qumjan '

Captain E. D. Thurston, I.M.S., Major E. E. Waters, LfflJ •>

Major J. W. D. Megaw, I.M.S., Honorary Secretary.

Visitors :—Dr. R. K. Kacker, Dr. G. D. Pramanik.

read

terjee :

ases

1. A case where an old injury to the lung by a splillter

wood had been followed by a peculiar train of symptoms, su^

gesting a temporary pneumothorax followed by partial coliap

of the lung with subsequent fibrous and fetid bronchitis.
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2. asis

male which showed marked improvement after eighteen injec-

tions of Nasten B
}
.

A paper was read by Major Gwyther on the Treatment of

Hydrocele by introduction of sterilized catgut into the sac

after tapping.

The paper was discussed by Col. Harris, Major Waters,

Dr. K. K. Chatterjee, Capt. Thurston and Major Megaw.

yvv/xy^y -^ ^





SEPTEMBER, 1911.

The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held
on Wednesday, the 6th September, 1911, at 9-15 p.m.

Lieutenani>Colonel D. C. Phillott, F.A.S.B., in the

chair.

The following members were present :

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Mr. A. C. Atkinson, Mr. Percy
Brown, Mr. I. H. Burkill, Dr. L. L. Fermor, Mr. F. H.
Gravely, Mr. K. A. K. Hallowes, Mr. H. H. Hayden, Mr. D.
Hooper, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J. ; Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Dr. Indu-
madhab Mallick, Hon. Dr. A. Suhrawardy, Mr. G. Thorpe, Dr.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana.

Visitors :—Mr* W. R. C. Brierly, Mrs. Fermor, Mrs.

Kirkpatrick, Dr. and Mrs. L. Scherman.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

Twenty-nine presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported the death of Mr. Harinath

De, an Ordinary Member of the Society.

The Hon Dr. A. al-Mamun Suhrawardy read the follow-

ing obituary notice of Mr. Harinath De :

Harinath De was born on 12th August 1877. His father,

Rai Bahadur Bhutnath De, was a distinguished pleader in the

Central Provinces. Harinath De had a remarkable university

career. He was almost invariably in the first class in all his

examinations, in India or in Europe. He was the recipient

of many medals, prizes and scholarships. He passed his

Entrance and F.A. examinations from St. Xavier's College,

securing the Duff Scholarship for languages. Graduating in

1896 he obtained first-class honours in English and Latin. The
same year he obtained his M.A. degree in Latin. He also

passed the special M.A. examination in Greek. As a result of

his achievements he was awarded the Government of India

State Scholarship of £200 per annum for four years. With

this assistance he went to Cambridge in 1897 where he passed

the Classical and Medieval and Modern Languages Triposes

in the first and second class. Later he obtained the Skeats

prize and the Chancellor's Gold Medal for classical verse.

While in Europe he studied at the Universities of the Sor-

bonne, Marbourg and elsewhere, acquiring that mastery over
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European and Asiatic languages for which he was so well

known. In 1901 he was appointed to the Imperial Educa-
tional Service and returned to India as Professor at Dacca.
After serving for some time as Professor of the Presidency
College and Principal of the Hooghly College, in 1907 he was
appointed Librarian of the Imperial Library. He died on the
30th August 1911.

He became a member of the Asiatic Society on the 3rd
of June 1903, and served on the Council and Philological Com-
mittee. He published various articles in the Journal and
Memoirs of the Society, and at the time ot his death was
engaged in editing works for the Bibliotheca Indica.

The General Secretary also reported that Lieut.-Col.

John Lloyd Jones, I.M.S.; Mr. E. F. Abraham, I.C.S. ; Capt.
B. C. Penton, LA.; Capt. J. Morrison, I.M.S., and Lieut.-Col.
J. Jordon, I.M.S., had expressed a wish to withdraw from the

Society.

Dr. A. Engler, Lieut.-Col. A. W. Aloock, Sir Clements
Markham, Professor E. G. Browne and Mahamahopadhyaya
Kamakhya Nath Tarkabagis were balloted for and elected

Honorary Fellows.

The foliowi

Members :

*

Sri Rajah Ankitam Venkata Juggarow Bahadoor Oaroo,
F.R.A.S., F.Pv. Met. Soc, Zemindar of Shermohamadpuram,
Dabagardens, Vizagapatam, proposed by Mr. G. H. Tipper,
seconded by Dr. N. Annandale

; Nawab Murtaza Husain Khan
(Oudh ex-Royal Family), Vakil and Zemindar, Katra abo Torab
Khan, Lucknow, proposed by Prof. M Hedayet Hosain,
seconded by Babu Nilmoni Chakravarti.

1.

e following papers were read

Exogamous septs of the Oehara Section of Kunchbandiya
(Kanjars). By W. Kirkpatrick.

This paper will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.

2. A hundred Modern Arabic Proverbs. By Capt. C. C. R-

Murphy, 30th Punjabis.

This paper has been published in the August Journal.

3. LHnajpur Pillar Inscription. By Rama Prasad
Chanda. Communicated
Mukhopadhyaya.

...*' ?ome Notes relating to the Classification, Habit*
Nidvfkation of the Ravens of India. Bit Dr. I\ T. L. I
worth. Communicated by the Natural History Secretary.

Mi
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The following abstract is published

:

The author maintains that the Panjab Raven is distinct
enough from the Himalayan Raven to be regarded as a distinct
species Cor v its corax
of Linneus. Hume recorded the Plains Raven as different in

note, in the sheen of the plumage, and Oates noted it as
different in the character and shape of the throat hackles.
It is a smaller bird

:

Himalayan Raven. Plains Raven.

Length .. .. . . 25%3*—28" 23-75"- LM'75#

• •

• t

17-25"— 19-3" 16-3"— 17-4"

10-75"— 11 -5" 9-6*
ijr

*

Wing
Tail

Bill from gape .

.

.

.

2*85"— 3 -25" 2-8

Bill straight from forehead to point .

.

3*05"— 3*18" 2-60"— f'82
Height of closed mandibles .. !•!*— 1-3" I

Tarsus .. .. .. 2-5"- 3" 23"
Weight, male . . . . 2 lb. 1 1 ozs. 2 lb, to 2 lb. 2 ozs.

Oates attributed this disparity to climatic influences.

He says the immense size of the Himalayan birds is due to

their being dwellers " in a cold, bracing climate," whereas the

Plains Ravens—"dwellers in an enervating tropical atmos-

phere"—have dwindled down to a small size as compared with

the former. If correctly, then how can the contrary difference

observed in the jungle crow be explained ? For, in the case

of the jungle crow (Corvus macrorkynchus) , individuals from the

North- Western Himalaya are actually small r than those from

Southern Hindustan and Burma.
It can hardly be that the Himalayan Raven is better fed

than the Plains Raven. Bower remarked in his "Aor
Tibet" that it was hard to know on what they ordinarily

lived. They came about his camps; u and are not shy birds,"

ts Oates says. The author has collected the evidence of several

travellers to their boldness.

There is a need for extended observations on the Himalayan

Raven— (i) to what extent does it show a slight seasonal

migration? (ii) when does it nest ?—Mandelli took the eggs in

Native Sikkim high up towards the snows on March 5tl

Stoliczka noted the bird building on May 4th at Aktash : and

Walton found young on the ledge of a rock near the Kala Tso

Lake in Tibet on April 6th
;

(iii) does it habitually nest on

cliffs ? and (iv) in successive years on the same site ? (v) what is

the number of eggs ? (vi) do both birds share in hatching them I

and (vii) how long do the young stay in the nest ?

The author adds some observations on the nidification of

the Plains Raven. Five is the usual number of eggs :
they lay

from January to first half of March, but most eggs are to be

taken in February : the eggs vary in length from 1-71" to 2-26",

and in breadth from 1-22" to 1-39": the nest is built 18—24

feet from the ground of sticks, lined with rags, sheep's wool,

i
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bits of paper, cow's hair and grass. Various trees growing i'i

open, cultivated land are chosen such as Acacia leucophloea,

Dalbergia Sissoo and Albizzia Lebbek. When feeding these

Plains Ravens are sociable, but in the breeding season they seem
to scatter, and probably many cross into Afghanistan.

5. Akbar's Court-wit and his Jest-book. By Qasim Hasir.

This paper will not be published in the Society's Journal.

6. Shan and Palaung Jew's Harps from the Northern Stales.

By J. Coggin Brown.

7. Historical Poem by the Emperor Shah Alam II.

Translated by Hidayet Husatn.

8. New and Revised Species of Gramineae from Bombay.
By R. K. Bhide, Assistant Economic Botanist, Bombay. Com-
municated by Major A. T. Gage, I. M.S.

9. Corchorus capsularis var. oocarpus, a new variety of

the common Jute plant. By I. H. Burkill and R. S. Finlow.

10. The Polarity of the Bulbils of Dioscorea bulbifera,

Linn. By I. H. Burkill.

These four papers have been published in the August
Journal.

1L Further spreading of Croton sparsiflorus {Morum).
By I. H. Burkill.

Mr. Burkill remarked as follows :

Croton sparsiflorus has now reached the railway-yard at

Narayanganj
; and it has appeared on the line side at the

following stations between Chittagong and Lumding : Kalaura,

quantity). For its distribution as known in 1908 and 1909

reference may be made to the Society's Journal, 190s, p. 60^,

and the Society's Proceedings, 1910, p. ci. Narayanganj (which,

judging by the number of individual plants present, it reached
in 1909) is likely to furnish a centre for its dispersal through the

Districts of Dacca and Mymensingh, by means of seeds adher-

ing to the gunny wrappings of merchandise forwarded along
the railway.

12. '* Father II. Monserrate's account of Akbar, 26//*

Nov. 1582." By Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

This paper will be published in a subequent number of tli<

Journal.
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The Monthly General Meeting of the Society was held on

Wednesday, the 1st November, 1911, at 9 15 p.m.

N. Annandale, Esq., T).Sc, C.M.Z.S., F.A.S.B., in the

chair.

The following members were present :

Mr. H. S. Bion, Mr. J. C. Brown, Mr. 1\ H. Gravely,

Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. H. Hosten, S.J., Mr. S. W. Kemp,
Lt.- Col. D. C. Phillott, Mr. G. H. Tipper, Dr. Satis Chandra

Vidyabhusana, Rev. A. W. Young.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Forty-one presentations were announced

:

The General Secretary reported that Mr. P. N. Bose, Babu
Sasi Bhusana Bose, Sir Lancelot Hare, K.C.S.I., and the Hon.

Raja Prabhat Chandra Barua have expressed a wish to with

draw from the Society.

The following six gentlemen were balloted for as Ordinary

Members

Lieut Cecil A. Boyle, 11th King Edward's Own Lancer?

Delhi, proposed by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott, seconded by

Mr. G. H. Tipper; Rev. Neil Meldrum, M.A., B.D., second

chaplain St. Andrew's, proposed by Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott,

seconded by Mr G. H. Tipper ; Maulavi Kamaluddin Ahmad,

M.A., M.R.A.S., Superintendent, Government Madrasah, Chitta-

gong, proposed by Lieut.-Col D. C. Phillott, seconded by

Mr. G H Tinner: Mr. V. J. Esch, Architect, proposed by

Lieut
tain Green Armytag

t>

proposed by Lieut.-Col. C. R. M, Green, I.M.S., ponded by

Major J. W. ^. ««~©«-« , > - -- - j u x> u d r»

Curator, Provincial Museum, Lucknow, proposed by Babu K. D

Banerji, seconded by Mr. G. H. Tipper.

Lieut.-Col. D. C. Phillott exhibited some hawks.

The following papers were read :

1. Chatu-shatika in Sanskrit- By Mahamahopadhyaya

Haraprasad Shastri.

mi- :ii un rmhlisWl in the Memoirs.
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2. The Alek religion of Kambhipatias

.

—By B. C. Mazum-
dar. Communicated by Babu Rakhal Das Banerji.

This paper will not be published.

O
The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, the
8th November, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Colonel G. F. A. Harris, M.D., F.R.C.P., I.MS.,
President, in the chair.

The following members were present :

—

K. KW C. Hossack, Capt. D. MeCay, I.M.S., Dr. Indumadhab
M

W Waters

Visitor .—Capt. 0. Berkeley Hill, I.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

I.—Clinical Cases :

—

1. A remarkable specimen of Renal calculus which had
been removed with satisfactory results was shown by Capt.
ii. B. Steen, I.M.S.

2. case of congenital Macrodactyl
left foot. The affected toes had been amputated.
II.—The following paper was read :

1. On Hypnotism in Medical Practice.—Bri CAPr. Green
Armytagb, I.M.S.

r, *??, •
p

,

aper was discussed by the President, Dr. Hossack,
Dr. Mulhck, and Capt. Berkeley Hill, I.M.S.
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The Monthly was
Wednesday

Mahamahopadhyaya Haeaprasad Shastri, CLE., M.A.,
in the chair.

The following members were present

:

Maulavi Abdul Wali, Dr. N. Annandale, Mr. H. S. Bion,

Prof. Nilmani Chakravarti, Mr. D. Hooper, Rev. H. Host* n,

S.J., Mr. G. R. Kaye, Mr. W. Kirkpatrick, Lt.-Col. D. C. Phil-

lott, Dr. P. C. Ray, Captain R. B. Seymour Sewell, I.M.S., Dr.

Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana, Dr. J. Ph. Vogel.

Visitors :—Rev. A. Ameye, S.J., Babu Rasick Lai Datta,

Babu Tincoury De, Babu Jatindranath Rakshit, Babu Hemen-
drakumar Sen, Mr. A. C. Tunstalb, Rev. M. Vermeire, S.J.,

and others.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed.

Two hundred and thirty-five presentations were announced.

The General Secretary reported that Capt. M. Mackelvie,

I.M.S., and Major W. M. Coldstream, R.E., have expre-ed a

wish to withdraw from the Society.

The General Secretary also reported the death of Mr. W.
Irvine, an Honorary Fellow of the Society ; and Mr. A. C. Sen,

an Ordinary Member of the Society.

Read the following obituary notice of the death of Mr. W.

Irvine :

Mr. William Irvine, an Honorary Fellow of the Society,

was born July 5, 1840, and died November 7,1911. Edu-

cated at St. Anne's School, Brixton, and King's College, Lon-

don, he passed the Indian Civil Service examination in 1862.

In 1863 he arrived in India and was posted to what was then

called the North-West Provinces. He became a member of the

Society in 1866. Being on the theatre of the decline and fall

of the Mogul Empire, his attention was early directed to the

history of that interesting epoch, and his first paper in the

Journal was on the Bangash Nawabs of Farrukhabad (1713

—

1857). He also made a valuable collection of Persian and

Urdu manuscripts dealing with the period after the death of

Aurangzeb. He retired from the service in 1888. After his

retirement he continued to show his interest in the Society by

-contributing articles to the Journal. In 1894 he began his
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"History of the later Moguls" of which the last instalment
was published in 1908, but the author unfortunately did not
lived to complete the series. In 1892 his attention was drawn
to the " Storia do Mogor " by Niccolao Manucci, and several
years after his famous edition of this work was published in the
Indian Text Series. This work will always form a lasting

monument to his scholarly patience and a mine of wealth for

the student of later Mogul times.
Mr. William Ir

the Society in 1908.

Honorary Fellow of

The following gentleman was balloted for as an Ordinary
Member :

—

Z. R. Zahid Suhrawardy, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, M.A.,
LL.B., Calcutta, proposed by the Hon. Dr. Abdulla al-Mamun
Suhrawardy, seconded by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. Phillott.

The following papers were read :

1. A brief Bibliography of Hinlu Mathematics.—By G. R
Kaye.

This paper has been published in the Journal for Novem-
ber 1912.

2. Father A. Monserrate's Mongolicae Legationis Com-
mentarius.—By Rev. H. Hosten, S.J.

In 1908, Rev. W. K. Firminger discovered in St. Paul's
Cathedral Library, Calcutta, a MS. by Father Anthony
Monserrate, s.j., entitled Mongolicae Legationis Commentarius.
He announced his discovery' to the Calcutta dailies, and
Mr. W. Corfield wrote a shori note in Be»ial: P<ist and Present,
1906, No. 2, p. 184.

When, in 1909, the MS. was lent me through Rev. Fr.

A. Van de Mergel, s.j., I could recognize in it without difficulty

an account of the first Jesuit Mission to Akbar (1580-1583)
under Blessed Rudolph Aquaviva, Father Monserrate having
been one of Rudolph's two companions. Eventually, I de-

ciphered the three-centuries-old writing, with the result that the

MS. (nearly 300 pages) is now ready for the press.
The importance of the MS. will be readily understood, if

we reflect that it constitutes the earliest account of Northern
India by a European since the days of Vasco de Gama. Not
onlv does it £riv« us m. #Wn.;iori k;~+,

' ""

Mission ir

crated to

first Christian

th India, but more than 100
ubject which the Muhammad
three Dacrps t.hp hlatnn* r»f A

against Kabul (February 1581 to beginning of 1582). Monser-
rate accompanied Akbar on that expedition as tutor to his

second son, Prince Murad, and, but for Akbar'swish that

he should remain in safety at Jalalabad, he might have entered
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K pa. The value of

the work is further enhanced by the earliest known map of

Northern India. It exhibits the longitude and latitude of all

places passed through by M. on his way to Mid fro between
Goa—Surat--Agra and Kabul. In fa t, it is a marvel of

ace iracy ior tne ume. More man a century later, tne geog-

raphy of Northern India had not reached the same degree
of perfection.

By means of the library marks on the MS. it was p ;sibk

to trace its history in Calcutta during last century. Before

U18 the book was in Fort William Coll ^e (Established:

1800). In 1836 it was transferred to the Metcalfe Hall Collec-

tion, or Calcutta Public Library. When, in 1903, the Calcutta

Public Library had become the Imperial Library, the MS.

—

through an evident oversight of the librarian—was given away
to the St. Paul's Cathedral Library (Anglican), Calcutta.

Only one press-mark " IPi6," the oldest in date, remains

unexplained. I suspect that it belongs to one of the former

Jesuit houses of Goa : but it is impossible to establish this in

India, since the Goa of to-day possesses scarcely any relies of

the once valuable libraries of its convent-. Through what

strange vicissitudes the MS. made its way to Calcutta it is

impossible to say.

The early history of the MS. is extremely inter. -ting.

Father Monserrate tells us in his preface that, when he was

about to proceed to Akbar's Court at Fathpur Sikrl, the

Provincial of Goa, Ruy Vicente, appointed him historian of

the Mission, and night after night, "for full two years and a

half, I committed to writing the events of that day. In this

daily labour of a chronicler. I have describ?d the various

particulars which my travels and oircu instances brought under

my notice. These are : rivers, towns, countries, the customs

and manners of peoples, temples, religions ; the leanings

simulated leanings, it is true--which the king, when we had

come to his Court, manifested towards the religion of Christ,

as also the kindness which, from mere self-interest, he affected

towards Rodolf, to whom had been confided this weighty

Mission, and towards his companions; again, Rodolf' s zeal,

consummate prudence and remarkable erudition, and our

disputations with the Agarenes [Muhammadans, descendants

of Agar]; next, the Chabul war, which was marked by great

tenacity of purpose and superior statesmanship on the partot

Zelaldin [Jalal-ud-din Akbar], and ended successfully by the

flight of Hachim [his brother] ; finally, the joyful ovations

that signalized this triumph."

On his return to Goa in September (?) 1582, Monserrate

brought with him voluminous notes "taken down on tin-

tramp." His friends found them so interesting that they

urged him to cast them into a connected account.
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From another source we learn that between September and
November 26, 1582, Monserrate made a summary of the chief
topics regarding Akbar, a kind of character-sketch. This
Relacam do Equebar readied Europe and was utilized by
Peruschi, de Guzman, du Jarric, Purchas and Bartoli. A
photographic facsimile having come into my hands, I presented
to the Society, at our meeting of September last, the Portu-
guese text and an English translation of thai document.

Monserrate spent the next six years (1582-1588) as a
Missionary at or near Goa. All the time he was actively at
work on his papers. The rough copv of his Commentwius was
far advanced, when Father Peter J irtins, the Provincial of
Goa, sent him, an elderly man already, to Ahyssinia. After
touching at Mascat, he and his companion, Father I'eter Paez,
were intercepted by the Arabs near " Dofar," and sent to
Eynan, where "King" Omar kept them in honourable
confinement He ordered even that Monserrate's books and
writings should be restored and—a not unprecedented case of
enlightenment in Eastern despots- granted him four months'
leisure to correct his writings and add to them what was still

wanting. Accordingly, Monserrate tinished hi- Commentary at
%nan, on the feast of St. Anthony of Padua, June 13, 1590,
alter which he was marched off to Sen .a. His MSS. were
again robbed on the way; but on October 21, 1590, the
lurkish "Viceroy" of Senaa had them restoi-d to him.
Consequently, 1 returned to my writings, corrected and en-

wfo/iii "' and f ' eed them from enures." On December U

,

1590, Ins neat copy was finished, and on January 7, 1591 he
wrote his preface, dedicating his work to the Very Rev. Father
Uaudms Aquaviva, the uncle of his i mpanioti at Father,
Blessed Rudolph the now glorious martyr of Cuncolim.

VV heth a manner
worthy of the Society and will afford any utility to the reader,
i must leave to your judgment. For my pari , unless self-love
minds and deceives me, I am of opinion that it will not prove
useless to the students of Geography and Antiquity, especially
to ttiose of Ours who apply themselves to the Classics, when
tney come across historical matters concerning India.

In these writings—I say it without presumption—

I

nave endeavoured, for the sake of the Prof, sors of our schools,

passage

, wrai up mm con
ately as possible, not a fev^^ w wltJ wugl
Historians who deal with matters Indian or Arabian.

0«i'
t0 Uod that my ,abour redound to the glory of

m V
s

"!me
,

to fche advancement of knowhdge. which we

mX n°«°",y arder,t,y ™sh, but strive after with all our

hi? k 'A'
1

.

>our wisdom
- vou judge that this double object

",„ n atfcamed in my two-fold study I believe that it mil
amply commend itself to vou. Farewell."
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It is this very MS., written in prison at Sen .a. in 1590,

which Calcutta may now glory to possess.

Monserrate and Paes' captivity lasted six years and a half.

Ransomed in August 1596, they wrote from Goa to Home in

December 1596, announcing their deliverance, and Akbar was

not a little wroth at the conduct of the Arabs, when Fr. .Jerome

Xavier read to him a letter of Monserrate, detailing what

they had suffered.

There can be little doubt that Monserrate brought back lo

India this precious MS., or rather, by this time, he had col-

lected sufficient materials for four distinct volumes. Either

at the end of his captivity in Arabia, or after lhs return to

Goa—since he refers to events of 1595, which he could hardly

have learnt in Arabia—he wrote in his preface that the small

appendix he had composed on the Natural History of India

and the customs of the " ancient aborigines and indigenes"

had now become a book. "I have divided the work into two

books : this, the former one, is an account of the first Mission

to the King of the Mongols; the latter contains, by way of

appendix and scholium to the former, what appertains to the

Geography and Natural History of India intra Gangem, the

customs of the ancient aborigines and the present-day natives.

In two other books, which I have added to the two former

ones, I describe, on the same plan, in the first, my departure

for Ethiopia; in the second, the Geography and Natural His-

tory of Arabia."

We can account in some manner for the fact that Mon-

serrate's appendix—which, by the way, is not found in the

Calcutta MS.—grew gradually to the size of a volume. A

large proportion of the pages of our MS.—let us call it

Bk I—was cancelled or bracketed by Monserrate between

1591 and 1600, the year of his death. The conclusion I have

come to is that he must have considered that the thread ot

the narrative of the Mission was too often broken by his des-

criptions of cities, tombs and ruined temples, his excursions

into the history of the past, or his considerations on Indian

manners and customs. He wished to do away with these

hors-d'oeuvre, as he considered them, and worked them out wife

other materials in Bk. II, the "appendix." Unfortunately,

Bk. II remains to be discovered.

None of these 4 volumes was known to our bibliographers,

or to the biographers of Monserrate and Bl Rudolph Aqua-

viva. No other copy of the Calcutta MS. is known to,exist in

Europe. The MS. is, therefore., all the more valuable. I or,

in case Bk. II is lost, much of its contents is sti preserved in

our Bk I. Whatever Monserrate may have thought ot his

korsd'ceuvre they are of paramount interest to the historian

fnd toSuarL. and detract little, if at all. from the con-

tinuity of the story.
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It is a remarkable fact that Col. Wilford, a distinguished
orientalist, who died at Benares in 1S22, should have pos-

Monserrate's autograph copy of Bk. II. This is

evident from the Latin quotations not found in the Calcutta
MS. which he adduces, as also from the dillerence of pagina-
tion in both MSS. in the case of a similar passage. The search
which I made in our Calcutta libraries for Bk II has
remained without result. It might be suggested that the
book is still in the possession of Col. Wilford's descendants.
If it could be found, the discovery would be scarcely inferior
in importance to that of Bk. I.

There is another mystery which I cannot solve. Tlw
Calcutta MS. was studied—in the beginning of last century, 1

believe—by an Englishman, a geographer, a scholar, a 'man
with all the tastes of a Wilford, yet, 1 cannot determine
by whom.

Numerous pencil-marks—all from the tame hand, it would
seem—show that the anonymous commentator was acquainted
with English, Latin, Portuguese and the Persian character.
He refers to "additions to Bk. II" and to a long Latin-
Portuguese account by Fr. A. Botelho written in 1670, of

which I know one copy among the Marsden MSS. of the British
Museum, and another in the possession of the Society of Jesus.

Who was this anonymous annotator ? Wilford, Marsden,
or some one else ? If Wilford, how is it that he never quotes
the Calcutta MS., though it would have been of the greatest
assistance to him in his geographical researches ? And is it

wm ?* he W°uld have Presentel the MS. to the Fort
William College without the Companion-volume, several years
before Ins death ? As for Marsden, beside the fact that he
never resided in British India, he presented his valuable
oriental library to King's College, London, in 1835. He made
an exception only in the case of 10 volumes of MSS., spoils
lrom the Jesuit Archives of Go;, or Mi lac i (?), which he do-
nated to the British Museum. Finally, if the notes were made
by some one else, how was he acquainted with Wilford's Bk. II
and Father Botelho's report ?

I shall not analyse more fully the contents of the MS.
in such a variety of curious information, it is difficult to make
a choice I may, however, say -since the subject crops up so

SS?*"™ no revelations are to be expected about John
Wulip de Bourbon, and Akbar'i Christian wife.

My reason for publishing the Latin text in the first place
is to preserve the original from further mishaps. I do not for
jne moment contemplate undertaking a translation. Besides,

ordi
W° JVhe translator and annota or will be one of no

lamary difficulty. Several passages almost defy translation,
ior t lie simple reason that we are too little acquainted with the
condition of many things in Moiwerr* 's time. As a case in
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point, I refer to the descriptions of temples, tombs and ruins.

I believe that a translation will do justice to the text only

when a host of scholars will have focussetl, on the original, the

light of research.

Monserrate's Mongolicae Legation** Oommentariw will

form the first volume of a series of -Jesuit papers on Mogor,

Tibet, Bengal and Burma, which 1 intend editing under the

patronage of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

I take this opportunity to thank the Council of our

Society for having sanctioned my application for Rs. 600 to be

spent on procuring from Europe materials for further research,

photographic facsimiles of the letters of the Jesuit Mis-

sionaries in Mogor, Tibet, Bengal and Burma during the

period 1580-1803. It is but just that I should thank most

heartily our Society for the enlightened encouragement and

patronage which it means to extend to studies which will be of

equal interest to the antiquarian and the historian, religious or

profane.

This paper will be published in full in the Memoirs.

3. Critical Examination of the Transcript of the Atapura

Inscription.—By Pandit Mohanlal Vishinlal Pandia.

4. Kitab-ul- Wafayat of Ibn-ul- Kkatib : a biographical notice

of eminent men from the beginning of Islam to ah. 807.

Edited by Maulavi Hidaybt Husain.

5. Contributions from the Chemical Laboratory, Presidency

College. Allylammonium Nitrite.—By Prafulla Chandra Ray

and Rasik Lal Datta.

6. Contributions from the Chemical Laboratory, Presidency

College. Preliminary note on Sodiumdiacetamide.—By Jitkn-

AKSHIT Communicated by Dr. P. C. Ray.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal

7. Freshwater Sting-Rays of the Ganges—By B. L. Chau-

DHRI

tember.

This paper has been published in the Journal for Sep-

8. Abhiseka. or Hindu Coronation.-By MahImahopadh-

yaya Haraprasad Shastri.

9. Coronation of a Hindu King in Ancient India.—By

Pandit Mohanlal Vishunlal Pandia.

These papers will be published in a subsequent number of

the Journal.
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The Adjourned Meeting of the Medical Section of the

Society was held at the Society's rooms on Wednesday, the

13th December, 1911, at 9-30 p.m.

Major L. Rogers, CLE., I.M.S., in the chair.

The following members were present :

Major E. 0. Thurston, I.M.S., Dr. K. K. Chatterji and

Captain J. D. Sandes, I.M.S.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and con-

firmed.

I. To nominate a Medical Secretary for the approval of

the Council in the place of Major Megaw, I. M.S., who is

going on leave. Proposed by Major Rogers, and seconded by

Major Thurston, that Captain Sandes, I.M.S. , be nominated as

Medical Secretary, and carried unanimously.

II. The following Clinical Cases were shown :

1. Captain Sandes showed for Lt.-Col. Calvert cases of

spastic diplegia with bilateral athetosis and tuboparalysis.

2. Dr. K. K. Chatterji showed (1) A calculus he had

successfully removed from the ureter of a patient with a uri-

nary sinus. (2; X'ray photographs illustrating a case of painful

heel due to spicule of bone growing from the under surface

of the oscalcis.

3. Dr. K. K. Chatterji also showed

—

1. A case of Hydrocele which had been treated by the

method described in his paper.

2. A case of surface wound after operation for elephan-

tiasis treated by sundur red ointment 8 per cent, with rapid

healing.

III. The following paper was read :

—

1. A new method of operation for the radical cure of Hydro-

cele.—By Dr. K. K. Chatterji, F.R.C.S.I., and discussed by

Major Thurston and Major Rogers.
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KapftlarMuchan, the inscription

at, 87.

Karma, the doctrine of, 749.

Karut : see Knit.

Kashmir, curious phenomena in

xlix.

s
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Ka£I Prasad Jayaswal : See Jayas-

wal, Kasi Prasad.

Kasteyer, W. C, on the Wild Yam
of N. America (Dioscorea villo-

sa), 60.

Kaye, G. R. : A brief Bibliograhy
of Hindu Mathematics, 679.

References to Indian Mathe-
matics in certain mediaeval
works, 801.

Kazawar Songs, 549.

Kifayah, Dr. Suhrawardy on the,

342.

Kingsmill, T. W., The Vikrama-
ditya Sainvatsara and found-
ing of the Kushan Kingdom,
721.

Kirkpatrick, W., A Vocabulary of

the Pasi Boli or Argot of the
Kunchbandiya Kanjars, 277.

Exogamous Septs of the Gehara
section of the Kunchbandiya
Kanjars, 669.

Oaths and Ordeals of the
Geharas (Kanjars) of the
Delhi District, 753.

Folksongs and Folk-lore of the
Geharas (Kanjars), 437.

Kolocrania valida, Dohrn, 773.
Konow, Sten : Mundari Phonology

and the Linguistic Survey,

Kosmetor, 771.

Kotwallpara, see Ghagrahati
grant, 475.

Koul, Anand: A visit to Kapala
Muchan, 87.

Krut, on the Analysis of, 65.
Kulastambhadeva, Puri plates of.

443.

Kunchbandiya Kanjars, the Argot
of the, 277, cxii.

Kunchbandiya Kanjars, Exoga-
mous septs of the Gehai-i
Section of the, 669.

Kushan kingdom, Founding of
the, 721.

L
Labia curvicauda, Motsch, 784.

, , genus , Leach , 784.
Lubidura hengalensis

, 772.
m riparia, 772.

Labiduridae, 771.
Labiidae, 782.

Labiinae, 783.
Lalinia, 441 .

Land, Abu Yfinf on the Wftqfof
34 1 , 359.

>, ancient method of granting
in Northern India, 298.

Leaf variation, in Sterculia alata,

Roxb, var. irregularis,

85.

,, in crotons, 85.

Lepcha's medicine bag, xcix.

Lepturus roxburghianus, Stendel,

518.

Ligamentum patella, ruptured, ii.

Limnocnida Tanganyicae, cxxiii.

Linguistic Survey of India, 37.

Lingularia, sp. of Senecionis pachy-

carpi , Clarke, 71.

Lophopodella Carter i, Hyatt, 83.

Lipodes, genus, Burr, 771.

99

M
Madhavaraja (Sainyabhita Madha-

varaja), Grant of, 299.

Maestrichtien fossils, their occur-

rence at Kacch sta-

tion, 1.

fossils collected in

the beds of Balu-

chistan, 2.

Maitra, A. K., Two Buddhist

Stone-Images from Malda,

621.

Majona 'al-Anhur, 337.

Makran coast. Muliammadan
tombs in the, xcix.

Malays , i yams used as an arrow-

poison by, 80.

Malda, Buddhist images from, 021.

Maliki Law, the Waqf of Moveables

according to the. 365.

Manhat al-khaliq, 339.

Maraiya. a fcotemic sept of the

Gehara Kanjars, 675.

Markham. Sir Clements Robert.

election as Honorary Fallow

,

cxx.

Marriage in the Bashahr State,

528.

Maaslik al-Afham. 355.

Mathematics, Hindu, a Bibliogra-

phy of, 679.

Indian, 801.

Mazumdar, B. C, The Stambhes-

vari : communicated with a

note by R. D. Banerji, 443.

Medusa, a Freshwater, cxxviii.

Mehl, Rev. C, :*7.

Methylmnim* nitrite, 91.

Methylammonium nitrite, *&

methylamine nitrite.

Microcystis orissica, 8.

Milk products, Asiatic, 63.

Miskin, MullS, Commentary on

the Fath al-muin. 338.

Commentary on the Kanz. «»•
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Missionaries in Bengal and Burma,
Portuguese .) -nit . 17.

Monasticisui in the Bashahr State,

B37.

Monday, dark. anavati. 631.

Monserrlte, Rev. A., on Delhi in

1581, 99.

on Monyolicae Lqiationis >n-

mentar'ms. exxxvi.

Moveables, the Waqf of, 323.

Mriga-shirsba. on the Folk Ion

connected with the constella-

tion, 93.

Uudawwanah , on the, 356.

Mughal coins, some rare, 701.

,, Jesuit Mission to. (\\w i.

Muhmmad Asad. MullI, 693.

bin Sam. coins of. 69s.

bin Musa, on Indian

Mathematics, 807.

Ill bin Tughlaq, coins

of, 699.

99

• J

Riga, MullI, 693.

Sa'id, Mulla, 693.

Muhammad Hidayat Husain:
iSce Hidayat-Husain, Muham-
mad.

Mukhtasar of Sidlkhalil. 356.

Mundari Phonology. 37.

Murphy, Gapt. C. C. R., A hundred
modern Arabic Proverbs, 803.

Musha', the validity of the Waqf
of, 363.

Mustaldias-al-Haqa'iq. 345.

Mycetoma, Black, civ.

Myositis ossificans , cii.

Myrmeleon contractus, Wilk. . ei.

Myrmeleonidae, the larvae of, ci.

N

Nakphula, a exogamous sept of the

Gehara Kanjars, (>74.

Nannisolabis, Burr, 781.

ff formicoides, sp. n.

.

781.

Narberia, Burr, 799.

Xasiru-d-dln, Ibrahim Shah,
Governor of Bengal , coins o I .

699.

Nitrites, interaction of Hydrazine
sulphate with, 109.

Nizamu-d-Din. Mulla, 693.

Nott. Lt.-Col. A. H., on i case of

Rhinoplasty, cii.

Novaculina gangetica, Reus., var.

theobaldi, Bens.. 628.

Numerical system of Hindus.

Origin of, 809. [<>97.

Numismatic Supplement, XVI [,

Nur al-anwar, 370.

Opisihocoxmiirun .771

Orit phas *( ptet<! ma!is. '

P

Pachydii is sp.. 2.

!'• orit 'at us. I )(»|| . < \ w in.

Paejn T, h (or gachh). .\ local name
for st< illhi (/fata, Roxb.
var. <iris. 85.

PSharl Dialects, a dictionary of,

119.

Palaung. .lew's Harp-. 521.

Pargiiter, F. E.,on the Gham&hlti
(Kotwalipura) grant, 475.

** Pashpoli ", the Sanskrit name
for Dioscorea tubers. 80.

Pasi Boll, 277.

Pathan Sultans of Delhi, 0OUM of

the, 698.

Patiakella grant of BivarSja, 299.

Pears, prickly: specimens exhibited.

cvii.

PectinateUa burmanica, 93, 84.

Pedipalpi. the distribution of Order,
ex x i i i

.

Phillott, Lieut-Col. D. C, Note on
a Shi'a Imprecation, 691.

Some Notes on Urdu Gram-
mar. 1 17.

Phosphorus in Indian Food Stuffs,

313.

Picrania angustata Dohrti, 77 I.

Picrotoxin, 61.

Pillar Inscription at Dinajpur,

615.

Planudes (Maximus) • his Indian

Arithmetic, 803.

Pokerji, 440.

Polvzoa of the Indian Freshwater,

I
83.

Portuguese Jesuit Missionaries in

Bengal and Burma, 17.

Potato, composition of, 60.

Prafulla Chandra Ray and Jitendra

Nath Rakshit: See Ray,
Prafulla Chandra.

Prain, Lieut.-Col. D., on the varia-

tion of the seedlings of the

Stercuh'a alata, var. irregu-

laris, 86.

Prolabw. genus. Burr. 784.

Promts, cunctator, sp. a., 790.

„ genus. Burr. 788.

Proverbs, KanawSrl, 594.

Arabic, 503.

PahaVI. 250.
99

99

Ptalis fvmoralis. Dohrn- 777.

,, indica. Ha< ub., 775-

Pulse, Phosphorus in, 329.
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Punjab-Himalayas , Paharl Folk-
lore of the. 219.

m 9» Paharl dialects of

the, 119.

Purandukht, a Sassanian Queen, a
silver dirhain of, 703.

Pygidleranidae , 771.

Q
Fir ShaltQasim Hasir on

menagerie, exxvi.
Qutb-u-Din, Mulla, 691.
Qutbu-d-din Mubarak, coins of

(398. .

R
Itacodiacula eceptrdUfera, Carter.

Radii al-Mahtar, comments on the

§
327,331,347,368,369.

Lata fluviatilis , 626, 628.
,, lymena, 625.

,, sancur, 620.

,, sahkar, 627.
Raisen, rock drawing from, xlviii

,, the rockdrawing near the

_
hill fort of, xcviii.

Rajam Ranjan Sen: See Sen, Ra
jani Ranjan.

Bajputana, Swords found in, 10
Rakhal Das Banerji : See Banerji

_ Rakhal Das.
Rama Prasad Chanda : See Chanda,

Rani a Prasad.
RarhiSohda, a totemic sept of the

Gehara Kanjars, 67&
Ravens of India, exxx. cxxXl.
Renal calculus, specimen of,

exxxiv.
Rhinoplasty, a case of, eii.

Rice, Phosphorus i n Indian. 31 4,
3 1 5.

Riddles, Kanawarl. 594.
Rock-drawing near the hill fort

-Raisen in Malwa, On th
XCVlll.

Rose, H. A. : Persian Letters from
Jahan Ara, daughter of 8h5h
Jahan, to Raja Budhparkash
of Sirmur. 44! K

Note on the Ethnography of
the Bashahr State, 526.

*

Ros

s

Sa'di Chalpf, 344
Sadru-d I)m, d£umOli 9m
BahSl, I lamas of, 691.
Samii-Suhda, a totemic leptoftto

uehara Kanjars, 676.

Samacaradeva, the Gha^rahati
grant of, 475.

grant of, 294, 309.
Samadraml (Acarya Satyavrata),

See Sat\avrata SamaSrami.
Sankat, an exogamous sept of the

Gehara Kanjars, 676.
Saponia, its similarity with the

poisonous principle of the
Dioscorea roots, 60.

Saskya Pandita, a brief notice of
Subhashita Ratna Nidhi of,

Extra No., 93.

So anians. a silver Dirham of the
Queen of the, 703.

Satyavrata SSm&frami, Acirya,
obituary notice of, cxiii.

s">< urea corymbifera, 73.

fibrosa* K idg, 72.

,, Laneana. 71.

9 *

« l

>9

nimbontm. 73.

its occurrence m Sik-

kim, 74.

Panttingiana, 73.

Pantlinjiana, its <> u>

rence in Sikkim, 73.

piptathera. Edgew, 73.

Sughoo, 73.

Clarke, 72.

Scheette, Dr. H. WM isolation of

Dios a*ino by, 61.
Sch omidn . distribution of, oxxv.
Jchlngdenhaufen , on the Dioscorea

from Africa. 60.

Sen, If. K. : \\ b. De and
H. K. S«-n.

Sen, Kajani Ranjan: A Firman of

Emperor Aurangzebe, 687
Sfnecio am plexicaul , Wall., 71.

,. bi/igufatus, 69, 70.

,, ch(Aa
y
72.

fibrosa, 72.

ffraoifiorus, 69
kingi n us, 71 . 72.

lagotis, 70, 71

laneann. 72.

mortoni. 71.

pachycarpus, Clarke. 71.

* i

" 9

* I

9'

• •

Shal

panuinguiiKi . ri.

g nquelobus, 72

W*w ?, 71.

IMM Law, th Wa«,t of Mover
ablea as defined in th 358.

Vlam I f . Emperor, i poem
erf, 471. [66.

ihah Jahan. the Mughal Emperor,
Shakya Race, Oi in of. Extn

No.. 27.

Shan d Din. Mi itiar Shah
See Sham Din

Muzaffar Shah.
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Shamsu-u-Din, of Bengal, gold
coins of, 697.

Shan States, Northern, the Jew's
Harp from the, 521

.

Shara'i' al-Islam, 354.

Sharh Ghayat al-Bayan. 858.

Sharh al-Wiqayah, 300.

commentary on
the, 332.

Shand, Yag, a festival in fche

Bashahr State, 532.

Shfah authorities, Waqf of Move-
ables as defined by, 354.

Imprecation, a, 691.

ShujaMul-Dawlah, 094.

SIdi Khalil, Mukhtasar of, 350.

Sikkim, occurrence of Gentian a

pluviarum in, 77.

on the occurrence of

Swertia BurHllrana in.

78.

Siliquaria cochlearis, xcix.

Siliquaria muricata. Born, xcix.

Sirmur, Begum Jahan Ara's letters

to the Raja of, 449.

&ivaratri, 93.

&ivrvraja, Patiakella grant of, 299.

Skull, fracture of, cix.

Smith, W. W., A new Gentian and

two new Swertias from the

East Himalaya, 77.

Note on Sterculia alata Roxb.

var. irregularis,—a remark-

able instance of leaf varia-

tion, 85.

Plantarum novarum in Her-

bario Horti Regit Gale a t-

tensis Gognitaram Decas> 69.

Sohnra, the legend of, 440.

an exogamous sept of the

Gehara Kanjars, 070.

Somavati, 031.

Spiroglyphus oumming*, Morch

,

xcix. [xcix.

Sponges from the Bay of Bengal

,

Spongiforinae , 782.

Spongosorites topsenii, Dendy, xcix.

Spongovostox, Burr, 783.

StambheSvari, 443.

R. D. Banerji s note

on the, 443.

Steen, Capt. H. B., on a specimen

of Renal calculus, cxxxiv.

Sterculia alata, cvii.

Roxb. var. irregula-

» 9

Subhashita Ratna Nidhi of Saskva
Pandita, a brief noi e of

Extra No., 93.

Suhrawardy, Wlxlullah al-Ma'mOn
TheW iqf of Movables. 323.

Sultans of Delhi, coins ol

PathSn, 698. [77

Swertias from tht* Enst Himalaya,

,, from China, SI.

Swertia bimactdata , Hook, 77.

,, bonatiana, SI.

,, burk<'lh'fina. 77, 78.

,, chim nsis 9 cvii.

,, dilatata. 77.

,, duclouxiii, 81:

patens, 82.

,, ramosa . 77.

room, 82.

,, Thomson!. Clarke. 78.

Swords of Rajputana. 10.

T

Tahtawl, 362.
* a

*

Tanglh al-HSmidiyyah, 361,380.

Tanwir ai-AbaSr, 346.

Tarantulidce, distribution of, exxv.

exxvi.

TarkavagWa, KSralkhylalth, Mo-
hUmahopu>t!><f(iya t fclfcd <n as

Honorary Fellow, cx.w

Taylor, G. P.. Ilahi synchronisms

of some Hijrl New Year's

days, 705.

Tea, a pest of. « xxviii.

Thanawalla, Kramjee Jamasj^e, a

silver I )
;rham of the Sassa-

nian Queen Parandakhl. 703.

Thelyphonidae, distribution of,

exxv.

, >

m, 85.

Sthanudatta, grant of, 299.

Sting rays of the Ganges, 62o.

" Strangle Cake " or " Pashpoli

a name for Dioscorea tubers,

60.

Thwaites, Dr.. on the use of wild

yams in Oylon. 60.

Tibet, enumeration of Historical

and Grammatical work- in,

Extra No. ,81*

geographical notice of, Extra

No., I.

Tibetan fragment, translation of a,

Extra No. . 9.

Tibetan inscription on a Bhotian

banner, interpretation of,

Extra No., 67.

passport dated A.D. 1688,

translation of, Extra No.,

25.

Medical Work, Analysis of a.

Extra No., 47.

Priests, Note on the white

Satin-embroidered Scarfs

of, Extra No., 71.
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Tibetan Symbolical Names, used as
numerals, Extra No., 35.

,, works, Extracts from, Extra
No., 41.

TIka Ram Joshi: See Joshi, Tika
Ram.

Tippera copperplate grant, 302.

Toljipothrix lophopodellophila , 83.

Totems of the Gehara Kanjars,

677.

Tripogon voxb urgh ia num , Bhide

,

515, 518.

Trochosmilia inflexa, Reuss, 2.

,, protectant, Noetl., 2.

,

,

€p., Z. i

Trygon fluviatilis, 625, 628, 629.
genardi, 626.

imbrieata, 626.

narnak, 626.

walga, 626.

9 9

ff

J?

U
Ulamas of Sahal, 691.

Ulna, fracture of the olecranon
process of the, ii.

Ulyssipone, 55.

Umdat al-Ri'ayah, 332.

,, al-Qari, 353.
Untwar, a totemic sept of the

Gehara Kanjars, 675.
Urdu Grammar, cxii, 117.
Utwar : See Untwar.

V

Veratrum shanense, 75.

99 its occurrence in
Burma, 75.

Vertebrae cerireal, its tuberculosis,
Hi.

Vikramaditya Samvatsara, 721.
Village-deites in Bashahr State,

Alphabetical list of, 538.
Vredenburg, E., Fifteenth century

tombs at Gwadar. xcix.
Rock drawings in Baghel-

khand, xcix.

A rock drawing from Raisen,
vi n.

The rock drawing near the
hill fort of Raisen in Central
India, xcviii.

W
Wall, 'Abdu'l: See Abdu'l Wall.
Waqf of Land, 'Abu Yflsuf on the,

341,359.
Waqf of Moveables, 323.

,, ,, a bibliography of

the, 376.

,, ,, as defined in the
Hanafi Law, 358.

,, ,, as defined in the

Malik! Law, 355.

,, ,, Arabic texts on
the, 381.

,, ,, al-ShSfi'i on the,

343.
Waqf of Mush5S validity of, 363.

Waqi'at al-Muftin, 362.

West, W. , Descriptions of three

new species of Algae asso-

ciated with Indian Fresh-
water Polyzoa, with notes
by Dr. N. Annandale, 83.

On a new species of Algae,
cviii.

Wheat, Phosphorus in, 319.

Whitehead, R. B., on an un-

published Mediaeval coin,

700.

Wray, L., on the origin of the

Malay arrow poison, 60.

Y
Yams, composition of, 60.

,, wild, of North America, 80.

,, of India, results of analysis,

59.

9 9

99

9 9

Indian, 57.
4 • •

9

> 9

their composition, cvm.
wild, their use as a fish poison

in Ceylon, 60.

used as an arrow poison in

Malay, 60.

Z

Zakfclrat aPXJqbi, 300


